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This last will
by an authority which knows what it is doing.
be done only when Congress delegates a part of its authority, a
case that it is not worth while to discuss, or when it adjusts the
appropriation on the information of a trusted officer, who shall
explain in each case just what he proposes to do, and shall be
The system of
held to justify by explanation all his demands.
annual appropriations has made it possible by its elasticity to
get the government buildings built and to let Congress know
what they were costing but at the price of much inconvenience
limit of cost ought to be either
and under a false pretence.
merely advisory or else rigorously binding; but to be binding
it should be made with accurate' knowledge of what it is to
;

4

Fireplaces in the

I.

[No.

*uess-work, which has usually to be enlarged two or three times
Before a building is finished, and in the end there is great comThis difficulty is independent of the manner in which
plaint.
It will not
ihe appropriations are divided or the money raised.
be got over until the appropriations are taken out of politics,
with which they have properly no concern whatever, and fixed

1878.
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A

l?y the present system
in reality only advisory.

cover.

it

pretends to be binding and

is

7

THE

one kind of discussion which such a bill was likely to
up may be inferred from the debates on the Eight-hour Law
a while ago, and from some of the speeches on the appropriation bills at the close of the session, wherein it was urged by
some Congressmen that it was the duty of the Government to
relieve the present distress of the country and find work for the
call

MR. SCIILEICIIER'S bill, as might have been expected, did
not get to the front in the hurry of the last days of the session
We have not
of Congress, and so has died a natural death.
even the satisfaction of judging from debate upon it how the
House would have looked upon the change of policy in carrying on the public building which it proposed. Mr. Sehleicher
himself, however, in debate upon the general appropriations for
of the arguments which he had
public buildings, gave an outline
to offer in k support of his bill, in which he stigmatized the pres"
crude and
ent system of building by annual appropriations as
incorrect in principle vicious, wasteful, and corrupt in pracThe greater or less annual allowance made for a buildtice."
ing depended, he said, on the feeling or necessities of a congres" When that
known
not on
;

sional committee,
any
amount has been expended the work

principle.

ceases for that year, the
walls are covered, the outfit and tools are put away to rust and
rot, and the corps of laborers discharged until the following

motion

by a piecemeal
year, when the machinery is again
This method of interrupted work, the result of
appropriation."
the smallness of the annual appropriations, he called with reason
As a matter of finance, he considered that
crude and wasteful.
set in

building was not properly one of the current expenses of the
Government, but an extraordinary expense, and therefore should
be provided for by borrowing and funding, not, according to the
" mediaeval "
system, by taxation.

WK will not

follow Mr. Schleicher into the question of finance
further than to say that there are two sides to it; that "mediae"
cannot nowadays be considered a name bad enough to
val
hang a dog for, and that paying as you go is a habit that has its
advantages in our time as well as in that of our grandfathers.
Mr. S hleicher's arguments actually hold against the misuse of
the system of annual appropriations rather than against the system itself. It is true, as he says, that "an economical Congress, intending to save money by making"small appropriations,
and if the habit of
really wastes money instead of saving it ;
making them annually tends peculiarly to this abuse, as perhaps

At all events, although
is an argument against it.
the duty of Congress to guard against extravagant expenditure or misuse of the public money, where this is accomplished
it is desirable that the public work should go on with as little
The real difficulty lies behind the
interference as possible.
question of finance, in the fact that the appropriations are voted
by an uninformed body and with an eye to other things than
their legitimate use.
They are apportioned as much to the influence of the town and the energy of its representative as to
the exigency of the work.
Congress, or the committee which
fixes the amount, has its rough notion of what a post-office or

it

does, this

it is

custom-house for such and such a town ought to cost, which is
always less than such buildings have actually cost. The local
senator or representative has his notion of how much money
ought to go for his town, or wants to get all he can. With
these two grinding influences, and with more or less attention
to the advice of the Supervising Architect, a limit is fixed by

unemployed by undertaking public improvements with vigor.
This sort of debate sounds very much like extracts from the
platforms of the Socialists' and workingmen's public meetings.
If so important a bill had been carried through by these arguments it would have been a strong encouragement of the spirit
of Communism among workmen, and the harm of the debate
might have outweighed the good of the bill. Such a way of relieving the hardship of dull times
stimulants for physical depression

:

is

like the

it

creates an appetite which

use of alcoholic

never appeased, but grows with every indulgence. On this
subject the New York Times had lately a very sensible article,
saying that to so use the public money was only alms-giving by
the Government, which was as much bound to provide for ihe
of every other class as for a small number of workmen,
is

needy
and could do it more directly and economically by open charity
than by a roundabout process that directed a good part of the

money

into the pockets of their natural enemies, the contractors.

tendency we have the failure of Congress
day of eight hours shall be paid for as a day of
and the order of the Secretary of the Navy which gradu-

As

an

offset to this

to enact that a

ten,
ates the

pay of workmen in his department according to the
reduction of hours. The appointment of the Labor Commission
of Congress does not please the Labor League, we are told,
which holds to the popular notion that a commission to discuss
any subject fairly must be composed of men who are already
notice that one
committed to decided opinions on it.
in
society of workingmen, the Cincinnati Typographical Union,
a circular issued as a call to form a Central Labor Union, which
" most
is of unusual good sense and moderation in tone, denies
solemnly and emphatically all taint or suspicion of Communism,
The circular adds truly,
Socialism, Nationalism, or Politics."
that " the relations between capital and labor are not as harmo-

We

Their relations being mutual," it says,
they should go hand in hand. In our opinion there are far
more effective means of bettering the condition of our fellowworkingmen than by strikes, which can be perfected only by
cooperation through such an organization as is now proposed."
This looks like new light, and we hope it may spread ; but then
the trouble with most trades-unions has been that their only
conception of what would better the condition of the workingmen was doing less work and getting more pay for it. To improve the quality of their work or cultivate their intelligence,
or even to encourage the convenient virtues of thrift and temperance, has been beneath their care.
nious as they should be.

"

THR demands

of travel have for a long time required that

some means of communication between First
Second Avenues at Forty-second Street, New York,

there should be

and
which runs along a bluff

in that part of the city.

To make

the

The American

connection of the same grade with the avenues would involve
making a deep and unsightly cutting, which would leave the
on either side
existing houses perched in unsocial inaccessibility
of it. It was therefore decided to build a tunnel under the
street, which should be two hundred and fifty feet long, with a
span of forty feet ; the rise of the brick arch above the granite
abutments being ten feet. This work, like other city work, could
be done only by contract, and bids were called for with the
customary assurance that the maker of the lowest bid should
have the work, provided he could furnish satisfactory bondsmen.
This, Mr. J. R. Byron found no difficulty in doing, and three
months ago the contract was awarded to him for $19,000, this
being, it is said, $9,000 lower than the bid made by any other
contractor.
Too much weight should not be attached to these
figures, for it is well known that the discrepancies between one
man's bid and another's are perfectly inexplicable, even to the
makers of the bids themselves. Work was begun at once, and
at the time of the accident, on Friday last, one hundred and
fifty-four feet of tunnel had been arched over with a brick vault
composed of six layers of brick. The tunnel was built in sections seventy-five feet in length, and the centering had been some
time removed from below the second section at the time that
that fell and crushed to death an old man, who had gone under
the archway in order to read his paper in the cool draught blowSince writing the above another body
ing through the tunnel.
has been discovered, and as the ruins have not yet been all
cleared away, the accident may have caused more deaths than
is

now

and Building News.

Architect

supposed.

THE immediate cause of the accident may have been the unequally distributed weight of the filling which was being packed
in on the newly built section, which
may have caused the colBut examilapse by forcing up the too lightly loaded crown.
nation of the ruins shows that there was
possibly another reason
for the accident.
The heavy rains of the few preceding days
probably did much damage to the mortar but these could not
;

have bten enough to wash out every trace of cement and almost every trace of mortar in the fallen brickwork, as well as in
chat which still preserves its form, for it is said that what
pretends
to be cement-mortar has almost the
appearance of pure sand,
and is as friable as brown sugar. However
or criminegligent

nal the contractor, who disclaims all theoretical
knowledge, may
have been, the Department of Public Works must share the re-

one of its inspectors was detailed to watch over
This inspector is a master builder
by trade, and
should know the difference between
good and bad work, and
certainly between good cement-mortar and bad, unless, indeed,
political influences may have caused him to forget momentarily
his
knowledge, for there are not a few who say that the extraordinarily low bid of the contractor was to be offset by claims
for extras,
engineered to a satisfactory issue for him by 'political
tricksters and
wire-pullers.
sponsibility, for

the work.

IF the coroner's
inquest shall bring to light evidence to show
that the contractor was
guilty of intentional or even unintentional criminal
neglect, we hope to hear that the coroner's jury
have returned as outspoken a verdict as was rendered on
the
late accident in Mott
York. This verdict deStreet,
clares : That Martin
Metzger came to his death by injuries received by the
breaking of an iron girder in the buildin" No 190
Mott Street, on June 22, 1878. That Mr. H.
Hermann, the
lessee of the
building, is responsible for not taking proper precautions in testing the
building as to its strength and ability to
withstand the weights
placed in it in the prosecution of his
business.
The jury further recommended that a law should be

New

passed making it the imperative duty of persons
occupying or
leasing premises for the purpose of carrying on other business
where weighty materials are to be
used, to have the carryinocapacity of the buildings thoroughly tested and certified to bv
the Department of
Buildings.

LAST week we stated that the
Secretary of the Treasury had
invited various architects to
present competitive designs for the
estoration and
enlargement of the Patent Office at Washington ; and that
many had declined to compete on account of the
inadequacy of the compensation. The Secretary has therefore
;ssed to the invited architects a
second circular, stating that
ongress had appropriated only six hundred dollars to this
purand
pose,
that, out of regard to the protests of the
profession, he
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had concluded so far to alter the scheme of the competition as
to give the whole amount in one award to the successful coma board of three architects
petitor, according to the advice of
It would seem that the authorities
selected by the Secretary.
are disposed, in this competition at least, to make every practicable concession to the architects, and we trust that they in turn
may in their contributions be enabled to justify this unusual
and unexpected attitude of the Government towards the proIt is true that the programme fs not one to make the
demands upon the resources of design to alter and
enlarge a vast Greek Doric building like the Patent Office,

fession.

largest

with

its

;

blank mechanical repetitions of a misused order, is ceran inspiring theme ; the scope for inventive genius

tainly not

such a work is by no means great.
Yet the effort satisfactorily to fulfil even such conditions as these may be sufficient
to prove that if the architectural resources of our
are
in

country
properly and fairly used, we may at length be enabled in our
great public buildings to express somewhat of our highest civilization.
By the present system the best professional ability of
the country is practically kept from its proper monumental
work, and confined to inconspicuous, often unworthy, and generally u n remunerative fields of labor.
Any effort on the part
of the Government to change this state of
things should be welcomed by the profession in no narrow or exacting spirit.

EARLY in June a public meeting was held in the Chapter
House of Westminster Abbey, for the purpose of
determining
what should be done to commemorate the life and life-work of
the late Sir Gilbert Scott. Of the
many schemes that have been
proposed, the most favored have been the restoration of the west
front of St. Alban's Abbey, and the endowment of a
scholarship
in connection with the Architectural
Museum, of which he was
the founder.
After some discussion it was decided, on the motion of the Dean of Lichfield, to " invite the assistance of the
public towards carrying out a personal memorial in Westminster
Abbey, and the endowment of a professorship or studentship in

connection with the Architectural Museum." The Dean of
Westminster, Dr. Stanley, in supporting the motion, said that it
was not his desire, and he thought it would not be the desire of

the Chapter, that this memorial should take the form of the execution of any of the three schemes for the
improvement of the
Abbey that Sir Gilbert was entertaining at the time of his death.
These are the completion of the stained
glass in the Chapter
House the building of a new cloister, ample
enough to give
burial to the illustrious dead for a thousand
years to come ; and
the remodelling of the north
porch, once the principal entrance
to the
should be acAbbey. These works the Dean
:

;

thought
complished either by the Dean and Chapter from their own resources, or by Government, who had already
promised to provide
the stained glass, or
by public aid secured for these specific purposes. The Bishop of St. Alban's endeavored to turn the decision of the
meeting in favor of St. Alban's Abbey, pleading that
it had no
promise of government aid, and had no wealthy Dean
and Chapter to carry on the work. He was reminded that it
would be as appropriate to finish the west front of Lichfield
Cathedral, or complete various other
undertakings, which, as
"
much as the work at St. Alban's, were
equally last works" of

Sir Gilbert.
All things considered, it seems most suitable that
there where his
body lies, in one of the few buildings where intra-niural interments are still allowed, a memorial should be
erected which all men can
recognize as such, a recognition which
would be difficult of
accomplishment in the case of stained glass,
a half-finished cloister, or a restored
As between the
porch.
scholarship and the restoration of St. Alban's the right choice

seems to have been made, for never will there be a more
appropriate occasion for founding such a
scholarship, which is, moreover, as a memorial, most professional in its
character, while it
is not
unlikely that the Bishop of St. Alban's will find other
means of securing money for his restorations.

PALERMITAN ARCHITECTURE.
THE

capital of Sicily is, as we have
already implied, the headquarters of an architectural style which is
one of the
most interesting forms that the art has ever historically
taken, and it contains
examples of other styles which are well worthy of attention. But its

*Uy most important buildings are not those which are the first to
thrust themselves on the
Not a few of them have to be looked
eye.
tor; the noblest of all is
elaborately stowed away oui of si.rht
The
churches and houses have either been
elaborately spoiled, or have
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always stood in the less prominent quarters of the city. The metropolitan church and the royal palace stand prominently enough in
The
their several open spaces; but both have grievously suffered.
noblest feature of the palace, the renowned and matchless chapel,
can be seen from no external point at all. Truly all glorious within,
The best private palaces
it is only within that it can be seen at all.
stand in secondary, sometimes in very narrow, streets, and sometimes only scraps and fragments of what has been are left.
Only
one at once forms a prominent object and keeps any great measure
The changes which have taken place in the
of ancient character.
lay of the city absolutely forbid the existence of walls or gates of any
It is only some small parts of them that are even
great antiquity.
mediaeval; the greater part belongs to the days when walls and gates
were needed, not to keep off foreign enemies, but to keep Sicily and
her capital in bondage to the foreign enemy who called himself her
The general aspect of the two great streets, the Cassaro or
king.
we cannot bring ourselves to speak
Toledo, once the Via Marmorea,
is that of a stately city of the sevenof Via Vittorio Emmamiele,
teenth and eighteenth centuries. Italian church fronts, built without
regard to east, west, north, or south, with their attached monasteries, range with the houses in the street. The houses are solid, and
The long line of the
are. furnished with specially solid balconies.
Toledo, a mile or more from the eastern sea to the western gate,
filled as it commonly seems to be with a crowd of human heads, is a
Palermo, after all that it bore at the hands of its
striking sight.
Spanish lords, if it did not remain the rival of those German and
Italian cities where history looks us in the face at every step, at least
never fell so low as Bavarian Athens, as Hanssmannized Paris and
Rouen, or as the city which is rising on the colles of Rome to make
us look with some measure of regret on the works of the very Popes
themselves.
the
Still, in these two long lines of street, stretching as it seems to
eye from the mountains to the mountains, and from the mountains to
the sea, there is but little of historic architecture, save at two points
where the long line of the Toledo is broken, at one end by the Piazza
Of these the
del Duomo, and at the other by the Piazza Marina.
former, as its name implies, contains the metropolitan church; the
other contains the most important, in a general view, of the buildings which were reared as private palaces, that now known as the
Tribunal. In the elder times the waters of the harbor flowed between
them, and the line of the Cassaro, the Kasr, was far longer than it
is now.
The same opening brings in the view of the portico of the
church of Sta. Maria della Catena, the church which stood by the
chain which guarded the harbor, and whose portico is one of the best
of the later buildings of Palermo.
Otherwise, the look of the four
is wearisome enough.
great arms, stately and solid as it certainly is,
It has not a trace, nor has any part of Palermo a trace, of the best
feature in civic architecture which the revived classic styles can suplook in vain for anything of that system of arcades which
ply.
has such an effect in Bologna, Padua, and other Italian cities. In
the general effect of these streets the only point of antiquity or interest is to be found in the shops, the openings of which present
manv singular and interesting forms. It is in the narrow, crooked
streets which fill up the four regions, each with its presiding virgin
saint, into which the cross lines divide the city, that we find the
fragments of ancient Palermo. There the eye of the traveller must
carenever be closed; every corner must be carefully explored.
less observer might fancy that there was little left but the royal palace, the cathedral, and the Tribunal. He must look more narrowly,
and he will find that the great days when the Saracen built at the
bidding of the Norman have, after all changes, left no small traces

We

A

behind them.

The great monuments of Sicily belong to two period's, to the two
There are the works of the Greek
periods of Sicilian greatness.
commonwealths, and there are the works of the Norman kings. Of
Roman remains there must be much below the ground, and there is
something above; but they do not forma marked feature, as in Italy
and Provence. Byzantine and Saracen rule have indeed left their
stamp behind them; but it is a stamp impressed at second-hand.
are
Constantinople and Bagdad are dumb as far as their own voices
concerned, though both speak plainly enough by the tongue of a
Norman dragoman. Of the later mediaeval styles, the examples are,
to our taste, greatly to be preferred to any of the kind on the Italian
mainland; but till quite the end of the period they hold a very secondary place when compared with the masterpieces of French, German,
and English art. The days when Corinth sent her fleets to colonize
Syracuse, and the days when Palermo sent her fleets to harry Corinth, are the two great times whose mighty records in stone still
abide on Sicilian ground.
Of these two periods the capital of Sicily has her share in the
Phoenician Panormos had no part or lot in the glories
latter only.
Yet the lloman colony undoubtedly posof Geldn and Timoleon.
sessed Koman buildings; the fact needs no proof; and, if it did, an
occasional mosaic found below the present level, an occasional column
used up again in the arcades of a church or at the corner of a palace,
would be proof enough. Nor can we venture to say that no Greek
As non-Hellenic Segesta boasts of one
buildings went before them.
of the most [>erfeet of Greek temples, non-Hellenic Panormos may
well have rivalled her.
Again, we need not prove, and, if it were
needed, we know the fact historically, that the Christian city had
But temples, palchurches, that the Mahometan city had mosques.

and Building News.
have all perished, except so far as palaces,
churches, and mosques supplied both models and materials for the
works of the great dynasty which for a century made Palermo the
head of the most brilliant of European kingdoms.
It must always be remembered that it was
only with the Saracen
conquest that Palermo became the head of Sicily. From that day
Syracuse shrank up and Palermo grew. It not only became the
head of Sicily, it became one of the great cities of the Mussulman
world.
And it was emphatically the Mussulman city of Sicily. If
we rightly understand the story of the Norman Conquest, no Christian church was allowed within its walls;
the Greek archbishop
was confined to a small chapel outside, while the former metropolitan church had become the head mosque. The first act of the conquerors was to install the banished prelate in the seat of his predecessors.
The great age of Sicilian architecture was the twelfth
century, and the architecture of that age is undoubtedly the Saracenic architecture, continued in use and adapted to Christian and European purposes. This Saracenic architecture is of course in its
origin Byzantine, but modified by the introduction of the pointed
aces, churches, mosques,

This style is so unique and so interesting on every historical
ground that we must keep some of its more remarkable
monuments for a more special notice. We mention it here in its
historic order as the Palermitan style of the twelfth century.
There
is here no
Romanesque style answering to the styles of England,
Gaul, Germany, or Italy. The place of the later and finished Romanesque is taken by what we can call nothing but the Christian
Saracen style.
In truth, so far as Palermo has anything which answers in the
arch.

and

artistic

faintest degree to ordinary Romanesque, it belongs to a later time,
to the time which elsewhere is the time of the earlier Gothic.
In

the thirteenth, fourteenth, and even in the beginning of the fifteenth century we find a style which, like the Saracen style, uses
pointed arches, but whose details are rather those of the transition
from Romanesque to Gothic.
can see some of the steps by which
the Saracenic type changes into this second Sicilian style, pointed
Romanesque rather than Gothic. It is hard to explain the changes
without illustrations, and without going into great technical detail;
but any one who can compare the east end of the cathedral with the
west, and that again with the monastic buildings of St. Salvatore
and the palace called Casa Matteo, will be able to follow them. To
Several works, though mostly
say so is perhaps rather a mockery.
large and costly, illustrate the ecclesiastical buildings of Palermo;
we know not whither to send any one for even a photograph of most
of its domestic buildings.
Even dwellers in Palermo seem hardly to
know the existence of the Casa Matteo; yet it is something thoroughly
Palermitan. It is a characteristic example of a once splendid range
of building in a street which has gone sadly down in the world. The
street without must, even in the best of times, have been so narrow
that it is hard to tell whether a range of windows, outdoing anything
of the kind which we ever saw in domestic work, and coming nearer

We

Northern Romanesque than anything else in Palermo, has its
arches round or pointed.
Get on the opposite balconies, the only
way, and you learn that there are some of both. Through these
stages the Saracen style passes into a juasi-Gothic, which is decidedly better than any form of Italian Gothic, but which still is, in its
almost the only features by which we can
doorways and windows,
judge of it,
very flat, trusting quite as much to surface ornament

to

as to mouldings strictly so called, and hardly getting so far as even
plate tracery.
building which we have glanced at more than once,
the Chiaramonte palace, afterwards the abode of the viceroys and
then of the Inquisition, and therefore still known as Palazzo de' Tribunal!, is a marked example of this style, and is almost the only domestic building in Palermo besides the royal palace which stands out
prominently in a good position. It stands in the Kalsa, and it may
stand on the site of the palace of the Emirs; but, as it now stands,
So far as it could have
it is a work of the years from 1307 to 1320.
stood in England at all, it would have been set down as more than
a hundred years earlier. Ten years later a rival noble named Sclafani vowed, and carried out his vow, to build in one year a greater
palace than Chiaramonte had built in thirteen. First a palace, then
a hospital, now a barrack, the Sclafani palace falls even farther

A

back from our notions of a fourteenth-century building, and keeps
some distinct features o'f the old Saracenic. Yet there is in it one
little niche more like early Northern Gothic than anything else in
Palermo. Here and there, as in the churches of St. Augustine and
St. Francis of Assisi, doorways and windows of this style may be
found, and we now and then light on them in domestic buil'dings.
Its remains are always striking; in astern, fortress-like looking house
like the Chiaramonte palace, their flatness and half-Romanesque

not out of place. But we are not clear, as we hinted
of some of the Savoyard buildings, whether the latest
form of good Palermitan architecture has not a greater interest than
this intermediate form.
The style which we have just been describing lingers on into the
fifteenth century, to the first years of which the tower of St. Nicolas
in the Albergheria is assigned. In the course of that century it was
supplanted by a form of late Gothic, distantly akin to French, or
rather Burgundian, Flamboyant, but quite unlike anything in Italy.
We now get, what we do not get in the earlier style, deep mouldings
and most elaborate tracery. But the rounds and hollows of the
flat
mouldings are often set on a single plane, giving a wonderfully

character
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when speaking
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on the
and the tracery, most delicately wrought and supported
or flattened arches.
slenderest of shafts, is usually placed under square
The flattened arch, which should he, but which is not always,
in constant use in the doorways; and the round
elliptical, is also
seen in Palermo, now and then comes in. I he
hitherto

look,

hardly
arch,
best preserved specimen of this style

is

the Patella palace, with

This was
gateway and square-headed windows.
1495 by Francesco Patella, who commemorates his exploits
which at first sight is puzzling:
strikino-

In Gallos inque Hispanos sub rege Sicano
Prrelia qua; gessi rex mihi testis erit.
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figures are painted

and are

brary,

upon the panels of the bookcase doors

left to tell their

own

HOUSE OF PIERRE LORILI.ARD, ESQ., NEWPORT, R. I. MESSRS.
PEABODY AND STKAUNS, AHCHITECT8, BOSTON.
FIRE-PLACES IN THE SAME.

in

a way

FIRE-PROOF CONSTRUCTION.!

"

shafts of cast-iron columns should be continuous from middle
to middle of the floor thickness, cnvelCAST-IRON COLUMNS.
oped with not less than one inch of

No

portion of the constructive

some
rial,

and

for which common brick would be
impracticable by reason of its weight,
hollow terra-cotta tile or brick can
be used. Another method, more expensive, but admitting a construction

and

effect of this late Palermitan Gothic is by no means bad; but
the effect which it had on
perhaps almost more remarkable for
the local Renaissance. It is, in short, hard to draw the line between
the two. The column seems never to have gone out of use; only we
see slight marks of Renaissance in the capitals, while everything else

which

real col-

A

clerestories.

good building

of

any good style

is

est

;

Fig. 6.

Fig. 7.

light I-beams, generally four inches deep, placed vertically two feet
from centres, with the ends riveted or bolted to plates or channelirons secured to the floor and ceiling; to these beams the iron lath is

bolted for receiving the plaster.
These partitions can be readily
trussed, so that they add no weight to the floor from which they start.
All steep parts of slated roofs are provided with rolled iron puror L shaped, weighlins,

T

SLATED ROOF.

ing about two pounds per
linear foot, riveted to the
jack-rafters or trusses. The
spans of these purlins should
not exceed six feet for slate
weighing ten pounds each.
The distance between cen-

r

exuitur, ipsa forma est.

i

tres of purlins

depends upon
always equal to the
weathering of the slate; one
purlin is required for each

it

;

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.
AN ARCHITECT'S ILLUSTRATED ALPHABET.

PAINTED BY

r.

WEEKES, ESQ.

and

Fig. 8.

ISSIDE VIEW OF SLATE AND PURLINS.
T shaped rolled iron purlins with No. 16 B. w. o. copper.

Slate fastened to L or

is

]ine of slate ; for example :
.
,
...
,
:,.],. > S11OWs l, nw
' 9
i X ^ 4 lncnes
slate

A

,

ing ten inches to the weather,
with four inches lap, requires the purlins to be ten inches from centres. The slate is fastened to purlins by
No. 16 B. W. G. copper wire passing
through two holes in the tail of the slate
and around the purlin (see Fig. 8).

Another method, more expensive, but
in

proportion to its greater security,
consists of *,wo
inch diameter bolts
-fa
Wrought-iron with heads countersunk in the slate,
nt
an j fastened with a nut to a hook hang?" ;:rsunk
-.
..
DOlt, a-lo" dlAl
,
~,.
T
Ining to the purlins (see Fig. 9).
ametcr, and
stead of purlins, corrugated sheet-iron
.hook, 1" x
1
*"18 ' s sometimes
used, running from rafter
to purlin
to rafter; to this the slate is fastened siate fMt'ened to
by wrought-iron pins, countersunk and passing corrugated sheetron b J' "-roughtthrough the slate and corrugated
sheets, where they
J iron countersunk
.o
.
are bent so as to form a hook or clinch; the slate p j ns slate isaiso
to bedded in a layer
of cement
may also be bedded in a
Fig. 9.

.

j

.
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reproduce this week from the British Architect the first portion of an illustrated
alphabet that Mr. Weekes has painted for the
new house of Mr. Walter Burges, the
in Kensington.
architect,

of the iron exposed.

Inner shell of shaft a of cast-iron; Cast-iron column protected by4J ins. of brick.
Instead of girders, brick arches are sprung
/;,
protecting envelope of a firebetween columns for supporting the floors.
proof, non-conducting material.

will

be perfectly plain, and we see the lines of its outline all the
better.
If enriched, it is enriched
by adorning the necessary features.
In the Jesuit style, the naked
building has no outline; it is
the
ornament is not made out of the essential featimply hideous;
ures it is something nailed or
plastered on. And this kind of stuff,
baroco or rococo, or whatever its name is, has come to line the Kasr of
the Saracen, the Via Marmorea of the Norman. One
peep of day
is given
through the Porta Nuova at the west end. Built late in the
seventeenth century, it has a top to it, and it has a small decorative
arcade, which might almost be Romanesque.
And even where all
else has vanished, courts and cloisters often
keep very decent arcades, the bases of whose columns still show, in Jes,uit days, the
leaves which with us died out in the thirteenth
The arch
century.
rising boldly from the column is everywhere a relief." Even if a stilt
is thrust in, it
may remind us of Ravenna. But wherever the arch
rises straight from the
abacus, be it in a Spanish palace, be it even
in a Jesuits'
college, it carries the thoughts back to the works of
Jovius in his own home.
The Saturday Review.

of

SECTION ELEVATION.

.

Let

self-supporting, consists

No part

Gothic. In some palace courts, specially in that of the
Paterno, in the portico of Santa Maria della Catena, and in the
lower part of Santa Maria Nuova, this stage comes out with excellent effect. The two porticos suggest for a moment the fifteenth and
sixteenth century Romanesque of the Dalmatian llagusa.
(Here in
and less famous Kagusa, a case of
Sicily, where there is another
" two Wussesters," the distinction is needed.) But a second glance
shows that they could have been built only by men who were used
Graceful colto the same late Gothic which we sec in the palaces.
umns support flat moulded arches set, Saracen fashion, on stilts.
They are in truth the best examples of a variety of Renaissance with
much of Gothic feeling hanging about it which is characteristic of
" Die Mittelalterliche
Palermo.
Springer, in an excellent treatise,
Kunst " in Palermo, remarks that as the Saracenic style influenced
the early Gothic, so the late Gothic influenced the Renaissance.
Sicily, it would seem, did not at any time easily take to new ways.
There is much of this style in both churches and houses. Doorways
is still" late

supporting elliptical arches, a general fondness for that form
of arch in all cases, keep up some memory of better things to a very
late date.
And, just as the Renaissance was coining in, the church
of the Spasimo, built in 150G, might almost be a bit of German
Gothic.
More interesting locally
This, however, is purely exotic.
is the tower, one of the. few
campaiidi of Palermo, of Santa Maria
della Grotta, where this architecture may be well studied.
The
local type gradually goes off from this very curious and
interesting
intermediate type into all the horrors of a vulgar Italian style, gaudy
within and shapeless without.
Of hideous churches of this kind attached to the endless and mostly hideous monasteries Palermo is full.
Some of the street fronts of both churches and houses keep a certain
stateliness of their own kind.
But go behind, and see their notions

7).

If light partitions are required, such
as do not start from the foundation,

The

umns

non-conducting mate-

fire-proof,

securely held to the shaft by buttons or ribs imbedded in the material.
The capital and base should be of cast
or sheet iron, fastened to lugs or bosses
cast on the shaft and long enough to
puss through the envelope (see Figs. 6

iron-imrk exposed.

it is

and

II.

THE

Palermo.

bear being seen naked:
Induitur, formosa

li-

its

" rex Sicanus
called
needs a little thought'to take in that
^so
" Siculus "
means Ferdinand
than
rather
with singular propriety
"
"
of the inscription can hardly
of Ara<'on, and that the
Hispani
mean any one but the Moors of Granada. This is a truly insular
tried in vain to find or
way of looking at things, to which we have
There is a good deal of this style scatto invent an Frish parallel.
The
tered up and down Palermo, both whole houses and scraps.
other chief example besides the Patella is the palace called Patern6,
Moncada, and Ajutaniicristo, in which Charles the Fifth lived after
This is much larger than the Patella, but
his return from Tunis.
not so well preserved. In the archbishop's palace is a large window
of this style with a pointed arch, a thing unique, or nearly so, in

of aisles

in the

story.

built in

It

and windows keeping some traces of mouldings, columns

No. 132.
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The

applied

layer
the corrugated iron (see
Fig. 10).
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FLAT KOOKS COVKItKI) WITH METAL Flat parts of roof are covered
with either cement, copper,
SIIKETS <)U CEMENT.
lead, zinc, tin, or galvanized
sheet- iron; either one of the
metal coverings are fastened
to a layer of cement, about one
inch thick, overlying concrete
_j

supported by corrugated sheet-

B w. G

\\VMii nf nm-trurt:ou from iO to 60 ibs. per iron arches, by the tags imH| .ft. -., corrupted iron arch; 4, rolled beams; bedded
therein
Fij.
(SCO
v
..
F concrete fillm;:; '/,
ayer of cement; e. metal
ml
,
11). The supporting material
t,^> for fx-o-uing meial cover.
.

L

may

consist

also

of

burnt

Another very good
resting on T-irons (see Fig. 12).
method consists of metal boxes filled with fire-proof material; the
boxes are about two feet wide, from two to three inches deep, and
of lengths up to eight feet spans; the bottom, sides, and ends are
sheet iron, and the top of copper or galvanized
formed of

clay

tile,

galvanized

sheet-iron; the boxes are placed alongside of each other and fastened
This method possesses an advantage in
to the beams of the roof.
that it is light, strong, overcomes the difficulties from expansion and
contraction, and forms a smooth ceiling (see Fig. 13).
They consist
Fire-proof doors and shutters are indispensable.
cither of sheet-iron boxes filled with fire- proof material, or layers of
also made of a sheetcorrugated sheet-iron riveted together; they are
iron plate surrounded by an iron frame forming an open box, into
which a fire-proof preparation is filled and secured by lath of a peculiar construction; this is an effective shutter or door, in that the fire-

proof material

fire and no part
directly exposed to an encroaching
of the metallic construction is in

is

danger

warping and the ma-

of

terial falling out.

It is essential,

con-

to insure a

proper working
1Q
BORST CLAT TILE, ABOUT 16 INS. SQUARE AND 3 dition of shutters in warcliouses
IMS. THICK.
to so construct the
or factories,
'
.
,
Weight of construction from lo to 20 Ibs. per SlHlttCl that It call ,DC attached,
s. t ft.
n, tile; 6, rolled T-irous weighing from
3 to 6 Ibs. per linear ft. c, layer of cement Jo the glazed sash, and that both
ri

.

;

about 1

W ;U

in. thick.

-

g |;j e on t ] 1(J same bar or
track, so that the sash cannot be opened without also
In
moving the shutter.

buildings where subdividing
fire-walls are made use of,
it would be well to so arrange the shutters that they

operated from an
adjoining room or compartBoxes ment by means of rods or

can be

to 16 ibs.
are iilled wilh uou-eouductiug lire-proof material.

Weight of construction from 12

en( \| oss e l ia ins.

All

Class III.
joists,

bers

girders,

struts, and roof timto be of wood and, if

possible, of large scantling.
All floors to be counterceiled so that not less than

two inches of non-conduct-

Fig. 14.

ORDINARY FLOORS

ing material will lie beMaximum weight 40 Ibs. per sq. ft.
with cut straw, 'a* tween the flooring and COUll, consist^ clay mixed
wooden ceiling it, ter-CClhng.
ihe Spafcs bejoist; b, counter-ceiling; c,
flooring ;, fire-proof non-conducting filling.
t ween the scantlings of partitions to be filled with mortar
or a mixture of clay and cut
.....;>
straw not less than one foot
above the floor level (see
;

,

Figs. 14, 15, 16).
The roof construction may
be of wood. For the slated

2x2

wood.
parts
strips of
r
ORDINARY FLOORS.
..
, ,
,,
weight 30 Ibs.; is more effective than inches are nailed horizontally
Fig. 14 against fire from below.
to the sheathing boards; the

Maximum

spaces between strips being

filled,

level with their tops,

-

by a mixture

and cut straw or
any other fire-proof nonconducting preparation
The same method is also
used for flat parts oi
roofs; the metal tags
of clay

i
'.,.
SUITABLE FOll HIGH ROOMS.
f
,
c
from 4 to 8 ft. apart. Maxi- for holding roof Covering
'
a beino- nailed to
weight 50 Ibs. The dotted line represents
strips,
?
continuous coarse wire netittiug, nailed to joist and
!..,,.
l,.,-,,
sketches
hereto
imbedded in the filling it fa for the purpose of rethe
boards
illustrate the
should
attached
in
the
ceiling
place
filling
tainitig

Joist of large scantling
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which by the by does not

fulfil the promise of its ample title, either
n respect to the number of the designs, of which there are by no
means one hundred, or as regards bills of materials, of which there
are but two and these useless, or as regards specifications, of which
.here are none at all.
But it is not easy for the general or the
irofessional render to understand why the market, already overburlened apparently with such works, should be charged with this new
ardel. It is a disjointed and illiterate collection of wood-cuts mostly
>lurred by long usage, borrowed from a dozen authors, and each accompanied by a brief description in various types, giving also the
It is in fact
irice and title of the work from which it is extracted.
an illustrated catalogue of such works as Bicknell's " Village
" Architectural Details," Atwood's " Modern
Builder," Cumming's
American Homesteads," Hursey's" Home Buildings," Croff's " Pro" Rural Architecture,"
gressive American Architecture," Allen's
Gardner's " Home Interiors," and Woolett's " Villas and Cottages."
Two dilapidated wood-cuts out of VVithers's " Church Architecture "
are not sufficient to redeem the collection from its essential character
of vulgarity.
The book, however, has the curious advantage of presenting to the student a clear proof of the essential unity of our

The many minds herein represented as
working upon the American theme of house building have fairly
Scarcely has one succeeded in extricating
cept to the dead level.
[limself from the strong entanglement of "the popular styles."
The best of these designs are the simplest; the worst are those which
In the latter we recognize
are most freely given up to decoration.
an extraordinary unanimity of bracketed cornices; steep bastard
French roofs in every variety of simple and complex curvature,
fretted with cheap finials and crestings, and broken with compound
of arch,
gables, dormers, and towers; windows with every form
and enclosed with architraves and cornices such as the carpenters'
fancy so lavishly bestows upon our suburban villas; porches and verandas richly jig-sawed; and, in short, all those features made familiar to us in the neighborhood of every large American town, aud to
be seen nowhere else in the wide world.
In the presence of such diverse witnesses it cannot be denied that
we have an architecture of our own, with its distinct characteristics,
based, as we have more than once had occasion to say, upon legitimate conditions of living and material, but developed by untrained
hands into painful absurdities and exaggerations. We leave it to
Vernacular Architecture.

others to

draw inferences

as to the significance of these develop-

ments in their relation to national character. We do not believe,
however, that a careful tracing of effects back to causes would flatter our self-esteem.
circumConcerning the function of the architect under such
stances we have no question: it is plainly to simplify and to purify;
to distinguish his work by self-denial and reserved force; to chasten
and correct this national exuberance of fancy. He may be assured
that every builder in his neighborhood will have his eye upon the
new idea which is thus taking shape, and the lesson will not be lost.
The characteristics of our popular architecture which we have noted
The ground-work
arc for the most part grafted upon a good stuck.
and plan of our common dwellings are reasonable for the most part,
and a natural growth out of our habits and necessities; but this ar-

chitectural blossoming is extraneous, and for it we are primarily indebted to the influence of untrained architects. There are now in
the profession men of education, sufficient in number, though few,
to leaven the whole lump, if they will only keep free from the affectations of their knowledge, will not masquerade with foreign
to our customs and
shapes unsuited to our conditions and strange

and will content themselves with developing our own natuand proper heritage. The vast majority of house-building peoarchitects but are satisfied with the services of
ple do not employ
to borrow from the
carpenters and builders. These are prompt
works of the nearest architect, such decorative ideas as they can
the alembic of untucomprehend, and although, by passing through
tored imaginations, these ideas become naturally somewhat distorted
and vulgarized, yet, if the ideas are good in the beginning, the re-

climate,
ral

than
copying is of course less liable to be bad
The responsibility of the
started from an indifferent original.
architect therefore seems to extend far beyond his own immediate
It is for him to assist in moulding
interests or those of his client.
the vernacular architecture into shapes consistent with the higher
It is from this that tlie first impulse of improvement
civilization.
must come, aud if, in his designs, he is loyal to the conditions of
which he is surrounded, he becomes a direct and active agent
life
sult of this irregular

if it

by

of reform.
Let us then respect the vernacular forms.

;

be burnt through.

various

scribed.

methods

de-

THE VENTILATION AND HEATING OF SCHOOL
BUILDINGS. 1
VENTILATION.

.

AMERICAN VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE.
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PUBLISHERS of the experience of Messrs. A. J. Bicknell & Co
reasons for printing such compilations
probably have excellent business
Book of One Hundred Architectural Designs,'
as their
Specimen

Elevations
Specimen Book of One Hundred Architectural Designs, showing Plans,
and Views of Suburban [louses, Villas, Sea-Side and Camp-Ground Cottages, Home
of
Materials
Bills
Public
Specifications,
steads Churches aud
Buildings, including
etc.
also Several Original Designs for Modern Styles of Mantels and Furniture, prc
i

;

pared especially for this work.

New

York, A. J. Bicknell

&

Co.
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air contains about .04 of one per cent of carbonic acid gas ;
the vitiated air of close rooms contains from .07 to .2 per cent of
This increase in the
this gas, and other impurities in proportion.
of carbonic acid is due to the breath of the occupants, which

PURE

quantity
contains about 4 per cent thereof. Although this gas is not the only
and not so injurious to health
impurity with which the air is vitiated,
as some other exhalations from the human body, yet, as it is easily
1

Condensed from the Educational Monttily.

The American Architect and Building News.
obtained by test and

is

about the same
supposed to be generated in

ratio as the others, it is taken in chemical analysis as an indication
of
of the various impurities given off into the air by the occupants
a room. It is not well to allow the proportion of carbonic acid in
the air to reach more than .07 per cent. When it does become more
will be evident to the senses, and it is essential to
the

impurities
health that the ventilation receive attention.
The most accessible test for the impurities in the atmosphere is an
active sense of smell. -It is true that a person may remain so long in
a vitiated atmosphere, or the air may become foul so gradually, that
this sense will become inactive and not warn him of the existing conin the
dition; but upon reentering a room after a few minutes spent
outer or a purer atmosphere, the impurities will be evident if they
exist to an injurious extent.
Another easy method of determining whether air contains an inis based upon the fact that a certain
jurious amount of impurities
amount of carbonic acid is necessary to cause a visible precipitate in
a certain amount of lime-water. When to a bottle holding 12.58 oz.
of air half an ounce of lime-water is added, it will give a precipibottle holdtate if the air contain .07 per cent of carbonic acid.
same amount of limeing 10;57 oz. would give a precipitate with the
larger
water, if the air contained .06 per cent, of carbonic acid.
bottle and more lime-water could be used if the proportions were preserved. The lime-water should be added by means of a pipette holdno skiling the exact quantity. The use of this test, which requires
ful manipulation or troublesome calculations, might be adopted with
advantage in school-rooms.
In some kinds of buildings natural ventilation alone is sufficient to
supply the wants of the inmates during the summer months; but for
schools, where so many persons are congregated in one room, artifi-

A

A

needed at

all times.
the lungs of the occupants of a room absorb the various organic impurities with which they come in contact,
and when the former are condensed upon the walls and furniture
the latter are deposited with it, and remain there after the moisture

cial assistance is

The watery vapors from

is

evaporated again.

The

floors,

wood-work, furniture, and

all

other

possible parts should be frequently and thoroughly scrubbed and
dried, and all unpainted walls and ceilings should be wiped with dry
Old furniture, books, clothing, sweepings, or any kind of
cloths.
rubbish should never be allowed to accumulate anywhere about the
The yard and entire premises should be kept clean and
building.
free from dust and every impurity by which the air may become con-

taminated.

There are two systems of artificial ventilation: the vacuum system,
or that of extraction, which by means of heated shafts or chambers
draws the air out of an apartment, openings being provided for the
admission of fresh air; and the plenum system, or that of propulsion,
which forces the air into an apartment by means of a fan or other
apparatus, and provides openings for the escape of the foul air. The
latter system is seldom necessary in the ventilation of
It
buildings.
may be used with advantage in hospitals, and also in mining operations, and in certain manufactories; but in the ventilation of school
buildings the vacuum method is altogether the more desirable, being
economical and effective.

The supply of twenty cubic feet of fresh air per minute to each of
the occupants of a room is sufficient to
keep the air pure. In schoolrooms fifteen cubic feet 1 per head per minute, in addition to that
which is furnished by natural movements of the air, is
ordinarily
sufficient.

In removing the foul air from an
apartment, it should be taken
as nearly as possible from where it is
It is well to progenerated.
vide openings in or near the floor for its exit.
this
the air is

By
plan
constantly settling downward over the occupants, taking with it the
exhalations from their bodies, and removing at once
any odors from
the dampness or filth brought in
upon their feet. These openings
should be of such size as to be
depended upon entirely durin- the
winter months ; for if outlets were
placed near the ceiling', the
warmed, fresh air, which finds its way at once to the upper part of
the room, would escape without
mixing materially with the foul air.
During the summer months it would be theoretically correct to place
the openings for the exit of the foul air near the
ceiling, the cool
air coming in near the floor and
rising towards the ceiling and takinwith it the warm exhalations from the bodies of the
occupants. But
it is found in
practice that with the temperature of the air not far
removed from that of the human
it
body
may be drawn in any direction, and with the aid of the natural ventilation afforded in warm
weather the exact position of the entrances to the ducts is of
little
importance. It is well to place them near the floor, on account of
the downward
of
those organic impurities which are held
tendency
in suspension
current of air
by the air.
flowing at the rate of one
and one half feet per second does not
produce an appreciable draft
the current at the
openings for the extraction of the air is not over
four times this, there will be little
danger of unpleasant drafts toward them.
If the
velocity of the current in the duct is six feet
per second, and
each person needs
twenty cubic feet per minute, or one third of acuic foot
per second, there would be needed by each
occupant of a room
one eighteenth of a duct the cross-section
of which measured one
there were a duct to
every ten persons its cross-sec'""' U " M " 8ma "
W.
should rather double it.- E D s.
AMH.T^

A

:

1

M
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If the current is slower,
tion should measure eighty square inches.
the ducts should be correspondingly large. It is not best to have the
ducts smaller in proportion and the currents correspondingly faster
than those spoken of above, as there would be danger of unpleasant
drafts toward the openings into them.
The ducts should be lined with tin or iron their entire length, unless they are built in a brick wall, as they may endanger the building from fire. They should lead to an upright shaft extending to
This shaft, the capacity of which for
the outer air above the roof.
extraction depends upon the difference in weight of the air inside
and outside of the building, should be of such size that the area of
its cross-section will equal three fourths of those of all the ducts
emptying into it, if the current in the ducts is about as mentioned above.
The ducts should enter the shaft in an upward direction, that the current from them may not be checked by that from below, and should
be supplied with dampers, that their currents may be regulated, as
ducts from the nearer rooms are inclined to furnish an undue amount
of air, which the shaft extracts.
The best shaft consists of a brick stack extending from the ground
to above the roof.
By applying heat at the bottom of this form of
shaft the column of rarefied air will be the whole height of the buildIf the entrances of the ducts into the shaft are
ing.
properly secured
from danger, the fire for rarefying the air can be kindled in the
shaft, and the smoke-pipe from the heating apparatus may be turned
If the building is a large one the smoke from the
directly into it.
heating apparatus is usually taken to the top of the ventilating shaft
in a cast-iron flue; but in a brick stack, with walls of sufficient thickness and properly built, this may be unnecessary.
However, it is
best, in any case, to extend the smoke-pipe up. after it enters the
shaft, to above the entrances of the ducts from the first floor, in order to give the current of smoke the proper direction and the air in
the shaft the benefit of the asperating effect of this rapid current
from the furnace. Another method is to brick up a flue for smoke
beside the air shaft, building the partition between the two with
bricks set on edge, thus making a partition through which sufficient
heat passes to aid materially in rarefying the air.
If the shaft and the ducts leading to it are of sufficient size there
will be no need for heat during the larger part of the year.
In a
shaft of good size a current of ten feet per second is common.
However, the provisions for heating must in no case be omitted, as the
draft is as sure to be downward when the air in the shaft is cooler
than that outside as it is to be upward when the opposite condition
prevails.
During the spring months, it very often happens, in a
building that is not constantly occupied, that the walls are colder
than the external atmosphere.
Sometimes, as in the remodelling of an old building, a brick shaft
is not available.
In this case a short shaft can be constructed, extending from the floor of the attic to above the roof, and the flues be
all taken to that.
It may be heated at its lower
part, and some of
the ducts may be separately heated by steam-pipes or gas-jets.
shaft built in this manner should
equal in its cross-section the CO
billed area of all the ducts emptying into it.
The amount of cubic space required by the occupants of a room is
of less consequence than is generally
supposed. If there is abundant
provision for ventilation, all that is necessary being enough to enable
the occupants to keep out of the drafts; and without ventilation, no
obtainable amount will be sufficient to keep the air pure through a
The greatest need of space seems to occur dursession_of a school.
ing the summer months. About two hundred cubic feet per person
will be enough in the ventilated school-room.
There should be some means provided for the ventilation of the
cellar at all times.
Its ground air and mould are
particularly unwholesome, and if not attended to find their way continually to the
rooms above. The cellars can be ventilated by making connection
with the main ventilating shaft, or by a separate duct to the open air
above the roof. The air should be taken from near the floor. In
case there is no cellar the space beneath the lower floor should be

A

ventilated.

HEATING.
and comfort of the occupants of a room
during the colder months that heat be applied in two ways first,
the air should be slightly warmed before it reaches the
and
lungs
It is essential to the health

:

;

second, the building, that is the walls, ceilings, furniture, etc.,
should be heated to a degree higher than that of the air.
Air receives its heat by contact alone, the radiated heat from
any source
passing through it without materially increasing its temperature; and
it is
practicable to warm the walls of a building from the inside without heating the air to the same extent.
Any apparatus for furnishing heat that is not used in conjunction
with a plentiful supply of fresh, warmed air is
incomplete and unhealthful
and any apparatus that furnishes heated air alone, and
does not provide for the direct radiation of heat to the walls, is also
The reason
unhealthful, unless peculiarly and carefully managed.
for this lies in the fact that in order to furnish all the warmth rein
an apartment by supplying heated air it must be heated
quired
to a degree too hot to be breathed with comfort.
Under these conditions (the walls receiving their heat from the air, and
consequently
remaining always the cooler) the occupants give off too much heat
by radiation from the surface of their bodies to the walls, and too little by means of exhalation from their
The use of an ordinary
lungs.
air-tight stove is one example of the improper method of warming
;

JULY
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The need of simple tests for the
deleterious substances to be found in potable water, have been often
The presence of a few undefelt, we doubt not, by many of our readers.
sirable salts and acids are discoverable by simple means.
Among these
are the nitrates, nitrites, chlorates, and chlorides. Ammonia can be easily
The presence of nitrates shows that organic matdetected, if in excess.
ter has been acted upon, and may be present. The salts are not dangerous ;
the danger lies in their source, and this should, if possible, be ascertained.
The presence of a nitrate may be readily detected by the following reacadd
tion Place a small quantity of the water to be tested in a test tube
an equal quantity of pure sulphuric acid, using care so that the fluids shall
not mix: to this add carefully a few drops of a saturated solution of ferrous sulphate (sulphate of iron).
The stratum where the two fluids meet
If
will, if nitric acid be present, show a purple, afterwards a brown color.
the nitric acid be in minute quantities, a reddish color will result. The
presence of ammonia, if in excess, can be determined by treating the water

SOME WATER-TESTS FOR LAYMEN.

without ventilating, and that where steam radiators placed about a
room without connection with an air passage is another. The ordi-

more

nary hot-air furnace is an apparatus that furnishes air warmed to
too high a degree.
Stoves are a very economical kind of apparatus for heating small
school buildings, and if properly constructed and managed will warm
the incoming air to a healthful degree.
ventilating stove consists
of the necessary parts of an ordinary stove, and in addition a metalThis
lic casing enclosing a space around the ordinary outer parts.
space, which is open at the top, is connected with the outer air by
means of a duct entering it near the bottom. If practicable, the
casing is arranged so as to enclose most parts of the stoves except
those doors and dampers by means of which the fire is fed and manStoves of this description are manufactured in some parts of
aged.
this country, and many stoves of ordinary patterns may be made into
If necessary, this
ventilating stoves by adding the metallic casing.
casing may be made to enclose the whole stove, and a large door be
provided through which the lire can be reached.
valve should he provided in the fresh-air duct, by means of
which some of the supply from the outer atmosphere can be cut off
and a part of the air be taken directly from tie room. This will
check the exit of the air through the foul-air flues, and that in the
room may be warmed to a higher degree. This arrangement can
he used with advantage to heat the walls of the room before it is ocafter the session begins.
cupied, the cooler air being turned on
The warm-air furnace is like a large ventilating stove set in the
basement, the outer casing being of metal or brick. Their action is
somewhat similar, but the direct radiant heat from the apparatus is
The greatest objection to the furnace
lost to the apartments above.
lies in the fact that with the usual management the air is admitted at
too high a temperature during the sessions of the school.
If a furnace were properly constructed and managed, a current of
hot air might be introduced before the sessions begin, and a current
of cooler air while the room was occupied. By this method, or if used
in connection with stoves situated in the apartment, which furnish
To enable
radiant heat, the use of the furnace may be healthful.
the furnace to supply hot air before the room is occupied a connection could be made from the school-room to the fresh-air duct, so
that a current would be established similar to that spoken of in connection with the ventilating stove.
With furnaces, ventilating stoves, or any apparatus to which air
is conveyed by means of ducts, the greatest annoyance usually comes
from the impurities which collect therein, and being burned or heated
by the furnace generate offensive gases. The channels for fresh air
should be made so as to receive no part of their supply from the
basement, but from that source where its purity can be best secured.
They should be so constructed that they can be easily
opened and thoroughly cleaned.
The necessary sizes for fresh-air ducts can be estimated by a process similar to that for the foul-air ducts, taking the velocity as found
by experience. They are usually too small.
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:
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The passage

of

warmed

and ducts forms a means

air to a room through upright passages
of propulsion which assists the drafts in

;

with a small quantity of potassic hydrate. Ammonia, if present, will be
liberated and may be recognized by 'its odor, or by the white f tunes of aminouic chloride when a glass-rod wet with hydrochloric acid is passed over
the mouth of the test tube.
chlorine is present in any form in water
used for drinking should always" be ascertained. In itself, its presence is
The presence
evidence that sewage contamination in some form exi.-ts
and amount of chlorine may be ascet tallied by the following simple
method Take 9 grains of argentic nitrate (nitrate of silver), chemically
found the cupure, Hud dissolve it in 200 units of distilled water. (We have
One unit
bic centimeter to be a very convenient unit, perhaps the, best.)
of the solution will represent 1 -100th of a grain of chlorine. Take a small
measured quantity of the water to be examined, and put it into a glass
vessel so that the reaction may be readily observed. The vessel should be
more than large enough to hold the water. Add to the water a small
of the solution if chlorine be present, a white precipitate will
'
quantity
result.
Repeat the addition, after short intervals, until no preeipitate results.
The analysis is then complete, and the units of the solution used
If more
will determine the hundredths of a grain of chlorine present.
than a grain of chlorine in a gallon be present, reject the water, unless it
can be clearly determined that the excess does not come from sewage.
The water should be Slightly acidulated with nitric acid before the test is

Why

:

;

applied.

We will conclude by recommending Heisch's sugar test for the presence
It is mentioned by high authority as a simof dangerous organic matter.
Place a quantity of the water in a clean, glassple and sufficient test
and expose to the light
stoppered bottle: add a few grains of pure sugar
If the water becomes turbid even after
in the window of a warm room.
If it remains clear it is safe.
for a week, reject it.
Enyineer:

exposure
iny
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NEW MAMMOTH CAVE. At Glasgow, Ivy., a cave has been discovered within a short time which will probably outrival the famous Mammoth Cave of the same State. It has been explored for a distance of twentythree miles in one direction and sixteen in another. The avenues are so
wide and the bed so good that a span of horses can be driven through them
Three rivers flow through it by different
for a distance of eleven miles.
channels; one of them is navigable for a length of fourteen mi.es. Aside
from the natural interest attaching to the discovery of such a place, the
for in one of
discovery promises to be of some ethnographical importance,
the large chambers of the cave were found several mummies, which were
enclosed in rude stone coffins. It is said that they are not dissimilar in apThe cave has been named the Grand
to Egyptian mummies.

pearance
Crystal Cave.

the foul-air ducts.

For heating large buildings there is no apparatus so complete as a
system of Steam-pipes and radiators. Jf they be properly arranged
they will furnish radiant heat to the walls and will warm the air to
The best way of using steam apparatus in
any degree desired.
school buildings is to place radiators in different parts of each room,
and to provide openings near them from the outer air. By this plan
the incoming air is warmed by flowing around the pipes of the
To make
radiators, and the walls are warmed by radiated heat.
this plan complete there should be screens in front of the radiators
to protect the scholars from the direct radiated heat and from the
currents of incoming

F. A.

air.

COBUKN.

COMPETITION IN INTERIOR DECORATION.
V.

THE VESTIBULE OF A CITY HOUSE.

THE

subject of the fifth competition will be the interior of the
In plan it will be ten feet by
entrance-vestibule of a city house.
twelve, and it will be fourteen feet high. By day it is to be well
lighted by transom or side-lights; and as it must be lighted at night,
must be paid to the chandelier, gas-brackets, or
special attention
oilier attributes of artificial lighting.
Required
plan showing
the arrangement of coat-closets, and the design of the floor-tiling; an
:

A

elevation looking towards the street, a section, and details to a larger
Or instead of this, a plan, a perspective view of the interior
scale.
and details, will be accepted. Drawings must be received at the office of the American Architect and Buildiny News on, or before, Au-

gust 20.

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.
THE Noi8E OF THE ELEVATED RAILWAYS.

The New York Evening

Pust suggests that a remedy for the annoyance caused by the noise of the
elevated railroads may be had by following the example of bee-hunters,
who, when they find a honey tree on land whose owner. would object to
the felling of the tree, gird it tighily about with an ox chain. This is said
to i-o deaden the sound of blows that a tree may be chopped dowu unknown to the owner, though within easy ear-shot.

A NEW THEORY REGARDING MUMMIES. Having observed that
one embracing those
Egyptian mummies could be divided into two classes,
bodies which had been embalmed intact, and the other including those
bodies which had been eviscerated, Dr. Ganseluach, a Swedish chemist
of repute and professor in the University of Upsal, has formed the opinion
that the mummies of the first class are not really dead, but are only in a
condition of suspended animation ; though, unfortunately for historians,
the secret of bringing them again to life has been lost. In support of this
researches and experiments,
theory he adduces the results of his own
one of which consists in submitting a snake to a process, the details of
which are of course kept secret, which petrifies it. In this condition it has
been laid aside for a year or two at a time, and is then restored to life by
some equally mysterious vivifying process. This has now been during a
not seem to dislike it. Dr.
space of fifteen years, and the snake does
Gauselbach is said to have applied to the Swedish Government for leave
to experiment on a condemned criminal, the understanding being that
is successful the criminal shall receive pardon, because
if the

experiment

of the service thus rendered to science, and, possibly, to humanity.

Pail Mall Gazette
sewage that of conit into cement is not the least curious, and it has actually been put
The town sewage runs into settling tanks, being
into practice at Burnley.
mixed on the way with lime cream.' After settling, the sludge is dried,
and finally packed in kilns and burned, no other fnel being necessary than
Cement clinkers are
just sufficient coal and shavings to set it alight.
the result and these ground into coarse powder make the cement, which
Portland or RoEither
is salable as Portland or other hydraulic cement.
man cement, or agricultural lime, is produced according to the quantity of
lime employed. The corporation of Burnley are said to be satisfied with
the purification thus effected of the sewage, and the company working the
invention (General Scott's Cement Process) find it profitable. The system
is alleged to be applicable to London."

The London
MAKING CEMENT FROM SEWAGE.
"
Among the many devices for the utilization of

says
verting
:

'

'

'

;

THE INDIANA HOSPITAL FOR THE

INSANE.

The new Indiana Hos-

is about ready for the reception of inmates,
pital for the Insane, which
contains 20,000,000 bricks, 80,000 panes of glass, and 400,000 square feet
of flooring, the outside line of the walls being one and one eighth mile in
estimated cost was $850,000, but it will be com.
The

building's
length.
pleted for $650,000. The architect
build the new State House.

is

Mr. Edwin May, the same who

is

to

The American
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A NEW FIRE-PROOF FLOOR. A test of a fire-resisting flooring was on
Thursday week made in Victoria Street, Westminster, for the iuformntioi
of the Metropolitan Board of Works. The Board has the power to refuse

leave to architects to erect buildings of greater height than 100 ft., am
was made to the blork called the "Members' Buildings" in Vic
toria Street, on the score of the insecurity of life in case of fire. The ob
and to prove tha
jection was met by the provision of fire-resisting floors,
the means taken were secure was the purpose of Thursday's experiment
square building with 9-inch brick walls had been erected on the open
space to the west of the Wesiminster Palace Hotel, the building repre
room
seating the floor of a house with windows, doors, and a corridor.
in this building contained the materials for a fire carefully laid, many
timbers being so placed as readily to catch in flame, and shavings being
henped round the apartment. The material was then fired, and as there
objection

A

A

was a through draught from window to door a fierce fire soon raged. The
formed the roof of the building, consisting of ordinary wooden joists, cased with terra-cotta tiles, and there are in the system three open spaces between the ceiling of the one room and the flooring of the room above, the room above in the experimental room being,
of course, open. While the fire wus raging in the room and throwing oul
an intense heat, the gentlemen witnessing the experiment walked above
the lighted room, and proved, by the application of the hand to the topmost terra-cotta tiles, that the heat had not penetrated, though the fire
had burnt for upwards of an hour. Mr. Vulliamy, the architect of the
Metropolitan Board of Works, expressed himself quite satisfied with the
experiment, and considered that buildings protected with this flooring
would cause tires to be limited to the room in which they commenced.
Mr. Francis Butler is the inventor. The invention is said to he inexpenThe Building News.
sive, costing about 50 s. for 100 ft. square.
flooring to be tested

STEEL BRONZE.
ers

seem

to be able to

and Building News.

Architect

The London News says that the Austrian gun-makmake bronze as hard as steel, and as capable of re-

wear and tear of rifled projectiles, since it would be altogether
impossible to pierce armor plates with a bronze gun made in the ordinary way. If we are to believe the last reports of their big gun experiments, the bore of the wcajwns after some three hundred rounds had sustained no injury at all, notwithstanding that comparatively heavy projec-
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THE SUTRO TUNNEL.
For some time past heavy blasts in the header
of the Sutro tunnel have loosened blocks of rock weighing as much as a
ton from the drift from which the Savage Company is running to connect
with the tunnel. The. men in the Savage have been withdrawn from the
face to the drift.
The tunnel is believed not to be further awav than
eighty feet, and it may be that connection will be made by the Fourth of
July.

A SALT MINE. A mine of pure rock salt has been discovered at Wyoming, N. Y., 1,200 feet beneath the surface. It was discovered while sinkThe stratum is said to be 100 feet thick. There are
ing an oil well.
but few extensive mines of pure salt in the world. There is one in Valencia, one in Poland, and one in Armenia, near Mount Ararat.
THE COST OF FENCING. According to United States statistics, worm
or Virginia fence costs 95 cents, post and rail $1.35, board fence
$1.26, and
stone wall $2.34 per rod.
This estimate is based upon boards at $16
per
thousand and rails at $56. From the same source it would seem that of
our fences 65 per cent are of the kind known as worm or snake
fence, 17
per cent of post rail, 12 per cent of board, and only 4 per cent of permanent stone wall. The returns embrace 156,377,721 rods of fence, enclosing 16,374,641 acres, at a cost of $179,834,494, or at the rate of' 955
rods to ench 100 acres. Each dollar's worth of live-stock
requires one dollar's worth of fence to keep it in bounds.
POWERFUL ENGINES. In the United States steamer Wampanong,
"
hundred inch" engines,
possibly the fastest steamer afloat, are a pair of
each of which is said to be six times as powerful as the
great Corliss
-which
was
one
of
the
mechanical
wonders
of the Centennial Exengine,
hibition.
These engines were built about fourteen years ago
together
with six others, one pair of which, built at a cost of $250,000, has never
been placed in a vessel, but still lies at the Washington
navy-yard.

sisting the

were find, and with battering charges of gunpowder. But the most
surprising feature about the Uchatius gun is the fact of its secret having
been so closely kept The Austrian Government has
no difficulty
placed
in the way of an inspection of its guns, and has permitted even the
presence of foreign military attache's in the government work-shops. Nay,
of
the
wonderful
steel-bronze metal have been freely dismore, samples
tributed, and chemists have tried their best to discover its mode of preparation by analysis.
All has been in vain.
Despite fair means and foul,
the secret of the Uchatius metal still remains a mystery, and bids fair to
be so, until its inventor divulges the composition himself.
tiles

The Scientific American says that a recent patent by a
PRISON BARS.
Western jail-builder consists in using steel bars with a wrought-iron core,
and after cutting them to desired lengths and drilling them, heating them
to a red heat and immersing them in water, while tightly held in
clamps of
the exact size, so as to render the edges of the bars as hard as flint,
perfectly resisting the file or chisel, and impossible to be broken on account of
the iron core. The clamp holds the bar so that
is

warping

prevented.

THE MOTIVE POWER OF NIAGARA FALLS.
We have mentioned
(American Architect for May 5, 1877) the suggestion of Dr. Siemens, that
the Falls of Niagara could be turned to practical use for
manufacturing
purposes, by causing the stream to work dynamo-electrical machine?,
which could transmit the force to towns at a distance, the
liujfalo Commercial now states that a company has been foitncd who are
going to use
the Fall to make compressed air, which is to be the means of
transmitting
motion to a distance. In this scheme the canal built by Mr.
at a cost
"Day
of about a million dollars will play an
It
is 33 feet
important part.
wide by 1 feet deep, and leads from a point just above the
rapids a mile
across to the back below. At its lower end is a
large basin 70 feet wide
and 800 feet long and 1 1 feet in depth. From the basin a flume 300 feet
long is digging to the edge of the precipice. At the mouth of the flume
will be a massive iron gate with an 8-foot
opening. The water from the
flume will pass into the reservoir, which will be connected with the air receptacles below (iron cylinders 6 feet in diameter and 70 feet long) by
means of large pipes siphon-shaped. Attached to the
cylinders will be a
requisite number of large automatic valves, to let the water run out of the
cylinders after the compressed air has been allowed to escape. The practical working of the
machinery will be briefly as follows After the water
in the reservoir on the
top of the bank is high enough to reach the bend of
the siphon it will escape down the
pipe to the air cylinders below. The
pressure thus obtained very soon closes the automatic valves. There being no escape for the water which continues to pour into the
cylinder
(each has its own feeder), the air which it contains is
compressed by the
volume of water from above, until it has as much
expansive power when
released as steam.
The capacity of the reservoir and of the
cylinders is
BO arranged that the reservoir will be exhausted
by the time the desired
compression has been obtained below. While the reservoir is again filling
with water, that in the cylinder is
escaping, so that when the bend in the
siphon is reached the contents of the cylinder is exhausted, and it is
ready
for another
charge. Thus the operation is repeated at regular intervals
in each cylinder, and there
being several of them, a continuous charge of
highly compressed air is secured."
1

:

UTILIZING THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.

The

intensity of the shadows
caused
by the electric light is one of the great disadvantages which preent its introduction into general use.
French woollen manufacturer
has successfully lighted his
spinniug-room, which measures 140 feet by
35 feet, by placing two electric
lights at a height of six feet from the
floor, and projecting their light upon white-washed walls and
ceiling by
means ol conical reflectors, which are so
j"rangd that the room is lighted

A

ry '"fleeted light alone.

CHEMICAL PROCESS FOR COVERING ZINC WITH THE MOST BRILLIANTLY-COLORED COATINGS.
The articles of zinc are first brightened

by

vigorous scouring with quartz sand, moistened with dilute muriatic acid,
putting them quickly in water and then wiping dry most carefully with
white blotting-paper. To insure success, however, it is
necessary to employ zinc as free as possible from lead, and to have it bright like a mirror.
When these conditions are fulfilled, the metal may be coated with a va-

riety of most beautiful colors by immersion in a solution of alkaline tartratc of
for a shorter or longer interval of time,
copper
depending on the
color that is desired.
The solution is made by dissolving three parts of
air-dried tartrate of copper in caustic soda
lye containing four parts of
hydrate of soda to forty-eight parts of water. If th< zinc is
in that

dipped

a temperature of 10 C. (=50 Fahr.), it appears violet after two
minutes, takes a splendid dark-brown in three minutes, changes to green
in four and a half, to golden-yellow in six and a half, and to
purple in
If the liquid be employed at another
eight and a half minutes.
liquid at

tempera-

ture than that given above, the appearance of the different colors will
also vary in other short periods of time.
If the zinc be left
longer than
eight and a half minutes in the copper liquid at 10 C., the last-mentioned
purple color disappears, being replaced by one or another of the preceding
but then they are never of the same brilhues, depending on the time
liancy, and will continually diminish, until after some days' immersion the
zinc is covered with a miscolored suboxidu of
copper. For this reason the
articles are removed from the bath as soon as the desired color is
fairly
developed, and rinsed immediately in water. After careful
the
;

metal

may be coated with a good varnish, to
Engineering and Mining Journal.

ble.

WHAT BECOMES

make

the colors

drying,
more dura-

OF THE GRAVESTONES.

The correspondent of the
has often been regarded as a mystery what
jecomes of all the pins that are manufactured, but it has
puzzled him
scarcely less to know what becomes of all the gravestones erected during
jast years over the remains of
departed relatives. Recently he came upon
i clew
He was in a remote Derbyshire villikely to solve the mystery.
age which has an old church and a very well rilled churchyard. The late
ector was both squire and
parson, and as squire he owned some farms.
What did he pave his farmyards and farm buildings with 1 With graveitones
and so little was he ashamed of the process, that the stones were
aid with the inscriptions
upwards, telling their own tale. Take another
;xample. A somewhat famous Derbyshire church, lying about seven miles
:astward from Chesterfield, has lately been
undergoing the process usually
cnown as " restoration " that is to say, things have been
pretty well
mocked about. The work is now approaching
completion. Indeed, the
workmen are engaged in laying down the floor.
The aisles are being
laved with stone obtained, you
say, from some quarry famous for its flagtones t Not at all. There is an illegitimate
quarry nearer at hand with
tones already worked.
The churchyard is being resorted to, and gravetones are pulled down, cut into convenient sizes, and laid down in the
Sheffield Independent says

it

;

;

aisles.

MICHELET'S TOMB.
The monument to Michelet will soon be erected,
about $8,000 having been subscribed for the
purpose. It will represent
he historian lying on his tomb. The Muse of
History, rising to Heaven,
"
writes on the stoue,
History is a Resurrection." From the pedestal of
.he monument is to
spring the fountain wbich is to keep ever fresh the
flowers with which Michelet asked his tomb to be covered.

THE LARGEST

CASK.
The largest cask in the world is that at Konigwhich was finished in 1725 after three years' work. This cask, as
oon as finished, was filled with 6,000
quintals of good Meissen wine, which
ost .6,000
sterling. It contains 649 hogsheads more than the famous tun
f
Heidelberg. The top is railed in, and affords room sufficient for fifteen
tcin,

r

twenty persons to stand.

A MONUMEN*

TO VICTOR EMMANUEL.

>200,000 out of the income of his civil
ather to be raised in Turin.

list

King Humbert has set apnrt
towards the monument to his
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Naturally the same arguments brought against a namust apply to a national school of science. The
'Javal Academy at Annapolis, and the Military Academy at West
3
oint are maintained for the education of officers in the public
ervice.
They occupy a place which no private or local instituions could possibly fill, and are necessarily based upon arbitrary
tandards of discipline, so that their graduates may conform to
type and become parts of an elaborate machine, the efficiency
the subordination of the indiif which largely depends upon
ddual to the system. The object of a polytechnic school, or a
school of technology, on the other hand, is to develop individthe
lal and independent minds for the various uses of civil life
arts of
the
individual
to
is
the
aim
improve
through
jrimary
eeds.

ional university
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UOTES AND CLIPPINGS

THE scheme of Dr. E. P. Dyrenfurth for a National Polytechnic School, as recommended in the speech of the Hon. Henry
Blair, of New Hampshire, in the House of Representatives, on
the 13th of June, contemplates the establishment of a great central institution of instruction in science and the useful arts, supincome of the Patent Office, which amounts
ported by the surplus
to $100,000 annually. The accumulation of this unappropriated
balance during many years now amounts, we are informed, to a
fund of $1,200,000. It seems proper that this considerable fund
and income should be applied in some way to benefit the national spirit of useful invention, whether by promoting scientific
investigation or by feeding and enriching the sources of the inThe plan in quesdustrial arts through processes of education.
tion was submitted in the last days of the session without any

but with the intention of awakexpectation of immediate action,
the subject. It provides for schools
ening profitable discussion of
of mathematics, of civil and mining engineering, of machinery,
architecture, chemistry, agriculture, and forestry, with a Board
of Regents, composed of the Vice-President of the United States,
who is to be the chief executive officer, of the Secretary of the
of
Interior, who is to be ex-officio Director, of the Commissioner
of
Patents, and of six members each of the Senate and House
It is proposed that each of the eight schools
Representatives.
that the students shall be appointed in the
shall have a
principal,
as are those of the Military and Naval Academies,
that they shall pay $250 per annum for tuition, board, and lodgfees for practice in the laboratory, etc., shall
ing, with certain
wear a uniform and be subject to such discipline as shall most

same manner

and maintain the authority of

effectually increase the efficiency
the school.

IN behalf of
expense

this

scheme

it is

to the national treasury

it contemplates no
be free from polit-

claimed that
;

that

it will

the equal territorial distribution of poly; that, by
technic graduates, it will fairly diffuse the benefits of scientific
education ; that these graduates will stimulate healthy enterprise
and useful invention, and afford a sound basis for the advancement of all the practical arts of civilization that the propose"
school will enjoy the advantage of proximity to examples o:
the best mechanical inventions in the model rooms of the Pateni
ical influences

;

uol
Office; that, by the method of appointing its pupils, it will
interfere witli existing institutions; and that, by the nominal cost
of their instruction, it will open the benefits of scientific train-

ing to

many who

are

now

them.
practically excluded from

attracted but little public atten
yet this proposition has
Its merits are ob
but it deserves to be fully discussed.
vious enough ; the greatest of them, perhaps, is, that it points
out the fact of the existence of a great available fund eminently
As for the espe
fit for the endowment of technical education.
cial contrivances of Dr. Dyrenfurth, by which he would diver

As

tion,

its natural uses, we commem
As at pres
the careful consideration of our readers.
ent advised, we are not of those who consider the establishmen
of centralized institutions of instruction best adapted to ou

this

newly-discovered treasure to

them

to

To this end numerous technical schools have been
jrovided in various parts of the country, each of them requirof its use, more complete apparatus of
ng, for the perfection
of instructors, larger
every kind, a larger and better paid body
oan funds, more numerous scholarships, and, in short, a more
;ivilization.

ample endowment than any of them at present enjoy. These
institutions are distributed according to the enterprise and needs
of the commonwealths, and to meet natural demands. It would
seem, therefore, that the large surplus funds of such an institution
as the Patent Office would be more usefully and economically
these
applied by distribution, under proper restrictions, among
various naturally established nuclei, than by adding yet another
nucleus, and one which, from the nature of the case, must be
like the present national schools of the military arts,
subjected,
to the annual chances of imperfect

and meddlesome

legislation.

for drawing our attenus, however, thank Dr. Dyrenfurth
tion to these unexpected national resources, and let us hope that
his ingenious scheme may in the end result, by whatever means,
to technical education in this country the most effecin

Let

Diving
and the most judicious assistance.

tive

WE

desire to give our readers the benefit of an invention in
architectural practice which, while it may possibly suggest to the
more energetic members of the profession the existence of new
and untried fields of remunerative if not honorable employment,
may also admonish them that such fields, however promising,
The erection of a new
in brambles.
are sometimes fertile

only
been contemplated by the Board
county jail has for some time
Most of the profession,
of Supervisors of the city of Brooklyn.
even in these hard times, would content themselves with awaitdoors until the assembled wisdom within
ing at the Board-room
should have finally determined to build the jail, when the usual
and scramble for the spoils would have been
professional swoop
witnessed but Mr. Wm. A. Mundell with superior enterprise,
;

assist the Board by laying before them a full set
were
of plans for the building in question, which plans of course
not to be paid for if the scheme of building came to naught.
The Board, being human, could not but assent to a proposition
and
so easy as this and accompanied with such a saving clause,
them.
the plans in due time were unrolled upon the table before
The real building, however, is apparently not foreshadowed by
these drawings and a full fledged claim forthwith comes into exwas laid before the Board in a
istence, which on the 1st instant
" out of the unof $4,500
sum
the
Mundell
said
motion to

volunteered to

pay
relief account," for his plans
expended balance of the out-door
and specifications for the new jail, as payment in full for his serto the clerk
vices, he to deliver all such plans and specifications
to
of the Board and to agree, if at any time it should be desired

new jail, that he should superintend the
begin the erection of a
cost
wo'rk for the sum of two and one half per cent on the
of
It is to be supposed that Mr. Mundell, for the sake
thereof.
in
himself
sacrifice
to
was
interests
the
involved,
willing
public

Board and the
manner, for the motion was adopted by the
his clever proarchitect departed with a feeling that he had by
But
fessional management benefited himself, if not the county.
the city
the next day the Taxpayers' Association obtained from
of
court an injunction forbidding the payment or the receiving
now Mr.
the check for $4,500 for the services in question, and
in
Mundell has only his plans and the sympathy of his friends
himself.
console
to
which
with
Board
the
of
the majority
this

ALTHOUGH, apparently, the testimony before the Potter committee has so far failed to meet the expectations of its friends,
Dublin view some of the
it certainly has succeeded in opening to

The American

10

and Building News.

Architect

curious hidden machinery of politics, in showing how widely ex
tended are its wires and in what odd places the party-puppet
jump. The latest exhibition of this kind occurred in the De

It

would be the business of every architect

rades

?

An

explanation in his next annual report

how in archmay afford

thankfully re-

ceived.

A

COMMISSION, appointed by the crown in England, to invescopyright laws, and to suggest new enactments by
which the rights of the public and of authors, publishers,
painters, sculptors, architects, and of all intellectual producers, should
be more distinctly defined and more properly
adjusted, has just
made its report. After an elaborate investigation, the commistigate the

sion concludes, as regards painters, that, in the absence of a written agreement to the
contrary, the copyright in a picture should
belong to the purchaser, or the person for whom it is painted,
and should follow the ownership of a picture, without,
however,
prejudi.-ing the right of the artist to make such use of his prestudies
and
sketches for such picture as shall result in
liminary
works which are not direct imitations or
Mr.
replicas of it.
Charles Barry, on behalf of the
Eoyal Institute of British
Architects, appeared before the commission, and claimed that
architects were subjected to
great injustice and injury by the
absence of a copyright which should
protect their designs and
prevent their use by other persons than the authors for
building
purposes. He suggested that the right to reproduce a
building,
whether in whole or in part, or on a different
or for other
scale,

persons than the original client, should be reserved to the architect for twenty years from the date of
erection, or from the sale
of the design. The commission, however, considered it
impracticable to reserve this
right to the architects to reproduce buildings, but recommended that property in architectural designs
should be protected as
drawings, "so that they may not'~be
copied ou paper."

IT follows from this
apparently that, in the judgment of the
commissioners, among whom, by the by, there was neither a
painter nor an architect, the execution of a
design in a buildimr
s
practically, on the part of the architect, a surrender of all
right to it in the future to the public; it becomes
erty as a work of art, and
be imitated

common

propto any extent by
may
any builder, just, indeed, as he himself consciously or unconsciously, in whole or in part, has imitated, or, at least, has been
influenced by the works of his
predecessors or contemporaries
Ihis is certainly a reasonable condition.
If it were
practicable

to reserve to the architect for
twenty years the exclusive nVht
.o
reproduce his buildings, in whole or in part, as
proposed by
the representative of the British
Institute, the law, as it seems
to us, would
operate directly to check the natural advancement
art, and the free
and
development of
>

t'sign
;

introduce into
style,
a deleterious element of
agressive personality, a sort of
system, entirely inconsistent with
healthy artistic work

mainly for
and stu-

copying

certainly
the lowest motive which can actuate the artist in the
process of
designing, and one which would make modern architecture even,
more self-conscious and affected than it is. To place
any such
arbitrary check upon the laudable tendency to imitate a good
work of architecture or to copy the good points thereof, as is
proposed by the Institute, would be a direct interference with a
natural law of progress.
Architecture can live and

grow only
generous atmosphere. The enforcement of such patent
rights, if enforcement were possible, would stifle the art and
style would disappear in a generation.
in a

PREMIUMS IN COMPETITIONS.

;

itecture " they also serve who only stand and wait,"
some useful hints to the profession and would be

to strive

No. 133.

individuality or originality of expression in his work,
diously to avoid, so far as he could, any appearance of
or of being influenced by the works of his brethren,

partment of Architecture, where it might he supposed thos<
only who could manage a T-square or superintend a piece o
mechanical work would find place. One Mr. Dennis was lateli
compelled to narrate before the committee his adventures ir
search of an office in reward for certain alleged political services
It appears that he aspired first to be an auditor it:
in Florida.
the Treasury Department, then to be a special agent, and then
to be custodian of plates and dies, but, failing in these efforts, he
finally applied for and obtained a place in the Department o:
Architecture, where, although, as he confessed, he knew nothing
of architecture and of course had passed no examination, he discovered a congenial function for drawing pay without any equivso that when he asked for a leave of absence
alent of service
of three or four months to go to Massachusetts, he was enabled
to say to the Assistant Secretary of the Treasury that he " was
"
put on" there to draw pay," and would not lose his capacity to
do so if he went away. We regret to say, for the credit ol
the Administration and notwithstanding its pledges of civil service reform, that, according to his testimony, he got his leave
and drew his pay regularly at the rate of six or seven dollars a
We are much exercised to know with what show of ocday.
cupation the Supervising Architect supplies those who hold these
decorative positions in his Department.
Architecture is said to
be the reconciliation of the useful with the benutiful.
Is this
reconciliation exemplified in the government office, and do the
working draughtsmen there manage to maintain a symmetrical
and entirely operative union with their purely ornamental com-
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THE

invitation issued

by the Government

for a competition
Patent Office calls to mind a usage of
competitions, which is at the same time one of the most universal and one of the least reasonable of them
we mean
all,
the habit of offering graduated premiums for
competitive deIt is, perhaps, not one of the vital
signs.
points in the management of competitions, yet it seems as if
building committees
or even architects scarce ever imagined a
competition without
for such it
attaching to it this perverse notion,
appears to us,
yet it has nothing better than habit to recommend it, and
for the restoration of the

tilings to discredit

many

It is

it.

probably a survival of the custom of

giving a first, second, and third prize and so on, in public games,
or school examinations, natural
enough, but is transferred to a
rivalry in which any gradation among the unsuccessful competitors is as much out of place as it would be
among the disapIn the present case
pointed suitors for the hand of a princess.
there is no reason to complain of the action of the
Government

which, having at its command only the six hundred dollars allowed for the purpose by Congress; followed the usual custom
by offering it in three prizes, of three hundred, two hundred,
and one hundred dollars, and then, when the architects
protested that the prizes were too small, did what it could to make
the stake more valuable by
It is the
rolling them into one.
prevailing custom that is at fault, as we think, simply because
the matter has never been sufficiently considered to set it
right,
and for this architects are as responsible as
anybody.

The

objection to a graduation of premiums is, that it gives a
to competitions, and, while it does not advance

wrong turn

their legitimate

end, it aggravates their peculiar evils.
The
competitions is, to get the best choice of designs
for particular works.
The inducements to architects are, first,
the hope of getting work to do, and second, a
greater or less
opportunity to make known their names and capabilities. The
and they are so serious that a great
disadvantages of them
many thoughtful architects condemn competitions altogether
because of them
are, that they demand a great amount of
unrecompensed labor that they are apt to be decided by incompetent persons or committees, and therefore not according
to the real merits of the
that therefore they are a.s
designs
much a matter of chance as a lottery; that
they allure architects
by an excitement like that of gambling, and lead to a great
amount of trickery, partizanship,
and recrimination.

purpose of

all

;

;

ill-feeling,

It

important, if competitions are to continue, that they shoujd
secure their object as
directly and wilh as little of these disadvantages as possible.
Now the one prize in any competition, the only tiling that
to an architect of assured
position is worth the effort of competing, is the execution of the work itself.
There are also the
advantages, to those whose position is not yet assured, of the
jpportunity to attract attention and to make their names known
is

jy even an unaccepted design.
The premiums offered are
never, unless in very extraordinary cases, an equivalent for the
work that is rendered by the competitors. It is desirable that

committees should be disabused of the idea that
they offer any
.hing, except the work they have to give, which is an equivalent
or the labor they demand. No architect in successful
practice
would think of giving
for the
which are or-

premiums

designs

dinarily offered in competitions
jetting the work for which he

were

it

not for the chance of

competes.

The nominal honor

being classed as second or third or fourth in a general com)etition may
naturally appeal to school children, but is worth>f

ess to professional
a committee, after
*

men who

respect their

own

position.

That

having obtained what they want and selected
design, should go on to assign an order of merit to the archi-
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whom

they have decided not to employ, is at least gratuialmost always the case, they are technically uninformed, it would be considered an unwarrantable assumption if
As a matter of fact the classiit were not sanctioned by habit.
fication of premiums does not command the respect of competiThe only effect of it is to add a little excitement by the
tors.
chance of one's getting a little better premium than some one
Neither
else, which, as fur as it goes, is simply unwholesome.
the rather childish gratification of being rated above the next
competitor by a doubtful authority, nor the pecuniary advantage
of having one's small remuneration increased at the expense of
his fellow's, is a worthy object of professional ambition.
What, then, is the use of the premiums ? An ideal competition
tecta

tous

as

if,

;

is

vrould give the

a

fair

work

remuneration

to the best

for

man and pay
labor.

their

This

the rest,
is

all alike,

sometimes

at-

but as a general rule it is not
next best thing is, while securing what

in restricted competitions,

tempted

to be looked for.

The

thought the best design, to demand as little unremunerated
labor as possible, that is, to pay for as much of it as possible.
Since there is a regular and uniform fee for architectural work,
it may be assumed that the work of the competitors should be
is

Whatever money is afforded in premiums might
paid alike.
therefore be fairly divided in equal shares among- the unsuccessful competitors, the successful one being employed in the ordiBut this would in most cases make the sums ridiculously disproportionate to the work done, and so small as to be
Competitors would prefer the chances of
hardly worth having.
a substantial fee to the certainty of a trivial one. The other
alternative, then, is to divide the whole amount into equal shares
large enough to bear some proportion to the work submitted,
and if possible to at least prevent those who receive them from
The adjustment of
being out of pocket by the competition.
these sums would be a matter for judgment in each case. They
might be assigned by lot among the disappointed ones, but no
one would object to a committee's natural desire to award them,
with this limitation, to the designs they preferred. An equal
division of premiums seems to us to be the only one which does
not belie the true idea of a professional competition to adopt
it would be at least to lessen the aleatory element which is the
nary way.

:

bane of

honest competitions.
the point of view of a committeeman

all

From

we should

say that

Few judicial
to be commended.
equal
his.
and
more
thankless
than
are
more
difficult
By
positions
undertaking to decide competitions at all he too often exposes
himself to solicitation and recrimination, as well as to error. He
cannot avoid the responsibility of choosing a design, nor can he
hope to secure good competitors without premiums but he
would do well to spare himself extra labor and responsibility.
premiums were much

;

It

no part of his duty to assign rank to disappointed competand any graduation of premiums is U) him an added risk.
must take the risk of selection but to assume in addition

is

itors,

He

;

that of classification

is

simply

to invite superfluous

opportuni-

of blundering and of exciting ill-will.
It is the care of architects in this as in other things, to encourage right views of their professional relations. They may

ties

properly

let it

be understood

petitions are for practice

that, if

they compete, their com-

and not for precedence.

They want

work to do, and a
the natural prizes of their profession,
and then to throw away as little
reasonable recognition of it,
unrecornpensed labor as possible.
first

MODERN PLUMBING.

V.

WASH-BASINS.
take up now the particular forms of plumbing apparatus, we
will begin with that most universally used, the most delightful when
clean and sweet, and the most dangerous when foul or improperly put
the set wash-bowl.
in,

To

luxury of the Northern States in
the way of household appliances. There are thousands of modest
dwellin"s, destitute of any other plumbing work, which display their
cue set basin, either in the best chamber, or, not unfrequently, in the

Perhaps

this is the distinctive

and Americans generally of
parlor, for greater effect upon visitors;
all classes take great pleasure in marble slabs and running water.
There is something touching in this universal love of cleanliness to
learned how heavy is the price at which it is gratican no longer be denied that plumbing work in living or
sleeping rooms, especially cheap plumbing work, in the majority of
cases, contributes toward shortening the lives, or at least diminishing the health and happiness of the occupants.
As set wash-basins, from being usually placed in or near sleeping
rooms, are the source of more evils than any other plumbing appliances, and as from the s'rnalluess of their traps these are peculiarly
those
fied;

who have

but

it

and Building News.
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subject to siphonage, we will take occasion, in describing the different varieties of bowls, to explain the
on which the system
principles
of wasie-pipes within the walls of a house should be arranged.
The
same principles apply also to the drainage of sinks, baths, or other
apparatus, but as the evil effects of neglect of them will appear soonest, and with the worst consequences, through the medium of the
basins, it will be well to enforce them thus early and in this connection.

Our ordinary wash-bowl apparatus consists of a marbled earthenware bowl, fourteen, fifteen, or sixteen inches in outside diameter,
with a brass socket and strainer cemented into the bottom, secured
beneath a marble slab by three clamps, and the joint filled with
plaster of Paris. The waste-pipe, usually one and a quarter or one and
a half inch, is secured to the outlet of the socket by a brass coupand the upper part of the bowl is pierced with ten or twelve small
" horn " attached
holes, opening into a short earthenware tube or
to the bowl, which is inserted into a lead pipe communicating with
the waste pipe below, and this joint is filled with putty.
This serves
as an overflow.
Hot and cold water cocks are fixed into the marble by a screw passing through it and a nut below, and the lower
part of the screw, when the cocks are fixed, is furnished with a
coupling for the attachment of the lead supply pipes.
To hold the water in the bowl there is a plug of earthenware, brass,
or rubber, as the case may be, fitting the socket, and a chain to pull
it
All the
up, fastened to a chain-stay bolted down to the marble.
visible metal is silver or nickel plated.
The supply pipes are generally one half inch, and the cocks three eighths, or one half inch.
The stoneware or brass plug is perhaps more durable than rubber,
and to save annoyance should be attached by a safety chain, each
link of which is in one piece, so that it cannot be separated except
by a force sufficient to tear asunder the metal.
little beneath the bowl the waste and overflow pipes
and
join,
run together to the S-trap, which is apt to be inconveniently placed
under the floor. The trap, in the old practice, was often larger than
the waste-pipe! but is now made of the same, or even smaller, diamling,

A

eter.

The

defects of this arrangement arc
Fig. 1, it is evi
dent that any sewer-

many and

great.

Referring

to

gas which returns
past the trap will
enter the room ini-.
if
not
mediately,
through the waste,

which m ay be

stopped bv the plug,
through the overflow,
which remains al-

ways open
certain

;

and

that au

it

is

S-

trap without ventilation, which not one
in a

thousand has,

very permeable to
the vapors of the
drain.
Even if the
is

S-trap remained

full

of water, the pressure of gas in the soil-pipe,

the

top

whenever the

Pig. 1.

the pipe is not ojiert at
the sewers, or a heavy rain

which occurs

tide rises in

if

them, or when hot water is poured down, and in any soil-pipe,
ventilated or not, if a considerable quantity of water is poured in
at the top, will force a stream of bubbles through the trapping water;
even without any pressure the vapor on the drain side of the trap
will be slowly transmitted through the water to diffuse itself in the
room. But in practice an S-frap in an unventilated drain-pipe is
retains water
rarely full of water, and in very many cases it never
enough to seal the outlet at all. An instructive experiment may be
fills

cutting holes iu an S-trap under an ordinary basin, and inIf the basin
serting pieces of glass, making the joints water-tight.
is partly filled with water, and the plug drawn, the water will be
seen to descend to the trap, and after some bubbling the whole body
After a
passes around the bend, as if drawn by suction beyond.
moment the sucking force relaxes, and we see a little water run back
into the bend of the trap, more or less according to the length of the

made by

the waste-pipe or other circumstances, but rarely more than just
enough to touch the top of the bend, and very often not enough even
for that, so that a free though perhaps narrow passage is left for air
Whether the
to pass from the drain to the overflow of the basin.
quantity of water discharged is large or small, the result is about
the samo.
in an unvenFig. 2 shows the theoretical condition of the water
Fig. 3 shows the actual contrap after discharge.
dition under favorable circumstances, and Fig. 4 the actual condition in a very great number of cases.
If the air in the pipe beyond the trap should be rarefied by the
or by the lowpassage of a large body of water down the soil-pipe,
ering of the total volume of water in the sewer, the trapping water,
as soon as the difference of barometic pressure becomes sufficient to
overcome its weight, will all vanish, as if by magic, leaving the trap
dry.
tilated basin
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This unsealing by rarefaction of the air below, as well as by
siphonage, and the forcing of the trap by pressure, may be prevented by ventilation of the trap; but ventilation will only hasten
evaporation, which will soon unseal any ordinary water-trap, again
This is especially to
leaving the way free for gas to enter the room.
be feared in city houses left closed for the summer. The basin traps
soon lose what little protection they ever had, and foul air pours un-

Fig. 3.

Fig-.2.

Fig.

4,

checked into the room, saturating (he carpets and curtains so that
no airing will restore their freshness. All city houses Irft vacant in
the summer, and country houses left in the w'inter, should have the
plugs or waste valves tightly closed, and paper pasted over all the
overflows; and any basin, bath, or sink left unused should have water
run through it at least once a week, if it is not sealed
up altogether.
Some plumbers put a stop-cock on the waste-pipe, below the junction
of the overflow, to be shut off when the house or room is uninhabited.
This is a thorough protection and
easily applied.

With so many causes of failure, it is not
that there are
surprising
few wash basins which do not sometimes form
inlets for sewer

An

evidence of the uncertainty of
S-traps
Wellington wash-bowl
which
consists
of
an
outer
(Fig. 5),
and inner shell, the lower edge of
the outer shell projecting downward so as to dip below the surface of a cup filled with water,
which overflows into the wastelarity of the

gas.

is

found

in the

popu-

pipe. The overflow of the basin
takes plate over the edge of the
inner shell. Both the overflow and
outlet are thus
trapped by the
slight dip of the outer shell into
the cup-shaped head of the waste-

pipe,

and

this feeble trap,

and Building
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which

not liable to be siphoned out, although it opposes little resistance
Flg. 5.
to back pressure of
gas, and is
quickly unsealed by evaporation, is found in practice to be more
reliable in keeping out the drain smells than the common
S-trnp,
which in theory ought to be, and if ventilated would
be, far more
is

[VOL. IV.

N<-ws.

No. 133.

flow was effectually protected by being furnished with a stopcock,
worked by the same spindle as the supply cock, so that the overflow was open only when the supply cock was also open.
The waste
was closed by a valve, weighted so as to remain closed unless
the lever was held up (Fig. 7). This

was thorough work, but rather cumbrous, as overflows had to be provided for both hot and cold water to
insure perfect action, and it was not
always convenient to stand and hold
up the waste-valve until the water had
run out; and his later apparatus, in
which the basin and cocks are not
different from those commonly used,
but the trap below the junction of
Fig. 7.
waste and overflow is guarded by a
brass valve, seems much better adapted for
general use.

The trap,
form, consists of a watersealed trap, provided with a
cup-shaped, weighted valve, which is
thrown up by the passage of fluids, and falls back into
place afterwards. No returning gas can pass the valve, which is
only more
closed
the
and
tightly
by
pressure,
any possible siphonage or evaporation of the water in the
trap will not impair the seal of the valve.
The action of the overflow and waste is unaffected by
any suction or other action due to too
and
great length of the waste-pipe
to complete the list of good
qualities of this apparatus, the two trap
screws, one above and one below, permit easy and thorough cleanshown

as

in

the

figure

in

its

latest

;

ing.

Among traps without a metallic " gate "-valve, the rubber balltrap most nearly approaches in efficiency that just described, and
under ordinary circumstances may be
quite equal to it.
All these devices must, however, be
regarded as palliatives, more
or less efficient, of the evils
arising from the radical defect of want
of ventilation in the drains. With drains and
waste-pipes thoroughly
ventilated, the dangers against which such elaborate precautions
must be taken cease to exist; with
air-pipes below the traps, siphonage becomes impossible; with soil-pipes open at each end, back
The only risk to which the effipressure is no longer to be feared.
ciency even of water-sealed traps is exposed is that of losing their
seal by evaporation, while in an unveniilated
system, although we
can, by the use of valves, as we have seen, close our wash-basins
against the entrance of sewer-gas, the foul air nevertheless remains in the pipes, at times under considerable
pressure, ready to
escape into the house through a leaky pipe or joint, or by the way
of the sinks, bath-tubs, or other
apparatus, whuse traps cannot be,
or have not yet been, guarded with the same successful care that has
been bestowed upon basin traps.

The

partial ventilation of the soil-pipe

by carrying it up through
and leaving the end open, or putting on a

efficient.

the roof of the

There are other basins, which
go much farther in their resistance
to the evils of unventilated
waste-pipes by substituting for the watertrap a brass plunger valve, which is ground to its seat in the mouth
of the waste-pipe,
it
Until raised
the hand.

now quite general, at least in city plumbing; but
ventilating cap,
the opening at the bottom,
necessary to perfect action, is almost unknown in this country, though common in England. If the pipe is
open only at the top, its condition is like thai of a deep well, tilled
with stagnant vapors, which are
ready to diffuse themselves through

The
closing
perfectly
by
weak point of apparatus of this class is the
overflow, which is either
carried down separately, defended
only by a water-trap, or is managed by having the plunger hollow and open at the top, so that when
the waler level rises to the
upper opening it runs over into the wasteThe obvious effect of this is that the chamber in which the
pipe.
plunger works is filled with gas, which oozes constantly into the room
around the stem of the valve, unless a
trap is placed below the
basin.
A far superior device has beengood
lately introduced under the

name

of

patent (Fig. 6), in
shut off by a brass
other basins
but the

.Boyle's

which the waste
plunger, as in

is

;

plunger is made hollow, and of sucji
dimensions that when the water rises in
the bowl and in the valve chamber

which communicates
freely with

it

to

a certain height the
displacement of the
plunger is sultkient to float it up from
its seat, when the water
escapes from
below.
chain attached to the
top serves to raise the plunder
when tt is desired to
empty the basin. The lower edo-e of the
plunger dips into a channel managed around the
top of The wastepipe so as to form a bell-trap of about an inch seal, and when the
valve is raised there is slill a
quarter of an inch seal to <mard a o- a inst
stray puffs of returning vapor.
If the
waste-pipe is furnished with a ventilating pipe leadinc from
a point near the outlet of the bowl to the
air, this basin leaves' nothto be desired; the brass
plunger, closed at all points, is a perfect
protection against returning gas, and no
sipb.ona.ge, vacuum, or evaporation affects its action, even if the house is
deserted for years; and
bowl itself, with its valve chamber in one
piece of porcelain, and
the trap which can be
opened and examined or cleaned by simply una
on
of
the marble slab, form a
screwing
plate
top
very neat and
rompact apparatus. Jf the waste-pipe is long and
unventilated, the
m of the overflow in the basins, as now made, will
be interfered
i
by the suction inevitably attending the discharge of water down
Jen a pipe, which will draw the
floating plunder back to its seat
for a few seconds at a
time, and possibly allow the bowl to overflow.
,ol. t,eo. K,
Waring, Jr., devised a basin in which the over-

A

;

full size,
is

Under ordinary circum.-tances the gas will not accumulate pressure enough to force the
traps; but sometimes, especially
in city
buildings, a volume of water discharged into the upper part of
a soil-pipe will close the bore of the
pipe, and descending, like a piston, will compress the air between itself and the tight cesspool or
at
the bottom of ihe pipe, so as to force all the
water-trap
connecting
traps with violence, sometimes even throwin" their contents out into
any opening.

the air.

admitting fresh air at the bottom of the soil-pipe all this is
is set
up, the pipe acting as a chimney, so rapid
that the air is
only slightly tainted in passing, and compression by
descending water is impossible.
The admission of air at the foot of the pipe is effected in
England by arranging it to
discharge a little above a grating, under
which is a trapped receptacle
communicating with the drain, but
Buck an arrangement is impossible in our climate. In
country houses
ventilation may be obtained
by allowing the drain to run direcily to
the cesspool, without the intervention of a
trap; then by a grated
opening in the cover of the cesspool air is admitted to the whole
Jn city houses it is better to
length of the pipe.
trap the drain between the house and the sewer, and
carry an air-pipe from within
the trap, ot the same size as the soil
pipe, up through the roof.
1 his air-pipe is sometimes carried to the external
atmosphere at the
'urb-stone, but this is objectionable.
Besides the ventilation of the drains and
soil-pipes, the siphoning
of the traps must be
prevented by carrying a good-sized pipe from
each trap, just beyond the bend, to the
open air. These may conveniently be connected into a vertical pipe extending up througli the
with
roof,
open mouth. Every trap .should have a vent-pipe, whether
the soil-pipe is ventilated or
not; with such vent, even an S-trap is
as secure as any water-sealed
trap can be; without one, even so good
An apparatus as Boyle's valve works at a
disadvantage, and the independent ventilation of the smaller
waste-pipes is an important auxliary to that of the soil-pipe.
With soil and waste pipes thus ventilated, we should have little to

By

changed; a current

1

See American Architect for February 9, 1878.
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Not only does the free access of air keep the
fear from foul air.
but in case of their failure by evaptraps in their highest efficiency,
oration the current in the soil-pipe will tend to draw in air through the
basins or sinks, instead of allowing vapor to escape, and even if, by
reason of a considerable difference in temperature between the outside air and. that of the room, the contrary should take place, the
oxidation and dilution of the gas will have proceeded so far as to
deprive

it

of its worst qualities.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.
DRAWN BY MR. L. 8. IP8EN,
ARCHITECT.
FURNITURE FOR LIBRARY AND DINING ROOM, BY MR. EDWABD
DKWSON, DESIGNER.
BLOCK OF THREE HOUSES NEAR CINCINNATI, O. MR. 8. HANNAFOKD, ARCHITECT.

THE ENGLISH NATIONAL WATER

SUPPLY.*

No one who has given attention to the subject can doubt that
from the public discussion which H. R. H.
great advantage will result
has initiated; for, although it is not possible to devise any one scheme
of works or mode of supply applicable to the whole country, it is
will be only by a perfect comprehension of
equally certain that it
the facts bearing upon the subject that any general action can be
taken.
To secure general action of any kind it is necessary that every one
should be convinced, in the first instance, that there exists at comof water for all present and future requiremand a
superabundance

ments, even in the driest years, not by mere general statements, but
in the next,
by sufficient data to satisfy the most critical minds and,
that it only requires appropriate legislative facilities and a proper
of districts under
presiding control to develop the special capabilities
their varying conditions, and to satisfy small villages and rural districts as well as towns and wealthy places.
To realize the first consideration, it is desirable that the following
data should be before the meeting:
1. The quantity of water falling upon the surface of England and
which is the source of all water supWales, in the shape of rain,
taking the total area to be 37,324,883 acres, and the average
ply,
annual rainfall to be thirty-two inches, is 27,019,632,000,000 gal723,904 gallons per
lons per year, which is equal to a supply o
;

acre.
2. The present population of England and Wales (1878) may be
almost exactly two persons to every three
taken to be 25,000,000
acres of surface; and if this number be multiplied by 25, which
may be taken to lie the number of gallons required per person for
all purposes, public as well as private, the quantity of water at present wanted would amount to 625,000,000 of gallons per diem, or
future
228,125,000,001) per annum; and if we double this quantity for
water consumed by farm
requirements, and add to it the quantity of
stock, horses and other animals, and that which is lost by conver-

sion into steam, the tolal quantity prospectively required for all purannum. This, it
poses may be put at 500,000,000,000 gallons per
to one fifty-fourth part of the average rainfall.
will be seen, is

equal
fall on
quantity of rain that has been known to
the surface of England and Wales in any year within the period durrecord of the rainfall may
ing which there has been any systematic
betaken to have been twenty-two inches, or about thirty-five and a
half times the necessary provision; but inasmuch as a quantity apis lost by
proaching three fourths of the rainfall (in dry years)
the surface, there practically reevaporation as soon as it reaches
mains in such years only five and one half inches of water to main-

The minimum

This minimum depth of rain, however, reptain the river systems.
resents about nine times the quantity of water required for all
the country shall have
purposes when the present population of
years hence.
4. The maximum quantity of rain falling on the surface of the
fall as the,
country may be taken to be as much above the average
minimum is below it. At least forty inches of rain falls in the wetand then as much water runs to waste and causes injury
test

been doubled,

say

fifty

years,
in the shape of floods
the driest years.
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n the shape of springs, a considerable share of the rainfall, represent at their outcrop the larger proportion of the surface of Engand and Wales. The waters collected and stored in their subterranean depths are capable of affording to towns and villages singly,
or in combination, throughout the breadth of their outcrops, a very
arge and cheap supply, if the condition of those subterranean waters
were accurately known and tangibly recorded.
4. That in wet years, when a large proportion of the rainfall is
not absorbed, but passes at once off the surface to collect in the valeys on its way to the sea, there exists a capability of storing such
surplus water, not for potable use, for which it is unfit, but for compensating rivers and streams for the abstraction of pure water at
their sources.
5. That all our principal rivers, and the majority of the tributary
watercourses which support them, as soon as they form a collected
volume, become unfit for potable uses, owing to their position as the
drains of valleys, whereby they must receive all liquids flowing off
the surfaces within their water-sheds, let the conditions of such
;
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and freshets as equals the whole

rainfall in

realize the second consideration, the following physical and
social facts should be recognized:
1. That rain falling on uncultivated surfaces, naturally impervious
and for the most part so much elevated as to be beyond the perni-

To

cious influence of human habitations and trade emanations, is the
best of all waters for domestic supply, and is capable of storage to a
very great extent as such.
2. That all rivers and watercourses originate in springs issuing
from the water-bearing strata, and are maintained by the rain as it,
These springs, as they issue from the
is absorbed at their surfaces.
surfaces, remain, with few exceptions, as pure at the present time,

if their position were known
and are as serviceable for potable use,
as when the
and recorded, and their volume collected and stored,

country existed in its. aboriginal condition.
3. That the water-bearing strata which absorb, store, and eject,
1
A paper presented to the late National Water Supply Congress by Mr. J. Bailey
Deuton, aud published in the Journal of l/u Society of Arti

what they may. Although rivers and streams, if they
are once contaminated with putrescible matters, cease to be serviceable for human consumption, they may be retained for use in
trade and agriculture, and for the production of fish, if certain standards of purity for liquids admissible into rivers were adopted and
enforced, such as were suggested by the Rivers Pollution Commisliquids be

sioners.

That no jurisdiction of rivers can fully develop their capabilthat does not extend from their source to the sea; and that inasmuch as many springs which feed rivers rise at a great distance
from their trunks, and flow by minor courses through private properties, it follows that no conservancy can be perfect which does not
extend beyond the main rivers and minor streams to the extreme
water-shed that is tributary to them. All springs which maintain
rivers and rise in private estates, and are thus made private propas vigilantly as the rivererty, should be guarded by conservancy
courses themselves, on the ground that they contribute to the general
water supply of the country, and should be available for human consumption at their source before pollution. Many of the streams fed
by these springs, and by the water of under-drainage, being polluted
by mixture with the off-flowing water from cultivated surfaces, may
be restored to a safe condition by filtration through natural soil, and
6.

ities

where waters from unfit for human
consumption)
cultivated surfaces, or from springs, or from subterranean water-beds
cannot be directly obtained.
7. That Parliamentary powers are frequently sought, and occathereby rendered

and wealthy communities to obtain
sionally obtained, enabling large
of local and
supplies of water from distant river-basins, irrespective
demands, before the capabilities of the basins within

prospective
which such wealthy and large towns exist have been exhausted, although the committees granting these powers are incompetent in
themselves to appreciate the difficult questions involved in the water
economy of a country, the population of which has doubled itself
within the last fifty years, without any means of extending its superficial area, or of increasing the rain falling upon it.
As it is the wish of H. K. H. the Prince of Wales to ascertain
" how far the
great resources of the kingdom might, by some large
and comprehensive scheme of a national character, adapted to the
various specialities and wants of districts, be turned to account for
the advantage of the general body of the nation at large," I desire
"
to express my conviction that if by the term
large and comprehen" it is
sive scheme of a national character
suggested that one scheme
of works or one mode of supply can be devised which sBall be apam not of opinion that such an obplicable to the whole country, I
The great difference that exists in the rainfall
ject is practicable.
as a source of supply, the diversity of surface, the variety of soil
upon which the rain falls, and the irregular denseness or sparseness
of population in proportion to space forbid the realization of such

an idea.
I am, nevertheless, perfectly convinced that if there existed (1) a
proper conservancy of rivers extending over the whole area of their
basins, (2) an exact knowledge of the hydro-geological conditions of
each river-basin, and (3) legal facilities for dealing with the water
rising up wilhin, and flowing through, and existing under private
would not be a single village in the country but
properties, there
might be abundantly supplied with pure water.
To render river conservancies competent to exercise that control
over river systems which would preserve riparian and private rights,
while securing to the public the enjoyment of the chief element of
the first step to be taken should be the colhealth,
pure water,
lection of all existing information bearing upon the surface and subterranean waters within each river-basin, prepared on such a form as
to be immediately available and capable of enlargement as fresh information may be obtained. At present there is no reliable record
of such data within the reach of either local authorities or engineers,
although a mass of information exists in a scattered and very costly

form, in the Ordnance and Geological Survey Departments, which
might afford data whereby neglected springs and subterranean waters
uii"ht be turned to account. AVere this information obtainable in an
authoritative shape, the indisposition of the owners of landed estates
to place at the service of sanitary authorities the sources of supply
which they possess by territorial right would cease to operate as injuriously as

it

now

does.
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Numberless examples of what may be done in the way of water
economy, by the use of wheels, turbines, rams, and pumps, and in
the way of storage, for village supply, are to be found scattered over
the whole face of the country. If these instances, instead of being
disregarded, or only cursorily mentioned in Parliamentary Committees, were carefully examined and described in a popular but practical form, the serious want of water experienced in villages and
rural districts, which induced H. R. H. the Prince of Wales to come
to their rescue, would vanish in a great majority of cases; though so
long as permissive laws stand in the place of compulsory laws in a
matter of such vital consequence to every one as pure water, and
Boards of Guardians are the judges of the time and course of action,
so long will the present state of things exist.
During the last session "The Limited Owners Reservoirs and

Water Supply Further Facilities Act, 1877," was passed, enabling
land-owners to construct works of water-supply on their own estates,
after having entered into a contract with any neighboring sanitary
authority, to supply the inhabitants of their district with water, to
borrow money for the purpose, and, with the approval of the Iiiclosure Commissioners, to charge their estates with the amount borrowed. Two conditions are imposed: first, that the amount borrowed, should be repaid by instalments extending over a limited
period of years; and, second, that the income to be derived from the
sanitary authority for water should be sufficient to satisfy the Commissioners that the reversionary interests in the estates charged will
be benefited by the transaction. If the powers of this Act were judiciously administered, they would work most advantageously to the
So comprehensive are its provisions that a land-owner can
country.
not only construct reservoirs, or erect dams, for the storage of water,
but he may ulilize springs issuing from the surface, or he may sink
wells into a water-bearing stratum, and,
having secured a sufficient
quantity, conduct it by proper service mains, in connection with
suitable appliances, to any inhabited district within reach.
In the present session of Parliament, " a Bill to amend the Public
Health Act, 1875, so far as relates to the supply of water," has
passed through committee. Its object is, primarily, to compel the
owners of small dwellings in rural districts to provide water where
"
it does not exist " within a reasonable
and, secondly, to
distance;
facilitate the
acquisition of a district supply where it is shown that
a general provision would be more economical than separate arrangements.
To those who are intimately acquainted with the conditions
and influences which govern rural districts, and know that the owners of cottages in villages are
generally persons of small means, with
very limited belief in sanitary benefits, while the members of the
Board of Guardians, who are to order the water to be supplied, are
themselves, for the most part, the employers of the laborers who occupy those cottages to be supplied, and who will, therefore, have to
pay for the water in one way if not in another, this bill does not
promise much. It is believed that the want of proper dwellings for
rural laborers, and the absence of all
profit from cottage-building, are
difficulties in themselves, which should be overcome before it is
legally declared that the cost of providing water to cottages in a village should be borne by the owners of those cottages rather than by
the village community as a body.

IROX AS A BUILDING MATERIAL.
USING

a popular formula of speech, it is often said that iron is
the material of the future.
The fancy of the philosophic builder is
supposed to run over a hundred instances in which the more commonplace substances used in construction are found wanting. Visions of what might have been if
ingenuity had not been hampered
in its enterprise by the conditions
attaching to mere stone and brick,
timber and boards, are supposed to overwhelm his mind. He finds
rest in the contemplation of the
Crystal Palace, the St. Pancras
roof, the Britannia Bridge, the Vienna dome;
perhaps the Great
"
Eastern, the Devastation, and the Thunderer.
Ah, well," he re" iron is the
material of the future
flects,
the time will come, alI shall not live to see
though
it, when a gentleman will run his iron
house down to his place in the
country by rail in August, and up
to
the
Bel-ravia of the day in
again
February when balloons of
No. 40 or 50 gauge sheet will (ravel
daily between London and New
York and when a new St. Albert's Cathedral, in a central situation
at Wimbledon, will be built of Professor Barff's
best b'ack oxidized." Professor Barry, for
instance, of the Royal Academy, who
officially nught not have been expected to look' so far ahead, is
amongst others as enthusiastic upon this point as could be desired.
Ihe architecture of the world in the future can
scarcely fail he
says, to be modified by our scientific
knowledge of iron, which as a
building material has been almost discovered
by the present generation.
From the Egyptians
to whom it is, of
course, impossible
l
We '' ave " doubt mueh to learn from t!"J Creeks
n
u r,
iso.
but had
the Romans known as much about iron as we
do they
would have been able to teach us
The medieval buildsomething.
ers also would not have
clung to their primitive arcuation if they
had known about iron. In the
present day architects are too considerate of the past; if
they would but consent to let engineers help
icm in construction in
exchange for similar assistance in decora'' lr " woul(1 tlum become the material
of the future
r",",'," ,
Ihe
Conference of Architects, which was held last
week, seems to
dealt with iron, if
no.hing else, seriously. Professor B u-ff ex;

;

;

:
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as
plained his system of creating upon the surface of this metal
the weather does upon certain others, such as lead and zinc
a preservative oxide.
Under the presidency of Mr. George Godwin a
variety of fireproof inventors discoursed to each other upon the protection of iron from its inevitable destruction in great fires.
Mr.
Barlow, C. E., described at another meeting the construction of an
iron roof recently designed by him; and thereupon Mr. E. M.
Barry
wound up the whole with the thoughtful reflections we have quoted.
If nothing comes of all this, it cannot be said that architects have
not at least, and at last, taken the subject into consideration.
But there are people of still more careful habits of thought who
will shake their heads, and say that
nothing can come of it after all.
Indeed, when Mr. Barlow, speaking incidentally of the great Tubular Bridge of Robert Stephenson, tells us of one
thing being perthat no such structure will ever be built again; and
fectly clear,
when Mr. Carroll, of "unpractical, romantic Dublin," tells us how
he and an engineer companion, as they travelled along it, shook in
their shoes with a great fear lest the wonder of the world should
shake itself and all that was within it forthwith into
eterniiy, by
reason of the " tons upon tons " of ruinous red rust shaken
perpetufrom
its
dreadful
these
authorities
are
ally
Hanks,
indicating pretty
that
the
scientific
mind
is
clearly
already being rapidly disillusioned,
and that before long there will be no one left to believe in the
perof
iron
fectibility
buildings, unless it be such a one as a professor,
whether of architecture or of chemistry, in the
Royal Academy.
It is by no means a paradox to
say that nature does not undertake
to supply man with building materials.
He is permitted, no doubt,
to hew stone from the rock, and to fell timber in the forest, and it
must be acknowledged that these accidental products have
gone very
far indeed to serve the builder's
purposes; but the not unreasonable
theory that the artificial objects of building must be taken to point to
the use of correspondingly artificial materials is one that has in
reality
been exemplified from the most primitive ages,
in the invention, for
of
such
an
odd
as
instance,
brickwork; and when we are led
thing
in modern times to try what can be done with
iron, it is the self-same
that
is
principle
manifesting itself,
building is being driven by its
own essential artificiality to seek artificial materials. In other words,
reasoning upon the matter a priori if not otherwise, we are entitled
to say that nature cannot be
expected to provide to the architect and
the engineer, more than to the machinist,
anything beyond the crude
components out of which he shall make for himself such materials as
shall best serve his ends.
But however this may be, it is plain
enough that in this respect the line must be drawn somewhere which
shall divide the practicable from the
impracticable; and it is, perhaps,
more than probable just now that that line must be taken to exclude
iron in a very great measure from the list of true
that is, permanent
building materials, ;md to leave it almost entirely to mechanical
and
other such manufacturing art as its more
engineering

province.

Such perfectly

proper

artificial materials, for instance, as brick,

terra-cotta, artificial stone, concrete, cements and plasters, lead,
glass,
paint, and so on, answer the builder's artificial

purpose admirably.
appliances of building, akin to mechanical
almost as invaluable as it is to the mechanician
There are also certain incidents of
generally.
building in which, for
even structural features, iron comes to take the
place of timber with
excellent effect, as in columns and
girders judiciously introduced.
But here it would really seem as if we must
stop forever; crude as
natural stone may be, iron cannot take its
place, and, fatal as may be
the effect upon timber of the dilapidation of
centuries, the cas'e of

There

are, likewise,

work, in which iron

iron as a substitute
of time.

many

is

is

much more

serious within

much

shorter periods

The employment of iron in ordinary building is to be
fairly described as being
The
altogether that of an equivalent for timber.
tho^e of the post and girder, the bent
principles involved
arch, the
are precisely those of timber- work, and a
truss, and whatever else
sheet-iron covering merely takes the
place of boarding. Bolts and
rivets represent screws and nails, and even the
angle-iron has its
prototype in the work of the joiner. The only advantages derived
from the use of the metal are in
respect of strength and
lightness,

complexity of scientific design, and minute precision of calculation.
Apart from these considerations, we might just as well even noV be
dependent exclusively upon our old-fashioned fir and oak,
oldfashioned, no doubt, but still as far as ever from being obsolete.
Where, then, is the great drawback in the use of iron-work?
Whyis it that it has

not during the last fifty
years, since the invaluable
rolled iron
1ms become so intipoor Cort's invention
mately available and so cheap, acquired an absolute ascendency over
the timber- work which scorns
by its side so clumsy and unmanageable?
The answer may be given in a single word,
rust.
Of all metals,
perhaps this, the most useful in a thousand ways, is the worst to wear
the
weather.
Moisture in the simplest form is its deadliest
against
article of

enemy. Lead or zinc, for instance, as we have already hinted, when
exposed to atmospheric action, becomes coated with an oxide of
itself, which renders paint useless as a
but iron, in
preservative
forming its oxide in the same circumstances, develops a process of
absolute disintegration, and falls
rapidly to powder, and no preserva;

known will protect it. Common painting, it has to
be borne in mind, is
simply the act of attaching to the surface of any
more perishable material a
coating of carbonate of lead as a material
less perishable and
Not merely oil paint, however,
easily renewed.
but the application of a
coating of zinc, a much more scientific and
tive process yet

JULY
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is
scarcely of any permanent use in practice
protecting our iron-work from disastrous rust, we
it
fail in
really serviceable as a recognized building material.
Not only the architect, but the engineer none the less, must acknowledge this and when the architect is obliged to discard iron in so
great a measure, it becomes a question of time when the engineer
also may have, however reluctantly, to regard it with universal

ant's natal year in the inscription over the door, " The
Episcopal
Mr. R. M. Upjohn suffers no less than his
Charity School, 1794."
father in having the Trinity schools cut off.
To be sure, from Trinity Place the upper story and tower may be seen, but such disjointed
views of a building are unsatisfactory, while the gargoyle heads at the
tower corners look out as though to vomit their indignation iipon the
incubus below. St. Peter's School, on the corner street, suffers with

anxiety.

its

successful invention,

ami

if

wo fail
making

;

in

;

Supposing that the general surface of the iron may, by the judicious application of some specially adapted coating, and its frequent
renewal, he kept quite free from oxidation; this unfortunately does
not he'p us, after

It is

all.

the peculiarity of iron-work that

it is

expands and contracts considerably under ordinary
changes of temperature. It vibrates still more considerably under
never at

rest.

It

ordinary pressures. If, therefore, we are obliged to put it together
if, in other words, we have
by means of such a process as riveting,
then are these conto make it up of small pieces pinned together,
siderations which at once appear with reference to rust.
A thousand joints offer access to the microscopic influence of atmospheric
A thousand pins call them by
moisture in a thousand places.
what name we please
are in one way or another constantly moving

Nor is this all ; for,
strain, however minute their movement.
in the very act of putting the work together at first, if any preservative had been previously applied to the surfaces that are now brought
under

into contact under the force of the smith's hammer, it is only too
p'ain that at the very weakest points of all the preservative has been
abraded quite away, and the veriest nakedness of the metal exposed
Not only oil
again to the most direct and rapid creation of rust.

what is called the galvanized coating of zinc, is obviously
immediately rubbed off whenever a rivet is hammered, or even a
bolt tightened by a wrench.
What makes the case still worse is the
circumstance that oxidation, when once begun, will insidiously continue to progress even under the preservative coating.
It is easy,
paint, but

then, to see that, of all materials as yet employed in building, iron
is in practice the most incapable of defence against a peculiarly disastrous decay produced by the most commonplace, most universal,
most unavoidable, and most insidious process of attack. The invisible and motionless vapor of the air, which nourishes the world, is
the inevitable and special destroyer of the mightiest substance manufactured by the ingenuity of man.
That these reflections are a serious check to the aspirations of
building science it is needless to deny, but enough has been said to
show even to the meanest capacity that, so far as it has yet gone, iron
is emphatically not the material of the future.
T/te Architect.

CORRESPONDENCE.
WHAT THK ELEVATKD RAILWAY ACTUALLY DOES FOR STREET
ABCHITECTUUE.

NEW

YORK.

pleasure, as it had been no doubt the agreeable
occupation of many others as well, to take frequent strolls about the
the buildings and finding amusement and profit in seecity, studying

IT had been

my

and gaining warning and wisdom
ing what had been accomplished,
bv the failures of others. But now upon several important avenues
of the city this experience is enjoyed only in reminiscence, for with
the rise of the elevated roads the opportunity to do anything in the
Before the, streets were stradof sight-seeing is entirely gone.

way

dled by these gridiron structures there was opportunity to see the
collection of buildings which make up the town, but now it is only
by much care in selection that one may find a vista, where up and
down the thoroughfare the eye may wander along the lines of buildings, and enjoy a panorama which can only be met in the heart of
Do you not believe it V Come with me, and let us
a great city.
work our way up town, under the shadow of this thing, which stands
at once a monument of American character and simplicity, shows
with what a reckless disregard of cost New Yorkers set about securing their ends, and proves that their squandering is not all done during European trips.
are at the Battery, where, if the will only existed, the finest
residence in the city might be secured without any need of rapid
transit.
Turning into New Church Street, cut through at so great
an expense but a few years ago, we find one end of the long iron
ribbon. The street is dark and damp; not quite as dark as a tunnel,
nor is it running with water, but it has not the, bright, open sunniness
that we have a right to expect. The first few blocks are ordinary warehouses and not much is lost when they are cutoff from view. To our
right is the great pile of the rear of the Adams Express Company's
Building, worth looking at, but lost to view forever. Trinity Church
comes next, and here the sacrilege of the road begins; not content
with making a Pandemonium of the neighborhood of the church, they
have cut off what was one of the best views of it. The seven-lighted
chancel window, with the quatre-foil in the gable, and the clerestory
and the rows of pinnacles, bearing -testimony to the honest, unambitious work of one of the first architects New York ever had, all are
gone; while the Withers addition to the chancel end of the church,
which we have hardly yet had an opportunity of seeing, is, as it

We

were, smothered in

its

birth.

Its effect

may be

good, as its details
gridironed out of sight.

are certainly carefully studied, but it is
Across the street a lowly structure, now a vile-smelling stable, bows
its ancient head before the iron Moloch, and recalls the poet Bry-

neighbor, showing that the railway is no respecter of creeds, as it
is not of
personal rights. The Liberty Street Police Station next
is thrown into the shade, while the view of
Liberty Street to the Mutual Insurance clock is another of the past privileges.
The Coal and
Iron Exchange suffers with a station directly at its side.
The angle
view of the building is gone, but then one can walk Church Street,
even though it be in partial darkness, without catching a glimpse of
that meaningless pediment and pair of columns which make the main
entrance of the building so pretentious.
St. Paul's Church, now
the oldest ecclesiastical structure in the city, is not spared, and the
view from Fulton Street across the old church-yard to the Wrenisle spire, is gone, with all its associations.
At the northwest corner of Vesey and Church Streets is an iron front worth the looking
at if it could be taken in perspective; but now the only view is one
in elevation, had with the penalty of an almost dislocated neck.
The classic front of St. Peter's Church, at Barclay and Church
Streets, from the opposite junction of three thoroughfares, now shows
only a few bases with bits of column attached.
will be honest in our observations, not shut our
eyes to the
good points of the road and note that at Park Place a providenBut
tially placed station hides in a measure the Tribune tower.
the road is leaving Church Street, and makes an ugly twist over the
sidewalk at Murray Street; and it is noteworthy with what respectful deference thus far even the busiest of those below avoid the
chance of a crush, and give the iron horse the right of way below
as he certainly has it above.
When he has passed on we resume
our walk.
College Place lying low the posts run high, and the
groping is rather less strongly felt. At Chambers Street the view up
West Broadway and along to South Fifth Avenue can no more be
taken. Thruber's store is there yet, about this point, but its cheek is
Claflin's wholesale house is caught
rudely rubbed by the intruder.
by the iron band about the third floor, and on warm days the dust,
smoke, and cinders flying in at the open windows can be no advantage to the fine goods. One result of having the road high is that all
the little, scrubby shanties show off as well as ever.
The little
parks along the route are pounced upon by the station designers to
surely

We

drop their dog-legged stairs and threatening platforms upon. St.
John's Church has a Renaissance tower, and looking up York Street
it could once be
fairly viewed, but can be so looked upon no longer.
Jumping Canal Street, the comparatively new church of St. Alphonse gets whatever of beauty it may have had effectually blotted
from sight. Very considerately the road of South Fifth Avenue
" dear cabin
constricts itself, giving us a chance to still look upon the
homes " which bolster each other up along this broad avenue, and
Along this section,
give shelter to countless broods of pickaninnies.
too, the hollow box-girders which are employed respond like so
many sounding-boards to the roar of the passing trains, and a capital imitation of heavy thunder is afforded the street passenger.
At the corner of West Third Street is another twist and another
passage over the sidewalk, and again the sub-ferruginous public reHere St. Clement's Church gels its quaint
spectfully stand aside.
The Union Reformed Dutch Church
little face still further hidden.
wardens no doubt thought they had a choice site on Sixth Avenue
opposite Third Street, but they must now take a very close view of
their shrine, since the iron will of the contractors has cut off the
St. Joseph's Church, on the block above, never very
long view.

is still less so now, and the Greenwich Bank building,
in the -company
by Mr. Thomas, architect, has lost its quiet dignity
At the Jefferson Market Court House there
of the mid-air rail.
We had hardly begun
is provocation for a downright anathema.
to get at the full merits of the tower anofits attachments, and had only
is
swept from our
begun to enjoy this really good thing, when it
The old Lutheran Church
sight by this piece of convenient ugliness.
at Fifteenth Street, and the Jardine flats corner Fifteenth and Sixteenth streets, suffer for their contiguity with the road by having all
good view of them cut off. The modest bit of crude Gothic in the
Church of the Holy Communion, corner Twentieth Street, has gone

conspicuous,

iron, in addition to its leafy, seclusion.
the corner of Twenty-third Street the road makes a double
of Italian in
stroke, and decapitates at once Renwick's excellent bit
Booth's Theatre and Le Brun's Masonic Temple. No doubt there
are many who admire both of the buildings, but they can do so now
no more. The confusion and the obscuration are intensified by the
St. Omer's Hotel, under the
great platform built at this point.
flank of the Temple, runs chance of having its secrets exposed to
the rattling passengers, while its garish face is lost to sight.
The Racquet Club building is the next victim of the road, and a
real victim too, for it had a story to impress of honesty in construcwhich no other
tion, freedom from shams, and truth of expression

into

an

At

It was one of
it is gone.
building of the city so well combines; but
the few buildings of the city that are really architectural' in conception and treatment.
Ah, here is another good point! By keeping
traveler may walk up
carefully to the west side of Sixth Avenue the
and down without having the Union Dime monstrosity thrust in his
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Dr. Taylor's church once enjoyed a favored
but now it takes its chance with the other vicFrom the opposite side of Reservoir Square
tims along the
the passing to and fro of trains makes a pretty spectacle; but Lyric
Hall is out of view, and on the opposite way the churches on Fortieth
and Forty-second Streets, with the Harmony Club House and the
Hotel Royal, all go into obscurity to Sixth Avenue pedestrians.
Above Forty-second Street a few showy flats have their gaudiness
out of sight by the road, though no one loses much except perin seeing brown stone tortured.
Eut
aps the owner, who finds pleasure
At Fiftieth Street, there was at one time a view up the street to the
Roman Catholic Cathedral, where one tower could be seen, but the
Dr. Hall's
is henceforth a mere remembrance.
pleasure of this view
church and Dr. Morgan's church have towers and spires which are
worth the looking at, but now the occasional glimpses that might
have been caught over the house-top or along the street openings
At Fast we reach the Park, where there is a great pother
are gone.
of puffing dummies backing to and fro, making an escape inio the
Park a leap from Hades to the shady side of Elysium. With such a
construction before him, there is no encouragement for a property
owner on the line to build a striking or expensive facade. And then
think of the money sunk in attractive signs along the route! The
four miles of the road render useless, because invisible to any large
face; for this, thanks.

and conspicuous

site,
line.

number of people,
But let us shake

at least twenty thousand dollars' worth of signs.
off the general dustiness we have gathered by the

walk along the substructure of the road, forget the holes burned in
our coats by hot cinders, overlook the few grease splashes upon our
summer hat, and forgive the brakemen who found amusement in
squirting tobacco juice down upon us, and let us go up and follow
the unthinking populace in encouraging the monopoly.
Oh, how
I take it
Bless me, here we are at old Trinity again!
delightful!
all back
let architecture and property rights and personal privileges and past associations, perish, so long as we can so fly through
;

W.

the air without following suit.

A QUESTION IN PYKONOMICS.
CHARLESTON,

S. C.

To THE EDITOR OF THK AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
Dear

Will you be kind enough to inform us, if you can, if
danger of spontaneous combustion arising from sawdust
being confined in the floors and walls, etc., of a factory (door) such
as our own.
Also, if there would be danger from the same material being used
as filling to deaden sound between the ceiling and floor of a schoolhouse; would spontaneous combustion be likely to arise under these
there

Sir,

is

early reply will greatly oblige, yours very respectfully,

T.

MAXUF. Co.

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.
THE ASSAULT ON LABOR-SAVING MACHINES.

The Grangers of Ohio
reported to he auifcring just now from a most audacious
"
rattening," which is done either at the instance of
attempt at wholesale
the army of tram|>s or of communistic workiuirmen. The old-time war
cry against labor-saving machines has been raised once more, and the
farmers, under threats of barn-burning and bodily injury, have in many
places been obliged to put by the reaping machines and binders, on whose
powers they have depended to save them from pecuniary loss in harvesting
the crops, and have been forced to get in their grain by hand.
It is a
question whether those who yield to the threats will lie any better off than
those who resi.-t them, as far as pecuniary matters are concerned ; for it
can hardly be the intention of the men who make the threats to labor
honestly as was done before ihe days of reaping machines, even if disuse
has not caused them to lose their quondam skill.
Wages have not fallen
in the same ratio as the market prices of daily necessaries, and to
attempt
to make a profit on grain that must be sold at ante-bellum
prices, while
wages double those paid fifteen years ago must now be paid for half the
work, cannot but prove disastrous. It cannot cause wonder that some
farmers have decided to harvest by machinery, or else let the
crops rot
where they stand.
and

Illinois are

WHAT

WORKMEN

MAT SEE AT PARIS.
Apropos, of the
suggestion of the Prince of Wales that a body of English artisans should
be sent to Paris to examine and report on the Exhibition, in the same
way
that the French otwriers visited the Centennial Exhibition and as a similar body of Austrian workmen is
the
Exhibition
at
Pull
the
visiting
Paris,
Mall Gazette offers this pertinent bit of advice: " In order that it
may be
as useful as possible, the artisan reporters should be advised to take careful note of the great advance made
by foreign manufacturers in competition with Engli-h, an advance that of course arises
mainly from two
the
of
their
causes,
workmen, and the fact that they can be
superiority
to
exeeute
orders.
will
find
that
depended upon
They
strikes, aud the unno manufacturer feeling
certainty they have introduced into contracts,
sure that he shall be able to execute his contract either as to time or as to
are rapidly throwing the work of the world into
foreign hands,
price,
i'hey will find that while they have been standing idle,
in a self-created
as
if
paradise,
they had a monopoly of technical intelligence and skill,
the foreigner has gone ahead, and that his
workmanship in many departments of skilled labor is now equal to or even better than
English. If
they bring back from Paris a conviction that no time must he lost in retracing false steps, and can succeed in imparting that conviction to their
fellows in their several workshops,
they will do a service to the class to
which they belong exceeding any knowledge of
processes or products which
they may acquire." This lesson might with advantage be taken to heart
BRITISH

by our own workmen.
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In addition to
GOVERNMENT TREASURE-VAULTS IN
the great vault attached to the Assay Office in Wall Street, built about
the
and
for
of
three years ago,
$8,80(1,00) in silver
having space
storage
coin, the Federal Government has in course of construction in the basement of the Sub-Treasury building still another of far larger dimensions,
which will be finished October I. The former is 18x 17 feet, and 8 feet in
height, made of boiler iron ; the latter, 47x28 feet insiile, and 12 feet high,
made burglar proof, designed for the expected large accumulation of
silver coin under the operation of the new law.
This new vault is building under a contract with Geo. L. Damon, of Boston, who has about
aud
is
men
on
the
work,
twenty
employed
spoken of as the largest in
the world, considered as a single inclosure, surpassing even that of the
Bank of England. The estimated cost is $22,000. The outside granite
walls are six feet thick, while the safe proper will be two inches in thickness on all sides, formed of alternate layers of iron aud steel. The plates
for the floor are laid directly on a stone flagging, supported by a solid bed
of concrete, so that it would be folly for burglars to attempt to reach the
treasure within by any process of excavation from ontside. The top of
the vault will be supported by rolled iron lieanis and girders let into granite columns, while lattice partitions of iron to
support the bags of coin
will divide the vault into a dozen stalls, arranged on cither side of a longitudinal aisle.
The general plan is not unlike that of an ordinary horse
stable, and keeping in mind the heaps of treasure to be stored on the spot
Four openings in the ceiling
hereafter, is suggestive of excellent feeding.
and as many in the floor, covered by strong gratings, will provide for ventilation.
The process of cutting out the biick floor of the Sub-Treasury
building so as to convert two stories into one, is the laborious task now
"
the gold-room."
engaging attention, directly under what is known as
When completed, communication between the gold-room and vault will be
by meaus of an elevator and staircase, so that coiu can be easily transferred.

The Iron Age.

A large sale of land was made in New York on June
which was remarkable for the low price at which the land was sold.
The average priee per acre, realized on 360,000 acres of good white-oak
timber aud mineral lauds iu McDowell County, W. Va., was only one
CHEAP LAND.

26,

cent.

DELAWARE MOUNDS. Certain mounds on Middle Sound, about ten
miles east of Wilmington, Del., have been opened lately, and in the middle
of one of them were found charred boues which evidently belonged to
more than one person. It has been suggested that they may be the remains of some of tlie colonists of Sir Walter Raleigh's unfortunate expedition, concerning whose fate so little is known.
THE SUTRO TUNNEL.
About II o'clock p. M., July 8, connection was
made betweeu the tunnel and the 1650-foot level of the Savage mine. A
strong draft of air at once poured into ihe mine, blowing out the miners'
lanterns and walling the Savage drift with dust and gravel.

WATERLOO BRIDGE, LONDON.

circumstances?

An

and Building News.

in

London

is

that

when

ir

was

The

(rouble with the

Waterloo Bridge

built sixty years ago the masonry was started
the bed of the river.
The river is now

piles, only two feet below
eight
it was then, and the wooden crutches
appear to have suffered from undermining, aud arc now considered unequal to support the
superstructure above. The engineers recommend that the wooden pier be
fenced round with wronght-irou caissons filled with concrete till the whole
is a solid mass, which, it is stated, will render the
bridge perfectly safe.

on

feet deeper than

It is said that the lead roof of
DURABILITY OF LEAD ROOFS.
George
Heriot's Hospital, at Edinburgh, has lasted since 1650, an occasional
patch
the
that
climatic
aciiou
has made necessary.
being
ouly repairing

INFLUENCE OF LIGHT UPON CEMENT.
Dr. Ileintzel thinks that the
influence of light upon cement has not hitherto been
sufficiently considered.
He instituted sume experiments upon a quantity of cement, which
he divided into three parcels, exposing parcel A to ihe air and full light,
B to the air and diffused light, aud secluding C in darkness from the air.
After six months he found that
made a weak mortar, by absorbing 38
per cent of its weight in water, and it had become crumbly ; B, with 3.'^
cent
of
made
a mortar which was too adhesive to the trowel,
water,
per

A

and it yielded up none of its water C, with 33^ per cent of water, made
an excellent mortar, easily stirred and flowing, and it relinquished some
;

of

its

was

:

water.

A, 3

;

After setting for twenty-eight
days, the relative strength
1
B, 37.9 ; C, 44.6.
Dingier ! Journal.

PHOTOGRAPHY AND THE ELECTRIC LIGHT.
An architectural photograph of a large building, says the Scientific American, has been taken in
Dundee by means of the light from a Gramme dynamo-electric machine
of a power equal to 800 candles.
The view was taken by fifteen minutes'
exposure in a crowded thoroughfare, during a drenching rain, and within
an hour of midnight.

A NEW WAY

OF PRODUCING MAGNETIC OXIDE.

The Chicago

Trib-

une says that a process simpler than Professor liarff's for
protecting iron
from rust has been invented by Mr. G. Bower. He places the articles to
be coated iu a chamber of tire-clay provided witli'two
pipes, one for the
admission and the other for the escape of air.
Both pipes having been
the
heat
is
raised
to
a
of
about 1,700 degrees Fahrenclosed,
temperature
heit.
At the end of each hour the pipes are opened, so that atmospheric
air may be forced into the chamber
the
and the deoxodized air
one,
by
driven out through the other,
'i his is continued until a sufficient film of
The coating is a beautiful light
magnetic oxide is formed on the artii-les
gray or neutral tint, very delicate in appearance, and it perfectly protects
iron from rust.
Under all circumstances, the invention is deemed to be
invaluable.

STATUES FOR THE UNIVF.HSITY OF KIEL.
The models of the statues which are to decorate the facade of the
University of Kiel have been
submitted for approval by the sculptor, Leopold Ran. They
represent
Plato, Solon, Hippocrates, aud Aristotle, aud are highly commended.
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suown, or if his experience has been insufficient, the public incannot be entrusted to his hands without a risk which the
It is to be hoped that because this
authorities should not incur.
is an experiment to the architects as well as
case
:xperimental
to the Government, the Secretary can find it consistent with the
sublic interests to employ the author of the selected design, to
jrepare the working drawings; if he cannot do so there will be
of position and character will
;reat danger that most architects
icreafter avoid an arena apparently so barren of solid rewards.
Df course the success of the experiment, as regards the interests
joth of the public and of the profession, must turn upon the
committee of architects;
ability and judgment of the advisory
and we cannot but think that if the selection of its members were
of
leputed to the executive committee of the American Institute
Architects, it would not only be less liable to contain any doubtful element than if appointed without such assistance, but would

22

in the impartial characinspire the competitors with confidence
In all such cases, there must necessarily be
ter of the decision.
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THE

commissioners of education of the city of
York, in
their capacity as trustees of the College of the City of
York,
have, after careful consideration, voted, by a majority of ten to
four, to create a professorship of architecture and the arts of deare led to understand that the opposign in that institution.

We

scheme was based upon the theory that the establishment of such a special department would be inconsistent with the
which the curriculum is devoted
general education and culture to
that it would be the creation of a sort of technical school within

sition to this

;

a college properly devoted to the liberal arts, adding new exare not
penses and imposing embarrassing responsibilities.
informed whether the new department is intended directly to
create architects, or whether Hs functions are to be similar to
those of the Chair of the History of Art in Harvard University.
In the latter case it cannot bo doubted that the duties of the new
consistent with any scheme of genprofessorship will be entirely
The neglect of art as an illustration of history
erous culture.
and ethnology, and as the sister of literature in its relation to the
of mankind, is one of the most
study of the mental progress
The results of this
noticeable defects in the higher education.
from the fact that the important testimony of
neglect are evident
architecture and the arts of design is never duly acknowledged
in historical works, and that a knowledge of the growth of styles
and of the development of schools is not recognized by scholars
and men of letters as an essential part of their equipment. The
chief value of the historical essays of Freeman is mainly attributable to his exceptional respect for this neglected but singularly
It is evident,
of human achievement.
significant department
moreover, that architects can never work to good advantage,
can never produce really great work, without a far closer sympathy and a far more intelligent encouragement than they at pres-

We

ent obtain from cultivated men and we believe it is no exaggeration to say that to the entire absence of this Athenian sympathy and encouragement may be attributed the unsatisfactory
;

modern architecture. The tendency therefore to
include this study as a part of liberal education we consider no
unimportant step towards the perfecting of knowledge, and we
of the City of New York for
heartily congratulate the College
this wise action on the part of its trustees, and for its good fortune in having obtained as occupant for its new chair an architect so accomplished and in every way competent as Mr. Russell
And we may compliment Mr. Sturgis also upon the
condition of

Sturgis.

greatness of his opportunities.

WE

have authority for stating that the Secretary of the In-

terior regards the Patent Office competition as an experiment to
ascertain the practicability of obtaining designs for public build-

Although only
ings by general competition among architects.
a certain number of architects have been invited, practically, we
suppose, the competition must be an open one ; and therefore
the authorities cannot properly commit themselves to the assurance that the author of the successful design will be employee
as architect of the work, or to prepare the working drawings,

a large amount of labor, money, and time expended in vain by
the competitors, and it is therefore reasonable and expedient to
risk every practicable
give those who are willing to run the
assurance of fair play.
Indeed, without some such assurance,
the whole project must become a mere game of chance, in which
the odds are enormous, and in which no respectable architect
would take a hand. Since writing the above we have learned
that the Secretary has already, by telegraph, invited a jury of
three responsible architects from various parts of the country
to meet at Washington an Monday next, to consider the designs submitted.

THE Council of Political Reform in New York, which represents the interests of the tax-payers in that city, and aims to
prevent the unnecessary increase of the municipal indebtedness,
has at length begun a contest to stop further appropriation for
In so doing, the Council doubtthe great East River Bridge.
less gives voice to an increasing feeling among property owners
in that city that the time has come to decide whether it is not

after all consistent with the public interests to stop further expenditures and abandon this gigantic enterprise. The movement
is

a very serious and respectable one. although the work is alfor foot traffic.
sufficiently advanced to afford passage

most

The

principal points

made

against

it

are,

first,

that

it is

virtually

laws of the United States, prohibiting the
obstruction of navigable rivers
second, that it will prove a very
serious obstruction to the commerce of the port, and therefore a
very serious injury to all the wharfage property above the bridge
third, that the trustees are violating the law which created them
in greatly exceeding the amount of money which they were
authorized to expend; fourth, that it will bring no material rein violation of the

;

;

turn of profit, directly or indirectly, to the city, and that the
share of New York in the cost will be paid to her detriment in
many ways ; fifth, that the access to the bridge from the city
requires a succession of enormous piers and arches, which will
destroy a large amount of tax-paying property, and will ultimately render necessary the making of new streets and the re-adjustment of the plan of the city in that neighborhood ; sixth, that
in accordance with the opinion of Mr. Roebling, the engineer
of the bridge, it cannot safely be used for the passage of trains

These points
(see American Architect, pp. 190, 214, vol. iii.).
More
are sustained by a very imposing array of specifications.
than 17,500 sea-going vessels entered the port last year, all
the
having masts above the height which can safely pass under
cables
and of the 10,500 coastwise vessels which passed under
the bridge last year, a large proportion will not be able to do so
an operation which,
ultimately without housing their topmasts,
with great expense
especially with small crews, will be attended
and inconvenience, thus showing that practically the bridge will
of the
prove an obstruction to navigation within the meaning
laws of the United States. As regards expense, the original
;

estimate of three millions of dollars has been successively increased to eight and twelve millions and now it is quite impossible to fix any limit of cost, some estimates placing the total as
;

high as twenty millions.

As

a financial exhibition this Brooklyn bridge, a new Colosis equally curious, whether it demonstrates the

sus of Rhodes,
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imperfection of scientific estimates, or shows how, as was the
case with its classic prototype, a great public monument may be
so managed as to divert no small part of the money given for
its erection into the pockets of its projectors.
Many of the
points above mentioned are in the nature of legal questions
pending the decision of which by the courts the Council of Political Reform urge the suspension of work, that the money now
going out may be saved to the city in case of a decision adverse
Meanwhile a corresponding
to the completion of the structure.
movement has been made in the Common Council
apparently
against any further
inspired, however, by political influences
subscription by New York towards the bridge, on the groune
that the second appropriation, that of eight millions, was inclusive of and not additional to the four and a half millions which
hatt already been expended up to the date of that appropriation
and that the appropriation itself was unconstitutional, in that it
violated the provision that " no city shall incur indebtedness except for the purposes of such city."
Charges are also made
Doubtless these points
against the management of the work.
and charges, general and special, will be promptly and vigorously met by the friends of the bridge, and we shall be inter;

know by what arguments

they will enforce and defend
the status quo.
There are elements of cost in every great work
of engineering and architecture
elements frequently arising
from exceptional and unprecedented circumstances, or from conditions which cannot be foreseen
which tend to make all preliminary estimates for such work factitious, however liberally
such contingencies maybe allowed for in the contract.
But the
present advance from three to twelve millions or more seems far
too great to be explained on general principles.
ested to

IF the colossal piers of the East River Bridge are destined to
remain unfinished monuments of an enterprise too
incautiously
undertaken or too extravagantly conducted, they will be matched

by the uncompleted pile of the unfortunate Illinois State-House
and both may, in their way, serve as illustrations of the manner
in which the New World seems to follow the mediaeval cathedralbuilders in not counting the cost of its
great undertakings. Eu"
rope is full of these broken promises," and our own country may
yet be decorated with a melancholy series of unfinished monu;

ments, exhibiting in language unmistakable our national tendency
to great conceptions and to indifference or carelessness as to the
cost thereof. We have had occasion
(see American Architect, p.
35, vol. iii.) to state that, in the beginning of the year, work on
the new Illinois State House
entirely ceased because the people
of the State, by a vote of 309,000 to 80,000, refused to
ratify a
proposition, submitted by the legislature, to make an additional
appropriation, amounting to 531,712.18, to complete the buildThe amount limited by law for the completion and total
ing.
cost of the structure,
namely, $3,500,000, has been entirely expended, and a deficiency of some $800,000 remains, a result indicative of scandalous
incompeteucy on the part of the commissioners, or of yet more scandalous lawlessness and
extravagance.
Our national tendency to indifference as to cost, to which we
have alluded, could not have received a better illustration than
in the conduct of the
governor in not dismissing the commis
sioners, and in the conduct of the legislature, which, instead of

impeaching them for

them with

this

shameful breach of

trust,

protected

disgraceful apologies, and appropriated more than
half a million of dollars to
justify their wastefulness and comBut the judgment of the people upon the
plete the work.
conduct of all concerned was
clearly expressed in the popular vote
by which the appropriation was rejected. It is now understood that the governor
proposes to avail himself of a provision in the law
authorizing the construction of the building,
by which he is empowered, in case of such an adverse vote,
to submit the
question again to the people at any subsequent

But it is safe to say that the
general election.
people of the
State will never vote another dollar to be
expended by a coinmission which has proved so faithless to its
trust, and that
the building will remain in its
present condition until perhaps a
new commission of tried and
competent men shall have been appointed to control its completion. In view of the readiness
with which these
great structures are permitted to create colossal debts for the
people, it is hardly surprising to see the statehouse commissioners of the
adjoining State of Indiana shiftin"
upon the shoulders of poor Mr. May, the architect, the entire
responsibility for the satisfactory completion of that building
within the present
contracts, and holding him to a stern fulfil-

ment of

their trust

[VOL. IV.

No. 134.

by the imposition of heavy bonds, out

of

extra costs incurred over and above the
contract price.
Happy the State possessing an architect so willing, for nominal pay, and without proper control over the work,
to insure the commonwealth against a state-house debt unprovided for in the original law

which are

to

be paid

all

!

ON the 8th instant, in the town of Rockford, 111., Mr. Henry
L. Gay, architect of the ill-fated court-house there, surprised
the county commissioners by appearing before them, at their
regular session, and reading a statement in which he set forth
his claims still to be considered the architect of the
building,
there being nothing on record indicating his discharge from
such functions, and charged the contractor, Richardson, with
criminal carelessness and malfeasance in the execution of the

He specified that the fall of the dome was directly attributable to the unauthorized reduction made by the contractor
in the size of the supporting pier, and to the
employment therein
work.

of material inferior to that specified in the contract ; that the
conduct of the work, over which he had not been allowed to

have proper architectural supervision, had, unknown to him, been
in other respects
by a shameful disregard of plans and
specifications which sufficiently provided for good building. He
protested that the new contract which had been made for the
completion of the building was extravagant, and included many
items of expense which had already been paid for that it was a
shameful imposition upon the county; and that the architect had
not been consulted in any way. These charges were denounced
by the
superintendent, Jackson, as falsehoods, and were "hurled
back " in the usual manner but it is evident that a fair and impartial examination should follow upon them, so that Mr. Gay
may have a fuller opportunity than heretofore to define his position with regard to the building.
We have never sought to
screen the architect from the fullest responsibilities which could
properly be laid upon him professionally, but the conduct of the
board, which, by the bye, declines to give Mr. Gay's statement in
full to the press, and of Mr. Richardson, the
contractor, in modifying essential features of the architect's plans without his concurrence, lays upon them, as we have always said, a very heavy
burden of blame. Mr. Gay is the greatest sufferer, though he
is
by no means the greatest criminal. He really seems to have
been treated throughout with a contemptuous neglect, which
cannot but demand a certain amount of sympathy from us, and

marked

;

;

for certain errors of judgment in the
planning of the building,
as pointed out by General Smith, the
engineer of the committee of experts, before which he was not asked to
he

appear,

suffers the grievous penalty of loss of
professional repute.
should therefore be allowed, we think, the fullest and most

He
pub-

lic
He should be promptly
opportunity to substantiate his case.
relieved from every blame which cannot
justly be laid at his
door.

THE evidence before the coroner's jury in the case of the fall
of the arch of the tunnel
connecting First and Second avenues

New York city, seems to indicate a
the designing of the elliptical arch, and in the specifications thereof, the
height of ten feet in a span of forty, although not unprecedented, being unusual and requiring a much
higher standard of materials and workmanship than was called
for ; second, in the supervision and
inspection of the construction, which was unscientific and careless; and, third, in the execution, which, although good enough perhaps for common work,
was by no means good enough for a work of scientific engineering, especially in the matter of loading, which was done irreguunder Forty-second Street,

fault, first, in

larly

and

and

in

such a manner as to betray the shaky construction
fall.
The verdict of the jury, instead

to procure its early

of attaching the
responsibility for the catastrophe to that high
Functionary, the Commissioner of Public Works, Mr. Allan

Campbell, from whose office the design emanated, and under the
eye of whose representatives it was erected, mildly blames the
uneven loading of the arch by the contractor, and the superintendence of this part of the work by
O'Brien, who did not

Inspector
order a change in the
overloading as soon as he saw it. The
subordinates are the commissioner's scapegoats, selected to bear
the responsibility.
Where it really belongs must be evident to
any one having any knowledge of the circumstances. Thus
another opportunity for pointing out and punishing the real offender in a case of bad
designing and bad workmanship is al-

owed to pass by, and the public
tion of a
high example.

is

not profited by the admoni-

JULY
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Two

years ago,

were vibrating

when the chords of sentiment and
many impulses, it was suggested

to so

patriotism
and pos-

to a limited degree, carried into effect
sibly the suggestion was,
that at the proper season of the year each person should plant a
" centennial tree."
Such a step as this could not have had a

very material effect in restocking our already somewhat depleted
The great
forests, but it was amovBment iu the right direction.
forest fires iu the spring and autumn, and the thoughtless and
reckless cutting and clearing done by individuals, as well as the
unprincipled depredations of the timber thieves, which have been
brought to light so recently, are rapidly bringing this great continent with its vast forests to the condition of those European
countries in which the same tree is often made to supply fagots
Some of our state legislatures have felt
to several generations.
the need of doing something to repair this waste, and have already

passed laws looking to a systematic replanting foremost among
these is California, which, considering its population, its great
trees, and its comparatively recent settlement, might be expected
rather to follow than to lead in the matter of arboriculture.
Michigan has a State Forestry Association, countenanced by
the legislature, which awards prizes to those who plant the greatest number of trees on "Arbor Day;" and Massachusetts has, we
The
believe, done something quite lately in the same direction.
statistics, variously obtained, concerning the growth and uses of
wood are significant and little reassuring. Those who read an
article we published some little time ago, on the ways in which
wood is consumed, will not be surprised at the statement that, at
the time of the last census, there were iu this country about one
hundred and seventy thousand manufacturing establishments in
which wood was used. The forests in the United States which
supply this incessant demand are estimated to cover about one
;

fourth part of the national domain, or, roughly, about six hundred
North Carolina has the largest proportionate
million acres.
forest area, and California the least and it is said that the woods
;

of Mississippi, though extensive, if drawn on exclusively by all
the States would be entirely consumed in five months. The consumption of wood as fuel has of course much to do with this
enormous depletion ; for instance, it is said that ten thousand
acres of woodland were stripped of timber to supply the fuel
market of Chicago for one year. The Government, however, is
not entirely neglectful of its obvious duties in this emergency,
and the Commissioner of Agriculture has lately published in

many facts, statistics, and suggestions, which, if they
could be brought to the notice of the proper persons, would do
more real good than often f;ills to the fate of government reports.
The facts all tend to show the necessity of prompt action. As a
first step the report recommends the establishment of special
government schools of forestry at suitable points. Much also
might be done by attaching to the already organized universities
and technical schools chairs of forest science.
his report

SCHOOLS OF FOUESTRY

are in Europe a growth of this cent-

are
ury, and among the nations which support them
Austria, France, Italy, Russia, Portugal, Spain, and

G

rmany,
Sweden,
although the titles under which they are organized and the
In Germany
studies pursued in them are often quite different.
The chief
there are nine institutions where forestry is taught.
is the
High Institution of Forest Science at NeustadtEberswalde, where the average attendance has been for forty
years somewhat over fifty pupils, and the number of hours reThe curquired to complete the course of instruction is 2,648.
riculum of studies, which might well be copied, embraces the
cultivation and protection of forests, the study of statistics, the

of these

jurisprudence relating to forests, the surveying, measuring, and
valuing of woodlands, as well as road making, draining, public

economy, and finance

;

it

the special studies of

also includes

botany, vegetable physiology and pathology, geology, geodesy,
geognosy, mineralogy, and meteorology and the more common
Thus
studies of chemistry, physics, microscopy, and zoology.
it will be seen that the graduates of the school leave it well
equipped for the work the State expects from them. To obtain
entrance to some of the schools a year's apprenticeship under a
France has had a similar
skilled forester is a prerequisite.
;

Nancy since 1825, which receives pupils in proportion
demands of the state forest service. It averages about

school at
to the

twenty graduates a year. England, seemingly, does not have a
for such skilled persons, possibly because the crownlands are not large enough to require the establishment of a
government school to provide them with foresters but as there
is
great need of such trained persons in India, an arrangement

demand

;

and Building News.
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made with the French Government by which three or
English students are each year received at Nancy and
.rained for service in the Indian forests.

has been
Tour

NOTICE OF THE FOURTH COMPETITION IN INTERIOR DECORATION.
THE

subject of this competition, as given on page 188, vol. iii.,
as follows : "
chimney-breast and stone fire-place situated at the
end of a dining room in a city house. The room is thirteen feet in
the clear, and is sixteen feet wide ; the chimney-breast is five feet
wide the /ire-place may be used for wood or coal fires. Required
half plans, taken through the fire-place and above the fire-place, an
elevation and section, with details to a larger scale."

A

is

;

Nineteen designs have been received, and on the whole the comhave succeeded in maintaining the standard of thought and

petitors

The third
workmanship established in the previous competitions.
competition was remarkable as indicating the influence of the latest
school of English design upon the younger, and therefore the moro
receptive minds in the profession here, scarcely one competitor "hav" free classic acing failed to acknowledge his allegiance to the
cording to the light that was in him. The contents of the present
a less restricted and a more intelligent use of precportfolio indicate
edent.

Although the order in which the .following notices appear is intended roughly to indicate our opinion as to the relative rank of the
competitors as regards the question of design and rendering, we have
in several instances found it convenient to group designs independently of absolute merit, in order to present a more symmetrical statement of the competition as a whole. This arrangement is entirely
independent of the judgment of the committee. It is to be observed
that the provision of the programme relative to width of breast has
"
" stone
not been observed by several, and that requiring a
fire-place
has evidently not been understood by half of the competitors.
"Hope" (with an anchor) and "/liacus" submit studies of
nearly equal merit in conception and execution but of very different
mctif; the former presents a very effective rendering of a late French
Gothic chimney-piece, giving indications of a conscientious study of
the pages of Viollet-le-Duc both in idea and in method of presentaStone and wood are intelligently combined, the style is notion.
whore suffered to incommode modern usages, the chimney-piece is
well married to the wall and ceiling, the carving in panels and canopy is well suggested, and the characteristic buiaeiie of the style is
presented witli spirit and elegance. But a more careful study of the
peculiar moulded scroll panels of the period is needed, the examples
of this feature in the long upright panels being neither well
nor properly understood; the manner in which the moulding is

drawn
cham-

fered in the detail drawing is, in execution, impossible. The bracketed shelves on the returns of the breast would have been far more
effective if more closely allied to the treatment of the breast itself.
But, nevertheless, we consider this a very meritorious composition ;
and so is that of his nearest competitor, " Abacus," who contributes an
elegant study in French Renaissance with a delicate full Doric order
and entablature of mahogany, ingeniously can-led across the recesses
on either side of the bi\'a>t and around the room; the details have
the great virtue (in American work especially) of temperance and
self-restraint, but the general idea is sufficiently original to protect
There is
the design from the charge of being merely comme il faut.
however a touch of national enterprise in the treatment of the ceilwith the ening and cornice of the room, which latter is connected
tablature aforesaid by a bold conge, making a dangerous load for the
The idea is ingenious, but we fear it would
slender order beneath.
prove perilous in execution. The conge is a mistake in such a place;
in fact should be
it
gathers visible dust and connects features which
The delicate ceiling beams need some architectural exseparated.
The vertical
pression of connection with the flatness of the selling.
treatment of surface in the wall-paper competes unhappily with the
This is a case in which the color
slender columns and pilasters.
should be applied in styles and panels or in damask stamped patterns
or arabesques, opposed to the whole movement of the columns, so as,
by contrast, to asfist in their characieristic expression and not, by
competition and likeness, 10 detract from it.
" Advent "
presents us with a drawing, the merit of which resides
in the execution, which is clean, clear, and vigorous, and in the accessories, which are bright and clever, rather than in the chimney" free classic "
piece itself, which is a fair example of the fashionable
or Jacobean style, but without striking points of excellence or inThe crowning feature of the chimney-piece over the mirvention.
ror is wanting in study and interest, and has no proper and essential
connection with the substructure. In geometrical elevation, the part
below the mantel-shelf, is, apparently, the best part of the design,
but a perspective would betray how fatally the shelf overhangs and
conceals what is immediately beneath ; there is no provision in the
design for this practical obliteration of a large part of the surface.
The stone fire-place should have been brought forward at least six or
to warrant the
eight inches, and there is nothing in the design of it
three stones,
costly complication of its construction by increasing the
of

which

it

should have been made, to twenty-seven.

A

work which,

like this lire-place, is easy to design but very costly to build, is a sign
of degenerate architecture, and no true artist will willingly allow such

a disproportion between the head-work and the hand-work.

If

he
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has money sufficient to lavish on such details he should bestow a commensurate amount of thought upon them. "Voltaire," in this comwhat may be done with a similar motif. The
petition, has shown
reflection in the mirror is impracticable, and the shadows are not correcesses under the cabinets and those on
rectly balanced; thus the
eithe'r wing of the chimney-piece should be marked by much deeper
The execution of this design is so firm and brilliant, and
sliailows.
the design of it in parts, especially in the treatment of wall surfaces,
is so good, that the author must be held to a stricter accountability
than 'many of his competitors. We would only add that his twisted
shafts should, by a contrary direction of the spiral, balance each
This fault of detail is evident in several
other on the two wings.
other designs in this competition.
"Avistz le fin." This is a monumental Jacobean design, very well
drawn with a clear, firm touch, but the
put together and vigorously
massive and well-composed balustred pilasters of marble which flank
the fire-place should have had a more exact relation with the coupled
above their central lines should have
pilasters of the chimney-piece
coincided, and the mantel-shelf should have been broken around it
with slight returns so as to render visible the decorated quarterround moulding beneath; as it is, this feature must be lost in the
centre under the projection of the. shelf; the frieze is good, but its
double angles should have beer carried up into the coved cornice,
which should not have been left to overhang at the corners. This
;

design

in
very architectural

is

its

general treatment, and for that

reason, though it is perhaps |>tesetited in a less striking manner, we
" Advent."
are inclined to prefer it to that of
" Fra Diai'olo"
of pyramgives us a veritable cheminee in marble
idal form above tho shelf, with detail too coarse and archaic for interior work and insufficient in quantity; the mantel-shelf is really
six feet high, but its treatment is rather suggestive of three and one
half feet; it is inconsistent with the liner domestic life of modern
it is rendered with
iJut, in ideal, it is frank and manly, and
a clash and confidence, which cannot but interest one in the hand
which did the work and the mind which conceived it. He boldly
the monumental material of
gets over the difficulty of reconciling
his chimney-piece with its surroundings by extending the marble
treatment to the whole end of the room, but this device only trans-

times.

the corners of the room and to the junction of
t<
the wall with the ceiling; the thing is not badly managed, however,
as it is; we commend this bold aspirant to a study of such detail as
Civthe first-named competitor has adopted with excellent results.
ilization has its refinements, and these must be provided for by the
architect even if he thinks it necessary to adopt a style better suited
for the castle of Front-de-Bieuf than for the residence of a scholar
fers the difficulty

and gentleman of the modern type.
" A Noeici: "
(there are two of this signature) presents a compact
a panelled
little design and one not without points of ingenuity,
in four well-divided
chimney-piece slightly overhanging successively
The deeply recessed division over the mantel-shelf suggests
stages.
a hollow breast above, and the inference is that the picture which
above swings on its hinges and is capable
occupies the central panel
But the caof betraying romantic mysteries in the depths behind.
is not realized in the details of its execution,
pacity of this design
which need study and experience fidly to develop them. The little
bracketed shelves are awkwardly placed and the panelling is crude;
but the cornice over the whole is a good crowning feature.
" Albion's "
design covers his chimney-breast in what would be
the Kastlake style, and is remarkably well
vulgarly recognized as
The metal brackets supporting the
presented in his perspective.
upper shelf and the candles are ingeniously contrived, and on the
whole the best capacities of this very modern phase of the Victorian Gothic are as well set forth in this study as in any that we have
The manner in which the panel over the mirror is occupied
seen.
The
is affected and does violence to the space it would decorate.
relations of the chimney with the ceiling through the coved corAs a matter of comnice and the beams are very well managed.
" Fra Diavulo " and
position this design is in advance of those of
"
of
the
and
the
Nonce,"
draughtsmanship
perspective is not excelled by any of the competitors.
''Fail-deal", presents us with one of the two recessed chimneycorners shown in this competition. It is an English classic design
with a three-centered arch over the recess, starting from a continuous impost which is in the form of a full entablature supported by
pilasters this arrangement, in order to provide for the arch, renders
necessary a frieze space above of disproportionate width, dividing the
The chimney-corner recess, as
wall-space very awkwardly indeed.
is the ease in almost every modern interpretation of this feature, is
far too small, and no one but a salamander could occupy the benches
when a log was blazing on the hearth.
red brick chimney-breast
with Btone dressings and cornice is better suited for a hall or a public
places than for an inhabited roonV, and the three lancets by which
the breast is pierced over tho shelf are in depth of mullion a tmirThe drawdc-force of design which is not justified by the results.
ing, though cautious and, indeed, feeble, indicates an earnest intention; the chimney-breast proper is wanting in detail and shadow; if
some of the courage which has been wasted on the three cavernous
and ineffective lancets had been bestoweil upon the crowning pedimunt and upon the mantel below, the composition w.ould have been
far more valuable and effective.
The author of the de.-ign marked " (?)" occupies the recesses on
;

A
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either side of the chimney with panelled buffets of monumental character forming a dado and stiperdado, and surmounted by an order of
Ionic pilasters forming the wall-screen, with painted panels between,
all very formal and atately.
a full entablature and a broad frieze,
This classical composition, when it is carried across the chimneybreast, is readily developed into a frontispiece, over-bold in projection
and crude in some of its details, but such perhaps as might have been
seen in some manor-house of the time of Charles II., before the cainterior treatment had been worked
pacities of the orders for a light
The design is in outline quite correct and careful, and the auout.
thor of it is in a fair way to better things. For interior work he has

more freely imaginative and graceful habit of
He seems to "know his orders; "
here indicated.
and this is certainly a solid advantage; with this possession he can
advance into the regions of fancy with far greater profit than some
of his competitors, who are already there expatiating, each after his
kind, but who are by no means so well grounded in this primary
to cultivate a lighter, a

thought than

is

knowledge.
"Voltaire" here presents us with the well-known Jacobean forms
according to Bernard E. Smith, with perhaps even more of the mixture of Chinese gro/esquerie which distinguishes some of the lighter
designs of the Englishman. It certainly is rather a composition of
furniture than of architecture, although the basis of it all, the fireplace, is of good masonry, and each stone of it is rusticated with a
carved design in low relief. The close pattern of the wall-screen on
either side is rendered so heavily and relentlessly that the design of
the chimney-piece, in itself light and frivolous, is well-nigh lost.
Another " Hn/ie " here makes his appearance, with a verv monumental design of Jacobean character surmounted by a steep gable;
the details are not elegant or scholastic or, indeed, interesting; there
is an absence of harmonious contrasts in the proportion and an unfortunate similarity of vertical dimensions in the orders below and
above the mantel-shelf. If the middle division had been enlarged
at the expense of the order of arches which snrmounts it, and had
been separated from it by a more pronounced horizontal feature, if
the arcade had been furnished with a raixOH-d'Gtre by having in each

niche something more significant than a chamfered projecting panel,
and if the pediment in its bold outlines had received some touch of
grace not recognized in Vilruvius, this design might have claimed a
higher place in the list. The wainscoting and wall-screen on either
side have no unity with the central feature, are no nvire fortunate
in their proportions, and the decoration of the wall-screen is far too
A very small alteration of proportions would go
coarse and large.
far to

"

redeem

this design.

This is a
and ingenious performance.
Uiile Dulci."

less
It

grammatical, but a more interesting
has some good bits of detail, espe-

but as a whole it is wanting in lightness and
cially in the carving,
grace. It has a very generous arched fire-place of rough masonry,
and
too rough for the gentle life which it is intended to comfort,
this masonry is framed wiih wood panelling, crude and unstudied in
The superstructure is not without elements of good decharacter.
sign, but it has no relation whatever with the parts below. The corbelled shelves on the returns are good points, and if the disjointed
composition had been united and reconciled at the top with a good
crowning feature, we would have had a far better whole. The author
betrays a straining after originality without the necessary foundation
of correct taste; he has knowledge, apparently, but is wanting in judgment. If lie should apply to his general outlines the same rules of
design which would guide him in an architectural facade, so that
each detail would become an essential part of the whole, he would
be surprised to see how fundamentally his composition would be

changed.

"Acanthus" on the other hand has

so applied his architectural

rules, but the butterfly of his fancy is broken upon the wheel, and
his room is overpowered with a structure which with no great
changes might serve for a funereal monument. Much of this effect
have been avoided if the central division over the shelf had

might
been made narrower and a greater contrast of proportion introIt is a fair composition, however, in Italian Renaissance,
and is in many essential respects commendable. It is not well to
add wooden wings to a stone centre with the same continuous mouldThe open canopies by which the design is flanked above are
ings.
bold but bald in design; a panelled back would have reconciled these
little porticoes to their domestic uses, and we are disposed to think
that if they had been connected with the ceiling and if the main
cornice had been broken around them, the result, if less original,
would have been safer and more elegant. This aspirant is on the

duced.

right track.

"/. (-4-11-44) P."

This

is

another recessed chimney-corner,

similar to that of " Fainleal," but interior in design ana
drawing. In the latter regard the work is careless and scratchy, and
The
the absence of shadows places the author at a disadvantage.
recess is far too narrow lor its depth, the settles could not be occupied with a fire on the hearth, and the want of scales leaves much
The wall surfaces are very badly cut up; the funto be explained.
damental principle of design for the treatment of wall surfaces is to
subordinate the parts to one predominating feature; here there is a

somewhat

dado, a wall-screen, and two friezes, all of nearly equal importance
in the composition. The plans do not explain the elevation, and the
The
intentions of the author are by no means clearly set forth.
chimney-piece is on too small a scale to be carefully studied, and it

JULY
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would be impossible

to give an estimate of cost, because of the absence of the necessary information as to detail.
" is far better than his
"
Morgenstunde
predecessor in drawing
and composition. He presents a design with some crudeness of de
trills but capable of execution and
The arch of
easily understood.
the fire-place is of joggled stones, in buff and red, fairly studied, but
the shelf above would in perspective need visible mouldings underneath. The chimney-breast is meagre in design, and the cove above
is without the necessary cornice
mouldings. The chimney-breast
has an unexplained and awkward enlargement over the top of the
cove. The design seems on the whole to be
conscientiously considered, but the author needs experience.
" Hard Work "
justifies his signature with a drawing very carefully
elaborated and a design with some good points. For the
required
stonework of his fire-place, he has, like most of his competitors, eontented himself with an arch of very small voussoirs ; this is surmounted by a thin shelf, whose supporting brackets would be invisible in perspective.
The superstructure embodies an idea capable
of good treatment, but, as presented, it is crude and
inelegant in detail, and shows a mind unused to the language of forms; the balusters
used below and above the mantel-shelf are badly designed and the
shadows are incorrect.
perspective study, iji this case as in many
others, would have betrayed to the author the most obvious errors
1

,

A

of his design.

".4 Novice"
the second of the title
gives us a very careful
and very serious composition, too massive and heavy for the place it
would have to occupy in the household. The detail is quite out of
scale, and the features all too large; he has also, in common with
many others, committed the error of continuing in wood the marble
details of his mantel.
The design needs detail and refinement, but
the outlines of it, though coarse and crifde, are correct.
"
Walpurgis." This is a brave little effort in a sort of bad German Gothic, but very carefully drawn and full of elaborate detail;
it is

on a higher grade than that of

its

predecessor.

If

the author

had defined his shadows with vigor and precision, his ideas would
have been far more effectively presented; but at best the design is
as frivolous and whimsical as that of " A Novice" is serious and
bare.
Between these two designs lies a great region in which are
"
" had shown a
many forms of truth. If
]Viil/>urgis
greater reserve
of imagination, and his immediate
competitor had given reins to his,
both works would have been better for the discipline. Detail which
is
merely capricious and whose presence cannot be explained is inconsistent with the dignity which must have
expression in every

work

of architecture.

" Peler "

is another Novice with a crude and illiterate
design, in
parts badly out of scale, and sadly wanting in detail and imagination.
But the composition is by no means hopeless it has promising parts.
The window-sill is far too high from the floor. The drawing is also
the work of a novice.
;

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.
MONUMENT TO
ARTS, PARIS.

M. HEN1U RKGN'AULT

AT THE jScOI.K DES BEAUXMM. CiiQUAKT AND PASCAL, AUCI1ITECTS; MM.

CHAPU AND DEGEOKGE, 'SCULPTORS.

AT the Salon of 1874 there was exhibited a partip.lly finished,
nearly lifesize figure of la Jeunexse, sculptured by M. Cbapu, now
member of the Academy, of such surpassing beauty and grace that
110 opposition was made to its
This
receiving the jtrix ri'hoinieur.
statue was to be one of the accessories of the monument to the
young
painter, Henri Regnault, and the other pupils of the E"cole des BeauxArts who fell during the war of 1870-71, which has been
placed in
the court of the Mulberry Tree at the ficole des Beaux-Arts. M.
Henri Regnault, whose works are familiar to all visitors to the Luxembourg Palace at Paris, was exempted from military service by
reason of being a pensioner of the
Academy of France in that he had
gained the Grand Prix in the section of painting. Nevertheless the
enthusiasm which during the Franco-German war fired the real
patriots of France led him to enlist, only to lose his life at the battle
of Buzenval, thus
closing a career already marked with unusual
The monument, which we here reproduce
promise and success.
from " ['Encyclopedic d' Architecture," was erected partly by private

The bronze bust of
subscription and partly by government aid.
young Regnault which surmounts the pedestal was entrusted to M.
Degeorge; the architecture of the composition was the care of MM.
Coquart and Pascal, while to M. Chapu belongs the honor of creating, what must always be the point of chief interest, the figure of
la Jeunesse; which we shall
always regret was not left semi-finished
as it was at the time of its first
exhibiting, when one was at liberty
to interpret at will the tender
yet sad enthusiasm of its face, and
ty take delight in the grace of its
pose unaffected by thoughts of
death and battle.
DESIGNS FOR A STONE FIRE PLACE,

COMPETITION NO. IV.
Nineteen designs have been submitted in competition in accordance
with the programme announced for the fourth
The
competition.
jury has decided to award the first and second prizes to the designs
distinguished by the mottoes "Hope" and "Hope" (with an anchor) respectively. To the design by "Acanthus" an honorable
mention is awarded. We must ouee more call the attention of those
who take part iu these competitions to Regulation No. 'J, whicli says:
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" The limits of the
drawings must in no case exceed 16} inches in
As we are much troubled by relength by 10^ inches in br.-adtli."
ceiving drawings which are not only larger but also smaller than the
prescribed size, we will reenforce the regulation by saying that we
wish all drawings to be of the exact size mentioned in the
regulation.

COMPETITIVE DESIGN FOR A TOWN HALL AT MILTON, MASS.
MESSKS. WAHE AND VAN BRUNT, ARCHITECTS, BOSTON.

ARCHITECTURAL COPYRIGHT.
ALL good

There are three
things, say the Germans, are three.
things, therefore, which it is understood the architectural world in
its highest form of
English development has long been earnestly deThe first is the practice of high art. The second is the
siring.
protection of that high art by law of copyright. The third is the
distinction of the high artist by an academical
Jt need
diploma.
scarcely be pointed out that these three propositions hang very much
Grant any one of them and the other two follow. But
together.
at the same time it is almost
equally clear that, if either of the
three can be supposed to be effectually
disposed of, as being incapable of practical recognition, neither of the others will
belikely to
succeed in being so recognized. Admit the high art, and it is
worthy
of both copyright and diploma.
Admit the diploma, and it may he
said to presuppose the high art and the title to
Admit
copyright.
the copyright, and it would be very much of a farce if it were not
On the oilier
worthily earned by merit and accompanied by honor.
hand, if there be no high art, why the personal distingiiislinient or
the dread of piracy? If there be no
recognizable title to academical status, why make a fuss about the value of the work?
And if
there be no copyright
well, some appear to think that, if there
could be, we should soon see the designs of our architects exhibiting
something more worthy of preservation, and their value to the
lie

becoming a matter

of

more honorable recognition

pul>

for the indi-

vidual.

The

general principle of copyright is one that commends itself
common sense and to common honesty. Everybody has
heard of "the petition of Thomas Carlyle, a writer of
books,"
alike to

which was presented to the House of Commons
nearly forty years
Recounting briefly the laborious nature of an author's task and
the uncertainty of his reward, he sets forth the issue as
regards ob-

ago.

vious proprietorship in a way that is so
plain as to be incontroverteven if there be a little in it of the accustomed
lie
jocularity,
prays ihe legislature, in short, "to forbid all Thomas Teggs and
other extraneous persons to steal from him (and
his) his small win" and
he is willing to
nings for a space of sixty years at shortest
" alter
if
that
consent,
required,
sixty years they may begin to
steal."
The sturdy intelligence of the petitioner cannot ignore the
obvious fact that there is stealing of some sort in the transaction to
the last, but in deference to human weakness he will wink at the
theft if it be postponed in decency to a
period reasonably remote.
The principle of patents for inventions is not exactly the same as
that of literary copyright.
The inventor does not seem to be authorized to consider his invention as a property which is his own
by
axiom. If he thinks he can keep the secret of it to himself, he is
welcome to try. But if he does not succeed, the law somehow declines to protect him in its use.
He is, therefore, authorized to reveal it as an act of contract with the public; and in consideration
of the price thus paid, in the form of
conferring a public benefit, he
is endowed with a
statutory right of monopoly in manufacture for a
certain term of years.
The public benefit in question is, in a word,
the communication to everybody
and it must therefore be fully
and unreservedly done
of the scientific knowledge involved in the
invention; and so jealous is the law with respect to other people's
freedom of discovery that if any rival inventor or other " extraneous person " can but pick a technical hole in the patentee's title,
he will find himself amply encouraged to " steal " what he can.
The registration of patterns iu articles of artisan design is still
another different tbing. Even iu the most artistic subjects of this
class the idea which is in the legid mind seems to be that the designer shall simply be protected in the manufacture of copies of the
precise article which he presents to the public authority for identification.
The copyright of pictures and sculpture is similar to this.
Other painters and sculptors cannot be prevented from even " slav" these
works (as the phrase goes) artistically, but
ishly imitating
are
not
in
tbey
principle allowed to reproduce them commercially.
Both the artisan and the artist, therefore, arc thus protected in the
ible,

;

monopoly of their designs upon at least a simpler principle than
that which is applied to the inventor of a new machine or a new
quack medicine, and almost in a more intelligible way than the
author of a book or a poem is dealt with. The case of stage-plays
on the whole, not difficult to understand; but when the copyright
of a song is made to go so far that nobody dare sing it in a
public
hall except on payment of an arbitrary
royalty to the owner of the
of
the
this
a
little
if
it
were
music,
plates
might provoke
argument
of sufficient importance.
is,

How, then, does the case stand with regard to the drawings of an
architect? In what way is there in them any design that is recognizably noveli any discovery that it benefits the public to have revealed; any article of manufacture whose value can be appraised
commercially; anything that can be performed in public for the per-
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former's profit; anything upon which a royalty can be made payable; anything which the Thomas Teggs of the brick-and-mortar
world can steal and sell, as Carlyle plainly implies, to receivers of
To answer this it is necessary to look dispassionately
stolen

goods?

at the process of architectural composition.
No one will pretend to say that " the poet's eye in a fine frenzy
" is strained
or the
eagerly over the homely drawing-board,
rolling

the honest T-square,
rapt musician's finders clasped ecstatically upon
or even the pencil of a Millais or a heighten swept breathlessly
across the animate canvas, as Mr. Barry, R. A., or Mr. Street, R. A.,
" into
" with head
himself,
awry and curious eye peeps knowingly
his portfolio of photographs, or explores, at least in the latter case,
Still less will it be imagim-d, even by the
his teeming sketch-books.
most courteously credulous of admirers, that the mysteries of scientific contrivance in St. Thomas's Hospital, or in the premises of the
National Safe
Company, have been evolved from the inner

Deposit
consciousness of Mr. Currey or Mr. Whichcord with

many

agonies

When Mr. Norman Shaw, R. A., obligof intellectual parturition.
an excellent trick of fence in reingly communicates to the public
Mr. Waterhouse, A. R. A.,
spect of the sweetening of soil-pipes, or
of using terracotta to the heart's content, at last,
his
way

expounds

Co'e, few, if any, will be found to have so little knowla vast
edge of the world as to attribute to those promising artists
amount of the peculiar merit attaching to a Siemens or a Bessemer.
If, again, we look attentively at the Government Offices in Parliament Street, or contemplate with awe the Manchester Town Hall, or
gaze affectionately upon Keble College, or even marvel exceedingly
at the cathedral restoration of Gloucester, or Bristol, or Dublin, or
of Sir

Henry

Memorial or the Albert Hall, who
gape in amazement at the Albert
will undertake to point out to us in these great works that which the
Thomas Teggs of the profession are to be prevented by legislation
from fraudulently appropriating to their own sordid use? True, it
is not men like Mr. Street and Mr. Norman Shaw who cry out for
copyright they who can throw olt gems of design as if by instinct
have their artistic vanity gratified, perhaps, rather than their commercial sensibilities exasperated, when those minor enthusiasts who
avow themselves as tlveir followers happen to be successful in imita;

tion.
In the fertile fancy of a really great architectural designer
there is so much of the material of design continually pulsating wilh
an earnest desire for the outlet which it can never achieve, and in
his restless judgment so little permanent satisfaction with the tentatives of his own performance, that he would ralher smile at the
success of an act of inordinately palpable plagiarism than begin to
calculate the amount of imaginary damage done to his breeches
But, in the next street, perhaps, there is to be found, in
pockets.
all

the

some gentleman whose only
do wilh the very small fry of building;
an eager adventurer in those private and confidential compewhere the race is more to the swift than the battle to the

pomp

of pretentious practice,-

profitable occupation has to

who

is

titions

who hangs the walls of his olfice with futile perspectives,
which he hates to look at because of the waste of hard-earned cash
they recall to his recollection; and who, if be attains to such a victory over adverse fate as the accomplishment of a presentable deconsiders
sign,
possibly by the help of an architect to the trade,
he has seated himself at last upon the very pinnacle of fame. This
is the
gentleman who wants copyright. He knows only too well
what it is to copy, and if some one like himself were to eo|>y this,
strong

;

especially as the period of its execution is indefistill more especially as he may have to recopy
it himself a
he would indeed be only left to
great many times yet,
" Ye have taken
cry out with the despoiled patriarch,
away my pe"
nates, and what have I left?
The Copyright Commissioners may therefore be permitted to have
his masterpiece,
nitely postponed,

and

somewhat embarrassed when they " received an application from
the Royal Institute of British Architects, that a representative of
the Institute might bring before them a grievance under which archi-

felt

tects considered themselves to suffer."
1'hey may also not unreasonably be allowed to have failed to see very clearly what the grievance

could be

when " Mr. Charles Barry,

the President, attended, and

after reading a copy of a petition on the subject,
presented to the House of Lords in the year 1869,

which had been
and some olher

papers, contended that architects were subjected to great injustice
ami injury through their designs not having the, protection of copyright, so as to prevent them from being used by other persons than
the author for building purposes."
Still more may they have been
obfuscated when " he suggested that the right to reproduce a build-

We

ing should be reserved to the architect for twenty years."
may
even sympathize at once with the conclusion they arrived at, and
only hope they did not arrive at it with too much trouble, when they
"
are satisfied that it would be impracticable to reserve this
say,
right to reproduce a building."
Lastly, we may allow the commissioners to be excused for at
length turning the tables upon us with a

We

mystification of their own when they add that, "though architectural designs have no protection as
designs, they are in their
opinion protected as drawings, so that they may not be copied on
" and we
paper;
ought, perhaps, to think the play very well played
" that such
out when the further
opinion is expressed
little

protection
should be preserved."
No doubt, some thoughtful commissioner had asked the representative, in that off-hand, practical

missioners, whether he himself

way which is characteristic of comhad ever suffered by plagiarism, or
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whether any other architect to his certain knowledge had ever done
whether he himself had ever been tempted to steal the designs
so
of another, or whether, in his experience, such theft had in fact any
form or substance whatever except as the baseless fabric of a vision,
at the best the dream of some honest but sanguine dog in the
manger, who hopes that the time may come when, in his own humble person, Nature may at length have produced a great original
The Architect.
architect.
;

CORRESPONDENCE.
THE INTERIOR COM) R-DECO RATIONS OP ITALY.
THE FACILITY
AND SKILL OP COMMON HOUSB PAINTERS.
AMERICAN SCULPTORS APPKOPKIATING NATIVE SKILL.
ROME.

THE

approach to Italy cannot fail to fill the architect with
but coming from the mediaeval cities of
delightful anticipations
France and Germany, where varied facades of quaint design and
first

;

delicate sculpture appeal constantly to the sketch-book, these anticiHe no longer is wanpations are likely to be disappointed at first.
dering by the side of a wayward stream full of artistic individuality
and ingenious caprice, such as is the Renaissance of the North, but
he finds himself rather on the shore of a great sea whose tide,

swayed by its own prescribed Laws, drowns individuality and sweeps
unchanged through cities and provinces. Here and there a Michael
Angelo or a Bramante rises to the surface, but they seem rather to
interpret than to control this academic inundation, and the monotony
is
hardly ruflled. After the steep gables and broken outlines of the
North, there is, too, a more absolute monotony than that of uniformity of proportion and design, for the eye, wearied by the glare of a
southern sun, docs not seek variety in silhouette and decoration, but
finds relief in plain surfaces and broad shadows.
At first even the finest palaces appear square and bare, while
as the guilds never give to the private citizen the same wealth and
the orpower in Italy as to the enterprising burgher of the North
dinary dwelling-houses are without character, lines of plain stuccoed
walls pierced by the plainest of doors and windows.
Art has no
here away from the monumental buildings. These, thanks to
place
Vignola and his successors, are recognized as old friends, but their
familiar cornices and capitals cannot excite much enthusiasm or
tempt the pencil, which is likely to remain idle till one realizes that
its chief use, and a modern architect's best
profit, will be found in
the magnificent interiors of Italy, less known because less easily represented in hooks than the facades.
These very books, too, have
been preparing some illusions for us, especially in Rome, inasmuch
as we do not suspect, on turning over Letarouilly and other books,
that the stately palaces with rich cornices and friezes are of stucco
Even photographs hardly betray the beautiful columns in the court
of the Palazzo Vecchio at Florence, and yet those celebrated columns,
The
covered with exquisite arabesques and figures, are of stucco.
I

discovery is disagreeable, for in view of its cheap and provisional
character with us it requires no small effort to look on stucco with
respect, much less with admiration
yet we are undoubtedly wrong,
for both Greeks and Romans, whom we cannot reproach with buildPerhaps had our ignoing flimsily, used it in their finest buildings.
rance been less and never allowed us to mistake it for fine stone we
might never have regarded it as a sham, but have seen in it, as the
ancients did, a natural and valuable medium for tinting or painting.
As classic architecture is inseparable from sculpture, so the Italians
added to it another ally in painting, and the distinctive character of
the Renaissance is the prominence given to interior color-decoraIn the subordination of every other interest to the study of
tion.
The world has
this, an architect will derive most advantage here.
learned by rote but too well the Italian orders it has much yet to
gain from the noble interiors due to the unrivalled painters of Italy.
Artist and amateur relurn with countless photographs and drawings
of fa9ades and sculpture, but beyond a few shadowy interiors of
churches and their own vague reminiscences of a multitude of magnificent ceilings and frescoes, little is added elsewhere to our modern
resources from the inexhaustible examples here of great masters,
which begin from the grand mosaics of the fifth century, come to a
perfect development in the fifteenth, and continue to the brilliant chic
Further improvements in polychromatic
of Tiepolo a century ago.
printing will some day open up this field, but at present one's own
slow studies and notes are almost the only way of carrying off any accurate ideas of these things, especially of the grand panelled and
frescoed ceilings, which, perhaps above all, will some day interest
us in adorning our public buildings, as yet mere facades, but which
further art development will sometime seek to render monumental
within as without.
On all sides one sees a movement for reviving mural decoration,
and with it comes the feeling that as an art it is at present lost. England and Germany are striving earnestly to create or revive a school,
and the severe criticisms on the new Paris Opera roused even the
complaisant French to the conviction that their own noble school
and its tradition had disappeared, a loss which will be the more
marked as the restoration of the Hotel de Ville calls for painters to
replace those paintings which were regarded as the highest expression
of French secular decoration.
Among us, too, recent efforts have
awakened interest in the same subject, and hnve called to it the attention not only of our architects, to whom this is no new interest,
;

;
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but also of our painters.
BO wide and promising a

ening with a

facility

field of distinction

which would seem almost genius nowadays.

These

traditions have been preserved through the decadence of Italian art, and the commonest house painters there inherit an astonishing facility in drawing, as well as a native instinct for color.
They will dash off readily a ceiling with flying cherubs, and in a central

compartment a view looking up through balustrades surrounded

figures or vases with flowers, etc., or will paint a most deceptive
frieze and cornice with admirable shades and shadows.

by

While the highest

artistic intelligence seems wanting among them,
a wonderfully developed instinct for decorative effects, which
though below what might be done by the best men elsewhere is far
above mediocrity in other countries. The walls in the simplest rooms
of the hotels are prettily painted in distemper with borders or patterns, while the dining-rooms have more pretentious but usually admirable designs. I mention the hotels, as they are generally new and
are indicative of contemporary skill. In a new hotel at Naples the
dining-room, with vaulting and pillars, is decorated with flowers and
vines, following no fixed scheme, but grouped or trailing here and
there on the white ground of the pillars and ceiling with the simplicity
and taste of the highest art. The color is charming, and the whole
would have made a reputation for the painter in the North but I
found he was only an ordinary house painter, unknown and ill paid.
Their instinct and their traditions are akin to the skill which we to

there

is

;

tliis
day admire at Pompeii; for it is now thought that those graceful
figures and exquisite designs are not the work of eminent artists, but
that of bands of ordinary house decorators, whose pattern books

furnished them a variety of designs, which they dashed off with marvellous facility, and in this case with unusual rapidity, as at the time
of its final destruction Pompeii was being hastily rebuilt after a
partial overthrow by earthquake a few years before.

These painters are poor and poorly paid, and it would be an immense advantage to our country if, instead of organ-grinders, Italy
woidd supply us with more of these clever-fingered grinders of color,
who would find ready work, and give us that facility we so much
need.
In another department of art, Americans have already turned to
account this Italian skill, not perhaps in a way as creditable to their
candor as to their shrewdness. Amid much foolish scandal prompted
by local jealousy there was some truth in the recent report that some
of our sculptors in Rome had supplemented their own want of technical skill by an unfair amount of aid from obscure but clever natives,
whose want of general intelligence or enterprise did not give them
the opportunities of our countrymen.
The latter took all the credit
they could get for what came out of their studios. Their employes
were content with the pecuniary remuneration, and only the jealousy
of rival sculptors stirred up the trouble. Of course there are various
degrees of assistance, but since it is admitted that a sculptor, after
finishing his model, need not himself touch the statue, it is futile to
inquire how much superior the finished statue is to the model, or why
it is so.

Architects have, however, no limitations in turning to account the
ability of their assistants, and we must gather to us all the technical
skill we can, so as to meet the older countries with those of their

advantages we can get. We should find in these decorators one pernicious fault, which it may fairly be allowed we should oppose, that
Their very
is, their passion for substituting imitation for the real.
To a protest
cleverness, as in most decadence, has betrayed them.
against some most deceptive imitation of brickwork, the painter of it
naively replied that anybody could lay real brickwork, but only an
artist like himself could
11.
perfectly imitate it on plaster!

AN

WHITHER ARE WE TENDING?

To

the latter no branch of paintino- offers
as that of mural decoration. If they examine themselves they will probably find that they
are at present wofully deficient in their technical ability to carry out
an architect's or their own scheme for the decoration of a monument. Not to speak of the special studies in drawing and anatomy
required for figures seen from below, which come within their own
regular sphere, how many of them are thoroughly at home in perspective as applied to architectural accessories in ceiling painting?
Refuge would at first of course be taken in providential clouds to
hide everything except the easy parts of foreshortening, but one
would soon be forced to protest against this innocent monotony as
much as did the honest miner to the received idea that heaven " was
Bitting on the butt-end of a cloud, picking on a harp."
So thoroughly were all these perspective effects understood by the
Italian painters, that even the most mediocre never seem in the
least embarrassed by them, but play with the niost difficult foreshort-
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L'Eco del Proqresso, the organ of
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.
the international exhibition to be held at Milan next year, states that the
proposed exhibition is to be the third in size of any that have taken place
heretofore, still the space open to exhibitors will l>e one fourth larger
than at Paris. The maiu budding is to be 812 feet square and five stories
There will be twenty galleries in it, 812 feet long. The art gallerhigh.
ies are eight in number, and will be ample for the exhibit of the vast
number of art treasures that will be s;t by ariists and owners of collections.
The buildings are to be massive, in the Lombard style of archiExhibitors can ship their goods from the
tecture, and will be permanent.
Paris
in bond, by the Alta It:ilia Railroad to the building.
Exposition,
The opening will be April 1, 1879. The Director General of the Exhibition is Mr. Frederick Guscetti, an American of Italian desceut.

GALVESTON, TEX.

To THE EDITOR OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT.
Dear

Having been a constant reader of the American Arbeginning, and feeling that it marks a new era in the
architectural publications of this country, inasmuch as it represents
the foremost element among our architects, I have noted a
tendency
in the wrong direction, especially in what is decorative, in so
many
of the compositions, that I cannot let it pass without asking the
Whither are we tending? in the
question heading these lines
hope that it may induce some of our leading talent to take a retrospect over the history of architecture and especially of decoration.
Decoration, although secondary to architecture, is yet very important
in a composition.
Michael Angelo said, " Trifles make perfection,
but perfection is no trifle." The tendency of our day seems to be,
like that in the early period of Gothic, towards the naturalistic and
where we conventionalize the grotesque or whimsical.
The old
maxim, " Nature is the archetype of all art," will hold good for all
"
Art should beautify
time; but arfolher maxim of equal value and age,
nature," has about gone out of print nowadays; sometimes for want
of capacity to fill the bill, at other times it seems out of pure ill-will;
and again at others, for want of skill coupled with an inordinate ambition to make something new.
This latter phase is the most mischievous. AVe forget that the correct, the pure, the true, are eternal
and will always command respect. My old master, when I was a boy,
once told me, " A good copy of a good thing is always worth something; a poor original is never worth anything, no matter how much
it is elaborated."
Now it seems to me that history has established certain principles
that underlie all art, as definitely as the diameter of the ordered
column, and these cannot be violated with impunity. Taking, for example, the designs in interior decoration in the American Architect
for June 1st, which represent the tendency of our time about as well
as anything at hand, I will use them for reference and
give the impression they make on me.
The first of these principles before mentioned is peace,
"the eye
must have rest." It is impossible for any one to enjoy a decoration,
unless he is at rest; and not only must the spectator be at rest, but
the decoration also; the man or woman who would enjoy an artistic
decoration around him would scarcely appreciate a dog-fight; and
here comes in one of the most important propositions that art has to
solve among men: (1.) It should ennoble the human mind, and in
order to be able to do it, " it must be noble in itself." (2.) It
should help to clear the mind of the inclination for what is ignoble,
vicious, and barbarous (and there is a good deal almost everywhere).
In this respect Art goes hand in hand with Religion
therefore pardon me if I give a new application to the trite saying, " Let us have
peace." In the wall-decorations in No. 127 there is all fight and
no peace; everything is challenging attention with the utmost possible importunity.
One goes from a room of this kind with a feeling
of relief, as on leaving a charity fair where young ladies sell things.
The second of these principles is the division of the subject into
"
main and subordinate parts,
building a pyramid." This principle
has been acknowledged from the Egyptian time down to ours in all
important compositions, both in architecture and in decoration, the
whole world over; and yet some of our compositions of the present
seem rather to aim at making things promiscuous than otherwise;
our example has it all over. The wall-decorations of Pompeii and
Ilerculaneum recognize this principle in every line. In the Alhambra the main lines are the architectural lines, and the decorations
are equally subordinate, giving an extraordinary richness of tone in
color, produced by the juxtaposition of various primary colors and
gold in the designs; of the decorations, the lines and forms being
almost lost, only their tendency is clearly discernible. In the division of a subject, a wall for instance, there should be a main central point, to which all other lines and objects lean and are secondNow this taking a square and filling half of it with a quarterary.
circle ornament, all inclining one way in a room, is not allied to
anything in nature, as far as I know; and in architecture there are
but two forms of this kind: the Greek wave ornament, and meander;
yet these run in the Greek examples
The "
either from or to a centre.
squares before mentioned run straight
'
I
.1
along; and in the wall-decoration by
]
'
'
'
"Minus," where it is hitched on to
one side of a sun-flower, it produces a still more unsatisfactory result
(a feeling of lopsidedness), that may he very
odd but is never pretty. All unnatural things
should be avoided. 1 know a lady who cannot look at a caryatid with uplifted arms, for ten minutes, without
All decorations should produce agreeable emogetting a headache.
In the same category with the beforementioned squares
tions only.
with quarter-circle ornaments in one corner, would go the scroll
ornaments in the arches of the design of " Inconnu." Here we
have a number of scrolls, following each other, ignoring the prin"
ciple that
every line in ornament must have its contra line."
Wherever one line forms a certain sweep the following one
chitect

Sir,

from

its

:

;

I

I

I

.

I

I

,

'

'

The Renaissance has given

us a

'

must go

in

'

another direction,

or a thousand other forms.

new

The American
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Architect

This combination of two
beauty in place of the antique.
of the convex and concave circles
in
line,
a
straight
with
place
curves
us many of the most
without it, as the ancients had it, has given
forms of modern times. Where it is applied
adds
with judgment, it is astonishing how much vigor it
Above the wainscot in this design, beto the design.
tween the windows, there is a picture introduced; why
/beautiful
line of

know (unless for oddity) it
is so narrow up and down I don't
at table in a dining-room seven or
represents a "rand dining-party
if it has any, are hung with tapeight feet hi"h, the walls of which,
Now would not a wall-decoration treated in the same manestries
have been
ner with damask panels, quiet but effective in treatment,
much better than the one introduced, which in form has very much
;

it

from

the character of what a school-girl would do,
done in this line
the master, learned in what is known and has been
"
" But," it
your idea is old.
may be said,
before ho was born V
To this I reply, So long as you don't give us something equally as
I would rather forego the pleasure of
good or better than the old,
and new must
In
general the original
having something original.
ever stand abreast with the old before it can command recognition;
vines
the wall pattern of the middle design in No. 127 represents
and cheap lattice-work, and
creeping over a very primitive, simple,
If a
it himself.
looks very much as though somebody had made
it may become very expensive, but will always
good artist makes it
Per contra, see Her Majesty's Summer-house, Bucklook cheap.
and as a motif for ceilings
ingham Palace, published by Gruner;
theatre decorations.
Greek temples, and Schinkel's
" Minus " the frieze and picture are very good
In the design of
and appropriate, because here the architectural lines around them
and severity but the little square panes
give the necessary system
of glass above the windows remind one very much of the early Engfrom the
lish stained glass figures and Romanesque sculptures of, say,
time
eleventh to the fourteenth centuries, which are grand for their
and people, but would be decidedly feeble and weak for our time
and people. The big sunflowers of the dado and wall-pattern are
criticised these composiTalberting Talbert to death. Now I have
of
tions esp'-"'ally, in order to make myself understood, in the hope
..ome of the leading architects and decorators of our time
in distinction

;

indue-in,.,

'

rthe path they have taken, and where this kind of thing
not be looked
at, that at some future time our age may
upon as a time when art got crazy.
The national character of a people is expressed in its dress and
its ornaments in the same manner that handwriting carries with it
the character of the writer. For example, take the English, the
'

to recon
will bi

.g

up

French, and the German. In England the leaders of fashion, etc.,
are from twenty to thirty years old; in France, old and young
alike interest themselves; in Germany, the old professor gives the
tone in art matters. Now take a coat of each and note the characteristics of the people in the cut of it: the English, square and angular;

the French, graceful and soft in

its

lines;

and

tile

German has some

and adds some scholasticism inclining to the pedantic.
Take, again, the treatment of a simple trefoil by the different peoples;
and we find the first is all vigor, nearly everything in straight lines;
the second is all grace and elegance; the last, with some vi<^or (sharp
corners), and some grace in the motion, has the scholasticism in the
central divisions, which must all have the convex and concave sweep.
Now it seems to me a big sunllower hewn out with a broad-axe does
not express the national character of this great people; and yet there
is BO much of this crudeness in the ornamentation of our day, that 1
cannot think of anything else that would fill the bill; and I feel that
our leading men should be able to give us something original, appropriate for our time (we are no longer in the dark ages), that would be
characteristic of us, and that would not disgrace us when the future
antiquarian shall find the sites where we dwelt and worked.

of the former,

JOHN MOSER.

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.
THE

GIANT'S GRAVE AT MALAGA.
After dinner, our host took n:
out to see his vineyard, and the great curiosity which it contained,
fo
behinil the house was a veritable Giant's Grave
It lay on the slope o
the hill, its heail toward the north, its feet pointing southward,
in lengtl
eighteen English feet, and in breadth six. It was lined with smooth-hew
blocks of stone, and some few years before our visit had been opened h
!

our present host, when a skull iibout three times the ordinary human size
was found, with other bones of proportionate magnitude. Of ornament
only one ear-ring was discovered, large enough almost to serve fora lady';
bracelet.
No conjecture could he made ns to the era or race to which tlu
giant belonged. Malaga dates back three thousand years, and is an ac
credited colony of the Phoenicians and it was strange to
ponder that on
this lonely hill, now stirred only by the vine-dresser's
step, multitudes o
an unknown race and tongue might have met to do homage to their fallen
chief, and that their restless eyes had perhaps rolled over the same mag
;

uiliccut features of land

and

8ea.
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A

VENTILATING CHIMNEY COWLS.
sub-committee, consisting of
hree eminent sanitarians, Capt. Douglas Gallon, Mr. Rogers FieM, and
ttr. William Eassie, appointed by the Sanitary Institute of Great Britain
o test chimney cowls and similar ventilating devices, have made a report
is follows: "The sub-committee appointed at Leamington to test the veuto report that they have given the matter their
rilatiug exhaust cowls beg
most careful attention and carried out at the Royal Observatory, Kew-, an
elaborate series of about one hundred experiments on seven different days,
it different times of the day, and under different conditions of wind and
the cowls very carefully with each other,
;emperature. After comparing
and all of them with a plain open pipe, as the simplest, and, in fact, only
available standard, the sub-committee (ind that none of the exhaust cowls
cause a more rapid current of air than prevails in an open pipe under
The only use of the
limilar conditions, but without any cowl tilted on it.
jowls, therefore, apj>ears to be to exclude rain from the ventilating pipes,
nd as this can he done equally, if not more efficiently, in other and simjler w*ays, without diminishing the rapidity of the current in the open pipe,
he sub-committee arc unable to recommend the grant of the medal of the
Sanitary Institute of Great Britain to any of the exhaust cowls submitted
-o them for trial.
Signed by W. Eassie, Rogers Field, and Douglas Galon."

PAXTON'S ELEVATED RAILWAY.

In the year 1856, when London was
exercised on the question of rapid transit, Sir Joseph Paxton, who
s well known from his connection with the first Crystal Palace, conceived
ind perfected the details of a scheme which may fairly he considered the
lie proposed to build a
irecursor of the New York elevated railroads.
ailroad which should be contained within a glass and iron gallery some
was
to he, ahout ISO feet
in
This
miles
eleven or twelve
length.
gallery
The rails
ligh and 72 feet wide, so as to allow four tracks to be laid.
were to be laid at an elevation of 26 feet from the ground, so as not to inOn cither side of the gallery were
terfere with traffic in the streets below.
An or;o be shops and dwellings, with stations at convenient intervals.
linary roadwav was to serve for the tenants of the houses and the shopping public, lielow the railway were to be, on either side of the street,
;he ordinary houses and shops; but as the vibration and noise of passing
;rains were expected to be more annoying to those below than to those
above, these buildings were to be built with double walls, and a current of
Three times was
air was to be made to pass through the space so left.
this extended crystal palace Jo cross the Thames by bridges built for its
service, the rental of the houses On them being estimated at $3,000 each
The road was to begin at the Royal Exchange, to cross the
per annum.
river soon after at Qucenhithe, and after passing through a portion of
Lambeth, to recross the river at Hungerford and stop at Regent's Circus ;
the main line, however, was to pass through Belgravia, Brompton, Kensington Gardens, Netting Hill, to the Great Western Station at PaddingOn the north side it would pass over the London and Northwestern
ton.
and the Great Northern railways, then back through Islington to the
Koval Exchange. The estimated cost of this brittle enterprise was placed
at about $170,000,000, and as such an outlay could not be countenanced,
The cars, it should be
in its stead the underground railways were built.

much

added, were to be propelled by pneumatic pressure.

An account
given in the Dtulxclie Hauseituny of the demolition of a workshop chimney at Berlin by means of dynamite. This chimney was 170 feet high
and contained about 19,000 cubic feet of masonry, weighing 864 tons. It
had a division in the centre. It was necessary to make it fall toward the
macast, and the charge was required to be as small as possible that the
terials might not be much damaged.
Eight blasting holes were made
from the exterior near the base, on two opposite sides, and their charges
were placed as near the middle of the thickness as possible. The two chambers nearest the clearing hole on the east side were each charged with
6.15 Ibs. of gun-cotton; those next the clearing hole on the west side received only 1 Ib. of dynamite ; the four other chambers were charged with
2.2 Ibs. of dynamite.
The tamping was effected by bricks and mortar.
The total charge of 33 Ibs. was exploded by electricity, all the parts simultaneously. The dull explosion shook the ground only to 950 feet distance; the chimney did not fall, but took an evident inclination, while
three great cracks rose to 50 feet in height, and the lower part of the wall
was laid open. Other holes were now made in the part of the wall remaining vertical, and a charge of 1 Ib. of gun-cotton was inserted and
exploded ; the chimney then fell slightly toward the east.
DEMOLITION OF A FACTORY CHIMNEY WITH DYNAMITE.

is

THE SUTRO TUNNEL. The Virginia City (Nev.) Chronicle gives the
following brief history of the Sutro Tunnel, which was connected with
the mines of the Comstock lode on Monday, July 8th
"
Ground was broken for the Sutro Tunnel on the 19th of October,
1869.
The work has, therefore, required eight years, eight months, and
ten days to complete. The progress was very slow at first, all drilling
having been by hand; but, in the spring of 1874, experiments with a Burleigh drill haviug demonstrated the advantages to be derived from the use
of that machine, a carriage capable of supporting six of these drills while
The
at work was made, and on the 22d of June, 1874, four were started.
progress was now much more rapid than ever before in the history of tunand
on
more
drills
were
two
in
the
same
nelling,
put to
August 7th
year,
work. From that date the average progress was over three hundred feet
per month up to April, 1877; when, the header having entered the broad
Comstock mineral belt, the heat became so intense that two drills had to be
taken off the carriage. From that day the average monthly progress did
not exceed two hundred and fifty feet. Work has been continued uninterruptedly from the time that ground was broken until to-day, but lit times
only two men were at work in the tunnel. The greatest progress was in
December, 187.r>, when the header was advanced 417 feet, and the least in
October, 1870, when it was advanced only 19 feet. The total length of
the tunnel, as stated in the official chart published last September, is
The tunnel being connected with the Comstock workings,
20,170 feet.
the next move of Mr. Sutro will doubtless be to start north and south
drifts to connect with all the mines on the lode. The work has cost nearly
:

$4,000,000."
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it is claimed, must, under
stand judgment as individuals and not as officials
backed by the county. If either of these suits results favorably
to the plaintiff, there will be a number of others to follows.
It
" true inwardness"
appears as if at last we shall now get at the
of tliis unfortunate affair, and that architect, contractor, and committee will find themselves set right before the public.
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As for the New York tunnel, in default of open and complete
expert testimony before the coroner's jury, the local press has
availed itself in several instances of the services of well-known
engineers, who give their opinions at great length and with
much circumstance of figures and calculation. Their conclusions are virtually identical, and may be epitomized as follows
that the arch was " an ellipse within an ellipse," and as such
had a rise of only ten feet in the width of forty feet; whereas
" a true
it should have been
ellipse," which would have had a
rise of twelve and a half feet
that the arch, even if built
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exactly according to Commissioner Campbell's specifications,
could not possibly stand
that the arch had no countering whatever ; that the abutments were not properly built; that the
cement was radically bad, and the stones used improperly cut ;
that the commissioner's specification was vague and undefined,
and its application could not possibly give stability to a brick
arch so flat and disproportioued.
The conclusion is, that for
similar work a railroad company would hold its chief engineer

35

IT is a great misfortune to the cause of sound building that
neither from coroner's juries, county commissioners,' nor from
other special officials whatsoever, can we obtain a fair apportionment of responsibilities even in such flagrant cases as the fall
of the Rockford Court- House dome and the collapse of the
tunnel ou Forty-Second Street, New York.
If honest and

thorough investigation and just punishment, instead of partial
inquiry and mild censure, ill-bestowed, promptly ensued upon
such cases, the admonition would inevitably be felt " where it
would do the most good." Architects, engineers, and builders,
would be far less apt to go on laying foundations, building piers,
and turning arches according to the lazy rule-of-thumb process
which must prevail where there is small danger of criminal procedure in case of disaster, and an even chance that the blame
will be placed upon the immediate instead of the ultimate

upon the careless subordinate instead of the blundering
We rarely hear of accidents in France such as these
principal.

responsible. When our municipalities conduct their affairs on a
business basis like the corporation of a mill or of a railroad, we
shall no longer see this baleful process of political whitewash- "-.
ing to cover the criminal defects in the public service

WORKMEN

are now engaged in removing from the base of
Washington Monument the accumulations and debris of a
quarter of a century, preliminary to the resumption of work
upon that long-neglected and dreary pile of masonry. We fear,
the

notwithstanding the precautionary proviso in the joint resolu-

Congress (American Architect, vol. iii., p. 170), that we
are destined to see the completion of it in accordance with the
modified plan ; the discordant and barbarous conception of the
Pantheon at its base having been replaced by Mr. Mead's terraced and balustraded esplanade, and the proposed height of
six hundred feet for the central obelisk having been reduced to
four hundred and eighty-five, at which elevation it still will
tion of

But
overtop by five feet the highest structure now existing.
Cathedral will, when completed, rise
some twenty-six feet above our republican monument, and there

cause,

as the spire of Cologne

pages are so frequently forced to chronicle out of our own experience, because there the law watches over the public interests and punishes a fault of construction or carelessness as it
punishes highway-robbery or any other crime against society.
We learn, for instance, that the French courts, which have been
investigating the case of the fall of the passenger elevator at the
Grand Hotel in Paris, not being able to fix the responsibility
upon the manufacturer, have lined and imprisoned the engineer
in charge for careless
oversight of the condition of his hoisting
gear, and announced that the proprietors of the hotel are liable
to criminal process for damages.
The case seems a hard one for
the engineer and for the hotel-keepers but we picture with
what renewed care all the engineers in charge throughout Paris
will look after their apparatus, and with what fresh solicitude
every proprietor will inspect his elevators. Thus, out of the

of Europe may think it worth their while to attain with steeple
or dome, fifty or a hundred feet will be added doubtless, if the
money holds out, to the great republican obelisk, in order that
it
may still stand preeminent in this respect, if in no other.
Fortunately, the structure is not and cannot be so nicely studied
that such an addition would interfere with its essential proportions.
brute mass is not sensitive in this respect, like a work
of art, and we sincerely trust that our monument may never be
suffered to lose the only claim it can possibly have to the consideration of mankind ; unless indeed some such claim can be
found in the fact that never since the dawn of civilization has
a public monument been erected in which has been combined so
small a proportion of human thought with so large a proportion
The result of plainness, squareness, simof human labor.

;

nettle danger,

if

properly cultivated, will grow the flower safety.

is

no knowing what superior

aerial heights the effete

monarchies

A

and extreme height will doubtless assert itself to the
as a clear achievement (in the vernacular, a big
thing), disturbing the spectator, however, with no necessity of
analyzing details, requiring no intellectual effort to understand,
creating no tumult of emotions, and inspiring no thought worth
If its sides were engraved or sculptured, like the
the thinking.
plicity,

common mind

WE

have frequently had occasion to refer to the unsatisfactory
condition in which the Rockford Court-House affair has been
left by the investigations.
The responsibilities of the architect
have not been defined ; the contractor, Richardson, who, according to the testimony, tampered with the plans, and put in poor
workmanship and worse materials, has not only been continued
in charge, but has been allowed a
large sum with which to repair damages, and the Building Committee lias escaped all censure.
Now, however, we learn that the affair is about to go
into court, where we may hope for a complete and exhaustive
examination and a proper distribution of blame. Two suits, in
the amounts of $5,000 each, have been entered by the widow
of one of the victims of the disaster, one against Richardson,
who is held to be immediately responsible, and one against the

Egyptian monoliths, its prototypes, or like the Column of Trajan, with legends and bas-reliefs, so that they could be read and
studied and understood, if it were treated not like a monolith,
but like a form built up of small parts into a great structural harwhich, by the
spire of Strasbourg, for instance,
only ten feet lower than our aspiration, but is crowded with
it would be a work
evidence of human thought, skill, and love,
of art, a true monument, a denkmal or think-token as the Germans call it. It is the highest function of art to inspire thought
in this manner, and it is quite possible to conceive of such a

mony, as the
bye,

is
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monument which should yet have every desirable quality of
breadth and repose. The resources of the country are fully camerit of which should be, not that
pable of an achievement, the
it is the highest structure in the world, but that it sets forth to
the senses the idea of a national tribute to a great and pure life.
In the presence of such an offence to civilization as this bald obelisk will prove to be, if ever erected, artists, whether painters,
have need to ask themselves why
sculptors, or architects, will
vocations if such a
they are encouraged to exist and ply their
memorial can by any possibility, or in any way, accomplish the
The gentlemen of the
results which should be expected of it.
Washington Monument Association,

if they really decline to
competition the form which this conspicuous
testimonial should ultimately assume, and if they really prefer
to retain the essential features of a design made some thirty-five
in the country, will
years ago. when there was little or no art
doubtless save themselves an infinity of vexation, labor, and
lost a great opportunity.
delay, but they will have irrecoverably
again, on behalf of the high interests of art, commend this
It may not yet be too late.
subject to their careful revision.

submit

to public

We

MR. JAMKS JACKSON JAUVES
York Times that

it is

writes from Florence to the
proposed in France to form a separate

.ministry of the fine arts as one of the departments of government, in order to secure a greater efficiency in the administration of the artistic interests of the country than is obtained
by the present system of entrusting them to a bureau in the
Department of Public Instruction. This would be a characteristic recognition of the importance of the highest artistic culture to the welfare and happiness of a great people, and it is out

of such recognition that proceeds the undoubted preeminence

How far
of France in all that pertains to monumental art.
we ourselves are behindhand in such matters may be measured

by considering our lamentable failures in respect to our public
monuments. Thus, Mr. Larkin G. Meade, to whom we are indebted for the modified Washington Monument, which we so
heartily deprecate, has completed the model for the monument
to

be erected at Bennington, Vt., at the joint expense of VerNew Hampshire, and Massachusetts, in memory of Gen-

mont.

Stark.
According to the description in the papers, the
statue of the hero, twelve feet high, is to be placed upon a
structure one hundred feet high, " which in some respects is to
be a copy of the famous tower of Giotto in Florence," and
eral

which " will be ornamented with bas-reliefs
representing incidents in General Stark's campaigns."
The Italian city spent
the equivalent of five millions of dollars in
ereciing the Campanile, exhausting the resources of invention and skill in the
midst of the greatest era of Florentine art. It is more than
three times as high as the proposed American
copy, and is filled
with minute detail, on which its essential expression
depends.
The imagination cannot entertain the idea of a small copy of this
monument, to be built at a cost of about sixty thousand dollars,
and cannot conceive what sort of an inspiration can be derived
from the great original to suggest a pedestal for a statue ; and
the imagination would certainly be the
only means of ascertaining the qualities of a twelve-foot statue surmounting this strange
As Mr. Jarves justly remarks, the statue might as well be
pile.
one hundred feet underground. If the description does
justice
to the design, the
figure might as well be St. Simeon Stylites as
poor General Stark. No good purpose of art, history, or patriotism can be subserved by such an erection.
trust it is not too
late to be reconsidered.
When will our great characters and
achievements be honored as Henri Regnault and his
compatriots are honored in the court of the Ecole des BeauxArts, in
Paris ? When will our art be
worthy of our heroes ?

We

THE democratic institutions and instincts of this country could
have few better illustrations than the accident that
happened in
New York on July 15th, where a blast, improperly fired, fractured the thirty-six inch water-main at a short distance
only from
the obstructing rock, and was the cause of
damage to the cellars
of the abutting
buildings to the amount of some eight thousand
dollars.
It seems that one
Henry McGucken, a plumber, had
taken a contract to connect a house on Third Avenue with the
service-pipe that runs alongside of the Croton main, which, at
this point, is laid in a trench cut
through a ledge of rock.
Through this ledge a new cutting had to be made, and it was
in
ily

making

this cut that the

unfortunate blast, either too heav-

charged or improperly covered, was

fired.

We

question

No. 135.
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in any other country it is allowable, as it seems to be in
a person, be he licensed plumber or not, to tear up the
causeway and act his pleasure on such corporate or private property as he may find below the surface. Fortunately, as no death
was caused by the accident, we shall not be forced to content ourbut from the litigaselves with the dictum of a coroner's jury
tion which will doubtless ensue, we may be able to gather some
enlightenment as to how far our lives and property are at the
mercy of private individuals who may choose, for purposes of

whether
this, for

;

own, to put them in jeopardy. One thing seems plain,
that this accident, following so closely on the fall of the FortySecond Street tunnel, will teach the officials of the Department
of Public Works the importance of attending strictly to their
their

and that even the simplest operation, for whose maladministration the city may be held responsible, ought not to be
left in the hands of ordinary and inexpert workmen unreduties,

by competent supervision. If experience has shown
the advantage of having a special set of men who alone are
qualified to tap sewers, this accident seems to show the need of
licensing a similar body of men, who alone shall have the right
strained

to

New

and Building News.

make connections with

water-pipes.

As

the suggestion af-

fects both parties, we recommend it alike to
city
and to water companies.

THE communist

and proletariat may rejoice

governments

at

any change

avenge, even for a short time, the fancied wrong
done him and his by the engineer and the machinist, who are
ever on the alert to replace manual by mechanical labor, and
may see in the introduction of a system of heating cities by
steam, one of the first effects of which will be to throw out of
employment a large number of engineers, boiler-tenders, and
steam-titters, a species of poetical justice.
The experiments
that will

that have been made at Lockport, and, we believe, at Buffalo,
have proVed, seemingly beyond peradventure, the feasibility of
heating a large number of buildings by steam supplied from
a common source though the possibility of supplying in the
same way steam for manufacturing purposes seems not to be
;

so

clearly

established.

A

number

of citizens of

New York

have lately purchased the right to introduce into that city the
Holly system of town-heating and already more than a million
dollars have been subscribed for the purpose of making prelimi;

nary experiments ; these proving satisfactory it is supposed that
there will be small difficulty in obtaining money to extend the
system so as to embrace the whole city. The scheme so far as

developed is, ultimately to divide the city into five
each of which is to be a battery of fifty boilers,
which, it is thought, will be able to meet all probable demands.
These batteries are to be placed in four-story brick buildings,
presumably isolated, having an area at the ground of some two
hundred square feet. Starting from these centres a system of
mains and connecting pipes will be laid throughout the city, and
each consumer will be furnished with a meter, so that he may be
Means are
called on to pay for only as much steam as he uses.
provided for heating the condensed water by live steam, and causing it to circulate over the house by a separate system of pipes.
No statement is at present made of the first cost of the plant.
But some idea of the running expenses may be conceived from
the statement that the five batteries are calculated to consume
about twenty-five hundred tons of coal each day. In the economical introduction of the system the shape of the island may
be of use, as it is stated that a battery of the size mentioned is
capable of sending steam to points two miles distant without
at present

in

sections,

much

loss of effective

THE

power.

such a system are curious to picture to
made last winter show that steam can
be used to advantage to dissipate snow, either as it falls or after
it has collected in the streets, the actual cost of
melting a ton
of snow having proved to be only five cents. This use of steam
may, then, be looked upon as certain, and the thousands of
dollars that the city is now obliged to spend in the fruitless
endeavor to keep the streets passable in a heavy winter may
then, with a certain justice, be diverted to the better preservation of hygienic conditions in the summer.
As the system
provides for the reheating and circulating of the condensed
water, it will be possible to establish hydrants on the street
where hot water can be drawn at all times, and the cold water
pipe alongside may be kept from freezing by the accompanying
steam-coil.
Not only horses and cattle, but incidentally the
sparrows and other winter birds, which perish in great numbers
one's

possibilities of

self.

Pixperimeuts

JULY
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a hard winter, will be benefited by these unfrozen drinkingtroughs.
Alongside of the cold-water hydrant may be placed
a steam chest to which the fire-engines may be attached, thus
making possible such remodelling of the present fire-engine
that the boiler, fire-box, etc., can be dispensed with,
enabling
the jengine to reach a fire more speedily than now.
It may be
possible to so apply steam to street cars as to do away in one
case, with horses, and in the other with the noisy locomotive
It cannot fail to make the use of elevators in stores,
overhead.

in

dwellings, and, we hope, in schools, more common than at present; and the same may be said of the introduction of ventilating fans into hospitals, schools, public halls, and factories.
Many of the lesser industries now carried on by manual labor

owe

their development to this cheapness of the steam supIn opposition to the scheme may be urged the increased
uncheerfulness of homes steam-heated, and the spread of those
ailments common to the people who inhabit them ; but the saving in expense, allowing a more general use of open fires, would
prevent the first, and greater attention to ventilation would
obviate the second of these defects. .To the charge that the
explosion of one of these batteries would cause immense damage and loss of life, it may be answered that the explosions that
now take place continually at unexpected places and under irresponsible charge probably cause as much damage in the course
of one year as the explosion of a carefully watched and competently managed battery in an isolated building could possibly
inflict in a very much longer period.
The batteries could
easily be arranged in relays so that accidents need not affect
the working of a whole battery and so bring to a stand-still the
operations of one fifth of the city.
will
ply.

and Building News.
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of immoderate

get busy streets

width.

in fact, some natural
antagonism between vehicles and
foot-passengers, in which it is as important to defend the last

There

is,

as the first.
Danger and inconvenience to foot-passengers increase with the number of vehicles which are allowed abreast,
as well as with their speed, till they reach a point where
they
become intolerable.
are inclined to set eighty feet between
curbstones as the maximum width of a convenient thoroughfare, and where there is no line of car rails we should say sixty.

We

This gives room for two lines of carriages moving deliberately
and for a file to stand at each sidewalk. Footways of from sixteen to twenty feet on each side would increase the width to ninety-two or a hundred feet between the
houses, with a greater proportion of footway than is common,
though not more, we think, than is desirable in a first-class
But Pennthoroughfare if the travel is to be all at one level.
sylvania Avenue is two hundred feet between the houses.
Such a street must be a failure in its architectural and picturesque aspect, for it dwarfs any building that can be put
upon it, and men and vehicles, unless in the swarm of a great
celebration, are lost in it like flies on a floor.
Finally, we may add that such enormous streets are as difficult to light and police as they are to pave and clean
that they
consume a great deal of space that might be more profitably
in each direction,

;

used, thus diminishing the ratio of taxable property to the cost
of the highway at its charge, and furnishing a poor equivalent
for the parks and pleasure-grounds which might be substituted
for them.
It seems, then, that while the natural increase of ordinary
and circulation in modern cities has crowded thorough-

traffic

much beyond convenience, the simple remedy of increasThis is the effect even of the
ing their size is not adequate.
growth of uses that are immemorial, but is greatly aggravated
by the new uses which this country has found for its streets.
The gas-pipes, water-pipes, and sewers with which cities are
nowadays netted over were necessarily thrust under ground as
soon as they appeared, but even then they do not cease to be
obstructive.
The interruption which is caused when they have
to be altered or repaired is an annoyance which ought not to be
When to all the rest is added the periodic passage
tolerated.
in certain streets of a vast number of people who, according to
the fashion of many cities, live in suburbs and do business in
the interior of the city, and so must further crowd those streets
with special vehicles for through passengers, we find the thor-^

fares

THOROUGHFARES

IN

GREAT

CITIES.

THE crowding of the thoroughfares of great cities is becoming
a serious evil, the daily traffic having grown until it actually
There are" cities, like
outstrips the capacities of their streets.
Paris, Berlin, or Vienna, in which the circulation is so far diffused as not to be greatly embarrassed, and is tempted into parmainly by their greater capacity and magnificence.
there are others, such as London, or New York, in which
natural conditions concentrate such a flow into one or two channels that no existing thoroughfare would comfortably hold it.
ticular streets

But

The
to

first resort,

widen

it,

and

that has been

when a
this,

street

except

tried.

But

in

becomes intolerably crowded,
a few instances,

is

the only thing
there are limits to the convenient
is

which have sometimes been overstepped.
If Broadway or the Strand were made wide enough for the
convenience of all the passing in them, and all that their added
width would tempt into them, the width would bring serious inconveniences.
Top wide streets are made disagreeable by the
wind in cold weather, and by the sun in hot. They are expensive to maintain, difficult to keep free of dirt and dust, and extremely uncomfortable for foot-passengers who have to cross
them. In such a street as we have imagined, the opposite sides
would be almost as hopelessly isolated from each other as the
banks of a river. Even in Paris, where the mercantile traffic is
not heavy, the crossing of the wide Boulevards is at certain
hours of the day almost perilous, especially for women
filled
with the traffic of Broadway, they would be almost impassable.
As most New Yorkers will remember, a dozen years ago the
difficulty of crossing the lower part of Broadway had grown so
annoying that a foot-bridge was built across it. It was found,
however, that the obstruction of the sidewalks by the piers of the
bridge and the stairs which led to it, and the labor of ascending
and descending every time it was crossed, more than balanced
the relief it gave, and it was soon taken down.
notable instance of a city which has suffered from a too ambitious expansion of its thoroughfares is Washington and one of the good
things which the Board of Works did for it was to constrict
gome of the waste streets by parking them. We doubt whether
a street for traffic so wide as Pennsylvania Avenue, for infashionable drive, like the
stance, can ever be a success.
Avenue des Champs Elyseus, at Paris, which is laid out for a
throng of fast-moving carriages, and which foot-passengers are
to cross at their peril, may be of such width but for a business
thoroughfare it is unmanageable. It would be extremely dangerous to invite the throng of vehicles which crowds Broadway to move at speed, and there is a limit to the size of the
current which foot-passengers should be required to stem in
but one horn or the other of this dilemma presents
crossing
width of

streets, limits

;

A

;

A

;

;

oughfares altogether overburdened.
Mere increase of size being an insufficient remedy, the next
resource is in classification and separation of the uses to which
The rough division into roadway and foot
streets are put.
pavement is no longer sufficient for this but through -traffic and
way-traffic in both kinds may be encouraged to divide, and the
wayside-traffic will bear subdivision according as it is for heavy
business or ordinary shopping, or the mere passing of residents.
The obvious device of carrying the gas, water, and sewerage
services in under-ground galleries or subways, so that they may
be reached without interfering with the streets above, is a costly
one, and so far as we know has not yet been adopted except in
Paris ; yet it is one that must ultimately, we suspect, become
imperative in large cities. To divide the traffic above is more
difficult. One way would be to distribute the light and the heavy
;

the through and the wayside, in different streets, parallel
But traffic is obstinate and will not be led by
necessary.
the nose, even though ultimate convenience were to be promoted by it. Light and heavy business jobbing and retailing
traffic,

if

to.
But the
the through-traffic.
Shops, offices,
resiwhen they are not absolutely driven out
hotels, and
dences cling tenaciously to those streets which are natural thorIt is almost impossible to absolutely separate the
oughfares.

will

crystallize apart

wayside-traffic

clings

when they are compelled
to

the resource is to carry them as smoothly as
;
possible side by side, keeping them as distinct as may be and
allowing free opportunity to pass at will from one current to

two currents

the other.

The

London and

New

exigencies of quick transit have already, in.
York, made some separation between the two

New

Yorkers have
classes of city passengers.
Londoners and
solved the problem in their different ways, withdrawing the
through travel from the local, by carrying it, in London, under

ground beneath the other, in New York, in the air above it.
The Londoners sacrifice their passengers, and they travel uncomfortably, but the streets and the way-traffic are undisturbed.
The New Yorkers have sacrificed the streets to the through
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to the
passengers, or perhaps

in a

way

sacrifice

that

is

economy of the

transit companies,

characteristic of the readiness of Americans to
to an immediate object, and that if persisted

everything

must permanently change the character of the streets it
The method of relief which we suggested for this
affects.
short time ago (American Architect, June 29, 1878)
a
exigency
deserves a few more words, for it is applicable to the relief of
It
other streets than those in which elevated railways run.
is simply the carrying out of what is already foreshadowed, a
The subways of
system of circulation on different levels.
Paris, receiving the conduits of the city and the traffic to which
in

they give rise, are the first hint of such a system. The BroadIt
bridge was another hint at a double-level circulation.
failed simply because it was isolated and of difficult access, and
because its position made it an obstruction ; but as part of a welladapted system it would have succeeded. The elevated roads
are another step in the same direction, and they may lead to a
new order of things.
What we suggested was the lifting of a range of footways to
near the level of the second stories of buildings, so that there
might be a continuous circulation at a higher level as well as on
This was to be done either by cutting out a pasthe ground.
sage-way from the second" stories of the buildings, to be treated
or else by setting back the facades
as an arcade, or " row ;
above the first story and leaving an open terrace in front of
them. In either case the upper footway would retreat behind
the under, passing over a part of the lower stories of the houses,
and be continued by bridges across the side streets, with stairs
at their intersections.
But in the one case it would be covered
by the overhanging buildings above it, and in the other open to
the air.
The Nation lately, while mentioning our suggestion
with encouragement, cited some of its natural difficulties, such as
the irregularity of stories in existing houses, and the reverberation of the noise of the elevated roads in case arcaded galleries
were used. These,. however, are difficulties incident to particular cases.
When old buildings were to be adapted, there would
be some trouble, some paring and piecing of the portions of the
lower stories overrun by the footway ; but perhaps no greater
difficulty than is common in the remodelling of old fronts; while
new buildings would be adapted without trouble. Where there
was an elevated railway the open terraces would doubtless be
preferable, as the Nation suggests, to the arcaded galleries, at

way

least unless the street

some way

were exceptionally wide.

It is

hoped that

be found of abating the noise of the railways,
.which is said to be at present almost intolerable.
There would be many advantages in what we
call a
will

double-level

besides

circulation,

those

may
we mentioned in our

article.
The tendency to stratification in modern cities
It distinguishes
very marked, and is increasing.
many continental cities,
and is
Vienna, Berlin, Brussels, for instance,
found in its completeness in Paris, where the whole
is in

former
is

a layer of shops
layers
ness and domestic
:

and

The

apartments, layers of

first-class, second-class,

third-class dwellings, and
layers of
tendency is resisted by people of

gins to
in

and

city
warehouses, a layer of lesser busi-

New

show

itself

even

in

cheap lodgings above.
English descent, but beEngland, while Americans, especially

York, already turn to it with characteristic recognition of
convenience.
It is in accordance with this
tendency that
people who use the same quarters of a city for different purposes
should circulate at different levels, where the levels are discriminated by heavier and
lighter business, as by jobbing and retail
trade by shops and offices ;
by business premises and dwellings
or by dwellings of different classes. If women
intent on shopping, or men on professional business, could make their rounds
above the level of the busiest and noisiest
traffic, it would doubtless be a welcome relief; but the
greatest gain might be in Diving facility to rapid transit in a new
way. In an American
city, .as soon as business invades the lower" stories of a block all
but the poorer residents flee
apace, and that quarter is lost for
But except in those quarters where the
dwelling-places.
business tide rises to the
upper floors the insulation of a single
story in height might be made as effectual as that of several
blocks
It is the visible
horizontally.
juxtaposition of business
and dwe ling, and the
living right against a busy street, that
offends the
Anglo-Saxon sense of domesticity. But if the two
currents of business and social life were
kept part, and actually
out of sight of each
other, as they might be at different levels,
privacy and accessibility might be reconciled.
The ease and
tety with which
thanks to incombustible construction and the
>t elevators
we are learning to
carry our buildings upits

;

;

Neios.
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wards make

it the more desirable to raise the level at which
pass from one to the other, and give a chance to improve the healthfulness as well as the comfort of them by putting
as large a proportion up in the light and air as practicable.
There are cities to whose natural conformation such a treathave before called
ment of streets seems particularly suited.
attention (American Architect, June 30, 1877) to the value of
natural elevations in the sites of cities, and the singular perverseness with which they are neglected or deliberately sacrificed
Towns set in a natural hollow, like Cinin American cities.
cinnati, or built on uneven ground, like Baltimore, or Boston
in its old days, might be especially benefited by a plan which
would allow people to pass from one high site to another without descending to a lower plane.
Inhabitants might learn the
excellence of the higher levels, with their natural advantages of
drainage, air, and retirement.
People whose eyes were wonted
to a terraced construction might be spared the temptation to
pare

we can

We

down to a hopeless flatness, which has already begun,
the ruin of many fair sites.
Natural elevations might be preserved and prized for their value as resting-places, and as determining the flow of population as well as drainage.
Let us imagine a city street with a roadway of fifty or sixty
or even eighty feet, flanked by lower sidewalks, say a dozen
feet wide, against which rise the lower stories of a row of buildings and upon these stories a terraced walk somewhat wider
than the lower, having for its background the fronts of the buildings carried up to their full height, with a width of a hundred
feet or more from house to house.
Light foot-bridges would
span the side streets and also the main thoroughfare at the crossings, so that the upper current at least would pass from side to
side without danger or hindrance to themselves or to the traffic
in carriages below.
The architectural effect of such a street
might be very imposing, and its convenience, we are persuaded,
would solve many difficulties. The frequent bridges, as seen
everything

;

from below, would more or less interrupt the long perspectives,
but would be a trifling impediment compared with the elevated
roads, and would not hide any building except from one or two
But the real field of view would be transferred to the
points.
upper level, where the outlook would be nearly unobstructed.
There would be some impediment to those who came in their
but the natucarriages to visit the upper stories of the buildings
ral tendency of this system of communication would be to en;

courage building broadly in flats around interior courts, with a
great advantage to light, air, and cleanliness, which courts would
give, as in Paris, the carriage entrances to all the upper apartments.
As between arcades and terraces, both would have their merits.
Arcades would suit naturally with wider streets. Terraces
would suit with any street that was not so excessively wide as to
belittle the buildings

upon

it,

and would by expanding upwards

increase the supply of air and light.
Arcades would be a shelter from hot and cold winds, and in hot weather would give the

great blessing of a circulation under cover. They would also allow the abutting owners the use of their whole depth on every

Either would be somewhat costly
but we
story except one.
are speaking of the highways of large cities, which are always
costly, and either would give, architecturally and picturesquely,
the means of magnificent effects.
;

LIGHTNING-RODS.i
Is alluding to the plan which is now so commonly advocated, of
enlisting the mains of gas service in towns to do duty as earth connections for lightning-rods, it may be necessary to say, in the
way
of caution, that no iron
gas-pipe smaller than an inch should ever
be allowed to approach to any part of a system of lightning defence, and that no gas-pipe of soft metal of any kind should be permitted to be near to the conductor. It must be well kept in mind
that the very circumstance which makes the gas-main so good an
earth-contact for a conductor constitutes at the same time a grave
danger if this precaution is not observed. The mains of the gas
service are generally so ample and excellent in the earth connections
which they supply, that lightning striking a conductor with an ordinary earth-plate, or probably with some earth connection even less
carefully provided than that, would be almost certain to leap across
to any soft-metal
gas-pipe placed near to the conductor, in order to
avail itself of that better and easier
path to the earth; and in doing
so would melt the soft metal and set the
gas alight. Fires are very
It is a radical axiom of lightning
frequently caused in this way.
protection that the conductor must never be carried near to small,
and especially to soft-metal,
gas-pipes.

1

From a paper read

before the Society of Arts by Dr. K.
published in the Journal of tin Society of Am.
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One of the most interesting features of the work which Professor
Melsens has been carrying on in connection with his labors at Brussels is that various points of theory have been subjected to experimental investigation as the construction has been in progress. The
to show me some of his experiments
professor was kind enough
when I was in Brussels. I may advantageously speak of two of
He has devised an arrangement of apparatus to show that it
these.
certainly is not true that an electrical discharge goes by the nearest
and easiest path to the earth. He has distributed a series of conductors, somewhat in the form of a gridiron, in which a large central stem goes from a battery direct to the earth by the nearest possible path, and in wh4ch lateral branches of much smaller diameter
make longer paths on each side of the central stem. When an intensity current, or rather a stream of intensity-discharges from an
coil, is transmitted to the ground through this system of
conduction, the knuckle advanced to the small outside and roundabout threads receives a sharp shock, as well as when it is presented
to the central stem. The fact is simply that the discharge traverses
all the paths that are open to it, and distributes itself amongst them
in proportion to the resistance which each different route affords.
Another very beautiful experiment is arranged, to show that although copper is a better conductor of electricity than iron it has
less molecular strength to resist the disintegrating influence of a
powerful discharge. A fine wire is carried along for several feet, of

induction

which one half

is

made

of copper

and one half of

iron.

The two

halves are of exactly the same diameter and length. These wires
are so placed as" to be continuous with each other, so that the same
discharge may have to pass through both. The discharge of a Leyden
battery of fifteen large jars is then passed through tlu-se wires, and
it is found that the copper wire is dissipated into black powder, but
that the iron wire is only beaded along its entire extent, and not
broken in its continuity. This affords some incidental support to
the selection of iron, instead of copper, for the conductor at the
Hotel de Ville, at Brussels. But the chief reason for this preference has really been the large cost of copper in a work of this dimension, where the conductors have to be so profusely spread in all
parts of the building without any concomitant advantage from its
employment, since an equally good result can be insured by iron.
The copper, it was conceived, would also have furnished a greater
temptation to thieves in any exposed part of the structure to which
light fingers could have found access.
In his " Description Deiaillee des Paratonnerres," Professor
Melsens insists very strongly upon a principle which 1 have already
" the
urged with some persistence from this place, namely, that
chances of a lateral discharge from a lightning-rod decrease in proportion to the capacity of the conductor." 1 allude once again to
this, because it is the fundamental condition upon which the elKciency of a lightning-rod depends. The importance of the large
earth-contact and the abundant supply of points is but a part of
The tension of
the more general question of capacity as a whole.
an electrical discharge has to be kept as low as possible as it passes
through the rod, and that is accomplished in three ways (I) by
easy inlets through points; ('2) by large sectional area of the rod
and (3) by spacious and free outlets to the earth.
There is one other passage in this book to which I desire also to
draw something more than a mere passing attention, 1 because 1
"
"
good earth for
glean from it that Professor Melseus holds that a
"
"
a
earth
not
of
does
necessarily imply
good
purposes
telegraphy
indications
th
it
the
the
and
for the safe discharge of
lightning-rod,
of low resistance to a galvanic current do not certainly prove tlie
He obviously conceives that
elficient condition of a paratonnerre.
the view which is ordinarily accepted upon this point should not in
and reserve, and
all cases be admitted without some
qualification
without precautions in carrying out processes of testing.
The method employed by practical electricians in testing the capacity of conductors for electrical currents and discharges is a very
ingenious one, which depends for its efficiency upon the tact already
alluded to in connection with one of Professor Melsens' experiments, that electrical currents diffuse themselves through conductors
The
in proportion to the resistance offered in different directions.
instrument employed in the operation is some form of what is termed
the " differential galvanometer."
copper wire is so arranged as
to brand out into two circles,. which run round a suspended magnetic needle, the one in a direction from left to right, and the other
the opposite way.
When a galvanic current is passed through this
wire to the earth, as the two circles are of equal size and made of
the same kind of wire, the current divides itself equally between
them, and as one half of the current consequently goes round the
needle one way, and the other half the opposite way, the needle is
not deflected by either of them.
It remains evenly suspended between the antagonistic impulses. If, however, a gap is made in one
of the circles, and a source of increased resistance is introduced into
that gap, a larger proportion of the current is immediately thrown
into the other circle, and the needle does consequently deviate from
its central
of rest to an extent dependent upon the excess
:

;

A

i

position
of current that is influencing it.
Known quantities of resistance,
in the form of coils, can then be introduced into the other circle until the needle is
brought back to its original position, and in that
way these become the measures of the resistance which is required
>

Page

70.
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When

a lightning-rod is introduced into one of the
to be known.
circuits of such a galvanometer, the needle will not deviate from the
if the
central line by more than one or two
capacity and
decrees,
connections of the conductor are good. If, on the other hand, the
conductor be faulty, the needle will diverge to a considerable degree.

From

the reference which has been

made

to Professor Melsens'

at Brussels, it will have been gleaned that there are two
different systems of protection against lightning recognized by scientific electricians at the present day: (1) the system of multiple
rods of weak sectional area, 1 which has been so skilfully carried

great

work

into effect by its distinguished advocate at Brussels; and (2) the
system of a single rod of large area so placed as to protect a considerable space around by its dominant height and ample dimensions.
Experience has virtually shown that either of these systems may

be followed with equally satisfactory results, if intelligently and
M. Melsens holds that the multiple-rod plan
skilfully administered.
is best adapted to structures such as he has had to deal with.
use indicate that
widely extended adoption and a very successful
the single-rod system is, in its turn, as well suited for its work with
character. But
buildings of. a more ordinary size and of a different,
the most important practical lesson which comes out of the comparison of the two systems is, perhaps, the suggestion that the one most
commonly used has some points which are capable of being materially strengthened by borrowing something from the alternative plan.
This may, however, be most serviceably expressed in the form of a
condensed aphorismal abstract of the fundamental conditions that,
in the existing state of electrical science, may be most advantageously observed in the construction of lightning-rods.
1. The
copper rope or rod employed as the main stem of a lightning conductor should in no case have a diameter of less than four
tenths of an inch.
2. A
rope or rod of four tenths of an inch in diameter is not large
enough for the protection of buildings that are more than eighty
feet high.
The resistance offered by a conductor of any given diameter increases with its length.
Long conductors, therefore, require
to be of larger size than short ones.
3. For ev"ery additional eighty feet of height or of extent a second
rope or rod, of the same transverse dimensions, must be added, or the
rod must be increased in a similar desectional area of the single
o

A

gree.
4. It is of no practical importance whether the conductor possess
the form of a rope of twisted wire or of a rod, provided it be of
sufficient dimensions for the work which it has to perform.
5. If a cylinder or pipe is used instead of a rope or rod, it must
be considered as furnishing the same conducting capacity that it
would have if slit
one side and opened out into the form

up along

of a flat band.

Galvanized iron may be used as a conductor instead of copper,
but it must have considerably larger size, because iron is of interior
conducting capacity to copper. Increased size can quite compensate
6.

for inferior transmitting capacity.
7. An iron rope or rod, to be equally efficient, must be rather
more than double the width of a copper rope or rod. In exact figdiameters needed are as 6.7 to 2.5. The conures the

proportional

less than that of
ducting capacity of iron is five and a half times
77.
copper, or, in more exact figures, as 14 to
8. A galvanized-iron rope conductor should, in no circumstances,
be less than eight tenths of an inch in diameter.
is used in place of a rope or
9. When a
strip or tape of copper
broad
rod, it should be in no case less than three quarters of an inch
and one eighth of an inch thick. Such a strip contains a sectional
area of a tenth of a square inch.
10. (ialvanized iron, when used in the form of a strip, should he
Such a strip
four inches wide and an eighth of an inch thick.
would contain a trifle more than half a square inch of sectional

area.
1 1. A
lightning-rod must be absolutely unbroken, or of continuous
length from end to end.
12. When metallic water-pipes, or other similar stretches of metal,
service
forming part of the structure of an edifice, are made to do
as lightning conductors, all joints must be carefully made good by
solder, and tested afterwards to ascertain the sufficiency of their
is
conducting capacity. Without this precaution, the arrangement
liable to be a source of danger, instead of a means of safety.
18. It is quite unimportant how a lightning-rod is attached to a
It does not need insulating fastenings; ordinary metal
building.
clamps of any kind may be quite safely employed, provided the rod
be of good conducting capacity, and otherwise efficient.
14. The rod must be terminated above in metal points, well projected up into the air.
15. The terminal points may be made either of copper or of iron,

but they must be tapered out very gradually, and be perfectly sharp.
An alloy composed of 835 parts of silver and 1G5 parts of copper,
forms an excellent material for tipping the points, because it enables,
these to preserve, for a long time, their sharpness under the circumThe silver tips should be mad'e.
stance of exposure to mojst air.
about two inches long, and be fjrmly screwed into the termination
of the conductor.
1
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16. The air-terminal of the conductor should be branched out
or aigrettes, as they are termed
several points.
Multiple points
of this kind are now made in copper, of very good form, by all
the best electrical engineers.
17. The larger the building that has to be protected, the more
In the case of buildings
should be used.
points or clusters of points
of any considerable extent the conductor itself must be branched

out to

all

parts,

and each branch must end

in its

own

and Building News.

projecting tuft

Terminal points should project into the air at least eight feet

beyond the building itself.
19. The general idea may be kept in mind that lightning conducta conical space around them whose base
ors approximately
protect
This principle, howis four times as wide as the conductor is high.
be too imever, is not an infallible one, and it must not, therefore,
Whenever any parts of a building approach
relied upon.
plicitly
towards the limiting surface of such a conical space, additional
fixed there, and be brought into connection with
points should be
the general system of the conductor.
20. The bottom of the conductor must be carried down into the
surface-contact of large exearth, and be connected with it by a
tent.

21. About the best earth-terminal that can be contrived consists
in connecting the end of the conductor with the iron main of a gas
The end of the conductor should be atservice or water service.
tached to a broad piece of copper or iron, and this should be laid

close along the metal surface of the
be even attached to it by

practicable,

main underground,
some kind of solder.

or,

where

not the opportunity for adopting this expedi22. Where
in a shallow
ent, the lower end of the conductor should be placed
trench, opened out twenty feet in the moist ground, and be carried along in it to the end, and be also well packed round with gns
coke, broken into small pieces, before the trench is covered up with
there

is

earth.

and be surrounded with broken coke, before

it

is

buried up in

the earth.
24. When the earth is unavoidably dry, the earth-contacts of the
conductor must be made proport ion ally large. Abundant size may
be so managed as to compensate for the disadvantage of dryness.
25. With dry earth-contacts, lightning-rods may be a source of
danger instead of safety, if this precaution be not observed. The
a dry earth-cononly means by which it can be ascertained whether
tact has been made large enough is the employment of the galvanometer. This test should never be omitted when the conductor terminates in a dry soil.
26. The danger of a lateral discharge from a lightning conductor
diminishes with its capacity. A large, well-pointed, and well-grounded
conductor will convey a very powerful discharge to the earth without

the slightest tendency to strike through any object external to the
small and imperfectly appointed conductor, on the other
rod.
hand, is always prone, during the transmission of lightning, to (lash
off some portion to surrounding objects.
27. The capacity of a conductor may practically be increased in
three ways to insure this cfliciemy and safety: (1) by the employment of larger ropes or rods; (2) by a more abundant service of
points; and (3) by amplification and improvement of the earth-con-

A

tact.

proof that a conductor has been made capacious enough
of these means is furnished by the
magnetic needle of a galvanometer not being materially deflected
when a galvanic current is passed through the conductor to the
28.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.
THE PALACE OF THE TUOCAD^RO, PARIS.
THE accompanying illustration, which we copy from the Illustrated
London News, will serve to make our Paris correspondent's letter
more

intelligible.

HOUSE AT MANCHESTER, MASS., FOR PROF. O. 8. FOWLER.
MESSRS. CABOT AND CHANDLKR, ARCHITECTS, BOSTON.
The site occupied by this house is a rocky promontory on Smith's
Point.
It is just finished at a cost of $6,500.
The builders were
Messrs. Phillips and Killam, of Manchester.

DESIGN FOR THE MOORE MKMORIAL PREPARED BY MR. JOHN F.
HENNESSY.
This design was presented in competition to the St. Patrick's Society of Brooklyn, who wished to erect a monument in Prospect Park
on the anniversary of the poet's birth. The Celtic cross was cliosen
as being the most appropriate form to give the memorial.
It was
intended to be cast in bronze and to rest on
bas-relief in the medallion was to be copied
trait of Moore.

a graliite base.

The

from Lawrence's por-

DESIGN FOR THE EMPLOYMENT OF SIX COLUMNS, MR. R. D. ANDREWS.
T)iis is one of the designs prepared by the members of the school
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Boston, in accordance with the following programme:
wealthy amateur of the arts is in possession of the shafts of six
columns of rich marble, which he wishes to make use of in the erecAs these columns can serve
tion of a small building or monument.
equally well to form part of a great variety of structures, each student is left free to choose the subject of his composition. It may be
a fountain, well, portico, tomb, or any other structure whatever.
These columns are to be taken as twelve feet long, exclusive of
base and capital, which are to be supplied.
Any substructure or
base that the nature of the composition may require may be added.
Required: A Plan and Elevation, both on a scale of one fourth
of an inch to the foot, finished in pencil, with the shadows cast, with
or without color.
of architecture attached to the

of copper or iron may be used as earth-terminals, if
The plate should not then, however, in any case,
this be preferred.
furnish less than two square yards of earth-contact, reckoning both
sides, and it must be carefully rivetted and soldered to the conduct23. Plates

or,

No. 135.

must be entirely encompassed by a bar or parapet edge of metal,
and points must radiate from it on all sides into the air.
34. In the case of manufactories where corrosive vapors ar
emitted from the chimneys, copper or iron terminals should be soldered into leaden tubes, and a subordinate service of points should
be added at some lower level, where they would not be liable to be
affected by the corrosive vapors.

of points.
18.

[VOL. IV.

The

by the judicious employment

earth.
29. All large masses of metal contained in a building should be
metallically connected with the lightning-rod, unless when such are
liable to be occupied by living people during a thunder-storm, as in
the case of an iron balcony fixed outside a wall in front of a casement; it is then better that such masses should not be connected

with the conductor, because, under such circumstances, persons
standing upon them would be in less danger of being struck. When
they are connected with the conductor there is always some risk of
persons standing upon them furnishing a path for the lightning to
the conductor.
30. The best method of connecting masses of metal with a conductor is by closed circuits that is, a connecting metallic band
should proceed to them from two different parts of tne conductor.
;

31. iioft-metal gas-pipes must never be allowed to run
anywhere
near to a lightning conductor, because there is always danger when
are
so
of
some
of
the
they
placed
part
discharge deviating from its
proper route to avail itself of the good earth-contact furnished by
the expanded mains of the gas supply, and in doing so of melting

the small fusible gas-pipe and setting lire to the gas.
32. Zinc or iron pipes on the tops of
chimneys are always to be
regarded as masses of metal that are to be brought into connection
with the conductor.
33. Lofty chimney shafts
may always be satisfactorily protected
by a single conductor. Care must, however, be taken that ihe size
of the conductor is adequate for the
height, and the top of the shaft

A

DESIGNS FOR A STONE FIIIE-PLACE,

COMPETITION NO.

IV.

MONUEALE.
MONHEAI.F,, Moms Regalls, almost tells its story in its name. It is
the royal mount of William the Good, crowned by ihe church and
city which arose out of no great need of his kingdom, ecclesiastical,
was hallowed
military, or commercial, but simply because the spot

by associations personal to himself. Our notions of ecclesiastical
geography are startled when we stand at one of the gates of
Palermo, and see on the hill-side at so small a distance the metroArchbishops are certainly
politan church of another province.
thicker on the ground in Southern than in Northern Europe; but we
are hardly prepared to find one in this way almost at the gates of
another.
On the spot where the church stands King William beThat
lieved himself to have been honored with a heavenly vision.
the vision should be commemorated by a church and monastery on
That a town
the spot w.as almost in the natural order of things.
should grow up round the monastery was also almost in the natural
order of things; a crowd of English boroughs have sprung from such
an origin. But that the monastery should contain the throne of a
new bishop, of a new metropolitan, that a new diocese and province
should be marked out for it, that the little town which
gathered
around it should become an ecclesiastical metropolis, is what certhe
how
It
shows
looked
for.
have
dearly
good
tainly no one could
And Englishmen will naturally ask
king loved his own creation.
the
was
of
one
another question. Monreale, as we have implied,
very few episcopal churches out of England which were served bymonks instead of secular canons. Among the ecclesiastical changes
of the Italian kingdom'the monks of Monreale have shared the fate
But as ihe metropolitan of Canterbury is still inof other monks.
stalled in his place as abbot of Christ Church, so the metropolitan
of Monreale heads the pastoral in which he calls on his people to
weep for Pope Pius and to rejoice for" Pope Leo with the style,
Areivescovo ed Abate di
episcopal, monastic, and baronial, of

Monreale, della citta e dello stato signore." But how came this
Was it prompted
specially English use into the Sicilian church?
by Queen Joan or by Archbishop Walter? Master Thomas Brown
had, we fancy, gone back to his place in King Henry's exchequer
before the church of Monreale was founded.
From the gate of Palermo, from any favorable spot of the city or
its
neighborhood, we look up at the church and town of good King
William nestling on the mountain side, with the height crowned by
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whose examination must be left to Alpine climbers,
a castle,
soaring above it. And from the road which winds up alongside of the
royal mount we do indeed look on the Golden Shell, on the hills, on
the shore, on the city which lines it, on the headlands which guard die
inner sea, on the broad Mediterranean spreading boundlessly beyond
them. The campagna, once golden with corn, has changed to an expansa of olive and orange trees, with houses and villas dotted among
them, with the bare limestone mountains rising over villages and monasteries on their sides, and fencing in the whole favored region.
look down on the whole history of Sicily, but with one blank forcing
itself on the mind, to which it is a kind of mockery to give an answer
which is little more than formal. \Ve look down on the proud city,
and count up its endless lords
Phoenician, Roman, Gothic, Byzan-

We

Norman, Angevin, Spanish, Austrian, and Savoyard.
look down on the battle-field of Metellus and Hasdruhal, and on
look on the city
the bloodier slaughter-place of the Vespers.
which in distant ages welcomed the deliverance of Belisarius and
the deliverance of Garibaldi. But round no spot within our view
can we call up the memories which give their first charm to other
The Golden Shell was never the territory of a
Sicilian prospects.
look to the right of the bay, and
free Hellenic commonwealth.
we may remember that the hill of Punic Soluntum once yielded to
the arms of Hellenic Tyndaris; if we are disposed to be liberal of
the Hellenic name, we may look to the left, and remember that the
now the Pilgrim Mount of St. Rosalie
beheld
height of Heirkte
But the scene on which we look
the warfare of Molossian Pyrrhus.
can hardly be brought by such faint memories as these within the
The land and the city on which
limits of the true Hellenic world.
we look are before all things the land and city which the Roman
won from the Carthaginian, and which the Norman won from the
And the spot from which we look down is that whereon
Saracen.
is reared the last and greatest of the ecclesiastical works of the conThe succession of buildings which bequering line of Hauteville.
gins with the small votive church of Robert Wiscard ends with the
vast votive minster which arose on the mountain slope at die bidding
of William the Good.
The church of Monreale is, from its position, seen far away, and
It
yet it is not an object which really stands out in the landscape.
tine, Saracen,

We

We

We

many Sicilian churches, altogether without a tower,
has nothing like cither the tall campanili of Italy or the towIt has, in fact, or was meant to
ers and spires of northern lands.
have, two western towers; but one only was ever carried up, and
We need hardly
that one is of no great height, richness, or beauty.
say that there is no long line of roof but there is no outline of any
There is no central cupola, only the high choir of the type of
kind.
churches to which Monreale belongs, a feature which, unlike the
central tower or cupola, rather adds to shapelessness than produces
Yet Monreale has one external feature of extraordinary
outline.
splendor which gradually opens on the traveller as he draws near.
Tastes may differ as to the merits of the peculiar kind of decoration
employed; but there can be no doubt that the east end of the church
Mr. Fergussou says
of Monreale is a perfect triumph in that kind.
that " all the architectural features in the building were subordinate
There is
in the eyes of the builders to the mosaic decorations."
truth in this remark; but it is a little too sweeping.
may admit
it to be true with regard to the eastern part of the church.
Architecture is certainly sacrificed to mosaic when only a single unimportant window lights the central apse.
And of course this has its
The part of the mosaics within is played
effect on the outside also.
without by an elaborate system of surface decorations, blank arcades,
These enrichments
circles, bringing in also the element of color.
have nothing to do with the construction of the building, nothing to
do with any of its essential features, as doors and windows. \Ve
may well think it a truer form of ornament when, in a German or
North Italian church, the apse is enriched with arcades, put there
doubtless for ornament, but which still are brought into a relation
with the essential features of the building, such members of the
arcade as are needed being pierced for windows. But the Monreale
east end is a magnificent thing in its own way, and it is the more
interesting as a study because it is clearly the climax of several
In the churches of
efforts, some of which were not very successful.
Magione and San Spirito we find the first rude beginnings of the
three apses adorned with intersecting arches, the windows, if there
were any at all, being at most cut through them in a kind of incidental way.
Whether Cistercians, when the Cistercian order was
young, would have run after such an ecclesiastical luxury as mosaics
may fairly be doubted. But if they did not mean to have mosaics,
why did they not have windows ? Anyhow, it is in these two Cistercian churches that these arcaded east ends begin, and they go on
But the east
vastly magnified in the two metropolitan churches.
is

not, like so

but

it

;

We

at Monreale is an incomparably better design than the east end
at Palermo.
The east end of our English Walter is a most rich and
elaborate piece of work, and we have a further fondness for it because, like the east end of San Spirito, it keeps the Saracenic billet,
which is not to be seen at Monreale. But the apses, especially the
side apses, have not their full importance; they have an air of being
stuck on against the high choir, which here has a very elaborate
outside.
The high choir at Monreale, if it ever had any artistic

end

This
character outside, has utterly lost it through modern changes.
may perhaps help to give yet further importance to the apses; but
they have of themselves far greater importance than those of Pa-
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lermo.
There are few things more striking in their own way than
the three apses when looked at from a little way down the slope to
the south side.
And we suspect that they typify a remarkable piece
of ecclesiastical history.
must remember that the use of the
Greek rite prevailed during the earlier days of Norman rule in Sicily.
have spoken already of the very small apses, hardly to be called
At St. John
apses, in some of the smallest churches of that date.
of the Hermits they are in the thickness of the wall.
With the coming in of the Cistercians they grow larger, till they reach their climax at Monreale. In the Cistercian churches we may be sure that
the Latin rite was always used ; so it doubtless was at Palermo, at
least from Walter's rebuilding ; at Monreate it was of course used
from the beginning. The cupola and the small side apses are in
short the sign of the new Rome; the high choir and the larger apses
are the sign of the old.
Besides the east end there is nothing very striking in the outside
of Monreale.
The west front is poor, except a single splendid door-

We

We

way, which comes nearer to northern Norman work than anything
else in the church.
But how come the two towers to project, after
the manner of several examples in Scotland ?
Perhaps rather, we
should ask why the arrangement is followed in Scotland? For at
Monreale we may believe that the towers were meant to be united
by a portico, which we can hardly fancy in Scotland. A portico
there is at Monreale, but not at the west end it covers the north
side of the nave, a specimen of that earlier and better kind of Renaissance which practically does not differ from the more classical
type of Romanesque. We pass under its arcade, through the magnificent wrought door with its carvings, into the renowned nave of
Monreale.
On what do our eyes rest first? That is a matter of
taste and habit.
Some eyes will fly at once to the colored splendors
of the mosaics; others will light, even before the mosaics, on that
of which the mosaics are after all but the festal dress, on that noble
range of columns which makes Monreale a rival of Pisa. While Palermo Was still Saracen, the men of Pisa had carried off trophies from
her harbor, and with them they had carried oil some germs of Saracenic skill to be pressed into the service of the mighty temple which
commemorated their victory. In the double ranges of columns at
Pisa the lesser row of arches are pointed; at Monreale the pointed
arch is dominant. Arches of that shape rest on the single row of columns which parts off the wide nave from the narrow aisles. Noihing can be less like the sprawling arches of the pseudo- Gothic of
Italy than these narrow, stilted arches rising from those mighty shafts;
it is like a basilica of the noblest
design, like the perislyle of Jovius
himself, with the pointed arches of Tiryns or Tusculum taught to
discharge an artistic function. In all this the nave of Monreale is
essentially akin to the nave of the palace chapel on a greater scale.
But with the nave the likeness ends. At the palace chapel every;

thing fits into everything else; nave, cupola, apse, are all bound toa whole far more perfect than
gether, and form a single whole,
Pisa.
At Monreale Mr. Fergusson's criticism, unti-ue of the nave,
is most true of
everything east of the nave; it is a mere display of
Wash over all the mosaics, the nave,
mosaics, and nothing else.
like the palace chapel, would still remain one of the noblest of
strictly architectural compositions; the eastern part would lose all
beauty and interest, except that which it is hard in any case to take
away from the bold sweep of the apse. But the high choir, with
four arches of different heights and widths, with not a single column,
nothing but square surfaces, is a wretched substitute indeed either
for the cupola of the East or for the soaring lantern of the North.
Four arches, forming a kind of crossing, make us ask for one or the
other; but the prayer for either is disappointed.
It is well to insist on both the merits and the defects of this wonderful church strictly as a work of architecture, because to so many
eyes it seems to be hardly a work of architecture at all, but a mere
The capitals are worth a study, though they show
display of color.
but few patterns.
few of the columns keep their classical capitals, which quite cower down below the vast overhanging quusiabaci; but most of the columns are fitted with capitals evidently
made to suit the abaci, classical, but with the cornucop'ue to play the
part of the volute, a type seen also in the church of Magione. In
the extreme eastern parts we again get a few columns, tuualler, and
in some cases coupled.
The mosaics have been discussed over au<l
While
will mention two or three points only.
over again.
there is a great deal of Greek at the palace chapel, there is very
little at Monreale, and the Latin in some places runs off into
This is
strange forms which are said to belong to the local dialect.
a most important element in the puzzling question as to the language of Sicily. Secondly, the ark distinctly rests on tico Ararats,
Thirdly, Abravery much as they are drawn in Mr. Bryce's book.
ham's ram is caught in a thicket which looks very like the cactus so
commonly seen in the island, and yet botanists tell us that the cacIt is well, though
tus, like the prickly pear, came from America.
it involves
leaving the nave for the high choir, to turn from such
thorny questions and look at the mosaic of the coronation of William
the Good, placed over the throne which, here as elsewhere, marks
the sacred character of the Sicilian monarchy.
each
So, among all the various capitals in the famous cloister
one is a study
the one which comes home to us most is that which
records the founder's offering.
Remembering Aries, Moissac, Aosta,
a crowd of others, the Monreale cloister must be allowed to hold
Above it on one side rises the long
the first place in its own class.

A

We
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the archbishop and
of lancets of tlie forsaken refectory,
and anabbot of Monreale holds his lower rank as a sinecure,
From the cloister garth
other such range marks the. dormitory.
the church rises above the endless ranges of columns and wrought
above the church.
capitals; the mountain with the castle rises again
If one of M. Viollet-le-Duc's immortal students could drop from
the clouds into the cloister of Monreale, he ought to feel at once
that he was within the precincts of a Sicilian monastery, as, if he
were in the like sort dropped into the cloister of Wells, he ought to
know that he was within the precincts of an English secular college.
King William's Benedictine house, built after true Bendedictine
rule, is a relief after the endless monasteries of Palermo, built
Before the traveller goes
mostly after no rule and no shape at all.
down the hill, let him once more go within the church; let him gaze
on what else he will, but let him, as his farewell to Monreale, make
his way to the south transept, the resting-place of the two Williams.
There William the Bad sleeps in the sarcophagus found for him by
the filial duty of his son, while William the Good owes his tomb and
epitaph to the piety of an archbishop and abbot many ages after.
Saturday Review.

THE PALACE OF THK THOCAD^RO.

and its foundations have been completed in about eighteen months,
an extraordinary feat for the deliberate French architects, who usuare allowed a deal of "
as we should
over their
say,
pottering,"
foundations gave unexpected trouble, because of the site
having been quarried formerly and loosely filled in again, and in places
had to be begun twenty metres down. The architects have shown
themselves men of greater energy and capacity than was expected by
the profession, and their rivals honestly concede it. M. Bourdais is
rather more engineer than architect, while his partner, M. Davioud,
is a
thorough artist, with long experience, and in his designs was, in
the present case, ably assisted by M. Rollin as his chief inspector.
ally

The

Architecturally the real front of the building is what the public
back, that is, not the facade facing the Champs de Mars,
but the one towards the spacious square which, adorned with a huge
ppray fountain, crowns the hill of Chaillot, and from which avenues
radiate in all directions.
The entrance to the hull should be by a
vestibule or salle de pas pertlus, sixty-one metres long, extending its
shelter by a glass marquise, and flanked
by pavilions in which are
iron staircases and columns supporting cupola vaulting with iron
Behind this part of the
ribs, as at the Bibliotheque St. Genevieve.
building rises the great gable, divided into square-topped bays en
The
echelon, which masks on this side the roof of the amphitheatre.
gable is flanked by two square belvedere-capped towers, whose platforms are eighty-two metres from the ground. These are provided
with elevators for visitors, who can be lifted some ten metres
higher
than the towers of Notre Dame. At present the
public pass by this
advanced corps de bailment, and enter on each side under two long,
rectangular pavilions, whose first floor contains halls devoled to
conferences in art and science, and whose ground floor forms
open
vestibules.
The ceilings of these halls are supported on eight massive marble columns.
as
the
when
Here,
throughout
possibuilding
ble, the iron beams are frankly shown, and are filled in with plaster
or terra-cotta.
No wood is used in the construction of the building.
From these vestibules the visitor may reach the stairs and elevator, or turn at once into one of the long elliptical galleries, thirteen
metres wide, in which now are exhibited the loan collections of hiscall the

may descend

at once into the

him follow the throng, and he will find himself in the lower of the two circular
porticoes which surround the
amphitheatre. These magnificent galleries, some six metres wide, are
not idle decorative features, but are
justified by the surpassing view
from them. The eye sweeps from the
height of Montmartre on the
left over the whole of Paris, with all its domes and towers.
Of all
its monuments
only two are hidden, the Arc de Triomphe and St.
Augustin, and the eye ranges far across the dwindling suburbs to the
green hills on the right, and again follows the steamers up the river
to the gay scene
Here the shining roofs on the
just opposite.
Champs de Mars with their countless ilags, and the grounds swarmwith
restless
ing
figures, confuse the brain, and one gladly turns to the
nearer scene on the slope on this side of the
river, where, half hidden
are
by foliage,
picturesquely scattered pretty chalets and pavilions of
varied architecture. But
especially is the tired eye soothed as it
rests upon the
Jnto it daily
Large basin below, with its jetsof spray.
grounds beyond

;

but

let

fall

thirty thousand cubic metres of water, over a series of eight wide
basins flanked by two smaller series of cascades and
jets. Tlie source
of the water is at cue's
advantage of tlie falincr
very feet; for,

taking

ground, and to mask the lofty basement, a terrace has been built out
a few steps below the lower portico. Here from a projecting elliptical basin a clear sheet of water falls some nine metres, half veiling
the arch of tlie grotto underneath. The effect on the tired sight-seer
is delicious, and an eager crowd is always pressing forward to watch
from above the falling waters, or below passing into the grotto to
look wonderingly at the view through the clear crystal sheet. The
terrace is enriched with six colossal figures of the continents in gilt
bronze, and of tlie same material are spirited statues of a rhinoceros,
an elephant, a wild ox, and a horse, placed at the angles of the great
basin below. The cascade at present looks bald, but when the vases in
the original design are placed along their sides this may disappear; its
At any rate, the view
chief fault is want of height for the slope.
from this point will be to many the most notable thing in the Exhibitheir most agreeable memory.
stories of porticoes above mentioned are inclosed within
twenty-nine round arched bays, and give easy access to an admirable series of corridors and stairs leading into the hall itself.
On ention,

and

The two

tering one is struck by the airiness of the great circular hall, which,
with a diameter of forty-five metres, and thirty-one metres high,
crowned by a flat, conical ceiling, as in the Cirque d'Hiver, gives an
impressive effect.
segment is cut from one side to form a wide
and shallow niche for the orchestral platform. Ample light streams

from nine huge round-arched windows, scantily filled with the
baldest mullions, which both inside and out are fatally ugly.
The
bays are continued down below the window, and include tribunes
cleverly lodged between the projection of the deep, square, outer
The seats slope
buttresses, and hidden by the roof of the porticoes.
rather steeply down to a range of open boxes on a lower level, and
these are high enough to give room tor covered boxes beneath.
As
the rows of amphitheatral seats beginning at the sides increase in
number towards the middle, the parquet takes a horse-shoe form, and
avoids the dryness of concentric circles. There are about 4,500
seats, exclusive of the ample accommodations for orchestra and
choruses on the platform.
The decoration shows haste, but in general is light and harmonious in tone.
The groundwork is of a dull
yellowish bronze tint, much the fashion here now, though M. Gamier
tailed to make it attractive in the Opdra. Here it is agreeable enough
as contrasted with panels and bands of dark red below, and with
the pale green of the ceiling above.
The difficulty of arranging a
vast flat niche surmounted by a segmental arch in a circular hall is
not satisfactorily met, but attention is diverted from this by a successful painting by Charles Lamcire in tlie space over the arch.
It
represents France calling around her the nations. Painted in pale,
flat tints, with
strongly marked outlines, it is in its simplicity a fine
example of architectural decoration. The hall has turned out good
in its acoustic qualities, and is weLl ventilated.
After this general description let us approach the building from
the
Champa de Mars, for which view it was especially designed.
Tliis facade more frankly explains its uses than the other.
The rotunda with its open galleries suggests a festival hall, and the towers
which flank it, apart from the valuable accent they give, may be exin

PARIS, June 7, 1878.
LAST week the completion of the roof of the second of the two
great towers left the Palais <lu Trocadero completely finished. Naturally, a building which will be fur all time one of the greatest
French monuments has called forth much criticism, or rather discussion; for, apart from the architects, political bias generally asserts
itself too strongly to allow fair criticism.
When the republican
proudly lauds the new monument the sincere imperialist cannot
openly agree with him; the least he owes his party is a shrug of the
shoulder.
As a rule the building is pronounced by the architects a
success, especially when it is remembered that the immense structure

torical curiosities, or,
passing through,
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The long wings
plained as gala features, in spite of their solidity.
faced with colonnades suggest museums and collections for tlie public.
The proportions in themselves are agreeable, and so the vast
edifice, essentially

modern in its architecture, presents itself with
There is one serious criticism to be made:
which by the way are not semicircular, as gener-

grace and frankness.'
these porticoes,

ally termed, but halves of

a

flat ellipse,

in spite of their

extending

some four hundred and thirty metres, appear mean and insignificant.
Nothing but near approach to them will convince one that
they are in reality monumental in proportion, with a width of about
six metres.
The architect evidently expected to show the enormous
size of his central feature, about
fitty-eight metres in diameter, by
contrast with these colonnades, which he was at pains to subdivide by
les.-er pavilions.
But just the oppo^te effect is produced; instead
of porticoes, really of ample size,
giving a colossal scale to the central
part, the latter is taken as the normal scale, and the galleries are
dwarfed. It is the ever-recurring problem, perhaps the most diffi-

how to give scale. Up to a certain point
subdivision will give a desired scale, but that point
passed the parts
before taken as units suddenly become fractions, and the scale
It is not easy to show what would make it
drops, as in this case.

cult in architecture, of

otherwise, but certainly it was a fatal mistake to divide the immense
windows of the rotunda into only four divisions, and with mullions
These great bays are very conspicuous,
really good-sized columns.
and, catching at first the eye, give a false scale. Had they been subdivided, as in the best GoUiic windows, it would have been very different.
There are many minor criticism which might be made, but
they can hardly be of interest far from Paris. It is more interestto note the agreeable tone of color which adds a charm to the
ing
It is of
building.
pale yellow stone; the more constructive parts
emphasized by alternate courses of a reddish stone, which, with the
towers, give an Oriental aspect. Narrow bands of red and green
mosaics are eifectively introduced. The walls of the
porticoes, of
soft Pompeian red,
The style of architecture,
give a rich relief.

though borrowing here and there,
constructiveness and raison d'e.re.
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FIRES IN THEATRES.

A FEW

NEW

additional statistics, taken from the list of theatres destroyed by fire, contained in the work of Herr Fb'lsch, will teach us,
if instruction were needed, how
highly dangerous our modern stages
are.
Nearly every theatre in London and Paris has been burnt do'wn
in its turn; in London alone, to the number of
Durthirty-one.
recorded in
ing the last thirty years, fifty-seven fires were

YOKK.
has long

AT the office of the Superintendent of Buildings it
been noted that the fortnight between the 1st and die 15th of July
is the most
laggard time of the entire year about one plan per diem
is then the average, and there have been weeks when hut two
plans
were offered. But while matters are dull at the special headquarters
are
not
so
the
offices.
A
few of the architects
they
really
among
who were fortunate enough to have commissions early in the spring
a
are busy, and there are
few rumors of new projects afoot.
In the matter of the falling tunnel the jury's verdict
puts the
blame upon the contractor and the inspector, the one for loadino- and
the other for permitting the placing of the superincumbent earth in
a manner other than that called for in the specifications, namely, by
;

officially

London, and a great many fire alarms may have never come to the
knowledge of the authorities. No better criterion of the combustible nature of play-houses can be formed than
by looking at their
The author has been able to collect exact data
respective ages.
with that view of 252 theatres. Of these, there have been burnt

down

:

5 theatres before opening
in the first
70
jj years after opening.
"
88
6 to 10 years after opening.
"
45
11 to 20
"
"
27
21 to 30
"
"
12
31 to 40
"
"
20
41 to 50
"
"
17
61 to 60
"
"
7
61 to 80
"
"
81 to 100
over 100 years after opening.

layers of uniform depth.
The really important thing of the past few days is the appointment of Mr. Russell Sturgis, Jr., to the post of Professor of Architecture and the Arts of Design at the College of the City of New
York. This is the great free college in which the school system of
the city finds a fitting culmination. It is a hard-working college,

with a course to accomplish which requires work on the part of
The subject of archithe students. Mr. Sturgis is an alumnus.
tecture has been curiously treated during the twenty-live years of
While the mathematical and classical
the existence of the college.
sections of the course were attended to by able specialists, drawing
and architecture were placed under the care of an old German
too,

refugee of 1818, whose opinions on all subjects were very fixed,
but what those opinions were nobody either inquired or cared to
know. He has gone, and in his place one graduate has been already
installed as professor of drawing, and now another is chosen to the
new seat of architectural instruction. New York, with such a man
in such a position, will rank with Boston, Cornell, and Ann Arbor
for such it is
as an architectural school. The experiment
promises to create no small amount of criticism, and with a man of such
energetic enthusiasm for his art as Mr. Sturgis possesses, the mutter
will be made interesting, however it may result.
Mr. Richard M. Hunt has lately designed a country house for Mr.
Wm. II. Vanderbilt, and the work is now going on near Islip, L. I.,
where Mr. August Belmont and Mr. LorillarU already have fine
8(J feet, but
country places. In a general way the plan measures 85

X

an irregular form that the building appears much larger.
building is two and a half stories high, in half-timbered work,
with broad, slated roofs, truncated, and of so many and various
slopes that a wonderfully picturesque effect is secured for a building
so broad and " squat," for there is nothing in the shape of a tower.
60 feet and 14 feet
The main feature of the place is a great hall 20
high; running through the building, and opening from one side of this
20 feet. At one end of the long
at right angles is another hall 20
hall is the main entrance; beside it, to the side, is a deep windowseat, looking out upon the veranda, which extends two thirds of the
distance about the house. Opposite the side or jutting hall is a grand
fire-place, massive with brick and stonework ten feet wide and running up to the ceiling, the fire-place lined with brick, but otherwise
built of stone. At the end of the main hall, opposite the principal entrance, is the wood staircase running up a half story and then turning
at a broad landing-stage.
Rising from this landing-stage to the second floor ceiling is a great window, almost church-like in size, but
made up of small windows closely grouped. It is about fifteen feet
square and lights the halls above and below. It is glazed in cathedral
the centre of each
glass, with the colored bull's-eyes introduced at
subdivision of the window. The stairs are to be white ash, while the
hall itself is to be in oak panel-work, showing a timber roof; at the
end of the side hall, facing the southwest, is another large window,
completely occupying the end of the hall; three deep mullions divide
is

of such

The

X

X

the space into four separate lights, which, running from floor to
The upceiling, give opportunity for a broad field of colored glass.
per hall has a fire-place over that on the first floor, but of more
modest
In one of the outer angles formed by the interproportions.
section of the two walls

is a parlor nineteen feet square, and in the
the only one on the first floor
other a guest's bedroom
which,
with a bold bay, plenty of windows, and exterior doors, is a proper
.hot- weather chamber.
Behind the fire-place is the dining-room, entered by two doors, one on either side of it a conspicuous fire-place
lias been fixed in the dining-room, which is also finished, like the
hall, in oaken cabinet-work.
Window-seats are a favorite feature, and are placed here and there
in hall, dining-room, and bedrooms, in a most inviting fashion at the
head of the first flight of stairs the sill of the broad window above
mentioned is turned into a cushioned seat.
Without, the building may provoke criticism. The windows, broad
or narrow, long or short, as best suited the interior arrangements,
seem to jut out in a miscellaneous way, and over the main dooris known in Amersteps a bold hood answers the purposes of what
ica as a porte-cochere, and the highest point is the cresting of the
main roof, above which line the chimneys rising from the lower roof
;

;

do not extend. The broken roof outline gives opportunity for some
The entire cost will reach $60,000.
sjood li"ht and shade effects.
6

W.

Lake dwellings have been discovered at
LACUSTRINE DWELLINGS.
LuUen, Switzerland, at thu junction of the rivers Limmat and Silil.

33

Total, 252 theatres.

The abnormally

great number of theatres burnt down in the first
years after being opened is explained partly by the fact that
most of them were wooden erections, or merely provisional buildThe
ings, which, of course, are of the most dangerous nature.
above figures show that the average age of those theatres destroyed
by fire amounts to about twenty-two years and three quarters. Carrying inquiry a little further, we find that the 51 6 theatres burnt down
were distributed over the globe as follows. They included
five

:

176
68
63
49
45
20
24
17
30
18

,

in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in
in

the United States.
Great Britain, exclusive of the colonies.
France.

Germany.
Italy.

Austria.
Kussia.

Spain and Portugal.
the various Kuropean countries.
the various extra-European countries.

A

comparison of these figures does not permit of forming an opinion
more or fewer fires in theatres iu the different countries;
but they are a safe index of the care bestowed there in

as to the

collecting
the required data.
It is further interesting to observe the time when theatres
generOn the average, about thirteen theatres are deally burn down.
stroyed each year the worst months being from January to March,
the fewest fires taking place in July to September.
Most of them
have taken place in the middle of the week, the most fatal days in
the month being, strangely, the 8th, 15th, and 22d. Fortunately, of
the many conflagrations chronicled in the work, only thirty-six broke
but these have, on the
out while representations were going on
other hand, been the most disastrous on record. Most of the fires
took place in the middle of the night taking the risk of theatres to
catch fire during the day at one, 6.8 represents the liability about
two hours after the conclusion of the performance.
Another point, which is generally too much neglected, should not
be lost sight of. It is the extreme rapidity with which conflagrations
;

;

;

generally spread in theatres, leaving no time to save anything, and
A case in point is the deinvolving too often great sacrifice of life.
On that evening
struction of the Berlin Opera on August 18, 1843.
the military ballet, " The Swiss Soldier," in which guns are fired
and fireworks let off, was represented. At the inspection, half an
hour after the end of the performance, there was not the slightest
Soon after, however, flames were seen issuing from the
sign of fire.
right side of the stage, and ten minutes later the whole building was
one mass of flame. The old Opera, like the present one, stood
completely isolated, and yet it required the utmost exertion to save
At the destruction of
the surrounding buildings from taking fire.
the Munich Court Theatre on January 14, 1823, it was with the
"reatest difficulty that another theatre close by, the Royal Castle,
and other important buildings were saved. In too many cases it has
not been possible to arrest the conflagration, and to confine it to the
theatre on fire. Among the many catastrophes of this description of
older date may be mentioned the first destruction of Drury Lane
Theatre (January, 1672), when sixty other buildings were destroyed;
the burning down of the provincial theatre in the court-yard of the

Royal Palace of Amalienborg, near Copenhagen (April 19, 1689),
the destructive element annihilated the whole palace, the park
with all its buildings, and endangered even the fleet in the road-

when

stead.

Of the more recent fires of this nature, let us only refer to that of
the English Opera House (February 16, 1830), when fifteen neighwhich broke out in the Olymboring houses were destroyed. The fire
either entirely destroyed or greatly damaged
pic on March 29, 1849,
twenty other houses. It may be asked, confining the inquiry to
London, In how many cases would a fire iu a theatre not involve the
destruction of surrounding property V
In the work under notice, a list is given of thirty-six fires in
It is not our intentheatres which occurred during representations.
tion to particularize them here; but those of our readers who take
an interest in them will not regret the time spent in perusing the
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For notwithstanding all that
of the book dealing with them.
as been asserted to the contrary effect, namely, that fires in theatres
Earl
and that the catastrophe of
rarely begin during representations,
Brooklyn was unexampled, they will see that experience says otherSince 1770 no fewer than thirty-six were burnt down while
wise.
has
performances were going on, and in most cases the loss of life
been

frightful.

is no doubt that effective measures against fires in theatres
While searching for the best means for preventing
are imperative.
them, an inquiry into the origin of those fires is of great value. But
in by far the greater number of instances it has not been possible to
In this country the verdict of the jury is similar
trace their causes.
to that found after the destruction of Covent Garden Theatre, in
March 5, 1856, namely, " That the theatre has been destroyed by
before the jury to say
fire; but that there is not sufficient evidence
how the same originated." In other countries where no such juries
exist, in most cases, after a fruitless inquiry, the subject is silently
The reason why, only in rare instances, the causes of the
dropped.
fire are established is to be sought in the rapid spread and the destructive effect of the conflagration. The thick smoke arising at once
obscures all observation; the extraordinary haste and confusion ren-

There

der even subsequent evidence of eye-witnesses unreliable, and such
traces which might possibly lead to a discovery are obliterated by
the rapidly spreading flames; so that there remain only assumptions

upon which

to proceed.

certainty exists with respect to fires which break out during
lerformances.
They are caused either by badly protected or naked
Ilights, or by leaky gas-pipes, or by careless handling of the gas, or
by gas explosions. Other fires have arisen from the employment of
petroleum for lighting, or through careless smoking, or through firFires, finally, have been caused
ing of guns, or letting off fireworks.
by the faulty condition of the heating apparatus. In all these cases,
carelessness with respect to all those dangerous appliances has been
And yet we are going on in the
at the bottom of the outbreak.

Most

same course.
It has already been remarked that the rapid inflammability of our
theatres arises from the large quantity of material easily set in
flames, and stored up within a narrow compass, which has been dried
up by continually applied heat, and thus prepared for combustion,
but also from the extensive way in which a theatre is lighted up.
This danger is considerably increased not only by the frequent use
of very thin stuffs, which are on that account set ablaze all the more
rapidly, but also by the more or less fine or coarse threads of the
canvas employed for decorations, which depend from them after frequent use, and which act like slow-matches for the fire. The dust
also which settles on the decorations, and which consists mostly of
thin fibres, favors the spreading of the flames, so that in an incredibly short time after they once get hold of the objects within their
fire
reach their extinction becomes a matter of impossibility.
breaking out must consequently be promptly stifled, or the whole
liouse will be in flames.
Experience tells us that such a danger sets
in very frequently, or more often than is generally believed in wider
circles.
The Builder.

A

THE SUBTERRANEAN WORKS AT WELBECK.
IT pleases the

main by a

Duke

of Portland to penetrate his magnificent doand to startle his dependents by unex-

series of burrows,

These burpected appearances from these subterranean depths.
rows are no narrow tunuels, but lofty, spacious passages, lighted by
costly apparatus for letting in the sun at intervals, and by innumerable gas-lights.
Lined with brick and stone, and perfectly watertight, they enable their owner to be everywhere by turns, and
nowhere long, unless it please him to go into detail with any of the
numerous subdirectors of the extraordinary works, complete and in
course of construction, at Welbeck.
The sudden apparition of the duke amonw the grooms exercising
his horses in the great riding-house, whose like exists nowhere else"
As his pale face rises from the
astonishes, but does not dismay.
earth in the left-hand corner of the enormous
building, there is no
sign of trepilation among those assembled, while their master surthe
raised
at a cost which sets calculation
ycys
magnificent work,
at defiance.
Nearly four hundred feet long, with a width of rather
more than one third, this riding-house, carpeted with tan, has walls
of solid stone, and a roof of wood, glass, and iron.
Two rows of
columns divide it into a nave and two aisles, the latter with beautiful wooden roofs.
The great central compartment is decorated with
a frieze of painted brass-work, representing birds, beasts, and foliage; while the whole structure is adorned with a stone frieze of elegant design and perfect workmanship.
The Duke of Portland is a builder-up of good work, and a pullerdown of bad. An architect at one time employed by him built a
gateway, which when completed became abhorrent to him; yet so
considerate was he of the artist's
feelings that he could not find it
in his heart to remonstrate with him.
So he tried another way.
One night he waited till the architect had driven off in his
dog-cart,
and then set all his men to work at overtime and double
pay to pull
down the hated edifice. By morning not a
vestige remained, and
the architect on his arrival rubbed his
eyes in amazement; but
neither he nor the duke ever took the
slightest notice of its disappearance. There was, too, a memorial bridge erected to the memory
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of Lord George Bentinck, near the spot where he breathed his last,
close to the wood end opposite the village of Norton.
Short work
was made of this bridge, as of numerous other odds and ends of

architecture on the domain, and the present reign of perfection was
inaugurated.
The half hundred lodges for keepers and other servants on the
Welbeck estates have all been built by their present proprietor, who
has in their construction carried out his passion for subterranean

work. The dining-rooms and bed-chambers make a handsome little
house enough, solidly and perfectly built of stone. The
unseemly
part of the dwelling is buried in the earth kitchens, pantries, and
other offices are plunged below. Many of the finest apartments in
the Abbry itself are actually under ground, and illuminated
by all
kinds of ingenious devices. Welbeck boasts a subterranean
library
;

whose natural gloom is completely dispelled by
gas
burners sempiternally aglow. Near this strange room, but above
is
the
built
from
the
ground,
riding-house,
by Huntingdon Smithson,
designs of the Duke of Newcastle, in 1623, now converted into a
Of
course
the
superb picture-gallery.
gas used at Welbeck is made
oo the premises, and lofty mounds covered with rhododendrons hide
four unsightly gasometers from the eye.
The duke is most interested in what may be called " the works "
at Welbeck,
the mighty bin-rowings and
scoopings, the levellings,
the widening and deepening of the lake, the
building of the new
subterranean church, and the manufacture "on the
premises" of
the rolling stock necessary to the operations in the
wood-yard and
machine shops, hard by the new riding-house and covered
tan-gallop.
But he has yet plenty of time to care for the
Alderneys withblack
which
furnish
Welbeck
with
and
the
black
milk,
points
polled Scotch
oxen which supply Worksop as well as Welbeck with
magnificent
of great size,

beef.

These oddities are viewed with mixed feelings by the inhabitants
North Nottinghamshire. On the one hand, there is the potent incentive to tenants and dependents to exalt the rich man by whose
spoils they live; and on the other, a slightly rebellious feeling against
territorial absolutism.
Ducal freaks are condoned by patronage in
the
known as the " dukeries." The last of the " dukeries "
of

region

is

Welbeck, but

the rest.

One

in notoriety it abundantly supplies the
places of all
of its chief marvels is the tunnel, or rather covered

built across the park lest any plebeian form should come betwixt the light and the nobility of the Duke of Portland. It seems
that a right of way exists across Welbeck Park for foot passengers
in fact, an old-fashioned
and pack-horses,
Previous
bridle-path.
Dukes of Portland endured the misery of seeing unseemly figures
pass within a quarter of a mile of their princely home, but the present incumbent long since revolted against this infliction, and declared
that, as the right of way through Worksop Manor and Welbeck
could not be contested, his part of it should be made as comfortable as possible.
To that end he constructed a covered way, which,
decked with turf, rhododendrons, and other shrubs above, should not
prove an eyesore to Welbeck, and by dint of thorough lighting and
ventilation should satisfy the public.
The public of Worksop and
Whitewell is easily satisfied by a duke who employs a couple of

way,

thousand workmen, and this flagrant violation of public rights has
evoked no village Hampden to denounce it. Is it not a small matter
of passing under a road or a lawn, but a mile and a half of tunnel
to be traversed by the voyager in that particular direction, and can
only be avoided by a tedious detour. It is perhaps lucky for the
Duke of Portland that his subterranean "Folly," as the country
folk call it, is not nearer to Sheffield, or some great town rich enough
nothing for his patronage, and strong enough to make him
down. As the matter stands, the tunnel,
although an illegal and impudent outrage, is only laughed at by the
vassals who make a good thing out of Welbeck generally.
London
World.
to care

pull his ridiculous structure

GERMAN HOUSES

IN CINCINNATI.
CINCINNATI.

To THE EDITOR OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
Dear 6Vr,
During the past few years a very noticeable feature
of house building in this city is what is known as the German
tenement house. The house is invariably of brick, generally three
stories high, with a nondescript kind of freestone
cap and sill to
the doors and windows ; it is never painted, always has a side entrance (either a side yard or else a portion of the house partitioned
off, in which latter case the second story extends over the entrance),
and at a distance of some thirty-five feet from the front the one
stairway gives communication to the several stories. There are genIn
erally four rooms on a floor (two on each side of the stairway).
almost every case these houses are filled with six different families,
one family to each suite of rooms, and they all make common use
of the above-mentioned single
stairway.
The houses cost about $100 per room, and on an average they rent
for $50 to $60 a room per annum, which rent
yields the owner the
very handsome income of twelve to fifteen per cent on his investment. Large numbers of these houses
go up every year, and it is
seldom that a room is vacant.
While this plan of house-building is, as shown above, a good investment for the owner, it certainly is a
bad investment for the
very
This matter of from six to twelve or more families
in
one
with
seldom
over two rooms to a family.
living together
house,

community.
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where each does

its

own cooking, washing,

of necessity breed vice

and corruption.

sleeping,

and

And what

living,

must

puts a worse

face on the matter is the fact that the majority live in this way from
choice and not from necessity they are industrious and could if they
C.
chose have neat small houses of their own.
;

THE RAILROADS OF PERU.
every one has heard of the late Mr. Henry Meiggs, and
knows in a general way the engineering marvels he has accomplished
in Peru during the score of years just passed, notwithstanding the
obstacles he had to encounter in the way of political disturbances,
an impoverished government exchequer. We take
intrigue, and
from the New York World the following, condensed from the narrative of Mr. W. H. Cilley, one of Mr. Meiggs's assistants:
The work originally undertaken by Mr. Meiggs for the Peruvian

ALMOST

lines of

that

railway
government comprised the building of several
were considered military and political necessities, namely, the Caland Cerro de Pasco railroads,
lao, Lima, and Oroya, and the Oroya
the Chimbote and Huarez Railroad,
crossing the Andes to the east;
of the Andes; the
extending to the north along the westerly slope
Mollendo and Arequipa, and the Arequipa and Puno roads, extending north and eastward, and penetrating the interior several hundred
a network of rail
miles, and the Juliaca and Cuzco road, all forming
that puts Lima into direct communication with all portions of the reThe contracts were made with a liberality on the part of the
public.
more prosperous nations.
government that would have done credit to
The work was pushed forward with a rapidity and thoroughness unwhen the tremendous obstaexampled in the history of engineering,
cles met with in the formation of the country are taken into consideration.
Scientific and railroad men everywhere watched the progress
of the work in astonishment, as all their theories and predictions of
Political and physical
failure were overthrown one after another.
disturbances, revolutions, and earthquakes retarded the work at interhis colleagues.
vals, but it was never abandoned by Mr. Meiggs and
A little over year ago the financial depression that had affected
other nations reached Peru, and a panic ensued that threatened to
issued in payment
put a stop to the work, and the government scrip
on the contracts depreciated to about 40 per cent of its face value.
It was feared by many in this country that Mr. Meiggs would be unable to withstand the shock, and that the work would necessarily be
abandoned for years to come; but the panic subsided when it became
evident that there was no real cause for it, and the nation began to
recover slowly from its effects. Both the government and Mr.
and the
Meiggs were determined that the work should proceed,
latter directed attention to the Cerro de Pasco mines, long since
abandoned, in whose depth lay imprisoned the means for finishing
modern mathe
undertaking, awaiting only the introduction of
great

The government authorized Mr. Meisrgs, or any company that might represent him, to issue
bonds to the amount of
2,400,000 sterling, bearing gold interest at
7 per cent, the principal and interest being guaranteed by the Refor paying interest and principal were
public of Peru, and the means
in the hands of Mr. Meiggs.
directly
placed
All the mineral lands belonging to tin; government in the Cerro

chinery to yield up their great treasures.

de Pasco district were ceded absolutely to Mr. Meiggs, and persons
the option
owning and working claims in that district were allowed
of continuing their work and paying Mr Meiggs 30 per cent of the
ore taken out, or relinquishing their claims to him and receiving 20
claims of 100 metres
per cent royalty. There were fifty-three legal
to give them
by 300 metres, and nearly all of the owners preferred
up to Mr. Meiggs and receive the 20 per cent of ore extracted.
The death of Mr. Meiggs last year did not interfere with this arwho might
rangement, as the contract held good with any persons
succeed him.
The building of the Oroya Railway, from the seacoast over the
summit of the Andes, through the ruggedest country on the earth,
Unlike the
is the most stupendous engineering feat of the age.
overland road in the United States, which reaches its greatest elevation in the Rocky Mountains by almost imperceptible gradients, the
Peruvian highway in the clouds begins to climb the steep sides of
the Andes at grades that are startling in their boldness and precipiThe heaviest grade on the line is 4 per cent, or 211 feet
tousness.
to the mile, and on some of these grades there are curves of 373 feet
radius, or in the metric system, which is used exclusively in this
Some of the curves on the easier grades are
work, 115 metres.
much sharper even than this. The road winds up the side of the
mountain in a zigzag and oftentimes almost circular path, and at one
the neak, one dipoint there are two tunnels through the side of
The rarefied
direction.
rectly above the other, in the same lateral
atmosphere at the great elevation reached on the summit .presented
many new features in railroading, as a locomotive had never before
been worked at these heights. It was supposed by engineers gensteam above 8,000 or
erally that it would be impossible to keep up
10,000 feet, and many men eminent in their profession in Europe
wrote to Peru, asking how this difficulty would be met. The problem solved itself in a very simple manner as soon as the test was
made. Hydrogen is necessary for combustion, and of course, in a
rarefied atmosphere, the amount of hydrogen is less than in the
same bulk of air where the density is greater. At great elevations
it

was merely necessary

to
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introduce into the furnace a greater

quantity of air in a given time than at the sea level, and the simple
operation of opening the dampers wider accomplished this result.
The world-famous Cerro de Pasco silver mines are at the intersection of two immense mineral lodes in the Province of Junin, one
running through the Cordilleras in a northeasterly direction, and
the other through a spur of the same range with a northwesterly
trend.
The ore body averages seven eighths of a mile wide by one
mile and a half in length, is of irregular shape and unknown depth.
The mining done by the Spaniards and Peruvians has all been in
the surface deposit, and really amounts to nothing more than prosTheir deepest shaft is only 360 feet below
pecting in these days.
the surface, and has been sunk through the decomposed rock forming the surface ore. The shafts vary in actual depth from the surface, which is irregular, but they are all sunk to the same water
level.
The unstable character of the formation in which these
shafts were worked caused many accidents, and working in the old
Spanish mines of Cerro de Pasco was a decidedly dangerous occuThe surface to-day is honey-combed with deep and extenpation.
sive sinks or tajos, where the mines have fallen in, and many a
The most
miner's bones are entombed in these great sepulchres.
terrible of these accidents occurred in 1710, when 300 persons were
buried alive beneath the roof of a mine, through the giving away of
the supporting timbers. All of the top deposit in this district of a
that is, it is decomposed
square mile is what miners call pay dirt,
rock containing free-milling ore that averages $40 to $45 per ton.
The ore remaining in this surface deposit of decomposed rock is
sufficient in quantity to run all the mills in Nevada at their full capacity for 150 years.
Below the depths to which the Spanish miners worked their
The
shafts, the diamond drill has been used to prospect the mines.
rock is hard and uniform in character, averaging about $165 to the
Pockets are frequently struck yielding ore
ton in the assaying.
that contains from 50 to 80 per cent of silver.
Professor Raimondi, who has conducted scientific explorations in
Peru for many years, is of the opinion that the coal fields of the
Huarez Valley will prove to be the most extensive in the world.
The coal is principally semi-anthracite, although cannel and bituminous coal have been found in considerable quantities in the interior.

.

A DANGEROUS LIGHTNING-ROD.
article which we print in another part of
the paper the following letter from the late Professor Henry, conis of intercerning a lightning conductor without ground connection,

IN connection with the

est:

SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION,

I

WASIII.VUTON, April 27, 1378. j
The plan of lightning-rod you describe is an extreme application of the
SIB,
method introduced some years ago of discharging electricity by points. It WMS
was made by placing projecting points on all
supposed that a great improvement
sides of the rod throughout its whole extent. Another supposed improvement wsa
to terminate the end of the rod near the ground in a sharp point. But both ihese
wilh ihe true principles of electrical protection, which conplans are at variance
sists in drawing the electricity from all the space occupied by the roof of the
house to the point of a continuous rod intimately connected with the earth by
means of water-pipe, gas-pipe, or other masses of metal. The rod should be
as to receive the electricity at the u[ per
perfectly smooth, and so constructed
and" transmit it silently to the ground.
on
the
cloud
of
a
The action
U-shaped rod, shown in the circular
positive
negatively elecvou send, would, bv induction, render each branch of the
In this case a discharge would tend
trified, and the horizontal part positively.
a
descend
in
current
and
through the
to enter each branch at the same moment,
middle of the horizontal part iuto the roof. In my opinion, a rod put up in
I am very truly yours,
this manner is worse than none at all.
JOSEPH HENUY, Secretary S. I.

end

U

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.
Once more laborers are at work on the
the courts having removed the injunction obtained
and foreign capitalists having
by the Delaware and Lacka wanna Company,
subscribed some three million dollars to begin the work. As soon as the
old shaft at the foot of Fifteenth Street, Jersey City, has reached the
of
feet, work will begin upon the tunuel proper.

HUDSON RIVER TUNNEL.

Hudson River Tunnel,

depth

sixty-five

LIMESTONE PAVEMENT.

Mr. H. G. Wilson, of

St. Louis,

who

is

said

to be an expert in the matter of road-making, has evolved the theory that
the heathfulness of a citv is in great measure dependent on the material
used for paving. Finding that the mortality record of the year ending
in April, 1878, shows that St. Louis is the healthiest large city in the
United States, and that the other large cities, ranged in comparative order
uf heidthfulness, are Cincinnati, Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston, Brooklyn,
to seek the reason for such
Baltimore, and New York, he has been led

At first suspecting, naturally, that the classification was but
an interpretation of the efficacy of the drainage systems of J;he respective
the fact that Chicago, whose
cities, he was led to abandon the supposition by
natural advantages for drainage are of the worst, and whose artificial system is avowedly not of the best, ranked third on the list. The condition
of the streets next fell under his notice, aud here again, although much of
the pavement of Chicago is of wood, raiu-soaked aud rotten, it is evidently
a healthier city than those cities where grauite and other hard stones are
u-ed for paving. The streets of St. Louis, on the other hand, are macadof ground
ami/ed, the material used being limestone, and to the filtering
air tliDiigh this material, and the giviug off of lime phosphates, Mr. WUconditions.

son attribute*

much

of the heulthfulncss of the citizens of St. Louis.
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THE RUSTING OF THE BRITANNIA BRIDGE.

At

Architect

the conference of

the discussion that
architects lately held at London, Mr. Carroll, during
on his process for
followed the reading of a paper by Professor Barff
" tons
he believed
upon tons of rust
preserving iron from rust, stated that
This statewere taken monthly from the tubes of the Britannia Bridge."
to foretell the
ment which created no little excitement, as it seemed
marvels of Great Britain,
speedy dissipation of one of the engineering
who have charge oi t
the
denied

has been emphatically

engineers
by
in 1865
It is on record, however, that at one thorough cleaning
bridge.
were taken out.
forty tons of rust

The preparations for erecting Cleopatra's
CLEOPATRA'S NEEDLE.
the whole of the
Needle, savs the Atheuceum, nre wejl advanced. Nearly
fourth side is at
iron-work 'has been removed, and the inscription on the
for examination and comparison with the
present in an excellent position
There are several points of
various editions which have been given of it.
of the older or
interest to be observed with regard to the palaeography
the
it is flanked
central line, and that of the two nearer lines with which
the later
former being far superior in workmanship and treatment to
which have been
additions. This is particularly remarkable in those parts
covered by sand, and so protected from injury by weather or design.
Some of tiie hieroglyphics are executed in a different manner; the circle,
raised at the cenfor in>tance, of the" middle column of text is slightly
in the side lines it takes the form of a deep and cup-like depression.
tre
two months' lime.
about
]t is expected that the work will be completed in
The solid ba^e of masonry and granite blocks is being built; above this
the Needle will be raised upon a staging, and swung by an armed collar,
which will enable the monoliih to be balanced, and thus easily transferred
fro, 11 a horizontal to a vertical position.
;

The Paris correspondent of
HARMONY IN YELLOW AND GOLD.
the New York Tribune gives the following account of some work at the
Paris Exhibition, by the Baltimore artist, Mr. Whistler
Not far off is a section of a room for the decoration of which Mr. WhistEver since Mr. Whistler did the famous peacock room
ler is re.S])on>ilile.
for Mr. LeUand in Prince's Gate be has had a reputation as unique in upHe is building a house for himself in
of art.
holstery as' in higher walks
London; like no other house, of course; meant,, perhaps, as a protect
Anne (routs in red brick, with
against the sudden popularity of Queen
a popularity which might end iu a new
their balconies and drawbridges
form of monotony hardlv less tiresome, though iu itself immensely better,
than the stucco horrors of which so manv square miles have come out of
What Mr. Whistler means, ilike by his
the same troughs and moulds.
bis peacock decoration, and this last caprice in yellow, may be
pictures,
that there is something good in the world of art outside of the conventional world. He calls this room a Harmony iu Yellow and Gold. Against
a yellow wa'l is hi.'. ' up a chimney-piece aud cabinet in one, of which the
wood, like all the wwd in the room, is a curiously light yellow mahogany
known to the Amersomething very different from the flaming veneer
ican for generations past, with drunk and straddling patterns all over it.
'Ihe fire-place is flush with the front of the cabinet, the front panelled in
the shelf and cornice, inc'osing tiles of pale sulphur; above
gilt liars below
the shelf a cupboard, with clear glass and triangular open niches at either
chosen for the yellowishtiess of the
side, holding bits of Kaga porcelain,
red, which is a characteristic of that ware; the frame of the grate brass;
Yellow on yellow, gold
the rails in polished steel the fender the same.
ou gold, everywhere. The peacock reappears, the eyes and the breast
feathers of him; but whereas in Prince's Gate it was always blue on gold,

A

:

1

;

or gold on bine, here the feather is all gold, boldly and softly laid on a
The feet to the table-legs are tipped with brass, and
gold-tinted wall.
Chairs and sofas are covered with
re~t on a yellowi-h brown velvet rug.
iu shade than the yellow of the
yellow, pure rich yellow velvet, darker
The framework of the sofa has a
wall, and edged with yel'ow fringe.
hint of the, Japanese influence, which faintly, but puly faintly, suggests itIts lattice-work back and wheel-|iatterned ends
self all through the room.

might pass

for

a saffrou-faced

is as light as
into shape.

bamboo; the carpentry
artist

had coaxed

it

if

the long lingers of

The Gobelin
GOBELINS TAPESTRY AT THE PARIS EXHIBITION.
workmen, twenty-two of whom
only fifty-three
manufactory now employs
"
'*
are engaged in making la Savouuerie carpets. The tapestry workers
are very indifferently paid. But it appears there is no difficulty about
recruiting for the Gobelins, on account of the prestige which is attached to
the place because the tapissiers are lodged, because each man has a little,
garden in the grounds surrounding the hotel, and because when old age
comes ou, a pension of from forty to fifty pounds a year is granted. The
Gobelins, too, is a kind of family concern. The tapissiers are tapissiers
from father to son. M. Duruy, who was minister of Public Instruction
beaud a good and liberal-minded minister, too,
under the empire,
longed to the family in question. His father was one of the head workthe
he
himself
was
aud
two
of
his
cousmen at
an apprentice,
Gobelins;
ins and several other relatives tire to-day in the establishment. As a specimen of "l:i Savonu Tie. " work two carpets are exhibited, the price of
which is enough to astonish one, eveu after the tapestry. One carpet, destined to cover the apartment at Kontainebleau which was inhabited by
Pins VII. dnriug his captivity, is eighty-three metres square aud cost
twelve thousand pounds. The smaller carpet, also destined for FontaineThere is a
bleau, and which is not finished, is forty-eight metres square.
tendency on the part of the present director of the Gobelius to give up
aud this
and
to
confine
his
to
the
decorative
art
copying pictures
tapestry
idea has been highly approved of by critics.
Pali Mali Gazette.
;

;

BENDING WOOD IN A DRY STATE.
Messrs. Bahse and Haendel have
proposed the following method for bending hard wood when quite dry,
chiefly for sieve hoops: Two rollers are used, one above the other, the
upper one having less velocity, so that it acts by holding back, while the
lower extends the wood fibres. When the board, thus bent, leaves the
rollers, it is fastened in the mouth of the sieve.
the under one smooth. If two smooth rollers

greater pressure would be necessary.

The upper

roller is fluted,

were used a very much
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The correspondents of the Plumber often furnish
PL-CUBING HINTS
some practical hints which are worth repeating. Thus, one plumber says
that to prevent the waste-pipe of safe-pans under water-closets from giv-

the upper parts of the house of kitchen or cellar smells
ing passage into
for these pipes usually stop over the kitchen sink, or over a sink in the
the waste-pipe should be turned up at its lower end so as to form
cellar

a slight trap then the orifice is enlarged with a tuwipin, and a light
rubber ball is put in, so that if the water in the trap dries up the ball
may still trap the opening. A perforated plate or wire netting keeps the
ball from being thrown out by the rush of water, while it offers no mateAnother plumber mentions an empirical
rial hindrance to its passage.
way of determining by inspection for what purposes the different pipes
He says that after a few mouths'
inclosed in the same casing are used.
;

The
service only the hot-water pipes will show the cleanest exteriors.
circulation pipes will be less clean, while the cold-water down pipes will
be much dirtier, and the pressure pipes will be the dirtiest of all.

DRAWING

IN

FRENCH COLLEGES.

The

Minister of Public Instruc-

Henceforth instruction has arrived lately at an important conclusion.
tion in drawing will be obligatory in the colleges in all the classes from
The course will inthe sixth to and including the classes in philosophy.
clude instruction in linear drawing, perspective, ornamental design, elementary instruction in anatomy and the proportions of the human figure, aud
finally in drawing the human figure from the flat aud from the round.

The mines of Cornwall, for a long time thought to be
TIN MINES.
the only tin mines in the world, are finding serious rivals in the tin deposits
Four years ago the value of the exports of tin aud tin
of Tasmania.
ore from this island was $35.000, while last year it amounted to nearly
One of the most productive regions is the Mount Bisehoff
$1,500,000.
but this has now been eclipsed by the discovery of a tin mountain
di-triet
at Mount Heemskirk, on the west coast. The "wash-dirt" is some twenty
feet thick, and produces about 25 per cent of tin; but the existence of
solid seams of the metal, traversing the mountains in veins several feet in
"
nuggets," weighing
depth and width, has been demonstrated. Some
several hundred-weight each, have been found, yielding nearly cent, per
Mixed with the tin, too, is a small quantity of gold,
cent, of pure metal.
about ten ounces to the ton. not sufficient in itself to render it worth seeking, but adding considerably to the tin miner's profits.
;

The city of Paris sprinkles not only the
STREET SPRINKLING.
planted alleys, the squares, bridges, quays, but also those parts which are
land
tenants.
The operations last from March 5th to Ocwatered by the
tober 15th for metalled roads, and from April to September for the paved
is thrown
Water
daily by means of water tanks, or hose and nozzle,
ways.
the latter being used on the boulevards and some of the more important
Tanks and hose, with their frames, belong to the city, contractstreets.
ors supply horses and drivers,
the whole being under the supervision of
the city. The best tank used is the tank Sohy. It is an oblong box made
of sheet-iron, has a seat for the driver, whence the tank can be worked.
The tank contains 340 gallons, and works on a strip 15 feet wide at each
It is emptied after a run of from 1,500 to 2,000 feet, according
passage.
The tilling is done by a leather or India-rubber hose,
to its capacity.
to
screwing
hydrants under the sidewalk, and so spaced that the tanks have
short distances to run when emptied.
One tank suffices for an area of 2J
acres of metalled surface, or 5 acres of paved streets. Hand sprinklers are
used for the planted alleys the hose is screwed to hydrants placed at
suitable distances, and the apparatus, which is from 40 to 46^ feet long,
can with a head of 50 feet throw a jet of an amplitude of 40 feet. One
man can, with this apparatus, sprinkle 5 acres in 35 minutes, time employed in moving being deducted. It is economical and convenient, and
There
its use -has been largely introduced into the interior of the city.
are 322 tanks in use, which consume a daily average of 1,600,000 gallons.
The cost of each tank, including driver, is $48 per month. Hose sprinkling, all incidentals being counted, costs a trifle over one half the expense
This chapter would be imperfect without an
of water-tank sprinkling.
account of trials made to replace water by deliquescent salts, which trials
had for their main object the doing away with the unsightly water tanks
and the inconvenience resulting from nn uneven spreading of water. In
1859 aud 1863, M. Darcy, chief engineer in charge of promenades in
Paris, experimented on the principal avenues of the Bois de Boulogne.
He first used refined chloride of calcium, which was very expensive ; as it
could not be dissolved in water so as to be thrown from tanks, it had to be
thrown by hand, in quantities of 250 grammes for each square metre ; its
Later, in 1862, experiments were
efficiency was felt for 5 or 6 days.
It was
resumed with crude salt mixed with chloride of manganese.
sprinkled by hand, 500 grammes to the square metre, but was efficient only
three days, and if the air was not moist a light sprinkling of water was nec1

:

In 1864, General Inspector Homberg made some new trials. Pure
and white chloride of magnesium was the salt used, and which could be
completely dissolved iu water. It was fouud that the operation had to be
hand or
performed in the evening, by throwing the salts either dry and by
in solution in water, so as to spread 500 grammes per square metre for the
metalled roads, and 400 for the pavements. For the first 24 hours the
result is good, but the following
to be done, two
day one sprinkling has
sprinklings are necessary the second day, and the effect has entirely dis-

essary.

appeared on the third day. Sprinkling the dissolved salt with the tank
costs more than salt thrown by hand.
An area of 2J acres requires 5 tons
of salt, lasting only three days, costing 100 francs, and 112 with the labor,
auaiust 36 francs, the cost of ordinary tank sprinkling for the same area.
Hence it results that the use of deliquescent salts would be very onerous.
The sprinkling with water adds freshness to the air, prevents dust and
opposes dryuess, whilst salts, taking the little moisture left in the atmosphere, would prove far less hygienic if used, ami only in case of lack of
water is it allowable to use deliquescents iu Paris.
Street sprinkling
costs the city of Paris $90,000 annually.
Engineering News.

THE CAVE AT GLASGOW, KY.
It is now said that the cave, the discovery of which we mentioned a week or two ago, is far from being as
remarkable as the first reports stated. The finding of any mummies is
also denied.
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House Commissioners, in their fourth quarreport, congratulate themselves and the State, because in
"
agreement with the architect, for the purchase of all his

terly
their

altogether, and employ only draughtsmen. Inasmuch as nobody
but the disappointed architects seems to have tried to disturb
the Indiana commissioners, we may assume that they are
doing
only what the Legislature which appointed them intended they
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But we doubt if the next generation will find reason to be grateful for their experiment.
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blessed memory ; the legitimate conclusion of it is, according to
the tradition which he has left behind him, to discard architects

Ancient Buildings.
Opportunity I'or Architectural MissionThe Protection of Iron from
ary Work in Asia and Africa.
Bust.
Concrete and its Effect on Iron.
A new Architec-

MODERN PLUMBING.
TUB ILLUSTRATIONS

CO.

something approximate to it has been tried before. It is an
attempt to put not only the financial but the technical management of a great edifice into the hands of a commission of amateurs, controlling an architect whose functions are simply minwho is in fact virtually a head-draughtsman. This is
isterial,
analogous to the methods introduced into the English Department of Public Works by the late commissioner, Mr. Ayrton of

SUMMARY:
The

&

Illinois State

plans and for his services as supervising architect." they have
twenty thousand dollars out of the maximum compensation allowed hy the State which they have accomplished by re-

sa.ved

;

ducing his commission to two per cent, in consideration of their
assistance to him in employing a superintendent. Of this agreement we have already given an account (American Architect,
As a matter of business it concerns only
for April 27, 1878).
the Commissioners and Mr. May but as an example, which
if it should be used as a precedent would be a disastrous
one,
it concerns the whole profession.
The commissioners find rea"
son also for self-gratulation in the fact that
every possible
precaution was taken during the long and tedious examination of the many excellent plans presented to arrive at a decision that would command the approval of the most careful
critic."
After such thorough and careful examination, in
which all the tests known to the profession were employed," it
;

'

but natural for them to trust, in spite of the " unjustifiable
criticisms indulged in by some, that the State Capitol of Indiana,
when completed, will be a monument of grandeur as permanent
is

serious attempt to carry it out, the proposal is
exciting a good
deal of alarm in Pennsylvania, the natural headquarters of railroad laborers and miners, who are said to be united in their
purpose, and to have hopes that the workmen of the large manufactories throughout the United States will join in the strike.
the country naturally hail the story with
delight, and their talk of plunder and division is louder than
ever.
It is not likely that the labor-unions are yet ripe for
any

The communists over

such extended combination as the plan would require, or that
if it were tried it could have
anything more than sporadic success
but the fact that it has been so paraded shows an uncomfortable degree of confidence.
Now that Kearney has left California and has come East, the newspapers make haste to say
that the workingmen of the Atlantic States are too sensible to
listen to the orator of the sand-lots.
But on the other hand
we find committees of workingmen preparing to receive him,
arid at a meeting held in Lynn to invite an address from him
;

"
the newspapers were " denounced
for calling him a communist,
while it was declared that so long as he showed himself to be

acting in good faith he would be unanimously supported.

ALTHOUGH the new English Society for the Protection of
Ancient Buildings, which has just published its first annual report, cannot yet furnish any great record of actual achievement,
there is no doubt that it has already accomplished
something of

in its construction, elegant in appearance, and complete in all its
appointments at a less cost than any similar building in the coun-

value in giving, as the report claims, a rallying point for a good
deal of feeling, which has been growing stronger of late years,
but for want of combination could not make itself felt. The
tirades of Mr. Stevenson against architects' restorations, to which

try ;"

we

and their confidence " has been most thoroughly confirmed
by subsequent developments of a highly gratifying character."
A subject for gratulation about which there can be no question
is letting the excavation at nine and a half cents per cubic
yard,
which is less than half the architect's estimate this part of the
work is to be finished by the middle of August. At the date
at which the report was made up (June 30) proposals had
been invited for the 945,166 cubic feet of stone required by the
architect's schedule.
The Commissioners report that they have
visited the principal stone quarries in their State and its neighbors, and have procured and tested sample blocks of their various stones. It is to be hoped that the results of their experiments
;

made known for the benefit of other peopie. The pubgreatly in need of trustworthy statements of the qualities of
our building stones, particularly 'in the West. To put on record
a series of intelligent and accurate tests of them would be a ser-

may

be

lic is

vice

as great, if not as ambitious, as supervising the

Indiana

capitol.

ANOTHER sentence or two may be quoted from the report,
which curiously illustrate the position of the Commissioners.
They have been examining buildings as well as quarries. Their
examination has " developed many highly important features of
interest that the Commissioners have been utilizing," and they
have "obtained many useful suggestions in regard to the beauty,
utility, and economical use of improvements in style of finish,
as woll as material to be used."
The truth is that the Indiana
business

is

quite a

new experiment

in

public building, though

called attention when they were delivered, though
unduly
impetuous, will doubtless be of service as a wholesome warning
to architects, who in the zeal of an honest attempt at restoration
may easily overshadow, if they do not destroy or pervert, the old
work which they should maintain. Essays published by Professor Colvin and Mr. Loftie have well seconded Mr. Stevenson.
One useful work which the Society has undertaken is to collect
information about all the unchanged old buildings in the kingdom. It has printed a tabular blank form for the description of
churches, which is to be distributed among all its members, to be
filled up by whomsoever may find a church to describe, churches
Albeing the most numerous and important of old buildings.
ready it has information of nearly seven hundred and fifty old
churches in England and Wales which are quite unrestored.
Mr. Coventry Patmore proposes that the information so collected
shall be published in a pamphlet, which would be much to be
desired even though it should make a volume, and supports his
The report says
proposal with a subscription of fifty pounds.
" mere
rightly that the work to be done is heavy, and that
cynically brutal destruction, not veiling itself under any artistic pretence, is only too

common."

The

truth

is,

probably, that not-

withstanding the great awakening of interest in art and archaeology among students and amateurs, the great mass of people in
England, as well as elsewhere, are, just as they always have
been, indifferent to everything but what they are directly en-

gaged in. The continual destruction of the London churches,
which the report bewails, goes on unaffected by remonstrances.
Concerning this Mr. Carlyle writes to the Society
:
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I can have but little hope thnt any word of mine can help you iu your
the Wren churches in the city from destruc(rood work of trying to save
but inv clear feeling is that it would be a sordid, nay sinful, piece
tion
of barbarism to do other than religiously preserve these churches as prelike
cious heirlooms many of them specimens of noble architecture, the
of ever being able to produce iu England
of which we have no
;

;

prospect

again.

THE

ultimate intention, though as
Society does not limit its
has
its active effort, to the care of buildings in its own
yet
Its report suggests that it may lend its hand to the
country.
defence of ancient monuments in the rest of Europe.
Many
with this aspiration who will not be surpeople will sympathize
" the
magnitude onl^of this undertaking has
prised to learn that
active measures in this imprevented the committee from taking
of this kind is needed enough
work
matter."
Missionary
portant
it

civilization is old, and if an English society should find
that the foreign nations of Europe are not so open as it could wish
to its influence there is still a pretty ample field in British India,
where a great deal of venerable architecture is going to destruc-

wherever

There is in fact a still more important field, sadly in need
tion.
of care, to which, if England is disposed, as she seems, to extend
her protectorate over the half-civilized powers, the conservators
a field in which they have
among her people might be turned,
The whole of Asia Minor and the
already done good service.
Mediterranean shore of Africa are strewn with the remains of
and Semitic architecture, where is material, if anywhere,
out of which to build up the most important missing chapters of
It is perishing every day in the hands of
the history of art.
Mahometan people, savagely contemptuous of whatever does
not bear the seal of Islam, but whom Englishmen seem nowa"
Sometimes,"
days moved to instruct in the ways of modern life.
said the late M. Beulc?, in his account of his Carthaginian explo" I
rations,
stop before an Arab who is destroying a tomb to
classic

I tell him that those whose last resting-place he
lime.
He
his own race, perhaps his ancestors.
violating were of
looks at me doubtfully, reflects a moment, then asks me if these
When
fathers of his fathers knew Mahomet and the true God.

make
is

I answer no, he emits a guttural exclamation, resumes his pickaxe, and continues, with tranquil mind, his work of destruction."
If missionary work is to be done, here is opportunity enough

and

to spare.

THE

most noticeable contribution to our knowledge developed
Conference of Architects held in London in the middle of
June may be found in the discussion regarding the use of iron
Professor Barff explained his system of
as a building material.
creating upon the surface of this metal a preservative oxide.
Various fire-proof inventors discoursed upon the protection of
iron from destruction by fire; prominent among the preferred
devices were those of our countrymen Messrs. Drake & Wight,
of Chicago, for encasing iron columns with terra cotta, concrete,
and other fire-proof materials, an invention which the Englishmen claimed to be very similar to what was done by Mr. WinchMr. Hyatt's volume on fire-resisting
cord, some four years ago.
construction was also referred to as the most important contribuin the

tion to the recent literature of the subject, although his main
conclusion that fire-proof floors cannot be made if the bottom
flanges of the iron beams are left exposed or are too lightly cov-

said to have been " already attained by Whichcord, HornMr. Hyatt's patents for the use of timber
blower, and others."

ered

is

in fire-proof construction, which are said to be essentially like
those of his English contemporaries, Messrs. Evans
Swain,

&

the systems of both parties being based upon the property possessed by solid timber of resisting fire for a long time, provided
it is so disposed that the fire will attack it
only on one surface

and is not allowed to play around it, were also highly commended. Although American ingenuity in this department, as
in all others, was not allowed to make a claim for
priority of
invention without an English challenge, it was evident that the
activity and intelligence of Americans could not but be important elements iu any advanced discussion of the
subject of fireMr. E. M. Barry, Professor of Architecture in
proof building.
the Royal Academy, wound up the whole with an expression of
his confidence that - iron is the material of the future."

NOT

a little evidence, however, was gathered
together that
confident prediction is not destined to receive universal
acceptance ; for as regards the great tubular bridge of Robert
"
Stephenson, it was stated by high authority that no such structure will ever be built again," and certain
engineers testified that

this
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had been
they saw "tons upon tons" of ruinous red rust which
shaken from its sides. It is claimed that no coating of enamel,
or oxide, or concrete, or paint has been yet discovered to permanently protect iron construction from this insidious agent of deand articulations, in all its bolts and rivets,
cay. In all its joints
wherever there is movement by contraction or expansion or vibration, wherever the smith's hammer or wrench has forced the
work together, there must sooner or later be naked metal open
to the invisible and motionless vapor of the air, which slowly
and surely must disintegrate the structure in its most vital parts
and render its ultimate dilapidation and fall only a question of
This fatal vesture of decay, it would seem,
measurable time.
must needs vitally affect the validity of all claims for iron as the
On the other hand, various
building material of the future.
letters have been published since the Conference, from which it
would appear that in the case of the tubular bridge the accumulation of rust is to be measured rather by ounces than tons,
and that even now the resources of science are sufficient to protect the joints of iron structures from the adverse influence of
the weather, and that constant watchfulness and frequent renewal of preservative coats in the vulnerable parts will effect
It is also claimed, notwithstanding the assurthe same object.
ance of Professor Barff that wet Portland cement or concrete
will set up an oxidizing action upon the iron which is embedded
in it, that as tjje interior platings of iron ships are coated with
Portland cement, which succeeds in protecting them from the
deleterious action of foul sea water, and that as a similar coating will protect iron from fire, it must, when properly applied,
render any iron construction very safe indeed from any ordinary changes of temperature.

ALTHOUGH the pamphlet before us is the sixteenth issue of
a journal that has entered on its second volume, yet it seems
proper for us to speak of the Building World as a new periodical, for probably but few examples of it have found their way
America. Published monthly in London, this pamphlet of
twenty-four crown octavo pages, illustrated by two full-page
wood-cuts, has that distinctively scholarly and attractive appearance that Knglish printers so well know how to impart to their
handiwork by their choice of type and style of make-up. That
the proprietors of this journal should enter it upon a field already so well cultivated by the weekly journals seems to be a
most promising indication of the growth of architectural education in England.
That it is intended to meet any crying want,
or to cover any ground not already covered, does not appear
from the one number we have seen but seemingly it is intended
to have a somewhat wider literary scope than is usually the
case with technical journals, for we find the first thing here
treated of to be the all-absorbing subject of the late treaty at
Berlin.
The other articles are, with one exception, however,
either upon architectural or engineering and scientific matters.
to-

;

MODERN PLUMBING.
WASH-BASINS.

A

PANTRY

CKUTAIN amount
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VI.

FILTERS

BATH-TUBS.

may be

exercised in choosing among
the different patterns of wash-bowls and the modes of fitting up the
slabs.
The must agreeable apparatus in appearance is certainly the
combined bowl and slab in one piece of porcelain, which is common
in England but rarely seen here.
Few things can be more inviting
than the white basin, with the water issuing from the mouth of a
small lion's head modelled in the porcelain of the basin and controlled by cocks above the slab, and the
spotless slab itself, with its
soap-cup and brush tray, the whole of which can be cleaned in a
moment with a sponge, and will remain always free from the grease
spots and stains, and the black and gaping joints, which in time overtake our marble set wash-bowls. But as they are easily broken, and
not very easily replaced,
although not very expensive, they are little
of taste

used in this country.
With our common basins it is important that the top should be
of hard, compact marble.
The so-called blue-veined Italian is most
The fancy
used, and is very suitable, both in color and hardness.
colored marbles arc hard, but expensive and unsatisfactory in appearance, and the, pure white statuary marbles, though beautiful,
are so open in grain that they soon
get stained, beyond possibility of
There are some American
cleansing, by grease and colored soaps.
marbles which resemble the blue-veined Italian, but they arc coarser
and less agreeable in color.
The figure considered most desirable in the marble is an evenly
distributed mottling, rather than lines or streaks.
Tin: appearance
of the work is much
improved by having the slab 1| inches thick,
instead of J, and counter-sunk, or " dished "
of an inch or more
in depth, and the
edge moulded to an o<jee section, which gives more
finish than a
plain rounding and avoids the dirt-harboring angles of

A
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more elaborate mouldings. The wall-plate or slab of one inch or J of
an inch marble, which is placed against the wall, should be of liberal
height; fifteen inches is not too much, and its edge may also have
au ogee moulding.

The stoneware

basin
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sented by the small brass nozzles, with some filtering medium inwhich fit the screw of the faucet, such as the Honghton filter, made by the Walworth Manufacturing Co., of Boston, in which
the water passes through coarsely powdered charcoal, or others
closed,

itself is commonly streaked with a rude imoften decorated with gold and colors, sometimes very richly, but rarely with much artistic success.
basin
may be ornamented in some simple way for three or four dollars, or
any design can be executed to order, and for the best class of
houses some decoration is desirable.
For certain purposes special varieties of bowls are made, which
One of the best of these is Schwelkert's foldare sometimes useful.
ing wash-basin, which, when open, displays a small bowl, hot and
cold water faucets, and a little shelf for soap and brushes, all nicely
enamelled and the faucets plated. The basin is emptied by turning
it up, when its contents run into the small sink
forming the lower
The
part of the apparatus, which is provided with a bell-trap.
whole is of iron, white enamelled inside and painted outside, and
is provided with couplings for the two supply pipes and the waste.
When folded up the faucets are inclosed by the bowl, and the whole
projection from the wall is only about four inches.
lor use in public places and on board ship, double basins are
made, which are emptied by turning the inner basin upside down,
thus throwing the contents into the outer basin, from which it escapes
into the waste, this mode of discharge preventing sediment from being left to accumulate, as it often does about the strainer of an ordinary bowl. Some of the Jennings bowls are made in this way,
" basins as
But there are other kinds.
the " tip-up
they are called.
One variety is supplied through the pivots on which .the inner basin
turns, and can be flushed while inverted, but they may have any

which employ compressed sponge, sand, etc. The cost varies from
twenty-five cents to two or three dollars, and the efficiency is about

form of supply.
For cheap work, basins and slabs can be had of any dealer

six feet long, and the price is the same for all these lengths.
Any
desired size can, however, be made to order.
The rough boarding
which forms the outside of the tub is cased over with panelling after
the tub is set and connected, and a cap of wood is put on top.
When thus finished the whole width is about twenty-five inches, and
the height about twenty-three inches.
Tubs of the French pattern,
which are rounded at both ends, and an inch deeper and wider than
the common kind, but only four and a half feet long, are often used
where the space is limited and any kind can be bought ready cased
instead of being put in rough and cased by the joiner afterward.
Where hard-wood is used for finishing around plumbing work, as is
now customary, black walnut is to be preferred. Other hard-woods
contain sap or albumen, which the warmth and moisture affect, but
black walnut seems to be free from anything of the kind.
The modes of supply and waste adapted to baths vary according

itation of marble, but

is

A

in

plumbers' materials, made wholly of cast-iron, enamelled, galvanized,
The enamelling is now very well and thoroughly done,
or painted.
and such apparatus may serve a good temporary purpose; and the
The
best ones, complete with their stand, are rather ornamental.
createst variety of this kind of work is done by the J. L. Mott Iron
Works, in New York, but most of their patterns can be had of any
dealers.

;

The fitting up of pantry sinks is similar to that of wash-basins.
The supply ami waste-pipes are of similar sizes the sink is usually
;

covered with a marble top, and the attachment of the

fittings

is

similar.

For a trap a lj inch S-trap is very commonly used, and, if ventiis
perhaps the best form; if unventilaled, the worst. A considerable amount of grease and solid waste comes from the washing
of the dishes, and interferes with the working of the valve traps,
which alone, if unventilated, possess any power of resistance to gas
under pressure, while the S-traps, in which the flow is rapid and unobstructed, can be depended upon to keep themselves clear; but the
flow of
ventilating pipe ig essential to prevent siphonage and back
lated,

Many plumbers put in reservoir traps, Adee's, or home-made
If these
round or D-traps, lo separate and collect the grease.
are used they must be opened and cleaned at intervals, as they
will not keep themselves clear so well as an S-trap, but the necessity for using them will depend upon the habits of the house
in regard to the amount of grease thrown down the sink, and on
gas.

If this is of small calithe length of waste-pipe beyond the trap.
bre and laid nearly level, whatever passes the trap will congeal before it reaches the main soil-pipe, and the only way to avoid this is
to have it collected in the trap itself, where it can be reached and
removed. Where ventilating pipes are used they must be connected
at the very top of the bend, and should be cleared out occasionally

through 'the trap screw opening, as they sometimes get choked by
greasy scum lodging in the month, and when this has happened the
trap begins to siphon out as if unventilated.
The pantry sink itself is made of tinned copper, generally about
fourteen by twenty inches for private houses, and either round or flatbottomed.
The flat-bottomed sinks hold less water, but the dishes
are not so likely to slide down the sides and come into collision,

hence they are generally preferred.
The socket, plug, and chain form the cheapest arrangement for
closing the waste, but the long chain with the heavy plug at the end
is very apt, in careless hands, to overturn and break dishes, hence in
the best class of work a " waste cock," consisting of a large brass
lever
stop-cock on the waste-pipe, worked by a long spindle and
above the slab, is used instead of the plug and chain or some form
of valve may be employed similar to those used for wash-basins.
;

The supply is usually, but not always, through pantry-cocks so
Water for drinking is
high as to be out of the way of the dishes.
when the other
usually drawn here, and for this reason, even
house is supplied from a tank in the attic,
plumbing apparatus in the
"
"
from the street and a ball cock, as is usual
filled by a
rising main
in the best work, the pantry cold water should be taken directly from
The cold water cock is usually
the rising main, not from the tank.
be attached in case
specified to have a screw, so that a filter can
of

need.

Filters of various kinds can be procured, ready to attach to the
faucet, or one can be made out of simple materials by tying a bag of
flannel, with a clean sponge tightly stuffed into it, to the cold water

cock, which will serve a good purpose.

proportion to the price.
Bath-tubs are made of a variety of materials.
Occasionally one
is seen in a lunatic
asylum, or some other place where it is liable to
rough usage, in form a hollowed block of stone, natural or artificial;
and baths of marble .or slate slabs grooved together and cemented are
still used in
England.
In this country metal is preferred, and iron, zinc, lead, and copCast-iron tubs are found in old plumbing, and are
per are used.
still sometimes
employed for the sake of strength or cheapness.
The enamelled ones are much the best, but the expansion of the
metal by the hot water will in time cause the enamel to scale off.
If not enamelled, the}' must be
painted, but the paint gives a slimy,
Zinc-lined
disagreeable surface, and needs to be often renewed.
tubs are sometimes used for economy, costing only about half as much
as the ordinary kind, but they are not durable.
Lead linings were
once common, but have been superseded bv tinned copper, which
is in this
country the material most commonly used.
A wooden box, the length of the bath desired, is blocked up inside to the required form, and lined with the copper, which may
be had of any weight, from ten to twenty-four ounces per square
foot.
Sixteeu-ounce is the weight usually specified; if lighter than
that the copper will cockle from the expansion caused by the hot
water.
Near the top a perforation communicates with a short overflow tube.
The regular sizes for tubs are five, five and a half, and
in

A

neater appearance

is

pre-

The common arrangement for supply consists of separate
bib-cocks, plated or not, for hot and cold water and special bathbibs are made, projecting but little over the edge of the tub.
They
may be compression or ground cocks, or on the Fuller principle, and
can be had with separate levers and a common outlet, so that the
water is mixed as it flows ; but this is more expensive, and mar
not work perfectly where the hot and cold water enter at very
to taste.

;

different pressures.

For waste, some form of valve, operated by a lever or lifting
handle above the tub, is used with the more expensive fittings; but
in ordinary cases a brass socket and strainer, with plug and chain,
To connect the waste to the tub, instead
are considered sufficient.
of using a coupling attached to the socket, a circular depression is
copper of the bath, some three inches in diameter, and
middle of it is cut a hole large enough to admit both the wasteThe end of the waste-pipe is put through the
pipe and the socket.
the brass strainer set in and
hole, scraped bright, and flanged out
solder poured in until the circular cavity is filled up level with the
bottom of the bath, uniting lead waste-pipe, copper bath-lining,

made

in the

in the

;

and brass socket, all firmly together.
A better method than this is to use the Scrimgeour bath plug,
which screws down through the bottom of Ihe tub into a socket below, this socket forming the end of a brass pipe connected with the
The tub can thus be disconnected from the waste
lead waste-pipe.
without cutting any pipes.
avoid the noise of the falling water, esFor this pursituated near a bedroom.
and this is effected in
pose the tub is made to fill from the bottom,
The usual arrangement is to put in a strainer to the
various ways.
a few inches
waste-pipe, without socket or plug, and carry the pipe
horizontally under the tub, till it reaches a large brass waste-cock, or
Into the short piece of pipe between the
a valve of some kind.
waste-cock and the strainer the hot and cold supply pipes are entered, with ground stop-cocks, having long spindles extending to the
wooden capping.
top of the tub, the levers being put on above the
The lever of the waste-cock or handle of the valve is also brought
out above the cap of the tub, usually between the hot and cold levers,
"
and under each lever is a plate, engraved " Hot,"
Cold," or
" Waste," as the case
cock
a
be.
Sometimes
four-way
large
may
The plate
is used, with a single lever and plate on top of the bath.
It is often desirable to

pecially

where the bath

is

" Cold," " Shut," and " Waste," at different
"
Hot,"
engraved
on
the
circumference, and as the index on the lever is turned
points
to the respective points the water is admitted at the bottom, hotter
or colder as the index inclines to one side or the other, is shut off,
This is a very neat aror allowed to run to waste, as desired.
the
rangement, but takes up four or five inches more in length than
is
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a disadvantage in a restricted space.
Blessinj's patent tubs, which are sold at the Jennings Sanitary dein this manner, but four-way cocks
pot in New York, are supplied
of the same kind are made by Joel Hay den & Co., and probably by

common mode, which may be

other manufacturers, and can l>e applied l>y any plumber.
Where the same pipe serves for a short distance both for supply
and for waste, as usually arranged for bottom supply, the first water
that is drawn in filling the tub is apt to bring with it a soapy scum,
which remains in the waste-pipe from the last use of the- tub; and
many plumbers prefer to introduce the water by a separate inlet
close to the bottom of the till), with a fan to mix the hot and cold
water, leaving the waste-pipe for its own work, and this can then be
" Adee's Bath
arranged" with plug and chain, or valve, as desired.
is an arrangement of this kind, using a neat plated cap
Supply
over the inlet instead of a common fan of sheet copper soldered to
the lining of the tub.
It is needless to say that no bath should be without an overflow,
connected with the waste above the trap. The bath supply-pipes
are five eighths or three quarter inch, according to the pressure, and
for the waste one .and one half inch is large enough, though two-inch
The waste-pipe is very often conlead or iron pipe is often usi-d.
nected with the trap of a neighboring water-closet, entering it below
at
This is not very objectionable,
the surface of the water in it.
least it is better than to use a separate trap which siphons itself out,
There is little
but. a good, independent trap is to be preferred.
sediment to be feared, so that a well-ventilated S-trap is quite sufWhere ventilation is impossible, a valve trap, Waring's or
ficient.

Bower's, will be necessary to resist back pressure of gas, and will be
here under favorable conditions for working well.
Safes of sheet lead, turned up at the edges, should be put under
bath-tubs in upper stories, where a leak would injure the rooms below, and the wall should be lined up with two-pound sheet lead
some twelve or fifteen inches above the tub, the lower edge lapped
orer the edge of the tub, and the wainscoting or other woodwork
put on over it, to prevent water from being splashed between the
tub and the wall.
Shower-baths are arranged in many ways, for horizontal or vertical delivery, or with several horizontal jets meeting in the centre,
but they are not very much used now. A diminutive form of shower
known as a "shampoo cock," consisting of a small, plated rose attached to a rubber tube, and supplied with hot and cold water, is
generally used as a substitute for the large shower, and is often fitted
up over wash-basins as well as baths.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.
LODGES AT THE EAST ENTRANCE TO GREENWOOD CEMETERY.
MR. R. M. UPJOHN, ARCHITECT, NEW YOKK.

THE

problem was simply to provide a porter's lodge, but as a balancing piece on the opposite side of the road has been put up a visitors' house.
The road from the outer or street gate to the inner or
cemetery gate proper is one hundred and fifty feet in a straight line,
and two thirds of this distance from the outside the buildings are
To the right is the visitors' waiting-room, with retiringplaced.
rooms, built on the plan of a Greek cross; the main room, 17X17 feet,
occupying one of the arms, while two smaller anterooms lead to the
toilet-rooms in the most retired arm.
A hexagonal outline is n-iven
to the front room by truncating the. corners.
The floor is tiled, and
the finish and furniture are of black walnut.
The ceiling is finished in bays of black walnut showing stout
beams, while about the room runs a cornice of the same.
At either of the angles of the cross-plan looking upon the road are
porches in stone, with triple columns at the angle and engaged col-

umns

Above the four approaches
against the wall of the building.
thus created are sunken tympana, on which are
represented allecorieal sculptures of youth,
infancy, manhood, and old age, carved by
Moffat.
The exterior is entirely in Belleville brown stone, cut in
coursed rock face work, and about the cornice runs a bold
sculptured
moulding in foliage. The central point of the building is an ornamental chimney-stack, while dormers light four
sleeping-rooms in the
upper part for laborers or others. The main waiting-room has
In the central one is a figure of 'ist. Cecilia,
stained-glass windows.
the saint of sacred song and praise.
Directly across the road from this building is the keeper's
a

lodge,
pretentious structure, though following the same plan.
the plan measure 48
44 feet. In the central portion is
the hall, with stairs leading from the first
story, which is fourteen
feet high, to the second, which is nine feet in the clear. Above this
hall the building is carried
up into a stout, solid-looking tower,
with windows above, topped by a slated roof, the whoTe
rising
Belleville stone is used
nearly sixty feet.
throughout, althougE
wooden piazzas are built in places
to
the stone
corresponding
porches of the visitors' building. The interior plan gives a main
room about twenty feet square on one side of the main
hall, and two
rooms on the other. These last rooms have
square bays, which are
carried out in stone, with crocketed
The carving is very
parapets.
finely done, though it is confined entirely to foliage and architectural
The
finish
within is of black walnut.
carving.
The gate posts are also in Belleville stone, and
upon these special
care

much more
The arms of

X

has been bestowed, and their massive bulk has
given opportu-
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The gates in iron wrought at
nity for some fine sculptured work.
The entire cost of the
the anvil are worth a special visit for study.
work at this entrance aggregates some $30,000.
Mil. JOHN MOSKR, ARCHITECT,
GALVESTOX.
125 feet.
The first floor has the halls and

GALVESTON COTTON EXCHANGE.

X

The building is 67
stairways and offices for a hank, and the second floor has the Secretary's and Directors' rooms and the exchange hall. The latter measThe building is-built of Phil84 feet and is 38 feet high.
ures 62
The cornice is
adelphia pressed brick relieved with Austin stone.
of galvanized iron, and artificial stone finish is used on the breasting.
All the carved decorations throughout the building are designed
from the motif of the cotton-plant; the crown ornaments of the front
" Cotton is
are a cotton bale with a crown on it,
King." On the side
of the building the main point in the cornice is accented by two
shields with a bull and a bear respectively on them.
The building

X

will cost

$80,000.

THE HOTEL CLUNY, BOSTON, MASS.

MR. J. P. PUTNAM, ARCHITECT, BOSTON.
This apartment house, which was finished last spring, faces on the
triangular space which is made one of the architectural centres of
the city by the contiguity of Trinity Church, the Museum of Fine
Arts, the New Old South Church, and other new buildings.

A MONUMENTAL DOORWAY DESIGNED BY MR. BERNARD
VONNKGUT.
This design was prepared as a part of the regular work of the
architectural class at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology at
Boston.

THE ANTI-RESTORATION MOVEMENT.
BABY'S

first

birthday

is

always regarded with a peculiar interest;

and the presentation of the first annual report of a new society,
whether learned, sentimental, or social, is an occurrence of precisely

corresponding importance. The infant phenomenon has by this
time got beyond mere crowing and crying. It exhibits teeth. It. is
It after a fashion walks
It is
large for its age.
possibly talks.
It has decapable of being good, or naughty
certainly dear.
veloped a likeness to its mother, or its father
perchance its grandfather if the old gentleman is very much looked up to
or its greataunt if the old lady is casting about for a legatee. Perhaps the
simplest idea connected with its first birthday is that it has succeeded in getting through one year of this world's joys and sorrows,
and may therefore be expected to go on getting through an indefinite
number more. So the " Society for the Protection of Ancient
Buildings" has lived one year of a society's life, and commemorates
the occasion by the delivery of its first Report of the Proceedings.
It is pretty well agreed on all hands that the raison d'elre of this
new association is a reality of some kind. No doubt it lias its little

The
pretences and pretentiousnesses, like all things else in our day.
time has gone by, if it ever existed, when a public movement could
be sustained without a certain modicum of clap-trap. But we are
accustomed to be content if the amount of this alloy be reasonably
small in comparison with the weight of real metal, and it cannot be
said as yet that the new society is mixed up with nonsense (to
speak plainly) in any such degree as to arouse public suspicion, far
less public displeasure.
Accordingly, in the Report now published,
although there is perhaps a little strong language to be found, there
is
quite as much good sense as we could have expected. In the following years there may be more.
It is not to be supposed that this particular confederation
based
should be altogether soberupon enthusiasm as its first principle
sided.
Serene it may be, and even severe, but of necessity it is indignant.
Anger, indeed, would not be too strong a word to signify
the feeling which has given it birth and which still affords it sustenance. Not a few of its leading men may even be thought to sulk;
some appear to go so far as to pant with suppressed wrath, as if,
like the prophet of old, they did well to be
angry with destiny.
"The work to be done is heavy," says the Report; "mere cynically brutal destruction, not veiling itself under any artistic preFrom a fraternity of artistic intellects,
tence, is only too common."
impelled to the protection of artistic treasures, these words come
with the true old ring of what used to be called generous rage; and
not only are they entitled to public consideration, but it must be
borne in mind by cooler critics that they would never receive it if
they were not somewhat urgent in their earnestness.
"The Society," we are further told, "has already been much
noticed by the Press, always with
respect, and generally with unThis, we think, is very fairly put, and it is to
qualified approval."
the credit of public opinion, quite as much as of the
Society itself,
that this is so.
Ancient buildings have long, if not always, been
held in instinctive esteem
amongst us. Since the zealous times of

the Reformation, which were
quite exceptional, the common people
of the country at
whether churches,
large have regarded them
castles, houses, or even tumble-down taverns
with filial reverence
The gentry were never of any other mind. The mideverywhere.
dle classes in the
bustling towns, and their busy work-people, may
have been too much occupied to think of such matters; but even
they, we are inclined to suppose, have never really been quite uuim-
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pressed by the occasional sight of a ruin of the past.
Who, then,
are the people of whom the Society complains as the wreckers of
our old and venerated monuments of building; and do
they err
through ignorance or of set malice ? To these questions the Report,
of
the
first
its
kind, ought to afford an answer.
although only
The answer, as we understand it, is that the English people of the
better class are apathetic.
Nobody seems to be chargeable with a
The Report speaks of "mere cynically
positive desire to destroy.
brutal destruction," it is true; but this is a figure of
speech.
have not even a class of fanatical non-conformists who regard an old
church with holy aversion; all that remains of a moated <*ranfo fails
to awaken in the breast of an advanced liberal one
pang of combativeness; and the toppling gables and creaking timbers of a dilapidated ale-house scarcely remind the assembled topers of any more
But people who ou<*ht to know
practical consideration than ghosts.
better are apathetic.
There are, at any rate, as many as seven hundred and forty-nine
ancient churches in England and Wales which the Society lias its
"
" and
quite unrestored;
eye upon, being happily, as yet,
(to come
to business) these are the sort of remains that the Society desires to
deal with in a practical manner. Thousands of such churches have
been "restored," more or less, with a vengeance; but "it is encouraging to remark that so great was the mass of fine architecture
left us by our ancestors, that in spite of all the
damage done by
restoration and destruction there is still much left quite untouched",
besides what has been left not utterly falsified."
For the Society
has good reason to hope that, the seven hundred and forty-nine being situated, for the most part, in six counties named, there may be
discovered in at least twelve others some corresponding average of
equally unsophisticated relics in England alone, leaving almost the
whole of Wales, with Scotland anil Ireland, to be still explored.
The argument is therefore clear; the society for the protection of
these ancient edifices from that destruction which is called restoration has not been set on foot a day too soon, but a
good many years
too late; the utmost enthusiasm which it can bring to bear upon its
task will not be too much for the occasion, noi- the utmost attention
which it can persuade the public at large to bestow upon its work.
Postponing for the moment, as beyond its reach, all action on foreign soil, and leaving comparatively unwatuhed those remains which
are the property of private individuals, here we have a goodly number of hundreds of old churches alone, which, if the public in general, who virtually own them, do not very emphatically take into
their direct custody, -will be foolishly adulterated by architects and
parsons, by means of a vile process of dandifying, until in effect
nothing of them all will be left for the admiration of the patriotic
student, or even the gratification of curiosity in the mere passer-by.
Most people of intelligence will be disposed to hazard the assertion
that an appeal of this kind will not be made in vain at the present
day to Englishmen and indeed Englishwomen of average education.
At the same time it does not follow that we can clearly see in what
way the preservative or protective influence of the Society is to be
actually exercised in practice.
There are two great classes of offenders against the principle for
which the Society is contending, namely, ecclesiastical architects
and parsons, that is to say, the working church designers and the
working clergy. These persons are the positive destroyers; the only
fault of their abettors is apathy, rather than direct
encouragement.
In other words, the general public are charged with the negative
offence of standing by while the crime is committed.
It is the architect and the parson who commit the crime.
It interests us of course to inquire in what
way the architectural
profession are receiving the Society's appeal, and it is to be feared
they are not receiving it well. The commonplace English architect
is not to be expected to do so.
Artistically, he lives from hand to
He does not proceed very much
mouth, waiting upon Providence.
upon first principles. He is a somewhat anxious, hard-working man,
who reads very few books or even newspapers, and writes a great

We

partly to keep his builders going and partly to hunt
cannot afford to be too particular; he professes artistic enthusiasm as matter of business, but he knows well that fastidiousness and five per cent might clash.
He goes, therefore, for the
most part, in a ring, like Dobbin at the mill, and it is a misadven-

many

letters,

up work.

He

ture for him if things do not work smoothly.
Of what avail
then, to appeal to the patriotic soul of such a practitioner?

is it,

Not

much.
Turning, therefore, to the average parson, let us inquire what is
done with him. It need scarcely be remarked that, profesHis chief rule of life is to be
sionally, he is not a very strong man.
"nice"
to steer a harmless course amidst the manifold temptations which provoke him to become
As regards his
unpopular.
church, all he wants to do is to make that, also, as nice as he can,
to be

in order to please those people, the salt of the earth, who are nice
like himself.
likes archaeology, because it is popular with nice

He

It is not to be doubted for an instant that the broad maxim
people.
of a society for the protection of
imaginary ancient buildings from
imaginary destruction by restoration will meet with his warmest approbation, and he will be found to make himself, as usual, exceedingly agreeable over the subject to the very nice old lady he takes in
to dinner.
But, by the time he has become better acquainted with
the Society's actual
purpose, and has listened, perhaps, to an impassioned speech delivered by some one of its principal enthusiasts

41

to a gaping audience of his
villagers,
the nieeness of a doctrine which

he probably comes to doubt

requires so

much heat

for its devel-

opment, and will hesitate very considerably before he commits himself openly to the abandonment of a
long-cherished purpose to restore his church, simply because a
new-fangled notion has sprung up
for the preservation of ruin at the
expense of both that comfortand
that sightliness which are. so dear to all the nice
people he knows.
It is said, however, that the new
Society has certainly begun to
make its influence felt, and that, in fact, there are cases to be
quoted
in which destructive restoration has been averted
through judicious
This
of
course is practical business, and
representations.
else
" the work to be donenothing
is so. But the
is
Heport may well say
heavy,"
for the work in
reality is nothing less than to keep a watch over the
whole of England, so as to anticipate disaster before it has taken the
actual form and substance of a nice restoration and an architect's
fee.
To attack the enterprise after it is matured will always be
most ungracious. Even when successful
as it frequently may be
it must
give rise to popular commotion, which will be regarded
as a cure that is worse than the disease; and if
popular architects,
and still more popular clergymen, are to be di-iven to the alternative
of either
their
schemes
of
restoration
or
defending
submitting to be
snubbed ami even vilified, the work of the
Society will be Indeed
we
wish
it
success heartily, and will only add
Nevertheless,
heavy.
that it will do well to perform its function
To put an
discreetly.
entire stop to destructive restoration
by intellectual violence may be
impossible, but to secure an equivalent result in a great measure by

ceaseless persuasion of the public

mind

is

what may be accomplished,
is
The
expected.

perhaps, more effectually and more quickly than
Architect.

THE SEWAGE SYSTEM OP

PARIS.

I.

THE

area enclosed within the fortifications of the city may be
put
down at 19,000 acres. The quantity of water distributed for miscellaneous service over this area per day is about 46,000,000 "allons,
and the average daily rainfall is some 22,000,000 gallons. About
twenty per cent of this quantity is absorbed by evaporation, leaUng
54,400,000 gallons to be dealt with. This water is loaded with the
debris from the streets, and the impurities from manufactures, house
The sewage, properly so called, docs not enter
refuse, stables, etc.
the sewers, as it is dealt with separately.
Roughly speaking, there
are about 100,000 water-closets in Paris, of which a small proportion
is
provided with separators that retain the solid excreta, while perthe remainder
mitting the liquid portions, to pass into the sewers
are chiefly emptied into cesspools.
The present system is of very
recent date, but partial drainage works for conveying the sewage
into the Seine were constructed at a very early period. In 1831 the
remains of sewers dating from the time of Philippe le Bel were
found underneath the Palais de Justice
but the conduits then
formed were only for the service of a few palaces or other important
In early times the city discharged its sewage into the
buildings.
Seine, the university quarter on the left bank into the Bievre, and
the town, properly so called, into the Alenilmontant brook.
As for
the neighboring slopes of Charonne, Menilmontant, Belleville, and
Montmartre, the porous surface soil absorbed a large proportion of
the sewage, which
found its way into the Seine.
partially filtered
;

;

The brook of Menilmontant was through several centuries known as
the main sewer of Paris, and many roughly constructed channels
were made from time to time to converge into it. About 1550, under the reign of Henri II., a very important effort was made to imscheme was prepared by an enprove the condition of the city.
gineer of the period, Gilles Desf missis, to divert the water of the
Seine into the sewers and channels, natural and artificial, and by
means of sluices to create a constant current of water, which should

A

carry away all obnoxious matter down to a suitable point of disThis project, however, was opposed by the city, and nothcharge.
ing came of it. In 1005, under Henri IV., Prevot Francois Miron
arched over at his own cost the Ponceau sewer, which extended
from the. Rue St. Denis to the Porte St. Martin. In 1611, Hugues
Cosnier, director-in-chief of the Loire Canal, revived the project of
in 1631, engineer Pierre Pidou was charged
Desfroissis, but failed
with the work of enlarging the city by enclosing within the enceinte
of the Tuileries the Faubourg St. Honore as far as the Rue Royale, and the Faubourg Montmartre as far as the present boulevards.
In the course of this work he made the sewers navigable from the
Arsenal to the Porte de la Conference, and constructed near the
At this time
walls of the city a large sewer twelve feet in width.
there were about 12,000 yards of sewers of all kinds in and around
Paris, the greater portion in so bad a condition that many workmen
employed in repairing them were killed. It may be worth noticing
that the physicians of the period, on inquiring into the cause of these
deaths; so far from recognizing the real reason, reported that the
men in question were killed by the stare of a basilisk which they asIn 1667 the service of police was creserted inhabited the sewers.
ated, and shortly after a municipal ordinance enjoined an annual
inspection of the sewers by the various pnevots, who were to take
from
steps for their maintenance. But in spite of this, matters went
bad to worse, the sewers became choked and absolutely useless,
even to convey the sewage into the Seine, where it had so long been
a grievance to the water-side population; and on the 24th of April,
1691, a decree was issued for the formation of a commission to study
;

'
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In a map of Paris dated
the whole subject and devise a remedy.
The
is shown.
1592, the brook of Menilmontant as it then existed
banks were sloped and planted with trees, and its principal tributaRue St. Marries were the sewer from the Rue des Egouts, between
and the Gaillon
tin and Rue St. Denis, the Montmartre sewer,
he Rue de la Chaussewer, which afterwards was converted into
The land in its vicinity was deserted, for no houses
see-d'Antin.
excould be occupied near it. But it was not till about 1730 that
of
tensive operations were undertaken to ameliorate the condition
Michel-Etienne Turgot, father of the great minister, enthe city.
he constructed an open channel in
seriously in the work
I

gaged

;

and he formed
stonework, and provided means for its easy cleansing,
of the
also a reservoir at the end of this canal to receive the contents
A map,
Belleville sewers, which then flowed through the canal.
dated 1765, shows the extent of the works carried out by Turgot.
The canal followed the Rue des Fosses-du-Temple, where for part
of its length it was arched over, but was left open between the
Porte du Temple and the Porte St. Martin to receive the Sewer du
the
Temple and the Sewer de la Croix it then passed through
and Poissoniere,
faubourgs of St. Martin, St. Denis, Montmartre,
and was there partially covered over and planted with trees. It,
St. Lazare, and
was left
again to receive the sewer of the Rue
;

open

de la Chaussee-d'Antin, it penetrated through
passing beneath Rue
the Faubourg St. Honore, and the middle of the Champs Elysees, to
fall into the Seine.
Gradually the work of extending and improvin<' the sewers was carried on, and in 1806 there existed about 79,700 feet covered, with the exception of 5/200 feet.
During the
sewers were
reign of Louis Philippe about 80,000 yards of additional
made but their usefulness was only partial, and the sanitary condition of the streets was bad in the extreme.
In 1855 the works which were to transform the whole system of
sewage collection were commenced, the projects having been preM. Belgrand, lugcnieur des Pontes et
viously elaborated by the late
Chaussees. At that time there were about 1 15,000 yards of sewers
for 425,000 yards of streets, while at present there exist some 775,About 148,000
000 yards of sewers for 800,000 yards of streets.
yards is the length of the service drains of the dwelling-houses.
The system as now carried out is divided into two classes, the sewers and the collectors; the former receive the street and house water,
and conduct it to the collectors. The latter are constructed along
the lower levels of the city to receive the natural drainage, as well
as the contents of the sewers.
They are three in number. The
first is on the right bank of the Seine, and is known as the Departmental collector it commences at the point of intersection between
the Rue Oberkampf and the Rue Menilmontant, and passes under
Its course is broken by three bends, by which
the old boulevards.
it crosses the basin of La Villette, the fortifications, and the Grande
Route St. Denis, until it falls into the Seine near the lie St. Ouen.
The sewage dealt with by this collector is of the worst kind, containing as it does the impurities from the abattoirs, the gas works,
the factories of La Villette, Montmartre, etc., and even the overflow
from the Bondy depot. The second collector on the right bank of
the river commences at the Arsenal basin, following the quays, and
running under the Rue Royale, the Boulevard, and Rue Alalesherbes, it traverses the Route d'Asnieres and falls into the Seine above
the railway bridge.
At the Place du Chatelet it is increased to reat
ceive the contents of the collector of the Boulevard Sevastopol
the Place de la Concorde tlie sewer of the Rue de Rivoli joins it; at
the Place de la Madelaine it absorbs the sewer of the Petits-Champs,
and at the junction of the Boulevard Malesherbes and the Rue de la
Pepiniere, a sewer following the course of the brook of Menilmontant flows into it. On the left bank there is only one collector, which
at its commencement absorbs the river Bievre, that at one time used
to flow into the Seine above the Pont d'Austerlitz.
The collector
taking this stream runs behind the Jardin des Plantes, towards the
Boulevard St. Michel, when it passes along the quays as far as the
Pont d'Alma; here a double siphon takes it across the river, when
the gallery passing under the height of Chaillot and the Avenue
Wagram, crosses the village of Levallois-Perret, and joins the collector on the right bank last described, about 550
yards from the.
point of discharge. Near the Pont d'Alma on the left bank, it receives the Montparnasse sewer, and the Grenelle collector
on the
Tight bank the Auteuil collector falls into it.
;

;

;

;

As an indication of the form and arrangement of the
galleries, we
give a few particulars of the great collector on the right bank,
the course of which has been already indicated.
The section is a
gradually increasing one to accommodate the discharge from the va-

may

rious tributaries flowing into it.
The sewage water flows in a channel, on each side of which is a paved sidewalk, the whole
being enclosed within a semicircular arch.
The collector is composed of
four different types, Nos. 6, 5, 3, and 1. The total
is
feet,

and the lengths

of the different sections are

length

27,207

respectively 2,296

2,853 feet, 7,019 feet, and 15,039 feet.
Type No. 6 extends
from the canal St. Martin to the Rue St. Paul
type No. 5 from that
point to the Boulevard Sevastopol; type No. 3 from the Boulevard
to the Placo-de la Concorde
and type No. 1 from this
Sevastopol
point to the discharge at Asnieres.
Type No. 6 is 8 teet 24 inches
wide at the point of
springing of the arch, the height from the side
galleries to the point of springing is 4 feet 11^ inches, and the side
walls are curved with a radius of 18 feet
9J inches; the width of the
Bide galleries is 35 inches on one
side, and 15J inches on the other,
feet,

;

;

and Building
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of the channel is 31^ inches.
The depth of the
channel in the middle is 15J inches, the invert being curved.
The thickness of masonry is 10-| inches inside the invert, the
bottom of the structure being flat, 7 feet 6^ inches wide. The
thickness of the side walls and arch is 13 inches, and the interior
of the sewer is covered throughout with alining of cement 1^ inches
thick.
The outside of the arch is also protected with cement.
Type No. 5 is 9 feet 10 ^V inches wide at the springing of the arch,

and the width

the height of the side walls to springing is 4 feet 11^ inches, and the
radius to which they are curved is 12 feet 9 inches. The widths of
the sidewalks are 27-^j inches and 19j^ inches respectively, and that
of the channel is 47J inches.
The depth of the latter is 31^ inches
in the centre and 27-j9ff inches at the sides; the thickness of walls
and arch is 13 inches, and the thickness underneath channel is 11^-f
inches. The underside of the structure is flat and about 6 feet wide;
this, like all the other sections, is lined throughout with cement.
7
Type No. 3 is 13 feet 1 j j inches wide at springing the height from
sidewalks to springing is SSy7^ inches, and the side walls are curved
with the same radius as the arch, so that the section of this type is
more than a semicircle. The sidewalks are both 27^ inches wide,
and the channel is 7 feet 2} inches wide. The depth of the latter is
39| inches in the middle and 31^ inches at the sides, the thickness
of masonry under the channel is 17AJ- inches and at the sides it is
23| inches. The under side of this section is curved on the exterior.
Type No. 1 is 18 feet 8 inches wide at springing, and 23 feet 7 inches
wide on the outside of the masonry, the arch is elliptical and the
height from springing to centre is 6 feet 4 inches; the side walls are
curved and are 3 feet 5 inches high from the sidewalks to the point
of springing. The walks themselves are 2 feet
11^ inches wide, and
the width of the channel is 11 feet 5 inches.
The depth of the latter is (i feet 11 inches.
Engineering,
;

THE COMPETITIVE DESIGNS FOR TRINITY CHURCH,
ST.

JOHN,

N. B.

ST. JOHN, N. B.
readers of the American Architect are aware that, as the result of a close competition, Messrs. Potter and Robertson, of New
York, were appointed architects for the new Trinity Church. The
work was advertised for tenders, and the excavations for the foundations were begun, but for some reason or other (report has it on account of the tenders received being considerably higher than the estimates of the architects) the work lias been taken out of their hands.
Some time ago circulars were received by several architects in town,

THE

them to send in drawings in competition and in reply to this,
notwithstanding there was no inducement held out in the forln of
premiums, ten sets of drawings have been received, all representing
a certain amount of labor and time, if not thought, in their preparIf we fix the moderate sum of one hundred dollars as the
ation.
value of each, the whole would represent one thousand dollars worth
It is humiliating to the architectural
of work.
fraternity, that in
order to get work they have often to give so much for nothing; but
competition here is somewhat keen, and the profession is not held in
inviting

;

the highest respect.
With few exceptions the designs exhibited are of a very mediocre
As a general rule the architects on this side of the Atdescription.
lantic fail to get the true spirit and feeling of English Gothic in any
work of this kind they attempt. The lack of study and the absence
of examples of old work in a great measure account for it.
There
is a constant
tendency to run off into vagaries and inventions that
are hideous.
For instance, in the set of drawings marked No. 2 there is some
tracery of the most fantastic form; it is original, but no improvement
upon anything seen in old work. The roof in this design is formed
in very rigid lines, which would not look well in execution.
Much
labor has been bestowed on the plan, even to indicating the position
of the gas fixtures.
One good feature it certainly has: the wooden
posts, in the position where nave columns or piers would come, are
placed close to the side walls of the church, and form no obstruction
to sight.

In No. 9 we have a carefully drawn design in a late period of
The height from the ground line to
Gothic, perhaps too elaborate.
the apex of the spire is 250 feet, by scale; and how such a church
and spire can be built for the money appropriated is past all comprehension.
No. 4 exhibits a very weak-looking design. It does not err like
No. 9 in being too costly, for the windows are devoid of tracery, being simply oblong openings with pointed arches pierced through the
wall.
The tower and spire are badly proportioned.
Design No. 10 is represented by highly colored drawings. Though
the proportions are somewhat good the style is not very pure.
In
the tower and west end there are some openings 20 feet long and
6 inches wide.
No. 8 is on the whole superior to the other designs; the proportions
are good, and there is a better conception of what Gothic art is.
Some of the detail has not been studied; the buttresses to the tower
look thin, and the clock has the appearance of an adjunct to the design.

The design marked No.

tions finished in pencil,

1

is

the only one represented by eleva-

and does not attract much

attention.

It is
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the Early Enirlish style, and shows a thorough acquaintance with
The school and lecture room are particularly well deGothic work.
signed, but it is probable that this design is not florid enough for
in

the public taste.

be somewhat curious to watch the result of this competifar, no sign of calling in professional assistance has been
Will the building committee consider themselves the best
shown.
work be given to the competitor who can bring
judges, or will the
the most influence to bear on the committee, irrespective of artistic
R. li.
merit in his design?
It will

So

tion.

THE DECORATION OF THE PROVIDENCE CITY HALL.
BOSTON.

To THE EDITOR OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
There has recently been held in our neighborhood an
Dear Kir,
unusual and extremely interesting competition, namely, that for the
interior decoration of the Providence City Hall.
Having had the pleasure of seeing some of the drawings offered,
The fact of the
I can say that they were of a high order of merit.
competition having been entered into by Messrs. McPherson, La
Farge, Riun, Frank Hill Smith, and others, is a sufficient guarantee
of the varied character and treatment of the subject.
Now, sir, as such an opportunity seldom occurs, and as the combe willing to loan their sets of drawings,
petitors would doubtless
why could they not be hung for a few days in, say the gallery of the

Art Club, for inspection? I am awiire that it is now the " dead season," but before the autumn the drawings may have become scatCan we not see them
tered, interest lost, and the matter forgotten.
W. G..P.
note?

THE DRAINS AND TYPHOID FEVER.

1

THERE is no longer any dispute concerning the chief vehicles by
which the specific eontagiuni of typhoid fever is conveyed. These
are the air that we breathe and the liquids that we drink.
Perhaps
we may narrow the question still more, and ascribe to the action of
the air only the indirect conveyance of the contagium to the stomach;
for there are indications that as the contagium of typhoid fever proceeds from disorders of the alimentary canal, so it is only the surfaces of the alimentary canal which are susceptible to its attack.
The poison of the air may be direct or indirect. That is, it maybe due to the exhalations of decomposing matters in dung-heaps,
and sewers; or it
pig-sties, privy vaidts, cellars, cesspools, drains,
may be due (according to Pettenkofer) to the development of the
in an active condition in
poison deep in the ground, and its escape

ground exbalatioiis. The water, milk, etc., which we drink may be
contaminated by the absorption of foul odors from air with which
thev ;ire in contact, or by the direct admixture of organic matters
bearing the elements of infection. There is such a multitude of
which the infection may be brought
possible sources and channels by
to us that it is often almost impossible, in first cases, to determine
which has been actually in operation; but the original case being
established, it becomes comparatively easy to trace the channel of
influence in the production of further cases.
All the learning of the ages has taught us no better formula to express a perfect sanitary environment than the old one of Hippocits

" Pure

pure water, and a pure soil."
turn typhoid from our doors, and literally stamp it
out as an epidemic, we need only to insure this condition in its inmay still import single cases from less cleanly neightegrity.
borhoods, but it will be our fault if we permit it to attack even one
of our own community.
I have previously cited the case of the outbreak at Over Darwen,

rates:
If

air,

we would

We

in

England, as follows:

" There has
recently been an investigation into the origin of an
outbreak of filth fever in Over Darwen, England, the origin of
which for a long time eluded the careful search of the authorities.
It was finally worked out by a sanitary officer sent from London.
The first case was an imported one, occurring in a house at a considerable distance from the town.
The patient had contracted the
On first inquiry it was stated
di.-ease, came home, and died with it.
that the town derived its water supply from a distance, and that the
water was brought by covered channels, and could not possibly
have been polluted by the excreta from this case. Further examination showed that the drain of the closet into which the excreta of
this patient were passed emptied itself through channels used for
the irrigation of a neighboring field.
The water-main of the town
passed through this fieJd, and, although special precautions had been
taken to prevent any infiltration of sewage into the main, it was
found that the concrete had sprung a leak and allowed the contents
'

'

of the drain

to

be sucked freely into the water-pipe.

The

poison

was regularly thrown down the drain, and

as regularly passed into
the water-main of the town.
This outbreak had a ferocity that attracted universal attention; within a very short period two thousand

and

thirty-five people

were attacked, and one hundred and four

died."
Liebermeister says that typhoid dejections, conveyed in night-soil
1
From a Paper on " The Causation of Typhoid Fever,' by G. E. Waring, Jr., C- E.,
published in the Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, to which was awarded the prize
of the Rhode Inland Medical Society
:

and Building News.
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spread as manure upon the gathering ground of an aqueduct, so contaminated the water supply as to produce an epidemic of typhoid
fever among the population using the water.
Similar instances
might be cited almost without number. Indeed, there is among investigators no difference of opinion as to the communication of the
disease by means of drinking-water thus
There are many
polluted.
instances recorded of the contamination of the water of wells
by the
transmission of faecal matters through the soil from adjacent privy

vaults and cesspools.
Not only does the infection follow the course of water to which it
has gained access, or find its means of dissemination in the exhalations of decomposing filth, and thus contaminate the air which we

breathe, but these exhalations are readily absorbed by water, which
capable of holding the poison, to the detriment of those who may
drink it, and of transmitting it again to air with which it
may be in
contact.
Many cases have been reported similar to that cited by
Dr. Carpenter, health officer of
Croydon, who traced the origin of
an outbreak to the drinking of water from a house cistern, to which
air from the public sewer had been led
by the pipe serving as an
Overflow for the cistern.
Especial danger attaches to the use of water-traps, or water held
in the bends of
waste-pipes, soil-pipes, etc., when these are the only
barrier between the interior of the house and a sewer or
cesspool
containing typhoid dejections. The retained water absorbs the poison at its outer or sewer end, becomes saturated with it, and
gives
it off to the air in the house end of the
pipe.
There is reason to suppose.
reason almost sufficient to secure rethat the poisonous clement is
liability
developed and made effective only when the decomposition of the faeces
containing it takes
place in the absence of a supply of fresh air sufficient to carry it on
in the most rapid and
healthy way. In other words, active oxidation, whether produced by oxidizing disinfectants, by the operation
of atmospheric oxygen, or
by the intensified oxidizing power of the

is

contained gases of porous material, seems to
prevent decomposing
faeces from
assuming a condition favorable to the development of infection.
The evidence in support of this theory is of course of a
negative character, but it is extensive, and, so far as the writer

knows,

it is

accepted by leading physiologists.
is not
produced by exhalations from the surface of
lands irrigated with the
discharge of such sewers as have a rapid
and continuous flow, and thereby deliver all they receive before it
has had time to undergo decomposition.
There is no evidence that
typhoid fever is caused by the contained air of thoroughly ventilated
The most active professional enemies of the earth-closet
soil-pipes.
system have never adduced an instance where typhoid fever, or any
other cognate disease, has followed its
In The
well-regulated use.
Lancet of March 6, 18<iU, Professor Rolleston, setting forth his obIf 1 am told that the earth closet
jections to the earth closet, said:
is inoffensive, and that the
privy is fcetid, I answer that a rattlesnake is none the less dangerous because its rattle is removed; and
that, for anything shown or known to the contrary, odor is to infection, deodorization to disinfection, what the noise of the serpent is
to its bite."
It is nine years since this was written, and amid all
the voluminous reports upon the dry-earth system there is no word
to sustain Dr. Rolleston's fears.
On the other hand, together with
much else of similar purport, the evidence of Dr Monat reports that
in those jails of India where the earth
system is used, even at the
time of the most serious cholera epidemics, this disease, which is so
like typhoid in its mode of transmission, never gains a foothold
One would almost be justified in replying to Professor Rolleston
that it is not a question of removing the rattle, but of killing the
snake.
Investigations made to determine the manurial value ot
closet earth used many times over indicate a total and absolute destruction, not only of the odor but of the whole combustible material
of the added faices.
The result has shown as complete destruction
as would attend burning in a furnace.
The physician in considering the treatment of the material in
The faecal
question has one of two sets of conditions to deal with.
wastes of the household which he is attending are either removed by

Typhoid fever

'

water-carriage, or thrown into privy vaults.

If

by water-carriage,

they are delivered into a public sewer or into a cesspool. Sewers,
as they usually exist, and cesspools always and invariably, are so
.circumstanced as to favor the thorough development and multiplication of the morbific material under consideration.
Unfortunately,
sewers and cesspools are so connected with the interiors of houses,
with others as well as with that where the disease originated, as to
make them too often the means for converting a sporadic case into a
centre of infection. Even the house drains and soil-pipes through
which the excrement passes on its way to the cesspool or sewer are
very generally as bad as these final receptacles themselves.
Where water barriers are supplemented with one of the many
mechanical check valves recently introduced, this means for the
return of the infection is shut off.
Where the soil-pipe and drain
are freely open at both ends for the transmission of a current of at-

mospheric air, the danger of the development of the poison is greatly
reduced, if not entirely removed. But even here, although we may
feel secure so far as the immediate household in question is concerned, it is to be remembered that, at least in the case of a public
sewer and of a cesspool common to several houses, the matter deposited may produce its injurious effect in other families which are
less well protected against it.
Even where the cesspool is con-
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nected with one house only, to permit the specific poison of typhoid
fever to enter it and to spread itself through its accumulated filth is
to incur a danger akin to that of establishing a gunpowder vault in
one's back yard.
It may be advisable to refer briefly to the manner in which, and
the degree to which, the general health is influenced by exhalations
from decomposing organic matters in sewers, house-drains, vaults,
It must have been the frequent experience
cesspools, and cellars.
of all physicians that every queslion as to the tainting of the air of a
house from these sources is met by the assertion that no bad smell
In the first place, the accustomed nostril
has ever been perceived.
is dull to detect a constant odor, and in the next it is hard to make
people believe that where they can smell no offence there still may be
ourselves know that the juices of the cadaver are most
danger.
Those
fatally dangerous before offensive decomposition has set in.
who have given attention to the influence of drain-air in causing disease know very well that the action of this upon the health bears no
relation to the intensity of its accompanying odors.
The only safety is to be sought in the absolute freedom of the air
that is breathed and of the water that is drunk from every species
of contamination due either directly or indirectly to organic decomlittle rift in the waste-pipe of a wash-basin, so slight
position.
as to be detected only by the application of tissue-paper, has kept a
whole family miserable and complaining, and susceptible to every

We

A

species of contagion, for years together.
Decaying vegetables in a
cellar, and decaying filth in the waste-pipe of a kitchen sink, may
be regarded as the bane of the existence of half the women in

America. Those more serious defects which come of ignorant!}" arranged plumbing work
by no means of good plumbing work,
which is the sanitarian's best aid
are responsible not only for
most of the zymotic diseases appearing in the better class of houses,
but in like degree for the generally ailing condition of so many of
those who pass most of their days and nights in these houses.
The fundamental principle should always be borne in mind that
neither in a sewer, nor in a cesspool, nor in a house-drain, nor in a
soil-pipe, nor in the smallest waste-pipe should decomposition be allowed to proceed without such an abundant presence of fresh air as
will secure its most rapid and
complete progress. The same condition of obstructed decomposition which fosters the
development of
infecting agencies is precisely that which leads to a generally unwholesome and debilitating atmosphere. All investigation of this
subject, and all discussion of the modus oper/tndi by which unwholesome influences lead to the spread of epidemic diseases and to the
lowering of the general health, bring us at the end to a firm belief
in the principle covered
by Hippocrates's prescription pure air,
pure water, and a pure soil.
:

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.
THE "BLUE" COPYING PROCESS.
Some time ago we were shown
by Mr. P. Humes (who afterwards read a paper on the subject before the
American

Institute of

Mining Engineers) a process of duplicating drawmay liud of great use in those cases where it is necessary to supply several contractors with copies of the same drawing.
The process is essentially a photographic process, in which an
ordinary
tracing on tracing-cloth takes the place of the negative, and the result is
shown in white lines on a background of deep Prussian blue. The
process is so simple that the
officeprints may be easily made by almost
ings,

which architects

any

apparatus needed are a drawing-board, a piece of clear plate glass, say
three eighths of an inch thick, of the same
size, and a piece of felt or
blanket.
The paper on which is to be printed the copy
may be of any
kind that will endure a thorough
wetting at the time when it'is prepared
with the sensitizing solution. This solution is made
by dissolving in separate vessels 1 J oz. of citrate of iron in 8 oz. of clean
water, and li oz. of
red prussiate. of potash in a similar
quantity of clean water. When disthe
two
solutions
are
solved,
mixed, and must be kept protected from the
light, if possible in a yellow glass bottle.
To prepare the paper, wet
it
thoroughly on one side with the solution, applying the first coat with a
full wet
sponge, and the second with a sponge almost dry. The paper
should then be laid away in a dark drawer to
When dry it is of a
dry.

covered by the glass plate, which
may be brought to an even bearing by
To print the copy it is only necessary to exjoiners screws if necessary.
pose the apparatus to the light, for half or three quarters of an hour if
clear sunlight is to be had, or if the
day is cloudy the exposure must continue for an hour and a half.
When the glass is removed the body of the
paper will be found to have changed its color to a deeper bronze, while the
ban of the tracing are found to be darker still. As soon as the
glass is
removed the copy should be
thoroughly washed for a minute or two in
clean water, the effect of which is to turn the
background blue, leaving
the hues in white.
If the copy needs
any correcting touches, these may
be added by using a solution of the carbonates of soda or
potash applied
with a brush or pen. The
process is of French origin.

POLITICAL CARICATURE IN ARCHITECTURE.

whose fore paws

other Haunts a
newspaper.

is
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FiRE-PitooF DOORS.
The incombustibility of wood, in itself a poor
conductor of heat, under certain circumstances is the basis of several
methods of fire-proof building, as for instance in those floors which are
built of joists closely bolted together, so that there can be no circulation
of air, and consequently no draught for fire between them.
There are
other modes of using it which show that when properlv protected wood is
one of the most fire-resisting of materials. Perhaps the best example of this
property is found in cotton-mills, where wood is often used in making the
doors which separate the picker-rooms, which are
particularly likely to

take fire, from the rest of the mill. These doors, built of solid
plank, are
with their jambs simply covered with sheet tin, and, as the following letters show, are much better able to resist fire than iron doors in the same
situation.
The action of the fire may slowly carbonize the wood and convert it to charcoal, a poorer conductor even than wood
but as the warpor
ing
shrinking of the tin is not enough to affect the form of the door, it
maintains its shape and effectually excludes the flame. Thft letters mentioned form part of a circular issued by the Manufacturers' Mutual Fire
Insurance Company, of Boston
"
BOSTON, April 9, 1878. The undersigned has usually visited the scene
of all fires reported to this office, in which we are interested as underwriters, whether the damage were much or little ; and one principal object of
;

:

was to study the fire as to cause, progress, and results, and I
say that I have never yet seen a well-made wooden tinned door which
to
the
fire
and I have no recollection of any case in which an iron
gave
door of ordinary construction, subjected to a heavv fire, has
proved reliathe visit

may

;

Among
many picker fires which have happened in mills insured
by this company since 18G2, only one has proved destructive to the mill,
and the door iii this case, dividing the picking-room from the mill, was of
iron, and did not hold the fire at all, but immediately softened and warped
out of shape, allowing the fire free passage to the m'ill.
the

ble.

"

"BOSTON, MASS.,

April

8,
Pacitic Mills, in

WM. B. WHITING, Secretary."
Upon examination of the burned
company with Mr. Uideout, the overseer of
1878.

portion of the
the watch, I learned the following
respecting the efficiency of iron and
tinned wood doors in resisting the late fire
"I. At the west end of the steamiiig-room, where the fire
originated,
is an
eighteen inch brick fire-wall, in which are double doors made of
two inch plank and tinned on both sides, put in, as I am informed, nt the
instance of Mr. Whiting, within five'years. The flames were in direct
contact with one dour during au hour or an hour and a
half, in which
time the building on fire was destroyed
but no flames entered the
other room, and only a portion of the paint on the other door,
eighteen
inches distant, was blistered.
Upon removing the tin from the door
which resisted the fire it was found that the wood had been charred to the
of three eighths of an inch.
depth
"
tinned wood door on the snme floor, at the entrance to the
packing
building, subjected to a somewhat less degree of heat, resisted all action
of the fire.
"
In the second story, at the east, end of the
folding-room, are a pair of
wrought-iron donrs, constructed of 5.32 iron, with a frame made of three
inch
band
iron
three and one half inches wide. One of these doors
eighths
about six inches; the other was held by bolts at top and bottom.
warped
"
In the opinion of .Mr. Hideout the iron doors were not
exposed to as
severe heat as the tinned wood doors referred to.
"On the northerly side of the .pressing room (the corner room) is a
liding iron door, constructed of one fourth inch iron, and heavily backed
The panels are about six inches in width,
>y seven sixteenths inch iron.
so that most of the door is eleven inches in thickness.
"
This door is hung on trucks, and, when shut, three sides are in iron
grooves; the fire department of the Atlantic Mills threw a large amount
of water into this room soon after the alarm was
given, and onlv a portion
of the door was burned
yet this door is so badly warped that it can be
moved only with great difficulty.
" II.
The appearance of the doors and the statement of the experienced
persons present at the fire are to the effect that wood doors covered with
tin successfully resisted intense heat for a loin: time, and that iron
doors,
of exceptionally good con>tructiou,
under a
:

;

A

;

warped

degree of heat.

Respectfully,

C. J. H.

comparatively slight

WOODBCRY,

Inspector."

A

STEEPLEJACK'S FEAT.
The Sussex Daily Post says that the vane
on the steeple of Hurst Church being out of order, the rector offered
ten pounds to any one who would climb
up (a height of 130 feet) and send
it down for
The offer was accepted by John Bishop, formerly a
repair.
who, having got into the clock tower, lassooed the pinnacles of the
at the base of the
steeple, and, having by this means passed a
rope round the building, actually walked up the steeple.
The feat was

sailor,

windows

jerked the rope upwards, and so progressed to the top. lie safely reached
the top and sat there four hours while the vane was
being repaired. He
then replaced it, and came down in
safety.

CLIMISING WASHINGTON MONUMENT.
A feat of daring equal to that
above mentioned was done a short time ago
by the rigger who volunteered
to climb to the
top of Washington Monument by the rope which, at the
time work on the shaft was abandoned a score of
years ago, was left hanging down from the summit on the inside of the shaft, so that when work
was resumed it would be possible to reach the
top without rebuilding the
scaffold.
The adventurous rigger reached the top in
safety, although he
was weighted by the
of
the new rope, to attach
ever-increasing weight
which was the object of his climb. The new
secured
he cast off the
rope
upper end of the old rope, which fell to the bottom of the shaft and was
broken into innumerable fragments, so rotted was it
by exposure to the
action of the weather.

It

is

said that the stone-

ork
of an animal, in one of

and Building News.

grasped a revolver, while the

THE LONDON OPKRA HOUSE. It is once more
reported that work
upon the new National Opera House on the Victoria Embankment is to
beym again. These reports, however, seem to lack confirmation. It is
also
reported that an apartment house, in design similar to the adjoining St. Stephen's Club,

is

to

be built on the already finished foundations.
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IN the American Architect of June 29th we had occasion to
express the hope that, in the interest of good building, the
management of the Department of Buildings in the city of New
York would continue to be an object of public criticism, to the
end that its vigilance might be kept alive and its abuses, if
Since then an attempt has been made in the
any, abolished.
Hoard of Aldermen to institute a thorough investigation into
the alleged neglects and delinquencies of the Department ; the
failure of this attempt encourages the idea that this important
office is really under the protection of politicians, that it may
serve as an easy and comfortable asylum for their relatives and
friends at the public expense.

Happily, however, a provision
has been discovered in the city charter under which, on application of any five citizens who are tax-payers, a judge of the supreme court of the district may order an inquiry into the conduct of any officer of the corporation, so far as relates to misapplication of funds, violations of law, incompetence, neglects,
or misdemeanors.
In accordance with this wise provision we
now learn that the matters of the Department are at last to undergo an exhaustive legal examination, in which the instigators
of the inquiry expect to prove numerous wilful violations of the
city charter and the building laws ; a reckless and dishonest
management; the employment of large numbers of incompetent
men in sinecures with fat salaries the concealment of such
;

delinquencies and neglects under false and deceptive reports,
through which unnecessary and extravagant appropriations have
been granted and the diversion of a large part of these apThe expenses of the department,
propriations to illegal uses.
since Mr. Adams took charge of it, have aggregated, it is said,
more than $550,000; the citizens who are interested in procuring this investigation expect to show that the work for the
same period could have been honestly done for less than $100,000.
understand, also, that, the abolition of the department
and the transfer of its duties to the fire-department is advocated
as a measure of public economy and safety.
;

We

SINCE the advent of Kearney in New England, where he is
naturally an object of noisy curiosity, and where he obtains an
enthusiastic following among those workingmen who are more
interested in blasphemous denunciations of society than in logical

arguments, the question of communism has again been re-

vived, and again this foreign scarecrow has been set up to affright
the frugal, the industrious, and the prudent.
naturally turn
to the Old World to learn what is the present attitude and aspect

We

of the modern Guy Fawkes on his own ground.
Two great
congresses of workmen have lately been held, at Lyons and at
Gotha.
While at the German congress it appeared that the
foundations of society must be uprooted before the German
agitators will be satisfied, in the French congress the comIn a notamunistic element failed to show itself in any form.
ble article in the last Fortnightly Review, Mr. Frederic Harrison draws attention to the remarkable fact, proved by this
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gathering of French malcontents, that communism in France no
longer exists ; that in the twelve days' discussion at Lyons, no
systematic socialism was discussed, and the great majority of the
meeting maintained the usefulness of property as an institution,
made no attack upon capital, brought forward no crazy scheme
for the regeneration of society by
legislative or revolutionary
means, and in short gave utterance to no such rubbish as may
be heard in the agitators' meetings in this
country, where the talk
is much wilder and much more unreasonable than ainono- the
older children of discontent.
Of course the French workmen
claimed that the condition of labor is
radically wrong, that the
economic relations of society are inconsistent with the advance
of true civilization, and that no confidence is to be
placed in any
Unlike the English
party or in any person now in public life.
workingmen' s party, which accepts the representation of their
interests in Parliament by such
capitalists and gentlemen as
Messrs. Brassey, Mundella, Forster, Thomas
and Lord
Litchfield, the
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Hughes,
French artisans accept as leader no one

in

the

legislative chambers.
They propose in some way to work out
their own salvation, but not by revolution or other
political crime.

The intelligent mechanics and laborers of New England who
attend to their business, vote according to their conscience,
go to
church, and invest their earnings in savings-banks and in United
Slates' bonds, as thousands of them do, form a class in which the
vulgar Jack Cade of the republic will find no recruits, a class
which will redress what grievances it may have after no imported fashions of violent subversion, and according to no theories of communism.
They will not be behind the best of their
French and English brethren as members of a civilized community, and will not put themselves in the hands of dreamers, docor
trinaires, or demagogues, whether from America,
Germany,

Ireland.

AT a public meeting in Memphis on July 26th, it was resolved that a convention should be held in that city on the 12th
day of November next, for the purpose of considering what can
be done to relieve the Mississippi in times of flood, and to provide means of constructing the Barataria Canal, with locks at
the upper end and sea-walls at the lower, and of such a size as
to admit the passage of the
The attraclargest ocean steamers.
proceed bodily down
steamers, for the purpose of arriving at a better
understanding of the situation, was also passed. The Secretary
of War was invited to cause a survey of the proposed route, and
an estimate of the cost of its construction, to be made.
The
tive resolution that the convention should

the river in

meeting furthermore indorsed the scheme of Captain John Cowdon, to the detailed explanation of which it had just given attenAs far as we can make out from the account that has
tion.
reached us, Captain Cowdon thinks that what has been done, as
well as what is doing, are not the means that will be most
He believes rather in relikely to achieve the desired results.
lieving the river by providing it with more outlets, and by the
shortest possible routes, arguing that the effect of thus increasing the discharge will be to diminish the volumeof water, while
at the same time it increases the velocity of the current, and
consequently the scouring capacity of the stream ; so that in
course of time the river will wear for itself a permanent channel, to which it will return after a flood, and being thus confined
to a narrower space the formation of the ever-changing sandbars, which are due to the sluggishness of the stream in the
broad parts, will no longer be possible. This theory is supported by the facts that since the establishment of the BonnetCarre Crevasse, by which it is estimated one twelfth of the volume of water escapes through Lake Ponchartrain into the Gulf,
distant less than eighty miles, while the mouth of the river is
distant one hundred and sixty miles, the high-water mark at
New Orleans, where the usual rise is seventeen feet, has fallen
three or four feet, while at Natchez, where the rise is nearly
fifty feet, a decrease of eight feet has been recorded, a similar
proportionate subsidence having been observed at other places
farther up stream.

THE

practical

utility

of such

artificial

outlets having been

Captain Cowdon
proposes that other outlets shall be built, and notably an opening shall be made into Lake Borgne, a little farther down
stream than Lake Ponchartrain, which shall be ten or twelve
feet deep, one mile wide, and about six miles long.
This, it is

proved by observations taken during

five years,

The American
calculated, will

draw

Architect

off another twelfth part of the river water,
of high-water level ; so that

and cause a corresponding lowering
even as far up stream as Memphis, where the present

level

is

about thirty-five feet, a fall of four or five feet will be estabBesides this outlet, he proposes to open the Pass Manlished.
chac and the Plaquemine, the Goule, the False River, and the

Latanche Bayous, ju-t below Baton Rouge, which

will aid in

A

still more imporlesser floods.
carrying off the waters of the
tant factor of his scheme is the diversion of the course of th

Red River, which now empties into the Mississippi about halfeffect this the
way between Baton Rouge and Natchez. To
river is to be made to pass through the Boeuff, which is about
the Calcasieu River, by which,
twenty miles in length, and into
In
after a course of some hundred miles, it will reach the Gulf.
this distance the river will have a fall of about eighty feet,
which is as much as the Mississippi has between its junction
with the Red River and its mouth, although the distance is about
hundred miles. If these projects are ever carried into
execution they can hardly fail to be of the greatest benefit to
the States through which this river flows, and particularly to
Louisiana, whose lowlands, now annually exposed to destructive floods, the
operations will allow to be reclaimed
five

proposed

and cultivated.

THE

of the interior of
interesting question of the decoration

Cathedral, London, has again been brought up by
the action of the Dean an Chapter on the 6th of .July in aufull-sized cartoons of two of the
horizing the preparation dof
ribs of the dome, and of all the architectural features between
them, comprising one sixth of the whole domical area these
cartoons to be colored and gilt in imitation of real mosaic, and
of the actual work
temporarily fixed in place, so that the effect
Alfred Stevens,
of
the
late
Mr.
The
be
realized.
design
may
the architect of the Wellington Monument, lately completed and
erected in the cathedral, is to be followed substantially according
Mr. Stannus, a favorite pupil
to the model prepared by him.
of Mr. Stevens, is to prepare the cartoons for the ribs Mr.
Leighton is to make the design to occupy the proposed great
circle between the ribs (probably just above the springing of
St. Paul's

;

;

the dome)

;

and Mr. Poynter

will

compose the other figure-sub-

It is proposed to decorate the dome
jects of the composition.
with subjects from the visions of the Apocalypse, reserving the

New

Testaments
from the Old and
pictorial and dramatic scenes
The general disposition
for the lower parts of the building.
the emotional and poetic above, the historical and didactic below
is

one which must commend

itself as singularly

appropriate to

Although by the use of bright colors
in the Byzantine manner, as proposed, the
a
gold
ground
upon
serious defect of the extreme darkness of the dome will doubtless be partially obviated, the mysterious and solemn splendors
of the mosaics in the Italian domes enjoy reflections from far
brighter skies than can ever prevail in gloomy London the subthe place and occasion.

;

committee therefore ingeniously recommend the introduction of
metallic reflectors, so placed within the external peristyle of the
dome as to be invisible from any point of sight outside or inside
of the building. By this means Mr. Penrose, the architect of the
Chapter, calculates that the amount of light at present introduced

through the twenty-four windows in the drum of the dome will
be doubled. The commit'ee estimate the total cost of the decoration of the dome according to this scheme to be about fifty
thousand pounds sterling, the Messrs. Powell, of Whitefriars,
having offered to do the sixteen thousand square feet of mosaic
in the dome at the rate of from thirty to thirty-five shillings per
foot.

The

estimate of the

Murano company was

MR. EDMUND OI.DFIKLD,

a

member

forty shillings.

of the executive commits

tee for the completion of St. Paul's, it may be remembered, in
his book, " St. Peter's and St. Paul's," published two years ago,
entered into a careful investigation of the color decorations of
certain typical Italian buildings of the sixteenth and early part
of the seventeenth centuries, with a view of ascertaining what

features of

them were capable of application to the English
In this interesting work of compari-

Metropolitan Cathedral.

son, the description of the decoration of St. Peter's is probably
the most complete that has been published in England.
The
lesson drawn from this great example by Mr. Oldfield has been

very intelligently applied in the development of the new scheme
for the decoration of the English dome, the main points
being
the adoption of a formal or geometrical distribution,
keeping the

and Building News.
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both domes being
most important subjects in the lower parts
of figures, to give an
the
multiplication
hemispheroids
prolate
the adjustment of their scale, so that they
idea of great space
shall be large enough to secure distinctness, but small enough
not to dwarf the vault or to be so spread over the spherical sura severe and statuesque but
face as to distort their drawing
not archaic treatment of the figures, and their execution in
coarse tesserae, without the minute elaboration of the Vatican
;

;

;

mosaicists and, finally, the use of gold backgrounds, contrary
to the common cinque-cento practice, thus securing flatness, like
the vault surface itself, and reflections which most effectually
and beautifully illustrate the constantly changing surface of the
;

Mr. Oldfield also obtained from the church of St.
Vittore at Milan an idea as to the treatment of panels in piers,
hemisphere.

which he recommends for adoption in St. Paul's. The portion
Mr. Burgess's remarkable scheme for the decoration of the
English cathedral which elicited the most vigorous and probably the most justifiable remonstrances, a few years ago, was his

of

proposition

to cover

entirely the

Portland-stone piers of the

nave with a veneering of fine marbles. In this regard the hints
derived from St. Vittore are interesting for their adaptability
not only to the case of St. Paul's, but to other and less monumental examples. In the Italian work in question white stucco
figures appear in very low relief upon the flat tinted ground of
the panel, without interference with the structural character of
the pier, the natural material of which is properly exhibited in
This use of stucco admits of great freedom of treatthe styles.
ment, and belongs strictly to the most approved period of Re-

naissance decoration, having been adopted not only by Raphael
at the beginning but by Alessi at the end of the sixteenth cenAs a reminder of the conditions which must guide the
tury.
English designers in their work we reproduce in this number a
sectional view of the interior of St. Paul's.

THE Architect of July Gth contains a noticeable article on the
question of Domestic Architectural Style as it now prevails in
England, and, with a natural but uncertain reflection, in our own
Accuracy of reproduction of old forms has never been
country.
so faithfully pursued as by the English architects of the present
day.

Archaeological correctness in every detail, from the archi-

tectural outlines outside to the fashion of tables and chairs and
the color of walls and fabrics within doors, must be carried to

such an extent that the. occupant of the house may well imag"
ine himself
somebody else somewhere else," and by no means
an Englishman of the nineteenth century at home. The tendency of domestic style is therefore, as the Architect cleverly
puts it, to be histrionic, with all llie appointments in keeping ; so
that, naturally, the dwellers in the new Queen Anne houses of
Turnham Green, or St. John's Wood, as we remember reading not
long ago, may be seen in the lanes thereabout seriously masquerading in Addisonian bag-wigs, cocked hats, and smallclothes, in
order to keep up the pleasing illusion and we are credibly informed that the fairer sex, with that exquisite power of adaptation for which they are noted, are not slow to follow suit with
brocades, hoods, hoops, and farthingales, and the decorative patch
;

their faces.
English life seems therefore ready to meet
English architects half-way, and were it not for the autocratic decrees of the modistes of Paris, which constitute an element hard
for the female mind to go counter to, we might see the court
of the good Queen Anne reenacted in high life, and not confined to narrower fields among the families of artists and litterateurs. In like manner, in the days of the Gothic revival we might
have seen in certain select English circles a reproduction of the
costumes and attitudes of mediaeval saints, more or less grotesque, often graceful, but always highly significant of the power

upon

Mr.
of histrionic architecture.
nearly make us believe that
11

And

This

a

all

the

Norman Shaw and

All the world

's

his followers

a stage.

men and women merely

players.'-

new

function for architecture.
it needs only
Perhaps
"
a little more pushing of the " Old Colonial
derivative in this
country, on the part of our clever young architects, to bring
about some corresponding form of revival here.
Who knows
what stately virtues of the Province may follow on the reintroduction of slender orders and broken pediments, urns and feswhat
toons, heavy sashes, small panes, and delicate mouldings
fine manners may come back in front of tiled chimney-pieces, and
panelled wainscots, and under the wooden modillions and dentils
of the parlor cornice
is

;

!

AUGUST

10,

The American

1878.]

Architect

DOUBTLKSS the logical result of designing accurately according to precedent must be literal imitation, carried to extremes
sooner or later, and in England there seems at present to be
small chance of setting aside this unwholesome subservience to
"
archaeology.
Granting all this," the Architect proceeds to
say

:

"We" (Englishmen)

"must perhaps he permitted to advance in the direction of histrionic accuracy until some other principle comes to assert itself.
Such a form of art is not by any means to be despised, inasmuch as that
which preceded it may he affirmed with no little reason to have been no
form of art at all. It is obviously better to copy thoroughly well and enjoy the success of it than to go into chaos and have nothing at all to

and Building News.

and twenty-two and a half

together."

Our own conditions are more favorable for the achievement
of characteristic style, as the fashions which come to us from
Europe are not powerful enough to overthrow the practical influences which our architects

must obey influences which come
from local habits, materials, climate, and usages, from the new
life of the New World
influences which have grown with our
growth, and must have expression in our art in spite of all our
efforts to play parts in borrowed costumes.
We are not permitted to forget that we are Americans and not Englishmen,
and that our comparative freedom from the tyranny of arch.eWe may master it, but it cannot
ology is a national privilege.
master us.
It is too far off".
;

;

As

the downfall of Eddystone Lighthouse,

if

not imminent,

is

at least inevitable, and a matter of measurable time, owing to
the disastrous effect which the leverage of the slightly swaying
shaft has had on the House Rock upon which it is built, Trin-

House has occupied itself with the question of what must
be done to replace it.
A survey showed that the rock was at
once too small and too decayed to allow of building a second
shaft upon it,
for it is a sine qua non that the present lighthouse shall stand until the lamp is lighted in its successor,
and
that a light at this particular point was a better protection
against the rocks and reefs lying inshore of it than a light
It was suggested that
placed in any other position would be.
the necessity of any lighthouse could be done away with by removing the rocks, and so great has been the progress in submaity

rine engineering that, although the survey which was made in pursuance of this suggestion showed that many million cubic feet
of stone would have to be removed, the enterprise would doubtless have been undertaken, had it not been that the abolition of

the light would necessitate a considerable and costly revision of
"
"
charts, and the determining of new
ranges for the guidance of
ship-masters, to say nothing of the temporarily increased danger
to the lives

and property of those

to

whom

for

many

years the

Eddystone Light has been so great a reliance, marking, as it does,
an important landfall to incoming vessels from the Atlantic.
In
view of this necessity of maintaining a light, it has been determined to build a new lighthouse on the South Reef, one hundred feet distant from Smeaton's decaying masterpiece and as
the lowest tender amounted to $525,000, Trinity House has decided not to do the work by contract, but to have it done by the
day, under charge of its own engineer, Mr. J. N. Douglass,
whose estimate was only $450,000.
;

THE

natural

difficulties

presented

by

the

new

site

are

about as great as those encountered by Smeaton for though
the South Reef is not uncovered until half-tide, and some of
the foundation courses must be laid under water, while the site
on House Hock was always above half-tide level, and a portion
of it above high-water level, yet the new site is in a more proIn the actual construction of the lighthouse,
tected position.
nothing novel is to be attempted. The now common practice
of dovetailing each stone into those above, below, and by the
sides of itself, as well as, in the case of the lowest course, into
The lowest twelve courses,
the living rock, is to be followed.
which will rise twenty-two feet, and will carry the shaft three
feet above high-water level, are to be forty-four feet in diamAt
eter, and are to have no diminution from bottom to top.
this level the shaft proper will begin with a diameter of thirtysix feet
thus there will be formed at this level a circular landIn form he new shaft is to be a confour
feet wide.
ing stage
cave elliptic frustum, its least diameter, eighteen and a half feet,
being about one hundred and twelve feet above the landing
it
stage, from which level it increases again, until at the top
measures twenty-three feet. The lantern level is one hundred
;

;

I

feet

above high-water level

;

that

is,

new

light will shine at a height fifty-five feet above the present light.
to twenty-two feet above high water, the shaft

the

Up

this the walls will vary in
; above
thickness from eight and one half feet to two feet and three
inches, which will allow of rooms varying from eleven to fourteen teet in diameter.
will be

built of solid granite

PAPERS ON PERSPECTIVE.
XII.

THK PERSPECTIVE OF CIRCLES CONCLUDED.

enjoy.

In other words, if we cannot achieve anything in the nature of characteristic style, except by accepting a histrionic
or say historic
mode, this
is at least better than
being content to sacrifice the enjoyment of stvle al-
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CONCENTRIC

CIRCLES.

WHEN

243.
a portion of a circle is to be put into perspective it is
generally best to construct the ellipse which represents the whole
This is
circle, and then to use so much of it as may be required.
especially the case in sketching from nature or from the imagination,
where it is difficult to determine the character of the perspective
curve without aid from geometrical considerations. In drawing
pointed arches, for instance, the character of the intersecting arcs is
best ascertained by completing the circles of which they form a part,
as in Fig. 52.
An inspection of the figure shows that when the arch
is above the
eye the nearer half is represented by the part of an ellipse at which the curvature is the most rapid, near the extremity
of the major axis; and the further halt' by the flattest portion, near
the extremity of the minor axis.
When the circle is below the eye
the nearer part is the flattest.
This figure also shows that when a row of circles arc put into perspective their major axes are not parallel, their inclination to the.
trace of the plane in which the circles lie diminishing as they recede
from the eye.
244. Fig. 53 illustrates more fully the sub-contrary section spoken
A' A' shows the cirof in the previous paper and shown in Fig. 44.
cle in its own plane, with its centre beyond the axis of the cone
B' B' shows its perspective in the plane of the picture p />, with the
centre of the cone of rays below its centre, and the pole a, representing the centre of the original circle, lower still; E' E' shows the real
shape of the cross-section E E, taken at right angles with the axis
of the cone.
This is an ellipse, whose centre coincides with the axis
of the cone of visual rays, the centres of both circles appearing as
The propoles of the, ellipse, one on one side and one on the other.
jections of the respective centres are shown in each case at a, b,
;

and

e.

D

line
D, parallel to A A, shows that a horizontal section of
the cone taken at this place must be a circle like A' A'; and since the
sub-contrary section at B B is symmetrical with it, about the axis of
the cone, it follows that B' B' also must be a circle.
245. It is to be noticed that the ellipse E' E' is the appearance
Jt would not
that the circle would present from the station point S.
appear as a circle, though its perspective is a circle. But neither
does this perspective circle appear as a circle. It, too, is foreshortened
into an ellipse in the sight of a spectator at S.
246. In fact, unless a circle is situated just at the centre of the
picture, the ellipse which represents it in perspective is of a differHorizontal
ent shape from the ellipse which it presents to the eye.
circles, for instance, always present to the eye horizontal ellipses;
axes are horizontal. But in perellipses, that is to say, whose major
spective such circles, unless just above or below the centre C, have
Yet these oblique
their axes inclined, as we have seen in Fig. 47.
ellipses when seen from the proper position, the station point in front
of C, are themselves apparently changed by the effect of perspective,
and foreshortened into horizontal ellipses.
This apparent distortion in the perspective, which makes the outline of the drawing of a different shape from the apparent outline of
the thing drawn, will, as has been said, form the subject of the next

The

paper.
247. Figs. 54, 55, and 56 show three different ways of drawing
Since concentric circles have the same centre,
concentric circles.
the ellipses which constitute their perspectives have of course the
same pole and polar line but the ellipses have not the same centre,
nor are their axes parallel.
it is
248. The first method is shown in Fig. 54;
applicable to the
case where the perspective of a circle is obtained by means of a cirsecond circle, concentric with the
cumscribed square or polygon.
first, is easily obtained by means of a concentric polygon, as shown.
249. Fig. 55 shows how the second ellipse can be found when the
:

A

has been already determined in any way. Let a line of
ures be drawn through the pole which is the perspective of the
of the circle, parallel to the polar line or trace of the plane in
If now any chord a a, representing a diameter
the circle lies.
first

circle,

be drawn through this pole, and

V

lines

be drawn from

meascentre

which
of the
its

ex-

tremities to any point
upon this trace or horizon, it will cut the
line of measures at two points, a' and a', whose distance from the
other points, V and V, be taken, also
pole is the same. If now two
the pole, and lines be drawn through them, the
equidistant from
the same chord, will be points
points b arid b, in which they intercept
of an ellipse which represents a circle concentric with the given cir// b' is smaller than a! a'.
In the figure
cle, and as much smaller as
the radius of the smaller circle is one half the radius of the larger
one half of a' a'. It is obvious that since the lines
one, V V

being
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V

are parallel in space, the lines a a and o' a' are divided
Any number of points can be obtained in the same
proportionally.
way as 6 b.
third method of putting concentric circles into perspee250.
a figure which, like Fig. 47 in Plate X,
tive is shown in Fig. 56,
shows three equal circles,
A, B B, and
D, lying in parallel planes
and equally distant from the picture, the last of which stands edgeZ,
wise to the spectator, fo that it coincides with a portion of T
In the figure it is supposed that
the trace of the parallel planes.
is the given circle, concentric with which it is required to draw

meeting at

A

A

D

R

AA

another circle

To

TR

K

E.

DD

is first found by cutting off from
effect this the circle
Z a
A, this height being measured
equal in height to

A

portion

line passing through the centres of the three cirParallel to this line let a second line be drawn through any

above and below a
cles.

point,

DD;

1,

A

A, to the corresponding point, 3, of the circle
this line let any convenient point, as 2. lie taken as
K.
Jf now a fourth
point of a third circle

of the circle

and upon

B
the corresponding
the line through the centres, the line
point, 4, be taken upon
will be an element of a cone whose vertex is at 4 and whose, base in
the plane of the circle A A is a circle concentric with that circle.
The intersection of the line 4 2, prolonged, with a radius of A A
drawn through the point I, fixes the point 5, in the circumference of
the circle E E.
By drawing other lines, parallel to the line 123,
through other points of A A, any number of other points in B B and
E E may now easily be obtained.
The radii of the circles E E and A A (or B B) are obviously proof the point 4 from the centres of E E and
portional to the distance
B B, and also to the chords drawn through the| common centre of
A and E E parallel to the trace T R Z, that is, to 1) D.
2ft 1. It will be noticed, 1st, that this method not only gives the
means of finding a larger circle concentric with
A, and lying in
the same plane, but also of finding an equal cirrle, B B, lying in a
it makes no difference in what direction the
parallel plane; 2d, that
axis of the cone passing through the three centres is originally
drawn, provided it is parallel to the plane of the picture; and 3d,
that this method is as serviceable in drawing a concentric circle
smaller than the given circle as in drawing a larger one; for if E E
A.
were the given circle a reversed process would give

425

A

A

A

252. As to the figures 45,50, and 51, the publication of which in
connection with the paper which they illustrate was accidentally prevented, it is unnecessary to add anything to what was said in that paper.
But it is perhaps worth while to say that the excessive distortion apparent in them is due simply to the fact that the station point, or
proper position of the spectator, is in each of theln within two or
This is within the limits of distinct vision.
three inches of the page.
But by looking through a pin-hole in a card the prints can be disand when so
tinctly seen when held even at the end of one's nose
viewed it will be seen that not only the ellipses in Fig. 45, but the
parabolas and hyperbolas in Figs. 50 and 51, look like circles, as they
should.
The apparent distortion entirely disappears.
;

253. Fig. 57, o, b, c, shows three different ways of
obtaining certain points in a circle by drawing intersecting lines from the sides of
a circumscribing square, and d shows that either of these methods
may be used for finding the perspective of a circle.

THE PANATHENAIC FRIEZE.
As our concern

1

now

rather with the technical sculpture than its
subject, it is sufficient to mention, as is well known, that this band
of low-relief represents the procession which with
pomp conducted
a peplus or-robe dedicated to Athene, the goddess of the
people and
As the enclosure of the Acropolis was entered, the subordinate
city.
or west front of the Parthenon was first
approached, and the sculptures represent the divided procession
advancing along the north and
south flanks of the temple towards the eastern entrance.
On the
frieze over the eastern entrance are
represented two groups of divinities, heroic ancestors, male and female, seated, of larger scale,
and apparently watching or waiting for the
procession. "Between
them, and crntral over the doorway, is seen a priest, who delivers
the folded peplus to a
and a priestess, who is
^youtn,
committing a
The procession consists of men orderin"its
charge to maidens.
course, others bringing along the oxen and sheep for sacrifice, ranks
of girls, musicians, water-bearers, then
chariots, and, above all, a
long train of the mounted youth of Athens. It is in the treatment
of this part of the procession that the
sculptor has displayed the
utmost indifference to difficulty, the most consummate
judgment and
skill and daring and invention, and has
successfully evoked the most
from
under
the
ribs
of
engaging beauty
and confusion.
very
is

difficulty

The height of the frieze itself; as of its position above the
eye, was
limited by architectural proportion, and a limit was thus
impo-ed on
the sculptor for the height of an erect
figure ; he availed himself
of what space was given to him to the
and there is

but
utmost,
moderate room to spare above the heads of the few
young men who
are standing erect.
The height at which the frieze was elevated,
and the oblique view from the narrow
ambulatory below which alone
commanded it, made this imperative if a diminutiveness was to be
avoided which would preclude finish and
recognizable features and
1

From an

article in the Architect

by Mr. W. Watkiss Lloyd.

expression.
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Another consequence

of thrse

No. 137.

conditions was that a

had

to be taken with nature in respect of the scale of the
horses of the mounted cavaliers, which was disproportionately reduced.
The riding figures are in some degree reduced, as com-

liberty

foot, and quite without reference to perspective,
but this difference is trifling, and although something more is gained
for the size of the horses within the limit of height by their extended action in most cases, the horses are still unnaturally small.
They have the characteristics doubtless of a small and sturdy breed,
but it is clear that the artist deliberately ventured the incongruity.
The alternative to reduce the stature of the men was inadmissible,
and he had just confidence that even if the spectator noticed the
disproportion, which many do not, he would, if a worthy spectator,
willingly compound for it by a sense of the energy of the composition,
which would be adequate expression of any amount of vigor. An
over-sized rider in nature seems to oppress his steed, but such
lightness and spirit are thrown into the animals of the frieze that not
even where disproportion might be feared as salient is thtre any
suggestion that the load is not carried with abundance of strength to

pared with those on

spare.

The costume of the riders is varied for the fake of variety, of
contrast, and of composition, but for such reasons alone, with no
intention to snatch applause for naturalism.
Some are nude but lor
a flying cloak, and are seated like the rest on bare-backed horses;
others have tunics, which, if it is thought instructive, may be called
Here and there irregularly is a
chitons, as the cloak a chlamys.
Heads are usually bare, but somecuirass, different in every case.
times covered by cap or helmet, in one or two cases by the broadbrimmed Thessalian hat. Such spareness in equipments might seem
to throw back the representation to the traditional heroic, or even to
still earlier
mythical epochs but there is no reason to think that
heroic habits were otherwise interpreted than as
subserving the
;

idealization of a familiar contemporary celebration.
The style of relief is not without a certain analogy to that of some
of the Assyrian representations of hunts and battles
by the king
in his chariot. The Assyrians set an
example of moderation in prominence or projection, but the very despair of clumsiness is displayed by them in their management of figures moving in two
planes, and of which some are partly covered by others to their
front.
The majesty of Assyria bends his bow as he stands in a car
drawn rapidly by three horses yoked abreast, like those of so
many
Homeric heroes. The hor.-es' heads are seen advanced one beyond
another, but the twelve legs of the animals are left to be assumed on
the insufficient evidence of three fore and three hind
legs in like

The Assyrian, it
parallel presentation.
right to conventionalize as the Greek

may be

thought, has as
but a convention for the
advantage of expression is one thing, and resort to it as a cloak for a
difficulty not beyond the reach of skilfulness to overcome is something very different. The Greek challenged and vindicated his right

much

;

to another license in
disregarding perspective diminution, even when
he represented so many figures retiring one beyond the other that
the remotest must needs be at considerably greater distance.
By
the manner in which the knees of the four seated female divinities
or heroines on the eastern frieze advance in succession
beyond each

other they are declared as occupying receding planes, but the actual
proportions of all are identical, and the legs of the seats rest on
the same ground line.
It is the same with the cavalcade, where the
ranks are repeatedly composed of as many as seven horsemen
the same ground line receives the hoofs that
advancing abreast
touch ground of the near and the remote alike.
Chiefly from
the obstructed view of the marbles, but not
slightly in consequence
of the disintegration of surfaces
confusing outlines even where slabs
are complete, it is not easy to appreciate the marvellous skill of
these combinations at the museum 1 without the bestowal of
steadily
attentive consideration. It is worth while for those who are interested to take a preliminary view of the restored groups, as they
may be seen in Pall Mall, below the cornice of the Athenaeum Club.
Here it is salient how the full flank of the near horse of rank after
rank accentuates the series, and gives the key which makes simple
the relative positions and movements of all those beyond it.
;

It will be observed that in the
foregoing brief note of a part of the
action the exposition followed from the west eastward, as if following on with the procession. There are several circumstances which
render this important and imperative. Whatever may be the reason,
moving objects are more easily and comfortably observed as they are
moving past or away fron. us than as directly advancing upon us;
the action of the horses as seen from the rear is
and
explained best
is
especially required to be so, when only observable under so oblique
an aspect as was available
by the broad flank of the near horse,
the seat of the rider and his bearing on the rein, -and the posture of
the hind-quarters of the animals, the fulcrum of
Cerpropulsion.
tainly as we follow on with the frieze in this direction we seem to be
in harmonious
sympathy with the general movement of the celebra-

tion.

But there is something more in the matter,
something that mayescape observation generally, but will be palpable when pointid out
If we pass
along in the reverse direction, as if meeting the procession
we are sensible not only of confusion, but of a certain harshness
which is easily explained.
find that we are moving, so to say,

We

1
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"against the hair," or rather upon rough edges. In fact, the rea
outlines of the horses and
groups generally fall in most cases toward
the plain slab at a blunt
angle, or are gradually rounded towards it
But with the front outlines the rule is in
contrast; a quicker descen
is given to the contours,
they meet the slab very constantly at a
right angle, and in very important parts are even notably undercut
The forward outlines in consenuence are
relatively strengthened by
shadow, and so far an element of decision and definition is introduced
like that given by thickened strokes
expressive of shade in an outline
drawing. But one consequence of this is serious, and the result is
manifest, and nothing less than lhat the effect of the frieze as followed in one direction was
deliberately sacrificed by the sculptor for
the sake of enhancing it when
contemplated in order from another.
He could, indeed, scarcely have adopted so elaborate a scheme of
composition under any other conditions. Low-relief demands th.it
the heads of the figures should be
usually in profile, but they couk
not be set with outlines flattened on the
plain slab consistently witl
relation to the space which had to be indicated for horses and
ranks
Hence the profiles of the riders are constantly
undercut; then cases
occur in which the lower half of a face is in front of a horse's mane
and neck, and the upper part above them, and free. The inami"ement, then, of the relation of both to the background is
peculiar!)
awkward; and into all these unhandsome recesses we have to look i
we persist, against the first warning
in
the
course
incongruity,
meeting
of the cavalcade. This is a great
aggravation of the confusion whicl
is presented when we come first
upon the sight of the crossing legs
of prancing horses, of which we do not know the distinct action tfl

we pass farther on; but the sculptor was
manifestly indifferent to the
aggravation which would do him good service by warning the spectator away from a false
as
well as by supplying a contrast to
aspect,
the aspect which he was
In the groups at
chiefly concerned about.
either end of the naos, which were
naturally teen directly In front,
and, indeed, from a wider pavement, the rder of the figures is
open,
and the requirement for this special
adjustment isavoided and
ignored.
The development of the ranks of horsemen, by
spreading them
fan-like, so that tlie seven cavaliers successively are shown in advance
of each other, most
the
certainly simplifies
arrangement to the spectator, but goes little way to relieve the difficulty of the
sculptor's
The
problem.
planes which are required to account for the overlapping limbs are still most numerous. A near fore-leg of a horse will
i;
3e relieved directly upon the
leg of a rider beyond, as that upon the
fore-quarter of the horse he rides, which is relieved again upon the
limbs of more than one horse
beyond before we arrive at the
plain

surface.

The

general system on which the composition was designed and
executed appears to have been this.
We are led to infer that the
design was drawn carefully in outline on the still smooth slabs, it
must be supposed after a more finished drawing, which
expressed by
shading the refined surface depressions and undulations; it must
then have been understood that the nearest
portion to the front of
every figure was to be expressed by the chisel with as little depression below this surface as possible
these highest and least rounded
parts of each figure are in consequence maintained at a high uniform
level, so that an applied flat surface would touch them all.
There
is a certain limit,
scarcely two inches at most, to which the slabs
are cut into below this plane, a distance which has to be economized
and distributed among the superposed members
economized where
It was thus
necessary, and, where not, apportioned freely.
imperative that the knee of a rider
by a horse's flank should have verv
slight relief, in fact be almost flat, but where his leg extends in front
of the haunch of a horse beyond and the
open background it takes
more rounded relief inwards. Where many surfaces have to be accounted for, as must be the case with the
crossing limbs of men and
horses in ranks, even the strictest economy in graduated distribution
calls for
help, and then considerable liberty is taken of sinking the
background beyond the average depth; but this is chiefly in recesses
and small bounded spaces, where the
stratagem escapes notice
;

among

the shadows.

Although the faces are usually in profile, other presentations occur, and even that of the full face: this variety is a relief of the
greatest value, and seems to bring the spectator into more immediate
and sympathetic relation to the gallant parade. It
also be re-

may

marked

that the frieze preserves evidence sufficient in a number of
completely preserved heads, male and female, to correct a hasty inference from the simple chevelure of the Dionysus
(Theseus) of the
pediment, that the elaborate treatment of the hair was posterior to
Phidias.
There are sufficient examples here to give indication of a
mastery of an easy detail indeed, but of one which has its value in
the expression of age especially, and even character. Indeed, the
record of the ambrosial locks of his Olympian Zeus should settle the

question.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.
ILLUSTRATIONS OF PAPKK ON PERSPECTIVE. PLATES
S

FIGURKS

XI.

AND

XII.

45, 50, and 51 are reproductions of some old engravings
representing that portion of the Vatican Palace called the Museo
Pio- Clementina. It was erected about a hundred years ago by
Pope
Pius VI., during his long pontificate of twenty-four years, to contain
the collections formed by Julius II., Leo X., Clement VII., Paul

49

and his own immediate predecessor, Clement
collections
XIV.,
which Pius himself added more than two thousand
This
pieces.
mass
of
irregular
buildings occupies the summit of the Vatican Hill,
at the northern end of the
gardens which separate it from the papal
apartments, the Sistine Chapel, and the galleries and chambers decorated by Raphael.
The rooms and passages shown upon the
plan
are the end of the long
gallery of the Museo- Chiaramonti (Ch) arranged by Canova for Pius VII.; the Hall of the Torso (T), formerly
a chapel, in which stands the famous Torso of the
Belvedere; the
Hall of the Vase (V), from which
opens to the south the Balcony
the
view
from
(B),
splendid
which, extending over Rome and the
III.,

to

Campngna, from the Apennines to the Alban hills, has given the name
of Belvedere to this portion of the
palace the Hall of the Meleager
(M) the Hall of Statues (S), at one end of which is the celebrated
Ariadne; the Hall of Animals (A); the Hall of the Muses (Mu);
the Rotondo (R): the Hall of the Greek Cross
(G); the Egyptian
Museum (Eg); and the entrance to the outer gardens
(E), which
brings us to the long gallery of the Library (L), enclosing the inner
garden on the north as the Chiaramonti gallery encloses it on the
south. Above this entrance hall is the Hall of the
Biga; at the end
of the garden is the
Hemicycle of the Pigna (II), built by Bramante
for Julius II.
In this stands the great pine cone, eleven feet
high,
supposed to have formed the summit of Hadrian's Mausoleum. The
quadrangle behind, between the Hemicycle and the Hall of Statues,
is the Cortile of the Belvedere
(C), also from the designs of Bramante, in the four corners of which stand the Belvedere Apollo (Ap),
the Antinoiis (An), now generally admitted to be a
Mercury, the
;

;

Laocoon (La), and Canova's Boxers (Bo).

The Rotondo, Fig. 45, is sixty-one feet in diameter, and was built
by Pius VI., from the designs of Michael Angelo Simonetti. The
floor is formed of a mosaic pavement, found at Otricoli in 1780,
representing Centaurs and Lapitha; in the border, with a head of Medusa in the centre. Around the whole are black and white mosaics
found at Scrofano, representing some of the adventures of
Ulysses,
and others of marine monsters found near the Baths of Caracalla.
This hall was built to contain the great vase of red
porphyry, more
than fifteen feet across, found in the Baths of Titus, which stands in
the centre.
On cither side of the entrance are the well-known colossal busts of Tragedy and Comedy, which stood at the entrance to
the theatre in Hadrian's Tusculan Villa. Opposite is a seated statue
of Nerva, crowned with a bronze wreath of oak leaves. Of the other
statues the first on the left is a Juno Lanuvina, armed and wearin^
the aegis; the second, the famous Barberini Juno; the third,
beyond
;he Nerva, a Ceres, from the Theatre of Pompey; and the fourth, a
Muse, in place of which now stands the bronze Hercules, discovered
n Rome in 1864, and purchased by the late Pope for $50,000.
The
ive niches shown in the plate occupy half the circumference, the
other half being taken up with three similar niches and two doorlys.

Fig. 50 shows the Hall of the Biga, built after the designs of CamThe two-horse chariot from which it takes its name formerly
stood in the Temple of the Sun.
The wheels and pole are modern,
-he body of the vehicle
having long been used in the church of St.
Mark at Rome, as an episcopal throne. The horses also are modern,
"xcept the body of the right one.
The statue in the niche on the right is of Greek marble, and repesents a Pontifex Maximu?, or high priest, veiled, with a vessel in
)is hand, in the act of
a sacrifice; on his right is an
oflering
Apollo
It has for a
}ytbarsedus, playing upon a harp.
pedestal an altar
adorned with female figures, sacrificing on the other side is a statue
of Alcibiades, found upon the Ccelian.
In the niche on the left is
he figure of a philosopher holding a scroll, supposed to represent
Sextus of Cheronea, the uncle of Plutarch; on his left is an Auriga,
)r charioteer, in costume, with the palm of victory in his
right hand,
and in his left the fragment of the rein?, which ho has already cut
ilh the curved knife that hangs at his belt. Nearer the front of the
raresi.

;

The American
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or Lizard Slayer, now in the Hall
picture is the Apollo Sauroctonus,
of Statues, a marble copy of the celebrated bronze of Praxiteles.
In the niche at the back of the room is a statue sometimes called
on cither side are ancient copies
sometimes
;

Epaminondas

Phocion,

of the

well-known Discobuli, or Quoit Players, of Myron and Nau-

window is seen the dome of St. Peter's.
cydes. Through the
Fi". 51 show's the Hall of the Vase, with the Hall of the Meleager
In the centre
of the Belvedere.
beyond, and on the left the Cortile
feet
of the room is the large basin of Pavonazzetto marble, nearly six
three square niches on the
across, from which it takes its name. The
sides of the room are filled wiih fragments of sculpture, apparently
Greek. The drapi ry of the one on the right was much admired and
Above the further niche is a bas-relief repreRaffat-lle.
studied
by

Pluto and Proserpine.
senting Cupid and Psyche before
The^Hall of the Bigi is about thirty feet acruss, and that of the

Vase about twenty.
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LONGITUDINAL SECTION THROUGH
LONDON.

ST.

PAUL'S CATHEDRAL,

In order that our readers may appreciate the importance of the
decorations of the dome, of which we speak elsewhere, we here re" Ancient and Modern Architecture" a
produce from Gailh ibaud's
section of the cathedral taken longitudinally. The decorations here
shown so sketchily represent the scenes from the life of St. Paul,
which have been destroyed by the
painted by Sir James Thornhill,
The inner dome is of
of the London atmosphere,.
smoke and

damp

brick-work, two bricks in thickness, and having in every five feet of
rise a course of headers eighteen inches long, which bond the work
The outer dome is, as is well known, supported on a brick
together.
cone, whose wall is eighteen inches thick, and which, moreover, is
the direct support of the lantern, said to weigh seven and one half
The inner dome was built on a centering which rested upon
tons.
the projecting cornice at its springing, and was left in position for the
use of the painter, who was paid only forty shillings per yard for Ms
work. The difficulty and cost of erecting the necessary scaffolding
for any new decoration has been no inconsiderable deterrent to the

undertaking.

THE SEWAGE SYSTEM OF

PARIS.

II.

THK

normal distances between the underside of the masonry and
the street levels are as follows for the different types, except No. 1
:

Type No.
"
"

Ft.
16
15

3

No. 5
No. 6

13

In.

6f
lOfj
6

T<k

The

gallery under the Boulevard Sebastopol may be taken as a
type of one of the branch collectors. It was constructed between
1855 and 1858 under one of the. side avenues of the boulevard from

the Boulevard St. Denis to the Quai de la Megisserie from this
point it extends with type section No. 6 under the Boulevard de
In ordinary work
Strasbourg, as far as the Rue du Chateau d'Eau.
this gallery serves as a collector for the flat district known as the
Marais; during heavy rains it discharges the overflow direct into the
Seine, and renders impossible the floods which used to be common
In this
in the Faubourgs St. Martin, St. Denis, Montmartre, etc.
gallery are laid the two great water mains which receive their supThe following are the principal dimensions of
ply from the Ourcq.
the gallery
;

:

Length

Width

at springing of arch
to top of arch

Height from sidewalks
Width of side walks
Width of channel
"
"

Depth

.....
....
....

Height of side walls
Thickness of arch at crown

"

"

"

"

springing

Thickness of cement lining
Distance apart of ventilators
Distance of street connections
Height of branch to street traps
"
"
"
"
Width"

The edges of the sidewalks of this gallerv, as well as of all except the largest sections, are furnished with rails, along which the
wagons run which are employed for cleaning out tlie channels.
These wagons consist of a light frame running on wheels and furnished with a movable dam turning on an axis in the
wagon, and
being manipulated by a winch. Its form corresponds to that of the
channel. When it is desired to remove any obstruction in the channel the dam is lowered, backing up the water behind, which
being
suddenly released carries with it the accumulation of sand, mad,
For
the
etc.
larger sections, boats are employed instead of the
wagons. These are built of iron, and carry a movable dam in front
similar to that attached to the wagons.
Projecting from the boat
are two arms carrying guiding wheels, which
pressing against the
sides of the channel keep the boat in the centre.
When the dam is
lowered the water behind it forms a head of from 6 inches to 12

and Building News.

inches, which

is

sufficient to

[VOL. IV.

produce the desired

effect.

No. 137.
The

de-

would quickly form a hank that would
posits accumulating below
stop the progress of the boat, if the water in escaping through the
between the sides of the dam and the channel, and by small
spaces

in the former, did not drive the sand and mud conadvance of the boat. The rate of progress is very slow,
from eight to ten days to traverse the five miles of the
grand collector. In returning up stream movable dams are placed in
the channel about every 600 yards, to reduce the speed of the cur-

openings made
stantly in
as it takes

Safety chandlers for the workmen are placed at intervals of
This precaution is very necessary, since in periods of
heavy rains the collectors are quickly flooded, as, for instance, on
the 27th of July, 1872, when in five minutes the Sebastopol collector
was filled to the roof, and several workmen were drowned. There
are about 7,000 points of egress for the workmen in case of necessity.
The number of men employed in cleansing the sewers is about 700.
By means of the collectors nearly all the sewage water is discharged into the Seine far beyond Ihe limits of the city. But this
is done at the expense of the river lower down, chiefly on account
of the great deposits of material held in suspension, since, as we
have seen, the house sewage proper is not admitted into the collecDredging operators, but is removed from the cesspools by carts.
tions are constantly necessary, and about 120,000 tons of debris are
To
removed annuallv from the Seine, at a cost of some
6,000.
obviate this evil, sewage utilization works have been established for
some years on a comparatively small scale at Gennevilliers, and
larger ones are now in contemplation.
A commission was lately appointed by the Prefecture of the Seine
to examine into a project for the construction of irrigation canals
which should take the sewage water from the collectors and distribute it upon suitable land in the vicinity of Paris, with the object of
improving the soil and also to convert the impure waters into an
It will be obeffluent that mi^ht filter gradually into the Seine.
served that this project is an extension of the sewage utilization
scheme already carried on at Gennevilliers. The new project includes the construction of a main irrigation canal extending from
Clichv to the Forest of St. Germain, of six secondary branches,
and of a large number of channels which collectively should irrigate an area of 16,000 acres.
The total length of the principal channel would be about 18,000
It would be circular in section, 6 feet 6 inches in diameyards.
ter, and would traverse the Seine three times by cast-iron siphons.
rent.

650

feet.

The pumping

station would comprise five engines, collectively of
1,200 horse power, of which two are already at work in pumping the
The estimated cost for
sewage for the Gennevilliers irrigation.
these works is
160,000 for the pumping station and irrigation canal,
200,000 for all, not
40,000 for the secondary branches,' or
etc.,

including the outlay
65,000.

made

at Gennevilliers,

which has reached about

The sewage utilization works at Gennevilliers were commenced in
1869 upon 14^ acres of ground, and have gradually developed until
This land
at the present time about 600 acres are under treatment.
The
receives about 600,000 cubic feet of water per acre per year.
use of this water is quite optional, no cultivator is obliged to take it,
and each may use what quantity he wishes, and apply it in whatThere are no data indicating the quanever way he judges best.
so that only the average results are
tity taken by each farmer,
known.

The irrigated soil is generally laid in ridges separated by trenches;
the trenches receive the water, and the ridges are reserved for the
The vegetable crops are here in advance of all others, but
plants.
a number of fields are occupied by potatoes, beet-root, cereals,
When it is desired to have the soil less broken, it is
lucerne, etc.
intersected by small trenches only, generally parallel, and placed
The general appearance of the crops is most
about 9 feet apart.
The vegetables, the quality of which has been much
satisfactory.
The Horticultural Society of Paris, which
criticised, are excellent.
has followed with the greatest interest the development of the sewage farm at Gennevilliers, has spoken of the success obtained in
numerous reports. At the bottom of the open channels by which
the sewage is distributed there is a blackish deposit, formed by subAt the moment of
stances held in suspension, mineral and organic.
its formation this deposit seems (in permeable; but after having been
exposed some time to the air it has the appearance of a felt composed of hairs and vegetables and other debris. This deposit is left
at the bottom of the trenches during one crop, and is afterwards
worked into the ground. Stony ground, of which there is a considerable quantity in Gennevilliers, is much improved by the deposits
of insoluble matters, mineral and organic, which the sewage waters
leave on its surface, and the amount of fertile soil is thus gradually
increasing from year to year.
The scheme for the extension of the sewage utilization as elaborated by the late M. Belgrand is as follows:
At present two 400 horse power engines raise part of the sewage
Two other engines, estabwater from the collector at Asnieres.
lished near the first pair, would be sufficient to pump the rest of the
sewage. The invert of the St. Denis is at a much higher level, and
could be discharged in the plain of Gennevilliers by gravity.
From
the pumping-station at Clichy to the forest of St. Germain, for a
length of 16 kilometers, the water would be pumped through a main
this conduit would pass by the plain of Colombes, across the Seine,
;
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a siphon, at the Island of Marante, would go through Bezons,
Houilles, Sartrouville, then a second time over the Seine, nnd would
enter the northern portion of the forest of St. Germain, where there
are 3,750 acres of sterile ground, which irrigation would fertilize;
afterwards the water may be sent in a channel to Acheres, where
the irrigation would be extended over 1,000 acres.
The irritable
surfaces are approximately as follows:

in

....

District of Gennevilliers
District of Nanterre, Colombes, Reuil .
Districts of Carrieres, Bezons, Argenteuil,

Sartrouville

Forest of

District of

.......
......

Germain
Acheres

St.

Acres.

2,300 to 3,000
2,500 to 3,500

3,500
3,700
1,750

The largest of these territories, that of the forest, would be at the
disposal of the municipal service, and would constitute an immense
regulator, over which the waters would run, and by which irrigation
For this reason this
of the other districts might be controlled.
large area constitutes one of the chief advantages of the scheme.
Engineering.

CORRESPONDENCE.
THE NARROWNESS OF CITY HOUSE FliONTS AND THE ABUSES
THAT HAVE ARISEN IN THEIll TREATMENT.
BOSTON.

RETURNING to town afler some weeks spent in a New England
country town of the best class, where the houses are all mansions,
square, broad, and generous, befitting the broad valley in which they
lie, I am struck, as often before, with the narrowness and petty subdivision of the street architecture of the city, where, with tenfold cost
and ambition, the result is so much less in respect of dignity, repo e,
and refinement. The complaint is perhaps a foolish one, but it seems
tome there is a needless smallness and fussiness in our city dwellings.
We cannot, it is true, expect to plant the country mansion in city
streets, and we cannot, with our ineradicable taste for individual
homes, emulate, except here and there, the broad facades of ContiBut there
nental cities. The subdivision is, I fear, unavoidable.
are certain respects in which the American cities do needlessly belittle themselves, and cast behind them the opportunities which are
offered for good building, and one respect at least in which this is
Here the admirable but preposterously
especially true of Boston.
over-worked bay-window is responsible for much of the narrowness
The bay-windowed front is the natural outof which I complain.
" swell front," so called, of the last
growth of the
generation, a feature long characteristic of Boston houses, and almost unknown elsewhere.
The modern development of it is no improvement. A front
of twenty-five feet, more or less, has five vertical divisions, crowded
with four rows of windows. Repose is impossible in such a composition, but as if to express our contempt for a quality so un-American
we commonly load these windows with the attributes which belong
to Italian architecture in the broad, unbroken walls of Rome or Florence.
Heavy projecting cornices are jerked round these frequent
angles, only to be brought up hard and fast at either end against
the most frightful, perhaps, ever invented by modthat new feature,
ern utility,
the corbel of the fire-wall. Modern style requires the
entrance door to this little front to be as wide and high as the doorway of a palace, and to be approached by a flight of imposing and
massive steps, which generally occupy a third of the width of the lot.
Enough more is consumed by the passage to the basement door to
take up a full half of the frontage by the entrances alone, leaving the
other half for a scanty pinch of green turf, which is commonly fenced
by a stone balustrade massive enough for a park wall. Taken altogether, I am inclined to think this type of city dwelling the most pretentious
and the least respectable which has ever appeared. Repeated as it
is once in every twenty-five feet, or oftener, through nearly all the
newer streets of the city, each house, differing from its neighbor on
either side in material, design, and height of stories, and agreeing
only in the perpetual squirm of its front line, so that in the perspective of the long streets we can rarely find a horizontal line more than
six or eight feet long, the complacency with which we regard this
surprising creation, the steadiness with which we go on reproducing
it, and the fondness with which we lavish upon i.t every decoration
known to ancient or modern art make it one of the architectural
wonders of the day.
Such as it is, however, it has made good its title to supremacy. I
am not foolish enough to suppose that the belief of the resident of
the Back Bay in his bay-window could be shaken by any argument

which the united profession (if it ever could be imagined united)
Jt will continue to increase and multiply,
could address to him.
and the only remark I am moved to make further concerning it is
this
Let us learn to treat it simply,
seeing that to load its miserable little faces with architectural features which require space and
elbow-room for their due effect is wasteful and ridiculous excess.
Let us gradually reduce the projection of the bay, and thus mitigate
the violence of the frequent changes in the direction of the linos.
Let us try, by all means, to induce onr clients to consent to stop the
bay below the main cornice, so that the cornice itself and the roof
may be straight, and that there may be so much at least to redeem
the general uneasiness of the design.
know not whether it is reasonable to expect
One thing more.
:

We
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many more houses will be built in Boston. Dismal prophecies
begin to be heard of the end of the good things which in past days
have fa'len to our share. But there are sanguine persons who believe that the present hard times will have an end, and that there
shall yet again be cakes and ale.
We know, at least, that there is a
hundred-acre park preparing among the outlying swamps, and that
miles of new streets will be laid out to surround this
pleasure-ground,
upon which the prosperous citizens of future generations, and pereven
of
this
of
which
we
haps
generation
are, will be a.-ked to purchase house-lots and build themselves houses.
Must these new
streets nil be divided up into the
everlasting twenty-live foot lots, and
sold at two to five dollars the foot? Is there
any warrant in the rate
of increase in the population or wealth of Bo^-ton for
continuing in
these suburban regions the condition of things which
prevails in the
It seems to me that not
city streets V
only from the picturesque and
artistic, but also from the, financial and speculative point of view it
would be for the advantage of buyer and seller alike that the broad
avenues which are to surround the new park should be made
properly
suburban avenues, and should be divided into lots of
say a hundred
feet frontage, and sold at reasonable
prices which would encourage
the building of generously planned houses with
about them.
We can all remember such streets, generally it isgardens
true in the smaller
cities,
Portland, Springfield, Providence, Syracuse, Cleveland,
where, though the houses may not he particularly attractive archithat

tecturally, yet they are made eminently so by their surroundings of
green grass and trees and flowers. Such streets afford opportunities,
which the close-built streets of the city deny, to the architect, the
contribpasser-by, and most of all to the fortunate dwellers, and

they
ute, perhaps more than we are aware, to the
encouragement of an
elevated and refined taste among all classes of
A.
people.

A MINING ACCIDENT

IN

NEVADA.

THE

Virginia City Enterprise of July 13th gives the following
intiMvsting description of an accident at the Ward Mine
The Ward Mine was yesterday the scene of a great deal of excitement and some four hours of suspense that to many persons was
torture almost equal to that of the rack.
About eleven o'clock, as
:

the tank which is used in bailing water from the shaft was
being
hoisted to the surface, the engineer on
duty, by some mischance,
allowed it to be run up into the sheave.
The tank, which is of six
hundred gallons capacity, was full of water, and when it struck the
sheave the clevis by means of which it was fastened to the steel
wire cable was broken.
The tank was of wood and ran on guides,
the same as a cage.
It was a
big, clumsy, water soaked affair, and

very heavy, to say nothing of -the water it contained. When it
parted from the cable it went down the shaft like a leaden plummet,
a distance of thirteen hundred and fifty feet to the water'at the bottom.
When he saw what had happened the engineer was almost wild
with excitement, as he knew that seven men were somewhere at the
bottom of the shaft, and could not, hope that all had escaped with
their lives.
He ran out of the works and shouted for assistance till
his voice was heard at a great distance.
The hoisting tank fell down the south compartment. The next
compartment north is the one in which the cage is used. The cage
was down at the time the tank fell. The first move was the attempt

A move was made to do this, but
cage to the surface.
no sooner had the cage been started than a signal came up from below to stop. This showed those on the surface that there were some
men below who were alive. The men below then struck twenty
bells.
No one above knew what this meant, though it is now said
that this is the Cornish death signal. Not knowing what to do those
above again tried to hoist the cage, when sharp and unmistakable
to hoist this

came

the signal to stop.
Again came up the twenty bells. These
were followed by other signals that could not be understood. Several times it was thought that those below might be ready to have
the cage hoisted, and careful attempts were made to move it up,
but each time came up from below the peremptory " Stop "
All
this was exceedingly perplexing and ominous.
It was finally concluded that some one was wedged in between the cage and the timbers of the compartment, and no further attempt at hoisting was
made.
As the news of the accident spread, people came from all directions and crowded into the works.
Among these were the wives
and children of some of the men who were in the shaft, and the
friends and relatives of others.
How many men were killed, and
who they were, were questions that were torturing all present.
As the cage could not be moved, an attempt was made to communicate with the men and learn something of the situation at the bottom of the shaft. By direction of Superintendent Thayer a rope
was lowered, to which were attached two lanterns, a bit of hoard, and
a pencil, so that those uninjured below might make, their wants
known. After allowing it to remain a few moments it was hauled
One lantern was gone, the other extinguished, and it was clear
up.
This failure greatly inthat it had failed to reach its destination.
!

Although this effort at communication failed, repeated signals on the bell were struck by those below, but could not be understood.
What now seemed necessary to be done was to make a descent
into the shaft. In order to allow this the cable attached to the ca e

creased the distress of those above.
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so securely that its
in the depths had to be anchored to the surface
detached from the reel.
entire weight would be sustained, and then
was ready
This was done and the cage put in place. As soon as all
John
and it took hours of preparation to complete everything

took two companions, tools,
Oswell, foreman of the Jul'a and Ward,
The guides and timbers
lanterns, etc., and started for the depths.
descent of the tank
in the shaft had been so badly damaged by the
minutes for this cage to reach the bottom of the
that it took
forty

shaft.

,

and the
It had been agreed upon between Superintendent Inayer
foreman that if any men were dead he should, as soon as the cage
death.
reached the bottom, ring six bells, and then one for each
When at last the cage stopped and no signal came up, the suspense
What to make of this silence of
of all at the surface was terrible.
At last the bell began to strike and all presthe bell no one knew.
ent be^an to count. No death signal was sounded, but instead, clear,
and unmistakable, the signal to hoist.
the
As the cage came to the surface five men were seen on it,
three who went down and two others, one of whom was supported
bv his comrades. The joy of all present was great when it was announced that the two men on the eage were the only ones hurt, not
below were sound and well.
dangerously; that all left
Itwas soon ascertained from the men that the lucky escape was
were
owinn- to the fact that all the men in the bottom of the shaft
two.
in the north compartment, out of the way of harm, except
and must have been instantly
They were in the tank compartment,
They
killed had they not heard the tank coining down the shaft
middle compartment, in which was the
instantly dashed into the
ca<'e with a car upon it.
They tumbled into and over the car and
ca"e just in time to escape the falling tank, but were injured as
above stated either by striking their heads against the timbers or the

THE EXPLOSIVENESS OF FLOUR DUST.

No. 137.

[VOL. IV.

Professors Peck and Peck-

of the University of Minnesota, have been making an extensive series
of experiments to determine the cause of the recent flour-mill explosion at
The substances tested were coarse and fine bran, material
Minneapolis.

ham,

from stone ground wheat; wheat dust, from- wheat dust-hou>e; middlings, general mill dust, dust from middling! machines, dust from flour
When thrown in a body on a light,
(lust-house (from stones), and flour.
Blown by a bellows into the air
all these substances put the light out.
Coarse bran
surrounding a gas flame, the following results were obtained
:

Fine bran and flour dust burn quickly, with considerable blaze.
Middlings burn quicker, but with less flame. All the other
substances burn very quickly, very much like gunpowder. In all these
cases there was a space around the flash where the dust was not thick
enough to ignite from particle to particle; hence it remained in the air
Flour dust, flour middlings, etc., when mixed with
after the explosion.
air, thick enough to ignite from particle to particle, and separated so that
each particle is surrounded by air, will unite with the oxygen in the air,
producing a gas at high temperature, which requires an additional space;
hence the bursting. There is no gas which conies from flour or middlings
that is an explosive; it is the direct combination with the air that produces gas, requiring additional space. Powerful electric sparks from the
electric machine and from the Leyden jar were passed through the air filled
with dust of the different kinds, but without an explosion in any case.
platinum wire kept at a white lieut by a galvanic battery would not produce an explosion. The dust would collect upon it and char to black
A piece of glowing charcoal, kept
coals, but would not blaze nor explode.
hot by the bellows, would not produce an explosion when surrounded by
common
dust, but when fanned into a blaze the explosion followed.
kerosene lantern, when surrounded by dust of all degrees of density, would
not produce an explosion, hut when the dust was blown into the bottom,
through the globe and out of the top, it would ignite. To explode quickly
the dust must lie dry. Evidently when an explosion has been started in a
volume of dii!-ty air, loose flour may be blown into the air and made a
The Scientific American,
source of danger.
does not burn.

A

A

the tank.
car, or by fragments of

When

the eage struck the concussion was

terrific.

Every

light

the concussion deaf-

Mr. Rochford says
instantly extinguished.
The reason the men below would not allow
ened him for a time.
the cage to be hoisted was that they supposed it upheld a mass of
timbers, or in some
protected them. They wanted their situa-

was

tion

way
made no worse than

it

was.

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.
2d the smoke stack of

Slafflin and Miller's
through the roof of the building, and caused
quill factory, Brooklyn,
such a panic amongst the female operatives that four of them jumped from
the second story windows, fortunately receiving but slight injuries.

ACCIDENT.

On August
fell

which no one can

lie

One

of those unforeseen building accidents for
held responsible happened lately at Silver Lake, in

FALL OF A PIAZZA.

some
Coitnty, N. Y. The County Pioneer Association, numbering
the lake on
twenty thousand persons, was holding its annual festival at
the alternoon a thunder-storm came
Thursday, August 1st, and when during
rushed to the hotel and adjoining houses and sought shelter
up, the crowd
extends
which
along the whole front of the building, was
there. The piazza,
to its fullest capacity, and then, after a short resistance to
quickly crowded
the unexpected weight, about half the floor gave way, and dropped the
some twt-lve feet below. The panic caused
struggling crowd to the ground,
that the crowd in an adjoining building, by its exby the accident was such
but a billiard-table in
cited movements, caused the floor there to give way
the room below received the ends of the broken joists, and so formed an inOther floors
clined plane over which the crowd slid in comparative safety.
were strained, and partially gave way, and altogether the buildings appear
as
the
crowd
was
tumbled
about.
wrecked
to have been as badly
rudely

Wyoming

;

EXPLOSION.
The remarkable statement is now
James Grcsham had an ollice in Greenfield's factory on

THE CANDY FACTORY
that one

made

where he had specimens of a powerful explosive
Barclay Street, New York,
which he was manufacturing by a secret process for the exclusive use of
The explosive, more powerful in its action than
the Russian government.
dvnamile, is said to be made by treating powdered asphaltum with elecIf there is any truth in the report,
was such a destructive substance in

tricity.

there"

it is
singular that the fact that
the building has not transpired

before.

BRICK-MAKING BY STEAM.
Evidently
who do not share Mr. Barry's belief

there are in this country
that " iron is the buildingmaterial of the future," but have greater faith in the qualities of burned
their faith by their works.
There has been established
clay, and show
the second factory in the country for making bricks by
lately in Baltimore
which is said
the other establishment being in Washington,
steam,
The clay,
to be able to make two hundred thousand bricks each day.
iron
rollers
which
after it has been passed through
pulverize the small
is
carried
to
of
the
the
the
and
ones,
stones
building and
large
top
reject
thence falls into the disintegrator which makes four hundred and fifty
those-

Here it is reduced to a fine powder and passes
revolutions per minute.
off into a pipe where by the addition of steam it is moistened enough to
This pipe feeds a wheel
give to its particles the proper cohesiveness.
furnished with moulds which, in the two revolutions it makes each minand thirty-two bricks. As the wheel revolves
ute, turn out two hundred
the bricks drop out on to an endless belt which carries them to a shed
where
feet
some fifty
they are loaded by hand upon small cars,
away,
which are rolled into drying ovens and allowed to dry there during five
hours, the dampness in these ovens being constantly withdrawn by an exhaust fan. After this they are stacked in kilns and fired.

HKRCULANEUM AND POMPEII.
Preparations are now making to celebrate at Pompeii next year the eighteen hundredth anniversary of the
and
Herculaueum.
destruction of Pompeii

THE SANITARY CONDITION OF BOSTON HODSES. During the past
vear the Massachusetts State Board of Health has caused to be investigated
blocks of buildings in the following sections of the city of Boston
:

Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

1

2

S
4

lleacon Hill, near the State House.
Hack Bav , near the Public Garden.
South Knd, near Chester Park.
West Knd, near the Lowell Depot.

7

South Boston, between Eighth and Ninth streets.
Between Harrison Avenue and Albany Street.
South Boston, near Independence Square.

8
9

Monument Hill, Charlestown.
Northerly Hill, East Boston.

5
6

object of the investigation was to determine their sanitary condition
regards (1) drains, (2) soil pipes, (3) traps, (4) air-boxes, (5) cellars,
(6) yards, and the result is shown in the following tables

The

as

:
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edies for all the present evils.

Among

these remedies, social-

and cooperative nostrums were abundant in
every form:
the establishment of government schools of
mechanics, of elaborate systems of internal
improvement for the employment of
labor, the taxing of government bonds, an unlimited inflation
istic
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:

dictory propositions as these, the committee can

hardly hope
develop a rational and symmetrical system of reform.
But
having gathered such wisdom as it could from volunteer and
promiscuous advisers, it now proposes, on reassembling, to
hear only such persons as it
specially invites to present their
views concerning the variations in the
prices of labor and of
manufactured products, of the necessaries of life and rents, and
the profits of manufacturers,
during the past eighteen years.
These witnesses are to be selected from
among all classes- of
to

merchants, and manufacturers, from tradesmen and
workingmen, aud from all grades of employers and employed.
bankers,

Contribution to Popular Ignorance on the Subject of

Chimneys.

5~

:

of the currency, restriction of the
rights of patentees systems
of public loans to all applicants,
compulsory curtailment of hours
of labor, the abrogation of the contract
system, direct employment of labor by government, the distribution of the
public lands,
the reestablishment of the income tax,
out of such contra-

An

Explanation

tions in Interior Decoration.

in

Regard

The

Size of

to

the

Smoky

Competi-

American Bricks

THE STORY or AN OLD BRIDGE
NOTES AND CLIPPINGS
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WHETHER
comes

the committee will find as
ready response

when

it

to the serious part of their work, the collection of trust" the
causes of
business deworthy information as to

general

THE

expert committee of architects, chosen by the Secretary
of the Interior to examine the competitive plans submitted for
the restoration and reconstruction of the Patent Office
Building

Washington, made their required report on the 9th instant.
Thirteen competitors submitted 110 sheets,
containing more
than 254 drawings. The committee have decided that the contribution submitted, as afterwards discovered,
by Mr. J. A. Vrydagh, of Terre Haute, Indiana, contained "the most intelligent
embodiment of the requirements and suggestions" of the programme. This design proposed the erection of an additional
at

story or "attic"

upon the walls of the present building, so as to
essential part of the architectural composition of the
exterior, giving an entire new story of offices, seventy-two in
form an

All attempts made by the competitors to
contrive, as
suggested by the circulars of the Department, a new story which
should be practically invisible from the streets, were found to result in such obvious imperfections of distribution in the
plan,
and to involve such serious inconveniences in respect to light, air,
space, and circulation, that the alternative of a new story, as allowed by the Department, was considered the
only practicable
scheme. The committee also approved the
arrangement of a
central connecting passage across the
court-yard of the building, as proposed by the successful competitor, or, instead of this,
a rectangular building, seventy
feet, in three

number.

by seventy-five

connected with the opposite wings by
passageways, and
The committee recommended cercontaining eighteen offices.
tain modifications of the scheme for the interior
arrangements of
the new Model Room, and approved the
proposition of one
stories,

" the
restoration of the
competitor (S. C. in monogram) for
as
it
stood before the fire," but explained
building substantially
in detail its objections.
The report seems to be exhaustive, imWe hope to be able to present it in
partial, and workmanlike.
full in our next issue.

pression, especially of labor," and the searching out of measures
of relief, remains to be seen.
Experience shows that manufacturers are not fond of the trouble of
statistical infor-

furnishing

mation as to the course of their business,
profits, and even statistics are seldom

still

less

as

to

their

enough in themselves to
The means of relief sugexplain causes or prescribe remedies.
gested on the popular side of the question, it will be seen, all
come in the end to some way of increasing taxation, or distributing other people's

our business

money by

the aid of legislation.

It

is

not

to discuss questions in their

purely political aspects ;
but we may be allowed to notice that these schemes are a
pretty
natural extension of the habit of
special and class legislation,
of which we have seen and heard much and
that, the principle
being once fully recognized, it is only logical to carry it out and
make like provision for the aid of ministers, lawyers, bank clerks,
widows, orphans, architects, and what not. When this is fairly
done, we shall not be far from the consummation desired by
a general distribution or "divvy," based on a
socialists,
hypothecation of all the immovable wealth of the country.
;

WE

understand that the real workingmen complain that the
committee is endeavoring to make the cause of labor ridiculous
)y permitting and perhaps encouraging all sorts of crazy theorists to appear before it and offer
contradictory testimony. Apparently, however, the workingmen have no case against the
committee, for they have had equal opportunity with the rest to
letail their wants and
explain their remedies; indeed, the records of the committee are not without a very small amount of
louest and sensible evidence from the dissatisfied class.
In
Philadelphia it is proposed to hold workingmen' s meetings, so
that, by the cumulative force of many voices and by unanimity
of complaint, the true state of the case may be more
effectually
set before the committee than
by isolated statements. Una voce
toco fa.
Doubtless such gatherings will have their value the
committee can hardly shut its eyes and close its ears to them
5ut, unless they choose representatives to present their case to
he committee of Congress in the appointed manner, to be tjuesioned like other witnesses, we do not see how much good can
je got out of them.
Truth can be elicited only by such imparial
processes as the committee seems disposed to make use of.
f Kearney and his like have real
grievances, let them ask for
a hearing aud state their case plainly, without the embellishments of rhetoric which befogs, or of blasphemy which betrays,
;

THE

Congressional Committee appointed to collect evidence
respecting the present depression in business and the consequent
distress among laborers, with a view to ascertain causes and to
suggest remedies, closed its first session on the 6th inst. and adjourned to the 20th. Up to this time the committee has had no
reason to complain of paucity of testimony or of reticence on
the part of its witnesses.
Employers and employed, labor reformers, representatives of Workingmen's Unions, of Congresses
of Humanity, of the Socialist Labor Party, of Associations of

National Reform, have availed themselves of the ample
opporIn the
tunity of the occasion, and have been patiently heard.
midst of the enormous mass of undigested theory and rubbish
presented, most of which is familiar amongst the curiosities of
political economy, the committee will have
agine, to find the precious mustard-seed of

much

ado,

we im-

knowledge. Up to
Daniel has not come to judgment. The notes of
the committee are full of denunciations of the present order
of civilization in every detail, and of complete and
ready remthis

date,

But the California phenomenon has already
The new theory of the
mblicly denounced the committee.
"
pooling of issues is not of a nature to bear cross-questioning

he cause of truth.

iefore

any committee, and

will

make no formal appearance

iu

Mr. Hewitt's inquisition.

THE

representative of the socialistic Guy Fawkes in Washingto be one Cohen, who, on the 5th inst., visited the Disrict Commission at the head of a
body of men claiming to be a

on seems
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of laboring men, and submitted
delegation from a mass-meeting
a series of resolutions said to have been adopted at that meetofficers of the Government to fix eight
ing ; these called upon the
hours for a day's work and $1.50 for the lowest payment there-

and to require all contractors on public works to be placed
under similar obligations with respect to their laborers. The
laborers' demonstrations have been active enough to elicit from
the Supervising Architect a card stating that no officer in the

for,

of
Treasury Department has power to fix in any way the prices
labor that the contractors on public works in Washington find
no difficulty in obtaining all the labor needed for $1.00 to 1.25
;

that men who prefer to work for this price rather than
and starve have a perfect right to do so, and should not
be interfered with and that delays in the work occasioned by
violence and riot do more harm to the workmen than to the
Government. These are fundamental principles in the employment of labor, but we hardly believe that Cohen and his fellows
will take them to heart, or that they will lay their troubles
Their methods are difbefore the Congressional Committee.
but to compel acquiestheir
aim
is
not
to
and
discuss,
ferent,
cence not to adjust themselves to natural and inevitable conditions of living, but to create political parlies, to have a larger
share in the spoils, to overturn society and build up a new fabric in accordance with theories which are impracticable and ideas
which are dreams. There will be agitation and more or less of
disturbance, until labor shall have learned that its true leaders
are not noisy demagogues, but men of virtue and temperance,

per day

;

lie idle

[VOL. IV.
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if a leaky gas main does not so polIf they
vegetable life an impossibility.
beautify a park their condition is bettered only in that they
have more light and air, advantages which are offset by the
chances of having impermeable asphalt pavement run over their
roots, or street sweepings so heaped about them as to cause
If to these unfavorable contheir death, as lately in Boston.
ditions is to be added the warmth of even carefully protected
steam pipes, which will cause the sap to start at every winter
thaw, and will vaporize the last atom of moisture left by an
August drought, our cities may finally be compelled to content
themselves with such pastoral suggestions as may be furnished
by tin palm-trees and tinsel vines, such as form the umbrageous
retreats of the Jardin Mabille at Paris.

mains, and sewers, even

lute the soil as to

make

;

;

as well as of power,

IT

is

some months

true citizens of the republic.
since

we mentioned

the formation of an

Draughtsmen's Association in New York, of
whose aims and purposes we knew little, but of whose successThere
ful organization and work we would gladly hear more.
must be in New York ample material for the formation of a
good working society, whose proceedings can be of incalculable
benefit to its members, and which may become, afcer the manner of the Architectural Association in London, of no inconsiderable weight in the profession, and may gather to itself, as
has been done by its prototype, those members of the profession who are repelled from the existing organizations by personal
or other considerations.
It is one thing, however, to found such
a society in a large metropolitan city, where all the conditions
are favorable, and whither the peripatetic draughtsman so often
Architectural

turns his steps, thus bringing ever fresh recruits ; while it is
quite another to enter upon such an enterprise in an inland city,
as has just been done at St. Louis, where we imagine the ranks
of draughtsmen receive but few recruits in the course of the
year, and these chiefly of indigenous growth and home training.

The

St. Louis Architectural Draughtsmen's Association will
have, however, the whole field to itself, for as yet no chapter of
the American Institute of Architects IIHS been established there,
so the new society may hope to acquire, in the course of time, the

support and cooperation of those older members of the profession who are already members of the Institute, or who would
become so if a chapter were established in the city. Unless too
great reliance is placed on the activity and enthusiasm of a few
members, Western pluck and enterprise will probably bring
this, as other enterprises, into successful and well-ordered operation.

BEFORE

either the proposition of General
Spinola or that of
Steam Heating Company has been accepted by the
government of New York, it would be well to wait a little longer,
in order that the results of the
system of steam heating at Lock-

the

New York

port
ably

may declare themselves a little more clearly. Unquestionmuch may be said in favor of the economy, convenience, and

adaptability of the system, but before leave is granted to introduce the Holly system into cities, and more
particularly into
such rural cities as Auburn, N. Y., and
Springfield, Mass., which,

we

understand, have already voted to adopt this latest of modern
improvements, it should be definitely known what effect it will
have on trees and vegetation, whose
hygienic and indeed civilizing influence on the dwellers in cities can hardly be overestimated. At the best, trees have small
encouragement in cities.
If they border a
thoroughfare the air and water are effectually
excluded from their roots by the
pavement, the surrounding
buildings cut them off from the sunlight, city foresters think it
their duty to trim and
amputate their limbs, and their development is stunted by the continual
exposure and mutilation of
their roots
during the laying and repairing of gas pipe--, water

WE

learn from a despatch to the World that Colonel Casey
of the Engineer Corps, Superintendent of Public Buildings
and Grounds, has laid before the Washington Monument Commission a detailed report upon the condition of the structure.
He proposes so to strengthen the foundations that they will be
able to bear, not only a total height of four hundred and eightyfive feet, as heretofore contemplated, but an increase of height
to five hundred and twenty-five feet, which, as we understand, is
now favored by the Commission, in order that the obelisk may
far outreach the loftiest structure yet erected by the hand of
man. If the obelisk is- to be continued at all, we trust that it
may be stretched to the utmost, so that there may be no question

on the point of its preeminence in respect to height. Under the
act we understand that work upon the superstructure cannot be
resumed without direct authority of Congress. The interests
of art, which we endeavor to represent, are concerned to prevent the completion of this work in the manner indicated, as we
have many times taken occasion to say we trust, therefore,
that no proper effort may be spared to inspire Congress with
a due sense of the responsibility which it has assumed, and
although the strengthening of the foundation, which is now to
be begun, will furnish to the friends of the obelisk an additional
;

for the completion of

it, let us not cease to hope that
yet have its effect upon this blank and meaningless pile, and give to it a new grace, an expression more
appropriate to the great occasion, a significance more in accordance with our intelligence and culture.

argument

civilization

may

ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS.

I.

THE

separation of architects and engineers into two professions is quite a modern device.
The engineer's profession is
in fact a young and strong-minded daughter of the architect's,
begotten of the modern tendency to the mechanical development of science and to the division of labor. Needlessly divided sympathies separate those whom the family relation and
common interests ought to keep in close union. In older ages
of the world the works of architecture and engineering were
always the same. The engineer's duty was only a part of the
architect's.
It was not till the time of the Renaissance that
the seeds of a future family separation were sown, when, as we
have often been told of late, architecture began to be outwardly
independent of construction. Then first architects were amateurs
and dilettanti, artists merely, who looked at the art of building
from without. This divorce between architecture and construction, which thoughtful architects have learned to regret, and over
which writers on art have lately spent so much eloquence, was
the type, itself unnecessary, of the division of work which had
to come.
P]ven then the two duties were united in one person.
The great architects of the Renaissance were the great engineers and constructors, as well as the great painters and
But the two offices having once come lo be distinct,
sculptors.
everything was ready for the establishment of two independent
practitioners, as soon as the increased complexity of modern requirements and the reach of modern science called for it, and
it was
easy for them to fall rapidly into disunion. The gap between the professions has widened, till in our day we have seen
architects who are either
innocently ignorant or superciliously
disdainful of the whole
theory of construction, and engineers
who attempt the most imposing monuments without any concern for architectural teaching.
Visconti, the architect of Napoleon's tomb in the Invalides, and the projector of the newLouvre, looked upon construction as a study beneath the attention of an architect.
Sir Joseph Paxton and Captain Fowke

Palace and the great hall at South Kensington
with no idea of calling an architect into council.

built the Crystal
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Architect

The separation of duties has nevertheless become necessary,
because nowadays there are constructions which call for greater
scientific skill than architects have commonly time to acquire ;
while the transformation of architecture from an art of close
traditions to one of historical and eclectic study has greatly increased the amount of special acquirement it demands because
there is a vast amount of constructive work going on which
gives but the smallest occasion for architectural care; and, in a
word, because the tendency of civilization sets irresistibly in the
direction of a division of labor.
But if the separation is neces;

sary, the dissociation

is

not.

It is purely gratuitous

;

we might

and perverse.

There are no two classes
of practitioners, except physicians and surgeons,
not even
whose work should bring them more
architects and sculptors,
almost

call it factitious

constantly into consultation than architects and engineers. This
is especially true of them in England and the United States,
where the dissociation is greater than elsewhere where architects are too ready to underrate constructive training, and engineers to look upon art as vanity and vexation of spirit. Apart
from the loss of the benefits that might follow from association,
the visible results of divergence are unfortunate on both hands.
Each profession has lost something in quality by their disunion,
which a reassociation might help it to recover. Architects bungle in their construction, and engineers make a mess of their
The architect, too, is apt to fail of the straightfordesigns.
ward manliness which a clear constructive sense would give to
his designing. The work of the one becomes fantastic or effemiIn the
nate, a,nd that of the other coarse, ugly, and brutal.
;

good time when architecture and engineering were associated,
as they had to be when they were united in the same practitioner, an important work was at once the best in construction
and in art that it could be made. The domes of the Pantheon
and St. Sophia, the vault and clerestory ot Amiens, the cupolas
of Florence and of St. Peter's, were triumphs alike in both reBut now we find the United States strewn with bridges,
spects.
lighthouses, and other structures that need not have been hideous, and with the debris of buildings that need not have tumbled
down, if their designers had been both engineers and architects
or if the members of each profession would have taken good
counsel from the other.
As things stand the engineers have rather the advantage benot because they do the
fore the public in our country at least
architectural part of their work any better than architects do
their constructing, but because their successes in their own field
are more easily recognized, and their failures in their neighbors'
less so
because, perhaps, they set a higher value on training
than architects because they are better nuited as a profession
because, in fine, the age they live in is more a scientific and meclianical age than an artistic one.
On the other hand, inasmncli
as architects depend more on construction than engineers on design, there are many architects who are trained constructors,
while there are perhaps no engineers who are trained designers.
we can call to mind several in the
There are architects
who have added to their studies a regular
United States
schooling in engineering, and these, other things being equal,
should be the best equipped of their profession, but this is natThe architect is unurally the exception rather than the rule.
;

;

;

;

;

der heavier penalties to guard his weakness, for his building, however well designed, may tumble down, bringing its beauty to
naught and its author to disgrace whereas the engineer's may
Neither professtill be useful, if it turns out hopelessly ugly.
sion can get along without the knowledge that belongs to the
;

other.

No

one would

trust, in

these days, the architect

who

openly rejected constructive skill and it is probably safe to say
that the engineer does not exist who does not always, however utilitarian he may be, do something to make his construcThere is, in truth, no sharp line to be drawn
tions look well.
between the works of engineering and those of architecture.
There are many buildings whicli may be classed with either, and
are given to the practitioners of either, as convenience may reThere are others, such as mills, elevators, lighthouses,
quire
which are usually given to engineers, that, if they are to be given
to one profession exclusively, might with advantage in some
There are others which,
respects be turned over to architects.
;

and by their difficulty of construcpowers of both professions. There are indeed persons who assume to practice both, calling themselves
architects and engineers, which on the debatable ground is not
unnatural but it is safe to infer that they do not stand, or even
aspire to stand, in the front rank of both professions, if of either.

by

their

monumental

tion, call for the best

;

character,
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Practising as they do the two branches of constructive art
which ought to be at one, and can never be wholly separated, but
which modern usage has necessarily and irrevocably assigned to
different professions, architects and engineers, one would
say,
were natural allies. They ought to profit by constant consulting
over common interests and analogous occupations.
Each profession ought to be the most appreciative spectator of the
other's work, to study to understand it, and to be first in lead-

Each
ing the public to a sympathetic comprehension of it.
should recognize the benefit of an appeal to the other for advice,
in those parts of its work which trench on the
ground of the
Their professional

other.

relations, their legal standing and
are analogous.
There is. therefore, much that they
might do in common to establish reasonable and orderly rules of
practice, and to strengthen the position of both before the public.
Not that there is no recognition of brotherhood between
the professions, with more or less consultation, and
occasionally
some concert of action but there might with benefit be a
good deal more, especially in our own country, where the two
guilds have but lately succeeded in defining their own personality, as it were, and where whatever union there may be is
perhaps as much in a confused identity as in the helpful intercourse of two well-distinguished professions.
liabilities,

;

Many ways naturally suggest themselves in which concert of
action between the two bodies of men would be valuable.
Of
some of them, and of some means by which it might be furwe shall speak in another article. That any single class
men can in these days be thoroughly skilled botli as architects

thered,

of

and

as engineers

is

not to be looked

for.

Since engineers exist,

architects will do well to recognize and take advantage of their
superiority in their own province.
Engineers may remember

that a skilful designer can add a grace to their most
conspicuous
If there
works, which the public will value, if they do not.
had been a habit of cooperation between them we might have

escaped some such disasters as that of the Kockford Court-House ;
nor need we, in case the Brooklyn bridge remains unfinished,
have seen its huge piers stand predominating over two cities in
unnecessary ugliness, while unredeemed by any useful office.

THE DETERIORATION OF OIL-PAINTINGS.

1

OiL-paintings are subject to various kinds of changes, which may
be considered as diseases, requiring different treatment according to
their different nature.
A science needs to be formed, a pathology
and therapeutics of oil-paintings. The pathology would have to describe and explain those diseases and their progress, and to develop
the methods by which a correct diagnosis could be arrived at in
each individual case. The therapeutics would teach the remedies
which might be applied either to cure or to alleviate the disease, or

A

at least to stop its progress.
hygiene would follow, which would
have to teach how to avoid pernicious influences, and which, besides, while giving precepts for the technical process of painting,

would have to forestall those constitutional diseases, which, even in
cases where no noxious influences can be traced, are the causes of
As medical
decay, after a comparatively short period of existence.
science is above all things based on anatomy and physiology, so the
exact knowledge of the structure of a picture would have to be acquired previously to any study of its disease.
Unfortunately, direct
investigation alone can procure no such exact knowledge; on the
contrary, we are obliged to enter upon a minute historical investigation of the material as well as of the technical methods adopted by
artists of different schools and different periods.
The excellent works of Cennino Cennini, Mcrimee, Sir Charles
Eastlake, Mrs. Merrifield, and others have already furnished most
valuable material but still the field for investigation remains unlimited; for, in order to enable us to secure the conservation of each
valuable painting, we ought to know exactly how it was made. The
artists of the present time would spare infinite trouble to the investigators of future times, if, along with their works, they would leave
the account of their practice in the case of each picture.
treatment without, exact knowledge of the normal condition, as well as of
the nature of the disease, is, as we shall see, as dangerous for the
picture as it would be in the case of living beings.
Professional restorers of pictures admit this danger in a general
way; each of them, however, is convinced that he himself, by his
;

A

personal knowledge, skill, and care, knows how to avoid it. The
public pays too little attention to the subject, and therefore it occurred to me that it might be useful to give a short account of what
we know about this question, of the changes to which oil-paintings
are exposed, as well as of the means either to avoid or to cure

them.

We

have

on which the artist has
concerned, principally wool

to consider, first, the material

painted; that

is,

as far as oil painting

is

1 A
paper by Dr. R. Liebreich, read at the Royal Institution of Great Britain, and
published in the Architect.
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and canvas. Secondly, the priming; that is, the substance with
which the surface was prepared in order to be made fit for painting.
that is, the pigments and vehicles used
Thirdly, the painting itself;
for it, and the liquids that were added during the painting, the meFourthly,
diums, megilp, siccative, varnish, essential oils, etc.
the coat or coats of varnish spread over the picture.
The wood on which a picture has been painted may either warp
or get chinks in it, or become worm-eaten or even altogether rotten.
is moisture.
If the
Against warping the remedy usually applied
it is first made somewhat thinner; then the back
panel is very thick
is moistened, and the picture is left to lie on ils back for twelve to
it will be found to have bent
twenty-four hours, after which time
Of course this must not be continued longer than necesstraight.
instead of 'becoming plane,
sary" otherwise the convex surface,
would become concave. When straight, the picture is kept so by
beads, which have to be adapted in a particular way, a certain deallowed for the expansion and contraction of
gree of shifting being
Cracks in the wood are drawn together by inserting
the wood.
a special shape. Sublimate solutions are employed
pieces of wood of
to destroy worms.
Small porTrifling losses of substance are replaced by cement.
tions of rotten wood, not extending too near the painting, are cut
If, however, the greater
out and replaced by wedge-shaped pieces.
whole substance of the panel, is rotten, the picture
part, or the
must be separated from it and transferred to new wood, or rather
This was first tried by Hacqnin, in Paris, and was perto canvas.
formed successfully upon many pictures, and, among others, upon
one of Raphael's Madonnas, in the Galerie du Louvre, and upon

Sebastian del Piombo's Resurrection of Lazarus, now in the N;iThe process no longer appears so very marvellous;
tional Gallery.
it is generally executed in the following way:
First of all the surface of the picture is pasted over with gauze
and paper; after that the wood is made straight by moistening, or,
if necessary, by making incisions with the saw, into which cuneiform
driven.
By means of a tenon-saw the panel is
pieces of wood are
to be sawn into little squares, which must be removed by a chisel,
and in this way the thickness of the wood is reduced to half an inch;
it is then planed until it becomes no thicker than paper, and the rest
The painting
is removed by means of a knife and with the fingers.
being thus severed from its basis, it can be fixed on canvas if the
In the opposite case, a mixture
priming is sufficiently preserved.
made of chalk and glue, or something of the kind, must be put on
smoothed after being dry. This done, the
first, and very evenly
new canvas has to be fixed upon it by means of a mixture of glue,
varnish, and turpentine, and the substance of the picture pressed

and evenly against it by means of warm irons.
In order to avoid deterioration, the most minute precepts have
been given for preparing the panel. It has to be taken from the
The wood is to be cut into boards
best oak, or nut trees, or cedars.
during winter-time, and kept till autumn before being dried; it can
then be prepared only in the following spring, etc. It would certainly be preferable to give up wood panels altogether for large
to think of means to make the canvas
pictures, and only
stronger.
For small pictures, panels offer certain advantages, and can be more
tightly

from decay.
In the canvas we meet with the results of injuries or spontaneous
rent may be mended by rags of linen stuck at the back
decay.
Even a hole may be filled up by pieces taken from
of the picture.
If the
other decayed paintings.
picture is considerably damaged, it
But if the whole canvas is rotten and tatwill be best to line it.
tered, it will be preferable to sacrifice it by pulling off the threads
one by one, after having secured the painting itselt \>y pasting paper
on the front of it. This done, the painting is transferred to another
canvas iu the same way as those removed from wood.
There are different modes of priming, which may be brought unthe distemper and the oil
der two principal heads,
priming.
is
distempered by a mixture of chalk or plaster
(1.) The canvas
and paste, or glue, which may be laid on raw, unbleached canvas;
or this latter may be beforehand prepared with glue or paste. Several coats of this mixture must be put on in succession, one
being
perfectly dry before the next can be applied.
Many of the oldeToil paintings are painted on such ground.
It has the
advantage of
being quicker prepared, of absorbing the excess of oil, of permitting the color to enter into the priming and to dry quicker, and,
moreover, of containing a white absolutely innocuous to the other
The inconveniences, on the other hand, are that it more
colors.
easily breaks, and under the influence of humidity separates from
the canvas.
(2.) 'Ihe oil priming consists of several coats of oil colors. As each
of these must be perfectly dry before the next is laid
on, and as,
moreover, time must be given to the whole to dry completely before
in
order
to
avoid
the sinking in of the colors, the
painting upon,
whole preparation is much slower than the
distemper. Nevertheeasily preserved

A

less,

it

is

now

generally adopted.

Key, in France, has pointed out a process which is a compromise
between the two methods ; he begins by
distempering, and after
several coats of distemper, having dried one after the other, he
puts
on a coat of oil which, as it were, changes the
distempered ground
into an oil-color ground.

With oil priming it is of importance that the
principal color be
white lead, to which are added
comparatively small quantities of

[VOL. IV.

No. 138.

Fora whole century a school
that
Bologna
predominated in Italy which abandoned this principle.
During the second half of the seventeenth and the first half of the
eighteenth century, most of the Italian masters of other schools followed its example. Probably for the purpose of obtaining more
easily the desired effect of the chiaro-oscuro, they painted on a brownish-red priming, which consisted of bolus mixed with umber.
Not
one of those pictures has kept its original coloring. Not only has
the priming caused all the dark parts to grow much darker, but it

yellow, black, or other colors.
of

lias

destroyed, or nearly

so, all

the glazing, so that only those colors

can be recognized which either contain white or are glazed on
I can show you numerous instances of this, for, on account
white.
of the extreme fertility of this school, there is little difficulty in procuring pictures of masters of that time, or of their pupils.
Wood priming does not require the same elasticity as that of the
Therefore the
canvas, which ought to be capable of being rolled.
priming of the wood shows less variations. It is generally composed
of chalk or plaster, tempered with starch, paste, size, or glue, and
more or less thickly laid on. In some pictures of different centuries
we find, either between the wood and the priming or between the
priming and the painting, canvas, and, exceptionally, even paper.
The diseases of the priming are not of a very complicated nature.
They manifest themselves principally in three different ways (1)
by cracks in the priming itself; (2) by the severance of the priming
from the painting (3) by the severance of the priming from the
wood or the canvas. The third disease is by far the most frequent,
If
especially among pictures on canvas distempered with paste.
:

;

small pieces only are scaling off or blistering, they are fixed again to
the ground by letting a solution of size pass between the detached
part and the canvas, and pressing both gently together. If the deterioration extends over a considerable surface, the picture has to
be lined.
While this is being done, and while the gluing substance
penetrates into tlie picture, the detached parts are pressed on again
with slightly-heated irons.
If the whole priming threatens to come
off, it will be better to take the picture entirely from the panel or
canvas, and to transfer it to a new canvas.
1 shall show
you examples illustrating the before-mentioned points,

and among them two pictures,

one in oil, taken off from canvas,
the other iu tempera, taken off from wood.
Both of them, strange
to say, have escaped destruction without having been transferred to
a new canvas, and without being covered with paper, as is usually
done, before taking them off.
They show you the painting by itself
from both sides. I have of course used every precaution in bringing them safely over from Florence, where I happened to discover
them carefully stowed away among heaps of old pictures.
We come now to the most important part of the picture, the
We meet very often with the idea that the old ma:painting itself.
ters had been in possession of colors, that is, pigments, the knowledge of which has been lost, and that this accounts principally for
the dillerenee between the oil painting of the,fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries, on the one hand, and that ot the eighteenth and nineteenth,
on the other. But this is a great mistake. We know perfectly well
the pigments used by the old masters; we possess the same, and a
considerable number of new ones, good, as well as bad, in addition.
In using the expression of good and bad, I am principally thinking
From this point of view the pigments can be
of thrir durability.
placed under three headings:
also agree well with
(1.) Those that are durable in themselves, and
the other pigments with which they have to be mixed.
(2.) Such as
when sufficiently isolated remain unaltered; but when in contact with
certain other pigments change color, or alter the others, or produce
durable
a reciprocal modification.
(3.) Those which are so little
that, even when isolated from other pigments, the mere contact of
the vehicle, the air, or the light makes them in time fade, darken,
or disappear altogether.
The old masters used, without reserve, only those belonging to the
For those belonging to the second
first of these three categories.
Those
they imposed on themselves certain limits and precautions.
belonging to the third they did not use at all.
That some of the modern masters have not followed these principles is not owing to a lost secret, but to the fact that they disregarded
those well-known principles, and even consciously acted against
them. In Sir Joshua Kuynolds's diary, for instance, we read that in
order to produce certain tints of flesh he mixed orpitnent, carminelake, and blue-black together.
Now, orpiment is one of the colors
That is to
of the second category, carmine-lake one of the third.
say, orpiment, as long as it remains isolated, keeps its brilliant yellow or reddish-orange color; but when mixed with white lead it decomposes, because it consists of sulphur and arsenic, and it, moreover, blackens the white lead, because the sulphur combines with it.
Carmine-lake, even if left isolated, does not stand as an oil color, and
therefore has been superseded by madder-lake.
Unfortunately, some of the most brilliant colors are perishable to
such a degree that they ought never to be used; yet it seems tome
that just in one branch of art, in which of late remarkable progress
I mean landscape painting,
the artists, in order
has been made,
to obtain certain effects of color not easily to be realized, do not always resist the temptation to make use of a number of pigments, the
non-durability of which is proved beyond doubt. However that may
be, I think it pretty certain that the pigments in themselves play only
a subordinate part in the deterioration of oil-paintings, and that the
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principal part belongs to the vehicle with which the colors are ground
and to the liquids which are added during the painting. I hope,
therefore, you will excuse
about these liquids.

my making some

elementary explanations

are bodies consisting of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen.
They may be considered as salts in which glycerine, as a basis, is
stearic acid, pahnic acid, oleic acid.
combined with different acids,
If oil is exposed to the air, it changes: certain kinds of oil remain
liquid; o hers become thicker mid darker, and are gradually transformed into hard and opaque bodies. The drying of oils is based
upon a chemical process, during which the oil oxidizes by absorbing
oxygen from the air, and combining a part of it with carbon to form
carbonic acid, and another part with hydrogen to form water. The
different oils dry with different rapidity, but this rapidity may be
modified by the presence of certain substances, or by certain treatment. Linseed oil, for instance, according to the way in which it
has been pressed out of the seed, contains more or less mucilaginous
substances.
These latter impede the drying of the oil, and have,
If linseed oil in a
therefore, to be removed by a refining process.
shallow vessel is exposed to the air and light, especially to a green
light, it soon begins to dry, and is transformed first into a kind of
The drying
varnish, and gradually into a solid opaque substance.
may be quickened by boiling, and more particularly by the addition
of lead, zinc, or manganese.
In this way a quick-drying oil varnish
may be prepared and used as a siccative. It follows that there are
certain substances which impede the drying of oils and others which
facilitate it.
Amongst the pigments are some which belong to this
Oil

and

fat

white lead, zinc- white, minium, vermilion, for
category of bodies,
instance, facilitate the drying; others, such as ivory-black, bitumen,
madder-lake, will impede it. Supposing, now, we should add to each
of the different pigments the same quantity of oil, the drying of it
would progress at different rates. But in reality this difference is
very greatly increased by the fact that the different pigments require
very different quantities of oil, in order to be ground to the coufist-

ency requisite for painting.
Pettenkofer quotes the following figures, given to him by one of
the color manufacturers
:

100 pares (weight) White lead
Zinc-white

"
"

'

"
'

"
"

"
11

Ureeu chrome
Chrome jellow
Vermilion
Light red
MmJuer-lake
Yellow ochre
Light ochre
Camel's brown

require
"

"
"
"
"
"

"
"

"

Brown mangauese
Terre lerte
1'arif.inn blue

"
"

u

'

12 parts of
"
14
15
li)

25
31
02
00
72
75
87
100

'

lOd

Burnt Urre verte

'

Berlin blue
Jvory -black

'

112
112

Cobalt
Florentine browu
liurnt terra i>i*ima
terra sieuua

Raw

'112
'125
'
'

"

liiO

181

240

oil.

"
"
"
"
"

"

"
"

"
"
"
"

According to this table 100 parts of the quick-drying white lead
are ground with 12 pans of oil; and, on the other hand, the slow-drying ivory-black requires 112 parts of oil.
It is
vrry important that artists should have an exact knowledge
of these matters.
But it seems to me that they are insufficiently
known to most of them. All of course know perfectly how different
the drying quality of different colors is. But that these different
colors introduce into the picture so different a quantity of oil, and
how large this quantity is in the colors they buy; and, further, that
the oil, as well as the mediums or siccatives they add to dry the
colors, is gradually transformed into a caoutchouc-like opaque substance, which envelops and darkens the pigments; and moreover
that the oil undergoes, not in the beginning, but much later on,
when it is already completely dry, changes of volume, and so impairs the continuity of the picture, all this is not sufficiently known.
Otherwise, the custom of painting with the ordinary oil colors to be
bought at any colorman's would not have been going on for nearly a
hundred years in spite of all the clearly shown evil results,
results
due, chiefly, to the principal enemy of oil-painting, that is to say,
the oil.
That the masters of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries did not
use colors prepared in this way you may consider as absolutely certain and if we hear the lost secret spoken of, and if we read that the
pupils of the old masters had to pledge themselves to keep the secret,
we may be sure that it is neither the method of painting nor the pigment used for it which is concerned in that secret, but exclusively the
way of preparing the colors. The preparation was a very complicated one, varying with the different pigments; and we know that
the pupils passed six years
that is, half of the apprenticeship
in grinding ihe colors for the master.
And therefore it is to this very point that every one who wishes to
study the method of the old masters must first of all direct his attention.
I, too, was led, by the study of this question, to analyze and
The possibility of making such analysis we
restore old pictures.
owe to the relation between the old masters and their pupils. Of
course we could not dissect or chemically analyze works of Titian or
But, fortunately, the pupils painted with the same maKaphael'.
terial and by the same method as the masters, and thousands of
pictures by the pupils, well preserved or in different stages of decay,
;

may be

easily procured.
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I have myself, from among a
very great number of such pictures,
selected about one hundred specimens, part of which I have
brought
before you.
As their artistic value is not, as you perceive, of the

highest description, we need not feel any scruple in experimenting
upon or even destroying them if we can thereby gain any valuable
information.
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WOOD'S BUILDING, WILKESBARRE, PENN. MR. BRUCE PRICE, ARCHITECT, NEW YORK.
PHILADELPHIA pressed and moulded brick are used in the front of
the building, whicli is relieved wit., finish of Wyoming blue stone
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and finished with terra-cotta cresting. The window heads and spandrels are filled with rolled cathedral quarrels.
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HOUSE ON BROOKLYN HEIGHTS.

MR. WILLIAM H. BEEKS, ARCHIYOKK.

NEW

TECT,

will be commenced in September; the front will be
Philadelphia face-brick, with moulded bricks on the anthe lower story to the height of water
gles of window jambs, etc.
table, and all stone work, are to be of Connecticut sandstone.

This house

built of

;

REJECTED DESIGN FOR THE LAFAYETTE SQUARE PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH AT BALTIMORE, MD. MR. E. G. L1ND, ARCHITECT.
This building, which was to be of green serpentine and drab Ohio
Its estimated
stone, was intended to seat seven hundred persons.
cost, including school and lecture rooms at the rear, was $42,700.

CORRESPONDENCE.
THE EXHIBITION BUILDING
AND IRON.
1SKICK AND

IN

THE CHAM!' DE MARS.

GLASS

IliON.

PARIS.
of the former great exhibitions have been of so direct an
interest to the architect as the
present one in Paris. The Palais

NONE

du Trocadero

is unusually
interesting, from its designer's eclecticism in boldly choosing from different styles the character which
could best express his construction; yet a still deeper curiosity urges
the visitor across the river.
At the English Exhibition at Sydenham, in 18G2, the architects watched to see what the engineers would
do with their new building materials, glass and iron. It is now the
turn of the engineers to examine what the architects have done towards appropriating a material they at first despaired of making
artistic.
Until now art has failed to overtake science in building
but the economy of mechanics is inexorable, and the designer must
The Champ de Mars will probably
ki'ep up or give up the struggle.
be the field of many a battle of this kind, but this year it setms as if
art, by the aid of new allies, had regaintd her lead.
In the different annexes iron is employed with other materials
in nearly every proportion: from the Pavilion of Public Works,
which is of brick, with iron only at the angles, and lor the gutter,
roof, etc., used rather as a decorative material, to the main Exhibition building, which is essentially an iron structure.
It is in the
facade of the latter that terra-cotta and tiles, the allies of which I
spoke, have been so judiciously introduced as to clothe agreeably
with warmth and color the gaunt iron skeleton. These are used
merely to fill the spaces between the iron beams; they are partly
decorative, and there is no uncertainty, as too often happens with
brick and iron, as to the functions of each material. The outlines of
the building are probably well known from the illustrated journals,
but the iron facade in reality gains from the skill with which the
The Champ de Mars could not admit
gardens in front are laid out.
of a conspicuous terrace, yet the ground in front is sunk so that a low
one is formed, which, broken heie and ihere with steps and founThis
tains, gives picturesque dignity to the vast structure behind.
matter of terraces, by the way, is hardly appreciated with us. In
;

in Italy especially
Europe
they are at pains to form terraces
both tor the grandeur of public buildings and lor the picturesqueness
of dwellings, as a balustrade with statues or vases is decorative even
when raised but a few steps. The central feature of the facade is a
vast, projecting, yet deeply recessed arch, rising to twice the height
of the adjoining galleries, and buttressed by two low corner staircase towers, which give access to a wide balcony within the arch, one

third of its height up.
These stairs and the balcony supports, as
well as the great corner pavilions up to the springing of their domes,
-and give solidare of stone,- -or rather artificial stone in cement,

The corner pavilions rise higher than the cenity in appearance.
tral one, and are crowned by four-sided domes, so largely penetrated
by four huge semicircular windows as to be very light and airy.
In the galleries connecting these pavilions lies the chief artistic
merit of the whole design. 'I hey have ten bays on each side, and are
crowned by a high gutter ornament of deeply moulded iron relieved
with red and gold. This harmonizes well with the brilliant color
and bold design of the tiles encased in the square pillars which separate the bays, and are crowned with bronze figures supporting colored shields and flag-staffs. Against these pillars, under the shelter
of a broad marquise, are colossal statues ot the nations. They are
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and look none tbe worse for beboldly designed by eminent sculptors,
in" roughly done in plaster. Tbe bays are filled with glass stamped
In the interior of the vestiin i)a le< l> lue patterns, which looks well.
is prebule there is little to praise beyond its airiness; the decoration
The flat central dome and the segmentnl arch
tentious and coarse.
in with vulgar
of the galleries are formed of slight iron ribs, filled
and metallic tints, so that the 'iron
plaster 'caissons painted in gold
lost sight of, and the whole becomes one heavy mass,
skeleton is
quite

A

good commentary on
far too heavy for the slight side supports.
less imthis vestibule is found in its pendant at the rear. There, being
and the effect of the natural color of the
less was

attempted,
portant,
in the iron web and painted a pale blue is
plaster caissons encased
An unfortunate idea of the architect, M. Hardy, was to make
good.

niche heads to correspond with the great entrance arches in
In his hurry he was utterly unable to arsupporting the flat dome.
entrance to the
ran<re theformer, and they are left hanging over the
look like the
o-alleries like half saucers, while from without they
The interiors of the end pavilions, with
elbow-joints to a hydrant.
in the
their vast semicircular windows forming simple penetrations

two

flat

dome, look better because nothing has been done; simply painted
the roof explains itself, and is light and appropriate. Under these paand
vilions are, respectively, a colossal bronze statue of Charlemagne
a lofty wooden tower for the Canadian exhibition. The galleries
are further filled with a fine display of the presents received by the
Prince of Wales during his Indian tour, and now arranged in cases
and Indian pagodas. Opposite these the government Sevres and tapis badly shown off in a pretentious structure of wood
estry exhibition
The entrance to these pavilions is under a
imitating a stone portico.
is inexplicable.
Imagine a niche head placed
motif a^ ugly as it
on two iron pillars, while its back
facing outwards, its corners resting
touches the building. The interior is brilliantly gilded, and I can
success to reflect an immense swinging
imagine it used with some
but I fear this was not the original idea in view. To use a
lamp;

"

It was an idea,
French expression, much in vogue in the aleliers,
M. Hardy has done credit to his name by his
only it was a bad one."
audacious energy, which leads him to dare and do anything, and in
sometimes of ugliness.
the short time he has accomplished wonders,
the two
It would be difficult to conceive anything more ugly than
immense loggias which terminate the series of semi-detached fine-art
middle. Three gigantic round arches with domes
galleries in"Tlie
but by what an effort of imagination!
are supposed to recall
the Loggia dei Lanzi at Florence. They look like some inner structure of masonry which is waiting to be treated architecturally; but
Their walls are covered with
there they stand quite completed.
from the manulandscapes and colossal figures in tiles, principally
No art industry seems to
factories of M. Deck and of M. Loebnitz.
be so much appreciated as faience in its various forms, and many

countries have superb exhibitions, which

it

would require volumes

to

discuss.

these unfortunate loggias by gardens, in the cenSeparated from
the whole plan, stands the Pavilion of the City of Paris.
From its size and character much was expected of it, as the last word
It has disappointed expectation, as perhaps was
in iron building.
natural.
Although originality was to be its charm, its very novelty

tre of

disconcerts the public, and they have not given it what praise it really
It consists of a large rectangular hall flanked by iron portimerits.
into a
coes; its end facades are of brick, rising over the entrance
almost without relief, I should
pediment, or, as the mouldings are
rather say a gable crowned with a terra-cotta ornament. The entrance,
closed at the top by a window, is surrounded by a brilliant band of
and outside of this, again, a broad band
tiles, slightly splayed inwards;
of terra-cotta (plaster painted in imitation), with scroll foliage, is carried up and around the gable.
Only the edges of the T-^haped iron
The iron
to support the iron cornice.
uprights show as they rise
The whole is brilliant
is painted gray, picked out with deep blue.
and original, but not altogether satisfactory ; perhaps because the
bricks are too pale in tone for the other colors, and, I think, because
sufficient iron does not show to explain itself, as there is so much
brick-work it seems superfluous. At lea^t the square iron piers filled
with terra-cotta work seem senseless at the corner of a solid brick
This same gable is repeated at the sides to receive the lateral
wall.
In designing the latter M. Bouvard has been entirely sucporticoes.
Delicate iron columns support a
cessful.
They are charming.
metal entablature and gutter. The high frieze is of plaster cast in

the background delicately tinted, and dashed
graceful designs;
here and there with gilding. Painted canvas forms the ceiling, and
The
contrasts well with the deep blue and green of the. iron-work.
interior also is fine.
Nothing could be more light and airy than the
which rise some two metres from the wall to
graceful iron columns,
for the
support delicate latticed trusses, such as M. Coquart designed
covered court of the ficolc des Beaux-Arts. Almost the whole ceilin" is occupied by five flat lights filled with ground glass in patterns.
The coved surfaces are painted in buff and pale blue, and with the
deep red of the walls produce a charming effect of color. The building exhibits admirably the artistic and scientific works lately carried
out by the city.
1 have already hinted at the Annex devoted to the Department of
Public Works. It is also of iron and brick, or rather, I might say,
It is crowned by a revolving electric
of brick with iron finish.
is really covered by tiles in diaper patterns.
In
light, and its front
short, the building is a good example of the exaggerations to be
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avoided

in

using these three
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Within are models

of

works of the government.
bridges, tunnels, harbors, and other public
There are also specimens of stones and building materials, with eatables and much concise information for engineers. No less than
seven hundred kinds of stones, one hundred and forty-one cements,
varieties of brick are catalogued.
and
twenty-seven

A CONTRIBUTION TO POPULAR IGNORANCE ON
THE SUBJECT OF SMOKY CHIMNEYS.
To THE EDITOR OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
Dear

Some

Sir,

four years since

I

:

made an

addition to my
one of these I felt great

About
had one fire-place on the first floor, and directly above
that were two rooms, the partition between them standing over the
fire place below, and each room having a fire-place diagonally across
Each fire-place has a dump flue. In order to support
the corner.
these diagonal fire-places it became necessary to corbel the brickwork very sharply through the one foot space afforded by the floor,
to twist the dumps through this space, to work the flue in by the side
of them and bring it up back of the diagonal fire-places, and then
connect them with it, dividing the flues again above to let in a truss
house, containing two chimneys.

doubt.

It

as a support for the partijust under the third story fire-place,
above named. In short, it made a very crooked piece of brickwork, and I was hardly more pleased than surprised when, on trying
the various fire-places, I found that they all worked finely, which

beam
tion

continue to do.
other chimney is, with one exception, the tallest in the house.
It comes out on a gable of one wing, and is higher than any part of
the house near it. Its height above the ground is fully forty feet. It
contains on the west side a flue for hot air, supplied from a furnace
in the cellar, and opening into chambers by registers just abo.ve the
floors of the second and third stories; at which latter point it stops.
Next this, eastward, is a flue running almost perpendicularly from
8 ins. exthe cellar to the top of the chimney. It is about 8 ins.
where the hot air Hue reaches, where it is
cept in the upper part above
12 ins. It is used for the smoke flue of the furnace
nearly 8 ins.
and draws fairly. Into this flue, at a height of eight or nine feet above
the floors respectively, the flues of the'first and second story firehas an independent flue runplaces open. The third story fire-place
flues running down
ning to the top of the chimney. There are dump
from all the fire-places to the back and east side of the chimney
stack, but in no way interfering with the other flues.
Neither the first nor the second story fire-place has ever drawn well.
The chimney seems to have an aversion to smoke. The air lies dead.
The smoke "puffs out in clouds as soon as a fire is lighted, and is
ready after the fire is fairly started to do so on the slightest provocaof a door or the sweep of a lady's dress besuch as the

they

still

The

X

X

opening

tion,

The fuel used is wood.
Sometimes when a fire is built on the

fore the

fire.

first floor the smoke pours
This led me to beout through the fire-place on the second floor.
lieve that there was some stoppage of the main flue above the point
where the second story flue enters it. I therefore had a hole cut in
the chimney, and by letting down a candle I was able to examine
the
every part of the inside of the flue. I found everything clear,
main flue uniform in size except for the enlargement before menwell rounded, and,
tioned, the curves where the other flues came in
There are rather
so far as I could see, everything in good order.
I have narrowed the throats of
large openings over the fire-places.
these temporarily by putting in pieces of sheet-iron and brick.
I have extended the chimney
1 have put on a revolving turret.
six feet or so by a piece of pipe.
My mason cheerfully suggests that
As my chief object is venI brick up the lire-places and use stoves.
that I
tilation, I decline this.
My neighbor across the road suggests
in this, but I dislike
change ends with the chimney. There is merit
the expense, and my wife objects to the dirt. What shall I do next V

Can you help me

K.

?

be bold to claim to
[The freaks of chimneys are curious, and we should
be able to account for them all. But there is no doubt that our correa great deal more than it ought
spondent has required of his smoky chimney
He has carried the smoke from his furnace and
to be expected to perform.
two open fire-places into a single flue eight inches square. The expansion at the top docs not help matters, for it is above the upper fire-place, so
that all the smoke must first pass through the narrower part ; it probably
makes things worse by diminishing the velocity of the flow above. Most
thut either of the three
experienced architects and constructors will agree
furnace or an open fire-place
duties imposed is enough for his flue.
the utmost that it is usually
ought to have one as large as this to itself,
and careful
thought safe to add is a hole for a close stove in another story ;
a clear flue of eight by
persons prefer to provide for every open fire-place
twelve inches. It is not surprising then that our correspondent's fire-places
will not draw, but rather that even his furnace should he found to draw
The real puzzle is that the fire-places in the other chimney which
tolerably.
he describes should succeed, if, as he seems to imply, they are all carried
is equally small,
into one flue
although he does not say that the flue area
or that he has ever tried to hum all three fires at once. Things sometimes
succeed that are done against all probability; we remember the saying of
a clever physician that a baby might live if it were hung out of a- window.
As for a remedy, the only possible one, we should say, since our corredocs not want stoves, is to build or to appropriate new flues

A

;

spondent
for the

smoking

fireplaces.
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AN EXPLANATION

IN REGARD TO THE COMPETITIONS
IN INTERIOR DECORATIONS.
To THE EDITOR OF THE AMERICAN AUCHITECT
:

As a

disinterested, though not

uninterested, spectator of
the " Fourth Competition," I write for information. I cannot recon"
"
cile the
witli the award of prizes.
report
The first prize (if I read aright) is given to a design-of which the
report speaks in no very flattering terms, to say the least; while the
thus "roughly indicating its reldesign placed first in the report
alive rank," and which is spoken of in the highest terms
gets the
Sir,

second prize. The design next mentioned, as equal (or nearly so)
to the first in merit, gets no prize at all; while the design receiving
"honorable mention" is not very honorably mentioned in the report.

Of

course, there

may be

disqualifications, of which I am unaware,
of merit from that (apparently) indi-

which have changed the order
cated in the report.

If so, should they not be stated V
Respectfully,

M.

[The discrepancy which our correspondent no: ices is due to the fact that
the award and the discussion are independent of each other, the one being
the work of the committee of architects invited to decide the competition,
and the other of the regular contributor who analyzes the designs for our
That there should be occasional discrepancies under such circumpaper.
stances is probably inevitable.
It may be remembered, however, that different authorities may see the same merits and the same faults in designs,
and yet assign them different rank according to the various degrees of
importance which they attach

THE

to this or that special

qualitv.

commendation than
EDS. AM. ARCHITECT.

of any criticism is less
ities it can point out.

in the

degree of

its

The

value

in the qual-

|

SIZE

OF AMERICAN

BllICKS.

To THE EDITOU OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
I wish to call the attention of your readers to the present
Sir,;
shape of our common hard burned brick. A brick should, with a
reasonable joint of mortar, say J of one inch, more or less, in thickWith these dimensions the
ness, measure 8 in. X 4 in. X 2 in.
headers would, however, not serve to produce an eight-inch wall,
but one 7$ in. thick.
Let the actual brick be 8 in. long, then its
width should be about 3| in., leaving in an eight-inch wall a jointof \
in. between stretchers.
I have made many measurements of the best
hard burned brick manufactured about New York, and find the average dimensions to be, length 7| in., width from 3J- in. to 3J in.
These bricks, placed in a so-called eight-inch wall, leave a joint in extreme cases of an inch and a quarter between stretchers; in a foot
wall we have header 7-J in., stretcher, say, 8J- ins., joint nearly an
inch; with throe stretchers we have 3 times 3j- or 10 in., and two
To this great mass of weak mortar I atjoints of an inch each.
tribute the failure of many walls.
Why should not the brick be
N. L. D.
| in. wider or | in. shorter
'!

THE STORY OF AN OLD BRIDGE.
FRANKKORT-ON-THE-MAINE.

THK Old Bridge over the Maine at Frankfort is one of the most
curiously interesting structures of its kind in Germany, and though
not the oldest of its class, nor so rich in statues as the famous one
over the Moldau at Prague, its known history, together with that of
its predecessors on the same
spot, takes us back to the days of Charlemagne. In general appearance it is not so antiquated as it really
is, and many of its old and distinguishing characteristics have long
since disappeared.
Yet there is much left of ancient date to interest us.
There are curious and rude sculptures over the doorways
leading down to the mills; and on the opposite side, a crucifix surmounted by a gilded rooster, whose joint history leads us back some
hundred years, and about which legend delightfully clings.
there is the red sandstone monument of Charlemagne, looking
Rhinewards, holding in one hand the imperial apple, and in the other
the imperial sword
a recent creation, indeed, erected in the year
1843, in commemoration of the thousand years' existence of the German empire. Goethe called this bridge the only ancient structure of
importance in Frankfort.
The bridge has many legendary memories. The gilded rooster on
five

Then

;

the crucifix could tell us much of history if so it chose. Indeed, it
is rather a mysterious bird.
The boatmen think it was placed there
to point out the deep current for their vessels; but the antiquary
thinks it was perched there on purpose to defy him in his researches
as to its why and wherefore.
But legend has given the bird immortality, and a certain importance in the history of the bridge which
we cannot overlook.
The story goes that the contractor found that he was unable to
complete the structure within the specified time, and, fearing the consequences, he prayed to the devil for aid in his emergency for in
the good old times of which we speak, Satanus was a personage of
The devil, as
authority, and much sought after in times of need.
we know, seldom leaves his friends in the lurch, and he promised to
He
help the bridgemaker out of his difficulties on one condition.
would aid in finishing the bridge by the appointed time, and as his
reward he simply claimed that the first living creature which should
The devil
pass over the completed structure should belong to him.
drew up the contract, and the contractor signed it with his own
;

blood, as was customary in such contracts.
On the appointed day
the bridge was completed, and the devil wanted his
But this
pay.
"
"
time the
old familiar gentleman
found that the contractor had
proved too many for him, for, instead of permitting any good Frankfort citizen to pass first over the bridge and lose his life and soul, he
caused to be driven over before him a live rooster, and thus cheated
the devil out of his pay. The devil was, of course,
very angry at
so angry, indeed,
having made a contract so indistinctly worded,
that after tearing the innocent bird to shreds, he
partly destroyed
the completed work, shaking the central arch till it
gave way; and
it is just possible he would have
destroyed the bridge entirely had
not the clergy taken the precaution to institute a solemn
procession
and consecrate the structure on the following day.
The present bridge dates only so far back as the year 1342, although it had predecessors of stone and wood dating some centuries
earlier.
Batton says that Charlemagne built a wooden bridge here.
In 1342 a violent flood tore down the tower on the Sachsenhausen
The present structure dates
side, and nearly destroyed the bridge.
from this period, though it was not finished until the year 1419. In
the middle there were two places left unarched, and
simply covered
up with boards that could be easily removed in case of hostile approach. The two places were walled over only in 1840. Thus the
devil's wrath turns out to be after all
simply human strategy.
The bridge was an interesting structure in those days. Besides
the towers at either end, on which were on the one a crucifix and an
insulting fresco directed against the Jews, and on the other an image
of the Madonna and a box for the reception of donations towards
keeping the bridge in repair, there were two mills, built about 1410,
which may be seen to this day in newer shape. There were also a
small chapel or sanctuary, and a little structure styled the Rat-house;
and somewhere there were two secret chambers, the one for men,
the other for women,
probably condemned criminals, who were here
cast into the Maine; and, finally, there was, and is still, the crucifix
with the gilded rooster.
The Rat-house on the bridge was used for
a very curious purpose. It was built in 1498, and in it, from this
year to 1557, every afternoon a converted Jew stood and doled out
a heller (farthing) for every dead rat brought to him by the city
After cutting off the tails, to keep as a voucher for the
youth.
money entrusted to him, he cast the bodies into the river. In the
year 1498 one thousand and eighty rats were thus disposed of. The
money employed in this warfare against the rats was taken out of
the fines paid by the Jews.
In 15139 the Rat- house was transformed
into a place for the storing of powder.
have just mentioned the presence of two secret chambers
for the purpose of holding criminals.
The crucifix and the rooster
were erected on the bridge at a time when the most inhuman
punishments were inflicted on criminals. False play, the wanton
cutting of forest trees, the smallest offences, could be "punished with
death. Tortures of all kinds were in vogue,
piercing with red-hot
iron, cutting off the ears, burning, drowning, and boiling in oil.
Merian tells us that in the sixteenth century one hundred and thirty-

We

one persons were hanged, fifty-three beheaded, forty-one drowned,
sixteen torn on the wheel, seven burnt, and one buried alive,
all
together, over two hundred persons in Frankfort alone, which city
was a model of moderation. Dr. Kriegh is of the opinion that the
crucifix and the rooster stand on the spot where the execution by
drowning took place on the bridge for under this arch the river
was originally strongest and deepest. Here, too, the bodies of suicides were cast into the river.
But it is with the executions by drowning that we must explain the
existence of the crucifix and the rooster.
It was customary during
the Middle Ages to erect a chapel or a crucifix near the place of execution, as was the case at Frankfort at places where executions of
other kinds took place; and the crucifix and rooster were, doubtless,
placed here, the former to call to mind the Redeemer, the latter to
recall the denial and penitence of the Apostle Peter. To us now the
rooster serves to attach these gloomy memories of old. The last exe;

cution by drowning in the Maine took place in the year 1613.
These occasions were celebrated by the city guilds with great festivities.
Possibly animals suffered at Frankfort as well as at other
In an age when the authorities sent out criers to warn the
places.
May-chafers to get out of the land, and grasshoppers were threatened with ecclesiastical excommunication if they did not stay their
ravages, it was not unusual to hear of animals being sentenced to
death for their transgressions.
To animals, birds, and insects were
attributed a high degree of intelligence, which may account for the
tradition that this rooster had formerly the faculty of
distinguishing
whenever a Jew passed over the bridge, when he was supposed to
crow in mockery. People of the city have an old saying that every
time this remarkable bird hears the clock of the cathedral church
strike twelve, it crows three times.
All we can say is that the
rooster, besides reminding us of ancient barbarism, brings up in the
legend connected with it relics of heathen worship. When the primitive faith was abolished, the devil had to fill out in his one person
the places previously occupied by Odin, or Thor, or Loki, and to
perform the labors which the giants had been accustomed to perform
in the mythological era. The devil cast blocks of stone at the Christian churches like the giants did at cities. Like the giants, the devil
appears as a master-builder. As the former are betrayed by gods
and heroes in the building of Walhalla, so is the devil befooled by
The Builder.
men in the building of the Frankfort Bridge.
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NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.
THE SAFETY OP THE NEW YOBK ASSAY OFFICE.
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A

An anomaly

now in the case of the Assay Office on Wall
ils safety to
York, where may be seen an iron building owing
wooden shores and girders. It is stated that General Steinmet/, formerly
Public Buildings, discovered when in office that
Superintendent of Repairs on
one of the oldest iron buildings
the columns and girders of this building
had become so affected by the vapors and fumes of the acids
in the city
made to
used in assaying as to be presumably untrustworthy. His reports
were accompanied by scales
the department on the insecurity of the building
detached from the iron
of iron two or more feet in length, which were easily
in building is presented just

Street,

and Building News.

New

of the build-

columns. On the strength of these representations the floors
which were put in
in" were strengthened by yellow pine girders and posts,
the floors should
about a year ago, which are thought to be able to support
Mr. Mason, the assayer,
all the iron floor beams and columns give way.
cause of the
does not believe that the vapors of any acids used are the
from the acid tanks in the upper story of
trouble, but thinks that a leakage
the building has been the cause of the corrosion.

The sight of a laborer at work in a gravel pit, unFALL OF A WALL.
which rises so threateningly above him, and
dermining at its foot the bank
which too often accomplishes its threat, is so common that few can wonder
under the
at the suicidal temerity with which laborers of the same class dig
foundation of adjoining party-walls when excavating for a cellar. This
everv day folly brought about the death of a laborer at Elgin, 111., on the
8th "inst., who persisted in undermining the brick wall of an adjoining
work had been considered dangerous for some days,
building, although the
and on the day in question his fellow laborers had refused to work.

On Friday afternoon, August 9th, the fourth floor of a wareACCIDENT.
and in its fall carried
house, 141 McElderry's Wharf, Baltimore, gave way
with it the two floors below. All the floors were stored with wheat, and
Sufficient warning was
the cause of the accident was simply overloading.
of the upper floor to enable those iu the building to
given by the breakiug
with one exception.
escape unhurt,

The serviceableness of the waterIN EXCAVATION.
at Chicago not long
engineering operations had a new illustration
to lay five hundred feet of water-pipe out into
ago, where it was necessary
Calumet Lake, for the purpose of obtaining water to supply the locomotives
on the Michigau Central Railroad. The material through which the pipe
was to be laid was a stiff blue clay, so hard that pickaxes made little imAs the pipe was to be laid some six feet below the level
it.
pression upon
of the water, hand-labor was out of the question, anil an attempt was made
to excavate the trench by exploding one-pound cartridges of dynamite, but
as the result of each explosion was to make a jagged hole only about six
feet in diameter, this method was abandoned as being not ouly too expensive,
but also too unsatisfactory. The next step was to try the effect of a
By means of a special suction-pipe, water was drawn from the
water-jet.
lake to the pumping-station and then was forced through that portion of
the pipe that was already laid, to the outer end of which was attached a
hose with a one-inch nozzle. This was secured in position by he;wy weights
and anchors, so that it might not be thrown out of its position by the recoil
caused bv the resistance offered by the supernatant water. The pressure
of water'in the pipes was about sixty-live pounds, and before the jet the clay

JAPANESE EARTHQUAKES.
very interesting historical paper upon
Destructive Earthquakes in Japan was read before the Asiatic Society
of Japan, March 23, 1878, by I. Z. Hattori, Esq. (Rutgers College), of the
of
University of Tokio. It includes notices, drawn from native sources,
one hundred and forty-nine destructive earthquakes, distributed as follows:
one in the fifth century one in the sixth century ; seven in the seventh century seven in the eighth century twenty-eight in the ninth century ; eleven
one in the twelfth centten in the eleventh century
in the tenth century
ury ; seven in the thirteenth century eight in the fourteenth century ; fifin
the
sixteenth
teen in the fifteenth century; eight
century; fifteen in the
seventeenth century; thirteen in the eighteenth century; sixteen in the
nineteenth century.
Arranging the recorded shocks according to the
" If we take the 1
seasons the_author says
Hh, 12th, and 1st months of the
Japanese old calendar as cold months, 5th, 6th, and 7th as hot, and all the
others as mild, then during the fifteen centuries, twenty-eight great earthquakes have occurred in the cold months, forty-seven in the hot, and
seventy-two in the mild, or in other words, seventy-five in the extreme seaHe
sons, and seventy-two in the mild, the difference being only three."
" invented
also gives a curious description of an early Chinese seismograph,
It
is
from
the
of
Yoka
A.
first
bv Choko in the
quoted
(132
D.)."
year
Life of Choko in Gokwanjo (History of Kwan), and is as follows : "The
seismograph consisted of a copper vessel, whose diameter was eight shaker
or feet, and whose convex cover was ornamented with characters, mountIn this vessel there was one main piston in
ain turtles, birds, and beasts.
On the outside of
the middle, with its eight branches, wires and springs.
this vessel were eight dragon heads, each of them having a copper ball iu
Under each of the dragon heads there was a frog
its full-opened mouth.
looking upwards with its mouth fully opened. The wire works and springs
were very skilfully arranged in the vessel, but the cover was very closely
Whenever the earth shook, one of the
fitted, and they could not be seen.
;

;

;

;

;

;

:

dragons dropped the ball, the frog underneath received it in its mouth, and
produced a sound. By this means the direction of the shocks was ascerOnce one of the, dragons dropped its ball, but no person near it
tained.
the
perceived any shock, and all the learned men of the capital doubted
trustworthiness of the machine; but after a few days a mail arrived from
The AmeriRosei and reported the occurrence of an earthquake there."
can Journal of Sciences and Arts.

THE WATER-JET

jet iu

carried some distance away in a dissolved state
rapidly disappeared, being
The trench cut iu this way
before it had a chance to settle to the bottom.

was unusually straight and

perfect.

THE GENIUS OF CONNECTICUT.
at

A

letter

has been received from Mr.

Rome, announcing that the crowning figure
" The Genius of
Hartford,
Connecticut," had been

Rogers

in

bronze, at Munich, and that

it

would be shipped

in a

for the newcapitol
successfully cast in

few days.

Herr Reiniger, of Stuttgart, has suggested
that small towns may secure at small cost the advantages of an illuminated
clock by making the same use of the powers of the magic-lantern that modern advertisers have learned to appreciate so well. The image of a clock
face and of the moving hands can be easily thrown upon a prepared surface,

ILLUMINATED CLOCKS.

so as to be distinguishable at a considerable distance in spite of the grayness of the images of hands and figures. To produce such an ill unlimited
dail it would probably be necessary to make use of one of those clocks
called by the French pendules myslgrieuses, which are to all seeming naught
but a glass dial and a pair of hands, and the accuracy of whose rnovcmetn there is much reason to doubt.

Some recent investigations concerniug the
conduction for heat of various building materials
exclud-

THE

ST.

GOTHARD TUNNEL.

The Swiss National Council

has voted

SI ,300,000 as the contribution of Switzerland toward completing

the St.

Gotliard Tunnel.

ARCILKOLOGICAL RKSEAKCHES IN THE GREAT AMERICAN BOTTOM.
" Great American
Bottom," lying on the
Thejilluvial plain known as the
east side of the Mississippi, in Illinois, between Alton on the north niul
Chester on the south, and having an average width of eight or nine miles,
is a region of wonderful fertility now, and the remains of ancient occupation there abundantly found prove that the mound-builders were not blind
"
It was indeed
one of
to the agricultural value of this remarkable tract.

The mounds in this tract seem to have been divided into
ican Bottom."
three principal groups: one lying within the limits of East St. Louis;
another on the banks of Long Lake, twelve miles northward ; and the third
between Indian
one of the most extraordinary groups in this country
Lake and Cahokia Creek, some six miles from the Mississippi, and eight
miles to the northeast of East St. Louis. In this last group is the great
Cahokia Mound, by far the most important monument left by the moundThe several groups are connected by lines of mounds at irregubuilders.
Some two or
lar intervals, and the total number is.at least two hundred.
three years ago Mr. Rowland, having learned that one of the mounds in
the second group was being removed to procure materials for road-maUng,
well adrepaired to the spot and found the work of destruction already
vanced. In the mean time some interesting discoveries had been made.
At the height of four or live feet above the base of the mound the workmen
came upon a considerable deposit of human bones, and on the same level
were discovered a number of valuable relics, many of them wrapped in a
This was made of a coarse, cane-like fibre, simply woven
sort of matting.
without twisting, the flat strands measuring about one eighth of an inch in
width. Among the articles found were several tortoise-shells of beaten
two
copper. One of these was about one sixty-fourth of an inch thick,
and one eighth inches long, and thirteen sixteenths of an inch in height
;

CONDUCTIVITY OF HEAT.
coefficient of

ing the influence of radiation, and making measurements by means of the
show that stones are much better conductors
thermo-electric multiplier
of heat when wet than when dry, and that various classes of them, such
as marble, sandstone, granite, etc., have approximately the same coefficients of conduction, while bricks of all kinds are much worse conductors
than the natural stones.

A

In order to facilitate the work of divers
SUBMARINE LAMP.
by
supplying them with a submarine lamp, Baruet and Foster compress oxygen to thirty atmospheres in a cylindrical iron reservoir, from which the
combustion of an alcohol lamp is sustained. The escape of the gases generated is provided for.

EMIGRATING EN MASSE.
Possibly a new light may be thrown on the
many deserted cities that are discovered in both hemi-

histories of the

spheres from time to time, by the statement that the walls of Morsala,
Sicily, have been placarded with an announcement that its 35,000 inhabitants, in view of their inability any longer to brar the burden of taxation
"
upon them, wish to sell their city.
placed
They hope," the placard says,
"
to find buyers who can satisfy the cupidity of the vultures who
lay waste
fair
the
regions of Sicily, and that by emigrating en masse to Australia
forever
the
talons
of the harpies."
they may escape

hair apparently, next a membranaceoiis coating, finally a layer of nonthese
striated muscular fibre
possibly intestines or bladder. Besides
singular objects are two specimens of the lower jaw of the deer, the part
which contains the teeth being incased in a thin covering of copper, and
the whole wrapped in the same manner as the tortoise-shells. Other relics
found iu the same mound
specimens of handicraft, sea-shells from the
skill
Gulf of Mexico, etc.
give evidence of the high grade of technical
and the far-reaching intercourse of the prehistoric people who, in the long

forgotten past, inhabited the
Science Monthly.

"

THE DRESDEN THEATRE.
for $1,000,000, at

Great American Bottom."

The new opera-house

at

The Popular

Dresden

is

insured

an expense of $10,000 per annum.

A

In one of the churches of London is said to be
CURIOUS EPITAPH.
an epitaph quite as utilitarian as that famous one in a Paris cemetery which
states that the widow of the late Monsieur X. "will carry on the business
at the old stand."
The Londoner is even more business-like in his grief,
" Here lies Sarah
announcing to the world his loss in the following words
Smithers, the loved wife of Thomas Smithers, marble cutter. This monument was erected by her husband as a tribute to her memory and a specimen
:

of his art.

Monuments

of the

same

style

'25

each."
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Washington, together with a reproduction of the successful de-

24, 18T8.

The Secretary of the Interior has recognized the services
of the committee in a letter of thanks, and
by the adoption of
their award, through which Mr. J. A.
Vrydagh, of Terre Haute,
has been appointed architect of the new works. This transaction appears to be a very gratifying indication of the
satisfactory
results which may he obtained from the honest and
intelligent
use of architectural competition in public works.
There are
points open to criticism, of course, in this trial case, but under
the circumstances we do not see how a fairer and more
auspicious beginning of a better state of
things could be made. If the
final result justifies the means, the other branches of
Government, and Congress itself, may learn from this example how the
professional resources of the country may be made available in
all such national
undertakings, thus relieving the Supervising
Architect from a kind of labor which it is impossible for him to
perform in a manner satisfactory to himself or to the country,
and enabling him to prosecute his natural and
proper functions
as a general supervisor and auditor of
building accounts without the distractions and anxieties incident to such an accumulasign.
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SOME newspapers

WE

regret to record the death, on the 17th inst., of Mr. Richard Upjohn, of New York, the first president of the American
Institute of Architects, in his seventy-seventh
Addressed
year.
as this journal mainly is to a class which has been accustomed
affectionately to regard him as the father of American architecture, it is almost needless here to recall the circumstances of
his career.
His first essays in architecture in this country were
made at a time when the art most needed examples of good style
expressed with that soberness and reserve which are the natural

thorough training and sound, manly common sense.
which have eminently distinguished his abundant work, were the good seed sown in the midst of the wild
and exuberant growth of fancy in which the young art of the
nation first endeavored to express itself.
We are indebted to
Mr. Upjohn for Trinity Church and St. Thomas's of New York,
Grace Church and Christ Church of Brooklyn, Grace Church
of Providence, St. Paul's of Buffalo, St. Peter's of
Albany, the
Cathedral at Bangor, St. Paul's of Baltimore, and numerous
other churches, besides secular buildings of every kind in all
parts of the country. These were to the American public of the
second quarter of the century the first monuments of
pure
and notwithstanding our notstyle known to their experience
able advance in historical knowledge and assthetics, and in the
results of

These

qualities,

;

experience of art during the third quarter of the century, many
of these structures have not lost their power to teach, and none
of them have lost that expression of dignity and
propriety which
His personal membelongs to all true and honest work in art.
"
"
ory will itself stand like a tower to those of us who in youth
have had occasion to apply to him for counsel or
encouragement,
or who have associated with him in professional relations. Wise
and slow in speech, sound in judgment, kindly and generous in
sympathy, of ripe experience and fine instincts, he did more in
his day than any other one man to awaken a fraternal
feeling in
the profession, and to break through the isolation of conventional
jealousy and unreasoning distrust in which, twenty years a^o,
every architect found himself involved. In the earlier days of
the Institute, his interest in the cause of professional
fraternity
was constant and active, and although, towards the date of his
resignation from the office of president in 1876, the burden of

yBars so pressed upon him that his official functions became at
last little more than nominal, his honorable name
alone, with
its
long train of professional associations, was a standard and a
defence.
It is not well that a life so full, an experience so complete and symmetrical, should be suffered to pass away without
a testimony of respect and affection. The Board of Trustees of
the American Institute of Architecture will take immediate
action on his death.

IN our next number we propose to present the report of the
expert committee of architects, Messrs. J. K. Wilson of Cincinnati, R. M. Upjohn of New York, and H. W. Hartwell of
Boston, regarding the competitive drawings submitted for the
and enlargement of the Patent Office Building at

restoration

lias

in opposition

to the

Government have not

failed to take exception to this new
departure in the national
architectural work, and to criticise it as
unnecessary, wasteful,
"
and
the
of "

several leading architects
absurd, quoting
opinion
of Washington that, while the idea of the
design is very good,
the design itself is " execrable," and that the
proper person to'
furnish the design and do the work is Mr. Edward
Clarke, the
Capitol Architect, who is a regularly salaried officer appointed
by the Secretary of the Interior, and subject to his orders. The
professional character of the board of experts is sufficient to
justify us in the belief that, of the designs submitted, the one
chosen is on the whole the one best suited to meet the
requirements of the programme. Of its intrinsic (not
relative) qualities our readers shall
presently be able to judge for themselves ;
for that reason we publish it.
The national architecture is a

proper subject for free and intelligent criticism.
Nothing can
be more indicative of a high state of
civilization, nothing can
more directly serve to raise and maintain a higher standard of
" The
excellence, than a tendency to discuss works of art.
Athenians," we are told by very high authority, " spent their
time in nothing else but either to tell or to hear some new
thing; "and we may well believe that the architecture about
Mars' Hill owed no small part of-its perfection to the atmosphere of criticism in which it had developed. As the act of
the Secretary of the Interior is, as he
says, an experiment to
ascertain whether the
highest professional ability of the country
may not in some way be made available for the national architecture, the charge that, for the sake of a mere sentiment,
taken a step adverse to the public interests
thus

by

he has

neglecting
be supposed, of

to make use of the official architect, who
may
course, to be familiar with this especial building, virtually falls
to the ground.
If he shall succeed in
illustrating by example
that there is a better method than the old one, the true interests
of the public and of civilization will have been
distinctly advanced.
The profession cannot remain uninterested spectators

of

this

process of transition.

THE dark cloud of fraud and malfeasance which has lowered
around the construction of the St. Louis Custom House is a
phenomenon which is not in any degree cleared away by further
developments. We had occasion in our issues for December 15,
1877, and January 12, 1878, to draw attention to certain investigations as to the quality of the work supplied under the superintendence of Thomas Walsh, the result of which was that three indictments were found against him and his assistant, Patrick, for
conspiracy to defraud the Government, and against Lydden and
Runyan, contractors, for perjury in testifying that certain piers
by them and paid for as solid were in reality hollow shams
filled with rubbish and
For technical reasons, or for
grouting.
want of what was deemed sufficient evidence, these indictments
failed, and at the request of the U. S. District Attorney the cases
were transferred to another judge, to be tried in January. This
new trial has not taken place, but meanwhile the evidences of
fraud against Walsh and his subordinate contractors have so
accumulated and have become such a public scandal that, notbuilt
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liver,

iear River Farmers' Protective

and have brought a

naturally

it is destructive to their neighbors' property,
roused great interest as the first battle in a
If we may trust the evidence given at
truggle of moment.
he trial, the issue is by no means too soon opened. It was tesified that in 1857 Bear River was a clear stream, running
bottom between banks ten or twelve feet
,hrough an alluvial
its bed had risen from ten to fourteen
then
since
that
;
ligh
its banks, in one place
leaving its
eet, so that it had overflowed
old channel and forming a new one, in others straggling all
over the bottom that the water had become so muddy as to
>e useless for drinking, for cattle, or even for irrigation ; that

even though

lege,

and the

suit has

;

mechanics, as kept by the time keepers, have disappeared, and
the prosecution, if any occurs, must rest largely upon Walsh's
for any
papers, which doubtless have been duly prepared

,he

own

THIS journal has repeatedly called attention to the difficulty
of maintaining a sufficient and honest system of supervision over
work which is carried on at great distances from the office of the
Supervising Architect. The multiplication of contracts in every
department of labor and supply, the complication of accounts,
the temptation to fraud, the ease with which conspiracies against
the treasury may be contrived and maintained, in the execution
of great public works of construction, notwithstanding the most
all these things show
accurate system of checks and balances,
that the duties devolving upon the central office cannot be propmost suspicious, exacting, and inerly discharged without the
dustrious scrutiny ; and even with this, the Supervising Architect must be liable to error and charges of collusion with distant
Doubtless the official reports and accounts regularly
rings.
presented to him are prepared according to form, and arranged
to meet and satisfy a usual and methodical system of auditing
he must be in receipt of constant complaints and charges against
his subordinate superintendents from dissatisfied contractors,
but he has probably learned from experience that these must
needs come in the ordinary course of events, and must be duly
He is bound, as every administrator must be, to
allowed for.
sustain his representatives until these charges are proved and
It is not our business to apologize
these complaints justified.
for the Supervising Architect, or to extenuate, palliate, or deny
the charges constantly brought against the office by our contemporaries of the press, as in this case of the St. Louis Custom
House. We only desire to demand for an underpaid official
with large and complicated responsibilities a suspension of judgment in such cases, until incapacity or collusion is made far
clearer than is possible with the ordinary facilities of irrespon;

sible observers.

THE condition of some of the California valleys would furnish the moralist with a very pretty image of the sterilizing
effect upon the heart of man of the headlong pursuit of lucre
Our first generation of colonists, going there for gold, naturally
disregarded all the other advantages of the country, and fell to
work to get out the gold in the easiest way, without concern for
what the secondary results of their procedure might be. The
mining interest, being the first in the community, was allowe(
its own way, and for a long time nobody thought of providing
any defence for other interests which it might hurt. The natu
ral means of separating the gold from the sand was washing
and the easiest way was to carry the auriferous soil to the mount
ain streams, and let these wash the sand away.
This system
developed by machinery, is the hydraulic method of mining
The first miners, washinj
practised in California to this day.
away in their diggings among the hills, paid no heed to wha
went on below them. But now that California is become a ricl
agricultural State, it is found that her river bottoms, the mos
fertile part of her lands, are being ruined
by the miners. The
debris from the mines chokes the rivers, raises their beds, di
verts their currents, and is spread by the freshets over the allu
vial valleys in layers of mud and sand that destroy
tillage am
cover the fruitful land with barrenness.
Says the Sacrament
:

area of the northern region is menaced with destruction. ]
no preventive measures are adopted, be gradually buried under severa
feet of a barren sand, incapable of cultivation.
Navigation of the Sacrament
will be stopped, and the river will be transformed into a mere ditch.

of the

land

"

plaintiff,

Keyes, had been

submerged with

mud) and

sand, so that hardly any crops could
je raised on it, reducing its value from fifty dollars an acre to
;en or fifteen ; that his house had been surrounded by a sea of
and his orchard of five or six hundred trees destroyed ; and
'slickens

emergency.

will, if

Society,

uit against the company whose mines the river washes, in beThe
lalf of one of their number whose lands have suffered.
miners are
unwilling to give up a long exercised priv-

higher
exceeded. Meanwhile Walsh has been getting rich on his modest stipend of $10 per day, and of course is not inconvenienced
for some reason reby his enforced retirement. The courts have
fused to allow the appointment of another grand jury to farther
it seems probable at present that the
investigate the case, and
the origiwill
go unpunished. Unfortunately, moreover,
ring
nal books in which the quantities of material were recorded as
received at the building, and the daily records of laborers and

fertile

No. 139.

trouble has reached such a point that the farmers are beinning to unite for self-protection. The land-owners on Bear
a small tributary of the Sacramento, have formed the

furnished by the District Attorney, has removed the offending
G. Isaacs in his place.
superintendent, and appointed Henry
The building, we are informed, is only three fifths completed,
four millions and a quaryet the original estimate of total cost,
values of labor and materials were
ter, made at a time whe.i the
than have since prevailed, has already been largely
much

The most
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THE

Arwithstanding the alleged unwillingness of the Supervising
his subordinate
chitect, who, it is stated, has steadily sustained
officer while "under fire," the President, under information

Record Union

and Building News.

(soft

mud,

that the agricultural population of the valley had been reduced
one half. All this injury is ascribed to the influence of the

the river with sediment and debris,
mining directly, in filling
and indirectly in laying bare the rock of the hills, by which the
suddenness and violence of the floods after heavy rains is much
;

increased.

WE

have received the Fifth Annual Report of the Board of
Fire Commissioners of the City of Boston, which, among other
in a most masterly way how it is possible to
things, illustrates
waste public money in printing more than double the amount of

From it we learn that during
information strictly necessary.
the year of which the report takes cognizance there Were 514
alarms which called out the fire department; 185 of these were
"
what are known as " still alarms, and only 278 were fires for
which a public alarm was rung. The total loss on buildings and
their contents was $435,730, which is nearly fifty thousand dolThe relars less than in any one of the preceding five years.
is
equipped with thirty-two
port shows that the Fire Department
steam engines, eight chemical engines, one hand engine, sixteen
independent hose carriages, and fourteen .hook and ladder carThese are managed by 264 permanent
kinds.
riages of various
men, who can, on occasion, be reinforced by 349 reserve or
" call " men.
From the statistics of the fires actually occurring,
which are given with much particularity, we learn that the
than half of the public alarms, the members
police gave more
of the department gave about half of the others, while the remainder were given by citizens. One alarm, unfortunately a
false one, was given by an automatic alarm, thus showing that,
although these apparatus are of extreme delicacy and will be
eventually of the greatest use, they require much niceness of
adjustment to render them reliable. The damage to goods and
buildings which is due to flooding of the building with streams
of water, especially since the introduction of the steam fire-encases entirely avoided.
In these ingine, has been in fifty-two
stances the fire-extinguisher and the chemical engine proved
able to put out the fire.
During the year the department, besides assisting at fires in five neighboring towns, has sent detachments
Conn.

to

Marblehead, Mass., Providence, R.

I.,

ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS.

'

and Putnam,

II.

WE

took occasion, laft week, to deprecate the dissociation
which there has been of late years between architects and engineers, and to point out some of the ways in which greater
concert between them would be of advantage to each profession

When we

consider not merely how the specific work
points of contact with that of the other, but how
many matters of general interest are, or should be, the common
care and study of the two professions, we see the same reason
for concert of action between them that there is for
community
among the members of each. The same interchange of ideas
and the same stimulus of common interest that make valuable
the associations of architects or engineers among themselves
ought to be as efficient between the two.
Their common subjects of study are very many ; some of
in itself.

of each has

its
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them very important, and at this moment very prominent. We
instance the employment of new materials and methods of

some degree, not

may

in the historical

construction, and the testing of all sorts of appliances for building
and^of innumerable substances whose uses and properties are as
yet undetermined. The problem of the use of metals, especially
of iron, the pressing constructive problem of our day, is their

acquire, but in
the essentials of all design.
It would be well, we think, if architectural and engineering
associate in certain
pupils were even required, in the schools, to
and
made
to
work in common.
of
each
other's
studies,
parts
The architectural student who habitually saw the engineer calhave the
culating his strains and dimensions with precision might
less patience with the careless ways in which many of his fellows use their material. The engineer who had been in the
habit of watching the careful study of an architect's work might

joint problem. The fact that the use of iron depends directly on
its economy of space and cost makes its
design depend more
imperatively on its properties than in the case of any other material.
It is therefore especially necessary that constructors and

designers shall study its employment together. Engineers have
inquired cunningly into some of its properties ; but there are
others yet to be determined.
Architects have groped about for
suitable forms for its use, without
having yet invented any which
are satisfactorily characteristic.
Questions of heating and ventilation, moreover, even of planning and distribution, as well as of
construction in building, require the study of both.
The whole
of what for want of a better name people have called " sanita"
tion
is common
ground. Architects cannot, engineers should
not and do not, let it alone. Ventilation and heating, the arrangement of house plumbing and drains, town drainage and
sewerage, foundations and grading, are intimately connected
among themselves, and constantly bring the engineer and the
architect
or at least their works r into contact.
The general planning or the physical improvement of towns, a most important and neglected subject, cries out for attention from both
of them in consultation. Jt would be disheartening to say, if it
were possible, how many towns have been laid out with mere
machine-like formality, or built piecemeal and patched into
hopeless confusion of plan, how many naturaj advantages have
been thrown away on them, all for want of some capable authority to look out at once for their convenience, health, and
comeliness.
To a certain extent experience and endeavor in all these things
are made common by the ordinary means of communication,

by technical periodicals and books, by common observation of
each other's work, and by the unnoted transmission which makes
ideas common property.
But, obviously, nothing is so efficient
as personal intercourse between men who are engaged in the
same pursuits. Since there is so much to be done in common,
it is worth the while of
engineers and architects to consider seriously how they can help each other, and increase their usefulness to the public, by joining their forces.
good deal might be accomplished in this respect, if we
would bend the twigs in the direction in which we would have
the trees incline, by beginning in the schools, and educating en-

A

It may be objected
gineers and architects more in common.
that this would be likely to confuse the bounds of the professions, but we doubt if that would be its tendency.
Something
of the other's skill is necessary, in fact, to qualify each for his

ordinary work, in which it is not, and ought not to be, worth
while to call in the assistance of the other.
Not only do the
two provinces overlap enough to make it desirable, but some
study of the other's special work ought also to make each at
once more sure of his own footing, quicker to see when he has
gone far enough in the direction of the other, and more respectful of the other's power to
have more than
go farther.
once spoken urgently in behalf of training architects in the
theory of construction a closer fellowship between the professions should emphasize this need rather than supersede it.
The
architect who is well taught in construction will build more

We

;

and will see more clearly when it is well to call on
the engineer, than his less trained fellow.
In like manner it would be well if engineers were given some
training in design, for a certain amount of designing they will,
in the nature of
The mechanical draughtsmanship
things, do.
that they are actually taught amounts to nothing more than a
It would do the young engineer no harm to
training of hand.
skilfully,

-
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be taught early that beauty of form is a real good, quite apart
from ornament, which he may abjure if he will; that the interval between beauty and deformity, measured in inches, may be
much smaller than is commonly suspected that there is usually
a considerable " margin " within which, consistently with the
most severe and logical construction, proportions and adjustments may be varied to the side of beauty or ugliness, and a
wider one within which variation is possible in the interest of
beauty without a sacrifice of essentials or of cost worth noting.
To this end it is desirable that he should be taught enough of
free-hand drawing to clear his perception of form.
Then he
could be given elementary problems in design, and instructed to
;

in knowledge of styles and of ornament, nor
and eclectic knowledge which architects must
the use of outline, proportion, and distribution,

learn to distrust his own attempts at serious designing. It would
even be an advantage if complex problems, involving work of
both kinds, could be made a part of their course, and given out
to them in common, an architectural and an engineering student
working together, each contributing his special skill to the joint
solution.
Such exercises would teach both early in their career
to respect each other's province, and would prepare them for efficient cooperation in actual work, showing them how their ideas
might, without injury, be accommodated to each other's requirea thing which it is not so easy to learn after one's
ments,
habits have hardened in practice.
The actual professional work of architects and engineers gives

many occasions, not so freely used as they might be, for personal
Now and then there are buildconsultation and cooperation.
lead to
ings which are important enough and difficult enough to
There
the employment of both an architect and an engineer.
are many problems in which it would be well if the architect
would take an engineer into consultation, or the engineer an
architect.
There is, to be sure, a pride, natural enough but
easily overstrained, in being entirely
work, which may incline each to look

sufficient for one's

upon resort

own

to the other

a feeling, perhaps, that to do so
claim to the plenary confidence
which each expects from his client. In this respect the architect will have to make greater concession than his neighbor,
for the capable architect must have and is expected to have
constructive skill, while the engineer need lay no claim to
power of design. But often the architect may reasonably spare
himself the sole responsibility of a difficult construction, or may
guard against error in his judgment or his computations, by conas often the engineer
sulting a specialist in construction ; and
might save his work from needless deformity by taking a lesson
from his brother professional. In the way of general repute,
each profession would gain more, we are convinced, by the
other's tribute than it would give up, while the public would get
better work from both.
In most of the German cities, architects and engineers are
united in the same professional societies, and all their chief
In England and
professional journals cover both specialties.
France there is less fellowship, but there have been and are
French
journals devoted alike to both together. Indeed, several
The
engineers have written " valuable architectural treatises.
of M. Leonce Keynand and M. F. de
"Traite d' Architecture
Dartein's "Etude sur 1' Architecture lombarde" are known to
many of our readers. There is in the United States at least one
unites both encity, Baltimore, where the local professional society
of both, its memgineers and architects ; much to the advantage
bers maintain. There are nevertheless many subjects for common consultation peculiar to each profession, over which it would
be a waste of time for the other to linger. It is probable, theretechfore, that in the long run it will be found better that their
nical associations shall be separately organized ; but we have no
doubt that some sort of affiliation, which should lead to their
inmeeting occasionally to consider together the subjects that
Social soterest both, would always be found helpful to both.
cieties mijiht wisely arrange for occasional joint meetings, and
the annual conventions in which architects and engineers come
their adtogether from all parts of the country might find it for
vantage occasionally to meet in one for the discussion of topics
as a confession of weakness,
is to forfeit something of his

of

common

concern.

There are probably few countries in which there is more to
be gained by union between these two professions than in ours.
There is none, perhaps, in which both are growing so fast in acin which people
quirement as well as in organization, and none
need so much to be taught the value of their special
Mutual support may be made to advance both their
training.
and the confidence
therefore their usefulness
acquirements
of the public in them.

at large
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THE ESCORIAL.
has been created throughout Spain by the
and temple of Spanish
official announcement that this unique palace
and converted into a gallery
a
dismantled,
in
is
to
manner,
be,
pride
burial of the
of art rather than a tomb. A technical objection to the
have influenced the royal decision, but
young Queen Mercedes may
in fact, the Esit is none the less peremptory on that account; and,
corial is a structure of whose traditions, as they stand, any Spanish
wish to be rid, more especially one to whose
sovereign might well
dead wTfe it refused a grave. It may, possibly, be in consequence
the gloomy
of this that a royal decree has gone forth, transforming
and sculpedifice into a centre of holiday resort and home of pictures
one which was little more
ture, from a solitude, of art indeed, yet
even
than a melancholy reminiscence for Spain. The guide-books,
insufficient idea of that lonely, magthe best of them,
give but an
and high-roofed edifice, which seems like a part

DISMAY unexampled

nificent, long-walled,
The Spanish architects,
of the mountains amid which it stands.
rain
with all their love of tradition, can scarcely keep it intact
and wet distigures the Arabian
drops through the Saracen roof,
Yet this was the eighth wonder of the world. Thirty-eight
floors.
was in danger of perishing entirely out
years ago the entire edifice
of si<'ht, when a public subscription saved it ; but, even since then,
revolutions have stripped it of many treasures, and now, except for
the intervention of the government at Madrid, with a reasonable
As to the traditions,
to final ruin.
purpose, it would be condemned
The structure
like most traditions, faulty in the extreme.
are,
they
and
is not a palace, or convent, or a tomb, but all three combined,
of rocks, a cluster
its name may as well be derived from a group
of scrub oaks, or a weed, as from the traditional gridiron of the ultraCatholic saint. Moreover, the history is altogether uncertain which
ascribes the building of the edifice to the second Philip, after the
Modern investigations have demonstrated
victory of St. Quentin.
monastic relics of a far earlier date. The broiling work had been
the architectural griddone, if legends may be believed, long before
iron was constructed. But, as its history is coming now into question,
and may rise into importance before long, as substituting a grand
for a sepulchre, some little notice may be
picture-gallery of Spain
the great shrine of the dead, built over the
worth
:

bestowing upon

laid, it is said, April 23,
Pagan temple. Its first stone was
" whose
great pupil," says
1563, by Juan Baptista de Toledo,

site of a

A. D.
the controversial

authority,

"Juan de

Herrera, finished the pile

of these statements have
September 13, 1584," though for neither
we any absolute warrant whatever. It is not even certain that the
or,
Escorial was either designed or erected by Spanish architects
at all, while the Moorish genius
still less, by French architects,
Southern
Euwas still in the enjoyment of its full glory throughout

The Escorial, it is true, has not the Saracenic character; it
not a multitude of green-painted copper-vaulted domes; but it is
a tomb, though it was intended to be a palace. Nobody knows who
A French
erected it. The King of Spain himself could not tell.
hodman, Louis Foix, once claimed the credit as his own. Colemcnar,
Moreri, and Voltaire, all asserted the design as having originated
with France. To whom, however, the design is due, it was not a
happy one; and the man, half king, half monk, who inhabited the
have felt little more
mighty convent during fourteen years, could
its roof than if he had been an Indian fakir.
Still,
glorious beneath
the Escorial, associated as it has been, through nearly the last three
hundred years, with the arts of Spain, is, under all circumstances, a
centre of European interest, though not, like the Alhambra, celerope.

is

brated on account of its architectural and artistic wonders. Those
who see it from the neighboring hills are, at a first glance, undoubthave come, probably, from the ruins of the
edly disappointed. They
in Southern France, and they
Acropolis, or the relics even of Dax,

huge Spanish structure which satisfies any antiquaThe building is a vast uprearing of cool,
rian or artistic sentiment.
with leaden pipes and gutters;
gray granite; its roof is blue-slated,
it might be a manufactory, a prison, or an asylum for lunatics, for all
But the whole configuration of
that the outward appearances s>how.
There are no eleven
the place is a denial of its vulgar traditions.
thousand windows, any more than there are eleven thousand chambers at the Vatican, or were Virgins at Cologne; what orifices exist
in the heavy walls "resemble a ship's port-holes, and might be real
embrasures for cannon,"
unplanned for the gigantic structure they
" bits of
were intended to illuminate,
bigotry," as the writer of the
find little in the

Imperial Philip declared, and altogether degrading to an architect.
There is no such other building in the world, and we doubt
whether it can ever, even as a picture-gallery, be made humanly
a distance, it looks, as it has been deenjoyable. Viewed from
The interior is even more gloomy.
scribed, like a palace of death.
Seven hundred and forty-four feet from south to north five hundred
and eighty from east to west, partially Doric in style; gridiron, with
a little addition of fancy, in shape; towered at the four corners, platformed in front, and terraced, with fishponds on the upper and under
slopes; three thousand square feet in area, and, as the guides are
never tired of reiterating, within the centre, the chapel surmounted
by a dome; sixty-three fountains, twelve cloisters, eighty staircases,
sixteen court-yards, and three thousand feet of painted fresco, " ex;

So
ceedingly magnificat of fame and glory through all countries."
are left to better instructors when the grand
the guides.
There is nothing to view, except corruption and
interior is reached.
hiik'ousness, in the Hall of Dead Kings, and little better in the Ves-

far,

We
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tibule of Sovereigns, with its statues of the Kings of Judah, each
seventeen feet high, all cut up, the keepers of the triple structure
say, from a single granite block, with hands and heads of marble,
crowns of gilded bronze, and figures resembling, in all except their
In the great court the stranger is
leanness, those of the Caryatides.

be said, confounded, by a vastness and magbe exemplified in the world, not even in
the palace regions of Agra, Benares, and Delhi. For, a parallelogram opens upon him three hundred and twenty feet long, by one
hundred and twenty feet less wide, marbled, colonnaded, cloistered,
confronted, and,
nificence

it

nowhere

may

else to

partly white, partly colored, some of it cloistered, some of it mosaicized, all intensified in the highest sense and meaning of architectural
beauty. There are 4 in this open space, no fewer than two hundred

and seventy-five windows, a barbaric waste of adornment, not giving
a proportionate degree of light, because the whole design of the edir
one of shadow. Nevertheless, something like a splendor is
thrown upon the entire group of palaces, or temples, or monasteries,
or whatever they may have been intended to represent, by the grand
Arabic flat roof, the half-hidden choir, the cavern-like arches, and
the perfect distinction of the mighty edifice from all other monuments
approaching it in glory between the West and the East, the North
and the South, of Europe. The eye is first attracted, not by ornano gold and purple virgins, no
ment, but by the absence of it,
all simple and solemn; but so far
blue and gilded infants,
away
from the present life of Spain that little wonder is left wJien its reignfice is

ing king determines that the Escorial shall be, not tomb, or convent,
or oratorio, but a bright and monumental gallery of art.
Already it
is so, in a particular and special sense.
The chapel, in itself, is of
more than Roman magnitude, three hundred and twenty feet long,
two hundred and fifty feet wide, and three hundred and twenty feet
and the stigma over-crownup to the top of the cupola, the warning
God alone is great " Unlike the Alhambra, the Esing all, that
corial was never devoted to other than a Christian purpose.
For in
"
" last of the
it there was no
it has been, from its
Abencerrages
foundation, a Christian palace, temple, and sepulchre, and is now
to be the Vatican of Spain.
Yet, long ago, and since its existence,
it has inclosed a world of art, with the red-veined steps of its high
'

I

;

altar, its

jasper columns, gold and

bronzed based

;

its

Cangiaqui

Never was
frescoes, and its senseless San Lorenzo on the gridiron.
so lofty a Christian shrine thus wantonly degraded, with its gigantic
saints and its martyrs; its brass medallions and pasteboard rood; its
wooden tabernacle and its gilded effigies of kings. The reigning
monarch of Spain, according to the decree, intends, however, to respect the ancient art conserved in the chambers and corridors of the
Lscorial, while dedicating them to a more exact and distinctive purpose in connection with the arts for which the Spanish genius has so
long and so superbly been celebrated. The bronze-gilt figures in the
oratories will not be removed, or in any way disturbed the painted
effigies will still kneel at their grotesque altars, and the profane
epitaphs of former Spanish monarchs are to remain unashamed
of the dust by which they are rebuked; while, again, "the statues
which are portraits," will not be displaced; but there is abundance
of room for the royal pleasure, even though the works of Giacomo
Trazzo, Lucca Giordano, and the Pelegrino Tibaldi are superseded
with those, the bronze medallions, the holy rood, and the fifteen gilt
statues of Pompeio Leone, not to mention the Saviour on the column, and bearing the Cross, and the Ascension of the Virgin, by Z.
Zuccaro. We have here the nucleus of a magnificent Spanish
;

Gallery, glowing with Spanish art from the days when
Spanish art was in its zenith, at its climax, and, indeed, in its perfection.
Already, as we have said, those who have visited the Escorial
must have recognized on its walls the masterpieces of historical porAssuredly, we have never admired, in the muchtrait-painting.
boasted Bavarian galleries, portraits equal to those of Philip II., the
mother of Philip III., and Don Carlos, comparatively modern though
they are. There are fifty inferior altars in the Escorial, each surmounted by a picture, which is not invariably a portrait, and archseBeologically interesting as illustrations of armor and costume.
sides these, we have reckoned over the canopies of Navarette the
"
Dumb, who spoke with his pencil," the Spanish Rubens, the ZucIt is to be marvelled at, howcaroi, the Sanchez, and the Tibaldji.
ever, how the young King of Spain can imagine himself as possess-

National

ing a power to contradict all the traditions of his ancestors by transfiguring, as it were, this triple shrine into a sort of commonplace
picture and sculpture gallery, when its principal traditions are so
The Relicario itself must be removed
kingly, historical, or sacred.
before the building can be secularized eleven whole bodies, three
"
hundred heads, Hunter," says Murray, " never founded a finer anatomical museum." A thousand other points might be polished in this
The interest, for
light, but they are scarcely worth keeping in sight.
the living generation, consists in the future destination of the Escorial, as decreed, in his bereavement, by the young King of Spain.
have to remember that the Spanish monarchs possess absolute
"
authority in these matters.
Philip II.
kept these precious relics in
five hundred and fifteen shrines of Cellini-like plate, some wrought
by Juan D'Arfe, but La Houssaye took all the bullion, and left the
relics on the floor.
These, when he departed, the monks collected
in baskets, but, in the confusion, many of the labels got undocketed,
so that," etc.
But, in all this splendid pillage, there were sacred
images and vessels of silver and of gold, with other wonderful works
in the precious metals; yet with these the world of to-day has little
;
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enough

to do; it descends, indeed, into the royal tomb, and finds
nothing there beyond royal tombs, chamber-houses of death, gorgeous
and ghastly with Spanish marble, gilt, and the customary Golgotha
decorations.
Then, a deep vault, with a land-spring, irrepressible,

The first a small city house, of brick I
into five detached fa9ades.
was about to say, but which is in fact built of a patented invention
which imitates brickwork, by screwing on to a wooden frame sheets
half an inch thick of some painted plaster preparation.
What lofty

heard trickling behind its masonry.
Afterwards, as an Italian
"
author, copied by an English gazetteer, writes,
descending again
at the bottom
a
and
staircase,
yellow-colored jasper-lined
by green
of the Panteone," there is an octagon, so many feet high and wide,
with crucifixes, niches, and figures, sculptured by all manner of Italian artists, though not claimed as belonging to any especial type of
modern, mediaeval, or ancient art. The resolution of the young
king, however, is rather an unsatisfactory one at the best. The Escorial is one enormous grave. It is a place of royal tombs, although,

national aspirations are thus symbolized by sham brickwork, I cannot imagine, but as it was erected before Lord Beaconsfield resuscitated English prestige, possibly now that nation may find it un-

notwithstanding the terrible legends related concerning old kings and
queens of Castile, the Pantheon, the Sacrista, the Cameria, the palaces, and the many churches, are full of Christian history and inspirations, with the rich, dark stalls of the chapels, the low and the

high stall, the Titian cloisters, and the Corinthian illustration,
wrought in several varieties of wood, of the victory of San Lepanto,
with its overshading blues and yellows, colossal books, and Syriac
emblems of silence. The Escorial is, to some extent, an e/iitome
inundi, a history of the modern world, on a small scale, with all its
chronicles of guilt and misery; but we have nothing to do with that,
"Walk
only, indeed, with the guide-maker's information,
through the royal suite of rooms, which are not very royally furnished. First visit Don Carlos's, with some pictures, a stray piece by
There is some
Ribera, but a fly and a poodle are most pointed out.
good Madrid tapestry of hunting subjects; some china, some fine
Amid
inlaid with gold."
marqueterie panelling and steel hinges
all tills wealth of art, we find the Escorial so singularly rich as to
become a wonder that its treasures were never appreciated before.
The Building News.
It was the Christian Alhambra.
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NEW

WITHERS, ARCHITECT,
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N. Y.

MR.

YORK.

IN our issue for March 30, of this year, we gave an illustration of
a portion of one of the wings of this asylum which had lately been
completed. We now give a view with plans of the Central or Administrative Building, which is nearly finished, and will be ready for
occupancy some time this year. The plan provides for distinct entrances for the different sexes, with waiting and reception rooms for
the patients and their friends, all of which will be under the immediate control of the superintendent, whose offices will be in the centre
The Dispensary Building, one story in height, is
of the building.
as to be accessible from either of the wings.
placed in the rear, so
In the second floor will be accommodations for the managers, the
superintendent, and the married assistant physician; and in the floor
above for the other officers of the establishment, with rooms for the
servants in the attics. The walls are of brick with finish of Bigelow
blue stone and Ohio stone.

DINING-ROOM IN THE HOTEL CLUNY, BOSTON, MASS.
ERING PUTNAM, ARCHITECT, BOSTON.

MR.

J.

PICK-

This room is one of a suite of apartments occupied by Mr. W. II.
H. Newman, the owner of the hotel. It is finished in oak with a
parquetry floor of maple and cherry. The walls are treated with a
paper of Pompeian red with a rich gold figure, and the ceiling in buff

with a few lines of color. The general tone of the wall surface, notwithstanding its color, is quiet, and the rich carvings of the woodwork are well relieved against it. Adjoining this room, as shown, is
the parlor, finished in cherry very richly carved, ebonized, and gilded.
All the carvings of these rooms and of the suite were done by the
contractors for the building, Messrs. Morton and Chesley, of Boston.
The plans and facade of this building were reproduced in our issue
for

August

3.

CRACK MEMORIAL CHURCH, DARLINGTON, MD.
LER,

JR.,

MR.
ARCHITECT, PHILADELPHIA.
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"THE STREET OF THE NATIONS."
PAKIS.

A

SOJOURN

in Paris is often said to

chinery and raw products. In the best guide to the Exhibition there
is, however, an ingenious explanation, perfectly sincere, prompted
evidently by kind feelings towards us and by reminiscences of the
"
play of Uncle Sam." It says that the United States with characteristic originality wished probably to show, as a type of national architecture, with what rapidity a temporary bar-room (guingiielte) is
National
put up in one of those wonderful cities of the far West
pride can blind" us to much, but all the gaudy shields of the various
States which bedeck it cannot hide the fact that this is a perfect description of what we put forward as our contribution in the way of
I

From this point the fa9ades improve. Sweden and Norway appear hand in hand, with two well-designed chalets of unpainted
wood, the two joined by a gallery. The Italians have a loggia of
five bays, the central one raised into the chief feature.
Italy's best
Columns of a composiart industries are expressed in the building.
tion called marmoridea wonderfully imitate real marble.
Delicately
aramoulded terra-cotta pilasters, as well as mosaics and syrqffilti,
are representative features of their work.
besques in monochrome,
The Japanese, with their wonted sober appreciation of artistic con
trasts, have chosen that only a massive wooden door should give access to their world of delicate devices.
Next, a gray stucco wall,
stamped with fine white squares and pierced by a characteristic portal, announces the fantastic and ingenious Chinaman.
Spain clothes
herself gayly in the style of the Alhambra, with many colors and
stalactites.
Austria, not caring perhaps to offend its many jealous
nationalities by a preference, has taken refuge in a most non-committal portico of coupled columns and round arches, the whole decorated with bjack arabesques on a light ground. Even at some distance from it the visitor is aware of something unusual before him;
but it is not until he stands in front of Russia's fa9ade that he realizes
what a gallant effort she has made, in spite of the ruinous war upon
her hands. She certainly has the second best of all the fa9ades. It
is of wood, and consists of a central building with steep roof connected
by galleries with a large and a small pavilion, the latter reached from
without by an open stairway such as is common in the churches in
Moscow. It produces a curious effect to see high, steep roofs combined with dormers and turrets capped by Oriental bulbous shapes,
while a heavy basement of logs contrasts with the fantastic Eastern
designs in the carved window caps. But this mingling is character" Colossus of the
istic of the
North," whose feet are planted on the
Asiatic sands. The ornamented parts alone are painted, and in simple
primary colors. The designs were sent from St. Petersburg and are
said to have been suggested by the palace of Kolomna, near Moscow,
where Peter the Great was born. Switzerland is tired of her chali t
and appears in a more original garb. One enters under a huge porWe are
tal surmounted by a gable over an open arched balcony.

now

CORRESPONDENCE.
THE FACADES

English style.
The next building is that of the United States. I am tempted
to pass it by unnoticed, as I have tried to do for very shame, when
walking by with foreigners; but one must be more frank with one's
countrymen, who at least know of what we are capable. Frankly
then, our facade is a disgrace to our country and to our art. Disgraceful to the former because it is cheap and paltry, and to the
The French critics have said little
latter for its tawdry vulgarity.
about it, as coming from a land from which they expect only ma-

architecture.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.
FREDERICK

worthy of her new dignity. The second building, especially set
apart and furnished for the Prince and Princess of Wales, is no less
unworthy of their national architecture, for it is almost a burlesque in
brick and stone of an Elizabethan fa9ade, so poorly does it represent
that fine old style. After this comes a front in terra-cotta, a florid
advertisement of the Lambeth pottery works. Then follow two neat
and pretty cottages, showing unpainted timber framing in the old

be worth a journey round the

members of so many nationalities frequent it; especially
is it so now, when at the Exhibition one may see a knot of Norwegian
students in white caps and evening dress clothes elbowing aside a
band of Algerians or Persians in white flowing robes, or a group of
world, since

Brittany peasants, unconscious of their costumes of three hundred
Above all are
years ago, laughing at the pig-tail of a Chinaman.
" The Street
these costumes interesting as one strolls down
of. the
Nations." This is the right-hand of the two avenues which divide
the semi-detached Pavilions of the Fine Arts from the other ExhibiIt was a happy idea of M. Berger, director of the
tion galleries.
foreign sections, that the different countries should decorate the fronts
of their sections upon this avenue each with its national style of architecture. The idea has in general been well carried out, and adds
a decided interest to the Champ de Mars.
First comes England, with a far larger area than any other
She has divided her frontage
country, France of course excepted.

six

before the finest of the fronts.

Not only did

little

Belgium give

for this building, but her clever archia real work of art in
a historic

hundred thousand francs

has produced
combining
Flemish with a modern style. A fine central pavilion, with fantastic
sixteenth century Renaissance gables and dormers, is joined by modern galleries on one side with a quaint bell-tower, and on the other
tect, Jaulet,

with a dwelling and school-house. The whole, of brick and stone, is
Without ostentation many marbles and
intelligently designed.
" exhibits " are introduced and
quietly labelled, making it as useful as
might be. It was, I believe, erected first in Belgium and then taken
down to be rebuilt here, and will return to take a permanent place
somewhere as a national monument. It has, in conjunction with the
very fine exhibition of Belgium, added greatly to the prestige of that

most

busy little state.
After these dark northern stones and bricks a bTaze of light heralds something southern, and introduces us to Greece, re] resented by
a house of the time of Pericles. Two stories with a slightly projecting loggia from the second suggest Greece more in the details than
in the general aspect, which seems just to miss the real Hellenic charThe effect of dazzling white relieved with judicious polyacter.
chromy in delicate lines, not in the brutal masses of some enthusiasts,
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one of studied refinement. Denmark's front would, but for
the interposition of the Grecian one, have been mistaken for a continuation of the Belgian, as it is also Flemish Renaissance; but imagine one's surprise when the same style appears markedly, though with
other influences, in the faQade of Central and South America
southern climate has transformed the steep, high roofs into terraces
with balustrades; but here are the same little elongated pyramids
same quirks and quirls in broken pedrising from all the angles, the
moment's reflection explains this resemblance. Ceniments.
tral America draws its traditions from Spain, who in her turn has
is at least

!

A

A

been in times past much under Flemish influence. This influence,
however, almost disappears in the second part of the building, which
consists of three open arches supporting a second story, from which
covered balcony closed in with glass. The whole is
projects a light
continue the
completed by a rather ugly square tower. Partnerships
fashirfn here, for next come Persia, Siam, Tunis, and Morocco.
Each has a narrow slice of the front, and all are thoroughly Oriental.
The most curious is the bit over which the White Elephant of Siam
It is of dark brown wood ornamented at the angles by what
floats.
looks at first like forged iron work, but turns out to be the wood polished and rubbed with something which gives it a metallic lustre;
add to this a Chinese-looking roof with turned-up angles, and the efWith the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg and
fect is most original.
the Principality of Monaco are associated two tiny republics of which
the world seldom hears: the first, San Marino, in the northeastern
smallest and oldest states of Europe, with
part of Italy, is one of the
an area of twenty-one square miles and an army of eighty men the
second, Andorra, on the south side of the Pyrenees, received its
independence for aiding Charlemagne to defeat the Moors in 790.
With its area of one hundred and ninety-one square miles it may
;

it over its microscopic associate republic ; but I fear neither are
" Glorious
Fourth," as hoary ancestors of our
usually cited on the
own republic. Its administration is directed by twenty-four consuls, elected from the population, I believe.
did I not say a visit here was
After this geographical excursion,
we stop before the imposing front
like travelling round the world?
The superb old monastery at Belem near Lisbon has
of Portugal.
furnished a magnificent recessed portal, tilled with elaborate and
fantastic carving, reproduced in plaster from the designs of M. Pascal,
taken on the spot. Window tracery from the same building, of most
curious southern Gothic design, divides the sections in the interior.
As if to make up for their small frontage, most of these last countries have continued their style in the interior, while the first ones
have left the interiors entirely to the exhibitors themselves. The
Low Countries have a fine monumental structure in brick and stone,
with lofty tower; and this brings us back to France and the rear
vestibule, whose vast proportions make the avenue and its ordinary11.
sized houses seem like baby-houses as one looks back.

lord

STATUES FOR THE
THE CONNECTICUT THEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE.
EPISCOPAL CllUltCII AT NEW BKDFOltD.
STATE HOUSE.
HAKTFOKI>, CONN.

THE

most recent architectural work of marked importance in Hartford is the Connecticut Theological Institute, soon to be built from
designs by Mr. F. II. Kimball of this city. The site upon Broad
Street is an exceptionally good one, the lot having a frontage of two
hundred and twenty-five feet and a depth of nearly three hundred.

From the partially perfected plans, it is learned that the Broad Street
facade will measure about one hundred and ninety-five feet, inclusive
of the library which is connected with the main building by a covThe main building is Hanked by this
ered way fourteen feet long.
library and by the chapel, running from which, and at right angles, is
along wing, terminating at its further extremity by a dining hall, beyond which again, in a partially detached building, are the kitchen,
kitchen offices, etc., with servants' quarters above. A wing parallel
with that connecting the chapel and dining hall, will be built on the
opposite (or south) side of the lot, thus forming three sides of a quadrangle, the fourth side will in time be completed by a block joining
the dining hall, and provision for future dormitory accommodations
is made by the extension of the south line of buildings.
The materials used in construction will be brick and light-colored stone.
It
is designed to make the library lire-proof.
The chapel, located at the
junction of the two principal lines of buildings, will form a prominent
feature of the general design, and will tiave bold projections which
serve to break up the lines of the adjoining blocks.
The principal
approach to the Institute will be from Broad Street, while the chapel
has an entrance on the north side. The main building will be three
stories in height, and besides a reception room, president's room, etc.,
will contain lecture-rooms, which with a corridor on the rear side occupy the width of the block. The north and south wings contain, upon
this floor, respectively, lecture-rooms (with janitor's quarters near the
dining hall) and a professor's study, reading-room, etc. The capacity
of the chapel can be increased by the use of the adjoining lecturerooms both in the main building and the north wing, these rooms
having large folding doors upon the chapel side. A covered way extends along the south side of the north wing, from the main building
to the dining hall, which interiorly will measure about twenty-eight
by sixty feet. Communicating with the wide corridor in the main
building, at either end, are the principal staircases built in the square
towers at the intersection of the main building and the wings.

Above
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etc., the first floor, on either side of a cenbe occupied by the students, whose quarters consist
of a study and a separate bedroom, both well lighted and ventilated.
Each study being also furnished with a fire-place. A few rooms are
arranged for two men, but the majority offer single accommodation.
In the wings the corridor is on the north side, thus giving to the apartments the proper southern exposure. The south wing contains an
intermediate floor occupied by students' rooms, and the upper portion
of the dining hall building will also furnish additional quarters. The
second floor throughout will be occupied by students' rooms. A gymnasium will be built in connection with the Institute. Excavations
are now being made, and the foundations will be put in at an early
When completed the buildings will have cost in the neighbordate.
hood of seventy-five or eighty thousand dollars.
The State of Connecticut may regard with pride the embellishment
of her Capitol with statuary.
As mentioned in a former letter, two

the lecture rooms,

tral corridor, will

of the

many canopied corbels, provided in the architect's design for
the reception of statues, have already been occupied by the figures of
Connecticut worthies, and recently large blocks of Carrara marble
have been received at the works of the contractor for the building,
J. G. Batterson, from which statues to crown the pedestals about
the capitol dome are to be cut.
The statues, twelve in number, will
be at the base of the cone, and standing out in bold relief will produce
an unquestionably fine architectural effect. They will be cut Jrom

models which have been made by Mr. J. Q. A. Ward of New York,
and by May 1, 1879, they will be set in place according to the terms
of the contract. The price of the statues will be $1,200
apiece. The
commissioners have also ordered one of the medallions upon the eastern facade of the building over the entrance, to be cut. This medallion, one of many on the front, will be enriched by a sculptured head
of Dr. Horace Bushnell, a prominent theologian and a man to whom
Hartford is in a great degree indebted for the ample park close by
which the capitol lias, been built. The head of Noah Webster will
form the subject of the second medallion. The crowning figure of
the dome will be of bronze. It is a lofty statue symbolizing the
" Genius of
Connecticut," and is by Kogers, the American sculptor
at Home. The figure, which was cast in Munich,
weighs six thousand
pounds, and is now on its way to this country.
Mr. F. L. Olmsted of New York has furnished surveys and plans
for laying out the grounds about the building, and already work has
begun. The two remaining buildings formerly occupied by Trinity
College will be removed this season, and under skilful treatment a
handsome park will be laid out. A prominent feature of this plan
the preservation, as far as practicable, of the fine old trees which
adorned the college campus.
Mr. W. C. Brocklesby of this city has in hand an Episcopal church
now building at New Bedford, Mass. The church will be built of
brick laid in red mortar, and will have finish of Longmeadow stone,
the walls up to the water table being laid in courses of local stone.
It is to be thirty-eight feet wide by about
seventy long, exclusive of
the chancel, which is recessed to a depth of sixteen feet; the chancel is
flanked by the vestry room and the organ chamber, the former
being
carried out beyond the face line of the church and treated with a
gable"
The length of the church is divided into five bays, buttressed to
the height of the main walls.
Upon the side nearest to the street a
tower occupies the width of the last bay, and is carried
up to a
height of forty-live feet. At the ground floor level the tower serves
as a vestibule, the entrance being through a pointed
archway whose
jambs are laid up in beaded brick. The walls above are pierceil
windows
with
louver
by large
openings, and above is a gable. The
walls are carried out on corbels to receive the kneelers of the
coping,
a richly carved finial in stone surmounting the gable, and the
angle
face of the gable will be enriched by diaper work in brick.
The
main walls in the side bays of the church are pierced by a segmentalarched opening having triple windows with trefoil heads, the arches
being turned with beaded brick, and the label-mould formed of bevelled brick projecting from the face of the wall.
The front of the
church is characterized by a gable pierced by a rose-window.
large segmental arch inclosing a series of mullion windows is a
prominent feature of this facade. The central windows beneath the
arch have transom-lights, the corresponding spaces of the side windows being filled with brick laid in patterns. A wrought iron cross
surmounts the gable.
The roof
Internally the church will be finished in unpainted pine.
will be marked by the lines of the trusses which
correspond with the
exterior buttresses.
Above the tie-beam a semicircle is formed, the
sheathing following this outline and that of the curved braces below.
Oak posts beneath each truss, and at a short distance from the wall,
support an upright stud morticed into the truss, and a horizontal
plate extends from post to post, the posts being tied to the wall by a
projecting timber carried over the plate, and furnishing support for
the foot of the curved brace.
A pointed arch with projecting brick-work supported on stone corThe chancel is apsidal in
bels, divides the chancel from the church.
form. Light will be admitted at the roof. The windows of the church
will be of rich cathedral
glass, the large one in the front to be put in
as a memorial and illustrative of Biblical subjects. Provision has
been made in the plan for more ample Sunday-school accommodais

A

tions in the future.
The erection of a portion of the large
the gateway at the new Trinity College

steam chimney which flanks
is now under con-

buildings

AUGUST
tract,

The American Architect and
Building News.
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and

will

soon be completed.

This chimney

is

an important

feature of the design for the
gateway, and is treated with most excellent effect.
It is circular in form,
being some twelve feet in diameter at the base and tapering as it ascends. It is constructed exteriorly of rock-face ashlar and light stone, in
Conformity with the
Within this shell the requisite flues are laid
adjoining blocks.
up
with brick. An ornate cap of
stone is to crown the
light

chimneys.

CHETWOOD.

THE PRESENT CONDITION OF CINCINNATI'S THREE
LARGE NEW BUILDINGS.

Boston, for $45,803.35. It is thought the work will be awarded in
detail.
The commission and architect seem much elated over the
result, as the bids are much below their estimate. As far as business
ability is concerned, the commission is to be commended, but it is
trammelling the architect by dictation, which is unwise and unpleasant for him. It has even gone so far as to dictate what
should be
the style of decoration and the different
design of the work. It began by fixing the per cent of his commission and, it seems, has carried its aspirations to
controlling the design, so the commissioners
are the architects in chief, with Mr.
May as chief draughtsman. It
is

hoped he

who should
CINCINNATI, O.
see by a late number of the American Architect that all the
"public (United States) buildings are under full progress." This is
certainly news to the citizens of Cincinnati, who have listened for
months past for some sound of hammer or trowel from behind the
high board fence surrounding the Custom-House, as indicative that
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will assert his
right
control.

and authority, and

let"

them know
g

WE

work

under full progress. To be sure, the first
story, with its
forest of girdled columns, is
completed, and the second story seems
and
anxious
to receive the
ready
bear.
weight it must
The seven immense derricks, high up in the air, throwinevitably
out their lar^e
arms, ready to grapple with any stone coming within reach; but that
is all.
few brick masons are all that are
employed; and in order
that these masons
may do their work properly it takes an equal number of bosses and superintendents to look after
whose hi<*h
this

is

A

runs on

them,

pay

the same, work or no work.

all

The

Shillito Building has been under roof for some
time; the plastering is finished, and carpenters are now busy completing the immense interior. The exterior of this
with its five hundred

building,

and sixty-seven feet of street front, and its
twenty-three bays, is very
monotonous. Each bay is just like its next
neighbor, and the whole

be likened to a street parade of well-drilled
soldiers, so uniform,
windows and piers. The whole army,
height of one hundred and thirteen feet
above the pavement by an insufficient
galvanized-iron cornice. The
settlement of this building, which was noticed in a former number of
this journal, seems to have
stopped, the spalled bricks have been
taken out and replaced by new and
good ones, and the cracked stone
has been duly patched up. What would we do without
putty in
some shape or other?
The Music Hall is finished, accepted, dedicated, and is now in use.
At a cost of about $300,000, Cincinnati has one of the
largest halls
and the largest organ in the country. Architects are familiar with
the exterior of this building, as a
view
was published in
perspective
No. 122 of the American Architect.
feel called
upon to state
in
this
connection
and
in
however,
the cause of truth and
honesty,
for which we labor, that that
perspective was somewhat overdrawn'.
There are no such reveals around the large central window as that
drawing would have us believe; on the contrary, the central gable,
with its large series of windows combined as one, has a rather flat
appearance, and the two towers flanking it have from their lowness
a tendency to make the whole building squat and from
any good
point from which the building may be viewed they hide more than

may

straight, and severe are the
so to speak, is capped at a

We

;

half the main gable.
The inside of the main hall is finished entirely in
poplar, or as
"
they term it out here
tulip wood," varnished, and it has a very
barren and unfinished appearance, a
great deal of inch thick stuff
being used to help out the uncheerful effect. The ceiling is somewhat too heavy, and the groining might have been better. The
acoustic properties of the hall, however, are
good.
As for the exposition buildings, they are not built and
probably
never will be, so it is hard to tell how
would look.
C.

they

THE STATE HOUSE AT ALBANY.
ALBANY, N. Y.

THE new

capitol, while promising

much beauty

of interior, is forits exterior with non-affiliation with

ever marked architecturally on
original design.
Highly decorated but disproportioned dormers impose their heavy stone flanks on massive bow girders, despoilin" the
symmetry of attic rooms, and the acroterial finials and tympanums
are composed of sculptured " blazes," of funereal
significance; and
coats of arms and crests of some of the
commissioners, with such
mottoes as " JOVI-PR^STAT-FIDELE-QUAM-IIOMINI," and "
SI-JEPUIS." Certainly strangely odd, and of
questionable taste in free
and
on
a
America,
public building.
j)

THE INDIANA STATE HOUSE

BIDS.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

THE proposals for the work of building the new State House were
opened on the 15th inst., according to advertisement. The lowest
and highest proposals for the whole work were
$1,611,675.65, and
$2,114,714.13, respectively, and about as great a difference appears
in the sub-bids, which
goes to show that some one has made a mistake in taking out his bill of quantities, as their
judgments as to
the value of the work are so much at variance. The
commission
has taken the proposals under
advisement; no contract has been
awarded except that for the steam-heating, to Walworth &
of
Co.,

AN IRISH MONUMENT.
ONE of the most interesting of the ancient monuments of
Ireland,
the Grinian of Alleach, in the
county Donegal, which stands on the
top of a hill eight hundred feet high, on the property of Lord Templetown, has just been rescued from destruction by the efforts of Dr.
W. Bernard, of Derry. It is a circular fort, which was
originally
built in pagan times, and formed
part, at a later period, of a re^al
"
residence rivalling the famous
Tara of the Kin^s." It
palace of
commands an extensive prospect, extending on one side over Lou^h
and
over
ioyle
Lough Swilley on the other. In the year 1101 Murtough O'Brien demolished it and ordered his men to take away one
stone of the building in
every empty sack which they had, and with
them to head a parapet built at the
top of his palace, which occupied
the site of the present Cathedral of Limerick.
Some other stones
were taken away in recent times to build the
parapet of a bridge in
the vicinity of the ruin
but Dr. Bernard believes that no other
stones were taken for
In the reconstruction of
building purposes.
the fort only the fallen stones were used,
except seven or eHit hundred which were picked up about the hill, and a
coping of masonry.
It is
perfectly circular and stands about twenty feet high, of conical
shape, with massive walls built without mortar by wedo-nm- the larger
stones together with small ones. Inside it is about
seventy feet wide
having three platforms rising above each other, approached by steps'
and is crowned by a parapet. There is but one
entrance, which
looks eastward, and there are
doorways inside, which seem to lead
to subterranean
but
passages,
they have not been explored.
The
idea of preserving the ruin, which was in a
very neglected state and
soon
to
lose
all
trace of its original character, occurred to Dr.
likely
Bernard about four years ago, and it is a remarkable fact that
the
;

people, when appealed to for help to restore it, and informed of the
antiquarian interest attached to it, cheerfully responded and trave
their time and labor to
promote the work without receiving any payment. Dr. Bernard pays a
high tribute to their zeal and palience, observing that if they had been hired workmen they would hardly have
shown as much obedience to their employers. He could
not, in fact
have obtained such services for hire, for labor was not to be had.
In
the course of the excavations which were carried on a
number of relics were turned
up, which raise the antiquity of the place beyond
question. It is recorded that the Grinian existed seventeen hundred
years before the Christian era, and it is marked on Ptolemy's map in
the second century, which was a
of a much older

copy
map found in
Among the relics were bones and teeth, defaced coins,
and the socket of a plough, round stones with holes in
the
centre, war clubs, sling stones, a stone found in ashes marked into
another
of
dark
color
squares,
shaped like a heart, another with
fluted columns, and a
polished cone with flat base.
Workinc under
a heap of rubbish, the laborers came
upon one of the platforms
thirty feet long, six feet wide, and five feet from the ground, and in
the wall, which had almost crumbled
away, four steps were found
which it was inferred led to another platform. There is a fort in
the
county Kerry, called Staigue Fort, which differs only in the platforms being a little longer. The
of
the
work of restoracompletion
tion was celebrated
by an entertainment given at the spot by Dr
Bernard.
The London Times.
Alexandria.

the button

A

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.
Wo once told

FAVORITE MODE OF RETALIATION.

the story of the
quarrels between two property holders in Cincinnati, caused
by the tresof
one
in
pass
neighbor
building on a few inches of the land of the other
which lead to aggressions on the one hand and on the oilier until it
resulted'
in one of them
building a semicircular tower on his own land from whose
windows he could spy out what transpired in the house of his
neighbor
course similar to this is about to be taken
by a well-to-do San Francisco
undertaker whose small property had been surrounded on three sides
by a
fence, said to be the highest in this country, which a millionaire had caused
to be built, when he found that the undertaker was
to
sell
his
unwilling
land, necessary to the integrity of the large garden which the
millionaire
was laying out. The undertaker endured the fence for a
year or two and
made it useful and ornamental by training vines and trees
upon it. At
of
resistance
he
has removed his old house to another
length tiring
passive
part of the city, and is about to build in its place a tower, the lower five
stories of which are to be
plnin and substantial, while in the upper stories
it is said to he his intention to
indulge in a mixture of Renaissance Gothic

A

Babylonian, and Chinese architecture,
which we interpret to mean nothing other than our own vernacular architecture. The peculiar virtues of
this fantastic mixture of
styles as a means of torment are not very evident
and the propriety of this form of
annoyance can only be explained by the
that
the
possibility
fence-building millionaire is an architectural purist
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SCAFFOLD ACCIDENT.

We

have noticed during the present month at

least a dozen accidents, caused by the giving way of scaffolding, which
often brought death to one or more persons. The latest accident of this
nature took place at Newport, Ky., on August 14, where four men were

way of a temporary scaffold, which they
were using while putting on a new roof at the Gaylord Iron Foundry.
These accidents may be expected to occur until builders learn that the
is a matter for serious study, and should be
proper designing of a scaffold
intrusted only to those who have made a study of framing and bracing.
seriously injured by the giving

THE QUEBEC IMPROVEMENTS. Queen Victoria has lately transmitted to
the Governor General of Canada ten thousand pounds to be used in building one of the gateways in the city walls, which, in honor of the Queen's
The building of
father, the Duke of Kent, is to be known as Kent Gate.
this gateway is one of the features of the scheme for improving Quebec
which has been carried on under Lord Dufferin. It is said that the Governor General thinks that the Marquis of Lome will build the Chateau
St. Louis, views of which were published in the American Architect for
April 14, 1877.

THE MANCHESTER

THE EFFECT OF DYNAMITE. According to the Revue Industrielle
Herr Fuchs, superintendent of the works of Alfred Nobel & Co., at
Kruemmel, has recently made a number of experiments with dynamite,
the results of which deserve to be more extensively known. The object
of the series was to show that dynamite is not exploded by such shocks as
The tests were made as follows
it may suffer during transportation.
about five pounds of dynamite, when dropped repeat(1.) A keg holding
did not explode,
edly from a height of twenty feet upon the pavement,
even when it was thrown down violently by several of those present.
from a height of twenty feet
(2.) A weight of twenty pounds falling
on a cartridge of dynamite lying on the pavement completely flattened
the latter, but did not explode it. This same flattened cartridge, fired
with the aid of a cap, tore a board into shreds. (3.) A keg holding fifIts contents burned
teen pounds of dynamite was fired with a cigar.
:

A

to the keg.
closed keg con(4.)
quietly without explosion or damage
taining twenty-five pounds of dynamite was thrown into a fire, where it
tin box with lid attached, holding four pounds of
burned quietly. (5.)
dynamite, was similarly thrown into a fire and burned without explosion,
while a similar box was lit by means of a fuse without a cap and was

A

of the Manof the trade during the recent

The committee

chester joiners, who conducted the affairs
which lasted fifty-three weeks, has made its final report. From this
it
appears that the strikers gained nothing, and that in addition to the
$225,000 of their own funds which they expended during the contest, they
also spent $40,000 contributed by other trade associations.

THE POMPEIAN SENTINEL. The Architect speaks in high praise of
the model of Miss Hosmer's colossal statue of the Sentinel of Pompeii now
on exhibition in London, and particularly notices the thoroughly masculine character which has been given to it by the sculptress, the favorite
Miss llosmer has chosen as her subject
pupil of the late sculptor Gibson.
one of those legionaries who, common repute has it, refused to desert their
them. Whether
posts, although they could see the lava flood descending on
the story is true or not there is in the Museum of Naples a suit of armor still
and
it
is
in
the style of a
of
its
former
wearer,
though
inclosing the skeleton
later day, it is pointed out as the confirmation of the legend, which is referred
"
Within the armor of the Muse'e Bourto by General Ambert, as follows
bon still remains the skeleton of a soldier, who was on guard before the barracks in the seventy-ninth year of the Christian era. For eighteen centuries has this man been inclosed in this envelope of iron. At the slightest
blow the bones of the skeleton are shaken and strike against their metallic
covering; hence the dry sound that brought us to a stand. The quarters
of the soldiers alone were not deserted ; the sentind remained immovable
took an interest in visiting this post of the solresting on his spear.
diers of days long gone by, who gave so grand an example to the soldiers
:

We

of our own days. The sentinel was on guard where he was stationed,
there he remained from November 23, A. D. 79, to April 20, 1794."

and

It is said that the test of chimney-cowls lately
CHIMNEY-COWLS.
made at Leamington, England, under the auspices of the Sanitary Institute

of Great Britain, was not fairly conducted, inasmuch as the building used
for testing was an isolated one, so that winds and currents of air came in
a way wholly unlike the baffling and eddying currents that swoop down
from surrounding houses upon the chimneys of a city, causing back
draughts and other defects which it is the design of all cowls to remedy.

A

SEA- WATER BATHS IN LONDON.
project for supplying London
with sea-water is talked of, nnd though no actual company has been formed,
an estimate of the cost of the undertaking has been prepared. As this
rough estimate shows the probable cost to be between seven and eight
millions, and as the consumers must necessarily be few in numbers, the undertaking probably will never be anything more than a project.

THE WINDOW-TAX AND RESTORATION. T,he anti-restorationists can
hardly "find fault with what is now doing at a place known, oddly enough,
as the
Restoration House," at Rochester. The building, which derives
its title from the fact that Charles II. slept there on his way from Dover to
London, is a genuine Elizabethan house built of red brick, and having in
plan the form of the letter E, a form which was common to buildings of
that date. The present owner is opening out fifty-two windows on the front,
which in the times of levying the window-tax had been stopped up with
plaster to avoid the payment of it.
L'Acade"mie des Beaux-Arts has just awarded the

prix Bordin for the year 1878. The prize is awarded to the writer of an
essay on some topic suggested by the Academy. This year the programme
"
was, Discover the Theoretical and Practical Differences which exist between Engineers and Architects.
Taking into account the advantages
and the inconveniences of the division between the two professions,
deduce from this study whether in the interest of art an absolutely determined division should be made, or whether there should be a complete
fusion of the two professions."
Seven essays were submitted, and the one
bearing the motto, "Brought up in the seraglio I know its ins and outs,"
was chosen with unanimity. M. Davioud, one of the architects of the Palace of the Trocade'ro, proved to be its author.

A SIMPLE FIRE DETECTOR.
A device for indicating fire in

The Sacramento Record-Union says:
any one of a series or suite of rooms has
been made by drawing a long iron wire through all the rooms near the ceilOne end is fixed to the wall, and the other is secured to a common
ing.
house bell hung on a spring. In each room the wire is broken and the
"
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found to burn quietly.

JOINERS' STRIKE.

strike,

LE PRIX BORDIN.
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is closed by a small
Under each piece of guttastrip of gutta-percha.
percha is a short slack piece of chain, so that when it melts the ends of the
wire will still be held secure. In case of a fire in any room the gutta-percha
melts (at one hundred degrees Fahrenheit), and the wire is drawn
apart by
a weight at the end where the bell is placed. This frees the
spring, and
the bell rings. The bit of chain prevents the weight from
falling, and, as
each room is provided with a different length of chain, the distance the
weight has fallen records the room where the wire parted."

The New York Times says that M. Reyner's
lamp seems to be as easily managed as an ordinary oil lamp.
from
A rod of carbon,
twenty to thirty centimeters long and from one to
two millimeters thick, is held at one end by a metal rod which tends to descend by its own weight, and at the other by a carbon wheel in a vertical

AN ELECTRIC LAMP.

new

electric

pressed strongly against the wheel, which is made
electricity from a battery of from four to six
Bunsen elements raises the carbon to a white heat at the point of contact
of the rod with the wheel.
splendid light is produced. If a high degree of luminosity is required, the heated portion of the carbon may be
Break the current, and the lamp is extinguished.
increased at pleasure.
Restore the connection by turning a knob, and the light flashes forth. The
stowed
battery may be
away anywhere, and any one can use this illuminating contrivance in a house or work-shop without being annoyed with the
difficulty and expense of maintaining any magneto-electric machine or
position.

The carbon

to revolve slowly.

is

A current of

A

_____

steam-engine.

THE OLYMPIAN EXCAVATIONS.

During the past three winters German
explorers have brought to light at Olympia 429 inscriptions, 904 marble
of terra-cotta objects, 1270 coins, and 3734
objects, and the same number
bronzes.
Photographs of the important ruins have been made, and many
The third volume of the official report will be published
casts taken.
:

shortly.

The chances for architectural
ARCHITECTURAL MISSIONARY WORK.
missionary work which, as we lately said, are continually offering in Africa
and Asia, are very markedly exemplified in what is at present going on at
the site of Babylon.
Here, as a correspondent of the Times of India says,
Arab workmen, with
antiquarian remains are destroyed continually by the
the cognizance if not with the expressed consent of the Turkish Government, who are sufficiently aware of the value of the remains discovered to
interdict strictly all researches by Europeans at Nineveh. The correspondent says that the modern town of Hillah is built, though poorly, of bricks
" The
of Babylonian make for instance, he says :
court-yard of the house
in which I stopped was paved with large square bricks, every one of which
bore the honored name of Nebuchadnezzar." Native brick merchants save
themselves the trouble of making bricks, by repairing to the site of the anand nearly every one
cient city where they can obtain bricks already made
of them stamped with the name of some Babylonian king
by digging
trenches more or less large and deep, until some of the ancient walls are
reached. No record is kept of the remains discovered, nor are any plans
and drawings made, and it is only too probable that when the time comes,
as it surely will come, when it is possible to undertake the disinterring of
this perished city, there will be lamentably many needless gaps in the arIt is just possible that as England has
chaeological record then developed.
;

assumed the protectorate of Turkey the grateful Mussulmans may
be willing to concede to English hands the interesting task of determining
so far as may be the fate of Babylon.
hear, too, that Dr. Schliemann
will resume his researches in the Troad if he can obtain the necessary firlately

We

man, and a Turkish guard strong enough

for his protection.

NIELLO.
According to the Berliner Tagblatt, the firm of F. Zacher &
of manufacturing the Russian
Co., in Berlin, have discovered the method
tula' or Niello silver, the real composition of which has been guarded hithIt consists of nine
erto as a secret, and have made it in large quantities.
one part lead, and one part bismuth, which
parts silver, one part copper,
are melted together and saturated with sulphur. This mixture produces a
blue which has often been erroneously spoken of as steel blue.
gorgeous

.

It is said that the peasants in the village
NOVEL, LIGHTNING-RODS.
of Tarbos, in the Hautes-Pyrenees, discovered that a bundle of straw fastened to a stick and placed upright on the roofs of their cottages formed an
effectual protection from lightning during the thunder-storms common to
It is further said that the knowledge of the custom spreadthe district.
there are now some eighteen or more communes in which all the coting,

tages arc protected in this way.

Miss Margaret Stokes is republishing her esIRISH ARCHITECTURE.
"
Early Christian Architecture in Ireland," which was originally
say on
"Notes on Irish Architecture."
prefixed to Lord Dnnraven's

gap

A

LONG ENTR'ACTE. " The following announcement has been circuAfter a lapse of more than 1 800 years the theatre
lated lately at Pompeii
'
of this city will be opened with La Figlia del Reggimento.' I solicit a continuance of the favor bestowed on
predecessor, Marcus Quintus Marthe public that I shall make every effort to equal
tius, and beg to assure
the rare qualities displayed during his management."
:

my
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The

International Congress of Architects at Paris.
Discussion on the Desirability of Establishing Architectural Diplomas.
The Action of the Congress in the Matter of Architects' Fees.
Appointment of an International Committee to
The Insanitary Condition of
consider Public Competitions
The Cause of
Baltimore and some other Southern Cities.
The Chance that the
the Yellow Fever at Grenada, Miss.
East River Bridge will remain uncompleted or be removed.
General Opposition to the New Scheme for Decorating St.
The Discoloration of some London BuildPaul's, London.
The Introduction of the Metric
ings caused by Lichens.
System Discountenanced by the Government departments
.
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THE discussion on the professional position of the architect
turned mainly on the question as to the practicability of creating
and maintaining a higher professional standard by the establishment of some system of diplomas. The testimony of the French
architects upon this point was apparently without exception favorable to the compulsory exclusion of all who should fail to earn
and hold such a diploma ; at the same time architects from Denmark and Russia maintained that the establishment of a system
of exclusion by diplomas, as practised in those countries, had
not been productive of any especial advantage to the profession.
On the part of England, Mr. R. P. Spiers explained that the
present development of architecture in that country had been
practically accomplished without the assistance of schools or diplomas, tuition being obtained by a system of apprenticeship in
imperfectly supplemented by evening classes, lectures,
and schools, established mainly by the Royal Academy and by

offices,
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Office, Washington,
in Perspective

Co.

It is to be hoped
rather colorless and conventional in character.
that on the next similar occasion American architects will not
again be conspicuous by their absence.
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the Architectural Association, but a very small proportion
not
more than twenty or thirty per cent.
of the students availing
themselves of such means of completing their education.
In
the absence of academic discipline fortified by examinations and
certificates of proficiency, as on the Continent,
English art had
been particularly sensitive to influence from literature and the
works of Scott and Thackeray, Pugiu and Ruskin, Stuart and
Revett, had largely assisted in creating a succession of historical
;
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tlie

day, so far as the general
is doubtless the assem-

interests of architecture are concerned,

The
bling of the International Congress of Architects at Paris.
business of the Congress seems to have been managed in a manner very different from the more democratic and parliamentary
methods to which we are accustomed. There was no form of
electing officers, no delay in effecting an organization, no appointing of committees, no visible machinery, excepting that exhib-

energy of M. Charles Lucas, the secrewho was the impelling force, and in
of
the
Societe
Centrale,
tary
the dignity of M. Lefuel, president of the Societe Centrale, who
was tlie decorative head and front of the proceedings. The programme of the Congress embraced two daily sessions, one in the
morning at the Tuileries, devoted to the reading of papers,
and one in the afternoon at the Palace of the Trocadero, devoted
The proceedings occupied six days. On the first
to discussions.
day (July 29th), after a brief introductory address by the president, the Congress was opened by the delivery of an essay by
M. Hermant, vice-president of the Societe Centrale, on " Natural
ited in the indefatigable

which he endeavored to prove that, as 'the comprehension of the beautiful is a faculty common in a greater or
less degree to all mankind, the ideal civilization requires a system of common education which shall be devoted more directly
than hitherto to the development and cultivation of this faculty.
The second day was given up mainly to speeches and discussions by members of various nationalities on the position of the
architect as a professional man ; the third to the consideration of
^Esthetics," in

But this freedom from conventional restraint had
revivals.
developed such marked architectural individualities as Barry,
Scott, Cockerel!, Street, Burgos, and others too numerous to
mention, each being the leader of a school contrasting with the
Mr. Spiers then endeavrest in many essential particulars.
ored to explain the cause of the contemporary " Queen Anne"
revival, and neatly expressed his conviction that a purer style
would soon prevail, and that the works of Due, Dnban, Labrouste, and Vaudoyer would be accepted as models by the
English architects.
sion called

The

resolutions following upon this discussocieties to unite as far as possible

upon the French

with foreign societies in studying and deciding the question relating to the giving of diplomas to architects.

THE most interesting

point developed in the discussion of the
on architects' charges, was the fact that the five per
cent commission in France includes not only the items usually
accepted in English and American practice, but also the computation of quantities; and it further appeared that the French
third day,

architect, unlike the English, "but like the American, is accustomed by preference to employ different contractors for the

different departments of the building.
according to the scale of charges fixed

The French

percentage,

by the Council of Public
Buildings, is divided as follows: "Drawings of every kind, l
per cent; superintendence of work, 1^ per cent; quantities and
specifications, two per cent; making a total of five per cent"

The German

ments, and the fourth to manufacturers of special decorative
materials for architectural purposes. The Congress terminated in
The attendance
the evening with a grand banquet and concert.

scale of charges, as jset before the meeting, varies,
according to the nature of the building to be executed, from three
per cent to seven per cent. This scale has been adopted by the
Belgian Architectural Society and by that of Marseilles. This
arrangement, however, was condemned as dangerous, and as
leading eventually to legal complications, a result which the
establishment of a scale of charges is intended to avoid.
After
an animated discussion, carried by adjournments through three
sittings, the Congress, not unanimously however, arrived at the
" This
following extraordinary resolution
Congress, recognizing
the principle of the liberty of artistic work and its free remuneration, of which the foundation should be based on the economical
principle of supply and demand, considers that each architect
has the right to adjust the value of his services according to his
own estimate of what would be a just recompense for his talent,
taking into account the special difficulties which may arise in
each case." This resolution is doubtless based upon abstract justice, but, owing to the imperfection of human nature, it would

from every civilized
large, and architects were present
The peculiar
nation of the world excepting the United States.
interest of the occasion was of course in the participation by architects of many nations in discussions of important professional
which were passed by the
topics, rather than in the resolutions
the case, were on the whole
Congress, which, from the nature of

obviously remove from the practice of the profession its only
protection against the worst evils of a competition of prices. It
is true that this protection, as at present devised, is
clumsy and
apt to work gross injustice in especial cases, but it is the best we
have, and, under the circumstances, should have been amended
in its details rather than entirely abolished.
This view of the

"
and " Workmen and their
the subjects of " Architects' Charges
"
fourth
to
a
visit
to
Rheims ; and the fifth to
the
Organization ;

discussions on Public Competitions. The sixth and last day was
occupied by the distribution of medals of honor awarded by the
Societe Centrale, these being in four classes : the first given to
architects for the best series of works for five years, the second
to students for the best series of designs, the third to contractors
and skilled workmen for conspicuous qualities in their depart-

was very

:
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it seems, was practically recognized in a supplementary
resolution, suggesting that in the absence of any preliminary
the French scale of charges as above quoted

case,

arrangement
to
"might be taken as a minimum, steps being taken meanwhile
ameliorate this document and augment the scale in consequence
of diminution in the value of money."

ON the fifth day of the International Congress the regular
business related to public competitions, and the debate was on
" First. That the Minister of Public
the following resolutions:
Works be requested to recognize the system of public competitions throughout France, and to place them on a basis which
would give satisfaction to the interests of artists, the common
Second,
welfare, and the requirements of state administration.
That the basis should consist of a series of rules defining the establishment of a programme and the nomination of a jury consisting
of architects, instead of leaving the selection and judgment to
the prefects and mayors." The English delegate considered the
last provision inexpedient, and laid before the meeting the programme of the Royal Institute of British Architects, in which
the utmost demanded is the appointment of an architectural
assessor to draw up the programme in each case and advise as to
the choice. The Russian delegate advocated the resolutions, and

countries and of the usual incompetence of the judges.
resolution was passed, and a committee, one third of which

delegate, if present

and well posted

Into this practically
overspread more or less thinly with earth.
open drain is discharged the overflow of most of the cesspools and
of several hotels and a feprivies of the town, including those
male seminary, as well as the drainage from barns and from
The existence of the drain is ever asa large livery stable.
serted by the odors which arise from it, and these do not lose in
strength whenever a pig, the only scavenger of some Southern

The
is to

for extraordinary causes.

in the picturesque

incidents of competitions in our own country, might have supplemented the evidence of his brethren from Madrid and Copen-

hagen, and added a chapter of experience undreamt of even in
their philosophies.

NOT many

years back the fever-plague that is now desolating
would have been accepted as an inevitable
occurrence ; but now, when the laws of hygiene are better understood, it is easy to see that yellow fever, being probably a filth
disease, is a preventable one. That it is a filth disease is shown
by the circumstance which, we believe, gave rise to the yellow
fever at New Berne during our late civil war.
Certain officers
there encamped, desiring to have a flower-garden in front of
their quarters, had the soil turned up and seeds planted.
Unfortunately the soil had been polluted by the slops from a regimental camp kitchen which formerly had been established there,
and no sooner was the soil disturbed than }'ellow fever declared
itself.
This being the case, there are cities and towns in the
South which are rapidly preparing themselves to be hospitable
entertainers of the dread disease.
The citizens of Baltimore
for instance, in many cases still drink water from unclosed
wells, no one of which, say the sanitary authorities, is free from
How could they be otherwise in a
sewage contamination.
city where, until within a few years, there was but a half mile
of sewer, and this only for rain-water ; where all sewage was
stored in cesspools, a large proportion of them made only of
parts of the South

wood, so

large, too, as rarely to cry for

emptying

;

and where

the kitchen slops and bath waste are discharged over the
sidewalks into open gutters, through which they sluggishly flow
until they discharge themselves into the Basin, a pool almost
in the heart of the city, where the tidal variation is but
slight,
all

and whence

we remember

a most noisome stench,
even in the winter time? Up to this time Baltimore owes
its exemption not to
sanitary precaution, but to the tremendous thunder-storms, which occur so frequently during hot
weather as to keep streets and gutters fairly clean.
Complaints are heard, even now, from Philadelphia, where the odor
arising through the openings into the sewers at the curbstone
level is making itself a dreaded nuisance.
Charleston, 011 the
other hand, of all Southern cities, is said to be least afflicted
during yellow fever epidemics, thanks to a system of sewerage
aaid to be exceptionally good.
arises, as

No. 140.

two hundred inhabitants by the fact that the lady who was the
first victim had just received and worn a new dress made in
New Orleans, where the disease was already developed. As
the manner in which the disease is propagated is not yet understood with absolute certainty, we cannot say that this was not
the case, but circumstances were such that fever may easily
have had its inception in the town itself. The sewer of the
town, such as it is, is said to be merely a ditch sunk a few feet
below the surface and covered ostensibly with planks, which are

consist of four foreign delegates,
Russian, Spanish, Danish,
was appointed to consider the subject. The
and English,

American
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towns, chancing in search of food to wander into it through some
Early in
opening, gets wedged in and thus perishes miserably.
July the smell from the sewer had become such a nuisance that
it was opened, and it is said that the carcasses of several hogs
were found in it. The dress from New Orleans may have introduced the fever, but it should be noted that the lady who died
on the 25th of July, while the sewer was still open, lived only
a short distance from this freshly-opened drain, and that the fever,
once introduced, followed with particular malignancy the course
of this sewer, the cases being more frequent here than elsewhere,
and resulting fatally within shorter periods. In the face of such
statements as these it seems hardly necessary to search curiously

contended that the competitors should be allowed to appear be"
fore the architectural jury to
explain their own designs and
The
the
others."
criticise
delegates from Madrid and Copenhagen
complained of the irregularities in public competitions in their

own

and Building News.

it,

THE story of the sorely stricken little town of Grenada in
Mississippi is just what one would expect, and the deaths, plundering, and negro license and violence are but the just results
of culpable neglect of the common laws of
hygiene. It is sought
to account for the first case of the fever in this town of

twenty-

A

PKIVATE

citizen,

a naturalized alien moreover, has been

able to accomplish in Philadelphia a reform which one would
think a governing body would be eager to initiate and carry
into execution without waiting for a bribe of any form. Stephen
Girard, to whom Philadelphia owes much, left a bequest of five

hundred thousand dollars, which was to be applied first to openand
ing Delaware Avenue, then to widening Water Street,
in the city with a
lastly to purchasing all the wooden buildings
view to their abolishment. To the State of Pennsylvania he
bequeathed three hundred thousand dollars for canal improvements, with the condition that the Councils of Philadelphia
should be authorized to prohibit the construction of any more
wooden buildings in that city. This condition was acceded to,
and since, in 1836, the Councils passed the prescribed ordinance,
no wooden buildings have been erected in the city. Delaware
Avenue has been opened and Water Street has been widened,
the managers of the
yet the original bequest remains intact, for
Girard Trust have effected these improvements out of the interNow they are prepared to exeest accruing from the bequest.
cute the third commission of the bequest, and have informed the
six hundred owners of wooden buildings in the city that they
stand ready to buy their old tenements at a fair appraisement.
Some owners have been only too glad to come to terms, and are
now rebuilding in brick. Others, seeking to obtain a price out
of all proportion to the value of the building to be destroyed,
have refused to sell, and as, unfortunately, there is no law which
empowers the managers to force a sale, operations are brought
to

a stand in some directions.

But

the change

must be

effected

in time, and the obstructive owners are only dallying with the
If in the future Philadelphia escapes conflagrations
inevitable.
as disastrous as those which have twice swept over Chicago, she
will owe it, even more than to her wide streets, to the shrewd

and his strong common sense and
mercantile instinct in perceiving that even when dealing with
It is interesting
bodies politic it is best to have a quid pro quo.
on the other hand to note that Chicago, in spite of the severity
of her lessons, does not yet "dread the fire," but has been conher fire-limits.
sidering lately the advisability of contracting
foresight of Stephen Girard,

THE Board

of Aldermen of the city of

New York

has voted

more

Comptroller in his refusal to contribute any
towards
the completion of the great East River Bridge,
money
This imconnecting the cities of New York and Brooklyn.
the facts
portant action of the city government is based upon
to sustain the

that the limit of expenditure ($5,000,000), as established by
law, has already been exceeded ; that the city has already contributed $3,500,000, which is more than her legal quota ; that
the structure, if completed, will destroy fifty per cent of the

value of the ferry franchise, one of the mo=t important held by

'
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the city, and one for the interference with which no compensation has been provided, or will be made ; that it is and will be
a serious obstruction to the navigation of the East River ; -that,
because of such obstruction, the United States authorities may
at any time order the removal of the bridge (indeed, a suit to
that end is even now pending) ; and finally that the safety of
is
gravely questioned by competent authority. It
seems probable that the work on the bridge will not be resumed
until the questions as to the liability of the city and the obstruction to navigation shall have been finally decided, and
until the exact amount required to finish the work shall have
been ascertained and its safety assured. According to the present aspect of affairs, therefore, this looks like an indefinite postponement of the whole enterprise, and meanwhile the stranger
from beyond the seas, as he approaches the metropolis, will have
pointed out to him the mighty towers of the bridge, with their
unfinished slender threads of connection and their incomplete approaches, and will begin his notes on America with some pertinent reflections on the precipitancy of the national character and
our tendency to undertake great works without duly counting
a first impression, we regret to say, not likely to
the cost
be weakened by subsequent observations and wider experi-

the structure

;

and Building News.

limestones.

The
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discovery of a certain rusticated Italian wall

Cambridge so far out in the country that smoke could not
have affected it, which was yet covered with the same blackness
in

which so disfigures the northern side and the lower portions of
St. Paul's, led Professor Paley to the belief that smoke was not
the cause of the disfigurement, but that it was caused either by
some vegetable growth, or by some oxidation that was not underCareful investigation by analysis and by the microscope
stood.
seemed to show that the discoloration was caused by minute
lichens, amorphous in form and of extremely low organization,
shunning light and warmth and posessing the power of extractOf this fact there
ing its necessary sustenance from limestone.
seems to be no doubt, for those parts of St. Paul's, the best
known example of this discoloration, which are exposed to the
full light and warmth of the sun's rays still show the original
whitish color of the oolitic stone, while those parts on which
sunlight never falls, the soffits of th cornices, the under sides of
mouldings, the north sides of window jambs and vertical mouldof the building, are stained
ings, and a great part of the north side
and streaked with various shades of blackness. On the north
side indeed there are whitish streaks and patches, which observation has shown to coincide with those parts on which the
oblique rays of the setting sun fall at certain seasons of the year.

THE

If these conclusions are tenable, the proper step to take for protection against this lugubrious parasite is to discover some way

periment

of treating the surface of a building by chemical washes so that
the lichen cannot attach itself nor feed upon the stone.

proposition to begin the long-considered work of decorating the interior of the Cathedral of St. Paul's by a costly exin the dome, as we have already explained in this
journal (see American Architect for August 10th), meets with a
This oppovigorous opposition in many of the English papers.
sition is directed not only against the great cost of the undertaking as compared with the results to be obtained, but against

make

a mere show-house of the
which more immediately concern
us, as architects, are those which take exception to the manner
in which it is proposed to carry out this monumental enterprise.
The subdivision of the domical surface into sections by apparent
ribs apparently supported by figures (telamones) apparently
projected from the surface is considered an offence against the
fundamental principle of truth in art, and a disregard of the obvious intentions of Wren, who, if he had wished such an architectural subdivision, would have provided for it by contriving
actual ribs in the stucco finish, which he so well understood how

any

effort

which might tend

great temple.

But the

to

criticisms

The treatment of the dome by Sir James Thornhill,
to use.
probably carrying out the modified scheme of decoration as approved by Wren, and virtually having its figures within and beyond the surface and not appliques upon it, thus apparently
enlarging the cope instead of diminishing it, is deemed much
more ill accordance with the architectural conditions. Attention also is drawn to the fact that the scheme, as proposed, does
not recognize the great plain surfaces of the drum or tambour
of the dome above and below the Whispering Gallery, and, instead of including these important spaces, so much nearer the
eye, leaves them bare and subject hereafter to the dangerous
chances of adjustment to the finished work above. It is claimed,
moreover, that the first experiment should be made, riot in the
part which demands the highest art and the greatest experience
in decorative effects, but in the choir, which presents conditions
far more familiar to the artist, and which may consequently be
treated with better chances of success, thus educating the hands
and eyes of those engaged in the work to a better appreciation of the more difficult parts, especially of the culmination of
the decorative problem in the dome. The whole discussion,
though covering a very high region of artistic thought, is maintained with vigor and earnestness, indicating that the literary as
well as the professional circles in the old country are thoroughly
interested and capable of intelligently considering the achievements and due position of the nation in respect to its monu-

mental

art.

THE smutty appearance of buildings in London has always
been ascribed to the smoke and soot of the metropolis, but
who remember

the different degrees of blackness with
which St. Paul's is disfigured, without any apparent cause, will
not wonder that science has been led to seek, and has apparInvestiently found, another explanation of the phenomenon.
gation showed that buildings in Bath, constructed of a similar

those

were besmutted in a like .manner, while in Wolverhampton, one of the smokiest of English towns, churches and
Clearly, then, if smoke
buildings of sandstone were unstained.
affects masonry at all, its influence must be confined to certain
oolitic stone,

IN accordance with a resolution passed at the last session of
Congress, the Heads of the Departments have been generally requested to state what objections, if any, existed to the introduction of the metrical system as obligatory in public and private
It is well known that the system has
transactions respectively.
The replies which
already been legalized by Act of Congress.
have been received from the several Departments are significant
of the very serious obstacles which this proposed reform is desThe Navy Department pointed out that as
tined to encounter.
regards naval affairs an obligatory change in this respect would
" involve a total loss of all charts and chart
plates now in use,"
the soundings thereon being given in fathoms and feet, as in the
The Postmaster General's objeccase of all English charts.
tions were not of a serious nature, and did not touch any fundamental points indeed, it would seem that the gradual introduction of the metrical system could be effected through the Post
Office more conveniently and with less disturbance than in any
The State Department
other Department of Government.
maintained that in dealings with foreign countries the disadvantages of the change would, on the whole, outweigh the advantIn the War Department the change was very strongly
ages.
opposed, especially by the Quartermaster General, on the
ground that it would greatly increase the labor of computation
and the chances of error ; that it would involve great expense in
change of scales, weights, and measures, and great confusion and
misunderstanding, until the metrical system had become thoroughly naturalized not only among government officials but
among individuals in all parts of the country. He was of opinion that Congress 'had no power to render the system obliga;

tory in private transactions, and maintained that the meter, not
being, as was originally supposed, exactly the ten-millionth part
"
of the quadrant of the meridian of Paris, is
quite as arbias
the
foot
or
and
unscientific
a
standard
Eviyard."
trary

Government must make the first practical
move in this matter but, as it seems to us, this move should
be made very gradually and in concert with Great Britain, the

dently, however, the

;

only important commercial nation besides ourselves which still
Without such concert, the difficulty
holds to the old standard.
of the transition would be more than doubled for either.
simultaneous adoption of the metrical standard in the post offices of the two countries, for example, would apparently introduce it with the least embarrassment and with the best oppor-

A

tunity for rendering

its

usage and

its

values familiar to the public.

PAPERS ON PERSPECTIVE.
XII.

DISTORTIONS AND CORRECTIONS.

FIGURE PAINTING.

254. IT has been pointed out in the previous paper that the perspectives of circles often look very queer ; the ellipses by which they
are represented seem unaccountably and even unnaturally inclined,
their principal axes slanting in directions difficult to anticipate. The
effect of this is particularly objectionable when the circle is horizontal or when it forms the base of a cylinder. The base of a cylin-
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der always presents the appearance of an ellipse whose major axis
to
is at right angles with the axis of the cylinder, and it is offensive
find it drawn otherwise, as in perspective often happens.
255. A horizontal circle always appears to the eye as a horizontal
that is to say, whose major axis is parallel to
ellipse, as an ellipse,
the horizon and whose minor axis is perpendicular to it, and it is
This
axes inclined.
extremely obnoxious to see it drawn with the

in Fig. 58, by the perspective plan of the capital at the
The effect of
that of the base at the bottom.
top of the figure and
this would be so disagreeable if the curves of the capital and base
were inclined in like manner, that it is customary to introduce a cerThese lines
tain correction, as it is called, as is done in the figure.
are drawn as horizontal ellipses, just as if the object were at the
is illustrated

centre of the picture.
256. Fig. 59, c, still further illustrates this point, showing that in
the column at the centre of the picture the ellipses are horizontal,
and that the others are more and more inclined as they are farther
removed from it, which looks like an unnatural distortion. In this
the outer columns, which as seen from the stafigure, moreover,
look the smallest, since they are farthest from
S
would
at
tion-point
the eye, are on the contrary drawn larger in diameter, an apparent
So with the spheres
distortion even more offensive than the other.
The outline of a sphere
by which the columns are surmounted.
drawn as an
always looks like a circle it is not agreeable to find it
But in perspective it must always be an ellipse, unless its
ellipse.
centre is just at the centre of the picture for the perspective representation of the sphere is the section of a right cone with a circular
base, and it must always be an ellipse unless the axis of the cone is
perpendicular to the plane of the picture.
257. Of course all these distortions disappear when the eye is at
the station-point, at a proper distance in front of the picture, oppoFrom that point of view the perspective lines exsite the centre C.
But pracof the objects.
actly cover and coincide with the outlines
to be exactly at the
tically it is impossible for the spectator always
and
station-point, and since from every other point circles, cylinders,
in the manspheres appear, in general, to be more or less distorted
ner we have just seen, it is customary here also to apply corrections.
These corrections are palpable violations of the rules of perspective made in order to avoid the disagreeable consequences of deserting the station-point. They consist in drawing all horizontal circles
as horizontal ellipses, whether opposite the centre of the picture or
in always drawing the elliptical representation of the base of a
not
cylinder at right angles with the cylinder itself; and in drawing all
spheres as circles. If a row of columns, moreover, is parallel to the
picture, they are always made of the same diameter, as if seen in
elevation, and if their direction is slightly inclined to the picture
care is taken to diminish their width a little as they recede.
258. Fig. 59, a, illustrates these corrections, and shows further
how the same treatment is sometimes extended to the octagon. The
right-hand side of the octagonal figure at the top is drawn steeper
than it ought to be, not being directed to its proper vanishing point,
in order to remedy the apparent distortion seen in the corresponding
figure below.
259. Fig. 59, a, shows also the effect of applying to vertical circles
and semicircles the same corrections as to horizontal ones. The circular window which in the figure below is drawn in true perspective
as an oblique ellipse is here shown as a vertical one, a change which
;

;

;

probably be regarded by most persons as an improvement. The
a similar correction in the semicircular-window head beyond
is less happy
it makes the nearer half look much too
big and obviously throws the imposts, or points where the arch begins, quite
out of level.
260. Since these so-called corrections change and generally diminish the apparent size of the circles,
cylinders, and spheres to which
they are applied, the relation of these objects to other objects is
In the first place, more of
necessarily changed at the same time.
the background has to be shown than can really be seen.
In the
figure, for example, the openings between the columns are increased, '
and objects are seen beyond which in point of fact would be hidden.
This discrepancy is not very important and in general would
hardly
be noticed, but the altered relations between these circular figures
and other objects in their immediate neighborhood is a more serious
matter. The square abacus between the shaft and the
sphere that
surmounts it looks too big for its place if left without correction, and
looks smaller than its fellows if reduced as the sphere and
cylinder
are.
So also when an octagon occurs in immediate connection with
a circle.
If its shape is
adjusted to that of the corrected ellipse its
want of harmony with the rest of the drawing often becomes painA satisfactory adjustment may sometimes be effected
fully apparent.
by a compromise, the ellipse being made not quite horizontal and
the octagon or square being not
But a
quite harmonized with it.
perfectly satisfactory adjustment is in some of these cases, and notably in the case of a row of columns, almost impossible.
These difficulties are of course greater as the
objects in question are further removed from the centre of the
picture, and may be
diminished or removed altogether by so
taking the position of the
picture and that of the spectator that the circular object is at or near
the centre C.
will

effect of

;

261. Although the distortions of circular and
spherical objects are,
in general, the only ones that call
loudly for correction, and it is to

them alone that correction

is

systematically applied,

it

is

obvious
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that a similar distortion must exist for all objects equally distant
from the centre of the picture, the so-called distortion consisting in
this, that the shape of the object in the drawing is different from
This is in fact
the shape which the real object presents to the eye.
implied in the fundamental principle of perspective, the principle
that a perspective drawing will look right from only one point, namely,
the station-point. Now as from the station-point every part of the
picture except the centre is viewed obliquely, askance, as it were,
everything must be drawn of a different shape from what it appears
in order that when the drawing is looked at thus obliquely it may ap-

pear as the object itself does when looked at directly. By the very
theory of perspective only the object just opposite the eye, seen,
along the axis of the picture, just at its centre, is drawn as it looks.
Everything else is, so to speak, distorted. The outline given to it
is not its real outline, but one which will look like its real outline
when seen sideways from the position assigned to the spectator.
This distortion is inevitable, and every object in a perspective drawing, except the one at the centre, is always distorted.
262. The disfigurement produced by this does not of course become very obvious, except for circles and spheres, so long as objects
are not far removed from the centre, that is to say, so long as the
The limit commonly assigned to a
picture is of moderate extent.
perspective drawing is sixty degrees, that is to say, the width of the
picture should not be greater than its distance from the stationBut this implies that the centre C is in the middle of the
point.
picture, wliich as we have seen is often not the case, and it is better
to say that no part of the picture should be distant from the
point
opposite the eye more than half the distance of the spectator in front
of it.
But even within this range the distortion even of rectilinear
objects is sometimes intolerable, and great caution must always be
used in regard to objects situated at the edges of the picture.
263. This limit of sixty degrees is obviously an arbitrary one, and
only means that by the time it is reached the distortion begins to be
It is foolish to say, as is sometimes said, that this is
noticeable.
fixed because sixty degrees embrace all that one can see without
turning his eyes, or as others say, without turning his head, and that
this is accordingly the natural range for a picture.
For one has to
turn his eyes, more or less, to see directly anything larger than a
pinhead, held at arm's length; and he has no need to turn his head to
embrace a horizon of ninety degrees. Besides, why should not one
turn his head as well as his eyes in looking at a picture as well as in
looking at nature? If he is at the station-point, where he ought to
be, turning his head cannot make things look wrong, and if he is not
there keeping it still will not make them look right.

What

has been said of cylinders and spheres strictly
applies
figure, which may be regarded, in a rough way, as a
surmounted
a
cylinder
by
sphere.
Perspective distortion is here
even more intolerable than in the case of the more exact
geometrical
and
the
need
of
correction is more imperative.
solids,
This is excellently illustrated by the phenomena of the familiar
"
parlor amusement called Chinese Shadows," in which a sheet is hun"
across the middle of a room and the shadows of the performers on
one side are thrown upon it for the entertainment of spectators on
the other side.
single lamp is used, and it is obvious that all the
shadows except the one just opposite the lamp and on a level with
it must be more or less distorted as
they are more or less removed
from this centre. But it is also obvious that if one of the spectators
places himself exactly opposite the lamp and as far in front of the
screen as the light is behind it, the distorted outlines will be foreshortened into the true shape of the figures on the other side as seen
from the place occupied by the flame.
264.

to the

human

A

265.

A

historical

picture then, if painted in true perspective,
figures so drawn as to present their true aspect to the
spectator standing at a given point in front of it, would have all its
personages as much out of drawing as are Chinese shadows upon a

with

all its

screen.
Fig. 60, which exhibits the results of an experiment with a
group of statuary and with half a dozen round balls, illustrates these

conclusions.
266. No such picture of course was ever painted, painters always
adopting the same course for figures that has been recommended for
their geometrical prototypes.
Every figure is outlined independently
of all the others, and in its natural proportions,
just as if it occupied
the centre of the picture. 'In order to see it correctly the spectator

has

to stand opposite to it, and as he cannot of course stand
exactly
opposite to more than one figure at a time, it follows that he can
never see more than one at a time in correct drawing. All the others
are distorted by fore-shortening.
But if he is at a distance from the
picture this distortion is not noticeable, and when he comes near he
confines his attention to the figure nearest his
eye.
This is very well illustrated by Raffaelle's famous fresco called the
" School of
Athens," of which the principal part is shown in Fig. 63.
The figures on the extreme right and the spheres which they carry
are drawn, as has been pointed out by M. Adhemar, just as if
they
were in the centre of the picture, opposite the eye. If the spectator
were in the middle of the room, one wall of which is occupied by
this picture, the chief one of these
figures would appear foreshortened, as in Fig. 64, a, the sphere looking like an egg on end.
One
sometimes in the scenery of a theatre sees a round ball on a
post
present a similar aspect, from the same cause. In order to make the
as
it
to
make
it
assume when seen from the
figure appear
should,
middle of the room, the fi.rm intended by the painter, he would have
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to draw it as shown in Fig. 64, b, giving the sphere a flattened
form, just as in Fig. 59 c.
267. If his picture is a large one, the painter often has a difficult
task to reconcile his background and accessories, which are drawn
according to perspective rule, and calculated to be seen from a single point, with his figures, which utterly violate these rules, and permit and indeed require the spectator to regard them from half a
dozen different positions. The background proper may not give
much trouble. More of it will be seen between the figures than
would be the case in nature, as has been pointed out already. in regard to columns, and care must be taken not to use any forms which
for
require the spectator to remain exactly at the station-point
But that can easily be managed. The chief
this he will not do.
If a
difficulty is found in fitting the figures into the foreground.
chair, for instance, occupies one end of the front of the picture and
is put into perspective along with the walls and floor, so as to appear
correctly from a point opposite the middle of the picture, it must
needs look more or less crooked when looked at from a point opposite the end of the picture, and it is no easy matter to make a figure
painted from that point of view look as if he were seated comfortaif, moreover, he is to be represented as looking slraight
bly in it.
across the picture, it is by no means clear whether he should be drawn
in profile as he would appear from this point, or with the threequarter face which he would show from the other.
268. There is even greater difficulty in reconciling the perspective
of a floor with the want of perspective of the feet that stand upon
If a number of persons are shown in the foreground of a picit.
ture all facing the same way, it is impossible to make the direction
of their feet agree with that of the boards on which they stand. Fig.
61, a, shows how the feet of a dramatic company, seen just as the curtain is descending, would be drawn in true perspective, agreeably to
perspective plan below. Fig. 62 shows the necessary correction, each
pair of feet being drawn just as if it were exactly opposite the
But it is to be noticed that the end man is necessarily
specta'.or.
represented as standing diagonally across the floor boards.
269. In general, the attitude of the figures at the edge of a large
picture is not very clearly defined, and varies as the spectator changes
his position.
In Guido's " Aurora," tor instance, if one stands opposite one end of the picture the figure at the extreme left seems to be
marching along the front, and Aurora herself to be looking out of
the frame. If lie goes to the other end she seems to be looking back
at Apollo in the chariot, and the other figure seems to be just coming round the corner, so to speak, from behind his car.
Another difficulty in the perspective of figure subjects is, that
if the
figures are as large as life everything nearer than they becomes
colossal.
But this may be avoided, and generally is, by not having
anything in particular in front of the principal figures.
270. All the difficulties encountered with the human figure are met
in even greater force with figures of animals, except that it is possible for them to be considerably out of drawing without detection.
Fig. 65, which is borrowed from the work of M. Thiebault, illustrates at once the extent of the distortion and the difficulty of cor-

had
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not be trusted with the better kinds of water-closet; but the sides get
smeared with filth, and the contents of the trap float directly under
the orifice of the bowl for hours
or often days at a time, so that
there is usually more or less
smell from it ; hence it should
be placed in a well-aired situation, or the bowl should be ventilated in
,

Worcester, Mass., R. D. O.
Smith, of Washington, D. C.,
and perhaps by other parties,
besides a ventilated hospital
hopper by W. S. Carr & Co.,
of New York. It is not diffi-

;

recting

WATER
ALL

cult to drill the shell of the or-

dinary kinds and insert a brass
nipple for connecting a pipe
Fig.

the forms of water-closet

CI.OSKTS.

now

in use

and most extensively used,
has an earthenware basin

The arm

THE WORCESTER.

Fig

2.

patent closet also has

of

good

size,

1J

an earthenware basin,

in-

serted into the top of
an iron receiver,
something like that
of a pan-closet, with

SMITH
PATENT

to four

or cottage closets are commonly made of cast-iron, enamelled inside, but earthe.iware is also used, or sometimes an earthenware basin is set in the mouth of a short iron hopper. The earlier
shape was nearly conical, but it is found that the action of the flushing water, entering at the side and descending spirally, is more uniform if the sides of the hopper are curved, as in the Philadelphia or
The lower end of the hopper may be inserted
the Mott patterns.
into a lead trap and (he joint filled with putty, or it may be bolted
to a cast-iron trap by the flange left for the purpose. This is the
usual way, and the traps are cast witli a removable cover, for cleaning
out.
An arm is cast on the hopper near the top, into which the
supply-pipe is inserted, the joint being made tight with putty, and the
water is admitted by any kind of stop-cock or valve. This makes a
strong and simple apparatus, suitable for the use of persons who can-

is

or 1^ inches in diameter, and
where the connecting pipe
can be carried to the outer
or into a constantly
air,
heated flue, the ventilation is
quite effectual, and the cost
small.

The Smith

types:

Hopper

in-

serted into the mouth of a
short conical hopper, which
has, just above the trap, an
arm cast on it for the attachment of a ventilating pipe.

VJI.

First, the hopper, which is a conical basin with outlet at the bottom, inserted into the mouth of an S-trap.
Second, the valve-closet, properly so called, which consists, in
substance, of a hopper with a door closing tightly the outlet, so that
a body of water stands in the basin, kept up by the door or valve,
until a lever is pulled, which causes the valve to drop and the water
and other contents to escape together.
Third, the pan-closet, in which the lower orifice of the basin, instead of being closed by a valve, dips into a pan hinged at one side
and filled with water, which is dropped by the action of a lever, and
the contents thrown out into the receiver in which the pan works,
and thence pass to the drain; and
Fourth, the plunger, or side outlet closet, in which the outlet from
the basin runs sideways, far enough to allow it to be closed by a plug
working vertically by the side of the basin, which holds the water in
the basin until lifted, when the discharge takes place below it.

ventilat-

ing pipes are best carried to an
independent outlet, and not into a chimney, unless a separate flue is
built for them; but they are far less objectionable than a vent pipe
from a trap or soil-pipe.
The Tucker closet, which is also made and sold by various dealers
in New
England under the
name of the " Worcester
hopper," from the place
where it was first introduced

I.

may be reduced

Such

for ventilation.

I.

it.

MODERN PLUMBING.

some way.

Ventilated

hopper-closets are
CUOSCT made
by N. G. Tucker, of

a flat top. The lower
part of the receiver
is tapered like an ordinary hopper, and is
set in the same way,
while out of the flat
cover, by the side of
the bowl, springs a

ventilating pipe,
which is to be connected with a flue or
carried to the open
air.

The

foul air af-

cending from the
lower hopper clings
to the walls, by a
well

known property

moving gases, and
is thus carried up beyond the orifice of the basin, and having gone so
far, it cannot, as long as there is a free escape for it in the same
direction by the ventilating pipe, move backwards so as to get into
The draught of the ventilating pipe tends to draw
the inner basin.
air down through the inner basin, and forms a further obstacle to
the ascent of vapor. This is also a cheap, strong, and, where an
of

outlet for the ventilating pipe can be had, very excellent apparatus,
which should be more widely known. The same principle, of dis-

charging the waste through a conical neck into a receiver ventilated
by a pipe which opens into it above the discharging mouth, is applied
by the patentee to washbowls, urinals, etc.
Both the Worcester and the Smith closets can he supplied with
water in any way desired; either by common or self-closing cocks, or
by some automatic apparatus. Still another mode of ventilating a
hopper is by Albee's closet ventilator. This consists of a flat pipe of
zinc or galvanized iron encircling the top of the bowl, just under the
At the back a connection is left for a
seat, and pierced with holes.
pipe to be carried to a flue or other outlet. This can be easily applied to any old or new closet, hopper, pan, or otherwise, and is very
useful in

many

cases.

Hopper-closets are often supplied with water by means of common
stop-cocks, ground or compression, but the ^ inch pipe, which is the
size to which the arm of the basin is usually fitted, will waste water
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and self-closing cocks or valves
rapidly if the cock should be left open,
known as the " hopper
are generally used, especially the variety
the seat, and lifted
under
cock!" which works with a lever, placed
of a pan-closet. Valves, as
by a brass knob somewhat like the pull
under the seat,
Carr's or Bartholomew's, are often employed, placed
use
while
which ishiix'cd, so that when the seat is pressed down
and stops when the weight
the valve is opened and the water flows,
Some valves run for a few minutes only
is removed from the seat.
best Of all,
the seat is relieved of the weight, and some, the
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which serves to spread the stream over the sides of the basin, is
instead of being
also of porcelain, made in one piece with the bowl,
ormed out of a bit of sheet lead or copper. An S-trap is set below
he hopper. This makes a very clean, nice-looking apparatus, all

m

when

when it
run for a short time while the weight is imposed, and again
of Cambridge,
H.
Stevens
John
is
made
valve
A
is removed.
by
of the closet door.
Mass., which is operated by the opening
such as occur in churches where
for
cold
situations,
A useful closet
below freezing five or
the temperature of the whole building may be
outlet carried vertically
six days in the week, is a hopper with the
surface
downward by a length of iron pipe to a trap so far below the
and supplied with water
of the crround as to be out of reach of frost,
buried four or five feet beneath the
through a pipe and cock also
a long spindle like a street hydrant.
surface, the cock worked with
The vertical part of the pipe, from the cock to the arm of the hopper,
cock must have a
will not freeze while the water is running, and the

when it is shut
tube waste, and be surrounded by loose stones, so that
drain out and soak
off the water in the vertical part of the pipe will
cock for this purpose is Lane s
away among the stones. An excellent
Boston Self-closing Valve. The rod can be ordered of any length,
and tubes are made for enclosing the valve and rod to keep the earth
is placed in a shed or basement, the trap may
away. Where the closet
can be
be buried in the same manner, and a supply cock of any kind
warm place. By either of these methods
put in the kitchen or other
where any other kind of water-closet
hoppers will work perfectly
would be useless in cold weather.
with
Instead of being supplied through the ordinary supply-pipe
from a cistern placed
its cocks or valves, the hopper may be supplied
over it, with a valve like an inverted cup over the mouth of the pipe
which leads from the cistern to the arm of the basin. On pulling a
wire or chain attached to one end of a lever over the cistern, the other
end of the lever lifts the valve, and the water runs into the hopper
with a force and suddenness which have a good effect in Wiring its

used about this apparatus, as the hopper and trap are
turned over so as to make a comfortable
porcelain, with the top
the floor, making a very clean and
seat, and the whole is screwed to
A cistern supply of this kind can easily be arellicient apparatus.
out of the reach of
ranged to work by the opening'of the closet door,
mischievous hands.
If a still more effectual mode of automatic flushing is desired, a
small cistern holding two or three quarts can be fitted up in any convenient place, supplied by a \ inch pipe, and discharging by a larger
The supply is regulated by a stop
pipe into the arm of the basin.
cock on the small pipe, so as to fill the cistern once in five or ten
As soon as filled, it is discharged by a valve with a float
minutes.

woodwork

is

all of

some other self-acting arrangement.
In an automatic cistern just patented by W. G. llhoads, of Philathe outlet pipe
delphia (sec American Architect for July 27, 1878),
forms a siphon in the cistern, and the inlet pipe discharges over a
dish so balanced on a pivot that when empty it rests horizontal, but
when full it falls forward and empties itself into the cistern. When
the cistern is nearly full, the addition of the dishful of water brings
into action the siphon, which empties the contents instantly into the
obtained by such an
hopper. The regular flushing at short intervals
apparatus keeps the closet always clean.
closet of this kind is sold by Alfred Ivers, of New
or

'

A patented

With
is thoroughly made and works extremely well.
the addition of a ventilating pipe, like that of the Smith closet, it
would leave little to be desired for use in nurseries or hospitals.
Any apparatus of this kind, however, consumes a large amount of
water, a discharge of three quarts every five minutes amounting to
over two hundred gallons a day, and where water is costly, or the
supply limited, their use is impracticable. Hopper-closets in general
in cities an exrequire a good deal of water to keep them clean, and
York, which

tra charge is

made

for their use, even

when

supplied by self-closing

cocks.

The name of valve-closet is by common usage applied to any apparatus, whether employing a pan or other cover for closing the
lower orifice of the bowl, to which the water is supplied directly
through a valve on the supply-pipe, in distinction from the indirect
supply by the intervention of a service cistern; but it is convenient
here to restrict it to its technical application to those in which the
water is held in the basin by a valve, instead of by a plunger or a pan.
This variety is common in England and on the Continent, and one
" Bramah " closet, is
occasionally imported into this
English form, the
country. The only native example that the writer is acquainted
with

is

Co., of

"
the " American Defiance
closet,

New York,

which

is

made by Wm. S. Carr &
much used throughout the United States.

In this apparatus the basin, with its overflow in one piece, and the
valve are of porcelain.
The basin is bolted down to a small iron
hopper, just large enough for the valve to work in, and this
enamelled inside. The fan, under which the water enters, anc

PATENT AMERICAN
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Fig. 4.

the visible parts being white porcelain, with no brown streaks from
the metal fans and screws, and no exposure of rusty copper pans at
the bottom, and when in good order no closet is pleasanter in use;
the bowl holds a large quantity of water, so that there is no danger
of its sides being fouled, and the opening of the valve throws the
whole contents instantly out of sight. In addition, the space between
the valve and the trap, which must necessarily be full of the emanations from whatever is in the trap, is small, and, being lined with
enamel, the filth passes through it without striking, so that the
is generated or retained in it is insignificant
quantity of gas which
with the blast of vapor which comes from the conin

comparison

Its successful operation, however, depends
tainer of a pan-closet.
There is nothing to
of the valve.
greatly upon the proper working
of the valve
keep the water in the bowl except the upward pressure
the outlet at the bottom, and if imagainst the rubber packing of
the valve may not fit tightly or
perfectly made, or unskilfully put in,
with sufficient pressure, so that the water can run away, and leave the
basin dry. Pieces of paper often get in and hold the valve open, with
the same result, so that the apparatus should be used carefully, but it

good treatment. The trap should be ventilated, to avoid
is not unlikely, from the large
possibility of siphonage, which
would admit a stream of sewer gas
quantity of water discharged, and
nto the room around the journals of the valve, even though the basin

well repays
all

night be

full of

water.

most of those made in New York, are usually
the main water pipe, through a
supplied directly by a branch from
va'lve worked by the action of the lever which at the same time drops
the valve under the basin; but it is better to employ a service cistern,
something like that occasionally used to supply hoppers, and dispense
with the valve. The ordinary service cistern for pan and valve
closets is a wooden box about two feet long and one foot in height
and width, holding some fifteen gallons, and lined with lead or tinned
To the under side of the cistern is attached a service- box
copper.
The communication from
of heavy sheet lead, usually six-pound.
the cistern to the service-box is through a cistern valve, two inches
or so in diameter, which is raised by a lever, connected to the pull of
the closet by copper wires and cranks precisely like those used in bell
of the
hanging. An air tube leads from the service-box to the top
When
cistern, and a | inch or | inch pipe runs direct to the basin.
the pull is lifted, the valve is depressed and the basin emptied, and
at the same time the valve in the cistern is raised and the water runs
the
through the service-box into the basin and out again through
open valve. If the cistern were made without a service-box, as used
for hoppers, the flow would cease as soon as the lever was dropped,
without the after-flow necessary for filling the basin after the pull is
released and the valve closed but as adapted for pan or valve closets,
the raising of the large cistern valve fills the service-box faster than
the small pipe to the basin can empty it, and when the cistern valve
is dropped by releasing the handle, enough water remains in the
service-box to continue the flow until the basin is full. This detached
cistern supply can be adapted to any closet, at a cost of a few dollars
over the direct valve supply, and is much simpler, stronger, and safer,
as well as more perfect in action.
Where a closet is connected directly with the main, it often
happens that in case of a failure of water, such as frequently occurs
in upper stones, the closet is used, and no water following the raising of the handle, this is left up, so that whenever the water conies
again the closet may be flushed. The consequence is that if the
water sinks still further in the mains, an almost perfect vacuum is
created behind it, and the air rushes in through any open pipe.
These

closets, like

;
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closet valve, thus held open, becomes a conduit through which the
vapors of the basin, and sometimes particles of its contents, are
sucked with great force into the supply pipes of the house. Fatal

disease has been traced to this source of contamination.
Another objection to the direct supply valves is that they soon
begin to leak, especially if subjected to a varying pressure. They
often come enclosed in a little box, with an outlet to be connected
to the waste-pipe, and if not so
protected, the whole closet is frequently set in a lead safe, so that the leakage of the valve escapes
without doing any mischief, but it may become so serious as to waste
considerable quantities of water. If the valve, again, is out of order,
the closet is useless until a plumber can be sent for to repair it, while
with the cistern supply, the breaking of a wire or crank is easily

remedied.

Where the cistern supply is employed, care must be taken to adapt
the service-box to the size of the closet basin.
With a hopper, no
service-box is necessary, as no water is needed to remain in the
basin; with pan-closets a small one, holding enough to fill the pan,
about a quart and a half, is all that is required, while with the
" American
"
Defiance," the English
Bramah," or any of the plunger
Inclosets, a service-box holding at least two gallons is necessary.
stead of the ordinary rectangular lead service box, with air pipe
to prevent the compression of the air from impeding the entrance
of the water, a substitute is often made by extending a two or three
inch lead pipe down from the cistern valve about two feet, or more,
according to the quantity of water needed, and then contracting it
to the ^ or |- inch required for the supply to the basin.
This needs
no air pipe, and the water runs into the basin with more force than
from an ordinary service-box of the same capacity.

OFFICIAL REPORT ON THE PATENT OFFICE COMPETITION.
WASHINGTON, D.

To THE HONORABLE CAUL ScHUHZ,

C.,

August

9,

1878.

Secretary of the Interior:

The undersigned, a commission appointed to "examine
and report upon, the plans submitted for restoring and reconstructing the Patent Ollice Building," have attended to that duty,
and would respectfully report:
We have received the contributions of thirteen (13) competitors,
consisting of one hundred and ten (HO) sheets, containing upwards
of two hundred and fifty-four (254) drawings, with explanations,
and twelve (12) written descriptions. Of these, we were obliged at
the contribution of Mr. J. H. Merrill,
the outset, to reject one,
Sir,

into,

for violation of the rules of competition, in failing to make his contribution anonymous.
Upon a careful consideration of your letter of instructions, together with circulars of June 14, and amendments of June 27,
1878, and accompanying lithographic sheets, upon which architects
were invited to base their contributions, we resolved that our recommendations must be favorable " to that competitor, who,
into

taking
account the various requirements and suggestions of circular of June
in
a
have
the
most
shall
14,
single scheme,
presented,
intelligent
embodiment of these requirements and suggestions;" also, "that,
of
merits
the
various
schemes which have been
in determining the
submitted, we, as experts, must, in justice to all competitors, be governed solely by the requirements of said circular, and accompanying
plans."

Having now carefully examined the various drawings and written
explanations, we are unanimously of the opinion that the author of
the contribution designated thus, <, has " presented the most intel"
of the requirements and suggestions
of the govligent embodiment
erning circular, and we recommend the erection upon' the walls of
the present building of an additional story or " attic," substantially
The adoption of this scheme will
as suggested by this competitor.
give an entire new story of offices, seventy-two (72) in number.
In connection with this, we would recommend the central connecting passage, shown upon sheets Nos. thirteen (13) and fifteen (15) of
same competitor; or, instead of this, a building, rectangular in form,
about seventy-five (75) feet from north to south, and seventy (70)

feet from east to west.
This structure should be tangent to the curve of wall of present
stairway of south wing, and connect with north wing by a narrow
passage only, thus interfering as little as possible with the light of
If made with three (3) finished stories, H will
present building.
contain, say. eighteen (18) offices; thus the proposed treatment of
present building, together with the central structure above described,
will furnish a total of ninety (90) new rooms, of
size of

average

present

offices.

The new model-room,

as proposed, will be of uniform
height and
style over the whole area of the present building; well arranged for
light and air, and capable of architectural treatment in harmony
with the present structure, both externally and internally.
As a matter of interior arrangement, we would recommend that
the principal gallery be made of somewhat greater width than that
shown upon section sheet No. fifteen (15), and placed at a lower
level, and that a narrower gallery be placed above this.

Much

ingenuity has been displayed by competitors in attempts to
secure needed space, while erecting nothing which shall be visible
above the present sky-line, except at a considerable distance from
the building; but every such attempt develops some serious difficulty,

75

such, for instance, as lack of sufficient height in proposed modelroom ; absence of light and free circulation of air; interference with
lack of proper and convenient
light and air of present model-room
means of communication between various portions of building; or,
fundamental defect in form, which no management of detail, how;

ever clever, can obviate, and which in a room of national
importance, cannot be accepted or overlooked.
The question of " design for restoration of the building, substantially as it stood before the fire," is hardly more than one of interior
detail.
Taking this by itself, we are of the opinion that the author
of the contribution designated thus (C S in monogram within a
circle)
has in sheets No. three (8) and four (4) exhibited the best
practical
answer to this requirement; but that this arrangement would
require
modification by a widening of the central longitudinal
passage, by
reduction of projection of cases, and by the opening of others
'parallel with this, and nearer the side walls.
Also, that the roof, as
is
to
serious
on
the
proposed,
open
objection
ground of comfort, and

would require to be supplemented by an interior shell or
ceiling,
separate from the substance of the roof, and enclosing a sufficient
amount of air, with proper ventilating arrangement, for protection
against extreme temperatures of summer or winter.
The question of " an entire new roof," has been variously answered
by various competitors, but in no case has a plan been suggested, so
far superior to others, or to those methods of construction, which are
the common property of all skilled builders, as to call for
special
mention.
Iron roofs, protected by " lime of Tiel," "porous terra-cotta," or
" other
improved fire-proof materials," arc recommended. The lime
of Tiel, and porous terra-cotta, are both good materials for the
purpose, and capable of adaptation to any form of iron work.
In the design of
sheet No. fifteen (15), which we have recommended, a common form of roof is indicated, spanning the width of
the building.
If our suggestions as to the widening of the
galleries in this plan
be adopted, the columns may be made to stand over the intersection
of the corridor and cross walls, as shown in another scheme of this
contributor, (sheet No. nine [9] ), in which case the piers or columns
may become parts of the construction, and thus divide the bearing
of the roof into three comparatively small
bays, readily spanned by
a single beam.

<

,

We

would suggest as proper locations for three passenger elevathe well-holes of the two stairways in eastern
wing of present
building, and one well-hole of the double stairway of western wine,
while the opposke well-hole of the latter affords excellent
opportunity for a freight elevator, if desired.
of
the
The arrangement
pilasters of the south portico is such,
the outer one, which must govern the projection of an attic, standing considerably forward of the line of the intermediate ones,
that the south wall of the attic must of necessity be
supported over
the space below, primarily by transverse iron girders, or their
equivalent, resting upon the intermediate pilasters and opposite columns.
Before closing our report, we feel it our duty to call attention to
the very dangerous condition of the ceiling and roof of the south
portico; these are of wood, furred and plastered upon the under side
A wall of masonry separates the enclosed space from
in each case.
the main model-room, hut does not pass through the roof.
In this
wall are openings leading to the main model-room, as well as into
the space between the vaulting and roof of same, which openings are
Fire
entirely unprotected, being closed merely by doors of wood.
might readily be communicated to this space, cither through the
roof, as in the case of the recent conflagration in west winf, or from
below, should any evil-minded person, with sufficient ingenuity, be
tempted to take advantage of the present condition of the ceilin<>- of
the portico. In earr) ing out the proposed changes in the main buildroof should be replaced by substantial
ing, this ceiling and
fire-proof
construction.
JAMES K. WILSON.
Very respectfully,
tors,

RICHARD M. UPJOHN.
H. W. HAKTWELL.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.
WASHINGTON, August
Messrs. JAMES K.
Present:

9,

1878.

WILSON, R. M. UPJOHN, H. W. HARTWELL,

I have this day received your report as a Board of
Gentlemen,
experts to pass upon the competitive plans for the restoration and
reconstruction of the Patent Office building.
With the submission of this report, your duties in this connection
Delicate as these dutie* have been, I feel assured that
are ended.
faithfully and impartially discharged them, for which please
accept the thanks of this Department.

you have

Very

sincerely yours,
C. Sciiunz,

Secretary.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.
THE PATENT OFFICE ALTERATIONS, WASHINGTON,

We

D. C.

here present the designs which show the proposed alterations
as submmitted to the committee by the successful competitor, Mr. J.
A. Vrydagh. The description of the arrangements will be found in
the official report of the committee published herewith.
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PLATE

XII.

"
See the " Paper on Perspective in this issue.

VENTILATION OF SEWERS AND DRAINS.

may

was seven yards from the furnace, and the furthest 300 yards away,
and between the two points, fifteen other openings or open gullies.
)own each of these gullies the anemometer did not register more
ban about twenty cubic feet, but the fact was abundantly established
hat, in all of them, remote as well as near, there was a down curThe whole of these gullies were then made up, not absolutely,
ent.
tut in a roufli and ready fashion, and the anemometer placed at the
490 cubic feet per minute,
ixtremity of the sewer, when it indicated
bus showing that, with well trapped gullies, the effect must extend

;

and unworkable ideas which must early die on account ot
with existing laws, habits, and conditions of

their incompatibility

the people.
ana we
Given a certain condition, namely, a net work of sewers,
but
have sewer-gases. Their nature and formulae are well known;
we are most concerned with their disease-producing power. That
disease which kills thousands, and
they are capable of generating
tens of thousands annually, is generally admitted, hence
prostrates

means to keep
the laudable ingenuity and activity in devising
asunder sewer-gases and human beings.
"
"
Such devices have been numerous. Among the first were traps
we
can
our
from
and
and
kinds
names,
past experience,
of various
"
traps,"
see that they have literally fulfilled their names; not only
their
to
for
thousands, trusting
protection, have
but "man-traps:"
been deceived, and found them a delusion and a snare.
Then we had the introduction of upright pipes or shafts from the
main sewers into the streets, and from w.c.'s up to the housetop; and
of
then came the conflict of opinion as to the density and behavior
these tubes, or whether they
would
whether
go
up
they
sewer-gases,
would not require some apparatus to draw them up, without which
no use, and this matter was so unsettled, that each
they would be of
to follow out his own notion as to what was best.
person was left
Last year the great idea in advance may be expressed in one word,
" disconnection," and there can be no doubt of the value
namely,
and importance which that word implies, and of the myriad dangers
which its application would prevent; but, as supplementing or rendwe have what may be termed
ering unnecessary all the past scheme?,
ventilation by exhaustion, and in a few words I will describe its prin" Stott's
mechanism. The system is known as
system."
ciple and
in connecting sewers and drains with the furnaces of
It, consists
For this
steam boilers, or other furnaces with a strong draught.
is inclosed by a door, so as to connect the
purpose the ashes place
sewer or drain in any convenient manner. In all cases,
pipe from the
or
however, it will be observed that the furnace to which a sewer
drain is connected for the purposes of ventilation, the connection must
be so arranged that the furnace must only receive its supply of air
to support combustion from such sewer or drain.
Consequently, it
must be continually exhausting the said sewers and drains of foul
the fire and be consumed, or
which must also pass
cases,

No. 140.

jodies are through the fires very little harm can they do.
The first experiment was made at West Vale, near Halifax ; the
imount of air passing through the fire was measured by the anemometer, and was 980 cubic feet per minute. The question then was,
where does this air come from, or how far ? The nearest opening

1

IN the following remarks I wish to speak but briefly on the theory
results of the
of sewer ventilation, and more fully on the practical
a legion
various systems in operation for we have nowadays quite
of fanciful

[VOL. IV.

nethod solves it to some extent, and I believe it to be equally clear that it
s the duty of those, who have the means in their power, to find to what,
xtent the matter is applicable. If the range of action in the sewers be
I hope the inquiry will be rigbenefit will be great also.
great, the public
orously made."
The question then is, to what extent will the furnace exhaust the
be admitted that when once the gases and organic
ewer, for it

W. 14. EMDESIGN FOR THE TOWN HALL AT MILTON, MASS. MB.
ERSON, ARCHITECT, BOSTON.
since.
THIS design was submitted in competition some months

STUDY IN PERSPECTIVE.

and Building News.

a very considerable area.
application of the system was to the Halifax Union
The
'oor-house, where some 400 inmates are constantly housed.
uardians in their report say that, since the adoption of Mr. Stott's
ystem in the house, the bad smells, which have taken tons of chloide of lime to disinfect, have been entirely removed
that, although
upwards of 150 cases of small-pox and fever have been brought into
he infirmaries in a few months, with only four deaths, not one case
such imlas occurred among the inmates of any infectious disease
uunity was never known before the sewers and drains were conlected with the boilers.
The Corporation of Halifax then took it up, to see whether such
connection with the boilers of mills would remove the complaints of
The first complaint came
jad smells from certain neighborhoods.
rom one of the best parts of the town it was loud and strong, the
tench rising into some of the houses at certain times was unbearajle
upon investigation, the cause was clearly discovered, namely,
,he passage into the sewers from several factories where wool was
vashed of the residual liquor after the soap had been extracted by
This liquor, I need not say, was
,he addition of sulphuric acid.
The question then was, shall we stop the busipeculiarly offensive.
As our
icss in which this was made, or shall we find a remedy ?
>ver

The next

;

;

;

)

;

wish was always to interfere as little as possible with business, we
decided to connect the sewers with the furnaces of two of the factoies
the result has been that we have not had a single complaint
I ought to add that several of the complaining houses were
since.
lalf a mile from the factories.
Shortly afterwards, in nearly the centre of the town, a similar
;

complaint was made it was only at certain well-defined times of the
day that the stench was so very offensive, and we ascertained that
these were the times when the liquid was run into the sewers out of
the large cisterns in which it had been stored, so we tried the experi;

through

rendered harmless.
After making a number of experiments on the spot with the above
Dr. Angus Smith wrote the following:

ment of running off the liquid at midnight, thinking, of course, to
cheat the people, but the effect was that some scores of people had
for
sewers
are
admired
"Some of the
positively dangerventilating
plans
to turn out of bed and out-of-doors too, to escape the noxious effluvia.
air
is
When
the
sewer
valueless.
are
brought through
simply
ous, oihers
then connected the sewer with the boiler of the factory, continuthat
it
can
to
it
is
as
escape
the fire,
imagine
impossible
by your method,
This
ing to use the drains as before, without a single complaint.
to some extent, and one question of prominent importance is,
purification
number of similar cases
extends over a period of four years.
to what extent?
"
could be added, but the story is the same, namely, complaints which
It is extremely probable that the destruction of all dangerous substances
have found their remedy, thorough, effectual and simple, in the conwas complete in such cases as I saw. So far as we know, the substances
to l>e destroyed are not very stable bodies, ami are readily decomposed.
nection, on Stott's principle, of the sewers with the furnace of some
We may say'with safety that the method in question, namely, passing the factory or other furnace having a strong draught.
sewer gases through the great tires of factories, will remove tlic most danIn 1873, the furnace of Castle Mills, Oldham, was connected with
the purifithe sewers on Stott's principle, and after giving general satisfaction
gerous properties, and, if the speed of passage be not too great,
be
it
will
If
be
burn,
will
cation
present
sulphureted hydrogen
complete.
over a lengthened period, on the recommendation of Dr. Sutton, the
and the sulphurous acid formed will pass up with the same acid from the
Medical Officer of Health, the Corporation decided to have six other
If carbonic acid be in excess, it will pass up the chimney with the
coals.
connections made in the most complaining parts of the town, and the
If organic substances,
carlronic acid so constantly formed in the tire.
following were made in 1876
cither as germs or more developed living f urms be present, they will not endure the heat unless driven through with great rapidity, and if the substances are in a state of putrefaction, that state will be destroyed by a simThe result then is easily known, so far aa theory goes; the proilar heat.
cess
performed well must render the purification complete. So far as
is concerned, we may be sure that some and even the greater part
practice
in^iiany cases of the noxious matters will be thoroughly rendered innocent,
whether all or not is a question of size of furnace, amount of air passing,
time of passage, and so on.
" The next
point to be considered, is to what extent in the sewer is the
current of air formed, or we may say, how far will one fire, burning a
cause a draught in a sewer of a given size. It will
given amount of fuel,
to answer this question, and that experirequire a good deal of experience
ence can be obtained only by the use of the method in various situations
and I certainly feel justified in recommending that it should be tried and
The distance to which the draught of air
its action carefully examined.
will extend in any sewer depends on the condition of the sewer as well as
of the furnace, and I could not pretend to follow the matter into details
without abundant experiment. I can say, however, that to cause the currents of air to pass from the interior of our houses into the sewer rather
tlinn in a contrary direction, would be to do an incalculable service to a
great population, and, indeed, I doubt if there be any one sanitary prob
system,

We

A

:

i

;

lem of equal importance before

us.

It

is

sufficiently evident that

your

D. Ainley, M. R. C. S., L. R. C. P., etc., Officer of Health, read before th
Society of Arts, and published in the Journal of the Society.
i
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the street grids are as bad now as they were twelve months ago.
(Query,
Because the apparatus is not working?) The inhabitants who resided
some time previous to the adoption of this system in the other parts, informed Inspector Walton and myself that the- offensive smells were considerably lessened, a result which they principally attributed to Stott's patent
but as Mr. Kawlinson, the Consulting Engineer to the Local Government
Board, who visited Oldham previous to my appointment, urged upon the
Council the importance of removing the grid traps throughout the town
for the purpose of promoting free ventilation, which was carried out, a
;

great portion of the efficacy of Stott's system is counteracted; but even
under these circumstances a considerable amount of foul air is conducted
from the tributary drains to the furnaces, where the sulphuretted hydrogen, ammonia, and organic compounds pass through the tire, and are rendered innocuous."

In the first week of this month (May) Dr. Sutton made a further
inspection of the district partially under Stott's system, and the following is his report:

HEALTH DEPARTMENT,

TOWN HALL, OLDHAM, May

3, 1878.
inspection, during this week, I rind in every case where the same
reside
who
did
so
in
that
now
September, 1877,
they one and all
highly appreciate the great improvements of the atmosphere of their houses.
Frequently complaints were formerly made to me of their rejecting their
food, caused by the fetid steam being blown into the streets through the
grids, and into their houses through the slopstone pipes; and the mortality
by simple continued fever and convulsions is materially reduced. I entertain the same opinion which I have always held that, in closely-confined
and densely-populated districts, nothing surpasses this method of dealing

Upon

tenants

with sewer-gas.

J.

M. SUTTON, M.

I).

Two

years ago the managers of Smedley's establishment, at Matlock, not satisfied with the sanitary condition of the place, applied
to Mr. Stott with regard to his invention, with the view of rendering
Mr. Stott examthe place as healthy as it was possible to make it.
ined the drainage, and suggested that the whole of the drains should
be connected together, and then attached to the boiler on his princiThis was done in a most satisfactory manner, and the result
ple.
has been all that could be desired.
In conclusion, it will not be out of place to state that this principle
is well adapted for the ventilation of steamships, by making the heat
of the funnel the exhauster of the foul air below
nothing can possibly be simpler, more effectual, or more economical.
And just as I finish this paper comes the sad news of the explosion
on board the mail steamer Sardinia, the facts of which are all well
;

known

suffice it to say that, if this principle had been carto you
ried out on that steamer, such a catastrophe would have been an
absolute impossibility.
;

CORRESPONDENCE.
WORK AT THE CATHEDRAL.
SAFETY OF SOME PUBLIC BUILDINGS.

A COMBINATION PLAN.

THE

NEW YORK.
SPIRIT of exclusiveness and a desire for privacy have prevented
in great measure the carrying out of anything like combination in the
designs of private dwellings. We have rows upon rows of brown
stone fronts, each house having no closer connection with its neighNow and then in the rows
bors than the party-wall between them.

A

of cheap cottages some attempt is made to unify the several buildings,
perhaps by carrying the central one up a story higher, or by setting
the fronts on different planes, but in general the only architectural
device for housing several families in what is really one building is
manifested in the apartment house. At the corner of Thirty-third
Street and Madison Avenue Mr. 11. M. Hunt is to put up a combined
dwelling, a real combination too in plan as well as in outward deAt this place Mr. Edgerton L. Winthrop and Mr. Frederic
sign.
Bronson are the owners of a plot measuring 49X?6 feet, the shorter
length on the avenue side. Instead of cutting this into a pair of
equal parallelograms, a give-and-take policy has been followed. Mr.
Bronson enters from the avenue at one corner, while Mr. Winthrop
enters from the street by a central porticoed doorway. The two
houses are in no wise flats, since there is a distinct party-wall rising
between them, though this wall is not built in one plane. The
dividing line has been built parallel with the Thirty- third Street
front, and by giving a little here and a little there where he can
well spare it, each house-owner gets in return available space which
in houses of the
The Bronordinary type would be wholly wasted.
son or avenue entrance leads by the hall to the stairway in the
centre of the house, past a large reception room, while the diningroom is at the rear, overlooking the area. The service stairs run up
beside the dining-room. The Winthrop house has its reception room
on the outer angle of the building, curtailed somewhat by the carrying over of the party-wall to allow space for the Bronson hall. Diis the main stairway, starting at right anand leading up by easy runs; back of this, in the space gained
by setting back the party- wall, is the servants' stairway; to the left is
the dining-room and here the party-wall is on the axis of the plot. The
houses are of the English basement pattern, and upon the first floor

rectly before the entrance
gles,

great fire-proof folding-doors permit a general opening on gala nights.
Above the hall of the Winthrop house and extending out in a broad
"
bay over the projecting vestibule is a boudoir "or morning room,
with a fire-place against the blank end of the bay. The chimney
arrangement here is peculiar. In the basement is a range fire-place
immediately below the main door-step. The flue runs up in the brick
sides of the porch.
The porch and bay fall back into the main wall

and Building News.
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on the line of the first chamber floor, and from that point to the roof
the chimney-stack is carried on the deep iron box-girder and relieving-arch of brick, while between two of the windows on the mansard
roof the chimney top appears, rising apparently out of the main entrance. The construction is good, and security is amply looked after,
but the feeling is that guests and visitors enter the house in a sort of
horizontal Santa Glaus fashion, through the chimney.
The exterior
is in Philadelphia brick, with Belleville, N. J., stone for window and
door finish. No distinction is made on the outside between the two
buildings, nor is their interior division line indicated in any way.
The finish within is mainly in oak; and at a total'cost of over $60,000
the dual building will be a noteworthy one.
At the Roman Catholic Cathedral on Fifth Avenue, it has been
decided to build a crypt below the main altar, and workmen are now
drilling the opening in the rock bottom upon which the whole church
stands. As the stained glass windows are in the nave-aisle and clerestory windows, blasts cannot be used in the building, and the rock is
off slowly and laboriously by plugs and wedges.
The apse
windows have not yet been inserted, nor will they be until the high

lifted

altar is in position, when they will be designed with special reference
The altar itself has arrived from
to their effect upon the whole.
Italy, ready for erection, and will be put up as soon as the vault and

foundation are completed. The crypt will contain twenty-one
spaces
for bodies, and will be reserved for archbishops and high church di"The body of Archbishop Hughes, who over twenty years
nitaries.
ago originated the project of building the cathedral, will bo removed
there upon the dedication of the building.
Workmen are now busily
engaged laying the floor. The ground was cleared down to the rock
face, and brick bearing walls at distances of twelve feet were carried
up and down the nave and aisles; upon these the wooden beams rest
and the floor will alto be of wood. Advantage has been taken of the
space below to hang the steam pipes, water and gas pipes, and these
may be reached at any time by crawling below the floor. It was at
one time intended to have a tile floor, but Cardinal McCloskev feels
that such a plan would entail suffering upon the
kneeling worshippers, and inputs upon the use of wood, except in the lobbies and enThe scaffolding has now been entirely removed from the
trances.
building.

Attention has been called to the several government buildings here
by alarmist reports that the Custom House and the Assay Office were
The Custom House, once the Merchants'
in dangerous condition.
Exchange, was built by Rogers, architect, in 1845, and stands to-day
without an appreciable crack or sign of settlement.
The heavy
granite columns and walls were well set, and the buildino- is no
whit inferior as a piece of workmanship to anything of a later date.
Around its interior courts run galleries of stone supported on granite
brackets or corbels, and it is the alleged insecurity of this stone-work
that has given rise to the alarming reports. One angle corbel cracked
and fell several years ago, owing to some unforeseen imperfection in
the stone, and upon this General Steinmetz pointed out the advisability of taking down all the galleries and substituting iron balconies.
At the Assay Office it is asserted that the acid fumes and the leakage
have excited rust and corrosion in the iron- work, and wooden
supports have been inserted, as much to bear any additional weight as
to supplement the weakened iron columns.
In the Treasury Building proper, a great iron safe is building, 47X28 feet in plan and
twelve feet high, for the storing away of the rapidly accumulating
The safe is now standing at the works of Georn-e Da
silver coin.
mon, Boston. In a few days it will be taken apart and shipped to
this citv, where it will completely fill the vault arranged for it.

w.

BARTHOLDI'S STATUE OF LIBERTY.
[Paris correspondence of the

New York

World.}

THE

statue of Liberty has been before the world as a proposition,
if not in bodily shape, at any time since the great Centennial
and
its literature of purposes, principles of construction, and measureis
a
in
ments
now (jnite library
itself.
I have no
difficulty, therefore,
in finding out that the figure in sheer height, clear of all reckoning
for its coronet, and for what may be called its footstool, will measure
32 metres, or 1 04 feet 1 If inches. I learn further that the pedestal of
granite on which the lady is to stand is, with all due respect for my
cicerone, 25 metres high, instead of the 27 named, the 25 metres beLastly, that if you take the figure from the
ing equal to 82 feet.
sole of her classic foot to the extreme end of the torch in her
upstretched hand, jou will have a height-of 42 metres, and if you add
this to the 25 already given as the height of the pedestal,
you will
have a grand total" of 67 metres from the surface of the ground at
Bedloe to the extreme end of the torch. Now, 67 metres make exCan anything more forcibly illustrate the
actly 219 feet 11^ inches.
niggardly closeness of the French in a reckoning than their ne)ect
to make it 220 feetV
Let me add but this in the question of size The statue, as a
;

:

and quite apart from its pedestal, is to be the biggest thino- of
its kind
the Colossus of Rhodes would be a mere toy to it, anof so
would the great Sphinx.
But all this refers only to the work as it will be now let us conIt is being made in pieces, as space and funds
sider it as it is.
permit, and for the first piece made, the fore-arm holding the torch,
New Yorkers may see it any day by going to Madison Square. The
second part, the head and neck and the beginning of the spacious
statue,

;

;
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breasts (which would be large enough for their function if Liberty
were the mother of all the virtues), is now finished and on view on
the Exhibition grounds, whence it will be dispatched straight to its

the trunk, the capacious draperies
The rest
ultimate destination.
to cover the lower limbs, and the arm holding the tablet of indepenhave reason to congrati s all
dence
yet to be, and the world will
"
ulate itself if it get fully "enlightened
by means of this completed

torch-bearer by the year 1881.
Mars my curiosity
Long before the head reached the Champ de
as to this stupendous specimen of womanhood took me to the workthe Pare Monceau, where it is being
shop in the Kue Chazelle, near
was built wholly and solely for the accommomade. The

workshop
dation of this one inmate and her attendants, some fifty workmen
of
hammering for their lives on sheet copper to complete the toilet
her tresses for the show. The Lilliputians reached her back hair by
means of ladders running from stage to stage of a high scaffolding.
I mounted the scaffolding with them and stood on the level of her
to be insome thirty inches from corner to corner
awful eye
One of them, a taller manikin than the rest, by
gulfed in her gaze.
from a platsomething more than the thickness of her thumb nail,
form just level with the line of the lips, was tinkering at a line
that marks the middle of her brow, and his six feet of height exactly
The whole scene
covered the space between the two, and no more.
abounded in these curiosities of measurement. A number of pigmies
of our species crawling about the inside of what appeared to be a
vast caldron used in the sugar-refining trade were understood to be
A smaller caldron, on
of her head.
really at work on the crown
which two little fellows were busy in a corner, was the tip of her
Her lips, from dimple to dimple, were as long as my
classic nose.
I was told, might sit around the
walking-stick, and fifteen people,
flame of her torch
My final care is to see some men of
note on art who may consent to give me their judgment on the statue,
and first I turn to Auguste Bartholdi, the designer. I find him at
his studio in a small street of which the name has really escaped my
recollection, though I know well enough which way to turn for it
when once I am in the neighborhood of the Gare Montparnasse.
Bartholdi is an Alsacian as well as a Frenchman, still young for an
I should not give him a day more than
artist of his reputation
sincere and winningly bold in manner, of middle height,
forty
He gives
dark, large-featured, and with a very penetrating glance.
you the impression of a man of power, and his works confirm it. He
loves to model on a colossal scale
perhaps because this most readto the simplicity and massiveness of effect which he
ily conduces
seeks in art. He is a sculptor of the old, and, as most of us still
and the modern Italians, I know, and Carthink, the best school
peaux, I believe, are his bane. He is the sculptor of the Lion of
Belfort, which is to be put up in front of the rock-built fortress so
heroically defended in the last war, and by that defense preserved
This beast is to dwarf all others of his species, includto France.
In fact, I think he might find room
ing those of Trafalgar Square.
for all four of the latter at a meal in his single person, for the considerably reduced model of him exhibited in the Salon this year is
;

He measures in his full proportions ninetybigger than any one.
one feet ten inches in length, forty-nine feet three inches in height,
and he is a superb example of the skill and knowledge which the
French have developed of late years in the artistic treatment of his
a fine vindication of truth and nature against convention, as
race
represented by that monster in every sense, the blubbering Lion of
Lucerne. But I must not forget the artist in the work, nor omit to
say of the former that he was a very distinguished member of the
at the Exhibition of Philadelphia, and that his report
on the decorative arts of the United States is one of the best things

French jury

of the kind.
In my visit to him I found him naturally unwilling to say much
about the statue of Liberty. He could only be induced to discuss it
a reference to the general principles on which he had worked.

by
'

I

have a horror," he

The forms and

said, "of all frippery of detail in sculpture.
effects in that art should be broad, massive, and sim-

In my Lion of Belfort, since you press me for an example, I
ple.
have given only the grand outlines. I have not wasted my time in
grooming the mane. I have sought only such a distribution of masses
of light and shade as may be likely to tell at the distance from which
the thing is to be viewed. I own that the work of what we are
pleased to call our modern school pains me by the absence of all endeavor of the kind. The Italians, for instance, as we see them in
this exhibition, are positively mean in their imitations of texture in
marble work. The pattern of a lady's fan, the lace in her dress, her
slippers, and the embroidery of her cambric, are done to the life,

and nothing

else.

All that

effect of the essential parts

is

but so much taken
the form and face.

away from

You can

the

hardly

how much a figure may lose by such treatment until you
some striking example. There "is one in New York, a monument in Madison Square, of a great man seated in his chair. The
chair is so elaborately wrought that it takes all attenlion away from
the great man. The upholstery is the first thing you look at and the
conceive
see

it

in

Contras-t that with another seated figure, the Voltaire of the
Theatre Frai^ais, in which I will defy you to ignore, for one moment, the head, the noblest part of the work, the cause and motive of
Of the statue of Liberty itself I can only say that I
all the rest.
have modelled it on these principles, always bearing in mind the
place it is to occupy, and consequently not breaking up the work

last.

into frivolous detail."

and Building News.
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" The Greeks built
up their colossal statues most
wood, and on this laid the plates of gold, ivory,
I think
or other material that gave the fini?h to the outward form.
they were just as right in the mechanical part of the business as
we know they were in the artistic. They could dare to do big
statues, because they had thought out every question belonging to
such work. I am not sure that we have done so
we have too
much else to think of nowadays. There are many things to bear in
mind before you can rear a statue of a hundred feet with credit to

Mr. Story said

:

solidly in stone or

;

yourself or pleasure to the beholder. The first is that, when you are
close to such a statue you cannot see the whole for the bigness of
the parts, and that when you are at a distance you lose the parts
the features, the dress, and all the comparative niceties of the modLook at that immense statue on the top of the Capitol at
elling.
Washington. Try to see all of it, and I will defy you to see more
All detail, even necessary detail, is lost; it is
than a great splurge.
a mere silhouette, a great blot of black metal against the sky. Now
knew that a colossal statue seen
the Greeks knew of that difficulty
and so they
at a distance had a tendency to'become a mere outline
took care to make their outline, in so far as possible, tell the whole
It was pure, varied, and highly illustrative, beautiful in
story.
itself, and in some measure independent of the rest of the work.
Their figures were in general so modeled as to present a good outYou could not surprise the composiline from every point of view.
tion into ugliness by mere cunning in the selection of a stand-point.
Will all these conditions be fulfilled in the present statue ? I do not
even hint that they will not, for it will be impossible to judge of the
effect of the colossus without seeing the colossus itself, and, as yet,
not even Bartholdi, who is making it only
no man has seen that

Mere

and other reduced copies,
the full-sized original in its
may all of us then, at our leisure, apply to it the recogplace.
nized law of art which evidently governed the practice of the first
nation of sculptors in the world."

bit

by

bit.

statuettes, photographs,

give absolutely no help

;

we must have

We

TRANSLATION OF THE INSCRIPTIONS ON CLEOPATRA'S NEEDLE.
Museum, has just favored Mr. Dixon
with the following revised translation of the hieroglyphieal inscriptions on the obelisk:
Central Line toward East when Erected on EmbankFirxt Side
Du. BiKCir,

of the British

'

lord of the Upper and Lower country, the powcrowned in Uas or Thebes, the King of the North and
South. Ramen Cheper has made his monument to his father, Haremachu, (Horus in the Horizon,) he has set up to him two great obelisks, capped with gold, at the first time of the festivals of thirty
years, according to his wish he did it, the son of the Sun Thoth-

ment.

The Horus,

erful bull;

mes, (III.,) type of types did it beloved of Haremachu (Horus in the
Horizons) ever living.
" First Side
The Horus of the Upper and Lower
Le'fl Line.
country, the powerful bull, beloved of the Sun, the King of Upper
and Lower Egypt, Ra-userma, approved of the Sun, lord of the festivals, like Ptah-Tanen, son of the Sun, Rameses beloved of Amen,
a strong bull, like the son of Nu, (Osiris,) whom none can withstand,
the lord of tl^e two countries, Ra-user-ma, approved of the Sun, son
of the Sun, Ramessu, (II-,) beloved of Amen, giver of life, like the
Sun.
" First Side
The Horus of the Upper and Lower
Riijlit Line.
country, the powerful bull, son of Turn, King of the South and North,
lord of diadems, guardian of Egypt, chastiser of foreign countries,
son of the Sun Ramessu, (II.,) beloved of Amen, dragging the South
to the Mediterranean Sea, the North to the Poles oif Heaven, lord
of the two countries, Ra-user-ma, approved of the Sun, son of the
Sun Ramessu, (II.,) giver of life, like the Sun.
Central Line, toward Ricer (South) as Erected
''Second Side
The Horus of the Upper and Lower country.
on Embankment.
The powerful bull, crowned by Truth. The King of the North and
South, Ramen Cheper. The lord of the gods has multiplied to him
festivals on the great Persea tree in the midst of the place of the
Phoenix (Ileliopolis.) He is recognized as his son, a divine chief,
his limbs come forth daily as he wishes, the son of the Sun Thothmes (III-,) ruler of An, (Heliopolis,) beloved of Harcmacha (Horus
in the Horizon.)
" Second Side
The Horus of the Upper and Lower
Left Line.
country, the powerful bull, beloved of Truth, King of the North and
South, Ra-user-ma, approved of the Sun, born of the gods, holding
the two lands, (of Egypt,) as the son of the Sun, Ramessu, (II.,)
beloved of Amen, making his frontier wherever he wished, who is at
rest through his power, the lord of the two countries, Ra-user-ma,
approved of the Sun, son of the Sun, Ramessu, beloved of Amen,
the lustre of the Sun.
" Second Side
The Horus of the Upper and Lower
Right Line.
country, the powerful bull, son of the god Chepera, the King of the
North and Souih, Ra-user-ma, approved of the Sun. The golden
trait, rich in years, the most powerful, the eyes of mankind behold
what he has done, nothing has been said in opposition to the lord of
the two countries. Ra-user-ma approved of the Sun, the son of the
Sun, Ramessu, (II.,) beloved of Amen, giver of life, like the Sun.
Central Line, West Side, as Erected on EmbankThird Side
ment.
The Horus lord of the Upper and Lower country, the pow'.'
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erful bull, beloved of Truth, the King of the South and North, Rumen Clieper. His father Turn has set up to him his great name,
placing it in the temple belonging to An, (Heliopolis,) giving him
the throne of Seb, the dignity of Chfper, the son of the Sun, Thoth-

mes, (III..) good and true, beloved of the Spirits of An, (Heliopolis.)
ever living.
" Third Side
Riyht Litie.^ The Horus of the Upper and Lower
country, the powerful bull, well-beloved of Ra, the King of the
South and North, Ra-user-ma, approved of the Sun, lord of festivals
of thirty years, like his father Pi ah, son of the Sun, Ramessu, (II. .)
beloved of men, son of Turn, beloved of his loins; Atbor, the goddess,
directing the two countries, has given him birth, the lord of the two
countries, Ra-user-ma, approved of the Sun, the son of the Sun,
Ramessu, (II.,) beloved of men, giver of life, like the Sun.
" Third Side
The Horus lord of the two countries,
Left Line.
the powerful bull, sou of Shu, the King of the South and North, Rauser-ma, approved of Ra, the lord of diadems, director of Egypt,
chastiser of foreign lands, son of the Sun, Ramessu, (II.,) beloved of
Amen, bringing his offering daily in the house of his father Turn
rot has been done as he did in the house of his father, the lord of
the two countries, Ra-user-ma, approved of the Sun, the son of the
Sun, Ramessu, (II.,) beloved of Amen, giver of life, like the Sun.
Fourth Side and Central Line Toward Road (North) as Erected
The Horus of the Upper and Lower country, beon Embankment.
loved of the god of the tall upper crown, the King of the South and
North, Ramen Cheper, making offerings, beloved of the gods, supplying the altar of the spirits of An, (Heliopolis), welcoming their
persons at the two times of the year, that he might repose through
them with a sound life of hundreds of thousands of years with very
numerous festivals of thirty years, the son of the Sun, Thothmes,
(III.,) the divine, ruler, beloved of Haremachu (Horus in the Horizons) ever living.
" Fourth Side
The Horus lord of the Upper and
1'ight Line.
Lower country, the powerful bull, beloved of Ra, the King of the
South and North, Ra-user-ma, approved of the Sun, the Sun born of
the Gods, holding the countries, the son of the Sun Ramessu, (II.,)
beloved of Amen, the strong hand, powerful victor, bull of rulers
King of Kings, lord of the two countries, Ra-user-ma, approved of
the Sun, son of the Sun, Ramessu, (II.,) beloved of Amen, beloved
of Turn, lord of An, (Heliopolis,) giver of life.
" Fourth Side
The Horus, the powerful bull, son
Left Line.
of Ptah-'l'anen, lord of the Upper and Lower country, the King of
the South and North, Ra-user-ma, approved of the Sun, the hawk of
gold, rich in years, the greatest of victors, the son of the Sun, Ramessu, (II.,) beloved of Amen, leading captive the Riitennu (Syrians)
and Peti (Libyans) out of their countries to the seat of the house of
his father, lord of the two countries, Ra-user-ma, approved of the
Sun, son of the Sun, Ramessu, (II.,) beloved of Amen, beloved of
Shu, the great god, like the Sun.
" The scenes on the
pyramidion represent the monarch Thothmes III., under the form of a sphynx, with hands offering to the
Gods Ra and Atum, the two principal deities of Heliopolis. The ofThe inscriptions are the
ferings are water, wine, milk, and incense.
names and titles of the deities, the titles of Thothmes III., and the
London Times.
announcement of each of his special gifts."
;

'

QUESTIONS IN SKWER VENTILATION.
To THE EDITOK OF THK AMKKICAN ARCHITECT:
Dear Sir,
Having lately to re-arrange the drainage of my
house, and having become much impressed by the necessity of
properly ventilating all drains, I adopted what seemed to be a
thorough and rational system. As there were no set-basins or bathtub wastes to complicate matters, but only one water-closet and the
kitchen sink to provide for, the problem was of the simplest. The
soil-pipe, untrapped at any point below the water-closet trap, was
carried above the roof and covered by a suitable ventilating cowl.
That all the gasses generated in the ik'ht cesspool into which all the
sewage is carried might not pass through this soil-pipe, and by escaping through unsuspected leaks cause the very evil I was seeking to
avoid, 1 took great care that the cesspool should be well ventilated.
This was done by a line of five-inch drain-pipe carried above the
roof.
Satisfied that the pressure of gas could never be great enough
to force the few traps, and that a perfect circulation of air through
this small system of pipes

thought no more about

Time showed

was established,

I called

my work good and

was working as

was intended to
work the draught was perfect, the circulation uninterrupted, and
the smells probably rejoiced exceedingly at the ease with which they
escaped into the upper air from their polluted source below. But as
the cesspool filled and matter accumulated in it I became aware, on
nights when the air was perfectly dead and quiet, of a sickening and
noisome odor, seemingly pervading all the atmosphere, but which
when traced to its source was strongest at the base of the five-inch
I have remedied that evil for the moment
ventilating shaft.
by
stopping up the opening from the cesspool into the shaft, the result
of which is to force the soil-pipe to fulfil, unaided, the
dangerous
task of ventilating the cesspool.
Now what have I done that is
wrong, and what shall I do to remedy the evil ?
Some of the experts from whom I hope to hear through the colit

:
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or three feet above the roof,

is
only a few feet from the eaves, and
consequently some twelve feet lower than the ridge-pole. Perhaps
it would be better to raise the vent above the
highest part of the
roof, but the fact that the odor is strongest at the very base of the
shaft seems to show that the escaping gas is heavier than the air,
and that after being forced to the top by the formation of new
gases in the cesspool below, it simply trickles over the edge and
flows down the outside.
To raise the outlet above the ridge would
then only increase the evil by distributing the heavy gas so that,
under certain condilions of the atmosphere, it could flow down both
slopes of the roof.
It' such is the action of sewer-gas under certain circumstances, is
not the carrying of the open soil-pipe above the roof about as insanitary a scheme for ventilating public sewers as can well be conceived V
It is very noticeable that the odors arising from a cesspool in
which a thick, greasy scum has formed, are less obnoxious, though
possibly more unhealthy, than those which lise from a half-filled
vault in which no such scum has had time to form.
In some countries it is customary for persons who have been drinking liquor to swallow a small quantity of olive oil, which floating to
the top of the contents of the stomach prevents the exhalation of

is

the unpleasant gases arising from mixed and fermenting liquors.
Is it probable that the application of a quantity of oil
particularly
if made strongly aromatic
to the contents of a cesspool would have
a similar result?
Is it possible that too much air is introduced, and that instead of
merely providing for the escape of the gases which must form inev-

am in reality manufacturing gases most unnecessarily?
would ask, too, as to the results to be expected from filling with
a layer of powdered charcoal, say to half its capacity, that poition
of the shaft which, being below ground, is horizontal; but 1 fear I
have asked loo much already.
V.
Respectfully, yours,

itably, I
I

THE STUDIES OF AN ARCHITECT.
t
print, without special permission, the fallowing extract
from a letter which we have received from an architect, because we think
our readers will see in it. as we do, a very interesting record and because
the manly energy which it displays, and the resolute endeavor of thu writer
to make thorough work of his training, .should be a valuable
example to

[We

venture

>

;

who may

way of professional schooling a steep one,
to content themselves with the least preparation that they think will do instead of working patiently for the greatest
It might also serve to emphasize to the students of this
they can get.
day
the advantage they have over their predecessors, in the professional schools
other students,

find the

and may be strongly tempted

that have lately been opened to them, which set the means of professional
instruction brfore them in the most direct and advantageous way, and save
them the hard necessity of working without clear direction, and battling
alone through all their course.
Ei>s. AMERICAN ARCHITECT.]

"You
chitects.

have been having ideas on the proper qualifications of arI will tell you of my education and how it was obtained.
I

went to work at nine years of age to tend the pitch-pot in a ship-yard,
where my father was foreman. 1 worked three months at that and
Then I was taken into the mould-loft and
turning the grind-stone.
helped to lay down vessels. After being in the yard probably four or
five years I had thoroughly mastered the intricacies of ship-building
I studied nights and odd
theoretically, and pretty well practically.
I could read
hours, until I could read Latin and Greek quite well.
Ca;sar and the Anabasis, and translate, as my friend a reverend
D. D. said, quite well for a self-educated boy. Then I attended

Grammar-school No.

22, in

New

York, and graduated prepared to

enter the Free College of the City of New York; but I did not, I went
to work under instructions as a carpenter and stair- builder, passed
three years at that, entered college in New Jersey, with no money
nor friends; took care of seventeen fires the first winter, and worked
at odd hours at my trades; thus I managed to get into the senior year
but did not graduate, for my funds gave out. I studied three years
with an architect and set up for myself. From the time that I
started when nine years of age I have had to take care of myself.
I
hold this ground that no men should be allowed to practice as architects unless they have had a practical training.
Ship-building is
the best schooling for irregular work one can get into, and the carpenter's and stair-builder's trades are the next best; and I would
urge every one to take a practical course before entering architec:

ture.

it.

that the system

and Building News.
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of your journal will say, undoubtedly, that the trouble is caused
by the fact that the top of the ventilating shaft, though rising two

" No
All can
boy, however humble his origin, need be illiterate.
if they have the will and force of character to educate
themselves. Pluck, sir, pluck, is what we want in this world. I
have gone to bed many a time hungry. A three-cent stamp was an
But those days are gone by
article of luxury that I seldom licked.
times have changed. I remember when at school blacking the boots
of the president at his request; he said when done,
G., if you ever
get to be anything, I shall tell people that you once blacked my boots.'
Some of the students stood by; they were of the aristocracy, and
jeered at the boot-black one is in the Tombs at New York, some of
the others are the devil knows where. The moral is, treat everybody
as gentlemen and ladies, no matter if they have been mean to you,
be educated

;

'

:

because time changes many things. My experiences I relate to students at my office from time to time. It gives them support and
not much sympathy the poor or
they know what to expect in life,
struggling receive."

The American Architect and Building News.
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NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.
MOSDMENT TO THOMAS JEFFKRSON. Those who

;

who

struck last

was the greatest, so great indeed that five of the six hells in the
was left intact, although the granite
milted where they hung,
window-jambs and sills were destroyed.

The laborers at the Jerscv City Reserweek, have shown an unpleasant disposition to be ri-

workmen he might employ.

The rumors

that the

communists

in California

were

bent on a wholesale destruction of the crops have been fulfilled partly in
the neighborhood of St. Jose. The means adopted by the crop-burners to
showed at
escape detection manifest a certain ingenuity. Investigation
each point where a wheat field had been fired a bent wire sticking upright
One of these wires twisted about with oiled paper, which
in the ground.
was connnected with a heap of straw, was discovered holding in its coil an
extinguished candle, long enough to allow the escape of the incendiary
before it should burn down to the oiled paper.

The sculptors who up to this time have
PENNSYLVANIA'S HEROES.
submitted models for the statues of General Peter Muhlenberg and llobert
Fulton, the men whom Pennsylvania is to honor by placing their statues
"
Hall of the Heroes," at Wa-hhigton, are Howard Roberts, Blanche
in the
Nevin, Mr. Kernel, the sculptor of the Catholic Total Abstinence Fountain
in Fail-mount Park, Philadelphia, Henry M. Gould, of Boston, and Franklin Simmons, the sculptor of the statues of Governor King of Maine, and of
Roger Williams, which now stand in the Rotunda.
Converts to the rite of cremation will be
GRAVEYARD AHIISES.
strengthened in their convictions by the discovery lately made in the Jerwhich is said to have contained nearly
sey City Cemeterv of a large vault,
a thousand corpses in various stages of decomposition, and to which fresh
still
additions were
making. Escape for the noxious gases arising from
this decaying mnss was provided through holes cut through the bank, and
whence issued odors which have for years made the neighborhood unhealthy, and ultimately led 10 the discovery and abolition of this crying
somewhat similar case has come to light in Richmond, Penn.,
abuse.
where the sexton in charge of the Potter's Field made it a practice to pretend to burv a corpse and, when the mourners luid departed, to remove the
body to an old tool house, where it remained until enough other bodies had
accumulated to make it worth his while to bury them in one and the same

A

_____

pit.

fire

public

on the ground
Kridny, August 23d, the sub-contractor appeared
with one hundred Italian workmen, whom he had procured in New York.
The strikers who were on hand showed signs of intention to assault the forrestrained by Commissioner Semmler, who said he would
eigners, but were
He then went
their places.
try to prevent the foreigners from occupying
to the contractor and absolutely forbade his employing any one on the
works who was not a citizen of Jersey City. To this high-hand' d and
the contractor after much discussion was obliged to
unjustifiable demand
as may be supposed, there was nothing in his contract
yield, although,
which limited him in the matter of the domicils or the nationalities of the

CHOP-BURNING.

lately at the

bi-lfrcy

On

otous.

SANDSTONE.

vs.

was shown

of the

THE JERSEY CITY STRIKE.
voir,

THE TOUR JEAN SANS PEUR, PARIS.
Gatlmaai'l Messenger says that
the work of restoring the keep of the Duke of Burgundy's tower in Paris,
in
the
American
Architect for September 8,
which
was
a view of
published
The portion of the building referred to forms
1877, is about completed.
It is a square
part of the group of schools created by the City of Paris.
edifice with embattled parapets.
Dining a long time it was divided into
small lodgings; in the great hall two stories had been constructed, and
the guard-room was turned into a storehouse for ironmongery. Now the

whole place
etc,

restored to

is

to artists

and

original appearance, and all the partitions,
staircase of this tower is of particular interest

its

The

have disappeared.

archaeologists.

PM

A

Mall. Gazelle says, "AccordBAAI.BKC.
correspondent of the
ing 10 Mr. Conder, in his recently published Tent Work iu Palestine,' the
world is in danger of losing one of its wonders. The six remaining columns of the great Temple of the Sun at Baalbec are nodding to their fall.
The Turks have already sapped them in seeking for the metal cores run
into the joints
every frost adds something to the progress of destruction,
and any winter may bring the destruction of three out of the six. These
columns, seventy-five feet high, are among the noblest architectural works
in the world, and the method of their erection is still unexplained."
'

;

LAND TRANSFERS

IN

ANCIENT BABYLON.

Mr.

W.

St. C.

Boscawen

the contract tablets iu the Brith Museum two documents of great interest to geometricians. Attached to two terra-cotta
tablets containing deeds of sale of estates near Babylon, Mr. Boscawen
found two neatly-drawn plans of the estates in question. The first of these
is a deed relating to the sale of some land which took place toward the latIt represents an estate of about
ter end of the reign of Nebuchadnezzar.
eight and one half acres in area, and bounded on the northern side by the
The names of the owners of all the adjacanal of the goddess Banituo.
cent lands are given, and the greatest care is taken in giving the dimensions of these plots of land. The whole is divided into three pairs of parallelograms, and check dimensions are taken to test the accuracy of the
semicircular portion on the east side is most carefully measured,
work.

has discovered

among

A

both radius and circumference being given. The second plan is unfortushow the same
nately in a mutilated condition, but the remaining portions
The deed of sale in this
care and neatness as is found in the perfect one.
second document is written on the reverse of the tables, and is dated in
The value of these documents as bases by
the reign of Darius Hystaspes.
which to fix both the lunar and area measures in use in Babylonia is very
Both these documents form portions of the now well-known series
great.
Mr. Boscawen hopes shortly to publish these docuof the Ejibi tablets.
ments, accompanied by fac-similcs of the plans and translations of the
London Athenreum.
deeds relating to them.

EUROPEAN FORESTS.

According to the Deutsche Industrie Zeituna, the
covered by forests in Europe is 739,830,722 acres, which is parted
amongst the different countries as follows
area

still

:

Acres.

Recently two more houses have found that it was
easier to tumble into the adjoining excavations for cellars than to stand
upright upon nothing. In Washington, on August 19th, the party wall of
a house a tthc corner of Ninth and R streets was undermined and fell
and on the 'id of Augusta house on Mission Street, San Francisco, fell
bodilv into the freshly dug excavation at its side.
The building, a twostory frame house, fell completely over on its side, and was wrecked and
The three persons who were in the house in bed
twisted out of shape.

FALLING HOUSES.

Russia (in Europe)
Austiia

Sweden

;

Finland

.

Germany
Norway
Spain
France

at the time of the accident fortunately escaped injury.

Turkey

MANCHESTER TOWN HALL.

No. 140.

The act'on of granite and sandstone under
burning of St. Peter's Church, Lainrrton, England.
The fire is supposed to have caught from a lamp which was placed
inside of the organ to regulate the temperature of the instrument. The
church itself, which in great part was built of granite, was completely
around which the heat
ruined, while the tower, built of a local freestone,

GRANITE

fire

recall the lively

interest that President Jefferson feit for architecture will not be surprised
own monument,
to learn that, he left amongst other things a design for his
executed by himself. This design is about to be carried into execution,
for
this purpose,
Congress having at its last session appropriated $5,000
land at Montiucllo, where the grave is, would
provided the owner of the
deed to the Government two square rods of land surrounding and including
a fae right-of-way to
the
and

the grave
would, moreover, grant
the grave over his estate.

[VOL. IV.

Of

the twelve subjects for the mural decoration of the great hall by the chosen artists, Messrs. Madox Brown
and F. Shields, the building committee has accepted all but one, and work
upon them has begun already. The Parry process will be used in their
execution. The subject sselected are: (1.) The Homans in Britain
Agricola builds a fort at M:\cunium, A. D. 79.
(2.) The Saxons' Baptism of
Eadwine at Manchester, A. D. 627. (3.) The Danes; After a hard fight
they seize the town, A. D. 870. (4.) Origin of manufactures Establishment of Flemish weavers in Manchester, A. D. 1330. (5.) Early Restoration Movement; John of Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster, defends Wickliffe before the Consistory Court, A. D. 1377.
Commercial Integrity ;
(6.)
Weights and measures tested by municipal decree, A. D. 1566. (7.) Science
William Crabtree on Kersal Moor (now part of Manchester) discovers the sun's parallax by observation of the transit of Venus over it, A. D.
1566.
(8.) First Blood Drawn in the Civil War; Captain Bradshaw with
thirty musketeers beats back Lord Strange's army, 4,500 strong, A. D.
1642.
(9.) Education; Humphrey Chetham, merchant, establishes his
free school for boys, A. D. 1650.
(10.) Jacobite Movement; Prince Charles
Edward musters his troops in the Collegiate Churchyard, A. D. 1745. (11.)
Cotton John Kay, inventor of the " fly shuttle," is saved from the fury of
the mob in a wool sheet, A. D. 1753.
The subject of the twelfth and re"
Peterloo Meeting."
jected design, was the

(in

Europe)

Italy
Portuo-al

Greece
Switzerland
Great Britain and Ireland

;

Belgium
Holland

Denmark

;

;

....

477,192,922
44,486,814
43,532,960
35,696,942
34,961,274
25,424,523
21,335,156
20,641,953
13,371,023
12,413.956
2,682,176
2,235,353
2,032,598
1,974,320
1,139,959
529,748
456,068

Per cent of
Productive Area

47.44
31.05
75.72
79.76
27.21
89.93
26.90
15.97
19.72
19.18
22.90
33.99
27.55
17.58
8.69
6.38

The Canadian Mechanics' Magazine says that
BLACKBOARD PAINT.
the following is a good recipe for blackboard paint One quart of shellac
dissolved in alcohol, three ounces pulverized pumice-stone, two ounces pulmix the last three ingrediverized rottenstoue, four ounces lamp-black
ents together, moisten a portion at a time with a little of the shellac and alwhich
cohol, grind as thoroughly as possible with a knife or spatula; after
pour in the remainder of the alcohol, stirring often to prevent settling.
One quart will furnish two coats for eighty square feet of blackboard not
and the board
previously painted. The preparation dries immediately,
be used within an hour, if necessary. No oil should be used.
:

;

may

;

CASTS OF CLEOPATRA'S NEEDLE.
Under the direction of Mr. Bullen,
who, eight years ago, was sent out to India by the authorities of the South
Kensington Museum to make moulds of the Sanchi Tope gateway, men
have been busy of late, in taking moulds of all the faces of the obelisk for
the purpose of making a cast of it for the South
Kensington Museum.
These moulds were to have bjen of gelatine, but the heat of the weather
has been so great as to compel

its

abandonment

in favor of plaster of Paris.

A

LUMINOUS CLOCK FACE. It is said that a curious clock is about to
be introduced by the Ansonia Clock Company of New York. The dial,
which to all appearances is of ordinary porcelain, becomes luminous when
be plainly seen, and
placed in the dark, so that the hands and figures can
the time easily distinguished. It is the invention of a French chemist, and
is

thought to be imperishable.

DURABILITY OF PINE SHINGLES. It is said that white-pine shingles
on the Shaker meeting-house in Canterbury, N. H., put on with wooden
pins eighty-six years ago, are still in a good state of preservation.

,
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THK sessions of the Congressional Labor Committee have
continued to he more interesting than those of most commissions, not so much because of the fruits they have borne as because their subject is one which is really important to the public.
The testimony of the witnesses lately examined has been
less visionary than that which was volunteered at the earlier sessions ; but, as was to expected, the must of it has been from persons who simply looked at the subject from the point of view
of their own peculiar avocations or associations. To one the cause
of the depression of labor is to be found in the decline of the
to others in protecshipping interest to another in taxation
tion ; to others in the national debt ; to others in the currency ;
One ascribes it to
to others in the introduction of machinery.
;

;

bad living and consequent sickness among the laboring classes,
The remeanother to imprudence, another to intoxication.
dies suggested are therefore generally of the nature of patent
The few men who have broadly studied the condimedicines.
tion of the country naturally confess themselves unable to point
out the one determining cause or the specific remedy, while it
It was a
is
easy to show many things that act mischievously.
foregone conclusion that the work of this committee should disappoint those who expected from it any generally satisfactory
But if the people and
explanation, or any legislative remedy.
press of the country, and especially the more sensible part of
the workingmeu, follow the committee with any attention, it
will do a useful work in merely showing up the conflict and the
It is a good
absurdity of a great mass of popular opinions.
tiling that many wild theories which are fermenting in the dark
should be thrown up into the light, and the bubbles which they
It is also a good thing to
generate scattered in the open air.
let people whose notions are not wild but only one-sided and
narrow see how little ground they cover in comparison with

the whole question.
things meanwhile

come

to notice

which are encouraging
One is an indica-

their different ways, as far as they go.
tion that the idle condition of the laboring

in

men is
Some

after all not
of the testimony before the committee shows this to be the case ; and a
recent publication of facts by the Massachusetts Bureau of
Labor Statistics shows that in that State at least, where the
condition of labor has been thought to be worse than anywhere
else in the country, except in Pennsylvania, the number of unemployed is much less than has been asserted. One witness had
estimated the unemployed in the whole country at nearly four

bad as

it

has been represented to be.

millions, which is something like half the entire voting population ; and others have assumed that they were two hundred

thousand in Massachusetts alone, which

is a still greater prolabor statistics of that State indicate that the numis about
thirty thousand, including men and women, or
This is to be regretted, but
say one in fifty of the population.
when we allow for those who will not work under any circum-

portion.
ber there

stances,

of

The

and they are very many,

work because they

the Crispins, who have the thing in
body of workingmen
hand
to find out what the position of a capitalist really is,
and to learn how much care, hard work, difficulty, risk, and perhaps loss, is involved in the management of his capital.

and for those who are out

will not take the

wages they can

has more than once been question among some arUnited States as to whether an architect could
and should enforce a claim for his professional fee by a lien on
the building which he has carried out for a client.
The impression has been that existing laws, at least in most of the States,
do not give him a lien
and there has even been some talk
among the profession in certain places of amending the laws so
as to allow the architect the protection which the mechanic has.
late decision in a Pennsylvania court bears upon this point,
and is, therefore, interesting. An architect sued for compensa;

86
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chitects in the

:
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THERE

:

House in Boston,
Hotel Brighton, Coney Island, N. Y.
House
Mass.
Design for a Cottage at Wcstchester, N. Y.

CORRESPONDENCE

Co.

outlooR is by no means so bad as we have been told to believe.
The other encouraging thing is a project which has been started
in Chicago for a great shoe factory, to be owned and conducted
by the workmen themselves. Such a venture as this, much as it
has been talked about, is, we believe, an entirely new thing in
this country.
Its success we should suppose to be very doubtful ; but a much more important thing, broadly
speaking, if it
should be set going and carried on long enough to let its working
be seen, would be the opportunity it would give to an important

1878.

CONTENTS.
SUMMARY

&

get, the

A

tion for his services in

a house

in

preparing drawings and specifications for

West Chester, and

for three visits, " to locate the
"
to mechanics ;
he applied

building and explain the drawings

for a lien in support of his charge.
It appeared that only one
of these visits was for the purpose of explaining drawings to the

mechanics, and that this one was before the house was begun.
This proved to be the turning point in the question, the plaintiff's counsel
having cited a previous case, in which a lien had
been granted to an architect, the judge in his opinion declared
that the essential point in the previous case was the fact that
the architect in charge by superintending work, inspecting ma"
terials, and examining accounts, had actually
performed work
about the erection and construction of the building," which

under the terms of the statute gave him a lien whereas in
the case under consideration the architect, having never seen
the building, could not be said to have performed work " for
"
or about the construction
of it, the mere making of plans and
under the meaning of the statute.
not
work
being
specifications
The plaintiff, therefore, had no better claim to a lien than the
scrivener who copied the specification, or the surveyor who laid
;

out the lines of the building.

SOMK

expressions in the published report seem to imply that
winning case the architect, or he who sued as such, had
actually done the work of the builder and even made his drawThe question of
ings inside the building itself as it went on.
work actually done at a building or away from it, no matter
what its kind, is a mere question of verbal interpretation of a
statute, and of no importance otherwise ; but the division of an
architect's work into two kinds, one of which, the properly architectural, being done at his office, is unprotected by a lien,
while the other, done on the spot, the superintendence, is prothis division is of some importance to those who are
tected,
Nevertheless we must say
to
claim such a protection.
disposed
that it seems to us very undesirable for architects to have to do
with liens. It is enough, perhaps, to say that there is no better
reason to urge for them than the mere fact that the existence
Workmen are
of the buildings gives an opportunity for them.
assumed, whether wisely or not we will not pretend to judge,
to deserve, or need, a special protection above other creditors.
They live on days' wages, more or less from hand to mouth,
and may be supposed to be in greater need than other men of
Hence the concession to
making sure of prompt payment.
them of a special remedy. But we see no such reason, nor any
other, why architects should be preferred to other classes of
creditors. On the contrary there is an instinctive feeling, which
we think may be trusted, that such a remedy is out of keeping
in the

with the professional relation between an architect and his client.
of such a special weapon held in reserve is at
variance with the feeling of personal confidence which should
be the characteristic of this relation. There is still too common
a disposition to regard the architect's function as a mechanical
one, and any such habit as resorting to liens would in its degree
There is no question that the
encourage this disposition.

The thought

The American
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value in
dignity of a genuinely professional attitude is of real
instrengthening the confidence and respect which a profession
the
would
be
these
loss
of
very
by
poorly repaid
spires.
Any
small advantages which architects could in the long run derive

from

and Building News.

was thought not best to se'nd
were
it will well repay the
draughtsman, or student who
time

it
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Paris
of refuse material, as it
careful attention of the architect,
can devote to its inspection the

to

deserves.

liens.

THE

THE

and ignorant persons the
folly of intrusting to inexpert
working of machines more or less complicated in their construcThe familiar experition is made more apparent every day.

ment of trying to put a belt over shafting in motion often results
dismemberment of the experimenter; elevators take un
controllable flights up or down their wells, because of the ignorance of those who undertake to guide them locomotives and
in the

;

carelessness
stationary engines explode, generally because of tlie
and just at this season the portable en
of soi-disant engineers
gines, which in the West are u.-ed in great numbers in harvesting
;

the large crops, are exploding with uncomfortable frequency.

These too frequent accidents are often followed by coroner's verdicts, more or less ludicrous in their award of blame. On Friday,

August 23, three men loaded upon the elevator in the Itawson
Building, Chicago, a piano weighing nine hundred and fifty
pounds, and began to descend with it from the fifth story of the
After going but a few feet something gave way and
building.
the elevator with its load fell to the bottom.
One of the men
saved himself by jumping oft' after the elevator bad fallen aliont
fifteen feet, another seized the brake-rope and climbed to the
The testop, while the third fell to the bottom and was killed.
at the inquest was conflicting, some experts saying that
the accident was caused by the ignorance of the men on the ele-

timony

who brought about

the accident by their improper use of
others, that the kind of biake in
use on this elevator
a Storer Union Safety Elevator
was
never reliable, and almost all agreeing that the machinery was
not properly adjusted, shafts being out of line, and one of them
two inches out of the horizontal, so that the strain was brought
on one corner of each tooth of the gear-wheel in such a way as
to cause a breakage. But the machinery was so wrecked that no
reliable explanation could be reached.
At all events, some one
was to blame for only two days before the accident new cables
had been put on. and had things been as much out of order as
the testimony indicates, it must have been apparent to the workvator,

starting-line

and brake-rope

;

catalogue of the Illinois Industrial University comes to
attractive form than usual, illustrated as it is by
six photographic views of the interiors of several of the college rooms, notable among which are the two views of the art
gallery, which show that the institution is possessed of a fair collection of casts of busts and statues, both antique and modern,
while hung upon the walls and screens are a number of framed
engravings and some architectural photographs. In looking
through the list of students we find that out of a total of three
hundred and four male and sixty-three female students, thirteen
students, one of whom is a lady in the fourth year of the course,
are studying architecture.
In the curriculum of the architectural school attached to this institution, we have now only to nous in a

more

one new feature.

This

the establishment of a course for
The idea is excellent, and as there is apparently no intention to grant a certificate
or diploma, the limitation of the course to one year's work is not
as injudicious, perhaps, as it at first blush seems to be.
At any
rate, it is a case where half a loaf is better than no bread, and
we trust that in the future there will be a large number of mechanics, both old and young, who will profit by this opportunity
to obtain some portion of the theoretical knowledge which mastice

those

who

desire to

is

become master-builders.

ought to possess, but which the demands of daily
At present one stupractice too rarely allow them to acquire.
dent is pursuing this course, which includes instruction in wood,
stone, brick, and metal construction, orthographic and architectural drawing, instruction in agreements, specifications, estiter-builders

mates, heating, ventilation, and architectural design, and shopThe catapractice in carpentry, joinery, and cabinet-making.
logue contains no reference to the summer session of classes in
wood-working and iron-working which, as we have mentioned
(American Architect, May 25, 1878), was to be held this summer in the Exposition Building at Chicago.

;

men who made

the repairs.
Knowing, perhaps, of the verdict
rendered in the case of the elevator accident at the Grand Hotel,
Paris, and feeling that it was incumbent on them to censure

some one,

it
certainly was their duty so to do, the coroner's
wisdom have brought in a verdict which says that
" the
owners of said elevator are to blame for such accident
from their neglect in keeping said elevator in repair," and this,

jury in

as

its

too, in the face of the

testimony of the agent of the building,
declared that one of the conditions of the lease of the building was that the lessors should keep the elevator in repair.

who

IN the published

list

of medals which have been awarded to

foreign architects for the excellence of the designs which they
this year exhibit at Paris, there is, we
regret to say, no mention
of an American name.
Although the Trustees of the American
Institute of Architects did not see fit to
charge themselves with
the task of gathering such a collection of
and

drawings
photographs, as should best show what the profession has done and is
doing in this country, we had hoped that some of our most able
architects would send, as individuals,
enough of their work to
show that, though courtesy to the government commissioners
may demand that the facade of the United States section on the
Rue des Nations be acknowledged as typical of our architecture,
it is not in
achieving sucli results that American architects are

Yet the architectural talent of the counexclusively employed.
try has not been passed over without such recognition of its
merits as can be expressed
by a silver" medal, although it is to
the work of the " babes and
of the profession that
sucklings
this compliment has been accorded.
The students of the Architectural School attached to the Massachusetts Institute of Techindeed take satisfaction in the
knowledge that this
solitary laurel branch has been won by their careful work.
Of
the real architectural merit of this work, of the
study and
thought bestowed on its development, as well as of the value of
the course of instruction
by which it is produced, evidence is at

nology

may

this moment afforded
by the somewhat similar collection of
drawings at the fair of the Massachusetts Charitable Mechanic
Association, which opened on Monday last in Boston.
t'.iis

collection

is

made up

in

Although
great part of drawings wbieh it

APPARENTLY the Directors of the Rhode Island School of
Design have succeeded in obtaining the money which we once
stated (Am/'rican Architect, May 25, 1878) they must have, before the school to which the Women's Centennial Commission
had appropriated its surplus moneys could be opened. At present rooms are fitting up in the Iloppin Homestead Building in
Providence for the use of this school, which will probably opn
in October, as
do not know just what
originally intended.
is to be the course of
study to be pursued, but we understand
that, although it is to be essentially a school of industrial deThe
sign, instruction will be given in other branches of art.
school is to be under the charge of Mr. Charles A. Barry, who
for more than twenty years has been an art teacher, and during
six years was supervisor of drawing in the Boston public schools.
Mr. Barry is one of the eight gentlemen who, in 1858, founded
the Boston Art Club.

We

RICHARD UPJOHN.
IT is the good fortune of the successful architect that his record cannot be confined to books and papers, like those of other
professional men, cannot be shut up in galleries and inaccessible houses like those of other artists, cannot be buried in the
treacherous memories of relatives and friends like those of the
rest of his fellow-creatures, but is permanent, visible, and outhis whole professional career is illustrated by a series
;
of durable public memorials.
When character and opportunity
so happily combine in a human life, that, in its closing, it asserts itself as a complete and symmetrical whole, thus monumentally set forth before the eyes of mankind, there seems to be
no room for vain regrets. In considering the professional career
of Richard Upjohn, therefore, the task of the biographer is easy

of-doors

in every way agreeable ; this career, moreover, is well worth
tracing, with such circumstances and detail as our space will allow, not only because it is an essential part of the history of
American architecture, but because it may serve as a proof that

and

commpn

sense, sound judgment, careful observation, energy
and integrity of character,
all of them qualities more or less
"
attainable, even for
plain people,"
may combine to produce

a reputation which, if not quite heroic in its proportions, is
It was not by brilliant and excertainly great in its results.
ceptional genius that this good fortune was achieved, but be
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fidelity in the development of natural gifts, and by hard work
There was more prose than poetry in
judiciously bestowed.
this busy life, and it therefore touches our common sympathies,

to our common experience often enough to
serve as a practical example and an encouragement.
Mr. Upjohn was born at Shaftesbury, Dorsetshire, England,
and after enjoying fair educational advantages, was apprenticed
to a cabinet-maker, and finally became a master in the trade.

and runs parallel

But

in 1829, in his twenty-eighth year, he came to the United
States, and settled in
Bedford, Mass., where he followed

New

and taught drawing in the evenings.
lie went to Boston and entered the
office of Captain Paris, who was then the architect of the BosWe soon behold him his own master again,
ton Court House.
and one of his first designs as an architect were the fences and
entrances to the Boston Common.
St. John's Church, at Bango r, Me., was also one of his earliest works. But his profeshis craft in the day-time

Three years afterwards

may be considered as dating from the preparation
of the designs for Trinity Church, New York.
This wealthy corporation, in the year 1833, had decided upon
some alterations and enlargements of their old edifice, but finally
found it expedient to build anew. The site was cleared, therefore, and the present churoh was erected between the years 1833
and 1845. It was then, and perhaps still remains, the most conspicuous religious monument in this country, and the advances
since made in the science of architecture, in the knowledge of
precedent, in the experience with great works, and in improved
professional education and methods, has not served by comparison
to dwarf its proportions or lessen its excellence as a work of art.
It still holds its preeminent position with dignity and firmness.
are not prepared to give a chronological, or, indeed, a
complete list of the ecclesiastical buildings which Mr. Upjohn
sional career

We

produced after this conspicuous and fortunate beginning the
is imposing in numbers, and
fully sustains the high
standard which he had himself set up. Among these, in the
city of New York, are the church known as Dr. Pott's,' on the
corner of Tenth Street and University Place; the Church of
the Ascension, near by, on Fifth Avenue; that of the Holy
Communion, on Sixth Avenue and Twentieth Street that of the
Nativity, on the East side, St. Thomas's, Trinity Chapel and
Schools, and Dr. Adams' Presbyterian Church, on Madison
Square in Brooklyn, L. I., are Christ and Grace Churches, and
the Church of the Pilgrims; elsewhere the succession- is marked
by the Church" of St. James, at New London, Ct. St. Paul's
at Buffalo, N. Y. St. Paul's at Brookline, Mass.
St. Stephen's
and Grace Church, at Providence, 11. I. the Presbyterian Memorial Church, at Springfield, Mass. the Parish Church, at
To
Portsmouth, R. I. and a chapel at New Berlin, N. J
these may be added St. Mark's, built on a steep hillside for Asa
St. Thomas's, at Taunton,
Packer, at Mauch Chunk, N. J.,
;

succession

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Mass., Grace Church at Newark, the Geneva Memorial Church,
St. Peter's Presbyterian Church at Rochester, and Zion Church
at Rome, N. Y., and churches at Salt Lake City, Millville,

Mr. Upjohn also prepared plans
Mass., and Geneseo, N. Y.
for the Church of the Advent, iu Boston, which were not carHe also erected wooden churches at
ried out.

Stockbridge

and Plymouth, Mass.
"
A

83

and so also when he sought
;
English types, as in the Romanesque of
St. Paul's Church at Baltimore, his archajological correctness
was never suffered to stiffen his hand or to interfere with a just
freedom of design. But his natural refinement of thought and
delicacy of imagination and invention had a clearer and more
fortunate field in the tombs and monuments of Trinity churchstrictest limits of loyalty to style

his effects outside of his

yard and Greenwood Cemetery.
Mr. Upjohn's service to the architecture of America consists
in his timely appearance upon the scene, an artist at heart, a
man of business and enterprise, thoroughly equipped with all
the knowledge and forces essential to the propagation of pure
It is safe to say that from the time of
style in a new country.
his first public appearance as an architect our civilization began
to enjoy the emotions and appreciate the sentiment of mediaeval
art, which before that time had rested upon the bastard traditions of Walpole's villa at Stanherry Hill, and Becklbrd's Abbey of Fonthill, upon Abbotsford, and the castle of Otranto.
Although his professional career was concerned with domestic and civic works in large proportion, his reputation must repose mainly upon his ecclesiastical monuments and upon his
knowledge of and respect for the Gothic style of England. His
domestic work was almost, if not entirely, confined to conventional forms of Italian Renaissance, as if he considered his Gothic
a thing. consecrated to far more serious uses, and his dwellings
were rather dignified and academical than picturesque according
to the modern type.
They generally stand "four square,"
with no playful conceits or eccentricities, no ingenious devices
or far-fetched oddities of detail either in plan or elevation.
His
characteristic respect for

monumental types followed him

also iu

department and chastened his faculty of invention. Among
his town and country houses we are enabled to recall the Lytclifield and Packer houses at Brooklyn, that of J. II. Burch,
Esq.. at Chicago, of Edmund Dexter, Esq., at Cincinnati, of G.
M. Atwater, Esq., at Springfield, Mass., of Jas. A. Cowing,
Esq., at Buffalo, of John S. Stone, Esq., at Bay Ridge, L. I., of
W. M. Stebbins, Esq., of Tarrytown, the Johnston House at
Flatbush, L. I., the Korsyth house at Kingston, N. Y., that of
this

McKean,

of Philadelphia, those of Messrs. E. King,
Smith, and others, at Newport, that of Mr. Wm.
Mason, at Taunton, Mass., the Thayer houses in and near Boston, and those of Messrs. Seth Adams and Marshall Wood, at
Providence ; also the six gate-lodges of Samuel Zimmerman,
Esq., at Clifton, near Niagara, the building of the mansion
having been stopped by the untimely death of the proprietor.
Lindenwald, the residence of President Van Buren, and the
seat of the Patroon at Albany, were altered and enlarged under
In all these works it is evident that Mr. Upjohn's
his direction.
habits of design were controlled by a i-ober sense of duty, and
were never at the mercy of passing fashions or of his own throngMi-. II. B.

Amos W.

they are distinctly, and often severely, classical in
ing fancies
conception and treatment, and, as such, being more in sympathy
with the prevailing contemporary architectural idea, have hardly
served, like his churches, to mark a step of artistic progress far
in advance of his time.
;

In civic buildings Mr. Upjohn's experience was more limited,
field also he preserved his characteristic sobriety and
correctness. He built Trinity Building and the Corn Exchange

but in this

life (spreads round the holy
spires,
ripe the sylvan waste retires,
aery harvests crown the fertile lea."

gentler

Where'er they

And

and Building News.

Wordsworth's sonnet may be quoted as applicable also to
these scattered churches, but mainly in another sense.
As the
first examples of pure Gothic built in a
country almost enignorant of true mediaeval forms, they immediately dispelled the illiterate traditions of the style which were until then
generally accepted as correct and satisfactory, and planted seeds
of knowledge which fell not upon stony ground. Although a
few excellent architects had preceded Mr. Upjohn in the field,
their work had been based principally upon Renaissance
types,
and every effort in the direction of a Gothic revival had been
made without the advantage of a recognized standard of the
Such standards were planted wherever Mr. Upjohn's
style.
spires arose, and even to this day they may be accepted as safe
Though perhaps never surprising
guides and sound examples.
us with new combinations of original design, never
tirely

unduly

imaginative artd rarely poetic, his Gothic has, at least, always
been sober and correct, less ingenious than learned, but by no
means confined to merely common or conventional types. His
churches are not marked by personal conceits,
Mr. Upjohn did
not write his name upon his architecture,
but his works have
all the grace which can be conferred by
variety within the

Bank in New York, a savings bank at Kingston, N. Y., a school
building at Brooklyn, a hotel and public school at Taunton,
Mass., and a railroad station at Norton, Mass. ; he also designed
a chapel for Bowdoin College, a library for Brown University,
and had prepared complete drawings for the pr.oposed new Columbia College buildings which were to have occupied one of
the blocks in
when the old

the vicinity of the

Roman

Catholic

Cathedral,

Deaf and Dumb Asylum property was secured
this purpose and the new project abandoned.
Although Mr. Upjohn prepared designs for the city hall

for

in

Brooklyn, and, in 1855, for the state library building at Albany, with the understanding, we believe, that he was not the
only architect who had been invited to do so, these were exceptional cases, and his attitude of hostility to architectural
competitions was assumed with deliberation and maintained with
He lost no opportunity of impressing
decision and self-denial.
upon the younger men in the profession the importance of maintaining the dignity of -their calling by abstaining from especial
bargains with reference to their fees and from all competitions
which implied volunteer or unpaid labor. The tone of his annual addresses as President of the American Institute of Architects was always very earnest in claiming for the profession a
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and moral position far in advance of that which it had
hitherto occupied; aud his theory was strengthened and illusIndeed, his
trated by his own example of honorable practice.
service to American architects was quite as important as his
service to American architecture ; no one in the profession took
a more active part in the planting and cultivation of that wholesocial

which first
fraternity and mutual support
found expression in the founding of the Institute in 1857.
From that time to the year 187G, when he resigned the office
of President, which lie had held from the beginning, he was un-

some sentiment of

and opportunities alceasing in his efforts, so far as his powers
lowed, to raise the standard of practice and to illustrate the adall the members of
vantages of union and good-fellowship among
For this service his memory deserves to he
the profession.
cherished by his brethren.
complete memorial of his professional experience and observation would necessarily include the
our art and the prachistory of the greatest development which

A

of it have experienced in this country.
His national position was recognized by his election as honorand of
ary member of the Royal Institute of British Architects,
the Institute of Portuguese Architects. What other honors may
have been conferred upon him by foreign societies we are not
prepared to say; but certainly the large tribute of affectionate
respect bestowed upon him by those who have known him personally, who have worked with him and watched his successful
career, who have been counselled and encouraged by him, is far
tice

more

significant than any merely
graciously accorded.

official

recognition,

however

to give some details concerning the Law of Dilapidations as it now stands, and to examine a few typical cases of its application which have come under our notice, and which will serve to
show by practical illustration the disadvantages, as well as the bene-

purpose

is

which accrue to the Church and the clergy by the present working of the law.
Let the results, however, of our former inquiry * be constantly borne
in mind, which are these, namely, that the original statute Law of
Dilapidations is still in force, with the single exception of the clause
relating to the priority of the debt of dilapidation-money over other
that tliis law is a good and equitable one, which no one comdelits
plains of; and that it is in the mode of application of the law only
that a change has been made, which bears heavily, and, we think,
unjustly, upon the mass of incumbents anil as we shall see, tends
more and more every year to defeat the main objects aimed at by the
framers of the Act of 1871.
We may supplement our former general statement by the followfits,

;

Every incumbent is bound both by statute and common
ing details.
law, to keep liis house of residence on the glebe in repair and to restore or rebuild it, if necessary, without addition, alteration, or improvement, out of the income of the living; but if it is too small or
mean, it may be enlarged. He must insure it against fire in some
olfice approved by Queen Anne's Bounty, and for a sum agreed upon
with the patron and ordinary.
Tliere is no liability as to the mode
of cultivation of the land attached to a living, but the fences, farmbuildings, etc., must all be kept in repair, and come thus under the
Timber on the
law, even if they have been erected by himself.
glebe may, of course, be felled, but only for repairs necessary to the
buildings or fences, and wood may be cut, but only for necessary
The sale, among other personal effects, of faggots, etc., cut on
firing.
the glebe, which we sometimes observe in auctions held by the executors of a deceased incumbent, is altogether illegal.
Most of the fixtures and additions, which in the case of
ordinary tenants would be
removable, are not removable; nor, as we said before, is any charge
made for dilapidation of iimitle paint and paper. But the successor
to a vacating incumbent may compel the removal of all additions
made by his predecessor, if they are of an unnecessary character,
and would encumber the living, such as hot-houses, aviaries, etc.,
and in default of removal, the expense of getting rid of them would
be charged as dilapidations.

Mow all this is very right and proper, with perhaps the single exAn incumbent will not be likely to
ception relating to the land.
leave his land altogether uncultivated and fallow; he is, however,
tempted to exhaust
as, for instance, by

and so

reduce the income of his successors;
haycrops by auction every year at
their highest price, and
neglecting the proper manuring of the land
it,

to

selling otf the

afterwards, whereby the soil is much deteriorated.
Some action
with regard to the land, as well as the
buildings, of a living might
perhaps have been desirable in the new law. But this is a minor
Let us rather see how the new law works in
point.
And
practice.
first, as to the appointment and remuneration of
surveyors.
must remember that they are appointed for each diocese
by the rural
deans, and that, in most dioceses, the main part of their remuneration consists, besides fees, of a
percentage on the amount of the
work ordered by them to be done. Here, then, are two
points not
as
should
be.
Not only is the surveyor naturally tempted
quite
they

We
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make his estimate too high, with the view, unconsciously no
doubt, of increasing his percentage on it, but when the work is done
and paid for, if the contractor, as is often the case, performs the
work for less than the estimated sum, the surveyor still gets his percentage on the estimate, while the difference between the estimate
aud the actual sum disbursed is not returned, as one would naturally
expect it would be, to the incumbent who has to pay, but is kept for
This is unjust to the outgoing incumbent.
further repairs hereafter!
Take a case, in illustration, which has come under our notice.
Here the estimated cost of dilapidations
will call the Benefice A.
amounted to 66, and the repairs were all executed to the satisfaction
of the surveyor and a certificate for the five years' exemption from
36!
So that the late incumfurther liability given, for the sum of
has had to pay 30 more than he in equity should have
bent of
done. For dilapidation money is a debt from the old incumbent to
the new incumbent, and from the new incumbent to Queen Anne's
Bounty, who seem unable, for some reason or other, to return any
money once paid to them.
Again, not only does thus the outgoing incumbent, or his executors, suiter hardship, but the incoming incumbent must look carefully to see that he himself is not made to undergo something still
worse.
For while the former has no fees to pay to the surveyor for
his work, and has his liability limited to the payment of the actual
sum specified for dilapidations, all the onus, risk, and fees fall upon
the latter.
If, for instance, the old incumbent is bankrupt, the new
incumbent is still bound to pay over to Queen Anne's Bounty, within
six month's of his induction, every farthing of the dilapidation money,
which, as in such case he cannot get it from his predecessor, he
must pay out of his own pocket, or, if allowed to do so, he may iu
certain cases mortgage the benefice, and so reduce its value, suffering
thu--, in any wise, a hardship which, although the law justly proposes
to ease it for him, Queen Anne's Bounty, as we remarked in our
to

We

A

previous article, is at present unwilling to act upon so as to help him
case of this kind is that of Benefice B.
Here the livby a loan.
150 a year. The dilapidations amoimied to
ing was worth only
.000, for the house was old, and there were large out-buildings.
The incumbent who died left no effects whatever. lie was an old
The new incumbent,
bachelor, who had simply lived on bis income.
also a poor man, took the living without much consideration, and
was instituted and inducted, and thus irrevocably bound to pay over
at once four years' income before touching a pennv of the endowment
Doubtless he has often wished that his bishop had left him
in his curacy.
Observe how careful the Act is to provide a remedy
for such hardships, and contrast with it the action of Queen Anne's
can give even
Bounty in refusing loans sanctioned by the Act.
a worse case than this in Benefice C.
Here the late incumbent was
appointed in 1868. The living was worth 120 a year, and he died
in 1874, leaving only a daughter, and the sum of
1,000 in consols.
The surveyor ordered the bouse, which was a timber building erected
on piles, and much dilapidated, to be entirely rebuilt at a cost of
848
Here was a poor incumbent mulcted of more than all be bad
ever received from his living during the six years of his tenancy,
and his daughter left penniless, only because he had the misfortune
to be one of the incumbents of 1871, for whom special provision was
made iu the Act, and Queen Anne's Bounty has made that provision
a dead letter

A
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asked, cannot persons in such circumstances appeal
Is there no way of
against these hardships?
softening down such
cases? Yes. In the case of Benefice C, the appeal was suggested
against the surveyor's award in the manner prescribed by the Act
for cases of appeal.
But, witb the advice of counsel, the matter
was dropped, and no appeal was made, for the simple reason that
the law directs that the whole costs of appeal shall be paid, and the
whole expense of re- valuing disbursed, out of the estate of the outgoing incumbent instead of out of the living, and the sole executrix
of this poor parson was willing rather to submit to pay the whole
sum demanded than risk the charges and anxiety of litigation.
The diocesan surveyors, who are generally architects and men of
good standing and honorable dealing, are gradually through practice

But,

it

may be

becoming more acquainted with their new

duties, and, we trust, more
introduction to a comparatively new experience created by the Act naturally tended to lead
them to proceed more according to the strict letter of the law than
according to equity; while it was the cause, especially with those
surveyors who live in London, of some curious manifestations of
In certain parts of
ignorance about agricultural and local customs.
Kngland, for example, all the fences round fields are composed of
loose stone walls without mortar or cement.
One surveyor ordered
all such walls to be rebuilt with cement on the
This was, of
glebes.
course, too absurd to be acted upon, and he had to revoke his order,
after learning a little about the habits of the district.
Another surveyor that we had heard of, though we have not had the pleasure of
actually meeting him, directed that all the pig-styes should be painted
within and without with three coats of white paint
Other surveyors seem puzzled by the differing local customs, whereby, in some
parts, all field gates are painted, while in other parts of the country
such a thing is never heard of. Most of them, however, seem to be
agreed that it shall be part of their duty to order the painting of all
external wood and ironwork not painted the year before with two
coats of paint, to empty all cess-pits and drains, and, in general, to
put things in complete readiness for the new tenant.

lenient in their awards; but their

first
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Our readers will doubtless be glad to have all the items in an
average and typical case, which we will call that of Benefice D.
This will enable them to see more clearly how the onus is divided.
It

is

as follows

Schedule of Dilapidation* (Benefice D), October, 1872:
Stop round sash-frames; leak round chimney mend panes of glass;
cut out cracks and stop ceiling; repair chimney-piece; new keys and
;

mend decayed

flooring; repair plastering; lead lights; repair
door and cupboard; new nosings to stairs; repair treads, risers,
newels, and balusters: new collar to roof; repair decayed sleepers

and empty
mend and renew thatching; renew stucco
cess-pit; new sills to doors;
on wails, and point new eaves-gutters; scarf door-posts; repair and
61.
all outside iron and wood.
Total,
paint field-gates; paint

and

joists;

renew skirling and

rafters; repair soil-pipe,

;

2.

Fees paid

to bishop's officers

:

l Is.; filing order by registrar,
copy for Queen Anne's Bounty, 5s.; secretary for bishop's
l
consent to alter plan,
Is.; filing it by registrar, 3s. 4</.
secretary
for bishop's couuUTsignature to surveyor's certificate for payment,
certificate of execution of work,
5s.; registrar for filing surveyor's

Secretary's order for inspect ion,

3s. til.;

;

3s. 4</.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.
HOTEL BRIGHTON, CONEY ISLAND,
ARCHITECT,

Total,

3

-2s.

OJ.

3.

Surveyor's fees :
5 5s.
travelling
Survey, valuation, and reports, with two copies,
and other expenses, 2 8s. bVA; survey and certificate, under section
9 15s. Oil.
44 of the Act, l 11s. 6d. expenses, 10s. Total,
Here the 61 is paid by the late incumbent's executors to the new
incumbent, and by him to Queen Anne's Bounty, while the new in;

Mlt.

JOHN

G.

PRAGUE,

YOKK.

HOU8E ON MT. VERNON STREET, BOSTON, MASS., REMODELLED
BY MR. C. 8. LUCE, ARCHITECT, BOSTON.
This sketch shows the alteration in the house at the corner of
River and Mt. Vernon streets, belonging to the estate of Mrs.
Martha Smith. The old house was built about 1840, and was an
uninteresting structure. The alteration was made in the early part
The first story is of cement,
of the present year, at a cost of $2,000.
plastered, and is not a concrete wall, and the second story is of tiles
made at Akron, Ohio, which are the first of the kind ever manufactured in this country, after an English pattern. The manufacturer
states that he ruined nearly 20,000 tiles before he was successful in
getting the 5,000 used on this building, and even these are not altogether satisfactory in color. The carving in the panels is of pine.
The late Inspector of Buildings was averse to allowing the alteration
under the Building Act, it being a wooden building and within the
fire limits, but Mr. Damrell took a different view of the matter, and
very kindly allowed it. The upper sashes of the first-story windows
are filled with cathedral glass, and the dining-room is decorated by
Mr. Frank Hill Smith.

SKETCH

FOll

;

the fees of both bishop and surveyor.
are <*lad to find that the case of repairs to parish churches,
mentioned in our former article, appears in a fair way of being setThe Church of All Saints in Lambeth is one
It arose thus.
tled.
of those built under the Church Building Act, which enacts that, as
in the case of all other churches, the freehold shall be in the incumbent, but that all repairs shiill be done at the expense of the parishioners. This church had become so far out of repair as to be unsafe to passengers along the street, and, in fact, a portion of the
The intower fell not long ago, and seriously injured a woman.
cumbent, Dr. F. G. Lee, was called upon by the Metropolitan Board
of Works to repair the church, as church-rates had been abolished
without anv provision being made for the maintenance of the fabric,
and no one" else could be made to pay. The order of the Board, if

cumbent pays

N. Y.

NEW

:

1.

locks;
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allowed, would have become a precedent for making every incumin the country responsible for the repairs of his church, as well
as of his house, and would have thrown an intolerable burden on
the clergy. Dr. Lee refused to do the work, and the Board, actActs as to reing under the provisions of the Metropolitan Building
then did the work, and sued the inpairs of "dangerous structures,"
cumbent for 105 incurred in the operation. Dr. Lee, supported by
his bishop, declined to pay, and showed, at the trial of the case, that
his freehold in the church was by no means the same kind of freehold as that of an ordinary proprietor, and that he was unable to
Alsell the church, or raise money upon it to pay off the debt.
the clergy of the rethough the Lord Chief Justice has acquitted
to be imposed upon them, and so far justice
sponibility thus sought
has been done, we are, however, still without legislation on the sub
iect of the important question, Who i> to keep the Chur.h in repair?
The clergy are clearly not liable. The laity refuse to have churchfear not, in the case
rates.
Can we depend on voluntary help V

bent

We

of most parishes at any rate.
In conclusion, what is the result, so far as benefices are concerned,
at which we are arrived in the present state of the dilapidation quesare sorry to say that the mode of application of the law
tion ?
Two practical rules appear
is still tending to defeat the object of it.
to be gaining acceptance with the clergy, forced upon them by the
The first is, to take more
circumstances to which we have alluded.
than ordinary precautions in accepting a living, and to decline to
take anything under a really valuable benefice if there is the least
the case of the outgoing incumbent, or if
suspicion of insolvency in
This tends to prevent
the repairs are likely to be a serious matter.
reallv <'Ood and hard-working men, if poor, from entering the Church,
150
or it'keeps them down as mere curates, in which position their
200 a year is quite unincurnbereil. The second rule is, having
or

We

once taken a living, and got settled, to do absolutely nothing more
towards the preservation of the buildings, except the merest, neceswithout which the house would be unsary repairs against weather,
inhabitable; and for this reason that, since the surveyor must find
something to survey, and has in so many cases ordered things absothe ordinary rules of the craft, it is much
lutely at variance with
for a poor incumbent to pay
cheaper, so they say, in the long run,
more in comparison on his voidance of the benefice, than to be conIt is true that the
to repair bit by bit every year.
stantly compelled
the life of
bishop or archdeacon may compel proper repairs during
the incumbent, and may deprive for neglect; but unless this is acted
or unless some change is introduced
up to better than it is at present,
into the working of the law, and especially into the attitude which
Queen Anne's Bounty takes up towards the clergy, we fear that this
demoralizinf effect will be only increased, instead of diminished, as

time goes on.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
MR. RUSKIN'g
THE EXHIBITION OF TURNER'S WATER-COLORS.
PRESENT ESTIMATF, OF TURNER'S METHODS AND GENIUS.
LONDON, August IB, 1878.
It was a
exhibition of unusual interest closed here last wee.k.
collection of water-colors and studies by Turner, belonging to Mr.
Kuskin, who prepared a catalogue, with copious notes on each sketch;
to this was added, also with explanatory and critical notes, a series
The seven!
of the Oxford professor's own studies in line and color.
illness which last February struck down Mr. Kuskin threatened to
prevent the completion of the catalogue, but the Rev. W. Kingsley,
an old and valued friend, came to the rescue, and added the concluding notes, which, to judge from the enthusiastic foot-notes Mr.
Ruskin was able subsequently to add, are worthy examples of Turner

AN

worship.
of

last,

Scala

is

The centenary

of the famous Teatro della
to be observed by the redecoration of the building.

This pamphlet of some one hundred and forty pages

is

interest, expressing as it does the latest, and perhaps the
of the author of "Modern Painters," whose views are

opinions

to have undergone such marked modifications that he has
for a cheap and popular
persistently refused to yield to the demand
His writings of late have all been
edition of his ear'ier works.
frausrht with weariness and bitter disappointment, which in these last
productions are, suddenly changed to a tone of sadness and almost of
of those scathing early polemgentleness, strange indeed in the author
ics. With the exception of a constant and really puerile protest against
the march of civilization in desecrating with its works of engineering
the picturesqueness of nature, his only denunciation now is of himIn his preface.be manself, and contemporary art escapes scot-free.
" As in
my own advancing life I
fully turns upon himself, saying,
learn more of the laws of noble art, I recognize faults in Turner to
which once I was blind; but only as 1 recognize also powers which
my boy's enthusiasm did but disgrace by its advocacy." In the notes
themselves his disciples mu^t be startled by occasional reservations

known

and criticisms of Turner's work which they would never have
dreamed of permitting to themselves. Think of his speaking of

Battle of Fort Rock" in the National
the large water-color, the
and conventionalized
Gallery, as an inferior work, terribly forced
" It
and saying in regard to one of the earlier Italian studies
fails in many respects, especially in the ludicrous figure; he was
not yet able to draw either the figure or even animals with skill."
" In
Further on
both, however, the trees are still very rudely
'

!

:

:

later study, done, however, in his prime, he says
" It
will, I hope, put an end (with No. 28) to the ordinary notion
But it may very well encourthat Turner could not draw trees."
founded notion that
age the also very ordinary, and much better
he could not color them. His dislike of fresh green is a curious
I know of, founded
idiosyncrasy in him; no drawing exists, that
Could Turner's bitterest critics
frankly on that key of color."
have made a severer stricture upon him as a landscape painter than
to say he could not color trees ? I quote these examples to show

drawn."

Of a

:

'

Yet through
his former partisan opinions.
so many years of devotion to his hero is his ruling principle, softened only by a weary
'
sadness revealed in his conclusion to the Introduction:
Oh, that

how time has changed
all,

-the old love

and admiration consecrated by

some one had but

told

me

in

my

youth,

when

all

my

heart seemed %

be set on these colors and clouds that appear for a little while and'
then vanish away, how little my love of them would serve me when
the silence of lawn and wood in the dews of morning should be
completed, and all my thoughts should be of those whom, by neither,
to

I

THE THEATRE AT MILAN.

deep

was

to

The

meet more "
!

sketches are classed in five groups, corresponding to as many
The first group is characterdecades, beginning with the ) ear 1800.
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ized thus

:

foreeful in

" His manner is
hand." They, in

in color,
stern, reserved, quiet, grave
fashion
fact, partake of the prevailing
for at the end of the last century,

of water-colors at that period;
were literas the English still call them
water-color drawings
with simplest pale flat washes. In
ink
or
drawings,
such,
pencil
ally
in which a portion is quite finished,
speaking of one of this group,
"
untouched paper, Ruskin says:
leaving the rest outlined on the
can never get the public to believe, nor until they believe it can
of a great master's mind, that, as in
they ever understand the grasp
fresco so in water-color, there can be no retouching after your day's
There is absolute demonstration in this, ....
work is done
his
that Turner did his work bit by bit, finishing at once, and sure of
This certainly was not the ordinary method of
final harmony."
it is, curiously enough, that of the present
English water-colorists, but
Italian school; for the latter in their figure studies completely finish,
each bit of drapery, often without even
beginning with the head,
results in purity of color at the expense
sketching in the rest, which
of relative values.

In regard to the second group, which comprises pictures of Swiss
he writes : " And observe generally, Turner never, after this
scenery,
from nature without composing. His lightest pencil sketch
drew
time,
was the plan of a picture, his completes! study on the spot a part of
But he rarely painted on the spot; he looked, gathered, conone.
what he had gained, up to the
sidered; then painted the sum of
An admission which the upfor due note of it."
point necessary
holders of Turner's more forced effects would do well to mark, as it
allows to individual criticism a bolder judgment of the truthfulness
of the scene presented than would be used in face of studies made on
Of notes made for some of his Swiss pictures near the
the
spot.
close of his

Ruskin also says " His way was, therefore, to make
of his subject on the spot; and, it seems, at his inn
note
rapid pencil
in the evening to put so much color on this outline as would recall
This habit explains, but does not excuse,
the effect to his mind.''
the false values constantly found in Turner's works, more especially
in his foregrounds, for his notes recording chiefly atmospheric and
distant effects, he was left to compose from chic those very parts of
his work which most demanded local study.
There is real frankness in this reference to a landscape of his mid" lint he has missed his mark in the vermilions of the
dle period
in distinction of hues between sunlight and
foreground, which fail
shade the violently forced shadows on the field (false in form also)
not redeeming the want of tone, but rather exhibiting it." A just
criticism, but one which impartiality would apply not to this example
of Turner's foregrounds, for there is a great
only, but to the majority
the same crude greens and yellows to give
similarity among them
aerial effect to the distance, the same grotesque figures outlined in
vermilion and without real solidity or modelling to give relief.
Referring to those almost invariably grotesque and brutal figures,
Ruskin philosophizes thus "I think it will be seen that much of'
what the public were most pained by in Turner's figure drawing
arose from what Turner himself had been chielly pained by in the
more clearly than he knew himself, the especial
public. He, saw, and
Then referring to these figures
forte of England in 'vulgarity.'"
drawn from low life, he adds: " With all this, nevertheless, lie had in
himself no small sympathy he liked it at once and was disgusted
:

life,

:

;

:

:

;

and, while he lived in imagination in ancient Carthage, lived
I cannot understand these ways of
practically in modern Margate.
what offends us in these figures was also, in
i;
liis; only be assured that
a high degree, offensive to him, though he chose to paint it as a
anil though he took in the midst of
peculiarly English phenomenon,
it, ignobly, an animal English enjoyment, acknowledging it all the
while to be ugly and wrong." This wanton brutality in his figures increased as he grew older. Failing at first apparently from sheer inability to draw his forms and then later impatiently slurring or exaggerating them, he Irani-formed them into defiant caricatures. But his
and of his middle period says
apologist finds a more poetical reason,
" Thenceforward he shows
clearly the sense of a terrific wrongness
and sadness, mingled in the beautiful order of the earth; his work be-

by

it;

:

and in its greatest and
satirical, partly reckless, partly
Further on: " With this change of feelnoblest features
tragic."
ing came a twofold change of technical method. He had no patience
with his vulgar subjects, and dashed them in with violent pencilling
and often crude and coarse color, to the general hurting of his
" But
sensitiveness in many ways." In conclusion
assuredly, whether
faultful or fated, real conditions of error affect his work from this

comes partly

:

time forward) in consequence of which it in many respects greatly
When they see, gathered now
lost its influence with the public.
together in one group, examples of the drawings in which the calamitous change is expressed most clearly, the public may, perhaps, see
how in the deepest sense their own follies were the cause of all that

they blamed, and of the infinitely greater all that they lost." Rather
hard, that, on a public which was inclined to believe as Mr. Ruskin
now does, before his eloquence persuaded it that Turner's art was

The English public have now so
perfect and above all reproach.
well learned their lesson that one has only to stand near the Turners
in the National Gallery to hear one monotonous stream of adulation.
" Is
The public dare not criticise Turner,
it would be "bad form
it a suspicion of this which has
finally opened Mr. Ruskin's eyes to
some of his hero's defects'?
Does he begin to realize that "blind
admiration of Turner may, after
similar faith in Claude which he

all,

be but

little

better than that

was at such pains

to uproot?

Be
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it.
may, of those paintings in the National Gallery, which by
to the mere reader, at least
the beauty of his early writings he has
forever endowed with the most wondrous powers, he now says : "But
they rotted, rent, faded, and mouldered away in miserable patches of
variously deforming changes, darkening in spots, but to the rich colors
bringing pallor, and to the subtle ones absolute effacement. Cleaning
and retouching over cracks followed, and the ruin is now total."
I have quoted so largely, thinking it unlikely that this catalogue, in
spite of its deep significance, would reach America, and that the many
followers of Mr. Ruskin there can but be interested in this revision,
I have selected the pasin his maturity, of more youthful opinions.
sages with the design of simply illustrating this change of tone, and
in no- unfair spirit, for the beauty and power of Mr. Ruskin's writalways making due allowings command my sincere admiration,
ance for the exaggeration which keen partisanship drove him into.
The collection of drawings itself is a fairly representative one ; the
drawings showing little that is unusual in style or power (at least to
this generation) among the first half, and the latter containing
in
spite of the fine collections Mr. Ruskin has generously given to
Oxford and Cambridge
some of the most perfect examples of
Turner's genius. This is perhaps best characterized in the poetical
sometimes wild
flight of his imagination, controlled rather by the
laws of composition than by those of nature; his daring and original
conception of effects encouraging him to force them in a way which,
however beautiful the harmonies of color may be in themselves, can
but seem unnatural to literal students of nature.
R.

this as

TREATMENT AND DISPOSAL OF SEWAGE

IN CHINA, i

HKK

Majesty's Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs has been
good enough to obtain, at the request of the Council, the following
reports on the treatment and disposal of sewage in China
:

THE TKEATMENT AND DISPOSAL OF SEWAGE IN PEKING.
Peking is fairly well supplied by water. In addition to the numerous surface wells within the walls of the city, the water of which
is hard and charged,
especially during the rainy season, with organic
impurities, which percolate the porous sandy soil, there is an abundant supply of purer and softer water, derived from the springs and
lakes of the vicinity of the summer palaces, situated at the toot of
A wide stream runs to
the western hills, some eight miles distant.
the northwest angle of the city wall, where it opens out into a large
reservoir, in which the water is confined by dams, the surplus supplying the city moat. From this reservoir the water is conducted by
a canal which, after passing under the north wall, expands into several large lakes, from which proceed two canals which traverse the
Tartar city. The Chinese city is similarly supplied by a small river,
which flows from the Nan Haitzur, the vast southern hunting park,
and ends in the moat. The water from these sources, after traversing tlie two cities, ultimately finds its way into the Tungchow Canal.
The sewers intersect the city in a rectangular network, and open
into the canals.
The wide parallel streets have a large sewer on
either side, into which open the smaller sewers from the lanes.
The
main sewers are square in section, of diameter sufficient to allow a
man to crawl through them, and are constructed of large bricks, and
covered with a layer of stone slabs. They are intended principally
to carry off the flood of rain-water which inundates the city in July
and August. This elaborate system, however, is all but useless, havSome of the
ing long since fallen into ruin from decay and neglect.
sewers project high above the level of the roadway, gradually worn
down by traffic. All are chronically choked with animal and vegeIt is the common practice of the inhabitants to remove
table debris.
one of the flagstones in front of their houses, and to throw in all the
refuse, solid and fluid, so that the sewer becomes merely a focus of
The putrid contents overflow into the streets after
putrefaction.
rain, and in dry weather are tapped for the purpose of watering the
In short, the sewers in their present condition are not only
roads.
useless, but absolutely prejudicial to the public health.

The

only detail of sanitary work which is at all efficiently peris the removal of ffccal matters.
The fluid excreta are either
poured into the roadway or open sewer, or scattered over the street
at sunset to lay the dust; but the solid excreta are most carefully collected, as in all other parts of China, for use as manure.
They are
removed entirely by the dry method. There are no cesspools in the
houses, only a shallow hole lined with bricks, which is emptied daily
by the scavenger. This is a regular business and means of livelihood in Chinese cities, and the man with a large wooden tub suspended on his back by means of a wide hoop passing over the
shoulder, and a long-handled iron scoop in his hand, is a well-known
He does his work, as a rule, gratuitously, passfigure in the streets.
ing from house to house till his tub is full, when he carries it to disAnother
pose of the contents at one of the depots or manufactories.
man wends his way along the public highway, where he also is able
to p ck up a fair livelihood, for the common Chinaman never scruples
to halt by the wayside, even in broad daylight, and in full view of
The scavenger often digs holes in the ground of the
passers-by.
more retired corners within his circuit, for the convenience of the

formed

;

wayfarer and profit of himself.
The matters collected in this way are carried to one of the depots,
whence they are conveyed outside the city in wheelbarrows, with a
1
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central wheel of large diameter, and on each side of the wheel a long
The
coarse wicker basket, of the estimated capacity of two cwt.
wheelbarrow is driven by one man, who support!) it with a yoke over
his shoulders, and is assisted by one or more other men dragging
with a rope in front. These baskets are quite open at the top and,
being conveyed through the streets at all hours of the day, they are
an insufferable nuisance. Within the walls of the city itself, moreover, there are not a few manufactories of manure, and, in fact, any
utilized for this purpose.
large vacant piece of ground is usually
The excreta are first emptied into large holes dug in the ground,

then spread over the surface in a layer about an inch thick, and conbecome thoroughly dry.
stantly turned over with a spade until they
This process takes three or four days, the ground being dry and
moisture during ten months
sandy, and the air remarkably free from
The manure, when dry, is piled into heaps, and sold
of the year.
ton of this poudretle is estimated to
retail by the small basket.
sell for about sixteen shillings of our currency, which is the equivalent of a month's wages of a laboring man in this part of China.
It is a principle in native husbandry to apply manure to the plant
The powlrette is sown with the seed or suprather than to the soil.
before irrigation.
plied to the root of the growing vegetable
In connection with this subject a condensed note on the comparaEntozoa are
tive prevalence of certain diseases may be appended.
avoid drinking
very common in China. The natives scrupulously
unboiled water, but, on the other hand, they are fond of raw and
half-cooked fruit and vegetables. An unusually large proportion of
children come to hospital suffering from the pressure of lumbrici.
ToMiia is also often met with, the result of the universal consumption
of pork, which is, besides, not infrequently infested with trichina.
The pigs are allowed to wander through the streets, and foreign resiOf zymotic diseases
dents are obliged to refrain from native pork.
and
are
diarrh<ea
and
especially
dangerous after
prevalent,
dysentery
the rains, and appear to have direct relation with the amount of heat
and moisture. Typhoid fever is a rare disease all over China, al-

A

are rampant in the large
though typhus, diphtheria, scarlatina, etc.,
The rarity of typhoid may be directly due to the system
cities.
of the removal of human cxcreia, preventing thu contamination of
S. W. UUSIIKLL, 15. So., M. D., Lond.
water.

Univ. Scholar, Physician to

11. 13.

M. Legation.

I'KKI.NG, 13th February, 1878.

TREATMENT OF SEWAGE

IN

CANTON.

In all parts of the city of Canton there are public latrines erected,
consisting of a number of compartments separated by a wooden parThese are the property of the "Kai-fog," or street organizatition.
to defray
tion, who, bv the money derived from their rental, contrive
a considerable ponion of the municipal expenses. The solid and
from these receptacles, which are
liquid excreta collected separately
removed daily to the fields in baskets and
only useil by men, are
buckets. The night-soil from private dwellings is carried away daily
who empty and wash the utenby women employed for the purpose,
to boats built specially for thi< object, by
sils, and convey the matter
which It is taken into the agricultural districts, that from Canton
The solid excreta are usudistrict.
going chiefly to the Tnngkwan
dried before being used as manure, and are occasionally partially

Liquid manure is very largely employed for
has on its outskirts a
watering vegetables. Kvery country village
which latrines are built, and into which
pool or tank, on the banks of
the sewage (lows. In the winter the liquid is drained off, and the
ally

mixed with

ashes.

solid deposit at the bottom, which is rich in fertilizing matter, is
dried and used as manure.
The sewers iif the city of Canton are cleared out triennially by the
But besides
authorities, and the deposit carried off to the fields.
this, the liquid black matter which collects is taken away from time
to time, when considered sufficiently rich in fertilizing matter to pay
the cost of removal, by men who obtain access to the sewer by removing a stone from the pavement.
The foregoing is all the information I have been able to obtain

upon the

subject.
II.

CANTON, March

H. HANCE,
M. Acting-Consul at Canton.

28, 1878.

TUEATMENT OK SEWAGE

IN

FOOCHOW.

In reply to your despatch, No. 1, of the 25th ultimo, on
the subject of town sewage, 1 beg to offer the following informaSlit,

tion

main

in sewers, while the cost of its transport into the
country

of Foochow there are drains under the
streets only, the side lanes being without; the scourings of the
and
makers, together with the waters and slops of dwell-

town and suburbs

pulse
of dark and rich consistency made
ings and shops, compose a sewage
up from the silting of the river tides which wash the drains. It is
much sought after for the purpose of enriching ground set apart for
There being none but public
rice cultivation in its natural state.
is emptied into the street, and is fetched,
privies, human excrement
in pails, from long distances in the country by gangs of men and
women, and then cast into open pits, lined with chunam, until
wanted for manure. When diluted with two thirds of urine and
Millions
water, the market gardeners sprinkle it over the cabbages.
of tubs of this description of manure are employed in this way, to
in a few instances
quicken the growth of vegetables, potash being
added to the composition. No part of this valuable manure is lost

must be

enormous.
not much difference in the method of
manuring in any of
the provinces south of the Yellow River.

There

is

C. A. SINCLAIR,

H. M. Consul
FOOCHOW, February

at

Foochow.

28, 1878.

MR. RUSKIN

ON COLOR.

THOSE who were

interested in Mr. Ruskin's aphorisms on drawing which we printed in our issue for December 1, 1877, will doubtless find of interest the
following excerpt, taken as it is, like the former,
from the " Laws of Fesole," and printed in the Architect.
" In
my introductory Oxford lectures you will find it stated that
'
all objects appear to the
eye merely as masses of color;' and that
shadows are as full in color as lights are, every possible shade
being
a light to the shades below it, and every
possible light a shade to the

above it, till you come to absolute darkness on one side and to
the sun on the other.
Therefore, you are to consider all the various
pieces either of shaded or lighted color out of which any scene
whatsoever is composed, simply as the patches of a harlequin's jacket, of which some are black, some red, soiue blue, some golden
but
of which you are to imitate every one by the same methods.
" It is of
great importance that you should understand how much
this statement implies.
In almost all the received codes of art-instruction you will be told that the shadows should be
transparent,
lights

;

You will find also, when you begin drawing yourlights solid.
selves, that your shadows, whether laid with lead, chalk, or pencil,
will, for the most part, really look like dirt or blotches on the paper,
till
you cross-hatch or stipple them, so as to give them a look of net-

and

work, upon which they instantly become more or

less like

shade,

or,

And you will find a most powerful
called, 'transparent.'
and attiMd ive school of art founded on the general principle of laying
a literally transparent brown all over the picture for the shade, and
as

it

is

upon it with opaque white.
statement I have just made to you implies the falseness
of all such theories and methods.
Essentially, the use of transparent
brown by Rubens (followed by Sir Joshua with asphaltum) ruined
the Netherland schools of color, and has rendered a school of color
striking the lights
" Now the

England hitherto impossible. And I mean to assert that falsity in
the most positive manner.
Shadows are not more transparent than
both are transparent when they
lights, nor lights than shadows
both are opaque when they express substance and
express space
both are to be imitated in precisely the same manner, and with the
same quality of pigment. The only technical law which is indeed
in

;

;

;

constant, and which requires to be observed with strictness, is preYou may take a white
cisely that the method shall be uniform.
ground and lay darks on it, leaving the white for lights; or you may
take a dark ground, and lay lights on it, leaving the darks for darks;
in either case you must
go on as you begin, and not introduce the
other meihod where it suits jou.
A glass painter must make his

whole picture transparent, and a fresco painter his whole picture
opaque.

"
Here is
Get, then, this plain principle well infixed in your minds.
a crocus
there is the sun here, a piece of coal
there the hollow
of the coal-scuttle it came out of.
They are everyone but patches of
some yellow, some black, andmust be painted in the same
color,
manner, with wha'ever yellow or black paint is handy.
"
Suppose it, however, admitted that lights and shades are to be produced in the same manner; we have farther to ask, what that manner
may best be? You will continually hear artists disputing about
;

grounds, glazings, vehicles, varnishes, transparencies, opacities, oleAll that talk is as idle as the east wind.
Get a flat
aginousnesses.
surface that won't crack,
some colored substance that will stick
upon it, and remain always of the color it was when you put it on,
and a pig's bristle or two wedged in a stick and if you can't paint,
you are no painter, and had better not talk about the art. The one
the one power truly called that of paintthing you have to learn,
ing,' is to lay on any colored substance, whatever its consistence
may be (from mortar to ether), at once, of the exact tint you want,
in the exact ibrm you want, and in the exact
quantity you want.
Thai is painting.
" Now
are
well
aware
that
to
you
play on the violin well requires
some practice. Painting is playing on a color-violin, seventy times
seven stringed, and inventing your tune as you play it
That is the
Here is
easy, simple, straightforward business you have to learn.
better or worse quality of both of
your catgut and your mahogany
course there may be
Cremona tone and so on, to be di>cusscd with
due care, in due time. You cannot paint miniature on the sail of a
fishing-boat, nor do the fine work with hog's bristles that you can
with camel's hair all these catgut and bristle questions shall have
their place, but the primary question of all is
can you play ?
"
Perfectly, you never can, but by birth-gift. The entirely first-rate
their words are
musicians and painters are born, like Mercury
sound and color wait on them from
music, and their touch is gold
their youth
and no practice will ever enable other human creatures
The most favorable conditions, the most
to do anything like them.
docile and apt temper, and the unwearied practice of life, will never
enable any painter of merely average human capacity to lay a sinfle
touch like Gainsborough, Velasquez, Tintoret, or Luini. But to un;

'

!

:

In the

dyers

87

;

;

;

;

The American

88

Architect

as well as on
derstand that, the matter must still depend on practice
is not one whit less, but more, difficult than
genius, that painting
and that your care as a student, on the
playin" on an instrument,
of your piano, but of your
whole,is not to be given to the quality
this is the great fact which I have to teach you respecting
touch,
this is the root of all excellent doing and perceiving.
color
" And
when once you begin to feel what
you will be utterly amazed,
;

how many qualities which appear to result from
method and material do indeed depend only on loveliness of
which has so conexecution and how divine the law of nature is,
that by
nected the immortality of beauty with patience of industry,
of laborious art you may at last literally comprecision and Tightness
mand the rainbow to stay and forbid the sun to set.
to hammer
"
to learn your notes,
To-day, then, you are to begin
and as in music you
exercises
out, steadily, your first five-finger
the
have first to play in time tune, with stubborn firmness, so in color
it flat, and well within limits.
first thing you have to learn is to lay
You shall have it first within linear limits of extreme simplicity, ami
and again, till
fill
spaces so enclosed, again
you must be content to
skill up to that elementary point.
you are perfectly sure of your
" So
in which you are to lay your color
far, then, of the manner
next comes the more debatable question yet, What kind of color you
For you are likely often to have
are thus to lay, sober or bright V
of taste like subdued or dull colors, and that
heard it said that
color mea'ns, to find

peculiar

and Building News.
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A TRAPPIST MONASTERY. A Trappist monk is negotiating for land
near Philadelphia on which to build a monastery large enough to contain
two hundred monks, who are to be recruited from the Trappist monasteries of Mount Millary in Ireland, Sept-Fonds in France, and Mariastern
As these monks number amongst them architects, builders,
in Turkey.
and craftsmen of all kinds, American mechanics will reap small profit from
this

new

enterprise.

A NEW

It is reported that an eight-page, fortnightly jourJOURNAL.
nal, named the Art Interchange, will shortly be published under the superArt of
York.
of
Decorative
of
the
vision
Society

New

;

;

;

people
like bright ones.
only vulgar persons
I am going to give
" But I believe
you will find the standard of color
the morning sky. Love rtaf rightly
safe one,
you an extremely
with all your heart and soul and eyes, and you are established in
The white, blue, purple, gold, scarlet, and
foundation-laws of color.
are meant to be entirely delightful to the
clouds
of
morning
ruliy
human creatures' whom the clouds and light sustain."
'

'

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.
AN EFFICIENT BOARD OF HEALTH.
Health has been

in

operation one year

;

The Illinois State Board of
has had thirteen meetings in vari-

The difficulties in the way of keeping
CLEARING QUEBEC HARBOR.
the channels of inland navigation in navigable condition is shown by the
Here one
operations that have for some time been going on at Quebec.
hundjed and seventy-five anchors, twenty-four of which were broken, have
been recovered by the lifting barge, together with eight thousand fathoms
It is thought that as soon as the hulk of the French vesof chain cable.
sel L'Oriqinal which was sunk more than a hundred years ago, is either
raised or demolished, the river-bed will be once more thoroughly clean.
Just at present Londoners
THHEATEXINGS or A SERIOUS STRIKE.
are seeking a solution to the old question, Quis custodiet custodes ? for there
seems to be imminent a strike which will cause even more passing inconvenience than diil the strike of the Parisian cockers which has just ended. The
Metropolitan police lias as a body become discontented, and a spirit is man-

The cause
ifesting itself among them which closely approaches mutiny.
of complaint is the low rate of their pay, which is for a first-class constable
a
small
sum
to
a
week!
($6.75), certainly
very
thirty shillings
pay a man
who may at anv moment be called on to risk his life as a matter of everyThe matter is a peculiarly delicate one, and unfortunately the
authorities seem indisposed to meet the issue fairly, but are trying to put
The importance of keeping the police conthe men off with fair promises.
tented will probably prevent the Government from letting things go so far
as to allow an actual strike to take place, but the effect of acceding to such
a demand on compulsion, even if the demand be a just one, cannot but
have a bad effect on the morale not only of the police force but on that of
the whole community.
day duty.

THE HOTEL BE VILLE,
at the Hotel

M. Ballu says that, although the work
PARIS.
de Ville, Paris, is making satisfactory headway, it will proba-

bly be ten years before it is finished.
work may all be laid up by 1880.

from giving two graduating courses

in

one year; has refused

to

accept or

to recognize the diplomas of eight medical schools ; has revoked six ccrtilicates for gross un professional conduct and advertising; and at its meeting
in Dccatur, June 27th, authority was given to revoke t!ie certificate of
in abortionist, in case the facts preanother physician, accused of bein.

sented were proven.

A

work more than
it is impossible for any
man, however strong,
few minutes without rest. If the Sutro tunnel should bring about a like
change in the temperature of the Comstoek mines generally with that
will be the means not only
already realized in the Savage 2000-fect level, it
of making mining more profitable, but of saving a very great waste of life
Sun Francisco
and health attendant hitherto upon that kind of labor.
to

grees

THE HUDSON RIVER TUNNEL.

It

is

announced that within a month

resumed on the Hudson River Tunnel. The company having
in both New York and New Jersey, there are two sets of
directors, those on this side of the river representing $7,000,000 of the capThe old company dug
itnl stock ami those on the other side 83,000,000.
a circular well, twenty-five feet in diameter and thirty feet deep, near the
workhouse, and walled it with brick three feet thick. The tunnelling will
be facilitated by the appliance of an airproceed from this well. It is to
lock, which will compress the air in a chamber large enough for three men
At one corner of the chamber will be placed a portable funnel,
to work in.
The air in the chamber will
into which dirt and stones will be thrown.
force the dirt through a long pipe which is to run over the shaft and above
in
which
it
will be can led ashore.
to
scow
water
a
With
of
the
the surface
n view of preventing danger from leakage or caving, a brick wall three

work

one of the

will be

been incorporated

feet thick, the outer layer of bricks to he chemically prepared to withstand
moisture, will be built as fast as the tunnelling proceeds. The grade of the
then
tunnel will be two feet to the hundred, descending from Jersey City
three feet to the hundred ascending on this side for fifteen hundred feet;
and then from that side to the terminus in Washington Square, two feet to
;

the hundred. The top of the tunnel in the centre of the river, where there
a depth of sixty-two feet of water at ebb tide, will be twenty feet below
Work will be resumed on the Jersey City side, and will he
the river-bed.
continued until the tunnel is carried two thirds across the river. This is
Then workmen will be placed on this
to facilitate the removal of dirt.
side, and the work will be completed when the men meet a few rods off the
H. Paine, the engineer, says that it will take two years
Col.
shore.
The directors expect to spend $10,000,000 upon it.
to complete the work.
The track will be four miles long.
Alining and Engineering Journal.

is

Wm.

M. Davioud, in his paper on Architects
ARCHITECTURAL DIPLOMAS.
and Engineers which obtained the Prix Bordin, does not countenance the
establishment of architectural diplomas.

last acts of the

The Scientific American says
French Parliament, before separating for the

was

to vote nearly S3, 500,000 lor the construction of a
holidays recently,
new deep sea-harbor for this well-known watering place. The chief fea-

a solid stone jetty on the southwest 2,235 yards
th'j northeast 1,570 yards long, and a solid stone
breakwater 545 yards long on the outer or western boundary. Between this
breakwater and the jetty will be two entrances 272 yards wide, and 163
yards wide. In the middle of the harbor will be a stone jetty, 436 yards
lung and 218 yards wide, alongside of which steamers may embark and
The new port will have an
land passengers at all hours of the tide.
area of 340 acres, and a depth of water varying from sixteen to twenty-six

ture of

this

harbor

wooden

jetty

is

on

The new port was projected by M. Alexfeet at the lowest spring tides.
andre Adam, formerly Mayor of Boulogne and ex-President of the General
Council of the Pas-de-Calais. The plans adopted are those of M. Stoecklin,
Chief Engineer of thePonts-et-Chaussees.

a

Chronicle.

thinks that the exterior stone-

Tun NEW HARBOR FOR BOULOONE.
that

long, a

reduction in the temperature of
EFFECTS OF THE SUTUO TUNNEL.
the 2000-feet level of the Savage mine, from 120 degrees to 94 degrees,
since the Sutro tunnel penetrated that mine, is now reported, and the coolIf the air draft through the tunnel into the
on.
ing process is still going
mines can reduce the temperature 26 degrees in so short a time at a depth
of 350 feet below the level of the tunnel, there is a reasonable prospect that
other mines put or to
it will ultimately have a like good effect upon many
Men can work without danger
he put in communication with the tunnel.
of collapse at a temperature no higher than 94 degrees, and thousands of
miners have done good work in the gulches at 110 degrees, but at 1 20 de-

He

VENTILATING COWLS.
Glasgow, savs

Mr. W. P. Buchan, a sanitary engineer of

:

"As the result of the experiments made at Kew by the judges of the
Sanitary Institute with ventilators as against plain pipes is still commanding considerable attention, will you permit me to publish the following results, showing the effect the shape of the outlet has upon the speed of the
up-current.
I have recently put up at my house a four-inch pipe about thirteen feet
in height, and whose top stands about two feet above the ridge.
At eight
p. M. last night I tried the up current, first with the plain pipe, then I put
an expanding or trumpet-mouthed outlet perpendicularly upon the top of
the pipe.
This, being tried, was taken off, and a Boyle's ten-inch soil-pipe
ventilator with three-inch pipe attached put on ; this being also tried, was
taken off in turn, and a three-inch Banner's cowl was then tried, and the
following are the results, showing the number of feet per minute which each
produced of up-current
:

Plain

open

pipe.

200
2iO
200

Pipe with
trumpet mouth.
400
300
300

Boyle's.

800
200
200

Banner's.
200
170

160

this case the plain
upright pipe with expanding outlet give much the
best results, and when at four p. M. to-day I repeated the
experiments, the

In

trumpet outlet gave much the quickest up-current. The plain pipe again
gave 200, but Banner's cowl only 200, 170, and 160. The open joint
where cowls turn helps to hurt their effect. Yesterday I tried a drain at
Dr. Cassell's house, Newton-terrace, here, which has the soil-pipe going up
the centre of the house to act as its ventilating shaft, and which soil-pipe
carries off the rain-water from the centre gutter; the anemometer showed
an in-current of fresh air into the drain through the ventilating trap of 300
feet per minute, but after running hot water down the
soil-pipe the in-current rose to 500 feet.

AN

ARTIFICIAL MARBLE.
It is said
making artificial marble. In this

that Miss Hosmer has devised a
process the subject is sculptured
iu limestone, and is then
placed in a boiler filled with pure water in which
it is
hermetically sealed and fire is applied. When the pressure indicated
by a manometer shows an atmospheric pressure of five or six degrees the
water is allowed to cool. The sculpture is then withdrawn and treated in
colored baths, alum being, we believe, used as the mordant.
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WE

print in another column a portion of a paper in the
Architect, by Mr. John S|>arkes, head master of the National

Art Training School, on the Art Schools of Germany.

What

principally .concerns us is the system of instruction pursued
in the Academy of Architects at Berlin, and its
apparent results.
As contrasted with the English system of apprenticeship, whereby a pupil

"articled" for a term of years to some
distinguished practitioner, in whose office he gathers such instruction as he may by independent experience and observation
of practice, the German method has all the advantage of academical precision in training, with exact scientific instruction in all
the branches of construction and aesthetics, including the rigid
classification and theory of the styles.
It seems to us that this
difference of systems explains much of the characteristic difference between the architecture of England and that of Germany,
is

and opens the important question whether architecture as a fine
art can really be developed like a science by encouraging exactness of definitions and correctness of archaeology, and by estabWhat
lishing a uniform method of observation and analysis.
results from this system of education is apparently a certain
quality of coldness and uncompromising exactness" in modern
German architecture, a want of freedom and ease of expression,
which seem to be inconsistent with the health and natural de'

If this be so, if it is
style.
applied to architectural instruction which confers upon modern design in Germany this character of unimaginative precision, and pedantry, the natural
fruits of the English want of system in instruction are the frequent development of individualities in the profession, a freedom
from restraint, a picturesqueness which borders upon license, the
rapid formation of separate schools following men of decisive
character and talents in the profession, sudden and phenomenal
changes in style, together with the pursuit of fancies and fashions in design
so that the whole building interests of England,
so far as they are presented to us in the professional papers,

velopment of a contemporaneous

the

German

scientific spirit thus

;

seem

to be engaged in a grand architectural masquerade.
In a
word, through their several educational systems, Germany seems
to have an architectural garment too classic and formal for
adaptation to daily use, and England a fine old wardrobe of
theatrical properties.
In neither case do we behold the development of a distinctive style.

IN France, on the other hand, by virtue of four continuous
centuries of academical discipline confined to classic forms, the
is at home, and in successive eras has
adapted
the characteristics of the time by natural processes ; so
that for each reign there is a distinctive style or variation of
style, not forced by individuals, but developed by historical conditions.
This state of affairs seems to give to architecture its
greatest function of furnishing to history a series of permanent
and monumental records of the spirit of the epochs. It deprives

classic

Keuaissance

itself to

the art of the picturesqueness which results from the English
system of a personal architecture, subject more or less to the
caprices of fashion, but it encourages refinement of invention in
confining it to certain traditionary forms ; it educates the eye to a
greater degree of sensitiveness it creates an atmosphere of art
by its constant associations with the triumphs of masters working always with the same elements of expression, namely, the
;
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four orders of architecture,
elements which are understood by
and are never -'out of fashion;"
finally, it seems that this
academical system, in making the French architects as a class
constant to a style, has made them subordinate to their architecture, and has made their architecture singularly impersonal without detracting from its
and interest.

:
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SUCH historical lessons must be taken to heart by all who are
interested in our own architectural
It is evident
expressions.
that for our use neither the German, the
nor the French

English,
systems is such as can be transplanted to our soil with profit,
but none of them can safely be
neglected in the preparation ot
our own schemes of architectural education.
vernacular
style, more or less sophisticated of course, as we have had fre-

A

quent occasion to say, doubtless now exists, such as it is.
How
to develop it into
grammatical forms, how to breathe into it the
spirit of art, how to free our buildings from the dominion of individual caprice in order that
they may the more faithfully
illustrate our civilization
a duty which for the most
part they
do not perform, being, as these pages have often shown, rather
fancies of individuals and faint reflections of the
English fashions than expressions of the epoch,
be' solved by our education in art.

there

is

and we

these are the questions to
have discovered that

We

no virtue

in the entire
neglect of systems of education,
can readily see that in establishing
systems it is easier

go wrong than to go right. The committee on education in
American Institute of Architects is composed of
intelligent
men in the profession, but they have of late made no
We
sign.
commend this subject and Mr. Sparkes's report in
especial to
to

the

their earnest consideration.

IT

will

be noticed that the judges

who have had under

con-

sideration the designs sent in for our fifth
competition have declined to award a first place to any one of them.
The drawings,
as may be seen, are not without many points of
excellence, but,
with scarcely an exception, they exhibit an
incapacity or an
unwillingness on the part of their authors thoroughly to work
out the design. There are plenty of
ideas, and these are

good

generally fairly brought out so as to show their merits and to
give effect to the drawings, but the absence of intelligent study
is obvious to the most casual
Most of the cominspection.
petitors have seemed to imagine that grammatical excellence in
design, a conformity, that is to say, to the most ordinary usages
of style and to the obvious arid
universally recognized principles
of composition, is too simple and easy, too
commonplace in fact,
to concern themselves about, and that a clever violation of
usage
is really the only interesting
In this
thing left to them to do.

respect it is true that they follow a natural tendency of the time
the profession, and that a certain
piquancy is sometimes
thereby conferred upon design^ as speech may gain a certain
raciness through bad grammar, bad spelling,
mispronunciation,
and even slang.
But this is not the sort of merit which these
competitions are intended to encourage. To say what one has
to say in the most striking and effective way practicable, without violating the proprieties of speech, is the way of
speaking
in

and writing approved among

civilized peoples.
Their architecture should follow a similar method.
Moreover, the chief merit
and chief interest in games of skill depend upon the players'
strictly following the rules of the game.

WE

had occasion lately to express the belief that, in this
country at least, engineers are trusted by the public much more
unquestioningly than are architects, and chiefly because engineering successes are more easily appreciated by the practical
mind of the American than the artistic effect of a good piece of
architectural design.
That the English public, or any portion
of it, should be similarly affected towards engineers, to the dishonor of architects, is somewhat remarkable in a country where
our profession is in good repute, and where, thanks to the many
notable buildings both ancient and modern which owe their
being to architects, the public is better able to appreciate its
achievements.
Yet on the 13th ultimo a special meeting of
the Northern Architectural Association was held at Newcastle
to protest against the action of the town council in
employing
the borough engineer and his subordinates to design and carry
out the projected architectural improvements of the town, which
at present involve the expenditure of nearly a million dollars,
as they include such buildings as a free library, a fish-market,
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to

such

importance
buildings of
the public park buildings, etc.,
to secure their
the town as to warrant making every exertion
The association adopted a resotreatment.
proper architectural
and recommendlution regretting the action of the town council
work be put to public competition, as was
ing thatall public
in other large towns in the kingdom.

customary

THE meetings of the International Health Congress, which
have been held at Paris lately, appear to have had a really international character, for

we

find that active part in the discus-

sions was taken by delegates from the United States, England,
Sweden, Greece,
Belgium, Holland, Russia, Austria, Hungary,
even from Egypt and Japan. A striking
and
Prussia,
Spain,
incident of one of the sessions, where the matter of unwholesome dwellings was under consideration, was the speech made
M. 1)., of London, in which she controby Mrs. Bovett Sturge,
is concerned, the conclusion
verted, as far at. least as England
reached in the leading paper upon the subject, that artisans'
numbers of persons are housed must
dwellings in which

large
n
be ipso fucto unhealthy.
Having obtained her degree as doctor
of medicine at Paris, Mrs. Sturge was able to express herself
with a fluency and correctness equalled by that of only one
She was able to show that in
other English person present.
London, while the average death-rate is twenty-one per thousuch as the Peabody
sand, in the model artisans' dwellings,
accommodate ten thousand persons, the
buildings, which can
while deaths
average mortality is only seventeen per thousand,
from infections diseases are in these buildings one third less in

number than in other buildings in London. The discouraging
statements made by the writers of the paper in question, MM.
Trulat and Du Mesuil, may partly be accounted for by facts
as, for instance, the
that came to light during the discussion
fact that one block-building in Paris, which contains 1,800
is
wholly unsupplied with
working-men, women, and children,
water.
This, taken in connection with the statement of M.
Durand-Claye, that the night-soil taken from the houses of
the working class contains from seven to eight kilograms of
while that taken from the houses
nitrogen to the cubic meter,
of the upper class, where there is a water supply, contains but
to the cubic meter, speaks volumes to
fifty or sixty grams
those who know what provision is made in French houses of
the lower grades in the way of water-closets,
perfectly untrapped chutes leading from the different floors into a hogshead
in the cellar, emptied as occasion demands.
;

and Building News.

Sacramento Record Union, which has argued the case of the
farmers with moderation and without hostility to the miners, insists that it is a question of the ruin of the whole Sacramento Valof Suisun Bay and the harbor of San Francisco.
and
possibly

ley,

has been made clear in the testimony
to which we alluded a short time
that the question is a
ago (American Architect, August 24),
In the .interest of the miners it is
vital one to the farmers.
had the right of throwing
urged that they have for thirty years
their tailings into the streams, and that this right is part of the
so that to take it away is to detitle of every mining claim

However

of the

A

see

"

in its place.
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WATER

THE

in which a fever patient had been
the instance of Mr. Jiiger, of Amsterdam,
an international association has been formed, with Mr. Edwin
Chadwick, C. B., as honorary president, for the purpose of

urging upon each government the necessity of compelling the
several local governments under its control to
supply their
several districts with pure drinking water.

THE struggle between the miners and the farmers in California does not promise to be
quickly decided ; nor is it likely
that any decision will be accepted till the whole
legal ground has
been fought over. There is no doubt that the farm lands in the
valleys have been seriously injured, even it not so much as has
been claimed, and that the damage will increase so
long as the
"
miners are allowed to
into the streams the "
empty

washed down by the present system of hydraulic

tailings

minin<r.

The

pan-closet

is

CI.OSKTS.

VIII.

II.

the variety most extensively used, and there are
varieties, differin workmanship

many
ing

and the mode
plying

of sup-

the

flushing

water rather than
principle.
pan -closet
and reliable

in

A good
is

strong
the water will not run out,
even if the levers or
valves are out of order,

and

treated
sive only

handle

is

;

if

properly

it

is

offen-

when
lifted,

the
in-

stead of all the time,
like the average hopper; but all the varieties
have the grand
defect that they empty
their contents not di-

inspected and approved by sanitary authorities, and prescribing
an allowance of fourteen cubic meters space to each bed. As

Filially, at

it

case,

vi:it Y obvious mistake was allowed to pass uncorrected in
a paragraph of last week's summary, where, in speaking of the
elevator accident at Chicago, the word "lessor" is used in the
last line, although the context clearly demands the word "les-

with legislative power to provide, and executive power to enforce, such conditions as science shall show to be most conducive
The idea was received with approbation on
to public health.
M. Du Mesnil desired to have a law passed prohibitall sides.
ing the leasing of a furnished lodging, unless the same had been

ill.

be,

;

these was the suggestion by Mr. Edwin (Jhadwick, C. B., that
in each country should be created a Minister of Public Health

thoroughly disinfected, a room

may

miners by wholesale, to destroy many millions of propwhole counties. What the law of the
erty, and to bankrupt
case may be, the courts will decide; but as far as the permanent
interests of the Stale are concerned, it can hardly be doubted
that if it has come to a question between the two, agriculture
It is hard to believe that no
is more important than mining.
way can be found of working the mines profitably without
sending the tailings down stream, or that if this were the case
the mines could be valuable enough to make their preservation
But in any case it is likely that
a matter of vital importance.
another generation will exhaust the mines, and if in the mean
while they are allowed to destroy the valleys below them, there
will be nothing left worth preserving in the region in question.
Under these circumstances few uninterested persons will doubt
where the interest of the State lies. To an outsider, moreover,
it would seem that in a State where society is still somewhat
inchoate, as in California, it was of no small importance to establish clearly the principle that one industry must not be practised in such a way as to destroy another.

in suggestions as to what
legisladelegates were fertile
tive enactments ought to be made to enforce a more general
One of the most important of
attention to laws of health.

orders they chose as to making a house wholesome, and if the
proprietor did not comply with their orders the police closed
Mr. Adolph Smith said that an English landlord
his house.
could be fined twenty pounds for letting, before it had been

this

Bear River

spoil the

THE

instances of such legislation, Senator Crocq mentioned that in
Belgium the communal authorities had power to give what
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down the drain, but into a large receiver, constantly smeared
with decomposing filth, the gas from which, pent up by the trap on
one side and the water in the pan on the other, finds its way through
is tilted after the
any joint, and rushes out in a volume when the pan
closet is used. The inferior kinds have additional faults of their own
in many the pan is so small that the water held in the howl is not
sufficient to prevent the fides from being fouled, and the receiver is
so small as barely to afford room for the working of the pan, so that
of the pan and
paper and Other matter* get caught between the edge
the sides of the receiver; and in all the copper pan is subject to corrosion, which, in a period varying from two weeks to two years, acthe gases,
cording to the ihiekness of the metal and the virulence of
eats holes, through which the water leaks out, and leaves the pan dry
most of the time. It is not dillicult to replace it by a new one, as it
is only attached by a mass of solder to the spindle; but the usual
little water
practice is to leave it uncared for as long as it will hold a
while in use, regardless of the streams of the foulest vapor which ascend through and around it as soon as the water has leaked away.
The pans would be made more durable by tinning on the bottom
instead of only on the inside; but
perhaps because it would be
bad for the trade, which finds considerable occupation in replacing
it has never been done until lately, when an English
worn-out pans
plumber took out a patent for this very obvious Improvement.
In this country the most successful attempts to palliate some of the
inherent faults of the pan-closet have been made in Boston, where

rectly

:
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is made of receivers enMBellud inside, and furnished with
at the top, behind the pan, with coupling for a
pipe to be
carried to a Hue, or some, better outlet.
The receiver is large, so that

use

a vent

the pan can work freely and the flushing water splash about in all
parts, and the enamelled surface is washed by the water far more
perfectly than the rusty iron of ordinary receivers, while the vent
precludes any accumulation of gas, and if any draught can be had
will prevent the discharge of vapor into the room when the
pan is
opened. The backward motion of the pan also helps to waft the
foul air through the vent.
These enamelled pan-closets with ventilated receivers are made by Lennon & Co., Ward, Curley & Co., and
The enamel, not
occasionally by William Mills & Co., all of Boston.
being ex|>osed to the action of hot water, is very durable, remaining
perfect after fifteen years' use.

Where a good draught can be

obtained, Albee's patent ventilating

ring, referred to in treating of hopper-closets, is a useful addition to a
pan-closet, answering some purposes for which the vent from the reis not sufficient.
The supply fhould always be from a
detached cistern, rather than by the common method of direct-acting

ceiver alone
valves.

Thus improved, with enamelled and

ventilated receiver, ventilated

and cistern supply, a well-made pan-closet is easily managed
and kept in order, and is comparatively inoffensive: for these reai-ons it is still,
The
perhaps, the best apparatus for average use.
plunger-closets, or the Defiance valve-closet, give more perfect cleantrap,

with e<|ual or greater durability, but they demand more care,
both in fitting up and in use, and the best hoppers with automatic
supply, although superior both in simplicity and in effectiveness to any
pan-closet, require too great an expenditure of water for ordinary
liness,

cases.

Where water

is tolerably abundant, and the owner can exercise a
patience under the difficulties which often attend their (irst introduction, and a little care subsequently, no apparatus, unless the
valve-closets of the Defiance class, can compare in cleanliness, durability, and efficiency with the plunger-closets, of which the well-known
Jennings patent is one of the best examples.
All these coni-i^t essentially of a basin without pun or other moving

little

parts, the outlet of which,

descending

first

obliquely and then vertically, is closed by
a plunger or plug. On lifting the plunger,
which fits closely to its seat, the contents
of the basin escape below it into the soil
pipe, either directly or through a trap,
and the phing'T closes the outlet again.

these can be substituted in a few moments for the ordinary plunger,
at small expense give great additional security.
Besides these devices for improving the original Jennings closet,
the managers of the Jennings Sanitary Depot in New York have introduced modified forms, in which the plunger is solid, and the overflow takes place through a tube connected to the side of the plungerchamber at the proper height and to the soil-pipe below, with an independent trap at the bottom. This is the arrangement in their SafePan Closet and Trapless Closet, described below.
The supply to the original Jennings apparatus is automatic; the
lifting of the handle only raises the plunger to let the contents of
the basin and plunger-chamber escape, but a float, consisting of a
hollow rubber ring, rests on the water in the plunger-chamber, and
as this runs out the float descends, thereby opening a valve conThis valve consists in substance
nected with the float by a lever.
of a rubber diaphragm, to both sides of which the water is admitted
from the service-pipe, on the top by a small tube and at the bottom
by a large tube, the pressure, however, being by hydrostatic law
the same on each side, so long as both tubes are open, so that the
diaphragm is balanced. The sinking of the lever closes the small
tube, and the pressure being thus cut off above, the pressure below
pushes up the diaphragm ami thereby opens a passage through which
it flows into the basin until the float rises
again and restores the equilibrium by opening the upper tube.
This mechanism is very delicate. If the diaphragm is too stiff, the
pressure will not raise it, and no water will flow; if too weak, the
pressure when the valve is opened will burst it, and spoil the valve;
so that diaphragms should be selected by the manufacturers to suit
the pressure for each case, which they are always willing to do.
Even with this precaution, however, the pressure in city water-works
is often so variable that it is impossible to
get a diaphragm which
will not give trouble occasionally if connected directly with the street
This can be remedied by supplying the closet through the
service.
intervention of a service-cistern or tank, which gives a head of water
which remains always constant, and allows the diaphragm to be
properly adjusted; or a new brass valve may be used, which is sold
at the Jennings depot in New York, and works by the same float as
the old valve, but does not depend upon a diaphragm, and is conse-

and

quently more reliable.
Several varieties of the Jennings closet arc made, of which the
most expensive is the
earliest

form,

all

of

earthenware,

with
closet and trap in one
piece, the hollow plunger, and the diaphragm
An extra outvalve.
lay of a few dollars is
advisable for a Bower
patent or Blunt siphon

There is no harboring of filth in a receiver, as in the pan-closets, to give of!'
fumes into the room in volumes when the
is lifted, and more
slowly at all
times around the journals or through the
holes in leaky pans, and the water held
in the basin
by the plunger prevents the

handle

PATENT
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plunger, to put in place
the hollow plunger
which comes with the
Next to this
closet.
comes the same pattern, also with dia-

fouling of its sides, which is inevitable
with a hopper-closet; so that in their use the sanitarian's ideal mode
of disposal of refuse is attained, all the filth being "cast instantly out
of the house, and the doors closed behind it."
The various forms differ in the mode of supply and overflow. In
F'e- 2.

of

phragm

valve

and

hollow plunger, but
- with an iron trap bolted to the earthenware
basin and the joint
Fig. 5.
made tight with ceThis costs less than the first form, and should also have
iiicnt.
Next in price is a very convenient
the hollow plunger replaced.
and excellent form, called the Jennings Safe- Pan Closet, with earth-

enware basin and iron trap and the new brass valve; and in addition a galvanized-iron safe-pan under the whole, with trapped outlet,
an independent overflow from the plunger-chamber connected with
the trap of the safe-pan, and a solid plunger.
This, with all its ad-

Va.-T

EL'SIT

OV

Fig. 3.

the original Jennings closet the plun-r e. ~ -tP,_
ger is hollow, and as the water from
the supply-pipe rises in the basin it
r\ g 4.
rises also in the chamber in which the plunger works, which communicates with the basin, until it reaches the top of the plug, through
which it overflows directly into the trap, as shown in the figure.
The obvious defect of this arrangement is that any gas which may
return through the trap ascends immediately through the hollow
plug and escapes around the handle into the room, and several
modes of avoiding this imperfection are in use. In the simplest of
these, Blunt's siphon overflow plug, made by the Nason Manufacturing Company, New York, the original plunger is replaced by one
somewhat similar, but having the upper orifice covered by a deep inverted cup, which forms a bell-trap in the water of the plunger cham.

.

.

D. P. Bower & Co., of Cleveland, Ohio, have also adapted their
admirable rubber-ball trap to closing the bottom of the hollow plug,
forming a plunger which leaves nothing to be desired. Either of
ber.

Still another form, called
vantages, costs less than the older forms.
the Jennings Trapless Closet, has the independently trapped overflow
and solid plunger of the last, but omits the trap under the bowl altogether, the necessity for it being supposed to be obviated by the
complete closing of the outlet by the solid plunger, and the independent trap in the overflow. This has the new brass valve, and costs
less than any of the others.
But if the soil-pipe is not thoroughly
ventilated, gas may come up through this 4pset when the plunger is
raised, in spite of the opposing influence of the descending current
of water, or if some obstruction should get under the plunger so as
to hold it open, and therefore the protection of the trap should not be

hastily abandoned.

The Jennings
let

and plunger,

Closet, as well as all the other closets with side outpeculiarly liable to give trouble by catching grains

is

of sand, pieces of paper, or, when the work is new, lead filings, between the plunger and its seat, which prevent the plug from fitting
Unlike the
tightly, and allow the water to escape from the basin.
Defiance or the Bramah Closet, which when emptied by defective closing of the valve remain empty, the automatic supply of the plungerclosets comes into action as soon as the water begins to escape, and
keeps a constant stream running through, thus causing a considerable waste of water,

which most persons do not know how

to prevent.
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may be guarded against, if the water is liable to impurities, by
the closet a filter of brass wire
inserting in the pipe which supplies
which can be fixed into
gauze with a piece of flannel or bit of sponge,
an ordinary coupling, and when in use the handle should always be
held up for several seconds, so that all paper may be well washed out.
When this becomes habitual, there is not much danger of leakage from
This

if it should occur, the bottom of the plunger and its
seat can be easily reached through the basin by the hand, and the
Even without leakage, the consumption
obstruction brushed away.
of water with the plunger-closets is rather large, as the basin holds a
considerable quantity of water, and the plunger-chamber has to be

this cause; but

filled at the same time with the basin; but the Jennings is perhaps,
on account of the comparatively small size of the plunger-chamber,
less wasteful of water than the other kinds.
There are two other forms of plunger-closets, which, instead of the
delicate valve and float of the Jennings closets, use a ball-cock,
working in a chamber attached to the bowl, like the Jennings, but

much larger as the ball-cock requires a certain length of lever.
One of these, the Pearson closet, is an English pattern, but can be
had

dealers

of

in

this

The plunger

country.

and

is

overflow
consists of a pipe carried
from the bottom of the
solid,

the

plunger-chamber

in

S-shape up to the level
at which the water is to
stand, and then down into
the outlet pipe from the
This traps the
bowl.
overflow effectually, but
there is no trap under the

_

bowl, the sole dependence
for keeping gas out of the
room being the tight fitThe
ting of the plunger.

basin, plunger cistern, and
overflow pipe are in one
r
*
.^
piece of white earthenthan
a
and
the
is
reliable
ware. The ball-cock
much more
valve,
whole forms a simple and neat apparatus, which with the addition of
a trap would be safe in use, but is much more expensive than the
Fig. 6.

i

Jennings closets, and consumes more water.
Zane's closet, made by Joseph Zane & Co., I5oston,
less,

also trap-

is

and the

ball-

cock through which
it is
supplied works
in a tank of considerable capacity.

plunger

is

solid,

The
and

overflow consists of a little hopper at the proper
height, closed by a
pan, working in a
receiver connected
the waste pipe
like a miniature panthe

i

closet.

The pan,
is

however,

Fig. 7.

balanced,

counterso
that

when
when

the water runs in and fills it the weight tips it down, and
the flow stops it returns to its place, retaining water enough
to trap the orifice of the little hopper.
This is ingenious, but it
would dry out in a few hours if the closet were left unused and when
the pan is tipped down and the water is overflowing there is
nothing
to prevent the ascent of gas but the attraction of the water runninoin the opposite direction, which is of little effect.
This closet, like
the preceding, is simple, but the overflow cannot be considered
properly protected, and the consumption of water is enormous.
better apparatus than either of these, and one which rivals the
Jennings closet, isDemarest's Patent, made by the J. L. Molt Iron
Works, New York. This is made only with iron plunger-chamber,
;

A

which can be had enamelled
inside, and the basin can be
had either of earthenware or
of enamelled iron.

The

trap

forms the support of the basin, as in the Jennings closet;
the plunger is hollow, and the
overflow takes place through
it, but the top is closed, and
the water enters the plunger
at the side, and has to ri-e to
the top of a partition within
before overflowing, forming
a water seal of the height of
the partition. The
supply is
through a valve, adapted to
any pressure, worked by a
lever and ball; like a small
consumption of water is about the

and Building News.
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same as with the Jennings closet, and the prices are nearly the
same. Three qualities are made, (1.) with painted valve section
and enamelled iron bowl, (2.) the same with porcelain bowl, and (3.)
enamelled valve section and porcelain bowl.
It is often convenient, in substituting these closets for an old pan
or hopper closet, to set the new one into the trap which has served
for the old closet, and for this purpose the Demarest closets are also
made without the trap, but instead of it a horizontal offset is turned
down at the end at the proper point to enter the mouth of the old
of the bowl, with flange for
trap, usually under the centre
securing to
This saves considerable trouble in making the change.
the floor.
Jn adopting plunger-closets, it must be remembered that the large
is very
likely to siphon Out the
quantity of water they discharge

The Jennings closets have formed on
it is ventilated.
the trap a vent-hole, to connect with a pipe carried to the outer air,
or into an open flue, which is the only sure protection.
The Demarest closet has the bend of the trap flattened, on the supposition
that by thus reducing the capacity of the trap below that of the
waste-pipe beyond, it will be impossible for water to pass through it
fast enough to fill the bore of the waste-pipe and thus cause a vacuum, a tlieory which may easily fail if the pitch of the waste-pipe is
should be contracted by some temporary obstrucslight, or if its bore
tion; so that in using them it is best to drill the trap and insert a
brass nipple for connecting a ventilating pipe; and in all cases where
a plunger-closet is set over an ordinary trap, a ventilating pipe should
be connected.
Any of the plunger-closets may be, and the Jennings often is,
trap, unless

supplied from a service-cistern, with lever, cranks, cistern-valve, and'
hervice-bo.x, like that commonly used over pan-closets, but with a
larger service-box, thus doing away with the floats and valves of the
This is a different thing from the cistern
usual automatic supply.
placed over the closet only to equalize, the pressure on the valve of
the automatic supply, and has certain disadvantages, although its
simplicity and freedom from leakage make it occasionally useful.
With the float-valve, if water escapes from the basin under the
plunger, a fresh supply immediately runs in, so that the basin re-

long as any water is left in the pipes; but with a servicethe baein is emptied, no more water flows in until the
If the outlet is trapped there is no danger to be
handle is pulled.
apprehended, even if a slight leakage should drain the basin dry as
soon as it is filled after use, and it may remain dry indefinitely without any further harm than the trouble of refilling it by pulling the
handle before use as well as after; but this small inconvenience may
be preferable to the loss of water occasioned by even a slight leakage
with the automatic supply.
Water-closets with valves should have safes of sheet-lead under
them, as the valves are very liable to leakage; and as most closets
serve also for slops, the seat should be hinged, as well as the cover,
and three-pound sheet lead put on beneath, turned up at the sides,
and turned down into the bowl, to prevent the wood-work from getThe J. L. Mott Iron Works of New York make an
ting saturated.
enamelled iron slop-safe, fitted either to the Demarest or to the common closet bowls. It is not costly, and is much neater than the lead.
Two common shapes of closet basins are used; the oval bowl,
which has an inlet normal to the curve of the bowl, and requires a
fan to spread the water over the sides, and the French pattern,
which has a side inlet, like an ordinary hopper, to direct the water
The oval bowl and fan can be better adspirally down the basin.
justed, and are perhaps preferable to the other.
In setting a pan-closet over a trap the lead trap is placed between
the floor beams, the month projecting half an inch to an inch above
The lead is then enlarged and beaten down flat upon the
the floor.
floor, the mouth of the closet inserted, and the expanded ring of lead
is covered
by the flange cast just above the mouth of the closet,
which is screwed down to the floor. Putty is spread between the
flange and the lead, and a mass of putty is put over the joint after
the flange is screwed down.
The best plumbers, before setting the lead trap, reinforce it by
scraping the bottom and wiping on a mass of solder outside of it, s(5
as to make the metal at that point half an inch thick or more, in order to protect it against the efforts of amateur sanitarians, who, when
there is any trouble with the closet, generally try to remedy it by
punching a slick down the trap. The trap should always be connected to the branch of the soil-pipe by a brass ferrule, soldered to
the lead and caulked into the iron pipe.
Nothing short of this will
make a proper joint.
To connect the earthenware arm of a pan-closet or hopper-basin
to the supply-pipe, putty seems to be the only resource.
A mass of
it is put on and tied up with a cloth and
strings, and red lead should
be mixed with it, as well as with that put over the junction with the

mains

cistern

full as
if

trap, to prevent rats from eating

it.

The

plunger-closets have a copper tube cemented into the basin,
with a coupling for attaching the supply-pipe, which is much better
than the putty joint.

it

PATENT
ball-cock but not so
simple.

The

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.
THE VAUGHAN BUILDING, PROVIDENCE, R. I. MESSRS. WALKER
AND GOULD, ARCHITECTS, PROVIDENCE.
Tins building
built lor

(the exterior of which is nearly completed) is being
Mr. B. F. Vaughan, and occupies the site of one destroyed
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The fronts are of dark Philadelfire of September 27, 1877.
phia pressed brick, laid in black mortar, with finish of brown stone
from Belleville, New Jersey. The piers of the first story are of brown
The store fronts are
stone, with quoins and bond-stones of granite.
of iron.
Moulded brick is used in the frieze and panels of the corThe building has
nice, and brown brick in the relieving arches.
two elevators (freight and passenger), and is to be heated by steam.
The finish of the corridors and offices is to be of ash. The transom
lights of the windows are to be filled with lead sashes glazed with

suggest a proper contrast of lines in treatment of borders and cenin other words, the
tre, and is too archaic in design,
design does
not justify the cost. The ceiling ribs are of similar design in vestibule and hall; but they have no relation whatever with the walls.

small squares of straw-colored cathedral glass.

a glass screen similar in treatment
an outer and inner door between
the vestibule and the street. The walls are harmoniously divided
into dado, screen, and frieze, the dado, frieze, and ceiling
being of
oak and the screen of plaster, without any surface ornament and
presumably treated with a plain dark tint. There are also a chimney-piece and a settle on the opposite sides, but entirely out of scale
with the architectural features of the cornice. This arrangement,
combined with the absence of vertical pilasters on the sides and
the extension of the whole by the glazed screen into the hall beyond, satisfactorily meets and conquers the difficulty of height in a
small space.
But for all this the design fails to interest because the
become commonplace.
motif of it has
" Echinus " divides his wall
space into four parts by an order resting on a dado and supporting an entablature of bold projection;
above this are a flat wall-space and another entablature with a broad
frieze and a cornice introducing the ceiling. The first entablature is
an impost to the full arch with its fan-light over the door. The plan
has indications of an open screen separating vestibule from hall, but
its treatment in connection with the architectural features above
noted is not easy to explain and is not attempted. The main motif
is correct.
It is not a bad idea to emphasize the
projection of the

by the

MESSKS. I. H HOBBS
TECTS, PHILADELPHIA.

DESIGNS FOR COTTAGKS.

composed.

AND

DESIGNS FOR THE INTERIOR OF A VESTIBULE.

SON, ARCHI-

COMPETITION

NO. V.

The members

of the jury have thought it best not to award a prize
They consider,
any of the designs submitted "to their inspection.
" Slat nomen in
Hero,"
however, that the designs by
umbra,"
"
"
Echinus," are worthy of honorable mention. See
Nemo," and
article.
Summary and the following
to

CHAPEL AT MALDEN, MASS.

MR.

F.

S.

ARCHITECT.

HL'UR,

NOTICE OF THE FIFTH COMPETITION IN INTERIOR
DECORATION.
THE programme of this competition, as printed in the American
" The
Architect an/I Building News of July 6, is as follows
subject of the fifth competition will be the interior of the entrance-vesIn plan it will be ten feet by twelve, and
tibule of a city house.
it will be fourteen feet high.
By day it is to be well lighted by
transom or side-lights ; and as it must be lighted at night, special
:

attention must be paid to the chandelier, gas-brackets, or other
attributes of artificial lighting.
plan showing the arRequired
rangement of coat-closets, and the design of the floor-tiling; an elevation looking towards the street, a section, and details to a larger
Or instead of this, a plan, a perspective view of the interior
scale.
:

A

and details, will be accepted."
Twelve competitive designs have been submitted under this programme, and their relative merits naturally largely depend upon the
manner in which the formidable difficulty of the great height of the
vestibule, as compared with its widtli and breadth, has been enThe other conditions are more commonplace,
countered and solved.
and the competitors have met them with ingenuity and knowledge in
various degrees of excellence.
" Slat nomen in
"

"

"

umbra,"
Nemo,"
Echinus," and
a different way, have recognised the main point of
design in the problem, and, all other things being equal, their rank in
the competition ,-hould depend upon the character of the architectural devices engendered and developed by such recognition.
"
Comus," in a drawing rendered with decision and force, gives us
a free Renaissance design, excuses the height of the small vestibule
as compared with its area by opening it into the house with a screen
a wide and narrow one side by side,
bold in its
of arches,
absence of symmetry, but wanting in essential relations with the rest

Comus,"
"Niyht," each

in

The columns and pilasters of this screen are
not equal in height to those which decorate the walls of the vestibule,
and the important line which separates the attic from the order in
the sides of the vestibule is not recognized on the side occupied by
the screen. Moreover, although the ceiling is not shown in plan, the
perspective sugnests four beams crossing from the two pilasters on
each side, but, the two pilasters being wanting on the screen side,
the relation of the beams to the screen becomes entirely accidental,
a
and the unity of the design is interrupted in this respect also,
fatal defect, not countenanced by the bravura style of execution,
which is effective and imposing, and by the detail, which shows experience and training. The gas pendant is ingenious and has more
than the elements of good design.
" Slut nomen in umbra " also has an
open screen defying conventionalities of symmetry, but it is square at the top and treated with
quarries of glass above a transom^ thus opening the vestibule into the
house more completely than " Comus," and enabling him the better to
dispense with an attic, or broad frieze or great cove, devices which
" A
all the rest of the competitors (with the possible exception of
of
have
to
lessen
the
effect
He
height.
employed
Seeker")
employs
no horizontal wall features except a dado, thus giving to the vestibule rather the treatment of a habitable apartment than an architectural compromise between the formality of the exterior fa9ade and
the freedom and comfort of the interior. In this respect we consider
But what he has
that he has lost an opportunity in his design.
attempted has been carried out with a confidence and a certain audacity which command respect, although we do not like to see the
essential conditions of style and design violated even by such a dash" Comus " and the
present competi
ing character of drawing as both
have seen fit to adopt. The interior treatment of the outside door
and the window alongside has ingenuity and some good details, and
the decorated panels over the transoms, apparently filled with designs upon light tiles, though eccentric in form over the door, are
The treatment of the deep reallowable expedients of decoration.
veals is not explained in the perspective, which in this respect does
The Roman mosaic in the floor does not
not conform to the plan.
of the composition.

The discrepancy is apparently capricious, and this is an offence in
architecture.
The subordinate rooms are well arranged.
"Nemo's" is a more practicable and less eccentric composition
than the others. The four walls and the ceiling " hang together "
well.
The place is well lighted, and the detail temperate and well
Opposite the door

to the entrance wall,

is

and there

is

impost so as more effectually to separate the upper part of thi; narvestibule from the lower, thus concealing a part of the wall-

row

But this impost,
space above, and decreasing the apparent height.
which is a full entablature, should not be so entirely disproportionate
in height to the pilasters which support it,
a disproportion fatally
increased by the device of engaging light colonnettes on the faces of
the pilasters, thus causing the heavy entablature to overhang the
pilasters and rest its weight, upon the colonnettes, the bases of which,
by the bye, are, unhappily, in the form of delicate vases, quite unfitted
for the function of bearing weight.
The figure decorating the key
of the arch and holding the ends of the garlands, which are festooned along the upper frieze, is a modern French device of the
Second Empire, out of scale with the rest of the design, and far
too light to do the work of supporting the cornice, which is cruelly
blocked up upon her head. A master, however, at the elbow of
" Eclwiux " could
easily have told him how to make the idea of this
design more correct and Rcademic, and this with only a few slight
changes of proportion. The orders, except in the hands of a skilled
workman, "arc dangerous things to take liberties with.
"
has attempted to solve the problem of height with a
Night
This is
great coved ceiling, which is almost in the form of a dome.
an excellent architectural expedient, and the walls support it in good
academical Gothic fashion; everything, front doors, vestibule doors,
closet doors, in width and height, falls into place by itself, as it
were, and the skeleton of the composition is quite correct. The detail,
however, is bald and wants study; the outside door especially being
distinguished by a lamentable absence of thoughtful design; also the
decorations of the wall-panels do not decorate; they are rather
Egyptian than Gothic, and as such are inconsistent and out of keepThe carved caps of the octagonal piers should have coincided
with the height of the frieze; then, accepting his " dark cherry "
"
for the wood-work and his " dull yellow bronze
color for the walls,
the frieze might have been in dark olive greeli and the dome in warm
This would have
tones wiih black outlines upon a gold ground.
made a combination of color and form sufficiently deep and serious
in effect not to prejudice the eye and render it unfit to enjoy the doThe " crimson on gold," as proposed in
mestic brightness within.
the scheme for the dome, would have made sad discord with the
ing.

cherry.

" Hero "
gives us a

,

drawing, very carefully executed, the
free-hand parts having a little tendency to scratchiness; but the
main lines of the composition are simple, and the details conscienfine line

tiously and laboriously studied. Eight pilasters, equally spaced from
the corners, carry four flat ceiling-beams adjusted to a coved cornice.
Under the cove i* a broad frieze of five square panels on the long sides
and four on the short sides, those over the entrance door being filled
with stained glass. The doors are well designed and the principal panels are filled with various woods glued together diagonally and carved
in low relief: a capricious fancy. The details, if not actually the best
presented by any of the competitors, are the most carefully and deliA more vigorous drawing and a coarser scale with
cately composed.
a more marked accentuation of lights and darks would have presented them more acceptably and done greater credit to the good
As a whole it is refined and happily free
qualities of the design.
From eccentricities, and exhibits moreover not a little unity of comBut the detail is too fine and too delicate for the space
position.
and the place, and promises more than can be fulfilled in the apartments to which this is really the vestibule. As regards material and
:olor, the wood-work is oak and black walnut, the wall colors are in
russet and brown, the frieze and ceiling in warm grays, with fine de-
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all excellent for my lady's Ijoudoir, but a
gold and black,
The gas pendant and
out of place where her footmen wait.
the floor tiling are also designed in an intelligent and painstaking

tails of

little

manner.

"Alpha" presents his scheme in a perspective showing abundance
of light with panelled wainscoting, a frieze above treated with balall very
usters, and a simple coffered ceiling supported by brackets,
but not adapted to the small space
cleverly arranged for a long hall,
allotted, which space his treatment of plan has made smaller still,
?'
One does not naturally
the floor and ceiling being only 10'
in such a hall, and therefore an architectural arrangement
look

X

up
which does not correct the disproportion and apparently bring down
Moreover, the design
the ceiling is not adapted to the conditions.
of a country house rather than of a city house.
suggests the entrance
One difficulty of inordinate height he has to a certain extent remedied by suggesting that the treatment here is extended into the hall
extenuation for a fundamental overbeyond, but this is only a partial
But unlike the designs of most of his competitors,
sight in design.

looks like a vestibule hall, and, except for the defect of height
not beinir remedied, is worthy of high rank. The detail is sensible and
The sketch of the exterior, although showing a porch wantsimple.
in"' in some of the essentials of architectural character, notably in
which arc badly composed, gives a reason
respect to the pilasters,
for the lower ceiling over the entrance end of the vestibule and exThe treatment of the
does not excuse the double frieze.
plains but
Nevertheless " Alpha" makes an excellent cono-as-fixture is bad.
tribution and is a dangerous competitor.
"A Seeker" gives us a monumental Gothic design in stone, of faildetail but with a greater predominance of vertical over horizontal
lines than elsewhere occurs, thus failing to recognize and provide for
A panelled wooden dado imthe main difficulty as regards height.
the stone-work, the weaker being used to protect the
properly covers
stronger material. There is an outside door in two folds, constructed
tliis

with carpenter's panellings and only 3' 8" wide between jambs.
There is another monumental vestibule signed "3 A. AI. Aug. 20,"
without scale to the plan, and conceived in classic forms not well
understood. It is a long entrance-hall divided into bays on the long
side by engaged Doric columns with round abaci, and divided by
two open screens of the same order; the outers creen, which is removed from the doorway only by the width of one narrow bay, has apd'etre except perhaps partially to cover the two
parently no raison
side of the porch, which are used as closets.
open recesses on either
The conception and detail are crude and the absence of invention is
not palliated by academical correctness. The tiling is a confused
If
mosaic of small geometrical forms not decorative in character.
"
the author of this design will study that of
Alpha," he will learn
how an effect equally simple, but far more correct and domestic, is
to be obtained by the use of the same order properly carried out.
" D. P. F.'s "
composition is not necessarily a vestibule, judging
from its treatment, but rather a small room of unusual height. It is
not sufficiently architectural to meet the conditions, and is wanting
The caprice of the broken panelling is
in boldness and invention.
too often repeated and fatigues the eye; and the apartment has not
The study of color in the tiling does not assist its
sufficient light.
idea.

general geometrical
"
Walpurr/is" presents us with the outside as well as the in>ide of
the front door, and the former takes unwarrantable liberties with the
architectural alphabet, giving us coupled, stunted, ensaged mediaeval
The vestishafts to support a pedimental form of debased classic.
bule has no architectural character and presents but little to criticise.
The panelling of the door, however, is considered with some care, but
it is not well composed, and is crude and capricious in its ornament.
Finally one who signs himself with indescribable hieroglyphics
offers a design which is'not architectural, although it is not wanting
thus there are several
in indications of a certain inventive faculty
curious mechanical devices set forth with painful minuteness, such as
a revolving coat closet, an ornamental box for a curtain spring, a gasbracket combined with a bell-pull, decorated with purple cloth and
supporting a naked creature on a trapeze. The constructive and
decorative forms we do not understand and will not attempt to dewould remind this competitor that our business is with
scribe.
:

We

which is a serious matter, and if he proposes to compete
he must observe some of the conditions of design. If a man would
write a sonnet he must use the language of civilized people.
To invent a new language, as this hieroglyphist attempts, is painful and

architecture,

ridiculous.

ART SCHOOLS

IN GERMANY. 1
THE GEWKRBE 8CHULE IN BERLIN.

TIIK Gewerbe Museum, under Director Grunow, is a large instituwhich was instituted but a few years ago by private enterprise,
on the plan and after the example of the Museum of South KensingIt is now practically supported by a grant from the
ton.
government. The museum is arranged for the use of the students and

tion

who

are working at any special industrial subject; that is to
say, it has no regard to chronology or geography, but is planned so
that all the glass, or wood carving, or enamels, or of whatever other
class the objects may be, are placed together, the technical craft
others

i

From a paper by John Sparkes, Head Master of the National Art Training School pub-

lished in the Architect.

and Building News.
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being the basis of the arrangement. Schools under the management
of Director Ernest Ewald, of considerable size and importance, have
now grown around this central museum, and the directors are anxious
to establish branch or district schools in various parts of Berlin, as
affiliated classes, all to work with the main aim of improving the
taste and handicraft of the artisans engaged in art industries, but at
the same time to educate any other persons who may submit to the
These schools are mixed, that is, both men and women
training.
work together in the same class-rooms ; this is somewhat unusual in

Germany.
There are

hundred students, and

six

fifteen professors

ten per

;

number are free students, the rest pay about six
shillings per month, and to some a money scholarship is granted to
enable them to develop their gifts, and to allow them to study by
day at original composition in design. The elementary classes draw
from the large copies in Jacobsthal's " Grammatik dcr Ornamente "
cent of the whole

A few of these copies are tinted with
the originals.
washes; these are copied by the students in sepia or
indigo, or other simple tint, with the view of giving them dexterity
in the laying on of Hat tints exactly in the right place.
large number of Greek frets are among the copies above mentioned these are
used for the same purpose and answer well, inasmuch as the various
changes of direction of the forms in which the tints arc to be placed
give ample exercise to the student to combat difficulties in flat washPrecision of touch and entire absence of retouching, stippling,
ing.
or repairing are insisted on.
the

full size of

two or three

flat

A

;

The application of this practice to higher work is made when the
student imitates the cast in light and shade in tempera; the benefit
of exact thoughtful imitation of tints is then seen.
The outfit of the
student consists of a small wooden box in which are six pots of
mixed color, graduated in tone from the lightest to the darkest tint
that will be needed to imitate the cast.
This color is used on a
palette, and the work proceeds step by step from beginning to end in
the most straightforward manner. It is an excellent exercise, and one
that it would be well to encourage in our schools.
Its advantages
are those that belong to distemper painting.
They are valuable in
giving exactness in the estimate of tones and graduations in the
directness of the work itself, as each tint is put down in its right
place at once, without requiring any retouching or mending; and the
German method of teaching dispenses with softened edges, but insists on the regions of tints being marked
distinctly with precision;
the true effect of the soft edge of a shadow is given by three or more
changes in the tone as it passes from light to dark. The effect of
block-printing is a result of this teaching, but this is not disadvantageous, inasmuch as the majority of students who work in this material are designers who .are engaged in designing for prints of various
In
textures, or those who are being prepared for this occupation.
general it is assumed that tempera is the material in which designers
should work in preference to water-color or even oil. It has not been
found necessary to develop the still-life section, not even for decora;

tors.

The modelling section is excellent, and has a large and beneficial
influence on the arts of the town.
Berlin, like London, is a town of
brick construction; the bricks are covered either with stucco, or relieved with stone carving, or decorated with terra-cotta. The excellence of the ornamental designs is remarkable all over the town and
suburbs, and I supppo^e some recent buildings in brick and terracotta are the finest ever constructed of this material. The character
of fitness is found everywhere in these applications of the decorating
These
material, and gives evidence of sound principles in teaching.
principles are first, no doubt, given to the architects who design the
buildings, but a considerable amount of the credit is due to the modits

and carvers who carry out the artist's design.
In the Gewerbe Schule it is not surprising to find that one hundred
students out of a total of six hundred are modellers the care taken
in their education is very great.
They are taught to model from
photographs of Italian ornament, never from lithographs nor drawings; and are further so instructed that they alter the relief from that
shown in the original. This work goes on until the student has all
forms of Italian ornament at his command, and has further an intimate knowledge of the principles on which it is constructed. Then
he composes and carries out subjects under his teacher's eye
this
brings him into the practical region of his artistic life, as he can sell
his design if it is a practicable one.
Men and women work together

ellers

;

;

mutual advantage.
Another section is that of majolica painting, a revival by an Italian
artist with students under him, which is being done entirely by the
ancient methods, in rooms set apart in the Gewerbe Schule. The
result when good, that is to say, when body, enamel, glaze, and
colors are successfully applied and well fired, is excellent, but the
failures are so many that this happy result is not frequently attained,
and it is to be doubted if a commercial success will be the result of

to their

the adventure.

A principle of this school seems to be that no professor should be
a teacher only the directors therefore seek for men in various professions, such as architects, designers, etc., who can give a part of
their day or evening to the classes; the tendencies to pedagogic
degeneracy, often said to characterize men who give all their time to
;

teaching,

is

justly feared.

THE ACADEMY OF ARCHITECTS.

A

very useful institution has been founded by the architects of the

SEPTEMBER
town.
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They have a house

A

of meeting, with

which

is

joined a club

for social purposes.
large hall or exhibition room in the building
is set apart for the public
display of all products that the architect
is concerned in using or
in the
producing, other than those

required

mere construction

of a building.
There are marqueterie floors,
stoves, curtains, furniture, glass, china, various applications of handrails, staircases, wall-decorations, etc.; also vessels of metal and pottery as ornament. These are constantly added to and changed, and

the exhibition forms a gauge of the advancing taste in the decorative
The textile reproductions of Byzantine and Gothic tissues are
arts.
remarkably picturesque. In furniture the best objects are copies
from the Renaissance period, and a certain pseudo- French style
which is not objectionable. The designers in this section are behind
our own, both in simplicity of construction and taste. Some of the
most beautiful imitations or revivals were seen in the tarsia panels of
proper wood inlays for doors and other parts of a room requiring
decoration.
They are growing into extensive use, and are interesting as being the direct product of the Gewerbe Schule. Some of the
textile reproductions are excellent, especially those of Byzantine
origin, where a Hat treatment with interwoven threads of gold is a
Others of commoner material in wool, and
principle of the design.
even in hemp and cotton, were quiet and unobtrusive in tone and
color, and often in excellent taste.

The iron woik
school for smiths'

is

There seems

to

be quite a

the cast-iron work

is

of

remarkably good.

work

in

Berlin

;

The stove commonly used is a construction of tiles, made of suitable size and shape to be useful as to the dimensions of the flues and
for the purposes of the bond; it is usually white, and gives a large
field for the ingenuity of the designer.
modern demand for a fire
that shall be visible has necessitated various modifications of the
German stove of the past generations, and has resulted in ingenious,
and on the whole good, architectural designs fur fire-places. The
material of which the tiles are made is of ordinary character, but the

A

enamel with which

it is

covered

is

really perfect in whiteness

and

texture.
It is worth mentioning that the architects are almost
always the
designers of these house-fittings, and that designers not educated as
architects are almost unknown.
This is perhaps a point that might
be dwelt on at length when we consider that training in the construction, proportion, and details of the different styles of building
and use of mouldings is one of the most needful points in tlie education of a designer.
The Academy for Architects in Berlin is a peculiar institution
that will shortly disappear.
At the present time Berlin is the only
large town in Germany without a polytechnic school, and the various arts taught in such an institution are now found badly housed in
separate buildings, with separate organizations of directors and proBut a recent Act of Parliament has ordered that a polyfessors.
technic school capable of accommodating from 2,000 to 4,000 students shall be erected, in which the present divided schools for
The Eng
architecture, engineering, and industries shall be united.
lish system of apprenticing or articling of pupils to eminent men who
are engineers or architects is practically unknown in Germany, and
the State takes almost the whole expense and responsibility of educating students in these professions, and even to some extent of providing them with work after they are educated. It is clear that
nothing analogous to this exists in our own country, and that the
thorough education secured by the German plan is not easily gained
The bases on which the whole architectural educain this country.
tion is founded are twofold,
one the artistic, and one the construcOn the one side, mechanical construction in its widest sense
tive.
that is to say, as applied to all known materials from stone to iron
is
and wood
thoroughly undertaken; and on the other side, the
artistic, the full meaning and effect of antique proportions, mouldings, and the aesthetic conditions of all the great historic styles, are
The work in the building
elaborately analyzed and understood.
academy is done under great inconveniences on the score of space.
The Schenkel Museum, in which the work is carried on, was designed
by the architect whose name it bears, for the accommodation of from
this number has been recently raised to above
150 to 200 students
1,000, with obvious inconvenience and loss of comfort to the students
and teachers.
four years' course is provided for young men who give satisfacIn their
tory proof of having received a good general education.
progress they take first the simple Greek proportions, and their con;

A

structive and aesthetic meaning, and work out, first, studies ba-ed on
Bbttcher's principles; then they design some specified building, such
as a tomb, a town gate, or some other simple construction.
Later,
Italian, Romanesque, and Gothic are taken up in the same manner.
This branch of their education is to serve the one end of artistic
But at the
effect and the true principles of the different styles.
same time the proper knowledge of the builder is carefully kept in
view, and is treated as a separate study from that part of the course

which develops the

artist.

The examinations

Measuring actual buildings is given as an examination
searching.
exercise, and not as a part of the instruction, as with us.
The private and public buildings in Berlin and other German
towns give ample evidence of the thorough training of German architects under this system ; but at the same time there is a certain coldness or uncompromising exactness about the whole that seems somewhat as if the classic lines by which the architect's education is so
rigidly circumscribed had cramped the picturesque element in his
art, and had decided the exact form and proportion of everything, to
In the practice of Gothic architecture the
the smallest moulding.
result of this plan of education is indisputably one that gives
great
prominence to the advantages of our own system, or absence of system, in the education of the architect.

In the section of design, however, the Berlin school has many advantages over similar institutions. The professor, Hen- Jacobsthal,
the author of a very practical work on the " Grammar of Ornament,"
a most accomplished teacher.
The result is that German archifound capable of dealing with details of ornament in a
degree far surpassing that of the average professional designer here.
Hence, no doubt, the superiority of the iron work, terra-cotta panels,
and classical or Italian details, which truly ornament and do not
overload their buildings.

is

tects are

CORRESPONDENCE^

world-

wide renown for its fineness and mechanical perfection. In every
quarter of the town the iron des-igns, and execution of the same, are
alike excellent, and the very general use of grilles to the basement
windows, sometimes to the ground-floor windows, and almost always
to those of the hall door and fanlight, in the best class of houses,
keeps up a substantial demand for designs of good quality which are
remarkably well worked out.

are frequent and very
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FALL OF A HOUSE ON FIFTY-THIRD STREET.

NEW

YORK.

SATURDAY

afternoon last after the workmen had quit work
upon a
on the corner of Fifty-third Street and Broadway, the strucbuilding
ture quietly collapsed, and came down a heap of rubbish.
Nobody
was injured or killed and the excitement soon passed away. The
building was four stories high, having a frontage of forty-three feet
six inches on Broadway, and a depth of twenty feet on
Fifty-third
This last front was of brown stone ashlar, while the side
Street.
showed a wall of face-brick, and on the first or ground floor a row
of supporting iron columns. The property was bought as a
speculation by Mr. E. Livermore, a banker of 19 Nassau Street, who had alof
houses
built
a
row
and
was comready
along Fifty-third Street,
pleting the covering of his land by putting up the corner house. It is
said that the work was going on by " days'- work," but in
any case it
was as poor a piece of construction as could possibly come within the
usual specification clause of having things done "in a workmanIt fell within the law, hut it was nevertheless a
like mannc'r."
" skin
work where economy has first, and stability a second
job,"
The work had progressed past the " brown-coat "
consideration.
with the plasterers, and the carpenters were just about to be<>in the
"
" trim when the
The rear wall is of common
collapse occurred.
brick twelve inches thick throughout its height, a plain bulk-head
wall without openings of any kind, to which a chimney gives some adThe Broadway wall was a twelve-inch one too,
ditional strength.
but the facing of four inches virtually left only an eight-inch wall
The joints were wide and the mortar rather into carry the beams.
clined to crumble, though the squaie pier columns on the first floor
looked of ample strength. What the character of the footings is could
not be ascertained under the mass of tltbris ; but here, no doubt, the
The plumbers had been carrying in pipes
fault will be found to lie.
from the street, and had dug below the area bottom. The heavy
rain of a night or two before had soaked the walls, and the cellar
had in it a large amount of water, which it is thought had worked
under the pier foundations and caused them to either settle or slip.
The break extends from the cellar to the roof, leaving only the end
walls standing and exposing the entire interior.
Had it been properly shored and the windows put in soon enough, no doubt the building would have housed for a long time the four families it was intended to accommodate. The only wonder is that a greater number
of our cheap dwellings do not topple over when they get to the
It is
simply ridiculous to expect
stage where this one came down.
a brick wall nominally twelve inches thick, but with the bond used
virtually but eight inches thick, to carry four tiers of beams and
such weight as may be put into the building, in which not an extra
foot of timber was used in bracing.
Proper inspection might detect
these cases before they get to the falling point.
Somebody should
have noted the plumbers at their work or have known that it was
As
necessary to have a dry soil when the foundation was so poor.
it was, non-inspection or stupid workmen brought on the fall.
Since
no one is killed, whatever of invesiigation there is will develop nothing, as it is to be conducted by the Building Department into what

is

really its

own misconduct.

W.

HUMORS OF COMPETITION.
BOSTON, August

To THE EDITOR OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
Dear Sir,
As " they laugh that win, "we have no

30, 1878.

:

occasion for

Yet it is only fair toward other gentlemen of the profession
sadness.
that we should warn them against the latest trick in competition of

which we have knowledge.
Having accepted the invitation of a committee from the Congregational Society in Hulbrook, Mass., to submit sketches in competiwhose names were given,
tion with three other architects,
for
the rebuilding of the church edifice destroyed last season by (ire, we

The American Architect and Building News.
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sent in our contribution, and, as is usually best under such circumstances, dismissed the subject from our minds.
In due time the various sketches were presented by the committee
to the parish for consideration and possible selection. At this meeta friend
ing, a private one called for the purpose, appeared, piloted by
who is a member of the parish though not of the committee, one of
" had not been able to
the competing architects, who
get his sketches

ready in time for the express, and so had brought them down."^
to explain his
Being there, the gentleman was granted permission
let it be understood that
design, which he did, taking occasion to
he was prepared to contribute a portion of his commission to the
the opportunity. Nottreasury of the Society, could he but have
of the
withstanding this, the parish voted to adopt the design
authors of this communication,
upon which the gentleman accomthe plan did not
panying our competitor moved that, inasmuch as
hundred sittings, the vote be recongive the exact number of six
who had
sidered, and our sketch, along with that of the gentleman
returned to their authors
got himself smuggled into the meeting, be
for modification; the parish, groping somewhat in the dark, as all
such bodies do for a time, took the proposed action. Monday evening last having been assigned for final action, our competitor again
entered upon the meeting, notwithstanding he had been informed
such a proceeding would be considered out of place
and, obtainwhich he had
ing consent, proceeded to explain additional drawings
of materials and
brought, and to read a considerable specification
;

labor.

However, the result (the very quick result, as we are told) of all
was not such as to encourage its repetition, but went to show
that at least one body of gentlemen were capable of holding at their
proper value such enterprises and their authors.
this

We

are tempted to give you the name of the architect, but think
we will keep it for the private information of such of our
friends as may be invited to compete hereafter in Norfolk County.
finally

H. AND T.

YORK, PA.
:

Dear Sir,
Will you please inform me what proportions are genI have for
for brick work.
erally used to produce good black mortar
several
past used lamp-black ground in water, and mineral

years
black mixed with a small proportion of cement, together with lime
and sand. Comparing the joints made with tliis mortar with some in
your city a few weeks ago, 1 find mine rather dull and weak in effect;
my brick-layers also complain of its setting too fast. Any information regarding the above will be duly appreciated or gladly remunerJ. A. DEMI-WOLF.
ated by
Truly yours,
'

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.

WE

draw attention to the following page, where will be found a
list of churches now building in this country nnd Canada, which, incomand laymen
plete as it is, cannot but be interesting to professional men
alike, as it betokens an activity which is not confined to any one section of
desire to

the country.

A

The

REMINDER OF OLD CUSTOMS.

During the repairs going on in an
Plymouth, Mass., last week, a large section of the plastering gave way and broke two large lights of glass in one of the windows of
The cause of the fall was found to be a large accumuthe store beneath.
lation of bench sand, which, in old times, before the days of carpets, was
This
sprinkled on floors and drawn with a broom into fantastic shapes.
sand had sifted through holes and cracks in the boards until several bushels
had accumulated iibove the plastering, and its weight at last caused the
full.
The building was built in 1698.
old liuilding in

THE EROS OF PRAXITELES. According to nncient writers, that one
of the statues of Praxiteles which approached most nearly in sensuous
beauty the famous Aphrodite, of which the Venus dc Medicis is generally
supposed to be a copy, was the statue of Eros, which, it is said, was preThe story goes
sented to the town of Thespiw by the notorious Phryne.
thnt she, doubling her ability to select the bett of the works of Praxiteles,
and being determined to have none but the best, caused an alarm of tire to
be raised while she was iu the studio and when she saw that he was most
anxious that the figure of Eros should be saved, selected that as her gift to
her native town.
;

A

CHINESE LABOR.
company has been formed in Algeria for the introduction of Chinese laborers, on account of the scarcity of hands for
and
mining operations. It is asking to be secured in a motimber-cutting
nopoly of the business, but question is now raised as to the policy of promoting its progress at all.

political history of the past dec-

ade has familiarized us with the spectacle of men resorting to violence in
support of political offices to which they had claims, more or less impeachable on the ground of fraud. Sieges of barricaded State-houses, insurgent

and riots calling for the intervention of federal authority,
have added fresh blots to the history of Louisiana and South Carolina, blots
which have had their lesser reflections mirrored in the riots at East St.
Louis this summer, where for a time a dual mayoralty, its representatives
supported by rival constabulary forces, put the lite of the ordinary citizen
It is not often, however, that in
into no blight jeopardy by street fights.
every-dny life resort is had to arms to decide questions of disputed ownership in real property, except, perchance, in the lower walks of life, where
the constable has to enforce his writ of ejectment with the aid of n posse
comitatiis. Legal processes are usually efficient to determine ordinary husiness troubles, but in the town of Rosendale, N. Y., last week, occurred a
siege of a fortified place, which was conducted with much of the circumFor some time past the New York Cement Company's
stance of war.
legislatures,

quarry

at

Rock Lock has been the

in the election

of a

new board

subject of litigation, which resulted lately
of directors, who declared that the contract

of the present lessee was null and void. As this conclusion was not agreeable to the lessee he prepared to defend his claim by force of arms, and buildin:: up a breastwork of stone at the quarry's mouth, he entrenched himself
behind it with his supporters. To make the defeat of his enemies certain
several kegs of powder were placed under this barricade, and were connected
with the wires of a galvanic battery. For three days and nights was the
siege sustained, till at length the besiegers, sixty strong, advanced to the
The besieged, who numbered forty men, under the command
assault.
"
"
Honorable Isaac Becker, although much better armed than the
of the
were
driven from the quarry, which is now worked under
attacking party,
the orders of the new board of directors.
Fortunately the crowning outfor owing to some unexrage of this strange incident was not committed,
*
plained chance the mine was not exploded.

At Louisville, Ivy., a portion of a dilapidated and uninfell during the night of August 26 without
causing insimilar character have happened recently at the Chicago
of
Accidents
jury.
Custom House and at the Hartford Capitol in the falling of large derricks ;
ACCIDENTS.

habited building

Custom House from the top of the walls into the street
below, where it only destroyed a hack, and in the Hartford case from the
base of the dome into the building.
two-^tory frame building on Plymouth Street, New York, fell in the evening of September 5.
family
living in the upper part of the building, which was used for the storage of
The unfinished spire of the new Catholic
sand, escaped without hurt.
Church at Bradford, Penn., fell on the afternoon of September 6, and inon
three
flicted fatal injuries
workmen, who were carried with the wreck to
the ground, nearly one hundred and thirty feet below.
in the case of the

A

THE METRIC SYSTEM. The International Congress on Weights,
Measures, and Coins unanimously adopted, at its session recently held at
Paris, a resolution deploring the fact that England, Russia, and the United
States had not yet adopted a metric system. The American and English
delegates afterward adopted a resolution petitioning the English and American governments to appoint u mixed commission to consider the adoption
of a metric system by both countries.

The Sanitary Code of the city of Brooklyn gives the folTENEMENT.
"
That a tenement house shall be
lowiug definition of a tenement house
taken to mean and include every house, building, or portion thereof which
is rented, leased, let, or hired out to be occupied, or is occupied as the house,
home, or residence of more than three families living independent of one
another, and doing their cooking upon the premises, or by more than two
families upon a floor so living and cooking, but having a common right in
the halls, stairways, yards, water-closets or privies, or some of them."
:

MEMORIAL CATHEDRAL TO QUEEN MERCEDES.
states that

it is

It is said that one of the church edifices in Berlin, the
GAS-HEATING.
cubical contents of which are 2,780 meters, is heated by two gas-stoves, 1.40
m. high, 1.10 in. long, and 65 centimeters in width, each having seven brass
gratings sixteen inches by two, equal to two fifths of an inch square per
cubic meter of the contents of the building the annual consumption of gas,
for warming three times a week, is 1,485 cubic meters, or at the rate of 410
liters of gas per cubic meter of contents.
At Hamburg, an edifice with
cubic contents of nearly 40,000 meters is heated by eight gas-stoves, each
two
brass
inches
twelve
having thirty
gratings,
long by about one and a
half wide; three liters of gas are required per cubic meter of capacity.

The

Paris

Figaro

King Alfonso to build acathedral as a mauThe building fund will be obtained by sub-

the intention of

soleum for Queen Mercedes.
tracting yearly from the king's civil-list the sum of forty thousand dollars,
while the Due de Montpensier and the Princess of the Asturias will make
a yearly contribution of twenty thousand dollars. Bes des this, it is said

that Queen Isabella has authorized, for the same purpose, the sale of certain jewels which were deposited in the Cathedral of Atocha. These jewels
are said to be worth six hundred thousand dollars.

The Edinburgh Scotsman says
DISCOVERY AT NEWBATTLE ABDEY.
" While
preparing some additions thnt are being made to Newbattle Abbey the workmen recently came upon what has proved to be the foundaThe basetion and base of a chapel in an excellent state of preservation.
ment of the building is two hundred and sixty feet long and about sixtythere
are
numerous
massive
and
which
are reseven feet broad,
pillars
lieved to have supported a groined arched roof similar to that of the crypt
at present in course of restoration in the abbey, and which is supposed to
have been built about the year 1140. Many elaborately carved stones have
been found, and these, with the beautiful moulded work to be seen on fragments of the groined arches and pillars, proved that the mason-work must
have been of a very superior nature, and in style akin to that of Melrose
and Kelso abbeys."
:

The New York Tribune

THE GRATITUDE OF CORPORATE BODIES.
Romau corporation keeps Prince

Torlonia, the aged millionHe
aire, whose charities have been regal, in a state of prickly worriment.
had a palace in the Piazza Vcnezia and a little palace or palazzetto adjoining it. In order to make way for the Via Nazionnle the palazzetto was
cut off and knocked to pieces. But the civic authorities were not satisfied.
The beauty of the new street was disfigured by an awkward corner of the
larger palace, which had been exposed to view and the prince has now
been told that he must sacrifice for the sake of public taste that portion of
He will be deprived of two rooms in which he has passed a
his property.
great part of every day for many years, and for which he has a particular
says that the

;
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his late address before the

Manchester Society of ArchiMr. Waterhouse took what has seemed to us to be the
manly and sensible position in regard to the criticisms which- the
tects,

public has been prone to make on the work of architects, and
the distrust of them which is now and then shown.
He said
"
May we not be becoming over-sensitive to adverse criticism ?
Does not the attention bestowed upon our works
some dis:

by
tinguished and cultivated people show a satisfactory interest in
modern architecture ? and though they
may abuse its want of
sometimes as we may think,
vitality,
is it not

ignorantly,
better for our art that their utterances should be
sometimes ad"
verse rather than non-existent ?
It is in truth the
popular interest in what architects are
doing, the sense of its necessity,
that makes the public care to criticise them.
Herein, as we
have once said, is the architect's
opportunity. It shows him that
the work he is doing is of
and that if

recognized importance,
he
reward is sure. If the public turns
to builders or to engineers to do his
work, it is simply because it
It becomes the archiexpects to get certain things from them.
tect's
duty to show that so far as these things are a part of his
work there is no advantage in
to
else for

can

command approval

his

going

builder,

anybody

own ground he is superior to
and on common ground he is their

that on his

them

;

the engineer and'
From any
equal.

ground on which he cannot compete with his rivals he must be
content to retire, and his professional
pride cannot save it to
him.
We are apt architects, and American architects
perto make the twofold mistake of ashaps more than others
that
criticism
is
an offence, and that we have
suming
public
The criticism of the public is
nothing to learn from it.
mostly
of a practical kind, and indicates
practical wants that the public
will have
supplied by one person or another. There is no practical
requisite of our work which we cannot supply to its satisfaction if we will take the trouble, and when the
public is convinced that we do this there need be no fear of intrusion
by

rivals in oui-proper field.

In architectural design the
public
has always been led
by architects, and always will be unless
they forfeit its confidence by incapacity in other things which it
can better understand. Even here the criticism is of value.
It
may be often wrong, but it will be often
and if we were

accustomed

to listen

tolerably well

means above
whole

when

we

to

it

it

was

criticism,

right,

should soon learn to
distinguish
right.

we may

Our

architecture is by no
as well confess that on the

not very good,
and if to general criticism we could
habitually join a professional criticism which should be at once
kindly, discriminating, and outspoken, and could learn not to
receive dispraise as an affront, but to
study what value it
it is

have, our improvement would be quicker.

might

IT has been the habit to believe that decorative art had
its
in France, and
par excellence in Paris, where it grew so
naturally as to have no need of the artificial stimulus of a protective association.
But it seems that the great advance which
the world outside of France has made in this
respect of late years
has roused the French into some alarm lest
they should lose the
preeminence which they have been accustomed to consider their
own.
society for the encouragement of such art has there-

home

A

143.

many

a
among
honorary presidents.
hundred and fifty thousand francs was soon subscribed, and a
museum was opened with small beginnings in the Pavilion of

Art in Chicago

Bridge.

[No.

presidents are the
Pasquier, and other notabilities less notable abroad, and with Mr. Cunliffe Owen
and
Sir Richard Wallace
its
About

Mr. Waterhouse at Manchester.
Criticism of Architects
Decorative Art in Paris.
Mr. Walker on Cooperation.
The Sacramento Anti-de'bris Association.
The East River

THE REPORT OF THE MASSACHUSETTS BOAED OF HEALTH

Co.

fore been formed in Paris,
among whose
Prefect of the Seine, the Due d'Audifret

21, 1878.
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Flora, in the Tuileries. The society has issued a prospectus calling attention to the advance shown in the decorative work displayed in this year's exhibition by foreign nations, among which

Americans maybe gratified to find their own mentioned
;"and reminding their countrymen, probably without exaggeration, that
"
though they possess, in virtue of their innate taste, a superiority," they must gradually lose it unless they bestir themselves to
get the
mitted

full

advantage of the traditions of art which are transtheir workmen.
Thus it appears that interna-

among

tional exhibitions, however doubtful their
profits in some respects, continue to bear substantial fruits.
The present advance
in
of England dates, as we know, from the first world's fair
art_

of 1851; our Centennial
favored to be sure by a
preexisting
influence in society
has given an immense impulse in the same
dn-ection to American
industry ; and now we see that even in
France, secure as she has thought herself in her preeminence,
the like opportunity produces the like result.

WE

have not seen in any of the recorded
testimony before
the Congressional Labor Committee more clear sense than
in
that of Mr. J. II. Walker, a shoe manufacturer of

Worcester,
Mass.
lie has written it out at
length, at the request of the
chairman, and has printed it in the Boston Daily Advertiser.
It would make an
improving pamphlet for distribution among
those of the workingmen who are
open to instruction on the
causes and difficulties of their
The experipresent condition.
ence of cooperation which he cites is worth
quoting for the illustration it gives of the difficulties of this
remedy, and the unprepared condition of the workmen's minds at present. The experiments which Mr. Walker has tried, and those which he has
watched, have been unsuccessful, because, he says, the workmen
cannot be made to believe how small the
percentage of profits
in manufactures is, and are
unwilling to wait for their slow return.
Eight years ago he tried to interest his operatives by
He asked them to contribute
offering them a share of profits.
from their wages to the
working capital of his business, allowing them their share in the profits pro rata, and without
taking
any account, in the division, either of interest on the " plant,"
or of compensation for the services of
any member of the firm.
But no workman below the grade of foreman was
willing to try
the experiment.
Another large manufacturer, who tried
cooperation on a different
plan, divided a quarter of his net profits
so
of
his
workmen
as
among
many
stayed long enough to earn
a certain sum in any year,
$100 for men, and $50 for women.
This was done for six years, in the
hope of encouraging good
work and economy of material, the dividends
being from two to
five per cent, (on the
capital?) each year, except one year when
there was none.
But the men could not be made to believe
on what small economies of material the
profits depended, nor
that

the dividends, which

they expected

to

be

many

times

The experiment was given up,
greater, were honestly made.
as of no real benefit, but rather a breeder of distrust and
annoyance.
THIS

no more than might be expected
by those who
ignorance, not only of workmen, but of all
inexperienced people, concerning the employment of capital.
Such people are not easily persuaded how small the ratio of
is

will consider the

profit is to actual disbursement, or to the number of people
engaged, just as the communist cannot believe how little way
the riches of the wealthy would
if divided
the

go,
among
the weaver, tending two or three looms, each of
which turns off say forty yards of cotton cloth in a
day, could
have it fully borne in upon him that the profit of manufacture was only a quarter or even an
eighth of a cent the
yard, and be made to see that his share of that when it was
divided among all concerned must be a small .one, he would
have a useful lesson. But this is not learned
such

poor.

If

by
experiments in cooperation as Mr. Walker describes, or
by any that
Here is the weakness of all
capitalists are likely to offer.
systems of cooperation yet proposed, between manufacturers
who must naturally insist on administering their capital, and
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their

that

workmen and here is
we mentioned a fortnight
;

the
ago,

Architect

value of such attempts as
by the Crispins of Chicago,

to establish a manufactory, by their own capital, and under their
own management. Such an arrangement as that devised by Mr.
Walker, we may add, could hardly be expected to satisfy the

workingman, liberal and even generous as it was in its kind for
does not answer to his idea of what ought to be allowed him,
which is an opportunity, not to save capital for himself, and invest it to advantage under the control of other persons, but to
receive for his labor alone, over and above his wages, and with
no need of saving, a share in whatever profit is made. Even
if this were found to be practicable, however, it would not lead
to the result that is the condition of a healthy relation, which is,
that if he is to concern himself with capital he should under;

it

stand the necessities of its employment the other condition, that
he should contentedly acquiesce in the management of those
who are wiser than he, being apparently a thing of the unre;

turning past.
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THE NINTH REPORT OF THE MASSACHUSETTS
HOARD OF HEALTH.
IT was a habit of rustic cynics a
generation ago, and, for
aught we know, of other cynics, to quench their more fastidious
fellows with the dictum that every one must swallow his
peck of
an adage that was mainly of use as an excuse for makdirt,
It had not a scientific basis, but all the
ing the peck a bushel.
researches of modern sanitary science seem bent to show that it
was at least within the mark, and that one may be content if he
can, with the utmost precaution, keep within this allowance, and
can insure that it shall not be poisonous as well as
in
dirty,
so many and so insidious ways does obnoxious matter intrude
itself into what we eat and drink and inhale.
The cynicism is
apparently not abated by the verification of the adage, even
when enforced by the lesson of danger that goes with it. Communities or households which have long lived contented in the
conviction that a certain degree of uncleanliness is a matter of
course are not easily brought round to the sudden
in
belief,

THE war

between the farmers and miners

in California

prom-

be a close struggle. An association has been formed, to
include the farmers of the whole Sacramento region, which is
called the Anti-debris Association of the Sacramento Valley.
ises to

"

Its .purpose is "to
suits entered by the

the
prosecute to the courts of last resort
farmers to defend their estates against the
ruin which is threatened them by the debris with which the
The litihydraulic mining companies are flooding the rivers.
gation must necessarily be very costly, for the interests involved
are enormous, and the suits will be contested in every successive
The subscribers to the associacourt to the last possible point.
tion pledged themselves to an assessment of three per cent, on
their assumed interests in the contest, and showed a strong determination to carry it to the end.
At the organizing meeting,
$170,000 was subscribed as the fund on which the assessment
was to be levied, but this is probably only a small part of what
will be needed to carry on the war, and of what is expected
from further subscriptions. On the other hand the mining companies throughout the State are united for the defence.
Being
wealthy, and more used than the farmers, by virtue of their
occupation, to stake their money on hazards, they will make the
struggle a long and expen>ive one.

apparent contradiction of their

own

experience, that it is pernicbe ruinous, at the bidding of a
parcel of men

and may
whose science they

ious

distrust, and whoso occupation seems to them
not impertinent.
Hence the public apathy or
hostility
to the regulations which sanitarians
propose, the slowness of
people to learn that a vast amount of disease and death comes
idle if

common offences against cleanliness which may be and ought
be prevented by joint action or legal restrictions; and hence
follows that boards of health must add to the labor of

by
to
it

providing for the public hygiene the labor of persuading the public
that the provision is
necessary, and justifies the degree of sacrifice

which

it

requires.
the apathy prevails is
significantly shown in this
Massachusetts health report by the record of the votes cast at
the last election, when it was set before the cities in the State

How much

legislative act to decide whether they would appoint boards
of health, Boston being up to that time the
only city which had
one.
Out of eighteen cities, eight voted to appoint the boards,
five refused, and five ignored the matter
What is
altogether.
more surprising than the small success of the experiment is the
small interest in it shown by the
In Cambridge, where
voting.
the vote far exceeded that of any other
city on the question, it
was carried by 2,003 to 408, the population
being about fifty
thousand.
In Lowell, a somewhat larger
the vote was 983

by

city,

Tun

whole amount expended on the East River Bridge up to
the first of September is shown by the report to the trustees to
be $9,833,988, and the amount due upon it, 112,309. The
granite necessary to complete the anchorages had been contracted
for at a cost of $17,407, and to this must lie added 32,000
pounds
of iron stay-bars which must be built into the
anchorages, at

to 335,

and

in

no other which accepted the proposition was the

a cost of Si, 920, as soon as the great cables are finished, in order
to bring the work to this point and make it secure
during the
winter.
To provide for this necessity the recommendation of
the Executive Committee was adopted,
authorizing the officers
to borrow
money to the amount of not over $260,000, in anticipation of payments expected from the two cities of New York

aggregate vote greater than eight hundred. In Fall River, a
town of about the size of Cambridge, it stood 174 to 52. Indeed, more enthusiasm was shown in rejecting the boards than
in accepting them.
Thus, in Gloucester, with about seventeen
thousand inhabitants, the vote was 629 to 819
in Newton,
with the same number, 545 to 779 ; in
Fitchburg, with twelve
thousand, 118 to 648; in Lynn, with thirty-three thousand, 812
to 739.
Yet Gloucester, which refused to provide itself with
such officers, is a town that is in an
exceptionally unfortunate
plight with its drainage, and has, within the past few years,
been scourged with diphtheria in a manner that might be ex-

and Brooklyn, and an order was passed

pected

city of

New York

to enforce

to bring suit
against the

payment of the sums due from

it,

which the city at present refuses to pay.
The subject of the
transit of freight and passengers was
again referred to a select
committee of five trustees, with a view, we suppose, to the vexed
question of running trains of cars over the bridge.

THE

Chicago Academy of Design, reorganized

we have

before described (American Architect,

last spring, as

May

25, 1878),
promising an active year under its new management.
The
day schools are fairly at work under Messrs. Earle and Spread ;
the evening schools were to have
opened this week with a class
for drawing from the
antique, to which a life-class is to be added
course of historical lectures upon architecture is
by and by.
to be besun next month
by Mr. Jenney, late professor of architectuie in the
Mr. Leonard Volk, of
University of Michigan.
Chicago, the sculptor of the Douglas monument, is busy with the
first of the four statues which he is to model for its
base.
The
figure which is to personify the State of Illinois is to be
sitting
on the right of the door of the tomb,
holding in one hand a shield
and in the other a shock of corn, and
dictating the story of Douglas's life to
History, toward whom her face is turned, and who is
to sit on the other side of the
door, recording the story upon a
tablet. The
figures are to be of bronze and of heroic size. It is
expected that they will be finished before the summer.
is

A

;

to' bring the most
disregardful population to reason
and Tauntou, which did not honor the question with a vote,
being in a very similar condition, was last year savagely attacked by the same disease.
,
The report itself of the Board of Health is a good example
of what such a document should be,
clear, simple, and sensible
in its recommendations, moderate and
judicial in its tone. The
subjects it has to deal with being somewhat unpopular, its recommendations are obviously tempered to the undeveloped condition of public opinion.
In this we dare say the Board shows
a true sense of what is practicable, while it
stops short in several respects of what we should like to see done, and doubtless
of what it hopes ultimately to accomplish.
Its chief attention
;

given necessarily to questions of sewerage, of water supply,
and of the pollution of streams, its most important practical recommendation being the passage of a bill which the Board has
prepared and proposes for the action of the next legislature, to
limit the pollutions of streams, with which are included
ponds
and tidal waters. The bill is very moderate in its
provisions, and
is

drawn with

as much tenderness for
existing rights or privileges
consistent with reasonable efficiency.
It forbids any town,
corporation, or individual to discharge solid refuse of any kind
into streams, public ponds, or tidal waters, or to interfere with
their volume or flow
except for the sake of sanitary or other imas

is

provements and all filling or other "improvement" is to be
under charge of the town authorities, subject to
regulations of a
;

SEPTEMBER
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River Pollution Commission. In regard to streams or ponds
used as water-supplies, the bill forbids any increase of the
quantity of refuse now poured into them, or the discharge
into them of any of the soil from dwellings within thirty miles
It is also
up stream from the point at which water is taken.
provided that any refuse whatever that is discharged into such
waters shall be purified to the satisfaction of the River Pollution Commission but this provision, taken in connection with
the preceding, is rendered almost nugatory by the limitation
that it shall not apply to any now existing pollution.
The pollution of other waters is to be regulated by the boards of health
of the various towns, in conjunction with the Commission.
Other sections of the bill are intended to protect towns which
are sewered against the discharge into their sewers of substances which will injure or obstruct them, or make the sewage
more difficult to dispose of. The plans of all new systems of
water supply or sewerage and of all new dams are to be subject to the approval of the Commission, and the same restriction is applied to the arrangement of water-supply and drainage
;

new

state buildings.
Finally, the direct discharge of soil
sinks and bowls
from privies, water-closets, and wash-tubs
into any stream whatever is formight well have been added
in all

bidden.
section

local board of health shall,

fortunate ordinance exists that requires every house -drain to
empty into a cesspool, from which only the overflow may be
That privies and cesspools shall be
carried into the sewers.
abated is devoutly to be desired; yet to enact that in a town
where they are required by ordinance the board of health
shall, without discretion, abate any of them on application of
any person, whether he be affected by them or not, seems to us
to be making a law which must remain a dead letter, or else

had better give place once for all to one which nullifies all such
ordinances.
It will be seen that, excepting for the provisions against discharging into streams the soil from human dwellings, which in
some form or other are absolutely necessary, the bill carefully
abstains from interfering with existing privileges, and confines
itself to preventing as far as may be any increase of the pollution which now is. Nevertheless, it is pretty clear that even the
if continued, in time do serious
existing uses of the water will,
injury, and that therefore something more than the modest reIn regard
strictions now proposed must by and by be imposed.
soil from dwellings, the
thirty-mile
especially to defilement by
limit proposed by the Board in case of water supplies cannot be
considered as absolutely safe, as it certainly cannot be counted
comfortable, when doctors disagree as to the possibility of disamount of dilution. One authority
infecting sewage by any
quoted in this report, the late Dr. Letheby, medical officer of
London, claimed that sewage diluted with twenty volumes of
water would be destroyed in a flow of six or eight miles on
the other hand the English Commission on the Pollution of
Rivers has reported that " there is no river in the United Kingdom long enough to secure the oxidation of any sewage which
may be discharged into it, even at its source." On the whole,
cautious people and fastidious people will unite in concluding
that the only course is absolutely to exclude, from all waters at
least which lead to any water-supply, all taint of house-drainage
whatever, and that in this case even existing privileges should
:

give

way

conclusions which the Board draws from

its

examination will

surprise many people, though no doubt they are fully sustained.
One is that the hill towns are found to be distinctly less

healthy
than the valley towns, both pulmonary diseases and typhoid fevers
being decidedly more prevalent in them, and the population on
the whole less strong and well.
This is corroborated by the results of Home examinations made for the
army during the late
war.
The reasons given are the thinness of the soil, underlain
by impervious rock full of hollows, in which water is retained,
making a damp subsoil; and the impregnation of this shallow
ground and the wells in it with the discharge from privies, cessIn Gloucester, where these conditions
pools, stable-yards, etc.
obtain, though it is not a hill town, and in North Adams, in the
upper part of the Hoosac Valley, the soil has become so contaminated as to poison the ground and apparently to make
In both
pollution of the drinking-water the usual condition.
these towns the ravages of diphtheria have of late years been
North Adams has now so far taken warning as to
startling.
Gloucester, as we have just
supply itself with pure water
seen, has contumaciously rejected salvation by means of a board
of health.
The drainage of such towns is, to be sure, pecul;

The

difficult.

iarly

report

rightly objects

to

both ordinary

and cesspools, especially those with dry walls, and says
in regard to North Adams " A considerable increase in the
pollution of the Hoosac River, if that is
necessary, would be a
much less evil than those now existing of unremoved filth."
This is probably true, but is nevertheless a doctrine to lend itself easily to abuse.
It is worth while to
keep clearly before
people the distinction between offences where punishment falls
chiefly on those who commit them and those whose injury is
laid up for others; thus, between the acts of those who defile
their own houses and those who poison the waters for their
neighbors and the earth for their successors. The report rightly
recommends water-carriage where it is practicable, and dry removal where, as in Gloucester, sewerage is very difficult, and it
is not too severe
upon cesspools. Yet it seems to us that surface irrigation, as in the Mould system, and even the use of
tight uncovered vaults for dry-soil, where it can be easily disinfected and often removed if people will, and which
ought to save
the earth from contamination, is preferable to the
discharge of
privies

which provides that in any sewered town " the
upon application from any parties,
order any privy or cesspool to be abolished, and connection to
be made with the public sewers," would be likely, unless modified, to lead to collision in cities like Cambridge, where an un-

The

9!)

without delay.

:

sewage into any ordinary watercourses.

With the general report
papers of interest, which we
The description of a cottage
as an example of a kind of

are included a number of
special
have not time to notice in detail.
hospital in Pittsfield

is

interesting,

which ought to become
cannot, however, commend as a model the plan

common.

We

which Dr.

Adams

institution

The condisplays with some complacency.
tagious ward is in the midst of the servants' bed-rooms; the
water-closets for male and female patients are massed
together
in the middle of the house, close to the
reception-room and the
main staircase. They are placed in the bath-rooms, an
ment which

arrange-

faulty in a dwelling-house and preposterous in a
hospital ; the soil-pipes are carried into the chimneys, and the
It is a little
drainage into leaching cesspools.
amusing, after
reading the grave condemnations of cesspools and the protests
against contamination of the soil, of which the main report is
full, to come here upon the naive remark that "the soil,
is

being
a coarse, bibulous gravel, is well adapted for cesspools."
There is an interesting paper on dangers from color blindness
by Dr. Jeffries a report on the sanitary condition of Cambridge
by Dr. Coggswell, not so flattering to that city as one might
wish a tabular report on the health of towns in the State, with
;

;

detailed notices of the prevalence of diphtheria and typhoid
fever in Gloucester and Taunton
a careful essay on scarlet
fever by Dr. A. H. Johnson ; and a not very encouraging
report on the sanitary condition of public schools in Massa;

This year's report contains the results of a careful examination of the basins of the Hoosac and Housatonic livers, illustrated with maps, and showing the condition of the towns in
those valleys, and the kind and position of the manufactories
circular was
which discharge iheir refuse into the streams.
sent to manufacturers throughout the State, asking for information as to the actual pollution of streams, what kind of manufactories were most mischievous, and what the best remedies.
The answers, when they were obtained, were conflicting, as
might be supposed. Woollen mills, on the whole, seemed to be
most unpopular, dye-houses and bleacheries perhaps next but
the reader of the report is led to surmise that the most offensive
neighbor is apt to be the nearest. The remedies oftenest sugSome manufacturers
gested are settling-tanks and irrigation.
agree that there is nothing to do with the refuse but to let it run,
while other correspondents protest energetically that the only
" to
keep the stuff out of the streams." Some of the
thing is

A

by Dr. D. F. Lincoln, of Boston.

The paper on
both for domestic use and on a large
scale for town supplies, by Professor Nichols of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, is a clear and well-studied account
of an important subject, full of interesting information and valuIt deserves to be published
able suggestion.
separately in a

chusetts

filtration of potable water,

form

for general circulation.

XIII.

DISTORTIONS AND CORRECTIONS CONTINUED; CYLINDRICAL,
CURVILINEAR, OR PANORAMIC PERSPECTIVE.

PAPERS ON PERSPECTIVE.

;

271.

The

previous paper has discussed the so-called distortions to

which circular, cylindrical, and spherical objects are subjected when
drawn according to the methods of plane perspective, and has explained the so-called corrections which are applied to such objects.
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Similar distortions, it was shown, attend the putting of the human
similar corrections apply.
Indeed, it
figure into perspective, and
out (261) that every object not exactly at the centre
was

pointed

of the picture must necessarily be more or less out of drawing, though
the distortion is not generally such as to attract notice save in the

cases mentioned.
272. Plate XIV. demonstrates the existence of these distortions,
exhibits some instances in which they are intolerable, even in the
case of rectilinear objects, and shows yet another way of correcting
them. By distortion, as has been said, we mean that the outline given
in the drawing is diH'erent from the outline presented to the eye by
the object drawn. Now the rays of light that pass from the outline
of an object to the eye form a cone, whose base is this outline itself.
The perspective representation of this outline is the line in which
If this plane
this cone of rays is cut by the plane of the picture.
that
cuts the cone of rays in a direction at right angles to its axis
then the secis to say, if the object is at the centre of the picture
tion is of the same shape as the base; the perspective is of the same
shape as the object. But if the plane of the picture cuts the cone of
as must be the case with all objects not just at the
rays obliquely
centre
then the section is not of the same shape as the base, and
the perspective does not look like the object; it is, so to speak, disOf course, when seen from the station-point, obli<juely, the
torted.
in
perspective is foreshortened and looks just as the object does. But
itself, and when looked at merely as a line, it presents a different

form.
273. This

is illustrated in Fig. 70, in which is seen a rectangular
block, drawn in parallel perspective, but considerably to the right of
the centre. Its proportions are such as no rectangular block could
ever possibly present to the eye. It exhibits three faces, one of
which is a square. But if a rectangular block is held so that one of
its faces shows four right angles, it must be held so that neither of
If on the other hand it stands so
the other faces can be seen at all.
that two adjacent faces are seen, as this block evidently does, then
The figure within
all the angles must appear either acute or obtuse.
the circle shows how the block really looks when one looks straight
at it, and this is the way it is drawn when at the centre of the picture.
The difference between these two representations exemplifies
the distortion to which all shapes are subjected when the line from

the object to the eye

is

not at right angles to the picture.

But this distortion in the drawing is corrected, by foreshortening,
when one looks at the drawing from the station-point S, which in
this case

is

a few inches in front of C,

was sketched from
but of the Fig.

70, b,

and

in Fig. 66.

In fact, Fig. 70,

a,

a view not of the cube itself,
thus foreshortened into a real likeness of the

this point,

is

it

represents.
274. Fig. 68 exhibits other and even more striking phenomena.
Take first the church on the left hand. It is horribly out of drawing,
although the picture does not extend, on this side, very far from the
centre.
But the objects drawn are so placed as to make but a small
angle with the plane of the picture, as may be seen in the plan be-

object

low, and
itself.

when

It is

the case, this sort of distortion often presents
often seen in old fashioned prints and in photographs of
this

is

very long buildings, taken nearly in elevation. It arises, as is obviL
ous, from both vanishing points, V" and V
being on the same side.
275. The distortions at the other end of the picture, however,
though less offensive and consequently much more common, are almost
as great, giving the buildings quite different proportions from what
they would present to a spectator at S. For the proportions of an
object, that is to say, the relative size of its parts, depend upon the
relative angular dimension of the parts, that is, upon the relative size
of the angles they subtend at the eye.
Their apparent distance
,

A

apart, right and left, or up and down, is angular distance.
painter,
then, who would represent things in their true proportions, as they
and
in
their
relations
one
to another, would have to
look,
apparent
proportion the linear dimensions upon his canvas as to the angular dimensions of his object. And this, in fact, is just what
every painter, every
draughtsman of whatever kind, always does when he undertakes to
sketch from nature. It is the method of every artist who undertakes, outdoors or in, to draw things as he sees them; he can have no

other; he must give to the representation of objects the apparent
shape and the relative size that the objects themselves present to his
In other words, he proportions the linear dimension
eye.
upon bis
canvas to the angular dimension of the object. Now this is
exactly
what perspective does not do. In sketching, one may
begin in the
fix
the
of
his
central object, and distribute other
middle,
position
disthings about it to the right and left, according to their

apparent
proportioned to their angular distance, and their size to the difference of the angular distance of their
edges. But in a perspective drawing, as is clearly shown in the plan,
the distance of an object from the centre of the
picture is proportional to the tangent of its angular distance, and its size is
accordingly
proportioned, not to its angular dimension, but to the difference of
the tangents of the angular distance of its
from
the centre,
edges
The scale to which they are drawn accordingly increases from the
centre outward, just as in Mercator's
Projection, which gives indeed
a sort of perspec ive view of the terrestrial
sphere, as seen from a
tance from

it.

Their distance

is

station point at its centre.
276. It is plain that the

scheme of making every linear dimension
drawing correspond with the angular dimension subtended by
the object could be thoroughly carried out
only by drawing on the
in a

inside of a hollow spherical surface, a condition difficult to

fulfil.

A
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cylindrical surface, however, answers nearly as well, especially when,
as is usually the case, the vertical dimensions are relatively small; a
cylinder, moreover, has the advantage of being a developable surface;
This is the surface employed in circular
it can be rolled out flat.
panoramas, and it is virtually that employed in sketching from nature.

For as one turns from one object to another he virtually keeps the
corresponding part of his canvas in front of him, just as if it were a
cylindrical surface.
277. The plate illustrates the result of this procedure, and affords
an opportunity of comparing it with the results of plane perspective.
In the plan of the street we have the position of the spectator indicated at S, that of a transparent plane, representing a picture
plane, at p p, and that of a transparent cylinder at a c ft. The centre
of the perspective picture is at c, the point nearest the spectator, and
the plane and cylinder are tangent at that point. Visual rays drawn
from the principal points in the street to the station point pierce

both surfaces, and pictures drawn upon them would, when seen from
the point S, obviously coincide with each other and exactly cover
the objects represented.
278. Fig. 66 exhibits the result, as shown on the plane p p, and
The first strikingly illusFig. 67 that shown on the cylinder a c b.
trates what has been said of the inevitable distortion of
objects in
plane, perspective, and of their gradual exaggeration of scale as they
recede from the centre.
Fig. 67 shows the effect of makin<* the
linear dimensions in the drawing correspond to the angular dimensions of the objects drawn, that is to say, of drawing everything
just
Of these efi'ects the most noticeable are these that
as it appears.
in the first place the distortion of the church on the left
entirely disappears, and in the second place the distortion on the right disappears also, the houses and the landscape beyond being reduced to
dimensions proportioned to the dimensions given to the nearer obsize of the picture is greatly diminished.
All this is
jects, while the
But on the other hand the horizontal parallel lines
a great gain.
which in Fig. 66 are all straight and converge to a single vanishing
point are in Fig. 67 all more or less curved, converging towards the
two vanishing points of the system to which these lines belong,
180 distant from one another. This curvature would of course disappear if the paper were bent into a cylindrical form and the eye
placed at the axis opposite the horizon, and in the large circular
panoramas which are sometimes exhibited, and which have given to
this method the name of Panoramic Perspective, this of course is
done. But in general the developed cylinder has to remain flat, and
it must be confessed that this curvature of lines which in nature are
straight is itself a distortion which most persons find extremely ob:

jectionable.
279. It is worth while to remark, however, that this phenomenon
of the apparent curvature of straight lines is of constant occurrence
in nature; and it is just one of those phenomena of nature with
which perspective has to do, being concerned with the appearances
All systems of lines which are long enough to inof parallel lines.

dicate both their vanishing points, converging to one point on the
Such
right and to another on the left, have an apparent curvature.
are the long parallel lines of cloud which often cover the sky, or the
which
sometimes
at sunset pass completely
sunbeams and shadows
over from west to east. In both these cases each particular cloud or
sunbeam, as one looks at it, seems quite straight but all the others
on either side seem concave towards it. In fact, as they all meet, or
;

tend to meet, at two different points, and to separate between them,
they must seem curved straight lines can meet at only one point.
It is the same with the horizon itself, which seems straight when
one looks at it, but seems curved when one looks up or down. So
with other long lines, such as eaves, sidewalks, and house-tops.
As
one turns his eye rapidly from one end of a street to the other, the
apparent curvature reveals itself unmistakably.
280. To one who is accustomed to observe this curious phenomenon, the curvature of the lines in cylindrical, or, as we may now call
is but a trifling evil,
it, Curvilinear Perspective
hardly to be counted
Of these the chief is perhaps, as
against its manifold advantages.
has been said, the perfect conformity of its results with those obtained
Of this an excellent illustration is afforded
in sketching from nature.
by Fig. 68, a rude outline sketch from a water-color by Turner, representing the Ducal Palace at Venice, and the adjacent buildings.
He sketched each building just as it looked, and did not mind the
resulting curvature of the horizontal lines of his drawing.
This drawing exhibits, however, what is perhaps the most objectionable distortion of all, an apparent convexity in the objects repThe quay, which in fact is straight, looks convex.
resented.
281. But perhaps, after all, the chief merit of Curvilinear or Panoramic Perspective is this: that it permits the limits of the picture, to
be extended indefinitely without the rapidly increasing distortions
;

which plane perspective is liable, iig. 69, which is borrowed,
though much reduced, from a rare and little-known work, by Mr. W.
G. Herdman, published in Liverpool in 1853, exhibits this excellence
in a striking degree. It represents the meeting of two streets in some
foreign town, and succeeds in showing both sides of both streets,
without distorting any part of either. The horizontal angle embraced must be more than a hundred degrees. The dotted curved
lines which in the original were carried across the picture in order to
show the theory on which the drawing is constructed, are here
Where the sky-line is as broken as here, and the continuomitted.
to

ous horizontal lines are so few, the disadvantages of this method,
as is evident from the figure, are reduced to a minimum.
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Whether

any given case plane or cylindrical perspective
a matter of judgment, and one's decision must
upon the nature of his subject. For architecture, exin

to be preferred is

depend

chiefly

uncept in picturesque sketches, the latter is in general obviously
But for the landscape painter it affords the- same means of
escape from the inevitable distortions of plane perspective that the
painter of figures finds in the corrections described in the previous
fit.

paper.

The next paper
ramic Perspective

will

may

show how drawings

Curvilinear or Panobe geometrically constructed.
in

THE -ILLUSTRATIONS.

In each case the estimates are given in detail, and seem to be honmay be interesting, in view of the question of econone of these detailed estimates in full. It relates to
6" x 30ft., in two stories and a roof.

It
est enough.
omy, to present
a farmhouse 45'

The following estimate has been carefully compiled, and may be relied on for quantiPricea Tary in different localities, but tbe figures here given form a good basis of
ties, etc.
calculation :

S13.00
65 yards excavation, at 20c. per yard
132.30
882 ft. foundation, at 15c. per ft
72.50
725 ft. foundation, at lOc. per ft
72.00
6,0"0 bricks in chimneys, at $12 per
12.00
40 ft. stone steps anil coping, at 30c. per ft
252.00
900 yards lath and plastering, at 28c. per yard
72.00
4,799 ft. of timber, at $15 per
45 beams, 3x8 in. 16 ft. long.
Sills, 4x8 in. 218 ft. long.
22 beams, 3x8 in. 22 ft. long.
1 girt, 4x8 in. 20 ft. long.
15 beams 3x7 in. 9 ft. long.
7 posts 4x7 in. 22 ft. long.
4 valleys, 3x8 in. 20 ft. long.
2 posts 4x7 in. 18 ft. long.
Ties and plates, 4x6 in. 384 t't. long.

M

THIS alteration was completed a year ago, at a cost of about
$3,000. The old roof was not altered, nor were the windows or
doors moved, the additions being put on with as little change as pos-

500
340
150
300
20
270
48

sible.

DESIGN FOR A COUNTRY HOUSE. MR. R. G. KENNEDY, ARCHITECT, PHILADELPHIA.

COTTAGE AT W. LEBANON,

N. H.

A HOUSE ON COMMONMR. W. W. LEWIS, ARCHI-

I.V

75
7

DESIGNED BY MR.

C.

A. RICH.

STUDY

IN PERSPECTIVE.
in this

S. B.

Reed, Architect,

gorgeous but cheap dormers, bastard mansards, top-lofty
and the other peculiarities of our more ambitious vernacular,
than most of the works on the subject. The costs range from $250
to $8,000, and those architects who desire to know by what mysterious processes carpenters are able to produce houses far within what
seem to be the lowest limits of expense, will find in this book much
boards,

them.

Ei-eryborli/, for Villiigr. and Country Krsi'iencts, costing from S250
175 Illustrations.
to S8,UIJ(), indurling lull Uucnpt'Umt and Estimate* in Detail, etc.
Vork : Orange J udd Company.
Architect.
S. B.

New

.

.

.

.

.

.

28c. each

shingling-lath, at 6c. each
bunches shingles, at $1.50 each
hemlock boards, 10-inch, at 18c. each
squares of tin roofing, at $9 per square
Materials in cornices and outside casings
nnrrow pine flooring for front piazza, at 25c. each
narrow pine ceiling, at 25c. each

.

....
.

.

55.00
95.20
7.50
84.00
5.00
16.20
72.00
13.50
63.00
60.00

312.00
24 00
300.00
110.00
50.00
100.00
111.08
250.00

bay-window, complete

I'.'O.OO

25.72

1

finials,

Keed,

matched flooring boards, 9 in. wide, at
rough spruce plank, at 25c. each

Painting
Incidentals

attempt at adventitious or superficial ornamentation, but, although
none of the designs are free from the usual illiterate detail, the book
has fewer offences of wild jig-sawed brackets, gingerbread eaves-

By

ft.

26 plain windows, complete, at $12 each
4 cellar windows, complete, at $6 each
30 doors, complete, at $10 each
Stairs, complete, $70; 8 clotets, fitted complete, $40
2 marble and 2 pine mantles
.
.
Nails, $20; range, with elevated oven, $80
1'lumbing, $84; cartage, average 1 mile, $27.08
nut
included
above
Carpenter's labor,

V.

We

House.Plans for

per Ib

13

.

has ever indulged himself either in the reproduction of foreign forms
We have here what
or in the dangerous play of original invention.
"
the, profession is prompt to stigmatize as
carpenter's architecture,"
but what the profession must needs respect (to present an almost
self-evident analogy) as a dialect which, although it may be vulgar,
still insist that
contains the vigorous roots of pure language.
the business of the architect is to accept these condition*, and devote
himself to the proper and harmonious development of the elementary
to him, so far, at least, as relates to his less
style thus furnished
monumental and more domestic works. Contempt for the present
crudeness of its more ambitious
vulgarity of it, and especially for the
manifestations, is a natural feeling for the scholar familiar with
to work in what
higher types of architectural forms and accustomed
may be called the ideal regions of design, but out of such contempt
no direct contribution to the progress of American domestic architecture can possibly be developed.
The designs in this book are the commonplace results of adapting
machine-made double-hung sashes, machine-made doors and blinds,
machine-made mouldings and details, to elevations which, for the
most part, pretty readily grow out of plans adapted by experience
and observation to the needs of frugal country people, who do their
own household work, sometimes perhaps with the assistance of a sinwhose habits of living are adjusted to a very small
gle servant, and
scale of expenditure. The text and the wood-cuts clearly explain all
the devices of economical construction, with which, by the b;e, architects of education would do well to make themselves more familiar.
Of course the quality of the designs is best where there is the least

l

Ibs. tarred felting, at 5c.

in.

.

a collection of designs for cheap houses, mostly rural, published in the
American Agriculturist during the last three years, is the latest exArchitecture presented to us in form for
position of the Vernacular
If additional proof were needed that our popular fashions
notice.
of building have been crystallized into a recognized and characteristic
manners and customs and upon our
style, based upon contemporary
natural resources of material, this volume comes with a stamp of
cannot be denied. It distinctly sets forth
legitimacy upon it which
the way in which we, in the Northern States especially, plan and
build the simpler sorts of country houses, farm houses, and what, for
" suburban villas."
the want of a more convenient term, we must call
There is nothing in it from beginning to end indicating that the author

to enlighten

long, at He. each
in., at 28c. each

2x4

8.25
16.75
75.00

1

PLATE XIV.

EVERYBODY," by

.

.

67

number.

VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE.
" HOUSE-PLANS FOR

novelty siding boards, 9|

wall-strips,

.

33

This cottage, to be built this fall for Mr. C. B. Drake, is situated
on one of the terraces of the Connecticut River, overlooking it, with
a western view up the White River. It is to be finished inside with
on the outside in party colors, with red
pine throughout, and painted
Estimated cost, $1,500.
roof.
See " Paper on Perspective,"

.

.

M

ALTERATIONS IN HOUSE FOR SANDS 8EELY, KSQ., STAMFORD,
CONN. MR. W. IUCHAUD BU1GGS, AKCH1TKCT.

STAIRCASK, HALL, AND FIREPLACE
WEALTH AVENUE, BOSTON, MASS.
TECT, BOSTON.
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Total cost, complete

The

item of labor, which

is

$2,600.00

such estimates must always be the
" and not
obtained by " guesswork
by calcu-

questionable element

in

and varies in different localities enough to affect the total cost
But the other items, though in some eases ranging far
materially.
below what is required by the higher class of work with which architects are more familiar, seem to be fairly considered.
The wood-cuts, worn by hard service in the Agriculturist, are
coarse and badly drawn the details are in all cases slurred over by
the engraver, who is utterly destitute of sympathy for architectural
forms; and the original conception of the architectural forms, except
when confined to the simplest and most familiar developments, is, as
we have already intimated, crude and illiterate. But common sense
and practical experience lie at the root of them, and these make the
value of the book not only to the prudent farmer, tradesman, or mechanic, who requires sound advice in the building of his modest
homestead, but to the architect, who seeks to know the devices and
appliances of cheap construction, and the true basis of style in our
rural or suburban domestic architecture.
lation,

;

CORRESPONDENCE.
BUILDING NOTES.

FIRES.
ST. Louis.

the half year ending July 1, 1878, 933 building permits
were issued. The aggregate valuation of the improvements was
An equal activity for the second half year would yield
$1,376,793.
over 1,800 permits, less than for several years past, the

DURING

something

number in 1877 being 2,115; in 1876, 1,825; in 1875, 1,972.
Of the 933 permits, 228 were for frame buildings. This is about
Their aggregate valuatwenty-five per cent of the whole number.
tion, however, was but $42,718, less than four per cent of the whole
valuation. This comparison shows the insignificancy of frame buildexcellence of the bricks,
ing in St. Louis, where the cheapness and
and the comparative dearness of wood, combined with wise fire regulations and a popular prejudice for once in the right, have almost
excluded frame houses within and without the city limits. The
totally

frame permits are usually for sheds, stables, frame kitchens, and like
Four only of the 228 reached $1,000
accessories to other premises.
in value, and their average was but $200 apiece; while there were
and one for $5.
forty under $25 each, three for $10 each,
Just across the river, however, in East St. Louis, where there is no
brick clay, and the only foundation is river alluvium of unknown
depth and doubtful consistency, frame houses are more popular, and

outnumber their more substantial-looking brick rivals.
Most of the 705 brick buildings erected this year are, of course,
six or eight rooms, and built either
dwellings, generally small, of but

quite

The long blocks of dwellings so
four.
singly or in blocks of three or
in other large cities are rare here, and large houses are gendemand among renters, save in the narrow and select
in

common
erally

poor
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district most affected by the wealthy few who have not yet built for
themselves, though usually hoping to do so at some time. The small
houses are most wanted and pay the best return on their cost.
Early in the spring three fine three-story houses of twelve or thirteen rooms each were finished and offered for rent. They cost with
ground $8,000 each. They have handsome fronts of stone ashlar,
slate roofs, furnace heat throughout, a concreted and plastered cellar, hot and cold water from cistern and hydrants on two floors; front,
side, and rear yards paved, sodded, and inclosed by a wall of dressed
stone, and every appointment without and within of a first-class dwelling for a family of moderate means. They stand on a well-shaded
avenue, in an excellent neighborhood, once as fashionable as any,
and near our finest park; are convenient to street cars, and but twenty
minutes' ride from the court-house. These most attractive houses were
offered for several months at $7HO a year, without success.
The
rent was then lowered to $G60, and one was taken.
About a month
later a second was occupied.
The third is still vacant.
In the fashionable " West End," inferior houses are sought eagerly
at higher rents; but elsewhere no excellence of accommodation or
cheapness of rent will persuade people to take large houses. They
do not need the rooms, and they do not want to furnish them nor to
hire extra servants to ktep them in order.
They will pay as high
or higher rents for a smaller house.
In notable contrast with the above may he mentioned a row of
eight small brick tenements, for two families each, in suites of three
rooms on a floor, which were built about the same time. Each family
is
completely isolated from all the others, and there is liberal pro-

vision of separate closets, coal-boxes, water-closets, balconies, etc.,
for each.
The ground was cheap and the entire cost of ground and
houses hardly exceeded $800 to a family.
These houses were all
taken as'soon as finished at 812 a month each, and have continued

After deducting all exp nses they are
occupied ever since.
yielding a net return of about fifteen per cent on the investment.
Moreover, as the rent is low for the accommodation given, the above
income may be expected to be tolerably permanent. These two illusfully

trations

borhood

show the necessity of adapting improvements
in which they are to be placed if
satisfactory

to the neighresults are to

follow.

A

moderate amount of building usually continues through the
winter, the cold weather seldom occasioning any prolonged interruption of such work. Last winter was so mild that hardly a day

was

lost.

This city ought to be a favorite with fire-insurance companies. In
the six months from January to June, inclusive, the entire loss by fire
was but $159,613.76, and the loss to insurance companies was only
There are many single companies that could carry the
$132,939.94.
whole loss without assistance or great inconvenience.

CESSPOOL VENTILATION.

YOUR

EDITOR, OF THE
"
correspondent

AMERICAN ARCHITECT
V,"

ure, to be sucked

back again by the constant draft in the next inwalls of the man-hole should be laid in stone without
mortar up to within two feet of the surface, like a well lining, so that
any such puffs of air from the drain would come in contact with the
earth, whose absorbent and purifying powers are well known to be
efficient within such limited quantity as may here be
required. Such
a system has been applied with perfect success in a large number of
With such a projection the air in the house-drain
cases by myself.
can never become very foul, for though a certain amount of decomposing slime always adheres to the inside of such pipes, the constant
current of air established by this arrangement would effectually
prevent any such concentration of poison as must always exist in the air
'
chamber of a cesspool and its vent pipes.
In England, and other climates of less rigor than that of Boston, it
is easier and more sure to make the disconnection between the house
and sewer or cesspool by allowing the drain to be quite open for a
foot in length, just inside the main trap, and to introduce the waste
stant.

The

water Irom bath-tubs, sinks, rain-spouts, etc., by an open
delivery
Such a system is made compulsory in many Euroover this point.
local
authorities
towns
where
the
have
taken
the
pean
pains to study
the best methods, and it is to be hoped a similar one mav be made
local
circumstances.
so here and adapted to

EDWARD

PHILBRICK.

S.

To THE EDITOR OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT

:

Your correspondent " V.," who complains of a smell
Dear Sir,
from the pipe which ventilates his cesspool, would do better to
carry
the pipe higher, so as to give the utmost possible freedom of diffusion
In still nights the gas,
in the surrounding air.
diffusing itself in all
directions, reaches the roof before it is much diluted, and the mixed
air creeps along the surface of the roof and walls to the

ground.

The, remedy is to have the mouth of the pipe fan her from the roof,
so that the escaping gas may be more diluted before it reaches the
surfaces over which it creeps, and also that the chances
may be
greater of its being swept away by a current of air.
It is hard to explain why the smell should be strongest at the base
of the pipe.
Perhaps the air is more stagnant there, so that the cas
from above makes a more sensible impression, or possibly a mixture
of different gases may, by some interpenetration of their
atoms, be
occasionally heavier than either separately.

Common illuminating gas, escaping into a room, will travel a lone
distance, and descend considerably below its source, clinniivr close to
the walls, so that the smell will be quite strong two or three inches
from the wall, while it cannot be detected at a greater distance.
The whole subject of the diffusion and conduction of gases needs
Whatever may be the reason, it is a comscientific investigation.
mon experience to find the smell from open soil pipes descending or
ascending into chamber windows in warm, damp weather.
be of service some
.It is doubtful whether the charcoal would
sanitarians think it useless even when applied much more
thoroughly
than your correspondent purposes.
The covering of oil over the
contents of the cesspool might do good,
I think it is sometimes
;

BOSTON, September, 1878.

To THE

No. 143.

[VOL. IV.

:

in last week's

paper (August 31),
brings to notice some questions in sanitary science which deserve
a careful answer, being of general importance, and covering points
on which a general misapprehension seems to prevail. I submit the
following reply: The trouble complained of arose from ventilating
the cesspool through the house drains and through the special pipe
outside the house, attached to the house and " carried up above the
roof."
Experience has shown in hundreds of cases within my no-

human workmanship is too imperfect in its nature to justify
us in inviting into or even near to our dwellings the foul products of
decomposing sewage, through pipes of any kind whatsoever. The
cardinal principle in the removal of offal by water carriage, is to get it
carried off at once from our houses, as far as possible, without giving
tice that

any time for putrefaction, and having done so, to exclude by ail
means in our power the return of the gaseous products of its decomposition to the neighborhood of our houses, either through the drains
or any other pipes. Cesspools are at best but poor substitutes for
sewers, because they keep the filth too near our houses during its de-

composition. They should, therefore, be guarded with more jealousy
than sewers, and should be located as far as possible from the houses.
When houses are too much crowded to admit of the cesspool being
removed at least one hundred feet from them, and where no sewers
are provided, the system of " water carriage " is of very doubtful
propriety, and might often be abandoned with gain, and substituted

by some system of daily removal by hand, such as is practiced in
Rochdale and many other English towns with success. At any rate
the cesspool vent should never come near the house, and its gases
should be cut off' from the house by a trap in the main drain outside
the house, with a vent-hole close to the trap on the upper side of
same, that is, next the house in the same way as if connecting with
a sewer. With such a vent hole, opening in a well or man-hole with
perforated cover, close to a house, either in front lawn or back yard
no offense is likely to occur, for the beat of the house, whether by fire
in winter or by sunshine on the roof in summer, is sure to
keep a
constant draft of air outward by the soil pipe which
passes up
through the roof, drawing the air inward at this vent-hole near the
The only chance of an outward draft occurring near the
trap.
trap
is from slight puffs of air
pushed forward by columns of water dethe
soil
These are only instantaneous in their natscending
pipes.

used for similar purposes,

or a

little

sulphate of iron, in powder or

thrown into the cesspool occasionally, will do much toward keeping down the smells.
Does your correspondent notice whether any stench descends from
the open soil pipe? If not, that is an indication that a similar situation for the ventilating pipe would be satisfactory.
Your correspondent does not say whether there is any overflow or
other possible source of air to the cesspool except the two
If
pipes.
not, one of the pipes, naturally the longest and warmest, should act as
the outlet, and the other as the inlet, and the inlet flue, which in
this case is probably the ventilation pipe, might with
advantage have
its area contracted to that of the soil
pipe, which is likely to act
on
as
outlet.
the
other
If,
hand, there is some access for air
mostly
to the cesspool besides the two pipes, both of them act as withdrawing
shafts, which is of little advantage, as one answers all purposes of
preventing the, accumulation of gas under pressure, and a dozen
would not make the cesspool sweet, and the two shafts
convey an
in

solution,

unnecessary amount of the cesspool air to the roof of the house. In
this case the ventilating pipe might as well be closed
If
entirely.
the joints of the soil pipe leak, the additional pipe will not
help
them much; but they are not likely to leak if the work was
properly
done.
T. M. C.
^

THE DWELLINGS OF THE POOR.

1

THE question before us to-day is so complicated that it will be impossible to consider it now in all its different aspects.
Sewerage,
ventilation, lighting, heating, the avoidance of dampness, the necessary number of rooms, the cubic space that should be allowed for
every individual, and the disposition of the kitchens, are all points
which must be decided, but which cannot be treated simultaneously
anil satisfactorily in the course of ten short minutes.
Such a summary would allow only a minute for each problem, though these
problems have been discussed for years, and are not yet solved
!

Permit me, then, to confine my remarks to only one of these questions, to that which is most familiar to me, and which was the starting point of an important enterprise that I have been fortunate
enough to render successful.
1

A Paper

Paris.

read by Mr.

Thomas

Griffiths, at the International

Congress of Hygiene in

SEPTEMBER

21, 1878.]

The American Architect and Building News.

If there be one thing that is a special grievance to us in England,
that one thing is the dampness of our climate; and it may be conceived with what energy we have sought to overcome this common
enemy. Diseases of the chest, rheumatism, etc., are disproportionately frequent in our little island, surrounded as it is with currents
of warm air, coining from the Gulf of Mexico and from the tropics,
condensing on our cold coasts, and falling on our dwellings in the
shape of fine rain or dense fog. This incessant moisture makes its
way at last through the most solidly constructed walls, whilst persons who inhabit the cheap little houses run up by greedy speculaFrom
tors, are constantly exposed to the fatal effects of our climate.
day to day we fee rising from the earth, like clusters of fungi, groups

of little houses, built up with extraordinary rapidity on waste lands,
in the marshy districts that surround great towns.
These dwellings

are inhabited, before even they are properly dried, by our poor tradThe same might be said,
ing classes, laborers, and needy families.
possibly, not only of all the great English centres, but of all the centres of Europe; and in all countries more or less suffering is caused by

damp.

What have we done

dangers? In the houses of the
very much. The results
are, however, more equalized; for neither the poor nor the rich have,
as yet, succeeded in protecting themselves effectively against damp.
However, I hope to show yon that there is one thoroughly efficacious
means which can be employed, as easily for the poor as for the rich.

poor, very

little;

to avert these

in the palaces of the rich,

I allude to the
superficial petrification of the interior or exterior
coatings of the wall. This petrifaction is consolidated, rather than
weakened, by the contact of water and damp; it protects not only
It has often
the health of man, but the durability of the dwelling.
been remarked that the mortar or cement of old castles, etc., had become as hard and solid as stone. The remarkable fact is due to the
action of time; in mixing the silex of sand with lime, a silicate of
lime is produced quite naturally. But this has taken many years
even centuries. Happily, we have now a liquid which will give to
our walls, in a few days, that which it, has hitherto required centuries

In the last-mentioned case the family inhabiting the house had often
noticed a disagreeable odor; and finally, as a natural consequence,
It was then only, and after vain examination
typhoid fever set in.
of all the causes that might have produced the odor
already mentioned, that the twenty-five layers of paper on the wall were discovThe paste in a state of putrefaction caused emanations that
ered.
had poisoned the blood of the family. In order to avoid all these
accidents and inconveniences, we must have our walls painted, and
painted with a composition that is at once economical and harmless.
The paints manufactured by the Silicate Paint Company have
been frequently analyzed by scientific men; among others, Professor
Flageolet, of Paris, who declared that the sample he examined contained 79 per cent of pure silex, 13 per cent of water, 3 per cent of
oxide of iron, 4 per cent of alumina, and 1 per cent of magnesia.
The material is, it will be seen, thoroughly unique, and the silica,
which is almost pure, can, when calcined, and reduced to powder, be
in many ways.
The great railway companies and steam
packet companies, the great manufacturing firms, and the Governments of England, Germany, Austria, Italy, Spain, Russia, and
Eg^pt, use this silex paint for the better preservation of their ships,
In the hospitals, the workhouses, the refuges, and
arsenals, etc.
primary schools of England, a large quantity of this preparation is
employed, for the purpose of keeping the walls free from damp, by
using it as a hygienic substitute for wall-paper; and, finally, as a
means of insuring cleanliness, and lessening the risks of contagion.
Ilud I the time, I might allude to several other questions raised by
the report which we have read with so much interest; but I will content myself with that which I have already said, for I know that in
your hands all that concerns the well-being of humanity will receive

employed

the attention it merits.
If I have confined
it is because I am convinced that the detail

The first
manufactures have an important hygienic significance.
protects us from the dump that penetrates our walls, the second
forms a paint that resists all climates and contains no poisonous matter, and the third furnishes a very cheap enamel that resembles
porcelain, and has the same advantages as regards cleanliness. Here
we have, then, an easy means of improving the health conditions of
the poorer classes.
Dr. Du Mesnil, in his report to the Congress, gives us in a few
powerful phrases a summary of the causes that ruin the health of the
poor; and unfortunately we must all agree as to the truthfulness of
his picture. The sun's rays, he says, do not always reach the narrow
streets, which are thus deprived of the natural purification and disinfection provided by Nature in the light of the sun.
The staircases
are dingy and dirty, and much used; and if germs of disease were
to fall there, germs which live on impurity, they would find there a

breeding place, and grow and develop.
Is it not, therefore, desirable to wash and cleanse these staircases
once for all, and to cover them with a coating of paint or enamel
which would not offer the same facilities for the accumulation of dust
and dirt, and which, on the other hand, would be much more easy
to wash and to keep in a state of proper cleanliness?
Dr. Du Mesnil adds that the tile roofs often let in damp and moisture, but the
petrifying liquid to which I have alluded is a certain remedy for this.
Finally, the learned reporter complains of walls that are covered
witli torn paper.
This final detail is

undoubtedly most important, and I should like
observations upon it.
Wall-paper is often dangerous,
and especially in the houses of the poor, where it facilitates the disguising of a false plaster wall from which it does not exclude the
humidity, while it attracts dust and vermin, and the damp encourages the detachment of particles of coloring matter, containing, very
Green wall-papers are not alone in their
often, arsenic or copper.
arsenical effects; the finest brown tints often contain arsenic. There
is also the
danger of accumulations of wall-papers to be guarded
How often has it been remarked, that not one or two layagainst.
ers, but twelve, thirteen, fourteen, twenty, and, in one special case,
twenty-five layers of paper have been found placed one over another!

to

make a few

my remarks

to

one

detail,

is

important. Finally, let
me thank you for your patience, and beg of you, if I have spoken to
you at too great length on one subject, to excuse the enthusiasm of a
specialist.

to accomplish.

This preparation, the petrifying liquid, is a solution of a silicate,
the use of which may be intrusted to the most inexperienced workmen. It sinks into the walls, like water, with the greatest rapidity,
but after a few hours the water with which the silicate is mixed
evaporates, and a purification takes place, so that the wall is soon
covered with a thick coating impenetrable as stone. The walls may
then be washed with water. Should there have been contagious diseases or other infections, the walls may be exposed to the most destructive fumigations, or washed with strong antiseptics, without in
any way affecting the surface.
The liquid is generally mixed with coloring matters that are not
poisonous, or it is used in its simple state for the first coating, to
which is added the s-ilicate paint manufactured by the same company.
The principal constituent of the paint is obtained from a natural
source, and is very pure, and appears to be produced by a volcanic
action which must have desolated the country in prehistoric ages.
With this silex the Silicate Faint Company of London and of Liverpool manufacture the petrifying liquid of which I have already
All these
spoken, and the silicate paints, and also an enamel paint.
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ST. ALIJAX'S

NAVE.

MR. NKALK'S accurate measurements settle the controversy as to
the relative lengths of St. Alban's and Winchester Cathedral in favor
of the latter.
The extreme external length of St. Alban's " from the
plinth of the buttress of the east wall of the Lady Chapel to the face
" is 550 feet
of the buttress of the west porch
1^ inches; while that
measured between corresponding points, is 557 feet
exceeding its Hertfordshire rival by 7 feet 7| inches. This
superiority, however, is entirely due to the eastein limb, the nave of
St. Alban's exceeding that of Winchester in length by
nearly nine
feet
284 feet 5| inches, as against 275 feet 7 inches
while the
"
effect of its
is much
The
of the

of Winchester,
9 inches,

length

greater.

repetition

strong

unbroken
nave and

way

lines of precisely similar length at different levels in the
aisles at St. Alban's drives home to the imagination in a
The nave of St. Alban's
quite unique the impression of length.

not only the longest in the kingdom, but the longest in the world."
surpassed by that of Old St. Paul's, which, accordFerrey's drawings, must have been more than three
hundred feet long, the entire length of the Cathedral being about five
hundred and ninety-six feet, while it must not be forgotten that St.
Petronius, at Bologna, is only the nave of the intended building, and
would have incontestably been the longest Gothic church ever built.
of course exclude St. Peter's from the consideration. In the case
of Old St. Paul's the effect of length must have been far greater, the
main elevation of the building being maintained from end to end, as
is

It was, however,
ing to Mr. E. B.

We

York, Lincoln, and Worcester, without any computation of long
low chapels to the east, as at Winchester and St. Alban's, or of a galThe gigantic conceptions of
ilee to the west, as at Ely and Durham.
Abbot Paul, to whom we owe the vast and stern fabric which, in Mr.
Freeman's words, "for tize at least, if not for beauty, has remained
the wonder of all succeeding ages," are well brought out by Mr.
Neale by a comparison with the slightly earlier churches of his relaat

tivesome

said his father
Lanlrane, at Caen and at Canterbury.
tables given, to which we must refer our readers, will show how
vastly the scale adopted by Paul exceeded not only those minsters,
the dimensions of which, however, are to some extent conjectured,
but all contemporary buildings of which we have any knowledge,
St. Paul's being the only exception.
The Saturday Review.

The

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.
The system of making foundations for
FOUNDATIONS FOR BRIDGES.
marshy soils, adopted by French engineers in the case of the
Charentes Railway, a line which cro.-ses a peat valley to tliejuncliun of two
small rivers, seems to have solved the problem of what is required in such
bridges in

The thickness of peat at this point was so great that any attempt to
reach the solid ground would have lieen extremely expensive. Jn order,
therefore, to obtain a good support for the bridge, two large masses of ballast, accurately rammed, were made on each bank of the river, and a third
on the peninsula between the two. The slopes of these heaps were pitched
with dry stones, for preventing the sand from being washed away by the
Over the ballast a timber platform was
rains or by the floods in the rivers.
laid, this platform carrying the girders of the bridge, which has two spans

cases.

about sixty

feet each.

When some

sinking

down

tnkcs place the girders are

packing the ballast under the timber platthis platform packing being made by the plate-layers with their
form,
ordinary matt-rials. In another case, that of a railway in Algiers, a differeasily kept to the proper level by
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ent plan of engineering was resorted to. The road crosses a peaty plain
and the elasticity of the ground preventing
nearly a mile broad, the floods
the formation of any embankment. The road was to be carried over a viaduct across the valley, but the foundations of this viaduct presented serious
difficulties, the thickness of peat or of compressible ground being nearly
reach the solid ground with cast-iron
eighty feet. It was quite possible to
tubes sunk with compressed air, or any oiher system but neither the implewere accesments, the workmen, nor the material for such an undertaking
Under these circumstances the engineers began boring
sible in that region.
these
solid
holes, lined
ground ;
holes ten inches in diameter down to the
with thin plate iron pipes, were afterwards tilled with concrete up to the
concrete columns bears a cast-iron
very level of the ground. Each of these
column, these columns being braced together in a suitable manner, thus
Railway 2leview.
supporting the girders of the viaduct.
;

Household Guide gives the followto varnish it is necesing direction as to varnishing "Before beginning
sary that the surface to which it is to be applied should be perfectly free
it
will
be
found
that if this is not atfor
froin all grease and smoke stains,

HINTS ON VARNISHING.

Cassell's
:

tended to the varnish will not dry hard. If the varnish is to be applied to
old articles, it is necessary to wash the.n very carefully with soap and water
When it is wished that the varnish should dry qu^kly
before applying it.
nnd hard it is necessary to be careful that the varnish should always be
kept as long a time as possible before being used and also that too high a
temperature has not been used in manufacturing the varnish employed. It
is likewise customary, when it can he done, to expose the article to the at"
"
mosphere of a heated room. This is called stoving it, and is found to
greatly improve the appearance of the work, as well as to cause the varnish
After the surface is varnished, to remove all the marks
to dry quickly.
left by the brush it is usually carefully polished with finely-powdered pumice stone and water.
Afterwards, to give the surface the greatest polish it
is capable of receiving, it is rubbed over with a clean, soft rag, on the surface of which a mixture of very finely-powdered tripoli and oil has been apThe surface is afterwards cleaned with a soft rag and powdered
plied.
This
starch, and the last polish is given with the palm of the hand.
rmthoil is, however, only employed when those varnishes are used which,
when dry, become sufficiently hard to admit of it. When it is wished to
varnish drawings, engravings, or other paper articles, it is usual to preThis is usually
viously paint them over with a clear solution of gelatine.
;

prepared from parchment cuttings."

NATURAL GAS SUPPLY.

It is said that

THE DECORATION OF
ter of St. Paul's

ST. PAUL'S.
It is said that the dean and chaphave entertained the idea of abandoning the use of mo-

new decorations and substituting

in their stead

hand-painted

tiles.

Messrs. Verity Brothers, of London we believe,
VENTILATING FANS.
have invented and patented a very clever and simple apparatus for inducing
A tank of any desired size is placed at the
currents of air in a building.
top of the building, and from it the water is led to the apparatus by a|-inch
The apparatus consists of a fly-wheel, with sets of fans on either
pipe.
side of it, and attached to the same axis with it. This axis is journaled on
jewelled centres, so that the system revolves on the application of the slightest force.
Upon the Hv-wheel two or more riue jets of water from the tank
are directed through two pin-holes, and thus cause the fans to revolve rapIt is said that a current of air can thus lie created having a velocity
idly.
It is evident that, as the head
of one thousand feet or more per minute.
of water and the number of jets can be regulated at will, almost any degree of velocity can be obtained. The waste water is made to pass in a
thin sheet over the inlet for fresh air, and so wash from the air the impuriAs the same method can be applied to supply and to
ties contained in it.
exhaust fans, the ventilation of a building is thus made a very simple

feet in circumference.
These figures will convey some idea of
[he dimensions, if not the magnilicence, of this almost superhuman exhibition of Japanese art.
The interior of the statue formed a beautiful temple
in which were gilt images of Buddhist saints, with crosiers and
glories and
other appropriate objects of worship or reverence. In front and at the foot
of the statue was an altar on which were incense pots and urns to receive
the votive offerings of visitors attracted thither by sentiments of
religious
fervor or curiosity.
Philadelphia Press.

THE REAL INVENTOR OF THE TELEPHONE.

An article in a recent
of the Pekin Gazette, written by Chin Hoo, says Kung Foo Whing,
a distinguished philosopher who flourished about the year 976, invented the
"
telephone, which is known in China as
Thumthseiu," in the year 968.
number

ARCHEOLOGY IN PALESTINE.
The remains of a large and magnificent church, built of unusually great stones, has been observed at Amwas
near 'Abu Shusheh, in Palestine. It dates probably anterior to crusading
times, and possibly from the fifth century.

How TO SMUGGLE PICTURES OUT OF ITALY. Referring to the mischance of an English collector in having a picture by an old master, acquired in Italy, taken from his agent by the Italian customs officials at the
frontier, and placed in one of the government picture-galleries, a correspondent of the Pall Mall Gazette Bays that venders sometimes suggest a
way to evade this unpleasant difficulty, a difficulty which is countenanced
by a law which prohibits any work of art being taken out of the country
without the express permission of the government,
a permission rarely
while the government arrogates to itself the right of buying the
granted
work of art in question, but only at two thirds the purchase price. The
way of evading seizure is to have a modern painting painted over the work
of the old master, with the knowledge that modern work can be cleaned
"
The suggesaway by careful hands, and leave the masterpiece unhurt.
tion," he says, "is ingenious, hut my advice is, do not avail yourself of it.
Some five and twenty years ago a traveller picked up a veritable gem from
a well-known gallery, whose owner parted from it with tears and only fora
very considerable consideration and that it might be safely smuggled out
of the country, a modern landscape was painted over it.
When you get it
to England, any picture-cleaner with a
light finger will remove the veil of
the modern painter, and reveal the beauties which it concealed.' The
plan
succeeded admirably up to a certain point. The picture-cleaner had not a
He removed the modern landscape, but in doing so unfortunlijrht finger.'
ately rubbed out at the same time the old master; and the purchaser, when
the picture was cleaned, found that all he had
really got to adorn his gal;

;

'

lery

was

the portrait of a general officer of the time of

DISINFECTANTS AND DEODORANTS.
Department of Agriculture, gives
Evetiiny Star: "During the year 1876

George

I.

in full

Mr. Thos. Taylor, Microscopist

of the

the following in the Washington
I made a series of
experiments
with essential oils, including the oil of eucalyptus globulus and the spirits
of turpentine, which were published in the report of the Department of
Agriculture for that year. 1 found that the oil of eucalyptus disinfected
fresh meat as effectually as carbolic acid, besides being a
powerful deodorizer, and on combining it with soap found it agreeable, forming a valuable
substitute for the carbolic, especially for the sick room. Turpentine I found
to be also a most powerful deodorizer.
taolespoonful of the latter, added
to a pailful of water, will destroy the odor of
cesspools instantly, and in
the sick chamber will prove a powerful auxiliary in the destruction of
germs and had odors, being both a disinfectant and deodorizer. I have
quite recently added to the list of disinfectants one of general application,
and it has for many purposes the advantage of cheapness with remarkable
effectiveness.
I allude to gasoline, one of the products of petroleum.
Gasoline when applied to the germs of fungi or of other
cryptogamic plants
it
fails
to
deodorize
instantly destroys them, although
gases.
Being a
solvent of oils and tats it destroys animal germs, and fatty degeneration
gives way to it. It may be employed full strength to wash delicate and
tender plants and sores without producing pain. It is wholly devoid of the
caustic principle; even when applied to the tongue it produces no disagreeable sensation.
single drop applied to any insect will kill it, and even its
vapors have a most destructive effect on the lower forms of animal life.
When gasoline is applied to a wound or to any delicate part of the body, on
evaporation it produces a sensation of cold, followed soon after by a sensation of heat.
Of course all experiments should be made in the absence of
artificial light, as it is a very explosive gas."

A

A

thing.

The

SHIP-CANAL.

authorizing the Barataria Ship-Canal Company
to construct a canal from New Orlenns to the Gulf of Mexico, and granting the right of way for that purpose, has become a law.
bill

ABSORPTION OF CARBONIC OXIDE BY LIVING ORGANISMS.
N. Grehaut has experimented with mixtures of air and minute portions of carbonic oxide. He finds that a mau or an animal, when compelled for a half
hour to breathe an atmosphere containing only
of carbonic oxide, ab^j^

sorbs that gas in sufficient quantities to saturate about half of the red globules of the blood, so that thev become incapable of absorbing oxygen.
In
an atmosphere containing ^-fa^ of carbonic oxide, about a quarter of the
red globules are similarly saturated. These results are interesting and important in relation to physiology and hygiene.
Comptes Rendus.

nothing else to mark the skill, genius, and artistic workmanship of the Japanese, the great bronze statue of Dia Bootsz
would be sufficient to make their name imperishable. Dia Bootsz would be
worthy of a place among the wonders of the world, equally so with the Colossus of Rhodes, Cleopatra's Needles, or the Sphinx of
Egypt. This sacred image was not only built of bronze, but the joints were so exact in
their fit that they were barely perceptible to the closest observer.
Its base
rested on a dais of masonry about 5 feet in height.
The elevation of the
body was 5 jios or 50 feet between the edge of the hair of the head and
the legs crossed, 42 feet from knee to knee, seated cross-legged, 36 feet,
and the circumference of the body was 98 feet. The following were the
minor dimensions: Face, 8^ feet long; circular spot on forehead, 1| feet
in circumference
eyes, 4 feet long; eyebrows, 4 feet 2J inches
ear, 6 feet
If there were

;

;

;

;

inches; nose, 3 feet 9 inches vertical and 2 feet 4 inches horizontal
measurement; mouth, 4 feet 3J inches wide; shaved portion of head on
top called kik kokee, 2 feet 4 inches in diameter. The spirally curled locks
of hair on the head were 9^ inches wide and 830 in number; each thumb
7
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measured 3

uniform."

ures.

DYBUTZ.
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'

the town of Fredonia, in Chautauqua County, N. Y., has been supplied during the past fifty-two years
with natural gas, which rinds its source between two large coal meas-

saics for the

and Building News.

ACCIDENTS FROM MACHINERY IN FRANCE.
The French government
has upon several occasions since the alteration of the laws regulating the
use of steam engines published statistics of the accidents which have been
caused by them each year. The returns, very carefully prepared, like all
the statistical work done by the French Government, t>ut not brought
down to date, deal with the four years between 1873 and 1876 inclusive;
and from them it appears that there were 121 accidents (30 in 1873, 32 in
1874, 24 in 1875, ami 35 in 1876;, which resulted in the death of 145 permore or less severely injured. Most of the severe
accidents were due to the use of boilers which had no inner grate. Only
three accidents were caused by the explosion of the boilers of railway engines, and in neither of these cases was there any loss of life.
It is worthy of note that there are fewer accidents in the very large factories than in the second and third rate establishments, though when they
do happen they have more disastrous results than any of the others, because of the large number of people employed. At least one-fifth of the
accidents have been due to the want of water in the boiler; but in many
cases it has been impossible to speak positively as to the cause.
Of the 145 fatal cases, 14 are set down to defects of construction, 3 to
the bad quality of the metal, 27 to excessive wear, 23 to corrosion of the
sides of the boiler, 3 to over-pressure, 23 to the want of water, 14 to the
carelessness of the stoker, and 6 to insufficient cleaning.
The number of
these accidents might, by increased care and watchfulness, be reduced but
the returns vary little from one year to another, and as upwards of 40,000
steam machines are at work, the bill of mortality is not so heavy as it is in
some other countries.
Hardware Reporter.
sons, 193 others being

;
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more

....

and to give the rest of their instructions, the
fully the better, in the form, not of conditions, but of rec-

108

ommendations, by which they may afterwards be governed or not
as experience may teach them.
Our correspondent was doubt-

.110

less right in arguing that the best result is to be got in competitions by following the spirit rather than the letter of the in-

108

:

Wood Pavements
AMERICAN INGENUITY
NOTES AND CLIPPINGS

A

kind of drawings, uniformity of scale and rendering, and concealment of names or such as are inevitable from the circumstances of the case
from the size of lot, perhaps, or the necessary

accommodation,
The ChAteau d'Amboise.
House at Schenectndy

Cliff.

The York City Market.
THE PATENT OFFICE COMPETITION
in Chicago.

Letter from S t. John

.

.

structions
Ill

112

CORRESPONDENT, whose communication

is in another colof the experts in the Patent Office
competition, and apparently inclines to make it an issue with
them that they practically limited themselves to considering
which of the competitors most exactly carried out the instructions of the circulars, instead of deciding what was on its own
merits the hest project proposed ; he intimates that they might

umn,

[NO. 144.

and any unnecessary restriction may rule out some
idea that would be valuable to them.
In fact, they continually
find themselves in the dilemma of being obliged either to disregard re>trictions which they have imposed, or to give up the deThe safe and reasonable way is
signs which please them most.
to impose only such conditions as are essential to the success
and fairness of the competition : as, for instance, the number and

:

Proposed Church at Sea

CORRESPONDENCE

Co.

offered,

CONTENTS.
SUMMARY

&

criticises the report

;

but

this requires that the instructions

The

be drawn ac-

were
worded with an evident desire to leave architects with as much
freedom as was possible, while the needs of the government
were duly indicated though perhaps the instructions to the
experts might with advantage have allowed a wider scope to
cordingly.

circulars in the case of the Patent Office

;

The

their judgment. Architects are apt, indeed, to make the mistake
of insisting that as a matter of justice to themselves the programmes should be very rigidly drawn and strictly adhered to,
It is safe, however, to reespecially in regard to limit of cost.
mind them that neither justice nor opportunity to themselves
call for any more definite instructions to competitors than are

text of the Report (American Architect, August 31st) shows
that the course which our correspondent ascribes to them was
what the experts deliberately accepted as their duty; and this

directly needed to prevent any one from getting undue advantage over others, and save them from wasting labor by working
in a wrong direction
and to say to those who offer competitions

was apparently what was expected of them it does not indicate that they saw no reasons, on other grounds, for a differWhether they might have chosen, among the
ent selection.
submitted designs, one which was architecturally hetter, or preferable for its general merit, we have no means of judging; but
we believe that the experts were right in taking the view they

that anything more than this is less likely to turn out a useful
restraint on competitors than a vexatious impediment to them-

in this last

way have done

the

government hetter

service.

;

did of their duty.
The position of referees in a competition is
a very exposed one, and the only means of fortifying it against
recrimination from competitors or interference from the authorities is a very scrupulous adherence to the appointed conditions.
The government was bound, on its part, to the closest adherence

;

Among the great vices of well-meant competitions are
too great rigidity of conditions, and, in consequence, too great
laxity in enforcing them when they are found to be in the way.
selves.

THE

to its stipulations,

Spinola scheme for laying pipes under the streets of New
distribution of steam, according to the
Holly system, which we have several times mentioned, makes
its way slowly
through the New York Board of Aldermen.
The original resolution in its favor gave a pretty general and

The

indefinite franchise to

and must exact the same from its referees.
competition was an experiment, and might almost be considered a novel one, being contrary to the policy of the government for a score of years past. The standing reproach of comIt was (he
petitions is a want of good faith in their managers.
more important, therefore, that the good faith of the department
should be unassailable. This was what it owed to the profession as

was

well as to
the

left for

own

and this maintained, it
whether the experiment
own advantage, and encouraged repetition.
its

government

position,
to decide

turned out to its
Accordingly the department, having issued its final circular,
abode by it the experts held to the letter of their instructions,
and decided, so far as we know, without suspicion of partiality
the Secretary kept his faith to them, and to the competitors, by
;

;

adopting their decision. If, after this effort at fair dealing, the
government makes an injudicious choice, this is to its own injury, and is one of the chances which the competitors are bound
to accept.
They cannot gracefully complain of it, though the
The department has done
right of criticism remains to them.
its duty by the. profession when it has shown them courtesy,
fairness, and good faith, and there has been no complaint, we
believe, that it has failed in these.

THIS brings up a question which is forever recurring in
competitions : How far shall competitors be held to the exact
carrying out of a programme, and how far shall they be allowed
B C of good
It is the very
the liberty of modifying it?

A

faith

adhered to

;

therefore

it

is

down

be rigorously
very desirable to lay down none
impediment. The habit of careful

that whatever condition

is

laid

shall

a mere
beforehand as exactly as possible the details of every transaction ; and this leads building committees to
look with distrust upon an indefinite programme as something
unbusinesslike, and to try to decide and declare pretty defiBut it is imnitely from the beginning what they will have.
possible for such committees to forecast the ideas that may be

may turn out
business men is to
that

fix

York

for the general

lay the pipes

and make connections, as

should be necessary for any purposes for which the steam distributed could be used, with the condition
which, considering
the magnitude of the scheme, can hardly pass for anything more
than a decent pretence
that bonds should be given in the sum
of five thousand dollars to restore to good condition the pavements under which the pipes should be laid.
resolution of
amendment was proposed in the Board of Aldermen increasing
the bonds to fifty thousand dollars, and requiring an additional
surety of one hundred thousand dollars to guarantee the city
against injury to itself or to private persons from explosions
or other misbehavior of the steam. It was also provided that
the laying of pipes should be under supervision of the Department of Public Works, and, what sounds less reasonable, that
the cost at which the steam should be furnished should be determined by the commissioners of the sinking fund. The committee on public works, however, to which both resolutions were
referred, has reported in favor of the original resolution, and
there the matter rests at our time of writing.
It does not conciliate the confidence of people without the city to be told that
the question was decided in committee by a strict party vote.
Another company has offered to pay the city twenty per cent
of its profits for the privilege of laying its pipes under direction
of the Commissioner of Public Works, to allow the city to appoint a director, and to supply it with steam at forty per cent
less than its present cost.
In view of this competition an astute

A

alderman proposes to sell the right to lay the pipes at public auction, with a lowest limit of half a million dollars for the franchise.

WE

know nothing of the good intent or responsibility of the projectors, but the proposition to require substantial security against
to sewers, gas-pipes, water-pipes, pavements, and the like,
There is no lack of opposition, on the
certainly reasonable.
ground that the streets are already sufficiently crowded with the
other pipes, and as things are, this is certainly a serious objec-

damage
is
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The cost of the constant tearing up of pavements in great
thoroughfares, and the interruptions of traffic due to it, have become great annoyances. The network of pipes and sewers is
already quite as complicated as it ought to be, so long as they
are so difficult to get at ; and the addition of a new system
would make it a good deal worse. Nevertheless, if the Holly
system is really as useful as its advocates maintain, these things
ought in some way to be adjusted for it. All this only points
the conclusion that it is time to give up our old fashion of burying the underground circulation of our cities in solid earth ; and
that sub-ways must soon be accepted as imperative under their
chief thoroughfares.
The cost of repeated excavating and retion.

excavating, filling and refilling, pulling up and relaying pavements, must have already outrun, in a single generation, the cost
of adequate tunnelling ; but the gross expense, being divided
among different corporations and different times, has never been

taken into account, to say nothing of the interruption to busiwhich cannot be computed. Such sub-ways must necessarily be built by cities at their own expense, but the companies
whose pipes were carried in them might reasonably be taxed for
their use, and new companies which were saved the necessity of
excavation could afford a liberal impost.
In case steam pipes
were carried through them, they could be availed of, with a
trifling expenditure of heat, by boxing or otherwise, to secure
the water pipes against danger of freezing, which in northern
cities would be in itself an important service.

and Building News.
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being laid in asphalt, to further check vibration. Such a viaduct would be best adapted for wide thoroughfares, and under it
the heavy traffic of the street might pass quietly on stone tramways, without mixing with the lighter vehicles outside. It would
be somewhat expensive, and would add seriously to the obstrucnarrow streets ; but we may remember that narrow
streets are unfit for elevated roads, and are pretty well destroyed by them, at all events ; there would be a choice to make
in any given case between the better structure and the lesser
obstruction. When the question of noise is met, the question of
smoke and dust will still remain. The dust and cinders are a
great annoyance, if nothing more. Any one who remembers
the permanent condition of the air in the tunnels of the London
underground railway will easily believe that even under open
sky the constant discharge of carbonic oxide from trains which
are always passing, into near windows on the lee side of the
track, must be actually injurious to health.
tion of

ness,

THE

opposition to the New York elevated railways grows.
Sixth Avenue are combining to pour
complaints against the Metropolitan road upon the grand jury.
Those of Fifty-third Street, between Sixth Avenue and Ninth
Avenue, through which it is now proposed to carry that road,
have united to oppose it, and have shown their earnestness by
submitting to an assessment of two and a half per cent on the
valuation of their properties to carry on suits.
An applica-

The property owners on

tion for an injunction has been entered in the name of one of
them, as a test case. It is claimed in their behalf that property
on that street has depreciated one half since it was decided to
One owner declared that houses
carry the road through it.
which had before rented for sixteen hundred dollars now went
begging at half that rent another, that within a week he had
lost a thousand dollars on the rent of one house because of the
This is the first serious attempt to stop the progress of
road.
the road, and will be pressed vigorously. If the injunction fails,
there will remain suits for damages, of which there are prob;

ably enough in waiting to bankrupt the company if they succeed.
It is quite clear that the roads involve a sacrifice of the streets
through which they are run. The cost of this sacrifice is a part
of the expense of the roads which was not counted when they

were planned.

At

it is borne
by the owners along the
must come upon the roads themselves,
unless they are strong enough to stave it off and remand it to
the abutters
an oppression which it is to be hoped cannot be

present

route, but ultimately

enforced

or to the

it

Thus

far the popularity of the roads
a success. But their tariffs have,
doubtless, been fixed without a view to the cost of compensating
the injury they do, to which cost that of
constructing and mainWhen this is added, whether it
taining them may be a trifle.
takes effect on the rates of fare, or in sinking the money of the
original stockholders, or remains the burden of the unlucky
abutters, we may discover whether or no the device is, on the
whole, a profitable one.
Brooklyn and other cities may learn
from the experience of New York that an
air-railway will monopolize the thoroughfare which it occupies or makes, and stop
"
to consider whether it is on the whole a
cheap means of rapid

seems

city.

to indicate that they are

"

i...i.. ;*
transit."

THE

managers of the roads are trying their best to abate the
which is the first nuisance complained of,
by finding some
w.ay of securing the rails so firmly that they will not rattle, and
of cushioning them with elastic material, so as to check the
transmission of vibrations.
We have as yet seen no account
made of what we suspect to be the greatest cause of the noise,
the use of sonorous iron for the trestle-work of the tracks.
This was the most natural material to choose, because it was the
But it would perhaps
lightest, cheapest, and least obstructing.
be found that for durability, as well as for noiselessness, the best
construction would be a viaduct of brick
piers and arches, properly ballasted with gravel, on which wooden sills with cushioned
rails might be laid, the
upper part of the brick-work perhaps
noise,

PROBABLY few people are aware from how far back the importance of the city of London dates, and what a considerable
town it had become even before the Roman invasion of Britain.
History has next to nothing to say about the town in the Roman
times, although it is made clear that it was then, as ever since,
a city of merchants, by the chance mentions of historians, and
by the fact that the mint of the province was fixed there, as is
shown by many Roman

coins.
It is only by what is now and
then found in excavating for foundations that indications of the
actual extent of the Roman town are got at.
The classic remains are buried so deep that ordinary excavations do not reach
them, but by recording and comparing the discoveries which have
been made at intervals the compass of the old city has been tolIt extended along the river from the site
erably well made out.
of the tower to Ludgate, including, even then, a quarter on the
south side, and must have corresponded approximately with the
city comprised within the old Saxon or Norman walls, of which
remains were left in the sixteenth century, and marked the
limits of what is still called the city. That the town was wealthy
as well as busy is shown by the things that have been dug up,

pottery, bronzes, mosaic pavements, sculptures, and .even fragments of wall-painting.
late number of the Architect gives a
print of a relief just found, which is the most important piece of
Roman sculpture that has yet been discovered there. It was

A

in excavating for foundations on Camomile Street, on the
eastern verge of the Romnn town, among a mass of fragments of
old buildings, consoles, columns, cornices, etc., with some inscriptions and bits of sculpture.
It is imagined that the building was
a mausoleum, and the fact that the figure, which is in high relief,
was engaged in the masonry, as well as the quality of the sculptThe workmanure, indicate that it was carved on the spot.
ship is inferior, but the proportions and poise of the figure, the
broad effective treatment of the drapery, show distinctly the
classic tradition, while the dress and the character of the head
are Roman.
The figure wears a tunic, covered by a heavy
Aumantle, or paennla, and carries a sword on its right hip.
thorities are not agreed as to what personage it represents. The
right arm is gone ; the left hand carries writing tablets, and someThe treatment of the eyes is
thing else which is not made out.
somewhat peculiar, the irises being apparently cut in marked
On its left are the remains of a
relief, and the pupils sunk.
Corinthian pilaster, from which and from the position of the

dugout

figure

it is

inferred that

it

SIMULTANEOUSLY we
has been

dammed

off

may have been engaged

in

a niche.

read of the discovery, in the pool that

from the Tiber below the Ponte

Sisto, to

expose its bed, of a colossal equestrian statue of a Roman
emperor. It is apparently that of one who died in odium and
has evidently been thrown down with indignity, for it is not
only broken in pieces, but shows indentations which must be
the marks of a heavy sword, and the wrist has been severed as
if witli an axe.
Unfortunately, not enough of it has been found
to fully restore it, so that the statue of Aurelius still remains
It is said to
the only complete classical equestrian statue.
belong to the best period of Grajco-Roman art, and is nine feet
high, of the finest bronze, and heavily overlaid with gold. From
the style of the work it is ascribed to the first century, and it
has been christened, conjecturally, the Emperor Domitian. The
uncovering of the bed of the Tiber has displayed a great accumulation of pieces of sculpture and architectural fragments ; and
the crowds that gather to look on are evidence that the popular

interest

is

excited by

it

in

Rome

as

it

has not been before.
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WE

have received the first number of a paper published by
the New York Society of Decorative Art.
It is a trim quarto
of eight pages, to be published every fortnight, in furtherance
of the objects of the society, and to contain instruction, criticism,
and gossip in matters of art for those who are interested in
them. It promises the collaboration of Mr. Sturgis, Mr. Prince,

Mr. Tiffany, and Gen. di Cesnola, The first number takes a
pretty wide range, touching on embroidery, household decoration,
dramatic criticism, personal information, and news about art,
architecture, philately (if our readers know what that means),
discussed in short articles which are distributed
numismatics,
under the different headings of the Class-Room, the DrawingRoom, the Library, etc. To these are added editorial reflections
on appropriate topics and suggestions to students of art; book
notices, personal information, and news about art; and a certain
amount of matter whose interest is rather literary than artistic.
It does not assume to be a technical journal for professional
artists; but is rather one which amateurs, and -ladies especially,
we dare say, will like to read for instruction and entertainment;
and which will, as the editor in his salutatory hopes, " both

promote the desire to engage in art-industries, and cultivate the
by which their results are measured." It has ample scope
for its attention
on how much of the wide field which it now
touches it will ultimately bestow cultivation, its editor himself
could probably not vet determine. The ideas and suggestions of
taste

;

the present number are good.
a thing which, if secondary, is
to

which

it

will appeal.

Its literary quality is agreeable,
important to the constituency

still

(May we hope

nevertheless, at the risk

of being impertinent, that not even the pressure of a new undertaking will betray the editor into lending his encouragement
to the popular confusion between "shall" and "will"?) We
cordially wish success to the Art Interchange, and would remind
those of our readers whom it interests, that the most valuable
support to a new periodical is an early support.
Mil.

MY
his

RUSKIN'S DRAWINGS.

last letter

DORE'S PICTURES.
LONDON, September 5, 1878.
of Mr. Ruskin's notes on

was taken up by a review

Turner water-colors, but as the professor's

collection

of his

excited quite as much attention here, I will devote
These drawings
part of this letter to his notes on them.
chiefly
in line
serve the twofold purpose of showing to his pupils the
various and persistent efforts by which he himself learned to draw,
and of proving to the public what long and careful studies were required to form the foundation of his literary work. In the latter
sense, this laborious preparation by a man of keen artistic feeling is
a severe commentary on those litterateurs who assume that sufficient
Yet, which of
qualification for art criticism lies in a fluent pen.
them can pretend to a style as beautiful as that which the author of
"
"Modern Painters showed in his very first writings,
a power,
however, which was never permitted to seduce him from the tedious
studies of a practical art knowledge?
The notes on his drawings are dated June, and therefore since

own drawings

which he rises so much weakened, he says, that he
can no longer undertake to teach or advise except through his works,
but in them he hopes yet to make good use of the materials he has
continued to accumulate for so many years.
Ordered to avoid all
over-strain and painful excitement he writes, " Unable therefore now
to carry forward my political work, I yet pray my friends to understand that I do not quit it as doubting anything that I have said, or
willingly ceasing from anything that I proposed."
The drawings themselves date from his earliest childish efforts,
an exercise which he considers
such as a colored copy of a map,
his illness, from

down to his studies last year in Venice.
among the best for beginners,
The later pencil drawings show in their wiggling, uncertain touch a
decided falling off from the sketches made just before he began

"Modern

Painters."

These, principally architectural, are vigorous,

and in the style of Prout at first, and then evidently influenced by
David Roberts, whose Syrian sketches
done on gray paper, with
produced a sensation at the time, and
high lights of lemon yellow
have remained standard examples of architectural sketches. The
most characteristic and best drawing is one of those made for his
"
Gneiss, with its Weeds," which is a marvel of
geological studies,
delicate finish in sepia.

But

this

preoccupation in minute detail he acknowledges injured

his artistic sense, until, he says, "hard work under Veronese and
Titian forced me to observe the two relations between line and color.
But, to my amazement, the conclusive lessons on these matters were

given me, not by Venetians, but by the three Florentines, Botticelli,
name despised of artists
That the
Giotto, and
Angelico."
lessons which he needed in aerial perspective and its effects, after
geological detail drawing, should have come from schools so conspicuously haul in outline, whatever their virtues, will seem even
more amazing to others than it did to himself, and perhaps prepare
them, should they not have read his last pamphlet on the subject, for
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his present enthusiasm for Carpaccio.
He exhibits a painstaking
but mediocre copy of one of the latter's St. Ursula series, in Venice"!
which is perhaps discouraging for his pupils, as he says it "will serve
to show the final manner of work in which I am
to lead

my Oxford

endeavoring

pupils."

Close to where the exhibition just mentioned took
place is the
"
permanent Dore Gallery," which, if it contains nothing new, has
still the best
picture Dore has painted: "Christ leaving the Pnetorium." This, while showing his best characteristics of
composition
and movement, is also rather fine in color,
an accident he lias not
chanced upon in any other of his large canvases, which are so
disagreeable and dirty in tone that it is commonly reported he paints
them by gaslight. This, in fact, would be no excuse, for the brilliant
water-colors of the Roman school, as many of Fortuny's were, are
Account for it as we may, Dore,
painted in the evening schools.
while having a great variety of fine and not inharmonious tints
at his command, ends by
enveloping them in a sickly atmosphere
which spoils the general tone. As he burst full fledged, or at least
full sized, to
judge from the large canvases he first appeared with,
into the painting world, so he seems to remain
for there is little or
;

no improvement in his technique, in spite of lavish criticism from
friends and enemies.
Perhaps, however, we should not expect him
to learn from experience, as he seems to
accomplish things without
it.
Yet, genius though he may be, his works cannot be satisfactorv
while he scorns the laborious processes
by which alone work of high
art can be produced, nor can he give his
genius fair play while he
He does not submit to
coquettes with half a dozen arts at once.
professional training, and therefore he is but an amateur in them all,
and his indefatigable labor will win for him no higher place.
That labor is certainly prodigious. Glance at The works in which
his hand is shown this year.
At the Champs de Mars he exhibits
two large figure subjects and two fine mountain scenes,
in the
latter he is at his best,
and in sculpture his large group of " Fate
and Love," in bronze, which was at the Salon a year or two
ago in
For the present year's work he has in the Salon two implaster.
mense canvases, " Moses before Pharaoh " and an " Ecce Homo,"
either of which would alone have
occupied any other French painter
the whole year,
if not five.
Yet he also exhibits a group in sculpt"
La Gloire," as well as in a third department two large waterure,
colors.
In the winter, he modelled a life-sized female
figure supporting gas-jets, and at the Champs de Mars he has a colossal vnse
covered with climbing Cupids. And all this does not represent the
whole of his year's work, for he is constantly dashing off illustrations
besides.
It is no wonder, then, that artists are irritated with this
high-handed and swift-fingered audacity; the more so, that from his
power of composition his works are too full of suggestion to be enThe painters < n manse deny that he can paint;
tirely condemned.
the sculptors repudiate him as a brother; and fhe architects best explain, perhaps, the fault which runs through all he doe*, when they
say of the architecture in his designs that

it

is

merely suggestive,

and to the professional eye shows technical and historical ignorance
of what he would represent.
His buildings are card-board backgrounds.
In the present Exhibition in Bond Street, a collection of his
original designs of illustrations, done with
sepia and white, is of great
"
There he is preeminent. After the
Christ
beauty and interest.
leaving the Pro;torium," painted between 1867 and 1872, his best
" Dream of Pilate's
pictures arc the smaller ones of
Wife," dated
" Les
1874
Timbres," the night of the Crucifixion and a sun;

;

on an army of Crusaders, done two years ago,
each less
lood than the preceding. His two pictures at the Salon were so
bad, it is a question whether they would have been admitted had he
not been liors de contours.
In fact, most of the poor pictures were
marked II. C., so true is it that one swallow does not mean warm
weather, much less an eternal spring.
Referring to the Salon reminds me that the Exhibition crowded

rise

out of my letters any reference to it. Though it closed August 19th,
a " paternal government " makes itself responsible for the works
during a month following, so my notes on it may yet serve me for
a post-mortem examination.
Not only were there but few really
M.d pictures, but the reign of horrors seems over, and the
revolting
subjects common a few years ago have disappeared. There was, too,
something very satisfactory in the award of a first-class medal to
Etienne Gautier, for his single figure of Saint Cecilia.
In view of
,he many pretentious pictures crowded with life-size
figures always in
the Salon,
it is a mystery what becomes of them all,
this is en:ouraging for painters of more modest and refined works. The saint
s represented lying on her side beneath a stone niche,
draped in a
iale, yellowish-green robe; the exquisite features (so rare in modern
French
are turned in profile.
The whole is treated with a
painting)
sculpturesque simplicity suggesting a bas-relief, and is pervaded by
.he purest and most graceful sentiment.
Very different is another
irst medal, Ferrier's " Martyrdom of Saint
Agnes," a powerful example of current French art, though painted as an enroi from
Rome. It is noticeable -that the works of the students at the Villa
Medicis are more distinctively French than are those painted by men
who have never seen the Italian galleries. The saints seem to proect their own, for the other first medal was given to Ronot for his
''
Charity of St. Elizabeth of Hungary," an earnest realistic paintOf the Americans, Bridgman has nothing so good as his " Fung.
neral of a Mummy," of last year.
Bacon gives with truth and
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or it, and in time it will recover somewhat from over-crowding, but
an evergreen will never make good its losses.
Climbers add much to the beauty of a cottage. There are some
In climbing they
.limbers that might almost be denominated trees.
ake a spiral winding round an object from its base up. One winds to
the right, another to the left. Is this left to chance or is there some influence that governs the discretion of the spiral? Attention has been
ailed to this before, and some day we may get at a solution. What-

has a
sentiment a scene on a parting steamer. Edgar M. Ward
S. Sargent has an extremely clever
and
John
Boston
interior,
good
Vibert s
beach scene. A work painters were curious to see was
but full
"
small,
are
His
Thiers."
of
generally
pictures
Apotheosis
if one adds
of distinction, and this one had that same fine quality, and

r

scenes in his life,
tance, and amid the clouds, are dimly shadowed
a mode of illustration we associate with title-page wood-cuts.
The Prix du Salon fell this year to sculpture, and as it" is to en"
did not
Betrayal of Samson
coura-re a young artist, M. Lemaire's
but that no painter should
need, perhaps, to be more than promising;
have been found worthy of the regular medal of honor, and that it
in addition to the
should have been taken from them to be given
" The First Funereither to M. Barrias, for his group
usual one
" or his
"
al." or to M. Delaplanch, for either his
Virgin of the Lily
"
is not easily accounted for.
the
on
female
a
violin,
Music,"
playing
The
In architecture, the exhibition was curiously scanty and poor.
church
first medal went to L. C. Sauvageot, for a rather commonplace
built at Rouen; but the most interesting drawings were those of
Duclos and Suisse, prepared, I hope, for publication, as they give,
amoni other details about Dijon, an interesting restoration of the
Abbey Church of Ste. Benigne, now the Cathedral of Dijon, showing
an original tower and a huge domical baptistery, with two tiers of
interior galleries, of which unusual features no vestige now remains,
I think.

MM.

R

PLANTING TREES.
THE manner in which trees are planted and grouped around a
house has much to do with the impression it makes on the mind, and
we can hardly put too high a value on any natural growth that may
be made available when selecting a site for a dwelling. While we
cannot point to any style of house that would not be benefited by an
our expectations
accessory of this kind, there are those that realize
Tiie beauty of a Gothic
only when embowered in living green.
when seen nestling down in a
cottage, for example, is heightened
effect to the expresgrove of round-top trees, for they give greater
sive lines of the roof; and the gables, now seen through (lie vistas,
now lost to view, are the more attractive in that they are partially
Then there are often hard angles that need softening, a
concealed.
or an undue
sharp joining of parts that had better be screened,
length of some extension to be broken up, and this can be. done by
Here we introduce some of the broad-leaved
judicious planting.
ornamental trees and shrubs, there some of the feathery variety
at one point we plant a hemlock, spruce, or one of the cypress tribe;
at another the graceful larch and acacia, the tremulous birch and
fern- leaf beech; while, towering high above all in their majesty, the
oak, the Spanish chestnut, and the maples spread their broad arms
to shelter us from the sun and the storm.
Effective groups may be made of hollies, magnolias, yews, and
more
ivies, interspersed with laburnums, purple beeches, and the
common deciduous trees and evergreens. In this way the different
what an infinite variety of
qualities of green may be interwoven, and
effects may be produced by contrast of leaf, size, and color; for even
in spring, when the foliage is in all its freshness, when no clouds of
dust have settled down upon it, and no armies of ravaging worms
have despoiled the groves, the green of one tree is as unlike that of
another tree as the boughs and twigs of one are unlike those of an:

:ver it may be, it is known that if we twist wire after the passage of
a voltaic current through it, giving it the form of a right-hand screw,
the point at which the current enters becomes a south pole; but if we
reverse the operation, then the point of entrance becomes a north
Who can say there is not some magnetic influence that govpole.
irns the action of plants, when opportunity is afforded them to
CHAMPLIN.
twist a twist "?
'

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.
PROPOSED METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH AT SEA CLIFF, L. I.
MESSRS. H. EDWARDS FICKEN AND CHAKI.F.S H. SMITH, ARCHITECTS.

THE CHATEAU D*AMBOISE.
THIS clever drawing of a part of the court facade is from a sketch
by M. Albert de Korsak, published in the Croquis of the Intime
Club.

THE YORK CITY MARKET, YORK, PKNN.

A

building standing naked and alone is like a man left on some
barren spot, without friends or companions. It excites our symto relieve the ugliness
pathy, and we long to do something for it,
of its position, to cover, as it were, its nakedness, to shelter it from
the blast, and to develop and bring out whatever of beauty and comeWe would plant the ivy and the
liness there may be in its outline.
wistaria where they would climb lovingly around column and balustrade, and so dispose the acacias that their snowy petals would
fall in showers around the porch.
No clipped yews should find a
place there, no beeches tortured into the form of peacocks or caryatides should stare us in the face, but every tree and shrub, in all its
fulness and freshness, should make part and parcel of a harmonious
whole. With every breeze that swayed their graceful limbs they
would tell in their own glad way of the love of art and nature that
reigned there. The laburnum, no longer stunted by the cold wind
of its native Alps, would myigle its long racemes with the catkins of
the birch; the larch would lose the ragged look of its highland
home, while the mountain ash displayed its clustered wealth, ripening on every bough.
But we must use judgment in planting. The surroundings of a
tree have a great deal to do with its shape when it conies to maturity.
pine, for example, out on the lawn, with ample room on
all sides to expand, will grow
rapidly, preserving from the start a
well-rounded and pyramidal form; but if a number of these trees are
planted compactly, they will shoot up into long poles, very good for
many purposes and quite the thing for masts and spars, but if they
are thinned out after they have been allowed to grow in this
way
they will present a very unsightly appearance. All evergreens are
impatient of close quarters, and if forced to remain in such a position the lower limbs will dry up and fall off.
deciduous tree, injured in this way, will throw out new limbs when an opening is made

A
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DEMPWOLF,

ARCHITKCT.
This market, now building, is of common red brick laid in black
mortar, with bands and sill courses of liyht drab-colored Amherst
The roofs are covered with Peach Bottom slate, variegated
stone.
with red and green bands.
market-master's office and a directors'
room have been arranged in the first and second stories of the tower.
The two side gables are constructed with a view to be extended at
some future period. The interior of the brick wall will be painted,
and the roof, which is framed of Georgia pine, is to be oiled, with
chamfers in Indian red. Cost, including fixtures, $22,000.

A

IIOl'SK

AT SCHENKCTADY,

N. Y.

MESSliS.

ARCHITECTS,

POTTER AND ROBERTSON,

NEW YORK.

These two elevations and first-story plan show the alterations now
making in an old and somewhat dilapidated house at the corner of
Church and Union streets, Schenectady, N. Y., the interior as wi 11

The conservatory on the
south and the portion shown on the west, including the music-room,
The roof also has been materially
kitchen, etc., are entirely new.
to suit inaltered, the position of many of the windows changed,
and the two bay-windows and entrance porch
terior arrangements,
on the. side are being constructed according to the design indicated
on the elevations. Moulded brick have been freely used in the
string courses, etc., and slightly projecting quoins of brick have been
formed at the corners of the building and the window jambs.
The old house, out of repair and meagre in detail, had a certain
character which might pass as " colonial," which character an effort
has been made to retain in the various applied features and detail, so
that the whole, if possible, might harmonize with its surroundings,
which are splendid trees, quaint old houses, and a general air of
respectability and refinement which characterizes this part of this
good old-fashioned and beautiful town.
as the exterior being entirely remodelled.

THE PATENT OFFICE COMPETITION.

other.

A

No. 144.

[VOL. IV.

A REVIF.W OF THE REPORT AND THE RECOMMENDED PLANS.
WASHINGTON, September

14, 1878.

THE

sole reason for writing this review is that the full material,
consisting of fifteen original sheets, is not accessible to persons at a
distance from Washington, and the work and ideas incorporated in

the plans can hardly be appreciated from the published illustrations.
The experts began by resolving to give preference to that design
which should present, in a single scheme, the most intelligent embodiment of the requirements and suggestions of the circular of June
14th, and that in justice to all competitors they must be solely governed by said requirements. In the end they decided in favor of an
additional story on the Patent Office, while the circular merely sug"ested a sketch showing the feasibility of such an addition, which is
as yet not even authorized Jt>y law, so that a full set of drawings

could not have been expected from all competitors under this aspect.
The short circular contained a mere outline of what the department specially required, presuming general acquaintance with the
accommodations necessary in the Patent Office, with its 200,000
models of various sizes, and leaving free scope to the resources of
Instead of the applicathe architects for exhausting the subject.
tion of a technical rule, to exclude everything not specially mentioned *in the circular, it would have been in the interest of the
government and of the profession not to rule out anything of
merit which was to the purpose, and not in conflict with the cirAs it stands, the experts virtually decided that the plans
cular.
" most intellithey recommend suited the wording of the circular
the
whole
that
covered
means
This
but
no
they
ground.
by
gently,"
would be proper in an academical tilt, where the programme is worked
up by experts, but may defeat the purposes of a complicated problem of practical architecture. In the present case numerous public
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documents, distributed over the land from official sources, bear upon
the details of the problem, and are within easy reach of any citizen.
The building to be reconstructed was open to all interested parties
for inspection. The documents in the case leave no doubt that (here
is a pressing need for an adequate increase of the voluminous glass
cases in the model-rooms, which, if not satisfied, would seriously impair the usefulness of the building.
" The new
model-rooms, as proposed, will be of uniform height
and style over the whole area of the present building, well arranged
for light and air, and capable of architectural treatment in harmony
with this sentence the model-rooms
with the present structure,"
The present mode of fitting up these
are described in the report.
rooms has been gradually reached by the experience of experts who
have spent their lives in and with this skilled branch of the public
It consists, substantially, of glass cases, about four feet wide,
service.
eighteen feet long, and eight feet high, the contents of which are accessible from all i-ides, under lock and key, within reach of the eyes
The proposition is to
of the visitor and of the hands of the officials.
change this whole system, and to substitute wide and shallow alcoves all
around the rooms, fitted up with wall shelving about fifteen inches wide
and eighteen inches apart. These inadequate, narrow shelves are
piled up thirteen feet high on one floor; those above a certain height
are of no use, and the exhibits are accessible and seen from but one
side.
read in a marginal note of the architect, on sheet No. 12,
that by this arrangement it is expected to "reach a more imposing
effect."
Such hasty changes can never be seriously entertained.
The model-room of the east wing contains at present nearly 1,000
lineal feet of the wide glass cases on the main floor
these would,
according to measurement by the plans, hereafter be reduced to
about 800 lineal feet of the narrow wall-shelving.
The old galleries are twenty-two feet wide, overcrowded with models, and have
convenient approaches; those of the recommended plan are only ten
feet wide, and reached by diminutive circular stairs.
The ceiling of the model-room it is proposed to support by two
rows of piers two and a half feet square. The iron roof is independent of this ceiling, and trussed over it in the usual manner
The old roof was of the same class; its constitfor such a spun.
uent parts were found, pell-mell, in a distorted shape, on the floor,
after the fire.
Copper and glass were molten into irregular lumps
during the fire, and cast-iron began to fuse in many places; hence
the temperature was about 2,000 Fahrenheit.
The trusses started,
by expansion, the heavy marble block-courses above the cornice,
and when their resistance could not be overcome the iron-work
There is no difficulty now in retwisted before it finally gave way.
sorting to the more rational methods developed after the heavy conflagrations of this decade. With hollow blocks containing ventilated
"
uniting strength and resistance to fire
air-spaces within their body,
and water, .... which do not conduct heat, cold, or sound," and
other improved systems of construction at disposal, experienced engineers have made it an object in (ire-proof constructions to avoid
false ceilings, since the hollow spaces formed above them serve as
ducts for transmitting the flames of a conflagration whenever joints
are opened in the masonry enclosing smoke flues, in consequence
of settlements or from other causes.
Ventilated air-spaces, left
within the comparatively thin side-walls of our dwellings, shield
us against the inclemencies of the weather.
The constructor's skill
may easily adapt similar methods to the sloping surface of the roofs
wilh the same results. With the new methods of construction,
single skylights come in as corollaries.
By better construction and
by judicious ventilation, all former objections to their use have been
overcome, and by the insertion of two panes of glass, with intermediate air space, in one thick sash, the cold is effectually kept out
in the winter.
The experts treat the application of the new and simple methods
offhand, as oversights "open to serious objection," and keep to the
beaten track "on the ground of comfort." After all, they evidently
felt the insufficiency of the proposed accommodations and construction, for after having counted up the merits of the model-room they
" would recommend that the
principal gallery be made of somewhat

We

;

greater width;" and after a pause they conclude that the sup"
may be made to stand over the inporting columns of the gallery
tersections of the corridor and cross-walls, in which case the piers
may become parts of the construction .... of the roof." This
means in plain English that the galleries would better remain twentytwo feet wide instead of being reduced to ten feet, and that the roof
would better have intermediate supports underneath instead of being
suspended over tie-rods sixty-four feet in length. Such radical
mending is strange, but still stranger it is that in the scheme of
another competitor, who had placed columns for the support of gal" over the
intersections of corridor and crossleries and roof exactly
walls," as above recommended, this feature was objected to in the
"
but this arrangement would require modification by a
words,
widening of the central longitudinal passage."
This passage is sixteen feet wide in a room of sixty-two feet clear
width ; the piers defining it are located in the interest of substantial
construction in an old edifice built largely of light brick walls be-

tween heavy granite
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corridors.
The experts propose to transfer them to the wellholes of the old stairs in the east wing.
These stairs having no sidelight, the improvement would obstruct the light and circulation of air,
which are drawn solely from these well-holes. This change of the
experts, if proposed by a competitor, would have been ruled out as
in conflict with the programme.
Four different plans for a building
in the court-yard are among the recommended designs.
The experts

main

them

all, and propose an essentially different one in their place.
the adoption of the amendments of the experts the distinctive features of the recommended plan in point of
arrangement and
construction disappear.
The amendments provide for lowering the
height and doubling the width of the gallery, for adding a new gallery, for changing the roof in some undefined manner, for shifting
the location of the elevators, and eventually for substituting a new
centre building.
The new story of offices is merely a duplicate of
those in the second story, which are in the Architect erroneously published as part of the new designs. The designs for restoration of the
building as it stood before the fire are reported as inferior to those
of another competitor.
Undir these circumstances we hardly find

reject

With

what actually has been premiated.

"

The design of a so-called " light passage between the north and
south wings has been left intact. This passage is erected upon an
enormous stone-bridge construction, reaching through two stories, one
of which is not at command, being underneath the foundations of the
south wing and the level of the present court-yard, as shown by the
official information furnished to the competitors
With these addenda to the exceptions of the experts, nothing in fact is left except
the change of the external architecture.
The problem is solved by the raising of an attic story on top of
the old block-course; it is about 13 feet in height, without any variation all around the building. This treatment results in giving to the
building the appearance of a box, which was ever carefully avoided
by architects whose designs in the Greek style are credited as classic.
'Ihe porticoes were undoubtedly crowned by pediments in order to
relieve the monotonous sky-lines of the building more effectually than
could have been done by mere wall projections.
The centres of the
facades might have been rearranged in different ways for instance,
by raising them to a more prominent height, and treating them differently from the rest of the attic; or else by doing away with the
present pediments, and arranging a similar feature in the attic. Tiers
of attic windows in the front walls are to a varying height blocked
up by the body of the pediments. Neither windows nor pilasters
should be introduced in the angular space back of the pediments,
which is not fitted for anything more than for a base of a higher
structure. At such places skylights must be relied upon. The whole
attic in all its features is clumsily conceived, a paltry addition to the
'blank, mechanical repetitions of a misused order" (American Architect). The unfavorable proportion of the attic to the whole facade
did not, of course, admit of a very lofty conslruction, but to make
the proportions of the attic in itself clumsy because those of the
massive building underneath are heavy is bad logic. The pilasters
are nearly as broad as the main pilasters of the building; their proportions have not the slightest relation to those underlying Greek
art; they are placed without any bases on the block-course, probably
became the heavy columns and pilasters of the old building have no
individually defined bases. But in all monuments worthy of imitation an order placed on top of another is treated more lightly and
The change
ornately as a whole and in detail, than the lower one.
of the old pediments by a superadded block-course, with acroteria
on the east and west elevations, with big coats of arms on the north
and south elevations, and, on all, with the structures which receive
the immense groups of statuary, as drawn on the original elevations
on file, is anything but Greek, and it would be hard to find the link
which connects them with pure classic architecture.
To make the point emphatic a marginal note of the architect by
" Blocks between
the front wall on sheet No. 9 states
triglyphs to
be changed into windows." Hardly any architect having a due appreciation of classic art would venture to cut out the repose of the
fronts by such a change, and whoever prepared the modified perspective view for your worthy journal, which was never submitted in the
competition, seems to have been stopped by a sense of piety from
indicating the new-fangled windows iu the places of the metopes of
the main cornice.
The report of the experts is silent on the merits of the architectIt touches the tender point
ure attempted upon the Patent Office.
but distantly, as follows "The arrangement of the pilasters of the
the outer one which must govern the projecsouth portico is such
tion of an attic standing considerably forward of the intermediate
reference to the published ground- plan of the attic and
ones."
section of the building shows that the author of the plans sets
his attic on the inner pilasters of the south portico, and not (supported as they would have to be by hidden iron girders) upon the
hollow space of eighty-two feet span between the two outer pilasters.
This would be offensive to the eye of any one who was susceptible to
the nice balance of the static forces, of action and reaction, visibly
!

:

:

:

A

expressed in

all

forms of classic Greek architecture.

S.

piers.

In a circuit through the north wing of the Patent Office there is no
staircase for a distance of about 430 feet; probably for that reason
the circular called for elevators in the north and south wings. In
the plans these are located in the centre of the intersections of the

There has been established lately in BalBRICK-MAKING BY STEAM.
the
timore the second factory in the country for making; bricks by steam,
other establishment being in Washington,- and it is said to be able to

make

200,000 bricks per day.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
WOOD PAVEMENTS.
CHICAGO.

SOMETHING about

pavements may interest your readers at
I might say
the present time.
Chicago may be called the home
of wood pavements, and she still
the original stamping-ground
as you may choose to regard it.
clings to them, or they to her, just
I remember when the wood pavement, the original Nicholson, was
It was in Wells
laid first here, or anywhere, just twenty years ago.
Street, between Lake Street and South Water Street. First the street
was levelled off with gravel. Then two-inch planks were laid across
street

the roadway, forming the proper curve for the cross profile, for it
was not diflicult to spring the long planks. Then the planks were
mopped with coal-tar. The blocks, eight inches high and three
inches thick, were dipped in tar and nailed to the foundation.
nailed between them.
The grooves
Strips, one by four inches, were
thus left were filled with gravel, rammed in; more coal-tar was
poured over the surface, and then coarse gravel was spread over all.
As conducted it made a great smoke and smell for blocks around.
Instead of the blocks being brought upon the ground in large box
wagons, as is now done, portable steam-engines and saw-mills were
brought upon the street, and there the timber was sawed.
The only wood used for the Nicholson pavement was Michigan
white pine. But within the last two years other woods have been
used.
On busy streets these pavements remained good for six years, and
They did better service than any others
passable for eight years.
that have since been experimented with. The city bought the NichBefore its
olson patent, and soon many miles of streets were laid.
use two streets only had been paved with stone State Street had a
cobble-stone pavement, and one block on La Salle Street was paved
with limestone cubes, similar to those used in the so-called Belgian
pavement. These last still exist, though the street is so rough as to
be almost impassable, and drivers avoid it whenever they can.
It is true that the Nicholson pavements resisted the great fire,
which calcined the curb-stones so that they were literally blown away
as dust.
But I have noticed that where they were little worn and
not covered with dust, as on the sides of the roadways of residence
It is where they are
streets, they were burned out in deep pits.
worn by vehicles that they show no signs of decay. On the streets
least cleaned they last the longest, because of the protection afforded
by the street dust. It is only on the streets that are well cleaned
and little used that they have decayed in this city.
Up to the time of the great fire the wood pavements gave complete
With the exception of the two streets I have mensatisfaction.
tioned, every street of importance in the city was paved with them,
and they were all in good order. Chicago paid no attention to the
dissatisfaction expressed in other places.
After the fire a new system came in vogue. It was necessary to
repave some of the streets without delay, and there was a great demand for the extension of pavements on many of the outlying avenues, on account of the rapid growth of the city.
Property-owners
would combine to make private contracts for paving, getting only the
consent of the city authorities, and avoiding the delays and extra
expenses attendant upon the work being done by the city government. The result was that contractors were constantly working up
jobs with property-owners, by pretending to reduce the price of the
paving, while they were reducing the quality in a still greater proporThese new pavements looked as well as any others when first
tion.
completed, and thus other owners were induced to combine and repave their streets, so that at least ten miles of streets were thus paved
The quality of the work was reduced to such an exin a few years.
tent that nothing but the three-inch blocks, the grading gravel, and
the surface gravel remained of the original Nicholson pavement.
The foundation was entirely discarded. Contractors went about saying that it was all nonsense, that it soon decayed, and was money
wasted. They said that coal-tar did not preserve the blocks; that
the idea was a fallacy long since exploded. Hence pine wood was
used just as cobble-stones had been, even the parting strips being
discarded and gravel thrown between the blocks. But Foon these
pavements began to grow uneven to a frightful extent. The property-owners began to think that they had been swindled, and the
city government to awake to a realization of the danger we were
in.
The daily papers were full of complaints, and hinted that the
day of wood pavements was at an end. All sorts of new substitutes were suggested; the so-called asphalt men
began to put down
their sample patches over the wood in places, and even the
city authorities repaired these broken pavements with cobble-stones, as if
But when it
pine blocks were not fit to repair pine pavement.
became evident that the city had been imposed on through its failure to compel private contractors to work
up to its specifications,
an investigation was instituted. About a year
ago a committee of
the common council gave the matter serious consideration.
It
consulted experts and took
testimony. The result was a report in
which a standard for street paving was recommended for
adoption.
It was that all street
pavements of wood should be laid on a founda:

i

tion of flagging-stones, whether laid
by private contract or by the
I believe that the
city authorities.
report was not adopted, but that
it was determined to make a series of tests of
foundations before de-

ciding upon a definite plan. These tests are under the direction of
the Department of Public Works, and no
can be laid ex-

pavement
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cept by its permission and on good foundation. It is therefore settled that hereafter wood pavements shall be laid only on a proper
foundation, and that the foundation shall be permanent, so that only
the renewal of the surface blocks will be necessary in making reAn examination of all the streets in the city has been made
pairs.
to determine what are in need of paving or repaving, and a general
ordinance has been adopted defining exactly what streets mid parts
of streets require it, and authorizing the work to be done from time
to time by either private or public contract.
It is therefore pretty well settled that wood pavements in
Chicago
are not a failure, and that we are to continue to use them.
So far I
think that our city has not only been the first to use the wood paveIt is
ments, but in the beginning used the best form then known.
now the first to recognize that wood pavements are only surface
dressings, and require permanent foundations, which will not need to
be renewed.
I have omitted to mention tint among the foundationless wood
pavements a considerable number of streets have within a few years
been paved with cedar blocks, cut from round logs, similar to pavements which have been in successful use in Detroit for some time.
tried on Washington Street, has been
boards on edge, set solid and dressed with tar
the courses taking a diagonal direction across the

Another experiment, recently
to place pieces of inch

and gravel,
street.

The experiments that have been instituted under the new ordinance are on Dearborn and Monroe streets. Three blocks on Monroe Street have been paved with a foundation of three-inch oak plank
well coated with tar and finished with pine blocks laid in the regular
Nicholson fashion, the blocks being six inches high.
The foundation planks are so thick that it has been necessary to lay them in a
longitudinal direction, because they will not spring to the profile of
This seems to be objectionable, for the reason that if
the roadway.
individual planks settle ruts may be formed, which is not possible if
they are laid crossways. In the experiment on Dearborn Street between Madison and Monroe, the same foundation as that last described has been laid, and the surface is of round cedar blocks with
coarse gravel rammed in the interstices. This is saturated with coaltar and covered with a top dressing of coarse gravel.
One piece on
the same street, opposite the Tribune office, has a foundation of threeinch flag-stones, measuring two by four feet, laid in sand so as to
break joints. The surface is of cedar blocks set in the usual way.
What seems tome the most practicable and serviceable foundation
has neither been tried nor suggested in connection with wood paveOur naments, and that is a foundation of four inches of concrete.
tive cements make excellent concrete for such purposes, and are reasonable in price.
Our stone breaks up admirably for concrete, and
can be had cheap. Here we anticipate but little trouble from the
tearing up of pavements, because branches for sewer, gas, and water
pipes are carried inside of the curb-lines on every street before it is
paved. We do not let three gas companies lay pipes in one street, as
they do in New York. All repairs to pavements must be made by the
of Public Works.
naturally be asked what

Department

we consider to be the advantages
wooden pavements. The main advantage is the avoidance of
noise.
This needs no comment. The next advantage is the saving
of wear and tear on horses and vehicles. The visitor to Chicago will
What he will
readily note the excellent condition of work horses.
not see unless it is pointed out to him is that through the general use
of wood for pavements business wagons and omnibuses have come to
be constructed in a lighter manner than those in use in cities where
It will

of our

This is especially the case with omnithe pavements are of stone.
The horses last longer and wagons wear longer here than
buses.
elsewhere. With the lightening of the wagons there is a corresponding lessening of the wear on the pavements. This is one reason why
our good wood pavements last longer than elsewhere. Another advantage of wood pavements is that they are cheaper than any other,
thanks to this being the cheapest lumber market in the world.
Another question that will be asked is why they wear better here
than in other cities. One answer has been given. Another is that
Wooden pavements will not last more
there are no grades here.
The reason is that
than half as long on a steep grade as on a level.
the caulks on horseshoes always pull them one way on grades. AnIn the summer and fall
other answer is that this is a dry climate.
we seldom have long-continued rains; only showers, which run off
and dry before the blocks become soaked. In winter we seldom
have rain. The snow does not thaw after every fall, but the streets
The spring is the only wet season we
are frozen most of the time.
have. Last winter was an exception to the general rule. The
streets were muddy, partly because of neglect to clean them, and
partly because of the mild weather. The result was disastrous to the
pavements wiihotit foundations, and caused considerable decay in
better streets. The comparative dryness of our climate will serve to
account for the difference in lasting qualities between our pavements
and similar ones in our Eastern cities. It may be noted here, too,
that artificial preservatives have never been used on woods in our
pavements. Chicago contractors have distinguished themselves only
in Washington and elsewhere by the use of such inventions.
It is a mistake to let wooden
I wish to say only one thing more.
pavements take care of themselves until they are used up. Every
defective piece should be taken out as soon as it is discovered.
every wood pavement should, in dry weather, be periodically

Again,
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dressed over with a coating of tar and coarse gravel, say every two
Such a process will greatly prolong its life, serving to stop
years.
decay, and giving the blocks a hard surface. This is more important in a place where the streets are conscientiously swept.
Another improvement now contemplated is to pave the gutters
with small cobble-stones laid on the same foundation as that used for
the wood blocks. In such places the wear is small, and loss from decay is greater than in the centres of streets. The system is in sucW.
cessful use in Detroit.
ST.

THE

citizens of St.

JOHN, N.

B., September, 1878.

John are a church-going people. Nowhere

else

America, except perhaps in Brooklyn, is the custom of attending
church so universal. The demand, therefore, for new buildings to
" was
"
supply the place of (he churches de.-troyed by the fire
urgent;
and the ruins of our city were scarcely cold before " delegations"
were organized and sent abroad in various directions to profit by the
sympathy which our misfortunes had excited.
The Roman Catholics of our city worship in one edifice, a fine
stone cathedral, which happily (lid not stand in the track of the conTheir only loss by the fire was a very old wooden church,
flagration.
which had been converted, some years ago, into a lecture-hall and
in

school-house.
The replacing this with a substantial brick structure
is the
only building operation in which they, as a church, have en-

gaged.
Of the four places of worship in the city proper belonging to the
Church of England, two were destroyed, namely, Trinity and St.
James.
On the former progress was reported in your issue of
August 3d. Since that time the building committee have adopted
the design (referred to in your paper as No. 2) sent in by Mr.
Thomas, of Montreal. Working drawings and specifications have
been completed, and tenders will be asked for at once. The
J'ust
alter building is situated on Main Street, and is at present just being
roofed in.
It is intended to accommodate about 500
persons, and
will cost about $10,000.
The walls are of limestone rubble, with
finish of freestone.
The architect is Mr. F. J. Camp, of the firm
of Croff & Camp.
His design was selected in an informal competi" this
tion, and he describes the style of architecture adopted in
modest, but charming, contribution to the beauties of the new St.
John" as the " Geomelrical Gothic or Early English." The curves
of the window and door heads, however, are struck from four centres, and this, together with its exceedingly low-pitched roof, gives
it some claim of
very distant kinship with the Tudor family.
The Methodists are building three churches in the city proper and
one in Portland. That known as the " Lower Cove Mission " is situated on the corner of St. James and Carmarthen streets.
It has a
It is intended to seat
frontage of 50 feet, and is 72 feet in depth.
about 500 persons, and its cost will be in the neighborhood of
Mr. D. E. Dunham is the architect; and the material
$10,000.
being wood, it will probably be a study in the style known as
The limit set by law to the height of
"Carpenter's Gothic."
wooden structures in this part of the city has rendered the ordinary
A French roof, relieved with gables and
pitched roof impossible.
truncated towers, has been used in its stead; but the work is not
sufficiently advanced to enable one to form a very clear idea of its
finished effect.
Of the other three Methodist churches Mr. John
Welsh, of New York, is the architect. All three bear a strong
family likeness, the fronts being all built of rubble masonry, with
window-finish, tracery, and dressings generally of artificial stone.
The mouldings and tracery will be identical in each, the same moulds
being used for casting them. The style of architecture claims to be
the fourteenth-century English Gothic.
Mr. James Thompson, of
Portland, is the builder of all three.* The artificial stone is being
manufactured here by Mr. Wheeler, of New York. Its composition
is mainly Portland cement and sand, and when finished it is of a
dark bluish tint. In regard to its ability to stand the severities of
our climate opinions are divided, and it meets with very little encouragement in private work. The Centenary Churrh, the largest
of the three, is to be placed on the corner of Princess and Wentworth streets, and is to accommodate 1500 persons. The schoolhouse, which will form in outward appearance ihe transepts of the
It is 40 by 90 feet, and costs about
church, is already roofed in.
The Germain Street congregation is building its new$18,000.
church on Queen Square, and the walls are at present built to the
height of about 20 feet. The building is GO feet wide and 1 24 feet
I have not had an
in depth.
opportunity of examining the plans,
but a description published in a local paper says that " both church
and school-room are to be under one roof, and the interior will be so
designed that these can be thrown into one grand audience hall."
This building will cost about $60,000. The Portland church is
similar to the above, but will have its school-room in the basement.
It will cost about $30,000.
The Baptists are already occupying one of their new churches.
It is at the corner of Germain and Queen streets, and is 65
by 100
It will seat about 800 persons, and has cost about
feet on plan.
$45,000. Messrs. Dumeresque & Dewar, of Halifax, are the architects.
The material used is brick, with scanty stone dressings, and
the spire is some 150 feet in height. School and class rooms are
in the basement.
The auditorium is seated with pews, or rather
benches, arranged in circles, and this, with a steep horse-shoe
gallery and very brilliant colorings in the ceiling, gives it quite

Ill

A

a theatrical aspect.
residence for the pastor is situated at the
rear of the church, and an effort has been made to extend to it the
general lines and style of the church, but owing to the unavoidable
smallness of its parts the effect is not
The only other
pleasing.
Baptist church of importance is situated on the corner of Sidney
and Carmarthen streets, and is now ready to receive the roof timbers.
In -plan it is somewhat in the form of the letter T. Its
greatest
length is 114 feet. Width across the head of the T is 95 feet And
the auditorium or nave has a width of about 60 feet, and will accommodate about 700 persons. In the rear are provided vestry, classrooms, pastor's room, library, and kitchen, baptistery, and cooking
range; in short, all the paraphernalia required in a church built to suit
" the
present age, and the habits, wants, and tastes of the people."
The material of the walls is rubble-stone, with a facing of brick-work,
and trimmings of " freestone " and galvanized iron. The cost of the
Mr. John Stevens, of Boston, is the
building will be about $30,000.
" outline and
architect, and as the
general features are after models
of the Byzantine period" we may expect
something similar to Mr.
Stevens's previous works, which may be seen in almost
every city
from Calais to Lynn.
The principal church of the Presbyterians, the St. Andrew's Kirk,
on Germain Street, is, after the new Trinity, the most important
church in St. John, both in point of architectural display and in the
wealth and number of its congregation. In general plan it resembles
the church last described. It is 74 feet wide, and has a total
depth
of 16G feet.
It is intended for 900
worshippers, and will cost over
The architects are Messrs. Langley, Langley & Burke, of
870,000.
Toronto. The side walls are of brick, but the front, wiih the returns
of the towers, is of red freestone ashlar, with olive-colored freestone
The front gable is flanked by two square towers. From
dressings.
the tallest of these the spire will rise to the
height of 175 feet from
the ground.

The new

St. David's
(Presbyterian) is situated on Sidney Street.
on plan is GO by 100 feet. The auditorium is to seat about
900 worshippers, and has a gallery on three sides. A hall for the
Sunday-school is provided in the basement. The material employed
is brick, with stone
The architects were Messrs. Scamdressings.

Its size

mell

&

The

details are

Smith, of Toronto.

They furnished general drawings only.
intelligent contractor, and the double-action
butts on the entrance doors were sold to the
building committee by
Mr. John Stevens, architect, and were put on under his superintendence.
The cost of the building will be about $35,000.
The interior arrangement of all the churches, except of those of the
Church of England, which will, of course, have
chancels, will
by the

deep

be nearly identical.

Galleries are provided at first, or provision is
for their future introduction when needed.
The pews are
is raised at one
arranged in circular lines, and a broad

made

platform

end for the preacher, the choir and organ being in a shallow recess immediately behind him.
Ventilation on the Leeds principle
has been introduced in one building. In the others ventilation is
to be procured by cold flues, openings in
ceilings, and windows and
doors.
Two or three stone spires may be expected should the
finances hold out.
Chimes of bells are unknown here, and none are
In the designs of the exteriors of our new churches
contemplated.
there will be found little to delight the eye of the lover of the
pure
and truthful in architecture. The fortunate architects were gen.chosen
means
of
informal
erally
by
competitions, and some, no
" reasonableness " of the terms
doubt, owe their employment to the
on which thev offered their services.
VKUAX.
;

AMERICAN INGENUITY.
IT

may almost certainly be predicated of any modern mechanical
congress that the Americans will carry off the palm for novel and ingenious application of force to practical purposes, the substitution of
mechanism tor hand labor in new and curious contrivances, which, to
the amateur in such matters, surprise as much by the new ways in
which old problems are attacked as by the fine way in which the
work is done. The mass of invention and practical result from it
produced by the Americans within the century, and especially the last
twenty or thirty years, is so great and so important in results that it
one especially
presents an important problem in political economy,
interesting to Englishmen, as American mechanism is an offshoot
from English, but an offshoot so peculiar in its character that mere
heredity will not quite explain it. A traveller in the New World once
said that the most interesting thing in America was its Americanism,
and so we may say that the most curious feature of American mechanics is its distinctively American feature.
As mechanical science progresses, the greater and more important inventions become elaborated
by, and the property of, the nation which pushes that science furthest
in its experimental studies. The result is foreseen, studied, and developed with method and certainty, and great industrial revolutions are
effected with a certain and almost calculable progress.
In this process England has long led and still leads the world, owing to favorable conditions of capital and labor.
Fulton built the first successful
steamer on American waters but all the latest and most important
advances in steamship building are English, and the great mass of the
steamers afloat are English. The first monitor was American but
the puny craft of that construction across the Atlantic would all go
down before one of the last English build and though Rodman and
Dahlgren instituted the experiments to which we owe most of the
;

;

;
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of the power of artillery and gunpowder, English
present knowledge
the practical transatlantic results out of the chance
artillery has left

of competition.
Yet in spite of this the activity and insight of the American inventive genius develops more that is new and practical in mechanism
combined. The New Englander invents normally;
than "all

Europe

He mechanizes as an old Greek sculpthis brain has a bias that way.
school
ured, as the Venetian painted, or the modern Italian sang.
has grown up whose dominant quality, curiously intense, widespread,

A

mechanical imagination. It is not the professed mechanic or ironmaster who invents, any more than the schoolmaster or
the farmer. As Tintoretto left his dyeing to become a great painter,
the American, be he bank clerk, pedagogue, backwoodsman, or plowman, turns in his busy brain some problem of his own, suggested by
his experience of ill or too slowly done work, and like Archimedes in
" Eureka " to
his bath, he suddenly finds it and rushes away with his
or
it
more fremake
his
model
made
he
can
some place where
get
There was a
for want of funds to get it made.
quently the former,
want the man had felt, an ideal to be worked out, and in his meditation suddenly the thing flashed on him, and is complete in all its essenThe number of inventions, u>eftil and
tial parts from that moment.
in the course of a year, of which only a
useless, thrown of!' in this way
small proportion attain the realization of the Patent Office, can only

and "daring,

is

!

be imagined by those who have lived among
London Times.
home.

New

Englanders at

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.
The contract
HEATING THE NEW YORK CAPITOL.

N. Y., 1ms been
capitol building at Albany,
tilating engineers, of Boston, who have devised a very novel and very
economical method. The space now being provided for is within one half
the main building, 300 by 400, 100 feet high, and is to be completed at an
outlay of about 830,000. The leading feature is that the control of the atmosphere within the building is centered with the engineer in the basement, and be will be supplied with indicators that will show the temperature of every room in the edifice as well as that of the several parts of the
two large assembly chambers. The system is an air-blast. By means of
two 8-feet 3-ton exhaust fans the cold air is drawn in over the boilers, passes
through two steam coils having a surface of 10,000 square feet each, and
in a direct lire cif 250 feet from the entrance of the cold air to the end of the
coils it shoots under a damper 12^ by 5 feet into a chamber, where from
over the dumper cold air rushes in and is mixed with the hot. Then it is
caught into the blowers and sent through large zinc tubes to its several
a movement of the damper the temperature of
points for warming. By
the air going through the blowers can he raised or lowered. Thus will be

secured an even temperature the highest proposed to be reached is 75.
There are to be six 54 horse-power steel boilers, with sixty 3-inch tubes
each. They are built by Hodge, of East Boston. The fans will be worked
by a 35 horse-power Buckeye condensing engine, having a 14-inch cylinder,
28-inch stroke, and running on 15 pounds of pressure. As an offset to the
cooling surfaces of the many 5 by 15 windows, pipes are run behind the
mopboard and will throw up from regular vents radiations from live
steam.
;

The improvements in saturating wood and
PRESERVING TIMBER.
timber invented by H. Sainsbury, of Paris, consist in employing a solution
formed in the relative approximate proportions of water, one thousand
litres; alum, sixteen kilos; sulphate of copper, sixteen kilos; bromide of
sodium, one kilo; and iodide of sodium, one kilo. For the purpose of the
invention he prefers placing the timber or wood to be treated in a close vessel, from which he draws off all the air, and into which be immediately injects
the above-mentioned liquid with a pressure varying from fifteen pounds to
one hundred and fifty pounds to the inch. It is slated that wood thus ina considerable degree of hardness, whereby
jected not only acquires thereby
it is better fitted to resist wear and tear, friction, exposure to the atmosphere and deteriorating causes, but it is also rendered completely incomBuilder.

HOCSES

IN

LONDON AND PARIS.

The

total

number

don and Paris has been
In Paris

of houses in

officially furnished to the statistical
the total is 65,000 ; in London it is 460,000. There are

in the great

English metropolis than in Paris,

New

Lon-

department.
more houses

York, Berlin, and Vi-

enna.

KNOX MEMORIAL.

The corner stone of the Knox Memorial Institute
recently laid at Haddington, Scotland, the birthplace of the reformer.
The Earl of Haddington, who presided, is a
It will cost about $45,000.
descendant of John Knox.

was

IRON

WINDOW

SASHES.

Those interested
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THE EAST RIVER BRIDGE CABLES.

Each of the main cables of the
composed of nineteen strands of wire. There being
lour cables, seventy-six strands arc required
The two lower or downstream cables were virtually completed last week. Yesterday the workmen
on the bridge were engaged in mining out. the wire for the last two strands
of the up-stream cables.
It will require about two weeks longer to finish
running the wire for these strands, by which time the cable work will pracA number of the bridge mechanics were emtically be brought to an end.
East Kiver Bridge

is

i

ployed yesterday in the work of bringing together the nineteen strands of
the two computed cables, so as to form a round, compact body.
few
mouths ago seven strands of each cable were brought together and wrapped
with wire at short intervals, so as to form a core. Around this core the
men are now arranging twelve more strands. Large wooden clamps in
two sections, with bolts at the top and bottom, are employed to bring the
strands into place. When all the clamps are iu position, they will be
loosened enough to allow the men to nip off and draw out the wire wrappings of the core and surrounding strands. Then the nineteen strands

A

they will permanently occupy, and the cable
bound with No. 10 galvanized wire. After this has been done, the
sheds, tool-bouse, and machinery on the anchorages and towers will be removed, in order that the final course of masonry may be laid.
will he pressed into tire places

will he

PURE Am.
meanor

San Francisco lias a
room containing

ordinance making it a misdethan 500 cubic feet of air to
effort has ever been made to enforce it against any but

to sleep in a

city
less

each person. No
On Friday,
Chinese, and, in fact, it was passed for their, especial benefit.
August 30th, a large number of these poor people were arrested for violation
of the ordinance, mid were confined in the city prison. The Aha continues
"
the story
They were squeezed into three cells of the following dimensions, ascertained by careful measurement: One was 14 feet long, 9 feet 6
inches wide, and 7 feet high
the oilier two were each 16 feet long, 6 feet
6 inches wide, and G feet highThe tohd cubic capacity of these cells was
2,179 feet, or a trifle over 23 cubic feet of air' to each man. At 11 o'clock
Monday morning 91 Chinese were found packed in those pens, on the
charge of not occupying a space equal to 45,500 cubic feet."
;

'

FIXING THE CHINESE.

The inhabitants of Vancouver's Island have,
seems, determined to follow in the wake of Victoria some years ago, and
Queensland recently, by imposing a tax of .8 a year on every Chinese emigrant who lands in the colony. Probably this will have the intended effect
This question of the future of
of shutting out Chinamen altogether.
Chinese emigration and the English colonies is, as we have frequently said,
one of considerable gravity. On three occasions it has now been decided
by our free governed colonies that they have the right to impose what is in
It is certainly
effect a prohibitive poll tax on these Asiatic emigrants.
difficult to justify this action upon any abstract principles.
According to
which
we
have
enforced
and
are
still
the view
enforcing
upon China, men
of any nationality have the right to trade and settle within the limits of
Chinese practice of shutting
all civilized countries.
urge that the
" is
"
barbarous and foolish, and so
themselves up from the
foreign devils
on. Yet we permit our colonists to adopt Chinese methods in order to
protect themselves against that very free competition in one direction that
England and the colonies, too, have been so anxious to obtain for themIn spite, nevertheless, of this apparent contradiction,
selves in another.
he would be a bold man who in support of the free trade theory should
contend that lands which have been acquired and are made valuable by the
energy and enterprise of Englishmen should be turned over to the unrestricted occupation of an alien race, which does not even permanently setSooner or later, however, we may rely upon it, the
tle iu the country.
Chinese will argue these points with us as well as with the Americans.
Pall Mall Gazette.
it

We

PROTECTION AT ALBANY.
The federal government is erecting a
building in Albany for the use of the Collector of the Port and other government officers, the material heing granite. The Treasury Department
having advertised for proposals for the necessary granite, to be delivered
cut and ready for setting, several prominent citizens of Albany, including
State Senator Harris, George DfWson, and Thomas W. Olcott, recently
addressed a letter to the Treasury Department directing attention to the
fact that there are many unemployed laborers in Albany, and asking that
the proposals be allowed to offer both cut and uncut granite, in order that
some of ihe cutting may be done in that city. Secretary Sherman in his
" materials and lalior can be
reply says that experience has shown that
secured at much lower rates when obtained after ample advertisement and
competition," and that only by adopting this course can the expenditures
This reply is conclusive. The building
be kept within the appropriation.
in question is paid for, not by the city of Albany but by the whole United
in
the
and
States,
expenditures only the interests of ihe whole country
should be considered. Besides, if the workmen of Albany arc favored at
the expense of economy, the workmen of some other place will be deprived of employment.
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the practical details of

architecture, particularly such as affect the comfort and convenience of
and this should include nearly everybody,
will find the
every-day life,
novel cast-iron window sashes which are being introduced into the new
well
their
notice
and
examination.
In
Trinity College buildings
worthy
general plan much like the French casements, with which some of the
readers of this may be familiar, they are much superior to them, being
constructed after English models and the first ever made in this country.
Solid and strong, but light and easily moved, they are hinged to the window frames, and when opened may readily be adjusted, by means of
springs, to any desired angles on quaclnmtul arms.
They are very durable, are so nicely fitted as to effectually exclude air, dust, and water, and
"
"
of
no
to
the
housebreaker.
Trade Journal.
coigne
vantage
present

The house in which Spinoza lodged at the Hague
SPINOZA'S HOUSE.
from 1652 to his death in 1678 has just been purchased by three of his adAuerbach, the novelist, Professor Ziinmermann, and Mr. Campmirers,
bell of the Hague Koyal Library,
who will take steps to preserve and
mark it with an appropriate tablet.

A new plan for diminishing the noise made
THE ELEVATED ROAD.
by the cars of the New York Elevated Railroad is suggested. Hard oak
timbers are to be placed between the girders to the sleepers, in order to
prevent the latter from vibrating. On the top of the oak timbers are
one of rubber, one of zinc, and the last one of leather.
placed three layers,
The ordinary rails of the road, which are from thirty to thirty one feet in
On top of the latter
length, are then taken up and new rails substituted.
is
placed a flat piece of iron, about three inches wide and a half-inch thick,
and it is expected by these means to reduce the noise about one half.
The new college building that contains the reciTRINITY COLLEGE.
tation rooms, the chapel, library, cabinet, and dining-rooms (the south building), has been named Seabury Hall, after the first bishop of the Epi>eopal
church in Connecticut, as was the middle building that stood on the old
college site. The new north building, that contains the dormitory rooms,
has been named Jarvis Hall, in honor of the second Episcopal bishop of
the State, as was the south building on the old site.
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CORRESPONDENT has written to ask us for facts concerning the decisions of cases where the custody of an architect's
drawings is involved. Unfortunately the decisions are hard to
come at, the custom, which is undoubted, having been seldom
brought up in courts, and the records being meagre and scattered.
is

The most famous and important case in English practice
new Houses of Parliament but

that of the drawings for the

;

being one which involved peculiar relations it is not a guide in
have not had time to look back to the
ordinary practice.
history of the case, which is distributed through a long series of
the English building journals of 18G7 or thereabout; but the
It was a
facts, as we remember them, were these.
good while
after Sir Charles Barry's death that the office of Public Works

We

surprised his son, Mr. Edward Barry, now president of the Royal
Institute of British Architects,
who had succeeded to the business and records of his father's office, and to his place as architect
of the building,
with a demand that all the drawings should be
turned over to the government as its property.
Mr. Barry refused, alleging the usage by which drawings remained the propMuch testimony was introduced to show
erty of the architect.
that this was the undisputed custom of the profession
but the
government overruled it as a custom which ought not to apply in
the case of so important a public building, and took possession
of the drawings by a sort of right of eminent domain, we believe, on the ground that it was essential that the plans of such
a building should be in its own possession, and become part of
its archives.
It has been suggested that Mr.
Barry would have
done better to acknowledge that the government ought to have
plans of the building as a record, and to offer, while pleading
the recognized custom of retaining the originals, which in their
ordinary condition are seldom very serviceable for this use, to
;

furnish suitable duplicates of the important drawings,
requesting
a proper allowance for the cost of this unusual service.
This
seems to be the reasonable suggestion for such cases, recognizing
as it does the rights and needs of both parties how far it

might
have prevailed against the despotism of the then Commissioner
of Public Works, Mr. Ayrton, is questionable.
;

THE

decisions in the United States which bear

on the usage,

we have said, not easy to get at. The cases have not
been many, we suspect and probably, like most of the cases of
architectural practice, have not been carried far
enough to make

are, as

;

appearance in the official reports, having either been decided by referees, or by inferior courts whose opinions are not
written out, and whose proceedings are recorded, if at all,
only
in the columns of enterprising newspapers, and live
only in the
memories of the persons directly concerned in them. Hence it
follows, as we have before complained, that the actual jurisprudence of architecture has to be made and remade with every new
It is not long since we printed
case, and advances very slowly.
an article on this subject, giving the facts and the reasons of the
custom as it exists (American Architect, June 15, 1878). We
have made more than one effort for information bearing on this
and other like legal matters. Our readers would do a service to
us, and also, we think, to the profession, if they would favor us
with an account of any apposite cases in their experience.
their

Co.
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not to be expected that the promoters of the Enlisted

Labor Association now forming in Washington will be able to
prevail on the government to undertake a philanthropic venture
on the scale that they propose. In some ways it would be
a worthy offspring of the visionaries who testified before the
Hewitt committee, but as there are points in the scheme which
look practicable it may possibly gain some favor. It is
proposed

SUMMART:

ARCHEOLOGY AND AMERICAN ARCHITECTURE
OPEN FIRE-PLACES. 1

is

&

to obtain from Congress authorization to enlist for a term of five
years a body of one hundred thousand men, who shall do both
military and agricultural service and who shall be paid by government at the same rate as the soldiers of the regular
army.
As soon as a corps of ten thou-and men has been enlisted it
shall be sent off to some
designated government reservation, and
having selected therein a suitable site shall begin to lay out and
build a city, to reclaim and till the land, and
develop the mineral
resources of the country. As one of the provisions of the scheme
is that one whole
regiment of each corps shall be composed of
a provision which may suggest to the scoffer that
engineers
the inventor of the scheme is an engineer who wishes to better

home practice by moving his rivals from his path
we
might expect these new cities of the plains to have in plan somewhat of the attractiveness of Philadelphia. A much more reasonable provision is that each company shall include a minimum
of twelve skilled artisans. Food, seeds, stock, and
farming tools
are to be supplied to the volunteers by the
government, which
is also to
grant to each man an honorable discharge at the end
of his term of service, together with a patent for one hundred
and sixty acres, in accordance with the provisions of the Homestead Act, or if the discharged volunteer prefers he
may obtain
a lot in one of the new cities, wherein every other lot is reserved
to the government.
This and the benefits that naturally accrue
from the reclamation and settlement of land, together with the
his

possibility of temporarily getting rid of a portion of the disturbing element in society, the followers of the Cohens and the

Kearneys, are seemingly the only incentives the promoters of
the scheme hold out to the government as returns for the
very
material expenditures they demand.

As one reads of this latest suggestion for relieving the overstocked labor market, pictures of these modern legionaries intrenched in circumvallated camps, while busied with the vast engineering undertakings which are to serve for the alimentation
and protection of future walled towns, present themselves to
the mind.
One can fancy portions of Roman history repeating themselves, on the plains of the far West ; the fratricidal
quarrels arising while laying out the city walls; the Agrarian
the secessions ; the rise of favorite corps commanders to
laws
;

the dictatorship and the consequent internecine wars ; expeditions into Mexico and the Briti>h Possessions ; and as seem-

ingly no provision has been made for sending wives with their
husbands, it is possible that that corps which is established
nearest to Utah might make a descent on Salt Lake City and
beguile the fair dames of Mormondom, as formerly their Roman
prototypes prevailed on the Sabine wives and maidens.

DURING the second week of September the eleventh annual
congress of trades-unions took place at Bristol, England, and
was attended by one hundred and forty delegates, who represented six hundred thousand members belonging to twenty-one
trades' councils, and ninety-five affiliated trade societies.
Certain of the subjects which were proposed for discussion were
pertinent to the occasion, as, for instance, the liability of emmake compensation

to the workmen, or their families,
received in their service ; the reform of the jury
law, by lowering a juror's qualifications so that a larger number
of workmen might be able to share this unpopular function ; the

ployers to

for injuries

xtension of the Employers and Workmen Act to English seain British waters; certificates of competency for men in
cooperation and trade-unionism ; rep:harge of steam-engines
resentation of labor in Parliament; and overtime and apprenBut when workmen or their delegates propose to
ticeship.
discuss a reform in the patent laws ; the abolishment of imprisonment for debt; the codification of the criminal law; and the
reform of the magistracy, both as to the manner of the appointment of magistrates and as to the manner in which they shall
one recognizes the time-honored
exercise their functions,
.endency of politicians to capture all social organizations which

men

;
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are large enough to be made useful, and convert
general uses of a political party.

Architect

them

to the

THE addresses made at the Congress had running through
them an ill-concealed vein of hopelessness, and though the most
was made of the few things favorable to the growth of tradesunions that had occurred during the year, the general impression conveyed was that the employers had, and were likely to
have, the best of it by reason of the leagues which had been
formed among them, and because of the now common custom of inserting in contracts a strike clause which allows contractors to postpone the completion of the work indefinitely,
or at least until the strikers have exhausted their resources and

The Parliamentary Committee in
are ready to come to terms.
" The
its report read before the Congress said
present year
remarkable
two
close
of
has witnessed the
disputes in the buildthe masons' of London and the joiners' of Manchesing trade
In both cases the men were supported by powerful unions
ter.
with large accumulated funds and great resources in the power
:

of buying for extra support.
cases the

men

We

regret to say that in both

failed to establish their

demands.

This

may

be

many ways. Although the building trades in
Manchester and London were in a prosperous state at the com-

accounted for in

the dispute, yet, under the power of the strike
clauses now inserted in all contracts, the employers are enabled
to postpone the completion of the works till an indefinite period."
These words, and the statement of disbelief in the success of the

mencement of

coming struggle with which the cotton spinners of Blackburn
entered upon their strike not many months ago, seem to show
that before long these useless conflicts between labor and capital
may be abandoned in favor of the more logical and certainly less
wasteful method of settling trade disputes, the method of arbiIt would not be very difficult, we believe,
tration by referees.
to show in any case where strikers have gained their point that
they would have succeeded as well by entrusting their cause to
skilled pleaders before a board of arbiters.

IN 1862 a

select

and Building News.

composition set in with such unusual rapidity that identification
of the bodies was very difficult.

On Thursday, September 12, the second of Cleopatra's
needles was placed upright in what is probably to be for ages
Whether after
its resting place on the Thames embankment.
all a result of real value to the world or to the British people
has been accomplished, or whether the enthusiasm and general
interest that has been excited is purely factitious and ephemeral
The projector of the enterprise, Dr.
it is useless to inquire.
Erasmus Wilson, has gained his object, whether it was reputaThe enterprise has been attended with
tion or patriotic vanity.
many unexpected incidents which have added to the monument
a subsidiary value that in the eyes of the world at large may
give it greater interest than the obelisks at Rome or at Paris
The removal of the obelisk to Alexandria, the
possess.
abandonment of it, through parsimony, by the fleet on the
very eve of its removal in the early part of this century, the
Khedive's adoption of it as the expression of international
good will, its narrow escape from being cut up into building
stone by the fellah whose land it cumbered, its redemption
by a private citizen of England, its solitary and storm-tossed
an episode worthy the attention
wanderings in its iron coffin,
of Jules Verne,
its rescue and the subsequent suit for
salvage,
all these are so romantic that for the time they overshadow the
claims of antiquity, claims which it shares with the other imMoreover, the transport and reerection of the
ported obelisks.
obelisk have been watched with widespread interest because
of the novel yet simple and very skilful means by which the
If there is a
engineer, Mr. Dixon, has accomplished them.
certain anachronism in forcing upon it the companionship of
modern sphinxes, it is probable that they will be less conspicuous and unpleasant than the pedestal on wliich rests the obelisk
of Luxor in the Place de la Concorde at Paris, emblazoned as
it is with incised and gilded designs which represent the means
employed in the transport of the surmounting obelisk.

ARCHAEOLOGY AND AMERICAN ARCHITECTURE.

committee of the House of Lords was ap-

THE

Architect had lately under this title an article in which,
we had used, " the tyranny of arthe
influence of archaeology on English
chaeology," it noticed

pointed to investigate the character and amount of the injuries
that were due to the noxious vapors and gases which were

quoting an expression that

among the waste products of various manufacturing processes.
The investigation bore chiefly on the copper smelting and the

architecture and asked the questions

was proved that muriatic (hydrochloric)
acid gas was emitted from the alkali works in quantity sufficient
to blast the crops and trees in the direction followed by the pre-

art free

from

to

results

vailing winds, even throughout a distance of six or seven miles,

England,

alkali works,

and as

it

a law was passed which compelled manufacturers to condense
It has since been
ninety-five per cent of the acid produced.
ascertained that it is sulphurous and not muriatic acid that chiefly
injures vegetation, so an amendment, passed in 1874, brings
into the category of noxious gases sulphuric, sulphurous, nitric,
Upon the worksulphurretted hydrogen, and chlorine gases.
ings of this law a Royal Commission has reported lately and
has brought to light facts that are curious and interesting. The
complaint as to the destruction of vegetation turned out to be
reasonable, but the gases were found to affect most injuriously
the trees and plants on higli ground, while the vegetation in
valleys and on the farther side of slopes was often uninjured.
It was also found that the higher the factory chimney was the
more wide-spread was the devastation. As regards health it
was proved that if not absolutely deadly, the gases at least
In the neighborhood of
caused headache and depression.
London, where there is a great variety of large establishments,
other phenomena have been observed, which being proved nuiChief among
sances, to say the least, call for legislative action.
these obnoxious places are the cement works at Northfleet and
Greenbithe on the Thames, which produce such dense vapors
while burning the chalk and clay that navigation of the river
is made
dangerous, and the Thames conservators have been
petitioned by fifty steamship masters and one hundred and
The prothirty London Trinity pilots to abate the nuisance.
duction of these vapors may throw some light on the late terrible disaster to the Princess Alice.
It is said, by the way, that
the river at the spot where the steamboat sank was at the time
of the disaster nothing more than a mass of sewage, as the outfall sewers were then
discharging, consequently it is suspected
that when the passengers found themselves in the river
they
were asphyxiated before they had time to swim ashore. There

was probably

in the
discharging sewage some powerful chemical
substance, for the clothing on the bodies changed color, and de-
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good

old art does

this influence,

and how

:

How

far

is

American

freedom led
dispense with

far has this

?
whether, in fine, the effort to
not lead, in the United States as well as in

It is true, as the Architect says
to disappointment.
"
with a pleasant cordiality, that the United States
speak
and
think
with
an
an
with
English underEnglish tongue,
"
and though we can hardly go so far with our
standing
fellow-journal as to say that the influence of English traditions
and relics is the only influence of the kind that prevails with
"
"
it is doubtless
is used
unless
prevails
very literally,
us,
on
the
whole shows most in our best work.
that
influence
the
This is not true of our sculpture and our painting, wliich draw
more inspiration from Italy, France, and even Germany ; but
it is true of architecture and the decorative arts.
Accessibility
to the English influence of the day in these arts is nevertheless
confined to New York, Boston, and one or two of the
:

mainly
most progressive Western cities, Chicago, for instance and,
Even in
of recent growth.
curiously, it is very much a thing
Philadelphia it has but just begun to make itself felt; in cities
further south one may almost look in vain for anything to remind one of the progress of English art for two generations
It is to the influence of an earlier time that we are to
past.
turn for whatever of English tradition survives in these cities
in their custom of living in separate houses, and their consequent manner of arranging them in their social and domestic
The influences that have altered their arts, so far as
habits.
since the days of our fathers, are not Engthey have changed
From New York as far south as anything has changed
lish.
the old order of things, and through the most of the West, the
York and
predominating influence has been German in New
have
tendencies
French
extent
some
and
to
elsewhere,
Boston,
in the East there is comparastruggled with the others, while
the German mark.
tively little that shows
The most significant fact, however, is the survival of the English influence, the power it has shown to reassert itself and
overbear its rivals. Persons who have carefully watched the
;

;

;

development of American architecture will be disposed to say
that a quarter of a century ago, if one foreign element seemed
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likely to prevail in

it, it

was the German

;

and, as

Architect

we have

A

seen,

little later,
over some parts of the country it has prevailed.
the French element, starting with our two most influential cities,
bade fair to get the mastery. But the German influence has
waned ; the French has barely held its actual place, by no
means its relative importance. The English element has steadily become more and more prominent until it has on the whole
overborne both of the others, and is more or less conspicuous in
the greater part of the work that is done nowadays by studious
This is due, no doubt, partly to the old habit of
architects.

looking to English art and English literature for examples
partly to the example of a number of capable English archibut
tects who have come to live and practice among us
;

;

more

of English examples through the
multitude of professional books that are brought to us, and
keep us better acquainted with what our professional brothers
are doing ia England than with what goes on anywhere else
and more still to the English architectural journals, which
come weekly with profuse illustrations. But these are not
The Gothic
causes sufficient to account for all the phenomena.
M.
revival has been stimulated by both Germans and English
Viollet-le-Duc has been perhaps a more honored prophet than
any Englishman ; the splendid architectural publications of
the French press have been very widely distributed among us,
and modern French detail has been imitated abundantly in our
More than this, the most of our young men
city architecture.
to

the

accessibility

;

;

who have gone abroad

for architectural training have gone to
Paris, finding there, what unfortunately does not exist in England, a well equipped and well disciplined architectural school.
Nevertheless the English fashion gains ground, and it is not a
little curious to see that even these men, trained in French ways

of designing, as one by one they have come home, after working
for a time according to their training have almost to a man
dropped the French manner and taken up an English one.
Many causes, which it would be interesting to study, conduce to
this gravitating tendency, but behind all must lie a common instinct, the result of long inheritance, which inclines Americans
to a natural preference for the same forms which Englishmen
elect to use.
Commercial as well as literary intercourse helps
"
houses followthe influence, and while we see " Queen Anne
"
" Victorian
Morris papers,
lined
with
are
Gothic,
they
ing
and decorated with English tiles and English metal-work.
In all this, however, it must be said that contemporary example has told much more than archieology. American architects as a class are not very studious, at least in a scholarly
way. They lack archaeological fervor, and are by native affinity
more attracted to what is doing than to what has long been
done. Nor have they the reverence for purity of style that waits
on archaeology. Although instinct or association or opportunity
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This architecture

is as innocent of
archaeology as the Romanesque work of the tenth century, or as any architecture can be.

In fact

it

is

the

modern example of an architecture

practised

way that Mr. Fergusson and some other reformers declare
to be the only way in which such an art can be
living and
healthy,
by men who work without regard for precedent or
rule, using forms which they know only by tradition and examin the

and with a simple adaptation to the wants of a people, to
the materials and mechanical processes at their command.
It is
an art which every capable building-mechanic in the
country
understands, and can practice without the aid of books or rules
or architects or drawings, exactly as did the mediaeval builders
ple,

whose manner of work we are of

late urged to imitate.
But it
an art that is altogether abhorrent to purists and offensive to
artists, one in which persons of education, offended by its coarseness and ugliness and pretentiousness, will see no
redeeming
promise, unless they can look through these to its vigorous independence, and have confidence that time will develop an
artistic sense to chasten and
shape it. It is, however, distinct
and coherent in spite of many local differences in mechanical
expedients it is the same thing from Maine to California, and it
is unlike
anything else in the world. It is not without derived
forms; no architecture has been so since that of primitive ages.
Those who make it have borrowed at second or third hand
many details from German and Swiss architecture, and have
culled many forms with free eclecticism from the work of educated architects which they saw before them. Their chief
glory,
the dreadful adaptation known as the French roof, which covis

;

ers nine in ten of all the

works of ambitious builders throughout
the land, is plunder.
But they have appropriated and altered
all these
things as the Greeks appropriated and altered the details of their Doric and Ionic orders, and have made them as
truly their own.
These then are the two components of architecture in the
United States; an art of the people, chiefly in the hands of
mechanics, or of architects who are only mechanics grown up;
and an art of the educated profession. The two are in their
characteristic examples thoroughly different^ though there is of
course a debatable ground on which they overlap.
Out of
their fusion or confusion must come the future American architecture.
This is not the place to discuss what the interaction of
the two elements will be, though it is clear from the

can apply

present
tendencies of society that the prevailing force must be the educated one, more affected perhaps by the reaction of the other
than those who wield it could be made to expect. On the one
hand we have a popular art, knowing nothing of by-gone ages,
owing no allegiance to precedent, taking its fashions by natural
selection, or by inoculation, as do shipbuilders or milliners or
shoemakers. On the other is an educated profession,
not
yet too well educated, on the average, but gaining every day,
more or less studious of the architecture of the past as a repository of convenient material, but not caring greatly for learning,
and living much more in the present; fond of license, and quite
indifferent to the control of archteology.
Yet while we have
seen in our freedom from this control (from the "
of

and

the future opportunity of our
countrymen, we are often tempted to wish that for a time, and
until they are a little steadier in their march,
they could be subThe vigorous independence of our vernacular
jected to it.

may lead them to draw most freely from English examples, they
lay hold of their goods, like Moliere, wherever they find them ;
and if a feature or detail from French or Italian or German
architecture suits their purpose, they are seldom prevented by
respect for style from working it into any design to which they
it.
The old restraints no longer hold them. The
classical period is gone ; even the men who would design
churches with attention to historical unity of style are passing
away. The leader of them has left us within the summer,
their successors, are nothing if not eclectic.
the new streets of Boston,

who walks through

The

stranger

which we

in-

stance as a typical example because, having been in a great part
built over within a few years, its architecture is at once the newwill see motives of all dates, and of
est and most consistent,

French, German, and Italian parentage, plentifully intermixed
with the predominating English, and all transfused with something which, since it can be classed with neither of these, we
must be content to call American.
But thus far we have spoken only of one kind of American
architecture, the work of the more educated architects, who set
the fashion on the most important buildings and to the cultivated classes, who have got their training from the traditions
and literature of their profession, and who keep themselves informed of its progress abroad. Nevertheless, we must remember that there is another kind of American architecture, a kind
which, though we may incline to consider it less exemplary, is
It is
abundant, and even more distinctly our own.
probably what an observant foreigner would carry away in his
recollection as the most characteristic part of American art,
It is what we have more than once
if he would call it art.
described, and often referred to, as our vernacular architecture.

much more

"

archaeology

tyranny

as

we have

called

it)

architects

is their
birthright; being their only possession it should
not be taken away from them, and it cannot.
But the eclecticism of the educated ones is to our mind far too lawless. It
seriously impairs their sense of proportion and harmony, which
is the architect's most
precious artistic quality in many cases it
;

seems

have expelled

A

altogether.
study of style close
enough to satisfy archaeology is the best corrective that we know
for this fault.
For this reason we have urged the study of
individual styles as the necessary means of training in architectural schools.
For the same reason we have expected beneto

it

from the tendency which we have lately seen to such archaafrom the
ological study as our country gives opportunity for,
inclination to revive what we call " colonial architecture."
But
fit

we have been

disappointed to see how in most cases the irrepresinstinct has turned the repose of this into fussiOne shudders to think
ness, its quiet order into lawlessness.
what would have become of English architecture in these days,
with its immense activity and its loose methods of training, if
it had not had
One sometimes shudders to
styles to restrain it.
see what has become of the American
vernacular or eclectic
sible

American

exempt from

this restraint.
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THE OPEN FIRE-PLACE.

Architect

copper,
and improving the ventilation.
fire-places for economizing the heat

IS.

PRACTICAL EXPERIMENTS ON THE WASTE HEAT AND AIR CUR-

the sun, furnishes
great radiator of heat to all living beings,
life
those beings with the kind of heat best suited to support the
which it has developed, namely, that of direct radiation.

THAT

RENTS.
best authorities put the waste heat of our fire-places at from
the shape of the fireeighty to ninety-five per cent, depending upon
nature of the fuel, the amount of the draught, and the size
place, the
and nature of the flue but I have been unable to find any satisfactory
records of experiments made to corroborate their statements. Those
made by General Morin answer most nearly, but still not entirely,
our questions. I have therefore made a number of careful experiments, the results of some of which are given in the accompanying

The

as if for the
If we would only accept this lesson, repeated every day,
in a manner the most impurpose of giving it all possible emphasis,
the most magnificent that nature can f urpressive and with apparatus
and
ish or the mind of man imagine; if we would accept the lesson,
endeavor to heat our houses after the same principles, these houses
fields. We should be prompted
might be made as healthy as the open
to respect more the open fire-place, as furnishing the best substitute
all such
for the life and health
rays of the sun, and to discard

;

tables.

giving
in principle to that employed by
systems of heating as are opposed

The first six experiments were made in houses built on the
land on Marlborough Street, and the
second series of five on the house
No. 4 Pemberton Square, Boston.

nature.
direct radiation the body is warmed, while the air breathed is
and refreshing. AVith the hot-air principle of heating the reverse
the case, and it is found that, when this unnatural method is long

With
cool
is

new

flues

grates, fire-places,
" most
tested were of the so-called

"

modern construction,
approved
and calculated to utilize the greatest amount of heat possible without

exhaled when the temperature is near the freezing point.
The open fire, while it radiates an agreeable heat upon our bodies,
like
animating us with a cheering and healthy glow or excitement,
that produced by a bright sun on a frosty morning, leaves the air
for breathing.
comparatively cool, concentrated, and invigorating
Now, although from the earliest times of which we have record the
open fire-place seems to have been the favorite device for heating
and ventilating the habitations of man; although no modern house is
considered complete without it either for use or for ornament; although the physician regards it as a most valuable ally in the mastery
of disease; and although its improvement has at all times claimed
the attention of the most distinguished scientists and philanthropists,
as well as of the practical mechanic; yet we find it to-day so little
understood and generally so incorrectly constructed that at least
seven eighths of the heat of the fuel is lost, and its capabilities as a
ventilator are almost entirely neglected, so that our fire-places may
be properly described as devices contrived in the interest of the coal
merchant for the purpose of carrying up to the roof, in the form of

smoke, the greatest possible amount of money, and of leaving the
smallest possible amount of comfort behind. My definition of the
word "chimney" would be this: A long tube open at both ends,
the lower opening, called a " fire-place," being used to receive fuel
and to emit smoke the upper, to direct upon the roof from eightyfive to ninety-five per cent of the heat and smoke generated below
generally so constructed as to carry off as much of the warm air of
the room as is pure enough to be breathed, and cause large draughts
of cold air to supply its place by rushing across the feet of the occupants in the manner best calculated to give them rheumatism, con;

;

sumption, pneumonia, and other diseases. To complete the appasometimes added to obstruct the circulation in the

ratus, screens are

apartment.

WASTE OF HEAT.
In the city of Paris, according to M. V. Ch. Joly, there are used
annually, for heating purposes, over 500,000 cubic meters of firewood alone, costing about twenty-five million francs, and of this only
eight to ten per cent, or in value about two million francs, are actually
turned into serviceable heat. The remainder, to the value of about
twenty-three million francs, annually disappears in the air without
" What must we estimate the
total amount of anprofit to any one.
nual loss," says an eminent writer on ventilation, " in fuel, both of
wood and coal, throughout the entire world, when we consider that
the open fire-place is used to-day by over fifty millions of people "
1

employing the peculiar or patented
forms' invented by Franklin, Gal-,
ton, Winter, Gauger, Fondct, Joly,
J'jl.
and others, little known in this counThe
and
set.
fire-place and grate used in
try and difficult to obtain
,the second series of experiments recorded
in the accompanying tables are represented in front elevation in Fig. 1, and in sec-

The dotted lines show
Fig. 2.
the form of the back only of the fireplace used in the first series of experiments, the sides forming an angle of 135
degrees with the back, to improve their
reflecting power. In the second series the
fire-place was smaller, shallower, and the
sides were at right angles with the back,
the upper half of which inclined forward
tion in

The entire length of the flue in this case was seventy feet. Half
way up, or thirty-five feet from the fire place, an opening was made

the flue large enough to receive a chemist's Centigrade thermomeand the heat was tested at this point during the experiments in
order to ascertain the amount lost by absorption in the upper half of
the chimney. The thermometer was surrounded by putty to render it
When the readings were taken it was drawn out through
air-tight.
the putty far enough to see the head of the mercury column and then
pushed back into its place. These readings were recorded by an assistant in columns 6 and 16 of the tables.
For want of space only two of the tables are given, the others
agreeing substantially with them, and the results being nearly the
same.
The anemometer used was one of Casella's most delicate instru-

in

ter,

ments, lately imported from London. A careful test previously to
making the experiments proved it to be exceedingly accurate and
Where possible the observations were made every minute,
reliable.
but where this was impracticable the intervals were made as small as
moments were obtained
possible, and the figures for the intervening
by calculation. The amount of wood burned in each experiment was
1
exactly three kilograms.
From these tables it will be seen that the amount of heat dissipated
in the open air through the mouth of the chimney from the combustion of 3 kilograms of dry pine wood, is sufficient to raise the temperature of nearly 16,000 cubic meters of air 1 Centigrade, according to
the first experiment, or 16,980 cubic meters according to the second
experiment; giving an average of 16,488 cubic meters raised 1.
This is equivalent to 5,070 units of heat, or enough to raise the temof
perature of over 5 tons of water 1 C., or to raise 50 kilograms

water from freezing to boiling point.
the

" An
following
open fire-place, unless the air enters from the ceiloften produces little or no ventilation above the level of the
ing,
chimney piece, and, even then, it does not afford the best and purest
atmosphere. The air above may be comparatively stagnant, and offensive in the extreme from the products of combustion and
respiration, while a fresh current moves along the floor to the fire-place."
So great is the danger from cold draughts occasioned by open fireplaces as they are now constructed that one is said to be less liable
to take cold standing in the open air, with the thermometer at freezing point, than sitting on such a day in a room heated by a bright
open fire. So unequal is the distribution of heat in such a room that
water may be frozen in one corner near the window
draughts, and
boiled in another" near the fire, and it has even been found
possible
to roast a goose in front of such a fire, while the air
flowing by it into
the chimney was freezing cold.
:

and

The

serious discomfort

employed to the total exclusion of the natural,
and disease are the resulls. That warm air is less effective than cold
in purifying the blood by removing the carbonic acid from the lungs
is demonstrated both by our own experience and by the investigations
shown
of science.
Experiments made, on birds and animals have
that the amount of carbonic acid exhaled when breathing air heated
from 30 to 41 Centigrade (86 to 106 F.) is less than one half that

DANGEROUS DRAUGHTS AND IMPERFECT VENTILATION.
The " Encyclopaedia Britannica," page 897, has on ventilation

No. 145.

solely by this cause."
In short, it would be difficult to point out any part of our usual domestic edifices which would show such a total absence of scientific
of our fire-places and chimneys.
principles as the construction

heat of

IT
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" that
"I have no doubt in my own mind," said Count Rumford,
thousands die in this country every year of consumption, occasioned

I.

its improveTHE Open Fire-place, as it Is and as it has been, with suggestions for on
the vraste
ment Heating and ventilation of private houses, with original experiments
in connection with open
iron
sheet
and
cast
pipes
the
use
of
on
flues and

THE OPEN FIRE-PLACE AS

and Building News.

The greatest possible amount of heat which 3 kilograms of dry
pine wood is capable of yielding being, according to Rumford, 3,590
3
10,770 units, we see that one half of the heat generated passes
Of the reat once up through the chimney and out at its mouth.
mainder we shall hereafter see that about four-fifths is absorbed in
the brickwork, and either given out from the surfaces of the outer
walls or carried up in the air space between the studding and the
brickwork to the roof whence it radiates into space.

X

=

i In this article I shall use the metric
weights and measures, both because the calculations are made easier by so doing, and because these units have been adopted by most of
the writers on the subject whose works we have occasion to consult.
1 kilogram or kilog. =: 2.2046 or 2.2 pounds avoirdupois.
1 meter
8.28 feet 1 square meter
10.8 square feet j 1 cubic meter =r 36 cubic feet.

=

=
=

;

=

1.8 Fahrenheit.
Centigrade
Fahrenheit
0.55 Centigrade.
1 metric heat unit or calorie is the amount of heat required to raise 1 kilogram of water
1 Centigrade.
8.968 English beat-unite.
1 calorie

1
1

=
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foundation of the wall of ancient Jerusalem, at its southwest angle.
This was bared to its base in 1874, by Mr. Maudslay, M. I. C. E.,
and proved to be in one part fifty feet high. At the corner is a probase of a tower, with a rock-cut stair
jection twenty feet square, the
from the outer platform of rock at the east end (as far as excain the top of
vated) is a second tower and stair. Cisterns are cut
the scarp, and there is, in one part, a ditch in front of it. This solid
foundation for the ancient wall reminds us of the solid bases of the

The capitals of the pillars have volutes resembling
ing their roofs.
those of the Ionic order, but the attached pilasters at the corners of
the porch are generally of the Doric order. The rock inside the

Angreat towers, its Hippicus and fellows, mentioned by Josephus.
other rock foundation, forty feet high, exists at the northwest corner of the Haram, and this is scarped in the same way with a vertical face, rudely dressed with some kind of pick.
Fortifications of this kind are found in many parts of Palestine.
The village of Bittir (Bether) stands on such scarps, partly natural,
a site is noticed
partly artificial, and the same method of defending

consisting of the Greek word JIAP6ENHS.
The most
rock-cut frieze generally occurs above these tombs.
famous example is that of the tomb of Helena, north of Jerusalem,
dating in the first century B. c., according to Mr. Fergnsson. In
this and in many other examples there are triglyphs with guttae, and
bunches of grapes between. In one case, the door-way had a design
of the Greek fret round the jambs and over the lintel, and a rude
In many instances
representation. of grapes and vine-leaves above.
rosettes, wreaths, and geometrical patterns, very well executed, occur between the triglyphs.
New examples of very fine character were found by the survey
party at Deir el Derb, in Samaria, and again south of Hebron.
The loculus tomb, with a rock-cut sarcophagus under an arch, can
now be shown to have been used by the Jews, and to be later than
the kokim tombs. Numerous transition examples of great interest
have been found. In some cases, the outer or older chamber had
kokim; the inner or newer chamber, loculi. The kokim were often
destroyed in making the loculi, and in some cases both loculi and

;

in describing Samaria.
rock-cut tombs are, however, of yet greater interest, and a
large number were planned throughout Palestine by the survey party.
There is no reasonable cause for doubting their great antiquity, for
the typical form of these tombs is described in the Talmud, and no
examples are known which can well be ascribed to other nations than
The only Hebrew inscriptions discovered during the surthe Jews.
vey were found over tho doors of these tombs, and in several cases
the golden candlestick was represented on the walls. The face of
the rock in which the tomb is hewn is generally vertical, but is sometimes cut back to form a square open court in front of the tomb door.
The door-way is very small, two feet six inches, or even only two
It is closed in various ways
feet wide by three feet in height.
sometimes by a stone door, swinging on hinges, and secured by a
lock,
hinges and lock having now been removed, being probably
sometimes by a slab of stone, resting against an inner
of metal
rim, and secured by a horizontal bar; occasionally by a door which
slides up and down; while sometimes the entrance is built up with
four or five blocks. The chamber within is four-sided, ranging from
six feet to thirty feet in length, and from seven feet to ten feet in
stone bench, about two feet high and wide, often runs
height.
round three sides, and steps lead down from the door to the floor.
The roof is generally flat, but sometimes cut to a low arch, or to a
The walls are rudely finished with a pick,
triangular cross-section.
or some pointed instrument, and the shape is scarcely ever truly

by Josephus

The

:

;

A

rectangular.
The bodies were deposited in long tunnels, which run in from the
walls of the chamber, and they lay with the feet towards the centre,
and the head furthest in, at right angles to the wall. These pigeonhole graves are called kokim (plural of kokn) in the Talmud.
They
range from four feet or five feet (probably for children) up to seven
feet in length, and from two feet to three feet in width and in height.
The end opening into the chamber was closed by a stone slab, which
was plastered over, and in some cases the interior was packed with
chips of stone for a distance of one foot or more. The roofs of the
kokim are sometimes flat, sometimes pointed, and very generally
arched out into a semicircular tunnel-vault.
The rude stone towers appear to have been intended
like the
smaller and less solid ones now built
to guard the orchards.
They are about fifteen feet square, and rather more in height. The
corner-stones are sometimes five feet long, and are occasionally
The lintel-stone of the door
dressed, while the rest are quite rude.
is also sometimes well dressed.
There is no mortar in the walls,
which are very thick. The roof is composed of slabs, seven feet or
eight feet long, resting on the walls, and someiimes on a central pier
In one case a semicircular arch of wellof similar construction.
dressed stones was thrown from wall to -wall to support the slabs
Six or seven of these towers will sometimes occur close together.
The great size of their stones indicates their antiquity, as the natives
neviT employ such large blocks in building. Such towers are noticed
in our Lord's parable of the vineyard (Mark xii. 1).
To the Ilerodian period the greater part of the niegalithic masonry
of the Temple walls is now generally ascribed.
It has been found
that the curious criss-cross dressing of these stones occurs also on the
voussoirs of the Tyropason Bridge, which does not date earlier than
the time of Herod's Temple.
An interesting discovery has also
been made recently with regard to these walls. In 1873 Lieutenant
Conder reached the wall at a point previously unexplored near the
northwest corner of the Haram, and found the ancient masonry, in
situ, from the rock to a level higher than that of the inner court.
The
of the wall is shown in a wood-cut in " Tent Work

appearance

At the level of the interior ground
i., p. 346).
back, with a bevelled edge to the stones, and piers are left
projecting one foot six inches. This detail is also observable in the
walls of the Hebron Haram, which Mr. Ferguason attributes to the
Her dian age. The wall at Jerusalem was also found to have a hatter bebw the level of the bevelled stones, each course
being set back
six inches behind that immediately under it.
The horizontal drafts
of the stones were in this part six inches wide, the vertical ones being three inches. The object appears to have been to give a more
equal effect to the eye. Where the wall is flush, the draft is three
inches on each of the four edges of the face of the stone.
The tombs of this later period are especially worthy of notice.
They are distinguished from the earlier kokim tombs, partly by having sarcophagi under arcosolia at the sides of the chambers, instead
of kokim; partly by the large porches with rock-cut
pillars supportin Palestine" (vol.

it is set

porch (which measures twenty feet to thirty feet in width, by about
feet in depth) is often cut in imitation of drafted masonry.
Sunk places, apparently for metal tablets with inscriptions, such as
the Jews employed in the second century B. C., are also found, but
only one inscription was recovered, being rudely painted in red, and
ten

A

kokim occurred in one chamber.
The well-known rolling stone, closing the tomb door, is almost always found in connection with the loculi. Only two instances of
kokim tombs with a rolling stone have been found. This agrees with
its use in the Holy Sepulchre, which cannot have been of the class of
the kokim tombs, as the angels sat at the head and at the foot of the
The stone is in situ in the tomb of Helena at Jerusalem,
grave.
standing in the sloping groove in which it rolled. These stones
weigh about six hundredweight, and are generally three feet in
diameter.
They moved like a cheese rolling on its circumference,
and had to be pushed up hill to open the door.

It is worthy of notice that at Umm el Amed the pillars of the synagogue were one hundred and sixty inches high, their capitals eight
inches high, and the bases sixteen inches. If the cubit was sixteen
inches long (as may be deduced from Maimonides), the pillars were
thus ten cubits high, the capitals half a cubit, the bases a cubit.
Among the great public works of the Herodian period may be
to Csesarea, partly rock-cut and
noted the two fine aqueducts
leading
partly of earthen pipes carefully joined, resting on a concrete foundation in a masonry trough, and supported on fine round arches, with
a double ring of voussoirs. Where tunn'elled through the hill, these
aqueducts are reached by winding stairs, cut in the rock; no doubt
'

intended to facilitate the excavation of the tunnel in the first instance, and for drawing water in the second.
From the time of Queen Helena's pilgrimage to Jerusalem, and
the building of Constantino's basilica, in 333 A. D., down to the year
636 A. D., when Palestine fell into the hands of the Caliph Omar, a
large Christian population spread over the country, and numerous
monasteries and churches were erected, especially in the south,
where large Christian villages existed, according to St. Jerome.
The architecture of this period is very distinctive in style, and the
large majority of the ruins now found belong to this epoch.
have unfortunately only two dated examples of this period in
Palestine itself, though in Northern Syria Du Vogiie has examined
many splendid structures of the same style, some of which are dated
with exactitude. In Palestine we have Constantino's basilica, built
about 333 A. D., at Bethlehem, and the fortress on Gerizim, built by
Justinian in 533 A. D., round the octagonal chapel erected by Zeno
In the first we find columns, with capitals of the Coin 474 A. D.
rinthian order, having the cross on each boss between the volutes.
These support a very simple cornice, and from above the columns in
the central aisle rises a clear-story, once pierced with windows. The
capitals are all of one design, and tho columns are uniform in dimen-

We

sions

and

detail.

In the second example we find the whole of the exterior walls,
built of drafted masonry of a peculiar kind, which is found very commonly in the walls of the early chapels and monasteries. The stones
are extremely irregular in dimensions, and the courses are not always carried the whole length of the wall at one level. Very narrow courses sometimes occur near the foundations, and high courses
above. The stones vary from two feet to ten feet in length, and are
is
generally two feet to two feet six inches in height. The draft
deeper cut than that of the Herodian masonry at Jerusalem, and is
extremely irregular, being sometimes six inches wide at one side of
the stone, and three inches or four inches on the other. The boss of
the stone is not always of rectangular form. The dressing is rude,
and appears to have been executed with a pointed instrument. The
boss is always dressed, and projects about two inches. This masonry
was evidently quarried for the buildings in which it is now found, being adapted for its present use, and occurring also in arches and lintel stones of a size suitable to the width of the entrances beneath.
Another distinctive feature of the style is the character of the
vaulting and arches. The stones are smaller than those in the walls.
The keystones are very narrow, the haunch stones wide, and the intermediate voussoirs graduate in width from the one to the other.
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This peculiarity

is found
invariably in all buildings of the period.
vaults are semicircular tunnel vaults, and groined roofs never
occur, nor are, pointed arches ever found.
One of the finest examples yet examined is the monastery of Deir

The

Kulah, in Samaria. The cloisters remain almost perfectly preThe doors have flat lintel-stones
served, with exceplion of the roof.
over them, upon which the cross is always cut. Sometimes elaborate

el

geometrical designs surround it, and over one door the conventional
representation of Calvary occurs beneath it. Over these lintel-stones
low relieving arches occur. In one case the stones above were only
hollowed out, and no structural arch existed.
The masonry of the interior is not drafted, but the outer walls,
which rise against the face of the cliff, are of large drafted masonry.
In the chapel a simple cornice runs round the walls, and above the
small window in the apse this cornice is deflected into a semicircular
arch. In this building we thus find two of the characteristic features
of the architecture of the Golden Gateway reproduced, but, unfortunately, no date has yet been found in connection with the Samaritan
example. The arches and vaults in this building reproduce the peculiarities

above enumerated.

The heavy

lintel-stones, ten feet to fifteen feet long,

which were

used in the Byzantine monasteries, are often the only traces left of
the building, the smaller stones having been carried away by the
peasantry. In one case a Greek inscription was found on a lintel,
" This is the
which was translated,
gate of the Lord, the righteous shall enter in."
It may be noted that the vaulting of the Single and Double Gate-

way

passages, and of the

Twin

Pools,

vaults, show the peculiarities of the
scribed.

and two others of the Haram
Byzantine arching, above de-

It appears that the form of tomb used at this period was the same
as that above described, used in the later Jewish times; but the
Christian examples are never found in cemeteries in which kokim
tombs occur.
At Bela, in Samaria, a tomb of this kind was found with the Greek
" One God
inscription, EIS OEOS MONOS,
only," and a date which

appeared to be probably 332 A. D. In Jerusalem another example
was found ornamented with large crosses in red paint, aad the letters A and Q at the heads of the graves.
In the valley south of
Jerusalem the same class of tomb is found with Greek inscriptions,
"The monument of certain persons of Holy Sion (a Church so" The excellent
and
from
the
called)
tomb of

Rome,"
again,
Amarulph of Germany."

monument,

The

fine tomb, discovered in 187G in Galilee, the fa9ade of which
given in a former number of the Builder (p. 644, ante), is also of
this period, and with two others is close to a Byzantine church.
The fafade is covered with a grape-vine, cut in very hard rock, havOn each side of the door is an illegible
ing birds in the branches.
Greek inscription. The interior has small attached columns, with
The vine is again cut
spiral fluting and rudely-cut classic capitals.
on the walls, and over each sarcophagus at the back is a boss on
which a cross is cut in relief. It is thus clear that the cross is as
old as the tomb itself.
On the side walls of the open court, before
the facade, two lions are rudely represented, and two smaller animals, apparently lambs, with birds and flowers.
Careful plans, sketches, and sections of this curious monument
were made by the survey party.
tomb close by has also a cross
over the door flanked by two birds in relief.
The town where these
tombs were found is called Shefa Amr, and was the ancient Sliafram, a place where the' Sanhedrim sat in the second century A. D.,
and which was afterwards considered by the Crusaders to be the
home of Zebedee. The ancient Jewish cemetery is at some distance
from the church and from the Christian tombs.
To this period also several fine structural tombs throughout Palesis

A

tine probably belong, having
The Builder.

domed

roofs springing from

penden-

tives.

L'ECOLE DBS BEAUX-ARTS.
L'lZcole nationals et speciale des Beaux-Arts at Paris, founded
in 1648 for the teaching of architecture, sculpture, painting, engraving, and gem-cutting, is, as its name indicates, a public institution,
being under the supervision of the Director of the Fine Arts. The
school is open to all without distinctions of nationality; and ranking
as it'does, especially in the department of architecture, as probably
the best institution of its kind anywhere, it attracts to itself students
from nearly every country of the world. The applicant for admission to the above department is required to have two letters of recommendation, one from the minister of his country in Paris, and the
other from the professor in whose atelier he is working or expects to
work.
The inscription as candidate for admission takes place a few
days before the examinations, which occur twice a year, in March
and July. The aspirants are first tested in cast-drawing, being al-

lowed twelve hours

in

which

to

make a shaded drawing from a

The requirements are very
plaster cast of an antique ornament.
decided in this respect, and while a finely finished drawing is not
called for, still the student is required to show that he has the ability
to make a correct outline, and can faithfully express the lights and
shades. The examination in architectural designing and drawing
which follows, takes place en loge, as it is termed, each aspirant being
placed in a stall by himself, with the programme proposed before
him, and not allowed to leave the room until the task is completed.
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As twelve hours is allotted for this also, from 9 A. M. to 9 p. M., the
student is expected to bring a lunch with him. The supposition on
the part of the authorities probably is that the applicants shall
keep
but since
reasonably quiet, and work out their ideas independently
the average French student is a being mortally opposed to quiet or
close application, and as the loges are separated only
by thin board
partitions, and are entirely open towards a central passage, the conditions are often not the most favorable for thoughtful work.
The
The past July it was a
projects given vary, of course, each year.
The drawings are required
"piscine dans un etablissement thermal,"
to be in line only, the plan to a scale of four millimeters
per meter,
the elevation double.
The design is expected to be strictly classic,
with one of the orders used in correct proportions, Vignola being assumed as standard. Many of the drawings sent in are finished in color,
but that is entirely optional, the requirements calling more for a
sketch than a finished drawing.
At this point in the examinations, judgment is passed upon the
work already accomplished, and only those whose drawings are satisfactory are allowed to try the examinations in mathematics and hisThese consist in mathematics of first a written examination
tory.
loge, followed by an oral examination by the professor in charge.
The topics embraced are, arithmetic and its applications, algebra as
far as equations of the second degree, and geometry,
plane and solid,
such as is usually taught in the high schools of the United States.
Also an amount of descriptive geometry about equal to what is contained in the first seventeen problems of Church's treatise on the
In history, the examination is altogether written.
Four
subject.
questions are given, two from ancient history and two from modern,
and the student is required to answer but one from each. The questions are quite general, only the leading dates being called for. The
examinations are of course all in French, except the history, which
may be written in English, if so preferred.
This is all that is required to enter the department of architecture.
As will be seen, the examinations are not difficult; but the school
evidently proceeds upon the principle, that what a man knows at all,
lie should know well, for the
marking is so close that a large number
of the aspirants always fail to pass.
This year, out of ninety-four
who were first inscribed, but thirty have been admitted, forty five
dropping out on drawing and designing alone.
The system of instruction employed keeps the ateliers, to a certain
To enter one of these it is
extent, distinct from the school proper.
necessary only that the applicant be satisfactory to the professor in
charge, he being the sole judge of the requisite qualifications. The
instruction in the school is entirely gratuitous, no fees of any kind
On entering the atelier, however, a sum of thirty to
being required.
forty francs is paid for the use of boards and T-squares, and a fee
of five francs per month is called for to meet incidental
expenses.
C. H. B.
;

[During the past three years we have had occasion to explain at length to
more than one questioner what is the course of instruction in architecture at the
Ecole des Beaux-Arts and what preparations are necessary to ensure passing
the entrance examinations.
Six months ago, our correspondent tells us he was
unable to obtain the information he now sends us, and a.s there may be others
who desire to he better informed on the subject it seems well to supplement the
information contained in the foregoing communication by a few more details.
Of the two letters of recommendation mentioned, one must come from the
patron of the atelier where the student is to study and work. In the choice of
an atelier, one is usually influenced by the advice of friends who have studied
in one or another of them. There are at the Ecole itself only three ateliers, under
the charge of Mil. Andre Laisiu and Guadet; these are generally well tilled, because, being" in the school buildings, they are more accessible to the library and
collections, and because a certain prestige attaches to them as being under the
immediate patronage of Government, partly, too, because they are what are
known as ateliers d mention, that is, ateliers whose pupils are sometimes thought
to obtain an undue share of recompenses.
These ateliers are not much affected
by Americans, possibly because in them hazing is practised with some severity.
Besides these, the legitimate workrooms, there are eight ateliers externes which
have a semi-official hut well-recognized connection with the Ecole. These are
under the charge of M. Coquart, 51. Daumet, MM. Ginain-Lebas, M. Guenepin,
MM. Moyau-Joyau, MM. 1'ascal-Questel, M. Train, and M. Vaudremer, men of
high standing in the profession, and without exception, we believe, men who
have obtained the Prix lie Koine.
Once admitted to an atelier the first thing to do is to obtain a reasonable control of the language, and the next is to brush up one's knowledge of mathematics.
The best way of doing this is to attend the lectures of M. Clopet, 10 Kue
des Beaux-Arts, who has a semi-official connection with the Ecole, and who for
the absurd price of ten francs per month goes over the necessary ground in
three or four months with the utmost thoroughness. If the aspirant is well
grounded in mathematics this course is not necessary, for since the same terms
are constantly being repeated in mathematical demonstrations a few private
1

1

,

,

lessons is all "that is really needed, but the lectures are admirable training in
that they accustom the aspirant to the sound of his own bungling French.
From the secretary's office can be obtained a printed programme or syllabus
which contains a list of the topics which will form the basis of the examination.
It is well to bear in mind that this syllabus is adhered to strictly for the authorities have adopted wisely as their standard a minimum of information known
with precision rather than a superficial knowledge of a wider range of subjects.
Yet, simple as the requirements are, it is no uncommon thing for a Frenchman
to fail at four or five successive examinations, a fact which is due probably to
the want of even ordinary education among Frenchmen outside of Paris.
foreigner on the other hand rarely gets turned back more than once.
In order to prepare, if preparation is necessary, for the examination in draw"
round," it is well to attend some of the free evening drawing
ing from the
schools, where the aspirant should make a point of practising with the pencil
and crayon point, for the examiners give to a mediocre drawing in pencil a
higher mark than to a good drawing finished with the estompe. In the examination in architectural design it is safest to avoid seeking anything Kairre ;
accurate mediocrity will answer every purpose, and the time that can he saved
by not seeking for striking combinations of plan or elevation, can be to good
purpose spent on the rendering of the drawings.
;

A
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The inspection of the free hand and architectural drawings made at this period
usually eliminates more than half of the applicants, while the examinations in
mathematics and history, which follow after the lapse of a few days, are apt to
EDS. AMERICAN ARCHITECT.]
eliminate fifty per cent of the remainder.

BLACK MORTAR.
WESTERLY, E.

I.

To THE EDITOR OP THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
"

In reference to the query about " black mortar in the
September 14, I would say that we use here a preparation called mortar black, put up by the Walpole Color Company, of
"
patented," and, not having
Walpole, Mass. The preparation is
analyzed it, I am unable to state what it is composed of. The color
L>oubtless the gentleis a fresh, rich black, which holds for years.
man can obtain the information desired by addressing the Walpole
Color Company, Walpole, Mass.

Dear

Sir,
Architect of

Very

J.

truly yours,

IRVING MAXSON.

THE OWNERSHIP OF DRAWINGS.
NEW YORK, September,
To THE EDITOR OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:

1878.

We

believe it has been legally decided that all plans
Dear Sir,
and working drawings furnished by an architect for the erection of
any building belong to him, and not to his client. Will you be kind
enough to inform us of any such decisions, either by letter or through

the columns of the American Architect?

Yours very

THOM & WILSON.

respectfully,

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.
THE WASHINGTON MONUMENT COMMISSION. There was

a meeting
September 25 at

of the joint commission on the Washington monument
There were present President Hayes, Mr. W. W.Corthe White House.
coran, Col. Casey, General Wright, assistant to the chief of engineers,
U. S. A., Architect Hill, and Architect Clarke. The plan for strengthening the foundation of the monument, prepared by Col. Casey, was read
and discussed. It was not formerly adopted, though it was generally apThe plan, which proposes to strengthen the foundation by underproved.
pinning and lateral extensions of concrete would, to be carried out, necesThe
sitate an expense of more than the 836,000 appropriated for the work.
question was raised whether, under the act, any of the money appropriamade for the completion of the monument proper can be expended on
the base. It was decided to refer the question to the Attorney General for
an opinion on the subject. Another meeting will be held next Saturday,
when final action on Col. Casey's report is expected, and the work of the
commission will be mapped out.
tion

The

greater part of the petroleum and mineral oils intended for the consumption of Paris is stored in the docks of
St. Ouen, where floating reservoirs, each of the approximate capacity of
one hundred barrels, have long been in existence. The constant increase
in the consumption has made it necessary to enlarge the storage accommodation a large number of reservoirs have recently been added, of a total
capacity of about nine hundred thousand gallons, and the prospect is that
more room will soon be required.
These reservoirs are of plate iron, twenty-eight feet in diameter by some
seventeen feet in height to the spring of the arched cover the thickness
of the bottom anil of the lowest ring of plates is one quarter of an inch,
and of the top-rising three sixteenths of an inch, while the thickness of
the cover is only one tenth of an inch.
They are filled through openings
at the top, three feet three inches in diameter, and, being all in one line,
are connected by a bridge or footing, which extends from one extremity to
the other, a distance of four hundred and twenty feet.
They rest upon a
platform of wood, laid upon a rubble foundation. The petroleum, when
brought on shore from the vessels in the river, i< at first deposited in the
from these it is pumped
floating reservoirs, which are partly submerged
into the reservoirs, and thence drawn off through the pipes into barrels.
The total weight of these wrought-iron reservoirs, fourteen in number, is

KEROSENE RESERVOIRS.
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STRANGE STATEMENTS ABOUT YELLOW FEVER.
singular fact is
that the first death from yellow fever occurred on the 21st of July, on a
street well paved and in a neighborhood of the wealthy
a fact the more
wonderful when it is rememlwred that New Orleans has very few paved
that
far
the
streets, and, further,
by
largest number of deaths are on the
streets well paved and near the Mississippi River, while out in the rear porthe
where
canals
are
tion,
draining
reeking with filth, where dead dogs and
cats are floating around, in a green scum nearly two inches thick, with
the hot sun pouring down upon them at a temperature of about ninety
degrees Fahrenheit, there has not been a single death from yellow fever.
Again, in the Third district of this city, where there were over five
hundred deaths from the yellow fever in 1870, not a death has occurred so
far, and the same may be said of the Fifth district, situated on the opN. Y.
posite side of the river, surrounded by swamps and very filthy.
Herald.

BRONZE STATUE.
In front of the store of Mason & Co., No. 1202 Chestnut Street. Philadelphia, there has been placed a bronze statue of the late

William Woodward, of Cincinnati. The figure, which is of colossal size,
was modelled by Mr. J. A. Bailly, and was cast at the bronze foundry of
Bureau Bros. & Heaton, No. 909 North Ninth Street. The statue will be
removed in a few days to Cincinnati, where it will be unveiled about the first
of October.

IN ENGLAND.
Walbrook, England, has, within the
quarter of a century, been the scene of many interesting discoveries
To these has now to be added a "find" which has
of Roman remains.
taken place at No. 9 in that thoroughfare. The premises are about to be
excavations have been made during the past few
rebuilt and enlarged

ROMAN REMAINS

last

:

days at the

reur,

and the workmen have come upon

several objects of in-

Roman

One of these is a well, stated to be of
terest to the archaeologist.
It is about 22 feet in depth, the upper portion of the circle being
origin.
Kentish
constructed with
rubble, and the lower, to the extent of about 10
being lined with chalk, without cement or other material between the
The water is said to have been very pure when the well was first
Roman jug, very light and curious, the lower
opened by the workmen.
portion of a wine or water cooler (the latter made of Purbeck stone), some
feet,

courses.

A

pieces of tesselated pavement, etc., were also discovered.

THE

"

OLD BAILEY."

will not fall alone.
The Old Bailey
block of buildings will take its place.
Within the dock to be removed have stood Jack Sheppard, Jonathan Wild,
and the poet Savage, whose biography was one of the best that Dr. Johnson
wrote. It was in the Old Bailey that the regicides had their trial, but that
is
and curious
many
portion of the original structure has disappeared. It
"
The hangman
forms of law that the Old Bailey has seen come and go.
no longer," says the Echo, "sits down by the side of a prisoner halter in
are no longer issued iu
hand, as he did in 1669; and the awful warrants
"
'
shoals, as formerly, or in the good old days.'

Newgate

new

has been condemned, and a

NEW YOKK PAVEMENTS.
York south

of the

Harlem

There are 328 miles of paved streets in New
MacRiver, which may be classified as follows
:

adam, 22 miles; granite, 26 miles; trap block, 180 miles; wood, 14 miles;
cobble, 83 miles concrete, asphalt, etc., 3 miles. Of this nearly 150 miles
consist of rotten wood, dilapidated cobble, worn-out and shapeless stone
;

blocks.

;

;

;

one hundred and

fifty-one tons.

A new stone is now being introduced in WilARTIFICIAL STONE.
mington by the patentee, Mr. George Richardson. The two ingredients are
sand and cement. The sand used is that which is found along the Delaware, and that which is used in Chester comes from Pennsgrove. The cement used is the ordinary hydraulic cement. The cement rock is submitted
to the process of burning in order to expel the carbonic acid gas, which
puts it in a condition for grinding, after which it is ready for use. The
sand and cement are mixed in fixed proportions for a mortar of a dark
gray color. This is then placed in moulds whose size and shape accord
with the article to be produced. These moulds are of wood for hitching
posts, window caps, window sills, door-sills, etc., but for draining pipes are
The substance when placed in the moulds is in a soft condiof cast iron.
tion and undergoes a thorough packing. It is then removed and is ready
for the hardening process. The articles are placed in an air-tight chamber
ten feet square, and carbonic acid gas is introduced to harden them.
The
gas is generated by burning charcoal in a common coal stove, and in passing into the chamber, first goes through cool water to reduce the temperaThis gas is so rapidly abture, as it would otherwise injure the cement.
sorbed as to keep up a draft from the stove to the chamber, and as long as
on
the absorption goes
the stone continues to harden.
After two or three
days the articles are immersed in a tank of water immediately under the
floor of the apartment, which makes them harder.
They are then ready
for all uses that they are intended for.

A

REVERE MEMORIAL.
tablet commemorating the hanging of the
liintem in the old North Church, Boston, April 18, 1775,
by Paul Revere,
has been put up in that church.

THE CHINESE CANAL. The Grand Canal of China is likely to share
the fate of the Great Wall. This waterway was constructed by KublaiKhan and his successors of the Yuen race, and is 600 miles in length.
There are 10,000 flat-bottomed boats on this canal, and these are used in
the transportation of grain. The Echo states that this great waterway is
"
an enormous white elephant," as it costs an enormous amount every year
for repairs, the appropriations there, as elsewhere, not being entirely devoted to the purpose for which they are meant. Junks are delayed every
month while channels are being dug for their passage. This year, for the
first time since the construction of the canal, the grain from Nankin, with
the consent of the Government, has been forwarded by sea, and this fact
has impelled the Pekin authorities to consider the expediency of abandoning the canal as a commercial highway.
Dr.
OPTICAL ILLUSION CAUSED BY INTENSE HEAT AND LIGHT.
Joshua Thorne narrates in the Kansas City Review the following facts
which lately came under his observation at the rolling mills in that city:
While looking at tbe eclipse of the sun July 29, I handed the glass to
"
one of the mill heaters." He at once told me he could see as well with
"
the naked eye" as with the smoked glass. I then tried another
heater,"
and he at once repeated the same statement. I then went to the rolling
"
at
furnace.
all
told
his
the
same
mill and tested every
heater,"
They
"
"
in the town except two (who were not
heater
I hunted up every
story.
could see the phenomfound), over twenty in all, and every one declared he
enon, and all its phases, as well or better with the eye unshaded. I took
the precaution to test each one by himself, told him nothing of what I
of others. I made no suggestions to any
expected, or of the testimony
All told the same tale one
of them, but let each tell his own story.
the image in the glass was upside down from
peculiarity all agreed to
would
describe many peculiariwhat they saw with the naked eye. They
ties of color which could not be seen by others with the aid of the glass.
"
"
has to see his iron in the
heater
It should be remembered that the
furnace while it is enveloped in a flame whose intense glare prevents unskilled eyes from seeing anything, an education of the eye peculiar to this
class of workers, as no other class of workmen is exposed to the same deI repeated the exgree of heat or light. In accordance with your request,
of Kricsson, and submitted a spherical piece of iron, eight inches
periment
It was carried to an almost
in diameter, to a heat of over 3,000 Fahr.
melting point, withdrawn from the flame and placed on a stand. It had
As seen
disk
at
all
distances
the appearance of a
tried, up to over 100 feet.
was perfectly flat.
by the chief engineer of the mill, myself and others, it
;

The convexity

did not appear it was, while in this state, to all appearance
no longer a sphere, but a disk. As the iron cooled off it resumed its
original appearance of a sphere.
;
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have no doubt that the Grand Jury are quite justified in
their statement, nor that the building of the elevated roads was
a mistake which would not have been allowed if its consequences
had been realized beforehand and that the invasion of private
if
they
rights and the injury to health and comfort are such that,
are not compensated, to call them an outrage is using language
none too strong. Yet the roads are proved to be a great public
convenience, and they, or some equivalent for them, must be accepted as a public necessity. The New York Elevated Road is
reported to carry an average of nearly sixty thousand passengers
perhaps
daily, and the Metropolitan forty or fifty thousand,
The Tribune says, perhaps a
together a hundred thousand.
"
little cynically,
The sense of a selfish public will lie that the
few must suffer for the good of the many. Rapid transit roads
are rendered a necessity by the conformation of New York
None are
Island, and no roads are so cheap as those on stilts."
so cheap to those who build them, certainly, but when account
is taken of the amount of property they destroy, and the injury
they work to health and comfort, it may turn out, and we are
inclined to think it will, that none are on the whole so dear.
Here is the secret of the trouble, and the warning to other cities.
The roads on stilts were adopted because they could be cheaply
constructed, and the travel on them is therefore cheap to those
;
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NOTES AND CLIPPINGS

THE facts that have come out concerning the boiler of the
steamer Adelphi, which burst at Norwalk a short time ago and
killed a dozen passengers or more, enforce the lesson of freus again the precariousness
quent building accidents, and show
The boiler had been inspected in
of government inspection.

June and certified as safe. Three months after, it was torn
the engineer deopen by a pressure of steam which was less,
clares, than it was allowed to carry. On examination it appears
that the boiler was worn and patched and rusted away, into

A

new patch had indeed
an obviously dangerous condition.
been put upon it between the inspection and the accident,
and still plates were left, it is said, which were worn to
the thinness of pasteboard. One naturally asks, Ho-v came a
certificate to a boiler which was
government inspector to give a
in a state to require patching in two months, and to burst in a
month after that ? And what sort of examination did he make ?
The inspector has been suspended, awaiting an investigation,
and pending this we shall not know whether he complied with

The hydrostatic test prethe letter of his instructions or not.
scribed by the regulations has never commanded confidence,
for the plain reason that, like any straining test, it may itself
it tries
but no working subpermanently injure the structure
It is clear at least that all
stitute has yet been devised for it.
such tests are likely to be delusive unless they are supplemented
;

Whether in the case of
careful subsequent examination.
the Adelphi the boiler was tested by pressure or not, an inspection which did not discover that it would not endure two months'
wear without repairs must be pronounced worthless. The fall
of Mr. Livermore's unfinished dwelling-house on Broadway,
New York, a short time before, is an indication among many
that building inspections are often no better.
correspondent
in another part of this paper suggests, in view of the overloading
by

A

tlie changes in their uses, that they should be
rated and re-rated from time to time, like ships, for the amount
of storage they are fit to carry. The suggestion is a useful one,
and could doubtless do something to abate the dangers which

of buildings and

Government inspections all
are incurred through ignorance.
tend, however, to one danger: they tempt owners to think that
their responsibility is transferred to the government, or at least
to act as if it were.
Considering their fallible nature, then, it
be questioned whether they do not often do harm rather

may

are necessary, nevertheless, and the only seunderstood that they are simply
curity is in having it thoroughly
both owners and inspectors
and
punishing
by
precautionary,
alike with rigor when their carelessness leads to disaster.
th in good.

[No.

of the people.
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Boston

Co.

order that steps may be taken to redress an outrage which they
are confident would never have been sanctioned had its enormity
been realized." They do this unanimously, preferring the presentment to the last resort of a criminal indictment, and putting
their trust in the courts and the Legislature to vindicate the rights

12, 1878.

SUMMARY:
Government

&

They

THE Grand Jury of New York have, by a unanimous vote,
declared that the Metropolitan Elevated Railroad of that city
" a
" a most unforlunate mistake, and is a
is
great calamity,"
of
and
of
the
violation
residents
in
property-owners
rights
gross
The jury do not indict the road, but
the vicinity of the line."
"
they present it before the courts as a public nuisance in its unand of public comfort, safety,
paralleled invasion of private rights
and health ; and they earnestly request the court to lay this
presentment before the Honorable Attorney General of the
State, and before the Legislature when it shall assemble, in

who enjoy

it

It is true that the few
at other people's expense.
suffer for the good of the many, and Americans

must sometimes

are a little prone to the doctrine that a minority has no rights
Neither the public nor the
that a majority is bound to respect.
courts are apt to make much account of the destruction of personal comfort but to insist that the few must suffer in pocket
;

many without compensation, when compensation can be
made, is to carry things with a higher hand than we should exWhether the roads are a mistake or not,
pect to see allowed.
it is not likely that the people of New York will consent now to
for the

burgive them up, and therefore it remains to fairly adjust the
den of expense. If the benefits are broad enough to include the
whole city, the city may be fairly called upon to compensate the
losers, and it may be found that this is the only remedy ; but
if the benefit is to one class of citizens, it is reasonable that this
class should pay the scot.
They will be called upon to pay it
in the form of fares whenever authority shall compel the roads
a thing which the
the damage they have done,
to

compensate

courts will doubtless have abundant opportunity to do.

THERE is still another side to the question of the cost of
elevated railways which New York especially illustrates, and
which other cities will do well to consider. It is clear that the
railwavs, as they now appear, are the ruin of the streets in
which they run. If these are important streets, the loss is by
no means limited to the persons whose property is upon them.
To divert such streets from their natural uses is to diminish the
In a city as narrow as New York
actual capacity of the city.
the sacrifice of two great longitudinal thoroughfares is a very
serious one, not only to those who dwell or own or occupy upon
them, but to the whole population, which is restricted in the space
available for its business. The use of such thoroughfares as conis naturally but a small part of their function,
be
the key to their other uses. The effect of
may
though
in such a city is to aggravate
giving them over to this purpose
the very evils which quick transit is intended to cure, by still
further narrowing the area of business and residence, and forcAnd of this
ing it out into still more unmanageable length.
If this
inconvenience.
the
shares
of
the
inhabitant
city
every
cannot be countervailed, it must be added to the other factors
It may be that, when all is accounted
in the cost of the roads.
will justify the whole excommunication
the
value
of
the
for,
done it is not safe to decide in their
penditure, but till this is
favor.
Still less is it safe to assume that they are the necessary
The people of London, jealous of the comfort of their
resort.
under ground ; the people of New York,
city, put their railway
On
carried theirs through the air.
bent on immediate

duits for wayfarers
it

saving,
the whole, the people of London

seem

to

have been more sue-
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cessful than those of

New

York.

The London system

Architect
is

much

New York

system bids fair to
be in the long run the costliest method of communication that
the other
has ever been devised. The one creates property
its discomforts to its passengers,
limits
one
it.
The
destroys
and to the time they are in transit; the other permanently ruins
In New York,
the peace of whole streets full of inhabitants.
however, the choice must probably be accepted as irrevocable,
at least for our generation, and since the people have not been
forehanded enough to adapt the railways to the thoroughfares,
the next thing is to devise ways of adapting the thoroughfares
Other cities will count, the
as well as may be to the railways.
cost on all hands before they prefer the example of New York
to that of London, or may be fortunate enough to discover some
third system which will avoid the faults of both.

more expensive

to construct; the

;

THERE

is

something peculiarly distasteful

in

the idea of a

A

Neaup Vesuvius. It has come to that, however.
the right to
politan banker has got from his city government
run such a road up the mountain, and promises to have it ready
He will carry a double track on
for tourists in a few months.
columns, or trestle-work, the up and down trains being connected
by a wire rope passing over a drum, and worked by stationary
The trains will be light, consisting of four carriages,
engines.
with four seats in each, the ascending one, of course, being balrailroad

anced against the descending one. The sympathetic traveller
has become used to railroads up Mount Washington and the
least
Righi, and has consoled himself with the thought that at
by their means these places have become accessible to many aphours' ride or drive
preciative persons to whom a three or four
was an insurmountable impediment. But the half mile of track
up which it is proposed to trundle the Vesuvian tourist will
hardly be a real help to any but a few invalids, of whom it is no
cynicism to say that they are better off below, and a crowd of
la/y visitors, whose numbers the intelligent admirer of the mounWe may
tain would take a justifiable pleasure in reducing.
therefore be forgiven the pious hope that the enterprise will
prove no more profitable to its projector than it is necessary.
It is idle to protest against the tendency to make money by turning all the wonders of nature into raree-shows; yet one might
expect the government of a great city to have respect for its
most famous treasure. The truth is, there is a real loss in the

value to the world of those natural features whose glory is their
remoteness and grandeur, when they are made too accessible.
The itnpressiveness of Vesuvius is in the naked and unconquered
desolation which even guides and tourists alone cannot obscure.
The traveller who breasts the slope on foot, or climbs it slowly
on horseback, is forced to feel its grandeur, but they who are
dragged up by bucketfuls, along the trestle-work which will soon
disfigure the lines of its unequalled slope, to find the edge of its
crater maned by a railway '''station, and its awful eruptions

mocked by the puffing of a steam-engine, will have lost the
grandeur of an impression which perhaps no other experience
of their lives can parallel.

EMPLOYEES

of skilled labor who take pains and find means
be simply for their own gain
to interest workmen in their work and encourage them to study increase of skill
in it, are doing the best possible service to the
working classes,
and using almost the only influence that is now at hand to counteract the foolish doctrines and dangerous discontent that are conOne encouraging example of this, which
spicuous among them.
we should like to see imitated oftener than we do, is that of a
noted firm of jewellers in New York, who have this summer
offered a number of prizes among the workmen whom they emPrizes were given for both design
ploy in making silver ware.
and workmanship the workmanship including chasing, engraving, and repousse work.
Against the efforts of trades unions to
reduce all workmen to a level of wages and performance, and to
absorb all their attention in political or social effort, some influence of this kind is necessary to advance their skill or even to

though

it

;

it from deterioration, to
say nothing of keeping up any interest in their work.
If manufacturers would combine for this

keep

purpose, they might at once improve their own productions and
do much to offset the tendency to hostile feeling and
divergence
of aims between themselves and their
employees.
step in the
same direction has just been taken by the British Government,
which, imitating the action of the French at our Centennial, has
sent a select body of skilled workmen to examine and
report on
the work shown at the French Exhibition of this
Each
year.

A
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is given a free pass to the Exhibition and a sum of
money, with the privilege of fares and lodging at a reduced rate,
and is expected to spend one or two weeks in examining his
own department of the Exhibition.

workman

THK New York

Society of Decorative Art, encouraged by
previous loan exhibition, is preparing another
The managers have hit upon the useful
to be opened this fall.
plan of supplementing the exhibition by a course of lectures on
Professor W. E. Griffis is to lecture on
kindred subjects.
Japanese Art General di Cesnola, on Ancient Art ; Mr. W. C.
Mr. John L. Hayes, on Tapestry ; Mr. C.
Prime, on Pottery
C. Perkins, on American Art in the Future ; Mr. Charles DudThe lectures will be relied oil
ley Warner, on Egyptian Art.
to second the profits of the exhibition ; while they will serve the
more permanent use of at once illustrating the articles exhibited, and stimulating the common interest in arts they illustrate.
They are arranged in some sort on parallel lines with
the subjects of the exhibition but the wish suggests itself, which
always arises when we read the programmes of popular lecture
courses, and especially where matters of art are touched upon,
that the subjects could be systematically and consecutively arThe successive development of styles and the mutual
ranged.
relations of different departments of design are matters in which
amateurs of art are commonly very little instructed, while
Either of them furnishes
they are very important' in its study.
a connecting thread by which unity may be given to cour.-es
of instruction which are too often disconnected, and therefore
comparatively fruitless. The necessities of a course whicb, ilmust necessarily be in a sort
lustrating a temporary exhibition,
extempore, do not give much opportunity for systematic treatment but the subject deserves the attention of whoever is
the success of

its

;

;

;

;

concerned with instruction

in art in this country.

THK Women's

School of Cannng and Modelling, in Boston,
reopened this month, with some advantages over last year,
having been taken into the family of the Museum of Fine
It was started a year ago with considerable enthusiasm,
Arts.
and, in spite of the narrowness of the funds which could be collected for its support, had in many respects an encouraging
is

There were, says its report, fifteen pupils, to whom
was given in modelling in clay, casting and carving
It was not possible or desirin plaster, and carving in wood.
able in one year's course to carry the instruction very far, but
the pupils were advanced from exercises in the use of tools and
success.

instruction

the cutting of purely geometric forms, through incised ornament, up to modelling and carving simple ornamental designs in
of the work of the school are exhibited in the
relief.

Samples

Mechanics' Fair now open in Boston, and show the commendable advance of the pupils in using their tools and processes.
It would be out of place to criticise them as actual products,
" not with the idea
they being placed there, as the report says,
of indicating results, but only to show the methods pursued, and
This is a right idea, which
the kind of instruction attempted."
we trust will always prevail ; for nothing works such ruin to a
school of art as to be invaded by the idea of production or of
mercantile success, and to this invasion a school of decorative
The association with
art is in these days peculiarly exposed.
the Museum may be expected to give a valuable stimulus to the
felschool, both by access to its collections and by the working
be hoped that it may find
lowship which it can supply. It is to
friends who will see that it is not hampered by want of funds ;
to

an experiment of this kind, if it is tried, ought
for its work.
advantage of thorough appliances
for

have the

THE EQUILIBRATION OF ARCHES.
A METHOD OP DETERMINING THE LINE OF PRESSURE IN A LOADED
SEGMENTAL, SEMI-CIRCULAR, OK SEMI-ELLIPTICAL ARCH.

THE

conditions of stability in an arch are these
of pressure, in that portion of the arch which is
above the joint of rupture, must not pass outside of the middle third
of the arch-ring.
of
II. The line of pressure at any joint must not make an angle
more than 30 with a normal to the joint.
HI. The mean pressure on any joint must not exceed one twentieth of the ultimate resistance of the material to crushing.
of the arch and load to as large a scale as
Fig. 1. Draw one half
less than one half inch to a foot,
not
practicable,
Find the angle of rupture, V, by the following table
].

:

The curve

:

Let K
Let r

= radius of extrados.
= radius of iotrados.

OCTOBER
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I. For segmental arches, when r is not less than six lenths of the
span, the springing joint is the joint of rupture.
II. For semi-circular arches with horizontal load line
:

When 5

:

:

When -

=

When 5

= 1.18 to 1.3 V =

1.12 to 1.17

62J.

V = 60.
57}.

For semi-circular arches with load line sloping from an apex
above the crown
I
the angle between the slope and a vertical.
III.

=

:
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The
that material has thus far received ifci greatest development.
slabs vary from one to one half inch in thickness, and are moulded
with flanges to be built into the brick-work. The length of them
does not exceed eighteen inches, and generally is not more than a
fur with them the
foot.
great secret lies in these short lengths,
The only place
lines and mouldings can be kept perfectly true.
where there is
wavering in the mouldings is outside on the base-

A

any
and that is very slight. Hire ihe flabs were two feet long,
so the warning was heeded, and no others were afterwards used of
This defect in terra-cotta Mr. Waterhouse has kept
that length.
his mouldings and decorations for the most
clearly in view, designing
ment,

so that any slight irregularity does not
part in divUions or panels,
show. The Norman billet and zig-zag mouldings lend themselves
varied means are turned to account, such as
easily to this: but more
the articulations of bamboo; and even those of the spine are formed
into an effective moulding; which latter would seem far-fetched in a

A concave moulding around
building devoted to another purpose.
the great staircase-arch is tilled with them, and at intervals from this
I expected to see a man triumphantly
vastspine sprouts a monkey
astride of the keystone, but the designer refused such homage to Mr.
Darwin, evidently, for the series of monkeys comes grinning down to
There is true
which is keenly suggestive.
the ground again,
Gothic flavor in this; for if we but knew local mediaeval traditions,
how full of meaning would be the now senseless grotesques which
The stone age precedes
crop out everywhere in Gothic cathedrals.
that of wood, and the predecessors of Punch's wood-cuts weie these
!

quaint satires in lithograph.
Another curious conceit is carried out in the main exhibition galThe ceiling of these is supported upon two series of square
leries.
thirds up are decorated with pilasters; just under
piers, which two
If you notice some wavy lines
these, there is a curved Grecian fret.
below, it will flash across you that the fret represents the sea line,
and probably not till then will you notice that every three or four of
the pier slabs have delicate reliefs of various fishes, and, nearer the
bottom, of shells; while on the base itself is carved a band of seaweed. Jules Verne might well be in despair at (his walk under the
not look unsea, did these reliefs
barely raised from the surface
commonly like fossil prints, which destroys the sensational effect.
Throughout, great art is shown in finding decoration drawn from
natural history; and it is to some purpose that the difficulties of terracotta have been overcome, for it lias permitted an amount of this decoration in panels and diapers which would have been of fabulous cost
if

done

in stone.

On the whole the building seems peculiarly successful, and shows
a marked advance tiiice Mr. Waterhouse de.-igned his Manchester
Assize Courts, where, though the plan and masses are fine, the same
cannot be said of the details. As a practical hint, some difficulty
being at first found in cleaning the terra-cotta after it was in place,
it was discovered that a little muriatic acid, followed up with water,
removed all stains. Gibson and Canning were the contractors for the
The whole cost of the building will be some 400,000,
terra-cotta.
Mr. Waterhouse has just finished two large business
it i* thought.
They are
buildings in red brick with red terra-cotta trimmings.
both fine, but the last is in the same round arched style as the Museum, and owing to the success of these two buildings, he told me he
should probably design for the future in that style, rather th;m in that
In one of the
of the pointed arch, in which he did his earlier works.
above buildings there is an ingenious ceiling, which is formed enwith colored pattern. The benms are cased in
tirely of white tiles
where
them, and the intervals between filled with square pieces
the corners of four pieces come together, a joist from the floor above
holds them up with a flat cap, and over this is secured a tile rosette,
so the ceiling presents as clear a surface as if the tiles had all been
bedded in cement. As the walls are of light, enamelled brick, the
;

effect is bright

The

and

fresh.

other great building upon which they are at work here is the
New Law Courts, by Mr. Street. These are being slowly pushed
through the mass of houses crowding Holborn, and now terminate
As if to commemorate this triumph
as memoraat Temple Bar.
over the demolition of the most historic of Lonble as unworthy
don monuments, a massive tower rises just by its mutilated piles.
No more foreboding monument could have been raised to haunt the
guilty iconoclasts than this grim tower, which frowns down on the
busy street. It is as heavy and windowless as a donjon, and I believe actually is to be used us a reservoir.
However, if you do not
like that tower you can choose another tower, for though the building is not yet half up, there are three already in the completed part.
It is unfair to criticise finally an unfinished work, but the
design
seems to be so terribly broken up in a frantic struggle after the picturesque, that I fear the last trace of unity will disappear with the
for that binds together in some measure the
scaffolding
parts.
Throughout there seems a wanton elimination of axes. Windows
and divisions are hopelessly uneven, and by no chance is there correspondence or repetition of parts. The front, upon Holborn, is of a
gray stone, which heightens the dryness of the architecture, already
cold in the side and rear facade, where the stone
trimmings are
warmed with brick. This dryness is increased by a great deal of
too
diaper ornamentation,
deeply carved, which gives a cast-iron
look.
The building has disappointed the profession generally.
Far more successful, in quite a different style of Gothic, is the
American Episcopal church, at Rome, which Mr. Street designed.

"
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within the Walls," situated in the new Via Nazionale,
Protestant church built in Rome, for it was begun just
after the entrance of Victor .Emmanuel.
Although it has been open
for worship some time, it is not entirely finished, as it was wisely begun on a scale which would leave it in the future open to memorial
was intended to be, and is, a fitting monument
gifts and bequests. It
of American religious zeal and
the only one we have in Europe
" Church and State " which
the English
liberality. In spite of their
with them, their churches in Rome are
proverbially carry everywhere
beside our basilica, which with apse and side
insignificant chapels
aisles measures 138 feet by 62 feet in width, and is 59 feet to the
top of the open timber roof. It is in the early Gothic style of Northa style in which all who
ern Italy, built with travertine bands,
have read Mr. Street's work on the Gothic of Northern Italy will
acknowledge him a master. From the apse itself, 20 feet deep, a
choir projects 22 feet into the nave, and at its corners are two beautiful ambones with colored marble colonnettes, in the style of those
The fine marbles, so common in Home, are
of the twelfth century.
turned to the best account, and the effect will be extremely rich
when the conque of the apse is filled with the projected blazonry of
Some capitals and other carving are unfinished, awaiting
mosaics.
The stained glass shows the best work of Clayton and Bell.
funds.
A full peal of chimes has been given and is about to be hung in thetower, which, in spite of Rome's three hundred and sixty-five churches,
adds a conspicuous and beautiful feature to the city. Its design was
suggested by the graceful ninth century campanile of Sta. Pudenziana,
and it rises directly from one side of the nave gable towards the street.
Although it is to be regretted that so successful an American monument should not have been designed by a countryman, all who are
familiar with its history know that no small share of its success is
due to the intelligent energy of its rector, the Rev. R. J. Nevin,
D. D., who, as Mr. Street could pay but three or four flying visits to
Koine during its erection, ably presided over everything which was
done and though a Swiss archbishop regulated the accounts of the
contractor, and was clerk of the works, Dr. Nevin really had the
chief responsibility, and decided many of the difficult questions.
St. Paul's

was the

first

;

R.

THE CHICAGO ACADKMY OF DKSIGX
LECTURES ON ARCHITECTURE
THE EXPOSITION.
CHICAGO, October.
Chicago Academy of Design, an organization ten years old
or so, which has passed through many trying periods and numerous reorganizations, has recently added a course in architecture to
the art studies pursued in its schools. This is one of the results
of the last reorganization, which took place during the spring of the
present year, infusing a new life into its torpid and neglected body.
The academy, unlike that of New York, is a mixed body of artists
and amateurs. It has been found that the artists here are as yet too
weak to maintain an organization of their own. It differs also from
that referred to, in that it is unable to afford free instruction in art.
But, with small fees for tuition, its classes in all departments are
well filled, and the students are enthusiastic.
For the present nothing further than a course of lectures in the

THE

architectural department will be attempted.
The lecturer for this
season is Mr. VV. L. B. Jenney, practising architect, of this city.
The lectures will be free to students in the other departments, and
will be open to the public for the moderate fee of one dollar for the
course of live lectures, and twenty-five cents for single admissions.
The first lecture will be delivered on October 3 at the rooms of the
academy, corner of State and Monroe Streets.
The announcement says that " the subjtct of the lectures will be
the history of the different styles of architecture that have arisen,
flourished, and passed away, from the earliest period of which we
have any knowledge,
the savage tribes, Egypt, Assyria, Greece,
Rome, and the Middle Ages."
knowledge of the architecture of
a country at any epoch is a knowledge of the people, of the
religion,
and of the government of that country at that epoch, and is of interest to the traveller, to the student of history, and to all persons of
liberal education, as well as to those practising architecture as a pro-

A

It is to these classes that these lectures are directed, and
the lecturer promises to avoid technicalities and the dry details of
construction, and will illustrate, as far as possible, with oft-hand
crayon sketches.
The following is a list of the subjects to be treated

fession.

:

October 3. The Savage Tribes and Egypt.
II. October 10. Assyria and Judea.
III. October 17. Greece and Rome.
IV. October 24. Mediaeval Period
France.
V. October 31. Mediaeval Period
England.
Each annual subscriber and life-member of the academy will receive two tickets to the course.
It is also announced that upon the conclusion of these lectures,
Thursday, November 7, an additional evening will be given to the
Folarchitecture of Paris, to be illustrated by stereopticon views.
lowing Mr. Jenney's course other lectures on the fine arts are
I.

promised.
The annual Inter-State Exposition is now open in this city. The
fine art exhibition is
always an attractive feature of these annual
The art galleries are in a separate
displays of industry and art.
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which might be called an " annex," to follow the present
nomenclature.
There are six rooms, which together

in

equal in capacity the galleries of the Academy of Design in New
York.
One room contains paintings by local artists, and water-colors
mostly sent by Eastern artists. The second room contains a loan
collection of paintings, and is probably the best exhibit ever made in
this city.
The best contemporaneous French artists and a few of
the best Americans are represented. It can safely be said that there
is not a bad picture in the room.
Most prominent is Cabanel's
"Phaedra and CEnone," loaned by L. Z. Leiter, of this city. This
is the first Cabanel, other than a few
portraits, that has been exhibited in Chicago.
The Exposition Company has recently purchased a very full collection of casts of well-known pieces of anIt also has
cient sculpture, including some Assyrian bas-reliefs.
some examples of Renaissance carving. These fill two rooms. The
Parthenon sculptures are admirably placed. Representative pediments have been constructed to show the position occupied by the
originals, and the frieze bas-reliefs may be seen consecutively and in
good light. As a popular educator this collection is of incalculable
In
value, as it is seen by an average of ten thousand people daily.
one room is an exhibition of artistic photography. The pictures are
all treated as works of art, hung by the committee and catalogued.
No photographers' signs or advertisements are allowed.
The exhibit of Chicago's art manufacturers is not so good or extensive as in former years.
The exhibits of artistic carpets, curThese
tains, and tapestries by Field, Leiter & Co. are remarkable.
are mainly importations. Many duplicates of the finest contributions
of the Glasgow looms to the Paris Exposition may be seen, and
among them is a set of the Whistler curtains of peacock pattern.
The Minton tile exhibition of Charles L. Page is an attractive and
artistic contribution, and in modern art pottery Burley
of the finest pieces that have been produced.

and Tyrrell

show some

The

interest of the

by the

fact that

masses of the people

in matters of art is

evinced

most

of the visitors to the exhibition go directly to
The rooms are crowded from morning to
entering.

the art rooms on
night, so that at times

it is

impossible to gain admission to them.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.
CHURCH AT OYSTKH BAY,

L. I.
MESSRS. POTTER & ROBERTSON,
ARCHITKCTS.

DINING HALL IN THE PALACE OF TIIK GRAND DUKK, WLADI-

MIR ALEXANDROWITCH.
Tins

illustration, a

very characteristic example of interior finishing in the Russian style, is copied from the Russian building journ d, the Zoillchi/.

HOUSK AT CHATEAU-LANDON. MR. E. I.ETANG, ARCHITECT.
The villa was erected some four years ago at Chftteau-Landon,
near Paris, at a cost of about ten thousand dollars ($10,000). The
garden front looks towards extensive vineyards, and beyond and
about a hundred feet below upon a very pretty little stream. There
The
are many trees upon the place, and a fine growth of shrubbery.
materials of construction are brick for angle quoins, a light brown
stone for cornices and basement, with plaster filled in between.
The floors are of iron construction, deafened by means of plaster
filling. Partitions of brick, having arches sprung from them to stiffen
chimneys, help to support the roof.

RKCKPTION HALL AND STAIRCASE IN THE ALLEMANIA CLUB
HOUSE, CINCINNATI. MR. J. W. M'LAUGHLIN, ARCHITECT.
We printed last week a perspective exterior of this club house,
with a short description.

THE RATING OF BUILDINGS.
AMONG

the natural results of the present state of the business
community is a large increase in the number of buildings that are
subjected to a change of use. This is especially llic case with buildings put up as manufactories, and for trade purposes.
Dwellinghouses, as a class, seldom change their purpose, but with buildings
put up for business uses the case is different. When the occupants
of such a building change, the next use of that building will probably change also to whatever business it is supposed will pay, or
happens to be seeking a domicile. The result is an unusually large
number of cases where the building is not fitted for its present use.
These things were illustrated with emphasis by an accident in New
York, not long ago, whereby one man lost his life, and others were
more or less injured. In this case the building was originally put
up for and used as a machine shop, for light work, the making of
sewing machines. It was of brick with iron columns, and the floors
were brick arches on iron beams; the whole only about twenty years
old, and, if kept to its normal use, apparently good for another score.
But in its original use the weight was naturally heaviest on the
lowest floors; there would be the heaviest machinery, and there
Even there the weight upon
the heaviest accumulations of stock.
any one square yard of floor would seldom amount to one half of a
ton, and never average that over eight or ten contiguous square
while in the upper stories a load of six hundred pounds
yards
would probably be the maximum upon any one square yard, and less
than half that an average load. But the sewing machine company
grew, and, leaving their building as the soldier crab does his shell,
;

moved

1-25

more commodious quarters, and a cabinet maker occupied
Of course a building strong enough for a machine
shop and iron work was expected to be strong enough for cabinet
making and light wood work; but what was the fact?
The accident was a break in the sixth floor; this floor was constructed of brick arches upon iron beams; these beams were about
five feet from centres, and rested upon girders sixteen feet from
centre to centre; the girders rested upon the cap of columns twenty
feet from centres, and were secured to the heads of the columns by
bolts passing through lugs on each side of the web of the girder,
through which the bolts also passed; there were three or four of
these bolts about seven eighths of an inch in diameter at each end of
the girder, and it is to be noted that when the girder fell the lugs
upon the head of the columns and the bolts stood, tearing out the
web of the girder like pie-crust. The girder which broke was of cast
iron, with wrought tie; the cast iron was in form like a plain I-beam
to

the building.

'

sixteen inches deep, six inches across the top flanges, three inches
At each end of the girder, and upon its
across the bottom flanges.
lower flange, were lugs, forming sockets for the two-inch wrought
iron tie-rod. The upper member of this girder had about ten square
inches of cross section, this was under compression; the lower part
of the cast iron had about seven square inches of cross section which
was practically useless, as being about the neutral axis; while the
real lower chord, the tie-rod, had about three square inches of section, which was under tension.
Upon this girder rested the weight
of three, hundred and twenty square feet, or about thirty-five square
yards, of the floor mentioned, with whatever load might be placed
upon it, or hung under it.
This girder should have an ultimate supporting strength of about
Out of
eighteen tons, and the tie-rod would be the weakest point.
this eighteen tons should be taken the weight of the floor, including
the girder itself, in all about seven tons, leaving less than twelve tons
as the carrying capacity of the floor; and this reduced by a factor of
l
would leave only six tons as a reasonable load on the
safety of two
thirty-five yards of floor, or about three hundred and fifty pounds per

square yard, equal to forty pounds per square foot. This is supposing the tie-rod to be, as it would with material of uniform quality, the
weakest point; and the fact that breakage actually occurred by the
crushing and crumbling of the upper member, while the tie-rod was
uninjured, only shows that the quality of the cast iron was below the
average; in fact, a soft metal, as was remarked upon the spot, better
fit for
sewing-machines than for building purposes. But it is seen
that in no case would this floor be safe lor more than forty pounds
How much cannot now
per square foot. It was loaded with stock.
be proven; but, judging from the rest of that floor, as well as the
rest of the building,

it

is

fair to say that

it

was a common thing

to

bureau backs or drawer bottoms in close-packed piles six feet
high, which would weigh near one hundred and eighty pounds per
foot; and black-walnut stock was piled .on these upper iloors in close
packs six and seven feet high, by eight or more wide, by twelve to
pile

twenty feet long, equal to three hundred pounds per foot or twentyseven hundred pounds per yard, showing that the furniture-maker
needed in his upper floors three or four times the strength that the
sewing-machine company required in their lower ones.
In the above case some of the floors, as, for instance, the one immediately below the falling girder, were of stronger build; besides,
at that particular point this next floor was not so heavily overloaded,
being occupied by the cabinet-makers' benches and men at work.
Had the same break occurred at some points a few feet from there, it
would probably have gone on to the cellar.
This is an example of the changes and risks often incurred in the
uses of a building, even if supposed to be strong enough for a manufactory under the building law.
This matter of change seems to need some more competent supervision than the guess-work of the ordinary mechanic; something more
nearly akin to the maritime rules, where a ship is inspected when
built, and classed for a certain number of years in one grade, and then
again inspected and rated for the next term in such grade as she
seems fit for. And the class of cargo permitted in each grade is
thus, a ship built for carrying heavy blocks of marble from
specified
:

Italy, while she holds that rating, may take almost any freight, but
after that will be rated for light and dry freights, and still later for
only lumber and non-perishable matters; while one built for light

and passenger service, will not be insured at all, nor, in fact,
allowed to carry marble blocks, nor even pig-iron in large quantity,
without especial inspection. In these cases the matter is not left to
the judgment of the captain; but the ship's rating is expressed upon
her papers and in the published list, to be seen and read of all men.
Something similar seems to be needed in regard to buildings. Suppose that a commission of competent architects were created, whose
duty, like Lloyds' inspectors, should be to rate the building for a
given term of years and for a given service, with regular inspection
and rating at the end of the term, and who should be made aware of
all changes in the building during the term, and have power to change
Let the rating show the maximum load to
the rating accordingly.
be permitted on each floor, and the number of years it should be permitted; and then make the occupant who overloads his floor responsible for all damages, including a deodand for personal injury
It may be
resulting therefrom, and the result would be well for all.
thought that this would be an infringement of the rights of the
freight

1

A dangerously

small factor.
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owners; but public safety overrides private rights. Nor are shipowners desirous to evade the Lloyds' rule. Until every man is competent to judge the strength of a building in all its parts, and until
every man has sense enough to calculate the weight of his material
and tools, some one who has this judgment and ability should be
employed; and if the individual will not employ them, the public
must.
It may be said that the ship carries the property of various parties
who cannot be expected to examine and judge for themselves, and
who, without the authorized rating, would be at the mercy of any
captain either ignorant or unprincipled enough to take the advantage
of them, and thus much property would be lost.
But in regard to
the manufactories, they are at this moment filled with men, women,

and children who are at the mercy of ignorant and unprincipled emand the comparison lies fairly between the importance of
VIVAUTTAZ.
saving property and of saving human life.
ployers;

FRENCH PAINTING OF TO-DAY.

WK

translate from L' Artiste parts of u long notice of
paint-

ings at the Exhibition, which gives a lively sense of
the French artists' present tendencies

some of

:

Mine. Marie Collart has a third medal.
This is honorable for those
second.
1 have no hesitation in
declaring that men of
feeling will take pleasure in looking at Mine. Collari's orchards when
some of the medalled pictures of the Exhibition of 1878 are no longer
valued except as curiosities. Very curious, in truth, is the machinery
of Messrs. Mackart, Matejko. Padilla, Siemiradski.
But all their art
goes into their stage properties. No one personage in these huge
canvases has ever found himself face to face with life, has ever
loved or felt an impulse of emotion. I have nothing in common with
this artifical humanity which does not speak my language and lives
in a world which is not mine.
It is written in an
archaeological jargon,
diffuse and pedantic, which has no more possible relation to the truth
of any epoch than the archaism of Alma Tadenia.
Thanks to this
accommodating tendency, painting is sliding farther and farther down
the declivity of dead things, substituting for the true and
just representation of man, and the medium in which he lives, the
findings
of unwholesome exhumations,
costumes, furniture, and gimcracks.
Hence a harlequin art, which includes only an active and adroit
minority, well skilled in handling the wardrobe of the ancients, and
whose great cleverness consists in only painting enigmas of which no
one can get hold. Pure charlatanry.
But the great subject of art in all well-balanced
periods is man.
He fills the whole breadth of the stage with his aspirations and his
Yet I look in vain for this eternal manhood in the work of
pains.
most contemporary artists. I find, it is true, a certain
special manufacture, substantially abstract and conventional, which has an anatomical correspondence with a human
Academical
being, and that only.
instruction has made it a sort of human
currency, which is accepted

who have a

as good money,
jointed manikin

and

circulates freely at exhibitions.

But

this dis-

never got out of the realm of mechanism. He
moves about automatically among factitious
surroundings; he has
but a small number of gestures and
attitudes, which a're
is

adopted

pretty indifferently for all situations.
Here is an actual occurrence :
worthy tradesman one' day borrowed my catalogue of the Salon. He, too, wanted to
get an idea of
the condition of the arts.
He went back and forth half a day in the
Salon. He was interested chiefly in the
great mechanisms. Historical
painting attracted him prodigiously, and, naturally, before each treat
canvas he opened his book and read the title.
No. 928. This represented a
personage in a pit, under a red and
black effect of light. The man had a great beard, and lifted his

A

eyes

to heaven with an expression of
The worthy man read in
ecstasy.
his book, Si. Lawrence Ike
Martyr. '"'Ah," said he, "it's before
he was roasted." He stepped up to the picture and looked lonf at
the face of the Saint, and said " After
all, it must have been afterwards, or else while it was
:

doing."
He passed to No. 1056. Onli bed in confusion was stretched out
the half-nude body of a young woman.
certain stiffness characterized her limbs, and her eyes were fast closed.
It
suggested a
in
torch
threw red gleams upon the'bed and
person
catalepsy.
reddened the paleness of the flesh next it. The tradesman
read,
The Death of Catherine de Medici. He
" What "'
gave a start.
said he, " did she die with so little clothes on as that?
A

A

A

1

queen
"
too!" And after a moment's reflection he
added,
Perhaps they
are going to lay her out."
He stopped before No. 311, and saw a
gray-haired man holding his head between his hands. He seemed
buried in the reading of a folio which was
spread upon the table.
The man was shown in full face. His eyebrows were
contracted
his expression intense and
tragic.
My friend read, The Last Day of
a Condemned Felon. He was
How real that wasgreatly moved.
he could imagine himself in the sufferer's
Doubtless he was
place.
seeking a last consolation in the reading of the gospel.
little farther he saw some
priests standing up, their arms raised
before an altar.
One of them, who wore a mitre, was stretchino- out
his hands toward a man and woman that
their

A

faces in

lay prostrate,

St<
P ened his catalogue, not understanding, and read,
The Nuphal Benediction.
"
"
Exactly," he exclaimed;
they are great personages the pope
,

;
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marrying them; but what the devil do the priests and choir hold
their arms for?
However, I suppose it 's part of the ceremony."
And he went away, convinced and content.
"Unluckily," said I to him when he brought me the book, "you
made a mistake. This catalogue "
is

up

"Well, what?"
"Is last year's," and

I

he ought to have taken.
He shook his head. "

put into his hands the catalogue which

It is impossible," said he.

'

The

pictures

correspond exactly to the titles in the catalogue."
He turned over the pages and fell upon No. 928. He read, The
Miner's Prayer.
He started. " What this monk, this St. Law"
rence, a miner?
No. 1056, which he had taken for The Death of Catherine de
Medici, had for its title The Sleep of Innocence.
That which
he hud taken for The Last
Day of a Condemned Felon was A
Philosopher studying a Problem.
Finally, The Nuptial Benediction
called in the catalogue An Anathema.
was^
The good man was overwhelmed. I said to him, " You are exThe subject is no matter what. It is
periencing the art of our day.
for the
catalogue to tell you what you are to see and understand.
You think you see a corpse. Not at all; it is a sleeping woman. A
philosopher wears the head of a criminal; a pope cursing resembles
a pope blessing, and so on. This comes from the fact that there is a
limited number of conventional forms which are the
general property
of artists.
They belong to everybody and serve all purposes. They
are like the lasts of the village shoemaker."
I

AEKIAL ECHOES. 1
J!Y

PROF. JOSEPH HENRY.

DURING

the year 1877, and also in 1876, a series of
experiments
was made on the aerial echo, in which I was assisted in the first
series by General Woodruff,
engineer of the third lighthouse district, and in the second scries by Edward Woodruff, assistant
engineer of the same district. These experiments were made
principally
at Block Island, but also at Little Gull Island.
Especial attention
has been given to this phenomenon, which consists in a distinct echo
from the verge of the horizon in the direction of the
prolongation of
the axis of the trumpet of the siren, because the
study of it has been
considered to offer the easiest access to the solution of the
question
as to the cause of all the abnormal
phenomena of sound, and also

because it is in itself an object of much scientific interest.
In my previous notice of this phenomenon, in the
report of the
Lighthouse Board for 1874, I suggested that it might be due to the
reflection from the crests of the waves of the
ocean; but as the phenomenon has been observed during all conditions of the surface of
the water, this explanation is not tenable.
Another hypothesis has been suggested, that it is due to a
flocculent condition of the atmosphere, or to an acoustic invisible
cloud, of a density in different parts differing from that of the general atmosphere at the time. To test this
hypothesis experimentally
the large trumpet of the siren was
gradually elevated from its usual
horizontal position to a vertical one.
In conception, this experiment appears very simple, but, on account of the great
weight of
the trumpet, it required the labor of several men for two
days to
complete the arrangements necessary to the desired end. The trum-

was sounded at intervals for two days,
no instant was an echo heard from the zenith, but one was in
every case produced from the entire horizon. The echo appeared
to be somewhat louder from the land
portion of the circle of the
horizon than from that of the water.
On restoring the trumpet to
its horizontal position, the echo
gradually increased on the side of
pet, in its vertical position,

but

in

the water, until the horizontal position was reached, when the
echo,
as usual, appeared to proceed from an angle of about
twenty degrees
of the horizon, the middle of which was in the
prolongation of the
axis of the trumpet.
similar experiment was made with one of
the trumpets of the two sirens at Little Gull Island. In this case
the trumpet was sounded in a vertical position
every day for a week
with the same result. On one occasion it happened that a small

A

cloud passed directly over the island on which the lighthouse is
At the moment
erected, and threw down on it a few drops of rain.
of the passage of this cloud the
trumpet was sounded, but no echo

was produced.

From these experiments it is evident that the phenomenon is in
some way connected with the horizon, and that during the continuance of the experiment of sounding the trumpets while directed
toward the zenith, no acoustic cloud capable of producing reflection
of sound existed in the atmosphere above them.
Another method of investigating this phenomenon occurred to me,
which consisted in observing the effects produced on the ears of the
observer by approaching the origin of the echo. For this purpose,
during the sounding at the usual interval of twenty seconds of the
large trumpet at Block Island, observations were made from a
steamer, which proceeded from the station into the region of the
echo, and in the line of the prolongation of the axis of the trumpet,
with the following results
1. As the steamer
advanced, and the distance from the trumpet
was increased, the loudness of the echo diminished, contrary to the
effect of an echo from a plane surface, since in the latter *;ase the
:

1

From the Report

of the Lighthouse Board, 1877.
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echo would have increased in loudness as the reflecting surface was
approached, because the whole distance traveled by the sound-wave
to and from the reflector would have been lessened.
The effect,
however, is in accordance with the supposition that the echo is a
multiple sound, the several parts of which proceed from different
points at different distances of the space in front of the trumpet,
and that as the steamer advances toward the verge of the horizon,
it leaves behind it a number of the
points from which the louder
ones proceed, and thus the effect upon the ear is diminished as the
distance from the trumpet is increased.
"2.
The duration of the echo was manifestly increased, in one instance, from five seconds, as heard at the mouth of the trumpet, to
twenty seconds.
This would also indicate that the echo is a multiple reaction of
varying intensities from different points, and that at the place of the
steamer the fainter ones from a greater distance would be heard,
which would be inaudible near the trumpet.
3. The arc of the horizon from which the echo appeared to come
was also increased, in some cases, to more than three limes that
subtended by the echo at the place of the trumpet. This fact H gain
indicates that the echo consists of multiple sound's from various
points at or near the surface of the sea, the angle which the aggregate of these points subtend necessarily becoming greater as the

steamer advances.

But perhaps the most important facts in regard to the echo are
those derived from the series of observations made in regard to it
by Mr. Henry \V. Clark, the intelligent keeper of the principal
lighthouse station on Block Island, and by Joseph Whaley, keeper
Mr. Clark was furnished with a
of the Point Judith Lighthouse.
time-maker to observe the duration of the echo, and both were directed to sound the trumpets every Monday morning for half an
hour, noting the temperature, the height of the barometer, the state
of the weather as to clearness or fog, the direction and intensity of
the wind, and the surface of the ocean.
From the observations made at these two points, for more than
two years at one station and over a year at the other, the echo may
be considered as produced constantly under all conditions of weather,
even duriw dense fogs, since at Block Island it was heard 10G times
out of 113, and at Point Judith 50 times out of 57, and on the occasions when it was not heard the wind was blowing a gale, making a
These
noise sufficiently intense to drown the sound of the echo.
results appear to be sufficient to disprove the hypothesis that the
phenomenon is produced by an acoustic cloud accidentally situated in
the prolongation of the axis of the trumpet. It must be due to somefrom a portion of air
thing more permanent in its effects than that
did'erin" from that of the general atmosphere in temperature or
i-ince such a condition cannot exist in a dense fog embracing
Indeed, it is diffithe'region of the locality of the phenomenon.
cult to conceive how the results can be produced, even in a single
instance, from a flocculent portion of atmosphere in the prolongation
of the axis of the trumpet, since a series of patches of clouds of different temperature and densities would tend to absorb or stifle by
than
repeated reflections a sound coming from their interior, rather
to transmit it to the ear of the observer.
The .question, therefore, remains to be answered What is the
cause of the aerial echo? As I have stated, it must in some way be

densitv,

all

:

The

only explanation which suggests
itself to me at present is, that the spread of the sound which fills the
whole atmosphere from the zenith to the horizon with sound-waves
may continue their curvilinear direction until they strike the surface
of the water at such an angle and direction as to be reflected back
In this case the echo would be heard
to the ear of the observer.
from a perfectly flat surface of water, and as different sound-rays
would reach the water at different distances and from different
azimuths, they would produce the prolonged character of the echo and
its angular extent along the horizon.
While we do not advance this hypothesis as a final solution of the
it as a means of
suggesting
question, we shall provisionally adopt
further experiments in regard to this perplexing question at another

connected with the horizon.

season.

BURIALS AT ANCIENT ROME.
THERE

Rome

at an early time, and the Christians availed themselves of the same means to bury their dead as
their pagan predecessors ; the transition was gradual, and in some
and inscriptions still remaining in
cases there are

were burial clubs

at

Catacomb of Prretextatus of the four seasons in
that of S. Nereus.
There are no religious subjects before the time
of Constantine
the earliest are those of the Good Shepherd and
certain well-known Scriptural types.
The history of Jonah is common in the fifth century figures of saints or martyrs appear in the
sixth century, and are common in the eighth.
The inscriptions are
the earliest and most genuine things left; few of the dated ones are
before the third cent ury the larger proportion are of the fourth and
fifth, with a few of the sixth and even later, for the family burialUnplaces continued to be in use as long as they were accessible.
of the vine in the

,

;

:

;

;

fortunately, most of the inscriptions have been removed to the museums or monasteries, and sometimes there is no record to say from

A picture in Dr. Norlhcote's " Visit," page
gives a good idea of the subterranean galleries.
They are about
eight feet high and three wide, and their walls on either side are
pierced with a number of horizontal shelves, one above the other,
like the shelves of a bookcase.
Each shelf once contained a dead
body, and they had been shut up by long tiles or slabs of marble,
securely fastened by cement, and inscribed perhaps with the name of
the deceased or with some Christian emblem.
In page 5 there is a
plan of the labyrinth of lanes in part of the Catacomb of St. Agnes.
In St. Callistus, on the Via Appia, we can descend by a succession
of staircases to five different galleries of these lanes, the fifth
being
only just above the level to which wa'cr rises. Many of the original catacombs were family burying-places secured under the Roman
law which allowed tombs and burial-places to be exempted from the
"
rules of succession :" hercdem non scquitur
was the principle in
such cases. Hence, when a family became Christian, it could
easily
what place they came.
3,

open ks
burial-place
meam "
(Northcote,

to other Christians, "ad religionem pertinentes
The finest inscriptions belong to the
p. 19).

time of Pope Damasus, the contemporary of St. Jerome
they are
The fatal year 410, in which Alaric
exquisitely engraved in marble.
took Rome, brought the original UPC of the Catacombs in great measure to an end. Speaking generally, they censed to be places of burial,
and were thenceforth mainly places of pilgrimage, and were " re"
stored
for that purpose. Vigilius, in 550, restored some of Damasus'
inscriptions which had been broken ; but art had perished and the
workmen were unskilful and ignorant. The inscriptions are perhaps
the most valuable of the remains.
The paintings link on to the
" the walls of
paintings of the age of Roman art, when
apartments
were covered with arabesques, and the roofs were often in the form
of arbors hung with garlands, interspered will)
fluttering winged
:

forms." Dr. Northcote gives two of the Christain paintings on the
roof of St. Domitilla and that of Prajtextatus (pp. 07, 69).
As Roman art perishes, the paintings become stiff and bad. But the inscriptions are not dependent for their permanent value on the state
of art it is their meaning that is important.
De Rossi has studied
more than fifteen thousand Christian inscriptions that have come
down to us from the first six centuries, but this only represents a
Alaric and Attila may be responsible for
part of what once existed.
part of the loss, but friends are more destructive than enemies, and
the marble tombstones were used largely from the eleventh to the
fifteenth century, not only in Rome, but even in distant places, for
the pavement of churches.
Tombstones are perishing among ourselves every year by the hundred the restorations going on are most
destructive, and a copy of the inscriptions is hardly ever taken.
can see by Weever and others who made collections of inscriptions
how many of our tombs have perished within the last century or so.
The Greek language is common in the earliest inscriptions of the
Catacombs, the primitive Roman Church being composed mainly of
Greeks and Hellenizing Jews. The Christian literature of early
Rome is almost wholly Greek, and the Latin Christian literature
comes from Africa. About fifteen hundred of the inscriptions are
dated.
There is but one dated inscription of the first century, two
of the second, two dozen of the third, about five hu: dred of the
fourth and fifth
the rest belong to the sixth. But of the undated
inscriptions it is probable that a considerable number belong to the
second and third centuries.
Each age has its fashion in the wording of such inscriptions, each country its peculiarity. De Rossi's
;

;

We

;

long experience has enabled him to lay down rules on this subject,
which are even more necessary than in the case of pagan inscriptions.
The three names are not recorded in the old Roman fashion
after the third century
even the mention of two names becomes
rare new Christian names come in, such as Adeodatus, QuodvultThe
deus, and so on, which almost remind us of the Puritan style.
:

;

A cademy.

pagan sarcophagi
the Christian Catacombs. There is no need of the theory that they
were merely carried there as old marble, to be used again. The

subsoil of the Campagna consists of successive layers of tufa of different degrees of hardness. Koads had been made in the beds of softer
materials to get out sand, and these subterranean roads formed convenient modes of access to the Catacombs, which were generally
made in the harder bed of tufa under that level. The churches outside the walls, grand basilicas as some of them now are, were origiwhich St. Agnes
nally chapels at the entrances of the Catacombs, of
The Catacombs are not umler Rome itself,
is the best example.
hut two or three miles from it. In an ancient city no one was allowed, except in very rare cases, to be buried within the walls, a
wise practice to which we are returning. The paintings of the
second and third centuries are quite simple; e.g. the cultivation
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AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS.
NEW YORK
THE

CHAPTER.

meeting of the season of 1878-1879 was held on the
1st instant, President R. G. Hatfield in the chair. The reports of the
officers were received and filed; on the election for the coming official
year, R. G. Hatfield was reelected president; E. M. Littell and
and Henry
G. B. Post, vice-presidents ; A. J. Bloor, secretary
first

;

Fernbach, treasurer. The standing committees on admissions, on
library and publication, on education, and on examinations, were reelected. Messrs. Littell, Bloor, and Le Brun were appointed a committee to report suitable action on the death of Mr. Richard Upjohn,
Mi>. Robertson, of Potter &
at the next meeting of the Chapter.
Robertson, was appointed to represent the Chapter, and act in con-
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nection with Mr. Cady of the Board of Trustees of the Institute, in
to be held in New
preparing for the Twelfth Annual Convention,
York, and to open on Wednesday, November 13.

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.
The Commissioner

TRENCHES IN STREETS.
York has

issued the following notice

of Public

Works

in

New

:

DEPARTMEMT
PARTMESfT OP PUBLIC WORKS,
R'S OFFICE. KOOM 19, CITV HALL,
COMMISSIONER'

NEW YORK, September

16, ISIS.

I
i

>

TO THE rUBLIC.

The rough

condition of most of our streets

is

due

in

a great measure

to

hundred and twenty-eight miles of paved streets are so numerDepartment finds it impossible, with its small force of inspecta compliance with the ordinances and
ors, to watch each one, and compel
that the trench be tilled with earth or tand in
regulations, which require
six inches thick, compactly rammed, and the pavelayers not more than
ment perfectly relaid, and kept in good condition for six months.
All persons are therefore requested to report to the Department every
case of failure to comply with these requirements which may come tu their
in the three
ous that the

notice, giving the location and, if possible, the nature of the excavation
and the names of the offending parties. This will greatly aid the efforts of
to improve the condition of the pavements, and will confer
the

Department

ALLAN CAMPBELL,

a public benefit.

Commissioner of Public Works.

The court of Morocco at the Paris
MOROCCO AT THE EXPOSITION'.
it.
It is hung with
Exposition has an indescribable air of romance about
mats and scarfs of gay, warm colors, and displays an endless variety of attractive knick-knacks, delicately embroidered silk kerchiefs, cigar and cigcases and holders, brilliantly illuminated bracelets and necklaces
of an aromatic composition, fantastically embroidered slippers, delicate pastilles, and an astonishing variety of gilt and tinsel ornaments.
Everything seems to send forth the most delicious odor. The air is heavy
with Eastern perfumes and spices. Olive wood souvenirs iu the shape of
canes, paper cutters, paper weights, and sleeve buttons are spread temptarette

made

Strange-looking musical instruments, war trumpets,
yon.
bala'fans (a very primitive sort of piano), spears, guns, and queer-looking
Then the tall, handsome Moors, with " liqdirks and battle-axes appejr.
"
uid eyes and languishing manners, looking like the stage ()thcllo< in their
picturesque red tarbouches and flowing many-colored robes, standing in the
tent aud around the court, add greatly to the romantic scene.
ingly before

The progress of elementary instruction in
The total number
indicated by a late report.
of persons taught drawing, painting, and modelling through the agency of
the art and science department was, iu 1875, 448,689; in 1876, 530,4"l2;
and last vear, 610,620. The number of students taught in art classes was
29,579; and 549,010 children were taught drawing in elementary day
During the period of 1873-77 the numschools, against 460,961 in 1876.
ber of institutions in which instruction is given in drawing or iu higher art,
of
and
the department
with the aid
subject to its inspection, has nearly
doubled. The number of persons taught aud of exercises and works examined has more than doubled during the same period while the total
amount of the aid given by the department in the form of payments on the
results of this instruction, as tested by examinations, has risen from
31,The lectures
49,960, in 1877, or nearly sixty per cent.
918, in 1873, to
delivered in the Lecture Theatre of the South Kensington Museum were
attended by 8,481 persons the evening lectures to workingmen at the Royal
School of Mines by 1,227 persons; aud 172 science teachers attended the
special course of lectures provided for their instruction in the new science
The various courses of lectures delivered in
schools at South Kensington.
connection with the department in Dublin were attended by about 4,300
The total number of persons, therefore, who received direct inpersons.
struction as students, or by means of lectures in connection with the sciBRITISH SCHOOLS OF AUT.

art in the British schools

is

;

;

ence and art department, in 1877, is 681,367, showing an increase, as compared with the number in the previous year, of 81,199, or more than 13|
cent The attendance at the art and educational libraries at South
per
Kensington continues to increase.

MANUFACTURE OF RAILROAD

IUON.

The

Director of the Bureau of
we have been

Statistics furnishes the following : During the last four years
building railroads at the rate of 2224 miles per year. The

importation of
railroad bars, both iron and steel, fell from 595,321 tons in 1871 to 12 tons
but the production of iron and steel bars in the United States
in 1877
increased from 2,958,141 tons during the five years from 1867 to 1871 to
4,056,340 tons during the five years from 1873 to 1877, an increase of 37
per cent. The supply of iron and steel railroad bars necessary to meet
the demand of our seventy-nine thousand miles of railroad already in
operation, for renewals of track and for the extension of track facilities,
in order to meet the necessary requirements of traffic, is now about three
times as large as the supply required for track-laying on new roads. This
production of bars to supply railroads in operation has, in fact, mainly sustained the iron and steel rail interests of the country in their present state
of efficiency.
;

TOMPKINS SQUARB.NEW YORK.

The work of altering the Tompkins

Square Parade Ground into a lawn and shrub park has been commenced.
Three gangs of workmen, of twenty-five each, are now removing the loam
and top dressing from the trench formerly used as a redoubt, which is situated in the southeast corner of the park. The loam is
being taken out
and will be used as a sub-soil in laying out the lawns in the centre of the
park, which is now covered with solid concrete. The mound on the southwest side, formerly used by the regiments as a fort, is to be removed, and
the earth and grass which now cover the top and sides will be utilized in
filling and levelling the redoubts, etc.
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FRENCH AND ENGLISH COMPETITION. In 1874 a law was passed in
France somewhat like the English factory acts, under the provisions of
which no children under twelve years of age can be employed in mills and
workshops. This law, however, is not very efficiently administered, and is,
indeed, little heeded by the manufacturers. The hours of labor in England are 56^ per week, against 72 in France. The French manufacturers thus have an advantage of 27
percent, without reckoning the benefit
they gain owing to holidays being less numerous in France, and from Sunday work. The wages of the work people employed in the woollen manufactories in France are on the average at least 25 percent lower than those
will thus be seen that as regards the relapaid in the United Kingdom. It
tive cost of labor in the two countries the French have an advantage of
25 per cent in money paid for wages, or
and
27J per cent in time worked,
together 52^ per cent. But as a larger number of hands is employed in
France than in England for a similar amount of work, and as it is undeniable that English work-people as a rule can produce more than the French,
it is estimated that these two advantages on the part of British labor reduce the gain of the French manufacturer in time and wages by one half,
or, say, 26 per cent.
According to this estimate, labor in France costs one
The proportion of the cost of labor to the
fourth less than in England.
cost of materials varies considerably in different articles; but, to show the
the additional cost the English manufacturer has to bear, it may
be stated that if the total cost of labor for producing an article of fabric is
one fourth of the total cost, the French manufacturer would gain 6 per
cent; if one third of the total cost, 8^ per cent; and if one half of the
effect of

whole cost, 12^ per cent. The French manufacturer can, therefore, produce more cheaply than his English competitor. It is generally admitted
that in many classes of goods the French already excel us, and that the
French industry is yearly making more progress than the English. In
France, too, strikes in the woollen and other industries of this kind are alPall Mall Budyet.
most unknown.

THE

The friends of the Nicaraguan interEngland and France may secure control of the route, and the government of Nicaragua is growing restless
under the long delay of the United States government in deciding what it
intends to do in the matter. The strength of opposition to that project in
this country comes from the Panama Railroad Company. This corporation
succeeded in defeating the proposed canal during General Grant's administration, and is on the lookout and ready to oppose any revival of the
DAIUE.V

CANAL PROJECT.

ocean project are getting uneasy

lest

An

attempt will be made at the next session of Congress to interIf a failure follows it will be dropped so far as
in the work.
this country
concerned, and the execution of the work be left to the EuWashington Star.
ropean governments.

subject.
est that

body

is

A

The people of Florida propose to build,
FLORIDA SHIP CANAL.
or more probably to get the general government to build, a ship canal
across their State from Matan/as inlet on the Atlantic to Fort Wool or
Clay Landing on the Snwanee River, in order to shorten the passage from
New York to New Orleans. It would have, it is said, an excellent harbor
There would
at each end of the canal, and no obstructions at either end.
not have to be more than seventy-five miles of canal cut on this route, and
the
best
lands
in the State
1
acres
of
then it would reclaim at least ,000,000
This land, when reclaimed, would be worth the price of cutting the canal,
and the whole route would be well supplied with natural feeders.
" The distance from New York to New Orleans
by this route would be
much less than by any route farther South. It would be from 1,000 to
1,200 miles less than the route now sailed, which would make a difference of
from 2,000 to 2,400 miles saved on the round trip, and would save yearly
85,000,000 iu the way of shipwrecks, and $3,000,000 annually iu the way
of extra insurance, over $40,000,000 in freight, and several millions every
in the
year in the way of grain and meat which go to waste every year
seagreat Mississippi valley fur ihe want of a ch> ap transportation to the
board. The canal, when built, would bring in a revenue of t least $8,000,000 or $10,000,000 annually in the way of tolls, especially when the Darien
Canal is completed, as it would throw a vast amount of shipping from
California, Japan, and China through the Gulf of Mexico, and through the
Florida
Canal, to New York and Liverpool and other ports."
Ship

A

peasant at Michakoff, on the Dniessaid to have just found, buried in the ground, a treasure supposed
It consists of a crown,
to be that of King Cyrus, conqueror of Croesus.
all of gold,
goblets, clasps ornamented with dragons' heads, sceptres, etc.,
and representing, in weight of that metal only, a sum of 250,000 francs.
who
declares
the archaeologist Praglowski,
have been examined

THE TREASURES OF CYRUS.

ter, is

They
them to be

by

He supposes them to have belonged to King
of Persian origin.
attendants on his defeat in the
Cyrus, and to have been buried there by his
battle of Massagetes, in which, according to some writers, he lost his life.
In excavating in St. Paul's Churchyard,
and chapter house of the old cathedral have been discovered, the marble carvings of the fourteenth century
being in excellent preservation.

CLOISTER OF ST. PAUL'S.
London, the foundation of the

cloister

Dr. Schliemann is said to have obtained
DR. SCHLIEMANN IN ITHACA.
to begin excavating at Ithaca.
permission from the Greek Government

A

William H. Hume, an architect and
FORTUNATE ARCHITECT.
New York, who was severely injured in February, 1867, by the
fall of an awning at One Hundred and Twenty-fifth Street and Fourth
Avenue, New York, sued the city to recover $15,000 damages. The case
builder in

the Court of Appeals, which renders judgment in Mr. Hume's
with costs, amounts to nearly $24,000, and was
office.
yesterday entered in the New York County Clerk's

has been
favor.

to

The judgment,

AN INTERNATIONAL PARK

AT NIAGARA.

Lord Dufferin has proposed

to the governor of New York that that State and the Dominion of Canada
shall unite iu buying up whatever rights as ngainst the public may have
been acquired by corporations or individuals in the land around the Falls

of Niagara, and shall hold the falls
wholly natural and unsophisticated.

and adjacent laud as a public park

THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT AND BUILDING NEWS.
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tenderness itself compared with what we see elsewhere.
The
French habit of scraping off a film from the sculptures of a
building whenever they get darkened by time is well known, and
it is not
long since we quoted an account of the tooling over of
the carving in the Cathedral of Florence.
These things, too,
are mild compared to the treatment which pictures may unThe pictures in the
dergo even when they are not repainted.
Uffizi Gallery, the most precious collection in the world, not
is
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THE

reproach has more than once been brought against modern archoeological explorers that they were too exclusively interested in what they could carry away, and made too little
account of what they had to leave behind
that the zeal of
the collector overbore that of the investigator.
It is doubtless
true of the two most successful of recent explorers, Dr. Schliemaun and General di Cesnola, that their explorations would
have been still more valuable if they had taken as much pains
to critically examine and record the architectural and structural
remains among which their treasures were found, as to secure the
;

treasures themselves.
Some negligence in this respect is very
natural in men whose archaeological study is the fruit rather
than the seed of their explorings, and who set about their work
with the eye of an untechnical observer, to which swords and
bowls are in themselves more interesting objects than walls or
broken capitals, quite independently of their bearing on the
Continental archaeologists
special problems of archaeology.
have brought a like complaint against some of the various Engeven Mr. Newton himself
who have been aslish explorers
sisted by the British Museum, or have worked with an eye to it,

alleging that in their eagerness to increase the Museum they have
paid attention only to such artistic movables as could enrich it,
and have lost many opportunities to advance the world's knowledge by more thorough exploration and even Englishmen, from
Byron's day to ours, have cried out against Lord Elgin's highhanded plundering of the Parthenon. Thoughtful people have
agreed that these complaints are more or less true, and ought
to be kept in mind, in order that what is done hereafter may be
more easily done, but they have consoled themselves by reflecting that the benefit of the museums to art and science far outand that the
weighs the errors of inconsiderate collectors
Elgin marbles are both more useful and more honored where
they are than if they had been left to clothe the Parthenon or
had found their way into the Greek Museum, where they would
have remained, like many other precious relics, uucared for and
;

;

inaccessible.

long ago narrowly escaped a wholesale cleaning with acid after
the invention of some ambitious Italian.
Fortunately a preliminary experiment was tried on a single picture ; it was disastrous enough to arouse even Italian indifference, but there was

some

difficulty in

THIS compensation

also

is

doubtless real, but

it

appears

in its

counterpoise. The zeal of conservation has often
shown itself as formidable as neglect or even violence.
are
used to this in architecture ; the ravages of the restorer of paintings are proverbial, but it takes one by surprise to be told that
the wonders of Greek sculpture are dying a slow death at the
hands of their friends.
gentleman who was in England not
its

We

A

long ago wished to bring home copies of some of the Elgin
marbles to form part of a collection for the use of students, and
He was told that he
applied to have casts taken from them.
could have them made, but that he would do better to take them
from moulds made thirty years ago, because the sculptures
themselves had deteriorated since then. On careful comparison
of the early casts, he found that this was literally true.
It is
the custom, it seems, to preserve these marbles from deterioratThis
ing influences by rubbing them once a week with cloths.
conservative process, which in the course of thirty years would
give some fifteen hundred rubbings, has in that time visibly
Fifteen hundred impressions, indeed,
on a copper plate it is not surprising that they
should have their effect on the marble relief.
It appears that a

affected the sculptures.

would

tell

taken of the pictures in the National Gallery.
excepting the Turners, which have for safety's sake

similar care

These

;

is

checking the process.

THE English Royal Commission on Copyright continues its
study of the question of copyright in works of art, and we find
in the Architect of September 28 a report of the evidence
given
before it by Mr. Thomas Woolner, R. A.
Some of Mr.
Woolner's answers to the questions of the commission are noteworthy, if they indicate what are the common ideas of "his fellow

artists

on

this subject

;

and from

his professional standing

we may presume that they do. They lead us to infer, what
we might have imagined, that while artists are anxious in a
way to secure for themselves a protection in their work like
that they see secured to authors, they really take little care to
use the advantages that the law allows them, or even to inform

themselves what these advantages are.
Thus, Mr. Woolner,
when reminded that sculptors could protect themselves against
copies by registering their works, could not remember that any
of his profession had ever done so in a single case.
It would
appear that English artists do not even care to acquaint themselves with their rules of registration, for the eminent sculptor,
whose works have been before his countrymen some thirty
years, during which time the provisions have been changed by
law twice or more, when questioned concerning these provisions could only recur to what he had heard concerning them

At present the English law provides that copyworks of sculpture can be secured for fourteen years,
with right of renewal for fourteen more, on registration by
means of a copy, drawing, print, or description, according as the
when

a pupil.

right on

but this gives security against copy;
ing only, and not against reproduction by engravings or photoMr. Woolner argued that the copyright should he asgraphs.
registrar shall determine

that in books, which runs to forty-two years at
or seven years after an author's death, and should be a
defence against engravings and photographs as well as against
At the same time he acknowledged that such reprocopies.
ductions were rather a benefit than an injury to an artist, be-

similated to
least,

cause they increased his reputation.

WK

it
may be assumed that artists everywhere have
same feeling as Mr. Woolner. They do not want,
that is, to be troubled with registering
they want all that
in duration of right, and they want to be prohas
anybody
tected against unauthorized prints and photographs, more, after

much

turn to have
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been put under glass
are wiped over with a silk cloth every
week. This process, gentle as it may be, must tell upon them
also in time, if it has not already; but the English
conservancy

19, 1878.

CONTENTS.
SUMMARY

Co.

suppose

the

;

all, as against an infringement of dignity than as against any pecuniary injury. The truth with them is that the business aspects of the protection, to use the phrase of an old array officer
concerning some special duty, do not suit the shape of their
minds ; yet it will be difficult to induce legislators to consider
It is not easy to see how any system of
other aspects of it.
copyright can be made to work satisfactorily without registration, which, however, can be made sufficiently easy, as Mr. WoolPrints and phoner himself suggested, by filing photographs.
tographs may fairly be forbidden, not merely because artists feel
for this, though it be
themselves entitled to suppress them,
reasonable, will not appeal greatly to the average lawgiver,
but because the right to make them, being a source of profit,
and therefore merchantable, belongs of right to the artist who
But it will hardly be best to try to
created it with his work.

extend

have
itself,

table

some favorers of architectural copyright would
beyond actual representations taken from the object

this, as

us,

for the authorship of ideas in these days is a very inscruAs for the duration, there is not the
thing.

and slippery

same reason

for

extending the protection over works of art as

The American
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over books, for with the multiplication of these, if they are reis a continued source of revenue, which
published, the protection
The proper analogy, if it could
it is not with a work of art.
be made to work, would be in giving the artist, or his heirs, a
on the increase of value which time
royalty for a fixed period
and a growing fame added to his works after they had passed
out of his hands. This would not be unreasonable, and would
but we fear it would be
a case of cruel
cure

many

difficult to

injustice

make

it

;

prevail.

THE second annual report of the School of Drawing and
Museum of Fine Arts gives a
Painting attached to the Boston
of the school during the last year,
of
the
progress
showing
good
while the new year begins with a larger number of students
The whole number of students received
than ever before.
the day classes, of

in
during the year was a hundred and sixty
whom a hundred and twenty were women and sixty-three, men
and boys only, in the evening classes. The students in the
whether all- of these painted
painting class were ninety-seven ;
from the models, who sat every day, we are not told, but the life
classes have been naturally the principal feature of the school.
The greater part of so many pupils being women, it is fair to
infer that comparatively few will become professional artists ;
and discipline of the school have been
yet the whole curriculum
The attendance
arranged with a view to professional training.
of last year, and the work shown to the public at the end of the
session, indicated that the training at least was not slackened
;

to suit the liking of amateur pupils, and the zeal of the students
was shown in their forming a sketching club, which included

the greater number of them, says the report, and occupied the
work. The most
painting room during off' hours with voluntary
of modelling
the
course
of
the
was
year
interesting experiment
which was introduced into the curriculum. Although this was
confined to the figure, it was not arranged as a class for students
in sculpture merely, but as part of the regular work of every
"
to give a more intimate
in order, as the report says,
pupil,

knowledge of form and a readier perception than drawing alone
We suspect that this is the first example where
could give."
the modelling of the figure has been made an essential part of
the instruction of a large school of painting for both sexes, and
we could wish it might have a thorough trial. We are inclined
to think such a study a very important help in the training of
painters of the figure, giving as it does a fineness of knowledge

by much longer

labor

and conception that is only
in drawing alone.
Unfortunately the teacher at the school, Mr.
Dengler, an artist from the Munich school, whose work and instruction were full of promise, was obliged by failure in health
The experiment, however, had lasted
to break off his course.
" to show that
we quote again from the report
long enough
while the value of modelling as an educational and disciplinary
exercise had not been overrated, there yet were difficulties which
had not been counted on in the way of making it part of the
For while a certain number of the
regular work of the school.
students greatly enjoyed the work, and others, though not carto be acquired

ing much about it, highly appreciated the advantage they derived from it, to others it was positively distasteful, and to a certain number, particularly among the young women, it seemed
to be injurious to the health, either from the fatigue of the unusual exertion or from the unavoidable dampness of the work-

room."

THE horrible disaster at the Colosseum Theatre in Liverpool,
a few nights ago, reminds us again that the things which crowds
dread are not the things that injure them.
It shows conspicuously that what an audience most dreads is fire, and that their
fear itself is the fatal thing to them.
mere squabble in the
pit was enough to make some foolish person catch at the idea oi
fire and scream it out
then the audience at once grew frantic,
and three dozen of them were trampled to death. The most
perfect fire-proofing would not have helped the matter here, foi
no lire-proofing is so safe as the absence of fire. If a theatre
should be built with absolutely no material in it but brick an<
iron, and planned as theatres are commonly planned, an alarm o
lire in it would still certainly be fatal.
No doubt some adventurous managers will hasten to conclude from this calamity that fireproof construction is after all of little avail and not worth its
cost, but there can be no doubt that an actual fire would have
added enormously to the loss of life among the people
four or
five thousand, it is said
who were in the theatre, as it did in
the case of the Brooklyn Theatre.
It only proves once m

A

;

and Building News.

Architect
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hat the greatest danger is of panic, for it is that which adds the
while without fire at all it is still itself a deadly
Therefore while an incombustible construction is a sine
leril.
ma non in a properly built theatre, the most unpardonable sin
The Liverpool theatre, we are told, while
s difficulty of egress.
:hief peril to fire,

was

intricate in arrangement and hard
converged into a narrow space, where
A standard which di>odies were piled up six or seven deep.
ided the doorway so obstructed the crowd that they were
an illustration
locked until it was driven away with an axe,
f a theory which has found some favor, that it is a good thing to
)ut obstructions in the way of an escaping crowd, so as to preent its injuring itself by going too fast.
Unfortunately if there
s one thing that the proprietors of theatres are more unwilling

was enormously

t

o get out

of.

large,
exits

The

provide than a proper construction, it is sufficient means of
the one costs money, the other both costs money and conmines space.
The desire for large houses and the call of the
multitude for cheap amusement are arguments which they canIt is imperative then in the
not of their own strength resist.
egal regulation of theatres to insist that they not only shall not
jurn easily, but shall be planned from the beginning with plenty
of outlets expanding towards the exterior, and so arranged as
to subdivide and distribute the audience as it retires.
:o

ixit

:

THE

accumulation of

fatal

carelessness in construction
that

it

is

accidents which are the results of
beginning to make people realize

does not do to slur our accountability for them.

A

coro-

ner's jury, in the case of the man who was killed by the fall of
an elevator in the building of A. T. Stewart
Co.,
York,

&

New

directly ascribe the death to
verdict its belief that the eleva-

to

though apparently unwilling
negligence, has declared in its
tor was not in proper order, which amounts to the same thing.
The evidence snowed that the pawls of the elevator had manito do their duty in catching it when it fell, being
with coagulated oil.
There is every reason to
clogged
probably
ascribe this to neglect in not keeping the machinery in proper
order, and every reason to suppose that a great part of the ele-

festly failed

vators in the country are in the same condition, since experience
makes it clear that appliances which are kept unused, intended
to be ready in emergency, are seldom in condition for use when
The coroner's juries on the explosion of the
they are wanted.
boiler of the Adelphi at Norwalk go farther, and declare un" the boiler
exploded because of overwork and
shrinkingly that

overpressure, legalized by a United

States statule, increased

and persistently used by the attendwas sufficient evidence of its dangerous defects." The Massachusetts Railroad Commissioners have
indicted for manslaughter the conductor to whose mismanagement they have traced the fatal collision which happened a few
days ago on the Old Colony Railroad. On the other hand, the
coroner's inquest on three men killed lately by the breaking of
a scaffold on the New York Elevated Railway has ended in a
verdict of accidental death, but with the significant recommen-

after shiftless inspection,
ants in charge after there

dation that henceforth a competent person should be appointed
shall succeed better in
to select timber for the scaffolds.
these things when the public grasps the idea that the penalties
which are to be inflicted in such cases are not vindictive, or of

We

the nature of personal punishment, but necessary and merciful
precautions for the general safety.

CAPTAIN BROWN'S report to the Secretary of the Treasury
on the progress of Captain Eads's Mississippi jetties shows that
the scouring action due to the jetties has lowered the bottom
over about one and a quarter square miles in front of the South
Pass by nearly two feet during the past year, which represents
a scour of 2 millions of cubic yards. In this deepening process the curve of 40 feet depth has receded shorewards 117
1 90 feet, the
feet, the 50 foot curve 228 feet, the 60 foot curve
70 foot curve has advanced 46 feet, while the other curves out
The minimum depth of the channel
to 100 feet have receded.
ha* increased between July 28, 1877, and July 15, 1878, from
The length of the shallow between the
20.3 feet to 22.3 feet.
22 feet curves at the one date and the corresponding 24 feet
from 150 to
curves at the other remaining nearly the same,
160 feet 12,500 cubic yards of stone and 4,000 cords of willow have been laid in the east jetty during the year, and 5,500
in the west, to which
yards of stone with 1,400 cords of willow
are to be added 1,200 cords of willow and 200 yards of stone
;

in the

wing-dams.

OCTOBER
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THE OPEN FIRE PLACE.

Architect

II.

PRACTICAL EXPERIMENTS ON THE WASTE HEAT AND AIR CURRENTS.
IN the

fire-place represented in Figs. 1

and

2 (see

page 116,

ante')

the back measures 2,500 sq. cm.,
the fides 500 each, the bottom 500,
and the top 350, as per accompanying diagram, making in all 4,350
sq. cm., against 2,500 for the opening in front, so that the rays i- itering the room directly amount to
or considering the ortion
taoxLiiu
'

|

intercepted by the grate, to about
one third of the whole, or less than
8 per cent of the entire heat generated by the fuel.
To this 8 percent must be added
something for the return radiation from the brickwork, because, although a large portion of the radiated heat, striking the walls of the fire-place, is carried off by contact
of the cold air entering the chimney under the influence of the

draught, which, as we have seen, amounts to from five to fifteen hundred feet a minute, and part is absorbed by the brickwork, yet a certain portion is returned by radiation and reflection into the room.
simple calculation will give us the amount accurately enough for our
The fire-place represented in our figures being small and
purposes.
blackened with smoke on its sides as well as back, no reflected heat
could be counted upon. Moreover the radiating power of these walls

A

being inversely as their reflecting power, what we lose in reflection we
shall gain in radiation.
The surface of the back, sides, and bottom
measures 4,000 sq. cm. According to Peclet 1 sq. metre of brickwork
radiates 3.59 units of heat per hour for 1 C. dillcrence of temperature

between the radiating and the receiving surfaces. Therefore 0.4
would radiate 1.44 units per hour per 1 C. Tlie temperature

TABLE

II.

sq. in.

of the

and Building News.
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it being supsay, up to 60 F., for ventilation, during the whole time,
posed that the adjoining rooms and those above and below were inhabited and maintained at the same temperature, that the outside
wall was double as well as the window, and that the door and

window

fitted well

and were kept closed.

THE IDEAL FIRE-PLACE.

What now

would be the action of a fire-place and

flues

ideally

perfect ?
Ideal perfection would imply
1. That all the heat generated by the combustion of the fuel be
utilized in heating and ventilating the house, and that the combustion
of the fuel be complete.
2. That the supply of fresh air introduced into the house to take the
place of the foul air removed be guaranteed perfectly pure warmed
moistin winter to a temperature somewhat below that of the room
abundant
ened enough to give it its proper hygrometric condition
enough to supply amply the h're and the occupants so distributed
and located at its entrance as to cause no perceptible draught at any
the gentle air current so directed that it should reach every
point
part of the room ; so steady that no part of it should pass over the
same spot twice or be twice breathed by the occupants and so regulated by simple valves as to be under perfect control.
3. That the flues include a special
gas ventilator so arranged that
all the heat generated by the combustion of the gas should be retained in the room and utilized, while the injurious products of combustion should be carried off.
4. That a complete ventilation of the rooms be effected, both in
summer and in winter, without opening doors or windows.
5. That the chimney never smoke.
(j.
That the construction of the fire-place and flues be simple,
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The chimney often smokes.
In one respect our fire-places and flues appear to approach the
ideal, and that is in their simplicity, but is it not the simplicity of
ignorance rather than that of science ?
In order to be able to judge as to how far we may
expect to approach our ideal, it will be necessary first to familiarize ourselves
with some of ihe most important devices already tried or recommended by those who have given the subject most attention, and to
study the causes which have thus far rendered their adoption so
5.
6.

limited.

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

durable, inexpensive, safe, and unobjectionable in appearance.
The open fire-place as ordinarily constructed, so much overestimated as a ventilator, satisfies the requirements above enumerated,
to the following extent
1. Only from live to fifteen
per cent of the heat generated by the
fuel is utilized in heating and ventilating the house.
It must be
borne in mind that that is not ventilation which provides only for
the outlet of the air and ignores the inlet, and that a hundredth part
of the heat of the fuel would be ample to abstract the bad air far
more efficiently, if properly applied, than is done by the eighty-five
or ninety-five per cent now used.
2. The air introduced to take the
place of the foul air removed is
not guaranteed pure, but its purity or impurity is left entirely to
If the windows are tight, the fire draught will be
chance.
supplied
from the halls, neighboring chambers, or even water-closets and
toilet rooms, or, in other words, from soil and drain
pipes, bringing
poisonous gases and perhaps disease into the house ; or, if disease be
already there, distributing the noxious air from the sick-chamber into
other parts of the house.
If the windows are not
tight, the air entering will be too cold in
winter, too hot in summer, and always loaded with whatever dust,
dampness, or impurity may happen to be in the outer air, to the detriment of the lungs as well as of the furniture of the inmates.
Or, finally, if both doors and windows are closed and tight, as may
sometimes happen with careful carpentry and especially at night in
bed-rooms, either the air must come in through the chimney itself,
causing the fire to smoke, or else no air is admitted, and suffocation
is the result.
The history of ventilation furnishes numerous sad cases of such
suffocation, cases where the smouldering fire and the sleeper, rendered insensible by smoke or gas, have evidently long
struggled for
life before either or both succumbed to the want of air.
may add here that even when the supply of air chances to be
pure enough, and abundant enough, and warm and moist enough,
and otherwise satisfactory in its quality, it is still unable to ventilate
the apartment properly because it is drawn
directly up the chimney
before it has had time to receive the
necessary amount of heat to
cause it to rise to the level of the heads of the occupants; while the
impure air formed above the level of the mantel, and heated by the
lungs and by the gas burner!', rises to remain a long time in the
:

these devices appear so excellent that it is hard to undernot seized upon at once. But we must bear in
mind that the majority of the public are aware neither of the waste
of fuel they actually experience, nor of the importance of
good venThe style and color of the, grate and mantel are of more,
tilation.
importance than the construction of flues and all parts which are,
That the pattern and color should be in accordance
out of sight.
with the latest fashion is more important than either; and to
expect
fashion to yield to mere sanitary considerations would
bespeak
of
one
of
the
most
marked
ignorance
peculiarities of human nature.
Then too we know how prone every Yankee builder is to avail
himself of his liberty " to follow his own nose
byway of a guide-post
in the matter of a little science," and how loath he is toleave ihe.

Many of

stand

why they were

beaten track.

These considerations, and the

fact that many
reject on principle
novelties, on account of the difficulty of distinguishing the good
from the bad, are sufficient, to render any persistent effort "o
improve
our time-honored forms of building construction most onerous and
all

discouraging, and

it would lie
folly to expect even the most evident
improvement, in a matter of this kind, to meet with anything more
than a slow and partial recognition.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.
CHURCH OF

PAUL, ROME. MR. G. E. STREET, R. A., ARCHITECT.
THIS illustration, which we reproduce from a past number of the
Architect is a view of the church which Mr. Street designed for the
Americans in Rome, a description of which appeared in the letter
from London which we published last week.
,

KINDERGARTEN AT WINCHESTER, MASS. MESSRS.

above the mantel, is, as before said, carried off with the finpure air almost as fast as it is formed. Thus it often happens with
large fire-places and flues that the cold air enters faster than the
warm air is produced, so that the more the fuel is piled on and the
fiercer the fire the more
powerful become the freezing draughts and
the lower the temperature of the room.
3. The gas burners are seldom
properly ventilated and sometimes
not at all. Breathing foul air is as
injurious as drinking foul water,
yet, while we would shrink with disgust from the idea of drinking
water into which the drainage from our houses was known to
flow^
we allow our gas burners to pour forth a continual stream of carbonic
acid and other poisonous gases into our small reservoirs of
breathing
air, already sufficiently polluted by the exhalations from our bodiel
and lungs, without giving the matter a
passing" thought.
4. Complete ventilation in summer as well as in winter
is, under
the average construction,
impossible without opening doors or window?.
to rise

5

.1.

F.

OBER AND

GEO. D. HAND, ARCHITECTS, BOSTON.
This building was recently erected for Mr. U. N. Skillings on his
estate of Rangely Place, and is known as Rangely Hall. The schoolroom is 28 by 36 ft., and is finished into the roof, the gable windows
being filled with stained gla-s. The fire-place, including the whole
breast, is laid with face brick, and is made an effective feature of
the interior.

SHOPS AND OFFICES IN

MESSRS. M C KEAN AND
JOHN.
This building was begun in the fall of last year and completed in
It is built of brick and faced with red
the winter months.
pressed
ST.

JOHN, N.

H.

FAIRWEATHER, ARCHITECTS,

ST.

bricks, chocolate-colored enamelled bricks being introduced in
The string courses and bands are of freestone. The
patterns.
whole building is now used as the Custom House of the city.

MANTELPIECE

DESIGNED

BY

ARCHITECTS,

MESSRS. FICKEN
NEW YORK.

AND

SMITH,

This mantel was highly finished in walnut, carved with especial
Bevelled glass and polished brass were used to lighten the
dark color of the wood.
care.

CORRESPONDENCE.

We

room and be breathed over and over again. Or, if
special openings
are provided above to carry off this
upper stratum, what little pure
air warmed by contact with the walls, heated
by radiation, manages

ST.

THE MASSACHUSETTS CHARITABLE MECHANIC ASSOCIATION'S
EXHIBITION.
BOSTON, October.

THE

Mechanics' Fair

at first sight rather
Since
disappointing.
the last fair was held, now four years ago, the Centennial Exhibition at
Philadelphia has shown to all classes of the people what may be done
both in the way of getting together a great and full displav of products of art and industry and of showing them to the best advantage.
It was but fair to expect that the influence of that exhibition would
be seen, if not in the quality of the things exhibited, at least in the
is

arrangement and display of them

in a building erected by the asThe contrary is the case. 1 am disposed
sociation for the purpose.
to think that in no one of the previous fairs of this association have
the goods been thrown together with less apparent regard for the

This is partly due, no
they would produce on the, visitor.
The aisles and passages
doubt, to the crowding of the building.
are all extremely narrow, and quickly choked by a very moderate
crowd of visitors. But it is due in a much greater degree to a certain incapacity in the average exhibitor to select and combine his
goods and arrange them with that happy and instinctive good taste
and ingenuity which characterizes the artisans and shopkeepers of
foreign lands, and to a less extent those of other parts of our own.
The government of the association, also, or that one of its committees
having charge of the, disposition of the floor space, has its share of
the responsibility to bear, in assigning the space to the various
applicants evidently without regard to the character of the exhibits, or
to the way in which one class of goods was to set off another next
effect
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we find a tremendous pile of somewhat dowdy calAccordingly,
icoes overtopping, on tlie one hand, a shining case of silverware and
jewelry, and, on the other, an exhibit of Portland cement and firebrick.
The machinery, which in the old fairs, if I remember rightly,
used to occupy a distinct portion of the great hall over the
it.

Quincy
Market, is here massed on the centre of the principal exhibition
room, and there is no escaping the thunder of the rock-drill, or the
But apart from the
deafening clatter of the great woolen loom.
unfortunate absence of arrangement, one is struck by the commonness of the things exhibited. Hardly anybody seems to have
thought
it worth his while to produce
anything of more than ordinary excellence or beauty for this display. Many of the exhibitors make
every
day a more interesting show in their shop-windows than at this fair.
Add to this that the building is rather barn-like (which of course it
must be in the nature of the case), that it is painted in somewhat
dull and dusty tones of color, and is almost
entirely destitute of decorations, and the result of a general view is apt to be a little triste and
depressing.
more careful inspection, however, will modify this first impresIf we can't be
greatly amused we shall do well to allow ourselves to be instructed.
The practical side of life is after all of the
first importance, and at a Mechanics' Fair it is unreasonable to
adopt
the view of that modern epicurean who said, " Give me the luxuries
of life and I will dispense with its necessaries."
The characteristic
of all these fairs lias been the clever devices for improving and
cheapening manufacture. Here we have the Yankee mind at its
best and happiest
it is in this field that all our modest
triumphs
have been won abroad, and are likely to be, for a generation or two
In all the departments of art, great and small, we
longer at least.
do but follow, however worthily here we lead. The closeness with
which the mind of the inventor follows the working of every piece of
machinery, detects every weak point and strengthens it, perceives
every opportunity for saving a minute of time, or a stroke of labor,
and keeps the machine always abreast of the requirements, or contrives a new one which will do the work of half a dozen of the old,
is a national characteristic.
On the floor of the main hall, side bv
side, each in its small glass case, are two very striking examples of
this passion for contrivance, and for making machinery do the work

A

sion.

;

;

human fingers, which is year by year bringing this country into
the place so long occupied by England at the head of the manufacturing nations of the world: the Mosely watch-makers' lathe and attachments, made at Elgin, Illinois, and a complete set of watch-makers'
The
tools, made by the Hopkins Watch-Tool Company of Waltham.
extreme beauty and delicacy of these little tools makes it easy to
believe in the precision and uniformity of workmanship which has
carried despair into the hearts of the Swiss waich-makers since the
]n
report of their representative at Philadelphia two years ago.
most emphatic contrast to this small enginery is the ferocious rockdrill, which under the impulse of its air-compressor alongside delivers
its sharp and solid blows on an unresisting block of granite with a
force which makes them felt as well as heard throughout the buildof

ing.

Probably there is no single invention on which so much of incessant labor and ingenuity have been expended in improving, lightenThere is, I
ing, simplifying, and perfecting it, as the printing-press.
believe, no specimen of any of the great power presses in this exhibition, but there are several new forms of small power and hand presses
which are fascinating in the celerity, smoothness, and accuracy of
their performance.
There is, I presume, no doubt that the world
would be better off if half or three quarters of the printing presses
could be destroyed, but our faith in this proposition need not make us
insensible to the wonderful intelligence and skill which has brought

this much abused instrument to its present perfection.
The little
type-casting machine hard-by is a worthy coadjutor to the presses. I
believe all the machines for this purpose have been American inventions, and all, with perhaps a single exception, the work of a single
miss the type-setting maman, David Bruce, of New York.
chine, which ought to be here to complete the course of instruction.
The usual array of machinery, heavy and light, is brought together
on the eastern half of the floor of the main building, and in the galThe sewing-machines carry the day as to number and
lery over it.
variety, but in size and intricacy the great cassimere loom is the most
imposing, doing the work of half a dozen hands with a quickness and
regularity of which no human hands are capable, and yet under the
easy control of a single woman. The power for all this machinery
is furnished by a Brown engine of great beauty, and behind this
again we find two great steam-boilers made by the Whittier Machine
Co., and set with the remarkable Jarvis Patent Gas-Consuming Furnace, which appears to be a triumph over obstacles which have here-

We

tofore been considered insuperable. The advantages claimed for this
furnace are, in brief, that by the admission of hot air to the interior
of the furnace through a number of small ducts, the combustion is

rendered much more perfect than by any other furnace, insomuch
that not only are the gases consumed, but cheap and even wet fuel
can be successfully used, such as undried peat, wet sawdust, coal
screenings, wet brewery hops, green wood, and various other classes
of otherwise impracticable fuel. On one or two days in the week the
furnace is fed entirely with wet peat taken directly from meadows

Roxbury, and the usual

fuel is anthracite screenings.
variety of exhibits, more or less especially interesting to arThe
chitects-, are grouped around the entrance of the main hall.

in

A
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Selenitic Cement Company shows samples of this cement, which
seems to be growing in importance to the profession, but one is
hardly helped to any judgment as to its qualities by what he sees of
it here.
The testimony of well-known architects and builders of
England seems to be altogether in its favor as an excellent and economical material. Messrs. Wentworth & Co., and Bowker,
Torrey
& Co., present rather indifferent examples of marble mantels, and the
usual collection of hand specimens of domestic and
foreign marbles.

The latter firm exhibit, in addition, some fine pieces of the red Bay
Fnndy granite, and of the Calais granite, polished. Two or three

of

in fmicy wood exhibit beautiful collections
notably Messrs. Palmer, Parker & Co., of Portland
St. who show a most fascinating variety of native and
foreign woods,
not in small bits, but with fair broad surfaces of each, polished a raoir,
and arranged with great good taste. Among these woods are some,
which we rarely see, as the Cocobola, the Amboine, and the Spanish
The potCedar, and which glow with a sombre splendor of color.
ters are all brought together in this neighborhood, and their
displays
are, on the whole, promising for the future of this interesting and

of the

prominent dealers

of specimens,
,

important manufacture among us. The New England Pottery Co.,
of East Boston, send a lot of common white china for table service,
and chamber sets, mostly plain or very simply decorated, and in very
Hews
unobjectionable forms, though with no attempt at elegance.
& Co., of North Cambridge, reproduce very successfully many of the
classical forms in vessels and vases of many kinds, mostly in red
The Portland Stoneware Co.
clay, with figures in a creamy white.
send a great variety of ware of all forms, colors, and uses, from a
small match-box to a big garden vase, among which the plain white
clay, undecorated and waiting for decoration, appears the best. The
Boston Fire- Brick Company exhibit, besides their chief product, an
assortment ot terra-cotta work from Mr. Loring's works which is
very good as far as it goes, but might easily, one would think, have
been carried further.
I saw nothing from the Chelsea or
Beverly
potteries.

The

Portland cement are popularly illustrated by a
with a little pile of damp cement before him, aud
with a couple of small moulds and a tamper speedily turns out
flower-pots and match-boxes of cement, ready for instant service.
Messrs. Boorman & Co. had here at the outset of the fair an exhibit
virtues of

workman who

sits

of fire-proofing blocks, tiles, etc., which was interesting and instructive to any visitor of a turn for building, but it was judged by the
management to be "caviare to the general," and was sent to the cellar.

than

who

It still

has good company, however, anil, if it meets fewer eyes
be seen and marked by those

in its old position, will doubtless
will most appreciate its merits.

On the right of the main hall Mr. Seth W. Fuller has a very full
and worthy collection of his various appliances in the way of bells,
tubes, annunciators, etc., which is a striking example of the progress
of the age in luxury and the power to provide the small conveniences which obviate trouble.
Of small inventions which make one smile by their simplicity and
The two
cleverness, there are perhaps less than the usual variety.
which I specially remember are a contrivance for so hanging an ordinary pair of outside window-blinds that they may, in the twinkling
of an eye, be closed, fastened together, unhinged at the bottom, and
and a new form of window
swung out from the top like an awning,
sash-holder and lock, consisting simply of a small iron rod behind the
pulley-stile, on which slides a pierced disc, running free and holding
the sash.
When the sash is in motion the disc is held horizontal by
the hand and slides easily on the rod when the hand is removed the
disc cants a little and binds, holding the sash immovable.
The
cost is trifling, and the device seems an admirable one.
A third invention, which might come under the same head, is the machine for
measuring leather. All leather, except sole leather, is sold not by
weight but by the square foot, and as the shape of a skin is very irregular the measurement by the ordinary method is difficult.
By
this machine a frame holding a multitude of upright iron pins is lowered upon another frame, upon which is laid the skin to be measured.
All the pins which are over the leather are stopped by it, while all
the pins outside the leather drop through holes beneath them on to
a platform just below, which forms part of a balance a dial above
registers the difference between the weight of the pins so dropped
and the whole number of pins in the frame. This difference is of
course the weight of the pins which are stopped by the leather. The
weight of the pins is translated into area, sixty-four pins meaning
one square foot superficial.
The furniture men all appear with liberal contributions, but their
warerooms are very much more interesting. The space allowed to
each is ridiculously small, and the bulky cabinets and bedsteads and
sideboards are huddled together in a way that makes it impossible
to see them to advantage. 1 remember nothing here that seems to inA.
vite special mention.
;

;

LECTURE ON ARCHITECTURE.

THE NEW THEATRE ORDINANCE.

CHICAGO, October 4.
L. B. Jenney delivered the first lecture in
his course before the Chicago Academy of Design, his subject being
" The
Savage Tribes and Egypt." Your representative entered the
hall not without much curiosity to see how far the architectural frain this city, might feel inclined to
ternity, so largely represented

LAST evening Mr. W.
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the efforts of the management of the Acadpatronize and encourage
When the lecturer
to disseminate information on the subject.
was announced a survey of the audience showed that not one archiA sprinkling of eager and earnest young men
tect was in the room.
indicated that perhaps they might be assistants or students. But the
of ladies and gentlemen engreater part of the audience consisted
of the profession, while the art students from
tirely without the pale
In view of the fact that Mr.
other classes were very few indeed.
the want of
Jenney gives his services gratuitously to the Academy,
interested in the
encouragement on the part of the profession most
The secretary of the
subject places it in a most ungraceful light.
Academy took great pains to send full information of the scheme to
It is an experiment
all the architects and draughtsmen in the city.
and if the architects do not
which needs substantial

emy

encouragement,

at least patronize it by buying course tickets for themselves and
their assistants, it will be mainly their fault if it is not repeated or
continued.
Mr. Jenney commenced with the statement that the art of architecture is the outgrowth of structural form. Its relation to engineer-

ing was clearly explained.
Illustrations were rapidly drawn on paper with charcoal and colThe first showed three plain arches supported on
ored chalks.
of simple construction taken
square piers. Taking this as a form
from the Roman type, he first rubbed out one pier and explained
how the column was developed from the pier, with cap and base.
Then the outer line of the arch was accented by a label moulding
Then the
and the intersections decorated with carved bosses.
arches were moulded and decorated with dog-tooth and chevron ornamentation, showing how the construction was retained without
change during all these decorative developments. Hence the justification of the statement that architecture is ornamented construction,
the decoration being the accentuation of structural features, and
worked in the constructive material.
He then gave a short sketch of the condition of man in primitive
times, and how rationally the savage used constructive materials.
The second illustration was a Malay hut, the style of which has
He then gave a description of the
continued to the present day.
development of the earliest known stone architecture in Egypt, and
a sketch of Egyptian history according to the latest Egyptologists.
Speaking of the pyramids he said that it had been discovered that the
step-shaped pyramids were the oldest, while the great pyramid of
Saphis was a more recent structure, being the largest specimen of
that kind which is distinguished by a smooth exterior facing.
The third illustration was an explanation of the nature of Egyp-

and
Mr.Jenney showed great
tian hieroglyphics,
skill in

explaining the

different kinds of writing on stone that had

been used.
ers

may be

Your readinterested in

the following representation of a familiar word.

Of

this his explana" The hierowas,
an
designating
glyphic
architect seems to rep-

tion

'

'

resent him as having
finished a plan of a
temple, and to be kickOver his head is a gallows, to hang him on
ing it out of his office.
in case the building should fall down, and on one side are three
stones to be thrown at him in case the cost of the edifice should exceed the estimate."
The three classes of Egyptian buildings
pyramids, tombs, and

were then described in detail, and illustrations of each
temples
were drawn. The method of constructing a pyramid as described by
Diodorus and Marriette was minutely described, with drawings made
In describing the rock-cut tombs Mr. Jenney
before the audience.
made a drawing of a queen's head in colored chalks, describing as
he proceeded the methods pursued by the Egyptian artists, in which
drawing, stone-cutting, and painting were employed. The lecture
concluded with a description of the great Temple of Karnac.
Altogether the lecture was a greater success than the audience,
one of the Academy galleries being only moderately filled.
Some
excellent examples of life school work by the students are displayed
on the walls.
The city council of Chicago passed a very important Theatre
Ordinance on the 14th of June last. This is the result of the most
persistent efforts of Building Superintendent Cleaveland, who has
been working at the matter ever sinc.e the Brooklyn Theatre fire.
Unfortunately our theatres are all built, and there will be but little
to do under the law except to enforce the provisions which relate to
the management of existing buildings. Two new theatres, The
Academy of Music and Hamlin's, have been built this year, too early
to be covered by the provisions of the law relating to new structures,
and one, Haverley's, has been reconstructed to a large degree. But
none of these conform to the requirements of the new ordinance. It
remains to be seen now what the superintendent with the cooperation
of Fire Marshal Bruner will be able to do in
procuring its en-

forcement

in existing
buildings.
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BUILDINGS.
SAINT JOHN, N. B.

WE have

again reached the season when few new buildings are
begun, and those in progress are hurried on so that they may be
roofed in before the severe winter comes. During last winter, which
was unusually mild, a considerable amount of building was done, but
it is not
expected the next will be like it.
The most important public work, the Custom House, is still undecided, more than a month having passed since the tenders were
received at Ottawa.
In the mean time the east wall is being built
from the foundation to the level of the street, a height of about
twenty-one feet, with large blocks of granite in courses from three to
four feet in thickness, the wall extending 200 feet on Prince William Street. Mr. Mooney is carrying out this work.
Another instance of delay on the part of the Government is the Savings Bank.
This work was tendered for in May, and the contract has only recently been awarded to Mr. Geo. J. Grant in place of another contractor who had commenced the work.
The Provincial Government, finding that increased accommodation
was needed for insane persons, is now enlarging the lunatic asylum
at Fairville by adding a new wing.
The plans have been prepared
by Messrs. McKean and Fairweather, architects, who are also superintending the work. The addition is three stories high and covers
a space of ground 106 feet by 58 feet. The design is made to harmonize with the old work and will be executed in the same materials,
brick and stone.
The amount of money spent on churches speaks much for the religious zeal of the inhabitants of this city. Eleven of the old churches
remain, and there are twelve new churches, some completed and
others building, in all twenty-three, a large number in proportion to
the population.
The Church of Saint James, by Messrs. Croff and Camp, cannot be
looked upon as a successful adaptation of Gothic work, but the Cen-

tenary and Methodist churches, by Mr. Welch, have good detail.
In both these buildings the walls are built of rubble work, the

The
jambs, mullions, and tracery being formed of artificial stone.
Reformed Presbyterians are building a church by days'-work, instead
of contracting with a builder in the usual way. The building, which
is Gothic, is about 66 feet by 46 feet, and will accommodate about
400 worshippers there is also a school-room for 300 children under the church. Brick with stone finish is the material employed.
Mr. F. Kain has prepared the plans and is superintending the work.
In the recent competition for Trinity Church the design of Mr.
;

Thomas, of Montreal, was accepted. His drawings illustrated a long,
conventual-looking building with semicircular apse, the windows
It is hoped this design will be
single, lancet form, long and narrow.
more satisfactory as regards cost than that prepared by Messrs.
Potter and Robertson.
There is a probability that our local architects will once more
meet in competition, but this time there are nominally three premiums offered, the first, as usual, being merged in the commission.
In the month of June the Provincial Government advertised in the
Royal Gazette that designs were required for new Parliament Buildcertain data a plan of the site and particuings, notifying that on a
lars could be obtained, but the time has long since passed and expectant architects still wait for particulars. Conflicting rumors are
afloat respecting the work, some to the effect that it will be abandoned.
Of important buildings in progress elsewhere the Exhibition Buildat Wolfville, N. S., may
ing at Fredericton and the Acadia College
be mentioned. The latter building is of wood, and of Italian design.
Messrs. Dumaresque and Wickenden are the architects.
From various sources of information I am inclined to think there
The prevailis a lack of moderate-size dwelling houses in this city.
and the back yard in
ing system of letting flats, with one entrance
common to all the tenants, is not without its disadvantages and albeen
though the houses built since the fire (for which architects have
room
employed) show better planning than the old ones, there is still
K- B.
for further improvement.
;

THE BOULOGNE LIGHTHOUSES.
THE projected new harbor of navigation and refuge at Boulogne
coast of France,
promises to be one of the most splendid on any
of its connotwithstanding some apparent paradoxes in the scheme
Its group of lighthouses, however, may be regarded as of
struction.
even more general importance than the contemplated haven itself,
because they will afford an infallible guide to the mariner exactly
where he is most liable to mistake his way on the Channel waters.
They are to be four in number, furnished with the most powerful
and capable of casting a
lights, upon the best-known principles,
No similar
shore.
gleam at least of their radiance upon the opposite
the utcluster, supposing this to be completed, exists in the world,
most hitherto attempted having been the establishment of two, genin which vessels were in
erally at the extremities of an extended bay
the habit of taking shelter, or where the business of the sea was cusBut it by no means follows that the
tomarily carried on by night.
without a parallel in point of
quartet of beacons at Boulogne will be
number, different though the arrangement may be. There are no
fewer than eleven illuminated signals of the firtt, second, and third
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rays upon the river approaches of the Gironde.
these were no more than iron baskets of burning coal or
wood, suspended on lofty poles; then lamps were substituted, fed
with coarse oil, and supplied with round or ilat wicks next, the inventions of Argand came into use, with Carcel following them, whose
mechanisms, indeed, have not yet gone out of use, though greatly improved by the couihi nations of Arago and Fresnel, with whose names
the history of the French
lighthouse system will always be connected.
The catoptric system, with which mirrors or reflectors were introduced, was an improvement, perhaps, though nearly parallel with the
" tower"
at Cordonan, aldioptric applied by Fresnel to his famous
most in the very mouth of the Garonne. This was succeeded by a
lighthouse at Mount Agda, on the Mediterranean coast, and another
at Cape Beam, visible to one another at a distance of more than
At present, aided by peculiarities of apparatus, the
seventy miles.
lighthouses of the French coast are nearly all illuminated with colza
oil, though the electric element is expected to displace it in lanterns
of the first order, and at the
Petroleum was used, in
greater height.
several instances, with no great success, as at St. Gaubain.
But it
will be less with the
kindling power than with the durability of the
edifices constructed by them that the marine architects of
Boulogne
may be expected to principally concern themselves.
The loftiest structu>e of this class on the French coast, at present,
is that of Cordonan, more than two hundred feet, or about the
height
of the towers of Notre Dame, and followed by those of Dunkirk,
and
on
the
western
of
the
Isle
of
Re.
Calais,
Baleines,
extremity
Originally, it was not much more than half its present height, which
is calculated from the level of the
Among its
highest possible tide.
singularities is that, while the exterior suggests the idea of a fortress,
the interior recalls that of a palace, elaborately sculptured and
adorned.
Isolated in the midst of the waters, it has, nevertheless,
far above them a vast platform, on which the habitations of the assistant keepers stand in comparative safety.
Somewhat similar is
the position of the great Pharos of Henri de Brebat, on the Brittany
coast, reared upon a huge porphyry rock, formerly the sailors' terror,
commenced in 1836 and completed in 1839, in defiance of extraordinary difficulties, occasioned by the violence of the tides acting upon
a multitude of formidable shoals and reefs. It was here necessary,
not merely to construct an edifice, but also to hew out or blast a little port among the rocks, where the craft employed by the constructors might lie in safety.
As the slim though solid tower grew up,
every course of masonry was, twice a day, covered by the waves, until a certain elevation had been
reached ; being thus bestrewn with
slime and sea-weed, which, as will be well understood, were no facilities to the builder.
Sixty workmen, however, under the direction
of the engineers, performed their tasks so well that their platform
has scarcely ever since needed a repair. They squared, grooved,
and dovetailed every separate block, employing cement which, as
they declared, and as it seemed, acquired in a few hours the durability of stone; but whatever the truth in that respect, the result has
Since that period, however, French lightjustified their confidence.
house architects have unfortunately been content with foundations
of less Roman solidity, and the lighthouses themselves have been
constructed of less massive materials. In fact, the manufacture of
these edifices in iron for trans-oceanic ports has become almost a
distinct branch of French industry, and some of the perilous points
as at Pontailon the French coast itself have been thus supplied,
lac, near lloyan, which indicates an entrance, amid thick-set sandbanks, to the Gironde; and at Walde, which points out a dangerous
stretch of the same obstructions, fronting the port of Calais, which,
class, flashing their

At

first

;

scarcely less than Boulogne, requires a new port, a new pier, and a
new set of warnings to navigators.
It is interesting, however, to note, now that so much attention has
been attracted by the Boulogne project, that about the middle of the
j-eventeenth century there was near the existing jetty a lighthouse of
Roman construction, reputed to have been erected by Caligula, when
upon his expedition against the Gauls. Montfaucon affirms that it
succumbed in 1644, in consequence of the cliffs below giving way,
and he supplies the design of the building, which has every appear-

ance of authenticity. The ground plan of this tower was octagonal,
and the tower itself was composed of twelve stories, diminishing, like
those of a Chinese pagoda, each by a step, as they rose one above
another, and each also having a broad cornice, constituting a sort of
gallery, like that of the more famous but kindred building at Alexandria.
Each of the eight sides was twenty-five feet in width but
with reference to the height, concerning which no exact details remain, it is calculated that if the measurements of Montfaucon were
estimated with any approach to accuracy, it must have approached
to that of the structure at Cordonan, or slightly over two hundred
feet.
The walls were carried up in irregular courses, following, how-

swer the same purpose, and, moreover, so far as may be
ascertained,
belonging to the same period. The architects of Boulogne, therefore,
may in some measure take unto themselves the credit of reviving a
Roman work. The longevity of some among these structures has
been remarkable, notwithstanding the furious weather to which their
inevitable elevation and the very purposes
they serve expose them.
That of Genoa, lofty as it is, dates from early in the sixteenth centand
ury;
The
many others, still in use, are equally ancient.
Builder.

THE OWNERSHIP OF DRAWINGS.
To THE EDITOR OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT

;

it was abandoned, in what particular period is not known.
Curiously enough, however, as M. Reynaud points out in his exhaustive work, in quarto and folio, upon the whole subject, there have
been discovered near Dover the remains of a tower, built apparently
upon the same lines with that at Boulogne, evidently designed to an-

epoch

NEWPORT,

R.

I.

:

Dear

I have read with interest
Sir,
your remarks on the subject
ownership of architects' drawings and judicial decisions bearing upon the same.
This subject was very fully discussed
by the R. I. Chapter of the
Institute in connection wiih the
preparation of a form of contract.
This form, which has since been adopted, contains the
following
clause: " 15. All drawings, plans, and
specifications shall be returned
to the architect before final
is
made." This clause has
payment
been found to work advantageously, the contractor
usually

of the

making

his

appearance at the completion of the work with a large roll of
I have never had a case where the owner claimed
details, etc.
any
portion of the drawings; but, if a clause similar to the above were
inserted in all contracts, it would meet such claims on the
part of
owners as well as contractors; the contract being
carefully read and
understood by both parties before signing.

Very

respectfully.

GEO. C. MASON, JR.

BOW CHURCH.
FOR some time

famous peal of bells, one of the finest, if not
the finest, in the city of London, has been
undergoing examination
in the public interest, and before long the familiar chimes which
captivated or consoled a Whittineton, and have since charmed
many
more from time immemorial, will ring out as before.
past this

The Church of St. Mary le- Bow, which, if not originally a Roman temple, as generally believed, was one of the earliest churches
built by our Norman conquerors, has been
destroyed more than once
by storm and fire. It was at one time garrisoned and besieged, and
was afterward the scene of an assassination. It was first mentioned
as a Christian church in the reign of William the
Conqueror. Stow
says it was the first in the city built on arches of stone, and that it
was therefore called St. Mary de Arcubus, or the Bow, although he
elsewhere says, but with less apparent probability, that it took its
name from certain stone arches supporting a lantern on the top of the
tower.
The Court of Arches was formerly held in this church, and
derived its name from that circumstance.
During the reign of William Rufus the roof of the church was
blown off by the wind, and four of the rafters were driven into the
ground with such violence that, although they were each twenty-six
feet long, little more than four feet of their length was visible, the
ground in the neighborhood being then a mere fen. About one hundred years after this event a tumult of a serious nature occurred in
the city, which led to the assault upon the church before alluded to.
The ringleader was William Fitz Osbert, surnamed Longbeard, who
was almost worshipped by the lower orders on account of his exertions
as a professed advocate of the poor against the oppressions of the rich.
An attempt being made to seize him, he took refuge in Bow steeple,
together with various followers, and, being well provided with ammunition and provisions, was able for a long time to defy the authorities.
In order to drive him out, the steeple was fired. This had the
desired effect
the rioters were made prisoners, and, after a hasty
trial, were hanged at the Elms in Smithfield, at that time the usual
place of execution. It appeared that Fitz Osbert did not lose his
;

reputation among the people with his life, for it is said that after his
death vast numbers of persons resorted to Smithfield, expecting that
miracles would be performed, and that they carried away as holy
relics pieces of the earth on which his blood had fallen.
London
Times.

NEW

;

ever, a systematic plan to three layers of Boulogne greystone succeeded two layers of a stone softer in substance, and in color yellow;
then two layers of immense dark red bricks, followed by the greystone, and so forth to the end. This lighthouse would appear to have
been restored by Charlemagne, who rekindled the beacon-fires which
his barbarian predecessors had permitted to die out ; but after his
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INDUSTRIAL SCIENCE DRAWING. Elements of Plane and Solid
Free-Hand Geometrical Drawing, with Lettering, and some Elements
Geometrical Ornamental Design, including the Principles of Harmonic Angular Ratios, etc. For draughtsmen and artisans, and
teachers and students of industrial and mechanical drawing.
By S.
Edward Warren, C. E. New York John Wiley and Sons.
of
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ings,

showing

Works

Illustrated by forty Plates of Geometrical Drawthe most Practical Methods that may be applied to

of Building and Other Constructions. By Robert Riddell, late
teacher of the artisan class in the Philadelphia high school; author
"
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Conn., and 53 Chambers Street, New York.

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.
its

promised for the picture room are four magnificent works recently collected in Europe by Mr. J. H. Stebbins.
One, by Alma Tadema. valued
at $10,000, represents Queen Clotilde, wife of Clovis, first Christian
King
of France, instructing her children in arms.
Another, by M. Ge'rome,
pupil of Paul Delaroche, is a representation of Moliere breakfasting with
Louis XIV. at Versailles. Among the nobles present is Cardinal Mazarin,
who, with clinched fist and scowling brow, expresses bis anger with the
young dramatist for daring to sit in the presence of the King. The owner
values this painting at $18,000.
third picture is the portrait of a Spanish lady
the beautiful wife of the Spanish Secretary of Embassy at
Rome by Fortuny, valued at $10,000. The fourth is by M. W. Bou"
guereau, a pupil of Pieot, and is entitled,
Hesitating between Love and

A

Riches." Mr. Stebbins estimates its worth at $6,000.
Some tine works
by other foreign artists have been contributed by Mr. John Wolf, Mr.
Marshall O. Roberts, Mr. William H. Vanderhilt, and Judge Hilton, but
the titles have not yet beeu announced by the Committee on Pictures.
Mr. LaFarge has come from Boston to search the studios for the latest
specimens of American art not heretofore publicly exhibited, and has been
successful in obtaining some fine paintings.
The ladies of the society
have accepted the offer of the Kifth Avenue Band to furnish music, and
also those of the florists who intimated -their readiness to embellish the
rooms with rare exotics.

GAS.

Some London warehousemen having

re-

turned goods to the manufacturers because the colors had faded, an inquiry was made as to the cause by Dr. Wallace, of Glasgow. London
store-rooms are usually lit by gas, and in many cases the goods are ex-

posed to the products of gas combustion during the whole working day.
the fading is found in the action of the sulphurous acid,
many
of the pieces of the cotton goods returned
having absorbed that substance
in notable
while
in
some
the
fibre
itself
was
quantity,
actually destroyed.
"
Dr. Wallace suggests, first of all, thorough
ventilation, to "remove the
fumes of the gas; and, secondly, the use of lime-white on the walls and
ceilings, renewed frequently enough to enable the acid vapor to fiud lime
with which to combine.

The cause of

MEDIEVAL ARCHITECTURE IN CYPRUS. During the reign of the Lusignans at Cyprus, Niko,-ia, the royal residence, contained many monasterand about three hundred Greek and Latin churches. Of these
only
ruins remain, but the ruins attest the splendor the churches once
possessed.
The Gothic towers have been torn down, their mere stumps left standing,
and the tracery of the window over the recessed
doorway has been rent
away in patches. Alongside the broken stump of each tower rises the incongruity of a Moslem minaret, built with the decorated hewn stone of the
_

ies

Every flagstone of the floor is the tombstone of a Christian. On most of
the stones are graven full-length
portraits of those who lie beneath them.
The knights wear long, bushy hair and full, short bluff beards;
they are
clad in armor, and wear spurs on their heels.
The ladies, whose faces are
for the most part broad and short, of the Italian
have
the
hair
type,
tightly
braided under close-fitting caps, whence descend
long veils that enwrap the
body to the feet.

A GAS CLOCK. There is a clock in the Guildhall Museum, London, of
which the motive power is hydrogen gas, generated
by the action of diluted
The clock itself resembles a large colored
sulphuric acid on a ball of zinc.
glass cylinder without any cover, and about half full of sulphuric acid.
Floating on the top of this acid is a glass bell, and the gas generated forces
forward this concave receiver until it
nearly reaches the top of the cylinder,
delicate lever, two valves become
when, by the action of
simultaneously
opened. One of these allows the gas to escape, thereby causing the receiver to descend, and the other
permits a fresh ball of zi'nc to fall into the

acid.
The same operation is repeated as long as the materials for
making
the gas are supplied, and this is effected without
winding or manipulation
of any kind. The dial plate is fixed to the front of the
cylinder, and communicates by wheels, etc., with a small glass
perpendicular shaft, which
rises with the receiver and sets the wheels in motion.

LONGEVITY OF ARTISTS.

by

At the end of each shaft a'chamber is mined, and
large enough the entrance is dammed up and the chamber filled
with fresh water through an opening at the
The water is to dissolve
top.
out the salt from the roof of the cha.nber; hence it is
necessary that the
chamber be kept entirely full. At first, the water acts also upon the bottom and sides of the chamber, but soon there is left a pasty
water-proof
covering of clay, which prevents further action. At the top, however, the
overlying earth falls away as a fine sediment as fast as the salt is dissolved,
The falling sedileaving always a fresh surface for the water to act upon.
ment forms, under pressure, a wa<er-tight floor to the chamber, which rises
as the solution of the roof goes on, so that the chamber
slowly climbs from
the bottom to the top of the salt-yielding stratum.
The solution has to

when

The Society of Decorative Art, New York, was
Loan Exhibition on Monday last. Among the paintings

THE INJURIES OF

Artists as a class are remarkable for lon-

under ninety, 134; ninety years and under one
hundred, 19; and above
one hundred, 1,
the mean age at death of the whole number
being fiftyfive
from
which
some
infer
that the pursuit of fine arts has a tranyears
quillizing effect upon the spirits and a tendency to moral refinement in the
habits and manners of its
professors, extremely favorable to longevity.
;

On one

of the Prussian

railroads willows have been
grown with advantage on the slopes of excavations and embankments.
It is surprising that a similar method of beautiand
fying
strengthening the roadways of railroads is not more generally
adopted.
perfect network is formed by the roots, binding the whole
surface firmly, and preventing washouts and the thick
;
green growth covers
ugly gashes in the earth, and unsightly elevations, with an agreeable, eyeAlmost any of the varieties of willow can be used with
relieving thicket.
success, but that which is recommended as the best is the Salix
amt/qdalina.
In dry soil the cuttings should have a

A

good length underground.

it is

go

on with the utmost quiet, and not too rapidly, or else fragments of the roof
will fall to the bottom, where the water is saturated with
salt, and be lost.
To keep the water constantly pressing against the roof, a proper supply of
fresh water is continually added from above.
Complete saturation of the
water is effected in about three weeks, when it is
pumped out and carried
in pipes to Reichenhall,
twenty miles distant, for evaporation. Fresh water
is then
pumped into the chamber, and the process repeated until the upper
limit of the salt deposit is reached.
In this way the mountain is being
slowly washed, and its saline treasure stolen away, without removing the
with
which
it
was
associated.
The
saliferous earth removed in tunclay
nelling is refined in the usual way.

INDIAN

MOUND

AT FORT LKAVENWORTII.

Major F. G. Adams, Secrewas in the city on Thursday, and in
company with Dr. R. J. Brown visited Fort Leavenworth and found six
mounds on Sheridan's Drive, a short distance west of the post, one of
which was 1 feet high, with a diameter of from 12 to 15 feet. After the
discovery was made the gentlemen called on Dr. Fryer, and secured assistance in making the excavations. Yesterday Major Adams, R. N. Hershfield, C. A. Peaper, Rev. W. N. Page, and Dr. R. J. Brown visited the
mounds, in company with Dr. Fryer, having two men with picks and
spades.
They dug a hole four feet square in one of the mounds, and
found it walled up with regularly laid stone, arched, the walls being about
one foot thick. They also found two parallel walls about six feet in
length.
Appearances indicated that fire Had been used, apparently for
the purpose of cremation, but no bones were found.
The mound was
Next week further examination will be
not, however, fully explored.
and
a force of men employed in the excavation. In 1830 a
made,
government surveyor named McCoy wrote a book, in which he stated that a
number of mounds were in existence just west of Fort Leavenworth. This
book accidentally found its way into the hands of Major Adams, and led
to the exploration.
The location of the mounds was so well described
that no difficulty was experienced in finding them.
The number was not
Trees are growing around the mounds, but
specified in McCoy's report.
none upon them. These are the only Indian mounds ever discovered west
tary of the State Historical Society,

of the Mississippi.

Omaha

Republican.

STATUE OF THE EMPEROR VAI.ENTINIANUS I.
The remnants of the
bronze statue recently found in the bed of the Tiber at the Sistine Bridge
have been placed in the small museum at the Palace of the Ca3>ars. They
are a series of fragments of gilded bronze, the most part representing
The feet, attached to the marble plinth, and shod in the sandrapery.
The arms, with the marks of sword and axe, have
dals, are well executed.
also a historical, but not much of an artistic attraction.
The identification of the statue has been made, and Baron Visconti, the Papal archaeThe
ologist, has published the facts in a note to the Ossermtore Romano.
source of information is the inscription cut in a marble slab, which
formed the pedestal of the statue. This indicates that the statue was
erected bv the Senate and the Roman people, in gratitude towards the
Emperor Valentinianns I., praising him for the providential work which
he, with his brother Valens, did for the advantage of the Eternal City.
It is known that the bridge bore the name of Valentinianus, after having
borne that of Probus, as the Regionaries record. It remained until the
present without any historical record. Ammianus Marccllinus relates
that the work of the bridge was concluded by Aurelius Symmachus, Prefect of Rome.
This was supposed to refer to the Cestian Bridge. But the
new inscription shows that the passage refers to the present Ponte Sisto.
The date of the statue and the bridge is therefore between 364 and 365.
This is the first result that follows from the discovery of the inscription.
A second is that the statue, which was supposed to belong to the best
period of Greco-Roman art, is only a specimen of art in its great decline,
The Pilot.
though some good qualities are still retained.

THE GIBRALTAR TONNEL.

The proposed

tunnel between Spain and
This tunnel, according to the plan at
present contemplated, is to extend from within a short distance of Algieiras,
on the Spanish side, to between Tangier and Ceuta, on the African sMe.
The length of the submarine tunnel will be nine miles, with an inclination
of one foot per hundred, and the approaches will have an extent of six or

Africa

WILLOWS AND RAILROAD EMBANKMENTS.

correspondent of the

at great length the process of salt-mining in use at Berchtesgaden, Bavaria. At this place the salt dors not occur in deep rocky
strata, as at the Polish mine at \Vieliczka, but in a thick layer of salifcrous earth in the heart of a mountain. The mine is entered
by horizontal shafts, and the salt ingeniously removed
the solvent action of

water working upward.

LOAN EXHIBITION.
to open

No. 147.

is

still

before the public.

seven miles. The greatest depth of the sea is 3,000 feet and, as it is
intended to have a thickness of some 300 feet of rock left between the roof
of the tunnel and the sea bottom, the greatest depth of the tunnel will
thus be 3,300 feet below the level of the sea.
;

A

Professor B. Silliman mentions a curious case of
COINER'S TRICK.
debased coinage. A large number of spurious doubloons were uttered by
one of the Peninsular governments during the late civil wars, the nucleus
of which was a disk, or blank, of platinum, which was inclosed between
faces of gold, the blow of the coining press concealing the fraud, while the
weight of these spurious pieces was identical with the genuine coin the
value, however, of the platinum being about one third that of the gold coin
it
These platinum blanks had been prepared by the Hussiau
represented.
g >rernmcnt for use in the suppressed coinage of that metal.
:
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WE

are not yet, it seems, at the end of the quarrels over the
The latest phase of them is
Indiana State House competition.
Mr. E. E. Myers, one of the disappointed comremarkable.
petitors, has entered a suit in the United States Circuit Court

against the State House Commissioners for damages to the
amount of forty-five thousand dollars, on account of their use of
After allegthe plans submitted by him in the competitions.
ing in his complaint that having been one of the four competitors in the original competition he submitted in the second a

new

design with complete and trustworthy plans, specifications,
estimates, the preparation of which cost him in actual
expenses ten thousand dollars, and employed his own labor and
professional skill to the value of thirty thousand dollars, and
that they were returned to him so mutilated as to be worthless,
Mr. Myers complains that the accepted plans, submitted by Mr.
May, were imperfect and unsuitable, and that the building as
designed by him would have been in danger of falling by its
own weight, facts of which the commissioners were advised by
the experts called in for the competition that the specifications
and estimates furnished with Mr. May's plans were imperfect,
and insufficient to enable the experts to test the estimates, as required by the law that the commissioners, knowing these plans,
specifications, and estimates to be unsuitable, took advantage of

and

;

;

their opportunities to have Mr. Myers' plans photographed, and
to use them, with his specifications and estimates, to supply the
deficiencies in Mr. May's in order that this plan might be

adopted, and thereby converted them to their own use, for which
reason he demands the amount of two and a half per cent on
the estimated cost of the building, as usually allowed to architects for plans and specifications, or, as we have said, of forty-five

thousand dollars.

Co.

whom

We

is
proved, justify their dismissal. The mere photographing
of unaccepted designs without permission is in itself an act of
bad faith and a flagrant usurpation, which raises a presumption
that it is done in order to make use of the plans without adoptIt is a recognized rule, and has been confirmed by juing them.
dicial decision, in Massachusetts at least, that whoever makes
use of any feature or device borrowed from plans or designs submitted by an architect, is bound to pay him for the use of them,
even though they be returned to him unaccepted. And we have
no doubt that the court will in the present case decide that if the
Commissioners have in this way used Mr. Myers's plans he is entitled to compensation either from them or from the State they
The photographing of his drawings, even if the
represent.
photographs were not for architectural use but only, as the
it

Commission is said to have unofficially declared, to be preserved
as records for use in case of future dispute, also clearly entitles

148.

they entice into competitions.

IT might be wished in the interest of the profe-sion that the
questions of drawings, and design or professional service, should
be kept visibly distinct in such a case as this ; for the public is
too apt to regard the drawings as the whole measure of the serIf, for instance, the
vice, if not actually to confound the two.
Commissioners took advantage of Mr. Myers's ideas, they are
If they simply spoiled
liable for the proper professional fee.
his drawings, as he alleges they did also, this is a matter entirely
distinct from the question of two and a half per cent, or whatever may be awarded him for appropriation of his design, and
the payment should reasonably be the cost of reproducing them.
It would be doing good missionary work to have the actual cost
of a set of drawings for such a building made publicly known.
dozen years ago, when the competition for the new Law Courts

A

London was arranged, the English Government allowed to
each of the twelve invited competitors about four thousand dollars (800) as a return for his expenses, and it is said that they
were all out of pocket. The drawings in this case were unusually elaborate, but no estimates were required, or at least none
in detail.
Mr. Myers claims that the actual cost to him of the
plans, specifications, and estimates was ten thousand dollars.
This looks very large, but we have no means of judging of its
The amount of work demanded by the condireasonableness.
tions of the competitions if thoroughly carried out was enormous,
since they required the design to be practically ready for contract. The conditions were indeed so oppressive that, as we took
occasion at the time to say, it was not creditable to an architect
to enter the competition, a fact which diminishes the sympathy
It did
to be felt for those who entered and were disappointed.
in truth demand, not the preliminary labor which is rated at one
per cent of estimated cost, but the complete preparation for actual execution of work, for which the usual fee is two and a half
per cent. It is not a bad thing to have the whole cost of such
a competition proclaimed, and we could wish the public to take
but the architects who took part are shown to have
it home
had to face the alternative of rating their professional performances far below the accepted standard, or of risking many
thousand dollars apiece in the most hazardous kind of lottery.
We should not suppose that either horn of the dilemma would
in

;

be an agreeable
IT is always a matter for regret that a losing competitor
should feel called upon to publicly attack the plans of his successful rival, and in the present complaint the criticisms of
Mr. May's plans are apposite only as they support the charge
of the appropriation of Mr. Myers's plans by the Commission.
do not suppose that the choice of the Commissioners can at
this day be overturned by any complaint that they have chosen a
bad design. The charge, however, that they photographed Mr.
Myers's plans and took advantage of suggestions in them to
amend the accepted plans is a very serious one, and would, if

[No.

their author to a compensation, though it might be difficult to fix
the amount of it by any established rule, no provision for such an
infringement being provided in the usages of practice. Though
this should be the only thing proved against the Commissioners,
it is desirable that they should be
brought to book, for the sake
of future competitions and for the recognition of the principle
that an architect's drawings are inviolable until he has distinctly
It is as much for the good of the public
assigned them for use.
as of the profession, in the long run, that commissioners and
committees should be taught not to take advantage of the architects

of St. Michael
Cottages at Berkeley, Cal.
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WITH PRECEDENT AND WITHOUT

&

THE

seat.

the Colosseum Theatre at Liverpool
Chicago theatre ordinance, passed last sumIts provisions are an
mer, which we print in another column.
unquestionable improvement on the common habits in building
and administering theatres. The requirements of a proscenium
wall of brick, and the multiplication of exits, the arrangement
of stairs, and the position of the auditorium are excellent, as
late

disaster in

gives point to the

far as

they go.
theatres several

At the same time, to a proper regulation of
more things are essential. No written descrip-

tion of requirements can make it sure that-the exits of a theatre
are what they ought to be ; security in this respect will depend
on the judgment and rigor with which the plans of the theatres
brick proare supervised by the inspectors of buildings.
scenium-wall is a good and indeed indispensable thing ; but it
loses half its efficacy unless the arch and boxes of the proscenium and the adjoining ceiling of the auditorium are also
"
"
made incombustible. The method proposed of fire-proofing
the covfloors invites a smile, though it is better than nothing
iron lathing js only a palliative.
ering of stud-partitions with
The principal partitions, at least those that enclose the stairs
see no mention of
and the corridors, ought to be of brick.
a fire-proof curtain, a thing which has its value, although like
other appliances kept only for extraordinary uses, it is too
out of order when it is needed.
likely to be mishandled or
There is an impression, no doubt, that a large ventilator, or

A

:

We
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make a fi e-proof curtain unnecessary,
but this impression we take to be more or less delusive, for, at
least in cold weather, the draught in a theatre is constantly
from the stage to the auditorium, and before it could be reversed
The only assurance of
irretrievable harm is likely to be done.
value in the curtain, on the other hand, is in using it constantly
whether it is needed or not, as is the habit in the French theatres.
As for the limitation of the number of spectators, it
would be an admirable provision, but it is not easy to believe it
will be adequately enforced in an American city, any more than
it is in American waters, where ferry-boats and excursion steamers are constantly loaded with four or five times as many pasand where nosengers as their certificates allow them to carry,
body is ever refused passage.
vent, over the stage will
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pockets of the consumers, the citizens for whose benefit the
is conferred, and for whose sake the
original payment was exacted. Finally, the imposition of such a tax gives
the greatest possible inducement to save money by doing the
work as cheaply and slightly as possible ; whereas it is a thing
which if done at all needs to be done in the most thorough manner.
We should be glad to see the whole thing held in reserve
till the
question of subways under the streets has been duly considered and decided, because subways must doubtless in time
come to be considered as necessities, and the wholesale undermining of the streets for a new series of conduits gives the best
possible occasion for introducing them.

franchise

OUTSIDK the great exhibition of the Champ de Mars at Paris
a subsidiary one, of which newspaper correspondents do not
say much, and of which probably not a great many persons who
have stayed ou this side the water this summer have heard at
all, but which nevertheless is one of the most significant
things
to be seen there, not so much because of what is in it, as because
of what it aims to be, and of the men whose work it is. It is the
is

TUB

vault of the Forty-second Street tunnel in

which killed two
another warning.

New

York,

men in June last by falling in part, has given
The vault, it may be remembered, was built

successive sections of seventy-five feet long, and it was distruck that
rectly after the centering of the second section was
It was a vault of preposterous construction,
this section fell.
being of very flat section, forty feet in span with but ten feet rise,
a brick shell of only six courses of headers, to be loaded at the
in

crown with twenty-five or thirty feet of loose earth. Moreover,
it was shown that the bricks were very carelessly laid, in mortar
of no cohesion.
Nevertheless an intelligent coroner's jury decided that the trouble was simply in loading the arch carelessly
The inafter it was built, and censured the contractor for this.
quiry went no farther, and since the first section of the vault
did not fall, the second was rebuilt and the work went on as beonly ordering that the shell should thenceLately
the first section, which had survived the earlier disaster, has
been seen to be sinking at the crown, and on Sunday a large
patch of it, about thirty-five feet across, fell down.
Luckily no
one was beneath this time, it is believed, the public having been
warned off. The stone retaining wall on the face of the tunnel,
where it emerges ou First Avenue, is reported to be also in a
dangerous condition. It is intended to support a bank of earth
one hundred feet long and sixty feet high, yet is said lo be only
four feet thick at the base and two at the top, the batter being on
the inside, and is built without even drain-holes to let out the
water which may accumulate behind it.
shall probably not
hear anything this time about uneven loading by the contractor:
it is not easy to see how the responsibility can be
again diverted
from where it belongs,
in the office of the Commissioner of
Public Works, where the work was designed and superintended.
The people of New York are to be congratulated ou this second
accident.
If their city improvements are at the mercy of an
ignorance of construction and workmanship which would discredit a boy at an engineering school, it is a good thing to find
it out as early and at as little cost as
possible.
fore, the inspector

forth be built in seven courses of headers instead of six.

We

THE New York

Board of Aldermen has passed the ordinance
Spinola scheme for applying the Holly system of
steam-heating to the city, without the restrictions that the more
cautious of the board tried to fasten upon it.
The experience
in favor cf the

of Lockport seems to show that the system deserves trial on a
large scale, and there is no reason to doubt that it may be as
At
practicable and useful as the common system of gas-supply.
the same time it is too serious an innovation to be tried in a
city
like New York except by the most
trustworthy hands, and under
the most careful safeguards.
These do not seem to be the conditions of the present scheme.
For this reason it is thought
that the Mayor is likely to veto the ordinance, and again it is
threatened that the Aldermen will carry it over his veto.
One
proposition, which has been pressed with some persistence
that the Spiuola. Company should be made to
pay for its priviseems to
lege, or the franchise be sold to the highest bidder
us peculiarly ill judged, for two or three reasons.
First, the

only possible proper reason why a city should grant such a privilege, which involves a considerable sacrifice of general convenience,

For a

is

that

it

city to

will

l>e

for the benefit of the

mass of

its

citizens.

attempts of such a kind
would be altogether out of place and demoralizing. Second,
the idea looks like a foolish economical
juggle, for whatever is
fall

to speculating in

paid to the city in this way is simply so much added to the cost
of the undertaking, which must in the
long run be provided for
by the tolls of the company; that is, it must come out of the

A

French workmen's exhibition.
plain building near the Porte
Ilapp, the main entrance of the principal exposition, contains
the exhibits, which the workmen of the different unions, unassisted
their masters and employers, have
got together, and the contributions of enterprising individuals.
It
displays a good share
of the handiwork of various traders, with ornamented work of

by

various kinds, and, what is more interesting, a
large collection of
inventions made by the workmen.
It may be supposed that
the amount of money at their command was not great
there is
something a little pathetic and very admirable in the quiet perseverance with which they have carried out their purpose in the
face of many difficulties, and have built up their modest
display
beside the great one. Their first application was for space in the
;

great exhibition, which the government at that time, under the
traditional dread of combinations of
workingmen, refused to give.
Under later and more liberal ministers the government relented,
and granted them a space apart. The city of Paris allowed
them fifty thousand francs, and the Department of the Seine
twenty thousand, toward the expenses of the exhibition, which
was opened by the Minister of Agriculture and Commerce in person.

There was

the reluctanct of many of
not been able to bear the cost of taking
to exhibit their contrivances, lest they should
give
opportunity for pirating them but the government again came
to the rescue by issuing an order which
protected all the inventions exhibited from imitation during the time of the exhibition
and for three months after.
It has been the habit to commiserate
the oppressions of the French workingman, who is forbidden lo
combine in organizations and hold general assemblies, though
allowed to meet in his local trades-union.
Yet one cannot
the inventors,
out patents.

difficulty at first in

who had

;

wonder

if

French

legislators

remember,

that

when

the working-

of F ranee did unite and assemble, it was under the guidance of reckless leaders, to conspire against the peace of soHow
ciety, and that their means were blocd and petroleum.
much is cause and effect, it would be dangerous to say, but that

men

these

French working men do more

to

bring honor on their

calling than those of other nations, whose attention is swallowed
up in agitation for class privileges and the remodelling of society,

appears from a good many signs, among the most significant of
which are their embassy to our Centennial, and this summer's
exhibition at Paris.

AMERICAN ARCHITECTURE

WITH PRECEDENT

AND WITHOUT.

A

FORTNIGHT ago we spoke of the independence of archaeology
which is one characteristic of American architecture,
not without regret that, while our countrymen are by this independence
delivered from many restraints, they have no equivalent for
the wholesome discipline which a regard for precedent, and espeThese things call to mind the
cially for style, can give^ them.
question asked not long ago by a correspondent who criticized
somewhat incisively the drawings submitted in our competitions:
''Whither are we tending?" and the question is answered independently and not inaptly by the general criticism
of another person " The tendency of American architecture is
:

to the fantastic."

We may

confess that this last saying is not more severe than
into account the whole body of our architecture, the vernacular, the cultivated, and all the intermediate grades

is just, if

we take

OCTOBER

The American
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Architect

Eliminating from the architecture all its imported
we shall have to acknowledge that in the American residuum there is a prevailing element to which the disaIt varies in degreeable title we have quoted fairly belongs.
gree, being on the whole most prominent in the most purely
together.

characteristics,

native work, the least sophisticated by any foreign or other tradition, but cropping out as a tendency even among our architects

of steadiest training

;

occasionally

we

see

it

assert itself in

the

Americans whose artistic nursing is
That it should be an American character-

irrepressible bizarreries of

wholly European.
not strange.

the natural thing for a people restless, inventive, restrained by no artistic scruples or diffidence, fond of positive and even startling effects, and given to
When there is put into the hands of such a people an
display.
unlimited supply of architectural forms from a great variety of
istic is, after all,

It is

unconnected sources, many of them originally striking, picturesque, or splendid, with no respect for authority, association, or
original purpose to govern the use of them, the result can hardly
be anything else than extravagant. If a company of simple persons, with no rules of dress to suit the occasion, were suddenly to
break into the costume room of a theatre and fall to adorning

themselves at their wills with

all its linery, fantastic is

probably

the only word that would tit their attire.
Something of this sort
has befallen American architects.
They have been let into the
possession of a huge wardrobe of architectural properties, and
while some of them have a fair knowledge of the traditions of
the stage to guide their choice, and some a sense of natural titness, a good many have nothing better than the whim of the
moment, or the opportunity to take what they first lay hands
on. The necessary result is all degrees of propriety and absurd-

some being cleverly dressed, and others as grotesque
as the savage who crowns his tattooed body with a stovepipe
To make suchat, or hangs a string of slippers about his neck.
cessful use of such unlimited opportunities is one of the most
ity in attire,

For one person who can
things for an artist to do.
effectively attired from a miscellaneous wardrobe, there
are a score who can dress with credit by a prevailing fashion.
The power of putting into satisfactory combinations forms which
difficult

come out

belong together, and with which one is thoroughly familiar, is
reasonably easy to acquire the power to seize unfamiliar and
unrelated forms and constrain them into an artistic union is
one of the most unusual, and one of the latent that a man comes
As a nation deliberately eclectic and without much training,
by.
we have set ourselves artistically a pretty hard task.
The American architect then, where he differs in his ways
from his European brother, has attacked his work at the most
difficult point.
generation or two ago he designed securely
by the well- understood traditions of an old style, and produced
work which was at least sober, comely, well-bred, and never
offensive.
Then the echoes of the English revival came to his
ear; the loosing of the old bonds followed, with the stimulus
of a great array of new examples, and without the restraining
grace of archaeological reverence; Mr. Downing sounded his
and discitrumpet call, and henceforth repose was impossible
" French roof " and the
pline distasteful; then came the
jigThe result
saw, and the vernacular architect was emancipated.
was naturally a series of extraordinary experiments.
For the
average American is as sure of what he likes and as self-reliant
in matters of art as in politics or business.
He has before him
no remains of a better period
at least none of a period which
he will acknowledge
to convict his work of inferio as better
only no consecrated standard by which to estimate it no reHe
spect for any authority which tells him it is not the best.
thinks to conquer art :is he conquers material progress, forgetting that all the enterprise that ever drove railroads through a
mountain or built up cities in a year will not in itself attain it.
Such being the character of his constituency, reflected more or
less in himself, and his opportunities so unlimited, it is not wonderful that the architect's performances should be too often fantastic.
What wonder if he presses into his service whatever takes his
if his works are a combination of odds and ends picked
fancy
up here and there because of their conspicuousness, his buildings bristling all over with turrets and dormers and gables and
;

A

;

;

;

pediments and buttresses it' artistic quiet is impossible to him,
and his most modest cottage contains architecture enough for a
;

castle ?

For

has been a habit, and people still continue it,
for originality, and to clamor for a new invention, a distinctively American kind of architecture.
People of
to call

all this it

upon us

abstract tendency have

demanded the expression of American
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and characteristics in it ; more positive people have offered samples of decorative material out of which it should be
made,
eagles and striped shields, stars, stalks and ears of
Indian corn ; and a few architects have, with patriotic fervor,
addressed themselves to carry out these recommendations.
Hut
here occurs the question, what kind of originality and what kind
of expressiveness are required in American architecture ?
If
originality means simply that American buildings shall be recognizably unlike other buildings, we have enough of it and to
ideas

spare.

There

is

nothing anywhere else in the world that

is

much

like the vernacular French-roofed villa, or our ordinary
builder's country house ; if we consider our more pretentious

our public buildings, though they contain
ideas gathered from all sources, there is not a city in Europe
where the most of them would not look conspicuously foreign.
As for expression of character, if we consider the qualities
city architecture or

which persons who do not love us are apt

to dwell upon,

vain-

glory, ostentation, restlessness, irreverence, haste, commercial
are they not
uiisouiidness, and a general want of substance,
written on the fronts of a million of our buildings? and the

which friendlier critics ascribe to us,
enterprise, inare they not
vention, energy, independence, progressivomess,
also everywhere displayed in our work ?
If, on the other hand,
we look for the artistic qualities of a good style in building,
harmony of parts, and the predominance of leading architectuqualities

ral ideas, for a distinct body of forms, individual and thoroughly
adjusted to each other and to these leading ideas, assigned each
to its definite place in a harmonious system
this is demanding
what is not to be invented in a Aa.\ or in a generation, and what
really never has been reached by a predetermined effort.
;

What

needed

is not patriotic inspiration, not eagles or maize,
but agreement and skill.
If we were given
to-morrow a thousand new elements of form and decoration we
should be no better off; we have already a thousand more than
we know what to do with. How we are to be made to confine
ourselves to a number of forms small enough to be worked into
If this ever occurs it will be
a coherent style no man knows.
by natural selection, not by force of preaching or of votes. As
for skill, the most rapid way of securing it is to work as we have
seen others work, until we acquire it. .Skill comes by discipline,

not

is

originality,

and discipline is maintained by precedent. Originality and the
development of style, in architecture at least, have never sprung
from anything but adaptation to new wants the condition of
When a people has new and well defined
their success is skill.
wants to dictate the form of its buildings and new materials to
;

encourage the development of a peculiar treatment, it has all
the outward circumstances which any people ever had to incite
it to create an architecture.
So far as there is anything of real
interest in the novelties of

American architecture

it

has come

by mere provision for practical needs or mechanical convenience,
and this has been the way of all worthy architectural progress.
The wooden architecture of our houses, slight as they are their
plans, which have developed distinct types both for city and
country unknown elsewhere; our manner of using iron in ar;

these are examples.
chitectural construction,
It is safe to say that as a rule the men who have been

most
have been those who have been most
studious of precedent and most rigorously tniined, because
thus they have gained the sureness of hand which has saved
them both from timidity and from disaster when they were at
This is true in a greater degree of nations.
their own guidance.
The architects who in this century have shown the most original
power are unquestionably the most systematic, the most acathe French. It is because they have acquiied
demic in training.
successful in originality

power by the best means of discipline the world now afand the discipline is of the most formal, being
It is particularly nobased entirely on study of the antique.
ticeable that they have been bolder, more characteristic and
straightforward, less conventional, and more successful artistitheir

fords architects,

cally than any others in the handling of the untried material,
iron.
The unconventional American has thus far found nothing

better to do with his iron than to work it into clumsy and
shamefaced imitations of stone and wood. The Frenchman,
slave of his schools and his precedents, develops it into forms
unseen before and clearly expressive of its exceptional qualities.
In like manner, it is not the engineer or the mechanic, when he
undertakes to add decoration to his work, untrammelled as he is
by artistic prejudice, who shows most originality or straightforwardness in ornamental treatment, to say nothing of other exand this because he
It is the well trained designer
cellences.
;
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the artistic sense of fitness which
only has acquired by discipline
and
can show him the incongruity of old forms in new materials
conditions.
new
for
them
or
to
him
teach
replace
modify
can see no reason, then, why Americans should feel concern
disabout originality. It is one of the qualities which always
it comes
hand
a
From
a
direct
disciplined
pursuit.
appoint
without direct effort, if it comes at all from the undisciplined

We

:

too likely to

it is

mean only

the fantastic.

MODERN PLUMBING.
SLOP SINKS

KITCHEN SINKS

IX.

sinks are simply small and deep iron or porcelain sinks, with
a cold-water supply only.
They save the water-closets from a great
deal of rough usage and unnecessary foulness, and their water supply
The best shape is that which allows
is of service for filling pitchers.
the waste to run off most quickly and exposes least moistened surface,
but the sink should be large enough to allow water to be drawn for
and pitchers without danger of the drippings falling on
filling pails
is the Jenthe floor.
very good, though rather expensive pattern
which consists of a slate sink with a porcenings Housemaid's Sink,
Over this hopper is a
lain" hopper and trap set in at the lower end.
to allow a pail to be emptied
grooved cover, which can be turned up
when let down serves as a draining
directly into the hopper, and
shelf for setting things waiting to be washed at the other end of the

A

sink.

Sometimes a porcelain hopper alone is used, like that of a waterand supplied in a similar manner through a side arm. A
strainer is formed in the porcelain at the bottom, and the hopper is

closet,

a three-inch waste-pipe with

sinks, as Merry's patent,

made by

Some

trap.

of the iron slop

the J. L. Mott Iron

Works,

New

York, and several similar forms, have an open hopper in the middle,
with a four-inch outlet. These carry off a large quantity of water
with great rapidity, and are very useful where a considerable amount
of liquid is to be disposed of.
The slop sink waste soon becomes very offensive, and the trap
should be placed close under the sink, to reduce as far as possible
ventilated Sthe exposed pipe surface between it and the sink.
is the cleanest, but the ventilating pipe must be as large as pos-

A

trap

even to the whole calibre of the trap, and the waste-pipe beyond the trap must not run more than two or three feet before
sible,

will constantly
entering the larger vertical soil-pipe, or siphonage
take place, from the large quantity of liquid thrown down at once,
and the rapidity of the discharge. Where there must be a considerable length of nearly horizontal pipe beyond the trap, even a ventilating pipe cannot be relied upon to prevent siphonage, and a reservoir
trap must be used. This should be selected so as to be proof against
siphonage under any circumstances, and to contain as small a quantity of liquid as is compatible with this requirement, and there should
be no sharp edges or reentering angles to collect deposit. Perhaps
the Bower patent comes the nearest to fulfilling these conditions.
Of kitchen sinks there are many varieties wood, either plain or
lined with lead or copper, iron
plain, galvanized or enamelled
Miapstone and slate are used.
Plain wood, if well made, constantly used, and kept clean, makes
Two-inch pine planks should be used, either
a tolerable sink.
tongued and grooved, or with both edges grooved and a hard wood
tongue inserted, and the joint should be painted with white lead and
A bell trap with brass strainer is generally
oil, and rubbed together.
screwed in over the waste pipe. Unless kept constantly moist, however, the woodwork shrinks away from the joints, and a good iron sink
:

is

is

quite as cheap and much to be preferred.
The principal difference between the various
in the arrangement of the strainer and trap.

makes

of iron sinks

The

old-fashioned

and many new ones, have a bell-trap attached to them. This
not the best arrangement, but as it is cheap and very common, it
may be well to notice some of the different kinds. The worst is
that which has the inverted cup attached to the under side of the
strainer, and the strainer either altogether removable, which is the
usual way, hinged at one side, so that on raising it to remove the ob
struct inns which rapidly accumulate under the edges of the bell, or
for the purpose of putting down solid refuse, the mouth of the waste
pipe is exposed, and the air of the room is quickly contaminatec
with gas from the cesspool or sewer. The majority of kitchens are
never free from the smell of the drains, principally for this reason.
The Magee Furnace Company, of Boston, make a sink which has
a bell immovably fixed over the waste-pipe mouth, and a separate
strainer, hinged, so that it can be turned back and the edges of the
bell cleared without breaking the water seal.
This is an improve
ment on the common form, and it has the additional advantage tha
apple cores and such rubbish cannot possibly _be put down the pipe.
Another good feature is found in the sinks made by the Mille
Iron Company, Providence, R. I., which have the bell attached to tin
strainer, but this is screwed down, and the bell, which has small pro
jections cast on it, can be turned round by a thumb-piece above th
strainer, and the projections scrape up the deposit around the edge
of the bell, so that it can be washed down the pipe.
more elaborate affair is Carson's Kitchen Sink, made by J. 11
Carson, Louisville, Kentucky. This has a removable strainer an

sinks,
is

A
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size in the middle of the sink, but the bellell-trap of considerable
with the waste-pipe, opens into
rap, instead of connecting directly
n iron cistern, holding some ten or twelve gallons, the only outlet
a
rom which is
entering near the top, and turned

through
pipe
.own nearly to the bottom of the cistern, thus forming a very deep
Unless sufficient water should suddenly be
vater-sealed trap.
hrown down to fill the bore of the discharge pipe arid convert it
nto a siphon, the water in the cistern will stand always at the level
>f the top of the pipe, and the
grease which passes through the
trainer will collect at the surface, and can be readily removed from
ime to time by lifting out the strainer and bell trap which serve as
a cover. This device has good points the waste grease is prevented
rom getting into and choking the drains, and is of some value for
in the cistern shuts off gas
cap-making, and the deep-water trap
rom the sewer; but the cistern itself forms a small cesspool which in
lot weather, or when not much used, may get very offensive, and
vill make itself an unpleasant occupant of the kitchen, in spite of
he bell-trap in the cover; and the clearing out of the grease, esis a most unsavory operation.
pecially after long neglect,
The grease-collecting reservoir is, however, a very useful, appendbe used wi'hont offence by placing it
age to a kitchen sink, and can
mt of doors, as near the sink as possible, so that the grease will not
of the waste-pipe, burying it in the ground below
longeal on the sides
for cleaning out.
Field's flush tank an'rost, with a removable cover
swers this purpose very well, independently of its other special merits.
The common form consists of a small tight cesspool, just outside the
louse wall, of brick laid in cement, and with a stone cover. The outt pipe turns down inside the reservoir nearly to the bottom, so that
Jie surface of the water is always above the mouth of the outlet pipe,
and the floating grease can solidify without obstructing the pipe.
Instead of the sink with bell-trap, the best plumbers prefer a plain
ron or soapstone sink with only a strainer screwed in, and a coupinf for the waste-pipe, and with a separate trap at a little distance
:

WASH-TRAYS.

SLOP

set into
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An S-lrap will kei-p itself clean, though very liable
siphonage even when ventilated, but the grease which passes
through it in a melted state congeals in ihe drain beyond and soon
A grease trap outside the wall will prevent this, and
closes it.
should always be used in hotels or with large families, but with small
it is sufficient to use a large
istahlishments and careful
housekeeping
round-trap in place of an S-trap, furnished with a trap-screw of sufA sixicient size to admit the hand for occasional cleaning out.
nch round-trap with a four-inch brass trap-screw will answer in most
The round-trap should have a ventilating pipe, for the accu;ases.
mulation of grease may reduce the waterway so much as to cause it
x> siphon out like an S-trap.
Iron sinks without bell-traps may be had plain, galvanized, or
The enamelling looks much the best, but it is liable to
enamelled.
rack off in time from the sudden expansion caused by hot water,
assisted by blows from hard substances dropped into the sink, and it
trebles the cost of the sink.
Galvanizing is less expensive, but not
The plain iron costs about half as much as the galvanized,
durable.
and a little black paint outside and soap and sand inside will keep
it in pretty good condi ion until the iron wears out.
best houses, makes a
Soapstone, which is frequently used in the
It soon becomes black with the soap and
strong and durable sink.
is superficial, and can be easily removed
grease, but the discoloration
and a little sharp sand.
by rubbing with a flat stone
When it is desirable to set a sink for occasional light use, wood
Lead is now much
lined with lead or copper serves a good purpose.
less used than formerly, tinned copper having superseded it for this
jelow the sink.
,o

and similar purposes.

The supply to sinks is generally through & inch or | inch cocks,
Either compression cocks or the Fuller
according to the pressure.
durable than ground faucets, under the rough
patent are much more
usage to which they are exposed.
It is a common but unwholesome practice to enclose the space
below kitchen sinks with boards to form a cupboard. The air of such
a place is constantly saturated with moisture from the wet cloths and
brushes which are thrown in, and the dampness rusts the metal of
iron sinks, and condensing on the cold water-pipes runs down and
the hot water and wastekeeps the floor wet, while the warmth of
and attracts swarms of water-bugs
pipes adds to the general Heam,
and cockroaches. The cupboard, if one is needed, should be placed
where it can be kept well aired and dry, and the sink should stand
frame with four legs, or on
free, supported either on a wooden
be held at the back by a cleat fastened to the
brackets, or it
may

wall,

and

in front

them on the

sink.

by two iron

The round

legs

trap

which

fit

into places cast for

may stand on

the floor under the

sink.

Some patterns, as the McKenzie and the Demarest, have the legs
neat
hollow, one of them serving as a waste pipe, but this, although
in appearance, makes it necessary to put the trap below the floor, or
to use a bell-trap in the sink, either of which is objectionable.
In general, all plumbing work in kitchens should be entirely exthe pipes canposed, so that the fetid moisture which collects upon
not run down behind plastering or sheathing and soak the woodwoik
into rottenness.

Wash-trays are usually made of soapstone. Wood will not long
soaking and drying to which they are subject.
The common arrangement is to make them in sets of three, two for
the washing, and the third for the final rinsing, or sometimes one for

resist the alternate
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the coarse washing, the second for finer articles, and the third for
rinsing; but sets of two can be had. Exacting housekeepers, however, demand four.
They are supported on a wooden frame, which
should be open beneath.
Iron wash-trays can be had, either galvanized or enamelled, for
about the same price as the soapstone, but are not much used.

The plumbing required is very simple, consisting of a
and of cold water pipe, each with a cock over each tray.

line of

hot

Compres-

sion or Fuller cocks are best adapted to the rough usage they are
strainer and plug, with coupling for waste pipe,
likely, to receive.
is fixed in the bottom of each tray, and one trap serves for the whole

A

set.

An

S-trap, even if ventilated, can hardly be depended on to retain
against the strong siphon action caused by the large quantity
of water discharged, anil a reservoir trap is better.
six-inch round
trap, with a four-inch trap-screw, is as good as any, and has the advantage that all the three waste-pipes, and even a fourth, can be
entered beneath the water level.

its seal

A

The plug is generally put in loose, without any chain, which would
be in the way of the washing. If a chain is thought necessary, it
should be silver-plated, as either brass or nickel will stain white
clothes.
It is very common and convenient to supply the wash-boiler, or
caldron of tinned copper in which the clothes are boiled, with cold
water only, and to carry a waste-pipe to the trap of the wash-trays
This wasle-pipe should have a cock outor some other connection.
side the boiler, as a plug inside would be very inconvenient in use.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.
CHURCH OF

ST.

MICHAEL AND ALL ANGKLS, BALTIMORE, MD.

MESSRS.

WYATT AND SPKRRY, ARCHITECTS.

of this church are now being built, on the
THE
northeast corner of St. Paul and Denmead streets, Baltimore.
The
exterior walls will be of Falls blue stone with finish of a reddish
brown stone from Longmeadow. The interior will be finished with
open timber roof, the walls will be decorated with painting. The
arches and band courses will be of colored brick and terra-cotta,

transepts and tower

with corbels,

etc., of

Amherst

stone.

COTTAGES FOR R. W. POINDEXTER, ESQ., AND C. K. CLARK, ESQ.,
BERKELEY, CAL. MESSRS. MKKKKR AXO BANKS, ARCHITECTS,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
CHURCH OF ST. HILAIRE AT ROUEN, FRANCE. M. L. SAUVAGEOT,
ARCHITECT.
This church, of which we copy the two elevations from the Encyclope'die <f Architecture, received the first prize at the great exhibition of this year.

worship would be that of the lover of art; but also that of the Vatican itself, which gathered into its famous gallery and so saved the
" Madonna di
"Transfiguration," by Raffael; the
Foligno," by the
same immortal artist; the " Communion of St. Jerome," by Domenichino, as well as other invaluable altar paintings.
Frescoes, unhappily, it has been impossible to rescue except by an interference,
which till now has apparently been thought out of the question; but
with more courage the present government has resolved to preserve
the fragments of interesting works, which but for ignorance and neglect might have been transmitted to the present time in good condition.
An attempt is now in progress at A>sisi to prevent the final
disappearance of the greatest works of painting produced in the
thirteenth century, which are not only invaluable in their connection
with the history of art, but which possess merits of a high order.
To know how really great an artist Giovanni Cimabue was, it is
Some have
necessary ta study the remains of his work at Assisi.
If they were right, then there was
questioned his presence there.
another great artist, his equal in all respects, whose name and history
are forgotten.
Since my late examination of the Church of St.
Francis it occurs to me forcibly that the architect built it without
reference to the painted decorations. These, I am persuaded, were
an afterthought, with the exception of those on the vaults. He
finished the wall internally with regularly-coursed fine masonry,
which he would not have done had he known that it was to be
plastered for painting; and the projections of the mouldings and
string courses are fixed without reference to subsequent plastering.
The mural painters were, therefore, under the necessity of limiting
the inlonaco to be painted upon to little more than one-eighth of an
inch, that they might not bury the mouldings or injure the .proportions of the piers.
The church exhibits peculiarities of construction of great interest.
It has been made an objection to medieval architecture that above,
the stone or brick vaulted coverings of nave and aisles there are
wooden roofs. This building suggests in its structure that this fault,
if it be one, might be
got rid of, for above the groined vaults rise
roof principals of brick, which support purlins and rafters of wood,
but so mighty are they in strength that the thought occurs, might
not the entire roof have been of the same material?
The thrust,
not only of the vaults, but of these prodigious arches, is such that it
could be met by no ordinary abutments; and, instead of buttresses of
the usual form, circular towers (lank the walls, which answer their
purpose but are deficient in architectural beauty. The roof was
tiled in the usual manner; but the monks in charge allowed it to
get
into complete disrepair, so that the heavy rain passed
through it
the
conduits
below
in
a
state
of
the
water
freely, and,
ruin,
being
must have lain in pools in the hollows between the groined vaults,
the
walls
and detaching the inlonaco, while a growth
soaking
painted
of black fungi on the humid surfaces of the pictures added to the
general destruction. In the walls thus recklessly exposed for ages to
the action of damp the lime has been reduced to powder; the sand

with which

THE MURAL PAINTINGS AT

ASSISI.

[From The Academy.]

THE unhappy alterations made

in the

Upper Church

of St. Francis

at Assisi are calculated to confirm the views of those who are conscientiously opposed to the new regulations, which place ecclesiastical
edifices and the mural paintings and other works of art which they
contain under the supervision of the civil power. It is manifest that
a change in their custody was necessary, and that no government
worthy of the name could stand by and witness the dilapidation
which has been the rule without an effort to arrest it. The undertaking is surrounded with difficulties. There is the opposition of the
clergy, weakened, however, by the fact that they have long been
more destructive than conservative. Under such guardianship the
frescoes of the Sixtine have been ruined, as well as the mural paintings in the Upper Church of St. Francis, and in numerous churches
and chapels. Many wall paintings by masters of eminence have

been whitewashed over; innumerable painted windows have been
broken to fragments; pictures, illuminated MSS., and other precious
The laity have been as much to
objects have been secretly sold.
blame as the clergy, with the exception of a few devoted friends of
art; but the majority are indifferent, or fond of the tawdry church
frippery and illuminations, which have inflicted irreparable injury on

These vulgar trappings are now preferred to the
noble and decorous ornaments and instructive illustrations of the
great masters of art. Popular religious sentiment is gratified by attaching coronets, ear-rings, necklaces, and other jewels to pictures
and statues, and would affix these to the " Madonna di San Sisto "
"
Customs older
or " di Foligno if there was a chance of doing so.
than Christianity itself, which have survived all changes, and which
have been long encouraged, are not easily eradicated.
The Italian Government has removed valuable altar pieces from
churches, and has replaced them with good copies, which are regarded with just as much reverence, and do quite as well as backgrounds for candles and artificial flowers. Some may think such
removals irreverent, but government has not acted without precedent
not only that of its predecessors, who could be
of the highest order
accused neither of liberalism nor of irreligion, yet who did not hesitate to save precious pictures in churches from the sacristan and the
populace by transferring them to places of safety, where the only
the finest frescoes.
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matter.

it

was mixed, therefore, presumably contained earthy
of quartz is insoluble, and it may be re-

Lime and sand

marked that such a mixture is the only safe one for fresco painting.
of lime mixed with sand,
At Assisi the intonaco is of two qualities
and of lime mixed with marble dust. The beautiful whiteness and
smoothness of this latter, and the fact that it was preferred by so
such as Michelangelo, Raffael, Correggio,
many renowned artists
must naturally influence the practice of modern fresco
and others
painters; but it is very soluble, and is especially subject to the formation of salnitre on the surface, which eats out the colors, as may be
seen in the works of Giotto and his followers at Assisi.
Another
source of injury to these venerable paintings, entirely new in my exLightning has entered the church
perience, was pointed out to me.
and rippled over the surfaces of the paintings on the vaults, leaving
its traces in the blackened colors, and then escaping without doing
further damage.
Apart from all these causes of decay there were others connected
with the technical processes, not only of the early mural paintings,
but also of artists of later times. Having lately finished a history in
detail of the methods of execution common in wall painting from the
thirteenth to the sixteenth century, I will merely state at this time
that the paintings at Assisi were commenced in fresco, but were invariably finished in tempera; that this last process contained in itself
the elements of deterioration; and that these, in combination with
the action of damp, the result of ruinous carelessness and gross ignorance in the custodians of the church, have produced the effects

which we now

Where

see.

the intonaco had fallen I saw in various places the vestiges
of the outlines of the subjects which Giunta Pisano and Cimabue had
drawn with free, bold hand upon the ashlar wall. They have a weird,
dreamy look. This ancient method of preparing the outline of mural
paintings has been noticed and speculated upon by the late Sir
Charles Eastlake; but he was only acquainted with the example of it
which remains at Pisa in a work of Pietro d'Orvieto. The process is
minutely described by Cennino Cennini as that followed by Giotto
and his school. I have no doubt that it was common to all fresco
the last quarter of the
painters from the time of Giunta Pisano to
On careful examination I have traced it in various
fifteenth century.
works down to those of Benozzo Gozzoli, who died about 1485, and
who was heir of the method of wall painting of Fra Beato Angelico.
Happily, I have seen no outline of his, for that would imply the fall
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I have no doubt, however, but that he drew his
of the intonaco.
works in the same way, for he was especially conservative of the
methods of the ancu nt m;is ers. Thus, then, it may be inferred that
the famous cartoons by Lionardo da Vinci and Michelangelo, preand high finish at Florence, and which excited
pared with such care
such wonder and admiration, were the first of their kind. I do not

they
to say that full-size working drawings were unknown,
are mentioned by the monk Theophilus in connection with glass
the archives of the cathedral of Florence there is a
painting, and in
statement of a payment made to Lorenzo Ghiberti for a drawing for
a window on carta di bambayia (which probably means a cartoon),
but these were of a very different size and character from the magIt is reasonnificent works described with such emphasis by Vasari.
able to suppose that they were a novelty, and a great stride in the
Jn the traces which
nature of the preparations for mural painting.
I have been able to follow of outlines upon the wall or rough plaster,
from the beginning of the thirteenth to at least the middle of the
fifteenth centuries, or about two hundred and fifty years, the drawDelicacy of manipulation, minute attention to
ing is free but rough.
form were, of course, impossible, and clearly never were thought of.
It was very different when cartoons were prepared, and genius could
which admitted freely both of
express its inspirations on a surface
the perfect representation of every detail of form, and also of a
no greater
thorough treatment of chiaroscuro. In important respects
from
improvement was made in the fifteenth century than that
to this
sketching on the rough plaster to drawing on the cartoon, and
deday it is observable that in schools of artists where the habit of
signing upon cartoons is still recognized, the most masterly draughts-

mean

men

are found.

Having a favorable opportunity of climbing to the level of the
mural paintings, on some of them, now black as ink, I traced the
that the lights were hatched
presence of a mordent, which showed
with gold, and that the ornaments, embroideries, and outlines of the
folds of drapery were gilt, as well as the aureoles, in imitation of the
usages of the mosaieists. Always taking into consideration the prevalent ideas of art in the thirteenth century, and its conventionality,

which, however, was combined with much dignity and even grandeur,
we can imagine how great must have been the splendor of the interior
I have already remarked upon the perfect
of this noble church.

harmony which existed between the colors and the ornaments of the
We are taught that the windows
interior and the painted glass.
ought not to be blank where all around tlu-m is decorated; but we
also learn that the style of the windows must be in perfect harmony
with that of the frescoes, and that nothing can be in worse taste than
to combine mural paintings in one style with painted windows in
some other.

The piers in the apse and transepts are grained, in imitation apparently of granite; thus could our fathers in art of the thirteenth century offend against principles of taste which we, so much their
Tliis love of such imitations is very old.
In
inferiors, advocate.
one of the tombs at Beni Hassan the limestone rock is dabbed in
mockery of red granite. Roman art was full of such imitations,
which suggest that even the Greeks had their grainers. Raffael lent
his great name to the practice; but in spite of this array of authorities, and of the fact that we excel all who have gone before us in
this imitation of woods and marbles, it would be well abandoned.
The processes now in operation at Asfisi for the preservation of
new
the remains of the mural paintings are eminently judicious.
roof of admirable construction will in future prevent the walls
from being soaked with rain water; where the intonaco is loose, it is
carefully rcfixed, and made as solid as when it was first spread by
the excellent thirteenth-century plasterers; where it has disappeared,
the wall is cleaned, covered with a waterproof mixture, and then replastered to the level of the old paintings. Nowhere is any retouching allowed, and the famous but sadly-injured wall-pictures will be
transmitted to posterity in the state in which they will be left by the
able and conscientious operator who is now zealously occupied in a
task of great difficulty under the supervision of Signor Cavalcaselle.
The sorrow with which we regard the condition of these, frescoes, to
give them their familiar name, is intensified by our present knowledge of the durability of the art. Long ago Vitruvius said that
fresco painting, which he so clearly describes as painting on wet
plaster, "would last forever;" and the expre sion is hardly overThe works of Cimabue, Michelangelo, and other great
strained.
mural painters might, with ordinary reverence and care, have been
transmitted to the present time in excellent order, the only decay
being that arising from the use of tempera, which is so universally
adhered to, and is so susceptible of change from the action both of

A

damp and

A

of

impure

air.

spirit is now awakened which will save the remains of great
works of art wherever the power of the Italian Government extends,

and

it is but fair to state that
among the clergy also may be found
zealous conservatives and intelligent illustrators.
Let us hope that a judicious Minister of Public Works will listen
to the representations of his cultivated countrymen, and restore the
choir of St. Francis to its former condition, 1 and that this will be
the last instance of a spirit which, since the seventeenth century, has
worked such mischief in the greatest monuments of Italian art.

CHARLES HEATH WILSON.
1

See Academy, July 20, 1878.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
THE MASSACHUSETTS CHARITABLE MECHANIC ASSOCIATION'S
EXHIBITION.

II.

BOSTON.

WHATEVER

may have

said in my last letter of any lack of interest in the exhibition, or of any clumsiness or lack of taste in the
arrangement of the various exhibits, must not be held to apply to the
department of fine arts. The building devoted to this department
contains unquestionably the most interesting collections which have
I

been brought together at any fair in this city, and they are arranged
most part in a way which calls for nothing but praise. In the
plan of the building Mr. Preston has, I think, used the irregular
The great picture gallery on
space at his disposal with great skill.
the principal floor is spacious and well lighted, and the small rooms
opening from it afford a great amount of wall space also, in the main
very well lighted, and enable one to keep the pictures well in hand,
so to speak, and to know where he is, and, what is more to the purpose,
where the pictures are which he wishes to see or to avoid. The
same may be said of the corresponding series of small rooms below,

for the

in

which are arranged the water-color drawings, engravings, and

china.

The committee have brought together an unusually large and fine
I
collection of paimings.
hope it will not fail of doing the work for
which it is so well calculated,
of showing the community the best
features of a school of contemporary art which stands confessedly at
This collection is a
the head of modern effort in this direction.
very curious and striking example of the completeness with which
the French school of art has established itself, not only in the mind
of this community as the only school whose pictures are worth buying, but also in the minds of the artists as the only school whose
With the picture-buyprinciples and methods are worth following.
ers it is doubtless chiefly a matter of fashion.
Nothing else would
account fur the fact that of the large numbers of wealthy gentlemen
who come home everv season from the grand tour, bringing their
trophies in the way of line art, we never hear of one who has by any
chance purchased an English picture ; or for the other fact that
while the picture-dealers are making their little or large ventures in
bringing over for sale the latest products of the French studios, we
are never beckoned mysteriously into the innermost recesses of their
One
establishments to see any masterpiece of an English artist.
hears occasionally of this or that fortunate connoisseur who has been
permitted to purchase, at an extravagant figure, the last Daubigny
But if it were not for the Engli-h newspapers
or Corot or Dupre.
we should scarcely once in a year be reminded of the existence of an
English school of landscape, which, if it is not marked by characteristics as definite and striking as the French, is at least its worthy
In the present large collection
rival in tradition and achievement.
there is, I believe, not a single picture by an English artist.
The unanimity with which American painters adhere to the prin :
ciples and methods of the French school, and copy it, not only in
their rendering but also in their choice of subjects, is not less remarkable than the exclusive recognition of that school by the buyand the most unfortunate but most natural result of such followers
ing is that they pass by, either unseeing or neglecting, some of the
most characteristic and interesting features of American landscape.
So much snid, it must be admitted that the display of French art
on the walls of the large gallery at the fair is imposing, and the
managers are to be congratulated on having got together in the heats
of summer so many masterpieces from the shut-up houses of their
;

owners.

The most prominent picture in the room, as well by position as
force of rendering, is " The First Step," by Bonnat, a prodigy of
execution, like his picture exhibited at the Art Club two years ago,
the
but less interesting than that, as it seemed to me, in the faces,
Bonnat's pictures,
child being particularly stolid and unattractive.
however, astonish rather than charm, in spite of the domesticity of
their subjects.
Compare Frere's treatment of peasant life. The
corresponding place of honor, on the opposite wall, is occupied by
Landelle's " Salmacis," a conscious nymph who naturally draws the
Grouped around
gaze of the visitor, but will hardly hold it long.
these are a noble company of pictures by- Daubigny, Tryon, Rousseau, Dupre, Corot, Lambinet, Jacque, Diaz, and others equally eminent.
The Daubigny, No. 227, a view on the banks of the Oise,
seems to be one of his most agreeable pictures. The small Rousseau,
is a singularly simple and
strong painting, so rude as to
seem scarcely more than a sketch, of a bit of brown, rich woodland,
under a white sky. .Jacque is more known here by his etchings than
his paintings, but here is a fine landscape, with sheep, somewhat cold

close by,

very interesting. The Schreyer, No. 228, is admirable.
Algerian scouts, alarmed, have dismounted, one gazing with
anxious intentness in the direction of the enemy, holding meanwhile
with difficulty his startled horse the other, of different stuff, cowThe action is fine, the color very rich
ering behind his tired beast.
and strong, the costume of the scouts and the trappings of the horses

in color, but

Two

;

giving ample opportunity for brilliancy and variety of color.
No. 216 is a beautiful picture by Chaigneau, a name to me hitherto unknown, marked as having taken the Salon medal the present
year an autumn landscape, the warm, hazy mellowness of the season remarkably presented, yet without the aid of any striking brilNo. 214, a picture by Diaz, of a group of children
liancy of color.
playing blind-man's-buff, is a delightful piece of color, but the faces
:
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of the children are as

to be in haste about

cool freshness which

expressions of art have already been developed here and there, more
or less successfully.
You have often hart occasion to show that
there is already a certain crude and
imperfect but unmistakable vernacular style existing among us, varying in various localities according to local differences of climate, materials, habits, and traditions,
healthy but rude developments of the historical forms of the Old
World, subjected to all the errors of haste, ignorance, and ostentation,
but nevertheless fundamentally genuine and true.
In the progress of American architecture our freedom from the
to use once more the
tyranny of archaeology
expression which is
the text of this brief homily
is of course
only comparative.
are the heir* of all the treasures of the Old World.
If
England
claims our first natural affections and interest, the other
countries,
with all their wealth of art and inspiration, are
hardly less our own.
We are not so overshadowed by any particular national series of
traditions and monuments that, like our
English relatives, we cannot
escape from their influence, and we are consequently not confined in
our invention, as they are, to a certain range of forms connected
by
association with our national history. Our boundless
heritage has its
no
we
have
not
learned
how
to
doubt;
dangers,
classify and how to
use it with discretion and due
respect, how to adjust it to our new
materials and new conditions of life.
are yet sowing our wild oats
with a fruitless expenditure of resources. The civil architecture of
our streets reflects the characteristics of all known
But disstyles.
cipline, reserve, refinement, self denial, and the other costly results
of education and experience will come in
time; moreover, we shall
presently see that out of the natural influences which, notwithstanding this large appropriation f all the architectural forms, still manage

if modelled in
wax, with an indescribable liollowness about the eyes, which gives them a
queer, artificial look.
There is no fun in the children either.
No. 154 is a superb Ziem,
the old harbor of Marseilles,
the
city lying in a hot sunset glow, a confused mass of houses on a hillside, enclosed on the one hand by a low,
square tower, and on the
other by the sweep of a round bastion; the
golden waters of the harbor filling the foreground,
bearing a pleasure boat with two figures
under a crimson awning, rowing
tranquilly over the still tide, and a
single tall ship witli furled sails, whose copper bottom, just seen in
part above the water, reflects the light like an emerald. Its intenseness of color makes the placid Lambinet
alongside look very cool and
There are three Corots, the
gray, but does not destroy its charm.
one numbered 145 seeming to me the most
agreeable picture, wiih
less than the usual flimsiness of color, but with all the characteristic

makes the chief beauty

of Corel's landscapes.

[To be continued.]

ARCHAEOLOGY AND THE VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE. 1
BOSTON, October

To THE EDITOR OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT

14, 1878.

In a paragraph of your summary for August 10, after referring to the subservience of modern English architecture to the
" \Ve are
influence of antiquarianism, it was remarked
not permitted to forget that we are Americans and not Englishmen, and
that our comparative freedom from the tyranny of archaeology is a
national privilege.
may master it, but it cannot master us. Jtis
too far oft'." Your leading article of week before last (October 5) drew
attention to the fact that your English contemporary, the Architect, of
August 1, recognized the importance and interest of the question
thus raised, and made this remark the text for an article, in which it
is claimed that,
notwithstanding our distance from the Old World,
we cannot b emancipated from its influences, and that in art and
letters, though free from parental control, we are still the daughter of
England, and still retain a strong family likeness to the mother counThe article acknowledges that when classical antiqiiarianism
try.
passed into mediaeval archaeology in England in the first half of the
century, the national instinct seized upon the national relics with an
avidity never before witnessed, and the famous Gothic revival which
followed upon this eagerness of appreciation was a* phenomenon unIn like manner in these
paralleled in the history of architecture.
more modern days, if the almost comical efforts of the Queen Anne
style to trip up the old Gothic altogether on it sown ground of picturesqueness, and to substitute Low Dutch, seem to the American
mind, which is less beset by traditions and monuments of the past,
absurd and unreasonable, these Miccessive revivals are indicative of
a powerful national conservatism which, in the, absence of an academical art like that of the French schools, or of a rigid scientific system of instruction in the styles such as prevails in Germany, is content to gather architectural inspiration from its own abundant his:

We

torical past.

Tbe Architect proceeds to express its belief that, in the absence of
a venerable and suggestive past of our own, our natural affection for
the mother country leads us unconsciously to follow in the tracks of
the English architects, and to yield to the influence of old English
traditions and relics ; that, with all our undoubted freedom from
"
of archaeology, every attempt to dispense with the
the " tyranny
influence of old art must, whenever made, inevitably lead to disappointment.
In like manner, it may be remembered, the Architect of December 15, 1877, in referring to this question of originality in modern
art, endeavored to prove that in this country, where such originality
is to be discovered if anywhere, there had not been the
slightest
evidence of our ability to strike out a new path in architecture; that
accordingly our State Houses were, for the most part, showy and
feeble renderings of bastard Italian, our country homes questionable
reproductions of the suburban villas of London, our churches vain
efforts to imitate English Gothic monuments; and that every effort
after originality in this country had been frantic and undisciplined,
and the artistic qualities of such work had been always in an inverse
proportion to its novelty.
In your paper of January 5, 1878, you explained in reply the
danger of making general statements regarding the arts of a country
so widely spread as this, and subject to such various degrees of culture and discipline in its various parts, and maintained that tRbugh
it was difficult to tell in what exact direction our art was
tending,
it was very far from being a mere reproduction of what was done
that
our
best
work
was
no
means
and
frantic
in
its
deviaabroad,
by
tions. On further reflection I see no reason to modify what you then
stated regarding originality in American art: that the only sort of
originality worthy of any consideration is that which results from
the cumulative efforts of suecesMve generations of artists; we have
onlv just begun this career of progress according to our opportunities, but our advance within the last few years especially and in

our larger cities has been marked, decisive, and characteristic.
Doubtless the long-sought-for original art is even now in process of
growth; it is not yet forthcoming, of course indeed, there is no need
;

We

regret that an error in the make-up of our last week's issue
Ens. AM. ABCHITICT.
in the publication of this letter.

Out

of our necessities and
intelligence

new

We

We

:

Sir,

1

it.

has caused a delay

<

give to New York, Chicago, Cincinnati, Philadelphia, Bosttm,
Baltimore, and St. Louis, to each a distinctive architectural character
of its own, and in a
larger sense have already conferred upon the
architecture of the whole republic certain characteristics of nationthat out of these active influences will
a
ality,
to

grow
style expresand commensurate with our resources. Our
educated architects will of course continue to follow, with more or
less of exactness, the styles and fashions of
designing which are conveyed to us from the Old World in the illustrations of your contemporary journals; but these essays will continue to be mere phenomena; whatever in them is applicable to our needs will be adopted
and absorbed into our vernacular. There are
indisputable signs that
the vernacular architecture, even in the new cities of the far
West,
has begun to exhibit the results of the sound
training which may be
obtained in some of our higher technical schools. There is somein our nature which makes us
unjust judges of contemporary
thing
sive of our civilization

architecture; but the eagerness of our young men to learn, and
their peculiar facility in
imbibing the best results of education in

art, certainly

seem

to give

good promise for the future.

V. B.

THE CHICAGO THEATRE ORDINANCE.
[The following

is

the text of the ordinance to control the building and
management of
city of Chicago, and mentioned by

theatres, lately passed by the city council of the
our Chicago correspondent in our last issue.]

Be

it

ordained by Ike City Council of the City of Chicago, as follows

SECTION

:

theatre, opera house, hall, church, or other building
intended to be used for public assemblages shall be deemed a public hall,
within the meaning uf this ordinance.
1.

Every

SEC. 2. Any person desiring a permit to erect any public hall shall
application to the Superintendent of Buildings, in compliance with
Section 58 of the building ordinance.
SEC. 3. No stairway to any public hall or part thereof shall rise more
than ten feet without a platform ; no winders, wheeling or circular
steps
shall be used.
Each stairway and passageway shall have a strong handrail on each side thereof, through its entire length.
SEC 4. Every public ball, with accommodations for five hundred or
more people, shall have at least two separate and distinct exits, to be as
far apart as may be found practicable.
Public halls accommodating seven
hundred or more persons shall have at least three separate ami distinct
exits.
The exit* from all galleries to be independent and separate from
the exits of the main floor.
SEC. 5. Every public hall not usud as a theatre, with accommodations for
five hundred persons, shall have no portion of the main floor elevated to a
greater height than thirty five feet above the street grade. Public halls
with accommodations for one thousand persons or more shall have the
main floor not over twenty-five feet above the street grade ; no portion of
the main floor of any theatre with accommodations for five hundred or
more persons shall he more than ten feet above the street grade.
In all sueh theatres, the proscenium wall sha'l bs of brick-work, not less
than sixteen inches thick, extending from the ground thrimyh and four feet
above the roof this brick wall to extend entirely across the building, from
the floor of the stage to the ground.
All openings required in any part of
the wall (except principal opening) shall have proper iron doors.
SEC. 6. All andiioritim Moors iu theatres shall be fire-proofed, either by
deafening the same with at least one inch of mortar, or have the under side
of joist lathed with iron, and plastered with at least one heavy coat of
mortar.
All partitions for rooms or passages in theatres, if not made bodily fireproof, shall be plastered on both sides on iron or wire lathing.
The preceding Sections shall apply only to theatres or public halls that
may hereafter lie erected. The following sections shall apply to theatres or
public hal.s that are now or may hereafter be erected or constructed.
SEC. 7. All egress openings in public halls shall have the word "exit"
conspicuously placed over them, and shall otherwise conform to the requirements of Section 39 of the building ordinance. The aisles or passages in

make

;
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all times be kept unobstructed.
Camp-stools, chairs, or
other seats shall in no case be placed in such aisles or passages.
" theatre"
SEC. 8. The term
shall, for all purposes of this ordinance, include all public halls containing movable scenery or fixed scenery, which
is not made of metal, plaster, or other incombustible material.
All material used for scenery shall be coated with such paint, washes,
as far as possible, incombustible.
etc., as will make it,
SEC. 9. AH theatres or other places of public amusement having a seating
hundred
live
persons, having a platform or stage, and which
capacity of over
use drop curtains or shifting scenery, shall have a suitable ventilator placed
upon the roof, and opening to the space above the stage. Such ventilator
to be arranged with valves or shutters that enn be readily opened in case
of fire, so that a current of air will pass over the stage and outward through
such ventilator. Any other contrivance having the same ejfect, and approved by the Superintendent of Buildings, may be used instead of the venAll such buildings to have a water stand-pipe and
tilator above described.
water plug to be placet! in or on the stage or platform, or in its immediate
shall
be
connected
with the water-pipes of street mains of
which
vicinity,
the city, and shall be put in under the direction of the Fire Marshal or Superintendent of Buildings, and to their satisfaction. Hose shall be attached
to such stand-pipe, of such size as may be directed by said Marshal, to have
such hose shall be of sufficient
nozzle and stop-cock attached thereto
length to extend to the farthest limits of such building or place of amusement, and shall at all times be kept in good order and repair, filled with
water under pressure, and ready for immediate use.
SEC. 10. All public halls with accommodations for one thousand or more
persons shall have at least one stand-pipe in the street or alley on the outside of the building, from ground to roof, with hose attachments close to
a window or door at each floor or gallery. Such hall shall also be provided
with a fire alarm telegraph apparatus, connected by the necessary wires
with the headquarters of the city fire-alarm telegraph, or such other place
It shall be the duty of all ownor places as the Fire Marshal shall direct.
ers, agents, lessees, and occupants of such public hall, to provide such fireextinguisliing apparatus at such points about the building as the Fire Mar-

such halls shall at

;

shal shall direct.

SEC. 11. It shall be the duty of the owner, agent, lessee, or occupant of
any theatre with accommodations for one thousand or more persons to
employ one or more competent, experienced firemen, approved by the Fire
Marshal, to be on duty at such theatre during the whole time it is open to
the public; such fireman shall report to and be subject to the orders of the
Fire Marshal, shall be in uniform, and shall see that all fire apparatus required is in its proper place, and in efficient and ready working order.
SEC. 12. The license for each public hall shall state the number of per
sons it has accommodations for, and no more than that number shall be
allowed to enter such hall at any one time.
This number shall be governed by the number of feet of exit of the doors
and passages, and shall be approved by the Superintendent of Buildings.
SEC. 13. The Superintendent of Buildings, or the Fire Marshal, shall
have the right to enter any public hall and all parts thereof at all reasonable times, especially when occupied by the public, in order to properly

judge of and discharge their duties.
SEC. 14. Any person failing to comply with, or guilty of a violation of
any provision of this ordinance shall be subject to a line of not less than
twenty-five nor more than two hundred dollars.
Every such person who
fails to comply with, or is guilty of a violation of
any provision of this
ordinance shall be deemed to have been guilty of a separate offense for each
same
and
shall
the
be
the
continues,
day
subject to
penalty imposed by this

so

section.

THE CONTRACT FOR THK

ST. GOTHARD TUNNEL.
Two years from
time the great St. Gothaid Tunnel through the Alps, uniting Switzerland and Italy, must be completed, or the contractor, M. Favre, will
have a heavy penalty to pay. Under the terms he must pay $1,000 for
every day later than October 1, 1880, on which it remains unfinished. If
six months afterward it is still uncompleted, he loses $2,000
per day, and
if twelve months go past without its
being turned over, he forfeits everjhis
bond of $I,600,OQO
The undertaking is a gigantic
thing, including
one, and some engineers doubt if Favre is not badly beaten at last.
The
main tunnel is over twenty-nine thousand feet long) and the work on it is
under
tremendous
difficulties.
All
the
only prosecuted
power used in drilling is furnished by compressed air, which is prepared outside by powerful
pumps and stored up in vast tanks. The locomotives which draw from the
tunnel the blasted rocks are also run by compre-sed air, as the use of steam
in such a hole would be impossible.
As it is, the men at work often suffer
this

excessively from the foul vapors, partly natural and partly produced by the
explosions of dynamite, which are so constant that an observer compares
them to cannon firing in a battle. These gases would collect and be fatal,
except that the exhaust air from the drills is employed to drive them towards the mouth of the excavation. Favre is
laboring with splendid enIt is vastly to
ergy, and the working force is as large as can be put on.
his interest to hurry, for he will receive a bonus of
$1,000 for each day previous to October 1, 1880, on which he has his task finished.
The tunnel
will cost about $55,000,000,
although when it was first undertaken the esti-

mates were some twenty millions less than the above figures. The
discrepancy was occasioned by engineers' mistakes, and when it was found that
the enterprise would be much more expensive than
originally announced,
the discovery nearly discouraged all concerned.
But the Swiss, Italian,
and German governments increased their subventions, private
subscriptions were stimulated, and financial success was assured. The laborers emare
about
the
who
Italians,
could
be
ployed
only workingmen
employed at
the small wages paid, averaging from 60 cents to $1.25
A writer
per day.
speaks of them as the Chinese of Europe, but we doubt if even John would
not demur at being asked to do such laborious,
exhausting, and dangerous
work for the same amount of pay.
Hardware Reporter.

DR. SCIILIEMANN'S RECENT DISCOVERIES.
Dr. Schliemann has tele"
We have made a great discovery. On
graphed from Ithaca to Athens
the plateau which extends toward the western shore of the southeast
part
of the island we have found in digging ninety houses of
Cyclopean construction, belonging to the Homeric city of Ithaca.
to
Impossible
express here
the methodical result of our excavations.
The winter rains have washed
:

into the sea all the ancient treasures.
Nevertheless, the discovery of these
ruins constitutes a valuable treasure for the island.
All the lovers of antique souvenirs will hasten to visit the city of Homer."

THE BELLS OF

The cost of the twelve new bells which
northwestern tower of St. Paul's Cathedral, Lonabout $100,000.
don,
The
while the weight
of all is nearly 40,000 pounds.
No. 12, the largest, was given by the corporation. London has waited more than 200 years to hear a chime of bells
have been placed

from

represented at this Exhibition.

THE HOLLY HEATING SYSTEM IN DETROIT.
The Detroit Steam
Supply Company has secured a building wherein to place its first battery of
boilers, fifteen in number, and intends to lay about two miles of pipe at once.
The right to introduce the system was purchased for thirty thousand dollars.

On the 16th instant a panic took place in the colored BapPANICS.
church at Lynchburg, Va., which was in many of its incidents a
repetition of the Brooklyn Theatre disaster. During a marriage ceremony
a piece of plastering fell from the ceiling, and instantly caused a stampede
among the congregation. The service was performing in the second story,
and the frightened throng in its attempts to escape overthrew and trampled on those who first reached the stairs, and who had not time to descend
before the crowd behind was upon them.
Nine women were killed outOn the followright, and the seriously injured number thirty or more.
in
the grammar school on East Houston Street, New
ing day, the pupils
with
were
overcome
at
a
false
alarm of fire, raised within the
York,
panic
building, and rushed from the school-house in spite of the efforts of the teachers to control them. Strangely enough, out of nearly two thousand children
who were in the school-house only one, a child of eight years, was seritists'

ously hurt.

A

TERRESTRIAL BALANCE.
At Ortali, a small township containing a
few houses, near Quarata in the province of Arezza, the earth has gradually
fallen until it is now twelve or fifteen feet below the original level.
The
houses of the village have lost their equilibrium, and threaten to fall asunder. The authorities have ordered the inhabitants to remove to huts which
have been set up in the fields, and thither they have fled with their families.
On the other hand about 200 yards from Ortali the earth has risen, so that
the rising of the ground has been visible at times.
about

to paint a portrait of

Lord Beaconsfiuld.-

its

cathedral belfry.

UNDER-GROUND TELEGRAPH WIKES.
The city council of Philadelphia have ordered the removal of telejrraph poles from the streets of that
city, and experiments have been making to produce a wire that could be
laid

is

ST. PAUL'S.

in the

together witli the work of mounting them, has been
largest bell weighs 6,500 pounds and the smallest 500,

under ground and worked

satisfactorily.

The McKeesport Times

some interesting experiments made at the tube works,
insulated wire.
The wire is now being made in secmanufacturing
tions of ten feet, but ean be made as long as thirteen feet.
To make the
wire a copper telegraph wire is inserted in a glass tube of the same length,
and sufficiently large to admit the wire easily. The glass tube is then in
serted in an iron tube just large enough to admit it.
They are all then
placed in the furnace and heated to a red heat, and then run through the
rolls, which compress copper wire, glass and iron tubes, all into one mass,
but without crushing them. The ends are then ground to a convex surface,
and the ten-feet sections coupled together like gas-pipe, the convex ends
allowing the centres to strike first, thus establishing the electrical connecThe pipe will be enamelled before being laid.
tion.
in

AMERICAN AWARDS AT PARIS.
It is now officially known that the
awards to American exhibitors at the French Exposition number 750:
namely, 10 grand prizes, 20 diplomas of honor, 134 gold medals, 200 silver
The aggregate
medals, 220 bronze medals, and 156 honorable mentions.
is larger than the whole number of American exhibitors at the Paris Exa
of
and
award
than to any other nation
1873,
larger proportional
position

MR. Mn, LAIS
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A remarkable case is given in
Mfdecine of the effect of the habitual use of milk in whiteIn some French lead mills it was observed that in a large
working population two men who drank much milk daily were not affected
by lead. Ou the general use of milk throughout the works, the colic vanished entirely.
Each operative was given enough extra pay to buy a quart
of milk a day.
From 1868 to 1871, no cases of colic had occurred.
PREVENTION FOR LEAD POISONING.

the Journal
lead works.

lie

SPIEGEL IRON.

A

company

for the manufacture of Spiegel iron has

lately been incorporated at Chester, N. J., with a capital of $100,000. The
mahganiferous ore from which this spiegel iron is to be manufactured is
in New Jersey, though the company will not rely altogether upon
that resource, but will draw a portion of the supply of ore from Spain,
it
whew can be obtained at a trifling cost. Already number of vessels
which would otherwise havej-cturned from the Mediterranean and Spanish ports in ballast have been chartered to bring this ore from Santander
to Perth Amboy at the low rate of five shillings per ton.
It is not the intention to attempt the manufacture of anything of a higher grade than
twenty percent spiegeleisen until such a time as trustworthy data shall have
been obtained that will wariant venturing further. France to-day stands
at the head of ihis manufacture.
She imports all her ore from Spain and
Italy, and makes high grade spiegeleisen so successfully and cheaply that
the English makers say they can buy cheaper than they can make. England elands next in the list, and also imports all her own ore from Spain
and Italy. Germany, which is the largest maker of low grade spiegeleisen, which she makes from her own spathic ores, is dependent upon Spain
for rich ores in the manufacture of high spiegeleisen.
The duty on spiegeleisen is only seven dollats per ton, exactly the same as ordinary pig
iron, it coming in fact under that head, and not being classified in the
tariff as a separate article of manufacture.

found
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of the vaulting of the Forty-second Street Tunnel
York, has stirred up a great many complaints of the
careless inspection under which work is allowed to go on in that
No doubt the complaints are justified. There is no
city.
reason to question the statements that were published, when the
that the bricks were inferior and
first part of the vault fell,
carelessly laid, and that the mortar did not stick together,
statements which are repeated by persons who have examined
in

fall

The officials of the office of
the ruins of the part that last tell.
Public Works, driven to choose between an acknowledgment of
faulty design and of bad work, naturally say, bad work; but bad
work means bad inspection, for the object of inspection is to
The Department of Buildings is, apparsecure good work.
It is only a month or two
ently, no better off in this respect.
since the fall of a new building at the corner of Broadway and
Fifty-second streets showed that the inspectors had allowed it
to go up with walls thinner than the building laws prescribed,
improperly bonded, and without anchors to hold the floor timNot the least painful phenomenon in these
bers to them.
cases is the audacity with which the culpable persons meet
like the examiner of buildings, who in this very case is
them,
said to have argued that thinner walls were safer than thicker,
because when they fell two bricks might not kill a man, while
All this is natural enough in a city where these
three Would.
officials, being appointed simply for political reasons, may be presumed to be inexpert and without interest in any but their poIf the people of New York are willing to
litical functions.
pay in lives as well as in spoliation for the privilege of this sort
of

politics,

we may hope

that their experience will at least look

uninviting to other people.

BUT while there is no danger of condemning too severely such
slovenly workmanship and inspection, it is not well to let the
dust that is raised over these faults conceal the carelessness or the
incapacity of the original offenders. At present, attention seems
to have been diverted from the faulty design of the fallen tunnel
vault.
After the first fall the coroner's verdict was, that careless loading by the contractor caused the disaster, and the work
was continued substantially on the same plan as at first. Even
since the second fall, it is said the engineer in charge derides the
He has been dismissed, but unless
idea of faulty construction.
the essential vice in the design of the tunnel is made known, the
lesson of careful construction that the disaster ought to teach,
which is at least as important as that of careful inspection, will
be lost. The curve of the vault is not only one of small rise,
but is of the weakest possible form for its purpose. It is a flat
semi-ellipse, or rather a compound oval, a curve that would do
very well for a bridge, but is unlit for a vault with a heavy vertical load, the strong curvature being at the haunches, where
from the peculiar conditions of the load the pressure is least effective, and the crown being much natter than the height alone

We

have
the shell is dangerously thin.
not within reach such an accurate record of the vault section as
would enable us to compute its curve of equilibrium with pre-

would

indicate, while

but a simple calculation will be enough to give an approximate idea of the conditions. The height of filling above
the vault is so great, and the additional weight on the haunches
so slight, that it would be safe to consider the load as uniformly
In this case the strongest form of vault would be
distributed.
cision,

pressure required, p the load per unit of horizontal
surface, a the span, and y the rise of the vault.
Assuming 100
pounds per cubic foot to be the weight of twenty-five feet of filling
above the vault, p will be 2,500 pounds. Then for a span of 40
feet, and a rise of 10 feet, we have for each foot in length of the
zontiil

^
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Taking the parabola, as the strongest, we may compute what
would have been the horizontal pressure on the shell at the
crown, by the common formula H
', where H is the hori-

SUMMARY:
Faulty

Co.

one of which the curve was a parabola. With the given span
and rise a segmental arch would have answered if the shell had
been thick enough, but the curve adopted was weakest of all.

1878.

2,

&

m

=

50,000. This would have been the horitunnel,
zontal pressure on each linear foot of the shell if the vault had
been of the strongest form. The shell being of six courses, or

two feet thick, the pressure on the brick work would have been
At the springing it would have
25,000 pounds per square foot.
been over 35,000 pounds per square foot. Twenty thousand
pounds, or ten tons per foot, would be all the pressure with which
a careful constructor would have dared to load the brick work
which he could expect to get in ordinary contract work under
watchful inspection.
But with the form adopted for the vault,
the pressure must have been much greater than on the parabolic
vault we have supposed.
In other words, a vault of weak form
and bad workmanship was apparently loaded with a greater
weight than would have been safe for the same thickness of shell
in the strongest form of arch with good workmanship.
This allows nothing for the danger of the curve of equilibrium passing
outside the safe position, for of that we have no means of
judging.
slight yielding of the weak mortar in the joints was
enough, under the pressure, to let the flat crown of the arch

A

sag,

till,

as the earth settled

down upon

it, it

fell

through

al-

Here then was an important structure intended to
together.
carry a tremendous load, and built in a manner which a little
simple figuring would have shown to be foolishly inadequate to
But it was doubtless built by rule of thumb, and probits use.
ably it never entered the head of anybody concerned to use the
established means of finding out whether it was fit for its work
or not.
IT is the lesson of all this, as of many like disasters, that it
not merely careless building, though that is bad enough, but
ignorant building that brings us into trouble. The latter fault
is really the more
dangerous, because while it is more insidious than the other, it is one great cause of it. The efforts of
the people who are responsible for it to put it out of sight ought
The danger is the greater
therefore to be strenuously resisted.
because, while we are venturing on all sorts of new consiructions,
we have taken leave of the old-fashioned habits of solid building,
and competitions and the system of contract work are forcing the
method of building down to the cheapest possible conditions.
" Practical " constructors are
continually trying to do things they
have not done before, and to do them in the quickest and most
economical way possible, while they are as innocent as children
of the scientific knowledge by which alone such experiments are
made safe. In a generation which is covering the country with
more important constructions than any before it, the greater part
of the persons who are responsible for these constructions may be
said not to know that such safe knowledge exists and the mass
of the people whose property and lives are risked by them, are
It is an
dispo;-ed for this reason to deride it as unpractical.
injury to the community, then, when complaint of the bad execution of a piece of work, especially if it be public work, is
allowed to divert attention from the fact that it has been ignbris

;

antly and badly designed.

THE

recent gale has taught in Philadelphia something of the

same lesson of the danger of unsubstantial building that other
More than
cities have been learning from fires and downfalls.
seven hundred buildings were more or less torn to pieces by the
wind, which after all, though a violent gale, was not a hurricane
and in the newer and more slightly built regions whole rows of
Such wholesale destruction
brick houses were blown down.
shows that Philadelphia must have its good share of the bad
building that infects all our large cities. It is true that the wind
;

blew very hard, its velocity measuring seventy miles an hour
or so but one of the chief uses of buildjng at all, is to shelter
;

people in rough weather. It is quite possible to make sure in
every city, by proper laws and inspection, that all buildings
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shall be capable of standing in any weather that is not absolutely unprecedented, just as they can all be made practically

incombustible.

Philadelphia has the repute of being a more

It has been her
substantial city then most in the country.
boast that more families lived in their own houses there than in
any other city, and that tenement houses were almost unknown.
This characteristic has some admirable results, but some that
It has encouraged building enormously,
are not quite so good.
"
and has developed the system of" bonus building, which was described by a correspondent in this journal not long ago, and than
which no greater provocation of rascality among builders has

ever been contrived. Philadelphians have been able to rely
longer than most of the neighbors on their old traditions of solid
workmanship ; but no city can live by its traditions in the-e
days, or do without the safeguards of careful laws and stringent
The real trouble here is what it is everywhere, as
inspection.
a growing ignorance of how to build.
we have argued above,
Thousands of men are having houses built without knowing
what good building is, thousands of mechanics are building
houses without knowing how to build good ones. This is due
partly to the immense increase of hasty speculative building,
partly to the demoralization of the trades, through the influence
of trades-unions, the loss of apprenticeships, and other evils.
The whole community is getting used to poor work, and a large
part of it, the country over, has come not to know that there is
complete remedy is hard to find, but good buildany other.
ing laws and good inspection are a considerable part of it.

A

MR. THOMAS WALSH,
the
has

Custom House

S.

IT.

him.

whose troubles as superintendent of
we have before alluded,

at St. Louis

written a long letter to the Cincinnati Gazette in an-

Iritely

swer

to

to the various accusations

which have been published against

The answer

consists of general denials of the charges of
dishonest dealing in his superintendence of different public works,
supported by letters from the persons with whom he was said to
is of more account, from the
judges of
County Court, whose architect he was, and from the bench

be implicated, and what
the

and Building News.

Architect

of the State of Missouri.
To the principal charges, of collusion
with the contractors for the Custom House building which he
superintended, his answer is, that after the technical failure of
the first indictment against him the matter was dropped by the
District Attorney, and no second indictment was ever
prepared.
strongest testimonial in Mr. Walsh's favor is the letter sub-

The

sequently sent to the Secretary of the Treasury, asking for his
restoration to the position of superintendent of the Custom
House,
from which he had been removed pending the trials, and
signed
by the Chief Justice and Associate Justices of the State, the
Circuit Judges, and several other prominent officials.
The only
things in his case with which the public is concerned, are the
accusations about the Custom House ; but it is fair that where
the complaints against him have been published his answer
should be made known.
Since the charge of conspiracy with
the contractors was not followed up, it may be inferred that the

Attorney decided that he could not sustain it. The question of the superintendence still remains, and we have seen no
disproof of the complaints of bad work done or accepted under
his supervision, nor does it appear that even the
strong request
which we have cited, moved the Secretary of the
Treasury to
reappoint Mr. Walsh.
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his contract allows him,
and
by extras and by deductions,
the extras having been tried as long as is safe, the other means
It would be hazardous for an outwill now be a welcome one.

sider to express an opinion on this question, but
architecturally,
at least, we might expect the city to suffer by the change ; the architecture must be very offensive if the suppression of one

story

it would atone for the anomaly of
making the building, intended to be perfectly symmetrical, a story lower in one half
than in the other.

of

ENGLISH papers tell us of the death of the president of the
Royal Academy, Sir Francis Grant. The younger son of a
Scottish laird of Perthshire, and educated as a gentleman, he
seems to have owed his position as much to circumstances and to
a natural cleverness as to the special talent of a painter. He was
born in Edinburgh in 1803, and was at first brought up to the
law.
passion for field sports diverted his energy from study,
and he is said to have deliberately announced his plan to
spend
his inheritance of fifty thousand dollars in the
field, before he
set to work to make his fortune as a
When this was
lawyer.
done, however, a natural bent or native astuteness taught him
that he could do better as a painter, and at
twenty-seven he began painting the portraits of his friends, who were
and

A

many

His work soon became popular, and he went to
London, exhibiting his first picture in the Academy in 1834.
In 1842, he was elected an Associate of the
Academy, in 1851 a
Fellow in 186fi, he succeeded Eastlake in the chair, which had
been declined by Landseer, and was knighted in due course.
He was an honorary member of the Royal Scottish Academy, of
the Societe d' Artistes Beiges, and of the Philadelphia
Academy
of Fine Arts.
He was a facile and brilliant painter of portraits,
but apparently painted little else. The only two other works that
we find recorded are two sporting pictures, the " Hunt of his Maj"
and the " Melton Hunt." The first of these
esty's Stag-hounds
him
much
distinction
and gained a gold medal at the
brought
Paris exhibition of 1855; it contained portraits of
forty-six noted
sportsmen of its day.
Except for these his works seem to have
been almost exclusively portraits. His gentlemanly address and
savoir faire lent their character to his painting, and
joined with
his social position in making him popular, both
personally and as
an artist, especially as a painter of women. The same
qualities
influential.

;

won him
since

its

be the

the presidency of the Royal Academy, a position
which,
much social as professional, is more apt to
reward of worldly success than of artistic greatness, as
duties are as

perhaps illustrated by the fact that four out of six presidents
have been fashionable portrait painters. Sir Francis Grant's
social tact and popularity shone in his administration of the
Academy and in his public bearing as its representative. Mr.
is

Leighton, says the Builder,

Mr.

Millais, Sir
tioned.

is

much

talked of as his successor.

John Gilbert, and Mr. Calderon are

THE OPEN FIRE-PLACE.

also

men-

III.

District

PERHAPS no building of our day, not even excepting the
Washington Monument, has shown anything so nearly like a human instinct for getting into trouble as the Chicago Court
House,
the divided structure
half city building, half
county building
of which our readers have first and last heard so much. After
the question of the divided dome had been set at
rest, for the
present at least, the two architects at last turned into one, and the
one material into two kinds of stone for the two halves,
financial troubles have set in
The
been too
heavily.

county having
embarrassed to furnish money to continue its half, the
city has
had a chance to try to overtake it, but finds
in
ing funds

;

and now there

difficulty

is

talk of reducing the cost,

by leaving off the upper story, which
think will be useless. The opponents of this

city side,

many

change

providon the

people

insist that

will only be putting more
money into the contractor's pockets
without a proportionate saving in the whole cost ; for the builders having contracted for the whole work, will have an
addiit

tional opportunity to increase their
profits
the deductions to be allowed for the

by under-estimating
There are two
of increasing a contractor's
profits beyond what
changes.

ways, say they,

IT

is remarkable that, while the open
fire-place was one of the
earliest contrivances invented to contribute to the health and comfort

man, the upright flue for carrying off the injurious products of
combustion should have remained one of the latest.
of

It
true that the principle of the modern chimney was
probably
understood long before the practice of constructing it became genbut
it
was
so
rare
an
even
in
the
sixteenth
eral,
object,
century, as to
have excited the surprise of Leland, who, speaking of Bolton Castle
in his " Domestic Architecture," thus expressed himself: " One
thynge
I muche notyd in the hawle of Bolton, how
chimeneys were conveyed
by tunnells made on the syds of the walls betwyxt the lights in the
hawle, and by this means, and by no covers, is the smoke of the
harthe in the hawle wonder strangely conveyed."
According to Peclet, chimneys appear to have been unknown to
writers of the early part of the fourteenth century. 1 But, once introduced, their merits appear to have been rapidly appreciated, since
is

we

find

stated that in the reign of

Queen Elizabeth, apologies
visitors if they could not bo accommodated with rooms
with
and
ladies
were
provided
chimneys,
frequently sent out to other
houses where they could have the enjoyment of this luxury.
Thus the general use of the chimney is quite recent, and it was
not until the time of Savot, Franklin, and Gauger, that we have
record of any serious attempts to combine the cheerfulness of an
open fire-place with the economy of an enclosed stove.
The science of the proper ventilation of buildings is still more
" Till
recent.
the discoveries of modern science," says Dr. Reid,
it

were made to

"

L'e'poque a laijuelle i] faut placer 1'origine des chemin^es est apsez incertaine les
auteurs du commencement du quatorzieme Riecle Femblent ne les pas connattre
La date
1* plus ancienne, et en mume
temps la plus certaine ou il ait 6te" question des chemine'es.
e!,t Tanned 1347."
;

NOVEMBER

2,
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" revealed the nature and
composition of atmospheric air, and the
reciprocal action that ensues between it and the blood, the architect
was, in respect to this question, like a traveller without a guide, and
had no distinct appreciation of the position in which man is placed
in respect to the atmospheric ocean in which he lives." Even where
these facts are understood by scientific men, the great mass of the
people still remain in ignorance of them, and the rough treatment to
which our lungs are subjected in the form of draughts, poisoning by
vitiated air, and sudden
of temperature, often inducing fatal
changes
diseases of the organs of respiration
diseases which might be prevented if the elements of physics and hygiene were more generally
shows how little the value of pure air is appreciated by
taught,
This want of knowledge and appreciation of the subthe public.
ject explains in a measure why the progress of improvement is so
The time has been too short to make men believe that an
slow.
atmosphere apparently pure and transparent as well as agreeable to
hundred
the senses, may be filled with the most subtle poison.
years is insufficient to work a revolution in the habits and prejudices
of men for the sake of a thing which they can neither see, smell, feel,
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A

central flue constructed of sticks smeared on the inside with mud
or clay, and descending from the opening in the roof to within a safe
distance of the fire below would improve the draught and pi-event the
smoke from blackening the roof, though at the expense of some of
the heat.
The next step made to improve the draught by means of a flue, Is
described by Viollet-le-Duc, in his " Habitations of Man," Fig. 6.

A

hear, nor understand.

What

progress has been

made

will

be seen from the following

historical sketch.

EARLIEST FORMS OF THE OPEN FIRE-PLACE.
In the earliest ages the chimney consisted of the entire house, the
fire being built in the middle of the building or hut, and the smoke
escaping from the roof, as is shown in Fig. 4. Barbarous as this

Fig. 6.

From

Viollet-le-Duc.

But the description must have been purely imaginary,

as no evidence
exists of the use of such flues at the early age indicated by the writer.
The fire was in this case supposed to be built against the wall of the

house.

Thus

a large part of the radiated heat of the fire was cut off
to regain the proportion of

and no corresponding change was made

Fig. 4.

From

Viollet-le-Duc.

nevertheless has certain advantages we
should not loe sight of in making our improvements. The beat of
the fire is utilized to a far greater extent than is the ca^e with that
burning under our modern chimney. All the radiated heat is obtained and a large part of the heat of contact of air. As a ventilator it is superior to our modern apparatus, since no impure air can
remain for a moment in the room, and the cold draughts entering are
not drawn to a single spot limited by the height and size of the mantel, as with us, and being, therefore, less concentrated, are less dan-

arrangement may seem,

gerous.
In its

it

heat thereby lost.
Gradually, for the purpose of avoiding lateral currents of air,
jambs were built on each side of the fire, to direct the air upon the
fuel, and the chimney flue was brought down to within a few feet of
the fire. By this step another large portion of the radiant heat was
lost, and the whole of the heat of contact of air, without an effort to
obtain a corresponding compensation.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.
THE PILGRIM CHAPEL, BROOKLYN,
CADY, ARCHITECT,

THIS chapel

is

terra-cotta finish.

manner

of disposing of the

smoke

it

is,

of course, inferior,

notwithstanding the statement of the owner of the hunter's cabin

N. Y.

NEW

MR.
YORK.

J.

CLEVELAND

built of Philadelphia pressed brick, relieved with
It will accommodate twelve or fifteen hundred

persons who have an unimpeded view of the speaker.
HOUSE OF MRS. S. S. ADAM, OYSTER BAY, LONG ISLAND, N. T.
MESSRS. POTTER AND ROBKRTSON, ARCHITECTS, NEW YORK.

HOUSES FOR JAMES A. FRAZER, ESQ., CINCINNATI, OHIO.
JAMES W. MLAUGHLIN, ARCHITECT.

MR.

These houses have recently been built for James A. Frazer,
Esq., on Auburn Avenue, at the corner of Evans Street, Mt. AuThe bricks are from Newport, Ky.
burn, a suburb of Cincinnati.
The roofs are covered with Virginia slates, the ridge-crestings being
of Akron tiles. The stair-cases are of oak, and the remaining interior finish of selected pine, varnished.

LA PORTE GUILLAUME, AT CHARTRES, FRANCE.
JOHN W. H. WATTS.

DRAWN BY MR.

Chartres is too well known as a city full of interest to the archiLa Porte Guiltectural student to need particular description.
laume is situated in the lower part of the city, between the branches
Fig.

5.

Backwoodsman's Log Cabin.

sketch, that

represented in the accompanying
troubled him in the most unfavorable weather.

the

smoke never

of the Eure, a very insignificant but nevertheless picturesque little
The subject of the sketch is but one of the many intereststream.

ing places along

its

banks.

.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
SO-CALLED QUEEN ANNE WOHK.

MR. BURGES's HOUSE.

LONDON, October, 1878.
a lively writer in a recent number of
furTruth, as he despairingly bewails her influence in all the English
However it may be for furniture,
niture at the Paris Exhibition.
after a sincere search about London I am convinced she is dead as
but so few and indistinct
regards architecture. Not only is she dead,
are the footprints the good queen left behind her that almost any
foot will fit them, and there are plenty of masquernders at present
introduced by the mania
capering in them. Jf the prevailing fashion
for bric"a-brae were called the anonymous style, it would be comnot sound so well, and in England, at
prehensible; but then it would
with
least, everything is in a name.
Anything which is not identified
"
"
the late Gothic revival is boldly appropriated for this
pot-pourri
the spirit of annexation is rampant here
of architecture.
Is

Queen Anne dead

? asks

Although

Wishat present, I was not prepared for the following proof of it.
were on this Queen Anne style, I
ing to look up what books there
went to Batsford's, the architectural book-seller's,
strangely enough
his modest shop in High Holborn suffices for the whole London prowe have no books on that
was told "
and there

fession,

Our Queen Anne

:

Oh,

style.

from Sauvageot's work
" Queen Anne," on the lucus a
Hence,

architects take their details

"

on the French Chateaux
non lucendn principle."
Houses however, were built of course, during the reign of this perAnne houses
sonage; and at Chelsea I found a row of bonajide Queen
looking upon the Thames, across a strip of trees and verdure. The
characteristic of these dwellings in Cheyne How lies, to use a
I

striking
certainly not a quality of
contradiction, in their unobtrusiveness,
three stories,
their recent namesakes.
plain brick front of two or
with flat, sloping roof and simple cornice, is enriched by a wooden
could be
porch with a classic order and delicate mouldings. Nothing
more simple and commonplace; but there is a decided charm in these
for comparquiet homes, which is wanting to yonder block, fortunately
Their narrow and lofty fronts
ison in the extreme present fashion.

A

are carried

still

higher into exaggerated gables, while

tall,

narrow

windows suggest the view on a back-yard, rather than that across an
The first tendency of this style was in breaking
animated river.
away from the conventional modes of building, to allow common
sense to express itself; but th desire to be original
perhaps I
In one
has drifted it far to the leeward.
should sav to be odd
group of these houses, by Mr. Godwin, an octagonal front is recessed,
so that the side windows, instead of getting a wider oblique view,
look upon the wall of the next house. The entablature runs, however,
and a brick architrave,
straight along the front of the two houses,
without suggestion of arch-work, is carried across the recessed corners.
Of course there must be a hidden band of iron, but it looks
most uncomfortable. In the next street the same architect has just
As they are both men
built a house for Mr. Whistler, the painter.
who are nothing if not original, something extraordinary was to be
expected. The first result was so plain and ugly that the MetropolIt was then amelioitan Board refused to grant a license for it.
Its small front
rated enough to pass that most tolerant of critics.
an excellent way
door opens directly on a landing of the staircase
to break the necks of burglars and of aJl who are not forewarned
that their first step from the door will precipitate them headlong into
Not a bad feature in this latter is the segthe large atelier below.
inental arch which divides one end of the room and the fireplace
from the main part. This fireplace is in the present fashion, and
has a small opening for the grate, while a wide portion around it is
As is often the case with eccentric designs, pracfilled with tiles.
tical questions have been neglected; and this first story, really a
basement below the street level, has not been protected against the
damp, and is found uninhabitable while the china closet has proved
fit only for a coal-bin, and the servant's room has been turned into the
I quote these details to show where the present tendency to
former.
be original at all cost is carrying some of the best known men for
Mr. Godwin, besides being known as the editor of the British ArchiIn such a
tect, has done far better things than these later works.
melancholy little house I was"not surprised to find on Mr. Whistler's
the wonder was that under such posieasel " a symphony in blue
tive circumstances it was as vague as this vaguest of impressionists
;

;

;

always

is.

So much
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the style, R. Norman Shaw and Slevenson, have built for Colie
Hunter and Fildes. Next comes Mr. Burges's house, of which I
will speak later, as he would be horrified to be classed with the
"Queen Annes," though surrounded by them; for on the other
As these men, both architects
side Watts has a house, by Cockerel.
and painters, if not all academicians, are regarded as the "immortals" of their professions, this group is full of interest, and the houses
themselves are picturesque and homelike, and generally entirely of

In this same neighborhood both Stevenson and Shaw have
brick.
The design
built several handsome and characteristic dwellings.
the latter, published in the tiuilder, June 4, 1875, gives
of one,

by
It is of brick, five stories, with
the best characteristics of the style.
is recessed, and has slight wooden
baylofty gable; the ground-floor
windows with tiny panes, such as one still sees in such old English
towns as Canterbury. A fine business store by the same architect
breaks agreeably the classical monotony of the city. From the late
Gothic revival we at home are apt to regard London as of that style;
whereas it is really the city in Europe where the "orders" are
most used and abused. In the city there is hardly any exception
to this endless Renaissance reproduction, and the latest are like the
first.

Mr. Burges has spared neither time nor expense to make his house
and only half the rooms are finished, so lovingly does he
"
The house is of brick, with
polter over the decoration of them.
stone finish, and is picturesquely grouped, a round stair turret
The entrance is at the
flanking the main gable towards the road.
side through a richly sculptured bronze door.
Though he is acknowledged as an authority on decoration I was told to expect the
most violent coloring and contrasts, and so was not surprised at the
brilliant tints of the hall, which is two stories in height, and is lighted
by a large, colored glass window, with full-size flying figures. The
stairs start from the hall and disappear into the tower, and then
emerge on a balcony above. The library is the only room as yet enas beautiful.
To use the last Lontirely finished, and is as original
don "art" slang, it is " a symphony in gold." One third the height
of the room is taken up by a frieze of the deepest gold, a scroll pattern
picked out with red. This would be glaring were it not skilfully led
up to by paler tones of gold below. The wooden bookcases are of
greenish gold covered with painted figures, in a mediaeval style.
Where the wall shows it is stamped with a red gold pattern. The
artistic,
'

ground of the painted ceiling ha,s a deliciously soft, golden
hard to realize that this hue comes from contrast, for

it is

bad side which the

odd effects has
introduced into these latest buildings. But good has come from the
"
increased attention given to brick-work, for " Queen Anne
work
abounds in flat pilasters and delicate mouldings in brick or terracotta. The English have hitherto been far behind both the Germans
and ourselves in the quality of bricks and the use made of them.
There are very few buildings of fine face bricks in London, and their
coarse, porous ones, by absorbing soot, add to the dinginess of the
Now, however, a finer quality is necessarily used in this new
city.
is fair to mention the best
style, of which it
examples. Many of

and
only

1

"the personal pronouns;" behind them is a dog for "it;" after
them conies a lady as " the verb," and the pages holding her train
are "the articles;" a youth and maiden represent "preposition and
"
"
at the end is a man starting back for
interjection."
conjunction
These and all the other decorative figures are most graceful and of
of the next room is admirably sculpthigh artistic merit. The mintel
;

"Romance

of the Rose." Up-stairs is a mantel with
In the architect's bedroom there is
such a flood of color that the ground of the furniture is scarlet, without its appearing too crude. Here fancy has been everywhere at
work. Instead of shutters delicate gilded lattices of Eastern design
close the windows, and the red marble basin is inlaid with silver
It is this endless play of fancy and his fastidious taste which
fishes.
have, perhaps, kept Mr. Burges from competing more frequently for
of St. Paul's was at first conimportant buildings. The decoration
fided to him; but on some interference of the committee with his ideas
of being
he promptly threw up the whole thing. He has the honor
"
man in England who has built "a real live cathedral,
the

ured with the
l;

Jack and the Beanstalk."

only

His design for the Law
that at Cork, in the early French Gothic.
Courts was the one most liked by theprofession in general; but in
the celebrated division of sp .ils which gave Barry the National
and Street the
Gallery, Waterhouse the Natural History Museum,
New Law Courts, irrespective of their designs, he was left out in the
can console ourselves that our competitions are hardly
cold.

We

R.

effort after

these were built for painters, who are certainly appreciative of
"
Queen Anne." Away from the everlasting smoke and io" of "the
city, at St. John's Wood, Hampstead, Chelsea, and South KensingClose to Holland Park is a particton, many painters have built.

new houses, all of them original in design.
Val Princeps and Leighton are side by side, in houses designed reA few rods off the leaders in
spectively by Webb and Aitcheson.

ularly interesting group of

tint,
it is

the natural color of the pine
Mr. Burges is full of quaint, mediaeval fancies, which peep out unFor instance, the
expectedly on the painted furniture and walls.
of a procession of figures in high relibrary mantel has a deep frieze
of speech before the Tower of
lief, which turn out to be the parts
Babel driven back bv a figure of Grammar. The conceit is ingenThus two trumpeters, male and female, lead as
iously carried out.

more unfair than those elsewhere.
for the
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(Continued.}

BOSTON.

good and wholesome for the home artists to see their pictures
hung by the side of these masterpieces, and it is no exaggeration to
One
creditable.
say that the comparison is in many cases extremely
of the first pictures which catch the eye on entering the gallery is a
noble picture of Boon Island Light, by W. F. De Haas. The French
we seldom see
rarely paint marine subjects, I believe; at any rate
them here,
the calm, broad harbors of Ziem can scarcely be called
IT

is

marines,

but after the sensuous glow of Ziem's picture in the great

what a healthy tonic is this of De Haas, with its dark sky
and angry sea, and the fierce drive of the surf against the white shaft
of the lighthouse. M. F. H. De Haas has two pictures here, of which
one, No. 238, is the same for which a medal was awarded him at
gallery,
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These pictures at least cannot be charged wilh too
No more can those of George
great a devotion to French methods.
]nness, who is liberally represented on these walls. His large picture
of the pine grove of the Barberini Villa is here, and makes an imperative demand on the attention, with its group of sloping heads of
stone pines, with its hard green turf and its cold
sky, and the atmosphere of a New England March. His earlier style, as seen in 247,
the end of a thunder shower, is much truer and more
impressive
and his later also, as in the landscape No. 270, such a quiet view as
one might see in any New England upland town, with no touch of
the Centennial.

;

grace added by

way

of idealization.

Mr. Hunt has a larger number of pictures at the fair than any
other artist, and they represent a surprising variety of work, in
which, singularly enough, no portrait is included. No. 254 is a noble
and solemn rendering of a most poetic subject, " Harvesting at Sun" "
the earth is dark, but the heavens are bright," and against the
set;
gloomy sky stand out, almost in silhouette, the slow oxen, with their
loaded wain, toiling along the steep hillside.
The charming picture
of the bathers, one boy standing waist-deep in the water, and his
fellow upright on his shoulders, preparing to dive, is in one of the
small rooms, hung rather low, and, as it seemed to me, with not
The two pictures of Niagara do
quite as good a light as it deserves.
not seem very successful in rendering either the grace or the majesty
of the great fall, while the mad rush of the rapids above is
scarcely

much

so

as indicated.

Mrs. Darrah's fine picture, No. 212, " Gathering Kelp," hangs in
what, for most pictures, would be dangerous proximity to the great
group of French canvases on the east wall of the large gallery, but
it is in no way put to shame
by its grand neighbors. It is a very
strong and masterly treatment of a difficult subject the attempt to
;

contrast the sombre colors of the landscape has, perhaps, led the
artist to make her sky too uniformly white and cold.
Mr. Appleton
Brown has four pictures here, of which No. 185, a fine autumn landscape, with a great brown oak, and a plain covered with a low growth
of reddening shrubs, with cold clouds drifting above, is
quite in the
best French manner.

M. Oudinot, a French
and

painter

who has come among

us to paint

two pictures to this exhibition, of which No. 140
is noticeable, apart from its somewhat
singular subject and its resemblance to Corot, by reason of its graceful drawing and its cool,
It is a French country road, shown in sharp
fresh, and sweet color.
perspective, with a thin row of tall trees on the right, through which
one sees some cultivated fields and a dark group of farm buildings.
The spongy soil of the road, with its deep ruts filled with water, and
the grass growing between, are rendered with remarkable truth and
beauty, and make one desire to see more of M. Oudinot's work.
Mr. Foxcroft Cole is one of the most conscientious and successful
disciples of the French school, and his pictures, of which he has
some half a dozen on these wall?, are faithful, intelligent, and strong,
though they seem to me a little monotonous in subject and treatment,
and too uniformly low in tone. The prevailing sombreness of the
landscapes makes one breathe a sigh of relief when he catches sight
of Mr. Addison Richard's charming little picture of Anne Hathaway's cottage, so fresh and bright and spring-like is it.
The genre painters do not gather in great numbers. Mr. J. AV.
Champney sends four or five pictures, of which No. 263 is a careful
and minutely elaborate piece of painting, called "Lunch in the Field."
Another " Lunch,'' by W. Shirlaw, No. 358, is amusing and clever.
The sturdy little maid and her small companions are quite of one
mind respecting the duty which is next their hand. In Mr, Beard's
" Kicked
Out," the tramp is immortalized the inpicture, No. 184,
the pitiless closed door, and the shrug of hard
weather,
hospitable
philosophy with which the poor dead-beat gathers himself together
and prepares to tramp, uncertain whither, are clever in the extreme,
to teach, sends

;

and worthy

of a better subject.

Mr. W. A. Gay is represented by three characteristic pictures, " A
Coast Scene at Cohasset," a " Forest Interior," and a lovely "Nile
View," wherein the foreground is a village on a high bluff, dark and
strong in color, with a rude dome rising out of it into the blue sky,
while below in the middle distance, the river is seen, and beyond,
the distant shore, faint and gray with palm-trees. There are few
architectural subjects beyond a Byzantine court-yard by Henry Leland, not very characteristic, a church interior in North Italy by
Eugene Benson, with peasants worshipping, and an interior in the
Hotel Cluny by our townsman, Mr. H. V. Clark.

"
Mr. William Bradford's " Rainbow among Icebergs is a picture
which makes a severe draft upon the faith of the beholder. One is
willing to believe in the strange and exaggerated colors of the arcscenery, but not in the solidity of the rainbow.
In one of the lower rooms is a small but interesting collection of
water-colors, mostly English and American, in which there is no
extraordinary work, but much that is very good. Some charming
tie

drawings of French farm and village scenery by Foxcroft Cole seem
There
to me more interesting than his more elaborate oil-paintings.
are two or three of the exquisite drawings of Miss Bridges, in which
the minute pencilling of the grasses and small flowers is carried almost to an excess of poetic delicacy.
These lower rooms form a very attractive feature of the fair. Besides the water-colors, there is a lot of photogravures of French pictures, contributed by Messrs. Knoedler & Co., of New York, which
a large
really need more time than one can often spare in a gallery
;
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collection of heliotypes from the Heliotype Printing
Company, and
another of Albertypes from the Forbes Lithograph Company, which

enable one to compare intelligently the results of these rival processes
of reproducing engravings and drawings
a few good architectural
drawings, among which I remember Mr. Clough's fine perspective of
the new buildings for the Latin and English High Schools, some
large and well colored perspectives by Mr. Putnam of sea-shore
hotels, and a very clever sketch by Mr. Preston of the interior of the
Exhibition Building and a very creditable exhibit by the Household
;

;

Art Company, of tiles, furniture, tapestry, and vases. Among which
are some beautiful wall-tiles, by Minton, of a pomegranate
pattern,
showing the leaves, flowers, and fruit, on a ground of orange-tawny
and an upright border of tiles from Creil, of remarkable beauty, set
;

in the jamb of a doorway. And then there are the
displays of china
by the great dealers, and of glassware by the Boston & Sandwich
Glass Company. I said, in my last letter, that we can at present

only follow the older nations in all matters of art, but we follow
pretty close in glass-making, which, if not a fine art, requires at least
some of the artist feeling to bring it to perfection. The glass of the
Boston & Sandwich Company is exquisitely beautiful in its forms,
thinness, anil decoration, and some of the ruby and amber ware is
superb in color. In pottery, also, Messrs. Jones, McDuffee & Stratton have included in their exhibit some of the productions of Messrs.
Robertson & Co., of the Chelsea pottery (why they have not an exhibit of their own is a natural question), which in form, color, and
glaze would not do discredit to Doulton himself. Some of their ware
has a decoration of an incif-ed pattern, by Fenety, of remarkable

grace and originality.

A.

THE ANNUAL CONVENTION OF THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OP
ARCHITECTS.
QUARTERLY REPORT OF THE BUILDING DEPARTMENT.

NEW

YORK.

THE

prospects are that the Institute Convention next month will
be a good working meeting, pleasant and profitable, but without any
very sensational features. Messrs. Cady and Robertson, the committee of management, representing respectively the Institute and the
Chapter here, have corresponded extensively with different members,
and some good papers are promised.
One, on Brick Architecture,
will be in the very nick of time,
judging from the endeavor of many
of our metropolitan architects to outdo each other in
erecting fanThe paper will be a sharp criticism of
tastic things in brickwork.
many of the faults, while recognizing that there is a wonderful possiAnother topic to be treated
bility of use and beauty in this material.
in a piper and thrown open to discussion is " The Faults of Modern
broad enough surely to give room for almost endless
Architecture,"
discussion.
The essay will dwell upon the ambitious endeavors of
modern designers, in every class of work, and the intense strivinc
after something new
the worship of novelty for its own sake, and the
general growth of an unrest in civil, religious, and domestic architecture.
The sessions will be held in the Coal and Iron Exchange
a building of Mr. Hunt's design, and as a piece of conBuilding,
Of its design memstruction, one of the most perfect in the city.
bers can judge when they arrive.
The sessions will last two days,
closing in a dinner, and excursions to various new and prominent
buildings in the city have been arranged.
The quarterly report of the Superintendent of Buildings shows a
gratifying increase in the number and estimated cost of buildings
The quarter ended on the 30th of September, and is for
erected.
the dull period of the year, but compared with the corresponding
quarters of other years preceding the following table is made up
;

:
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stables, 15; public buildings, 4; frame dwellings, 14. The churches
are small buildings in the upper part of the city.
During the quarter 13 buildings have been ordered to demolition, and 232 have been
found out of order and made safe. No bad breakdowns have marked
the quarter, though in one or two instances haste in rushing up build-

The great bulk
walls.
ings has been checked by crushed and falling
ofthe dwelling-house work in all the classes is in the upper wards,
W.
where the rapid transit lines are pushing at a steady rate.

TURNER'S ETCHINGS.

[VOL. IV.

No. 149.

those great instincts of design which mark genius of the highest orThe faculty of dividing a space and distributing quantities
beautifully, so that the design as a whole shall be felt to be beautiful, even without regard to what the lines graphically represent.
faculty to be in nowise gained by any communicable code of laws of
composition; but one which, when, it exists at all, is always spontaneous and mysterious. In the results of it, laws may be discovered,
der.

A

which it always works in instinctive obedience, the perception of
which may increase our enjoyment, but from which it would never
be possible to produce another beautiful thing. Turner is incomparably great as a linear draughtsman he is great, also, as a landscape
but he is especially great in the quality and
painter in all respects
range of his designing faculty.
to

;

PROF. C. E. NORTON,

of

Harvard University, has recently caused

to be reproduced, by the heliotype process, the series of thirty-three
" Liber
Studiorum," with a view
etchings from the plates of Turner's
to bringing them within reach of students of art, and of schools
throughout the country. The reproductions are made for Professor
Norton by The Heliotype Printing Company of Boston, and are executed with utmost care, all inferior impressions being rejected. As
and to constitute
reproductions they seem to us most excellent
one of the most important contributions which have yet been made in
The lines appear wonderfully
aid of useful instruction in drawing.
clear and perfect throughout, and the plates seem scarcely to differ in
any respect from the originals, save in regard to that embossed quality
of line which the deeply bitten copper gives. But this quality, though
it adds great richness and charm to the originals, is not an important
one to the student. The etchings themselves are all by Turner's own
hand, and consist of the leading lines of the subjects, which were afterwards realized in complete chiaroscuro, by means of mezzotint
engraving. The true significance and value of these leading lines,
as such, can be recognized by those only who have acquired the capacity to appreciate the qualities which make a line expressive and
beautiful; and they are, therefore, like all great work, to be studied
In his use of the line Turner is
before they can be fully enjoyed.
instinctively in accord with all the great masters and schools of past
times; and this use of it is by no means confined to these plates of
the " Liber Studiorum." It is constant, as a skeleton groundwork, in
from slightest sketches to highly finished drawings,
all his works,
and large oil-paintings. In these last it becomes effaced, indeed, in
;

all passages where softness of massy form, and mystery of space require it; but there is scarcely a drawing or painting by him in which
traces of it do not remain visible, giving firm definition to all salient
The great mass of his notes and sketches from nature are
points.
done in pencil outline, lightly washed with water-color the firm line
and the washed color supplementing each other according to the
method which, as we have said, is in perfect accord with that of all
and is correspondingly at variance
the great schools of the past,
with the loose methods of most modern practice. The methods of
the classic schools,
Egyptian, Greek, Tuscan, and Venetian,
are, in this respect, essentially identical and invariable.
Through
whatever modification of national or individual peculiarity, the order
;

of procedure is always
first, firm outline, fecund, color, third, chiIn the wonderful fragments of Egyptian
aroscuro.
painting, from
the walls of the tome's along the Nile, which are preserved in the
British Museum, this order of procedure is perfectly distinct.
In all
:

known Greek vase-painting

it is the same, so far as Greek
painting
In narly Italian art it is so precisely the same that if one of
the Egyptian birds from the British Museum were placed beside one
by Bcnozzo Gozzoli in the Riccardi Palace at Florence, or the

goes.

Campo Santo
same hand.

of Pisa, they would appear very much like work
by the
in all the Italian
painting the same methods hold

And

the rise of the academic schools, which have reversed ancient
principles, given false direction to modern practice, and crippled
fine artistic expression ever fince.
The few painters of modern and
recent times, who have achieved anything of permanent excellence,
till

have been mostly those who have eschewed the schools, studied nature for themselves, and drawn independently upon the ancient
Turner began to draw upon these ancient sources at a very
sources.
The bold and careless methods of his
early period in his career.
first teachers were
gradually supplanted by those which were akin to
the methods of the old Florentines. In these methods, which became the basis of all his future practice, he went on steadily improving from year to year, until, in the full maturity of his powers, he
was able to produce such outlines as these of the Liber Studiorum."
Nothing, perhaps, could better contribute to the acquirement of

;

INDUSTRIAL SCIENCE DRAWING.
MR. WARREN'S

1
book, which is one of a series of text-books upon
Descriptive Geometry and Instrumental Drawing, is an enlarged reprint of a book published five years ago, the last half of it being enThe original work, if we may judge by what is here retirely new.
printed, consisted in an exposition of some of the more elementary
conceptions of geometry, expanded over fifty or sixty pages of text.
It may not have been without value to students
approaching this
study without an instructor. The first part enumerates the different ways in which straight and curved lines can be combined.
The
second treats of solid forms in the same spirit.
The reader is then
advised to draw things in isometric projection and in
perspective,
advancing from the geometrical solids to "knives, forks, spoons, castors, tea-sets, tubs, pumps, stoves, pitchers, bowls, cups, saucers,
dishes, etc.; .... and articles of furniture having a geometrical
form, such as chests, clocks, work-boxes, book-cases, tables, desks, etc.,
and such mechanical objects as are accessible, such as railroad chairs, frogs, and switches; grindstones, hay-cutters,
bridgejoints
roof-framings, as found in barns, attics, etc."
"
it
is
added, "the learner will not only learn to
By practice,"
make such sketches readily and neatly, which will often be a serviceable accomplishment, but will by degrees collect an album of valuable examples of construction, the exact
knowledge of which may be
useful."
Chapter IX., on Lettering, gives the proportions of the
letters of the Roman alphabet with
great minuteness of detail, it being said of the letter V, for instance, that its width is just eighteen
and a half sixteenths of its height, a fact which has, we may presume,
hitherto escaped record.

....
;

The third part, which is entirely new, treats of the Elements of
Geometric Beauty, or purports to do so. Here the writer
appears
to less advantage, being apparently on unfamiliar
ground. One
"
chapter is given to the three principles of
Unity, Harmony, and
Freedom;" the next to the "Two Radical Geometrical Ideas of
Distance and Direction," and to the numbers 2, 3, and 5, and their
compounds, as found in the multiplication table. The third explains

the arithmetical theory of harmony in music.
The remaining forty
"
based, in general, on the ingenious and presumably
pages are
correct theory of D. R. Hay."
Mr. Hay was a man of genius whose
personal influence as a practical decorator is still felt on both sides
of the water; and his "Principles of
Symmetric Beauty" gives
abundant evidence of the vigor and originality of his mind; but our
author is probably the only one of his readers who was ever
imposed
upon for an instant by the brilliant and fantastic speculations with
which it is filled. The " egg-forms, derived naturally, and in unlimited variety," which are presented in this work as an
improvement upon Mi-. Hay's composite ellipse, serve as the reduciio ad db-

sunlum of his theories.
We have before now expressed our surprise and regret that the
house of Wiley and Sons should lend the weight of their name to
publications like this, which darken counsel by words without wisdom. Its form is that of a scientific treatise, but it is without substance.
It is not fair to the
draughtsmen and artisans, teachers
and students, to whom it commends itself, for them to lend a hand
in bringing

into the world.

it

A WESTERN COMPETITION.
MILWAUKEE,

'

the capacity of appreciating, not only Turner's
genius, but also the
fundamental qualities of all finest art, than attentive
study of these
This study involves immediate reference to nature.
reproductions.
When one has made some progress in discovering leading lines, and
has become sensitive to those linear qualities which are
expressive of
essential characters, as, for instance, the
energetic growth, elastic
spring, and movement of fibre in a tree; of geologic structure, cleavage, and wearing away of a mountain, one will be likely to feel that
these characters are wonderfully
expressed by Turner in the character of his line; that the
seemingly accidental movements of hand are
in
the
graphic
highest degree and that in this graphic expression
the economy of touch is as wonderful as
any other quality. The
master always knows precisely when to
stop, so that each line and
dot may have its utmost force and
su?gestiveness.
Then, beyond these graphic qualities, in which a diligent, watchful, and sensitive student may hope, in due time, to attain no mean
skill himself, there will be
found, in these outlines, expression of
;

To THE EDITOR OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT

October, 1878.

:

Dear Sir,
The following notice appeared in the columns of the
Milwaukee Daily News, the official paper of this
county, on the same
day it bears date.

county asylum for the care of insane and inebriate persons in and for the County of Milwaukee, for the accommodation of 250 patients,
such plans, drawings, and specifications to cover a complete building, including
heating apparatus and other requisite
will be received by the Select Committee of the said Board of
machinery,
Supervisors
on County Asylum, at the office of the County Clerk, in the Court House in the
City of
Milwaukee, until the 17th day of June, 1878, at 10 o'clock, A. M. The architect whose
shall
be
will
be
to
plan
adopted
employed
superintend the construction of the building
and his plan only to be paid for.
Dated, Milwaukee, May 28, 1878.
SELECT COMMITTEE OP THE COUSTI BOARD ON Constr ASYLUM.
i

Iiulusliial Science

Drawing. Elements of Plane and Solid Free-Hand Geometrical
some Elements of Geometrical Ornamtmal Desi"n inof Harmonic Angular Jialios, etc. For draughtsmen and artisans
and teachers and students of industrial and mechanical d]
awiug. By S. Edward Warrtn
C. K. New York John Wiley and Sous.
Drawing,

wak

Lettering, anil

cluiJing the Principles
:

NOVEMBER

2,

1878.]
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The time

for receiving plans was afterward extended three weeks
17, as per notice.
author of each plan appeared before the select committee to

us

give the necessary explanations and answer such questions as might
be called forth during the consultations of the committee. The result

of

beyond the date, June

Tim

was a unanimous rejection of four out of the six plans presented, and
two reports were made to the board of supervisors, with reference
to the two remaining plans, which resulted in the
rejection of these
also.

A second notice was issued through the official journal, differing
not materially from the one given above, with the exception of dates.
Near the 20th of September the second batch of plans was presented to the committee, three competitors only appearing.
The
committee, with creditable anxiety to have things all right this
whom the plans were submitted, and
careful consideration.
One plan out of the
three was decisively rejected as being wholly unfitted for the purThe remaining two (being by the same two architects who
poses.
were most successful in the first competition) were strongly recommended by the experts, either one being pronounced admirably calculated to carry out the best idea of an asylum for the insane. Particular points of excellence were noticed in each one,
offsetting
points in each that were capable of improvement, one defect simply
discovered
in
either.
The committee were divided as before,
being
on the merits of the two plans, but a vote of the board resulted in
obtaining a majority in favor of one of them, the vote standing ten
to eight.
provision in the law of the State of Wisconsin, empowering counties to build asylums, stipulates that the plans adopted by
the board of supervisors must be submitted to the state board of
This
charities, and also to the governor of the State, for approval.
has been done in the present case, and on October the fifteenth, the
plans of H. C. Koch & Co. were finally adopted by the board of
supervisors, who have authorized the committee to advertise for proposals for building the aforesaid asylum, and also to make a contract
with H. C. Koch & Co. for the plans, specifications, and superintendence of the buildings of the proposed asylum.
This particular mention of the matter would hardly be called for,
to occupy room in the American Architect
(although a very long story
is told as
briefly as possible), were it not an additional evidence of
the improper methods employed in obtaining plans for public buildThe prevailing notion is
as shown in the laws which emings.
power States, counties, and cities to levy taxes and erect public
that any body of men are capable of procuring suitable
buildings
plans and passing judgment upon them, whatever may be the purposes of the building for which they are intended. Until the public
is educated out of such a fallacious notion, similar follies will be
time, selected

two experts to

who gave them most

by a friend who attended the

no reason

This board of supervisors of Milwaukee affords a fair example of
the average bodies of men usually intrusted with such matters.
About one half of them, in this instance, representing the townships
in the county, are farmers; the remainder, representing the city, consists of two commission merchants, one picture-frame maker, one
retired farmer, one retired dry-goods dealer, one sailor, and one solThese are all worthy
itary mechanic, a journeyman stone-cutter.
men, fitted for their own callings by nature and experience, and manage the county business passably well. What private citizen, however, would intrust them with a commission to provide plans for his
own buildings for any purpose? Yet our wise legislators empower
these men to provide a hospital for two hundred and fifty unfortunate
lunatics.
Happily in this instance a combination of peculiarly fortunate circumstances have given this county the benefit of a very
excellent plan, but it is questionable if after all the delays and discussions upon the merits of it, there are three men in the board who
have a correct and intelligent comprehension of its essential features
of adaptability for the purposes designed.
Competition may seem to be a very excellent method to those who
do not compete, but its effects are pernicious in many directions upon
those who do, and the results of competition generally partake more
of the devilish than the divine.
B.

THE CASTELLANI COLLECTION.
THE
in New

Castellani collection, recently exhibited

and offered

for sale

York, was formed by an experienced gentleman with intent
to dispose of it, if possible, as a whole.
His.price was 30,000, or
$150,000. Failing to sell it as a collection, the owner offered it for
sale by auction in Paris, on the 27th and 29th of May last, during
the exhibition which attracted thither representatives of art lovers
from all the world.
This collection is so well known here that it is unnecessary to deIt was especially valuable for its fine examscribe its character.
a few renowned specimens
ples of Gubbio lustred wares, having also
of other fabrics.
Long known to collectors, it was expected that the
"fancy specimens" would elicit active competition, and they did so.
While the general run of prices was greatly lower than the experienced possessor had anticipated, there was, nevertheless, a marked
advance over previous sales, and the distinction of two classes which

we have

before indicated was remarkably demonstrated.

The

pos-

sessor, after deducting expenses, realized from the sale considerOf the
less than half his price for the collection as a whole.

ably

amount
number

realized, a
of pieces.

very large proportion came from a very small
Our notes are based on a priced catalogue sent

sale,

and whose accuracy we have

to doubt.

As American

readers are familiar with the
Metropolitan

Museum

Art catalogue, and as a number of pieces were
assigned in the
French sale catalogue to different factories from -those to which
Signer Castellani had assigned them in the New York catalogue,

we

refer to the pieces as described in the latter.
The sale included
nominally 540 specimens (one or two unimportant pieces, however,
seem to have been omitted from the French catalogue, and
only
339 were sold); of these 138 were Gubbio lustre, and^these
brought
In round numbers the
just about one half the total amount realized.
sale realized for the whole collection 406,000 francs, or
say $81,000,
of which Gubbio wares brought about $40,000.
The average price
of the Gubbio specimens was not far from $300 each.
This high
average was due to about seven specimens out of the 138, which
brought nearly one third of the total realized for all the examples
of this factory.
In the entire collection there were fifteen pieces which brought
155,000 francs out of the total of 406,000.
Possessors of the catalogue will be interested in
noting these highpriced, pieces, as follows

........
........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
......
:

No.
"

13.

Delia Kobbia

3.3.

Caffaginolo

"34.
"

"

A

again and again repeated.
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"
"

59.
61.
62.
64.
66.
90.
116.
269.

"

Gubbio
"
"

"

Urbino
"

:

339. Florentine porcelain

4,600 francs.
"
30,100
"
9,200
"
15,000
"
15,500
"
5,700
"
11,500
"
5,050
"
4,000
"
5,700
"
20,000
"
25,000

".500
10,000

"
"

There is, notably, very little gradation between the 5,000 franc
pieces and those sold for 10,000 and upwards.
Deducting the seven
high-priced pieces, the average price of the Gubbio specimens was
not much in advance of the average in the Soulages collection.

By way of contrast with the highest, it may be interesting to note
a few of the lowest prices of Gubbio lustred wares.
No. 50. Deep dish
$46.00
"
54. Tazza, signed by Giorgio
59.00
" 102.
St.
42.00
Jerome; signed by Giorgio
Cup.

..........
.......
.....
.........
...........
..........

"

120. Plate Giulia
1U4. Cup
158. Scodella

"

"
It

is

useless to discuss or attempt

22.00
15.00
12.00

to explain the arbitrary rules

which guide collectors in paying high prices for fome specimens of
Majolica, and we repeat the warning against any attempt to estimate
the value of other specimens from price catalogues.
When a particular specimen has obtained a reputation as a great work, or a rare
work, and comes into a sale, the mere desire to possess it as a
triumph over other collectors runs it far above any just estimate of
There were specimens in the Castellani collection which,
its value.
judged by accepted rules of beauty outside of Majolica collections,
ought to have brought the highest prices, which sold for a few dollars, and other specimens, which by the same rules were monstrosities, and brought thousands of francs.
There were twenty pieces of Castel Durante wares sold, at an
average of about $125. The highest price ($460) was paid for No.
190, a cup on a stand, and the lowest ($35) for a pair of Albarelli,
numbers 201 and 202.
Twenty-three pieces of Caffaginolo work averaged $300. This
high average was due to two plates, No. 33 and No. 34, which brought
respectively $2,020 and 81,840; as much as all the other specimens
Forty-nine pieces of Urbino ware averaged about $375.
together.
This high average was also due to two renowned specimens, No. 269,
the portrait of Charles V., sold for $4,000, and No. 293, a historical
basin in shape of a turtle shell, sold for $5,000, the highest price
The Roma specimens
realized for any one piece in the collection.
averaged about $40. The Castelli wares, ranging from $5 to $160,
averaged about $72.
The most striking feature in this sale is the great advance indicated in the prices paid for what we have called " fancy specimens."
The highest price paid at the Bernal sale was about $1 ,000, while
This is due to the sharp
the highest price at this sale was $5,000.

rivalry among wealthy collectors, who direct their attention almost
W. C.
exclusively to what may be called extraordinary specimens.
Prime in the Art Interchange.

A NEW

FORM OF METALLIC COPPEK. The existence of an allotropic
modification of copper, distinct by its physical and chemical properties, has
just been established by M. Schutzenberger, who has described those properties to the French Academy.
Comptes liendus. The surest way of obtaining it is by electrolysis of a ten per cent solution of acetate of copper,
previously boiled some minutes to expel acetic acid and render it slightly
Two Bunsen or three Daniell elements are used, and all rise of
basic.
temperature in the bath is avoided. The electrodes, platinum negative,
copper positive and larger, are arranged parallel about three to four centimetres apart. The face of the platinum next the copper is then covered
with allotropic copper, while the other face receives a thinner deposit of
ordinary copper. The new form has a bronze appearance, with metallic
luslre, slightly rugose surface; it is brittle, and can be bruised to impalpable powder in an agate mortar.
Engineer.
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WE desire to call
vi

pace

wherein

ers for 1879,

it

found on

attention to an advertisement which
be seen that our publishers give to new subsrcibbefore December 15, 1878, the nine numbers for Nowill be

will

paying

vember and December

next.

The places of instruction in drawing
CINCINNATI SCHOOLS OF ART.
in
and the various forms of art in Cincinnati seem to call for some notice
interest to our readers.
this journal, and the information may be of
Drawing

is

taught

in all the

anil has been for
public schools,

:

;

for the coming session in the architectural depresent there are enrolled
lite class, 16.
partment, 54; mechanical, 75; artistic, 46; modelling, 10;
has
Total 201. This number, no doubt, will be increased, as the school
but just opened. The whole school is under the charge of Mr. John
and
-Friday
B. Heicli, as principal. Its sc-sious are held every Tuesday
nine o'clock, for four months during the winter.
evening, from seven to
not to
is
from
the
scholars
session
;
required
An admission fee of $3.00 per
since these are many times beyond the repay the expenses of the school,
as giving to the scholars a greater incentive to activceipts, but is charged
been introduced into the night Public High School,
has
I

Drawing

ity.

lately

on a very extensive scale, and is in charge of Mr. Henry Milhvard, Mr.
There are over 150 scholars enrolled for drawFicke, and Miss Sullivan.
in this school belong to the working class, and
ing alone. The scholars
in course of time, on the
the instructions they receive will no doubt be felt,
There is yet another school devoted to the study of
entire community.
the Cinart in all its branches, and holding both day and night sessions,
cinnati School of Design, under charge of Prof. T. S. Noble, of which we
have not as yet

the statistics.

The old Horton House, at SouthIN AMERICA.
Suffolk Countv, N. Y., is said to be the oldest house in America, havBarnabas Horton in 1639.
portion of it (the east end)
ing' been built by
was selected later for the use of the Court of Sessions in the East Hiding of
Yorkshire on Long Wand. This Yorkshire and its Hiding with the Court
The
of Sessions were established by the Duke's Laws in March, 1665.
The old house
in the house until a few years ago.
judge's bench remained
has recently been sold to Mr. Amos L. Sweet, who intends to take it down
and build a new one on its site. The residents of Southold and its vicinity,

THE OLDEST HOUSE

old

A

as a fitting ending fora famous building, arranged for an evening entertainment. Antique furniture, household goods, kitchen utensils, implements of domestic industry, cranes, trammels, spinuing-wheels, ancient
chairs and tallies, were gathered from every part of the county, and the
ladies who served the tables dressed in the costumes worn two hundred
years ago.

MAKING PENCIL MARKS INDELIBLE.
says the Papier Zeitung,

Pencil marks are

u paper prepared as follows

made

indeli-

Any

ordinary
drawing paper is slightly wanned, and then rapidly and carefully laid on
the surface of a bath consisting of a warmed solution of bleached colophonium in alcohol, until the entire surface is moistened. It is then dried in a
The surface of the paper becomes smooth, but readily
current of hot air.
takes the impression of a lead pencil. In order to make the lead pencil
marks indelible, the paper is warmed for a short time on a stove. This
ble,

i

:

method may prove valuable for the preservation of working drawings when
a lack of time will not permit the draughtsman to finish them in ink.
It is said that the total cost of setting up CleCLEOPATRA'S NEEDLE.
London amounted to $75,000, of which $50,000 was

in
opatra's Needle

and $25,000 by Mr. Dixon.
given by Doctor Wilson,

MONUMENT OF WILLIAM

III.

OF PRUSSIA.

The monument

of Fred-

von Hiiiuboldt, Alexander von Humboldt, Niebuhr,
berg, Arndt, Wilhelm
Gneisenau, and others surround the granite base. The monument is the
work of the Berlin sculptors Blaser and Calendrelli, weighs 76,670 pounds,
and cost $112,500, which was raised by a Hhenish subscription in 1865.

MONUMENT TO MERCATOR. At Duisburg, Rhenish Prussia, has lately
been unveiled a memorial of Garhardt Kremar, commonly known as
" Mercator's
"
Projection." Born of German parMercator," author of
ents in Klanders in 1512, he settled in Duisburg in 1562, and died there in
The first stone of the monument was laid in 1869, but lack of
1594.
funds delayed its completion.
STATUE AT KIEL.
who was Iwrn

A

statue has been erected at Kiel to Jens Lornsen,
in the Island of Sylt in 1793, and died on the banks
His pa'mphlet of 1839, advocating comof the Lake of Geneva in 1838.
autonomy for Schleswig-Holstein, caused him dismissal "from office

a

;

stantaneous.

of

In a general sort
SYMPATHETIC EXPLOSION OF MARINE T<IRPEDOES.
way it is known that dynamite torpedoes of from one hundred to two

one another if sunk in ten feet of water, at inwhen one of them is exploded. Gun-cotton
torpedoes are considered to be somewhat less sensitive. It is upon this fact
of the communicability of ignition from torpedo to torpedo that the method
of clearing a channel of torpedoes is based. A pinnace taking along a bundle of insulated electric wires starts from a vessel to the place where the
torpedoes are supposed to be laid. Near the first torpedo a charge of dynamite or gun-cotton, connected to the electric wires, is dropped from the
pinnace, and when the pinnace has retreated sufficiently far the charge is
exploded, with the effect of discharging the sub-marine explosives in the
neighborhood. Nothing very accurate has as yet been ascertained with regard to the influence of depth of water, character of the explosives, etc.,
upon such countermining. The experiments at Portsmouth, England, on
September 3, were rather of the nature of a sham battle than a thorough
test of the conditions under which a channel protected by torpedoes can be
cleared and safely entered by a fleet.
But, doubtless, less showy but more
useful methods will, by and by, determine the exact value of torpedoes Ibr

hundred pounds

jurist,

plete

and a year's imprisonment, after which he died a broken-hearted
He is now honored as the proto-martyr of Schleswig-Holstein.

exile.

The Annaks

des Fonts

el

Chausse'es has just
in France, in time

published some statistics which show that a person had
of the diligences, a chance of being killed in making three hundred thousand journeys, and a chance of being hurt once in making thirty thousand. On the railways, from 1872 to 1875, the chances were reduced to
one death in forty-five million of journeys, and injury in one million.

feet,

defensive purposes.

DISCOVERY AT OLYMPIA.
Olympia

iu front of the

A

Exedra

great marble bull has been discovered at

of

On it is an inscriplor the conduit built by

Herodes Atticus.

tion that Hegilla, the wife of Herodes, presented

it

her husband.

DEPTH OF LAKES.
The Bavarian Courier publishes an interesting
comparative statement of the depth of lakes. Among European lakes the
Achensee, in the Tyrol, heads the list. At some points the depth of this
lake amounts to 2,500 feet.
The greatest depth of the Lake of Constance
is about 975 feet, that of the Chiemsee about 45S feet, and that of the Walchcn and Konigssee, 6H feet. The measurements made about 1870 at the
Red Sea showed that at its deepest part its depth is 1,836 feet but if we
consider that the level of this lake is already 1,394 feet below the level of
the Mediterranean, then we find that the total depression in the soil here
amounts really to 3,230 feet. The Lake of Tiberias is extremely shallow
in comparison
on its eastern part the average depth is only 26 feet, while
on the western side it lies between 19 and 22 feet. In Lake Baikal depths
have been found which, for a lake, are utterly astonishing. In the upper
part of the lake the depth is 10,800 feet (about the height of Mount Etna),
but downward the bottom constantly descends, and near the opposite bank
;

;

the depth amounts to 13,230 feet.
The depth far exceeds that of the
iterranean Sea, which, at its deepest part, measures only 7,800 feet.

Med-

A POLAR BALLOON. A scheme has just been proposed by M. Emile
Pagan, a Belgian, for reaching the North Pole in a balloon. The aerial
machine, which is of a special form, will be used as a sailing vessel as far
as the eighty-fourth parallel.
There he will fill his balloon, of a capacity
of 2,5(10 cubic metres, with pure hydrogen, which he will make in the
14,000 cubic metres of sulphuric acid and 5,000 of
supplied with boxes of preserved meats, biscuits,
bottles of brandy, alcohol, etc., which when emptied he will throw overboard as he advances toward the pole. The car will serve him, according
to circumstances, as a sledge or a boat.

wilh

arctic regions

He

iron-filings.

AN

will be

INSTANCE OF ENGLISH VANDALISM.

broken into the Louvre and smashed a vase.

An

English tourist-mob has

One James Olsden was

in

of the Musee Campana, looking at the objects in terracotta, and enjoying the solitude of the place, when a crowd of two hundred
tourists, led by a man who spoke broken English, rushed in helter-skelter.
Suddenly James aforesaid heard a faint shriek, succeeded by a crash, and
lo, one of the two large vases from Cyprus, between four and five feet

room

high, which he had been admiring, had been pushed over from its pedestal,
and lay in a hundred pieces on the floor. The custodian was quickly on
the spot to protest against the destruction of an art treasure. This was
"
"
which advertisements have
one of those
personally conductpd parties
commended to the public of all climes, and the cicerone was equal to the
"
occasion.
Well, it cannot be helped, but I cannot have my party interrupted in this manner; we are already late. You know me, you know
send in your bill, but I won't have my party interrupted any
Mr.
;
longer." So the crowd swept on.
Presently the cA/"was on the spot; he
ordered the fragments to be collected in a basket, and in a few minutes a
vacant pedestal was the only thing to show that a treasure which had
escaped for centuries the vicissitudes in its own country, and the perils
and destruction of revolution and commune in the land of its adoption,
had fallen at the hands of English travellers. James followed the mob, and
only 1heard the guide remind his people that every picture in the Salon
Carre was a masterpiece, and that " that one by Murillo " had cost $25,000.
Four stragglers, standing before Teniers' " Kermesse,"were amused by the
antics of the Dutch boors at the country fair, and the eldest of the
group,
"
in order to emphasize the remark,
By jingo, these two are having a foine
toime of it," actually gave the painting a rap with his walking-stick.
The

London Times.

A LAVA
SAFETY OF RAILWAYS.

will ignite

hundred

tervals of three

the second

erick William III., father of the German emperor, just unveiled at Coof the largest colossal equestrian statues ever cast, being
logne, is one
twenty-two feet high, with pedestal figures averaging from nine feet to ten
the embodiment of Hhineland, as well as the king
feet, and commemorates
who accomplished it. Figures of Bliicher and Kleist, Biilow, Harden-
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At the meeting of the Socie'ie' de 1'EncouraueFIRES IN CHIMNEYS.
ment, of France, M. Paliard read a paper on Sulphide of Carbon as a Fire
Extinguisher for Burning Chimneys. The products of combustion are sulphurous acid gas and carbonic acid gas .there is no necessity to plug ihe
chimney, and the cost of the sulphide is trifliii!.'. The firemen of Paris are
stated to be expert in its use, and to have used it in January last in 32 out
of 51 fires; in February, in SI out of 103 fires; in March, in 138 out of 165
fires; or in 251 out of a total of 319 fires, the extinction being almost in-

some yet
years

w ho
Mr. Arthur Forbriger is principal, and has four assistants,
There are about 2,000 scholdivide their time between the various schools.
The Mechanics' Institute has classes for
ars taking lessons in drawing.
five different departments, viz.
instruction in drawing, and is divided into
the architectural, Messrs. E. Anderson and Theodore Kichtur, instructors;
Geo. Wadmati, instructors; artistic,
mechanical, Messrs. E. Lietze and
Mr.
Messrs. M.' Gindelin and W. R. McComas, instructors; modelling,
At
instructor.
C. L. Fcttweis, instructor life class, Mr. C. T. Webber,
past.

and Building News.

bulwark of

BULWARK.
scoria;

Professor Palmier!, of Naples,

offering considerable resistance to the flow of Java should
direction.

AN INSPECTOR OF PLUMBING.
Baltimore intend

is

constructing a

around the observatory on Mount Vesuvius, capable of

to

it

come

in that

The repuiable plumbers of the city of
ask the city council to appoint an inspector of
plumbing.
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pears to have testified in behalf of the express company that he
found the drawings unsuitable, and therefore unlikely to have
been adopted ; but we cannot see that the company were en-

from responsibility behind this
probability of any one competitor's
winning, and therefore its value, are of course too recondite to
be computed, depending on the composition of the committee,
titled

The Belgian Fa-

SIR FRANCIS GRANT
CORRESPONDENCE

is its
occur, in competitions,
allowing no value to the chance
of winning.
In this case the chairman of the committee ap-

158
160
100

to

shield

The

opinion.

themselves

actual

his relations to them, his personal address and influence, and
But the fiict that it is not
possibly on the merit of his design.

be computed does not prove that it does not exist. Men buy
and sell things every day whose value they cannot compute, on
to

THE

twelfth annual convention of the American Institute of
Architects will be held in New York on the 13th and 14th of
this month.
There will be two morning sessions and one evening session, the afternoons being taken up with excursions,
Bevisiting different buildings of special interest in the city.
sides the usual addresses, reports, and regular business, there
will be a memorial address on the life and services of the late
Mr. Richard Upjohn, and a variety of papers on special subThe resolutions submitted by the Rhode Island Chapter
jects.
with regard to the liability of architects are made the subject
of discussion at the first session, with papers on Commissions
to investigate causes of failure in buildings,
they are the result of culpable negligence.

and Penalties when

The

other subjects

Plumbing and Sanitary Experiments, PreFaults of our Architectural Designs, and the Use and

for discussion are:

vailing

Abuse of Brick in Decoration,
fruitful topics all, and each of
them sufficient to occupy a whole session, if there were time for
it.
The excursions will be, on the first day, to the old City Hull,
the Brooklyn Suspension Bridge, and the Church of St. Augustine ; on the second day to Trinity Church, for examination
of the new reredos, the new court house of the Ninth Judicial District, the Church of St. Thoirms, and the new Roman
Catholic cathedral.
On Thursday evening will be the annual
dinner.

IN a new law book, Sedgwick's Cases on

Damages, we

see recorded a case which is interesting to architects and somewhat amusing in its inferences. It is the case of The Adams
Express Co. vs. Egbert.
building committee offered a premium of five hundred dollars for a design to be submitted on

A

the strength of greater or less probability.
Though we set
aside the value of absolute success as beyond appraisal, there
remains the value of the money recompense which is offered.

Here the value of

all the chances is
necessarily equal to the
the premiums.
Then if there are a thousand dollars
in premiums and ten competitors,
all the chances should be
each chance is
assumed, in defalilt of knowledge, to be equal,

sum

of

all

worth one hundred dollars plus the tenth part of the uncomputed value of success in the ultimate object of the competition.
The minimum compensation, then, that should be awarded him
for the sacrifice of his opportunity is the hundred dollars.
If,
however, there are a hundred competitors, the value of each
chance is reduced to ten dollars, and the damages may fairly be
called nominal.
Without entering further into it, we earnestly
commend this subject, and especially practice in this sort of
computation, to the enterprising

As

men

of the profession.

for the value of architectural drawings, that

is a subject
usually misunderstood.
The common impression is that their value is simply the cost
of making them.
Nothing can be more fallacious. It is true
only of copies that may be multiplied. The original drawing of a design has a twofold value, as a record of an idea and as
a manufacture.
The invention embodied in it ives it its prinand it is wortli the value of this invention added to
cipal value
the cost of making it.
Unless the drawing is very elaborate the
cost of manufacture is held to be a small part of its value has in
fact no more to do ordinarily with real value than has the engravThis principle is recognized in the
ing on the face of a bank-note.

which deserves attention, because

it

is

;

;

An architect's plans, which the express company
undertook to deliver, were negligently delivered so late as to
be thrown out of the competition. The Pennsylvania court
before which the case was tried decided that the amount of
damages to which the architect was entitled was simply ihe value
of his chance of success in the competition, and that since he
could not prove any likelihood of succeeding, the value was
nothing therefore merely nominal damages were awarded.
like case which came before an English court, however, was

A

cost of executing it, and a record complete enough for its carrying out at two and a half per cent the value being due simply

the court ruling that the. architect, who
claimed damages for the loss of his chance, should be restricted
to the cost of producing his plans.
Apart from the question of
the merit and conflict of the two rulings, which is of some im-

the only means of giving effect to
the idea, and nobody troubling himself, in fixing the price, about
the cost of making the record. If this clear, matter-of-fact view
of the case could be commonly understood, it would save archi-

portance, it may be interesting for adventurous architects to
consider the opinion which a respectable authority holds of the
value of the chances for which they expend their invention and
Whether it is good for
labor when they go into competitions.
the morals of expressmen to tell them that when by their negligence they destroy these chances they may be holden to no
indemnity, is a question by itself.

tects

a fixed day.

;

differently

decided,

FROM

the architect's professional point of view it appears
decision is the right one in its main principle, though unreasonable in its application, and that the English one avoids the essence of the question.
The loss in such
cases is not of the plans, but of the opportunity of competing.
that the

Nor

American

is the value of the opportunity any measure of the value
of the plans: that an architect does not consider it to be so is
shown by the fact that, although he may be willing to make

ordinary practice which appraises a set of plans for a building,
or rather their use, without any regard to the cost of making,
but simply by the importance of the work which they describe.
It would be impossible to make such appraisal exact, that is,
but by common consent the system has been
special in each case
accepted which values the record of a design, when elaborated
;

so far as to

be adequately comprehended, at one per cent of the
;

to the fact that the record

A

many

is

controversies and

many

sacrifices.

PAPER on the sewerage of Cincinnati, read lately before the
medical society of that city by its chief engineer, contained some
suggestions which cannot be comforting to the people of the
Ohio and Mississippi valleys. At present these two rivers are
used at Mice as a common water supply and a common sewer
by the people who live on their banks. Twenty years ago it
used to be the boast of the people on the Mississippi that its
water was the best in the world ; that after its sediment had deposited, the water was clearer and kept fresh longer in tanks
than any other. The skeptical stranger would naturally receive this boast with a grain of allowance ; whether it is still
made or not we do not know. During the interval the large
cities of the valleys,
Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Louisville, St.
Louis, Memphis, and New Orleans, to say nothing of the
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whiskey

burning

it at
the next morning all the people of the town recognized
like Louisville,
the
of
cities,
Some
breakfast-tables.
their
it
eschew the river water and depend upon wells, and doubtless
must ultimately come to a question of giving up the use of the
Considering that the
water or of keeping the sewage out of it.
but
towns are independent of each other, and that no means
which
found
been
disposes
has
satisfactorily
yet
water-carriage
looks unof the sewage of a large city, the latter alternative
Meanwhile it would seem desirable
for the present.
promising
careful observations from time to time of the

determine, by
water and the deposits in

to

things

is

its

shoals,

whether the condition of

not growing worse.

in buildings, with or without fatal
falling of elevators
have fallen lately in
to
be
frequent.
effect, continues
or two of our writing one has killed its
and within a

THE

New

Two

York,

day
man in Chicago. Considering how new the elevators are, and
how few they have been till very lately, we cannot suppose that

The prevailing habit
the tide of disaster has reached its flood.
that
we
indicates
of cheapening everything
may expect in due
time to see them falling on all sides. The safest elevators,
those in the form of a hydraulic press, have been abandoned on
account of their cumbrousness and cost, and all those that are

now

put

in are

suspended

in

one way or another.

As

ropes

wear or grow weak they will not be replaced in time; dutches
and pawls which are not meant to be used till an accident occurs
will he found out of order then faulty running gear will betray
In New York
itself and the cheap manufacturer by giving way.
there is an ordinance to govern the use of elevators, and owners
are made responsible for injury from them, but still the acciThe Commercial Advertiser recommends that the
dents occur.
;

manufacturers who sell weak elevators, as well as the men who
This is suffibuy and use them, should be made responsible.
shows the difficulty of fixing a reciently just, but experience
be shared by two persons ; the public
sponsibility which may
for by placing it where it cansafety is apt to be best provided
not be transferred, and enforcing it rigidly. As a measure of
is the natural thing.
prevention, a system of careful inspection
Made strict enough and well enforced, it would unquestionably
with ordinary care it would do some good,
save many disasters
when we consider the quality and results of inspection
;

though

it is now provided in the case of steam-boilers, for instance,
or of buildings, we are not greatly encouraged.

as
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into

it,
have been steadily passing their sewage
smaller towns,
from
it as it comes from her
water
her
all
now
Cincinnati
taking
of defilement
neighbors, and sending it on with her contribution
If we are to accept the conclusion of the
to die cities below.
" there is no river
that
English Rivers Pollution Commission,
ihe oxidation and
secure
to
in the United Kingdom long enough
into it even at
destruction of any sewage that is discharged
and
Ohio
the
drink
Mississippi
who
its source," the people
Colonel Anderson, the engineer to
water may well be uneasy.
of
whose paper we refer, gives additional comfort to the people
of
their sewers empties into
one
that
them
Cincinnati by telling
above the water
an eddy which extends several hundred feet
of the sewer has
the
once
than
more
discharge
that
works, so
He cites an instance,
into the reservoir.
absolutely been traced
some.
which perhaps will not be so wholesomely deterrent as
and
into
the
ran
sewer,
a
from
distillery
The
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ONK hears now and then among architects in the United States,
scattered as they are and the greater part of them without orWhat good can I get from a professional
ganization, the question,
The question would perhaps hardly be asked exassociation ?
was not old enough
cepting in a profession in which organization
and wide enough to have its benefits generally approved by exOther professions have found their account in keepperience.
The two which in the United States
associations.
their
ing up
most advance in technical knowledge
have made in late
years

as well as in public confidence, the engineers and the
carried on theirs with a spirit and success which
physicians, have
In our
to be strong proof to architects of their value.

and

skill,

ought

In Engthe same way.
profession abroad the examples point
land, for instance, the Royal Institute and the Architectural
Association contain, the one some six or seven hundred memIn the United
bers, and the other eight hundred or more.
Slates there is no architectural society that we know of but the
Institute, and its hundred and fifty members are nuThat societies
merically but a small fraction of the profession.
should have made so little progress is natural enough in a
country where the profession is so new, its standard of attainment and its lines of demarcation hardly fixed ; but it is for that
reason the more to be regretted, since so many things that concern the practice of the profession remain to be determined,
be at once hastened
things of which the determination might
and made more satisfactory by united effort.
Of the benefit to be got from association with one's professional fellows we have at different times expressed our opinion,
and we shall not dwell long on it here. As a matter of business,
the direct advantage of any society depends upon what its stand-

American

ing

that

is,

is,

upon the quality

of

its

membership.

Indirectly,

indeed every outsider of the same vocation
feels, or at least uses, iu his practice the advantage of every successful movement of such a society to establish public confidence
There are no architects
in his profession and define its usages.
in the country whose practice is not made easier by what the
American Institute has done to fix in our chief cities the proper
relation of architects to the public and to their clients; to make

every

member and

known

their proper function,

recompense.

their legal rights, and their due
has led to its being ac-

Its efficacy in this respect

cused, unjustly enough, of being a trade's-union.
But the business advantage of association is not its best side.
The interchange of knowledge or experience, the stimulus of
common intercourse, and the fruits of common deliberation are

worth a great deal more. The more a profession is advancing,
the more new problems it has to solve, the more valuable these
In architecture especially, where forms, processes,
things are.
and materials are constantly changing, where, as with us, the
best of professional attainment is constantly rising, and needs to
There are varise, free intercommunication is most important.
rious means of such intercommunication, but none which are
more efficient, none of which the energy can lie more effectively
They
pointed to any desirable mark, than organized societies.
are the meeting ground of men of varied special experience, of
the old and the young practitioner; they may be the exchanges
for a great fund of important technical knowledge, and directors
In this
in the investigation of the chief problems of our work.
they depend, to be sure, altogether on what their members

Hence a good way to judge of their
choose to bring to them.
There are not many
use is to consider what one has to give.
MAYOR ELY, of New York, has vetoed the ordinance in favor professional men so modest as to be willing to say that their ex" I
we may infer that there are
of the Spinola steam-heating scheme, saying in his message :
perience is of no value to others
am of opinion that no such grant or privilege should be given in not many whose arrogance or perverseness will encourage them
to decide that the experience of others is not in its turn of value
the absence of experimental proof of the adaptability of the proto them.
posed system of heating to our city. If it should be proved that
This leads to a different, and it may be a less selfish view of
the proposed plan is feasible, then the privilege of carrying the
he shall
system into effect, which would unquestionably be one of great the matter. Instead of inquiring too curiously what
value, should be disposed of after public competition in such a
get, one may reasonably ask what he can accomplish, by profesmanner as to produce the greatest amount of revenue to the sional association. The answers will be almost as many as the
To resist the Spinola scheme on the ground that it is a questions. He must be a man of narrow aims to whom his procity."
"job," as it is accused of being, would be an intelligible thing; fession suggests no objects that cannot be attained within his
own office or among his own clientele. There are certain genthe actual reasons given are not very convincing. The first reason
eral interests that every professional man may be expected to
offered suggests the answer that experimental proof cannot be
given till an experiment is tried ; the second, that although to re- wish to advance the proper standing and respect of his profesquire a royalty may be a test of the good faith or solvency of sion with the public, its purification from unworthy practices, a
high standard of technical excellence and of upright dealing
projectors, considered as an economical scheme the proposition
to levy an impost which will be made up again by a tax on the
among its members, the means of bringing its due influence to
citizens is a financial juggle, and might be expected not to imbear whenever there arises a question which it is concerned to
decide, or a doctrine to promulgate, or a public movement to
pose on the people of a business city.
;

:
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And almost every active-minded practitioner will
have some matter of professional study or of practical bearing,
which circumstance or taste has made of special interest to him,
and on which his contribution to the general knowledge will
be of value to his fellows some idea or action to enforce, in
which his assistance will be of importance to them, or theirs to
forward.

;

The tendency of the day to specialism, the fact that in
most professions the whole range of acquirement is too wide for
any single person to compass, still less to increase, make the interchange of ideas and the combination of effort the more imhim.

portant.

These two views suggest the two chief reasons why there
has hitherto been so little serious cooperation among architects
The first is a want of appreciation of the
in the United States.
real objects of association and the benefits to be derived from it.
This may be trusted to disappear with experience as the profession gains consistency, and as architects come to feel more persuasively what they all know at bottom, that the interests of
the whole body of them are really the same, and that many of
The rapidity with
these can be greatly advanced by concert.
which it will disappear must depend greatly on the wisdom and
enterprise with which those who are already associated together
make use of their opportunities. The second cause, and, we fear,
the more obstinate, is a want of general professional interest and
The circumstances of their
of public spirit among architects.
maintain a business rivalry among them
and
practice tend to
It
business rivalry is one of the things most hostile to concert.
is increased greatly by the method most in favor of selecting
;

architects for

work

of importance, the

method of competitions,

a method which is unknown in other professions, except in a
The private and underhand
modified form among the clergy.
rivalries which disfigure architectural practice are more disinThese disruptive elements make it the more
tegrating still.
desirable to foster every wholesome means of encouraging professional intercourse and keeping down a kind of antagonism
which is the seed of most of the abuses of our calling. It is the
life that it gives men
something a little
praise of a professional
nobler than pecuniary success or personal aggrandizement to

spend their energies upon. It is the province of an artist espehis own private work and to interest himcially to go beyond
self heartily in the work of his fellows and whatever concerns

A

little less of the habit of selfish isothe progress of his art.
and a little more of a manly interest in the general wellbeing of their profession would be an excellent leaven for the
of our architects. To such an interest professional associ-

lation

body

ation

at once a stimulus

is

We

may

and an opportunity.

therefore fairly

recommend

to architects

who

are

doubtful whether they can secure any benefit from a professional society, and who consequently have joined in none, to
take up the correlative question, and inquire whether they cannot do some good by uniting with their fellows.
may assume it to require no proof that men whose occupation is the
same have the same interests, and that common interests are
There are things enough to
best forwarded by common effort.
be done before the position of architects, and their relation to
the public and their clients, will be fully and uniformly estabThere are points of practice and prolished the country over.
An unlimfessional relations among themselves to be settled.
ited amount of work can be spent to advantage in a common
which are continually occurring,
study of professional problems
and always will occur with the progress of architecture and the
changing wants of the public, problems of which no one practitioner can hope to reach the best solutions, or even adequate
ones. To encourage a right tone in the profession, to raise the
standard of its acquirement and the technical and artistic char-
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with the thought that the great question as to whether New Haven
is Yale
College or Yale College is New Haven is as far from solution as ever; and an long as this supposed rivalry goes on we may
safely look for a higher development of both, and be thankful that
For a time, while the college, or uniit remains an open question.
versity as they like to call it now, was in a condition of comfortable
repose, grinding over its old traditions from year to year anil scorning any intrusion of progressive ideas, great manufacturing interests
arose about it and New Haven became wealthy, while Yale planted
Then the wealth of New Haven
ivies around her Tudor library.
began to flow into the college treasury, and she awoke from her slumber.
Sheffield, Street, and others became her benefactors ; Durfee
turned in the wealth of Rhode Island looms, and thus capital paid
tribute to learning.
Yale began to shine with new departments and
new architecture. But soon manufactures declined. The crisis of
1873 was almost a death-blow to New Haven industries.
But Yale
continued to rear her stately edifices. Architecturally considered
she leads the contest.
New Haven may fairly claim a share of the interest which attaches to whatever we have of old American architecture, now rapSome of the old houses of the
idly passing from sight everywhere.
eighteenth century are still in good preservation, and it is not unusual to find good examples of that sort of finely-moulded and carved

wood-work which was so extensively employed in New York, and
which an English writer in London' Magazine for 1838 said must
have been due to the fact that a great deal of the inside work of New
York houses of the last century was done by ship joiners. These old
New Haven houses are models of good workmanship. They are
plain brick structures in which but little stone is employed, while the
decorative treatment is confined to the wood-work both of the exterior and interior.
Some of them have projecting pediments on the
front, supported by attenuated columns of solid wood reaching to the
decorated with the details of the Roman Doric order,
but having nothing in common with its proportions. Two of the
well-known churches on the green are of similar style and workmanship also, reminding one of the style so lo'ng practised by Wren.
New Haven also partook of the classic revival which left its impress everywhere, mostly in boards and stucco, and seldom in stone
or marble, during the first part of the present century.
Fortunately
New Haven got only the boards and stucco; and as these are rapidly
disappearing probably no one after this generation will be afflicted
with them.
Here lived one of the few known and recognized
American architects of the early part of this century, with whom,
roof, ant! often

want of better ones, we associate the past glories of American
This was Ithiel Town, the contemporary of Laarchitecture.
He
trobe, Strickland, Havilnnd, anil the still surviving Davis.
built numerous dwellings here, including that one occupied by Mr.
Sheffield, and the State Capitol, now abandoned forever, and falling
But his work was not confined to his
rapidly into decay and ruin.
own city. He was associated with Davis in the erection of the New
York University, one of the first attempts to introduce the Tudor
for

Gothic, and other buildings in New York and elsewhere.
The architecture of the old college buildings is on the model recommended by Professor Huxley. The "intelligent bricklaye'r "
here had full swing and sway without the interference of impertinent

and intermeddling
times

we

architects.

find that the college

Coming down to comparatively modern
had advanced beyond Professor Hux-

id'.'as, and erected two buildings in the so-called
having insides and outsides corresponding one to the
These must have been put up about thirty years ago. They
other.
The former is in the style
are the Library and Alumni Hall.
laid down in the books of the day as " Tudor," and also portrays
one of those original features peculiar to Yale College architecture,
which might be called the " truncated " style. This is the omission
But with a due regard
of the stone pinnacles all around the building.
to the feelings of those who might have occasion to look at the building, models of the larger turret terminations in wood have been set
The other buildup, to show what they might be if made of stone.
ing, known as Alumni Hall, but famous as the place for holding the

ley's architectural

Gothic

style,

his own business, there shall still be
given his chief energy to
left some residuum of interest and activity for this general wel-

biennial examinations, is in the same style, castellated. In this case,
however, a full-sized model of the proposed machicolations and
crenellations of the curtain and four great towers has been set upon
the stone walls. The opportunity thus afforded for archaeological
study is such as is not to be had in other similar institutions. This
Stusystem of instruction has, however, been discontinued of late.
dents of architecture and archaeology in the new department of Professor Weir are obliged to get the necessary information on these
The illustration of the
subjects from
plates and small scale models.
" truncate 1 "
style is therefore not interfered with, as it has been seen
for ten years on the turrets of the Art Building, and is now more
fully exemplified in those of the new chapel.
The college seems to have been in danger of falling into an archiThis rut
tectural rut, until the Art Building was erected in 1864.
was the Tudor style, supposed to have been coordinate with scholar-

fare.

ship, learning,

acter of

work, to give

wholesome and

efficient influence
these things are in the
of professional societies.
Even the architect
special province
who has no desire but to secure work and to get through it
successfully cannot afford to dispense with the advantage which
the general welfare of his profession may afford; but we may
take^it for granted that to every professional man, after he has

where

its

its

it

influence ought to be felt

NEW HAVEN
one of those American

;

REVISITED.

which are constantly growing in architectural interest, and may always be revisited with satisfaction.
Upon returning after a prolonged absence one is impressed

THIS

is

cities

and monastic mystification.

With

its

freedom from

have comprecedent, and evident adaptation to a purpose, it seems to
menced a new era of college architecture at New Haven. No buildThe
ings had been erected or contemplated for a number of years.
an innovation. It was not only
gift of Mr. Street was a surprise and
a new building but a new department of study. It was natural, therefore, that it should result in a new architecture.
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With the erection of this building the record of Yale's architectThe building itself looks as fresh and new
ural progress begins.
as the day on which it was completed, or rather occupied ; for its
unfinished turrets cry aloud for architect and builder to come back
and finish them. An unsightly coat of white paint on the great skymakes the roof hideous to behold. This has been resorted to
lights

because the inside ground glass ceilings were never completed.
Steam and water have been lately introduced under the energetic
and other
management of Professor Weir. The Gliiberti gates
while the professor has
interesting models have been set up within,
started an art library which appeals to all friends of Yale to come
forth and help (ill (he shelves of the cosy and artistically decorated
which he has fitted up.
room
"
After the Art Building was completed no additions were made to
But the seed has brought
the college buildings for several years.
forth good fruit, and the last half dozen years have witnessed the
erection of two dormitories, Farnham and Durfee, two dormitories
and a chapel for the divinity school, a large addition to the Sheffield Scientific School, the Peabody Museum of Natural History,
and the new college chapel, besides two new buildings for the secret
The new boat-house, as a legitimate nursling of the unisocieties.
The record of Yale's
versity, might also be counted in the list.
has been by an adprogress is a truly noble one, characterized as it
vance no less remarkable in other directions than the encouragement
It seems strange to hear that up to
of architecture pure and simple.
ten years ago Yule College had protested against all systems of sanibuildtary drainage, and that the introduction of water in one of its
These tilings must be known in
ings was resented as an innovation.
order to properly estimate the strides she has taken.

Farnham

dormitory, the first of the proposed front tier of buildings with rear on College Street and front on the imaginary quadrangle, is a building which shows what can be done with common
This would be a good place for Professor
brick and blue stone.
studies.
Here he can see what
Huxley to begin his architectural
"
his " intelligent bricklayer
can do, with some one to stand by and
show him how to do it. Moulded bricks are here used, the first employed to any great extent since the decadence of brick architecture in

America. If any one doubts this decadence let him look at the base
mouldings of two of the oldest dormitories here, at Carpenter's Hall.
Philadelphia, with moulded base and wall laid with Flemish bond,
every header being a black glazed brick, and at the cornices of a
in Washington and Baltimore, all of which areexecuted in moulded, carved, or enamelled brick. But in spite of
much good detail Farnham is a gloomy building, and it was hardly
wise to build its large though picturesque dormer windows of wood.
Public opinion pronounces the other new dormitory, also by Mr.
Sturgis of New York, to be the best of the two. There seems hardly
to be a foothold for adverse criticism of this building.
It will be a
long time before the quiet dignity of its roof and chimneys will be
i'he new chapel, which stands at the corner of
surpassed anywhere,
the quadrangle, joining the two last-mentioned buildings in a group
of three, has just been completed, except that its unfinished towers
have joined the chorus of those on the Art Building with sympathetic
wail, keeping tune on windy nights with the moan of the condemned
elms on College Street standing in line west of Farnham Hall. As

hundred buildings

Mr. Sturgis did not design the chapel until after the first two buildings had been completed, he can hardly be blamed for the incongruThe Farnham building seems to have
ity of the entire grouping.
been built with the intention either of extending it or abutting another
building against it, perhaps the chapel itself, for it had a rough brick
wall on that end.
The Durfee building was built on a higher grade,
The chapel most reindicating some change of the general scheme.
sembles Durfee in materials and design, yet it does not touch it, while it
is put in
juxtaposition with Faruham and on the same grade as Durfee.
This involved the necessity of raising the water table of Farnham to

There is no resemgrade, and shortening its basement windows.
blance or composition in the grouping of the brick Farnham with the
stone chapel. The crowning feature of all these
incongruities is that
the apse of the chapel is towards
College Street, the front is within
ten feet of Durfee, and half the side abuts
against Farnsworth.
Ifenee, though it has no frontage proper on the streets, only a half of
one side can he seen from the quadrangle, and
only one of the four
doors, the effect being meagre and unpieturesque.
The only point
of view from which the whole can be seen is the
opposite street corin
the
rear.
Thus this building, best in detail of all
ner, practically
that the college has erected, and that whose
object claims for it the
grandest site, is pushed off to the corner and suffocated before it is
born.
In spite of these misfortunes the detail and
part renderings
are such only as could have proceeded from the hand of Mr.
Babb,
Mr. Sturgis's accomplished assistant in the work. The bad location
could not prevent Mr. Babb from
one
of
the
most
beautiful
making
interiors to be found in the whole
range of modern American church
architecture. The windows, with one or two
exceptions, are out-andout Cathedral mosaic work, without
paint or enamel; the decoration
is well balanced in its
and
has
the true symphonic treatment.
coloring
The interior woodwork is the most noticeable feature, inasmuch as
it reflects the
prevailing tendency toward a revival of the eighteenth
century style and workmanship; but the whole designing is so tempered as to bo free from the affections of the Queen Anne school.
The visitor lingers long in this charming interior, and is loath to <*o;
but other things attract our attention.
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There is the Peabody Museum, fresh with its finishing touches,
or at least so much of it as we will see for the next twenty years or
so for the great scheme is to cover the whole block on High Street
What we see now is one wing
from Elm to the next corner west.
with a high hipped roof only broken by gabled windows of brick and
What appears to be a wing to this structure is only the constone.
necting portion which is to join it to the great central building which
is to be.
Already the wing just built overtops all the other college
The style, as in all the other new college buildings, is in
buildings.
the advanced Gothic, the materials brick and stone.
The architect
lias introduced considerable buff brick, and the polychromatic treatment prevails throughout the exterior to a greater degree than in any
of the other college buildings which have been mentioned.
The ar;

of New York, has given this building a grand enthe most elaborate piece of work done for the college. The interior is plainly treated throughout, except the entrance
hall and grand stairway, which are faced throughout with brick of
various colors arranged as a wainscot following the line of the stairs.
The stairway is of cast-iron and about as good as it could well be in
There is some excellent painted glass, especially
that material.
about the main entrance, and in the traceried heads of the first story

chitect,

Mr. Cady,

trance, which

is

windows.

Three years ago Mr. Cady completed a building

for the Sheffield

Scientific School adjoining the main building.
novation in its way, and being faced with buff

This was quite an inand red bricks used in
high, round-headed windows and

ornamental patterns, with its
machicolated cornice, has a decidedly Lombardic

effect.

The

con-

trast to the adjoining buildings is startling.
The new divinity school, by R. M. Hunt,

has received the accessimilar iu style to the old one.
The entrances to the stairways are from a cloister which is decidedly original in treatment, running the whole length of the
building. Mr.
Hunt's Moresque building for the Scroll and Key Society is a prominent landmark among buildings of its class.
There are no new college buildings in progress, nor are any new
sion of a

ones

new dormitory,

now contemplated.

When

the turrets, iron crestin^s and fincontemplated for the Art Building,
anil the real stone spires of the chapel are
completed there will be
time enough left still to complete the "great quadrangle," so long
dreamed of. But even without these we may be content that Yale
has done her full share of good work in the revival of architecture,
so much in fact as to fully exonerate her from the charge of tardiness at the beginning.
But, as was said at first, Yale College is not all of New Haven.
She is only half of it, and there is some good architecture in this
goodly city, which is not within her classic precincts.
However,
the influence of the college architecture is not to be questioned.
Until the Art Building was erected, New Haven could not boast one
artistic structure.
She had a stereotype post-office building, and
many others noted for weight rather than beauty. She had a new
city hall, which, with a picturesque outline and a pleasing color efIt
fect, was a most extraordinary and incongruous thing in detail.
was the sijnple but earnest effort of the untutored mind to fathom the
Since then an extension to it by
mysteries of Gothic architecture.
Mr. Brown, of New Haven, has been built in much better style.
New Haven also rejoices in a good, new, and practical police buildShe would not be complete, being so near Harting, by Mr. Russell.
This is supplied by an
ford, without a great insurance building.
immense granite structure, on Chapel Street, opposite to the green,
built of the regulation granite with the proper proportion of polished
columns and galvanized iron top of dizzy height, and designed in the
life insurance style of architecture.
Of course it does not pay. The
visitor going up Chapel Street sees another new building; this time a
bank, in the regulation bank style, with many flat quoins at the anBesides these he will see
gles and galvanized iron finish at top.
two business buildings on either side of the street, wherein color effects of varied stone with much incised carving may be seen.
These
are Gothic, after the manner of Mr. Brown, of New Haven. He will
see that Trinity Church, now getting venerable, has a new pyramidal
spire, with gilded iron crockets running up the hips and iron cross
on top. If he goes inside he can see how finely an old style carpenter's Gothic church can be decorated and refitted, especially if directed and designed by a gentleman with the taste of Mr. Littell, of
ials,

and mosaic

New

inlays, originally

York.

One

of the most pleasant things in the world is to take a stroll up
Hillhouse Avenue, New Haven. Another time I may tell how I en-

joyed

W.

it.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.
THE EASTERN STAIRCASE AND DOME PIERS OF THE CAPITOL,
HARTFORD, COXN. MR. K. M. UPJOHN, ARCHITECT, NEW YORK.

THE

staircases of the capitol are made of white marble with
granand platforms; the shafts of the columns are of
polished
red granite; the piers of the dome are of
with
of
margranite,
caps
ite steps

ble.

DESIGN FOR A SUBURBAN VILLA. MESSRS. I. II. HOBBS AND
SON, ARCHITECTS. PHILADELPHIA.

The

following extract from the architects' letter will serve as a de" The
:
plan was .organized for Mr. Wooster, of Albany,
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The design was organized for a gentleman in Boston, and
probably be built, with a few alteration?, near that city. It is
not necessarily an expensive building, as while it has great variety
N. Y.

will

in

outlines

it

possesses

much economy

in

and the
have reliacompetent build-

construction,

effect is of the highest order.
ble estimates for its construction for 820,000 by

grandeur of interior

We

ers."

HOUSE AT MILTON, MASS.
This house
shown.

is

MR. W.
BOSTON.

R.

EMERSON, ARCHITECT,

being remodelled for Mr. John Bancroft, as

THE BELGIAN FACADE AT THE PARIS EXHIBITION.

is

here

M. JANLET,

ARCHITECT.
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with his success in the full length figure seated at a table, with
two noble staghonnds on the right, and old armor in the background.
Scott adds, " The dogs sat charmingly; but the picture took
up some
time." It is evident that in those early days the artist had not acIn the diary of the same year
quired his facile sleight of hand.
(1831) Sir Walter jots down the following particulars about his
friend :
" In
youth Francis Grant was passionately fond of fox-hunting
and other sports; he had also a strong passion for painting, and made
a little collection. As he had sense enough to feel that a
younger
brother's fortune would not last long under the
expenses of a good
stud and a rare collection of ch"fs-d'ceucre, he used to avow his intention to spend his patrimony, about
10,000, and then again to
make his fortune by the law. The first he soon accomplished. But the

law

We

reproduce to-day from La Semaine dex Constructerirs two designs which taken together show the facade of the Belgian section
on the Street of the Nations. In this structure the materials used
are all real, colored granites and marbles being used for the skeleton
of the work and for the sculptured features, while brick is used as
the main material. The central feature is the main entrance, a full
centered archway, the voussoirs of whose arch bear the painted coatsof-arms of the chief Belgian cities. Across the upper part of the
archway, at the level of the impost, is carried a wooden balcony
which connects the second stories of the two wings. The engaged
columns which divide from one another the windows above are of
The Belgian arms crown the
colored marble with gilded capitals.
whole feature. This central archway is flanked by two pavilions

which project slightly before it. On either side of the pavilions are
The captwo-story galleries, the upper story being an open loggia.
itals of the different colored marble columns are all of polished
black marble. The facade finishes on the left in a tower which
somewhat resembles the old Flemish towers. Corresponding to this,
on the other side, is another projecting pavilion, whose distinguishing
feature is a projecting wooden balcony.
Beyond this, again, the
facade is continued in a wing whoso architectural character is more
unpretending.

is not a
profession so easily acquired; nor did Frank's talent lie
that direction.
His passion for painting turned out better. I am
no judge of painting; but I am conscious that Francis Grant
possesses, with much cleverness, a sense of duty derived from the best
that
source,
His former
is, the observation of really good society.
acquaintances render his immediate entrance into business completely
secure. He has confidence in his own
powers,
always requisite for

in

a young gentleman trying things of this sort, whose aristocratic
pretensions must be envied."

The above extract serves as a key to the painter's career.
The
"
"
"
expenses of a good stud drove a younger brother
precipitately
into portrait-painting.
Youth had been spent in vain upon the law,
for which neither talent nor inclination was found, and then
precious
years of manhood, passed in the hunting-field, were devoted to the
It is not unnatural
casting to the winds of a small family fortune.
to ask where could be found the
opportunity, under such circumstances, for the study of the history, the principles, and the practice
of art?
Well might the " aristocratic president," when addressing
the students in the Academy, look with envy on their
superior advantages and their timely industry. We remember the time when
the future president, still on his probation, was backed
by ilatterers
who called up for the occasion the axiom, " Only a gentleman can
Critics asked, by way of retort, Where is the
paint, a gentleman."
artist, when the gentleman is found never to have learned to draw
or paint;
Sir Francis Grant had little
fellowship with criticism or
literature in any form, and he is known to have warned the students
in the strongest terms
against what he conceived to be the injurious
power of the press in matters of art.
A fashionable portrait-painter has not much need of studying the
internal anatomy of the human body, and Sir Francis Grant" did not
care to expend time and trouble without adequate return. More to
his purpose was costume and
drapery; he dressed well himself, and
his sitters were always set off to
advantage. In the case of huntsmen, when mounted on horseback, style was studied in the set of the
breeches at the knees, and in the turn of the feet in the boots and
In all such matters of taste Sir Francis was a connoisseur.
stirrups.
It has often been laid to the
charge of such portraiture that the tailor
'

1

SIR FRANCIS

(ill

ANT.

THE death of the President of the Royal Academy at the goodly
age of seventy-five creates little surprise, though it naturally moves
Sir Francis Grant has lor more than
to concern and speculation.
His rise had beiMi rapid he
twelve years ruled the world of art.
was elected Associate in 1842, Academician in 1851, President in
;

1X66.
Artists, like the rest of mankind, may owe high position to
native talent or to happy accident; perhaps the elevation of Sir
Francis may have been due to both.
Reverting to the past history
of the Academy, we find that Sir Joshua Reynolds became first
president by the supremacy of his genius; then Sir Benjamin West
" his extreme
is said to have obtained favor by
courtesy and natural
"
again, Sir Thomas Lawrence deserved to be
dignity of manner
;

election he
to
popular, because from "the moment of
win all hearts." Sir Martin Shee was deemed so fitted for the post
that he had but two dissentients, and one of them, Leslie,
who,
afterwards declared that Sir
with Collins, had voted for Wilkie,
Martin made " an incomparable president." More recently Sir
Charles Eastlake is supposed to have secured unanimity by his rare
and evenly-balanced qualifications. On the death of Sir Charles
Eastlake the first choice of the Academicians fell on Sir Edwin
Landseer hut on his declining the honor, a substitute had to be
Francis Grant, nothing loath to assume the duties with the
found.
dignities of the post, was thought to be the right man in the right
his presence, and his social position
place by reason of his address,
in short, no one could compete with him as master of the ceremoThis brief review of the past shows that few public bodies
nies.
have been so fortunate as the Academy in the selection of their
The six successive presidents appear to have clung lovingly
chief's.
to office; they all died in harness.
Among the returns for their
onerous labors there seems to have been reckoned a stately burial in
The first three presidents, lleynolds, West, and LawSt. Paul's.
Shee, as a Roman Catholic, found interrence, were so honored.
ment elsewhere. Sir Charles Eastlake was buried at Kensal Green,
" I declined a
his widow, however, stating,
public funeral in St. Paul's
Cathedral as not consonant with his wishes." Sir Francis Grant is
buried to-day at Melton Mobray, in accordance with his own de-

his

determined

;

;

sire.

The career of Sir Francis Grant, though hardly affording incident or art material for a distinct biography, has lain a little out of
The future president, born in 1803, was the
the ordinary routine.
younger son of the laird of Kilgraston in Perthshire, the elder scion
Francis was
of the house being the late General Sir Hope Grant.
brought up to the bar, but, disliking the profession, he took to
late age of twenty-four years.
His
painting at the comparatively
have been of the slightest, as little is heard
early attainments must
of his receiving tuition beyond twelve lessons in the human figure.
But society rather than study was the ladder by which the youth
mounted to fame. He had the happy gift of making friends, and
among his helpful acquaintances was Sir Walter Scott, who sat to
him for a portrait while the tyro artist of seven-and-twenty was still
on his trial. Scott in his diary tells that Grant was well pleased

makes the man; but we should rather say that the artist in the first
he suggests the suit in which the figure
place makes the tailor,
will look best.
The most careful of the president's portraits being
seldom more than a bright and pleasing reflection of society, the
study of historic costume was foreign to his purpose; the treatment
lay generally so much on the surface that there was no need to "O
further back than the newest fashion. In future times these limnings
will be valued as showing the manners, the costumes, and the field
It must
sports of the upper ten thousand in the nineteenth century.
be admitted that Sir Francis Grant acquired through long practice
a ready knowledge of the human face the likeness seems to have
come to the canvas soon, and, when once caught, further elaboration
was not cared for. The execution appears thin, but felicitous and
facile: it had, moreover, the advantage of telling out clearly in light
and silvery tones. The courtier painter proved himself specially
happy in female portraiture. Grant, like Reynolds, seems to have had
an intuitive insight into the graceful traits of womanhood. Among
works which served to make his reputation was the likeness of Lady
Glenlyon, exhibited in the Academy thirty-five years ago. This success decided him to forsake his early and more careful treatment, for
the ready and lucrative style of fashionable portraiture.
Among
much-admired and oft-quoted works are the portraits of the Marchioness of Waterford, the Ladies Howard, Lady Rodney, and Mrs.
Beauclerk.
;

An artist cannot reach beyond
even a portrait-painter can with

his

own mental

limitations,

and

difficulty do justice to qualities
that lie outside his personal sympathies. It cannot be said that the
late president met the first intellects of the day on equal terms, and

yet before his easel sat Macaulay, Lockhart, Disraeli, Derby, PalmBut when we think of Sir Thomas More by
erston, and Russell.
Holbein, of Sir Thomas Gresham by Antonio More, and of Thomas

Hohbes by an artist unknown, we begin to feel that portraiture is on
the decline, that the changes from the old style to the modern have
been momentous, and that Sir Francis Grant was not quite the man
to infuse new life and vigor into a manner which in his hands was
daily growing more obsolete.
Reynolds commends the old masters
who descended upon portraiture from a higher sphere and it is but
reasonable to suppose that an artist capable of rising to the high argument of history can read and portray all the more worthily living
contemporaries who are now making our modern history. Of Hay;
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don it used to be said that he could not paint so much as a portrait,
and therefore was unequal to history. Grant never soared into hishis portraits never rise from the individual
tory or poetry, and hence
into a generic humanity.
Sir Francis Grant did not suffer seriously in the exhibition in
1868 of '-National Portraits" at South Kensington; he at least
shone among great masters as a star of the second or third magniThe Melat " The Meet of H. M. Stagliounds,"
tude.

Looking
" Field-Marshal Viscount
and that real masterpiece,
that the painter had
Hardinge and Staff," we could not but regret
bartered away this careful, solid, and well-finished mode for the
ton Hunt,"

Admirable, in another way, is the porblandishments of fashion.
Lord Chancellor Truro. Sir Francis was so much of the
true artist that his canvases speak with an intellect not his own
but he shared the common weakness of preferring sitters whose
names threw a halo round his studio. It did not fall within the plan
trait of

;

He hud not,
of his life to seek out genius in poverty and obscurity.
like Reynold?, a kindly feeling for literature even when housed in a
as the world had put the guinea's stamp upon
garret; 'but. as soon
the man, then the courteous painter did not withhold bis best services.
Lord Macaulay, having dignified the humble position of literature
claimed every attention; and rarely has a head been modmore massively or with a firmer and freer touch. Lady Stuart
favorable consideration. Sir
Wortley also filled a station to bespeak
Francis was represented in tho Kensington collection by thirteen
and to say that he proved at least equal to his predecesportraits
mete out to him scant justice.
sor, Sir Martin Shoe, were to
Though the late president maintained the dignity of the Academy,
he can scarcely b<i said to have advanced its intellectual reputation.

by a

title,

elled

;

stands as almost the only holder of this distinguished office who
of
to say nothing of the science
in the literature
While lectures delivered or books written by Royal
his country.
Academicians
by Reynolds, Fti.seli, Flaxman, Leslie, Eastlake,
would store a library, scarcely a sentence from
and Gilbert Scott
At the Academy banquets
Sir Francis Grant will live to after-time.
Sir Charles Eastlake led his hearers gracefully into paths of literature and of art; but the after-dinner speeches of the last president
were chiefly deserving of attention because they gave official announcement of the progress of the masons in the new building, and
of the provisions made for the comfort of visitors, including their
But perhaps, after all, Sir Francis Grant's epitaph
walkiug-sticks.
is best written in the serviceable work he did within the walls of tlie
Academy by his tact in the performance of difficult and often invidious duties. On entering office he at once set himself to appease
feuds he made conciliatory calls on one or more dissentients, and
succeeded in bringing them within the pale he manifested a friendly
towards rival institutions, and graciously looked in at the pri-

He

has no place

;

;

spirit

Above all, it was his good
vate views of well-meaning exhibitions.
fortune to hold the reins at a turning-point in affairs when guidance
was needful and urgent. ILs administration has been signalized by
the removal of the Academy from Trafalgar Square to Burlington
House; by the breaking down of old barriers by increasing the
power and adding to tbe number of associates; by enhancing the
and even by casting a ray of light upon the
efficacy of the schools;
" outsiders." The wisdom of some of
forlorn hope of innumerable
;

these reforms

may

be questioned; they

lie,

however,

in the direction

of popularity.

Presidents, like popes, usually give the outside world premonitory

symptoms of the approaching termination of their reign, and so the
minds of the members of the Academy are usually turned beforehand
On the present occasion there are ruto some possible successor.
mors, long current, which it is needless to divulge; but it may be
stated generally that four or five Academicians are talked of as eliThe members from whom the selection must be made are
gible.
nearly forty in number, and therefore it would seem that one in
a larger perevery ten is deemed worthy of the higher dignity
centage than might have been anticipated. We are happy to know
that several of the possible candidates are endowed with some, if

And yet it is obviously a
not with all, of the desired qualifications.
hard matter to find united in the same man the good artist and the
accomplished gentleman, possessed at the same time of tact and
business aptitude. Artists are supposed by some persons to be the
most impracticable of mortals, and yet in the government of their
academy they have generally done the right thing. What at the
present juncture appears to be needed is a president who in his appointed sphere shall be on an intellectual level with the presidents
of the leading scientific and literary societies.
Saturday Review.

CORRESPONDENCE.
ENGLISH

AND FRENCH ARCHITECTURE.

THE PARIS EXHrBITION.
OF SIR FRANCIS GRANT.

ENGLISH WORK AT
CLEOPATRA'S NKEDLE.
THE DKATH
HIS SUCCESSOR.

THE NEW LAW

COURTS.
LONDON.
TIIK holiday season is drawing to a close; and as the sketch-hook
gives place once more to the T-square and the drawing-bonrd, another year of architectural work may be said to begin. Most
holiday
steps have this year been directed Pariswards, where a world of art
has been open lor inspection. In architecture we have been
just
able to hold our own the display of drawings and
designs comprises
;

and Building News.
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the chief of those exhibited at the Royal Academy during recent
It is to be feared our
years, and calls for no very special remark.
foreign friends do not quite appreciate some of the work we have
been doing. The style of the draughtsmanship in which we represent our designs is so different from that of our continental neighbors,
that they are often misunderstood, even though there may be a fair
knowledge of the architecture of the works themselves. The whole
training of the French and English architect is so different that it
can hardly be wondered at if the result is most strongly marked in
their designs.
Broadly speaking, the architecture of the Continent
may be said to be more academic, and that of England more individual ; hence, while in France it is more uniform in general style, here
in England we have all manner of varieties, from the rudest Gothic
In spite of this, however, there i-< the broad
to the richest classic.
distinction of country and climate ; and whether the building be in
Gothic or classic there is little chance of the architecture of the one
being mistaken for that of the other; the individual character of the
nation is too plainly stamped on its face for that. In that medley of
fronts in "the street of all nations," really good architecture is
conspicuous by its absence strange that it should be so, but thus it
is
and if the designs of British architects, as shown on paper, were
not appreciated, the actual specimens as built in the "street" are
The best and only houses worth
not much better off in this respect.
"
Queen Anne" style, which doubtmentioning are in the so-called
less is hardly quite understood by the classically-trained Frenehmm.
The house of the British Commissioners, purporting to be in tlie
Elizabethan style, is almost below criticism and the other two facades, in half timber work and cut brick respectively, are only very
middling after all. It seems a pity that while we were at it the official building, at any rate, was not the best we could give, instead of
But if we have
well, the less said about it perhaps the better.
not made any great impression architecturally, it is some consolation
to think that in the arts connected with architecture we certainly
take a very high place, and deserve what we have won. The display of artistic furniture decoration, stained-glass, etc., has quite surprised our foreign competitors, and is on the whole well worth a stuThe tendency is to over-richness, perhaps, a gendious inspection.
eral fault iu all exhibition work ; but notwithstanding this there is
much thoroughly good arti.-tic work, especially in furniture and its
Messrs. Jackson and Graham have carried off the
accessories.
the richness of their
grand prize in this department, probably from
" but other
firms have,
work, and especially of the "Juno Cabinet;
quite as good work, artistically speaking, such as Messrs. Gillow; their
;

;

;

"

dining-room," in the prince's pavilion,

is

remarkably good

;

lioth

in design and in color it is most successful.
Messrs. Johnston and
Bond Street, also show very good work, notably a
Jenncs, of
sideboard in Old English style, very carefully designed and well

New

studied in detail

also a chimney-piece, though this

is a little overtbe grate and fender in it, however, are very
fine pieces of metal work.
Then again Messrs. Collinson and Locke
have a large display in the earlier styles; and Messrs. Shoolbred
have a wonderful drawing-room in satin wood, most woefully overdone, however, in richness of detail and carving though the latter
is very good and
it looks as
very clever, there is far too much of it
if it had been designed by a carver.
There are other firms, such as
the Messrs. Howard, which have also sent good work ; but the above
firms stand out most conspicuous for the excellence of their designs
and workmanship, and fairly produce work which holds its own
against anything sent by their rivals at home or abroad, and which
has certainly astonished the latter; at all events, not a little; as a
whole, therefore, the English decorative artists may be fairly congratulated on the success of their efforts, and the position they have
so honorably won in the international race.
hear that several
very good commissions have resulted from the Exhibition, and it is
hoped they may prove some return for the great labor and expense
some of the exhibitors must have lavished on their contributions.
Here in London the most recent and noteworthy addition to our
architectural monuments has been made bythe erection of Cleopatra's Needle, on the Thames embankment
the work of raising it on
its new site is now finished, and the scaffolding taken down
(or
nearly so). Viewed from the river, or from Waterloo or Charing
Cross bridges, it is a striking object, and groups very well with
its surroundings.
It does not look
very large, though perhaps larger
than was to be expected, considering the immense space of which
it forms the central feature.
The obelisk is very well placed on its
pedestal, the position of which is about midway between the two
bridges; on each side of the pedestal are to be placed bronze
rather a modern antique idea,
sphinxes cast from old examples,
but probably more in keeping with the obelisk itself than any new
ones we are likely to design.
Then on each side of the pedestal inscriptions are to be cut, giving the history, in a few words, of this
wonderful stone, from its birth in the quarry at Syene, and its erection at Heliopolis by Thothmes III., about 1500 B. c., to its erection
on the banks of the Thames in the forty-second year of the reign of
Queen Victoria, in 1878, embracing a period of nearly three thousand
four hundred years, and including such events in its career as its re;

done with carving,

etc.;

;

:

We

;

moval from

its original site to
Cleopatra's city, Alexandria, in B. c.
23, during the reign of Augustus Ciesar; its presentation to the British nation in 1819, by
of the victories of
All, in

Mohammed

memory

Nelson and Abereromby; and its transportation to England, with its
loss and recovery in the Bay of Biscay
during its memorable voyage

NOVEMBER

9,

1878.]
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The names also of those engaged in the enterprise, at the
head of which stand those of Dr. Erasmus Wilson and Mr. Dixon,
We understand also the names of the brave fellows
the engineer.
who were lost in the attempt to relieve the crew of the Cleopatra,
during the gale in the Bay of Biscay, will not be forgotten. Thus,
in a few, simple words, which will carry the thoughts of their
readers through the long ages of its history from Cleopatra to Victoria, will the record tell how its destiny has been to weld a conA cast of the obelisk is
necting link between two mighty empires.
being taken for the South Kensington Museum, and we believe a
model of the ingenious scaffolding designed by Mr. Dixon for its
erection will also be made, that the modus operandi may not be for-

last year.

gotten.

week the Royal Academy

of Arts has lost its president, by the death of Sir Francis Grant, at the age of seventy-five.
His work was almost exclusively in portraiture, and few artists have
Comfilled the chair with more geniality and courtliness of manner.
ing of an old family (of the same stock as your late President, General
and allied to more than one noble house, he was to the

Within the

last

Grant),

He entered
president.
1842, was elected R. A. in 1851, and to the chair in
February, I860, receiving shortly afterwards the honor of knighthood.
He was a D. C. L. of Oxford, and an honorary member of the Royal
Scottish Academy, the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts, and the
Society of Artists. Most of the celebrated men and famous

manner born, and has been a very popular
the

Academy

in

Belgian

beauties of his time have sat to him for their portraits, and he received a gold medal at the Paris Exhibition in 1855.
Mr. Leighton or Mr. Millais is spoken of as the probable successor of Sir Francis.
the relations of the

The present state
Academy to other

of English art in general, and
artistic circles outside its walls

make the coming election of more than usual impormuch will probably be expected from the new president,

in particular,

tance, as

from an administrative as well as from the art point of view.
Workmen are now busy fixing the great clock on the southeast
tower of the new Law Courts. It projects over the stn-et below (the
a great carved corbel. The dials will
Strand), and is supported by
face up and down the street, and it will be fitted with chimes and
When this is finished and the scaffolding cleared away the
bells.
whole of the eastern block may be said to be completed, and might
It is
be ready for occupation now in a few weeks' time if required.
the general effect of the structure,
perhaps too early yet to criticise
but the tower looks as if it belonged to a fortress, while the block of
"
offices is full of charming
bits," the detail of which is most excelfull of vigor and spirit.
On
lent, both mouldings and carving being
the western part of the site the wells of the courts themselves and
the great central hall are slowly rising from the chaos around, and
considerable progress is being made with the rest of the Strand
front, including the main entrance with its flanking octagonal towers, the central feature of the general facade.

15.

THE MASSACHUSETTS CHAIUTABLE MECHANIC ASSOCIATION'S
EXHIBITION.

III.

BOSTON.
has closed, and I have as yet said nothing of the exhibits of the various educational institutes; the Institute of Technology,
the State Normal Art School, the City of Lowell Free Drawing
School, and the School for Modelling and Carving for Women.
These collections are all in several rooms of the Tennyson Street
school-house, which is joined to the gallery of the main exhibitionwith some large
building by a bridge, the walls of which are hung
drawings of the Charles River embankment as proposed, and some
large but not over interesting photographs.
The Institute of Technology has brought together examples of the
work of its students in various departments, which ought to be sufficient to give the public a more general and just appreciation than I
fear has yet obtained of the broad field which is occupied by that
school, and of its claim to a more generous support from the State
and from private bounty. Of course the greater part of its teaching
is not of a sort of which any exhibition can be made on these walls;
but the work of the departments of architecture, mechanical enand metallurgy, of practieal design in manufactgineering, mining
full and interures, and of mechanics' work, is illustrated by very
estin" collections, which must have been seen by great numbers of
of the work of the Institute will sooner
people to whom the knowledge
or later be of use.
The architectural department, to begin with, as we learn from a
on the walls, exhibits seventy-seven drawings
printed statement hung
selected from the regular work of the school for a year and a half
fac-simile copies of originals
past, comprising elementary drawings,
made in the Paris School of Fine Arts, and those elaborated from freehand sketches of churches and other buildings in Boston. There is
to satisfy any inquirer
enough variety in the work here illustrated
that although the teaching is confessedly modelled on that of the
Paris schoof, there is no blind adherence to its methods. If one were
inclined to cavil at too much time spent on what Viollet-le Due calls
"
the " impossible and impracticable problems of the ficole des BeauxArts, as the restoration of a Pompeian house or a Roman villa, he
would readily see in the careful drawings of the humbler buildings
of to-day in our own streets that the archaic is not taught to the exThe work of these classes improves visibly
clusion o the modern.
from yqar to year, both in design and in rendering.
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From the engineering department are shown a series of thesis
drawings of bridges and tunnelling, and portfolios of drawings on various subjects, also models and photographs of notable
bridges actuAn Ashcroft. steam gauge, with a removable dial, allowally built.
ing an easy inspection of the works, and a Dixwell pyrometer, are also
shown. The department of mining and metallurgy exhibits a few specimens of laboratory work, with instruments and specimens and the
Lowell Institute school of practical design, a crowd of designs in color
;

of widely varying merit, for woollens, prints, ribbons, cretonnes, tableThe nicety of these drawings alcovers, wall-papers, and the like.
ways makes them interesting even to the general eye, even when a
collection of the same designs in the material for which
they were

made would be far from entertaining. There is, too, a very notable
collection of specimens of the work of the students in the technical
school at Moscow, consisting of metal work, as rivetings, brazings of
joints, and weldings, wooden models of heavy tools, as drills, reamers,

wood-turnings beautifully finished and accurate, and joiners'
work of irreproachable neatness. This collection was presented by
the government of the Moscow school to the Institute, when the latter was contemplating the establishment of a similar branch of teachThis is now in full operation, and shows, beside the Moscow
ing;.
collection, seme very creditable specimens of the work of its own pupils in the same line.
The State Normal Art School makes an imposing display of students' work in almost every department of art.
There are outline
drawings of foliage from nature, some excellent shaded drawings
from the round object, some geometrical designs mostly from plant
forms, both in outline and in color, and some examples in modelling,
of which the subjects are not always of the most
interesting, but
which surprise one by the ease and confidence of the handling. I
remember specially a very free and graceful festoon of flowers and
There are water-color drawings of flowers and
foliage from nature.
fruit which look very little like the work of
beginners, and two or
three examples of lime sketches, a bend in water-color, from life,
done in four hours. In addition to these there are some very workmanlike mechanical drawings of subjects in engineering, and a progressive series in architectural design, comprising plans and elevations of buildings from measurement, in outline and in color
detail
drawings an analysis of the historical styles of ornament, and two
designs for a wooden country-house and a brick mansion, respectively, the latter showing a good deal of well directed and profitable
It will be allowed by
study.
anybody who examines this multifarious display, that the State Normal Art School has, if the wisdom of
etc.,

;

;

state education in art be admitted,
ued and liberal support.

made good

its

claims to a contin-

The City of Lowell Free Drawing- School sends also a large number of drawings, framed and in portfolios, the latter containing as I
should judge from a haMy glance, mostly indifferent work, while
among the former are some very respectable architectural drawings,
and others in crayon from the round of considerable merit.
The School of Modelling and Carving for Women is just entering on its third term, and here makes a very interesting exhibition
As might be expected the
of what it has done, for a beginning.
greater portion of the examples are in plaster, varying from bits of
leafage, mostly naturalistic and in low relief in panels or otherwise,
up to small heads, and including a lovely profile head of Mozart, also
in very low relief, and a spandrel and festoon or two in conventionalized foli.ige. There is also some delicate and graceful
wood-carving,
mostly in the way of frames and screens.
Vigor and boldness natdo
not
and
urally
yet appear, but grace
prettiness are everywhere
and that so much facility can be acquired by beginners in the brief
time during which the school has been at work must be a continual
surprise to the pupils themselves, as it is certainly to outsiders.
Indeed the rapid, even sudden development of the taste and talent
for design among all classes of our American communities within the
I do not
last ten or fifteen years is a singular phenomenon.
suppose
any new faculty has been created in the national mind, but a new
field has been opened to cultivation, and the energy and persistency
with which it is worked are, to say the least, remarkable. What we
see at this fair covers only a portion of the field
we must remember
what is doing in all the city ajid town drawing-schools, at the Museum
of Fine Arts, by the new societies for art needlework, and in a thousand homes in the way of china-painting and embroidery, to acquire
an adequate impression of the spread of the new influence. The phenomenon is certainly extremely gratifying, and tends to awaken a
feeling of complacency. It is to be hoped the enthusiasm is a wholesome one. What is to be feared is that there is somewhat too much
of it, and that it partakes of the nature of abnormal development.
hear now and then a mild complaint to the effect that the city
and state are spending money unwisely, if not unjustifiably, in maintaining so extensive an apparatus for the teaching of art; that the
students of music or of medicine might not unreasonably ask why
similar advantages should not be extended to them in their studies.
Into that question I do not enter, but it has struck me sometimes, in
considering the immense and rapid growth of art-studies among us,
that there is in it something exaggerated and factitious, and that there
is
really not enough of genuine feeling for art in the national make-up
to account for or to permanently sustain it.
word of praise should be said of the extremely full and interesting exhibit made by Messrs. Prang in the various branches of lithog;

;

We

A

raphy.

Their long series of prints for crayon and stump drawing,
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also for sepia and India inks, and, perhaps even more than these,
their natural history series, a most varied collection of subjects,
and " deleaves, blossoms, and fruit, beautifully drawn and colored,
as
I
aids
to
are,
perfect exsio-ned as
presume,
object teaching,"
the
of what can be
process as

and

accomplished by
amples
have ever been exhibited.

lithographic

It is pleasant to be assured as this fair
brought to a close that it
has not only pleased and instructed its thousands of curious visitors,
but has resulted in an unexpectedly large profit to the association.
Let us hope the next exhibition will be held in a building of its own,
more adequate in size and adornment to the quality and variety of the
both of art and of industry, which will await its invitation.
is

products,

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS.
THE Annual Meeting of this society took place on Friday evening,
November 1, at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. In the
absence of the President and Vice- President. Mr. Ware was elected
The following list of officers was elected for the
temporary chairman.
E. C. Cabot; Vice-President, J. H. Sturensuing year: President,
H. Van Brunt; Treasurer, W. G. Preston; Comgis; Secretary,mittee on Admissions. Messrs. Sears, Tilden, and Fox; Committee
on Business, Messrs. Longfellow, Van Brunt, and Peabody.
of Messrs. A. C. Martin and 11. G. Shaw were
The

resignations
reported.
The following resolutions were passed
of
Resolved, That the Boston Chapter of the American Institute
Architects approves the method of levying the assessments of the
Institute proposed by the committee of ways and means and adopted
at the Annual Convention of 1877.
Resolved, That this society recommends that the committee of
:

to

its

fill

own

vacancies.
discussion was raised as to the expediency of offering the services of the society to assist in the architectural education of the
draughtsmen, junior members, and students of the architectural
A general willingschool, bv lectures or lessons <luring the winter.
ness was expressed to make some special exertions in this direction,
and the matter was referred to the committee on business.
A communication was read from the secretary of the American
Institute of Architects, stating that a vote had been passed by the
Board of Trustees authorizing the president of each chapter, as a
member of said Board, to receive and act upon all credentials re-

A

and to report his recommendaquired of candidates for fellowship,
tions to the Board.
After some further especial business, the meeting adjourned.

TILTON'S
Ornament.
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No.
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with twelve plates printed in the original
Edited by \V. R. Ware, Professor of Architecture at the
colors.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Boston S. W. Tilton & Co.
FLAXMAN'S OUTLINE DESIGNS. First Series. Boston S. W.
Tilton & Co.
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M. Landrin has just communicated to the AcadSciences the results of long-continued studies relative to the different
He finds that the more or less rapid setting
qualities of this substance.
Its properties are
of the plaster is due to the mode in which it is burned.
very different when it is prepared in lumps or in powder. The former,
in
five minutes; while the
when mixed with its own weight of water, sets
The reason probably is that
latter, under similar conditions, takes twenty.
PLASTER-OF-PARIS.

emy of

is more easily burned than when it is in lumps, and what
plaster in powder
tends to prove that fact is, that when the latter is exposed longer than usual
to the action of fire it sets more slowly.
Gypsum, when prepared at a
high temperature, loses more and more its affinity for water, retiming, how-

Piaster heated
ever, its property of absorbing its water of crystallisation.
to the red, and mixed in the ordinary manner, will no longer set ; but if,
instead of applying the ordinary quantity of liquid, the smallest possible
portion is used, say one third of its weight, it will set in ten or twelve

hours, nnd then

BOSTON CHAPTER.

with power
ways and means be a standing committee
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it is

less

porous nnd becomes extremely hard.

To

prepare

plaster for moulding it must be burned slowly for a long time, sufficiently
to drive off all its water, and for its molecules to lose a part of their afM. Landrin stated that a similar result could be obfinity for the liquid.
tained by other means.
If the phi-ter is exposed to the fire of the kiln
for a time short enough to allow it to retain seven or eight per cent of its
If, however, the burnwater, it is useless, as it sets almost immediately.
ing is again resumed, the substance soon loses its moisture, and, if then
exposed to the air, it very rapidly retakes its water of crystallization, and

then absorption continues more slowly. It can then be used
but acquires great hardness.
Galignani.

;

it sets

slowly,

PATENTS FOR THE YEAR

1877-78.
The report of the Commissioner of
year ended June 30, 1878, shows that the receipts of
the office amounted to 8734,888, and the total expenditures were $665,906.
Of the amount expended, however, $50,000 was for the restoration of
18,563 models injured by the lire of List year, and, omitting this item, the
excess of receipts over expenses appears to have been $118,982.

Patents for the

fiscal

In Beresford's " Delhi" is to be
THE PEACOCK HALL OF DELHI.
"
found the following description
Peculiarly set apart for the reception of
The building is a verv
nobility is a quadrangle of moderate dimensions.
beautiful pavilion of white marble supported on massive pillars of the
same material, the whole of which, with the connecting arches, is richly
ornamented with flowers of inlaid mosaic work of different colored stones
and gilding. It is raised on a terrace four feet high, the floor of which is
composed of flags of white marble. Between each of the front row of pil:

carved in several designs of perfoThe top of the building is ornamented with four marble parated work.
The ceiling of the pavilion was originally comvilions with gilt cupolas.
pletely covered with filigree work;" but in 1799 the Mahrattas, after a
it, the value of the
capture of the city, took the silver down and melted
same being estimated at nearly a million dollars. " In the cornice at each
end of the interior hall is sculptured in letters of gold, in the Persian lanIn this hall was the
guage, 'If there is a paradise on earth, it is this.'
famous peacock throne, so called from its having the figures of two peacocks standing behind it, their tails being expanded, and the whole so inlaid with sapphires, rubies, emeralds, pearls, and other precious stones of
Tire throne itself is six feet long
appropriate colors, as to represent life.
by four feet broad. It stood on six massive feet, which, with the body,
were of solid gold, inlaid with rubies, emeralds, and diamonds. It was
surmounted by a canopy of gold supported by twelve pillars, all richly
emblazoned with costly gems, and a fringe of pearls ornamented the borders of the canopy. Between the two peacocks stood the figure of a parrot,
of the ordinary size, said to have been carved out of a single emerald. On
either side of the throne stood a chatta, or umbrella, one of the Oriental
emblems of royalty. They were made of crimson velvet, richly embroidered and fringed with pearls. The handles were eight feet long, of solid
The cost of this superb work of art has
gold, and studded with diamonds.
been variously stated at sums varying from
It
1,000,000 to
6,000,000.
was planned and executed under the supervision of the same Austin do
lars is a balustrade of marltle, chastely

Bourdeaux."

A contrivance for rendering the numbers of
NUMBERING HOUSES.
houses visible by night has come into quite general use in Paris. It conof a hollow triangular prL-m, nine inches long, two of whose sides are
formed of panes of blue glass, on which the number of the house is picked
out in white and this prism-shaped lamp glass rests against the front of
the house, so that the two sides with the numbers on them can be plainly
seen by the passers-by. In the interior of the prism is a gas jet, fed by a
pipe from the house.
sists

A

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.
A Munchausen-like accident

CURIOUS ACCIDENT.

;

happened

at

Pu-

N. Y., Saturday night, October 26, where the floor of u stable fell
and left five tied cows hanging by the neck. When found on Sunday
morning they were all dead.
laski,

DUTCH AND ENGLISH PAINTINGS.

Some manuscript

letters written

1818-20 by Sir David Wilkio, the English artist, to a friend, have been
acquired by the British Museum in London. The following extract is interesting for its bearing on the statements we lately made upon the destructiveness of preservation
"At the Hague I met with an artist who was very much surprised that
so many pictures of the English school should be found to crack ami fade.
I told him that their repmation for fading was in some degree a gross calumny, but that for their cracking, one nnd all of us must plead guilty to
that.
He wondered what we used in our colors, for he said that a cracked
picture either ancient or modern is quite unknown in Holland. From what
he sidd of the vehicles they now use (drying oil and mastic varnish) it
must be the same with ours, and the difference must be either in the
purity of their oil or in a more careful use of the varnish. The Dutch and
Flemish painters, however, in guarding against the effects of time have not
lieen able to guard against that powerful auxiliary of decay, the picture
cleaner.
Those admirable works that have come back from Paris arc now
suffering after all the hazards of their journey under this terrible personI saw a fine picture of Vandyke at Antwerp undergoing a thorough
age.
scouring, some others were intended for the same process, and at the Hague
some of the pictures of Ostadc, Jun Steen, and Paul Potter had been parheart's core' and are now out of all harmony
tially rubbed into the very

in

:

'

and keeping."

A NEW ARTIST OF THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY.

A

correspondent of
have discovered a
of
century
a painter almost
the highest order,
who signed his pictures, and whose name is not to be found in any art biThe
facts
to
this
collected
ography.
relating
by Mr. Fetis, are
worthy,
briefly these
Michael-Angelo Immenraet was, on the 22d of October,
1656, received a member of the Antwerp Confraternity of Bachelors, in
1663-64 he belonged to the Guild of St Luke in that city, and in 1665 his
subscription to a kind of burial club was paid by his wife. This, with the
fact that he painted and signed a picture of very great merit on the wellworn subject of the ' Continence of Scipio,' is absolutely all that is known
of this artist. The picture in question has
only recently been discovered in
an Antwerp garret, and is so badly preserved that it is "doomed to early destruction."

the

new

London Atherxeum says: "Mr. Ed. Fetis claims

to

artist of the sixteenth

:

AN OBSERVATORY ON MOUNT ./ETNA. The scheme for an observatory
on the summit of Mount jEtna is again pushed in the English scientific
journals. The atmosphere there is peculiarly clear, and it is thought that
some important results might be arrived at by a series of daily observations.

"

"

REPRINTS.
Mr. John Henry Parker is preparing a fifth edition of his
Concise Glossary of Architecture," and a seventh edition of Rickman's
Attempts to Discriminate the Styles of Architecture in England."
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THE troubles of the Illinois State-house commissioners are
not limited to their intercourse with architects.
very pretty
quarrel has been going on for some time with some of the disapThe contracts for the building
pointed bidders for the work.
having been given to Messrs. Kanmacher and Deuig, the next
lowest bidders, Messrs. Fin-man and Pearce, complained that
they had been unfairly discriminated against in the competition ;
and that
that the letting of the contract was a put up job

A

;

the contractors' securities were inadequate.
They therefore demanded an inspection of the papers, and that being refused, sent
a letter to th commissioners, notifying them that there was reason to suspect them of want of fairness in letting the contract,
and want of prudence in accepting the bond, promising to " institute such proceedings as may be lawful and
necessary to
secure fairness and protection,"
in other words
threatening
them with a law-suit, -and requesting them to furnish for their
and
information (Farman
Pcarce's) a copy of the contract and
-

The commissioners, after two days' deliberation, declared
the openness and fairness of their competition, and the
rigor
of their bond and refused to submit the papers to inspection,
on the ground that the bondsmen did not care to have their
names known and that the commissioners were responsible for
their acts, not to the disappointed bidders, but to the
Legislature.
do not hear that the thing has gone any farther as yet, nor
do we know anything of the merits of the question but we
should think that if all public officers were to be required to

bond.

;

We

its

turn of uneasiness at the reckless-

The New Orleans Times
ness of dirt contractors and graders.
not long ago called attention to the fact that the garbage which
had been removed from the city was brought back and used for
In consequence of this
after the manner of contractors.
filling,
complaint a committee was appointed by the mayor to examine
into the matter.
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FRENCH CRITICISM OF ENGLISH WATER-COLOR PAINTING
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EXPLOSION OF STEAM-BOILEKS

Indianapolis, Ind.

Co.

is, on the whole, quite so safe as in
have them to remind us that in our most
important works solidity and good workmanship are yet more
important than haste or cheapness.

feel that

16, 1878.

theirs.

THE
THE LIGHT OP THE FCTUKE
THE ILLUSTRATIONS
The New Chateau St.

&

BUILDING NEWS.

The

report of this committee, just rendered,

shows a deplorable condition of things.
Visiting the clumping
which
of
the
street
cleaners,
enough is in the
singularly
ground
city itself and surrounded by many houses, they found three
acres of land covered with four feet of foul deposit, kitchen
refuse, dead animals, and other disagreeable substances, upon
which a hundred or two of stray swine were feeding, rooting up
the soil in all directions, and filling the air with horrible odors
which sickened the people in all the bouses about, and even inExamination of people in the
fected the milk in the dairies.
neighborhood showed that (his accumulation had been used by
somebody as a hoard to draw from during the spring and summer, so that a good deal of it had been carried away somewhere.
Further inquiry showed that where street filling was going on
it was the custom to use first a layer of street garbage and
market refuse without the ceremony of taking it to the dump,
and then a top-dressing of street-dirt, which was probably the
One cannot help wondercontribution of the dumping ground.

how such

things can pass unnoticed by the authorities of a
where yellow-fever is a regular visitor, in spite of the statement which we saw not long ago that the dirtiest regions in
and the description of them was not savory
New Orleans
were the healthiest. The wonder grows a little when the committee tells that the City Council passed an ordinance allowing
street-dirt to be used as a foundation for the monument to General Lee, him who of all the confederate heroes was perhaps in
This privilege, says the committee, WHS
best odor everywhere.

ing

city

" the foulest stench
abused," for
imaginable greeted the passers
At
one
point however the contractor's fortitude gave way,
by."
for being ordered to bury dead animals in some road filling he
refused, and hauled them to the dump.
'

;

produce for inspection and justification their records and documents before anybody who chose to call for them, they might
find that they had nothing else to do.

THERE is discontent among the faithful at the slow progress
of work upon the foundations of the Washington Monument,
under Colonel Casey's direction. Some one has taken the pains
to compute that at the present rate it will take two hundred and
forty-one years'

work

to finish the

a computation which to

monument according to
many people will be not

its

unThe wish, therefore, occurs that the work might be
palatable.
put into the hands of some contractor who should agree to finish it within a given time.
The writer of a letter from Washington in the Hartford Times, from which we take these facts
and fancies, prophecies that people will by and by find out ''that
it is a bad investment, besides
being a fearfully slow one, to put
any kind of public work into the hands of army officers."
are afraid that this represents the idea of a good many inconsiderate people.
If the friends of the monument should
grow
so impatient of official deliberation as to tire of
importuning
the Government for aid, there would, perhaps, be no harm done ;
nor could we quarrel greatly with those who may wish, if the
monument must really be finished, that it could be by contract
work of the ordinary perishable kind. The difficulty would
design,

We

be,

we

though

suspect, in providing the money to pay the contractor,
it is
very likely that contractors might be found, such

But for a real
they were, under almost any circumstances.
friend of the undertaking to wish to
get it out of the hands of
government engineers we take to be a serious mistake. The
common tendency to undervalue the deliberate thoroughness of
their work is one of the bad
The Washsigns of the times.
ington Monument is a difficult if not a hazardous construction,
and there are no men ill the country in whose hands one may
as

WE

have called attention before (American Architect, Jan.

12, 1878)

to the complaints of the Conservators of the Thames
London were failing to satisfactorily

that the costly sewers of
accomplish their purpose.

These complaints, which have brought
on a prolonged war between the Conservators and the Metropolitan Board of Works, have been supported by the popular
voice, and have been revived in great strength by the experience

of the passengers who survived the disaster of the " Princess
She was sunk by collision a little
Alice," a short time ago.
way above Barking Creek, where is the outfall of the great
sewer, and our readers may remember that the foul condition of
the water in which the passengers were submerged led some
persons to adopt the rather overstrained theory that they were
This accusing surmise brought
poisoned rather than drowned.
the Metropolitan Board to their feet with a resolution of inquiry, as a result of which they have plumply declared that the
sewage which goes into the Thames is neither noxious nor
offensive, and by this assertion they stand stoutly, notwithstanding the fact which seems to" be amply proved that the sunken
hulk of the " Princess Alice
was found to have been covered
before many hours with a deposit of indescribable foulness.
In
spite of this, and of the testimony of one of their members, who
unfortunately lived near the outfall, the Board stood gallantly
to their colors, and voted down a resolution which was proposed,
requiring a committee to report whether the sewage could not,
at a moderate cost, be so purified before its discharge as to make

it innocuous and inoffensive,
because, said they, to do so would
be to condemn themselves by admitting that what they discharged was noxious and offensive. To this they add the assertion that the amount of suspended matter in the water is veiy
trifling and that the deep-water channel has increased in the last
four years.
The engineers of the Conservators reply that the
analysis of the Board is of water taken during an unusual flood,
that the increase of the channel is the result of dredging, that

.
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it dates from before the establishment of the sewers and has
almost stopped since, that ships have grounded where ships did
not ground before, and that banks of mud have deposited in

various places, whose origin is unmistakably in the sewers. The
general opinion of those who have given the matter thought,
backed by the testimony of popular observation, seems to be
decidedly against the Board, and there is talk of prosecuting
them for discharging unpurified sewage into the river, if money
can be found to maintain a suit which would doubtless be very

vigorously defended.

THE

Boston Society of Decorative Art proposes to establish a
porcelain-painting, which, like the School of Drawing
and Painting, and the School of Carving and Modelling, will
So popular has
be given shelter by the Museum of Fine Arts.
this kind of decoration become that it is worth while to provide
some means of instruction in it, both to give capable amateurs
an opportunity of learning to use their ability to advantage in
an art, which, like all other arts, has its technical secrets, and
still more, perhaps, to' give a standard of
comparison and a
chance for discrimination between the capable and the incapable, a thing of which our amateur decorators stand a good
deal in need.
The class will be taught by Mrs. William R.
Ware, whose skilful work is well known since the Centennial
Exhibition.
At first the instruction in painting will be only in
the less difficult art of over-glaze painting, which is all that most
amateurs are likely to busy themselves with, leaving the greater difficulties of under-glaze work to the future ; but it is proposed to set up wheels in one of the rooms at the Museum, that
class in

"
get instruction in
throwing," and opportunibe provided at the potteries
be carried so far as to produce some skilful workers in the clay it would have a double
advantage; for not only might the work of such amateurs be a
be
gain in itself, but their influence on the manufacturers
the pupils

may

ties for practice at the wheel will
in Chelsea.
If this practice can

might

a very good stimulus.
There is no better training of eye and
hand than the shaping of fictile ware, and the
training may be
made of just the exacting kind that our amateurs specially
need.
The hasty multiplying of manufacture is not favorable
to excellence in fictile work.
It is not difficult for amateurs to
equip themselves for it, and the mechanical skill which it requires though refined is, so to speak, in small compass, and
therefore requiring a less
range of experience than in most arts.
The competition of <a few amateurs of real skill, working deliberately, and producing little, but that of the best they could
accomplish, might be of good service in improving the quality
of the work of the regular manufacturers.

OUR lady sculptor, Miss Hosmer, who has been receiving
considerable praise from London newspapers for the model of

her latest statue, " The Pompeian Sentinel,"
by no means limits
her activity to sculpture, but seeks distinction also as an inventor.
It is some time since the first announcements of her
discovery of a process for compacting ordinary limestones into
fine marbles,
by the simultaneous application of pressure, heat,
and moisture. She is said to have
actually contracted, under her
patents, to furnish floorings, wainscoting, and other decorative

work

in artificial marble for the British
Embassy building which
at Rome.
correspondent of the New York
novy going up
Evening Post, writing from London, besides crediting her with
one of the many inventions for
turning the leaves of a piece of
music, describes a new method of
which she has con-

A

is

modelling

trived.

She makes a rough model

this is

brought into the proper poise

and when
and proportion, the surface

in plaster of Paris,

being left somewhat within the intended dimensions, it is covered with a thick
coating of wax, in which the actual modelling
is done.
This method she claims to be much less troublesome
than working in
clay, while the model is far more durable than
one of clay, requires less care to
it in
and
condition,
keep
gives
better the effect of the intended
marble, besides being
pleasanter to look upon.

much

Miss HOSMER'S Capo d' opera in invention, however, is the
discovery of a new means of applying motive power or even
a new power, if we
may trust our inferences from the account
of the
Evening Post's correspondent. The power is that of the
but there is neither
coming motor, electricity
battery nor
;

;

electro-magnet, nor circuit, nor any means for transmitting an
electric current, it is
said, the power being furnished by a series

[VOL. IV.
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of permanent magnets in a manner which utterly defies all the
present theories and expectations of scientific men, and by means
of contrivances which she is not yet prepared to make public.
The invention has been a study to her for fifteen years, says
Miss Hosmer, and a London instrument maker is now building
a machine of four-horse power, which will be exhibited in London this winter, when it is finished, and show that a revolution
in power-machinery is impending.
Miss Hosmer cites the testimony of some mechanicians in favor of her success, though
she does not seem to have yet provided herself with witnesses
among scientific men of known position. Of one gentleman,
who reminded her that she was seeking after perpetual motion,
we are told that he " could scarcely believe his own eyes," and

had to be convinced by repeated demonstrations, at the end of
which he had quite lost his faith in the impossibility of anyIt is perhaps useless for anybody who is not in Miss
thing.
Hosmer's confidence to conjecture how a permanent magnet, if
such things are to be found, or a series of them, can be made to
furnish continuous motion, nor is it quite safe to decide
against
even the discoveries of amateur science till they are made

known

but the ungallant reader may hope to be forgiven if he
reminded, by these accounts, of the familiar feat of
standing in a basket and lifting one's self by the handles.
is

a

;

little

WE

have received the first number of a new German techYork, by
nological periodical to be published fortnightly in
Mr. Paul Goepel, Tryon Row, and called Der Techniker. It is

New

a quarto of sixteen pages, approximately on the plan of the
Scientific American, but intended especially to meet the wants
of German Americans, or, as the editor in his short and
straightforward salutatory says, " to further the interests gf German inventors as well as the advance of such branches of industry as
are in German hands."
It is a neat, well printed journal, from

Roman type, like most German technical publications, illustrated with clear cuts of various machines ; and touches in this
first number a considerable
range of subjects. It has illustrated
on some English hydraulic metal-working machines, on
Klinkerfues's Hygrometers, a pneumatic beer-pump, Trouve's
Polyscope, and a workmen's Respirator, a descriptive list of
selected German inventions, and designs for a common chair and
and an easy-chair taken from the Workshop. There are, besides,
the first of a series of letters from the Paris Exhibition, this
one on the display of carriages ; an interesting letter about Mr.
articles

Edison and his inventions, based on a letter to the New York
Tribune; an article, to be continued, on patent laws a current
trade review a full list of recent German and American patents,
which is apparently to be continued from number to number,
and a variety of short articles, original and selected, including
book notices, articles on the polishing of metals, on trade-marks,
the Mississippi jetties, the tobacco trade, the Vesuvian Railway,
etc.
The original material of the paper seems to be clearly and
capably written, entirely from the practical point of view rather
;

;

than the theoretical.

THE EXPLOSION OF STEAM-BOILERS.
THIS

little pamphlet is, as its title indicates,
mainly controversial;
but it raises and discusses questions which are of paramount importance to the whole community.
Modern civilization brings us in
contact with the steam-boiler at every turn in our daily life.
Leaving out of view its various industrial applications in factories, in
strainboats, and in railroads, it is now very generally used for furnIt is precisely in this
i:-hing the supply of heat in stores and offices.
latter application that the lowest
grade of intelligence in those who
have the care of the machine will be found.
use the word machine advisedly.
A steam-heater for a dwelling cannot be placed
in the same
category as the ordinary furnace. It is a machine, and a
very dangerous machine if tampered with or improperly treated.

We

And yet it is

undoubtedly true that

many

of lliese machines, especially

when used for ordinary heating uses, are under the superintendence
of men who have no
We
qualification beyond that of a fire-stoker.
know that Patrick and Bridget wear out and use up our air-furnaces

by the most flagrant disregard of ordinary physical laws. We endure
this from year to year,
put our hands in our pockets, and draw out
the means of repairing
damages, and remain content. Should we
remain thus content if we really believed thaj a like ignorance
or negligence on the
part of attendants might at any moment lead
to an explosion and the destruction of human life?
And yet, if
we accept the statement of the author of the " Attack upon
the Judicial Decision," this is what we should
expect. He says,
"There is no mystery, no occult, potential energy suddenly and
1

of

The Cambridge Boiler Explosion. An Examination of the Attack, in the Columns
The Boston Itoily Advertiser, upon the Judicial Decision. By I. B. Kowssos.
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liberated, and not a particle of proof of originally poor
mysteriously
" and he then
iron;
goes on to show that the use of water unfit for
the purpose, and the abuse of the machine, led to the explosion.
have no intention of entering into the controversy between these two
The points in controversy were fully examined, in the
disputants.
light of the testimony of the best experts, and a judicial decision
has been rendered. What we do claim is that a boiler, supposed to
be perfect when delivered to its owner, cannot with safety be left to
the charge of ignorant or inexperienced superintendence.
Then arises the question, How do we know, when we purchase a
boiler, that it is perfect, and suited to our purposes? The law steps
in here, and says it must be inspected, and we must show the certifiThere seems to be no dispute in this case that
cate of inspection.
the boiler was inspected, and was certified to be safe for one hundred
pounds pressure, and yet that it burst at a temperature of 31 1, which
corresponds to a pressure of 64.33 above the atmosphere, with
"
everything in a normal condition; no excessive pressure, no lack
of water, no apparent disturbance inside or outside of the boiler, no
Does not this show that
excessive fire or blowing off of steam."
there was something at fault in the inspection ?
think the author of the pamphlet before us has presented his
whole case in the strongest terms, when he says, " There are many
boilers in use that are as unsafe as was the one in question at the
time of its explosion; and it does not tend to greater security, and
it is not for the interest of the owners of these boilers, to believe
that they may be used with impunity provided they are kept clean."
In justice to the author we must quote his second paragraph
" There are three
(1.) The
hypotheses as to the causes of explosion
one upon which our practice has coine to be mostly based, that they
are all caused by gradual rise of pressure, or gradual reduction of
to be
strength.
(2.) That they are caused by forces too potent
withstood by any attainable strength. (3.) That many explosions
have their origin in an explosive evaporation of water within the
but this never to an extent that may not be entirely obviated
boiler
by suitable construction and management, or withstood by the observance of sound principles of construction."
The first hypothesis, the author says, has no scientific basis, and
ignores the most prominent causes of explosions.
If the second hypothesis were true the only remedy would be the
total exclusion of the steam-boiler from practical use.
might as
well harness into a buggy an untamed wild beast.
The third is evidently the only one which appeals to our author.
wish we had space to follow the author through all his statements, for every sentence is full of matter for serious thought to the
but
public, and every statement so supported by figures (not results,
the detailed computation) that every one conversant with the subject
Can follow the writer's reasoning, and agree with him or not.
The first point presented is one which only experts could determine. The stock of which the plates were made does not possess
"
qualities that are indispensable for steam-boilers," and a boiler of
for a working-pressure one half,
the size used could not be built
Plates of that
even, of that for which the boiler was certified."
brand sell for half the price of the best roll-welded plates, and for
less than one third of the best hammer-welded plates. Just here the
outsider may very properly ask, What does brand mean? Brandought
to mean, if it does not in all cases, not merely who the manufacturer
is, or whether it bore such and such tests of compression, extension,
or torsion, but, by ultimate reference, it should show also of what
iron it was made, of what ores, and whether hot or cold rolled.
think Kirkaldy's experiments first called attention publicly to the
"a
fact, which is distinctly stated in this pamphlet, that
knowledge
of the tensile strength alone of iron is of no value whatever as to its
" in other
fitness for use in a steam-boiler ;
words, Kirkaldy showed
that one quality of iron bar, for instance, would bear a high load,
and then give way without warning, like cast-iron, while another,
more ductile, would not yield until its sectional area was reduced,
perhaps one half, and thus its tenacity per unit of area brought very
high. That is to say, the bare statement of so much tensile strength
conveys a very imperfect knowledge of the quality of iron for a
Let those who need any further information upon
specific purpose.
this point read the account of the experiments made to determine
from what ores the iron must be made, and in what proportions the
different irons must be combined, to obtain a suitable metal for cannon. The purchaser of a boiler cannot be presumed to have expert
knowledge, but such knowledge may, and indeed must, be required
on the part of inspectors. This pamphlet tells us that multitudes of
boilers are placed upon the market made of plates totally unfit, when
new, to bear the pressure for which they are certified. "Plates
very rarely test better than the brand. The variation is almost in
variably the other way, .... the tensile strength brand varying
from five to twenty-five per cent in the better grades of plates above
the minimum actual strength, and from twenty-five to fifty per cent
above in the lower grades." As the weakest link determines the
strength of a chain, so in a boiler the weakest plate and the minimum thickness should be used in computing its strength.
There is no dispute as to the correctness of the ordinary formula!
of boilers under a steady statical pressure.
for computing the
strength
This formula is pr
tK, in which p is the pressure per square inch,
r is the radius, t is the thickness, and K is the tensile strength of the
iron.
As the plates are weakened by punching, Fairbairn's rule is
adopted, which allows to a double-rivetted seam only -^ of the resist-

We

We

:

:

;

We

We

'

.
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=
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ance of the plates of which

it is
composed. Fairbairn's factor of
safety for best materials and workmanship is 6 ; for good materials
and workmanship, 8 ; for poorer quality of iron, or for defects in the
process of manufacture, this may rise to 9, 10, or more, up to a total
rejection of the boiler as unsafe.
There is some difference of opinion as to the degree to which the
If not carried far
testing pressure should be carried.
enough, it is
worthless as a test ; if carried too far, it may strain the materials beyond their elastic limit, and thus impair the future usefulness of the
boiler.
The committee of the Franklin Institute, after a thorough
and extended examination into the causes of boiler explosions, proposed that the law should require the test by hydraulic pressure to be
carried up to three times the working pressure.
Under such a law
the Cambridge boiler would have bei'n tested at 300 Ibs., -whereas
the actual test was only carried to ISO Ibs.
have not space to follow the author through all his discussions.
The action of plates under thermo-tension, in which field the
Franklin Institute made an extensive series of expeiiments, is here
examined. The effect, upon the strength of boilers, of poor rivetting
and of good rivetting, of imperfect welding in the manufacture of the
plates, of the use of a poorer quality of iron as the filling of the pile
all these points are examined and commented
during manufacture,

We

upon.

As we

stated at the outset, the pamphlet is controversial in its natits main object was to answer the " attack," and to show
that this particular boiler was originally weak, and not fitted for the
work for which it was certified that it was exploded, not in consequence of deterioration by scale on the bottom, not because of neglect
or abuse, but because of what the author characterizes, in his third
cause of explosions, as "an explosive vaporization of water within
the boiler." In other words, a part of the water within the boiler was
overheated, a volume of steam was suddenly generated which caused
a surging of the water against the back end of the boiler
the iron
was " short," and could not withstand this suddenly imposed pressure,
and consequently "the back end of this boiler was undoubtedly
broken off by the surging of the water within the boiler against the
ure,

and

;

;

back head."

We call attention particularly to the statement, that this boiler was
broken through the transverse seam. The same theory which gave
for longitudinal rupture the formula pr
tK gives for transverse
2tK. That is to say, a boiler is twice as
rupture the formula pr

=

=

strong against transverse rupture as against longitudinal rupture or,
other things being equal, it will require twice the pressure to rupture
it.
The formula assumes staiical pressure and uniform tenacity of
the plates in all directions. Yet here was a boiler certified to bear
100 Ibs., and which therefore should require 200 Ibs. for transverse
rupture, which, under a sudden impulse, gave way transversely, when
the pressure was, according to all the testimony, far below that which
The difference between the mere statical
it was certified to bear.
pressure of the steam confined in a boiler, and the work which will
be done by a sudden release of this steam, and the conversion into
steam of water under a high pressure and temperature, is too important to be overlooked. If we raise a pound of water 1 Fahrenheit
above its temperature at maximum density, we store up in it an enthat is, in cooling one degree, it must
ergy equal to 772 foot pounds,
by the law of thermodynamics do the work of lifting 772 Ibs. through
one foot. The boiler under consideration was working with steam at
a temperature of 311.
very simple computation will show the
destructive power developed when this steam and the water with
which it is associated have their temperature suddenly reduced by
an explosion from 311 to 212. The author of the pamphlet, while
showing that his adversary's estimate is entirely erroneous, proves
at the same time what we are most concerned with, that in every
boiler we have a reservoir of stored energy of vast amount, capable
of producing wide-spread destruction, if suddenly released by an exIf the boiler, even of good material, is so constructed that
plosion.
a thorough circulation does not take place, this explosion is likely to
Zerah Colburn, in his essay on ' Boiler Exoccur at any moment.
'
" Destructive
explosions often occur at pressure of ten
plosions," says,
pounds to twelve pounds per square inch in low-pressure boilers and
it is on many accounts improbable that anything like the calculated
bursting pressures of boilers is ever reached, even where the most
Our author closes some refrightful explosions have occurred."
marks upon construction with, " Showing that there was no suitable
And there
provision for the circulation of the water within the boiler.
boiler with
was no provision for the safe deposit of sediment.
these defects would be unsafe, even if built of the best materials."
While we recommend this pamphlet most strongly, as presenting
in a very clear and forcible manner some of the principal points connected with steam boilers, apart from the special controversy which
called it into being, we cannot close the^e remarks without statitself is the
ing that, after all, the thing that most forcibly suggests
utter inefficiency of our present system of inspection. The law retime it holds
quires that boilers shall be inspicted, but at the same
;

A

;

A

owners responsible for any damages resuli ing from their use. Can
any one, after a careful study of the pamphlet before us, turn to his
?
Here we have the
inspector's certificate with any sense of security
of
testimony of a well-known expert that the material not merely
this boiler, but of many is iron totally unfit for the purpose and
that modes of construction are in vogue
unsafe at any pressure
which would render a boiler made of the best materials unsafe;
;
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that factors of safety are adopted, below those which experience has
sanctioned in oilier countries; that the test by hydraulic pressure,
carinstead of being carried to three times the working pressure, was
If this is the way in which certificates
ried to one anda half times.

employ two machines, in order that the light of the one should counIt has been found by expeteract the shades thrown by the other.
rience that the naked light may be employed, the workmen themselves having asked for the removal of the opal globes which it was

are given, and the weak machine is then entrusted to ignorant
wonder is that destructive explosions do
superintendence, the only
not occur more frequently.

tints of colors, this property

thought at
iral

THE LIGHT OF THE FUTURE.

;

and about 20,000 square

feet

mermarine and the navy depends so very much upon the amount
of security with which ships may enter ports, and the care bestowed
upon keeping up an effective system of light-houses to warn the
navigator against approaching dangerous coasts, the electric light
would be sure to prove a welcome auxiliary in effecting those oband so in reality it has, being now employed at many of the
jects
It renders visible at night, at distances varying from
stations.
2,000 to 6,000 yards, objects such as buoys, ships, coasts, etc. The
In that year
electric light was first applied to light-houses in 1863.
trial was madejvith an Alliance machine at the light-house of La
Ileve, near Havre, the results being so satisfactory that no doubt all
light-houses would have been provided with the new light if the
It has been stated
question of expense had not stood in the way.
that the electric light is seen at least five miles farther than the oil
and that in hazy or foggy weather the range of the light is
light,
twice as great with the former as with the latter.
In England, official opinion was at first against the introduction
of the electric light in light-houses, on account of the peril of interThere are now electric lightruption but this has been overcome.
houses, besides those of England and France, in Russia, Austria,
;

placed

This inless than a quarter of an inch.
the current passing through
tervening space is the electric arc, and
that interval from the rod above to that below heats the points to
a state of intense incandescence, producing the electric light. The
from the upper or positive
current passing only in one direction,
consumes the positive at double
pole to the lower or negative pole,
the rate of the negative, and consequently the distance between the
has to be continually readjusted by clockwork and a magnet,

;

points
constituting the regulator or electric lamp.
By the side of the electric lamp with regulating apparatus for the
carbon rods as they become consumed, Jablochkoffs candle has also
become the material for electric lighting. M. Jablochkoffs light
completely suppresses the regulator. His invention was presented
The carbons, instead
to the Academy of Sciences in October, 1876.
of being opposed, are placed side by side, and are separated by an
When the current begins to pass, the
insulating fusible substance.
The layer of involtaic arc plays between the ends of the carbons.
sulating matter melts, volatilizes, and the double rod of carbon
slowly consumes, exactly as the wax of a candle progressively exposes its wick. M. Jablochkoff now burns in his candles, as they
are called, powdered asbestos.
It seems as if the interesting labors
of M. Jablochkoff will have practical result, and that they will increase the domain of electric lighting, for his lamps are now largely
used. In Paris, besides numerous larger electric lamps, at the present time, there are burning many Jablochkoff candles, of which we
may mention eight on the Place de 1 Opera, twenty-four in the
Avenue de 1'Opera, eight on the Place du Theatre Francais, six at
the Palais Bourbon along the front facing the Place do la Concorde,
seventy in the Grands Magasins du Louvre, eight in the shops of
the Belle Jardiniere, sixty in the Concert de 1'Orangerie des Tuileries, thirty two in the interior of the Hippodrome.
Returning to the Gramme machine, it appears that the first light
machine constructed by M. Gramme fed a regulator of 900 Carcel

burners
its total weight was over 2,000
pounds. This machine
served for a long time for the experiments on the clock-tower of the
Houses of Parliament at Westminster. The fault found with this
machine was that it became heated, and gave sparks between the
metallic brushes and the bundle of conductors on which the current
was collected. This, however, has not given rise to any serious inconvenience during five years. M. Gramme's next machine was less
powerful, of a power of only 500 burners, and consequently of
smaller dimensions.
When a current is sent into two regulators,
each will give 150 Carcel burners. This apparatus has been introduced on board the Suffren and the Richelieu, of the French Navy
on the Livadia and the Peter the Great, of the Russian navy
it is
;

;

;

employed by several Governments for service in fortified places.
This machine is described as excellent, but its luminous
intensity is

when the atmosphere is foggy its price, however, is
The inventor has improved upon this machine, and
one .which, when coupled in tension, gives a luminous
;

somewhat high.

intensity of 800 Carcel burners at 700 revolutions -per minute, and,
coupled in quantity, 2,000 Careel burners, with 1,350 revolutions

rooms; when ceilings

:antile

between the points being

constructed

effective for high

ng establishments, and printing-rooms

electric current having been generated is conducted through an insulated wire to a perpendicular rod of retort carbon, the point of
which is
exactly above the point of a similar rod, the distance

slightly feeble

most

of yard, courtyard, dockyard, quay, and open-air works.
In a country like the British Isles, where the safety of the

The

and intensity of which may be changed.

electric light is

are of a less height than 12 feet, its introduction becomes more diffiAs a rule, there may be conveniently lighted with a single apcult.
paratus about 5,000 square feet of fitters' shops, lathe-shops, toolhalf that space in spinning-mills, weavihops, and modelling-rooms;

the various magneto-electric machines that have been brought
As soon
used.
forward, that of M. Gramme is the most generally
as his machine became practicable, an English company purchased
the English and American patents, the Societe d'Encouragement
awarded a gold medal to the inventor, and a large number of manuThe exhibitor has been awarded
facturers ordered the apparatus.
of Lyons, Vienna, Moscow, Linz, and
prizes at the Exhibitions
500 machines of his construction, with
Philadelphia ; and now about
and the demand
magnets or electro-magnets, have been delivered,
forthem is still increasing. Electric lighting, which before M.
Gramme's invention did not exist, speaking industrially, is at the
It is not within
of things practical.
present day within the domain
our scope to give a detailed description of his machine ; it is suffito state that it furnishes continuous electric
cient for our

purpose

The electric light preserving the
has been utilized with success by sev-

necessary to use.

dyers for standardizing their colors by night.

The

Or

currents, the direction

first

if

per

minute. It has been adopted
by the French Ministry of War, by
the Austrian navy and
artillery, by the Norwegian, Turkish, and
other Governments. By further
simplification, M. Gramme has
been able to introduce a machine most suited for industrial
purposes,
large workshops, and large, covered spaces.
As has already been remarked, the electric
light may be advantageously employed in a large variety of works, for it admits of oba
of
at
a small expense. By its means,
taining
great quantity
light
the loading and unloading of cargoes, the
mounting of machinery,
and similar trades may be carried on by
carpentry, weaving, dyeing,
as
well as in broad daylight. It is
night just
necessary, however, to

Sweden, and Egypt.

Everywhere their action

is

pronounced

satis-

Hitherto machines of only 200 Carcel burners have been
factory.
but it is stated on good authority, that the French Administried
tration of Light-houses are about to experiment with a Gramme ma;

chine of 2,000 burners. This machine probably will greatly enhance
the advantages, already recognized, of electricity over oil, and will
perhaps determine a radical change in the existing illumination of
light-houses.
The lighting of works by night is highly interesting. The Spanish Northern Railway, after trial, used the light as early as 1862 in
The expense
the works proceeding in the Guadarama mountains.

per hour for material consumed was 2.90 francs per lamp the saving
The light has al?o
effected upon the use of torches was 60 per cent.
rendered important services in the mines of Guadarama. The air
became so vitiated in the workings by the explosion of charges and
the combustion of the miners' lamps that the ordinary lamp would
not burn. When a Serrin's regulator was sent down, a complete
"
becoming as easy as in the open
change took place, respiration
air," the lamps remaining alight.
Amongst open-air works may also
be cited, as executed by the aid of the electric light, those of Fort
Chavagnac at Cherbourg, of the Chemin de Fer du Midi, the reservoirs of Menilmontant, the building for the Moniteur Universal, and
more recently, those of Havre harbor and docks, the Exhibition of
1878 in the Trocadero, the Avenue de 1'Opera, the Grands Magasins
du Louvre, and other establishments.
Very little attention has hitherto been bestowed upon the great
service electricity will ultimately render in lighting up theatres and
Besides the comparative cheapness
similar places of public resort.
of the electric light, its use will do away with the expensive fitting;

up necessitated by gas. The great drawback to thorough enjoyment
caused by the flare and heat of hundreds of gas-flames will be enNo longer broiled and heated up to almost fevertirely removed.
point, we shall be able to sit in comfort and, more than that, perfect
safety against that most awful of all calamities, a fire in a theatre, or
even a panic such as quite recently occurred at Liverpool. Panics
will be avoided
for people will soon come to know that fire from
electric light is impossible.
We were forcibly reminded of the great
danger to which audiences are now exposed during a recent visit,
on a Saturday evening, to the Covent Garden promenade concerts.
We pictured to ourselves the scene that would ensue if, during one
of those crowded performances, the mass of inflammable material
which has been piled up, in addition to what is already stored there,
were to
with the evident endeavor to "decorate"' the place,
catch fire it required but a little fancy to conjure up a picture of an
Inferno to which nothing was wanting.
With the electric light, on
the contrary, we should have, instead of a sweltering, gasping multitude, an audience able to enjoy the musical or dramatic fare set before it.
As yet, however, little progress has been made in the employment of the electric light inside theatres.
But the electric light has not been a stranger to the stage for some
;

:

time.

It

in Paris.

made its debut in 1846, in the " Prophete," at the Opera
At that early time, however, it was only employed to pro-

duce the effect of the rising sun. Its success was complete, and
since that time it is rarely that a ballet or an opera has been mounted
without the introduction of some effect of the electric light. Since
1855 a host of ingenious combinations have been realized by its aid,
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At the new
lightning, reflections of the sun, etc.
at Paris, batteries are used, the architect not wishing to locate
a steam-motor in any part of the building. At the Opera in Vienna,
where steam is employed throughout, use is made of a Gramme marainbows,

Opera

chine, which gives very good results.
The question of the cost of electric lighting is such a highly imand has given rise to so much discussion, that we recur
portant one,
to it, though we have examined it already at some length on a previous occasion, when it was shown that, even under the most unfavorable conditions, the electric light is certainly below the cost of gas
The electric light as used by the London
for equal amounts of light.
a Siemens machine, is stated to
Stereoscopic Company, who employ
be three times cheaper than gas, light for light. M. Fontaine calculates the saving with a Gramme machine to be over 22 ptr cent.
Mr. Sprague, who was recently sent to Paris by the Commercial Gas
Company to report on the electric light, comes to the conclusion that
Other gentlemen
the Jablochkoff light.
gas is twice as cheap as
nave given their opinion for or against electric light with regard
to its cost. But any unbiassed man not a shareholder or interested
in gas companies, who has taken the trouble to look into the matter, will have arrived at the conclusion that the evidence points in
favor of the new light.
Moreover, as improvements are introduced
in the production of the electric light, its present cost will be still
In fact, it is one of the conditions of its success
further reduced.
that the spirit of inquiry and invention should be turned in the
direction of reducing the expenses.
The great problem which remains to be solved is that of dividing
the light in such a manner as to split up its intense brilliancy into
separate useful atoms, each of which fractions must be powerful
enough to serve for illumination under the same conditions and at
When that is done, but not until
least with the same effect as gas.

then, the electric light will have proved itself a powerful rival to gas.
The startling announcement has just been made that Mr. Edison,
the inventor of the phonograph, if not of the telephone, has suc-

conjunction with Mr. William Wallace, an electrical
manufacturer of Ansonia, Conn., in perfecting a dynamo electric
machine to such a degree as to make it the very thin^ wanted.
As no details have yet been forthcoming, we prefer to suspend our
The Builder.
judgment.
ceeded, in
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CARRIAGE HOUSE AND STABLE. MESSRS. I. F. OBER AND GEORGE
D. RAND, ARCHITECTS, BOSTON.
This

stable has

been built for about S4,000,

for

Mr. George D.

Emery, in Indianapolis, Ind.
INTERIOR OF THE MUSIC ROOM OF THE KING OF BAVARIA, MUNICH. DRAWN BY MR. FR. VENTZKE.
The colors used in the decoration of this room are blue and white,
the national colors of Bavaria. All sculptured work is in white marble except the frieze, which is moulded in stucco.

CORRESPONDENCE.
ENGLISH

D FRENCH SEA-SIDE ARCHITECTURE.

PARIS.
lately writing about the new suburban houses in London, if I
made some reservations in my praise of them it was chiefly because I
criticised them from an English point of view, which may be taken as

IN

the highest standard of domestic architecture. Still more evident is
this after a trip along the coast of Normandy, where fashion in the
last few years has attracted many wealthy people to build. After seeing tbe houses of the English painters, of which I have spoken, it

was peculiarly interesting to visit Etretat, recently brought to notice
by the painters Isabey and Lepoittevin, and made celebrated by the
works of Alphonse Karr, till now it has become the chief summer
resort of the Parisian artistic world, including, besides artists in our
acceptation of the word, composers, singers, actors, and litterateurs.
Offenbach, Faure, Diaz, Oudin^, and a score of well-known artists,
have built there, so that one finds there the last expression of French
rural architecture.
The place itself is charming: a narrow valley
breaks through the lofty plateau down to a pebbly beach between fine
chalk cliffs, the sloping ground oilers picturesque sites, and with
its

artistic

population

one might expect original and attractive

and Building News.
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Yet from previous experience, I was really surprised to
one or two houses which could be called picturesque or interesting. One large villa there is, however, which is strikingly picturi sque in the half-timber style, and full of cosey corners and balThis last consideration is neglected in
conies looking upon the sea.

buildings.
find but

number of the houses, which are so placed a d designed
Can it be they are too aristocratic to
look out of their windows? as is the case with the Faubourg St. Germain people, some of whose hotels, facing the beautiful Luxembourg Garden and other fine views, are so purposely walled about,
the greater

as to

wantonly lose the view.

and tbe servants' quarters so placed that the master's rooms look
only upon his own little court. In various other ways this feudal spirit
In fact, in Paris norespectable people will
of seclusion thows itself.
be seen sitting by or looking from their windows. The majority of
houses at Etretat are built of snibll, gray cubes of flint relieved with
brick, which gives a neat but severe aspect.
Roughly laid stucco
mixed with something to give a time-stained look is used also with
stone or brick finish. M. Faure, the celebrated tenor, has introduced
into his brick f^ade large medallions of faience, but with this exOne in vain looks for a
ception terra-cotta or tiles are hardly used.
there an attempt is made to be
special sea-side character. Here and
rustic by trimming a thoroughly city house with wooden eaves and
of a man in a winter surjig-saw work, but the effect is much that
tout weaiing a straw hat.

At Trouville and Deauville, where there are many costly villas, the
architecture is even move such as might be built in the heart of Paris.
Fine, handsome stone and brick structures they are, if you will, but
with no piazza or other characteristic of sea-side dwellings open
Again, however, there iu
only two or three months in the summer.
one intelligent exception. One of the largest villas at Trouville is
framed with timber and filled in with diagonal brickwork. The deis a clever adaptasign, with its bold gables and finely-carved details,
Indeed the motives are easily
tion of the sixteenth century style.
traced to a fine old Francois I. house mouldering away in a narrow
street of Lisicux, which, distant only a few minutes by rail inland, is
filled with the best examples of timber-framed houses of various periods and designs. It is a perfect museum in this respect, yet the
architects seem no more tempted, either by the desire of novelty or
by that of perpetuating the style of the locality, to turn to it than a
It
Parisian lady is to abandon her fashions for the Normandy cap.
is curious how uninfluenced by, in fact how utterly unconscious of,
the mediaeval mania of their neighbors almost in sight across the
water, the Frenchmen are. Few French architects have ever been in
England, and no illustrated journals from it find their way here ; for
in general, what the architects here cannot get from their own publications,
ample as they are there is never in them a line about
they are profoundly indifferent and ignorant about.
England,

A

thoroughly French trait.
These two houses I have mentioned show, however, how a French
architect can succeed if he seriously attempts picturesque architecture; but it does not come naturally to him, nor can distinctively
rural architecture be said to exist in France.
Attempts at it
generally suggest Parisians on a picnic in the country, and though
tbe provincial architect may have a more tincere appreciation of
The
rural life than his city brother, his buildings do not show it.
ambition of the worthy bourgeois who builds in the suburbs of a
flat fa9ade with
city is to imitate a maison-a-loijer ; he wants the same
In imitation of the mairie it must be isolated
its iron balconies.
from all shrubbery by as broad a gravel walk as may be, and there it
stands, bare and square, as dreary to the Anglo-Saxon as if the architect had never carefully proportioned the windows and cornice,
made the lines of quoins to exactly correspond with them, and carved
some graceful little cartouche over the door. It is an interesting
and quick fancy,
question why the French, with their sensitive taste
should he, in rendering the outside of their dwellings attractive, so
artistic nation; for superior as their public buildings are in breadth o? composition and in monu nental qualities, the
veriest tyro in England will give a cosey, habitable character, surely
clew to
essential to a dwelling, which they almost never obtain.
this is suggested on noticing that the bare, box-like character becomes more apparent southward; for Italian classical influence is rewith
sponsible for the theory that architecture should concern itself
monuments only. The Italians will lavish art on a fountain or a caThe training of
sino, but a small dwelling is not worth the thought.
the Frenchman is against him also ; since the \ery haUt of studying
fur symmetry and simplicity, by subordination of details, which gives
such breadth to their large structures, prevents him from seizing

far behind a less

A

which is acceptable in
the. prettiness
pettiness to him
dwellings.
On the other hand, the English, applying to their large buildings
the same methods as to their dwellings, fail to give to the former the
breadth necessary to make them grand or imposing. Details catch
the eye on all tides, and there is no unity or tranquillity.
English
architecture may iii fact be said to be at present confined to details,
for there is little study of anything else. If a man has a town-hall to
design he. at once thinks of his sketch of the tower at Bruges, and,
a fine dormer window at Rouen, his chief aim then be-

upon

remembering
comes to work iu those two patterns at all costs. It is faid for example of Mr. Street, that, after his first small sketch, he at once gives
his attention to the full-sized details, and the want of subordination
of secondary features to the main effect is unhappily i.lustrated iu
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New Law Courts. The Frenchman, on the contrary, beginning
with a free-hand sketch, studies his masses in plan and elevation;
and when his plan is entirely fixed, he goes back to his small elevation, approximately fixes its proportions, then doubles its scale, which
develops new defects to be corrected, repeats this process until he is
satisfied, and then only he comes down to the details, which thus
grow out of the requirements of the design and it may be the
building is up and the rough hewn blocks in place before the smaller
details are decided on.
I believe the French forego an aid in not making perspectives of
their houses; for misleading as a perspective may be in case of large
structures where the distortions of foreshortenings are great, and
which when built present fa9ades seen almost in geometrical elevation, it is different with small buildings well in the plane of the picture, and which in nature, from their small size, generally show two
sides at once.
Apart, however, from all this, the French have not so
keen an appreciation of this picturesque as the English. The latter,
as a nation, have always 'been travellers and accustomed to sketch.
In all lands a sketcher is at once set down as an Englishman.
Thus the people at large, as well as the architects whose education
aside from ollice work lies much in sketching,
naturally seek and
"
note " bits
which are picturesque. On the other hand the French
rarely travel or sketch, and their theoretical education leads to the
study of elevations and plans in books rather than of the real buildhis

;

ings.

In comparing these two nations, so utterly different, it is
amusing
to note the effect of their characteristics at the sea-shore.
The one
Consepeople spend their leisure in walking, the other in talking.
there are
quently at the English watering-places, such as

Brighton,

vast jetties running out into the sea, expressly built for ' constitutionals."
Here, day and evening, both sexes tramp up and down. At
the end of this walk is generally a wider place where the band
The French
plays, but where there is little or no shelter for seats.
at all seasons like to sit in the open air and chat, and
this, combined
with their love for the theatre, accounts for their casinos, which at
every watering-place are the centre of interest from the wide piazzas
where they can sit. These casinos vary from the small chalet of a
little-frequented place to the magnificent structures of the fashionable ones. In general, however, they front upon a wide terrace overlooking the bathing beach, arid consist of piazzas, partly enclosed
for bad weather, of a theatre in the middle into which can be
opened
dancing and concert halls on either side; and these are flanked by
At many places there is
billiard, refreshment, and reading rooms.
a small theatrical company and orchestra.
Americans by our traditions are peculiarly open to English
influences, and our characteristics as a young, enterprising nation,
eager to travel and assimilate from all sides, favor this sentiment for
the picturesque; the recent results have
certainly been encouraging.
I truly oelieve that our finest
Newport villas are, for comfort, and
elegance, within and without, superior to any dwellings of the kind
here on the Continent, and surpassed by none in
while our

We

modern detached

city

and suburban houses

England,

also fairly rival

any Eng-

An Englishman may find them mere copies of his own
but I am confident a Frenchman can
perceive in them a

lish ones.

designs,
certain character of their

own distinct from the borrowed motives.
must, however, remember that for a style to be progressive
it must be modified
according to its own requirements, and not by
wholesale borrowing from others and to this end the French and
German methods of patient study at home should not be neglected.
In my recent letter about the
building of the American church at
Rome there appeared a typographical error which I desire to correct.
"
"
It reads,
a Swiss archbishop regulated the accounts and was clerk
"
of the works; the
reading of course should be a Swiss architect."

We

;

R.

FRENCH CRITICISM OF ENGLISH WATER-COLOR
PAINTING,

WERE

i

not that England, whose
participation in our great Ex_
hibition has been on so
grand a scale, devotes a special gallery to
water-color drawing, it would be
superfluous to make this branch of
art the subject of an article.
The other nations, including France,
are scarcely represented in this
spe'cialite.
Moreover, the English
artists' treatment of water-colors
scarcely differs from their method
in oil painting; in fact, one
passes from the galleries in which their
canvases are hung to the one
containing their drawings without
being made aware of the fact by any novel impression.
find here
the same soft tones of color, the same careful and somewhat hesitating manner, which seems to dread
producing too brilliant an effect,
and as it were to shrink from
uttering a note pitched in a key that
might disturb the general harmony of the composition.
English
painters, and most especially water-color artists, are
perfectly indifit

We

what we term le morceau ; their dominant
preoccupation is,
that the idea of the
picture should be conveyed to the mind as dias
rectly
possible ; they consequently carefully avoid distracting the
eyes of the spectator from the subject.
Our artists take an opposite
view; they paint for the sake of painting, considering the or.ran of
sight sufficiently precious to merit every possible effort to
gratify it.
If our
neighbors do not indulge in the seductions of the palette they
have other merits not less estimable. Their
composition ia adrni-

f.?rent to

1

Translated from the Gazette des Beaux-Arts.
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rable; and if they obtain the sense of harmony by somewhat muffled
tones, nevertheless they
undoubtedly do produce harmony. It is,
therefore, not too much to assert that if
learn

they may
something
they can most easily return us the service and they have an
their
own, whereas ours differs in nothing from
idiosyncrasy quite
that which is common to all the art schools of
Europe.
English water-color art has lost much of its individuality since the
Exhibition of 1867. It has become a serious art, which ranks with oil
Under these new circumstances one is tempted to inquire
painting.
whether its origin has not been somewhat
forgotten, and even we may
go further, and contest its raison d'eire. It undoubtedly matters not,
when we see a work of art for the first time, whether it has been
thrown on a canvas or on a sheet of paper, and it is a very secondary
consideration what the exact quality of the colors
employed thereon
may be but it is of importance to preserve a distinctness in the
methods of procedure, for a similarity in these methods would deprive
us of variety in art production and serve no useful end. It had been
admitted that a certain freedom of execution and a liberty in method
was granted to the water-color art which would not bo tolerated in

from

us,

;

;

The art was like a young sister, whose giddy pranks
painting.
would be condoned by her youthful grace and freshness. But the
English do not look on things in this light; stiff, ceremonious, and
oil

correct in their bearing, their water-colors are after their own
image.
And verily we have no right to reproach them with their peculiar
but
the
critic
be
allowed to regret that the special method
type ;
may
of water-color study should be so
entirely laid aside that it has lost
its characteristic
physiognomy, and this in the birthplace of watercolors, and in the country which has produced a Turner, a Boning-

and a Cattermole. These remarks, however, do not apply indiscriminately to all English artists there are some among them whose
works evidence careful research for the distinctive
qualities of the
art, and they paint accordingly; but th y who do so are not the most
popular, for the cleverest men are in the opposite camp. I shall give
a rapid sketch of each.
Frederick Walker and Pinwell stand at the head of their school,
in my opinion.
Both artists terminated their brief career in 1875,
and it is really hard to have to commence their eulogy by the announcement of their death. I shall, however, write of them as though
they were here to enjoy the record of their successes.
Walker has everything in his favor. Equally remarkable for the
delicacy of his coloring and the accuracy of his draughtsmanship, his
composition moreover displays an exquisite sense of nature, and the
English school does not possess a more careful observer of detail.
These qualities are intensified by a gift peculiar to his own mind, and
that is a strongly-developed sense of humor.
His water-color paintings, as well as his drawings, fully justify the high position this artist
has held in England, and his works have this
peculiarity, that if they
are frankly English in form and
feeling they are first-rate works of
ton,

;

no matter in what latitude they may chance to be. Mr. Walker
has several styles,
the one airy, bright, and cleverly concentrated
(this he applies to the illustration of books); the other more that of
a painter, where every detail is finished with the utmost carefulness.
This style precisely serves his
purpose in the composition of the home
scenes in which his countrymen
Of his first style are the
delight.
smaller water-color drawings, of the freshness of
coloring and rapid
execution for which Johannot was remarkable, of which the most noteart,

worthy example which .recurs to me is the drawing for an illustration
of one of Miss Thackeray's works.
whole drama is expressed in
the size of a sheet of letter-paper ; the scene
conveys a powerful yet
sweet emotion, of which the truthfulness to nature is notable, at the
same time the sense of vision is gratified by the graceful and humor"
" The Health to
istic manner of the artist'.
Absent Friends is the
title of his water-color
in
merit
is
a
wood
drawing; equal
engraving
called "
Bouquet." The publisher has had the good sense not to
hand over to the engraver the piece of box on which this delicious
composition is designed. The scene is one of the every-day life of
a laborer in his cottage, but the talent of the artist elevates the
few touches of his pencil ba\ e
thoughts to a far wider sphere.
sufficed to characterize the moral tone of his
personages, their social
position, and the feelings by which they are inspired.
Walker excels in his reproduction of children, as do most of his
fellow-countrymen, but he does so with a freedom of drawing and a
humor which no other English artist has attained, with the exception
of Mr. C. Green,
especially in his drawings on wood, for as a painter
he is less forcible. Children are prominent in almost all Walker's
water-colors ; the types and attitudes of his
tiny personages are as
varied as nature itself, and so
happily given one never wearies of
them. In the very centre of his " Field of Violets " a child is the
prominent figure. This work is a masterpiece, and as perfect as are
any of the illustrations of which I have already spoken. With infinite gravity she holds the basket in which an
aged woman piles the
violets she has gathered in the meadow; her
figure stooped, in an attitude which recalls our own Millet.
His name is the only French
one of which we are
involuntarily reminded in the EnglUh art secThis watertion; but it must be admitted that it often recurs to us.
color drawing of Walker
constantly reminds us of a master who would
infallibly have added lustre to our art school had he not, by inconceivable carelessness, bean all but
totally excluded from the exhibition.
The gesture of the principal personage in it, and yet more the
method of the artist in the composition of the work, recall Millet.
There are the same incisive touches of tones at first opponent, but
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gradually blended with an infinite softness, and which convey rather
more the impress-ion of a crayon than that of a water-color drawing.
The great majority of English artists, be it said, make use of color
in tubes, or else have color prepared on the palette, which facilitates
the retouching of the work without this being apparent. Water-colhave already said that all. is
ors admit of no such transactions.
well that ends well, and we do not mean to reproach the artists who
use these means with the fact, but we are authorized to assert that
the tones of color obtained by these processes differ absolutely from
the coloring of nature ; that however tender may be the harmonies
which result therefrom, they are based on a fiction and cost less
work. Delacroix's ambition soared higher; he determined to conquer
by a struggle with difficulty, and can one blame him? The English
are afraid of color they dread its destroying the idea of their picture
by attracting attention and diverting it from the subject. They are
right to frame their water-colors as well as their paintings; at the
edges of the canvas or of the paper the reflected light from gilded
which is much
frames raises the tone of the ambient
atmosphere,
work gained, and the general harmony of a picture is not the worse
for this. The indiscretions of our broad white margin are thus avoided,
which so often proves a touchstone by which the local truth and
freshness of the tones of color can be tested.
The death of Pinwell, in 1875, proved as great a loss to the EngThe author of the " St. James's Park " has at
lish school of art.
the same time more passion and more freedom of drawing than
Walker. In his compositions the preconceived idea is clearly defined,
and he never allows the technical part of his work to induce him to
swerve from it. It would be waste of time to attempt to assimilate
his diverse methods of painting with the rules of aerial perspective;

We

;

he only recognizes gradations of light to a certain degree and in an
When he has clearly expressed his thought, he
arbitrary manner.
If I had to
stops short, and leaves the rest to mere indications.
choose between what is distinctly given and what is left to the imagination, I should select, on account of the execution solely, those
parts of the work indirectly hinted at, for in these the genius of the
artist is most truly revealed.
Conveying an idea by a few strokes
requires adaptability, lightness of touch, and profound knowledge,
qualities which are not common in England, where usually a certain
hesitation and heaviness of manner is predominant.
Pinwell is a painter, a philosopher, and a poet at the same time; he
combines the two r/enres which are the distinctive feature of English

At times he selects an abstraction
art of the present day.
as, for
He did this when he painted the
for his subject.
instance, a fable
" Pied
Piper of Hamelin." At other times he paints life as it is, and
relates its incidents with admirable truthfulness; but he generalizes
more than do most of his countrymen, and he delights in painting a
" St. James's Park " afforded him an
moral.
opportunity for paintIt is evident that when we sludy this
ing modern London society.
group of the varied incidents in the every-day life of the great city we

must carry our thoughts beyond what the artist actually puts on the
canvas. This is more than a mere reproduction of the habits and customs of the epoch. That there is here a final and allegorical meaning we cannot for a moment discuss, if we will only study the general
plan of the composition. The scene takes place on a bench in the
that of
The personage in the centre has a sinister aspect,
park.
poverty in a black coat. He is either a broken-down gambler or the
discoverer of some invention on which he has vainly spent his uttermost farthing; his features bear the stamp of his defeated life. In
the fixed expression of his look one can see that he is on the brink of
a fatal resolve. What is before him V crime or suicide? Ho has an
The Thames may see
honest look about him. One hand is gloved.
On the right, a woman in a dark dress and a
the end of his history.
street singers both of them. The mother reckons their pennies.
boy,
There is no doubt as to their story. They are clearly the victims of
some heart-breaking misfortune. The boy is old enough to remember; the way in which he looks before him tells us he has seen better
On the left is a young nursery-maid who blushes while she
days.
her
listens to the whisperings of a fascinating guardsman
sitting by
While the
ride, and in front of them, a little girl dressed in velvet.
pushes a baby along in a perambulator, with a pitiful expression she
Vaguely she feels they are her
glances at the two poor musicians.
have before us two children personifying the
equals in rank.
well-known types of rank and decadence. The bench on which this
tragi-comedy is acted is, to use an architectural term, accoste' in the
background on the right by the figure of a woman whom we have a
clear right to consider as typifying modern vice, and on the left by a
man very comfortably dressed, who carries in his glovtd hand a brace
The contrast is too striking for us not to perceive that
of partridges.
he represents labor rewarded, au-dessus ses petites affaires, as Gavarni
would have said. The outline of a policeman, seen in the distance,
may be said to typify the law.
1 cannot assert that when Pinwell composed this picture he meant
to convey the ideas ] have attributed to his personages, but it cannot
be denied that his genius had a singular facility of impressing the most
ordinary subjects with an elevated order of sentiment. He was, in
common with the great majority of English artists, a refined analyzer.
The superiority of his genius is made manifest by the conclusions
his pictures force upon one.
They are works of a rare degree of
elevation of tone.
I shall
only speak of the third water-color drawing of this remark" La Grande
able artist
Dame," a retrospective study of the habits

We
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and customs of England
for the purpose of extolling the brilliance
and powerful harmony of its tone. The blues and reds are graduated
but as
to a vinous tinge, somewhat displeasing to our French vision
soon as one has become acclimatized to the English galleries, where
There are
this tone predominates, one admits its exquisite beauty.
certain portions of this work, and these the least finished, as I have
;

before remarked, the execution of which is simply superb.
The east 13 brilliantly represented
perhaps, indeed, too brilin the water-colors of Lewis, who likewise died in 1875, a
liantly
year so peculiarly fatal to English artists. By the clearness of his
colors, which he used almost crude, Lewis seemed to enter a protest
against the pale coloring of his fellow-artists. His water-colors have
the 'appearance of a kaleidoscope; they are, however, admirable specimens of draughtsmanship and of singular elegance of design.
Let us, however, confess that this style is of a past date. Ho does
not stand alone the romantic drawings of Sir John Gilbert are likewise somewhat out of date, and their intensity of tone only proves
this fact.
In Mr. Linton's case this energy of tone is at least equal,
but the form is more modern. His "Cardinal Minister" is a good
historic painting, in the style of Delaroche; the execution displays
knowledge and is worthy of the subject. Mr. Gregory exhibits two
;

very remarkable works. His style is full of vigor, of freedom of
The title of one is " Sir
touch; less, however, than he aims at.
Galahad," a knight of the days of romance, who is scarcely discernible in the shadows of night
the mystery which enshrouds him, how"
" St.
ever, adds considerably to the impression produced.
George
is
the
a
treated
life-size
bust
of
in
water-colors
man,
simply
broadly
on extremely rough paper, with scratched-in effects cleverly manThe
saint
is
of
a
somewhat
ordinary type, but the hands are
aged.
remarkable for beauty, and prove knowledge of form. This drawing
appears all the more startling in effect inasmuch as the rest of the
works of the English school are of a peculiarly subdued tone. It is
like a trumpet call in the middle of a concert of rippling song.
I shall not dwell on the retrospective works of Messrs. BurneJones and W. Crane; they neither differ in style nor form from the
oil paintings by those masters, already criticised by M. Duranty.
"Love in Death" is nevertheless a curious work by Burne- Jones but
we ask in vain why this artist has drawn on paper instead of on canvas a work of such dimensions, for doing so was simply accumulating
its difficulty.
Its artistic value is incontestable.
The artist has a
perfect right to close his eyes to the progress which has taken place
I even consider this fact as the indication of a
since the year 1500.
refined and original nature. The artists of mediaeval ages had among
other merits that of nairete'; but this quality is terrible, inasmuch as
it does not admit of imitation.
English pre-Raphaelites prove this
by the inanity of their efforts. Nevertheless they succeed in interWho, for instance, could pass by with inesting us in their works.
difference " The End of the Year," by Mr. W. Crane ? Imagine the
The body is borne along in a bier; a Christian
burial of a year.
as in theatres
priest leads the procession; the mourners defile
to the very edge of the grave, which yawns beneath a portico a la
Mr. W. Crane, in a charming little landscape which is the
Giotto.
" Almond Trees on Monto
last of his exhibits, entitled
Pincio," in his
adoration for iniivcte has not ki'pt to the primitive Italian school, but
gone off to Japan, and the combination of these two styles has suited
him to perfection. I leave to others the task of proving that in acting thus the artist has sacrificed nothing of aesthetic unity, and that
if he has drawn from two different streams it is because both spring
;

;

from the same fountain.
I shall not do so,
It is time to take leave of the English section.
however, without repeating once more, that the originality, the naif
charm, the humor, and the honest tone of the works it contains fully
Perhaps they lack purely plastic qualities, but
justify their success.
we cannot have everything. Our art section is sufficiently rich in
merit to admit of our unhesitating admiration of perfections in others
The Archiof which we must confess ourselves somewhat lacking.
tect.

DR. SCHLIEMANN'S

EXCAVATIONS AT ITHACA.

DR. SCHLIEMANN'S late excavations at Ithaca, though they have
not given him any such prizes as he has found elsewhere, have
nevertheless afforded him much archaeological comfort, as appears
Of Mount Aetos,
in his communications to the London Times.
where was the' citadel of Ulysses, he says
" There can
hardly he any doubt thnt, in the same manner as the Acropolis of Athens was widened by Cimon, who included a large portion of its
:

northeastern slope, and filled up the lower space with slones and debris,
the level summit of Mount Aetos was extended to the north and southwest
hy a huge Cyclopean wall, still existing, the spaec between the top and
wall bcingfilled up with stones nndde'l>ris. Thus the summit forms a quad\21 feet 4 inches broad,
rangular, even platform, 168 fed 8 inches long by
so that there was on the summit amplo ro >m for a large mansion and
of the circuit wall are towers of Cycourtyard: To the north and south
wall of immense boulders runs
clopean masonry, from each of which a huge
down. But at a certain distance these two walls begin to form a curve,
and ultimately join together. Two more Cyclopean walls run down from the
and
the one in an easterly, the other in a southeasterly direction
top
the two first-named walls. Lastly, I have to menjoin the curve formed by
This
tion a huge circuit wall about fifty feet below the upper circuit wall.
wall has fallen on the west side, but is in a marvellous state of preservation
on the other sides. To increase the strength of the place the foot of the
rock has been cut away so as to form a perpendicular rock wall twenty
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In the walls are recognized three gates. Between all these Cyfeet high.
clopean walls once stood a city, which may have contained two thousand
Of one
houses, cither cut out of the rock or built of Cyclopean masonry.
hundred and ninety of these houses I have been able to find the ruins more
them
between
of
and
found
them
or less preserved. I measured twelve
feet and sixty-three feet long, and fifteen feet to twenty feet
twenty-one

The usual size of the rudely cut stone is five feet in length, four
The size of these
feet eight inches in breadth, and two feet in thickness.
stones by far exceeds that of the stones in the Cyclopean houses I discovbroad.

Some of the houses consisted of only one
ered at Mycenae and Tiryns.
room others had four or even six chambers."
;

He

Eumseus as follows
" Near the southeast
extremity of the Mind, about four and a half miles
from Vathy, are a number of stable-like ro.mis, averaging twenty-five feet
identifies the stables of

and Building News.
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:

and ten feet in breadth, partly rock cut, partly formed by Cythe
clopean walls of very huge stone, in which Homer must have seen
twelve swine stables built by the divine swineherd Eumseus. To the east
of these stables, and just iri front of them, thousands of very common but
mo>t ancient potsherds indicate the existence of an ancient rustic habitation, which Homer appears to have described to us as the house and station
This is the more probable, as at a very short distance to the
of Eumsens.
east of this site, and near the sea, is a white cliff with a perpendicular descent of one hundred feet, which until now is called Korax, that is, the
Raven Rock, to which Homer refers when he represents Ulysses as challenging Eumaeus to precipitate him from the great rock if he finds that he
Below the Korax, in a recess, is natural and
is telling lies (Od. xiv. 398).
always plentiful and pure water, which the tradition identifies with Homer's fountain of Arethusa, from which Eumteus' swine were watered. I
excavated as well in the stables as in front of them, on the site of the rusthe stables I found filled with stones, but on the site of the
tic habitation
house I struck the rock in a depth of one foot, and found there fragments
of very interesting, most ancient, unpainted pottery, also of pottery with
I found in my excavations at the
red bands, and masses of broken tiles.
foot of Mount Aetos two medals of Ithaca, having on one side a cock with
other
side a Ulysses head with a conand
on
the
the exergue IGAKTN,
These latalso two coins of Agathocles of Syracuse.
ical cap or pilidion
Also
ter coins are here frequently found and abundantly offered for sale.
Corinthian and Roman coins are very frequent here."
The grotto of the nymphs, where Ulysses hid his treasures, he
claims to have discovered, and thus describes
in length

;
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AUTOGRAPHIC TELEGRAPHY.
Among the ingenious electrical invenIt
tions at the Paris Exhibition is D'Arlington's autographic telegraph.
is designed for nse on the battle-field, but there is no reason why it could
not be made serviceable in time of peace. It can transmit a map, plan, or
message exactly as it may be drawn or written, and if it can do that, it
can also send far and wide the portrait of a runaway bank director or any
"
other person who may be
wanted."
general idea of it may be gathered
from a verbal description, but a diagram would be required to explain its
details.
At the transmitting and at the receiving end there are cylinders,
each of the same size and driven by clock-work, go as to revolve and to move

A

same rate. Each cylinder has an earth connection. The
despatch or plan is made with greasy ink on a piece of foil paper, which
The oily
fits accurately the circumference of the transmitting cylinder.
parts of the surface are non-conducting, while the metallic part is conductOn the receiving cylinder is a sheet of chemically-prepared paper.
ing.
platinum wire or "finger" is attached to each end of the wire and
these fingers arc adjusted so as to move easily over the cylinders. The
sending cylinder is connected with the battery, which is also in short cirWhenever the finger of the sending cylinder touches the non-concuit.
ducting surface the current must go over the long wire and affect the other
platinum point but when it touches the conducting metallic foil it passes
over the short circuit, and no electric action is felt at the receiving end.
Everv time the current goes over the long wire the platinum finger of Ihe
receiving cylinder makes a blue mark on the chemically-prepared paper.
The result is that an exact counterpart of the plan or despatch is received
when the work is done. Every military officer will appreciate the value of
A modification of the same apparatus has been used for
this invention.
engraving, but the employment of it is not profitable unless a great many
A'. Y. Times.
copies of the same design are required.
laterally at the

A

;

;

In opening a burial mound at Cade's
CURIOUS CINERARY URNS.
Pond, two miles northeastward of Santa 6 Lake, Florida, Mr. Henry
Gillman found two instances of a peculiar kind of cremation. The skull of
the subject in each case had been employed as the urn to contain the ashes
Neither of the skulls showed any signs of having
of the rest of the body.

been subjected to the action of

fire.

;

:

The Odyssey mentions a

grotto of the nymphs, in which Ulysses, asDr. Schlicniiinn thinks he has dissisted by Minerva, hid his treasures.
covered this place in a stalactite grotto near the little port of Dexia. He
found no treasure, but says
"
The grotto is very spacious, and it exactly answers the description of
Homer, who says that it has two entrances one in ihe north side for men,
and one on its south side for the immortal gods, for no man can enter by
All this is true; but by the entrance for the gods he
the divine door.
means the artificially cut hole in the vault of the grotto, which must have
served as a chimney to lead oft* the smoke of the sacrificial fires. From
this chimney to ihe bottom of the grotto is fifty-six feet, and of course no
man can enter by this way. But for ages the proprietors of the field seem
to have utilized this chimney to get rid of some of the stones which abound
here, for the grotto is filled five leet and six feet deep with small stones.
From the vault of the grotto hang innumerable stalactites, which have
given to Homer the idea of the stone urns and amphoras, and the stone
frames and looms on which the nymphs weave purple-colored mantles and
:

:

veili."

NOTES AND

CLIPPINGS.

PENNSYLVANIA'S HEROES.

In response to the invitation of the commission entrusted with the selection of the sculptors of the statues of Robert Fulton and General Peter Muhlenbcrg, which are to represent Pennsylvania in the Hall of Heroes, several sculptors submitted models of the two
statues, which have lately been placed at the Academy of the Fine Arts
in Philadelphia.
Among the competing sculptors were Messrs. Bailey,
Storck, Murker, Manger, Ellicott, Kern, and Roberts, all of Philadelphia;
Miss Nevin, of Lancaster, Penn., and Mr. Gould, of Boston. Apparently
after the models had l>een submitted the commissioners decided that the
work should be entrusted to native Pcnnsylvanians only, which at onee
ruled Mr. Gould and any other aliens out of competition. The award was
finally made to Mr. Howard Roberts, of Philadelphia, who will thus have
a chance to add the statue of Robert Fulton to his other works, among
which arc the figures of Hester Pryune, Hypatia, and La Premiere Ro-e.
To Miss Nevin was entrusted the possibly easier task of representing in
"
marble the " fighting parson of the Revolutionary War.

STATUE OF KAMEIIAMEHA.
The centennial of the discovery of the
Sandwich Islands by Captain Cook" in 1778 is to be comnumorated by a
bronze statue, heroic size, of Kamehamcha, the conqueror and organizer of
the islands. Kamchameha was an ancestor of King Kalakaua, who visited
the United States in 1875. The legislative assembly of the Sandwich Islands at Honolulu voted unanimously in August last the sum of ten thousand dollars for a work of art to commemorate their country's hero and
their centennial era.
The chairman of the committee, Hon. Walter M.
Gibson, member of the Hawaiian Parliament, who has charge of this commemorative monument, has placed the work in the hands of a Boston artist,

_

T. R. Gould.

ON CHINA.

An

ingenious process has been recently
introduced in France for electrotyping on a non-conducting material, such
as china, etc.
Sulphur is dissolved in the oil of lavendula spica to a syrthen chloride of gold or chloride of platinum is disupy consistence
;

solved in sulphuric ether, and the two solutions are in this state mixed
under a gentle heat. The compound is next evaporated until of the thickness of ordinary paint, in which condition it is
applied with a brush to
such portions of the china, glass, or other fabric as it is desired to
cover,
to
the
or
with
the
design
elcctro-melallic
according
The
pattern,
deposit.
objects are baked in the usual way before they are immersed in the bath.

JAPANESE AND CHINESE AHT.

One or two distinctive features in
noted by Sir Rutherford Alcock, furnish evidence tf iis idenThe curious fancy for the discovery of human
tity with that of China.
features and forms in rocks and trees and hills, observable in Japanese
In some
artists.
drawings, owes its origin to the imagination of Chinese
"
text of the
of the engravings which
Imperial Compenaccompany the
illusmost
dium of Literature," this conceit is very conspicuous; and in
" Fan cha too"
trated Chinese books of travel
such, for example, as the
But the point which
it forms a noteworthy feature in the landscape.
most nearly allies Japanese to Chinese art, and dissociates it from that of

Japanese

art,

other, and especially European countries, is the total neglect of the
In China this arose from a consideracorrect study of the human form.
tion of decency, and it was noticed that when the Chinese ambassador visited the British Museum he walked straight through the galleries of Greek
and Roman antiquities without turning his eyes to the right hand or to the
he examined most carefully the obin all other
left,
all

though
on view.

departments
In Japan, on the contrary, the notions of decency are of
As
another
kind.
Sir Rutherford Alcock remarks: "Constant
quite
opportunities for studying the nude exist, or did exist un'il quite lately,
in the bath houses, where both sexes bathed in common for hours together;
and in the streets and on the roads in summer, it was the exception to see
much too scanty to
a workingman with any clothing beyond a loin-cloth,
And y<t he sajs, "Considerinterfere with any artistic requirements."
ing how well and vigorously they [the Japanese artists] can draw the
human figure in action, one is disposed to wonder that they have never
"
learned to draw both hands and feet with something like correctness

jects

Here we have, then, two countries differing from all others in their neglect
of the study of the human form.
In the one, the oldest of the two, this
neglect is a matter of principle founded on the established ideas of decency ;
in the other, which has notoriously borrowed much from its older neighbor,
no such principle is known, and every opportunity is furnished by the
What
habits of the people for the development of this branch of art.
greater proof can we have than this, coupled with the connection which we
have shown to exist between the school of art in the two empires, of the
obsequiousness with which Japanese artists have followed in the wake of
their Chinese masters

?

Exchange.

ACOUSTIC GALLERY AT BEX.
sion of the

Prof. Ch. Dufour, during the last sesSwedish Society of Natural Sciences at Bex, observed a re-

markable echo in the church. The interior is of a rectangular form, with
one end rounded. The pulpit is nearly in the middle of one of the large
sides of the rectangle. Persons in front of the pulpit, at its foot and a little
but an auditor standto the right, hear a speaker with great difficulty
ing at two or three metres from the middle of ilic rounding part hears,
with remarkable distinctness, the slightest words which are spoken at the
foot of the pulpit.
Dufour considers this effect more remarkable than the
one in the dome of St. Paul's, at London, and than that in the halls of
the Conservatoire des Arts et Metiers, at Paris.
;

INUNDATION FROM THE NILE.
The damage by inundation on the
Damictta branch of the Nile is estimated at $2,500,000. Two hundred and
The Government is accused of neglecting all prefifty lives have been lost.
cautions against

uch a calamity.

EXCAVATING THE TEMPLE OF DELPHI.
It is said that the Athens
Archaeological Society is in treaty for buying up the houses on the site of
the Temple of Delphi, and transferring the village to a short distance off.
Excavations will then be undertaken.
LACUSTRINE RELICS.
On the site of the lacustrine village near Estavaycr, laid bare by the lowering of the waters of the Lake of Neuchatel,
have been found amber ornaments belonging to the age of stone, and a
beautiful golden buckle of the age of bronze. Four canoes are visible, but
they have not as yet been raised to the surface.
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THE twelfth convention of the Institute, of which we have
given a fuller account elsewhere, was duly held in New York on
Wednesday and Thursday of last week, in the Corn and Iron
Exchange, whose juxtaposition with one of the stations of the
Sixth Avenue elevated railroad gave the members from abroad
a fair experience of both the virtues and the vices of the new
mode of transit. It was not a full convention, the attendance
from other cities being small nor a long one, being limited to two
The reports of the officers made only
days and three sessions.
a fair showing for the past year the membership havin"- re;

:

mained pretty nearly stationary the expenditures leaving a
small balance on the right side, owing to the omission of the
usual publication of the Proceedings and the active work accomplished during the year having been less than usual. The
Board of Trustees reported that efforts on their part to influ;

;

ence Congress in favor of government tests of building materials had proved ineffectual, and they had laid the matter on the
table.
The presidents of the chapters had been appointed a
committee on the credentials of new members. The resolution
of the Committee of Ways and Means revising the method of
collecting the revenue, passed by the last convention, had been
The
York Chapter reported
rejected by the chapters.
from their committee on the legal status of architects a decision of the courts which involved the denial of the protection

New

of the lien law to architects, the case decided being
actually
that of an engineer, but showing by implication that no such
protection was given to professional men, since the law was intended to aid laborers only. The Boston Chapter presented a
resolve ratifying the resolution proposed by the Committee of

Ways and Means, and asking that the committee be made permanent. They also reported the expedition undertaken with
the encouragement of the chapter by Mr. Joseph T. Clarke, one
of their junior members, for a complete comparative study of
all the accessible remains of Greek Doric architecture in
Europe
and Asia Minor. The Baltimore and Rhode Island Chapters
reported indifferent success in their efforts to secure the passage
of proper building laws, that of Baltimore being defeated, and
that of Providence having been passed after a
long struggle (of
which we have here and there given an account), but shorn of
many important restrictions, and with no satisfactory provision
for its enforcement.
Island Chapter presented the draught of a law
imposing a fine of a thousand dollars and a term of imprisonment
upon any architect, engineer, or superintendent whose building
should fall down or fail to perform its use during five years

was built, provided that he had full control of its conand a like penalty upon any contractor or builder
who should provide any building material whose failure should
it

struction

;

life, unless he could prove that he carried out his
instructions exactly. This was followed by an able paper on the
legal liabilities of architects here and abroad, by Mr. T. M.
Clark, and led to an animated debate, some members

cause loss of

arguing

in favor of the

most

rigid accountability, arid decrying building
while others demanded a qualification which should ex;
clude incompetent architects from practice ; and others called for

laws

152.

a careful discrimination between the
responsibility of the architect and that of the builder.
The subject was dropped without
action or expression of opinion from the convention. The
president, Mr. Walter, read, besides his annual address, a very interesting memorial of his predecessor, the late Mr. Richard Upjohn,
which it was voted should be entered upon the minutes of the
Institute, a copy being sent to Mr. Upjohn's
family.
paper
by Mr. Littel on the use of brick in decoration provoked considerable discussion on the relative value of brick and terracotta as building materials
and others were read, on the metric
system, on the faults of American architecture, and on plumbing.
report was received from the Committee of Ways and
Means, suggesting the value of a technical examination as a

A

qualification either for

membership or

and proposing means

to

for professional
practice,
the interest of the
younger
members of the profession by prizes or other appeals, and to
increase the importance of the conventions.
The other things
which occupied the convention were chiefly matters of domestic
business or discipline.
The old officers and committees were
reflected with a few exceptions, of which the chief was the
election of Mr. Charles D. Gambrill as
secretary, in place of
Mr. McKim, who declined to serve another year.

ANOTHER
were passed
"

secure

subject which led to considerable discussion

conduct of architects

The

iu competitions.

was the

following resolutions

:

That any member

of this body who, in case of
competition, should propose or agree to undertake the work for which he is competing for a less
commission or compensation than his fellows in the
competition violates
the sole condition of membership in this
society, viz., 'the honorable
practice of bis profession ;' mid that upon proof of the fact to an investigating committee, which shall consist of three Fellows, who shall be appointed by the Board of Trustees upon the demand of two Fellows of the
Institute, he shall be declared to be expelled by the Board of Trustees,
without further action of the Institute as a body, and that such
expulsion
shall expel him also from the chapter."
"
That if in case of paid competition any member of this Institute shall
offer his services free of charge, he shall l>c liable to
censure, if charges are
made by two Fellows and a committee appointed as provided in a former
resolution, for censure for violation of the conditions of membership in the
Institute."

THE papers give short abstracts of the report which the Supervising Architect has just made to the Secretary of the Treasury.
The notices that we have seen are very meagre, but we make
out from them that the usual obstacle of insufficient appropriations has made it impossible to carry on much of the work to
the custom houses
advantage, so that several of the buildings
and Fall River are quoted
must as usual be
stopped, almost as soou as work on them is fairly resumed, for
want of funds. The office is being gradually relieved of the
last of the fifteen
per cent contracts, those for cutting the granite of the Hartford Custom House and the Boston Post Office
3xtension having been modified during the year, so that the
work will henceforth be paid for according to measurement. The
at Hartford

Boston building is reported as advancing satisfactorily. It is
xpected that before the season closes the stone-wonk of the
first
story on all the fronts will be set and a contract has been
made for the iron columns of the basement and the beams of the
first floor.
The amount of the balance in hand, three hundred
and forty thousand dollars, allows one to hope that it may be
possible to keep the work going till the next appropriation is
;

available.

THERE

is so much
persistent talking about the removal of Mr.
there must be a strong effort making to displace him.
cannot pretend to any familiarity with the matter, but the
movement seems to have grown out of the Chicago Custom House
quarrel and to be a purely local one, while the unofficially apwinted successor is a Chicago man. It is safe to say, without
assuming to be well acquainted with a question of which we do
not know the ins and outs, that we have not seen indications of
.nybut local dissatisfaction with Mr. Hill's administration of his
office, nor have we heard of any well-sustained accusations of
unfitness, by reason either of incompetency or of unfaithfulness,
ndictments have just been brought against him and others for
'raudulent dealing about the Chicago Custom House, but they
ook as if they were aimed somewhat at random, since they in3lude no less than eight persons, among whom is Mr. Hill's predecessor, now for the first time attacked.
Moreover, it does not
end to give confidence ill the fairness or disinterestedness of

Hill that

We
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;
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Architect

who are working for the removal of a prominent official,
into
that they should have a candidate in hand ready to push
officers of
The
is
vacant.
as
it
as
soon
professional
his place

those

the o-overnmeut are those

who more

than

all

others should hold

The
dependence on politics or cliques.
is an official who should be as
Supervising Architect, especially,
in order that the traditions of his office
permanent as possible,
his
work should be as little interrupted
of
the
and
continuity
There is perhaps no work undertaken by the govas possible.
ernment which is so likely to be marred in passing from hand to
hand as its architecture, because it is never finished, and one man
their positions without

cannot without peculiar difficulties take up the artistic work
which another lets fall. Mr. Hill had the exceptional advantage
of coming to his position thoroughly familiar with the traditions
of it, and even with the details of the work actually in hand,
To supplant
in the office itself.
having had a long training
such a man by a novice is prudent only when he has shown
himself incompetent or dishonest ; that any private person or
coterie should assume to urge a successor of their own selection
into his place could at most be justified only by conspicuous
and commanding ability of the candidate.

THE
time

French Exhibition has been closed a fortnight after the
There lias been more or less complaint
appointed.

first

against

awards,

the
it, particularly
respect
management
a thing which, for that matter, is always to be exhave found fault because the awards were so

of

the

to

in

People
were cheaplong in coming, and because when they came they
ened by being lavishly and indiscriminately distributed. In spite
of the warning of Vienna and the good example of Philadelphia,
the inn-keepers and coachmen of Paris, and the shop-keepers acpected.

of the
cording to their opportunities, combined to make the way
The want of suitable restaurants at the Exhibition
visitor hard.
But with
itself was another thing that gave serious annoyance.
all these drawbacks the Exhibition has undoubtedly been, as it
was meant to be, the most attractive that has yet been held, on

account of the splendor of the display and the magnificence of

its

It
of the city which gave it.
buildings, as well as the brilliancy
has probably proved somewhat more costly and less directly re-

munerative than was anticipated but the French expected to pay
to criticise the cost
it, and were not in the humor
The expenses were estimated in advance at sometoo sharply.
have amountthing over thirty-five millions of francs what they
ed to is not yet told. It was assumed that the receipts from visitors would be fourteen millions of francs
they are reported
;

liberally for

;

;

The receipts at Philathan thirteen millions.
delphia were greater by half; but the admission fee at PhilaThe prodelphia was a half a dollar, while at Paris it was a franc.
ceeds of the concessions (for restaurants, catalogues, and the like)
were counted at a million and a quarter, and with an allowance
of four millions for the sale of the buildings, it was concluded
that the immediate deficit would be about twelve millions which,
however, was to be more than made up, it was thought, by the
increased revenue from postage, telegraphic despatches, various
imposts, and the reduction in subsidies to railroads. The receipts
from the sale of the buildings will probably not help the deficit
much, for that on the Trocadero was built to be permanent, and
now it is decided that the great building shall remain also. The
Champ de Mars, where it stands, has always been considered
the inalienable parade ground of the Ministry of War, which
has vigorously pressed its claim to recover possession, it is
The Ministry of Commerce, however, has fought hard to
said.
defend its building, and has secured a compromise, in virtue of
which, We are told, the building is to be preserved. Already
we hear of a movement to prepare another American exhibition,
this time in New York.
might hope that the next American exhibition would be under government authority, if we could
be sure of honest management. To undertake it under private
or local authority is quite at variance with the idea of an international exhibition, and must be a disadvantage to it, however
honest and public-spirited the management may be. This was
the rock on which the Philadelphia Exhibition almost split.
at

somewhat

less

;

We

THE Royal Academy has this time chosen for its president a
painter whose reputation does honor to the selection. The new
president is Mr. Francis Leighton, who would probably be ac->
counted, by more people than any other, the first English painter
of our day.
Americans who studied the paintings at the Centennial will be likely to remember him
by two strongly contrasted yet in some way analogous pictures shown there, the

and Building News.
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"Egyptian Slinger" and the "Summer Moon."

He

is

one of

the^few English painters who have tried in this day to keep to
"
the walks of what is called
high art," eschewing pretty much all
and generation, and consubjects from the actual life of his day
fining himself to the works of a poetical and somewhat severe

A

certain early tendency toward purism was in
imagination.
keeping with his choice of Steinle, of Vienna, the follower of
Overbeck, for his master, and Ary Scheffer for the companion
His father, it is said, gave him up rather
of his later studies.
reluctantly in his youth to the study of painting, influenced by
the advice of Powers, the sculptor, to whom he had referred his

This decided, his training, which was long and thorough,
He studied first in Berlin and then in

case.

was mostly German.

The first
Frankfort, spending afterwards some years in Rome.
picture which brought him reputation was, characteristically, a
in
picture of Cimabue carrying his painting of the Madonna
The
of his
of
Florence.
the
streets
subjects
through
procession
other works show the imaginative bent of his mind.
Among
them we find " Dante in Exile," " The Triumph of Music," The
"
"
Fisherman and the Siren," Paolo and Francesco," The Star of
'.'

Bethlehem," "Ahab and Jezebel," "Helen of Troy," "The
Syracusan Bride at the Temple of Diana," etc. He was commissioned a short time ago with Mr. Poynter to solve the everrecurring problem of painting the interior of St. Paul's. He was
in 18G1), and is now forty-eight years old.
He is said to be as distinguished for his social qualities as for
a distinction which is held to be a
his artistic achievement,

made an Academician

sine

qua

iton for the post for

which he has been chosen.

THE TWELFTH CONVENTION OF THE

INSTI-

TUTE.
THE

convention of the American Institute
last week, though it called out
some animated debates, does not seem to leave behind a great
This is perhaps partly because the attenddeal to record.
ance was smaller than usual, and among the absentees were a
number of members who have usually lent efficient help to the
proceedings partly because the various officers and committees
of the Institute had provided less material than usual to be
acted upon and also because cutting down the exercises to two
days, instead of three, which is the time-honored length, left
scant room for the handling of the subjects that were and might
have been presented. There were in fact but three sessions,
instead of five or six, as has been the usual custom, so that
several of the more interesting matters were dismissed, either
without a satisfactory discussion or without decisive action ;
while others which might have been discussed with profit were
passed with a mere mention, and one paper on an important
twelfth

annual

of Architects, held

in

New York

;

;

which was presented late in the proceedings, was neceson record without even being read, for want of time.
well-considered and well-arranged programme and the start-

subject,

sarily put

A

ing of several questions of professional importance made the
sessions interesting, nevertheless.
Of literary matter in the shape of essays and special reports
there was as large a proportion as usual, we should say, and
'

probably as interesting; while the manner in which it was introduced, distributed, as it was, pretty uniformly among all the
sessions, was perhaps as effective in securing attention and pro-

moting discussion as any, though it does not tell so much in the
retrospect as if it had been massed together in distinct sessions.
Besides the president's annual address, which we print elsewhere, his sympathetic memorial address on the late president,
Mr. Upjohn, and Mr. Clark's excellent essay on the legal responsibilities of architects were the two papers which showed
careful and deliberate preparation, though there were short papers of interest from several of the members present and absent
on the subjects proposed in the programme.
The reports of the officers and committees showed little change
There had been
in the conditions of finances and membership.
but few elections and two or three withdrawals during the year,
leaving the number of Fellows at sixty-five, and Associates sevThe result of cutting down the annual assessments in
enty-two.
the last two years was shown in the fact that, notwithstanding
the failure to publish the Proceedings of the Eleventh Convention during the year, the revenues had barely sufficed to cover
the expenditures, the balance in hand at the end of the year
being less than that at the beginning, and it being thought
necessary, therefore, to levy a special assessment to provide for
the publication of the proceedings of that convention and the
The scheme of finance provisionally adopted a
present one.
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year ago by the convention was reported as rejected by the
This leaves the Institute
after the general assemchapters.
bly has cut dowu the assessments, without regard to the requirements of its usual expenses and what is considered its necessary outlay, and has rejected the means provided by which it
to a choice becould exercise control of these expenditures

by them than that cheap Jack, who has no fear of responsibility,
and who does five times as much building, should be allowed
After a pretty animated debate, the conto do it at his will.

tween two or three rather unsatisfactory alternatives. These
go on with a revenue which obliges it to forego some-

If there are in the
the conduct of members in competitions.
Institute such offenders as these resolutions would touch, it
would be well to make an example of them. How great readiness there would be among their fellows to pursue them to conviction remains to be seen ; but to do it would undoubtedly
strengthen the Institute as well as do something to abate a scandal.
Another question of practice, which was referred to the
Board of Trustees, was suggested by the letter of a member of

are, to

or to provide for annual deficits
thing of its proper efficiency
by a special assessment, as has been done this year; or to
again increase its regular fees.
The most important question of practical bearing discussed
was that of the responsibility of architects for the failure of
This was introduced by
buildings put up under their direction.
a draught of a general law proposed by the Rhode Island Chapter,
which provided that the architect or superintendent of a building should be held responsible under severe penalties for loss or
injury due to the failure of his work, unless it proved that it was
not carried out according to his intention, in which case the reMr. Clark's paper on
sponsibility should pass to the builder.
the Liability of Architects also turned discussion in the same
direction, citing the practice of the French courts, which holds
the architect and builder to a joint liability,
apportioned acas distinguished
cording to the evidence of fault in each case,
from the English and American habit, which allows the client
or injured person to attack whichever he chooses, a privilege
that is apt to lead to the discomfort of the architect and the
escape of the builder. The discussion showed considerable variety of opinion, there being, however, a pretty general agreement
as to the importance of holding architects to a strict accountability for the quality of their own work, with symptoms even
of a generous readiness to accept liability for the faults of other
persons as well as their own. One speaker argued against the
restraints of specific building laws, which, being made to suit a
particular class of cases, as he had found by his practice in New
York, were an actual hindrance to satisfactory construction in
others ; so that a building might, he thought, be built in exact
He
accordance with the law, which would infallibly fall down.
therefore favored the enforcement of individual responsibility
It was time, another urged, that
rather than of restrictive laws.
" archithe law stepped in to teach persons who dared to add
tect" to their name the weight of the responsibility they assumed; and he thought the penalties to which architects were
liable could not be too great, so that incapable pretenders might
third
if possible be prevented from assuming their duties.
held that the public was ready to take care of itself, and that
there was no reason why architects should interpose to provide
If it were desired to
protection for it by urging legislation.
eliminate incapable men from the profession, it was better to
begin at the other end by establishing some standard of qualification, and not allowing unqualified persons to practise as ar;

A

chitects.

The

general course of the debate showed that while the
of architects was sufficiently well recognized by them
and by the public, and unhesitatingly enforced on occasion, the
profession itself had no very definite idea of the limits of liabilThe discussion, in fact,
ity or the best way of enforcing it.
drifted away from what was the chief point brought forward in
the Providence resolution, and suggested by Mr. Clark's paper,
the point which we think most needs the attention of archithe discrimination bewecn their liability and that of the
tects,
At present the American pracbuilders who work under them.
tice seems to hold both of these persons liable, and as against
the public the owner also, and to visit the wrong, where an injury occurs, upon whoever happens to be nearest or most visible
or most solvent. Among these three the builder, being usually
the least conspicuous, is most apt to get off free.
When the
architect is to be held as first hostage, as some of the speakers
at the convention seemed to wish him to be, the kind of superintendence which this position requires from him ought, it seems
to us, to be clearly distinguished from that which is tacitly understood, given, and accepted in the conduct of ordinary work,
and the fee for it ought to be considerably greater than is allowed in the regular schedule of charges. As for the building
laws, it must be remembered that though skilful constructors
would be more comfortable without them, and may even be impeded by them in their development of actual improvements, it
is not they who are aimed at by them ; and it is more for the general
good, since, as one speaker remarked, the laws cannot be made
liability

elastic, that

a capable architect should now and then be hampered

vention

let

the subject

fall

without action.

The most important resolutions adopted by the convention
were those which we have quoted in another column, touching

the Boston Chapter, who complained of the provision in the
published schedule of charges, that the whole fee or commission
"
This certainly is a hardon ' stores
shall be three per cent.
"
"
is defined to mean plain
stores
ship to the architect, unless
warehouses or something like them ; for, as the writer urged,
the greater part of buildings which are nowadays put up in our
cities under that name require from the architect as much care

and design,

in proportion to their cost, as dwelling-houses,
churches, or public buildings.
The paper which led to most discussion on more technical
Abuse of Brick
subjects was that by Mr. Littel on the Use and
in Decoration, in which the writer discountenanced this use
of brick, and favored the employment of stone for the ornamental parts of buildings, on account of its superior breadth and
Tlie debate turned chiefly on the advantages of terrasolidity.
cotta and moulded brick as building materials, and of carving in
brick-work.
One member objected to moulded bricks on the

ground that their lines were always coarse and unsatisfactory,
and that being moulded on the ends they gave only members of
all of
four inches wide, and so tended to monotony of scale,
which may be true as concerns the inferiority of brick to stone
for the finer uses of building, and yet leave a wide range of work
In favor of
in which it can be employed to good purpose.
carved brick the point was made that it had an advantage over
terra-cotta inasmuch as it could be carved in its place a process
which its advocate said he always employed in stone carving,
To this
that he might see the effect of his work as it went on.
;

the advocates of terra-cotta replied that the clay could be carved
or modelled in its place and burnt afterwards, and added, fairly
enough, that it was a more reasonable proceeding to carve the
than afterclay before burning, when it was soft and tractable,

when it had become hard and intractable. The arguments were furnished by a small number of those who were present, and there was nothing to show what the prevailing opinions
were but we fancy there will not be much dissent among architects from the general doctrine that natural stones are the first
of materials for sculpture; that terra-cotta is an economical substitute, which deserves respect for its serviceableness and durato artistic effect; and that brick, even
bility, and lends itself well
when made of special quality for the purpose of carving, must

wards,

:

be regarded as a rather ungrateful pis-aUer.
The conventions are the mainspring of the Institute, so far
as it acts distinctly from the chapters, and every one who is interested in the welfare of the Institute should do his best to
The most efficient means to this end is carestrengthen them.
for them could be
If the
ful and

programmes

early preparation.

out some months beforehand, instead of two or three
weeks, and members could be induced to inform themselves
come up in them, a
upon and consider the topics which were to
and rather unconuncertain
deal
of
action,
hasty writing,
good
sidered discussion might be exchanged for what would be of more
the conventions are
permanent value and influence. As it is,
someto
air
of
wear
an
impromptu disputation, which takes
apt
and makes it diffithing from the weight of their conclusions,

laid

Not that the impromptu
valuable as giving life and
But it would
flexibility to the deliberations of any assembly.
be well if it could be more solidly weighted with the influences
This would certainly give more effect
of serious preparation.
as well as greater steadiness to the action of the conventions.
It would allow a chance to correct the false perspective of hasty
cult to direct their force effectively.

element should be banished

:

it

is

to their most impordebating, and to turn their chief energies
tant concerns. "We know how difficult it is for busy men to give
their attention to any occasional work before it is absolutely review to those who are
quired nevertheless we commend this
to have the next convention in charge.
;
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THE TWELFTH ANNUAL CONVENTION OF THE
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS.
PRESIDENT WALTER'S ADDRESS.

FELLOWS AND ASSOCIATES OF THK AMKHICAN INSTITUTE OF
These convocations mark the progress of our art,
ARCHITKCTS,
and tend to its development and advancement; their recurrence is,
therefore, to be regarded as occasion for congratulation and frater
nal greeting, in the interchange of which I take pleasure in meeting
you to-day. We have assembled to hold our Twelfth Annual Convention, which, to us as professional architects, is an occurrence that
we should highly prize, and endeavor to make the most of. The
business that will come before us relates to the best interests of the
profession, and it is expected that eai-h one of us will have something
to impart that will add to our general stock of knowledge; it therefore becomes us, in this connection, to "be ready for every good
word and work."
We have been guarded and guided by Divine Providence since
we last met in convention, and this we acknowledge with gratitude;
at the same time we are called to bow with submission to a very
our late beloved President, the venerable Richard
great affliction,
Upjohn, has gone to his reward. He departed this life on the 17th
of last August, at his picturesque homo at Garrison 's-on-the-Hudson.
I shall not now allude further to this irreparable loss, but at the request of the Board of Trustees of the Institute, I shall read a separate memorial paper on the subject to-morrow, during the morning
shall therefore turn for the present from the dead to
session.
the living.
The progress of architecture during the past year has been quite
in sympathy with the times.
period of financial depression, such
as our country has passed through since our last annual convention,
is by no means calculated to promote the
development of architectural science.
Some works of importance have been commenced, but
not many; and others that were begun in better times have contin-

We

A

ued

progress of execution, with satisfactory results.
has been done during the year in our large cities, in the
construction of residences and buildings for business purposes, the
most of which bear the impress of independent thought in architectural composition, and it is not to be doubted that the
development
of the genius of design is becoming every year more apparent.
While it is true that we, as architects, recognize with satisfaction
the progress of our art, it should be borne in mind that we do not
expect everybody to admire what everybody else does; our tastes,
fortunately, differ in regard to the aesthetic handling of most of the
works that come under our notice; but that difference is the life of
our art. If, in the processes of architectural design, we all thought
alike, our works would be devoid of individual inspiration, and a
in

Much

wearisome monotony would pervade

all

manner

of buildings.

It is

therefore well for our art that differences of opinion in matters of
taste exist among its professors, provided the
individuality that characterizes our respective works is the
outgrowth of genius and cultivation.

We

have, unfortunately, some specimens of building in our principal cities, which, so far from exhibiting progress in the artistic
manipulation of material forms, remind us of the primitive efforts of

a barbarous age, carrying us back to Kllora, Elcphanta, or Uxmal
it is, however, a satisfaction to know that such eccentricities are
comparatively few.
As the masses of the people become more imbued with
intelligent
conceptions of art, whatever fails to develop the f/ooil, the true, and
the beautiful will cease to be tolerated.
After all, it is to the edu;

cation of the public mind in what constitutes the
genius of architecture, that we are to look for the
suppression of crude and inartistic
building, and the promotion of a taste that will do honor to the
in

which we

But

of the respective chapters, and a
general loss of interest in scientific
research.

If we fail to
bring our minds and energies to bear upon whatever
relates to the advancement of our
profession, and to keep the machinery of our organization in active operation, we shall undoubtedly
lose ground with the
and come short of the
and en-

public
nobling influences to which our art

elevating
addressed.
however, despond. Business men say that stagnation in trade has "touched bottom," and that better times are
before
let
us
then
us;
partake of the influences of the revival in business,
in commercial circles, and
apply ourselves, now and onward, to the
promotion of all that relates to a healthy architectural progress.
In the works of the recent
past a decided improvement in the
structural character of
More attention than
buildings is noticeable.
heretofore is being paid to the
permanency of foundations and to the
scientific elements of
construction, thus affording conclusive evidence of the value of the
improved architectural training which students now
enjoy, and of the increased attention of architects in general to the sciences which underlie the art of
The pursuit
building.
of
knowledge in this direction, both in and out of die profession, is,
no doubt, mainly to be attributed to the Institute and its
chapters.
It is, however, to be
regretted that we are not yet without occashall not,

is
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examples of imperfect building, some of which have resulted
but it should be remarked that in most, if not in
every instance, the faults have been traced to unskilful superintendents and unreliable contractors, rather than to the architects from
whose plans they were constructed, and who in most instances had
no control over their execution.
Architects are frequently called upon to furnish designs for huildand specifications, with the understanding
ings, with detail drawings
implied or expressed, that in order to save a portion of the full commission of five per cent on the cost of the work, their services in the
direction and execution of the design will be dispensed with; such
"
economy is
penny wise and pound foolish," as it seldom fails to
sional

result in defects in carrying out the plans, as well as in a greater expenditure than would have been incurred had their author's design

been properly executed; and what is still more, the false economy
referred to has, in some cases, resulted in serious disaster.
It must nevertheless be borne in mind that an architect is
always
considered by the public as responsible for his designs, whether he is
employed to see them executed or not. Should they be. committed
to unskilful hands and be mutilated ad libitum, and so imperfectly
executed as to result in a want of stability, he need not expect that
public opinion will exonerate him from a certain degree of blame,
however perfect his design of construction may have been. Not only
is the
permanency of a structure affected disadvantageously by intrusting its execution to irresponsible mechanics, without professional
guidance, but its architectural proportions and appointments are sure
to be hardly dealt with.
It would be well for the
profession and well for the public if architects would decline to furnish designs, unless it were understood that
they are to supervise and direct their execution.
It may not, however, be
politic' for an architect to insist in all
cases on such an understanding; but it is obvious that the fewer
drawings he commits to the manipulation of unskilled hands the
safer will be his reputation as an architect and the more
satisfactory
will be his practice.

As the objects which suggest themselves for the consideration of
the Institute cover
everything that relates to architecture, it is eminently proper that some attention should bo given to the subject of
the laws which govern the erection of
buildings, wherever such laws
exist.

The Institute is obligated, by its relations to the huilding public, to
inquire as to the power vested in building inspectors, particular! v in
our large cities; to ascertain their qualifications for the
proper discharge of the duties pertaining to the office, and to inquire into the
efficiency of the laws by which they are constituted and governed,
and, in case the public safety requires it, to recommend to the constituted authorities,
especially of our large cities, such changes in existing laws and the processes of their execution as will insure greater
safety to the public, and a higher degree of architectural propriety
in the appearance of
the

Permit

me

buildings throughout

country.

to say in conclusion, that
although

our professional engagements during the past year may not have been on as extensive
and magnificent a scale as we could have desired, we have all, no
doubt, added more or less to the architecture of the age in which we
live; and it becomes a question for us to consider, whether in our
works we have in any degree enhanced the
dignity of our profession
and (lie well-being of society; whether we are
progressing in a purer,
higher style of art; and whether the developments of our genius, as
we have embodied them in material forms, have an
educating effect
for good on the
If such is the result of our
public mind.
doings, we
have consciousness of progress to nerve us for the future, and the satisfaction of
knowing that the world is the better for ourhavino- lived.

age

little
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in serious disaster;

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.

live.

has been done by the Institute
during the past year in
promoting advancement, in the professional practice of our an. The
general stagnation of all kinds of business has had the effect of causing a falling off of the members in their attendance at the meetings
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HOUSE FOR E. S. BARUETT, ESQ., CONCORD, MASS.
MESSRS.
PEABODY AND STEARNS, ARCHITECTS, BOSTON.
THESE are three preliminary sketches successively made for this
country-house.
sketch,

It

is

and somewhat

now being

built in the
like the small one that

main like the large
shows the opposite

sides.

MUNICIPAL OFFICES, ST. JOHN, N. B. MESSRS. MCKEAN AND
FAIKWEATHKR, ARCHITECTS, ST. JOHN.
HOUSE ON COMMONWEALTH AVENUE, BOSTON, MASS. MESSRS.
KIRBY AND LEWIS, ARCHITECTS, BOSTON.
DETAILS OF THE NEW EAST WING OF THE L1BHAKY OF HARVARD UNIVERSITY, CAMBRIDGE, MASS. MESSRS. WARE AND
VAN BRUNT, ARCHITECTS, BOSTON.
This design

is intended to meet the
complicated service of a great
according to the new conditions of the cataloguing, distribution, storage, and delivery of books.
The book-room is divided into
seven stories, each seven feet
high, by floorings of open iron gratings, resting upon a series of transverse bookcases, also of iron, two
feet and eight inches
apart, arranged to facilitate the more econom-

library,

and compact storage of books, and their scientific distribution
upon the shelves, so as to be most readily accessible to the officials
of the library.
The structure is wholly fire-proof, and is divided
from the old library by fire-walls. It is intended to
arrange the old
ical

library for a reading-room for the students of the university.

new book-room

will

accommodate from two hundred and

fifty
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sand to three hundred thousand volumes. Accommodation is
pro
vided in the south aisle or lean-to for the
bibliographical depart
ment, at present carried on with from fifteen to twenty assistants.

ART
PROFESSOR COLVIK
School of Art that

STUDIES.

recently told the students of the Brighton

:

They must remember that to learn to draw, paint, and model up tc
a certain point was very far indeed from
learning to be an artist. Thi
profession of an artist, as he understood it, was to follow one of tin
and
higher branches of the fine arts, to produce pictures OL
greater
statues that should be things really
worthy for cultivated beino-s to
look at, and capable of giving them the
higher kind of pleasure wliich
it was in the nature of
He said, ant
sculpture and painting to give.
with all seriousness, without meaning
disrespect to any one, that o
those who practised these arts as a profession at the
present time in
England, or in any other country of Europe, the larger part hat
much better not have practised them at all. He did not say that
they
had better not have learned to draw. Far from that. But he meant
that a picture was not worth painting, and a statue was not worth
modelling, and that neither was worth looking at, unless they attained a certain degree of excellence.
The curse of modern art exhibitions, and of the quality of modern art generally, was this
that
it was
fairly dexterous, and showed a certain amount of skill, but
was not good enough to have any sufficient reason for
He
existing.
was very glad to hear that some agreed with what sounded rather a
hard saying. He did not wish to quarrel with the
pre-ent century,
which was one of most interesting that ever existed, and had deserts
of its own.
But he did want to face and realize those conditions
which necessarily altered altogether the character of our art in comparison with that of the ages which we were justly accustomed to
think of as the geat ages of art.
In the Greek age or the medieval age there was no
subject which
man could think of which he did not view in a fashion that
suggested
images of art and images full of awe and worship, coneeptions"of the
kind which most raised and inspired the faculties of the artist to
high contemplations, and to the production of whatever likeness of
Divinity he could imagine. The ancient Greek with his religion,
which invested all the forces of the world with human forms, could
positively not carry on any of the ordinary occupations of his life,
could not think of anything or do
anything at all, which did not sugThis was one instance of the manner in which
gest to him a statue.
the Greek's way of looking at the world turned all the accidents of
his life to forms of art.
If a rich Greek had been
sick, and had
come
as the rich Englishman comes to
to a place in
Brighton
famous
for
its
fine
Thessaly
air, and had got well, he would acknowlhis
edge
recovery by ordering a bas-relief, in which would be figured
the god yEseulapius and his daughter
Hygiea, the goddess of health.
If he had been out at sea and had had a narrow
escape from a storm,
ho would similarly dedicate a work of art to
Neptune, the god of the
sea.
All that we recognize as realism, or
genre painting, and most
of our portraiture, hardly existed at all in the
great day of Greece.
Jumping the interval to the mediieval ages, there was to be found a
similar sort of conditions.
The painter of the Middle Ages was not
set to choose from the life of
every day his own subject, to illustrate
something out of a novel, or to catch at something which had pleased
^
'him in the street he was not set to invent a new
subject every time
he wrought but he was set to paint at one or another of that
cycle
of subjects on which all the
higher and more solemn thoughts of men
were fixed,
the cycle of the Christian religion, with its^Divine and
the attendant figures. The concentrated efforts of
many generations
of painters were spent in
giving to these prescribed and uniform
all
the
all
the
subjects
sublimity,
majesty, all the tenderness, which
long, devout, and ardent thinking could give them.
It was not until the modern school of
painting dawned in the seventeenth century
with the Dutchmen, that the range of art was, so to
speak, thrown
open. The artistic mind of Europe thenceforth ceased to move
along these narrow lines of definite and prescribed religious conceptions, and spread itself along a thousand tracks,
the tracks of daily
existence, of landscape, of genre, of anecdote, and the rest.
All that art of ordinary life and
ordinary nature, which was to be
seen in the exhibitions of the present day, and which formed the
of
art
as
we
knew it, had been invented latterly,
staple
within the
last two hundred years.
A whole enormous cycle of things, which
people used to think of as incarnated in divine persons, or personified in human
images, had passed out into the pale and bloodless region
of abstract ideas.
And with this change there was naturally a corresponding change in art. Art, descending and spreading itself to
right and left, became comparatively trivial; as the artist's thoughts
were no longer concentrated on some one dominant
cycle of ideas,
which aroused all his emotions and naturally
suggested forms of
so
his
work
lost
its
beauty,
high poetic character. If the artist were
of a prosaic temperament, he saw what was
prosiac in the world, and
We now found fault with an artist if he painted an old
painted it.
looked always for novelty of invention. And so it
subject.
came about that the besetting sin of modern art was a
prevailing
triviality of conception, and at the same time a prevailing common"
ness of execution.
It was no part of his intention to
quarrel with
the changed conditions of the time.
They must accept the fact of
art having come down and
itself
over an innumerable new
spread
:

;

;
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range of subjects. Only let them insist that the, work should be
really excellent of its kind, that the artist should be a man, born
by
the power and intensity of his nature, to add
something permanently
to
the
precious
aspects of every-day life, and carry his skill of hand
to a seriously excellent and
exceptional pitch. "He believed that,
when all of us were taught from childhood to draw, and when our

eyes were somewhat trained to learn what was really excellent, and
to refuse what was only tolerable, we should cease to
accept a larcre
portion of the current art of to-day.
greater number of artists of
be
thrown
from
really high power might
up
among the population,
but the standard of what would be
thought worth having would be
raised.
This
sounded as an antagonistic aiufa discourvery greatly
aging result to expect from the spread of the kind of teaching which
his hearers were
receiving and succeeding in at their school? but he
did not think that it was
really to be considered as discouraging.
He did not at all know how many among the
prize winners of the
evening might have set their thoughts upon the career of an artist.
No doubt some had. Then let them well consider whether
they felt
within them the true
calling and the power for that high career.
no
some
Many others,
doubt,
they knew from the nature of the
prizes and certificates won,
might not have that intention, but had
the intention, at any rate, of
following the career of teachers of art,
in the sense of teachers of those manual exercises of
drawing, painting, and modelling which were the foundation of art.
That was a
most honorable career, and one certain to come more and more into
demand if education in these exercises became almost universal.

A
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Architect.

HINTS ON BUILDING CHIMNEYS.*

A

nnoAD, deep, and substantial foundation is necessary,
one
that will not settle or be disturbed
by frosf. If the chimney is built
in or rests
the
wall of the basement or cellar, the wall at that
upon
1.

point should be sufficiently broad.
2. The
chimney should be perpendicular, straight and smooth,
without angles, corners, jogs, or contraction, and at no
point in contact with wood; with a
space of an inch or more where it passes
joists, rafters, or timbers, or through floors, ceilings, or roofs, and at
least four inches between the back of the
chimney and the end or
side of the
Joists should not be masoned in or rest
building.
upon
the
chimney wall, but a header well removed from the
or_ against
used
for
their support.
An additional reason why chimneys
chimney
should be built very strong and
entirely free from contact with any
wood in the frame buildings of our western
country is that they are
so often what is known as " balloon frames," so
lightly put up" that
they are always liable to be shaken by our heavy winds so as to
cause cracks in chimneys otherwise constructed.
3. The walls of the
chimney, when built of brick, should be six,
light, or more inches thick. A chimney with six-inch walls, the inside course set on the
edge and bound with brick laid transversely
every four or five courses, is nearly as safe as an eight-inch. Where
an eight-inch wall is laid it is
perhaps better to leave a space of
about an inch between the two courses of brick,
occasionally bindwall of this kind will not
ing by laying a brick transversely.
lieat so as to
endanger wood even in pretty close proximity. The
chimney should be put up at a time when free access can be had

'

_

A

by

the masons to every part of its outside, before
joists and other
timbers have been placed in the way and before the roof has been
r>ut on.
Four- inch walls are unsafe at the best, and
particularly so
f there is
any truth in the theory that brick exposed to hot air
or steam will in time show a larger amount of heat than is at
any
ime in the heated air or steam passing by or in contact with it; that
s, if brick will accumulate heat as we know some metals and miii;rals do.
know of some facts that seem to support this theory,
'f it is
true, many queer fires from furnaces and chimneys will perlaps be more satisfactorily accounted for.
4. There should be
openings at the bottom of the chimney and of
:ach separate flue for the removal of soot.
These openings should
>e closed with a heavy iron box or
scoop-shaped stopper. If left
open the draft will be affected, and besides, there will be danger of
ire
the floor.
These soot boxes, or scoops, unless made
falling upon
if
heavy iron, are liable to rust out, owing to the damp soot and

We

iyroli;rneous acid.
5. The
chimney should be smoothly plastered with a mortar composed of one part fresh cow dung and three parts ordinary mortar.
The mixture should be made from time to time, as needed, and
ap)lied before it has time to set and become hard.
chimney so plas,ered will soon present a hard surface nearly as smooth as
glass.
3oot will not accumulate on the sides of the flue, and the draft will
>e
The draft will be
quite perfect, other things being observed.
till further improved if the area of the flue is increased one inch
:very ten feet from the bottom to the top.
6. The fine for an
ordinary dwelling fire-place or stove-pipe should
lave an area of at least 128
square inches for a wood or soft
oal fire, and not less than 96
square inches for a grate or stove
mrning hard coal. Where large wood or soft coal fires are required,
lie area should be 192
square inches. Each fire-place or stove-pipe
hould hiive a separate flue, otherwise you cannot
rely upon the
'raft. If for
any cause more than one stove-pipe is to enter the same

A

From a jupcr ruul
f the llouie

at the Underwriters' Convection, at
Chicago, by Mr. Daniel Morse,
Insurance Company of New York.
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7. The hearth should rest upon a brick or stone
and board foundations are always concealed incendiaries; iron, because of its power to conduct heat, is also unsafe.
8. The throat of the fire-place should be well contracted and pitched
forward, so as to be directly over the fire. This will insure a draft,
owing to the fact that the part of the atmosphere not passing through
the fire, but entering the flue, will come in more direct contact with
the heat, and thereby be more highly rarefied. The construction of
the chimney being right, the draft is produced by the air being rareThis heated and lighter
fied in passing through and over the fire.
air ascends the flue, while the denser air in the room rushes forward
to supply the partial vacuum.
[A common but inexact way of putthe draft is imperfect,
ting the case. EDS. AM. ARCHT.] Sometimes
because a sufficient supply of air is not admitted to the room; and in
All openings
other cases owing to an open pipe or soot-box hole.
should be closed with brick and mortar or closely fitted metal stopThe modern practice of pasting a piece of paper over an
pers.
opening should not be permitted.
9. The walls of the chimney, particularly on the back side, where
it is concealed from inspection, and at points where the chimney
and plaspasses near wood, should be most carefully laid, pointed
Fires from defective flues where there is no
tered on the outside.
crack usually reveal the fact, if the chimney is left standing, that
the wall on the back side, at points passing near timbers through
floors on the roof, h is not been well pointed and plastered on the
Good work has been done only at points or places exposed
outside.
to the eye, and where there was no danger from fire.
10. The practice, in many cases, of building a water-shed by proshould not obtain, nor should
jecting the brick just above the roof,
the chimney at this point be enlarged for any purpose. The proof cases rest u >on the rafters or roof
jecting bricks in a majority
boards; and if at any time the chimney below should settle, there
will be a crack and by and by a fire. Chimneys thus enlarged above
the roof, presenting a massive and substantial appearance, fail to
flue below.
suggest the truth as to the small and cheaply constructed
word in regard to cliimnc'y sweeps and stated periods for cleaning
flues.
In places where ordinances have been passed and enforced on
this subject, and sweeps licensed, fires caused by the burning out of
chimneys or from defective flues have been of rare occurrence.
Perhaps if in our respective fields we were to aid in having ordinances touching this matter passed we would prove ourselves public
benefactors and at the same time promote the interests of insurance

a well executed piece of ornamental brickwork, a large shield panel
giving additional effect to the work.
In the building, wide halls and corridors of generous widths give
an air of hospitality, and the finish throughout, though plain, is sub-

;

;
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CORRESPONDENCE.
THE STATE CAPITOL.

HARTFOKD, CONN.
keen edge of distrust of Gothic architecture by the public
hereabouts, except in its relation to ecclesiastical structures, has
been somewhat dulled of late, not only by the building of the new
State Capitol, but also by the completion of the Hartford Orphan
Asylum, recently occupied, which offers a good example of Gothic
work as applied to a secular building. It has been building for the
past two years from designs and plans prepared by Mr. F. Kimball,
The first impression produced is that of picturesqueof this city.
This is attained by an artistic distribution of the masses and
ness.
a close attention to constructive details, as well as by the treat-

THE

more important features

of the composition.

The

and effective. The main corridor on the ground floor,
reached through the entrance ball in the main building, has rooms
opening from it on one side only, the south, the opposite side being largely occupied by bays with slight projection, completely filled
with windows which flood the corridor with light. Separate entrances for boys and girls lead from the front of the building to the
main corridor
eventually, separate staircases will be provided.
The large wing on the east of the main building is in part occupied
by the residence of the superintendent, connected on each floor with
the asylum, and contains also the two nurseries, one for day the other
for night, the former apartment having a fine sun exposure afforded
by the immense wooden bay alluded to. The staircase in the tower
gives access to the first floor. Upon the first floor are found a schoolroom, dormitories, assistant-matron's room, convenient bath-room,
The second floor contains additional dormitoclothes-rooms, etc.
ries, linen and other rooms, and in a remote part of the wing a hosa lift in connection with the hospital runs from the basement
pital
The ground floor of the L contains the dinincjrto the second floor.
This
hall, a characteristic feature of the interior of the asylum.
hall is 32 X 5 feet, with open truss roof; the trusses are of solid oak
and are supported by massive corbels of Ohio-stone built into the
walls, the lines of the trusses -marking the bays, which are each
filled with leaded sash.
Large windows
pierced by triple windows
with stone mullions and transoms pierce the north wall, and between
them, projecting boldly, is a massive, hooded chimney-piece of OhioIt will be enriched by carefully executed carving and will
stone.
bear upon its face a brass tablet with the names of the founders of
The dining-room when completed will have a high
the dining-hall.
wainscot of oak upon its several sides. The kitchen, laundry, sculSeveral large basement
lery, etc., are beneath the dining-hall.
rooms serve the purposes of play rooms, and have cemented floors,
convenient lavatories, and proper means of ingress and egress. The
building is heated throughout by steam, the apparatus for which is
beneath the kitchen. Care also has been bestowed upon the all-imSome attention has been paid to the
portant subject of ventilation.
faying out of the grounds about the building, and altogether the
asylum stands out prominently among the newer buildings in Hartstantial

A
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etc., as well as for copings and finials elsewhere throughout
the building; white brick are seen in pattern- work upon the tower
and also in some half-timber work about the triple gablets which
form a conspicuous feature on the rear of the main building. The
moulded brick, so popular with architects here, were first introduced
to any great extent upon the asylum, and, together with brick for
diaper work, enter largely into the design, serving important ends in
beaded window-jambs, label moulds, cornice work, and string courses.
With few exceptions the windows are pointed and evince study in
their grouping and distribution, the large ones having mullions and
transoms, while the tympana are filled with brick in various patterns.
The dormer windows are of wood and vary in design; and English
ridge tile of peculiar design crown the main roofs as well as those of
the dormers throughout, the roofs being covered with dark slate
banded at the ridge with red. The windows in the L have square
heads, the jambs being of Ohio stone ; the L is divided into five
bays by buttresses, and the north gable is broken by a large chimney,

the size of the flue should be increased one fourth for each ad-

THE HARTFORD ORPHAN ASYLUM.

and Building News.
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plan as originally contemplated has not been carried out, suffiaccommodation for the present wants of the institution having
been provided in those structures already finished.
The chief points of the design may be summarized briefly as follows a main building thirty feet wide by one hundred and thirtyfive in length and three stories high, its length broken and its sameness relieved by the projection of a central portion finished with
twin gables above the main cornice line, a long wing on the right
extending beyond the front and rear lines of the main building,
an L running out from the rear of the main building to a distance of
over fifty feet, and a square tower carried up at the intersection of
the main building and the win>j. This is finished above the lines
of the surrounding roofs; the sky-line is further broken by a wellproportioned ventilation turret rising from the main roof above the
central portion.
The wing of the asylum displays no inconsiderable
variety in the treatment, and is the first to attract the eye. The
front is marked by an ornate gable, the lines of which are broken
by
a large chimney, and at the ground floor level a small bay window
is thrown out.
On the eastern facnde of the wing is a square projection carried up the full height of the building, and the composition
is further
emphasized by a large, octagonal, wooden bay, having a bold
projection from the main line of the wing and carried up through
the several stories and finished with pointed roof, surmounted
by a
finia-1 of metal-work.
The asylum has a frontage towards the south
and upon the north advantage was taken of the natural slope of the
ground to secure in the L a serviceable basement. The building
depends for its color effects upon the contrasts of the several materials used in construction; the
body of the work is of brick laid
in red mortar, with a finish of brown stone and
Ohio-stone, the latter being plentifully used about the principal entrances for door
tire

cient

:

;

ford.

Work upon the State Capitol has grown apace of late; the marblework above the cone of the dome has been completed, as well as the
lofty pedestal for the reception of the crowning figure in bronze. The
figure will have been put in place by the time this letter appears in

The staging upon the dome will remain in its present posiprint.
tion until next season, when it will be required for placing the sevdome. These are twelve in number, and when
the State has so generously given of her wealth to build this costly
structure, what can be said in favor of the piece of Yankeeism which
authorizes the erection of six fine statues interspersed with six
CHETWOOD.
duplicates?

eral statues about the

THE FAILURE OF CONCRETE FLOORS AT CAMBRIDGE,
ENGLAND.
THE

failure of concrete floors in the

New

Comparative Anatom-

Schools at Cambridge, which occurred in February last, forms
the subject of a special report by the Museums and Lecture-Rooms
in which all the
Syndicate to the Senate of Cambridge University,
circumstances and subsequent correspondence are set forth in detail.
Although the building itself was a comparatively small one, the corof concrete to
respondence is instructive as showing the incapacity
ical

resist tensile strains, although it behaves admirably under compression.
It is explained that the school buildings were designed by Mr.
in two
M.
and were erected under his

W.

Fawcett,

superintendence

contracts by Messrs. Bell. When nearly completed on February
18th last, a slab of concrete forming the northernmost compartment
of the roof gave way and fell to the ground, carrying the floors with
it and three men at work on it.
The syndicate on the following day
instructed Messrs. Arthur W. Blomlield, M. A., and Thomas M.
Rickman to examine and test the soundness and stability of the conIn their report they state that
crete floors throughout the building.
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the structure was three stories in height, and about forty feet from
the ground to parapet, and having a basement under part of buildThe external walls, whieh varied from two and .one half bricks
ing.
The floors and
to two bricks in thickness, were of ample strength.
roof throughout were constructed of concrete of an even thickness
The passages,
of six inches, and excepting the roof perfectly level.
landings, and roof were finished with cement paving, making a total
The floors were carried on rolled iron
thickness of seven inches.
and sizes 18 ft., bearing 9^ in. deep,
joists of the following weights
25 Ib. per foot run ; 20 ft., bearing 10 in. deep, 33 Ib. per foot run;
24 ft., bearing 12 in. deep, 43 Ib. per foot run. The concrete floor
was carried down from the top of the girder to the bottom flange by
a filling-in finished with a slope, and at the top of each girder was a
joint between the several slabs of concrete. This concrete was filled
in over boarding, which formed a level centre for it, and which was
originally set with a camber of three fourths of an inch, which was
brought down to a level line by the weight of concrete before it set.
The concrete was made with six parts of clean-washed shingle passed
through a one-inch gauge, and one part of clean washed sand, and
one part of the best Portland cement, with sufficient water thoroughly to set in one hard mass, and was fully up to this standard.
The accident seemed to have been caused by jarring in lifting a
coping-stone, and involved the fall of a whole compartment of concrete, 18 feet by 11 feet, and the destruction of each of the floors on
which the masses fell. The report adds that the concrete in the
floors was very hard, although it did not contain so much sand as
might have been used. The roofing material was, however, dewithstand the
cidedly inferior, and no floors could be expected to
fall of four or five tons of material.
portion of one of the girders,
:

A

Mr. Kirkaldy, of Southwark,
7^ feet long, was subsequently, tested by
and found to be more brittle than could be wished for. It bore a
load of 19 J tons without deflection, but broke under 35 tons, and
Messrs. Blomin texture.
proved to be crystalline instead of fibrous
field and Rickman therefore considered that the joists were not of
sufficient strength for the purpose, and that the floors were so dein many insigned that any use to which they might be put trenched
stances seriously on the working margin left in the calculations.
Mr. Fawcett demurred to some of the conclusions in their last report,
and to the proposed strengthening of the girders, and was permitted
to test, with Mr. Mullc-tt, two of the existing floors.
They bore,
the one a strain equivalent to 2 cwt. per superficial foot, with
s
inch temporary deflection, and the other nearly 3 cwt. with /5 inch
-

Mr. Baldwin Latham, C. E., was consulted by Mr.
failure and settlement in the
Fawcett^and pronounced the cause of
concrete floors to be due to inherent defects in the material when
liable lo settlement from compression of
applied in a large building
Concrete, he rethe foundation, or from settlement in the walls.
marks, is often liable to fall from a simple jar, owing to the drying
of the outer faces before the interior has set from crystallization.
deflection.

the material 'will resist a very great compressive strain, but cannot withstand a tensile strain, it ought not to be used in large slabs.
The girders in this particular building were insufficient, and should
be strengthened throughout the building. Plans were then prepared
for the
by Mr. Fawcett, in consultation with Mr. Latham, providing
reconstruction of the faulty compartments of roofs and floors, and for

As

the strengthening of the rest by additional girders and columns, and
were approved by Messrs. Blomfield and Rickman. The syndicate,
however, were not altogether satisfied with the new plans, and it
was eventually decided, on the advice of Mr. Latham, to remove the
whole of the concrete roof and replace it by one of wood, slated; to
of the floors,
reconstruct certain
these, as well as those which

bays
be of wood in place of concrete; and to strengthen
with additional iron-work. These works were undertaken at once; but, owing to the sagging and cracking of some of
the old floors during the work, Mr. Latham was again consulted, and
it was determined to remove the whole of the concrete floors except
The question
that on the ground level, and replace them by wood.
of the respective liabilities of Mr. Fawcett and the University for
the cost of these works of reconstruction has been referred to the arbitration of Mr. Charles Barry, President of the 11. 1. B. A., who
has taken evidence and inspected the building, but has not yet made

have

fallen, to
the other floors

his award.

Uuildiny News.

ELEVATED RAILWAYS.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

To THE EDITOR OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT
New

A

being determinedly
plan
Market Street, of this city, from the
freight elevated railroad on
Delaware to Thirty-fifth Street. You will realize the extraordinary
nature of this proposition when you consider that the city is now
of Market Street and Broad
engaged in building, at the intersection
for municipal purS.recft, an enormous pile of very ornate buildings
of which the marble work, chiefly
poses, to cost about $12,000,000,
is actually under contract for five millions.
for ornamental
building

purposes,
nearly square, with four

is

elevated railroad

is

to pass in such a

way

as to entirely destroy

the architectural effect of all the fronts but one.
That is, the line of road passes up Market Street

with a double
track twenty-six feet wide, passes along one half the east
front,
passes the whole of the north front and one half the west front. It
has been intended to make the approach to the buildings
im-

very
posing in each direction, and great expense has been already go'ne to
for that purpose.
Of all this, three fourths will be destroyed by the
road,

if built.

But this is not
have been intended

all.
Many of the rooms in the new building
for court rooms.
It has been doubted whether

the street noises would not greatly interfere with the transaction of
court business, and whether it might not be necessary to keep the
windows closed, even in hot weather. Now New York experience
shows that ordinary street noises are as nothing compared with the
noises of an elevated railroad.
On Sixth Avenue it is said to be
almost impossible io carry on conversation in the front rooms, and
even very difficult in the back rooms.
The absurdity of this Market Street scheme is so great that it
would seem impossible of success if it were not being urged on by the
a corporation accustomed to buy or force
Pennsylvania Railroad,
The engineering of the scheme is being done for the railits way.

road by a person to whom, more than any other, Philadelphia owes
her defective drainage.
Civis.

HOW THE FRENCH GOVERNMENT BUYS

PICTURES.

A COKRESPONDENT writing from Paris says A friend writes me,
asking if there is not tome mistake in the price given in the news"
Apotheose de Tillers," bought
papers for Vibert's picture of the
are
the
only acquainted with the prices
government. They
by
given by the United States Government when it orders a work of
art, and are surprised to learn that the French nation only pays
eight thousand francs for the enormous canvas which already has a
world-wide reputation through the reproductions in photography and
engraving, and that has been painted by one of France's favorites,
whose smallest canvases, that one could put in a pocket, are sure of
bringing as much. No, my friend, there is no mistake in the printed
Eight thousand francs is all that was paid for that masterfigures.
encircled it probably cost more than half
piece, and the frame which
"
that sum but it was bought by the Government," and we all understand
"
We do not pay more for a painting than
here that that is to say,
but
the cost of the material and the time of a common workman
we hang the picture bought by us in the gallery of the Luxembourg
the gallery of modern paintings
amongst the great men of today, and you know that ten years after your death if your work is
considered worthy, something more than the fashion of a season, your
to the Louvre, and placed beside the
painting will be transferred
old and famous masters, and you become one of that defunct body."
And you know the promise of fame is more to an artist than price,
and if the Luxembourg
artists, I mean, not simply painters,
Palace would promise to hang all free gifts, every artist who could
afford to work for fame only, and many who could not, would order
a large canvas and commence a picture, and gossip in the studios
would eternally be about So-and-so's picture for the Luxembourg.
But it is not so easy, for every year there is a committee appointed
" for the selection of works of art for the Government."
This committee is formed of artists and deputies; the artists supposed to have
the interest of their profession at heart, and the deputies to control
the artists who are supposed to have favorites amongst the new
comers. Before the pictures are selected, a sum of money is voted
for purchasing, and, as a general rule, the paintings are chosen from
amongst those which have received recompenses at the annual exhibition, for the annual purchase of paintings is made during the
If a painter receives a medal, he makes a written request
Salon.
to the committee, asking them to purchase his picture, and it is genwill be granted; for by his written
erally understood his request
demand it is understood he accepts the governmental price for his
Thus artists paint large pictures for the Salon, in the hope
work.
If they are fortunate, they receive a medal,
of receiving a prize.
and then are also able to dispose of the huge canvas to the government. They can wish no more. If they miss the medal, then they
are fortunate if they can sell to the state to be hung in some provincial gallery, for every large town has a public picture gallery,
otherwise many of the huge efforts would have to be returned to the
:

;

;

studios.

Philadelphia Bulletin.

:

In a recent number of the American Arc/tiled you very
Sir,
York warned other
out that the experience of
justly pointed
cities that the erection of an elevated steam railway was equivalent
to the destruction of the street on which it was placed.
is now
brought forward to build a steam

The

The
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full frouts, all

very costly.

MODERN ILLUSTRATED BOOKS.
A VERY few

years ago pictures for books were engraved only on
Wood-cuts, with rare exceptions, were very bad.
Steel engravings, technically good, failed in the artistic quality, and
" and annuals
" Books of
beanty
were, moreover, very expensive.
were illustrated at enormous cost and the price of a book no bigger
than otie of our shilling magazines was a guinea, and even tlien only
An attempt to insale.
paid its publisher when there was a large
troduce better designs was made almost simultaneously by Seymour,
"
Cruikshank, and Hablot Browne, the last better known as Phiz."
These artists etched their own works, and dispensed with the services of the engraver, who in other cases so often marred the best

wood or on

steel.

;

The American
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THE DECAY OF ITALIAN ART. The inferiority of Italian paintings
and sculptures, more particularly the inferiority of tbe latter, which was

noticed at the Centennial Exhibition, was so apparent in the Italian contribution to the French Exhibition which has just closed that it has been
thought necessary, in the interests of the future development of art in Itinto the manner of conducting the various schools
aly, to make an inquiry
of art and the methods there practised.
Accordingly, the Minister of
Public Instruction has directed the Commeudatore Salazaro, the director
of the Piiiakotheca at Naples, to make a tour of inspection among the
"
with a view of discovering to what causes must be attributed
schools,
the present decay of art in Italy, rendered more obvious than ever by the
Italian exhibition of works of art at Paris."

us has used it with considerable
Pooley in one of the books before
advantage. Chromatic printing must be considered, on the whole,
the coming art. Yet color is sparingly used in illustrated books, for
the obvious reason that it can only be made to pay its expenses
where the sale is very large, while it is impossible to print a great
number of impressions of a colored picture without serious deteriora-

Chromo-lithography led the way, some twenty years ago or
more, with imitations of water-color drawings, so good as to give rise
Almost immediately, however,
to the best hopes of art of this kind.
for the reasons we have given, they fell o(F, and few things more defrom
plorably bad are to be seen than the faded, crude, ragged prints
Rowbotham or Harding which hang in every lodging-house. The
demand for Christmas cards and valentines of a gorgeous kind
brought in a new style of color-printing. Metal plates were successThe fact was
in combination with, stone.
fully tried instead of, or
be cheap,
recognized by several of the publishing houses that, to
and
good, and suitable for extensive circulation, delicate shading
half tints must be avoided, and designs employed which resemble
rather a combination of the style of playing-cards and stained-glass
windows.
Saturday Review.

tion.

wish to draw attention

the advertising pages, where it is stated that the numbers of this
be given, gratis, to new
journal for November and December, 1878, will
subscribers who pay their subscription for the ensuing year before Decem-

ber 15, 1878.

THE CINCINNATI CHAPTER,

A. I. A.
At a recent meeting of the CinA., the annual election of officers for the ensuing

cinnati Chapter, A. I.
year resulted iu the following choice: President, J, lines W. McLaughlin
Viee-President, E. Anderson; Secretary Charles Crapsey ; Treasurer,

;

W.

Rapp.

THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OP CIVIL ENGINEERS.

At

the recent an-

nual meeting of the American Society of Civil Engineers the following
persons were elected officers of the American Society of Civil Engineers
for the year beginning November 6, 1878.
President, W. Milnor Roberts
Vice-Presidents, Albert Eink, James B. Francis
Secretary, John
Bogart; Treasurer, J. J. R. Croes Directors, George S.Greene, William
H. Paine, C. Vandervoort Smith, Thomas C. Clarke, Theodore G. Ellis.
;

;

;

ACCURATE TUNNELLING.

An

exceedingly

;

ROMAN ANTIQUITIES AT STRASBURG.

The process

of levelling the

ground for a central railway terminus at Strasburg has led to the discovfrom the Roma.ii period,
ery of very many stone coffins, evidently dating
a discovery which confirms the belief long entertained that this place was

Roman

Canon Straub, the president of the
burial-ground.
who takes a great interest in all such matters,
has obtained from the military authorities the assistance of several pioneers, and is making much deeper excavations at the new Central Station,
in the hope of laying bare the whole plan of the Roman cemetery, and of
discovering some objects of special interest to antiquaries.
local historical society,

T!. of

George

It appears from the Plumber that many people are
PLUMBING HINTS
ignorant of the great weight of set wash-trays of slate, especially when full
of water and wet clothes, and provide very inadequate supports for them ;
that the sweating of a water-pipe can be prevented by covering it with a
non-absorbent material, such as newspaper; that a good way to prevent
the gasket and surface of the pipes
pipes leaking at the joints is to grense
with tallow before screwing them homo that a crack in an iron pump may
be caulked with iron filings and sal-aimnoniac, so as to form a rust joint;
that a water-back which is too large for the boiler attached, and consewill generate steam
quently provides hot water in excess of the demand,
which will drive the cold water before it, so that when a faucet is opened
steam will escape at that point to the alarm of the unwary.

the site of a

CLIPPINGS.

the publishers' advertisement on page

to

No. 152.

nct labor as tending to bring honest hihor down to the level of convict
labor besides being ruinous to the interests of workingmen, u u d requesting
all workingmen to unite and defeat any person who favors convict labor
and demand from all persons who may request their votes, that they will
oppose convict labor.

and only want artists worthy of
any on this side of the Atlantic,
them to make a revival of the art of Bewick possible. We have not
at the present time in England a single wood-engraver of the first
rank, except for landscapes; but one or two of the French cutters
are able to imitate steel-engraving on blocks with a success worthy of
a better art. Lithography by itself is not common now, though Mr.

WE

[VOL. IV.

A convention of stone-cutters of the United States
CONVICT LABOK.
and Canada was held in New York on Saturday, November 2d, at which
resolutions were adopted denouncing the present system of contract con-

At the present day
execution.
design by clumsy or conventional
book illustration is in a transitional state. First, we have photogof processes by which the artistic drawraphy, with some hundreds
the pages of a printed book with as little
ing may be transferred to
Next, we have pure
interference as possible from the engraver.
labors under the disadvantage of requiring separate
etching, which
Woodof paper from the letterpress.
pages and a different quality
to a point of perfection it has never athas
been
brought
cutting
Some of the American engravers are far ahead of
tained" before.

NOTES AND

and Building News.

difficult

piece

ground engineering, and one which furnishes an admirable

under-

of

illustration of

the accuracy of calculation based on seientilic principles, has just been completed in Pennsylvania at the Hampton mine of the Delaware, Lackawanna,
"
The
and Western Railroad Company. The Scranton Republican says
mine has been idle for improvements for some time, and the work under notice is the construction of a tunnel in the roek vein, making one slope serve
the purpose for which two slopes and a dip' were formerly employed, effecting a considerable saving in men, mules, and machinery, and shortening the distance from the scene of the mining operations to the foot of
The survey was begun six months ago by
the shaft by at least 2,000 feet
Mi Joseph P. Phillip-;, Mine Surveyor, under directions of Mr. Suyder,
Chief
the company's
Mining Engineer, and from the outset was attended
with the greatest difficulty. Over seven eighths" of a mile, principally
through old tumble-down workings, had to he surveyed, and 85 sights, at
as many different angles, taken before reaching the point opposite the shaft
from which operations for the tunnel should be commenced. The most
difficult feature was to strike the exact starting-point, so that the tunnel,
when completed, would be found mathematically correct on grade anil
variation of a few feet up, down, right, or left wotdd entail adpoint.
ditional cost and labor in going over the task to secure uniformity, so that
it is not to be wondered at tlut those
responsible for the work regarded it
with some anxiety until the workmen met in the middle of the tunnel, and
the
to
be
correct.
At
least a quarter of a mile of the
problem
proved
survey was made through old workings where the roof had fallen in, and
in some places the space was no more than two feet
high, so that Mr.
The surPhillips and his assistants were compelled to crawl through it.
vey was plotted on a scale of 100 feet to the inch, and the result on Saturday last, when the men who had been tunnelling in opposite directions
cleared away the last barrier, and met face to face, was of the most satisfactory character.
Every line came out just as it had been computed, and
the work was complimented on all sides."
:

'

that is to say, villages
The men live in chorons,
FRENCH MINERS.
constructed by the company, the houses beinjr let to the men at a nominal
for $1 a month. There is a good
price. Thus a miner has a capital house
deal of difficulty in gaining information in the chorons in consequence of
the patois spoken by the inhabitants, their volubility, and the technical
terms they employ. It appears that the miners are worked on a system of marchandage, which signifies that several miners make a tender
for a vein, engaging with the company to extract the coal at so much the
square yard, according to the difficulties of the task. The miners have to

bring the coal to the opening of the pit, and it is drawn up by the company. To convey the coal to the spot in question the miners employ
When the galleries were first
hercheurs, who are either old miners or toys;
opened the miners had an easy and lucrative business; they worked away
with their picks, the herclieurs had no distance to carry the coal, and at
the end of the day the returns were considerable.
However, as the galleries lengthened, and as the depth of the mines increased, the work became
There was one gallery, for example, which was 1,400 meless profitable.

The men had to keep this gallery in order; they naturally lost
a good deal of time in getting in and out of it, and the hercheurs not only
took a long time conveying the coal to the opening of the pit, but they
often lost so much coal by the way that their cart loads were refused.
Seven months a>:o the company did away with work on Sunday two
mouths ago Monday was suppressed, and no work was to be done on payThe consequence is that the miner has
day, which occurs twice a month.
not only 41 much harder task than before, but he can work for only eightres long.

;

teen days in the

month.

{'all

Mall

Gazette.

1

.

A

THE OLDEST SPECIMENS OP

IKON.
The sickles found by Belzoui
under the pedestal of the Sphinx, at Karnac, near Thebes, the blades
which Wyse found embedded in the wall of the Great Pyramid, and the
piece of a saw which Layard dug up at Nimroud arc the oldest known
pieces of wrought iron extant.
They are kept in the British Museum.

THE DANGERS OF PICTURE CLEANING.

A Frenchman, while travelling

on a railway with an Italian painter, confided to him the fact that he was
the possessor of a veritable Pinturricchio, which had been handed down to
him as an heirloom. The works of this old master, who was born in 1454
and died in 1513, are extremely rare. The Louvre possesses only one copy,
a Virgin and child, and connoisseurs are even doubtful of its being genuine. The picture of the French gentleman showed great signs of age, and
was in want of being carefully restored. The Italian, having examined it,
undertook the task. At the end of a month the picture was returned to its
owner perfectly restored, and the Frenchman, who considered himself a
the Italian handsomely for his skill. A short time
connoisseur,
paid

great

"
The picture was taken down, and the panel being turned around
showed tbe unmistakable signs of age in its worm-eaten condition and the
examined it
grain of the wood. The friend, astonished, but unconvinced,
" that the
more closely. " You ha
have not remarked," said he,
panel is
"
s."
diminished in thickness.'
Why, no." "It is your own panel,' continour picture. The wood, being thick, has been cut in
ued he. "hut it is not your
two with a hair saw, and thus two panels have been made, on one of which
was the original. This has been stolen. On the other a clever copy has been
made, which is the one you at present possess." The Italian was obliged
to confess the fraud, and also that the original had been sold at an exorbitant price to an American, who had been on a visit to Paris to see tho

copied

!

j.

Exhibition.

Exchange.
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IT was a happy inspiration of the same growing desire to
the best of our artistic resources which put the decoration
of Trinity Church, Boston, and St. Thomas's, New York, into the
hands of Mr. LaFarge, that has called Mr. W. M. Hunt to paint
the walls of the assembly-chamber in the New York State Capitol.
The chamber is a large room with stone walls, and covered by

make

two broad pointed vaults intersecting
It

stone.

is,

at right angles, also in
we believe, the only important room iu the counAbove the
entirely walled and vaulted in stone.

which is
windows in the north and south walls, in the tympana under the
vaults, Mr. Hunt has placed two great compositions, covering
try

spaces forty feet wide.

He

has taken advantage, in choosing his

two principal subjects, of the coincidence of the revival of letters
and the discovery of America. On the north wall he is paint''
Flight of Night" before the advance of modern civiliing the
zation
the pendant on the south wall is " The Discoverer,"
Columbus sailing forth to discover a new world. These two
leading compositions are already well advanced, and under somewhat novel conditions, the painting being done directly on the
stone walls with no preparation of plaster.
;

The

pictures are at once assimilated and contrasted by a
fortunate treatment. In the first, we have a single female figure seated, semi-nude, on rolling clouds which bear her forward

through the open sky, while three fleeing horses dash violently

away
seizes

before her, unrestrained by the hand of a groom who
one of them by the head. This is a conception which

Mr. Hunt has long had in mind, and visitors to his studio, if
they were not fortunate enough to see the original cartoon, destroyed in the Boston fire, will remember at least a photograph
of it, and will recall the superb rush of these horses, which seem
The second picture shows
ready to run down the spectator.
Columbus, as a single male figure standing in his vessel on the
open sea, and attended by allegorical figures, which represent
Hope, Faith, Science, and Fortune. A very ingenious device
was used for adjusting the designs to their positions. The cartoons, once drawn, were photographed on glass slides and then
thrown on the walls from a camera. By changing the position
of the camera the image on the wall could be enlarged or diminished, and moved about, till the figures were duly adjusted both
and then the outlines were traced at once
in scale and position
Perhaps we shall find that Mr. La
directly upon the wall.
in our
Farge's work and Mr. Hunt's will open a new chapter
The one which we have
treatment of important buildings.
the Capitol at
before tried to decorate with mural paintings
;

had always been tacitly accepted as the only one
and its painting, it must be confessed, like its other
artistic treasures, had not been widely enough or warmly enough
admired to command imitation. Yet it is very desirable that
such treatment should prevail.
Perhaps nothing has in times
past so much encouraged the development of a general feeling
for art, as the habit of seeing and studying the work of the best
a genpainters and sculptors in commanding positions and on

Washington

of

its

class;

erous scale; certainly nothing is a greater stimulus to artists
few years ago not many Americans would have
themselves.
dared ask an artist of reputation to paint a wall. To-day, we

A

fancy, few artists would refuse.

present time.
Twenty-eight buildings are actually in progress,
for which, and for buildings not ytjt begun, the unexpended
appropriations amount to about three million four hundred thousand dollars. The custom houses at Charleston and Port Huron,

and post

offices at Jersey City (remodelled),
Parkersburg, and
Trenton, are reported finished, as well as the alterations in the
custom house at Pensacola. The post offices at Dover (Del.)

and Covington, and Assay

State Reformatory
".

balances ; a schedule of existing contracts and the
customary
of all the buildings, finished and unfinished, which are under
the care of the Treas'ury Department, with their cost to the
;

of St. Hilairc,

MR. LAFARGE'S PICTURES
COMMUNICATIONS

which we made some allusion

list

177
178
180

spectors

MODERN PLUMBING, X
THE SANITARY "SCARE"
THE ILLUSTRATIONS

Curious Competition.
at Elmira

153.

propriations made and amounts expended for each up to the date
of the report (September 30, 1878), and of the unexpended

Mr. Hunt's Decoration of the Albany Capitol.
The Report
of the Supervising Architect.
Government Appropriations
of
and Contracts.
the
New
York
Association
for
Report
The Evils of TeneImproving the Condition of the 1'uor.
ment Houses and their Improvement.
Plumbers and In-

A

[No.

received the text of the Supervising Architect's
Report,
last week, too late for notice at
that time. It contains, as usual, an account of the condition and
progress of the buildings now in hand ; a statement of the ap-

SUMMARY:

THE

Co.

WE

30, 1878.

to

Church

&

Office at

Helena (Mont.), were

to

be

New

finished before the winter, and, finally, the
York Post Office,
which has been in hand since 1878, is reported entirely completed, the last appropriation of $10,000 having been so nicely
apportioned that the balance sheet is clean, without a cent of
deficit.
The principal balances in hand, are, in round
numbers, for the post office at Austin (just begun), $116,000
for the Boston Post Office Extension, $339,000
the Cincinnati
Custom House and Post Office, $300,000 the Chicago Custom
the Kansas City Post Office (not
House, $440,000
begun),
$100,000; Memphis Custom House,' $90,000 New York Barge
Office (not begun), $210,000
Philadelphia Post Office, $200,000; the San Francisco Appraisers' Stores, $108,000; the St.
Louis Custom House, $286,000 and the Bureau of Engraving
'
and Printing at AVashington (just begun), $290,000.

surplus or

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

CONSIDERING

the tendency of public buildings to outrun
which we have been used, especially during
the years of high prices, it is gratifying to find that several
buildings have been finished at a cost well inside their appropriations and to be told that others are to be finished immediately with the same agreeable result, and that the executing
of contracts at prices below the estimates has made it possible
to use a fire-proof construction in several others where wood
was intended. On the other hand, the old difficulty recurs of
their estimates, to

appropriations insufficient to carry on the buildings in progress
without interruption.
are reminded that the backward condition of the Boston and Cincinnati post offices is due to
stop-

We

last year for want of appropriations, and are told that the
Cincinnati building must presently be stopped again for the same
reason
that the custom houses at Fall River and Hartford have
been dealt with in the same way; and that the Nashville custom

page

;

house must go without a roof because the appropriation was not
To refuse money for new underlarge enough to furnish it.
takings is an intelligible kind of economy, but to provide it in
such driblets that work to which the Government is fully committed cannot be carried on without constant stoppages, is an
economy which it is not easy to understand. Another kind of
legislative economy was shown, after contracts had been made
for the stone-work of the Memphis custom house, when. Congress interfered to order that Tennessee marble should be used,
making it necessary to interrupt the work and increase its estimates.
curious incident of the work in San Francisco is told.
The cost of water furnished the Government was so enormous
"exhorbitant," the report not unnaturally calls it,
being
eighteen hundred dollars per year for the supply of one building, and four thousand for water used during the construction of
another, that the Government thought it wise to sink an artesian
This it did at a cost of $775, and got water enough for
well.
Recent experience, apparently, has led Mr. Hill
all its needs.
to call the attention of the Secretary to the difficulty of maintaining an efficient superintendence over buildings at a distance
from the central office, although he does not recommend any

A

remedy.

THE

thirty -fifth report of the

New York

Association for Im-

proving the Condition of the Poor contains an earnest protest
against the evils of tenement houses in cities and an appeal for

The physical deterioration and contagion, the
reform.
moral degradation, that are bred and spread among the people
who swarm in these foul hives, are vaguely known, but not realThe character of the evils
ized, by those who do not see them.
their
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be succinctly stated in a few sentences from a quoted por"The poor themselves,
tion of a report by Dr. Stephen Smith:
slow process of
he says, " have a very expressive term for the
The great
rot.'
house
tenant
decay which they suffer, namely,
a slow decomposition, a true
majority are indeed undergoing
it
Vice, crime, drunkereraacausis, as the chemists term
hold
here
death
and
sway, in spite of the
enness, lust, disease,
Their inmost powerful moral and religious influences
so perverted, by
their
and
so
are
blunted,
perceptions
tellects
and the all-pervadthe noxious atmosphere which they breathe,
have their being, that
filth in which they live and move and
ing
to moral and religious influences." Tiie
they are not susceptible
these evils in, New York may be guessed from
of
prevalence
some of the statistics given in the report, which we may assume
The crowding of population in some parts
to be fairly correct.
civilized
of the city is said to exceed anything recorded in any
is computed that in a large district on the east side,
It
country.
sixth wards and parts of the eleventh
including the fourth and
and seventeenth, the population is not less than 192,000 to the
in the fourth ward alone it reaches 290,000
square mile and
of London it is not more than 175,000
while in the densest

may

'

parts

to the mile.

Half a million persons are said

to live in tene-

an astounding estimate
houses,
say half the population,
which could hardly be paralleled in another city one house
fifteen hundred inis quoted which has contained no less than
In all of them a great part of the tenants live in
habitants.
rooms from which they never see sun or sky, and sleep in inner
chambers that are absolutely shut away from the outer air.

and Building News.
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tenement houses remain, which it will take a good many years
;o replace, much may still be done to modify their evils when;ver the energy of those whose duty it is, or the pressure of pubic opinion, are sufficient to enforce a thorough system of inspection.
Among the other remedies suggested is the Philadelphia
small houses, but this demands either a differsystem of separate
ent allotment of city lands from that which is used in New
York, and imitated more or less closely in our other cities, or the
banishment of the poor to the suburbs.
Separate houses are
for the comfort and well-being
unquestionably to be preferred
of the poor, more even than of the rich, but they are so much
less economical than tenements, when land is very dear, that
them. As for living in the
they cannot be expected to supplant
the
but
it
is
wholesome,
experience of Paris shows that
suburbs,
to live at a great distance from his work is a real hardship to the
to be so.
Moreover, unless they are compoor man, and is felt
will not go away from the centres.
They
pelled to, the poor
crowded regions of a town as does its
cling as persistently to the
business, and will rather live in wretched squalor in a compact
comfort in a roomy suburb. There
quarter than in comparative
wilhout tenement houses, and it reof
little
is
doing
hope
very
maius a public duty to attend zealously to their improvement.

ment

:

THE

most encouraging movement that we have seen noted

societies is the proposition of
the plumbers and gas-fitters of Baltimore, that their city shall
appoint an inspector of plumbing. Plumbers may be said, even
more than architects, to be on probation nowadays, and a readi-

for

some time among mechanics'

That most of the disease, crime, and violence of the city is
nursed in them is known in fact, hardly anything but disease
and vice can live and grow there. Three quarters of the dis-

ness to take the initiative in providing proper oversight and restrictions on their work is a far healthier symptom than we find
in most of the efforts of mechanics' associations or trades-

ease of the city is found in them, and the death-rate is double
that of the richer quarters.
Ninety per cent of the children
born in them are said to die in childhood.

Whether a city, which like Baltimore, contumaciously
unions.
refuses to provide itself with a building-law, will rise to the occasion when plumbing is concerned, we cannot guess. Perhaps the
proposal to make the inspectorship self-supporting, by making
its payment depend on fees, may prepossess a municipality in
but an inspector is an officer
its favor in these economic days

;

THB
for

trouble

want of

is

hard

control.

want of legislation but
laws which regulate tenement and

to reach, not for

The

and definite enough to restrain
lodging houses are strict enough
the worst of their evils, if they could be adequately enforced,
but the number of these houses is so enormous as to defy efficient
Their owners shield themselves behind irresponsiinspection.
ble agents, or are out of sight entirely, or plead poverty, and in
various ways evade the law.
Many are men of wealth, and of
influence of a kind against which it is difficult to conpolitical
tend in

New York. The Superintendent of Buildings, too, so
the report complains, has been backward in cooperation with the
health officers, and the Building Department has granted permits
for buildings which violated the law. One necessary restriction,
that no building shall be built in the rear of another without
from ten to twenty-five feet,
leaving an open space between of
has been evaded
the buildings,
of
the
to
height
according
with curious ingenuity, by building the rear building first, and
The case becomes
then putting up the other in front of it.
more difficult because the pressure of hard times has driven
and these have
people more and more into tenement bouses,
been put up when all other building has been at a stand still,
been built, all up and down the
eight hundred of them having
the last eighteen months.
city, within
PEOPLK are apt to take it for granted that the evils of tenement
houses are incurable, and that the utmost that can be done is to
which those may go who
provide some of a better class into
But the case is not so hopeless. Foreign cities have
will.
taken it in hand with success.
Glasgow, Edinburgh, and Liverat great cost,
pool have opened streets, demolished and rebuilt,
to be sure ; yet there is clear evidence of improved health, and
The tendency to regreat reduction of crime in consequence.
But there
vert to the old ills remains, but it can be resisted.
are less heroic means by which much can be done. Tenement
houses do not last forever, and it is quite practicable by
good building laws to exclude from the new ones that are built
the worst faults of the old.
Experience abroad has shown for a
good while that well-built and wholesomely arranged tenement
houses can be made profitable the example of Mr. Alfred T.
White, of Brooklyn, whose Home Buildings we have before
noticed (Am. Archt., Jan. 19, 1878), shows what may be done
with profit in this country. His experiment has succeeded so
well, says our report, that lie is now putting up a third building
which is to be an improvement on the others in its provision foi
And while the olc
the comfort and health of the occupants.
;

;

who, more than others, needs to be resolute, independent, and
to subimpartial, and officers are not often made so by having
sist on fees.

MODERN PLUMBING.

X.

PLANNING THE ARRANGEMENT OF PLUMBING.
WATKR-FRONTS.

BOILERS AND

No part of housc-planning is more important than the intelligent
arrangement of the plumbing work with regard to the course of the
various pipes, both for supply and waste, upon the proper regulation
of which depends in great part the efficiency of all the apparatus.
One of the most important points is to avoid long stretches of nearly
horizontal pipe of any kind:
Waste-pipes so placed are continually
liable to siphon out the traps connecting with them, and they accumulate deposit rapidly; while supply-pipes sag and become air-.
bound, are difficult to drain when the water is shut off from the
house, and when used for hot water lose heat rapidly on account of
the slowness of the circulation in them.
It is also desirable to manage the pipes so that if any part of their
course must be between the floor and the ceiling below, which is
generally inevitable with waste-pipes, that course shall be parallel
with and between the beams, not across either them, or any header,
or trimmer-beam, or girder. It is evident that for a pipe running
parallel with the beams their entire depth is available for securing
the necessary ,pitch where it crosses them, on the contrary, the
pitch must be obtained by cutting more and more deeply into them,
or boring through them; but as this last makes a little more trouble,
plumbers generally prefer the saw, which they use in the most ruthless manner, cutting a tier of beams half through if it suits their
purpose. The greatest watchfulness will not always prevent this,
and even careful boring seriously weakens the beams, so that the
part of prudence is to avoid crossing them altogether.
clusIn general, the more compact the arrangement the better.
ter of vertical pipes with the various appliances closely grouped
around it in the different stories, gives the most economical and efficient disposition, and the more nearly this can be realized the better; but where deviations are necessary, as will generally be the case,
they can be much more satisfactorily arranged if the course of all
the pipes is kept clearly in mind.
It will often happen that a washbowl or sink is better placed at some distance from the central stack
of pipes than close by, if a girder or a trimmer-beam should intervene, and a door between two faucets on the same line of supply,
forcing the pipe either to dip under it or to jump over it and descend
on the other side, will affect the flow more injuriously than a long
;

A

circuit at a uniform level.
To provide for all cases the architect should

his waste-pipes will be

know not only where
most advantageously placed, considering all
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the circumstances, but the number and position of the hot and cold
supply, circulation and expansion pipes in every part of their course,
the vent-pipes from the traps, the outlets from the safes, the tell-tale
from the tank, and the ventilation pipes, if any, from closets or bathrooms. With this knowledge it is a simple problem, but one too
often neglected, to manage the disposition of closets and pantries,
adding a cupboard in a convenient corner, building a permanent
wardrobe in one room, or finishing another with a wainscot with some
of the panels removable, so that in the completed house all the work
is found to be accessible, yet inconspicuous
the shut-off cocks within
easy reach, instead of being buried in coal-bins or hidden under
floors; the supply-pipes secure against frost; and the colored ceilings
safe from the danger which always attends the passage of waterThe architect should have confidence enough in
pipes over them.
his knowledge to describe with precision in his specification the
course of each pipe, indicating the levels in the different portions,
so that the steady ascent and descent shall be everywhere maintained, describing 'minutely the deviations from the direct line
which may be necessary in order to carry up the pipes in some convenient corner, and fixing the position of cocks and traps. Without
such evidence of understanding of the subject as shall command the
respect of the plumber, he is likely to find his plain intentions disregarded on one pretext or another: the pipes carried across the beams
by the shortest cut, or ascending in the studding of the parlor walls,
so that he is compelled to spoil the wall with a board casing; or perhaps the soil-pipe bulging out of the plastering in awkward places.
Not even the best plumbers have much consideration for the wood:

work and fresco which are to come after them, so long as their
work is properly done from their point of view; so that without a
clear and exact specification some such annoyances are to be exBut with one who is incompetent as well as careless worse
pected.
evils may follow: boilers collapsed for want of expansion pipes; traps
omitted; tank overflows led into soil-pipes; closets supplied from the
same cistern as the drinking water, or by a valve on the direct supply; and other annoying and dangerous faults, for which it is impossible to bring the plumber to account, because he can successfully
plead that these ignorant and shiftless modes of work are those commonly followed, and that his specification was so unpractical or so
indefinite that he had not clearly understood from it that anything
out of the common course- was expected of him.
Taking the simplest case of supply by a service pipe brought into
the cellar from the street main, we have the choice of two modes of
distributing the water over the house either the pipe can be carried up through the house, throwing off branches on the way to all
the cold-water cocks, and terminating at the highest faucet; or from
the street supply a single pipe may ascend to the highest part of the
house and empty into a tank, with a ball-cock to shut off the supply
when full, and from this tank will descend the pipes, one or more in
:

number, which, ramifying downward, supply the different faucets.
Where the water is obtained from a water-ram, or a force-pump
drawing from a well or cistern, or by rain-water received directly
from the roof, the second method, employing the tank in the attic
wiih downward supply, is necessarily adopted. When it can be used,
however, the first method is the cheapest, as it saves one pipe the
height of the house, and the cost of the tank, besides certain pipes
hereafter described but it has certain disadvantages. Besides the
obvious risk of having the house left without water in case the supply is shut off while repairs are making, the street pressure is often
very heavy, reaching in some localities one hundred or even one
hundred and fifty pounds per square inch, and the consequent strain
upon pipes and fittings is very severe. Moreover, the head in the
mains is sometimes variable, a"nd this irregularity interferes with the
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The boiler, which usually stands beside the range, is simply a cylinder of stout sheet copper, tinned inside, with a flat or
slightly convex bottom, and in all but the poorest specimens a dome-shaped top.
One or more galvanized iron bands are often fixed in the interior to
strengthen it, and two, three, or four couplings are attached to the
head, one in the side about eighteen inches from the bottom, and one
either in the bottom or very low down in the side.
The two lower
couplings are connected by brass tubes with those of the water-front,
and either on the lower tube or with a separate connection is a
" sediment
cock," for emptying the boiler and water front. From
one of the couplings in the head of the boiler a copper tube extends
down to within six inches or so of the bottom, with open mouth, and
near the top of this tube a small hole is bored. To this
coupling is
attached the pipe for cold-water supply. The cold water from the
pipe descends through the tube, and accumulating naturally in the
lower part of the boiler, passes through the lower coupling and the
Here it is
connecting brass pipe into the water-front of the range.
heated, and b; coming lighter as its temperature rises it ascends and
passes through the upper coupling of the water-front, up the second
pipe, which, to facilitate the movement, is laid with a gentle ascent
toward the boiler, and entering through the side coupling takes its
This circulation constantly
place in the upper portion of the boiler.
goes on between the water-front and boiler, and the water passing
repeatedly through the range becomes warmed in proportion to the
ratio which the heating surface of the water-front bears to the cooling capacity of the boiler. The difference in temperature between
the upper and lower portions of the boiler and the
upper and lower
connecting pipes to the water-front may be plainly felt with the
hand.

The other couplings in the head of the boiler simply communicate
with the inside, and to them are attached the pipes which
supply hot
water to the house.
Several couplings are used where the number
of sinks and wash-bowls to be
supplied is considerable, to obtain a
freer flow than could be obtained from a
single pipe compelled to
'several faucets; but one pipe is sufficient for a small house.
hen a cock anywhere on this pipe is opened, the warm water
issues under the same pressure as that of the cold water; for the
whole system of pipes and boiler being constantly full of water, the
pressure is the, same throughout at the same level, the boiler being
practically nothing but an enlargement of the supply-pipe, while the
water-front with its tubes represents a loop
through which portions
of water are
continually drawn from the boiler to the fire, heated and
returned.
The drawing of hot water in any part of the house subtracts from
that in the top of the boiler,
causing an equivalent amount of fresh
water to enter through the cold pipe, from which it is led without
mixing with the warm upper stratum through the copper tube to the
lower or cool part of the boiler, there to begin its
journeys through
the water-front, by which it is
qualified in its turn to take its place
in the warm, upper
This
is
the
region.
principle of the modern hotwater supply in its simplest application.
Under this system it is evident that the only circulation is between
the water-front and the boiler, and that in the hot
supply-pipe, each
branch of which terminates at some faucet, the water remains stagnant except when a cock is opened, and loses its heat
by radiation,
so that

;

of valves and faucets.
the tank system the pressure in all but the rising main is
constant, and can never exceed the head due to the height of the
tank above any given faucet, not over twenty-five pounds in the
highest house ; all the apparatus is therefore under the most favoraIt should not
ble conditions for perfect working and long service.
be forgotten that in a pipe under heavy pressure the shock caused
by suddenly shutting a faucet is equal to the blow of a hammer of
weight equivalent to the pressure, say one hundred pounds, striking
with a velocity equal to that of the stream of water at the moment
when it is arrested; and this blow is applied just as much on every
square inch of surface in the pipe as at the faucet. The weakest
part of the pipe, usually at a bend or near some joint, soon yields a
little, and the effect of the blows increasing as the resistance diminEven brass pipe, whose elasticity
ishes an opening is finally made.
enables it to recover from repeated strains, often gives way at last.
But the worst deficiencies of the direct pressure system are to be
found in the hot- water service. To understand this clearly requires
a little consideration of the construction and working of the bath
boiler and water-front.
The water-front is a closed box of cast-iron, which occupies one
In the outer side are
side or corner of the range, next to the fire.
two brass couplings, one near the top and the other near the bottom,
extending through to the outside of the range. Sometimes the place

working

With

is supplied by a copper tube, which starts from
one coupling, and after traversing the fire two or three times ends
at the other coupling
but these tubes are apt to boil the water in
them with violence, and if the water is shut out of them they get
red-hot aud burn out, so that the iron front is to be preferred.

of the water-front

;
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must

on drawing from any faucet this stagnant, lukewarm portion
run off before obtaining the hot water from the boiler it-

first

To remedy this it is customary not to terminate the warmwater pipes anywhere, but to make them constantly ascend through
perhaps devious courses from one faucet to another, until they reach
the highest faucet, from which a pipe descends
again and returns
into the boiler, sometimes
by entering the cold supply just above
the coupling, sometimes through the lower tube to the water-front,
or by a coupling of its own near the bottom of the boiler. In this
way a secondary though extensive circulation is set up through the
pipes themselves, hot water ascending on one side and descending on the other by virtue of the increase of its specific gravity on
cooling; and at any point on the line water may be drawn of the
same temperature as that in the upper part of the boiler, minus the
comparatively small loss which it suffers in its rapid course from the
boiler to the point at which it is drawn.
To obtain this regular
circulation in the hot pipes is essential to their
satisfactory working;
but it cannot always be managed unless the architect has kept well
in mind the course of the
pipes in arranging his wash-bowls and
self.

sinks.

So far the system is the same, whether the boiler is supplied under the street pressure by a pipe connected with the main, or from a
tank.
But certain circumstances may interfere with the working of
the apparatus.
It often happens that the water-front is too
large for
the work it has to do, or the copper tubes which serve as a substitute are too much heated by a brisk fire, and the circulation not beto keep down the temperature the water begins to
ing rapid enough
boil, and bubbles of steam run through the upper tube toward the
boiler.
The mass of water in the boiler being still below ebullition
point, the steam is condensed on reaching it, and the sudden reduction of a pipeful of steam to a drop of water leaves a vacuum which
is
instantaneously filled with waier. The next bubble of steam meets
with the same fate, and the successive shocks caused by the sudden
rush of water into the vacuum cause a snapping and rumbling in the
pipes and boiler which often alarm housekeepers.
If the heat should be so great as to
bring the water in the boiler
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is in danger of beby decrees to 212, the same phenomenon
If all the faucets or other outlets are
scale.
ing repeated on a larger
and the top of the boiler,
closed, the steam accumulates in the pipes
and acquiring a tension superior to the pressure of the cold water
in the main serves as an
'I he water
forces it back" into the main.
exelastic safety-valve, so that the steam pressure will never much
ceed that of the water, so long as the connection between the boiler
and the cold supply is unobstructed, and if the boiler is strong
to resist the 'water pressure, there is little or no danger of its
enough
3
but there is a very serious risk that
being burst outward by the steam
when the boiler is ve'ry hot and partly full of steam some one, by
where in the house, may allow a little
opening a hot- water faucet anj
steam to escape, and the tension being thereby reduced for an instant cold water presses in from the supply/ The admixture of the

itself

;

smallest quantity of fresh water lowers the temperature of the contents of the boiler and condenses the steam with increasing rapidity
This process
as more cold water rushes in to fill the void so made.
so that in a fraction of a second after
goes on with extreme rapidity,
The cock is opened the steam has vanished, and the condensation bethan the entrance of the fresh water, a vacuum
ing much more rapid
is Caused in the upper part of the boiler, and the atmospheric pressure thus
brought upon it crushes the cylinder like a leaf.

suddenly
This " collapse," as the plumbers call it, is a very common occurrence, and with a boiler supplied from the street pressure there is no
sure way of preventing it. One or more vacuum valves are often inserted in the head of the boiler, to open by the pressure of air from
without; but these get so firmly pushed into their seats by the ordiare very apt to stick
nary water pressure in the boiler that they
when most needed, and are then useless. Sometimes a stop-valve is
the steam from pushing back
put on the supply, intended to prevent
the water ; but this simply gives a closed boiler, sure to blow up if
The only palliathe steam pressure should exceed a certain limit.
when
tive, where the supply is direct from the main, is to be careful
there is a hot lire in the range to open the warm-water cocks cauand if steam should come out to shut off instantly all but a
tiouslv,

may relieve the pressure so gradually as to prevent harm. Compression cocks, which open by a screw, are for this
reason s'atest in use; but it is essential also that the heating surface
should be properly proportioned, and the pipes between boiler and
be large and smoothly
range, as well as the circulation pipes, should
to obtain even a modgraded, and the flow therefore easy and rapid,
small "opening, which

erate degree of security.
Where the boiler is supplied from a tank the danger of collapse is
almost entirely removed by the simple expedient of carrying up from
the highest part of the hot-water system a one-half or three fourths
inch pipe above the water-level of the tank, leaving the end open, so

that any steam which may be generated escapes quietly, without
ever accumulating tension enough to force water out of the boiler.
Unless this pipe should be so long and tortuous as to get choked it
The end of the expansion pipe is turned over
is a sure protection.
the tank, or, better, over the mouth of the standing waste, so that

the foaming mixture of water and steam which sometimes comes up
may run oil' without doing mischief. Of course, no such protecting
under the pressure system.
pipe is possible
The hot-water supply is sometimes arranged without a boiler, by
for hot water, both
employing two tanks, one for cold and the other
same level in the attic. The supply-pipe descends
placed at the
from the cold tank to the water-front, and from the upper coupling
of this a pipe ascends to the hot tank, from which a descending main
branches to the different faucets. Both cisterns are open to the air,
so vacuum or bursting pressure are there impossible; but an expansion pipe must be carried up from near the water-front to obtain
complete security. This system is more expensive than that which
employs the copper boiler, and the steam from the hot tank is disain the rooms, so that it is rapidly becoming
greeable and injurious
obsolete.

Boilers supplied from the street pressure sometimes give way under the strain of the water alone, especially if they have been previously weakened by an incipient collapse, and where the head is considerable they must be of galvanized iron, riveted like a steam
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vice that any writer could render the plumbers would be to devote
his energies unremittingly to emphasizing the evidence leading to this
opinion, until they become convinced that the future prospects of
their trade are really to be good or bad, according as they accept the
present condition of public sentiment and accommodate themselves

The public is not a fool and about some things it makes up
mind in a very resolute way, and is not to be driven from its position, especially when the arguments advanced for the purpose may

to

it.

;

its

be construed as being in the interest of those

who advance them.

mind that there is no safety in
American house-plumbing; and American house-plumbing must become radically different from what it has been thus far, or the public will act upon its conviction, and get on with as little plumbing as

The

public

fast

is

making up

its

possible.
It will not do to talk about good workmanship or bad workmanship as lying at the bottom of the difficulty, for the bottom is much
broader and deeper than any question of workmanship. Of course,

we want good workmanship so far as we have any at all. The
question which is uppermost now in the minds of the more intelligent
classes is whether we really need any plumbing work at all, beyond
the merest necessaries of domestic economy.
Numbers of persons
are cutting off the pipes from their wash-basins, bath-tubs, etc., and
are going back to the old wash-bowl and pitcher and the spongebath.
Their reasons will be accepted as good, and their example
will be followed by others; so that unless some strenuous and rational effort is made to restore their confidence in house-plumbing,
the amount of work to be done during the next generation will be
less than that which the present generation has demanded.
I have used the expression "the American system of plumbing" for the reason that plumbing, as we know it, is essentially and
almost exclusively an American institution. In our desire to save
labor so far as possible, to procure in our houses the luxury of
abundant water without the task of carrying it in and out by hand,
and to provide, even for those classes of society which are little given
to luxuries, the untold convenience of a free tap of water at every
point, we have carried the possibilities of the industry to its utmost
limit; we have done this, too, in a country whose climate compels us
to adopt precautions against frost which are unknown elsewhere;
and we have (lone it absolutely without the knowledge necessary to
properly. The utmost profusion of plumbing has
of course in the organization of our houses
that until recently any man who seriously criticised the system was
Now that the alarmists are found to have
set down as an alarmist.
right on their side, we are confronted by a dilemma, one of whose
horns we must accept in spite of ourselves : we must either be content to see our people, under the influence of the instinct of selfpreservation, throw their plumber's work out of doors and make up
their minds to do more manual labor for the sake of better health
and longer life, or we must frankly accept the fact that their fears
have a valid foundation.
must not only accommodate our work
to their demands, but we must show them that we have come to a
realization of, and have learned how to avert, dangers which ten
years ago neither they nor we knew or thought of.
The only other country which can be said to have any plumbing
work at all is England, and the plumbing work of England is a very
It is rare to see in an English
different affair from ours.
gentleman's house, in London or in the country, stationary wash-ba.sins or
stationary bath-tubs, fixed butler's sinks, or laundry trays, or taps
for drawing water, except in the scullery or area, or some other
place quite removed from the centre of habitation.
Every bedroom is provided with a movable wash-stand with a movable apparatus; generally also with a tin sponge-bath, to which the water
is
Water-closets are in almost universal use, but
brouglit by hand.
they are generally in outside extensions, or at least against the outer
wall; as a rule their communication with the outer air is much more
free than their communication with the interior of the house.
The
whole somewhat rude system of plumbing is of a character and in a

ensure our doing

become

so

it

much a matter

We

situation which, with our winter temperature, would be impossible.
Of course, there are countless exceptions to this rule, and the people

water* in the mains, which, drawing with it the contents of the boiler,
leaves a vacuum behind by which the cylinder is collapsed as effectcondensation of steam. The tank supply with
ually as by the sudden
the expansion pipe provides against this danger as well as the

have suffered seriously from the fact that their workmanship is so
often inferior to ours.
Considering the amount of plumbing in average houses in England and here, they suffer from diseases originating in the drainage of the house far more than we do.
The question as to whether the American people will continue to
be the liberal and extensive patrons of plumbers that they have been
hitherto, or will go back to the systems of their ancestors, is one
which is to be decided entirely by our ability to persuade them that
we realize as well as they do .the dangers which they fear, and that
we have succeeded, as we certainly have, in devising efficient and

other.

reliable

boiler.

Accidents also sometimes occur from attempting to empty the
boiler by the sediment cock without opening a faucet above to admit
air, or in occasional instances, where the supply from the street has
been connected at the bottom of the boiler, by the retreat of the

means

for securing ourselves against them.

GEORGE

THE SANITARY

"

BEFORE going to Europe in June, I wrote a paper for The
Plumber and Sanitary Engineer (published in the September num"

" scare
outcry.
ber) referring to the
" scare the
and cause
himself,
plumber

E.

WARING,

JR.

SCARE."

stated it as my purpose to
him to realize the fact that he
undertakes the drainage of a

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.
CHURCH OF

I

is playing with fire whenever he
house."
Further observation and reflection have not affected my opinion
save to strengthen it, and I am satisfied that the most efficient ser-

ST.

HILAIRE AT ROUEN, FRANCE.
ARCHITECT.

M. SAUVAGEOT,

We

reproduce this week from L''Encyclopedic d" Architecture a perChurch of St. Hilaire, the plan and elevations
of which we published in our issue for October 26.
spective view of the
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ALTERATIONS MADE ON THK DAIRY OF MR. HENRY

A.

WHITNEY,

MILTON, MASS., MESSRS. STURGIS AND BRIGIIAM, ARCHITECTS,
BOSTON.

SKATING RINK, BALTIMORE, MD. MESSRS.
A. AND W.
ARCHITECTS, BALTIMORE.
.1.

This rink, to be used for roller-skatinf
Clark.

,

is

T.

WILSON,

building for Mr. S. T.

.

MESSRS CUMMINGS

AND SEARS, ARCHITECTS, BOSTON.
This drawing

is

one of the series made by the Portfolio Club.

SECOND LOAN EXHIBITION IN AID OF THE NE\V
YORK SOCIETY OF DECORATIVE ART.
THE "Loan Exhibition " noticed in these columns somewhat less
than a year ago, proved in many ways a most successful venture. A
repetition was accordingly planned, and the exhibition now open at
the Academy of Design is a more than worthy successor of the
first.
One marvels anew at the richness of the sources drawn upon,
for all the rooms are full, and all articles previously shown have
been rigorously excluded. The pictures are less showy and more
excellent than last year, the pottery collections far fuller and more
The Oriental tapestries are fewer and less magnificent,
valuable.
but amateur work is not introduced among them. Bric-a-brac is less
and
plenty, and the same may be said of silver, jewelry, furniture,
fans, while lace seems quite unrepresented.
Upon the pictures and
the pottery depends the interest of this year's show, and its value
depends upon the excellent arrangement of the whole. The picturesque disarray and bewildering profusion of List year are replaced
by systematic disposition and more careful cataloguing. What is
the brilliancy of the general coup-d'ccil is many times readvantages of system and sequence.
The large South Room is filled with paintings, the East Room
with European pottery and porcelain, the North with Oriental art
kind. The Northproducts, and the West with bric-a-brac of every
west Cabinet is devoted to specimens from the Decorative Art Solost

in

in the

ciety."

The greater number of the pictures are from foreign hands. Such
American canvasses as there are, show in one or two cases a simithat affords oplarity of subject with their trans-atlanlic neighbors
Swain Gifford's Lazy Day
portunity for interesting comparisons.
and The Merchants of El Lagonet crossing the Algerian
in

Egypt,

hang near enough together to catch the eye at almost the
same moment. Preferring the latter, one is still dissatisfied with
either, still convinced that the facts of African sun and shade and
The question as to how they
tint and atmosphere are not given.
might be given, which always seems doubtful unless visible inter-

Desert,

pretation

is

forthcoming

is

set at rest

if

one turns to another wall

where hangs Gerome's Egyptian Conscripts crossing the Desert. The
flatness and coldness of the other pictures is here replaced by a
excess of light,
blinding luminousness which seems almost mi-ty by
by sharp, dark shadows, by a pervading yellow tint, and by the
peculiarly characteristic of North African landgeneral feeling
that the atmosphere is more palpable, and important than
scape
the solid earth

itself.

Three great canvasses of Bouguereau exhibit the insipidity, the
want of life and force, the cold-cream complexion and sentimentality
which should long ago have become distasteful to the American
the picture which sudThe Spring-time of his pupil Cot,
public.
denly gave him a circle of admirers almost as wide as his master's
It is as correct in drawing as Bougnereau's, with
is also exhibited.
more of life, but equally trivial, and the flesh painting equally far
from being true to nature or masterly in touch. A large landscape
of Andreas Achenbach, who vibrates through a larger arc of varying
excellence than is possible to many painters, shows him almost at
The cloud-painting is what his countrymen would call
his worst.
unerhort.

It is

a pity, for there are

many good

paintings of his in

the city.

The Slate is a clever picture of a repulsive subject, so
repulsive that it seems out of place in such a collection, would seem
out of place in any lady's apartment. For there is not enough artistic beauty to overshadow the moral and physical unpleasantness,
and the artist's cleverness does not rise to tragic power. Hector
Leroux's Vestal Duccia is exquisitely imagined and drawn, but the
is no atcoloring is almost conventional in its reserve, and there
tempt at texture, whether of water, sky, flesh, or garments.
Several pictures by different hands show the fashionable metallic
tints without shade, repose, or harmony, a travesty of
style, flaring
The best
natural color with no memory whatever of chiaroscuro.
of them is decidedly the Morning with the Dressmaker of Alvarez.
The worst unquestionably is G. Richter's Veil Dance, in which it is
hard to discover a redeeming trait. It lacks even the clear outlines
and careful touch one expects in this style of work. Commonplace
in conception, faulty in drawing, and poor in technique, it is Eastern
and
only in costume, for the types are without exception European
Such a picture would not be worth condemning
utterly vulgar.
were it not to notice the indulgence so often carelessly given to picLeloir's

whose counterparts

in

literature, for instance,

would not be

publicly approved. Madrazo, who has sometimes painted well, shows
At Breakfast, which looks like a badly painted portrait of a very unladylike person.

Willems, Zicm, De Menville, Vibert, Meyer von Bremen, Kraus,
and Salentin, show average work. More admirable are two fine
cattle-pieces of Van Marcke and a landscape by Jules Dupre
not,
perhaps, of his best. Alma Tadema, whose work is not very often
seen
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in

this

country,

from the 6th century.

is

but poorly represented by a small scene
doubtless archajologically correct, but

It is

the composition, figures, and color are far inferior to his average
much more his cleverest
work. Jules Breton's Brittany Penitent
is also below his average.
In Boughton's New Year's Da;/ in New
Amsterdam, we see intensified the faults which have grown into
mannerisms. It is well composed and grouped, doubtless, but the
tints are pale, flat, and unnatural, laid on with no
attempt at blendThere is no sign of modelling or relief.
ing.
"
"
Crowded out into the corridor, and skied as well, are two clever
studies by Mr. Wm. Chase and a capital portrait by Defregger,
worthy a most honorable place. It ought to be carefully studied,
and it cannot be seen. On the line, but still in the bad light of the
corridor, where, furthermore, it is impossible to get as far awav as
his touch demands, are two Makarts
poor for Makarts, truly,' but
very clever pictures and valuable as one sees here so little of his
work.
The Ancient Egyptian Girl is well posed and expressive, but
harder in effect than is usual with Makart, and absolutely blurred in
The Turkey-seller of ('airo
parts from pure haste or heedlessness.
is better
painted, though the subject, is less satisfactory, the face
The color is beautifully harmonious,
being veiled all but the eyes.
the pose full of life and grace.
Both pictures are but " pot-boilers "
as compared with Mukart's careful work, but even the pot-boilers of
genius are interesting and, to a certain extent, valuable.
Among American pictures I shall also notice a good study of a
Boy's Head by Mr. Hunt, and a poor one, of the same subject, by Mr.
Eastman Johnson is at his best in the careful and characChase.
Mr. B. C. Porter at his worst in the Portrait
teristic Caul I'laije's.
Mr. LaFarge's Study of a woman in a green
of a girl reading.
gown shows, as usual, greater mastery of drapery than can he
claimed for any of his countrymen, but the flesh is poor. Mr. Whittredge's Old Hunting Urouii/ls may fairly be taken as representative
of the average American landscape, hard, careful, inartistic, unindiMr. Powell's Venetian Doge
vidual, unideal, and yet not natural.
is
impossible, and Mr. F. E. Church's Ml. Desert almost as unsatisfactory in another line.
If I have left to the last the finest picture in the room, it is bedoubt whether in doing it justice I
cause I fear to touch upon it,
shall not, to those who have not seen it, appear to exaggerate its
merits.
It is a life-size portrait by Fortuny, said, I know not how
correctly, to be the only one he ever painted, and comes from the

famous collection of Mr. Stebbins in Paris. It requires faith to take
it for Fortuny's work, for his
genius usually showed in a very differThere is a tiny picture of his, also, in the exhibition, which
ent way.
His figures, everyone knows, were
gives a fair idea of the contrast.
usually small, his canvasses glowing with a brilliancy of varied and
His touch was
contrasted tints that his imitators can but travesty.
rapid, clashing, uneven, and in his most carefully completed works
one rarely sees a polished and finished surface. In this portrait
the beauty of the result gets nothing from the
of a Spanish lady
" The fashions '' were
accessories, for it was painted in 18(i5 when
not artistic.
Black satin, crinoline, coral, and frizzed black hair do
not sound and do not look picturesque; but one does not care for the
things that usually go to make up a satisfactory modern portrait in
view of the superb humanity, the perfect art of this picture. The
pose, the drawing of head and hands, the expressiveness, as of nature
seen face to face, above all, the flesh painting, are beyond praise.
Most unlike Fortuny's usual brush is the ivory finish, the smoothness as of an actual, pure skin itself, and in noteworthy contrast the
clever,

rough impasto of the

lace.

In the over-reserve of color, in

somewhat of Spanish stiffness, and in the general tone and character
of the work it is unlike a Titian or any sunny Italian canvass, much
like Velasquez, to whom it has been, not too presumptuously, comIs it too much to be believed of a contemporary painting
pared.
that it might be hung in a gallery next either of these and not seem
out of place ?
In the " Antique Collection " in the West Room one notes many

miniatures, the best, perhaps, one of an old lady, by Malbone (934),
and one by Arland (942). Most beautiful and interesting, whether
a genuine bit of Quentin Matsys's handiwork or not, is the little iron
In furniture one marks little but a 14th century
bas-relief No. 965.
cabinet (1000), one in marqucterie (1294), and an arm-chair of the
Louis Quatorze epoch (unnumbered). The silver is not remarkable.
In the jewel-case the honors are borne off by some unrivalled contributions of Mr. Prime
a superb set (1123) of old Persian turquoises, engraved and gilded, which he dates frem the Joth to the
17th century, and a necklace (1128) of sixteen ancient Egyptian
scarabaei.
Some intaglios of varying beauty form a necklace numbered 1113, and a mixed collection of antique stones are clas.-ed
under No. 1116. No. 1085 covers a collection of " Danish and
Swedish Silver Ornaments," some of which, wherever obtained, are
more probably Russian in their origin. One pendant shows in rudest workmanship, the survival of an unmistakable Byzantine pattern.
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No. 1133 is a chatelaine with a motley profusion of pendants, one of
which is worthy of notice. It is a small flat figure which, if not a gen-

One notices
uine old Irish or other Celtic bit, is a clever imitation.
also a jewel which gives a definite Pompeiian pedigree, and a necklace from India, marvellously pretty in its combination of tigers'
claws with native goldsmiths' work.
Among the watches, No. 1160
has good record work, and No. 1144 is a most beautiful bit of red
enamel done by Boilly under Louis Seize. The various ivories deserve an examination, as do stray bits of bronze and brass. The bell
(1114) confidently attributed to Benvenuto Cellini and purporting
to come from Strawberry Hill is little like the work of his time; and
its claim is somewhat audacious when there are scarce three undoubted works of his in Europe,
perhaps only one that is quite
Strawberry Hill hardly guaranteed the genuineness
and it is equally hard to believe the bell Benvenuto's or
on its own merits.
Some fine French tapestries claim

unchallenged.
of

its labels,

to

admire

it

more notice than can here be given, especially as there
left for the two rooms full of pottery.

The

is little

space

Room come

from the
well-known Burlingame, Harper, Andrews, Pomeroy, and Williams
Their tasteful and orderly arrangement is due to Mr.
collections.
Colinan.
Japanese art in its various branches is well represented,
and one has the opportunity of comparing it with the work of Chinese artists, who have of late been neglected in favor of their island
It is hard to distinguish among many works of so near and
rivals.
so high an average, but one must remark No. 614 as a splendid specimen of Japanese raised embroidery on a gold ground, some large
Japanese pictures in water-color on silk and paper (631-G3G), exquisitely free and delicate, and a superb lacquer and painted screen
In ceramics are to be remarked a fine case of Rosedon spe(662).
cimens, an old Satsmna incense burner (754), and a curious Satsuma vase (753), and some magnificent Kishin pieces, whose turquoise and purple cannot be excelled for splendid contrast. Further,
a Chinese enamelled porcelain tea-jar, most curious (771), a pair of
Japanese enamelled vases (770), a vase with soujjti decoration (859),
and a Satsuma vase with figures in relief (741). All of which are
noticed not so much as being superior to their neighbors, but as samMr. Hoe's collection of works in hard stone
ples and specimens.
are most beautiful, especially tlie jades.
Also noteworthy is a collection (739) of various small Japanese works in ivory, metal, etc.
The European pottery is most carefully arranged, and this year a
That any one sort
tyro can gain a knowlege of sorts and styles.
is represented by especially good specimens it would be too mucli to
In Sevres we see a set in yellow and
say.
gold, the best one could
have from the inartistic epoch of Charles X. A fine case of
plates
The Dres(437-447) well exhibits the varied styles of the factory.
den pieces are numerous, but none of great value if we
except some
brown Bottcher ware shown by Mr. Prime, a saucer (272), and perhaps Nos. 131, 133, and 138. Some of the modern work is of the
worst that is made. It is strange that the classification of Dresden porcelain in this country should be so arbitrary and should exclude all mention of Kandler, the finest artist without
exception
who ever modelled at Meissen. His work is lost to us in the gen"
" Aueral name of
King's period," assumed to extend from the
1
His name, so familiar on his own
gustus Rex period" to 1774.
ground, seems to be unknown to our collectors, who mark no diference between his exquisite rococo shapes, low relief, and delicate
tints, and the very different styles which came before and after.
Marcolini is the fashion. His
painting is superb, truly, but his
shapes far inferior, more commonplace, less characteristic, than
Handler's.
The latter does not even get the credit with us of havmajority of objects in the

Oriental

ing originated his troops of tiny figurines.
A few good Vienna pieces call for mention, Nos. 270, 295, 296,
etc., also a seventeenth century Rouen plate (550) and a Frankenthal vase (292).

There is much English ware, valuable to those who like fashionable curiosities independent of
beauty. The best English work, such
as the Worcester Tea-Set (393,
394), the Worcester Stone Ware
(382, 383), and the Derby Vases (518, 519), Salad Bowl (522), and
Ewer (269) are inferior to continental work, and the bulk of

Bow, Chelsea, Lowestoft, and the

Spode,

valuable for no artistic reason whatever. The smaller factories, whose short and unmarked existence was evidently due to the badness of their
wares, have obtained celebrity to-day because
they were short-lived and obscure.
Every execrable bit of doubtful origin, which no one could wish to
see duplicated, is more
greedily seized upon than a pretty piece of
Oriental work or of delicate Meissen
modelling and color. The much
discussed Lowestoft excites,
by the specimens it shows, no feelinu
save the wish it had never existed; and it, is hard to see what
pleasure
the most rabid collector can take in coarse
like Nos. 330 or
rest

is

figures

320, or in printed ugliness like No. 328, or in No. 391, from
or
No 395 from Worcester, or such a monster as the Leeds cow,Spode,
No. 415.
And there is much in most English and American collections that is

even worse than these.

It is pleasanter to look in the corridor at various
fair specimens of
Gres-de-Flandre, or at the cabinet from Tiffany's filled with examples of various modern factories.
Especially good are the pieces
trom Colmot and Doulton, a
graceful specimen from Nancy, and the
Faience
of
ample
Longwy.
G v

M

1

See Metropolitan

Museum Handbook

and Building News.
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MR. LAFARGE'S PICTURES.!

WK once had

the pleasure of hearing an eminent
landscape painter
discourse upon a new method, which he had invented and
perfected,
of painting scenery " without reference to nature."
This ingenious
to
his
own
person could, according
account, enable any one, no matter how small his capacity so long as he had
strength enough to wield
a hog-tool, to produce, after a few weeks' instruction,
irreproachable
landscapes, each with its proper proportion of blue aerial perspective,
its middle distance sunk in orthodox
and
obscurity,
harmoniously
distributed patches of Roman ochre and
Vandyke brown in the foreground, which only needed a slight exercise of the imagination to
suggest stones, sand, dry grass, or some other species of vegetation,
so that the canvas at a
proper distance presented a marketable imitation of nature.

Perhaps it may be possible for others to rediscover this invaluable
Indeed, some artists seem to have made considerable profress toward the
acquisition of infallible art-recipes of their own.
Why otherwise should each successive work of the celebrated appear with a triangular expanse of Naples yellow in a particular corner, taking the form now of a wheat-field, now of a
sandy slope, then
of a dry patch in a
grassy lawn, while a shady brook, cart-path,
ditch, or what-not winds away, always in the same direction and
about in the same colors, in the
Or why should the
opposite angle ?
periodical accounts in the newspapers of the life and services of the
Y
distinguished
invariably portend the giving to the world of a lar^e
canvas covered with green paint, modified toward the
top by a certain admixture of white or
gray, and divided into irregular patches
by streaks of brown, while in the middle blazes a spot of pinkish
white, fashioned into a rude suggestion of a building of some kind V
Is it that nature
presents herself to these artists always under the
same aspect? Or can it be that,
having once succeeded 'in representing her under a certain form to the admiration of the crowd, they
devote themselves thenceforth to the mechanical
repetition of the effects by which they have won
applause?
Whatever may be the reason, the
tendency of landscape painters
to choose a succession of similar
subjects, which they feel to be
within easy reach of their
powers, is very strong, and an ambition
like Mr.
LaFarge's, which disdains to repeat itself and loves to grapple with new difficulties, is as rare as it is noble.
This collection of pictures,
gathered for sale out of the studies and
secret.

X

sketches of twenty years, represents almost the whole
range of the
from the slight sketch of sky effect to the severe and"conventional forms of decorative design.
To us, the most interesting part of the collection consists in the
landscapes painted and finished on the spot, and we will devote a
art,

few words to them.
No one who has not tried to paint out of doors from nature can understand the immense difficulty of the work. We do not mean watercolor sketching, in which a few
happily chosen washes laid on with
skill
may convey with striking fidelity the superficial character of
the scene; nor the scientific
landscapes composed beforehand, with a
framework of cobalt blue and gray for the
upper part, a pronounced
"
shadow across the middle, and a due allowance of "
golden dirt for
the foreground, into which the intended view is
forced, by dint of
loppings and stretchings, to fit, leaving enough of the prominent
features still visible to enable the caricature to be identified.
Such
art is not difficult of attainment.
It is
comparatively easy also to
make studies of color out of doors, and afterwards,
in the tempered
light of the studio, work them up into a finished picture, which shall
be better in tone than
any of the sketches, and contain a certain
amount of truth; but to block out,
forward, and finish a

under the perplexing out-door

carry

light,

and

picture

in the face of

nature herself,

demands not only great technical
knowledge and skill, but a degree
of mental power for the intense and
comprehensive grasp of the scene
under a chosen aspect, and the
persistent retention of this idea in the
memory through the long processes of painting, in spite of the continual changing of the
landscape itself, wKich those who have tried
such a task can best appreciate.

It is a
commonplace of the text-books to say that our whitest pigments are black in comparison with the
sky, and that the colors of
nature can be represented on canvas
only in tones transposed to an
octave very different from those for which
they stand; but such transposition is hot beyond ordinary skill; it is the mental
process of analyzing and retaining the evanescent
of a
so

impression
given scene,
as to hold that
impression steadily through the minute and distracting details which crowd upon the eye in out-door work, which should
command our admiration, and of this these paintings "ive abundant
examples.
Our respect for the power of mind so
displayed is, moreover,
heightened by the variety of landscape effects with which we find it
to sympathize; so that to
say of LaFarge's pictures that one cannot
tell which he
enjoys most, smooth sea or rocky coast, summer or
winter, sweet inland orchards or dark woods, is as true as it is his
highest praise.
Nothing could be more free from artifice, from the vulgar concenu,
than these paintings. Nowhere is the "brown tree"
visible; the
melancholy individual in black who should meditate in front of the
is
no
principal high light
absent;
dog trots across the middle dis-
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tance, carrying the shadow through the picture. Everywhere we feel
the unaffected simplicity, the sincerity, anil, if we may so call it, the
humbleness of nature.
It would hardly be possible to single out among the thirty small

landscapes any of special superiority. If we have our favorites, we
willingly attribute our choice to our own greater ignorance of certain
kinds of scenery, or to some bias of association which we could not
expect the artist to share.
It would, however, be wrong to pass over in silence the magnificent painting called the "Last Valley," in which is fully displayed
that wonderful drawing of retreating perspective which, under a
treatment even more subtle, formed perhaps the greatest glory of the
Paradise Meadows," now in Paris.
great picture of
Of the flower studies no one who has ever heard of LaFarge will
need a criticism. Let us pass on to the important figure subjects,
which derive a special interest from their connection with the recent
essays of the artist in decorative painting.
must confess, after what we had heard of the picture, to a
" St.
certain disappointment in the
Paul," which, however, after reflection we concluded to be due to the circumstances under which
the painting was shown. The tall figure, standing vertically in the
centre of the canvas, and cut almost in two by the sharp, white edge
of the awning, whose rectangular shape occupied the upper half of
the field, leaving the lower half dark, like an escutcheon divided in
the middle, presented a stiff, archaic air in comparison with the easy
attractiveness of some of the surrounding small pictures, which could
It was
hardly be otherwise than disagreeable in an easel painting.
above the eye, in the
only by imagining it in its destined place, high
axis of a chapel, surrounded by the vertical and horizontal lines of
the architecture, that it became manifest that the composition could
A posturing athlete would be revolting
hardly have been different.
in such a frame, which could endure nothing short of almost perfect
'

We

symmetry.
And, the picture once in place, this symmetry would, it was plain,
add greatly to the majesty and impressiveness of the figure, while
the violent contrasts of light and shade and line, which annoyed the
eve in the small room, would be necessary to make it visible in the
which it was intended.
place for
Such was the well-understood principle of the noblest decorative
the time of Raphael and Michael Angelo, and Mr.
painting, before
LaFarge deserves credit for having been faithful to the knowledge
of his art, instead of catering to the pregained by profound study
conceived notions of the multitude.
The same explanation applies to the "

St. Mary," whose elongated
tlie surprise ol spectators ignorant of the foreproportions excite
shortening effect which its intended position would have had upon it;
and to the " St. John," the spiritual beauty of whose face, however,
disarms the criticism of the most captious.
Let us finish our study, by way of bonne bouche, with the enjoy" Centaur,"
ment of the delicious little picture of the
painted for
Mr. Richardson, and now the property of Mrs. Gurney. Here is no
truth to nature, or of decorative proprieties; we are in
question of
itself with fancies of sweet
presence of the soul of the artist, amusing
The
color, delicate expression, and the beauty of harmonious line.
I'reen grass flies from under the swift feet; we feel the cool breeze
and smell the morning fragrance; we smile with the innocent child,
and join in the affection which fills the movement of the ancient
It is poetry in color, the work of pure imagination, using,
brute.
but transforming, the materials which it receives from the outward

world.

.

C.

A CURIOUS COMPETITION.
of C'ovington, Ky., invite
Special Committee of the City Council
from architects for building, iu the city of Covington, a jail to cost

The

plans
not over $30,000.
No plan will be received after tweuty days from date.
The successful plan will be paid for.
Plans to be sent to GEO. H. DAVIDSON, City Clerk, Covington, Ky.
18, 1878.

OCTOBER,
The above advertisement has appeared in all the Cincinnati papers,
and speaks, in a measure, for itself. The advertisement has, however,
such a vague, indefinite, and incomprehensible look upon it, that I
No one
instituted a sort of inquisition and discovered
nothing,
to be able or willing to give any further information than the
Cincinnati architects are not very
that the notice contains.
not a few will be found who rate their serbusy now, and perhaps
vices so low as to be caught on any hook thrown out to them in the
turbulent sea of competition, no matter how said hook may be baited.
c*

seems

and Building News.

the term implies. By all means, please, make this correction through
the columns of the American Architect, that those interested may
know in what Style $1,300,000 has been spent.

Respectfully yours,

CHAS.

DKTROIT, MICH., November

To THE EDITOK OF THE AMERICAN AUCHITKCT

16, 1878.

gm

quainted

opinion of its features as such a
design, to correct such mistaken
"
"
Romanesque might give, and to more accurately
general term as
describe it as being in the pure Galvanized Iron Style, in all that

MARSH.

GREEK ORNAMKNTS.

WHILE

amateurs are amusing themselves with decorating potand
tery it is well that they should know where to look for models
since they are apt to take whatever they find ready to their hand, it
is worth
somebody's while to see that really good models are put into
their way.
This we take to be the purpose of the little hand-book
of Greek Decorative terms, 1 published by Tilton & Co., and edited
by Professor Ware. It contains a dozen plates, chiefly of Greek vaseornaments, selected from the works of Racinetand Owen Jones, and
so selected as to give in a small compass a great variety of motives.
There are also given a plate of vases copied from Meser's admirable
engravings of the Engletield Collection, and a sample vase, decorated
and having a design by Flaxman. Finally three plates of Greek
polychromie architecture are given on the authority of Hittorff BoetThe plates are neatly printed in colors, and
ticher, and others.
with as much precision as is to be expected ot block-printing.
The
least successful are the architectural plates, in which the colors of
the inks used do not seem very happily toned, while the detail and
even the modelling, being given in black ink, contrasts rather
harshly with the colors, as is commonly the case in block-printing.
Tlie cleverest thing in this little book is the ingenious compilation
of the text, which, excepting the descriptions of the plates, is enThe extirely composed of extracts from writers upon Greek art.
;

,

tracts are full of suggestion and are arranged in a fairly consistent
essay of twenty Svo pages. It would doubtless astonish Messrs. Rus-

Semper, Owen Jones, Gladstone, Vitet, and Henry Van
Brunt, if they should see the book, to find themselves sitting quietly
"
together in this little
symposium," and most of all, perhaps, to
see how well they can be made to agree in it.
kin, Taine,

I'LAXMAN^S OUTLINES.

A

collection of twenty of

Flaxman's outlines

2

by the same pub-

lisher are intended to serve the same end. They are taken from the
illustrations to the Iliad and the Odyssey and are fairly reproduced,
apparently from some kind of photographic relief plates. Flaxman's

works have gone somewhat out of fashion of late, not because anything so good has taken their place, but as one of the results of the
rebound from classicism to naturalism. Studied, as they were, principally from Greek vases, they are, what \Vedgewood found them, the
best modern designs attainable for the decoration of pottery, and
since so many people are at work trying to make designs without designing, and to draw pottery pictures without drawing, it will be doing good service if these outlines can be made to teach some of them
to know the value of a line, and to feel that a handful of flowers
dropped on a plate do not make a composition.

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED.

THE AMATEUR'S HANDBOOK
Workshop and

of Practical Information for the
the Laboratory, containing clear and full directions

for Bronzing, Lacquering, Polishing Metal, Staining and Polishing
Wood, Soldering, Brazing, Working Steel, Tempering Tools, Case-

hardening, Cutting and Working Glass, Varnishing, Silvering, Gilding, Preparing Skins, Waterproofing, Making Alloys, Fusible Metals,

New

Cements, Glues, &c. Trice ten cents.
1878.
Publication Co.

York: The Industrial

THE THIRTY-FIFTH ANNUAL REPORT of the New York Association for Improving the Condition of the Poor, for the year 1878.
with the List of Members and Contributors ; organized, 1843 ; in1878.
corporated, 1848. New York
LAWS AFFECTING TENEMENT AND LODGING HOUSES in the
Compiled for the use of Visitors
City of New York, and Brooklyn.
of the Association for Improving the Condition of the Poor.
TUB TEREDO NAVALIS and the Means of Preserving Wood from
its Ravages, by Dr. E. H. Baumhauer, Commissioner to the Centennial Exhibition from Holland.
Reprinted from the Popular Science
:

Monthly.

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE SUPERVISING ARCHITECT

for the year 1878.
retary of the Treasury
Office, Washington, 18 78.

THE BIBLIOGRAPHY OF RUSKIN

to the Sec-

Government Printing

a Biographical List, arranged
Chronological Order, of the Published Writings in Prose and
Verse of John Ruskin, M. A., from 1834 to the Present Time (October, 1878).
Compiled by Mr. R. H. Shepherd, and printed for
:

in

private circulation.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS,

:

In your issue of the 9th inst., among the list of prisons
now in course of erection, the one at Elmira, N. Y., is spoken of as
"
bein in the
Romanesque style." Allow me, as one somewhat acwith tlie antecedents and progress of this building and its

II.

BOOK NOTICES.

little

THE NEW YORK STATE REFORMATORY AT ELMIRA.

183

and Appendix; Additions

List of

and Abstract
Published at Royal

Members,

of Proceed-

to the Library,

ings during the Session 1877-78.
London. 1878.
British Architects.

Institute of

1 Tilton's Hand-Books of
No. 1, Grerk Ornaments, illustrated
Decorative Forms,
with twelve plates printed in the original colors. Edited by William K. Ware, Professor
of
Institute
in
the
Massachusetts
of Architecture
Technology. Boston S. W. Tilton &
:

Co.
i

Flaxman's Outlines.

First Series.

Boston

:

S.

W.

Tilton

& Co.

The American
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NOTES AND CUPPINGS.

THE SEWERS

WE
vi.

wish to draw attention to the publishers' advertisement on page
of the advertising pages, where it is stated that the numbers of this

journal for
subscribers

November and December, 1878, will be given,
who pay their subscription for the ensuing year

gratis, to

before

new

Decem-

ber 15, 1878.

A

J. B. Tallman, the owner of a proposed
CONTUMACIOUS OWNER.
building at 37 VV. Fifty-third Street, N. Y., has been arrested and taken before a police magistrate on a charge of violating the building law, in carrying up thin walls beyond the specified height. Civil proceedings and into
junctions were of no avail, so the department was compelled to resort
To change a twelve foot wall to a
the more severe criminal proceedings.
but
to
sixteen foot one, Tallman carried up a four inch facing,
owing
some clerical Haw in the compbiiut Tallmau was discharged and is to be

arrested on a renewed complaint.

On Saturday last the carpenter repair-shop of the CleveACCIDENT.
land, Columbus, and Indianapolis Railroad at Cleveland was wrecked by
the falling of the roof, causing serious injuries to four of the twenty men
The details of the accident are not clearly given; but it
in tin; building.
appears that the shop was a brick building two hundred and fifty feet
long, but no data as to the width of the building or thickness of the walls
are given. The walls were twenty feet high, and carried the roof frame,
from which were suspended two floors, which at the time of the accident
were evidently overweighted with stacks of hard-wood lumber which
were stored there.

BRIDGE OVER THE FIRTH OF FORTH.

Mr. John Waddell, contractor
North British Railway bridge across the Forth,
ncentlv began operations with a large staff- of workmen. Starting from
abutments on the high ground overlooking the foreshores on either side
of the Firth, the bridge is to be carried in the form of a light lattice
to the edge of the deep
girder structure upon cylindrical brick columns
for the foundations of the

As far as this part of the work is concerned, it is not believed to
of difficulty.
But in the two great spans, each 1,600
present any feature
feet long, which are to form the central portion of the structure, there has
Reto be faced one of the most difficult engineering feats imaginable.
garding this portion of the work, the Scotsman says that at the point on
each side of the estuary where the bottom begins to shelve rapidly downward, there is to be placed an immense composite pier, consisting of four
firmlv bedded on basesixteen columns in all
groups of iron columns
ments of masonry and securely braced together throughout their entire
of
these
will
be
carried
immense chains,
the
Over
piers
tops
height.
water.

whose shoreward ends will be anchored to ponderous masses of masonry ;
and the>e, being continued over two similar piers, placed on the island of
Incbgarvie in mid-channel, will afford, on the suspension principle, such
assistance as is estimated to be required in supporting the spans, which,
of course, will also rest at either end upon the framework of the piers.
The height of the great 1,600 feet spans h;is been fixed at 150 feet, to
reach which level the shoreward section will require, as in the case of the
Tav bridge to have a certain gradient, and when it is added that the
reach the height of from 500 to 600 feet, some idea may be
piers will
formed of the imposing appearance which the completed structure will
present.

how these panics in public buildings
Within a
railway accidents and the like.
few davs several similar panics have taken place in houses of worship.
No less than two occurred in Jewish synagogues on the Day of Atoneone at Pesth and the other at Strelno, in the province of Posen.
ment
there was a great crush, and some one
In the former case it seems that
"
"
Fire
This caused so much alarm, and such an
being hurt cried out,
that
the
increase of the pressure
railing of the staircase leading to the
and many of the women who were upon the
gallerv was broken down,
From forty to fifty
stairs "were forced over, fal 'ing one upon another.
were thrown down to the ground. It was a long time before the panic
was allayed. Many women were carried in an unconscious state into
Six women received severe injuries, and a chi'd had
neighboring houses.
At Strelno the panic was caused by a portion of the
its jaw broken.
About thirty persons, chiefly women, were more or less
ceiling failing in.
One has since died, and it i.s feared several others will
seriously injured.
Letter to the N. Y. Herald.
succumb to their injuries.
PANICS.

seem

to

come

It is

curious to note

in batches, like

!

Before the recent royal marriage at Potsdam,
TESTS OF STRENGTH.
in order to see whether the floors of the Hall of Shells would stand danmarched in as many soldiers as there were to be
cing, the authorities
" Dance! "
The floors stood the test.
simguests, and gave the order,

A

experiment was

tried

some years ago by

the people of a
Swiss canton. A splendid suspension bridge had been thrown across a
it
was firm the authorities declared a holiday
deep ravine, and to see if
and collected even body on the bridge. It stood, luckily.
ilarly ingenious

EXCAVATIONS AT ROME.

The Roman excavations

are proceeding

Since the beginning of those in the Valley of the Forum 80 000
rapidly.
cubic feet of earth have been carted away between the Temple of Antoninus
and the Arch of Titus. The excavations of the Stadium of the Palatine, already almost finished, have led to the discovery of extensive works
in marble.

The Western Paper Trade says that
VARIOUS USES OF PAPER.
among the articles manufactured of paper displayed at the recent" Berlin
window blinds, asphalt roofing, material for garden walks,
curtains, and a house made of pine, with not only roof,
ceiling,
cornice, and interior walls of paper, but all the furniture, blinds, curtains,
chandeliers, carpeting, ornamented doors, numerous mantel and table
ornaments, and finally a stove of asbestos paper, with a fire
awav
Exhibition were

window

cheerfully and not

consuming the

burning

stove, as

it

and Building News.

Architect

evidently ought to do.

[VOL. IV.

No. 153.

Brighton, in England, is a famous
very sensitive as to her reputation for good
sewage disposal. The town is situated on a bluff on the coast, and is protected from the encroachment of the sea by a heavy wall sixty feet high.
Formerly the sewage was mainly discharged through pipes into \vater from
twenty-three to thirty-one feet deep at mean high tide, at distances from
the shore of fifteen hundred to two thousand feet, and into a current of
from two to three miles an hour. These outfalls were very efficient, and
for ten years gave no trouble in maintenance ; but though the sewage was
delivered by the pipes, moment by moment, into a current, and almost
always disposed of before it could reach the shore, the sensitive residents
were" dissatisfied because the sewage, from its less specific gravity than
that of sea-water, rose to the surface and appeared in discolored patches,
which were plainly visible from the shore) a third of a mile away, alarming the. visitors when they knew what it was, and the effluvia near by
was unpleasant. At times a southwest wind drove it to the shore, but so
The opposition to this state of
diluted as to be practically harmless.
things grew to such proportions that the authorities finally built a sewer
seven and one fourth miles long, largely through rock tunnelling, to discharge the sewage at Portobello, out of the neighborhood of the summer
This outfall cost the town half a million dollars, and it cost the
visitors.
Providence Journal.
contractors much more.

AT BRIGHTON.

watering-place, and as snch

is

THE PORTA NIGRA AT TRKVES. Among the four important structo wit, the Basilica of
tures at Treves which are credited to the Romans
Const an tine, the Baths, the Amphitheatre, and the Porta Nigra, the last
is
perhaps the most interesting, although a more modern structure than
the others. It differs from the others in that it is built of immense blocks
of dark stone dowellcd together by iron bolts, while the others are built
The date of its building is a matter of archaeological
of Roman bricks.
controversy, but it is probable that it was built during the latter years of
Roman supremacy., From 1047 until the early part of this century, when
.Napoleon I. began to restore it. the gate was appropriated to the uses of
religion, for its archway was walled up, and its upper stories were used
At present, thanks to the care of'Napoleon and
as two distinct churches.
the later efforts of the Prussian Government, it is nearly in its pristine
condition.
:

TREES OF THE GENUS EUCALYPTUS.
So much has been said of late
regarding the uses and probable extended application of the products of
the Euca/y/iti, that a few notes on the products contained in the Industrial
Museum at Melbourne will exemplify the value of this great genus. Of
all

the species the blue

gum

(E.

r/loliulus)

is

certainly the best

known, on

account of its reputation, whether justly so or not is still unproved, of puFew trees, perhaps, have ever attracted so
rifying malarious districts.
much attention as this species. Trees have been planted in almost every
country where it could possibly succeed, and even in small private gardens
As a timber tree it will no doubt
the blue gum is very often to be found.
prove valuable, on account of the colossal size to which it grows, and its
extremely rapid growth, together with the great strength and durability of
the timber, which in the colony is largely used for beams, joists, etc., in
buildings, and for railway sleepers, piers, and bridges. Besides the uses of
the wood, the resin exudes from the tree in very large quantities.
Essential oil and other extracts have also been prepared from the
The
foliage.

most colossal species is, perhaps, Eucalyptus amyydalinn, which is known
locally under various names as stringy bark, messmate, peppermint, etc.
It is said to be not uncommonly found up to a height of 420 feet, and
sometimes to attain a still greater height. The wood is hard and closegrained, well adapted for house-building, planking of ships, shingles, rails,
and other purposes. This species contains more oil in its foliage than any
of its congeners
1,000 pounds of fresh-gathered leaves, with their small
branchlets, yield by distillation 500 ounces of oil. It is rubefacient, disinfectant, and employed externally in rheumatic affections, and in perfum;

The spotted gum of Victoria (Eucalyptus goniery, scenting soaps, etc.
ocalyx) is a species often found of a very large size, but mostly of moderThe
wood
is hard, straight, and even-grained, and is emdimensions.
ate
ployed in the colony chiefly for joists, beams, rafters, and heavy framing
work, as. well as by coopers for staves. The bark is described as being ususometimes persistent. The species produces resin in
very large quantities, and from 100 pounds of fresh leaves 16 ounces of essential oil have been obtained.
For illuminating purposes this oil is admirably adapted it produces a brilliant white flame, superior in intensity and
color to that from the best American
and its use in kerosene
kerosene^
lamps does not cause any smoke or smell, and is free from danger. The
other most useful species valued for their timbers are Euculi/ptusf roslrata,
the red gum iree, a tall growing tree, very abundant along the river flats
and open valleys, the wood of which is of a brownish red color, and is used

ally deciduous, but

;

alike for furniture, carpentry, agricultural implements, and ship and house
building; E. leucoxijlon, the iron bark tree, often growing to a great height,
and producing, perhaps, the strongest timber of the whole of the eucalypts;

and E.

olliqua, the Victorian stringy bark tree, a gigantic tree, not unfrequently attaining a height of from 300 feet to 400 feet, with a very thick,
rugged, and fibrous bark, hence its local name. The wood of this tree is
not so strong and durable as most of the other species. It is straight, and
even-grained, and is readily split into fencings, palings, shingles, etc. ;
nevertheless, it is very liable to warp and twist. The thick fibrous bark is
used for thatching houses.
Journal of the Society of Arts.

STEAM AS A REFLECTOR AND RADTATOR OF LIGHT. It is said that
Herr L. Brandau, of Berlin, has been granted a patent for an invention
which is to utilize the absorptive and emissive properties which steam is
said to possess in a high degree, of one of which properties we have ample
evidence in the flash of lightness which accompanies the sudden discharge of a cloud of steam on a dark and cloudy day. The apparatus
which Herr Bnindau proposes to use, and which he hopes will be useful
dulling the brilliancy of the electric light without absorbing too much
its light, is,
essentially, a glass chamber with proper inlet and outlet
tubes into which the steam is admitted, and which receives rays either directly from the illuminating source or indirectly from reflecting mirrors.
in

of
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immediately over them but it is dangerous to infer that the
higher officers were participants in abuses which it is pretty
evident that they were unable to prevent. Mr. Potter on his accession found the fifteen per cent contracts in force, and
protested
He objected to the stone used, and opposed the
against them.
;

CONTENTS.
SUMMARY

&

BUILDING NEWS.

189
190

1

continuation of the building in it.
Mr.. Hill in his turn protested against the contracts and succeeded in
modifying all but
two.
One of these two was the Chicago contract, which was
not abrogated, said Mr. Hill in one of his reports, because the

work under

it was
nearly finished, and because so many alterahad been made under it by order of the Secretaries and in
pursuance of the recommendations of commissions, that to have
changed the system at that point would in his judgment have
opened more leaks than it would have stopped.

tions

:

Letter from New York
THE LATE MR. COCKEHELL

191

THE rather farcical effect of the proceeding is heightened by
the fact that at the time specified in the indictment Mr. Potter
had been some weeks out of office, and by the statement which

192

comes from Washington

190
191

COMMUNICATION
The Ownership of Drawings
NOTES AND CLIPPINGS
:

\Vn should be glad

to

.

be excused from entering into the ques-

tion of the Chicago quarrel, which seems to us neither stimulatIt has every aspect of a political feud, and is
ing nor edifying.

only the latest phase of the overhauling undertaken last spring
We gave at that time a pretty full sum-

by Collector Smith.

mary

of the charges

made by

the collector against the contrac-

and the Supervising Architect's office, as
well as of the report of Assistant Secretary French of the Treasury Department, exonerating the Supervising Architect and his
immediate subordinates. Having failed to make the desired
impression in the Department, Mr. Smith has, it appears, brought
his accusations before the courts.
The result has been the indictment by the grand jury, as our readers have heard, of eight
persons, Messrs. Mueller (the contractor for the stone-work of
the Chicago Custom House), Mills (his clerk), Hill and Potter
(the present Supervising Architect and his predecessor); Burling and Prussing (the late superintendents), Reed and Wheaton
(foreman and inspector of stone work). The indictment, of
which the text is given in the Chicago papers, charges these
persons with having conspired at Chicago on the first of September, 1876, to defraud the Government of eight hundred and
fifty thousand dollars, money paid to Mueller on account of his
contract for stone, and of having, in pursuance of this conspiracy,
committed many acts of specific fraud which are enumerated.
The whole thing reads a good deal like a burlesque, especially
when one comes to the final presentment of the jury, in which
Messrs Mullett (the former Supervising Architect, under whom
Mueller's contracts were awarded), Robinson (the Treasury Solicitor who then examined the contracts), Rankin and Montrose
(the first superintendent and inspector of the building) are declared to be also guilty, whom, therefore, the jury would like to
indict also, were they not bound by the statute of limitations,
tor for the stone-work

the discovery of their iniquities being made too late.
It is not
so strange after all this that some of the papers have got so much
" mixed " over the
matter, or have so far lent themselves to the
pleasantry of it, as to declare soberly that the grand jury aspired
to include ex-secretaries Bristow and Morrill in the same indictment, had not the statute of limitations again come in their way.

THE contracts did
the contractor, or his
derstanding, to

work badly, and gave an opportunity for
workmen, with or without a common unmake the work extravagantly expensive. The

the appointment of government time-keepers
the case of the Chicago building at
The interest of all the workmen
least, to control the work.
being enlisted (a rare conjuncture) in increasing the contrac-

checks provided

proved

insufficient, in

tor's profits by delaying their work, he had nothing to do but to
let things go their own way and take advantage of them, while

he kept within his legal rights. If he was shrewd enough to so
use his advantages as to get the better of the Government, he
was, as Secretary French said in his report, entitled (legally) to
as for the purity of his mothis, and there was no help for it
lives and the honor of his dealing, they are not within the jurisdiction of courts of law.
The censor of the Department would
seem to have been excited by the disastrous result of these contracts to make a headlong attack on whoever was concerned with
them. It is quite likely that there was collusion, as Secretary
French imagines, between the workmen and those who were
;

that, whereas the eight oft'enders are
charged with conspiring to fraudulently pay Mueller $850,000,
the whole amount paid him since the date named has been less
than $500,000. These slips do not necessarily invalidate the
essential part of the charges, but they seem to indicate haste
and want of consideration in the preparation of the indictment,
which, therefore, is certainly discredited by them, and which
really looks much as if it were thrown out to see whom it
could bring down, as a boy throws a stick into a tree full of
Without assuming to decide in advance of the courts,
apples.
we say we can see no great likelihood that important evidence
has been discovered which was not to be had last
spring, or
that upon what was then known an impartial court will reverse
the decision of the Treasury Department.
The whole trouble
took its rise in the fifteen per cent contracts
contracts which
were expected to be beneficial to the Government, but proved
in the end to be in a different way disastrous to it.
They were
arranged by the then Supervising Architect, Mr. Mullett, an
officer who thought more of the quality of his work than of its
economy, but were executed by the Secretaries of the Treasury
tliemselves, after due consideration, and after examination by the
Solicitors of the Department.
If, therefore, they were fraudulent as the indictment declares, the Secretaries must be considered as accomplices to the fraud, and the presentment should
logically include them, as certain ambitious newspapers have

made

it.

GENERAL DI CESNOI.A'S brother and the successor of his investigating fervor, Major di Cesnola, has not found the way of the
excavator so easy under the English protectorate of Cyprus as
did his predecessor under Turkish rule.
The newspapers have
been publishing various accounts of his arrest by the English
Commissioner, Colonel White, for excavating without authority.
The arrest was under a Turkish law, which was promulgated in
1874, while General di Cesnola's researches were going on,
though the General contrived not to be troubled by it, and which
forbade anybody from excavating for antiquities without permission both of the authorities and of the proprietor of the excavated land, under penalty of fine or imprisonment, and the
confiscation of his findings.

A discharged or disaffected servant

complained of the Major's digging, which had not the permission of the authorities, now English and under a recent order
of Sir Garnet Wolseley reaffirming the Turkish law, his house
was entered and his museum put under seal. He was arrested,
sent to the jail, and fined, and his collection declared confiscated.
He submitted under protest and was immediately released, and
the fine remitted.
Major di Cesnola entered a variety of pleas,
it
that he was an
appears, some to the point and some not,
American subject, and not answerable to a tribunal which was
neither Turkish nor English
that there was no proof that his
digging was not for agricultural purposes, or that his collection
;

;

was acquired by digging that the collection was acquired beGarnet Wolseley's order and that the
but the decree of confiscation
proceedings were an outrage
was upheld, and he has appealed to the protection of the U. S.
;

fore the issue of Sir

;

;

Consul at Beirut.

WHETHER

the law has been enforced against Major di Cesan offensive manner, will doubtless be made known
through his appeal to our consul, which will furnish material

nola in

The American Architect and Building News.
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That the English in their profor a pretty consular quarrel.
tectorate should enforce the Turkish laws is, we believe, one
of its conditions ; and they will probably enforce them better
than the Turks themselves. If in this process they are led into
"
offence and trouble
through the overzeal of a subordinate
Mr.
Hepworth Dixon writes, this is no more than
agent," as
It
often happens.
privilege of digging

is

likely that they will wish to reserve the

up treasures for themselves and not at all
likely that the amusing but rather high-handed system of browbeating, which General di Cesnola applied to the Turks with
;

such success, will be found effective with them. The 'pity is, as
this quarrel reminds us, that almost all the territory in the world
which is rich in classic remains is in the hands of the Turks,
whose policy is that of the dog in the manger. They have a
religious contempt for archaeology and despise the remains of
antiquity, except as metal for the melting-pot, or stone for the
lime-kiln or for building.
But they see that Christians value
these things, and the mere instinct of cupidity prompts them to
be tenacious of the things that other people want. Their tenacity and gradually awakening cupidity are of a kind to bring
the archaeologists to despair ; for while they in no wise interfere
with their continual destruction of the things that are precious
to him, they are an obstinate bar to his
getting at them, either
for possession or for study.

MB. WALSH, to whose superintendence of the St. Louis Custom House we have more than once alluded, has written to us
to complain that in our paper of November 2, wherein we recited
the justification of his career which was
in the Cincin-

published

and noticed the strong letter of the Missouri
judiciary exonerating him from the charges of collusion with contractors which had been brought against him, we nevertheless failed
to credit him with having vindicated the
quality of his superintendence, as he claimed to have done, and left him under an unnati Gazette,

We

said at that time
just suspicion of neglect or incompetence.
as much as we felt justified in
saying by the evidence then at
our disposal, which seemed to indicate that the work was
visibly
inferior to what it was intended to be, for
which, of course, reSince Mr. Walsh's
sponsibility lay upon the superintendent.
letter was received, however, we have taken
pains to get information from the Government, and our inquiries have shown that
the evidence we had received was
It does not
misleading.
appear that the piers concerning which the accusations were made
were required by the specifications to be of solid cut
stone, nor
that any solid bonding of them was shown
the
but

by
drawings;
seems that the superintendent was empowered to have them
constructed according to his judgment, and that
they were adjudged to be sufficient and satisfactory by the Supervising Architect, after examination by himself and by the
inspectors
it

specially

So far as we can learn, then, Mr.
appointed for that purpose.
Walsh has been altogether exonerated from the
charges that were
brought against his superintendence, and we are sorry to have
been misled into implying that he had not.

WE

had intended in an earlier number to call the
attention of
those of our readers who
might overlook them, to two articles
Professor
Norton
in
the Atlantic
by
Monthly for November and
"
December, entitled " Florence and St.
Mary of the Flower
They give,
very interesting form, the chief events of the history ot Florence in the fourteenth
century, grouped about the
story of the buildmg of her cathedral. Their
picture of the conrenc e
tha ' time is
ry Hvely, and their account
f the vf ?!?
,
of
building of the cathedral doubtless the best that is to be
found.
Since they are in great
part the fruit of personal research they conta,,, material that
has, we think, never before
been brought together.
Certainly they give information that's
not accessible to Americans in
any other form, and that well
deserves the reading of whoever is
interested in the
history of
achitecture
So far as we know,
they are the most importan
as well as the most
interesting contribution to architectural history that has been made on this side of the ocean.

m

T

f

MR WHISTLERS

libel

against Mr. Ruskin for his sav
age and contemptuous criticism of his pictures has
been decided
by an award of one farthing damages without costs
This is
variously interpreted by commentators,
according to their sym!
as
path.es,
jmplying that the criticism was not much mo e than
suit

the pictures were entitled
innocuous.
Whichever
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or that Mr. Ruskin's criticism is
the view of a British
jury, it is clear that they did not consider Mr. Whistler injured,
and that he can have got but small comfort out of his lawsuit.
The Philadelphia Telegraph ingeniously
suggests that the effective retaliation of Mr. Whistler would have been to
manage to
set Mr. Charles Reade upon Mr. Ruskin,
by which he would
not only have shown the world an
edifying combat between
two masters of personal abuse, but would
have made
to,

may have been

probably

Mr. Ruskin as uncomfortable as Mr. Ruskin had made him.

ARCHITECTS' RISKS.
THE

subject of the responsibility of architects for the quality
of the work done under their direction is one which could
hardly
be fully discussed in an hour or two of one session of an architectural convention. Nevertheless some of the
points which were
brought out in the discussions of the Institute were of much interest, and they raise a broad question which, while it is of much
importance in determining an architect's relation to his client
and to the public, is liable to come up at
any moment in practice, and does come up not infrequently in isolated cases, but
has never been formally decided as a
point of general usage,
probably because it has not as a general question been clearly
enough and often enough presented. The question is, How far
does an architect's
that is, not to what
responsibility extend ?
point of pecuniary or personal liability, but to what assurance
of the perfection of the work done under his direction.
It is not the practice of the courts in this
country nor the
habit of ordinary clients to push this
responsibility to an extreme yet there are many clients who assume that an archi;

tect's

superintendence implies a warrant for complete excellence
in every particular of the
work, and there are architects who
are ready, in theory at least, to
accept a plenary accountability
for every detail of work which
they supervise, as much as if
That a client, who wishes
they had executed it themselves.
to be sure that his work is well
done, and who does not very
well understand the conditions under which an architect
works,
should hold this view until he is otherwise instructed is not
unnatural
but in an architect, as business is
actually done, it
seems to us a little Quixotic, and to
require, before it can be
safely carried out, a considerable modification of the conditions
of ordinary practice.
;

Where an architect superintends work two theories of his
function are possible
one is that he is not only the director,
but the absolute and responsible controller of the work to its
:

minutest detaifls the other, that he is its director and
supervisor, but is responsible only for planning it
rightly, for giving
right and sufficient directions for carrying it out, and for using due
care in seeing that the execution of it is
satisfactory, without
undertaking to warrant it in all particulars. Now either of
these views is practicable and
intelligible ; but they require that
the whole of an architect's business
management shall be adjusted in harmony with whichever prevails.
There doubtless is
a certain convenience in having, in
any important charge, one
person made accountable by law or by agreement for every
fault, whether his own or another's, and this person
may, for
convenience sake, be arbitrarily chosen. Of course an architect may assume such a
liability, and the course of the discussion to which we have alluded seemed to indicate that
some were disposed to assume it or to think that it
ought to be
It is worth while to consider what are the
imposed.
necessary
conditions of this liability.
Obviously if an architect is to be
held liable for every fault of contractor or workman he must
;

be perfectly autocratic and independent in his
management of
them.
He must have the unimpeded selection of his builders,
whose work must then be done with no communication from the
client except through him.
He ought not to be expected to
give a contract to a man in whom he has not full confidence,
but who is the lowest bidder in a
competition ; and he should
have as minute control through his contractor as the contractor
has through his foreman.
His supervision must therefore be
minute and incessant one visit a day to a
building will by no
means do, nor will two. All this is necessary for his own
protection if he is to assume such extreme
liability, and as a conhis
sequence
pay for the amount of work which it demands from
him ought to be proportionally increased. The one and a half
per cent which ordinary practice allows for superintendence out
of the established fee of five
per cent is not nearly enough for
this sort of
supervision ; and if it were the actual habit to exact
such liability, the architect would have to insist on an increase
;
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As a fact, the actual
of fees, or else simply to run for luck.
The architect assures
habit is to work on the other theory.
himself by due diligence that the general character of the work
and the execution of the important parts, and of such subordinate parts as he is able by reasonable watchfulness to scrutinize,
Lie infers that what he has not been able to
are satisfactory.
see is done with like faithfulness, and that he has been able to
This is what
see enough to make him fairly sure of the rest.
he really means when he gives

much

as the ordinary client

is

his certificate,

and

and Building News.

Architect

this is as

willing to pay for or finds neces-

sary.

The question may be asked, and was asked in the discussion,
Who, then, is to guarantee to the owner perfect work ? The
when an abnatural answer is. The man who does the work,
solute guaranty is required. The man who has the power to absolutely control the quality of the work in every particular, and
who also has the temptation, if any one has, and the opportunity,
to slight or deteriorate it for his own profit, is the man who may
in reason be enforced to provide a guaranty for its excellence
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of practice that the architect should be liable for the builder's
may be sure that the responsibility would slide from
his, the builder's, shoulders altogether, and the architect, unless
in exceptional cases, be obliged either to give himself up wholly
to watching his contractors, to the. sacrifice of his professional
attitude and the injury of his proper work, or else do a speculative business in building-risks.
If attention had not been specially called to this view of
the question, we might have felt that to argue at length against
it was
something like beating the air, since the actual practice
is
unquestionably in favor of leaving the ultimate responsibility
where it naturally belongs, holding each man as the first security for his own work ; but there is certainly a tendency among
many clients to press the doctrine of the plenary liability of
architects ; and there are architects who, apparently without
considering duly where it leads, are tempted to receive it with
an encouragement which is more chivalrous than judicious.

work, we

;

the client

who

is

THE OPEN FIRE-PLACE.

and the architect negligent or dishonorable,
intrust it to any builder from whom such a

is foolish,

willing to

The architect may be called
guarantee is not to be expected.
upon to guaranty his own work ; to warrant, that is, the sufficiency and excellence of his design, drawings, and directions,
and due diligence in superintendence what is due diligence,
that is, in legal phrase, " ordinary diligence," being a question
to be determined by the standard accepted in the ordinary practice of good architects.
Though it is often tacitly assumed that
ordinary diligence, or due diligence, for which the ordinary fee
is paid, will insure wo: k perfect in every detail, this is too much
It will secure a good average standard of exeto expect of it.
cution ; but to insure that there shall be no fault in any part requires extraordinary diligence, for which an extraordinary fee
should be paid ; and even that will not always do it, under
pressure of the contract system, under which most of our work
Builders know this, if their clients do not, and the
is done.
;

who becomes responsible for the work of his
sub-contractors reserves to himself, not a premium of one and a
half per cent, the architect's fee for superintendence, but five or
ten per cent, to repay him for his necessary trouble and risk.
The truth is that such a guaranty, from any one but the person who actually does the work, is of the nature, not of a professional service or of the duty of an agent, which the architect
careful contractor

The architect who offers
is, but of an insurance.
simply astakes the risk of the
sumes to insure his client against loss,
it

contractor's eluding

him

at

some

point,

which he may very

possibly succeed in doing, in spite of even more than ordinary
watchfulness that is, he takes an insurance risk in addition to
assuming the care which he is professionally bound to take of
It is open
the work, and the liability for his own share of it.
to the architect to take this risk if he chooses, but as it is
solely a business risk it should be paid for by an insurance
premium. If the owner wants such an insurance he may as
well get it from a company, or from an individual whose bus;

BRAZIERS AND PORTABLE FIRES.
IN milder climates we find the portable brazier without any provision whatever for the outlet of the smoke.
This system of heating

was generally employed by the Greeks and Romans.
in Spain, Italy, Algeria and other
The braziers of the Greeks and

it

is

to take

used

burned, is rolled from room to room, warming
each in succession. By this system the entire
heat of the fuel is realized, but, on the other hand,
the 'products of combustion, always disagreeable
to the occupants, and highly injurious to the paintings and furniture, are extremely dangerous for
the health.
The combustion of one kilogram of coal, for
instance, converts into carbonic acid all the oxygen contained in nine cubic meters (or yards) of

This, according to Peclet, renders twentyseven cubic kilograms of air unfit to breathe, so
that the air of our room 20
20
10 feet, or
of about one hundred and ten cubic meters capacity, deducting furniture, would be rendered
air.

X

X

g

*'

'

and would

suffocate the persons attempting to breathe it,
irrespirable
by the combustion of about four kilograms of coal. It is true that
the heat generated by this quantity of fuel burned in the middle of a
closed chamber, without chimney or other opening, would soon be so
excessive as to require the opening of the windows. The four kilo-

gram would

raise the temperature of our

room

to

*

1KI

m

c

'

t

3

x

^3 77

=

823 degrees centigrade, or about 1500 degrees Fahrenheit, which
would be nearly hot enough to melt brass. (In
the equation, 7000 represents the heating power
of coal in units
1.3 the weight of 1 m. c. of
air at
C. and 0.2377 the specific heat of
;

;

air.)

The real danger results from the production
of carbonic oxide, which gives much less heat.
It is calculated that ahundreth part of this gas

risks, as

in the air is sufficient to kill

warm blooded

an-

Hence the danger

of using charcoal for
fuel as in the Spanish brazier, the products of
combustion being largely carbonic oxide.
remarkable instance of death by charcoal fumes
is given by the suicide of the son of the celebrated chemist Berthollet. He left us a vivid
imals.

A

;

best for architectural practice in the long run, as well as for other
professional work, to eliminate the commercial element from it
For an architect to guarantee the
as much as is practicable.
work of a contractor because he directs it is scarcely more rea-

It is still

warm countries.
Romans formed

elegant pieces of furniture, often beautifully
The Spanish
sculptured, as in Figs. 7 and 8.
portable brazier, Fig. 9, in which charcoal is

from the architect, who, after he
has done his professional work with due care, since he is commonly not a capitalist, had better refrain from such speculative
The view, in fact, which includes such an insurance is
ventures.
a purely commercial view, and not a professional view and it is

iness

IV.

Fig. 8.

From

Joly.

sonable than for a physician to guarantee a cure or a lawyer a
successful suit, since in each case there is an element in the reThe
sult that is not under absolute control of the practitioner.
architect, it is true, has an advantage over the lawyer or physician, and excepting under unfavorable conditions can assure that
the general standard of hft client's work shall be satisfacIf he does not accomtory and its essential character good.
or incompetence,
plish this he may be charged with negligence
and punished for malpractice ; but this is a very different thing

account of his own destruction by asphyxia in an air-tight chamber.
Locking the door of the room and closing up all the cracks which might
admit fresh air, he prepared a charcoal fire on a brazier, seated himself
at a table with writing materials and
a seconds marking-watch, marked the
the charprecise hour and then lighted
coal on the brazier before him. With
all the method and precision of a scientific experiment, he recorded the various sensations he experienced, detail-

from giving a guaranty, which is no guaranty at all unless it is
absolute and covers everything.
As for the builder, the effect upon him of knowing that his
one else can hardly be other than
liability is assumed by some
It is one of the worst evils of -thff contract sysdemoralizing.
tem to which we are committed that it diverts his efforts from
doing his work as well as he can to merely doing in the easiest
way what is absolutely exacted of him. If it became the rule

more confused, the writing larger and
language became more and
more illegible, until the writer fell dead upon the floor.
In colder climates, where greater heating power is necessary, the
In the frigid zones, however, where
brazier is of course insufficient.
wood and coal cannot be obtained, the brazier reappears in the form
Here economy
of the smoky lamp of the Laplander and Esquimau.
and ventilation being
approaches its maximum, the heating, lighting,

ing the approach and rapid progress of
delirium, and as suffocation began the

Fig. 9.

The American
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namely, putrid oil,
by one and the same inexpensive agent,
" The
burned under a hole in the roof of the hut.
Grennlander,^
hut and contrives it better, but it
says Tomlinson, "builds a larger
each
is often occupied by half a dozen families,
having a lamp for
warmth and cooking, and the effect of this arrangement, according
is to create such a smell that it strikes
to the remark of a traveller,
"
The effect of this
one not accustomed to it to {he very heart.'
economy, however, is shown in the bleared eyes and the
effected

and Building News.
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These caused such a draught that screens were necessary in the room
to protect the inmates from powerful currents of cold air, but, although the waste of heat was enormous, on account of the cooling
effect of these strong draughts of outside air, it was nevertheless much
less in proportion to the fuel burned than is the case with the smaller

'

great
stunted growth of the natives.
if we can call
Finally, the last degree of economy in wanning,
that economy which saves fuel at the expense of health, is reached
by the lace makers of Normandy, who work warmed by the natural
fires burning in the bodies of their domestic animals.
They rent the
" The
close sheds of the fanners who have cows in winter quarters.
cows are tethered in a row on one side of the shed, and the lace
makers sit cross-legged on the ground on the other side with their
The cattle being out in the fields by day, the
feet buried in straw.
poor women work all night for the sake of the steaming warmth
J
arising from the animals."
wonder at the backwardness of the civilized Greek and Roman in the use of their tripods, smile at the Spaniard with his barbarous rolling brazier, pity the Esquimau with his feeble and smoky
lamp, and sympathize with the wretched lace makers of Normandy
in their close and sickly atmosphere, yet all the time forget that we
ourselves allow the air of our rooms to be impoverished in the very
same manner, and often to an even greater extent, by the noxious
vapors pouring from our unventilated gas burners.

We

ORIGIN OF THE CHIMNEY.

The

idea of building the fire-place against the side wall probably
originated in England in the eleventh century, at the time of tlie

Fig. 14.

Fire-place of the Fifteenth Century.

From

Viollet-le-Duo.

modern

Provided usually with a large hood projecting
fire-place.
boldly into the room, and placed at a considerable height, sometimes
six or eight feet, above the hearth, Figs. 13 and 14,
they radiated the
heat generously into the room, and, although
they did not pretend,

Fig.

10.

Origin

Chimney.

of

From

Fig*.

barthe.

II

and

12.

Fire-Place in Conisborough Castle.
From Tomlinson.

Norman Conquest. Previously the chimney consisted merely of a
hole in the roof, with a small wooden tower above to
carry up the
smoke. At the time of the Conquest, fortresses were constructed
and the roofs used
(for defence, so that

Jthe central opening
for smoke was ren-

dered

impossible.

The

fire-place was
removed to an outside wall and an

opening made in
wall above the

this
fire

for the passage of
the smoke, as in Fit*.
10.

The

oblique

opening in the wall
gave place soon after
the Conquest to the
ordinary chimneyFigs. 11 and
12 represent the fireplace and flue in the
great guard room of
flue.

Conisborough
tle,

erected

Casin or

near the Anglo-Saxon period.
This form of flue
naturally led to the
ordinary chimney as

now constructed.
The fire-places and

it is

flues
Fig. 13.

Fire-place of the Fourteenth Century.
Violiet-le-Duc.

From

were

at

first

very large.
A- laiiuc a
France
royal

In

edict.
euict.

as late as 1712 and 1723 fixed the size of the flue at three feet
wide
and deep enough to admit the
chimney-sweep. In this country we
have seen old-fa > hioned fire-places
eight feet long and three feet deep.
1

Tomlinson, Warming and Ventilation.

Fig. 15.

Fire-place in the

House

of

Jaques Coeur, Bourges.

any more than do our modern

Frcm Gailhabaud.

fire-place?, to heat the air of the
apartment, they at least sufliced to warm amply the persons grouped
around them or seated on the hospitable benches built
upon the
hearth itself.
As for smoke, it is undeniable that where but a small fire is required, as is usual in our smaller modern rooms, and the fire-placo
and flues are large, the hot air current is
greatly cooled by the cold
air entering above the fire, and the
rapidity of the draught is proIt is of course
portionally diminished.
thereby rendered less capable
of resisting any impediments to its
passage which may be offered
in the form of defective construction of the flue or
imperfect ventilation of the apartment.
But where the flue was perfect, and where
sufficient air was
brought into the room to supply the place of that
drawn up the chimney, and where the hood projected well over the
fire, a
smoky chimney was found to be a rare occurrence, even with
the largest fire-places and with the smallest fires.
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It is the custom when one of these ample fire-places, built after the
old-fashioned style, is found to smoke, to lay the blame to the size
of the opening and flue, although nine times out of ten the real fault
will be found to be in an insufficient ventilation of the apartment, or
in a careless or irregular construction of the flue.
Hebrard, in his
" It is
"
surprising that we
Caminologie," wrote in 1756 as follows
should allow these old chimneys to be changed in order to follow the
fashion of the day, without taking the pains to examine whether the
It has
It appears that it is not.
utility is as great as the novelty.
been observed, on the contrary, that of the few old chimneys which
have escaped remodelling, there is scarcely one which smokes. Old
men testify to the same effect in regard to those which existed in
their time, while we have no hesitation in saying of the majority of
our new chimneys that they do smoke."
The cause of this change was the suppression of the hood which
had been built and recommended as of the utmost importance by
Albert!, Philibert Delorme, and others. The hood was dropped partly
because it was thought to interfere with the decoration of the apartment and partly on account of the desire for novelty. Figs. 15 and
16.
Unfortunately this modification involved a second which had a
:

Fig. 16.

From " Antient Domestick Architecture."

more injurious effect upon the heating power of the fire. The
smoke being no longer properly conducted to the flue, would under
adverse circumstances enter the room, and the device of lowering
the mantel was adopted to obviate the difficulty. This was done at
first by adding a simple band of leather or of some other material
below the mantel shelf, then by movable registers or blowers of
metal, and finally by lowering the mantel and shelf itself, which
still

modification, in the course of the eighteenth century brought the
met with in our day ; a form
fire-place down to the form commonly
" utilizes neither the radiant nor the transwhich, objects Labarthe,
mitted heat." Still another reason was given for the lowering of the
mantel. It was urged by Serlio and Savot that this new disposition
been introduced to protect the eyes from the heat of the
had

only

It was, however, argued with all apparent reason, by Hebrard,
that the object sought could not in the least degree be obtained by
this means, since it would be necessary for the purpose to give up
chairs and warm one's self standing up.
I shall endeavor to show in the next chapter in what way these
be constructed, either with or
large, old-fashioned chimneys may
without the hood, so as to render the draught, in all cases, both
fire.

ample and

unfailing.
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shaken into ruin by the great earthquake of May 7, 1842, which deWork has been carried on at intervals by
stroyed the entire city.
various successive governments with a view to its restoration, but no
systematic attempt has been made to put it in a condition to occupy,
until the administration of President Canal came into power in 1876,
when a commission was appointed " for the reedification and completion of the Cathedral of the Cape." Messrs. Cummings and Sears,
of Boston, were instructed to present plans and estimates for the
completion of the church; and after sending out an experienced
mason, who made a thorough survey of the condition of the walls
and piers, with measurements of every part, tenders were invited for
the work. That of Mr. H. D. Clement was accepted; but the first
contract included only that portion of the church in front of the
dome, a temporary but strong wooden framing being erected across
Mr. Clement went out
the rear end of the nave and side aisles.
himself with a strong force of carpenters, Mr. Farquhar with a gang
of slaters, Messrs. Michael and Sunter as stone-masons, and Mr. 3.
W. Oldham as general superintendent or clerk-of-the-works. Mr.
Oldham arrived in Cape Haytien on the 23d of December, and left
on the 23d of May. Between those dates two of the great piers of
the nave, six feet square and twenty-five feet high, were taken down
and rebuilt, the wall above being shored; a low clerestory wall
above the nave cornice was split and carried up four feet in height,
the nave roof, one hundred and fifty feet long and fifty wide, put on
and slated, the aisles roofed with hard pine rafters filled in with plaster blocks and covered with Portland cement for a promenade. The
pavement of nave and aisles was laid in freestone blocks, the nave
roof finished with a barrel vault deeply panelled, the aisle roofs with
Hat panelled ceilings, all in white pine. The old front of the church
still existed as high as the cornice of the first order.
Mr. Clement's
contract not providing for the completion of this frontispiece, a wall
of brick- work, two feet thick, was carried up to fill the opening of the
as a backing for the stone-work when that shall
gable, and to serve
The doors and windows have been sent out since the rebe added.
turn of the workmen. Besides all this a great amount of masonry
work was done in cleaning and repairing the stone-work of the front
and side walls, much of which was broken by the earthquake.
These walls, by the way, were faced with a beautifully white and fine
sandstone brought from France when the church was first built, and
much resembling the Caen stone with which we are familiar.
The work here mentioned exhausted the means at the disposal of
It is hoped, however, that additional
the commission.
appropriations will be made by the legislature this winter by which the work
The
bell-tower
in
shown
the
be
elevation
here given
completed.
may
formed no part of the original design, but was one of two flankinor
towers built at different times and carried to different heights. The
architects recommended the removal of both, as detracting from the
It was, however, determined
dignity and consistency of the front.
to retain one of them, and to complete it by the addition of a belfry
shown. The dome is intended to be built of iron, the
st;ige as here
ever-present danger of earthquakes making
work of masonry so high above ground.

it

imprudent

to

carry any

city of Cape Haytien, of which this church is now the only
important building,' has had a history not less eventful than that of
Founded by French colonists in 1C 70, a hundred
its cathedral.
later it was a beautiful capital with a population of some

The

twenty

years

thousand people, with

its

its

public linths, its fountains, its
with a chamber of agritheatre, its palace of justice, its hospital,
"
Societe lioyule des Sciences et Art*," and a flourishing
culture, a
It was
trade with France, England, and the American colonies.
" the little Paris." But domestic revolt and forcalled familiarly
the sources of its prosperity and what these
eign invasion sapped
could not do, the convulsions of nature accomplished with extraordithe insurrection of the slaves in 1793, it
nary completeness. During
was given up to the plunder of the troops, and on the landing of the
French expeditionary army in 1802, was burned by the native general.
Still, as late as 1827, Mr. Charles MacKenzie, the English
"
Consul General, says, the city is large, the streets spacious and well
houses
the
and
chiefly of stone, with handsome squares, large
paved,
markets, and a copious supply of water from fountains. Upon the
whole the city is remarkably beautiful." But in 1842 the island was
visited by an earthquake which destroyed the town, and no traces
The extraordinary vigor
of its former beauty are now to be seen.
and luxuriance o: vegetation have covered the ruins with verdure;
the wild fig-tree, with a trunk twelve to sixteen inches in diameter,
is frequently seen growing from the top of a high wall, its strong
The streets
roots having struck down on either side into the earth.
arc still encumbered with the ruins of stone buildings, like the streets
The workmen, in clearing away the
of Boston after the great fire.
masses of debris from under the walls of the cathedral, unearthed
doubtless those of persons who had taken refportions of skeletons,
in and around the church during the earthquake and were buried
arsenal,

;

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.
THE CATHEDRAL AT CAPE HAYTIEN, ST. DOMINGO, AS RESTORED BY MESSRS. CUMMINGS AND SEARS, ARCHITECTS,
BOSTON.
Cathedral of Cape Haytien, in the Island of St. Domingo, has
The first church, built some time prior
history.
to 1680, a rude structure of palmetto logs with a thatched roof, was
burned by the Spaniards some ten years later; but so rapid is the
climate that it was said to be aldecay of green timber in that moist

THE

had a checkered

three morechurches of
ready half ruined. In the space of thirty years
At length, in 1715, the
similar materials were built and destroyed.
corner stone of a more substantial structure was laid, the walls being
It was consecrated three years later, but after twenty
of masonry.
to fall, and was abandoned for a temporary
years it was threatening
shed built in the public square. From time to time irregular and
languid operations were carried on towards its restoration but it
was" found impracticable, and in 1748 a new church was commenced,
This also had its vicissitudes, being unable to
still on the old site.
It was, however, finally consestand up till it could be finished.
Its front was, judging from decrated in 1774, with great pomp.
still in existence, substantially that of which
scriptions and drawings
a drawinf is here given but there was no dome, and the ceiling was
This church stood until
roof.
apparentfy finished with an open
French expeditionary army, sent
1802, when, on the landing of the
out by Napoleon to crush the formidable insurrection, the church,
with most of the city of Cape Haytien, was burned by order of TousIt was restored once more in 1838, only to be
saint 1'Ouverture.
;

;

uge

by the

falling walls.

HOUSE, AT SNEEDEN'S LANDING,
TECT,

MR.
YORK.

N. Y.

NEW

j.

c.

CADY, ARCHI-

This house is situated near the termination of the Palisades, which
are indicated in the background, near a spot which abounds in his-

The house is
Tappan of Revolutionary fame.
cream-colored stone which forms a part of the singul; r
formation of the lower part of the Palisades.
toric

association,

built of the
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D. C., MR.
BUREAU OF ENGRAVING AND PRINTING, WASHINGTON,
ARCHITECT OF THE TREASURY DEJ. G. HILL, SUPERVISING

PARTMENT.

and B Streets
This buildino- is to be at the corner of Fourteenth
feet on the first and 234 feet on the
139
of
a
have
will
and
frontage
built of common brick, with
second of these streets. It is to be
The brickwork will be
brick.
moulded
of
finish
other
lambs and
The floors and roof will be fire-proof.
of two colors, red and brown.
The estiThe arrangement of the rooms is indicated on the plans.
walls are buildmated cost is $300,000. At present the basement
ing.

PAUL'S SCHOOL, CONCORD, N. H.
H. YOUNG, ARCHITECT, BOSTON.

GYMNASIUM, FOR

ST.

MR.

THE LEGAL RESPONSIBILITIES OF ARCHITECTS.
twelfth Convention of the
[A paper read at the

and Building News.

Architect

if the workmanand this decision seems to
ship and materials were not defective;
overrule a claim which has been made, that the builder should be
supposed to know as much of his own business as the architect, and
unless he protested against a faulty design be should share in the re-

cordance with his plans and under his directions,

sponsibility for

is

walls, or ancient lights, or the police or municipal regulations of the
locality in which he builds and it has been repeatedly held that the
architect could not free himself from this responsibility, even by al;

G.

I.

American Institute of Architects, by

a great deal of confusion in the public mind as to the

who are employed to direct
limitations of the responsibility of those
that architects themselves do
construction, and it is not impossible
much from ignorance of
somethin" to increase the confusion, not so
what the law requires of them as from the readiness with which some,
exbind themselves to terms
in their eagerness for employment,
o_f
also the ambition of some to claim an
cessive harshness, and perhaps
and contractors more absolute than is always
authority over clients
necessary or desirable.
There is a popular idea that the architect is somehow responsible,
for a
not only I'or his own work, but for that of all the contractors
He is supposed to be in some way capable of watching at
building.
once aU the workmen employed in the structure through the whole
who has been astute
of their working hours, so that the mechanic
to conceal his bad mortar and rotten timber during the perienough

to
odical visits of superintendence, passes for having only yielded
find
the impulses of human nature, while the architect, who failed to
him out, is denounced as incompetent.
is the final certificate supposed to confer a sort of
Especially
on the contractor who has managed to obtain it,
plenary absolution
and who thinks himself entitled to keep the profits, whether honest
or dishonest, which he may have been able to secure by means of it,
that the architect's approval supersedes for him the
on the

pretence

faithful execution of his contract.
But if builders find it convenient to claim

such preposterous au-

acts of the architect, which are profitable to them,
thority for the
the public, on the other hand, seem to find difficulty in holding their
to even moderate accountability,
ai'ents, in matters of construction,
to do so result in some cases in gross injustice to
and their

attempts

their professional adviser, and in others in such extraordinary contracts with architects as that which the Indiana State House commissioners have succeeded in getting one of them to accept.

would be much to the advantage of the profession and the pubtheir mutual duties and responsibilities were better understood,
and a reference to cases in which the law on such subjects has been
established may be interesting, even if very incomplete.
The general rule of law in all cases of employment of professional
advice is that the expert shall be bound to use in discharging his
trust an ordinary amount of care and diligence, together with an
and knowledge of his business. The highest
average degree of skill
decree of skill is not expected of him; but neither can he satisfy juswith such an amount of intelligence as
tice, as has been claimed,
may have been shown by great masters under unfavorable circumstances; what is required of him is a continued exercise of the best
skill which,' with ordinary talents and opportunities, he could be exIt

lic if

attain.
pected to

Perhaps in practice want of care and diligence is more frequently
want of skill, and courts are stricter in
imputed to architects than
law in that respect. In an English case an archiinterpreting the
that he found his instructions were
tect, sued for negligence, replied
builder with the approval of the owner, and
disregarded by the
his time in frequent visits, he had only
thinking it useless to waste
been to see the work about once a month afterwards. That seems
not unnatural, at least; but the court did not find it justifiable, and
him.
judgment was given against
In general, it may be remarked that juries' no;ion of faithful sufrom what architects are apt to underpervision differs materially
stand by " superintendence," and he who has a difficult or dangerous piece of construction or alteration to carry out, will consult his
own interest, in view of the risk of accident, by being on the ground

in person as much as possible, so that want of diligence at least may
not be imputed to him.
As to want of due care and skill, there seems to be some variation

leging the consent or the positive orders of the owner.
As to the accountability of the architect for the bad quality of the
work done under his supervision, there is no obscurity whatever.
The law says : " If the architect is charged with the surveillance of
the work of the contractor, he can be held for all the consequences

any negligence

The French Code says, section 1792: "If the edifice built at an
agreed price perish in whole or in part by faults in its construction,
even by defect in its foundation, the architect and the builder are
therefor for ten years:"
jointly responsible
This is the law of France, and, in substance, of England and the
United States. The French jurists make some further distinctions.

has been decided that the architect is solely responsible for damage or failure in a building which has been strictly carried out in ac-

in his

performance of

this duty; so,

whether

it

that the plan has not been faithfully followed, and the building is consequently defective, or the contractor has furnished bad
materials or workmanship, those who suffer inconvenience from any
of these deficiencies have a cause of action against the architect,
subject to the limitation of the Code, which says (act 2270) that
'
after ten years architects and contractors are discharged from the
guarantee of work furnished or directed by them in accordance with
an agreement as to price," and, of course, provided they can show
that the damage or inconvenience could have been prevented by the
exercise of due skill and care on the architect's part.
This seems a hard doctrine, considering that the architect has no
interest in permitting the use of bad materials, and can wholly prevent it only by extreme watchfulness, if at all, while the builder controls every detail of material and workmanship, and if those furnished are defective, it must be with his knowledge and collusion,
and with intent to defraud the owner; and if he succeeds in his fraud
the whole profit is his; but there is no doubt that it is the law in
France and Great Britain, as well as this country, and a man who
suffers from defective work in his house or other building, which
might have been detected or prevented by what the court may consider reasonable care on the part of the architect, can recover damIn the English and American practice it would
ages from him.
seem that the architect is compelled to make good the whole loss if
the owner chooses to require it, while the French courts seem to exercise a discretion in apportioning the indemnity between those to
whose fault the loss is due. Thus, in a case where a bridge was
washed away by a flood, the municipality sued the engineer to compel him to repair the loss; but the court decided that as, although
the flood was an unusual occurrence, answering in part to what our
books term an " act of God," still, it was within the reasonable skill
that the law expected of the engineer, to provide against such occurrences, and his share of the responsibility was estimated at one
fourth, and he was condemned to pay one fourth the damage.
In another case, a town built a hall, and six years after its completion the stone began to flake off.
The municipality sued the archiIt was in evidence that some of the stones
tect and builder jointly.
were placed off their natural bed ; and although it appeared that it
was difficult to distinguish the beds in that particular stone, the court
held that the architect ought to have been able to do so, and that it
was one of the rules of his art not to allow such misplacing, and he^
was obliged to pay one half the damages claimed.
One of the French commentators asserts the existence of an important rule, that if the superintending architect has given the proper
direction for the execution of the work, and has, before the work is
actually in place, pointed out defects in the materials on hand, he
escapes liability. If he has not he is liable, but not as a principal.
The principal is the direct cause of the damage, that is, the contractor or workman who by fraud or negligence has badly executed
the work which was confided to him.
He is the immediate cause of
the damage, and should furnish the reparation.
The negligence of
the architect is only secondary and accessory, and he should only be
held as a subsidiary, as a bondman in case of insolvency of his prin-

may be

cipal.

There seems to be some comfort in this; but without referring to
the decisions on which the opinion was founded, it is impossible to
tell how much authority it has.
Certainly there appears to be no
trace of such a principle in the English or American decisions, so
that it is wisest for us to continue to think that a general supervision only is not enough to satisfy the law, and that in case of accident the courts will hold us, as the French say, solidaires with the
builder in respect of damages, if any lack of due diligence or skill
can be proved against us.

in the practice of different countries.

It

it.

Another decision extends the responsibility of the architect to all
oases of damage which may result from a violation or ignorance on
his part of the rules of the art which he professes, or of the laws
which it is incumbent on him to know, such as those relating to party-

of

THERE
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CORRESPONDENCE.
A CONTUMACIOUS BUILDER AND THE BUILDING DEPARTMENT.

NEW
THE

YORK.

Superintendent of Buildings is just now engaged in a lively
"
fight with one of the class known as
speculative builders."
They
are a numerous and most active company of business men, who know
the law in its minutest detail, and who are commonly
supposed to be
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all times to take advantage of every opportunity by which
" in a workmanlike mana dollar may be saved. The stock phrase
"
ner means in their practice that manner which will give the best
return at the final sale of the building. Their edifices, be they
stores, tenements, flats, or dwellings of the better class, are rushed
up and hurriedly sold, while the gloss and varnish are yet fresh, and
before the settling walls and general want of stability in the structure are shown in the cracked plaster and sprung wood-work.
Last spring plans were entered for a double apartment house at
37 and 39 West Fifty-third Street, on the north side of the street. It
is a fine location, and the original permit was for a four-story structure; subsequently leave was granted to build a five-story building;
but now when the case comes into court it is found that the papers
have been altered and a figure "6" inserted, while the filed plans
and sections show but five stories. Where or how this erasure was
committed is not known. But as the plans on file are readily accesThe law
sible to any inquirer, this alteration is not inexplicable.
" In all
5,
dwelling-houses that may hereafter be erected
says in
not more than fifty-five feet in height the walls shall not be less than
twelve inches thick, and if above fifty-five feet in height and not
more than eighty feet in height the outside walls shall not be less
than sixteen inches thick to the top of second-story floor beams,
provided the same is twenty feet above the curb-level, and if not,
then to under side of the third-story beams; and also provided that
exceed forty
portion of the wall that is twelve inches thick shall not
feet above the said sixteen-inch wall; and in every dwelling-house
hereafter erected more than eighty feet in height, four inches shall
be added to the thickness of the wall for every fifteen feet or part
thereof that is added to the height of the building. All party walls
in dwellings over fifty-five feet in height shall not be less than sixteen inches in thickness."
The first violation complained of was the use of the party-wall on
the east.
It was but a twelve-inch wall above the offset at the level

and Building News.
THE LATE FREDERICK PEPYS COCKERELL.

ready at

and to make some appearance of complying
with the law, and possibly because of some notion that even the
strength of a twelve-inch wall is a finite quantity, an eight-inch
lining was carried up, though unbonded, and built without any parIt contributed no strength to it beticular regard to the old wall.
yond a slight lateral bracing. Above the second-story floor beams
this was discontinued, and beyond that point not the least pretence
was made of obeying the law, and the twelve-inch parly-wall was
of the first-floor joists,

carried up and pierced for beams, despite the protests of the adjacent
tenant and own.er, who happened in this case to be Mr. Win. A.
Beach, the eminent lawyer, whose residence is a five-story one; who
carried his objections so far as to seek a temporary injunction.
Judge Lawrence after a hurried hearing with the affidavits of the
builder and his men that the wall was properly bonded and the delay
was a grievous one, removed the injunction. Of course it is evident
that the party-wall remains for all structural purposes merely a
twelve-inch wall from the offset above mentioned to whatever height
Its bearing strength is not
the builder may choose to carry it.
added to one whit by the wall of eight inches set by the new buildin any case, and particuthe erection of a twelve-inch wall over
is carried out.
The opposite or westerly wall exhibits in even stronger light the
The law plainly says that the sixteen-inch
policy of the builder.
portion of the bearing wall shall cease either at the second or third
story line of beams, and that from that point, wherever it may be,
there shall not be more than forty feet of twelve-inch wall. To fall
within this last provision the wall which had ceased to be a sixteeninch wall at the level of the third-floor joists was continued for a
space of a few feet. It was unbonded to the main wall, and was a
most farcical pretext for claiming freedom from the penalties of the
law.
When the injunction was applied for the builder swore that
this was a well-bonded and thorough wall; but once the order of
dissolution was granted against the injunction, the builder became
aware of the possibility that thy wall might be examined, and the
matter tested, therefore the whole length of four-inch lining wall

ers; and

what the law never contemplated

larly with party- walls,
fifty-five feet in height,

i.

e.,

was thrown down, completely removing, of course, any chance of a
contradiction of the testimony. Another injunction was applied for,
this time by the Department, but pending its argument the builder
went on with his building, and it became evident that something
more summary would have to be applied to such an impracticable;
and for the first time in the present administration of the Department, or at any time so far as its records show, the section of the
law which permits a criminal prosecution was enforced, and the
builder with one or two of his associates was taken into custody.
The summons server could not identify the papers served by him
on the prisoners, and through this oversight a discharge followed.
New complaints were at once made out and new papers served, and
now the officers stand ready to arrest the first workman who shall
attempt to lay a brick. The case is wntched with no small interest
by builders and property owners, and the Department for once is
determined to show that there is such a thing as a building law.

ROMAN REMAINS AT HEIDELBERG. Since the discoveries' of Roman
remains reported last year, further evidence has been produced that Heidelberg was an important station for the legions of Rome in the third
century of our era.
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OUR

readers will receive with regret and surprise the announcedeath of Mr. Frederick Pepys Cockerel!, the Honorary
are no
Secretary of the Royal Institute of British Architects.
less grieved to have to announce this event, which deprives the profession of architecture of one of its best known and most valued
members in the very flower of his age, and at a time when there
seemed every prospect of a long and honored career before him.
The intelligence has reached London so near the time of our going
to press that it is impossible to give more than a brief account of a
career and a character which would have well merited a longer and

ment

of the

We

more complete notice.
Mr. Cockercll was one of the sons of the late Professor Cockerell,
R. A., and a great deal of his professional training was under his
He also studied in Paris for some time. He became
father's eye.
a pupil of Mr. P. C. Hardwick, and was the life and soul of a small
group of young men who were being educated for the profession in
that office at the same time, several of whom have since made their
mark. In the winter of 1855 Mr. Cockerell left Mr. Hardwick and
went to the Continent for a prolonged tour of study he brought
home a large number of excellent sketches and finished drawings, for
he was a most accomplished draughtsman, and while in Italy he extended and enlarged his knowledge of the works of the great Italian
masters of painting and sculpture. It would not have taken much at
;

young enthusiast to lay down the tee-square
and take up the brush, but happily his original idea was adhered to.
Soon after his return to England, Mr. Cockerell commenced practice, and he continued it with increasing success up to the date of
His best known work was the Freemasons'
his untimely death.
Tavern, which he rebuilt, and Freemasons' Hall, which he recast.
This work he obtained in competition, an early success, and one
which led to his appointment to high Masonic office. The building,
in Queen Street, Lincoln's Inn, will probably long remain 'to bear
testimony to the refinement of taste and the skill of its architect.
this time to induce the

From

the Catalogue of the British Section of the Paris Exhibition
(Fine Art) we may extract a list of the works, photographs of which
are there exhibited by him; it includes his best, but by no means
all his important commissions
Crawley Court, Manchester; Down
Hall, Essex; Borrowslca, Surrey; Freemasons' Hall, London; Lythe
Hall, Surrey; Dynleavcn; the Water Color Society's Gallery, Pall
Mall East; Tombs at Algiers, Kensal Green, and Slough; Memorial
Columns at Slough and York; Monument in St. Paul's; Chimney
Piece at Cliefden.
Mr. Cockerell had a learned and a practical knowledge of all the
fine arts, a cultivated taste, keen perception, and a great fund of
energy and good sense. His social qualities were so brilliant and yet
so kindly that those who knew him will regret the true friend, the
acute critic, the brilliant talker (for, in a silent, newspaper-reading
age, Mr. Cockerell was one of the very few men to be met in society
whose natural and acquired talents of conversation were remarkable)
:

the bright and cheerful man of business, the genuine artist, more, far
one of
more, than the accomplished rising architect. The precept,
the many wise and telling maxims which dropped from the lips of
" Be an artist
the old professor, his father,
among gentlemen, and
a gentleman among artists," was the rule of his life, and no more
no truer, more conscientious
gallant, chivalrous, generous gentleman,
artist, within the limits to which his predilections confined him, ever

adorned the profession of architecture.
Mr. Cockercll's position and personal qualities years ago pointed
him out as the fittest man available to fill the office of Foreign SecBritish Architects, and when the
retary to the Royal Institute of
duties of the secretaryship were rearranged, he became Honorary
bein<* his old friend
Secretary, his colleague, the Acting Secretary,
Mr. Cockerell acquitted
himself well in this position. He discharged the duties, which at
times were not always simple, with a fine tact and an easy manner
that have helped to steer the Institute through rough water when

and former fellow-pupil, Mr. Eastlake.

that has had to be encountered; and his loss will be severely felt by
the President and Council and by his present colleague.
Mr. Cockerell died in Paris on the 4th instant, suddenly, at the
He leaves a widow and a young family.
early age of forty-five.

The
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THE OWNERSHIP OF DRAWINGS.
OAKLAND,

CAL-,

November

To THE EDITOR OF THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
Much has been written to show that the
Sir,
architectural drawings

is

12, 1878.

ownership of

vested in the architect unless a specific

As to the justice of this
the fact that
condition, all in the profession know that it is based on
drawings are simply a part of the architect's instruments, provided
of certain ends, to wit
by himself to aid him in the accomplishment
the estimate of cost and the construction of the proposed improveAs to the number of distinct drawings he is to make, he is
ments.
as the lawyer, not for the
always his own judge, and he is paid,
amount of paper and ink used in working up his case, but for his
that for
the difference
experience and knowledge of his work,
_bein;
the lawyer there is no established rate of charges, whilst the archirecorded
tect is
(or should be) by the scale of commissions
agreement has been made to the contrary.

:

governed

The American
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by the Institutes on both sides of the Atlantic. In general practice
to require the builder to return the drawings and specifications to
the architect's office, previous to the final payment, is part of the
contract; and disputes seldom, if ever, occur as to their ownership at
this juncture, the client

being in haste to occupy or acquire possession of his improvements, and consequently indifferent as to the disThe difficulty which many architects have'
posal of the drawings.
to contend with arises when the client gets to the point where he
All the necesdecides to postpone the construction of his building.
sary labor on the architect's part has been expended to make a complete set of drawings, which appear to the owner of the proposed imtangible exponent of that labor, and therefore the
provement the "
money's worth," so far as he is concerned, which
only legitimate
he can lay hands on. It is at this time, generally, that he is conHe very naturally claims ignofronted with rules of the Institute.
rance as to the proceedings of any such (to him) close corporation,
and scorns to be governed by what he considers one-sided laws.
" what is usual in such cases is
Furthermore,
nothing to him, and,
since he is not going to build immediately, he will pay for his (?)
home." Until the Institute, or the profession
plans, and take them
aside from the Institute, has educated the building public to a greater
knowledge of its rules and usages, there will be the liability to discuss this vexed question.
Many architects, prone to leave this matter for settlement when it shall present itself, shun thrusting the
necessary information into the client's face at the beginning of their
business intercourse, fearing to JUT his too sensitive nature, and drive
him to the office of a less scrupulous practitioner, who will secure

him, regardless of rules and by-laws.

The

greater proportion of our

clients are building their first house, and are very reasonably in the
dark as to anything in the premises except that they are to employ
an architect who shall see that their wants are supplied. If the ar-

chitect cares to .have smooth sailing from first to last, he will instruct
his " owner" in the rules of his office while he is stating to him his
The least he can do, is to post in a conspicuous place such
terms.
circulars of the Institute as pertain to architect and client, in large
clear type, with a heading that shall show them to be not only the

and Building News.

:

furnish some particulars of the more striking cases I had investigated, to
be laid before Government, I was astonished to find that during the last
eleven years I have traced back no less than one hundred and twentythree cases of illness attributable cither to the diffusion of carbonate of
lead (common white paint) or to arsenical or antimonial coloring matters
in paint or on wall-papers.
Others have been working in the same field
of observation, and of those who have witnessed the danger of permitting
the use of poisonous pigments and wall-papers, I could mention the testimony of eminent medical men, analytical chemists, and others who have
recently protested against the employment of such deleterious substances.

RAVENNESE MOSAICS AT BERLIN.
A valuable discovery has just been
made in the cellars of the Berlin Museum. Packed in various chests were
found some old mosaics which had been bought in Italy during the reign
of Frederick William IV. They date from the sixth century, are in the
Byzantine style, and originally decorated the eastern apse of the now ruined
church of San Michele, in Ravenna, a church contemporary with San Vitale.
One of the mosaics represents a concert of angels, all playing on different instruments; another shows a frieze ornament set with garlands of
These mosaics arrived in Berlin
laurel, on which doves sway to and fro.
just at the first outbreak of the March Revolution, and were stowed awav
in the cellars and forgotten.
They are now being restored by Signor Radini, one of the assistants of the well-known mosaicist, Dr. Salviati, and
are destined ultimately to decorate the crypt of the Imperial

MAKING
There

to

A

composing

nent in their profession, whose integrity and ability will not be quesIt is hoped by this commission to
tioned.
prevent some of the evils
of competitions and virtually exclude pretentious practitioners. Each
design having to pass a rigid examination will prevent such from

entering the contest, and will give men of ability who enter competition some Assurance that merit will be recognized and rewarded.
J.

H. STEM.

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.

WE

wish to draw attention to the publishers' advertisement on
page
of the advertising pages, where it is stated that the numbers of this
November
and
for
December, 1878, will be given, gratis, to new
journal
subscribers who pay their subscription for the ensuing
year before Decemvi.

ber 15, 1878.

On

ACCIDENT.

November

two bricklayers were
26,
Tuesday,
at work on the second floor of the dome of the
Capitol at Hartford, a hodcarrier as he uushouldered his load dropped the handle of his hod on
the
key row of one of tlie small brick vaults, and as the mortar was still green
the brickwork gave way, and the three men were thrown to the floor
all
badly hurt.

THE WEATHER-COCK ON NOTRE DAME.

while

It is said that

Notre

Dame

an ornament which was, perhaps, her most
conspicuous
one. Three or four weeks ago high winds
swept over Paris, and one of
the strongest gusts blew away from the
spire of the church the oilded
weather-cock which surmounted it. The dethroned bird is
nowhere to
be found. Whether he plunged headlong into the
river, or was picked up
from the pavement by some unpatriotic and
sacrilegious pedestrian man
knoweth not. Within the outer frame of that bird was concealed a'
heap
of minted metal.
The collection included every French
piece of monev
current in France, whether of copper, silver, or
gold, from a centime to a

de Paris has

lost

lumdrecl-fraiic piece.
1 here were in addition coins
of one denomination
or another bearing the faces of all the
sovereigns of

Europe.

LIGHTHOUSE FROM AN INFERIOR LIGHT.

a lighthouse near the Isle of Skye which stands in a
peculiar
Just before it is the width of a narrow channel; to the left the
channel stretches away for a short distance; on the right, it extends inlantern sufficient for the short distances would avail
definitely.
nothing
at the longer ones, while such a light as would be seen at the
longer range
would be needlessly and wasteful!/ bright for the shorter ones. Recourse
has therefore been had to a lantern which unaided will light the narrow
channel, while two series of prisms concentrate and deflect a beam equal
to a first-class light over the longer distances.
The saving is from 400

BOARD OF CONSULTING ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS FOR PUBLIC WORKS IN INDIANA.
bill is being prepared
Dear Sir:
by some of the architects of
Indianapolis, to be presented at the next session of the Indiana legislature, which will provide for a commission of architects and enduties will be to examine all
gineers, whose
drawings and specifications submitted for public works, and to prepare an exhaustive
description of each set of drawings; setting forth the merits and
demerits of each, so as to enable those having charge of public
works to form intelligent conclusions. It is the intention that the
the commission shall be those who stand emigentlemen

A FIRST-CLASS

Mausoleum.

is

situation.

INDIANAPOLIS, Isn.
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Dr. H. C. Bartlett, in a
POISONOUS PAINTS AND WALL-PAPERS.
pajier
read at the Cheltenham (Eng.) Congress of the Social Science Association,
unable
to
form
of
last
I
was
accurate
Until
the
autumn
said
any
year,
idea of the frequency of cases of severe illness occasioned by poisonous
I
it
is
within
own
and
had,
true,
my
professional exwall-papers.
paints
perience, known of several fearful outbreaks of lead-poisoning among the
work-people employed in white-lead works, and among painters and others
working in an atmosphere heavily laden with the saturnine vapors given
I had also
off in the process of applying such paint or during its drying.
been consulted in a great many instances respecting wall-papers which
were suspected of being colored with arsenic, in consequence of illness of
the type recognized as arising from these sources. But, when I was requested by Mr. Jabez Hogg, the well-known surgeon and microscopist, to,

action of an organized society, but the binding rules of the office in
which they are posted. Casually calling attention to these, and, if
necessary, discussing their merits before any work is done, is far
better than running the risk of making an enemy by allowing your
client to remain ignorant till the time when he comes to demand
what he very naturally considers only his
QUID PUO QUO.

To THE EDITOR or THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT:
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NKW ARCHITECTURAL MONOGRAPHS.

The Parisian publishing firm,
Veuve A. Morel & Cie., have announced the immediate publication in ten
or twelve parts of a superbly illustrated monograph, "Le Vatican et la
Basilique de Saint Pierre de Home." The greater part of the work was
done by the late M. Paul Letarouilly, whose " Edifices de Rome moderne "
is well known, and has been edited and
completed by M. Alphonse Simil.
Each part will contain twenty-two engravings and two chromo-lithographs
which will make a total of about two hundred and fifty
engravings,
and twenty-five chromo-lithographs. Those who know the splendor of the
illustrations usually issued by this publishing house will need
surance of the value of this new and most complete work.

no other

as-

ARCHITECTURAL PHOTOGRAPHS.
The Arundel Society is now ready
to supply the whole series of photographs, the " SepulchrafMonuments in
which
were
made
Mr.
Italy,"
by
Stephen Thompson. The series is made
up of forty-nine large photographs and can be obtained in parts containing seven each, They will be issued shortly in chronological order, with
descriptions and histories written by Mr. Thompson himself, and introduced by a preface by Mr. G. E. Street, R. A. Mr. Thompson is at
present engaged in photographing the architectural remains to be found
on the Island of Cyprus.

NEW EXPLORATION OF ASSYRIA. Mr. Hormnzd Rassam, who wns a
companion of Sir Austen Layard's earliest discoveries in the Euphrates and
Tigris Valleys, has succeeded in obtaining from the Porte a most extensive firman for the exploration of the whole of
Mesopotamia, Assyrian
and Babylonian. Mr. Rassam will resume his explorations in the Nineveh
districts, at Koyunjik, in the palaces of Sardanapalus, Sennacherib, and
Esarhaddon, and at Nimroud. The excavations in the mound of NebbyYunus, close by Koyunjik, if carried out, may lead to the discovery of
some accounts, however meagre, of Sennacherib's second
campaign against
from the

Hezekiah,
Assyrian point of view, as this is the site of that king's
In Babylonia, Mr. Rassam will make it a
special point to
discover the site of the royal record office, which has been
kept secret by
the Arab and Jewish dealers, through whom we have obtained so
many
of the tablets,
branch
of
commercial
and
fiscal transrepresenting every
action found therein, and now in the British Museum.
The mounds of
Tel Ibrahim, the site of the city of Kutha, the great sacred
university
of Babylon, whence
Assurbanipal obtained the originals of the creation
tablets, arc also within the scope of the new firman.
Mr. Rassam has also
obtained a special firman for the
exploration of Northeastern Syria, and
Carchl-mish, on the Euphrates, the capital of the ancient Hittite Kingdom.
later palace.

This

is

altogether

new ground.

THE VIA SACRA.

The

Spectator.

The Via Sacra of ancient Rome has been entirely
uncovered from the Arch of Titus to the
Temple of Romulus. Several
structures have come to light, some of which are of the old Roman
period,
and some of the mediaeval epoch, but all of intense interest to historians
and archaeologists and besides these, there are
of
architecture
fragments
and marble decorations, which will be studied
Three
by antiquarians.
of these are dated 339, 341, and 356.
;

"
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of what would and wha
not be done, and apparently after considerable conflic
woijjd
of opinion among authorities, Mr. Hill has been suspended
from his office of Supervising Architect, until the end of his
trial under the Chicago indictments.
Mr. John Frazier, Superintendent of the new building for the Bureau of Engraving anc
Printing, has been assigned as acting supervising architect pro
conflicting

reports

The

suspension, which is somewhat unexpected, was made
by the President's express order, the Secretary of the Treasury
having, it is said, desired that Mr. Hill should be maintained

tern.

in

of

his position except during his actual trial.
Of the propriety
this suspension it is not our province to judge ; the

question

whether a public

officer

under actual indictment should be

maintained in position is a general question of administration,
the discussion of which belongs to politics.
may be allowed
to say, however, considering the visible tendency to discuss the
question on a wrong basis, that it is a question simply of a
general public policy with which no opinion of the guilt or
innocence of a particular officer ought to have anything to do.

We

The

rule ought to be universal, in

one way or the olher. For
be he collector, secretary, or president, to
be influenced in his official action in a particular case by his
belief in the justice or injustice of the prosecution, would be a
prejudgment of the action of the courts, and therefore a grave
offence against official propriety.
Collector Smith has written a
letter to the New York Herald, in which he says that he has had
nothing to do with the prosecution, not having appeared at all before the jury, before whom the matter was brought by the .Judi-

any public

officer,

ciary Department, in consequence of his report to the Secretary
of the Treasury, last spring. He also says that he has no candidate for Mr. Hill's place, and has never asked the President to

appoint anybody

AT

to office.

ordinary meeting of the Royal Institute of Brit1878-79, the president, Mr. Charles Barry,
delivered an opening address which has many points of general interest.
The view presented of the present condition of
the British Institute, while by contrast it awakens a feeling
of mortification at the shortcomings of our younger society, is
as an indication of the results possible
certainly instructive,
the

same

He

also, as

[No. 155

occasion, seconding a vote of thanks to Mr. Barry.
representing the guild of painters and sculptors, i'n
referring to Mr. Barry's exceptions to architectural competi"
tions, expressed his doubts whether the
survival of the fittest "
resulted
from
this
method
of
usually
selecting professional assistance.
In respect to archeology, President
Barry asserted
that the late discovery of the Greek
city Sipontum, in

14, 1878.

CONTENTS.
SUMMARY

the

Co.

Apulia,
buried whole in a volcanic earthquake, had
given to the world
a new Pompeii, from which results of the most
extraordinary
He then proceeded to make a
importance may be anticipated.

few remarks upon sessional papers, suggesting that in these, and
in the discussions which followed them, it would be well in the
future to have somewhat less of aesthetics and somewhat more
of practical matters, such as ventilation,
warming, lighting, etc.,
and closed with an expression of congratulation at the
change,
from torpidity to activity, from repose to earnest endeavor,
which had of late characterized the proceedings of the Institute.

.

THE ARCHITECT

takes rather vigorous exception to much of
with some interesting historical allusions,

this address,
claiming,

that the alleged

change from torpidity

more

to activity is

in ap-

pearance than in result, and that the proposition involves an unjust censure upon previous administrations, and more
especially

upon those in which Professor Donaldson, the founder of the Institute, had borne a conspicuous part. The Architect questions the
significance of the increased

the increased income,

etc.,

membership, the increased library,
and maintains, with reference to Mr.

Barry's proposition to substitute for competitions of designs
"
"
is
competitions of names, that this ascendancy of names
really
the very thing that competitions of designs have been
struggling
to overcome ever since the
The Buildgreat fifteenth century.
ing News also maintains that the grievances of the profession
with respect to competitions are by no means to be corrected
by
a resort to President Barry's substitute, which would
deprive
the profession of the obvious advantage of a system which
protects

and encourages

its

junior members, and which,

if

properly

used, would justify the theory that the domain of art is a reThe Building News further
public and not an aristocracy.
states its opinion that competitions of
have failed to

designs
expectation of their proper functions in the
practice of architecture mainly through the failure of the Institute to issue conditions binding upon all its mem berg to enter
upon no competition which is not based upon principles which
shall secure alike to the profession and to the
public the best
results of honest emulation.
As for the character of the sessional papers, this authority avers that of the dozen or more
promised in the programme of the Institute for the ensuing session only four are likely to have any real value to the
profesthose on " Bills of Quantities and their Relation to
sion, viz.
"
The Modern RestauContracts,"
Lighting by Electricity,"
"
rants," and
Improvements in Glasgow and the City Improvement Act."
realize

this just

:

'

first

ish Architects for

and effort.
The membership has, during the
an
past year, increased from 615 to 645 in active practice,
unprecedented increment of these 290 are members not livIn addition there are 95 honorary feling in or near London.
lows and associates. The invested capital of the Institute is
$27,500, and its income for the last year, $12,000. Its library,
exclusive of periodicals, contains 3,500 volumes, which have
been used by 596 readers during the twelvemonth, about equally
to organization

;

In all these details the presdivided between day and evening.
ident shows that the increase has of late been unusually large.
With regard to the Egytian Obelisk, now at last erected upon
the Thames embankment, he takes occasion to express the feeling of regret felt by every Englishman of artistic perceptions at
its extremely inadequate and unfortunate position, buried
among
lofty buildings, and having no relation with any important axis,
a feeling with which Mr. Leighton, the new president of the
Royal Academy, and an honorary member of the Institute of
Architects, expressed the heartiest sympathy in his speech on

THE comments

of the London Times, as reflecting the imthe public mind by the statements of the
official head of the architectural profession, are
In
significant.
he presence of the unprecedented architectural activity of the
ige, it discovers that any general agreement on questions of
aste is absolutely impossible, but takes comfort in Mr. Barry's
jheerful address, and in the assertions that modern
English
irchitecture can hold its own with that of any other nation.
Jut the visions of the past which are repeated in modern work,
jression

made upon

ollowing apparently no general plan, in accordance with no
Convictions of principle, conflicting one with another on essential
joints, and all denying the ideas in vogue a few years ago, are
" It
a constant
to the
The Times

layman.
says
may
be more distinguished hereafter by the unwearied energy of our aspirations than by our successes in ful"
that we " scoured the history of architecture to
lling them ;
ind something that we might at least copy, and repeat with
ome sense of satisfaction, and that we never discovered anycould be content." It is strange, perhaps,
liing with which we
puzzle

>e

true that

we

:

shall

the intelligent layman, viewing the results of architecture
the outside and uninfluenced by the prejudices current in
ic profession, does not discover that these successive English
ashions of archasological revival must necessarily distract the
ofessional mind from essential principles, out of which a true
liat

rom

The American
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and comprehensive system of architectural development may
its force upon the mere accidents
arise, and must fritter away
while under the dominion of
Thus,
of
accessories
and
design.
the English professional
of
architecture,
the Stuart dynasty
of the Edwards,
mind seems capable of finding no virtue in that
from the perfecting of
even
alienated
moment
the
for
is
and
of the Italian RenaisGreek forms or from the refinements
the well
the visrilant lay observers do not recall
sance
Why
to a sense of its responorganized Areopagus of Conduit Street
of lashthe guardian of principles and not the leader
sibility as
to the consistent results of four centnot
do
point
ions, why they
the other side of the Channel,
uries of academical discipline on
consistent with
and demand from the English architects an art
But the
to explain.
is not easy
civilization,
Anglo-Saxon
which the
some
ask
to
he
questions
critics may yet
inspired
of London and the President of the Royal
great practitioners
find it difficult to answer.
Institute

may

or two points bearing on the subject of our last week's
were lately brought out in the
Architects' Risks
editorial
in a case now pending before a South
given
testimony
expert
of payment for exCarolina court, which involves the question
the part of the person who performed
on
services
traordinary
To the question what kind of superthe duties of an architect.
an architect gives in the usual
much
how
and
time,
intendence,
the profession to the work he oversees, the answer
practice of
natural one that the number and duration of his
given was the
in his judgment sufficient to invisits was discretionary, being
and specisure that the work was done as directed by the plans
The question was then asked whether, in case a house
fication.
was built by' the day, and the architect, being a mechanic, suof materials, directed and instructed the
pervised the purchase
the work into all its details, spending a
followed
and
workmen,
he should be entitled to extra
large part of every day upon it,
The anthat compensation should be.
what
and
compensation,
does
not
cent
commission
five
usual
the
that
was
per
swer given
"
many other details requisite for
cover such services, which with
materials and workmanship" are ordinarily persecuring proper
"
"
formed by a general foreman or a "clerk of the works" at the
cost of the owner of the building, and that if they were rendered
bv the architect, he was entitled to an additional five per cent,

ONE

:

ten per cent.
Assuming it to
making a whole commission of
have been superfluous to say that such special services are not
architectural services at all, and that an architect had better not
undertake to render them,. these answers give pretty clearly
statement of the actual practice, and of what is
the

simplest
reasonable in such a case.

No

architect in successful

practice,

and even no well-to-do contractor, would perform such services,
afford to, for even the five per cent
except by proxy, or could
additional fee, unless in

work of exceptional importance.

Yet

if the plenary responsibility
nothing less than this would do,
for which many people look were held to attach to the superintendence that entitles the architect to his modest allowance of
one and a half per cent out of the established fee.

against Mr. Ruskin, although it has
its amusing side, which is the first that presents itself, has also
There could hardly be a better
its serious and instructive side.
example of the folly of appealing to a popular tribunal to decide

MR. WHISTLER'S

and Building News.

Architect

suit

an artistic quarrel, for this is what the quarrel really was, Mr.
Whistler being, it is safe to say, more concerned about the
affront to his standing as a painter than about the thousand
he brought suit. Mr. Ruskin and
pounds' damages for which
Mr. Whistler are both artists whose ideas, diametrically opposed
to each other, are caviare to the general, with the difference that
Mr. Ruskin labors earnestly to make his intelligible to the pubin attracting much of their admiration ;
lic, and at least succeeds

we fancy, hugs himself in the possession of
an esoteric quality to be manifested only in a narrow circle.

while Mr. Whistler,

Mr. Ruskin, exasperated at Mr. Whistler's wilful neglect of the
things which are to him most precious in painting, and not
being much in the habit of controlling his pen, accused Mr.
Whistler, iu a passage in the Fors Clavigera which has been
often quoted, of an ill-educated conceit approaching the aspect
of wilful imposture, and added the not very delicate or gentlemanlike fling, " I have seen and heard much of cockney impudence before now, but never expected to hear a coxcomb
ask two hundred guineas for flinging a pot of paint in the pubMr. Whistler was injudicious enough to bring into
lic's face."

[VOL. IV.
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and his reputation, but his pictures,
:ourt, not only his quarrel
and the British jury, which naturally had no eye for harmonies
in amber and black, or nocturnes in blue and gold, had a keen
sense of the captivating vigor of Mr. Ruskin's language and of
the analogous witticism of the opposing counsel, inquiring of Mr.
Whistler which was the bridge in his picture and which was the
The disinterested testimony of a painter of the opposite
pier.
school, Mr. Burne Jones, that Mr. Whistler's work was masterly

way and especially iu color, though only a sketch, and not
be considered a picture, appears not to have influenced the

in its
to

in face of the acknowledgment of the
jury greatly, especially
artist that such a nocturne was easily painted in a day or two,

and that two hundred guineas was perhaps a

"

stiffish

"

price

The jury
have done when

did doubtless the very best thing they could
they decided to leave the question exactly
where they found it, by awarding a farthing damages without
It is not very likely that Mr. Whistler's paintings will
costs.
have lost any old admirers or gained any new ones from the
as it was before, while the
trial, and the artistic quarrel remains
unsympathetic public is entertained by seeing the two proit
ought to honor, displayed before
tagonists, whose qualities
but with clothes torn and plumes
it, with no knightly wounds,
for

it.

draggled in a

scuffle.

WE

mentioned some time ago (American Architect, April 6,
1878) the attempt of the Metropolitan Board of Works to make
Part of
a London rector pay for the repair of his own church.
one of the pinnacles of the old church of All Saints, in Lamand since the parish, a poor one, did not find
beth, fell down
;

to repair

money

it,

the

Board of Works, pronouncing the

spire

dangerous, itself restored it, and taking a cue from the law
which allows it to repair a dilapidated building at the cost of
its owner, called upon the incumbent, Mr. Lee, to pay the bills,
on the ground that he was constructively the owner of the
The rector naturally refused to pay, and the Board
church.
applied to a magistrate for a distress-warrant against his propThe question has been carried from
erty, which was refused.
one tribunal to another, the Board always getting worsted, but
renewing the attack till the case reached the Queen's Bench.
The indomitable rector pleaded his own case, arguing that he
was not owner of the church, since he could neither destroy nor
sell it ; and that the Board had recognized the exceptional
character of the building, since it had not attempted to force
a sale of it. The Lord Chief Justice accepted Mr. Lee's argument, and decided that a rector could neither be required to
repair his church at his own expense, nor obliged to beg money
for the purpose.
Fortunately for the clergy in the United
States, they are exposed to no such embarrassments, since all

the churches are the property either of private corporations or
of individual laymen (unless it be in the Roman Catholic Church,
where, we believe, the bishops are the legal owners of the churchBut the clergy of the English Church will doubtbuildings).
less be thankful to have been represented by a rector who could
so valiantly hold his own against the aggressive and uncomIn a country full of costly
promising Board of Works.

churches, which being mostly old can pretty easily fall into
dilapidation, to compel the clergy to keep them in repair would
be to saddle them with a burden which might well prevent a
great many men, and these the best, from taking orders.

THE LEGAL RESPONSIBILITIES OF ARCHITECTS.
AN

illustration of the

American practice

is

found

II.

in the case of

Fowler, decided in New Jersey in 1874.
completion proves defective; the report of the case
does not say in what respect, but it is found that there was want of
care and skill, on the part both of the architect and of the contractor.
On the principle that when several persons are concerned in inflicting injury upon a man, any one of them is liable for the whole damage, and that the person wronged may choose which he will compel
to pay the indemnity, the owner sued the architect for the entire
damage. The jury was charged that where the negligence of the
contractor was such as to be discoverable by the exercise of reasonable care and skill on the part of the architect, the architect and the
builder were alike responsible; for the effects of negligence of the
builder beyond this measure, he alone was responsible. In this case,
the negligence or unskilfulness of the architect being admitted, his
sameness of accountability with the builder was a necessary consequence, and the owner had a right, if he chose, to obtain from him

Newman

vs.

A house after

damages, and judgment was given accordingly.
The owner had kept back a
point in this case is interesting.
part of the contract price from the builder, on account of defects not

the

full

A

DECEMBER
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The American Architect and Building News.

specially described. The defendant's counsel claimed that by so doing he had already obtained indemnity from the builder, and could
The judge's reply
not demand further damages from the architect.
was that if the builder had sued the owner for the balance of the
contract money, and the defence had been that it was retained on account of the same defects for which the present action was brought,
and the defence had prevailed, it would have barred the present action against the architect, since the owner was not entitled to obtain
once from the contractor and again from the
damages twice over,
architect.
But in fact the builder had not sued for his money, and
there was no evidence that the owner might not have retained it on
account of other defects than those for which he was suing the architect, so that the question of the retained balance was still open and
undecided, and could not be considered in the present action.
Another case, decided in Missouri in 1876, gives an idea of the care
which the law considers to be required of architects. A building
in process of construction, and iron columns and girders had
been set to carry some portion of it. By defect probably of the
foundation, two of the columns settled after the weight was brought
upon them. The architect proposed to raise them with the girders
resting on them, apparently so that they might be underpinned. It
was in evidence that one of the contractors who furnished the ironwork, hearing the architect propose to apply jack-screws under the
caps of the columns, advised him not to do so, as he did not think
the casting strong enough; but the owners took the architect's view,
and on his recommendation employed a professional building mover
for the work.
It appeared that there was some stipulation that this
man should work under the direction of the architect; if it had not
been for that the judge's opinion was that the architect would not
have been liable for the improper management of the raising, which
was alleged by some of the witnesses. On the application of the
jack-screws the cap of one column broke at the corner, and the
flange of the compound wrought iron girder resting on it bent, allowing the girder to fall, bringing down a wall with it, and killing a
workman employed in the building, whose widow sued the architect
The architect himself was not in the
for compensation for her loss.
building at the time, but knew and approved of the method adopted

was

to effect the raising.

The judge charged

the jury that if they found that the disaster was
an improper method employed for effecting the raising, or because of inadequate supports for the screws or unskilful application
of them to the columns, while the work was under control of the architect, he must be held to have shown negligence in business which
he undertook, though he failed to show the care and skill which,
having undertaken it, the law imposed upon him, and was liable for
the damage resulting from his negligence.

due

to

Some of the testimony went to show that the design
was bad, and that the columns were weak and badly

of the girder
cast,

and the

jury were charged also that if they found that defective iron-work
was the origin of the accident, and that this was designed by
the architect in an unskilful manner, or was defective by means of
bad material or workmanship, which could have been discovered by
the defendant, in this case also he was guilty of a negligence which
rendered him liable for injury resulting from it. The judge thought
that the absence of the architect at the time when so critical an operation was going on was in itself a failure to show the care required
of him, and thought also that he was guilty of neglect in not having
the strength of the caps of the columns tested before subjecting them
to so severe a strain; and the jury taking a similar view, the defendant was obliged to pay the amount claimed, $5,000.
The court, in this case, was of opinion that the owners of the
building were liable, together with the architect, but it is not very
evident why; and in an English case of manslaughter from the falling of a building, the owner, who proved that he had given orders
for good and substantial work, but knew nothing of construction
himself, and had not controlled the details of the execution, was discharged.

The professional man must not forget that the damage for which
he may render himself liable by remissness in duty extends beyond
A distinguished architect
loss by deficiencies in the construction.
in London was accused of negligence in failing to prepare plans for
a certain alteration with due rapidity, and the proprietor, who let
the rooms in the building to lodgers, claimed the profits which he
would have derived from his house if the work had been finished
without delay, and the court decided that he was entitled to recover
them.
It would seem, therefore, that there is no want of law to hold the
architect to his duty to his employer; but if the courts set up a high
standard of professional diligence and skill, it must be acknowledged
that their requirements are on the whole reasonable and just to all
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others than his clients, which are by no means so well defined.
An
important case decided in the House of Lords after long and costly
A contractor named
litigation raises a very interesting point.
Thorn was invited to estimate on plans and specifications for reHis bid was accepted, and a conbuilding the Blackfriars' Bridge.
tract, of which the specification formed a part, was signed. The engineer had designed to construct the bridge piers by means of iron
caissons, sunk in the river and filled with masonry, and the plans
and specifications were drawn to that effect. In execution the caissons proved too weak to sustain the water pressure, with the force of
the current, and the upper part had to be removed, and the work
finished by the slow and costly process of
building only when low
tides permitted.
When the bridge was finished the contractor sued
the mayor and corporation for damages for the
insufficiency of the
plans and specifications, alleging that by offering them for estimates
the corporation virtually guaranteed that the bridge could be built in
accordance with them. The corporation replied that there was no
guaranty, express or implied; that while they placed confidence
in their engineer, Mr. James Cubitt,
they did not pretend to warrant
his work; that the contractors knew as much of him as the
corporation did, and if they had wished, they could have had an engineer
of their own examine the plans and pronounce as to their
practica-

and if they had then wished to withdraw their proposal they
might have done so; and the unanimous opinion of the judges was
that this defence was a good one, and judgment was rendered for the

bility,

corporation.

According to the Lord Chancellor, the same principle should apply in every case where a man employed an architect to prepare plans
and specifications, and invited estimates upon them.
It being thus settled that the first party to a contract does not
guarantee the plans and specifications which form a part of the contract, it is of the highest importance to determine whether the expert
who drew them could be understood to have guaranteed them. In
the case of the bridge the engineer was dead before the action was
brought, unfortunately for his professional brethren, who could have
derived much instruction from seeing the result of a suit brought
against him; and there appears to be few or no recorded cases of the
kind, unless in French practice.
Another subject which gives trouble to a conscientious architect is
the proper adjustment of his duties between the builder and the
owner.
In case of dispute between the parties to the contract, he is
made the judge by universal custom, and even in court the architect's
position as umpire between owner and contractor is so well reco<*nized that his testimony is generally the most important part of tlTe
evidence; yet how does such a position agree with the rule of law
that a man can act only in behalf of one person at a time?
The
owner engages him, and bears alone the coft of his employment; is
he not then solely the agent of his employer? and if so, how can he
act as umpire between his principal and the opposing p;irtv?
That this is a serious question, every one in practice has occasion
to know.
Cases happen every day in which a contract open for estimates is awarded at a price which the architect, who has the other
bids as well as his own judgment to guide him, knows to be less than
the value of the work; is it his duty as agent of his employer to accept the proposal which he sees to have been based on some misunderstanding or error, and set himself to drawing up a contract so
framed as to protect his principal from loss in case of the bankruptcy
of the builder which he knows to be inevitable?
Or has he aright
to constrain his principal to accept a bid at a fair price, or to call
the attention of the incautious bidder to the probability of an error
in his estimate ?
If he takes advantage of the ignorance or carelessness of the
builder, to the benefit of his employer, has not the builder a ground
of action against him V and if in pity for an honest mechanic who
has made a mistake in adding up a column of figures, or who, not
being very expert in reading manuscript, has been unable to spell
out all the words in the specification, he has given him a hint of his
misunderstanding, has not the owner, who is thereby obliged to pay
a larger sum than with skilful management he otherwise would have
needed to spend, a right to accuse him of unfaithfulness to his trust,
and to claim damage from him ?
Such questions have a serious bearing not only on the professional
conduct, but on the peace of mind of a conscientious practitioner,
and any discussion or citation of cases which have been decided that
may tend to a general understanding and uniform practice in similar
matters is one of the many things of which the profession is in great
need.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.

the parties, and the practitioner, conscious of having done his work
with faithfulness and skill, can appeal with confidence to a jury
against the oppression of an ignorant or avaricious client.
Every
step that is made toward a clearer definition of our duties helps us to
a recognition of our rights, and if the public should learn to hold us
generally to a stricter accountability and a higher standard of skill,
those who desire the advancement of the profession will rejoice, not
only in the necessity for higher attainment, but in the increased respect and easier relations with the world, which recognized acquire-
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ment and responsibility will give.
But there are certain branches
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CORRESPONDENCE.
ALBANY, November.

HAPPENED to be in the Assembly Chamber when the first aton the walls which they
tempt was made to show Mr. Hunt's pictures
were designed to adorn. The attempt was itself a novelty, as are
The artist
several other points in this scheme of mural decoration.

had already occupied some weeks on his sketches, the studies of
When the cartoons were
cartoons.
single figure?, and the colored
at last completed they were photographed upon glass slides, and an
to their
oxyhydrogen light behind the camera threw them, magnified

Two scaffoldings for the use of
full si/e, into their true position.
the painter had been erected, one at either side of the room over the
some forty feet
upper of its two ranges of windows, and a bridge,
above the floor and fifteen below the ridge of the groined ceiling,
connected them. From one end of this bridge the picture at the
other could thus be seen, and judged in all but its color. The artist,
with a movement* could shift the picture downwards or upwards, to
the right or left, enlarge it or diminish it, at will; and when it was
outline on the wall from the photofinally^adjusted, could fix the
as seemed needful on a view of
graphic image witli such variations
As
a distance of eighty odd feet.
the whole from across the room
stone.
you already know, the pictures are. painted directly on the
The space which each is to occupy is bounded by the line of the
vault above and at the sides, and by the window heads below, and is
some fifteen bv forty-five feet in area. The subjects are allegories.
That on the northern wall (the axis of the room is east and west)
is driving before
represents the Flight of Night. The Queen of Night
the dawn, charioted on clouds drawn by three plunging horses, one
white, one black, one red. without other visible restraint than that
of a swarthy guide, who floats at the left of the picture and whose
hand is lightly laid upon the head of the outermost horse. At the
in deep shade, is the recumbent figure of a
right of the goddess, and
The other
sleeping mother with a sleeping child upon her breast.
The Discoverer stands
picture is equally simple in composition.
upright in a boat, dark against a sunset sky, Fortune erect behind
him, trimming the sail with her lifted left hand while the right holds
The boat is rising to a sea, and is attended by Hope at
the tiller.
the prow, with one arm resting on it and one pointing forward,
Faith, whose face is buried in her arms and who is floating with the
Of the effect of the
tide, and Science, unrolling a chart at the side.
pictures as mural decorations it is too soon to speak, but there is
already matter for admiration in what may be seen of them in black
and white; in the monumental largeness of the conception, the impressiveness of the individual figures, and the skill with which they
are grouped, and, most of all, the repose which is preserved even
in the tempestuous action which fills the Flight of Night.
On the
occasion of which I have written, when, after some experiments with
single figures, this picture was thrown on the wall, three spontaneous
cheers from the little group of people assembled on the scaffolding
told of its effectiveness.

You may have a curiosity to know something of the chamber and
the building which these pictures are to decorate for, though the
architecture of the Albany capitol has been hotly attacked and hotly
defended since you published the modified designs in March, 187U,
1 do not remember to have seen any
description of what has been
done. One's first glimpse of the building from the river, or the river
streets, is of a black roof of very steep pitch, with chimneys of gray
granite emerging from it half-way up, and a range of granite, dormers at the cornice line. From this point of view the mass recalls
at once the chateau architecture of Francis I.
Scarcely anything is
to be seen as yet from below of the walls thus crowned, and on climbhill
one
finds
that the finished work is the central
ing the
pavilion
of the north side with the curtain walls which connect it with the
corner pavilions.
These latter are very nearly as they were left
two years ago. The portion which will be ready for occupation
when the legislature meets in January is about three hundred by
;

The

side elevation, published

by you March

No. 155.

pilasters, the

The work below

I

feet.

[VOL. IV.

pediment flanked and crowned by acroteria.
the upper story is very much as it was, except that
the porch has not been built, and that the projecting keystones have
On the court side the work
been cut off from the whole building.
is
quite different from that on the street side, the statutory restricThe nook shafts have very plain cushion
tion not applying here.
capitals, the cornice, simply and emphatically moulded, is without
other ornament, while the dormers are in every way different; they
are richly treated, each is composed of two arches separated by a
pier, the capital of which is to carry an eagle, and flanked by others
which are to bear statues. The gables bear what I have seen described in your columns as " the coats of arms of the commissioners," but were meant to be the, arms of colonial families. The three
in place are of Stuyvesant, Livingston, and Schuyler.
Mr. George
W. Schuyler, the canal auditor, is a member of the capitol commission.
There is no color on the outside of the building except the
gray of the granite and the black of the slate. The modifications
in the composition are all in the direction of breadth and simplicity.
The great roof is perfectly unbroken, and there is a flank of plain
wall at either side, and a belt of plain wall above the upper arcude.
The thing which mainly strikes one in looking at the new work it)
connection with the old is, that the new work is a modelled wall,
while the old is a wall with modelling applied to it.
The curtain
walls lack the upper story, in which the difference of treatment
mainly appears, and have dormers similar to those of the pavilion,
except that they are smaller and plainer, and are aligned over the
fluted
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one hundred

and Building News,

11,

1876, in connection with the original ground plan, published April
15, will give an idea of what is done, though it will give very little
idea of how it is done.
The massing of the building has been
changed altogether from that shown by the sketch. 'The small,
flanking towers rise only to just above the cornice line, where they
are roofed with slabs of granite. The main roof rises in an unbroken pitch of sixty degrees to a height of
eighty feet above the
cornice, becoming thus the crowning and most conspicuous feature of
the building. The grouping of the
upper openings of the wall, seven
over five, is maintained, as shown in the sketch, and the axial lines
are disregarded. The modelling of the
openings is also as shown,
the law requiring a return to the first
style not having been passed
until the wall was built to the
springing of the arches in the upper
The columns are finished, however, with classic
story.

openings.

The staircase, which is nearing completion, is in the well shown
on Mr. Fuller's ground plan, to which it was committed. This well
at the southeast corner of the finished portion of the building, and
abuts neither on the street nor on the court, but upon the lower stages
It receives no light, therefore, except from a large
of the tower.

is

skylight at

The

its

summit.

The

well itself

is

some

fifty

by thirty

feet.

each story. The stairs are built
of a harder sandstone than that with which the walls are lined.
The inner side of them is carried upon a wall, pierced in each flight
with three arches which follow the slope of the stairs. From the
upper and lower columns arches are turned to corbels, richly carved
in foliage on the outer wall.
This staircase rises from the basement
to the gallery floor of the Assembly Chamber, and the wall is carried
staircase has

two landings

in

There is some talk of filling the wall spaces thus
through the roof.
obtaineil between the top of the stairs and the skylight with a picture in each of the four faces.
The basement and ground floor are
pretty much as they were left by Mr. Fuller, and need not detain us
" entrance
long. The most striking feature of the latter is the
hall,"
which is not an entrance, some fifty by eighty feet, with two rows
of square granite piers running the long way of it, connected by
The spaces between are ceiled with very flat brick
granite arches.
arches, and the corner of each pier carries one very large round
moulding. The next floor, the "entrance floor," of the plan, contains the Court of Appeals, to be used this winter as the Senate
Chamber. A corridor, amply lighted from the court by seven windows and vaulted in plastered brick, extends one hundred and forty

feet along the inner side of the central pavilion.
A dado of tiles
framed in sandstone skirts the corridor; the walls are decorated with
gold and yellow on a ground of red, and the ceiling in blue, red,
and amber, on a ground of gold. This decoration is now in progress, and it is proposed to enhance the effect of it by placing a
box of growing plants in the recess of each window. The Court of
Appeals, as shown on the plan, is nearly a square of sixty feet with
a height of about twenty-five feet.
Its shape and its apparent size
have been much changed by the removal of the cast-iron columns
shown in the plan, and the prolongation through the room of the
line of a wall which divides it some twenty feet from and
parallel
to the corridor.
The line is formed of granite columns bearing a
marble wall. From the capitals of the columns rise the pairs of
braces which support the great beams of the ceiling.
This is very
heavily panelled in oak, to the depth of some feet, and consists of
three series of beams diminishing in size and richly moulded, while
the panels are richly carved.
The walls have a dado of tiles, while
the wall-screen is wainscoted in oak, with a diaper carving in each

Above this, again, appears a belt of stone wall, as yet left
panel.
The subordinate rooms on this floor are meant for
quite plain.
judges' rooms and minor offices ultimately, though the executive
offices are temporarily lodged in them.

The next

floor, some sixty feet from the ground, is the principal
the building, and the Assembly Chamber which occupies it
may almost be said to be the building. The novelty of a vaulted
room in this country is not its chief claim to study. The conception
of the room, its treatment, which so evidently proceeds from the

floor of

A

whole to the parts, and its decoration combine to make it the centre
of the architectural interest of the building, and, to your correspond1 mean
ent, the most interesting architectural work in the country.
strictly to describe, but when one considers that this room is not an

greater height than
the sketch shows, but not of great
projection, has several" rows of
classic ornament, the most
conspicuous detail being a conch.
The
dormers, three in number, aligned over the pilasters below, are hi"h
and narrow, composed each of an order
enclosing the window and
sustaining an entablature, which in turn carries a dwarf order with

unhampered conception of a legislative hall, but has been conceived
and executed under the hard limitation of adjusting such a conception to a predetermined box at the top of a building, it is not
easy to
suppress tome enthusiasm. The ground plan of the room shows
what these limitations were.
The extreme dimensions of the room are then one hundred and
forty by eighty-four feet. The extreme length is shown, however, only

capitals.
light label moulding, with a leaf ornament, surmounts the
upper
and
the
of
the lower arches are decorated with
windows,
spandrels
classic detail.
The cornice, which is of much
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and at the ends of the nave, if it may be so called.
extreme spaces is a public gallery. The square spaces
on each side of them are walled out of the room altogether. The
spaces under them an; vaulted lobbies, and it is the vaulting of the
lobbies and not of the galleries, each of which is covered with a
The squares at the
single vault, which is indicated on the plan.
corners of the central space are also separated from the main room

in the gallery floor

Each

>

of these

Neios.

tionally associated with

107

church architecture, the other that there is
already, in parts performing functions, an inherent effect which ii is
quite possible to injure, and highly desirable to emphasize by the
treatment of them. The architect has been less afraid of
leaving
his great constructive features rude than of
frittering them away, ot
doing too little than too much, and this feeling has cooperated with
the other of avoiding an ecclesiastical expression, and the wire-drawn
attenuation of late Gothic, to produce the vigor and, so to
say, the
terseness of style in the Assembly Chamber.
The annexed profile,
will
illustrate
however,
my meaning better than words. The jambs,
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and movement which

it

gives

the decoration, an advantage over

as great in effect as that which a
simply stencilled painting, at least
The ribs and arches
fabric woven in colors has over one printed.
are left without color, though the ring of the central vault, a stone of
The white marble capitals of the
is decorated.
three tons'

weight,
columns which carry this vault are to be painted in red, blue, and
the
only colors used in the room. The carpet is to be red,
gold,
with a border of positive colors, the furniture mahogany upholstered
with red leather, and the window heads are to be filled with stained
S.

glass.

ENGLISH FURNITURE AT THE EXHIBITION.
PAKIS.

French lack the divine inspiration of Mahomet to journey
to the refractory mountain, they take interest enough in it when it
comes to them as a manifestation of their own influence; and we find
this self-complacent nation keenly examining and fairly criticising
IF the

the foreign departments at the Exhibition.
First, in nearly all
claims upon their curiosity, stands England, hitherto their great industrial rival, but now pressing upon them with vigorous efforts in
The sections which interest them condecorative and applied art.
in the
spicuously are those of faience and furniture; and though
former they find the closest commercial competition, from its having
been more or less developed by French workmen and traditions, it
has less novelty for them than the English furniture, which is purely
It is the entire novelty to them of the recent revival of
indigenous.
" and the Jacobean
"
the styles of " Queen Anne
why not King
which renders their criticisms
Jacob," to complete the travesty
valuable to us, who have been too much in the current to judge impartially.
\

think the

first,

impression,

among both

artists

and amateurs, was

decidedly favorable at seeing such thoroughly developed styles, which
from being historically unknown to them seemed highly original.
such as seeing a
Although they hardly understood many things,
massive buffet grotesquely cut up into pigeon-holes,
they were
struck by the originality much as they would be by the odd details
and terraces of an Indian temple. They were the more easily deceived, in that the aesthetic training of a Frenchman forbids mere
To be
caprice in design as contrary to the primary laws of art.
manie're is a fatal defect to them, and so when they discovered that
the same whimsical features were repeated through nearly all the
designs, and that the eccentricities were not those of a bold imagso eclectic often
ination, but stereotyped imitations of past styles,
as to lose their true spirit,
then the first enthusiasm was materi-

The real beauty of the workmanship, however, lost
nothing by examination, and an architect, who was at first most
enthusiastic about this furniture, finally remarked to me, " Well,
they are clever fellows, these English joiners, but it is a pity they
have not better taste." This, I think, was the prevailing impression of those whose artistic training rendered them sensitive to
crude caprices in design. Much of this capriciousness can be dially modified.

rectly traced to Japanese influence, and it may seem strange that
the French are as great admirers of this art as the English; but
they are charmed by the. exquisite grace and refinement of the designs themselves, rather than by the method of employing them,
while it is the oddity of this latter phase which seems most to
apThere is no doubt, however, that, in
peal to the English mind.
of
some
severe
this
of
criticisms,
spite
furniture, which is
display
most complete, has greatly raised the English prestige, and given
new notions of use and comfort, not to the French alone, but to
other nations who needed the hints still more.
Continental bric-abrac collectors have found undreamed of facilities for
off

showing

their pet specimens by means of
hanging shelves
here
of varied designs
mantel shelves also,
;

almost unknown
and etageres, with

convenient apartments and side brackets, must have appealed to
"
many manias," though the prices were excessive.
So much from a French view; to us who are more familiar with
the English fashions, the Exhibition is a very remarkable one, and
shows great progress in the combination of " common-sense furniture " with grace and refinement of form.
With Eastlake's crude
forms and the heavy mouldings and panels of Talbert, an earnest
There is evidence that the
spirit of refinement has been at work.
presence of ladies with their elegant toilettes is now taken into
consideration instead of the rude, masculine characteiof the designs a few years ago, a more feminine delicacy in mouldings and
decoration appears. Rare and costly woods are
brought to the highest polish, and then themselves often serve but as
backgrounds for
applied or inlaid ornament. The buffets are especially beautiful,
;

and the best of them are sufficiently simple in outline to
give full
value to the finely worked details, which
generally have the merit
of being suitable to wood, and to the work of its characteristic
tools,
the lathe and the chisel.
The skilful triumphs of the former have
led to an abuse of colonnettes and other turned
features, while the
chisel is obtrusive in endless bevels and chamfers.
The medals were fairly awarded the jury passing by the wildest
"
Queen Anne," but bravely facing some of the most characteristic
Jacobean work, touched, possibly, by pity for the sad
plight of this
bastard cousin of their own honored Renaissance.
It was
satisfactory to find that James Lamb, of Manchester, who
was hardly noticed by the public, received a
gold medal for the only
two things he sent, a buffet and an
dtagere, which, though quite sim;
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were so full of dignified refinement that they merited more than
more pretentious displays. Collinson & Lock, also, received a gold
medal for a large collection of furniture, in general admirable, and
such
containing some of the most light and graceful pieces shown
For much the same style, Gregas work-tables, corner shelves, etc.
W. H. Lascelles's set did not
ory & Co. took a bronze medal.
fulfil the promise suggested by the name of R. Norman Shaw, its
designer, but it had some good qualities which justified a bronze
medal.
Messrs. Jackson & Graham were awarded the grand prize
for their beautiful marquetry, which, though little practised in EngA wonderful
land, would rank with the best examples anywhere.
variety of exquisitely grained and tinted woods are most skilfully
I
inlaid in delicate patterns, and their inlaid ivory is of the best.
suspect here, however, the skill is that of French and Italian workmen, and it is known that the finest inlaid cabinet was designed by
The rooms which were completely furnished natua Frenchman.
Of these, Collinson & Lock
rally attracted the most attention.
showed charming examples in Mr. Shaw's Queen Anne cottage, Rue
des Nations. The entrance and staircase-hall are treated with a high
dado of lacquered red, and this tint is carried, by stencilling, over
The stairs, separated from the
the yellow bronze of the flock paper.
hall by a wooden arcade, are lighted by a stained window, which is
picturesque without being out of place. Let us hope that the reaction
from the silly " blue glass mania " will forever banish colored glass
from living rooms, from which, if the wondrous beauty of the sky is shut
off by narrow space and lofty walls, there is the more surely need of
ple,

far

;

the purest light.

The dining-room has seventeenth century

panelled

and the robust though comfortable character is
carried out by the sturdy side-board, and its projecting cupboard
with small brass-set panes.
The room complete was offered for
Delicate salmon and pale blue tints in the parlor are con1,700.
trasted with red tiles in the mantel-piece
graceful rosewood furniture, and leaning sills to the projecting windows, make a pretty and
A bedroom, with pink and blue cretonne draperies,
cheerful room.
completes a charming suite.
dado and

ceiling,

;

Messrs. Gillow

&

Co., in the pavilion for the Prince of Wales,

show good taste and tact in avoiding all appearance of "show"
a dining-room, with high olive-tinted dado, and above,
rooms
:

harsh, bluish tapestries; on the left an octagonal library, the walls
hung with large panels of faded olive-green velvet; a deep frieze of
the furniture of
rich Japanese designs, on golden olive ground
beautiful execution, but surcharged with colonnettes and bevels, and in;

The fire-place is
jured by futile effort to give a Japanese cachet.
attractive with its brass flap, which may be raised in front of the
grate to hold plates, or for a foot-rest, while on each side a bracket
offers a brass disc for a cup, etc.
But over all this broods a weary,
The
shut-in feeling, because the large window is of stained glass.
walls of the Princess's bedroom are covered with muslin over a yellow
In the
ground, while lace, simply draped, forms a pretty frieze.
Prince's bedroom, the good bourgeois gape at the " Gillow lavatory,"
which looks like a secretary, projecting only eight inches from the
wall.
Letting down horizontally, the panel reveals, fastened to the
nside, a tin basin which is filled by a pipe from a small reservoir
above.
On shutting up this panel the water is emptied into a tank
jelow. Room is found for a dressing-case, etc. The whole is so neat
and compact that it looks like a Yankee invention. I was particularly curious to see what English style would be used for the drawing-room, but I found a stiff little Marie Antoinette boudoir, the
Two nondescript chairs
walls covered with pale blue silk panels.
and two small stands formed the scanty furniture. It was an apology for a drawing-room, and with nothing English about it.
Here, then, the attention is forcibly drawn to the fact that, except
the marquetry cabinets before mentioned, there is nothing in the
whole exhibition suitable to be placed in a drawing-room or elegant
boudoir, nor any drapery or upholstery which gives a clue how they
should be treated. To be sure, Messrs. Trollope & Sons have fitted up
a room panelled in cedar from floor to ceiling, and call it a boudoir,
though it brings the irresistible conviction that it is really a hall, or
anything which does not call for the delicate grace and feminine luxJames
ury in which a lady who has a boudoir is supposed to live.
Shoolbred & Co. also have a suite of rooms, dining-room, library, and
bed-room, but no drawing-room furniture. It is not because the intention is to exhibit cheap furniture for the middle classes, as the scale of
For instance, the small
prices in this English section is princely.
5,000, for which
sitting-room of the Prince of Wales is for sale at
The fact is,
figure an exquisite French drawing-room may be had.
there is no attempt to treat one of the most necessary rooms in a fine
house. Dining-rooms, halls, libraries, and modest bedrooms are
shown, but nothing which can serve for elegant reception or drawingrooms no suggestion of luxurious divans or sumptuous chairs of
state, no rich portieres, or studies of draperies, and not even delicate
ball-room chairs,
which, if not for every-day wear, have a specific use
in a crowded ball-room, and are quite as serviceable as fragile tea or
dinnersetsof porcelain.
There is hard ly a piece exhibited which does
not smack of slippers and dressing-gown. It may be jestingly noted
that no other styles of furniture are needed in England, where balls
and receptions are such notorious " crushes " that all furniture has
to be removed, and where the dinners are so long, and the gentlemen
;

remain so much longer after the ladies at table, that they join them
only to take leave of the hosts, so that where no conversational
" salon "
exists, there is uo need of the room which provides for it.
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"
" first court in
But, seriously speaking, the society of the
Europe
must have drawing-rooms, and the fact that nothing for them is exhibited shows that their furniture is so entirely French that it could
hardly be exhibited in the English department.
The English are much elated at their fine show of furniture, and
they have reason to be, and to draw encouragement for the future,
their exhibition
and it seems to be very generally overlooked
but
can fairly be called only one of cabinet-making. The few brass
hinges and wall-papers or hangings there are insignificant compared
with the vast field of art which is opened by the study of applique's,
bronze-work, upholstery, and drapery. Of all beautiful effects possible in house decoration, the most purely artistic may probably be
found in the use of draperies, where the pliant material obeys the
lightest touch of the artist, and offers to him the possibilities which
were turned into one of the highest glories of Greek sculpture,
and at the same time gives him the splendor of mediaeval color.
I know the feeling is now current that draperies, as receptacles of
so much the worse for art, and so much the
dust, are not healthy
more room for ingenuity to come to its rescue. It must be remembered, too, that I am speaking about festal and not dwelling rooms.
It is the fashion in England, and I fear we have caught the feeling,
The leaders of
to think draperies and upholstery are not artistic.
house decoration in London at present eschew them as vulgar attributes of rich grocers.
If they allow them to be so, they have themDivans of various forms, in which upholstery preselves to blame.
dominates, are as much a necessity for an elegant reception-room as
a buffet is for a dining-room.
Anything as luxurious as upholstery
" tain our age of mingled refinement and comfort cannot be long
"
booed by decrees of our art coterie, and the sooner the same attention is paid to it as is now given to cabinet-making, the better for
R.
the minds and bodies of all classes.
;

4,

1878.

I have received a bill for an assessment voted at the
Sir,
As this matter,
convention of the Institute in New York.
though in itself small, interests many architects who have doubts
whether the amount of the annual tax by the Institute could not
be better spent in other ways, will not you or the Institute officers
answer a few questions thus suggested
I. By joining our local chapters have we put ourselves in the
hands of the annual Institute meeting to tax us who have no votes,

Dear

last

:

as they see proper?
II.

To

put an excessive
have levied a tax of,

defray expenses,

if it had so de$50 on each non-voting Associate to

case, could the meeting,
say,

possibly without increasing

their

own

assess-

ments?

W,hy cannot the American Institute of Architects accomplish
is desirable by annual meetings, the slight expense of which
might be borne by the members present, or by a slight tax on the
chapters for postage and stationery ?
For one, I am quite indifferent to the fact that the receipts were
III.

all

that

too little to defray the expenses of publishing the records, as your
valuable journal gives us all of them that we want to preserve, and
money is better invested, in my opinion, in other books than in such
extra taxes. This especial tax is small, but the annual contribution

from our chapter is large, and if spent, instead, at home on prizes,
books, etc., would much help young men and interest their seniors.
We most of us value highly the American Institute of Architects,
but grudge the amounts it demands when other interesting matters
come to our attention also. Perhaps you can put us in the way of
the information

we want.
Yours with respect,

AN ASSOCIATE
With a tax

bill

but

BOSTON, December

To THE EDITOR OP THE AMERICAN ARCHITECT

no

vote.

4, 1878.

In view of the present prices of books of all sorts, are the
reports of the American Institute of Architects worth eight dolThe treasurer calls on us this morning for that sum, under
lars?
a resolution passed at the late convention providing for " an assessment to defray the expenses of publishing the proceedings," etc.
One who could not be at the convention should perhaps have
nothing to say but, seriously, when the matter is put in that way,
it does seem as though we could make a much better use of the
money, and that here is a chance for the reduction in expenses that
;

W.

for.
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form.

It

creasing

would seem that
its

I

it

if

the Institute was really desirous of in-

must work

in

some other way than by

calling for assessments in addition to its already very large yearly

ASSOCIATE.

one.

THE NOMENCLATURE OF MR. WHISTLER'S PICTURES.
"WHY not? " said Mr. James Whistler lately to an admirer of

"
why should not I call my works
symphonies, arrangements,
"
harmonies, nocturnes, and so forth ?
we
should
because
these
terms belong to music, inMainly,
say,
stead of painting, which, Mr. Whistler loses no opportunity of insisting, should depend for its effects on itself alone, rejecting the aid
of all the other arts, insomuch that he refuses, if we may believe the
above-mentioned admirer, to call one of his pictures Trottybeck, for
the reason that, although the name would be fitly descriptive, " not
even the genius of Dickens should be invoked to lend an adventitious aid to art of another kind from his."
Nay, he goes so far, we
learn from the same authority, as to call his own mother's portrait
out of its name, exhibiting it as an " Arrangement in Gray and
Black."
his;

Now, what is the difference, we beg to ask, between invoking literature, as he deems it, by caUing his picture Trottybeck, which he
will not do, and invoking music, by calling one picture, as he does,
a difference, doubtless, but it tells against the latter invocation,
since giving a picture the real name of its subject, whatever the subject, is in fact not an appeal for adventitious aid, but simply a declaration of the subject, and therefore legitimate on any honest
theory
of art, Mr. Whistler's not excepted; whereas, giving a picture a figname
taken
from
urative
music is not merely an appeal for aid to a
different art, but implies an attempt to produce effects analogous to
those of one art by the materials and methods of another, a sort of
imitation that deserves to be called jugglery rather than art.
The trouble with Mr. Whistler apparently is that, in spite of his
round assertion of the independence of the several fine arts, he takes
music to be the type of all of them, inferring hence that the ideal
painter should deal with form and color as certain gfeat composers
have dealt with rythm and pitch, regardless of everything external
to the composition itself, excepting, of course, the material limitations of the art and the artistic sense of the artist,
that as Beethoven, for example, composed sonatas which expressed nothing but
harmony, so the painter who would be great should produce pictures
without subjects and without names, mere combinations of color,
is

with no more objective significance than concersymphonies, to which, indeed, he expressly likens
them. This half of his doctrine seems resolvable into the conceit
that painting is pictorial music,
not itself, that is to say, but a
modification of something else. This, to be sure, wipes out the other
It nevertheless
half of his doctrine, but that is his business.
might
all be very well, or at any rate would hardly be so bad, if
painting
in its essence were not, as music is not, a representative art; but unfortunately for the new art-philosophy, painting is a representative
art, and accordingly the corner-stone of the philosophy crumbles,
the product of a representative art which represents nothing being
necessarily a bastard performance.
We do Mr. Whistler the justice to assume that he has never produced a monstrosity of this description. He is, we are willing to
admit, a better artist than philosopher, and paints, as Wordsworth
poetized, without much regard to his theory, which shows itself
We have no doubt that his
chiefly in his fantastic terminology.
light, and shadow,
tos, quartettes, or

:

mother, his
sentation of

Gray and Black" is a lifelike portrait of his
in Gray and Gold" a very faithful reprethe scene from Dickens, and his various " symphonies,"
" sonatas," and the rest,
admirable delineations

"

in

"Harmony

nocturnes,"
quite
of something or other in heaven above, the earth beneath, or the
water under the earth. If he had only called them what they are,
and said no more about it, everybody would have admired him, nobody would have wondered at him, and the world might have given
him credit for being as good a philosopher as artist. The misfortune is that Mr. A\histler talks too much. He might better pass
his leisure in the harmless practice for which we infer that the first
And it would be no bad
of his name was peculiarly distinguished.
thing to try it early on his philosophy, whistling it off, and letting it
Courier-Journal.
down the wind.

am

in receipt this morning of a letter from the treasurer
of the American Institute of Architects, in which I am told that
Sir,

membership

"Arrangement

:

Sir,

has been so long asked

concerning which I have no voice whatever.
Why should not the
Fellows vote that the Associates pay the whole assessment, as a punishment for not being Fullows? Least of all, it strikes me, should
the Institute ask money for the purpose it does.
I have
always understood your paper to be the accredited organ of the Institute, and
its
proceedings to be promulgated through yourcolumtjs, and if I had
the power I should certainly vote against the unnecessary and, as
it seems to me, useless expense of
having them printed in a book

"
Harmony in Gray and Gold," another an
Arrangement in
"
Gray and Black," another still a
Symphony," and so on ? There
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a "

TAXATION WITHOUT REPRESENTATION.
December

and Building News.

over and above the regular assessment an additional one has been
levied, to defray the expenses of publishing the Proceedings of the
Eleventh and Twelfth Annual Conventions. 1 am an Associate of
the Institute, and therefore have no vote at the annual conventions,
and 1 do not see the justice of being called upon for these extras,

THE RETORT COURTEOUS.
WHO is

the English correspondent of The American Architect and
Building News? Is he a disappointed American architect, or a juveWhoever he is, no doubt he has been ennile just out of his time?
tertained by Mr. Surges at Kensington, and unfortunately over-

The American
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W. Godwin,
His misstatements concerning Mr. Godwin's work
at Chelsea, especially Mr. Whistler's house, and his extreme laudation of Mr. Burges's house at Kensington can, we fear, only be exthe article was more
plained by some personal motive, unless, indeed,
He speaks of that gentleman's lior less inspired by Mr. Burgcs.
"
symphony in gold," and of his bedroom so flooded with
brary as a
Mr. Whistler's
color that the scarlet furniture is not too crude.
front door is described as small, but, as a matter of fact, it is every
way larger than the front doors of the old Chelsea houses our American critic so much admires, as our readers will shortly see when we
He says the door opens directly on a landing
publish the design.
of the staircase, when in reality it opens into a lobby or sunk porch;
adding further, that steps lead down to "the large atelier below,"
looked, possibly snubbed, hy Mr. Whistler or Mr. E.

perhaps by both.

when

in truth the

" atelier'

is

at the top of the house.

He

indulges

which
would be, damaging if Mr. Godwin's reputation was not as much
bevond the reach of The American Architect and Building News as
Mr. Whistler's painting is beyond the comprehension of this smart
" wY)s not
critic who
surprised to find on Mr. Whistler's easel a symin othur equally wild, incorrect, not to say vicious, statements,

'

blue

phonv

in

always

is."

In (his

,

...

same muddle

houses on the
Air.

'
;

Godwin

and Building News.

Architect

as vague as this vaguest of impressionists

of misstatements figure Messrs. Gillows' large
Chelsea, which were also designed by
front is recessed so that the side win-

Embankment at
"an octagonal

dows, instead of getting a wider oblique view, look upon the wall of
This is a gross
we might almost add, a delibthe next house."
erate
departure from that accuracy which, before all things, should
be encouraged by gentlemen who set themselves up as critics. Again,
"a brick architrave without suggestion of arch work," in which
"there must be a hidden band of iron," offends. No doubt the appearance of the architrave is as described in the New York journal,
but how is it the accomplished critic should have overlooked the fact
that hidden bands of iron occur in horizontal heads to openings of
brick construction from the sixteenth century down to the " liona

"
Queen Anne houses he seems to admire, and about which he
knows so much that he describes their roofs as flat " V
The liritin/t

jide

'

[VOL. IV.

No. 155.

The Bavarian authorities have asked the
CREMATION IN BAVARIA.
opinions of the Protestant, Catholic, and Israelite congregations and the
Health
on
the
The Catholics
Board of
subject of permissive cremation.
will have nothing to do with cremation, the Israelites refuse to express an
Protestants
it would
the
necessitate
a
say
only
change of direcopinion,
tions in the liturgy, and the Board of Health recommends cremation in
the following contingencies First, after battles second, during epidem:

ics

;

third, for the

where the

soil is

;

conveyance of remains to distant parts; and fourth,
unsuitable for burial purposes. The authorities have

postponed their decision of the question. In this connection it is interesting to note the progress that this semi-religious and wholly sanitary rite is
making in Italy. Here, from January, 1876, till May last, twenty-three
dead bodies have been cremated in the city of Milan, one of them that of
a woman. Four bodies, ascertained to be of the weight of sixty-three,
sixty-two, forty-one, and fifty nine kilogrammes, have yielded ashes to the
weight of between two and three kilogrammes. A kilogramme is about
two and one fifth pounds.

DRAWINGS OF THK OLD MASTERS.

A

recent

number

of the

Academy

refers to the exhibition at the Grosvenor
Gallery, a year ago, of the wonderful series of designs by Lionardo da Vinci which were loaned
by her
from
the
collection
of
the
Majesty
drawings of ihe old masters in the
at
Windsor.
If
we
understand
the
this
exhibition
Library
Royal
allusion,
comprised the wonderful series of anatomical drawings bv Lionardo which

we believe have never been equalled, and
which have never been approached more closely than
by the series of
drawings made by Dr. William Rimmer, now instructor in anatomical
in
the
School of Drawing and Painting, Boston, which was redrawing
produced by the Heliotype process for private circulation. The exhibition
at the Grosvenor Gallery demonstrated the
desirability of having these
drawings of the old masters reproduced by some process so that they
be
accessible
to
the
artistic
"The
may
Queen has accordingly
public.
given bet consent and Mr. Stephen Thompson has prepared the photographic negatives of the drawings which are to be reproduced by the Autotype Permanent Process, and which will be issued shortly in four portfolios.
The first two of these will contain one.hundred drawings by Lionardo, the
third will contain drawings by Raphael and Michael
Angelo, and the
fourth will be filled with specimens of the works of the
early Italian masters together with those of Diirer, Claude, etc.
for thoroughness and accuracy

A rchitect.
[As it may possibly be known in England who is the regular English
correspondent of tliis journal, we desire to say thnt the letter which occasioned the reflections printed above was not from the pen of that' gentleKDS. AMERICAN ARCHITECT. 1
man.

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED.
THE OLD HOUSE Ai/rKKKr>. By George C. Mason. Illustrated.
New York (r. P. Putnam's Sons. 1878.
THK ART OK GARNISHING CHURCHES at Christinas and other
:

By Edward Young Cox.

Festivals.

With

illustrations

from original

designs and ancient examples. Fifth edition, revised and augmented
liv new designs and illustrations.
1878.

NOTKS AND CLIPPINGS.
WE

wish to draw attention to a change

in the publishers' advertisement
of the advertising paces, where it is stated that the numbers of
this journal for November and December,
878, will be fiiven, gratis, to
new subscribers who pay their subscription for the
before

on page

vi.

1

ensuing year

December

25, 1878, instead of

December

15, us hitherto stated.

We

wish also to draw attention to the
prospectus for the ensuing year,
and to the new and enlarged premium list, which we have tried to make
attractive and useful, which will be seen on the
following page.

THE HAHTFORD WATER SUPPLY.

The Plumber mentions a singular
which may have the most disastrous result.

piece of municipal stupidity
at the rate at which water was'
six million gallons
being used
and fearing a water famine, the authorities in Hartford,
per diem
Conn.,
the reservoir supply and substituted water draVu from the Congliiit^off
necticut River. Just below the pumping station, not more than three or
four rods from it, a large sewer discharges its contents into the
river, and
tidal action drives the polluter! water
up to and beyond the pumping sta^
tion twice each day.
The consequence of drawing water from such a
source has been that a hundred or more cases of sickness have occurred
amongst those who have used the water, the symptoms of the disease be-

Alarmed

ing vomiting and purging.

THE ART AWARDS AT PARIS. There is much food for reflection in
the perusal of the list of awards for
painting and sculpture made by the
art ]nry at the late
Exposition to the painters of different nations who exhibited there. France, with 1,421
exhibits, has 128 awards, including medals of honor of the first,
second, and third classes, honorable mention and
diplomas to the memory of deceased artists. England, with 522 exhibits
has 20 awards of various kinds.
awards ''0
Belgium, 398 exhibits

Austria and Hungary, 298 exhibits;
awards, 17. Italy, 382 exhibit*;
awards, 17. Spam, 152 exhibits; awards, 11. Norwav and Sweden ex166
10.
hibits,
awards,
Holland, exhibits, 117 awards, 9.
exhibits, 195; awards, 9.
Switzerland, exhibits, 142; awards 5
Portuo-il
exhibits, 27; awards, 4.
United States, exhibits, 143; awards 4
Denmark, exhibits, 85
awards, 3.
Greece, exhibits, 92
award 1
We
stand, therefore, twelfth in the list of fourteen
countries, ahead o'f only
Denmark and Greece and in proportion of awards
to exhibits
only of the
latter.
New York Herald.

BnnV

;

;

;

;

THE PANTHEON
Kome was recently

y

-

ROME FLOODED. The. floor of the
flooded by a rise in the Tiber.

Pantheon

at

KING ALFRED'S PALACE.
The news of an important archaeological
discovery at Wedrnore, in Somerset, was reported last week to the Times
by the secretary of the Somersetshire Archaeological Society. VVedmore
has long been supposed to have been the site of one of the
palaces of our
It was here that Aelfred, in 878, made his solemn
early English kings.
"
"
or
frith
with the Danes, when their leader, Gnthrum, was
peace
baptized, and Wessex for the time delivered from these harassing Northmen.
The thousandth anniversary of this event, which secured for England
Aelfred's wi.-e rule and peaceful government, was celebrated last
September at Wedmore.
Since then the Rev. Sydenham Hervey, the rector of
Wedmore, has undertaken excavations with a view of finding the site of
the old Saxon palace, which tradition has always pointed out as
lying in a
field called the Court Garden, nbout a mile from Wedmore church.
Here, then, the rector commenced his digging, and has been so fortunate as
to light
almost at once, it would seem
upon the very spot for which
he was searching. At a depth of about six to ten feet below the
ground
he has discovered the remains of massive walls, cemented with ancient
mortar. Five distinct lines of these have been opened, and Mr.
Hervcy
is now
trying to find out their connection, for they are. not merely foundaof
them
some
lined
inside
with
tions,
Hitherto no coins
being
plaster.
have been found, but only a large quantity of pottery, both Roman and
some
of
it
ornamented
in
a
rude
curly English,
manner, and one piece,
probably the mouth of a jar, representing a small but beautiful female
"
dice.
There can be little doubt," says Mr. Hunt, the secretary, who sends
the account, "that Mr. Hervey has really discovered the remains of the
old palace of our West Saxon kings, the very scene of the
high festival at
which, one thousand years ago, the peace was signed with the Danes, and
the fillet was loosed from the brow of Guthorm, or rather Aethelstan, to
call him by his new Christian name.
The character of the pottery and
frhe shape of some of the shingles which have been found seem to
po'int to
the probability that the old English building was raised
upon the site of
some older Romano-Celtic villa." It is hoped that funds will !;
forthcoming
to enable Mr. Hervey to
carry on operations, for no doubt much more remains to be laid open, and it is especially probable that coins will be disthe traditions of the place
having always pointed to hidden treascovered^,
ure.
The

A

Academy.

A

RAILROAD ACROSS SAHARA.
French engineer has made a report on the project of a railroad across the Desert of Sahara. The projected line would run from Algiers to Timbuctoo, a distance of some
1,300 miles, and would rest mainly on layers of sand, and toward the
end on primitive volcanic rock, granite, etc." No mountainous obstructions
would have to be encountered, and the average heat does not exceed 75
Fahrenheit, but occasionally a very cold night succeeds a temperature of
104 in the daytime. The great
difficulty to be overcome would be the
want of water, which is not to be procured in that region, but for three
trains daily the amount of water would not be too
great for engineering
skill to supply.

THE VALUE OF SEWAGE AS A FERTILIZER.
Mr. Alexander Aird,
a Scotchman, began seven years ago to utilize the sewage of the
city of
Dantzic by Irrigating with it certain barrens in the
neighborhood of the
The crops he has raised on this land have been unusually large for
city.
instance, he has raised sixteen and one half tons of potatoes to the acre,
and he considers the undertaking such a success that he has
lately contracted with the municipal authorities of
Breslau, a city of about 250,000
to
remove its sewage during twelve years, and with it he ininhabitants,
tends to irrigate and enrich for his own
profit about three thousand acrefr
;

of land.
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will take the trouble to
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question

is

ceedings for two years are worth eight dollars, for they are not
upon the market, and that is not their price, nor are they sold
at full price to Fellows and half price to Associates, but whether

The Position of As: oThe Publication of the Proceedings.
Mr. Street and Sir
The Washington Monument.
ciates.

Edmund

Co.

not, as one of our correspondents suggests, whether in the present state of the book-market the members' copies of the Pro-

CONTENTS.
SUMMARY:
The American

&

and distribution is, on the whole, worth the two
or three hundred dollars which is annually
voted for that purpose, and of which our contributors are called
upon to raise their share, and whether the Institute is willing to

their publication
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NOTES AND CLIPPINGS

IN the lack of any .authoritative answer to those correspondwho have complained to us of the special tax levied by the
last Convention of the American Institute of Architects for publication of its proceedings for two years, we shall venture to
not assuming to speak for the Ingive our opinion of the case,

ents

but simply to record the impression of a somewhat careThe difficulty of this year is that which naturally
befalls an association that hastens to diminish its assessments
Two years ago the
without giving up its sources of expense.
Convention, under the spur of some of the Chapters which protested against the amount of the annual assessments, arbitrarily
reduced them by twenty-five per cent, in spite of the representations of the Treasurer and some of the more cautious members that the income was no greater than the necessary or esstitute,

ful observer.

and a special Committee on
tablished expenditures required
Finance was appointed to consider the question of revenue.
;

diminished assessment was found inadequate, and at the
Eleventh Convention, a year ago, the Committee on Finance reported a scheme for adjusting the annual fees as closely as possible to such expenses as were decided on, by providing an estimate of the expenses, and levying a corresponding tax on the
Chapters, to be collected as they saw fit, while the direct tax
on Associates and half of that upon Fellows was remitted.
This scheme, adopted readily by the Convention, but referred
to the Chapters for ratification, was rejected by some of them,
possibly for want of anybody interested to explain its working
and purpose to them, and the system of diminished assessments
was continued. The report of the Treasurer at the Twelfth

The

Convention (last month) showed that the only thing which had
prevented a deficit had been the omission of the publication.
This omission, however, did not please the Convention, and a

was passed, rather hastily, levying the special tax of
which our correspondents complain for the publication of the
lapsed Proceedings and of those of the Twelfth Convention.
resolution

THESE

we

say in explanation of the difficulty in which
the Institute found itself and the way it took to relieve itself.
a better one would
It was an ill-considered way, we think
doubtless have been to restore the annual assessment to its old
rate, which would have provided for the Proceedings of the last
Convention and for future ones. The omitted publication might
things

;

have been made up by private subscription, which would probably not have been difficult, or at worst it might have been allowed to lapse entirely for one year rather than pass a measure

we

As
likely to prove.
not, it is pretty clear
that the prevailing feeling of the Institute is in favor of the
great many members regard it as their chief
publication.

so unpopular as that
for the

are discussing

is

main question of publishing or

A

means of keeping en rapport with the

Institute,

and

their chief

We

believe that it would be a
tangible evidence of its work.
mistake to give it up. The record in the American Architect is
of value for immediate information, and for a wider publicity
than the Proceedings give, but is hardly sufficient or convenient
as a permanent record, nor can it well be made to contain all
The history of the Institute is
that it is desirable to preserve.
a history, directly or indirectly, of the profession in the United
States ; its debates and reports record pretty accurately and
pretty clearly the course of professional thought and architectural

development had since they bjgan, as any one

will see

As between the Institute and its Associates, one correspondent asks whether they, by joining the Chapters, have put it in
the power of the Institute to tax them, who have no votes in
understand that they have, as any conthe Convention.
stituency puts it in the power of its representatives to vote
taxes.
The Chapters, Associates and all, are represented in the
Convention by such of their Fellows as choose to attend, or by
and whom they
special delegates for whom the Associates vote,
may and do instruct as to their action in convention. So that the
grievance of the Associates is not taxation without representation, but taxation without a direct vote, which befalls many people.
It is certainly possible, as the same correspondent suggests, for
the Convention to vote an assessment of fifty dollars on each
Associate, or, as another instances, to make the Asso'ciates pay
but this is not even an imagined danger.
all the assessments
On the contrary, the reduction in fees from which the difficulty
of this year springs was made at the pressing instance, if we
are not mistaken, of Chapters in which Associates predominate
and we may remind our correspondents that the very tax
more than
against which they protest has thus been already
made up to them beforehand by the remitted fees of two years
We do not undertake to champion the organization or

We

;

;

past.

we are simply stating what we believe
policy of the Institute
be the facts, with our belief in the expediency of continuing
But for the Associates who
a publication of its Proceedings.
to cure
object to taxation without a vote, there is an easy way
it.
It is the policy of the Institute to encourage the transformation of Associates into Fellows, and there are no restrictions,
we believe, except the nominal one of two or three years of
;

to

There are a great many Asadditional practice as architects.
sociates whose influence as Fellows would be of value to the
for remainInstitute, and who apparently have no better reason
interest or the small difference in
want
of
are
than
as
ing
they
Dissatisfaction with the policy of an associathe annual fees.
tion, or lack of interest in its work, may be helped by lending a
hand to reform the one or improve the other and if the seventy
;

Associates, or the greater part of them, were turned into Fellows, it would so improve the revenues of the Institute that

those who wish to abate
to stand upon.

assessments would find safer ground

its

THE report submitted to the United States Senate by Mr.
Corcoran on behalf of the Washington Monument Commission,
of which he is chairman, will perhaps not gratify the persons
who are in distress at the deliberation with which the government engineers do their work but it looks like business, if only
;

The engineer's estimate of the
the business of preparation.
cost of securing the foundation according to his plan exceeds
the part of the congressional contribution appropriated for that
" the Commission
purpose, says Mr. Corcoran ; nevertheless,
to the amount
the
work
of
has limited the cost of that part
named

in the joint resolution of Congress."

How

this discrep-

intention of the Comancy between the engineer's plans and the
mission is to be got over does not yet appear, but the engineer's
therefore infer that things
preparations are going on we may
;

A

are expected to come right in the end.
good amount of mahave
terial has been collected
pugging-mills for the concrete
and steam-engines to run them ; sheds have been
been set
;

up,

built for the

workmen

ing and shoring
tion
and, what
;

;

oak and pine timber provided for framand tunnels of the new founda-

in the trenches
is

of great importance, considering the old con-

troversies on the stability of the monument, bench-marks have
been set for permanent levels, by which it is proposed to take
will detect any settlement that may
daily observations that
occur as the work goes on. Contracts have been made for

various materials,

lumber, stone (blue gneiss), and broken

The American
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A

and gravel for the concrete.
large array
of derricks and tackle has been provided, the old roof and derrick taken down from the top, and a staging built to carry the
new derrick and workmen, so that work may be commenced at
both ends of the monument. As yet no great inroad has been
stone, cement, sand,

made on the appropriation, the amount spent being, to the end
of November, only $1,150, and in preparing for the continuation of the superstructure $7,800 ; but we doubt if in the long
run even the government engineers will find any difficulty in
spending the money furnished for the monument as fast as
they get

it.

MOST of our readers have some familiarity with the name
Edmund Beckett, the thorn in the side of our profession

Sir

of
in

England, of whose Book on Building and its wholesale attacks
on architects we gave some account not very long ago (American
It is not a great while since the
Architect, March 30, 1878).
Institute
of
British
Architects
undertook to weave their
Royal

thorn into a crown by electing Sir Edmund, with several other
of note, to their new grade of Honorary Associate. This,
which might have seemed to outsiders an indication of a change
of heart on his part, is declared by our confrere, the Architect, to
have been universally recognized as a simple act of propitiation.
It would appear that, as propitiatory acts are apt to be, this was
At about
fruitless, and the thorn continued still to turn inward.
the time of Sir Edmund's election the Athenaeum reported that
Mr. Street, who has been for some years busy with a careful
restoration of York Cathedral, had been superseded in this work

men

by Sir Edmund, who is the bitter adversary of restorers. A rumor so preposterous as this naturally proved untrue but Mr.
Street soon informed the Athenaeum that nevertheless his services as consulting architect of the Diocesan Church Building
Society, whose office it was to revise the designs of churches
built in the diocese, had been
dispensed with, and that, as he
;

understood, Sir

Edmund was

reigning in his stead.

When

the

Archbishop replied in a published letter that the office was simply discontinued, and that no one occupied it, Mr. Street rejoined that he had just examined the designs for a church in
"
Yorkshire, whose specification was scored with remarks, meant
to be practical, all of them characteristic, and some of them
satirical, as to the authorship of which there could be no mistake, since one of them directed the architect to see my Book
on Building, page
.'"
'

DOUBTLESS the question of church restoration is at the bottom
of this disagreement. Mr. Street has been
reproached for his restorations of the cathedral, which nevertheless,
touching mainly
the thirteenth-century work of the south
L
transept, that had suf
fered severely at the hands of earlier and less skilful
restorers,
have been made, we believe, with great skill and conscientiousness.
It is not so strange that
persons who have a tender regard for old buildings, and who dread the enterprise of architects, should be willing to put their maintenance under control of

men whose only care will be to stay what exists, and who will
rigorously refrain from addition or substitution. But as a question of actual restoration, it is fair to
ask, How does the restoring of to-day compare with that of a century ago, under Wyatt,
for instance ; or a
generation ago under Smirke, perhaps, or
Gwilt ? and who are responsible for the
improvement if not the
architects?
If the English
clergy, whose church-building has
been the nursery of modern
English architecture for this
eration, should break with architects

dabblers,

it is

hard

to tell

gen-

and betake themselves to
what would become of their architect-

ure, to say the least.

It is very queer to find a
paper of the
"
the appointment of
standing of the Athenaeum saying that
Sir Edmund Beckett is not the
only, nor by any means the least
justifiable instance of a tendency we observe on the
part of custodians of ancient
buildings to entrust these remains to others
than professional architects." But when we find the
Archbishop
of York
appointing a clever barrister to supervise church debecause
he
has
shown himself an active tormentor of arsigns
chitects, we are not surprised to learn from Mr. Street that " a
very formal protest against Sir Edmund Beckett's interference as

consulting architect has been sent to the Archbishop by four of
the most eminent architects of the
day, who have had practical
experience of Sir Edmund Beckett's action." It looks like a
curious instance of the
prevalence, in places where we should
look for a better
knowledge of human nature, of the popular
impression that the one qualification of a reformer is the ability to find

fault.
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DUUING the past week or so we have had our due share of
In New
building accidents, two of which are characteristic.
York, a pair of unfinished houses, built by a speculating builder,
went to pieces in a storm. They were brick houses " with Ohiostone trimmings," separated by a party wall which is said to
have been only ten inches thick. This wall had to support its
half of three floors and a roof, of twenty-five feet
bearing, in
each house.
During the storm of a few days ago it crumbled
into the cellar, carrying the floors with it, not
being blown down,
since it was stayed by the floors, but sinking in a heap at the
The only explanation that we see offered of the phebottom.
nomenon is that the wall was drenched, and the cellar full of
water. This is an explanation which has been not
uncommonly

given in like cases, from which we may begin to infer that we
must expect to see a new building washed away unless it is
covered in before it rains.
Another case is that of a building
in Pittsburgh, where a thousand bushels of malt,
some

weighing

thirty-four thousand pounds, were put into a large room in the
upper story with a safe weighing a thousand pounds, and broke

We

the floor through in the night.
are not told over what area
of floor the load was distributed, a point which seems in the
newspaper view immaterial, while the lessee and proprietor are
the lessee because
disputing who is to pay for the damage,
the floor was too weak, or the proprietor because it was too
Both this and the other case teach the same
heavily loaded.
lesson, which is the absolute ignorance that prevails

among

people who own and occupy houses, and even those who build
them, of what can be expected from building materials. Building laws specify the proper thickness of walls, but so long as
tenants and owners take it for granted that
any building may
be expected to hold whatever it is convenient to
lay on it, the
only safe way will be to insist on a maximum of strength everywhere.

DR. SCHLIEMANN has written 'to the London Times an account of his renewed explorations on the site of Troy, which he
began with the month of October. The Turkish government
oblige him, while doing all the work at his own expense, at a
cost of $2,500 per month, to give to the Imperial Museum at
Turkish officer
Constantinople two thirds of all his findings.
with a guard of soldiers is set to watch him and see that this
condition is fulfilled.
He expects in this season's work to un-

A

cover the whole western and northern sides of the circuit wall
of the four superposed cities, the second of which he considers to
have been the historic Troy; and to finish the unearthing of the
great ruins in the northwest corner, which he has described as
the Cyclopean foundations of Priam's palace, in and near which
his rich collection was found.
The nine or ten feet of ashes,
red, black, and yellow, with which these foundations are covered
give proof to the doctor of a very high and stately wooden
He has already in continuing his excavations found
building.
a considerable number of gold ornaments, pins, earrings, necklaces, and beads, some of them like ornaments found atMycenas.
One of his most curious discoveries is a wooden distaff eleven
feet long, with the thread still upon it, though charred to a coal ;
and three successive broad gates have been found before the socalled palace, which he expects to demonstrate

be Priam's.

It

would be rather curious

to

beyond a

cavil to

know on what

principle the authorities will arrange their division of spoil with him.
Gold and silver are easily appraised, and duplicates distributed ;

but in the offsetting of one thing against another the Turkish
officials will be very likely, one would think,
having no standard
of their own, to gauge their estimate of each thing by Dr. Schliemann's desire to possess it. But Dr. Schliemann is the most
disinterested of discoverers, and would prefer, we may be sure,
that all the tangible fruits of his explorations should
pass out
of his hands, rather than that his work should be interrupted.

ARCHITECTS' COMPETITIONS.
I.

WE

TRIAL BY PLANS.

week Mr. Barry's proand the advice he had
given in a case where he was asked what kind of competition
he would recommend.
An open competition, he said, was
the worst course possible, a limited competition was
only less
bad, and his advice was therefore not to choose from plans, but
to select a man.
He nominated half a dozen, and following his
advice the committee selected Mr. Waterhouse.
We. quoted
also the Architect's comment on this,
that it was to get rid of
noticed in our

summary

of last

test against architectural competitions,
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the ascendency of names that competitions were devised and
that they are the only means of
that of the fiuilding News,
bringing forward the young men of the profession. The question at issue between Mr. Barry and these journals is the existence of competitions at all, into which we shall not enter here.
;

Competitions have many disadvantages and some advantages
but at present they are the accepted means of choosing a design
Mr. Barry's remarks,
or an architect for important buildings.
intended as an absolute protest against this means, suggest a distinction, which is really important, between two different views
of their uses, and two correspondingly different ways of admin;

are accepted.
istering them, so long as they
It may be the purpose of a competition to select a plan, or to
select an architect ; and though these two tilings may seem at
first glance to amount practically to but one, they really imply
different attitudes in the client, and lead logically to con-

very

siderable differences in management. The ordinary building-com"
mittee considers that its office is to select a plan," meaning a
of
common
the
In this
this
is
theory
competitions.
design, and

theory the design

is

everything, and the architect is considered
a constant term in a for-

to be impersonal, or a fixed quantity,
mula, to be allowed for once for all,

and without effect in the
comparison of values. Therefore, since one architect is like another, the only difference between them being in their plans,
or in their power to influence a committee by favoritism, which
condition is to eliminate the archiillegitimate, the necessary
Hence the competition must be
tect absolutely from the trial.
is

anonymous, and the names of all but the successful competitor
may remain unknown. The architects may be trained or untrained, faithful or negligent, discreet or reckless, but since the
trial is a trial of plans these things must be put out of court,
except so far as they are indicated in the drawings, in order to

reduce everything to a competition of designs, pure and simple.

When

it is limited to a selected few it is possible to include in
the selection only architects in whose skill, experience, and
faithfulness there is reason to have full confidence, and they
if they can be
may be taken from the top of the profession,
but in an open competition no such limiinduced to compete,
This is the ideal in which the lovers of
tations are possible.
it is the only
and
logical form of trial by
delight,

competitions
It gives an opportunity for young and unproved ability
plans.
to come to the front, and is intended to exclude favoritism
these are advantages, but they have their offsets.
This sort of thing leads necessarily to certain conditions
due protection of client or architect, which do not
requisite for
with another.
client or a comalways consist very well one
without
of its aua
to
adopt
knowledge
design
mittee, pledged
;

A

thor, may with some fairness insist on being so thoroughly informed by the drawings and descriptions of it as to know just
how it is to be carried out and constructed, and just what its

cost

is

to be.

tendency

Hence the

natural, but to competitors vexatious,
to insist on full drawings,
estimates,
enough, in fact, to enable them

of building-committees

and

specifications,
to make contracts.
their failure to get

These they are not apt to get absolutely, and
them often makes misunderstanding and mis-

but their requirements do lead architects to spend an
enormous amount of work on competitions, nineteen twentieths
of which, in the gross, is of necessity thrown away. The exwork on the part of competitors makes
penditure of so much
The committee might
the trial a very costly one to somebody.
chief;

reasonably be expected to bear the cost, since the benefit is
a committee takes advantage of its position to
; but usually
shirk it, and can induce a number of architects to compete at
their own expense.
Except for a trifling premium or two, the
first of which, by a fine figure of speech, is often declared to
"
that is, uot to exist at all,
no
merge in the commission,"
inures to the architects who take part, since
pecuniary benefit
the successful one gets no higher fee than if he had been dilike any other professional adviser, and the rest
rectly chosen,
is a very cheap device for the client, but is none
get nothing. It
the less prodigal because the cost falls only on the architects.
It is natural that architects, considering the benefit to the
client and the cost to them of such competitions, should incline
to insist on some conditions, and accordingly they regard it as a
breach of faith if some one of the designs submitted is not
if the author of it is not employed to carry it out,
adopted, and
or even feel injured if in the end the author of the selected detheirs

allowed or obliged to make any important change in its
Still more inconvenient in practice are the concarrying out.
are strenuously insisted on by archiditions, which nevertheless
sign

is
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and indeed in fairness must be, that the limits of cost and
of time allowed for the preparation of designs must not be exThese things are more or less logical deductions from
ceeded.
the principle of trials by plan, or from the way in which they are
conducted, particularly from their eleemosynary character but
they hem in building-committees with restrictions which are apt
to be found irksome, and which therefore, when it comes to the
pinch, are very apt to be disregarded, to the indignation of competitors and the stirring-up of endless recrimination and strife.
Yet here there is something to be said for the client, and it
would not be altogether strange, from his point of view, if, having set up a trial for designs, and nothing but designs, he should
object to being in the end saddled with an architect whom he
may have reason to distrust, or to giving up the design he really
Perpreferred, because it cost more than lie at first intended.
haps after all the really consistent form of open competition
would be one which eliminated the architect altogether, but
this would be far from palatable to the profession.
In fact, the
whole system is so hedged about with inconveniences, awkward
restraints, and temptations to unfair dealing that it is an unending source of complaint, and whatever its advantages, the
objections to it, stated in detail, would make a very long cattects,

;

alogue.

But even the

common

effective results are

by no means so good as

it

To

say nothing of the showy, ad capttmdum, and often misleading manner in which architects are
tempted to finish their drawings, economy and success in competitions require great promptness in .decision and rapidity in
execution
the more because, as we have seen, the logical condition of trial by plan is that designs shall be fully worked out,
is

to

assume.

;

and fortified by complete descriptions and estimates.
This
means that they must be maturely executed without being maturely considered, and the architect having done this with much
labor, but with insufficient thought, is mentally, as well as outwardly, committed to a design which, with more deliberation,

he would have changed, but which, having taken possession of
mind, is therefore an obstacle to progress, even if the fact
of having carried his work to completeness were not in itself a
strong inducement, and a kind of bond with his committee, to
take it as it stood.
Thus the result is usually a collection of
his

designs produced at great cost to a company of architects, wrought
out with much completeness but yet immature, presented by

who are assumed to be capable and trustworthy, but
of whose qualification the committee have presumably no knowledge and a code of restrictions which, having in the beginning
been a serious inconvenience to the competitors, is likely in the
end to be a serious annoyance to the judges,
a very fair opportunity for blundering and disappointment on the one part, for
dissatisfaction and recrimination on the other.
Perhaps, however, the greatest practical difficulty of trials by
plan is still another, and that the one which those who adminthe difficulty of decidister them are least inclined to suspect,
ing them. An ordinary building-committee is probably inexpert
in its duties, not qualified by knowledge or experience to judge
of an executed work, still less to prejudge a building by the
drawings from which it is to be executed. Here, if anywhere,
the knowledge of a professional adviser is necessary ; and if it
were a sine qua non with a committee to do with as little professional assistance as possible, we should be tempted to say :
" If
you must stint yourselves in professional service, get a
trustworthy and skilful architect to select for you among your
competing plans, and then put the successful design into the
if you are allowed,
hands of a competent superintendent,
rather than trust yourselves to select a design and an architect
by an open competition." If it were a company of architects in
search of a design, a trial by plan would be a natural resort, for
they would know the meaning of the designs, and could, in
some degree, trust themselves to draw from them the most
The
necessary inferences as to the architects who made them.
that is, the
more purely monumental the work, to be sure,
the less important
less dependent on practical considerations,
are such personal qualifications as are not indicated in a dethe qualities design ; but then the more purely technical are
manded, and therefore an ordinary jury is the less competent to
But these condecide them without professional assistance.
siderations seem not often to occur to building-committees.
architects

;

distrust their own capability to judge what is set
before them, or imagine that there is anything more in an archiThe natural consequence is
tect's design than they can see.
that they underrate the professional skill which they do not

They seldom
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measure or even see, and the profusion with which professional
The habit
labor is offered them makes them undervalue that.
his imof considering the architect's plans as the whole test of
to make them regard his function as simply mintends
portance
the injury of his work.
isterial, to the loss of his dignity and

Whatever then may be the benefit to the profession of the
which is the essence of open competisystem of trial by plans,
tions as they are commonly understood, it is clear that their
faults are very serious.
They are extravagantly costly and
to be fair, they must be
their cost is borne by the profession
;

and embarrassing restrictions
hedged about by complicated
of distrust and recrimination, if not of fraud
breeders
are
they
and immature, and therefore inferior work
they encourage hasty
and disappointing in their results and they
they are uncertain
lower the standing and repute of
tend, in some ways at least, to
;

;

;

;

At another time we shall conthose who take part in them.
not, as Mr.
sider how some of their evils may be modified,

but by
Barry suggests, by avoiding competitions altogether,
selection of architects.
using them for the

A RETROSPECTIVE GLANCE AT SOME OF THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE FRENCH EXPOSITION.
'

i.

YOUR readers have had opportunities of becoming acquainted with
the general plan of the Paris Exposition buildings, as well as of makfrom the descriptions and illustrations given
ing themselves familiar,
and other like details. I will
inyour columns, with their cost, size,
therefore confine myself to the impression left on my mind by the
It
architecture of the main buildings, after repeated visits to them.
on them
is as well from what different witnesses tell us of the effect
of a work of art, as from detailed statements about it. that those of
us who have not seen it usually form an .idea of the nature of its
And I shall also endeavor to describe what I have to speak
merits.
of so far as to enable those who have not given attention to plans
and illustrations of the Exposition still to form some idea of the
of the Buildings to their site and for architectural efadaptability
fect.

Nothing in some respects
place as to the site itself.
Every one, whether he has seen Paris or not, knows,
in a general way, that the Seine flows through the heart of the city,
dividing it into two unequal portions, which are connected here and
Most persons know also that on one side of the
there by bridges.
river Is the Latin quarter or students' quarter, with its schools of art
and science; the Faubourg St. Germain ; the dome and hospital of
and
the Invalides; the palace and gardens of the Luxembourg
that on the other side of the river stretches the major part of Paris,
where are the Louvre, the Hotel de Ville, the Tuileries, the Boulevards, the Champs Elysees, the opera houses great and small, the
and shops.
In the midprincipal theatres, hotels, cafes, restaurants,
dle of the river, on a small island, which itself forms a little city in
the midst of this vast city, stands the Cathedral of Notre Dame, one
of the most splendid of the monuments which have been spared to us.
If one mounts to one of the airy galleries which adorn the west front
of the cathedral, and, with his back to the building, looks towards
the setting sun, he will look down a broad and magnificent water
avenue, lined on each side with palaces ami beautiful gardens, perhaps every one famous for its historical interest or as a work of art,
and the whole presenting, especially in the months of May and June,
when the foliage is at its best, one of the most splendid spectacles
that the eye can rest on.
It was in the month of May that the Paris Exposition was opened,
and it is at the end of this magnificent vista, and closing it in, where
the river takes a bend to the left and is lost to view, that the permanent building of the Exposition, the latest great building to attest
the enthusiasm and skill of the present age, stands, on the heights
At its feet, on the other side of the river, in the
of the Trocadero.
angle formed by the bend of the stream, on a flat, open space used
as a parade-ground and known as the Champ de Mars, stand the
series of non-permanent buildings, built to house the major part of
the Exposition. The ground between the permanent building on the
heights and the river is laid out in a beautiful garden, embellished
In the

can be

first

finer.

:

with fountains, descending in terraces, and admirably managed so
as to give an effect of space and freedom, while not too large for
The temporary buildings on the other side open on
its purpose.
a flowery terrace which forms here the river-bank. This terrace
on one side of the river and the garden on the other are connected
by a broad, avenue-like bridge, and the two form thus one composition, not too wide, not too much filled with shrubbery, but just wide
enough, open, smiling, lying spread out in a sort of semicircle before
you as you come out on the terrace, of which the terrace on which
you stand makes the base or straight side. While the whole is very
brilliant and striking, it is also
very inviting, and gives a most refreshing change after the heat and bustle of the necessarily long
walk through any of the many avenues of the non permanent build"

That the site of the permanent building gives a splendid opportunity to the architects will be seen even by those who have had
no better opportunity of forming a notion of it than that just
given.
ings.
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or high ground on which the building stands is almost or quite the highest ground within the lines of Paris. It in
It is situated where it is
fact overlooks the greater part of the city.
on one of the outer rings of the city, but yet not outside of it. It is
close to the most fashionable and in many respects the finest of the
new quarters of the city. The view from it is superb. A building
erected on this magnificent site has only to be beautiful to atone for
all lack of architectural display or effect in the temporary and necessarily major part of the buildings required to house a great exhi-

The TrocadeVo

And

it is fortunate that this superb site is so close to the
to all these buildings on the other side of it, that it is no
fatigue to pass from one to the other. The one and the other can
form thus, not two things, not a sprawling pair of things too wide

bition.

river,

and

apart, but a well-combined and concentrated whole.
It seems to me that as far as plan goes every advantage has been
taken of this splendid site, and the splendid opportunity which the

The temporary buildings are
Exposition gives to make use of it.
convenient, commodious, well lighted, and well arranged in their
There was no occasion to try and
general relation to each other.
make an architectural effect and ensemble with them, as has been
the case with other exhibition buildings, and was so successfully accomplished in the Vienna building. For architectural effect, for
which one involuntarily looks wherever there is a great enterprise
involving building, one naturally, in this case, turns to the permanent building on the Trocadero, which crowns, dominates, and finIn the non-permanent buildings, therefore, the arishes the whole.
chitects seem rightly to have studied use and convenience more than
beauty or architectural effect. They are laid out upon a sort of gridiron plan.
The buildings are big iron-and-glass sheds or galleries,
seeming lofty enough when seen from the inside, but not remarkable
in any way as exteriors.
These sheds or galleries answer to the
bars of the gridiron, while the spaces between them form narrow,
long courts, used for light, and planted with grass and flowers. Some
of these courts are so wide as to have buildings in them.
One of
these is called the Building of the City of Paris.
Another is devoted to the fine arts exhibition, and so on. They are frame buildBut the frame is of iron, not covered but shown, and the
ings.
interspaces, when not glazed, are filled in with brick laid in patterns, or sometimes overlaid with tiles, often highly glazed, and so
painted that one picture covers a large surface made up of many
tiles; besides tiles there is a variety of ornamentation with porcelain
and terra-cotta work, and much color and gilding is used, principally
on the iron-work. These are interesting buildings because of the
comparative newness of the methods of building, and to some extent
of decorating, which they show. A small iron frame building of this
kind, but with little or no decoration, was sent out to the Philadelphia Exhibition, set up in its grounds, and used for the exhibition of

French stained-glass and ecclesiastical decorations. Here at the
Paris Exposition we have the same method of construction employed
on a much larger and more important scale. Tension, which hitherto architectural usage has charily employed, or, when driven to use,
has hesitated to handsomely acknowledge its obligations to, is largely
employed in these buildings; but, unlike the concealed chain around
Brunellcschi's dome, it is here a confessed principle of construction;
unlike the tie rods in the arcades of the Venetian ducal palace, it is
here a decorated and boasted principle of construction. It is curious
how a principle sleeps, though always existing, until the moment
comes when its general recognition becomes useful to mankind. The
invention of railroads makes easy the moving of iron; this stimulates
its production; it is the readiest material for ties; since the archaeolof engineers
ogist says architects may not use them, the profession
arises unhampered to do so; now comes architecture creeping along
But that things can be tied up, as well
to take part in the benefit.
as stood up or propped up, and so kept where you want them, in

Man
other than Greek or Gothic fashion, has always been known.
now comes to employ in architecture a method which he has always
employed in daily life. And as the arch, unknown or neglected by
the Greeks, used but not adorned or handsomely acknowledged by
the Romans, comes later to be both, until at last in the Gothic it
takes our breath away in wonder at its achievements, so the tie, unknown or despised, now coining to be taken in hand, promises a future probably more wonderful.
But, though these Paris buildings are interesting from their construction, and also from the great reliance put upon tiles, porcelains,
and color in their decoration, all things of which much has been
written and hoped of late years, yet they cannot, I think, be fairly
That they were meant to be
called handsome, or even pleasing.
pleasing, and more than merely pleasing, we infer from the expense
There is an effort, or at any rate a great
evidently put upon them.
expenditure of means, to make them admired; but the result is painThe fashion is new, the material rich, yet
fully incommensurate.
the cut of the coat is not happy.
But the first examples of new
methods are apt to be ugly; perhaps because the attention of the artist is directed rather to the method than to the importance of using
it with
Indeed, until an artist is familiar with the use of a
grace.
new means, he can scarcely employ it with freedom, and so scarcely
with grace. And then, even, he must have the gift of grace,
a rare gift.
It is opposite these
that
buildings, and in one of the large courts,
the principal nations which have taken part in the Exposition have
erected a series of facades, which serve as entrances to the portions
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of the Exposition devoted to the products of each of them. Of these
the Belgian is remarkable, as seeming much the most costly.
It is
built of brick and stone, with columns of polished marble.
It is sevIt is also remarkeral stories in height, and of considerable length.

ably handsome. Near it
in the prevailing Queen

a very pretty, quaint English house-front
I happened to see a perspective drawing of this house-front at the Academy Exhibition
The drawing was prettier than the house. The house
in London.
had more quaintness and character than the drawing. The drawing
seemed made by one who was rather- an artist than an architect; the
house seemed made by one who was rather an architect than an artist.
The architect was learned in the detail, and deeply imbued
with the fashion of the day. The artist was imbued with that sense
is

Anne manner.

and happy proportion of parts which belongs to no fashion,
which no fashion carries with it, however fashionable, and which
need be absent from no fashion, however unfashionable.
These
and the other fronts in this street of facades are supposed by the
Parisians to be representative of the architecture of the several
But they are really representative
countries to which they belong.
of grace

THE ILLUSTRATIONS.
THE UNITED STATES CAPITOL, WASHINGTON*.
(Gelatine Print.)

THE

United States Capitol at Washington, of which we publish
to-day a double page heliotype illustration, has a varied and not uninteresting history.

In July, 1792, the task of building the Capitol

was awarded to Stephen L. Hallett, by birth a Frenchman, whose
design was successful in the competition instituted by Thomas Jefferson.
On September 18, 1793, the corner-stone was laid by George
Washington. Hallett was the object of much jealousy, and was,
during his short term of office, which lasted only until July 1, 1794,
engaged in a struggle with a would-be usurper of his position, one
Dr. William Thornton, an amateur. It was not until 1871 that Hallett's claim to be considered the first architect of the Capitol was
finally allowed and his designs restored to their proper place in the
The next architect in charge was George Hadfield. an
archives.
Englishman, who carried on the work until he was driven from office,
in 1 798. by the same treatment that had banished his predecessor.
James Hoban, an Irishman, next succeeded to the office, and under
his administration the north wing was finished in 1800.
In 1803,
Hoban was succeeded by Benjamin H. Latrobe, an Englishman,
who continued in office until 1817. During this period the south
wing was finished, and both wings, which, on August 24, 1814, had
been partially destroyed by fire set by the British troops then holdIn 1818 the central portion of the building the city, were rebuilt.
ing was begun under the direction of Charles Bulfinch, who finished
the original building in 1827 at a total cost of $2,433,844.13.
The
necessity of providing further accommodations for the ever-increasing body of government officials had become so apparent in 1850,
that a competition was held which resulted in the award of the premium of $500 to Charles F. Anderson,'an Irishman. His design was
not, however, carried into execution, as the government had reserved
the rijrht to build in accordance with the accepted design, or adopt a
new plan which should combine the good points of the several designs
submitted. This last course was followed: Mr. Thomas U. Walter,
of Philadelphia, now president of the American Institute of Architects, was appointed architect of the Capitol extensions, and remained in office until they were virtually completed. Since that
time the building has beun under the charge of Mr. Edward Clark,
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rather of the temper than of the architecture of those countries.
Spain has erected something with the details of the Alhambra and
other now scarce Moorish buildings in Spain; and so recalls a
past
The material prosperity of Belgium and
glory, without a future.
what it owes to a liberal and good government, as well as the picturesqueness of its past and the promise of its future art, are all
seen in the Belgian fa9ade. English wealth, individual
enterprise,
and the lead in matters of taste which England is now
taking are,
all seen in the series of
English fa9ades.
Again, the American
facade, which is tawdry and without character, looks like nothing
which I ever saw in America or elsewhere. But the very fact o!
its not
being more a credit to Americans, and not being at all representative of American buildings, is thoroughly illustrative, in the
money spent, of the kindly feeling of the American people and government toward the Exposition, and in the carelessness as to the
way the money is spent, of the lack of material inlerest in the Exposition intuitively felt by both the mass of the people and their
government; illustrative, in fact, of the adage that what is everybody's business is nobody's business.

Work on the extensions
the present incumbent of the office.
was begun by laying the corner-stone July 4, 1851, and was finished in
1867.
The original building, the present main building, was built
of a porous sandstone, obtained from Aquia Creek, Va., which is
who is

it may harmonize, as far as possible, with the
portions, that are faced with white marble obtained from Lee,
Mass. The wooden dome of the original building was taken down
in 1856 to give place to the present iron dome, which is said to con-

painted white so that

new

This dome, unquestionably one of
8,909,200 pounds of iron.
the great achievements of architecture in this country, was finished
It is surmounted by a bronze statue of Freedom which was
in 1865.
modelled by Crawford. The figure is nineteen and one half feet
The apex of the dome is 288 feet
high, and weighs 14,985 pounds.
above the base line of the east front, and is therefore a less lofty
dome than St. Paul's at London. Its height above the balustrade of
tain

the main building is 217 feet; its greatest diameter is 135 feet 5
it surmounts the circular entrance-hall known as the Roinches
tunda, which is 95 feet 6 inches in diameter. The interior of the
dome is at present being decorated in true fresco by the veteran
The greatest length of the building, which is said to
artist, Brumidi.
have cost more than thirteen millions of dollars, is 751 feet, and
the greatest width is 324 feet, including steps and porticoes.
The
wings of the building, which are commonly known as the "extensions," are placed at the north and south ends of the building
and contain respectively the Hall of Representatives and the Senate
Chamber, which are of nearly similar size, and in spaciousness offer
a marked contrast to the somewhat gloomy and cramped chambers
The semicircular
in which sit the houses of the English Parliament.
hall shown on the left of the main building is the old Hall of Representatives, now the National Statuary Hall, or Hall of Heroes, in
which each State of the Union is to be represented by statues of two
Here Rhode Island will be represented
of its most noted citizens.
by General Greene and Roger Williams New York by George Clinton and Robert R. Livingston; New Jersey by General Kearny
;

;

and Richard Stockton Massachusetts by Governor Winslow and Samuel Adams
Connecticut by Jonathan Trumbull and Roger Sherman;
Maryland by Charles Carroll and Roger B. Taney; and PennsylvaThe Library, on
nia by Robert Fulton and General Muhlenberg.
the west of the main building, was burned by the British in 1814,
and was again partially destroyed by an accidental fire in 1851,
when 35,000 volumes were burned.
;

:
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a view of the Connecticut River and Farmington River and valleys,
a circuit of some forty miles.

TECTS, BOSTON.
of the grounds of the
plan shows the condition
shall have
school wheirthe additional buildings now in contemplation
been -completed. Of the buildings already erected, St. John's Chapel
was built by R. M. Mason, Esq., as a family memorial, and presented
A. Lawrence,
to the school in 1870; the Dormitory, by "Hon. Amos
the
also as a memorial, in 1873; and the Central Hall, containing
the late Benjamin T. Reed, Esq.,
recitation
and
rooms,
by
library
the founder of the school, in 1875. The drawing exhibits the north
end of the quadrangle completed, on its west side, by the northward
extension of Lawrence Hall, according to the original plan, and on
its east side by the erection of a refectory with kitchen, waitingthe Dean's house east of the chapel will be
and other

ARTIST BIOGRAPHIES. 1

The marginal

room,

offices;

with
built in 1879. These buildings are of Koxbury "pudding stone,"
The Dormitory comPictou sandstone.
dressings of red brick and
chambers for about forty students. The central
pleted will contain
corridor of the Dormitory, communicating with an open cloister carried along the front of Reed Hall, wMl enable the students to obtain
access to%he library, recitation rooms, and refectory, under cover.
The three main buildings of the quadrangle are thus connected by an
extension of the cloister in each corner; but they are otherwise separated.

The

library

and refectory are open-timbered

THE GIRALDA TOWER, SEVILLK,

hulls.

SPAIN.

of the most interSeville, the city in which is the Giralda, one
towers in the world, was, during live centuries, held by the

estin<*

Moore, and during that time it was almost wholly rebuilt, the mateused being in great part the ruins of the Roman town Ilispalis.
The city, which is nearly circular, was fortified by walls five miles
in circuit, pierced by fifteen gateways, and surmounted by one hundred and sixty-six towers, of which about a hundred have perished.
The tower which is the subject of this illustration was begun in the
eleventh century, and finished about 1195, in accordance with the
intentions of its designer, who is commonly supposed to have been Al
Geber. It is thus about two hundred years older than the cathedral
to which it is attached, which was begun in 1401, completed in 1519,
and is attributed to Alfonzo Martinez, architect of the ^Chapter in
rial

1386, or to Pedro Garcia, who held that office in 1421. The cathedral is four hundred and thirty-one feet long and three hundred and
As may
fifteen feet wide, its width being divided into seven aisles.
be inferred from the time consumed in building and the different architects employed, the architecture is not purely of one style; but one
is not prepared to find among the last architects of the building Diego
de Rianno, a man of such eclectic tastes as to design and build in the
same year the Gothic Sacristia de los Calices, the plateresque Renaissance Sacristia Mayor, and the modern Italian Chapter House.
Gwilt says of the cathedral, a small portion of which is here shown:
" The cathedral at Seville was
principally rebuilt by Ferdinando
Ruiz, who was much engaged in the city, and especially on enlarging or raising the well-known tower called the Giralda. This singular edifice was begun in the eleventh century, the original idea of it
being given by the architect Geber, a native of Seville, to whom the
invention of algebra is attributed; and also the design of two other
similar towers, one in Morocco, and the other at llabata.
The
tower of which we are now speaking was at first two hundred and

and fifty feet wide, and was without diminution as it
walls are eight feet thick, of squared stone from the
level of the pavement; the rest, for eighty-seven feet, is of brick. In
the centre of this tower is a smaller one, the interval between the
fifty

feet high

rose.

The

two towers being twenty-three feet, which serves for the ascent, one
so convenient that two persons abreast can mount it on horseback.

The central tower does not diminish; but as the edifice rises in
height the walls gather over, so as to allow the passage of only one
Upon the Moors of Seville negotiating their surrender, one
person.
of the conditions of it was that this tower should not be
destroyed;
to which Don Alphonso, the eldest son of the king, answered that
if a portion of it were touched not a man in Seville should survive.
In the earthquake of 1395 it was partially injured, and remained in
the state of misfortune that then occurred until 1568, when,
by the
authorities, Ferdinando Ruiz received the commission to raise it one
hundred feet higher. This height he divided into three parts,
crowning it with a small cupola or lantern. The first division of
his addition is of equal thickness with the tower on a
plinth, whence
six pilasters rise on each fa9ade, between which are five
windows,
over which is an entablature surmounted by balustrades; the second
is lower, with the same ornament; and the third is
octagonal with
pilasters, over which the cupola rises, crowned with a bronze statue
of Faith, vulgarly called La Giralda."
This statue, although it is
fourteen feet high and weighs two thousand
eight hundred pounds, is
a weathercock, and veers with the lightest breezes.

HOUSE AT OYSTER BAY, LONG ISLAND,

N. Y.

MESSRS. POTTER

AND ROBERTSON, ARCHITECTS, NEW YORK.
EPS1LON CHAPTER HOUSE OF THE DELTA PSI
FRATERNITY, TRINITY COLLEGE, HARTFORD, CONN. MR. J. CLEVELAND CADY. ARCHITECT.

Extreme width and length sixty by fifty feet. Tower, something
over one hundred feet in height. Material
(including cornices, etc.J,
New Hampshire granite. The situation near
the colleges commands

IN these days the conditions for a healthy development of art
must involve a knowledge of its past, of its greatest masters, of their
greatest achievements, and under what circumstances these achievements were rendered possible; for we very well understand that
there can be no art commensurate with the attainments of the nineteenth century in science and literature without some intelligent
comprehension of the history of art, at least in its outlines, not by
artists alone, but by the public through whom they must live. In our
own 'country, where, notwithstanding its -wealth and enterprise,
there is existing, out of the countless pictures by the old masters,
scarcely a single authentic example, this desire to know and comprehend the great precedents of art is almost pathetic. The less

expensive autotype processes of reproduction, the heliotype and the
photograph, are doing something to meet the emergency, and the
drawings of the masters are already becoming familiar to those who
care to know them; but of course the questions of color, of chiaroscuro, and of the technical qualities generally must remain a dream
of possibilities or probabilities; most of us must be content with
getting them at second or third hand in some more or less irregular
fashion, by dim copies and by dimmer reflections in the works of
modern artists, produced in the atmosphere and under the impulse of
the great galleries of Europe.
To us, therefore, so ill furnished with the inspiration of high example, the literature of art becomes a more impsrtant element of
knowledge than to others more happily placed, and the eagerness
with which cheap books on the subject are purchased is a pretty
fair indication that the interest is
genuine.
Conspicuous among
these, and admirably contrived to suit our conditions, are the biographies of the great masters, issued in an inexpensive and uniform

series by Messrs. Houghton,
Osgood & Co. This series comprises
the lives of Titian, Michel
Angelo, Raphael, Fra Angelico, DUrer,
Murillo, Rembrandt, Claude, Guido, Leonardo da Vinci. Van Dyck,
Sir Joshua Reynolds, Turner, Landseer, and Allston.
These appear
in separate volumes of about one hundred and
fifty pages each, and
contain all that the general student needs to know of the persons
through whom, by the will of God, since the Renaissance of classic
learning, the arts of painting and sculpture have been transmitted
to modern times and have taken their
present form.
Around most of these famous lives tradition, commentary, and conjecture have woven a veil through which the modern eye finds it
hard to pierce to the truth, unless assisted by some such intelligence,
trained in literary labor and animated
by a love for art, as the
author of these books, Mr. M. F. Sweetser, has amply evinced.
Moreover, the standard lives of the masters, which are the result of
the most diligent search, and in which are
gathered together all that
history has directly or indirectly revealed to modern times in regard
to the subjects, are for the most
part voluminous and costly works,
to be found only in the libraries of
On the other hand,
specialists.
the sketches in the encyclopedias and biographical dictionaries are
mere perfunctory outlines, and for the most part take up the familiar
traditions and fables without emendation.
Other great names, like
those of Guido, Claude, and Murillo, founders of schools, the influ-

ence of which has been directly felt in all subsequent art, have never
received the honor of biography in any distinct form, at least in
Knglish.
By a strange fate it seems to have been reserved for the
author of these modest little books to be the first to present in our
own tongue the stories of these three masters, a knowledge of which
is so essential to the
popular comprehension of the history of art.
It is, therefore, no superfluous contribution to the literature of art
thus to revive for popular use the memories of these great characters.
The series is very neat and attractive in form; each volume
may be comfortably and profitably read in a couple of evenings. In
each have been carefully collected, from the most trustworthy authorities near and remote, all the authentic facts and all the best general criticisms which have appeared in any language, and each
leaves upon the mind a distinct, concrete impression of a man of

To the reader the result must be a far more intelligent comprehension of historic art, and a greater and more worthy respect
for that prolific sort of genius which can not only add to the happiness and delight of mankind and make life the better worth living,
but can teach how more profitably to enjoy and understand the beaumen.

We

have carefully examined and compared
things in nature.
these little volumes, and find that within their narrow compass not
only the essential facts have been carefully set down, but that in
each case the idle tales which, by a curious fortune, have survived
as a part of the picturesque story of the lives of the masters, have
been rejected, and that many new facts which have been revealed
to the judicial and industrious
investigation of modern literature
take their due and fitting place in the narrative.
But Mr. Sweetser
tiful

has exhibited not only an industry fruitful in results, but an ability
to draw fresh conclusions.
Thus he shows, with regard to the brilliant and eccentric Guido, so little known to us as a personality,
that the well-known picture called the "Beatrice Cenci " is probably no portrait of that unhappy maiden, and that it is not a work
1

Artist Biographies.

Boston
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fame of Rembrandt is in a
great degree dispelled Murillo is no longer the shadow of a name,
but a master, who, following Fra Angelieo, stood almost alone,
among his contemporaries, as a painter of serious Christian art
without taint of the universal paganism which beset the inspirations of his time, a master who prayed as he painted, and painted
as he prayed; Turner, with the assistance of Hamerton and other
modern investigators, is relieved of the overweight of Ruskin's
magnificent eulogies, but still retains his due position of mastery in
modern landscape art; Claude is shown as a careful student of
nature and not merely a composer of pompous landscape effects
with classic episodes going on in the foreground our own Allston,
in an extremely well written narrative, is elevated to his proper place
in the Valhalla; and in short all these fruitful lives are rehabilitated
in the spirit of truth and relieved from the factitious atmosphere of
of this master; the dark cloud over the
;

;

romance which imagination has been fond of drawing around them,
and from the reproaches and misconceptions to which ardent critics
have subjected them that their own ideas might have the better
chance of life.
These librettos enjoy the advantage of having been written not
by a schoolman in the interest of any especial set of theories, or by
an artist in the service of any especial school of art, whether preRaphaelite or post-Raphaelite, whether Italian, Spanish, German,
or English, but by au American scholar with a genuine respect for
art, and concerned only to get at and duly set forth the whole truth.
Each book is preceded by a preface indicating the principal sources
of information, and serving as a sort of bibliography of the subject,
and concludes with a list of all the known works of the artist and
The
their present places of deposit so far as they are known.
limitations of space confine the writer to a narrative often condensed, and intense in interest by reason of its abundant incidents,
but never crowd out what it is well for us to know of the testimony
of the greatest critics with regard to the peculiar character of the
The uniform character of the books
genius exhibited in each life.
subjects the writer at first sight to the charge of book-making, of adjusting facts, in Procrustean fashion, to the publishers' limits of
space; but the work is really done in a workmanlike manner and
with a certain judicial partiality and completeness which are deserving of praise. It must be confessed, however, that the limitations of
these books with regard to number seems arbitrary ; for a scheme
which admits Landseer and Allston of modern artists, but takes no
note of any of the great French leaders, whose characteristics are
really exercising more influence over art in these days than those
a scheme which does not include such
of any other set of men,
distinct masters in art as Rubens, Delacroix, Delaroche, Holbein,
is
Teniers, and Gainsborough,
wanting in completeness. Let us,
however, hope that the publishers may be encouraged to make this
interesting and useful series more complete in the immediate future;
we commend what has already been done very heartily to all who
would furnish their minds with a fuller knowledge of the great
achievements in art.

CORRESPONDENCE.
FRENCH FUKXITUKE AT THE EXHIBITION.
ENCE.

TAPESTRY.

FAI-

STAINED GLASS.
PARIS.

English furniture in the Exhibition as showing great skill in cabinet-making, but offering little beyond that still, as joinery is the anatomy, so to speak, of furniture,
it is an excellent foundation for the latter in its broadest sense, where
it includes the application of various arts, indeed so overlapping it as
to form a neutral zone in which it is difficult to determine whether an
object is a bit of furniture or a pure work of art, as is the case with

IN

my

last letter I criticised the

;

sculpture in mantel-pieces and bas-reliefs, finely worked bronzes,
faiences, tapestries, etc., employed where use and ornament are comwhich thus inIt is into this wide domain of mobilier
bined.
one enters as he looks down
cludes more than our word furniture
the long vista of drawing-rooms and boudoirs which chiefly fill the
French furniture gallery. One's attention is at once drawn to an
endless variety of sumptuous sofas, divans, tete-a-tetes and arm-chairs,
poufs and other pieces, so thoroughly French that I doubt if we have
ever found English equivalents for their names, and all these, as well
as rich curtains and portieres draped with consummate art, charm the
eye by the exquisite taste with which the tints of costly fabrics have
been harmonized and contrasted. It is a feast of color worthy of the
old Venetians, from whose pictures many a rich tone has been copied.
One is not surprised, then, to come upon some well-known painter
lingering with half-closed eyes before some clever scheme of color;
for good as the color of French painters generally is, there seems to
me a deeper instinct shown for rich and brilliant harmonies here
than is to be found on the walls of the annual Salon. It is curious
to note that there seems no prevailing fashion in the tints or their
combinations. New shades are of course discovered every year, and
the later ones show the influence of the bric-a-brac mania, which, as
in recent paintings, shows itself in the use of rich brocades and
heavy embroidery, and in some lovely faded shades of velvet, pale
amber, soft mouse-color, dusky maroon, etc. but then beside these
would be the deepest tones of rich color, so it cannot be said that
even these new tints especially are the fashion.
The most admired and conspicuous interior is a wonderfully beau;
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An immense

velvet curtain of a strange but lovely
and there revealing inner draperies of pale coffee-color and light blue silk, over
a splendid gilt couch covered with the palest rose satin; a deeper rose
drapery is arranged behind it, and a white satin coverlet, embroidered
in strong colors, is thrown in careless folds across the foot.
Behind
the couch on the wall is a metallic blue and buff satin, and in the back

tiful

dark blue-green

is

draped

in magnificent folds, here

is a
large tapestry picture of nymph and cupids, with prevailing tints of pale pink and primrose, while in the foreground stands a
bright garnet seat and a picture on a draped easel on the dark garnet carpet near the couch is a gilt stand on a tiger skin, and these with
a large alabaster pot of palms complete a picture extraordinary for
Of course words are hardmasterly simplicity and beauty of color
ly less impotent to convey an idea of harmonies of color than they
are in the case of those of music, and I give this description to show
how few objects finally composed an exhibition to which months of
An exhibition so
study and experiment must have been devoted.
far removed from a mere commercial display shows how high into
the regions of pure art furniture may be carried. This exhibit was
rewarded by a gold medal and a decoration. Gold medals were also

ground

;

awarded to Bcurdeley, Meynard, Sauvrezy, Qnignon, all well-known
men. But it must not be thought that only upholstery is exhibited,
for there is a perfect museum of everything which is best in French
furniture since the sixteenth century, when Italian art, led by Leonardo da Vinci himself, received a hospitable welcome to Paris, and
the imitations of the ebony work inlaid with ivory then imported
may be here compared with the identical work continued in NorthSo also the
ern Italy, and now an important manufacture of Milan.
modern Florentine pietra dura inlaying is confronted with reproFrench furniture, however, became
ductions of Louis XIII.'s time.
thoroughly national under Louis XIV., when Botile invented a variety
of inlaid and applique ornaments, which were pushed to the fantastic
during the succeeding reign. Side by side with these large cabinets
and heavy tables are the delicate and refined secretaries and workstands of Louis XVI., where classic taste insisted on lightness and
simplicity of form, and twisted spider legs gave way to slender colonnettes, while the. ornamentation was confined chiefly to inlaid brass.
There are fine examples of carved wood, but nothing Gothic, chiefly
Renaissance cabinets, where the extreme delicacy of the carving, or
rather of the engraving, is shown off by the highest polish.
In
these, as in all the previous examples, the workmanship in the various arts employed is beyond criticism, and the working out of the
details shows the highest art; but what shall be said of the designs in
"
Toujours les memes documents" was the remark of a
general?
Frenchman, and it is a fair criticism. Since the first empire the
French have been chiefly occupied in adapting to modern wants historical examples, and perfecting their imitation, and this reached its
culmination in the Exhibition of 1867.
Excepting progress made
in coloring and upholstery, and an advance in skilled bronze work,
nt the head of which stands M. Barbadienne, this department of
French art has gained nothing, and apparently sought nothing, since
To be thus stationary for long can but lead to
the last exhibition.
a decadence. This danger is appreciated, however, and vigorous
efforts doubtless will be made to throw new life into this department.
The recent association formed under the auspices of distinguished
artists and amateurs for the promotion of decorative art promises to
A
siive the needgd impulse and awaken interest in these matters.
Museum of Decorative Art is to be opened shortly in the Pavilion
de Flore, with both permanent and loaned specimens. I noticed that
numerous examples of English faience had been purchased for this
museum, which is a deserved compliment to England.
It is, in fact, from England that the idea of this new museum has
come. Imitating some of the functions of the South Kensington
Museum, it will organize from time to time exhibitions which will

make

the tour of the provinces, besides establishing in the principal
well supplied with casts, models,
permanent, branch museums,
For some time the French have felt that, in spite of the techetc.
nical skill of the workmen, their decorative art was not what it
should be, and needed to be pruned and remodelled in various ways.
The rapid progress England has lately made, especially in the ceramic arts, has confirmed this uneasiness, and roused them to preserve their ancient supremacy.
This supremacy, however, never seemed more inapproachable
than in their exhibition of .the national Gobelins and Beauvais tapFrom the Gobelins works come two immense carpets of
estries.
Savonnerie work for the Palace of Fontainebleau, besides allegorical
wonderful copies of old masters. In all these
panels and several
examples the shading and soft blending of tints are marvellous. The
cities

Beauvais work is represented only by panels of fruits and flowers,
but they too are perfect in their way. Not only has France distanced during the three centuries of these manufactures all former
the present exhibition of the Flanders tapesforeign competitors,
but no private works
tries, once so famous, measures that distance,
have ever been able to compete with them in this long and difficult process.
Now, however, M. Cleis has invented a different and
shorter system, which consists in coloring the threads when in place,
instead of laboriously working out the design with the previously
dyed threads. If he really can dye and (ix the tints in this way it
will enable the artist to work himself upon the tapestry, but it ia
doubtful whether this can be done, and still more so whether the
effect of the present Gobelins could be given.
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The drawings are to be accompanied by a concise, clear descripAlthough the exhibition of the Sevres works is very complete, and
tion of the arrangements and materials of construction, together with
contains as beautiful specimens in form and color as ever, it does not,
a detailed estimate of the cost of construction, which is to comprise
as with the tapestries, thus stand alone; for though no other works
masonry work, cut-stone and plastering, iron work, carpenter work,
can produce vases of such exquisite designs, private enterprise is
and in the matter of mere coloring roofing and painting, plumbing work, sanitary appointments, and
pressing nearer to its perfections,
other required work and materials, and contingent expenses required
can almost rival it in the simpler and smaller pieces. These private
The estimate to be
to render the building ready for occupancy.
manufactories are scattered over France, Limoges taking the lead
The
with a fine school she has lately established to train her workmen,
given for each of the kinds of work above named separately.
who include most of the inhabitants. This porcelain is generally estimates to be made in good faith from trustworthy data, the prices
which
the design is made, and the name of
those ruling in the city in
white with delicate colored designs. From Rouen comes the wellknown blue china; from Nevers the tint is usually gold or yellow; the city given.
The'motto plan will be adopted to prevent the committee of awards
while quaint old Bourges sends designs as quaint as herself, with
from knowing the names of the several authors of designs. The
flowers and queer monsters.
Ancient as are these establishments and their advantages, England
closing hour is fixed for two p. M. on the 4th of February, 1879, and
the committee of award will on or before the 18th of February
with her new manufactories fairly rivals them in certain things, and
give
an opinion, numbering the designs from one to the highest number
Doulton's exhibition, as well as Maw's and Minton's and the WorcesFrom February 5 to February
received in the order of their merit.
ter Works, contained specimens in some ways superior. The English
15 the designs will be on public exhibition.
tiles were in general better than anything French of the kind, and
To the author of the design " No. 1 " will be paid $250; to the
attracted much attention. One reason of this may be that in tiles it is
author of design " No. 2 " will be paid $125; to the author of
particularly essential that the design should never destroy the sentidesign
" will' be
" No.
ment of a flat surface, which secret I believe lies at the bottom of the " No. 3
4"
paid $75; and to the author of design
will be paid $50.
The designs will all be returned to the authors, or
recent improvement of the English in decorative design, and of which
mailed to their address.
the French too often lose sight; for the recognition of the surface to
In all this competition there is no distinct provision that the houses
be decorated is essential to good design. The English coloring was
shall possess any distinct architectural merit.
This is left, if it is to
unexpectedly beautiful, and had the forms of their vases been as
be looked after at all, to the architects personally, but in securing the
graceful as were the shapes of Mr. Webb's wonderful glass show
several points laid down, a barn, fulfilling the
(grand prix), their success would have been unqualified. There is
requisites of physical
ends laid down, must take the first prize be it as devoid of
another department of art in which the English were unrivalled
beauty as
a rebuilt factory.
the strength and delicacy of the wood-cuts exhibited by the London
those
of
other
and
the
best
architects
declare
that
Continental
the
idea
of attempting
any
Graphic surpass
paper,
Many
anything of
work appears coarse and stiff beside it. There was a large collec- this sort within the narrow limits of a city lot is sure to end in failof
the
sketches
from
their
tion
Russian war correspondents,
ure, and point to the blocks built for Alfred T. White, in Hicks
original
which showed from what meagre data their fine illustrations are Street, Brooklyn, as meeting the problem of a model tenement.' The
worked up by home artists.
first block was
opened February 1, 1875, and since that date the
The exhibition of stained glass was one of the unsatisfactory things same plan has been carried out in two larger blocks. Mr. White esof the Exhibition.
Among the large number of French exhibitors timates from his experience that a return of seven per cent net upon
there was little pure and rich toned glass. The .small, finely-penthe capital invested might be realized upon land in this
city, supposcilled heraldic panes and engraved, tinted glass were
perfect in their
ing the land to cost $5,000 per lot and the cost of building to be the
but
which
showed
serious
either
to
same
in
the
as
But
in
this
way,
nothing
approach
clear,
Brooklyn.
competition the conditions are
simple colors of the thirteenth century style, or to the deeper tones
purposely narrowed to single lots in an endeavor to see if they, too,
and more picturesque compositions of the succeeding styles. M.
cannot be made profitable and yet supply tenements fit to live in.
Oudinot, who has sent a number of windows to America, notably to
w.
Trinity Church, Boston, received a gold medal, and his certainly
were among the best examples; but though the drawing is fine, and
CLIPPINGS.
the coloring agreeable, his glass does not have the clear,
pure tone
wish to draw attention to a change in the publishers' advertisement
which gives the luminous breadth to old glass. Generally the best
on page vi. of the advertising pages, where it is stated that the numbers of
glass in France is done by workers in the cathedral towns, where havthis journal for November and December,
ing studied patiently the native glass they will repair or imitate it
1878, will be given, gratis, to
with skill, but given an original design they lose breadth and
new subscribers who pay their subscription for the ensuing year before
purity
in futile details.
Lorin, of Chartres, showed noticeably these virtue's
December 25, I87S, instead of December 15, as hitherto stated.
and defects. Although I looked in vain for Clayton and Bell, whom
We wish also to draw attention to the prospectus for the ensuing year,
I believe superior to any Continental
the
manufacturers,
English glass
and to the new and enlarged premium list, which we have tried to make
seemed nearer to the mediaeval models in breadth and
purity, thouh
attractive and useful, which will be seen on the
following page.
here too there is a tendency tooverdo and confuse
by shading Ainon"the English makers I noted Radcliff & Co., Ward
BUILDING LAW.
Hughes, John
case was decided lately by Judge Yaple of the
Hardman.
gold medal was given to extremely delicately-pencilled
Superior Court of Cincinnati, that may be of interest to our readers. It
panes for dwellings by Caunn Brothers.
R.
seems that the firm of Louis Stix and Company, owners, contracted with
M. Marcus, principal contractor, for the carpenter work of a store building.
Stix and Company paid Marcus amounts from time to time
MODEL-TENEMENT COMPETITION.
upon the estimates of the architect, according to contract, up to a certain time, when
NEW TOKK.
A VERY interesting attempt has been started by the editor of the Marcus made an assignment. After this assignment was made Stix and
Company paid or rather advanced Marcus $1,500 without any estimate
Plumber and Sanitary Engineer in
offering a prize for the best design
from and contrary to the advice (so the prosecution stated) of the archi>for a New York tenement house to cover a lot
tect.
Messrs. Mitchel and Rowland, and Greenless Ransom and Company,
twenty-five by one
hundred feet. In association with D. Willis
James, F. B. Thurber
bring suit under the lien law to recover the amounts due them, and hold
Henry E. Pellew, and Robert Gordon the editor has provided a purse that the $1,500 was not legally paid to Marcus. The court held that the
of five hundred dollars as an inducement for the
architects to
money was not illegally paid, and that the owner had the right to do betThe conditions suppose a lot inclosed on sides and prepare
ter for the contractor than his contract called for, and gave judgment for
designs.
rear by
the defence.
buildings of adjoining lots, so that little or no aid from side or rear
openings can be looked for in securing ventilation and lirrht. The inARCHITECTURAL REFEREES. Messrs. Hodgson and Brown, architects,
vestigations which have been made of late into the horrors of the
of Indianapolis, Ind., and Mr. Charles Crapsey, architect, of Cincinnati,
tenement house system have shown the need of
reform, and probably
have been appointed by the County Oommis.^iners of Vigo County, Indithe fact that dividends from this class of
property are fallmz away
ana, to examine nnd report upon a set of plans prepared in 1872, by J A.
has induced the real estate owners named above
to take partin the
Vrydagh, architect, for the Court House it was then proposed to erect.
offer.
They have selected a committee of award consisting of
G It seems that Mr. Vrydagh 's plans were prepared and adopted and bids
Hatfield, architect; Prof. Charles F. Chandler of Columbia
tendered, when at this state of the case a commitiee appointed by the citiCollet'
and the President of the Board of
zens vetoed the whole matter, for what reason is not known to our corHealth; Rev. Henry C. Potterof
Grace Church; Rev. John Hall of the Fifth
Avenue Presbyterian respondent. Mr. Vrydagh thereupon entered suit for $15,000, and this
commission of architects is
to report as to whether that is a
Church; and Robert Hoe the head of the
appointed
press works and machine
The workmen in the establishment of the last
proper amount to pay aj architect for plans of a building that was to have
shop.
named ^entle- cost
about $300,000; the commission is also to report whether the buildman have been discussing the
project for some time past, and at several
ing could have been built for that sum according to the plans. The commeetings held on the subject of improved
have appointed mission commenced its sessions at Terre
dwellings
Haute, Ind., on the 17th inst., and
committees ot investigation from
among their own number
The will continue until its labors are completed.
ts to be
particularly looked at by the committee in fixincr the
points for the several designs are: (1)
ANEROID BAROMETERS.
The Giffard Captive Balloon, at Paris, has,
security against confla rat on
(including fire-proof stair-cases open to the
it
seems, been made to serve for some interesting experiments with aneair); (;) distribut on o
light; (3) vcntiation; (4)
roid barometers.
It was discovered that all, or nearly all the barometers,
drainage, and other saiitary apno ntments5
seclusion of each suite of
after registering the ascent, failed to record the difference in altitude unrooms, and publicity of
o them-'
til some time after
(6) convenience of arrangement;
they had been returned to the earth.
(?) inexpensiveness.
Sufficient
hne to show the general features
drawings
with such deta'draw
as
will
HARDENING COPPER.
Dr. J. S. Mayer, of Virginia City, Nevada,
ing
exemplify any peculiar features, will be
required a
claims that he has discovered the lost art known to the undent Egyptians,
be done in India ink without color or
washes.
of tempering copper so as to produce an edge which will cut like steel.
:
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A WARM

controversy is going on in England over the proof the restorations of the famous Abbey
continuation
posed
Church of St. Alban's.
gave, some time ago (American

We

Architect,

adopted

May

25, 1878), an account of the ingenious method
warped walls of the nave to their up-

for restoring the

The church is one of the most interesting in
the
being
largest not a cathedral
ranking in length
England,
and having the remwith Winchester, Canterbury, and Ely
nants of one of the finest as well as one of the earliest Norman
naves that exist. The restoration was in the hands of Sir Gilbert Scott, and it is possible that if he had lived the controversy
would never have arisen. If our readers will look back to two
of Mr. Neale's plates of this building, which we copied from the
right position.

Architect (American Architect, June 29, 1878), they will see that
a noble tower and transepts of Norman work are conjoined with
an eastern arm of early English and decorated work, the whole
bedevilled
if we can be forgiven the word
by battlemented parapets and traceries of various periods. All four
arms of the church originally wore high-pitched roofs and our
plate of the exterior shows clearly some of the channels of the

much

;

The
old roof lines, which exist on all sides of the central tower.
transept fronts also retain the springings of the original gables,
with remains of a blank arcade which crossed the gables at their
All the old roofs
feet, things not visible, however, in our plate.
have been replaced with flat roofs of very low pitch, put on,
probably,

in

the

Perpendicular

period,

when

the

parapets

were added which hide them. Tlie interior view that we gave
shows only the three westernmost bays of the nave, which
are early English, there being nine bays of the Norman work
Over this
still left on the north side, and fewer on the south.
nave the low-pitched roof carries a flat ceiling, which, with the
Here is the bone of
roof, is in a very dilapidated condition.
The committee in charge of the restorations have
contention.
declared that the present roof of the nave is ruinous, and propose to replace it by a roof following the lines of the old weathering in the tower. The Society of Antiquaries and many of
the leading architects, as well as most of the architectural journals, have united in protesting against this project, and the Institute was, at the last account, apparently getting ready to enter
the lists.

THE

curious thing in the controversy is, that it is the archirepresentatives of the profession abhorred by the conservators of old architecture, the profession whose zeal for
restoration has brought down the anathemas of those who revere
tects

that have intervened to keep things as they are by
work
simply repairing the existing roof; while the chief of the party

old

modern restoration, would substitute
what they think should have been and must have been for what
who but Sir Edmund Beckett himself, whose serthey find, is
vices in the diocese of York we mentioned last week?
Sir
Gilbert Scott had decided that the present roof could be repaired
that, in the true spirit of

He believed that the removal of the high-pitched
had injured the appearance of the church, but that the
difficulties iu the way of a return to them were too formidable.
Mr. Street, with Mr. Christian, Mr. Neale, and others, has exapiined the roof, and has reported that, although he can make
to advantage.

ro

ifs

&
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out with certainty the form and construction of the original
It is
roof, the present one can be and ought to be repaired.
evident that the real quarrel is not over the condition of the
roof, but between a desire to preserve it and a desire to replace
it.
The opponents of " restoration " argue that to replace the
roof means ultimately to reroof the whole building, rebuild
the gables of the transepts, and replace the western front.
The
significant point is the change of position on the restoration
A few years, ago no conquestion that the quarrel indicates.
scientious restoring architect would have hesitated to pull away
the later work, roof, parapet, and battlements, which he would
have considered to be simply a disfigurement of the older and
purer portions, and to bring the whole hack to what he would
have considered its original likeness. It is not very long since
the Royal Institute, in its published recommendations for resto-

and conservation, urged that it should be a main object in
" to
restoring
get rid of modern additions put up without regard
to architectural propriety," and that therefore the low roofs
added in the Perpendicular period should be replaced by steep
ration

ones like their predecessors. It is but little more than a year
since Mr. Stevenson, in a sharp onslaught on restorers in presence of the Institute, attacked both Sir Gilbert Scott and Mr.
Street for making this very change. To-day we find Mr. Street
protesting against a similar change, and citing Sir Gilbert's
opinion against it, while the committee in charge of the most
important unrestored building in the kingdom is urging it.
And we find Sir Edmund Beckett, the amateur corrector of
architects, boldly affronting, with the zeal of a catechumen, the
" too
difficulties which Sir Gilbert found
formidable."

IT

is

not

known

that

more than three or four of Turner's

Those
pictures have ever been brought to the United States.
have been in private collections where they were not accessible

One

of them, of high reputation, has been in
who has persistently refused to let any
one see it. The only one that has been generally known is the
Mr.
Slave Ship, now in the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston.
Thomas Mo ran now claims to have discovered one that has lain
perdu in the country for a quarter of a century. It is a picture
of Conway Castle, a famous castle in North Wales, built by
Edward First, of which Turner is known to have made several
This particular picture
water-colors and others.
drawings
seems to have passed out of the notice of Turner's admirers.
It has not been mentioned by Mr. Kuskin, we think, nor is it
named in the voluminous lists of Turner's works given by Mr.
Thorubury in his biography. It was not exhibited by Turner
either at the Royal Academy or at the British Institution ; and,
rather curiously, since the subject seems to have been a favorite one with Turner, none of his drawings of it have been engraved, if we can trust Mr. Stokes's catalogue of the engraved
works.
Mr. Moran, however, has found a very direct and
to the public.

the hands of a collector

It was painted, he
straightforward history for his picture.
says, in or near 1810, for Mr. Thomas Goodall. banker, of

Abingdon, Berkshire, England, and after his death came into
His
the possession of Mr. John Butterton of Staffordshire.
son of the same name, an artist, inherited the picture and
brought it twenty -five years ago to Philadelphia. There Mr.
Moran, being then a boy, saw it, and he has treasured it in his
memory ever since. Lately he got track of it again by means
of an advertisement in Scribner's Monthly, so the story goes.
Finding it and Mr. Butterton in Hammonton, New Jersey, he
secured it. It is larger than the Slave Ship, being three feet
He is reported to value
eight inches by four feet eight inches.

This seems
at from twenty-five to thirty thousand dollars.
rather an enthusiastic valuation of an obscure work of Turner's
early period, considering that the highest price ever paid for a
Turner was five thousand guineas, and that only three or four
have ever brought more than three thousand. What Mr. Moran's purchasing price was we are not told.
it

A NEW

in the streets
proposition for burrowing under ground
is that of the company which has just procured
an ordinance allowing it to lay " subterranean telegraph wires
and electric conductors" in the streets. These are, by the terms

of

New York

of the ordinance, to be laid under the direction of the Commissioners of Public Works, in trenches not more than two feet wide

and two

feet deep,

and four

feet

from the curb-stones, so as not

,
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It is
or with sewers.
to interfere with gas and water mains,
an iron pipe,
to inclose a bundle of copper wires in
proposed
each with cloth, and then to
first separating them by wrapping
I he
in melted paraffine,
complete the insulation by pouring
that is to lay these wires is obviously to
of the

company

purpose

offer

them as a substitute

for the wires that are carried

on poles

a little
and through the air; possibly to enforce their offer by
with an eye to the ultimate use
even
and
municipal persuasion,
which
of the electric light. The Union Telegraph Company,
invested in street poles and eleamount of
has a

money
large
that the
vated wires, does not favor the scheme but maintains
wires would be more likely to get out of order,
;

underground
which does not look plausible, and more difficult to repair, which
the new company will be
is plausible, and that the next move of
so as
to press an ordinance banishing the poles from the streets,
Whatever may be the conto bring their wires into demand.
venience of the telegraph companies, there is no doubt that the
are an annoyance as well as a disfigurement
poles and air-wi.res
The poles carry anywhere from a dozen wires
in the streets.
down toto a hundred, which occasionally break, or are blown
and are in that condition of no use to the comgether by a gale,
obnoxious to passengers. In London and
panies, but extremely
Paris the underground railways and sewer tunnels give an opthe streets by carrying telegraph wires as
portunity to relieve
and water pipes where they are at once out of
well as the.
gas

the

way and

Here

accessible.

is

another argument for intro-

[VOL. IV.- -No. 157.
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of the largest companies, the New British Iron
wages, and one
the greater part of its
Company, has decided to shut down
The twelve or fifteen thousand cotton hands who have
works.
been on strikes at Oldham hold out with pertinacity, except a
few who have gone to work provisionally, pending the discussion
The cost of the strike to the workmen during
of a settlement.
the

first

four weeks

is

estimated. at $300,000.

weakest phase of the workingman's position was shown
the recent strike of car-drivers in New York, where the refusal of the Third Avenue horse-railroad to take on two men
who had been prominent in a previous contest led to a general

THK

in

The company's firmness and the'fact that plenty of new
could be had have enabled it to keep the upper hand.
Probably there is no field on which the general question of
strikes can be fought out with so little ultimate advantage to
the workingman as on the railroads, or like public services, for
there is none.in which the public is so sure to be enlisted against
In other businesses the community feels the injurious
them.
effect of strikes only indirectly, in the general depression of the
strike.

men

businesses and the disturbance of prices but here the immediate
is so direct and serious that the public is aroused at once
to oppose the strikers.
notice, on the other hand, as a step
in the right direction, the petition of the workingmen of Mis;

injury

We

souri that their legislature should establish a Bureau of Statistics of Labor; which, however, is at once discredited, and reduced

where it is practicable, and
ducing sub-ways under our streets
no more money in putting them off. If the city of
New York, instead of requiring every new company that wishes
to disturb the streets to pay for its franchise, as seems now to
be the pet idea of municipal thrift, should require them all to

to a piece of class legislation, by the provision that the Com" bona
missioner shall be a
'.fide representative workingman."

bear their part in building sub-ways, perhaps something might
be done.

a simple niche cut in the
thickness of the wall, the sides terminating in small piers supportas shown in perspective view by Fig. 17, from
in;; the massive hood

for wasting

THK

Chief of the Brooklyn Department of Fire and BuildMr.
Williams, presents a list of building-permits issued
ings,
during eleven months of 1878, which shows that the amount of
work reported to his department does not differ much from the
The whole number of permits
average of the last four years.
is
given by the Brooklyn Eagle in one table as 1638, and in
another as

1738.

The

estimated cost of the work

is

THE OPEN FIRE-PLACE.
IN

its

primitive form

Viollet-le-Duc.

The

it

oldest

V.

consisted of

fire-places

of

the

Middle Ages were

set at

these buildings are 832 single dwellinghouses, 213 for two or four families each, 255 shops and
There were
dwellings combined, and 45 tenement houses.
six churches, 21 factories, seven school-houses, six railway sta-

$6,525,742.

tions,

Among

one observatory, and one

distillery;

1,086 are set

down

as brick buildings, and 052 as wooden.
The numbers and cost
reported for the last five years, but for twelve months against

eleven in 1878, are: in 1873, the year of the panic, 307 buildin 1874, 1344, costing
7,773,500,
ings, costing $1,885,600
an extraordinary increase; in 1875, 1648, costing $7,710,000
;

;

1876, 1743, costing $8,105,300; and in 1877, 1686, costing
The growth and decline of tenement-house build$7,000,000.
ing is noticeably illustrated in that there are reported in 1873,
in 1875, 113; in 1876, 124; in 1877, 60; in
six; in 1874, 81
in

;

This may be assumed to indicate the sudden demand
1878, 45.
for such houses which the pressure of hard times has
developed,
and the approximate satisfaction of the demand. In the same
years the numbers of private houses permitted were 160, 639,
Some suggestion of the relative prosperity
751, 843, 887, 832.
of mechanical employments may be inferred from the numbers
of workshops reported two, 37, 33, 47, 80, 70.
:

THK long disturbances of the labor market, here and abroad,
do not seem likely to come to an end. There is no
great reason
to expect that
they will so long as business depression and fallIt is the
ing prices continue.
stumbling-block of the workingmen that they do not feel such depression by direct contact, but
only through their employers, and they are therefore tempted
not only-to resist by force their share of the
general burden,
but to visit upon their employers the
injuries which are only the
transmitted shocks of a universal disturbance.
Mr. Bishop, of
Pittsburgh, touched upon a like difficulty in saying before Mr.

Hewitt's Labor Committee that the
greatest cause of discontent
at present is that
they do not realize that
The condition of England is particularly
prices fall with wages.
unsettled.
The workmen in the building-trades,
among whom
there has been a
pretty general reduction of wages of late, have
not yet shown a disposition to renew their strikes.
The ironworkers of Staffordshire have found it
necessary to reduce their

among workingmen

Fig.

17.

often circular in plan, the back of the fire-place forming one segment of the circle, and the mantel and hood the other. Those supposed to be of the twelfth century were not so large as those of a
century later, and the mantel was apt to lie formed of a sinjle piece
or of two pieces of material, as in that of the Cathedral of Puy en
Velay, shown above, or in that of the private house in the old town

Here % the hood 'is
Cluny, France, represented in Fig. 18.
In this example the entire
a single curved timber.
supported by
thickness of the wall is used, the back of the fire-place beins; on a
line with the outside of the wall, so that the masonry of the chimney
shows in projection on the exterior. The hood is elliptical and reOn the right and
solves itself, as it ascends, into a circular flue.
left are little shelves for lamps, corresponding to our modern gasburners on the chimney breast. The low windows near the fireplace enabled the occupants to see what was going on in the street
while they sat by the fire.
Fig. 19 represents the old fire-place in Roslin Castle, of colossal
dimensions and extreme simplicity of design. In tht'su great firewere sometimes
places huge trunks of trees six or eio-ht feet long
burned. Seats were placed on and about the hearth, and the screens

of

and jambs of the
as

it

fire-place formed together a complete antechamber
were, apart from the large halls in which they were built, and

DECEMBER
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here the family united to pass the long winter evenings and listen to
the famous legends of olden times.

and Building News.

belonged to the Abbey Blanche de Mortain, was built
still bears the arms of the
abbey and the triple pothanger with the iron plate behind the fuel.
Here we have no piers at all, the hood resting on heavy corbels of

example.

It

of granite,

and

granite, and the fire-place
wall.

Up

Fig. 18.

Fire-place in the Ville de Cluny,

Rue

d'Avril, No. 13.

From

211

is

built as

usual in the thickness of the

to the fourteenth century the
fire-places of private houses

and

Viollet-Ie-Duc.

After the thirteenth century the kitchen, forming part of the main
house, and no longer a separate establishment in which whole sheep

Fig. 21.

r

*

:

'-''*'.'

Fig. 19.

Fire-place

in

Roslin Castle.

and oxen were cooked at one time, was furnished with one or more
of these massive fire-places, of which Fig. 20 furnishes a beautiful

From

Viollet-Ie-Duc.

chateaux were generally of great simplicity, and it was only later that
we see any attempt at decoration.
Figs. 21 and 22 represent two fire-places of the fifteenth century,
with jambs of stone and hoods of wood plastered and curiously dec^
orated.
They are in the little town of Saint Antonin (Tarn-et-

Garonne).
Fig. 23 gives a section of the

Fig. 22.

first fire-place,

From

showing the construc-

Viollet-Ie-Duc.

meter and 77 centimeters (about 5
Fig. 24 gives a detail of a lower
The hood, being plastered and having
corner of the framework.
therefore the appearance of stonework, seemed to the eye too heavy
The artist has therefore taken the pains to
to be self-sustaining.
tion of the hood, which stands 1
feet 9 inches) above the hearth.

Fig. 20.

Kitchen Fire-place of Granite

From

Viollet-Ie-Duc.

carve upon the surface heavy cables, in the hopes of being able

The American Architect and Building News.
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thereby to diminish in a measure this disagreeable effect of weakness.

The second

[VOL. IV.
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throned in this hall, surrounded by their officers; when behind the
feudal court blazed the three, fires on their three hearths; and

when,

more profusely decorated, and chains are
added as well as man-power on the right
and left, to assist the cable in supporting
the heavy hood.

is

fire-place

Fig. 25 represents one of the richly sculptured fire-places in the Chateau d'Arnayle-Duc, of the sixteenth century. It is two
and a half meters long by nearly two meters
high, and stands in a room four and two
tenths meters high.
The fire-places thus far described have
not exceeded eight or ten feet in width
When very large halls or saloons in palaces
or public buildings were to be heated they
sometimes measured thirty or forty feet,
and were decorated in a most sumptuous
manner. In this case, however, it was necessary to support the mantel by intermediate piers, as

shown

in

Fi;;.

2fi.

When

these piers extended from the front to the
back they formed, under a single mantel,
separate fire-places, each having a distinct
flue of its own, as shown in
Figs. 27 and
28, the former being from the Chateau de
Coney, France, and the latter from the
Grand Hall of the Palais des Comtes of

Fig. 26.

to complete the picture, the assistants

were seated on benches before
the gorgeous windows above the mantel, one can
imagine the respect

Poitiers.

The

subdivision of the opening and flue
had other objects besides
lhatof properly
supporting the mantel. The
tii s or withes
strengthened the walls, and
the draught of each was
materially iminlo several parts

proved by having its own small, indepen
dent flue.
When the fire was first lighted,
or when less than the ordinary amount of the heat was
required,
f 'z- 23

-

it was
possible to confine the lire to
a single section. By ibis arrangement
each part, besides haviirj sullicient
draught of itself, seived also to heat
and improve that of the rest.

The fire-place represented by Fig.
28 was built in the fifteenth century,
and occupies one end of the hall in
which

it

"

stands.

"no

It is,"

says Viol-

than 10 meters
long and 2.30 meters (7 feet) high
under the mantel
In the in-

let-le-Duc,

less

terior of the public buildings as well
as in the exterior, the Middle

understood

how

Age

to

produce imposing
architecture, which make
the treatment even of our most important modern
buildings seem
"weak and insignificant by comparison.
effects

"

of

When

Fig.

27.

that a scene of such
nobility and grandeur ought to have inspired
in the minds of the vassals assembled around
the court of their lord.

the counts of Poitiers, in their
grand robes of state, sat en-

Fig. 28.

Certainly one should

himself triply in the right to be able to defend his cause before a tribunal so noblv seated and surrounded."
feel

HOUSE DRAINAGE
A

F,g.

25

TYPICAL rase

IN PHILADELPHIA.

modern house drainage

is now
being considered by the College of
Physicians,
typical in so far as""it is believed to
represent the rule rather than the exception among a large
class of houses of modern construction.
In the particular house in
question there recently occurred four cases of typhoid fever of the
most malignant sort, two of the cases
proving "fatal. The attending physician, in a communication to the Philadelphia Inquirer,
says that in a house " with a handsome exterior, and in a fashionable part of the
city, his attention was called to the drainace, on
pcoo"nt of the odors that
prevailed ami the sickness that was induced thereby. He made, with an
experienced plumber, a careful
examination of the drainage. The
pipe from the roof in the front
of
the
house was a
part
corrugated galvanized iron one, and passed

of
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between the studding and the wall; it opened into an
iron one that emptied into the terra-cotta drain, and from that into

and Building News.
VOSE'S GEOMETRICAL DRAWING. 1

to the cellar

the sewer without a trap.

"

the sewer gas was noticeable at
and the pipe thus absolutely carried the emanaThe. stationary washtions from the sewer directly into the house.
stands in the second and third stories were trapped by one trap in
the cellar alone. Then, again, the roof-pipe in the back building ran
Its

once

joints were, so loose that

in the cellar,

tlie outside of the house into the terra-cotta drain, trap/ess, and,
as all its joints were loose, sewer gas was carried by every breath of
wind into the chambers from the rear."
strenuous movement is now being made, by influential members

down

A

of the profession, to secure a proper supervision of house drainage
by he public authorities.
This is but one of many indications of the attention now being
given to this question by men who five years ago were content to
It is inevitable that their agitaleave it entirely with the plumbers.
tion and solicitude must result in a thorough and radical reform of
It lies at the
Its importance is unquestionable.
the whole subject.
very foundation of the. question of public health, and it is safe to
predict that it must soon take its proper position as by far the most
important branch of the whole subject of house building.
It is of the greatest, consequence to the architectural profession.
It was not to be wondered at that architects, following their profesI

sion as a business, should have applied themselves chielly to furnishing their clients with the wares for which a demand existed. It

was not to be expected that they, more than any other business
men, should interest themselves in matters lying outside of the accustomed line of their trade.
Being generally men of artistic trainscientific
ing and tendencies, without especial leaning to the dry
problems of disease and its causation, it was quite natural that they
should pursue their art as artists, and leave to mechanics ihc prosaic
matter of plumbing.
Such a course of action will not much longer be prudent. Attention being generally called to the subject, the house-building public
will naturally demand that it receive the best and most thorough
consideration at the hands of those who are employed to prescribe
that sanIt. has
details of construction.
frequently been suggested
of the client, to regulate
itary experts be employed, at the expense
This seems to us as unreasonall matters connected with drainage.
able as it would be to require the client to employ an engineer to
It is the architect's
determine the required strength of material.
business to build the house, and he should be qualified to do the
not only as an artist to dewhole work from beginning to end,
termine its appearance, but as an engineer to determine its strength,

and as a sanitarian

to regulate its drainage, its ventilation,

and
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ordinary graphical problems of the construction and division.of lines,
angles, and arcs, the construction of polygons, circles, and tangents,
continued with conic sections and cycloids, the orthographic projections and penetrations of various solids, development of surfaces,
and, finally, isometric projections. The problems are, for the most
part, such as are of common occurrence and use in graphical work,
some rather unusual and ingenious ones being added, which will
be of value as exercises. The matter is well selected and well distributed, with an occasional lapse of symmetry or proportion, which
is more a literary blemish than a practical one.
Thus, in the problems on conic sections, no description of the ellipse is given, nor any
means of determining the foci, or account of their properties; nor is
the ordinary means of describing the ellipse from its foci alluded to.
On the other hand, the characteristic focal property of the parabola
is
given; but the distinction, very important to a clear graphical idea
of the curves, that whereas ellipses and hyperbolas vary infinitely all
The chapters on
parabolas are alike except in size, is not noticed.
projection and penetrations are remarkably well developed, the method
of revolutions used in Descriptive Geometry being systematically applied throughout, in such a way as ought to lead a learner by easy progression to a very clear and serviceable knowledge of the projections,
sections, and intersections of the various solids that are discussed,
A knowledge of
chiefly prisms, pyramids, and solids of revolution.
geometry is presupposed or ignored; no definitions are supplied, and
The explanations
the solutions are given without demonstrations.
are terse and usually clear, with now and then something that looks
like an oversight, as when, in problem 3 of Plate VII. in the ellipse,
the student is told to bisect any two parallel lines, meaning chords,
the distinction being by no means inessential. The learner is recommended in the preface to begin the book with a master. A student
with a fair knowledge of geometry ought to find no difficulty in using
it alone, although he would perhaps here and there meet with a construction of which he would find it hard to see the reason; and a
student who did not know geometry might, with a good teacher's
help, get from it a good working knowledge of most of its substance,
but alone he would probably find it rather discouraging, as all such
study is apt to be. It is a book which should be very useful in the

.

instruction of mechanical or architectural draughtsmen, and due study
it would relieve a good deal of helplessness that now exists.

of

EVERY new

THE OLD HOUSE ALTERED.

2

venture into the

literature

field of

general

by an

mind the inculcation of sound principles of
building, the creation of a popular sympathy for his processes, and
architect, having

in

the formation of an intelligent appreciation of the results of his work,
should be received bv the profession in no hypercritical spirit, if the
effort is honest and the workmanship, with pen and pencil, respectaIt would seem that the development of a design in the mind of
ble.
an architect, as, in its successive stages, it is set down upon paper,
until a result is finally reached meeting the conditions of the problem in a manner to satisfv all the conditions of design, both practical

and

assthetical,

might readily be made in:erjsting and profitable

reading to the layman. But however familiar the operation of this
mental machinery may be to the professional man, it has rarely or
never been so graphically set forth as to do justice to the subject.
Up to this lime \"iollet-le-Duc appears to have been the only architectural litterateur who has in any degree succeeded in interesting
the public in such work, though he has been by no means either the
first or the last to attempt it.
latest effort which we have to record is that of Mr. George
Mason, an architect whose work in Newport is favorably known.
This effort takes the form of a series of letters between Fred, the
architect, and Marv, his sister, touching the alteration of an old familiar homestead for her use, so as to suit the requirements of a more
There are twenty-nine of
civilized and luxurious method of living.
these letters, on the one hand giving professional advice upon practice and theory, and on the other setting forth the questions, the

The

C.

the wants, of the amiable client, who, in her relations with the
adviser, exhibits a subordination, an intelligence, an appreciation,
which we fear is rare in the experience of the profession.
beg
to pay our respectful homage to this ixcellent. lady as an ideal emlike
Were all our clients
her, domestic
plover of professional talent.
architecture would indeed be what to the outsider it seems, '-the
world." Design developed in such a
prettiest occupation in the

14.

is

workman

E.

GAS-

LAMBEKT, AT MUNSTEH, WESTPHALIA.
which we gave in our number

We

blissful

atmosphere

of

mutual accommodation, with no

difficult

whims

or caprices to reconcile with art, no compromises to make between
convenience and beauty, should be Arcadian in its results. The
temple in Paradise Lost, which
" Kose like an exhalation to the sound
Of dulcet symphonies and voices sweet,"

like the exterior

copied from the Aityemeine Bauzeiluny.

WORKMEN'S SHARK
tlie

a well-ordered manual, intended to acquaint beginners
with the methods of graphical construction. It consists of a series
of problems arranged in seven parts or chapters, beginning with the
is

trials,

the season.
The
THIS building was
walls are of face-brick and Longmeadow brown stone, and the inside
There are five stores in the
is finished throughout with hard woods.
The coi.t
first story and twelve dwellings in the three tlats above.
finished in the early part of

ST.

THIS

its

temperature.
Indeed, the architect who knows all the details of the structure,
from the bottom of the foundation, is ordinarily the only person who
is
competent to decide precisely what should be done, or, in the
case of old buildings, precisely what has been done. The writer
was employed to examine a house previous to its occupancy by a
tenant.
Everything in sight was in satisfactory condition, and the
owner gave assurances that he had himself had every part of the
work outside the walls thoroughly renewed. The mason who did
this work was confident that it was perfectly sound.
Later, indications of diphtheria appearing, this same mason made a second examination, occupying the whole of two days, without finding anything
wrong. Pursuing his investigations still further, he found an unsusa conpected old drain connected with the interior drainage by
The most
cealed pipe, which was clearly the cause of the mischief.
competent expert cannot always discover, without a destructive
amount of overhauling, what the architect should know as a matter
what he should know, but by no means always does
of course,
know, for we have in mind a caje of an architect of much eminence
whom we found entirely ignorant as to the direction and use of the
waste-pipes in his own house.
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of architec ure so bar nonithe only other example we can recal
to the older fable of Amrefer
we
may
i,,.lv created, unless indeed
the new du cet symphoto
turns
The wearv practitioner
phion
with . certam
voices ,'weet in these mellifluous letters
,s

STJ
f

feelin"-

.

"-ratitude, recognizing

in

of his earliest ideals
an<l
midst of the

them an echo

in the
of pracdce, now long si.Tce forgotten
discord of actual experience
Thus the architectural achievement in this book
Old things are
in its method than in its result.

customary fashion, and

jamng

,

unusual rather

made new

manner which hardly challenges

in a

in the

p.ofes-

and
observed, however, that the plan
one wit
of the original house do not comport
view
perspective
that the old honest square, hipped-roof
other, in an essential point
with balconies, bayhouse becomes a sophisticated Swiss cottage,
withal, with a cerwindows, verandas, and decorated gables, and,
is not according
which
assuredly
blank
windows,
of
tain display
are confused with a
sound principles of design that the elevation,
shadows and shades
curious tangle of cross-hatching, suggesting
ami
which could hardly exist; but, that the plans are intelligent
for the most part
well put together, and that the practical advice
are various sketches of furniture and chimney-piec
is
good. Tliere
sional criticism.

may be

It

;

I

;

in the style of the period.

digressions relating to theory, those, for instance, entering
and
of honesty in design, color, furniture,
the
"large questions
upon
we are not used to
other matters of decoration, contain nothing that
are open
hearing The theories of interior decoration, in especial,

The

of this class, of substito th/objection, so common in most books
for principles logically deduced and raassertions
absolute
tuting
in their nature shrink from
tionally developed,
principles which
elementdogmatic statement. The advice upon these points is very

ary and the

o-

o od lady, in following
the conventional

can hardly have passed be-

it,

" into the
region of

taste

"good
yond the limits of
The scheme of the book is
free and intelligent artistic expression.
fundamental
principles of design
well devised to show how certain

mav

be.

flours,

applied to

and

ceilings,

treatment of walls,
things, such as the
of furniture; but the opportuof the subject which the architect

common

and the selecting

is not used with that mastery
The points which
should display in order to justify his authority.
he makes are'in the nature of hints of practice; they scarcely open
The book therefore seems, from an arof thought.
any new vistas
It was,
raison d'etre.
chitect's point of view, to have no distinct
however, undoubtedly written for the non-professional public.

nitv
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essential that there should be only one
ind economy it is absolutely
and one land-parcelling
geodetic svstem, one topographical system,
same head. It is evident that both
"vstem all conducted under the
surveys, to be properly coorditopographical and land-parcelling
be based upon a single rigid geonated and sufficiently exact, must
three divisions are departments of -measdetic foundation. All these
determinations of position, and,
accurate
based
are
all
upon
urin"
carried out, should be united into
to be"effectively and economically
After a careful consideration of the faone comprehensive system.
the several existing organizations engaged
cilities at the disposal of
believes that the Coast and Geodetic
in this work the committee
to execute the entire mensuraSurvey is practically best prepared
Within
of the public domain.
tion system required for the survey
States is centered
thN domain the dominant interest of the United
Ihe adto be surveyed and sold.
in the public lands which remain
of 1,101,107,183 acres, is
ministration of this domain, consisting
of the Interior, while the Coast
necessarily within the Department
been originally inaugurated to meet
Survey,

and Geodetic
having
under the Ireasury Dethe wants of commerce, has been hitherto
the paramount importance of the public lands,,
partment. In view of
and Geodetic Survey
the committee recommends that the Coast
to the Departshould be transferred from the Treasury Department
and
ment of the Interior, retaining its original field of operations,
and that,
assumino- also the entire mensuration of the public domain,
hereafter be known as the
so modified and extended, it should
would
United States Coast and Interior Survey. This organization
of
then embrace, in addition to its former work, a geodetic survey
detailed
the whole public domain; a topographical survey comprising
and rapid reconnoissance and land-parcelling
topographical work
The Superintendent of the Coast and Interior Survey
surveys.
to
should be appointed by the President, and should report directly
the Secretary of the Interior.
The best interests of the public domain require, for the purposes
of intelligent administration, a thorough knowledge of its geological
and products. The domain embraces a
structure", natural resources,
metals, salines, stones, clays, etc.
vast mineral wealth in its soils
To inert the requirements of existing laws in the disposition of the
timber, desert, and swamp lands a
agricultural, mineral, pastoral,
thorough investigation and classification of the acreage of the public
domain" is imperatively demanded. The committee therefore recommends that Congress "should establish, under the Department of the
'to be known as the United
Interior, an independent organization
States Geological Survey, to be charged with the study of the geoof the public domain such
logical structure and economical resources
director who shidl be appointed by the
survey to be placed under a
of the InPresident, and who shall report directly to the Secretary
It should be specially provided that the director and memterior.
bers of the Geological Survey, charged as they aj;e with the investigation of the natural resources of the public domain, should have no personal or private interests in the lands or mineral wealth of the region
under survey, and should execute no surveys or examinations for priOfficers of the army and navy, when
vate parties or corporations.
not otherwise employed, may be detailed by the Secretaries of War
or of the Navy to take part in the operations of the general survey.
With the inauguration of the two surveys above defined, the committee recommends a discontinuance, first, of the present geographical and geological surveys west of the one hundredth meridian under
;

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON NATIONAL
SURVEYS.

of Sciences, appointed under Act of Con[The Committee of the National Academy
and report upon the system of public surveys, has made its report, of
gress to consider
which we give the essential p'irts.]

THE

works which seem to

especially within the limits of the
west
the one

fall

of
meaning of the law are the geographical surveys
hundredth meridian under the War Department, the United States
and geological surveys of the Territories and of the
geographical
under the Interior Department, and the
llocky Mountain region

svstem of land surveys under the supervision of the Land Office.
Besides these, although not enumerated in the law, one of the most
in the Interior, under Act of Conimportant works now in progress
Tess, is the geodetic work of the Coast and Geodetic Survey. Parties of this organization are now conducting a systematic triatigulation at several points in the interior, and any general system, such
as is contemplated in the above law, cannot be wisely devised without taking into account the object and organization of this survey.
The objects of these various surveys arc: 1. An accurate geodetic

A

general geographical and topographical reconnois3. Land-parcelling surveys, on which the Government can
4. The economic clasof the public domain.
part title to portions
To these should be
sification and valuation of the public domain.
added the gradual completion of a general accurate topographical
map of the whole territory of the United States, which shall serve
as a basis for all the scientific and practical needs of the Government and people. All this work m:iy be included under two dis2.
tinct and separate heads: 1. Surveys of mensuration.
Surveys
of o-eology and economic resources of the soil.
the
consider
of
will
first
the
\^e
present operations
surveys of
mensuration. Such surveys are now in progress under five differthat
of
the
Coast and Geodetic
ent independent organizations
Survey; of the geographical surveys west of the one hundredth meridian, under the War Department of the topographical work of
the two surveys under the Interior Department; and of the land
The final object of all these works
survey under the Laud Office.
of mensuration is the accurate determination of position and the

survey.
sance.

2.

:

;

There is at preslaying down of lines and points by measurement.
ent no coordination between these five surveys their original determinations of position are independent their systems of survey discordant; their results show many contradictions, and involve unnecThe geographical reconnoissances carried on
essary expenditure.
under the War and Interior Departments are of little value for the
while the land surveys are of
parcelling of land,
correspondingly
and geographical value. The operations of the
slight topographical
in
the
Geodetic
interior
do
and
not
Coast
at present include
Survey
topography and land parcelling. To attain the desirable accuracy
;

;

the

War

and

local internal

Department, except surveys necessary for military purposes
and geologiimprovements; second, the geographical
cal surveys now in progress under the Department of the Interior
The
and, third, the present land surveys under the Land Office.
effect of the above changes will be to maintain within the Interior
Inthree distinct
first, the Coast and
;

Department

organizations,

,

Survey, whose function shall embrace all questions of position
and mensuration; second, the United States Geological Survey,
whose function shall be the determination of all qtie.^tions relating
to the geological structure and natural resources of the public do-

terior

main third, the Land Office, controlling the disposition and sale of
With
the public lands, including all questions of title and record.
this division should be secured a perfect coordination and cooperation
between the three branches. The Land Office should call upon the
Coast and Interior Survey for all surveys and measurements required
The Land Office should also
for the sale and disposition of lands.
as
call upon the United States Geological Survey for all information
The results of all the mento the value and classification of lands.
;

suration surveys, as soon as completed, should be immediately available for the Land Office, and for the Geological Survey, and i or other
branches of the Government as required. The Geological Survey
should be authorized to execute local topograpical surveys for special
such, for instance, as the subterraneous surveys of mining
purposes,
districts and metallic deposits, etc.
Each of the three organizations thus defined should make an
annual report of its operations to the Secretary of the Interior. The
its bu>ipublications of the Land Office should embrace reports of
ness operations relating to the disposition and sale of land, together
with the necessary maps. The publications of the Coast and Interior Survey, besides the annual report of operations, should consist
cadastral
of its geodetic results,
topographical, and

geographical,

maps, coast charts, and such discussions and treatises connected
The publicatherewith as the superintendent shall deem of value.
tions of the Geological Survey should eonsi-t of an annual report of
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operations, geological and economic maps, illustrating the resources
and classification of the land, reports upon general and economical
geology in all its branches, with the necessarily connected paleontology.
All collections made by the Coast and Interior and the Geological
Surveys, when no longer needed for the investigations in progress,
should be transferred to the National Museum.
The committee recommends that, upon the organization of the
United States Coast and Interior Survey, and flie United States
Geological Survey, a commission should be formed, to consist of the
Commissioner of the Land Office, Superintendent of the Coast and
Interior Survey, Director of the United States Geological Survey,
the chief engineer of the army, and three other persons to be appointed by the President, who shall take into consideration the codification oE the present laws relating to the survey and disposition of
the public domain, and who shall report to Congress within one year
a standard of classification and valuation of the public land, together
with a system of land-parcelling survey. The necessity of this commission is evident from the fact that by far the larger part of the
public domain lies in the region where, from geological and climatic
causes, the lands are, for the most part, not valuable for field culture,
and where the system of homestead, preemption, and sale in accordance with existing laws is both impracticable and undesirable.
In regard to publications of the two surveys above defined, the
committee recommends that, besides the number of copies of each
report which Congress may order for its own distribution, 3000
copies be published for scientific exchanges by the heads of surveys,
and for sale at the price of publication; that all literary and chartographicid material received by the heads of these surveys, in exchange, be the property of the United States, and form a part of the
libraries of the two organizations; that the money resulting from the
The comsale of these publications be covered into the Treasury.
mittee recommends that the annual reports of operations of the two
surveys accompany the report of the Secretary of the Interior; that
the special memoirs and reports of both surveys be issued in uniform
quarto series; that the style and scale of the chartographic publications be determined by the heads of each organization, so as to express the scientific results in the most effective and economical man-

B.

ner.

THE ASSYRIAN GATES.
THE new session

of the Society of Biblical Archseolozy
lately, the president, Dr. Samuel Birch, in the chair.

to view.
They were of the strangest shape. Each
of a centre piece with seven long arms on either hand,

seemed formed

with which the

first
published accounts comthem bare, the energetic excavator
had great difficulty in disinterring them, and was mortified at having
the precious bronzes split and cracked as the sun dried up the earth
in which they had lain buried during so many centuries.
According
to the explorer's ground-plan the platforms mark the entrances to
the court-yard of a noble palace, having two entrances on the northThe bronzes arrived at the
east and two others on the northwest.
British Museum at the beginning of August last.
There they met
with an enthusiastic welcome, and no less naturally called forth much
To Mr. Ready, the ingenspeculation as to their nature and use.
ious artificer of the department at the British Museum, whose task it
was to see to the cleansing of the fragments, piecing them together,
and nailing ihem with the original bronze nails on wood of the same
thickness as that which underlay the plates thus fastened, belongs the
merit of solving the riddle. He was the first to see that the bronze
plates of the larger of the two monuments had formed the coverings
of an enormous pair of rectangular folding-doors, each about twentytwo feet in height and six feet broad, which had evidently turned on
pivots, and were held up at the top by strong rings fixed in the ma-

like colossal hat-racks,

pared them.

Even

after laying

behind.
The bronze plates are about eight feet long. They
were nailed horizontally across each door, but allowing for their ex*tension round the post, the total length across each leaf was but six
feet.
The style of each leaf was also overlaid with a bronze edging,
which overlapped the door by about a couple of inches.
On tl"e
right it is cut plain, but is indented on the side overlapping the back
of the doors.
The smaller pair of gates is much more decayed than
the other.
Its designs represent
hunting scenes, and it belongs to
the same reign as the larger, whose inscriptions are those of Shalmaneser HI. The representations on the plates of both pairs are in
the repousse style. Those on the 'plates of the great gates depict
Shalmaneser's battles, sieges, triumphal processions, the tortures inflicted on his prisoners, and his worship of the
The bronze
gods.
plates covering the styles of the doors are also engraved with hisleft

torical inscriptions, of which, reserving for another time his account
of the extremely numerous and interesting designs chased on the doors

themselves, Mr. Pinches gave an outline. The record on the stylos,
he observed, though somewhat fuller than that on the black obelisk,
and than the Kurkh and Bull inscriptions, is very carelessly executed, even the chronological order of events having been to some
extent inverted.
The new document begins with Shalmaneser's
Babylonian campaign, when he went, to help King Marduku SumaIddin against that Babylonian monarch's revolting brother.
Next,
it
places his war in the region of Mount Ararat, followed by that
against Gozan, and his triumph over Akhuni, king of Borsippa,
which paved the way for his conquest of Syria and Palestine. A
critical comparison of all the sources proves, however, that the Ararat campaign came first, and then his expeditions against Akhuni
and the Babylonian war. In concluding, Mr. Pinches held out the
hope of identifying, in his future paper on the bas-reliefs (which
greatly exceed in number those in the Nimroud Gallery of the British Museum), some Jewish faces of the ninth century B. c.
It is
certain that, as he remarked, this wonderful monument cannot fail
to be of great use to the ethnologist, as well as to the philologist and

the antiquarian.

ods of Assyrian history. The mound is nearly rectangular, and its
corners are turned pretty accurately towards the four cardinal points
The temple ruins lie ne;ir the northeastern edge,
of the compass.
where ran the city wall. In the western half of the mound four
stone platforms were found, marking the sides of an irregular square.
While digging round these platforms Mr. Rassam unearthed some
pieces of bronze, chased, and at length two huge bronze monuments

came

The body of the doors was of wood, three inches thick, as
measured by the nails, which are found to be clinched a little more
than that distance from the heads, the
overplus.being just the thickness of the bronze plates themselves, which is about one sixteenth of
an inch. Each door revolved on a circular post, about a foot in diameter.
Each post had a pivot at the bottom. The pivots are at
the Museum, but the sockets in which they turned were
unfortunately
sonry.

The

Architect.

was opened
Mr. The-

" The Bronze Gates of Shalophilus G. Pinches read a paper on
Mr.
tuaneser III., lately discovered by Mr. Rassam at Balawat."
Pinches confined himself in his paper to the two pairs of bronze gates
of Shalmaneser III., a larger and a smaller, as he will also in at least
one more paper which is to follow. The mound of Balawat is nine
miles northeast of Mosul, or say the Ninevah site, and represents an
ancient Assyrian fortress, which before the reign of Assurnazirpal,
father of Shalmaneser III., whose reception of tribute from Jehu,
king of Israel, is recorded on the famous black obelisk, was known
as Kharutu.
Though so close to Nineveh, it had been taken and
held by the Babylonians during a period of Assyria's political decline,
perhaps coincident with the epoch of Hebrew ascendancy. But
when Assurnazirpal, a great warrior, came to the throne, he. recovered the city, and renamed it Imgur-Beli, and built there a temple to
These facts are
the god Makhir, near the city's northeastern wall.
recorded on alabaster tablets found by Mr. Rassam in a coffer of the
same material near the entrance of the temple itself. As Mr. Pinches
remarked, they shed a fresh ray of light on one of the darkest peri-

slowly
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THE LATE COMPETITIONS

IN

INTERIOR DECORA-

TION.

BKKORK we

enter upon a new series of competitions, as we shall
the following year, we must, io accordance with our
promise, give some account of the competitions which have taken
place during the present year.
Of these competitions there have been five, the subjects of which
have been (1) a staircase (2) the interior of a bay window in a
drawing-room; (3) the decoration of a dining-room wall; (4) a stone''
and (5) the interior of a vestibule.
fire-place in a dining-room
Fifty-three competitors have taken part in these trials of skill, and
have contributed their drawings, ninety-one in all, from many distant cities, as we have received drawings from Boston, Cambridge-

do early

in

;

;

and Roxbury, Mass
Providence, R. I.; Hartford and Fair
Haven, Conn.; New York, Troy, Rochester, and Mamaroneck, N.
Y.; Camden, N. J.; Philadelphia and Lancaster, Penn.; Baltimore,
MdT; Chicago, 111.; Cleveland, O.; St. Louis, Mo.; St. Paul, Minn.;
Oakland. Cal. Toronto and Ottawa, Can.
We trust that this exhibit will urge our old competitors to renew
their contributions, and will encourage others to disregard the fact
that>they and our office are separated widely.
The honors have been awarded as follows, the committee of award
being composed of diH'erent architects for each competition, to whom
the authors of the respective- designs were wholly unknown.
" A. B. C."
First Prizes.
Competition I., J. T. Kelley, Boston,
Competition II., P. P. Furber and R. I). Andrews, both of Boston,
"
'Midnight Oil." Competition III.. J. T. Kelley, Boston, X. Y. Z."
"
H.
J.
\V.
ComOttawa,
Can.,
IV.,
Watts,
Hope."
Competition
petition V. (no prize was given).
Second Prizes. Competition I., H. M. Stephenson, Boston, " 1878
over a shield."
Competition II., J. W. H. Watts, Ottawa, Can.,
"A
Rouyh Sketch." Competition III., D. W. Willard, New York,
"
Hay Slate." Competition IV., A. Trescott, Camden, N. J.,
"
Hope wilh an Anchor." Competition V. (no prize was given).
" St.
Mentions.
Competition 1., A. Trescott, Camden, N. J.,
W. A. Bates, New York, " Essayons." W. E. ChainAnstell."
"
berlin, Cambridgeport,
T-Square Pasha." P. Phipps, Boston,
" With
H.
J.
Hope."
Clough, Boston, "Japanese Fan." Compe" Ars
tition II., D. W. Willard, New York,
lonya vita bret'is est,"
" // in a
whom we cannot
and the author of the
port,

;

;

design

circle,"

" hiconnu."
A.
Competition III., C. H. Walker, Boston,
" A
Trescott, Camden, N. J
palm branch crossed !>// an arrow."
"Acanthus." CompetiCompetition IV., C. II. Walker, Boston,
" Hero." J. W. H.
tion V., A. Matthews, Oakland, Cal.,
Watts,
" Slat nmnen in umbra." R. G.
Ottawa, Can.,
Kennedy, Philadel"
" Nemo." J. J. Dull,
Echinus."
Philadelphia,.
identify.

,

phia,

The American
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TOWER AT

BOOKS RECEIVED.
StudART IN THK HOUSE. Historical, Critical, and jEsthetical Jacob
the
of
By
and
Dwelling.
Furnishing
ies on the Decoration
Museum of Art and Invon Falkc, Vice Director of the Austrian
American edition, translated from
Authorized
dustry at Vienna.
V
Edited, with notes, by Charles L.
the third German edition.
etc.; corkin* A. M., author of "Tuscan and Italian Sculptors,
French Institute. Illustrated by chromorespondin-* member of the

and typographic etchings.

lithographs, albertotypes,

Prang and Company.

Burr, student in
sity,

Taken from the
By Charles H.

and drawn on a uniform
the Lawrence Scientific School, Harvard Universcale.

authorities

Cambridge, 1878.

NOTES AND CLIPPINGS.
FAIRMOUNT PARK.

A

no

less

than 127 pieies of

several

its

hundred parts having been

or hopelessly liroken. An effort has been made to get their duplicates
It has been determined, however, to proin England, but without success.
six
cure in this city eight pieces of the work necessary to complete the
columns which" weru designed to support the dome of the Trophy, and
then place them in Horticultural Hall, if the Commissioners of Fairmonnt
lost

Park approve
appi

of such disposition of

WASHINGTON SEWERAGE

:.

them

The

urgent

necesMty of

taking

s

ome

as to
ete the sewerage of Washington, so as
complet
make it effective in carrying off and ridding the city of the noisome filth,
bedecaviiig matter, and poisinons gases which now taint the atmosphere,
comes everv dav more apparent. The Senate committee on the District
into earnest and energetic consideration,
appears to 'have taken the matter
and in order to avail itself of the widest and hot possible information on
the subject, some six or eight months ago requested Col. Gustavus A. Karweise, who was then departing fur Europe as commissioner for Missouri to
the Paris Exposition, to examine the sewerage systems of European cities
an effective plan for
similarly situated to our own, and draw up and report
he colonel has accordingly made an extended survey
perfecting ours.
of the subject in Europe, and has recently returned and submitted a most
elaborate report, with explanatory maps and drawings, which are now
effective

to

measure-"

discovery has just been

made

in

Paris of an

from the time of Philippc-Augtiste. It is situated between the Rues Francs-Bourgeois and Blancs-Matenanx. It was coma mass of houses built up against it, which have now
pletelv concealed by
been pulled down. It is perfectly recognizable both by its cylindrical form
and bv the nature of ilsma-onry, and was tin- tenth, starting from the Tower
or "Barbel-sur-rVcane." the traces of which were found some months
the new market of Ave Maria.
The
ago in digging the foundations for
towers and their connecting walls were, in their time, a great work, which
excited the admiration of their contemporaries.
It is probable that the question whether
FLOODING THE SAHARA.
or not the Desert of Sahara, or. to spe.-ik more strictly, that portion of
inland sea will be definitely
it Iving in Algeria, can be converted into an
settled" by the expedition which has been sent out by the French Minister
of
the
of Education under
Captain Kondaire. He is to make a
charge
thorough examination of the Shot-el-Jerid, and will be assisted by two
civil

A

;

The

No. 157.

old tower dating

-At the seventh annual meeting of the Fail-mount

that "wn<-e the
Park Art Association the report of the Secretary stated
of four life-size
last annual Hireling the Tarn O'Shantcr group, consisting
on the river drive
has been
figures in red stone, executed hv Tliom,
placed
under a handsome rustic shelter,
oppo-ite the boat-houses, in the old park,
Chas. M.
which was built from a de.igu made expressly for this purpose by
Mrs. R. 1). Wood,
drinking fountain, the gift of
Burns, Jr., architect."
near the site of the Old Log
hits been erected on the Wissahickon Drive
horse trough,
Cabin. Also near the same site an Italian while marble
the "ift of Mr. Charles S. Kates.
Trophy in buff terra totta and faience was presented by Messrs. H. Donlton & Co., of Lambeth, London,
Exhibition, hut
Eii'dand, to the Association at the clo-e of the Centennial
that it cannot be placed in poit has been discovered that it is so defective
sition

PARIS.

[VOL. IV.

.

PLANS OF TWKNTV-SKVKN Doiuc TKMPLKS.

best

and Building News.

I

being printed. Colon' 1 Kftrweise was once consulting engineer to the Khedive of Egvpt, has been engaged in engineering enterprises at and about
St. Louis, and throughout the West.

A committee, consisting of five architects in
ILLINOIS CAPITOL.
make an examination of the new Capitol building of that
whether
State, to ascertain
reports of its unsafe condition are well founded.
THE

Illinois, will

WIND PRESSURE AND THE

OBELISK.
Mr. John Dixon, in reference
a correspondence as to the capability of "Cleopatra's Needle" to
weather the severest gales iu its present position, writes " As to its staone hundred and thirty pounds of wind
bility there need be no fear,
will not upset it.
Eighty pounds of wind-pressure ? What does
pressure
The structure supporting any instrument that fairly registered
it mean?
such must have been stroug enough to withstand itself such a strain,aud
a
as
practical engineer I unhesitatingly say no modern building exists in
England that will bear anything like it,
certainly not the Bidstou Observatory. Twenty-eight pounds pre>sure per square foot of surface would
bend a man flying through the air it would sweep from the rails any
passenger train. Seventeen pounds pressure would level the Charingto

:

;

What fraction of this would obliterate the Crystal Palace,
cotton-mill, the Houses of Parliament, the dome of St. Paul's,
or an ordinary house, I have not taken the trouble to inquire but it would
be a figure to alarm the theorists of such high pressures as have been
mentioned. The windows of a building certainly have to bear an equal
strain with the walls, and I suppose it would be immaterial to the
Cross Station.

a Lancashire

engineers.

The following extracts are from the annual report of the Lighthouse Board
"The lighthouse establishment now maintains, for the protection of life
and the safety of commerce, 1,336 lights (including 638 ou the Western
rivers), 471 day beacons, 55 fog-signals, operated by steam or hot-air engines, and 3,002 buoys."
"An important work recently undertaken, and for which a large sum is
required, is the structure now in course of erection on Stannard's Rock,
Lake Superior. The Board has, by a modification of the original plans,
reduced the estimated cost about $100,000."
"
A slight increase in the estimate for repairs and incidental expenses
is rendered necessary by the fact that the greater part of the expenses attending a change in the form of lamps, to adapt them to the use of mineral nil instead of lard oil, must be paid out of this year's appropriations.
The change is only made in lamps of the fourth, fifth, and sixth classes,
lard oil being found to give better results in the larger lamps."

THE LIGHTHOUSE SERVICE.

:

About the latitude of-the. Cape Verde
DUST ON THK -ATLANTIC.
Islands on the Atlantic it is a frequent experience of voyagers to observe
dust
and
a
kind
of
red
mist.
The material of the dust-mass
falls of
dry
was examined microscopically many years ago by Ehrenberg, and bis
opinion was that small particles carried aloft from all countries here
formed a transparent dust zone, from which they sometimes sank down,
and in whirling movement came to the earth's surface. The material of
The phenomenon
observation open to Ehrenberg was somewhat scanty.
has therefore been lately studied anew, and in a more thorough way, by
Herr Hellmann, who examined the log-books of 1,196 ships that had
passed through the region in question during the years 1854 to 1871. He
deals with the case chiefly from a meteorological point of view, and the
following are some of the facts elicited Most of the dust-falls occur in
the zone of the Atlantic between 9 deg. and 16 deg. north.
South of 6
deg. north they are extremely rare, and the farthest south hitherto was in
2 deg. 56 min. north, 26 deg. west.
The two farthest west were both in
38 deg. 5 min. west, both about 300 miles from Cape Verde. Dust-falls
"
often occur simultaneously at very different points of the
Dunkel Meer,"
or Dark Sea (as Ehrenberg called it)
in one case they were 150 miles
apart.
They also often last for several days, e. <j., ten (April, 1859). Sur:

;

faces of very different size,

There

up

to

100,000 square miles,

may

receive dust-

a yearly period in the frequency of the falls. It seems
that near the African coast most occur in winter; farther west, in the
The
direction of the wind during dust-falls was from the
early spring.
east quadrant, and most frequently north-northeast to northeast.
The
falls.

is

dust-falls observed are very irregularly distributed over the years in quesOf sixty-three, taken at random, there were eight falls of sand and

tion.

three of sand or dust.

Sometimes sand and dust

fell

simultaneously.

The

dust-falls with great extent east and west are denser the nearer the
African coast. In forty out of sixty-five instances the color of the dust
was red. Sometimes there is no coloration. The dry mist of the Dnrk

Sea is in casual connection with the dust-falls. Herr Hellmaun concludes
from these facts that the dust-material comes principally from Africa and
from the Western Sahara. The possibility of occasional mixture of particles from South America is not excluded.
The distribution of the dustfalls, both in space and in time (they follow the movements of the tradewinds), supports the hypothesis, as also does the fact that the falling maLondon Times,
terial is coarser in the east than in the west.

;

whether it were placed vertically or horizontally.
Iwen overturned by the wind,
ours never will
munism, or natural convulsion can a!one upset it."

No
be.

glass
obelisk has ever

Revolution, com-

DRAINING THE ROMAN COLOSSEUM.
The big drain from the Arch
of Constnntine toward the Church S. Gregorio, which is to carry off the
water in the Colosseum, is nearly finished, and
already the green'and poisonous water seems lower. But the heavy rains have" interfered with the
work so that is is not likely that the ruin will be drained
dry before another season.

FREE IRON IN NATURE.
Mr. Murray, in examining the deep-sea clays
which had been brought home by the Challenger Expedition, found them
of
native
to contain many particles
iron, which, on being extracted with a
magnet and examined under the microscope, showed structure similar to
the structure shown in meteorites. A Swedish observer also collected particles of native iron from the clean snow which fell at a distance from
towns. Mr. Ranyard, in returning from America, exposed glycerine plates
at the prow of the vessel when more than one thousand miles from land,
and bad caught a single particle of iron which was rather less than the
one hundred and twentieth part of an inch in its longest diameter. He
was anxious that other observers should repeat the experiment at sea, taking every precaution to keep the plates free from dust in boxes coated on
the inside with glycerine.

STEEL

A

IN SHIPS.

speaker at the Briti-h Iron and Steel Institute
said: Should it uliimately be proved that sea-water would d
estroy steel
than
quicker
wrought iron, the use of wrought iron for the skins of ships
be
continued
but, with present knowledge, nothing, in his
might
opinion, existed to prevent the whole framework of
every steamer and sailin"
vessel being constructed of Bessemer or Martin-Siemens
steel, as at leas"
one third the weight might be saved nt the same time that
greater security
was m-ured. In the diluted sulphuric-acid hath the evidences were
quite
clear in hvi r of mild steel and the
purest iron to resist corrosion, but
before as much could be said as to the influence
of sea or salt water a
more extended and careful series of
experiments would be required.
;

THE OPACITY OF FLAME.

It has been commonly believed that
Some observations have lately been made by M.
transparent.
Van Eyndhoven on the flame of a bat's-wing burner with one of Sugg's
photometers, and he found in two experiments a difference of 1.5 candles,
or 17 to 18 per cent, between the narrow and the broad side of the flame
whence he infers that the flame is not
the latter giving most light
is not obtained
transparent. For this reason the entire luminous power
from an Argand burner. For good street lighting, the slit of the burner
and the direction of the street should he at right angles to each other.

flame

is

;

English Mechanic.

